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" /"I HACKING our walnuts and sipping our claret," as the present Leader of HER MAJESTY'S Opposition ia said to

v^ have begun the first leading article in the first number of the "
Representative

"
newspaper (only for "

cracking
"

and "
walnuts," read "smashing" and "strawberries"), "We, PUNCH the First and Last, were pondering over our own

virtues, and many other less palpable things, when TOBY, frightened for the only time in boa life, dashed frantically into

the presence-chamber, and got under a chair.
" Why this excitement, dog of our soul ?

" demanded MB. PUNCH.
TOBY signified in canine Latin, a trifle purer than that which it is thought certain hierarcha of the SIIAFTESBUKX

creation would indite, if hurried, that a dreadful deputation was coming up.

"Quid immerentes hospites vexas, canis?" said his master. "Thou hast seen Deputations before wild Sab-

batarians, loud Irishry, maddened Spanish bond-holders, frantic Bank-victims, rabid Chartists what is this strange Terror
that has come upon thcc ? Speak, dog !

"

"
Gorillas, gorilla, gorillum," stammered TOBY, in the excess of his fright.

And truly, as the animal spoke, the door opened widely, and a group of Gorillas entered. Entered noisily, and
with some of the effrontery which belongs to the sinuous race both in Europe and Africa. But not more speedily was the
clownish CYMON awed, first, into reverence, and, next, into qualifying himself for Competitive Examination, by the sight of
the young beauty of ITHIGENIA, than were these African travellers astounded, and educated into the proprieties, by The
Presence. Foremost came their chief

" The Fool of Nature stood with stupid eyes,
And gaping mouth that testified surprise,

Long mute he stood, then, turning to his staff,
H in wonder witnessed with an idiot laugh.
Then would have spoke, but by his glimmering sense
First found his want of words, and feared offence."

The Great Teacher permitted the lesson to saturate the whole being of his guests, and gazed benignly while they toned
themselves down to a becoming modesty and stillness. Then, taking pity on their dumb, inarticulate helplessness, and

remembering that, like. the. wise QUEEN ELIZABETH, he knew the language of every Ambassador that approached the

throne, he said, affably,
" Sob okotUery hairyopaffiu snick Itungjungle hippocampo mi chowder yum lenjamin ?

"

Tears came into the eyes of the poor Gorillas as they heard their native tongue, spoken witli sweetness and purity."
Slablrito gastly neluchiiihiczztir

"
began tho spokesman, but his feelings overpowered him, and he broke down

under the weight of emotion.
" Take your time," said ME. PUNCH, still speaking in the Gorilla tongue. He, however, translates the rest of the

dialogue, for all his readers are not Gorillas.
"
0, MB. PUNCH," said the Gorilla Ambassador, "I come from Africa."
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" I have heard of tbat place," said the Great Geographer, proudly.
" It is one of the five quarters of the world."

"Tour information is unexceptionable, Sir," replied the Gorilla, rapidly civilising into polysyllables. "May I

venture to hope that one who has bestowed so much study upon our poor country, will deign to add to our weight of

gratitude, and grant the boon which I am come to implore ?
"

" Name it
;
and in the meantime don't scratch the carpet," replied the Lord of a Million Monkeys.

"
Sir," said the Gorilla, and a unanimous and confirmatory howl (echoed by a protestent growl from under the

throne) proceeded from his suite,
" we are a great nation, we Gorillas, and we are not understood by travellers."

" I have heard that self-assertion from one or two other nationalities," said MB. PUNCH, smiling.
" It is true, Sir, nevertheless. We are misrepresented."
" Ah ! and we, too, have a House of Commons," sighed MB. PUNCH.
"
Travellers, Sir, do not stay long enough with us to comprehend us."

" You are said to detain them with some little impetuosity," replied MB. PUNCH.
"
O, Sir, such may be the practice among our canaille. Do not judge us by our inferior orders. AVould you desire

that England should be judged by the persons who pay ten shillings to see BLONDIN, or threepence to sec a dog-fight
^

No traveller or missionary has yet been admitted to good Gorilla society."
" Is it so very good ?

" demanded MB. PUNCH.
"

Sir, I may say with pride that it is. We are very desirous to imitate our non-hirsute fellow-creatures. We have
instituted exclusive castes, and no blue-tailed Gorilla grins to a low-born monkey with a brown tail. No lady < iiu'ilia <-v<

nurses her young monkeys. A Gorilla who has lost his store of cocoa-nuts is at once bitten to death. W"
certain trees which are. considered fashionable, and any Gorilla who does not live in them is regarded as a suol>-.'iouki>\ .'

The larger the hoard of nuts which a Gorilla can steal, the more he is honoured; but we have also much jvgpoct ,' the"

monkey who has torn many other monkeys to pieces in fighting; and a Gorilla of either class may take as mate the

prettied young lady monkey he can find. When two of us ouarrel they are set to fight, and the backers share with the

umpire the nuts of the combatants. We never trouble on, elves about the low-class monkeys, unless they grow too

troublesome, and then we strangle them, to encourage the others. You see, Sir, that we are trying to do our best for

ourselves, and that we are not what has been supposed."
"
I am sorry to hear it," said MB. PUNCH, sternly.

" I had thought better of you, from the statements of my
friend PATJL DU CHAILLU. What do you want from me ?

"

" We wish to be Kecognised, Sir, at your Court. We wish you to send au Ambassador to us if I dared to

designate the honourable TOBY "

But a storm of growls from under the chair indicated the unwillingness of the proposed representative to accept office.
" And we desire to place a Gorilla in London, as our Envoy and Minister Plenipotentiary. He will be solitary,

" Not so solitary as you imagine," replied MB. PUNCH. " Listen to me, ambitious but imperfect gentlemen. Can
you read ?

"

"
Certainly, Sir," exclaimed all the Gorillas.

" Then take this Book. Go home to your forests, read, study, learn its lessons. It is the physic which I admii
to the British variety of Gorilla, and it may be equally beneficial to you. Come back six months hence, and let me see how
the medicine has worked. Begone, but take with you my

Jfmietjr
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ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION.
from Punk'* Almanack for 1897.

i'ttmurg.

THIS planet was not visited by man until

the ywar 1882. when MR. ASTKR AIRV, son

of th- Tcnerah!c Professor, succeeded in

reaching it by beini? shot thither in a

wadded shell discharged from an Arm-

strong gun fitted into Lorn* KOSSE'S tele-

scope. It wa* expeoUd that Mercury would

be exceedingly hot from its proximity to

the sun, but MR. AIRY found that the rays
of that luminary paw over it, and the

planet is a lump <>f green ice, intersected

with rivers of quicksilver. The only inha-

bitants are owls, who arc very civil to

ri-itor. and who speak a language resem-

bling Welsh. They expressed a great de-

sire to hive a bishop sent to them, and

Uy> some fat mice, and professed readiness

to pay allegiance to the Star of Brunswick.

The owls seemed very happy, and had

never heard of MR. TIPPER.

RURAL RHYMES.
TM January, if be 'tis cold,

I sheds my kine and pen* my ship in fold.

<)' coorse there hain't no dooun nothun now,
Not if there's irost, to spake of, wi' the

plough.
But ft the shinun hour I 'm an improver,
And spreads ihe grass lands wauver wi'

mino?uvre,
Or round about the ftnck I casts my eye,

And zees the pigs be happy in their sty.

HINTS ON HOUSEKEEPING.
THBRE 's a use for everything;
Never throw a thing away.

Fa*<- your corks and bits of string,

They will all come in some day.

Keep half-shieiF <>t letters fair

For your answers ; into spills

Cut the others ;
never tear

Up, or burn, but file your bills.

MAKING LIGHT OF IT. That inveterate

punster, JONKS, hearing that his friend

HARLUT bad suddenly had his gas cut off,

exclaimed, "Ah yes, I suppose they did it

by a coup dt Main."

SPORT IN SEASON. On Valentine's Day,
birds may pir, but men go popping on the

flrrt n* Mt-p*m>bM*.

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION.
From Punch's Almanack for 1911.

Uenus.
THE planet Venus is composed rif ivo

1

of the flneft quality. U was fir-t visited 1

SIR BUFFALO MUMPF., the celebrated astr

notner, in 1900, when he siiccfc-drd

landing his aoru. chip on Cnpc Cupid, U
southernmost point. It is inhabited by
race of Lilliputians, who wor>hip a gre
blue monkey, and never spejik at all. T
climate is delightful, and amethysts, pa

nets, and rubies grow out of th" soil

the sh:ipc o' flowers. The people have I

literature, but a>e very fond of oysters, ai

once a-ycr they stand on their heads 1

forty-eight hours together in honour
Qua'dratic Equations. They take no noti

of strangers, unless when trodden upon
tlic hitter, when they emit jqucals of

(H-sonant character, and scratch, but a

vt-ry forgiving. They dip their baliira,

two" years old, into bees-wax to give the

n ear for music.

RURAL RHYMES.
IF dry, I sows my wutts ; and if it rains,

Why then I takes and sows my pays a)

banes.
I never wun't keep nare a hog no more
To veed un up to wauver keen t-core :

'Cause why, you only loads his ribs wi* I

Ai no one ates and wot 's the good o' thaBl

THE GREAT WHISKER-CUTTING MOVEMENT.
Unhappy Suo. *' BY JOVE ! YOU KNOW, AS IF AI.DKRSHOTT WASN'T BAD ENOUGH OF ITSELF,

WITHOUT DEPRIVING US OP THE ONLY AMUSEMENT WE HAD!"

A CHINESE LOVE SONG.
CHINU Ji rinjree bringee toa and coffee, I
Smuttee nuttee hotel chew,

Bravee shavec wavee pigtail offee,
Takee mukec love-knot true.

Little feet and long nails nicy spicy,
Pretty puggy nose and slant eye,

Cooey, wooey. say yeb ! spousey house tel
Crinkum crankum cradle soon buy ! W.

HOW TO GET A GOOD FRAME GHRAPJ
LIVE temperately, be abstemious, cultf-

vale early hour?, rise with the lark imtclt
< f going 10 bed after one, take plenty
exercise, don't be afraid of lots ut cold

water, make a practice ot always briifc

cheerful, avoid debt, draughts, bad cod
pany, bills, and wet teet, and you w ii*. -"<m

get a good Frame cheap, and it shall be

Frame, moreover, worth more than it*

weight in gold, such as shall enclose

very picture of health.

he

VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT.
THAT DisrreocisnED RIFLE-SHOT,"1MB. PtitcH, HATING POSE HIS DUTY LIKE A MAN, THROWS HIMSELF CXDXR THE MISLETOE AND RECEIVES HIS Jvsr REWARD.



PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1861.

MR. BRIGGS, KKEI.IN-i) THAT HIS HEART 18 IN THE HIGHLANDS A-CHA3INO THI DCEK, STARTS FOB TH* NOBTH.

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION.

from PuMh't Almanack far 1870.

$L\)t Csrtfj.

LESS was known of this planet than of

anv other until it was examined by the

philosopher DAKWIS, a few ycara ago.

lie reports tliat the inhabitants urc nothing

at all and never were anything, and will

be the same lor about two billions of year-,

when they will all turn into duek wilt

long green tails, having eyes at the end

thereof. They will then commence * strug-

gle for lite, in the course of whieh their

tails w ill come off, "" ll "'y wi" llave lw"

wotxl'-n l<-gs between three of them, and

all will talk oolitic senile pachyclrr:

Scmiiic. He do s not KpeaK witli pencil

ceriainty as to the next change, but believes

t>'ai ilicy will probably b. come lobsters,

unless tiieir elei'ti-.cily he too great, in

winch case the planet "ill be inhabited by

pterodactyls and mcgalosriondec*, until it

bursts. _____

RURAL RHYMES.
Tor. wind now whistles saysi'liable air-,

Which beun zo, 1 takes an 1 /uwa my tarn;

Ami whilst 1 top and listen" to the \fu-~l,

Thinks I, Wot's Lil.-.exceptacloudo'dllst .

"BllICKS AND BEANS."

THESH term" are very respectable slang.

They are of niavinic origin Both " Hi kk
ml " IVan" M_-m:y a good fellow. A line

i the inilividii-il HHiatltniBt of a Lodge,

which coii>iits of lineks cemented together

by the mortar of good MlOWtUp. PVTIIA-

o'.ia^ the Koyal Arch Mm m. forbade hU
folio --era to cat lle.nis. Tnl prohlbllioll

meant lliat masons were not, by uiuy
and eitortiou, to d vour one ano'.her.

Bean, a philanlhropUt ; beany (el.ow;

one who u a bene-factor to his species.

THE BULL IN THE CHINA-SHOP.

Pooa SAN-KO- UN-SIX may fi^ht shy
When in JOHN HI-I.L hu catches a Tartar,

For China, we a.l know, will rty,

If it suddenly gets in hot water.

CAVTION TO ELDERLY FEMALES. Build,

inpi are protected from the eltects of light-

ning hy means of conductor*, which are

long iron rods or wires. The safest place

for you in a thunderstorm is that omnibus

USEFUL, FAMILY RECIPU8 (FOB
WIVRS).

Hmey Soap. Take of atrilet. aoft a-
wen. tolerance, temper, and tact, equal

part*. Mix well, and place read; for UM
to your husband's hand. The abore will

be found an invaluable recipe for remov-

ing all roughness and iirltation for Riving
smoothnese and softness and for obviating

all the unpleasant effects of domestic fric-

tion.

An Excellent Rtmtdv for Chojti aiul

CkilU. Patience, ylaciditv, and pl**uM
look*.

To Rtndtr Ttmptrl JneomtnatiUe Steep
them in conmioii-M n-c, tell- re-pcct, and
consideration for others.

Tht But Wia\ for the fan. Milk ol

human kicdncas.

A SONG FOR COCtNKY 8PO11T8MEN.

THE hart V In the Highland*,
Of that there's no tear,

And 'tis there you may buy lands

For sulking the deer :

But the bills are no trifle,

And they 're windy and cold.
So your with you 'd beat stifle,

Or buy, and be sold 1

FRENCH AND ENGLISH COOKERY.
TUK bippopbagists of France dress horse

;

for dinner. Here we only onrry the bonu',

|

but do not eat him nor, at least, Ih.l we
know ; for some of v.s sometimes dine at an

eating-house, sntl then ]tar'ake of hat the
billot fare c iil- h:.*,i' '! ven;suu. \Ve have
no objection to a sadi.le of mutton, but as

to horse, extreme huneer alone would mduie.
an Englishman to touch the least bit.

GHOSTS WE NEVER WISH TO SEE.

TUK Ghost of all our go. d intent:' ni.

And still le^s, should we like to see

y of our lives, the Ghost of a Irg
of niultua.

The ouly Ghost we do care about tee-

ing is the Ghoi-t ia Uichurdsou's Allow.

BFFORE OOINO OFT, MR BRIQGS AND ms Fui-xi-^ HAVE A Qiitr I'HAT ABU-T Dn-
STAI.KINO UKSKIIALLV HB LISTENS WITH MIX-H INI'MKI^T TO SOMI: I'I.'ASIM* \-

ABOUT THE LETTUK INGIDENTS rhEQfESTLY MET WITH si < ;i vs HU.LS (;'INU THH -t'^n i AIS

Toai BEINO SHOT Orl UCCAIUXAU.Y BEISO QJRID nr TKC ANILUU or INFUIUATK
STAC^. &c.. Ac . 4c.

Scptssmiox 'Phat far

than seeing matfpit-s or walling under lad-

ders is it to be caught drinking a glass

of beer at dinner, or to cull for cabba.e

by any other than its genteel synonym of

-irretin."



PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1861.

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMA-
TION.

From, funch't Minanaclcfor 1945.

ffilUS.

MARS was first reached by the

KARL or MARCH and his *tel!ar

explorative expedition in 1016, and
a verv noble colony was added to

the British Monarchical Republic.

The pl.snet i* inhabited by a tine

race of An'hropoplmtri, most of

th.m tleren tect hiirh, ami ex-

tremely affable. The Karl, *>n

landing, presented th m with a few

Irish, whi h he hail taken for the

pur;> >>e. and which were at once

cat*
1

!!, and the Marsitea fired ott

sixteen hundred wind-bag* which
th y use us hell-*, in himournf ilieir

visitors. The planet is at first

awkward for stronger*, owing t<>

the ftti'und beintr cuinp >scd <! r. .1-

h'ir iron, but with eeUmadraUon
and eUnrs this is KOI over, and the

boiling springs furnish un agree-
able drink Th" people have no

particular religion, f-xee pt that on
tin- First cf M.uch \}\ \ l>< :it th' ir

wiv( s F-eviTeU , ud their industry
i- imUed to nm-ing and ecruTching
their bends. They hiive no govern-
ment, and get oil very well with-

out one.

HOMOEOPATHY. Like cures like.

One irri alien relieves another.

Th tt is the re^on why, from a

natural rurative instinct, people
scratch themselves when they itch.

For this purpo-e, however, they
do not u*e a millionth part of the

tip of the finger-nail.

THK BOMB FARM. The sun-

Bhine of a .-mil'iii: face will gild

everything even cold mutton.

RURAL RHYMES.
ABTKK March winds, too hear

April show-era

Brings forth in May more zlug
and znailft than vlowera.

It never rains, they say, but wha
it pours.

What then? A farmer mustn'
bide in doors.

Refreshun miseturc meaks th

mad- s bloom gay ;

But wot I looks to is the crop c

RECIPE FOR A PLEASANT
DINNER-PARTY.

A ROUND table, holding cinht ;

A hearty welcome and little state

One dial) set on a time,
As plain as you please, but

prime ;

Beer for asking for and in pewter;
Servants who don't require a tutor;

Talking: guests and diimb-u'tuten
j

Warm plates and hut puiuUrs.

mndi

IMMENSE TREAT FOR THE PARTY CONCERNED.
Master Joel: '-Now GRANNY, YOU MAY CUME AND HAVE SOME JUMPS OVER OUR DAISY CHAIN.**

QUEER QUERIES.
Is it not affectation in husban_

of short stature to say th.u thej
were married in the Ttuiplu ol

Ily-men ?

"What relation to our whitebait u
the W( noire of the FTC nch .'

Did you ever see a lame do

helped over a dile?

What are the odd? that tl

owner of a milk walk wax a Kurd
Was he a gnat Walker that h

earned the name of the Colossus (

Roads ?

What proof is there extant thi

KINO JAMES THK FIUST wrol

Junit'i, and that the phrase "_!
cool aa a cucumber " was applie

first to a S ,i.d .'

NOTES ON NURSING.
BY A CLOWN.

Tosi the baby to Pantaloon, crying "Catchee, cfttchee!"

Snatch it away from him and hit him with it over the Hhin**,

knocking him down. Squat upon the ground with the baby
in your lap, and herin feeding it out of a large pan with a

great dripping-ladle. Ram the ladle into the mouth of the

baby, and scrape the lips with the eclfre of it, thrn lick them
clean. Now wash the baby by putting it in a tub, pouring hot

water on it from the kettle, and swabbing it face with a mop.
Cornh its hair with a rake; then put the baby into a mangle
and roll it out fl.it. Set the baby in its cradle, and trf-ad it

well down. Make the baby cry ;
then take it out of bed to

quiet ii, and give it Pantaloon to hold whilst you administer

poppy-syrup. Smear the syrup over its face. Take it away

aiiain, catch hold ol its ancles, and swinging it round you!

head by the leits, thrash Pantaloon off the stage with the baby

and throw it after him.

HINT ON CONVERSATION. Avoid commercial slang.
" Hofl

will YOU have it?" said a Bunker's cafhier to a gent who prft

rented a cheque for a 100. "Short," was the answer.

The cashier present d the gent with six penn'orth of half-i>ence,

GOING TO OOVER.
(vho hat given TomkiM, fnm Town, a Mount). "You NEEDN'T IE THE LEAST AFRAID. IT'S OKLT HIS FLAT. H i.i. BE ALL RIOBT AFTER HE HA? BEEN OVER A FBW FEXOK;



ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION.
From PvncKt Mmmfckfar 196S.

Tn* highest expectations were formed of thU planet, and
when it was announced by ihe Milky Way Bxprm, in August,
1914, that It had bren reachrd by Sia ACSTKM I.AVAXH, eicite-

ment knew no bound*. and a Jupiter Land Compan* wa

instantly K"t up. Unfortunately all these MX* were bllfhted.

The planet turns out n> ! a vtiirr- VI.IPV pi. I

blancmange. The flrat man who jumped aahore plunged brad

over earn into the opaque matter, and went through, as it it

conjectured, into infinite space, as ha baa never since been

heard of. Various efforts were made to find a footing, but in

Tain, and after several ship* bad been swallowed up, Parlia-

ment interfered, AumuAi. BKOOKS wa ordered to blow out the

tour II;I.MI-, which he did In the moat irallant manner, and

notice wan given that Jupiter was to be ignored for the future.

A plan for crystallising the planet by galraniim has lately been

NEGATIVE ADVICE.
Nino "for form's sake" writ* your name aeroea a hill

unlene you are prepared to meet the certain oonaequencea.
Nerer pipeel to touch a street musician by your awry el

there being kicknesa in your house, except you emphasiM It

pointedly with a hearty kick.

Vvrr flirt with a young widow who calls you by your
Christian name the second time you met t her, unlesa you have

r mind up to the worst.

ll!

WAITING BY HIMSELF so inxa, TUF.

IIE FALLS ABLKKP, AVP WHILE HE
THK BEER ARE DRIVES VOR MR. BRIGGS. Hi HAS AS EJCCBJLLIXT PLACE, BOT WHAT WITH 1

Ml l:'M II 01 HIE M'lU-.AM, TUB BEAV1Y OT Till ScENK, AND TIIB NoVKLTT Or THE SlTl.'ATKIX,

TAKU BIS FORTY WINKS, THE DEER PASS I

B-
P

THE INCONVENIENCES OF A HANSOM.
1. IN getting in, you knock your hat in.

2. In getting out, you knock your hat off.

3. In gel tin.)? in or out, the rubs are about TOO to 1 in favour

of your cout-iuil taking a pr^of impression of Ihe w lit el.

4. If two of you (fet in, the vehicle is sj small that you have
to i>it ultnnKi in ench other's lap.

5. That if you w.nh to peak to the driver, you have to throw

your he;iil back, and nearly dislocate your neck, hcftin-you r;m

oominumcite with him through that miserable little trap-door
in the roof.

6 '1'h.Ht if you direct thecahmnn tolmrar the ulasw-blind, it

advisable to hold youitelt far back, for fear the descending

portcullis should full on the bridge of your nose and do it

eerious damage.

7. That it in also expedient to take the Bam* precaution
when tlif blind is being pulled up, or else you will infallibly

receive such a Map in ilie face, as m vindictive woman, in her

anirrien mood, could p R-ibly infl ct.

8. That when the window ii down, though it may be some
oliacbt pruiectiuu against ruin, it is none whatever against auf*

focatinn.

9. should the Hantnmbe spinning along at any'hing like

its ordinary ipeed, you are inzi-d with a panic at the Bight of

every ol<l woman or child who it croAfting the road, that you
arc inevitably going to run over them.

10. That if you pay your right fare, the Hangora-drirer
look* upon biinnclf ax* permit-ally insulted because you have not

paid him h*lf aa much again it being a standing rule with
these upjjer leu Thousand of the cabstand, that if anyone is

allowed to net into a Hanwim cab, he should look upon it, not

09 a right, but rather aa a favour.

There art various other inconvtnienct* to be found imi<le a
Jlantom cab t

but they VfUl ktrp till next tear'I Alma-
nack ; if not, M vili print tlum yratuttoutiy in a

FAVOrKITE PivOFESSIONAL DISHK-'.

THK Minister's Dih ..... Cabinet Puddiny.
Hit- I'lHtnmnV DUh, . . . Trotter*.

. irticr'* In-h . . . Mnrrowiwne*.

The Diplomatidt't Dish .... Trifle.

RECMIJLTIOM IK NACLBAL IluToav. A game healaysrggs
on the Derby.



ASTRONOMICAL
INFORMATION.

.From Punch's Almanack
for 19!-0.

Saturn.

THIS planet affords a

proof of the folly of ambi-
tion. Had i he Siitiniii.iii.-

been content with thi ir own
territory, and their magni-
ficent ring of light (which
is cii-rd hy tiecomnoaintf

Btnr-fi-h}, tiiey might sti 1

have poffes^d both. But
in an evil hour they sent
out tin expedition to invade
the Karth, and convert
ita inhabitants into Vi ge-
tariansand Pagans. They
were met by the Balloon
Fleet under LORD P. I.EK,
and entirely routed, and a.l

the prisoners were instantly

christeneii, mi'l set down
to mutton-chops, which

j

proved fatal. Hepri*als were

effected, SIR JUVKNAJ.MAHU
landed in Saturn (uimi-elf
and ull his men holding
their noes as they broke
the ring), penetrated to the

capital, Kronos and tang
the *'

JMarteilltcitt
"

in the

teni)>le of Juno, and eat all

the holy peiicoekv Saturn
ha* since b< come a depen-
dency of EiiL'l.md, ana by
act of Parliament the
brilliant nuisance, the ring,
u to be cleared away.

THE ARITHMETICAL PA-
BADOX The half i> some-
times more than th whole.
That ) the case when the
half of half-and-halt ia Kn-

tire, and the other half

only Swiret*.

RURAL RHYMES.
IN June the farmer didn

ought to sleep ;

He 'a tfot to shave hU field

and shear hi- nbn p.
Search out the weeds
gtowun in among

Crrps that be drilled, am
huck'cin up whilst young

Warm work it* huyinakun
but never fear :

Only thee mind to qucncl
thy thirst wi' beer.

THE HOME-FARM.
DON'T be in a hurry d

grub up ynur hu-band'
weeds. It is a danaerou
experiment, sometimes.
The worst sign of i

neglected homi - ;tnn i

bachelors' hut tons on i

married man's shirts.

As THE WIND ia FAVom<ABLK, THE DKER AKE DKIVCN AO

FACT FOR THR FRRNCH.-
Our Fellowship Porters ari

n(it necfpsiiriiy nun whi
have difttintruighc d them
solve- at Oxford and Cam
bridge.

NOTE ON TUB OAMI
LAWS. shooting rubbi-^1

on annther person's pro
pertyis trespassing hut no
poaching. No licence ii

required for shooting ihi

moon; but you take i

liberty in so doing.

VANITY. What no man
nor woman either, by ani
accident ever poiL-espes, bu*

what is always very largelj
developed in everybod]
else.

THE GIHL OF MY HEART
Oistcr t'wtty.

INVALID CHITCHAT.*' Why, SOWKRBT, what's the matter?
You don't look quite so blue as you did. What have you been
taking !*'

*'
Nothing but my meals tor the last fortnight, MR

UUBMLKDAY." "
Ah, I thought you seemed off your physio."

HINT TO ELECTIONEERING AGENTS. If you want to secure
a vote by treating an elector, ask him to dinner, and give him
tanvass-backed duck.

WHAT IS WOMAN'S MISSION?
THIS momentous question being asked the other evening,
POONLKY said: " AB Woman wat the aw infewiaw nmmal.

GASTRONOMICAI. PARADOX. Buck venison is the best for
venison-pasty, although the vasty must be made of dough.
ZOOLOGICAL EMBLEM. The hedgehog is well known to be

MR. BRIGGS is SUDDENLY FACE TO FACE WITH THE MONARCH OF THE GLEN ! HE IS fcO ASTONISHED THAT HE OMITS TO FIDE HIS KlFLK.
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WHAT'S TO BE DONE IN JULY?
Fn IT 's TO Be Don* IN JULY ? WHY Ttmr. DOWN TO RICHMOHD WITH MAUUA AND THE OIRU AND oivp. 'EM A LITTLI DINNKH, TO wt rem !

FALSE ALARM, SURELY!
Mia PfisciUa. (with the Dog.)

"
Yfa, n 'a TUB WO.IST or THESK WATfRmo-PLACEi THKRI ABE so MANV ADVIKIVBKRS ox tux LOOK-OOT FOR WIVES, TBAT osi is



TO-DAY HB GOES OOT FOR A STALK, AND DONALD snows MR. BR1GGS THE WAY!

THE POWER OF SOUND. Of all examples of descriptive
music the most perspicuous is certainly a wedding-pe 1.

Kell-ringiMg dihtinutiv announces the essential act or th*- mar-
riage ceremony, which may be said to consist in ringing a
belle ; unless, i deed, tha bride is a griffin.

A BAD ATTEMPT BY A BEGINNKB. Q. When is a ship's sail

most fit to be sold in alineudraper's *\nj\)'.A. When it is torn
to ribbons.

SpiKiTiTAL[BM. Surprise hai been expressed at the fact that

spiritual communication* convey no sort of instructive infor-

mation. The fact in accounted for by the supposition that

the mediums are inspired by raw spirits.

QUESTION ! To any Debating Society that may want a sub-

ject for discussion, we would recommend the question, as to

whether a dishonest tailor may be deemed a vegetarian on the

ground that he lives almost entirely upon cabbage.

" HAVE A DRAIN ?
" A phrase much in use among the lower

class of Londoners in the sense of an invitation to drink beer.

Derived from a knowledge of the tact that the liquor where-

with London porter is brewed is Thames water.

SENSITIVE. A young gentleman of our acquaintance whose

gpnius is perhaps exceeded by his gallantry, declares his only
reason for not living in the country is the fear lest it should

make him get into rude health.

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMA-
TION.

From Punch's Almanack for 1960.

THIS locality is hardly entitled

to the dignity of a planet, since the

Lunar Cmistic Hailway was laid to

it from Hanwell, and the .Moon
was laid out as an Kvening Park
for the People in.ler the Act 1 Edw.
VII., 1899. The discovery that our
forefather*wen right in supposing
the Moon to be made of preen

- 11 n s4-\ (-]( '-hock to

I'.i'tfc. und nut quantities of
that article im-now inijtortetl from
tti" Moon to l.on i.n. ><>];:> interest

wa* excited when the railway was
ITI;K;C, by the cl.iim of the aged
AIJIKKMAN MOON to be the sove-

n-Uii of Lunaim ; but his ridi-

culous wt-rc finally

(jti.islied by the appearance of the

rightful Mun in the Moon, who
was dug out of a imU- l>y the nav-
v t *, in.-trucird by BISHOP Si*ut-

i.i OK, ;iiid appointed curator of

the dii-trict. Thfl estahlmlu-d n li-

pion of the country is Leap-frog,
but Spillikins are tolerated.

lU'RAL KHY.MKS.

MOOR drought must be expected
in July;

Huppy is he as only drinks when
dry !

And now the eats of earn begins to

brown.
An old straa-..at zets lighter nor a

crown.
1 envies not the wealthy nor the

,

great,
When I ' on?iders them there fields

0' w hate.

RURAL RAPTURES.
*Tis sweet at dewy eve to rove

When softly sighs the wetern
breeze,

And wandering 'mid the starlit

grove
To take a pinch of snuff and

sneeze.

"Tis sweet to see in daisied field

The flocks and herds their plea-
sure take ;

But sweeter are the joys they yield
In tender chop und juicy steak.

'
I is sweet to hear the murmurous

sound
That from the vocal woods doth

rise,

To mark the pigeons wheeling
round,

And think how nice they'd be in

pies.

When nightingales pour from their

throats

Their gashing melody, 'tis sweet;
Yet sweeter 'tis to catch the notes

That issue irorn Thrcadneedlc

A TlTLK FOR A NEW SADCK.
I '11 warm you."

AKTKR A GOOD DPAL OF CLIMBING. OUB FRIEND GETS TO THE TOP OF BEN-SOMKTHIKC-OR-OTHER. AND THE
il'GUESTEB LOOHJi OUT TO StE IF THERE ARK ANY L>ER ON THE lill.lS. Vlb! 6EVJOU.L lilNDB,

AMD PERUAPS THE FINLtfr HART TUAT EVER WAS SEEN.

VULGAR SUPERSTITIONS.
THAT if a lady were seen sitting

in the pit of a theatre, even though
she bad her husband with her, and
it were explained that she wished
to see tlie play, and that the stalls

were all quite full, Society should

shrug its shoulders in disgust, and
si raich her nime forthwith out of
its good books.

That a lawyer loses caste by car-

rying a blue b;ig, but incurs no

peril to his social reputation by
carrying a black one.

That something trrrible will hap
pen it, no matter with what escort,
a lady is seen riding in a Hansom
cab, or walking without gloves.
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ASTRONOMICAL INFORMA-
TH >N.

From funcfi'i Almanack for 2001.

VKRV little is known of thin

planer, a fuel not e-edit'thle to an

age like thU. Bimop LIVIMSSTONK
tried in 1!)32 to fuund a colony at

the H- - 'Hit the Hying
Wonirn who int.M the tvvint carried

off all the railora and nr--

into the interior, married them,
and kept them in ne-ts on the lops

tret high. It

is dirhYuH t > know wh.it to do.

S ieiKc hu-- no heart, und tm\f,
" Miivl ihrM' pn-|>os;er n- hinl-

;

"

but they :ire ^<> beautiful, . i

ti.i.ly but :i blind man would take

niui ;vt them, and In- WOT
hit. i

! ..-M l<> MupiSy
the orrfltuiva with opiates, but. they
laugh ;it the ti icU, ai d UrnHik o\er

the yl;i.-srs willi their wing-* I'll-

til HUM e.iti bf propitiated ihrrt- in

n - ch Mid- (it i-x;>li>iinif tin- phuiet ;

hut we think tii, >t Parliament ought
to tuUt- the niuiter up.

, HIIYMKS.

MATUE the harvest beun't alt car-

ried u-r,

S:ipp.t- v\r'\e had July and August
wet.

\Yhii h s'cps the spoortpmun wi'

..u' . nd KUII,

And Kie* tlte birds a vartnight's
law of un.

Zoim-tiniet* when I be gwian o' my

I ire-* chaca tramperaavun out o*

hounds,
And then 1 hollers, 'cross the dis-

tant view,
"Hullo! (Jet out o' them there

turmutK, you!"

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMA-

TO GET AT HIM, THEY ABE UBIJUED TO OO A LONG WAY ROUND. BEFORE THEY O1T

i'ECUUAK TO TOE COUNTRY, OVBRTAKES TME, BO THEY "BHkl.TEB A-
DOWN, THE SHOWER,
WEE."

frow Punch'* Mmanack for 2361.

()e Sun.
ALTHOUGH W.V'K Light ha* lonf

ince rendered ">i luminary obo-
leir, It i entitle*) to mnk in an
Agronomical CainloKUr. at there

can be no doubt that it waa uvlul
in itn tiuj. and fmm the ardent
t'-rniA iu which it H spoken of by
ihe nortn, it mult have bet-n mum
udmiretl when tcifnce waa in tier

inf.iiicy. 'Ihr 8un in u phosphoric
Ixxly, upon hich fhectn of oil are
cun-'jtiiTlv [touring from the to-

;;Uv \\. l? [theVUOta^te
<

Ttoiiterp) and the "spoia,"
a* they weiea ur<lly called, were

.in* dnwn which the ur-

}.lu* oil M\ into th- ken, and
make* whalrs. U i- inhabited by
falaroandera, who have fix leu*

and p'ofeiw ihcmwlveM ^

txirgiann. Like ihe - xinict NiiMtara
of crc-riulourt d,- 1 .r:..n-, the un
>ull r- p.iy '! e vinit, and the oil,

valuable aa a
d. piUtory, in imported now that

has iMUifht us the ab-

-urdity of wearing any kind of

!i.iir on our frames.

RURAL RHYMES.
IN lucky yearn we cuta and lucks

our c.ti n ;

Thrasbta out zotnr, and storcn the

grain in b^ n.

Zome barveal wboama bain't wot
they used to be;

But 1 wun'l never gie mj cartera

tea.

Twoaftt, mun, I wiyi, the Vounder
ol i he >

But mind thee doetn't mcak thyxelf
a beoait.

SOCIAL STATISTICS.
AT a Spiritualist Soirle wliich was held in town la?t summer

as many as *ix professed teetotallers averred that they felt

umler the influence of spirits.
Of twelve hundred young gentlemen who last year travelled

on the Continent, no fewer than a do/.cn did not stize the

opportunity to try and set tip a moustache.

On- hundred and eleven roombers of the Peace Society have
since lust April discontinued d alinp with their patttryo .ok, on

the ground that they believed he dealt in warlike store*, be-

c.iu-e of the inscription in hi window,
" Balls Suppliea."

Proofs are extant, in the shape of Hnendraper's bills, that

fince Michaelmas t n thouar.d Bo-thought sti ong-minded
women have been weak enough to purchat- thing* they had

nouae for, simply became that they were ticketed "Gieat

Bargains."

Of a hundred single men who last scaaon received cards

for what the genteel call
*' At homes" and the vuhjir "tea-

flghU," ninety pleaded "sudden illneaa
" or "

previous n-

gagement," and of the tan heroes who virtuously went, only
two h*l courage to paw beyond the rtaireaae.

WlTfc, EXTRAORDIKAKY FKB8EVKKAXCE THFY COME WITHIN SHOT OF "THE FlVE.sT IliRT." MR. B. IB OUT OF BREATH, AFBAID O* bUPFISC, AND WAKT8 TO BLOW
uis NOSE (QUITE OUT or TUB QUESTION) OTHKHWIBB UK ut TOLERABLY couT
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ASTRONOMICAL INFOR-
MATION.

"from, Punch't Almanack for 2310. :

THI-* planet i a remarkable one.

It in kimjily u lake <>f water, of the
mot ci ystnllirte fh:in;ctcr, un<i any
attempt' to sound it is futile, as the

lead drop* ritiht through and lulls

into the Zodiac. The lake it in-

habited by mermaid* of a very
fuci i i;iting kind, but there has
been no succes,-ful attempt made
to capture them, though the huml-
somett officers have in the band-
Bomet-t manner been plae. il, u
bait, at the cummundof exploring
expeditions. Mu:r hits been tiicd

with no better effect, the creature-*

stopping their ears, and striking

up tunes of the'r own in the ni :rs-t

manner. This u all that is known
of Neptune, except that the wutrr
iiiixta exceedingly well with any
npirituouB fluid, and one touch uf

toddy makes the whole world kin.

RURAL HHYMKS.
BLVE smoky heaps about the hills

avouch
To fur and near that I be burnun

COL oh,
The smell whereof IB pleasun to

the nose ;

And Kome prefers tubaccer to a
ros*.

Smoke arter work, young man, but
doan't let none

Goo up atweeu thy nozzle and the
zun!

ST.ANO. " Dnwn with your
dun" Pay; put down ^ our money.
The phrase originated with moral
wiitrrs who are accustomi d to

describe money at tirosti and dirt,

and, as thus implying a contempt
of riches, it U much used by the
serious.

POOR LITTLE FELLOW !

Emily.
" WANT SOMETHING TO AUDBE YOO ! WHY I HAVE GIYI.N YOU BOOK AFTER BOOK, AND LENT YOU

MY PAINT Box, AND 1 'VE OFFERED TO TEACH YOU YOUR NOTES ! WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT ?"

Auguttu*. "On. AH! I DON'T CALL THAT AMUSEMENT. I WANT SOME FIGS! OB BOMB GINOEBBREAD
NUTS ! OR A OOOD LOT OF TOFFEE I I THAT 8 WHAT I CALL AMUSEMENT !

"

A SONG FOR A WET
SUMMER.

BY A MfDDLE-AOKD SIXOKR.

Miusi'MMKtt asrttin !

Now 1ft UH be jolly,

And 'mid hail and rain

Banish melancholy I

Pic-nics are fio nice

Un'ternaath umbrella?,
Packed as close a- mice :

Damp don 1

1 hurt young fellahs
^

So I used to say,
Am I growing older?

Ha ! was tha 1
, I pray,

A twinge in my lett shoulder T

Sadly I 've my fears,
'

l wa a hint emphatic,
That ere many years

I shall be rheumatic !

THE HOME-FARM.
AN abundant growth of wild oats

is, often, only a pro;>f of the rich-

ness of the soil. The ground mi:y

always be got into order, ifyou will

take care to sow it wMi roof-crop*.

The deeper you plnnt 'em the bet-

ter ;
but when they are once in the

ground, let *em take their chance,
and don't always be pulling them

up to see if they arc sprouting.
Avoid the dangerous practice of

bringing your husband under ihe

harrow.

THE DANGER OF JESTING.
" When is a brick a tile 1

" asked

BKDWN, senior, of SMITH, junior.
Give H up I When it 's a projec-

tile
" So saying he threw a brick-

bat and broke a window. Hit* pre-

cep'or forgave him the mischief he

had done, but flogged him for

punning.
NKOATIVK ADVICE. Never, un-

less you speak French fluent fy,

enter a shop in Paris where you see

the notice, "Here they Spike the

English.'*

A NKW ANSWKR TO AN OLD QUESTION. Wheie was MOSES
when he put the candle out? Not necessarily in the dark.
MOSF.S may have been a Puseyite Sacristan, and have put out
the candle in broad daylight, which bis master the pardon was
burning.

FAVOURITE PROFESSIONAL DISHES.
THE Boxer'* Dish Soufflet,

The Young Member's Dish . . . Greens.
The Old Member's Dish . . . . Loaves and Fishe
The Public-Dinner-Orator's Dish . . Flounders.

A HEBREW PUNDIT. The Sanhedrim was the chief council

of the Jews. It consisted of seventy elders, over whom the

High Priest presided Once upon a time a President of this

assembly, not mentioned by JostTHCs, addressed it as " Gen-

tlemen of the Jewry."

PATERKAKILIAS, WITH HIS USUAL PBCCIKCX AXD FORESIGHT, ORDERS A QUANTITY or BEER OF THE OCTOBER BRKWIKG.
THE BARRELS AUK " A WOJ.KIN* AND A BU.STIN' !

"
H EAS JUST BEEN INfORMtD THAT ALL



AFTER AIMING FOR A QCARTER OF AH HOUR, MR. B. FIRES BOTH nis BARRELS AND MISSES M II TABLEAU THE FORESTER'S ANGUISH.

Rl'IUL KI1YMKS.

CONSIDKRUN in Novemb 'i how the dayi
Gets in, and shortens as the leaves decays.
As I walk? out ache Xunday arternoon,

Aa! I reflects, here *8 Winter comun zoon !

'] he yarbidge all dies off, until you zee*

No twudstooU*, aven, at the roots o* trees.

VULGAR SUPERSTUIONS.
THAT It is not

" the thin*
" to run in any public thorough-

fare, even although you may be really in a hurry, and (of

ASTRONOMICAL INFOR-
MATION.

From Punch't Almanack for 2417.

course) find that the streets are far too crowded for a cab,

except to crawl along as slowly as an alderman would walk
after a dinner at the Mansion House.

That when TOU call on a swell couple you ought to leave

two cards although a man and wlte, you know, are looked

upon aa one.

That calling servants by their surnames gives them a higher
rankm tlie eyes of one's acquaintances, and invests a' 1 Buttons"
with the bearing of a butler.

That ft betrays a vulgar mind to be seen carrying a parcel,
more particularly supposing it 10 be wrapped up in a newspajter.

A SONG FOR COCKNEY SPORTSMEN.
TBKRK 's a southerly wind and a cloudy sky,

But you'd better not hunt this morning,
Or over the ears of your bone you may fly
Where a deep, deep ditch lies yawning.

And they '11 cry
"
O, stupid !'

If you ride over /uno or Cupid;
Which the odds are you'll do,
So if I were you,

I should act on this friendly warning.

WE are happy to inform our

readers that the Astronomical So-

ciety of London hu* at length ?uc-

eet'<ie<l in rt-ctilyinx the irlobe, and

that in future there will be no more
eclipses. The holes in the nun's

path have been carefully filled up
with concrete of diamond the

Zodiac bus been duly and com-

pletely oiled, and all tiie houses
that were in opposition have been

puiled down. 'I he course of th;

planets will henceforth be regular,

r.'tupennaiion has been demanded
by "about eleven thousand mrcet

boys, who wire in Die habit of (-ell-

ing smoked glasses to view the old

phenomena, and the claimants
have all been sent t> the Compul-
sory College, n- 1 MR. AI-AMS, the

lecturer, who on Saturday attained

his six hundredth jc'ir, h;i put
fireworks instead of cdipwes into

his famous Orrery, with which
our young folks arc much better

pleased. __

RURAL RHYMES.

DKCKMBKR brings, wi* darknuss
wind and rain,

Another Christmas. Here we be

again!
How are yer! all you gentlefolks

in Town!
What matter if I be a country
clown T

My snrvice to 'ee in a quart o' beer, i

Here 's your good healths and bet-
tcr luck next year !

ASTRONOMICAL INFOR-
MATION.

Fron Punch't Almanack /or 3861 .

xlstrolocjg.

TUB Directors of the Great
Northern Hem spherical Railway
announce that railway commu-
nication between all the

principal
fixed stars will be open in a tew
night*. The facilities which will

thus be afforded for personally
visiting one'* own natal star, and
examining into one's destiny, in-

ptead of employing ignorant quacks
not much be ter than the Raphael*
and Zadkitlt whom Punch extir-

pated in the nineteenth century, is

apparent. Charles's Wain w ill

meet every train, and convey pas-
sengers to stars where stations are
not yet opened. Astronomers art
attached U> ech truin, who will

give every information ;
and it in

particularly requested that r.o beer

may be offered them. Spectacles,
to keep star-dust out of the eytn,
will be supplied, and on Saturday*
the music of the spheres will be in

attendance. We hail this new
advance in s ienoe. What would
the stick-in-the-mud blockheads of
1*61 have said to bre-kiusting in
Oxford and dining in Orion I

A WHOLESOME BEVERAGE.

.Tns ROTAL HAHT MR. BRIGGS DID NOT Hu.

TH n leave* of Deadly Nig
infuftfd in boiling hot water, make

line t a. It may be iweetened
with lunar of lead. Thi> hu one

great adrnntage over common tea,

which, according to gome medical

aulhoritta is a sloe pois >n.



MR. BRIGGS HAS ANOTHER DAY'S STALKING, AND HIS 1{IFLE HAVI\a GONE OFF SOONER THAN HE EXPKCTLD, HE KILLS A STAG ! Ab li' IS HIS l''iRST, HE JS MACE
FREE OF THE KOHEST ET THE PROCESS CUSTOMARY ON THE HILLS!

AND RETURNS HOME IN TUII-MPH. HE is A LITTLE KNOCKED-UP, BUT AFTER A NAP, WILL, NO DODBT, oo THRoran THE BROAD SWORD DANCE IN THE EVESINO AS USUAL.



"OTTR OWN CORRESPONDENT AT THE SEAT OF
WAR."

THE post of Newspaper Correspondent, besides being responsible, has
L become dangerous. In their published letters these gentlemen are

modestly sparing of allusion to any personal mishaps, but their hair-

breadth escapes and adventures all over the world would fill a volume.
One ready writer was all but shot as a spy during the Carlist War. It

required strong intercession to save the life of another who was taken,
note-book in hand, when the Danes and Schleswig-Holsteiners were
at loggerheads. In the Russian War the letters of a third, who was
at Shumla with OMAR PASHA, were nearly brought to a close by half

a dozen Bashi-Bazouks, these gentry assailing him with hatchets
and muskets for his unwarrantable interference when they were steal-

ins; his straw. Special Correspondents of the Times were copped up in

Silistria and in Kars, and endured all the privations and perils of those
memorable sieges. At, Kalafat a troop of Cossacks made a swoop upon
the Correspondent of the Daily News, who escaped onlj by his free use
of whip and spur. The Correspondent of the Mormng Ckroniclt was

nearly frozen to death in travelling from Erzeroum to Kars. MR.
WOODS was saved by a miracle from going to the bottom during that,

fearful November storm in the Black Sea, but happily survived to

sketch the Atlantic cruise of the Agamemnon, and to describe in

brilliant, word-painting a great, international visit. ME. W. H. RUSSELL
must bear a charmed life, for after bronchial attacks and dysentery,
induced by Crimean cold and exposure after being nearly sabred by
mutineer Sowars in India, lamed by the kick of a horse, and struck
down by a coup de soleil he still wields every week in the midst of us
his graceful, genial pen. Later still, COUNT ARRIVABENE, the Italian

Correspondent of the Daily News, who could not resist the temptation
of joining in a cavalry charge, was taken prisoner by the Neapolitans,
and only restored to his friends when they had given him up for dead.
Prtsteritormn periculorvm fluids esl memoria, as in the Latin grammar
it is written.
But other writers at the seat of war have not been so fortunate.

Poor MR. TUCKER, on the staff of the Illustrated London News, carried

by his ardour into the thickest of the fight, was shot through the head
before Capua. The last, and saddest episode in this eventful chronicle
is the fate of MR. BOWI.BY, the Special Correspondent of the Times in

China. The loss oT such a man at such a time, and in such a way, is

irreparable. Through his eyes all England hoped to see the battles
that were fought aud the heroism that was displayed by her sons in

the East : through him we hoped to get our first photograph of Pekin,
our first impressions of its palaces and people, our first glimpse of the

Imperial Court, with its thronging Mandarins and Princes. How
eagerly should we have read his description of the Summer Palace,
with its glittering fountains, its miles of terraces, its wondrous
gardens, and the more than barbaric luxury and glitter within ! How
vigorously he would have recounted the sack and burning of this

fanciful and costly structure ! What a life-picture we should have had
of the Ratification scene at the Boards of Ceremonies ! But this was
not to be; aud just as his tale was awaited here with the greatest
expectation, and had aroused the greatest interest, the narrator was
struck cruelly down. We hope that no considerations of red-tape will

prevent his bereaved family from sharing in the
"
compensation

money
"
so properly demanded from the Chinese Government. MB.

BOWLHY was in China on the people's business, and lost his life

emphatically in the public service ; and the nation for whose information

he wrote, and the army whose gallantry he recorded, surely owe some
fitting tribute to his memory. However this may be, Mr. Punch, whose
love of fun is ever less than his sympathy with misfortune, and whose

laughter is sometimes close akin to tears, on his own and the public
behalf deplores this public loss, and calls on his myriad readers to hold

in kindly and in sorrowing remembrance the unhappy historian of the

last Chinese War.j

MILITARY EDUCATION.

ACCORDING to L. D., writing in the Times, the following admirable

plan of teaching the young military idea how to shoot, was adopted by
the late GENERAL SIR GEORGE CATUCART :

" The target wag an effigy (life size) of an armed loldler, cot out in wood, and
standing on a truck with gun-carriage wheel*, which was dragged backwards and
forwards across an opening in the woods by means of a long rope."

This is the way to train troops to shoot flying. In most cases where
our gallant heroes have to charge a foe, they will no doubt have an

opportunity of testing their ability to take a flying shot at the enemy.

Hatchment Wit

MR. GLADSTONE, it seems, levies his Income-Tax not only on the

living, bat on those who are no longer such. The executor of a

departed gentleman publishes his complaint, that nine months Income-
Tax in advance is demanded from the estate of a party who died a
short time ago. The subject, neither financially nor socially, is one for

much levity, and Mr. Punch shows his due appreciation of it by print-

ing the grimmest joke that has ever been sent to him by an undertaker.

The respected Mute says, that it is clear a tomb stone is not a GLAD-
STONE. Ho! liquids to the Mute!

"Hast any Philosophy in Thee, Shepherd?"

GOOD DOCTOR WIGRAM (Rochestere),
At Parsons' beards is raving :

We sadly fear that we shall hear

The Bishop's head wants shaving.

The Little Annual.

WE had intended to say something upon the subject of that elegant
little bijou annual the Post Office Directory, but as we make a point of

never reviewing a book which we have not thoroughly read through,
and as at present we have only got through the first thousand pages,
we must suspend our judgment. As far as we have gone, the work is

fascinating in style and full of indispensable information.

VOL. XL.
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A VALUABLE RECOMMENDATION.
SEEDY PARTY. "Says he tcom't let ymi 'arc the Dory, th ?

just tell Mm you are a Friend of MINE."
Well, you

WHY I LOVE THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
I LOVE, I love the Isle of Wight, . . .

But 'tis not because its skies are bright,
Nor yet for its Undercliff so fair,
Nor the pretty girls who in crowds repair
To its sheltered strand and its balmy air,

Though in height of the fashion they trip about,
And under each piquant pork-pie hat,

The bright eyes glance, and the red lips pout,
And the netted tresses the breezes flout,
And pretty Balmorals, shapely though stout,
From blazing, linsey-woolseys peep out

Oh, no, it isn't for that.

'Tis not for its fowl, and 'tis not for its fish,
For by trial I 've learnt that to get a dish
Of whitings or flounders, of turbot or sole,
In Freshwater, Ventnor, Cowes, or Ryde,
Is a harder and costlier thing on the whole,
Though you 're plauted close by the blue sea's side,
Than in any inland town I e'er tried.
'Tis not for its inns though the Bonchurch Hotel,
And eke the Royal at, Veutnor as well,
Have good plaiu cooks and capital cellars,
And though from their windows the sea you may smell,
And command the Undercliff, dingle and dell,
And the landlords of both are capital fellars,
Their bills not too heavy, their ale not too flat,
But yet it isn't for that.

Nor is 't for the beauty the isle that crowns-
Its smiling fields and its snug little towns,
Its white chalk cliffs and its swelling downs :

Nor its Undercliff, that pioturesquest of jumbles,
Where cottage ornee, rock and creeper and tree,

' ver the other deliciously tumbles,
In a way that gladdens the eye to see
Nor its Chines, be their banks all golden and green,
With a dancing streamlet at play between,
Or as bare as my hand and as black as my hat
Oh, no, it isn't for that.

It is, because the Isle of Wight,
Still boasts one lelic Preadamite :

It still presents to my wondering gaze,
The FOUR-HORSE COACII of iny infant days !

Yes the real, original, Four -horse Coach
To which what, carriage could ever approach ?

With its perch iu front, where you jam your knees,*"
And its percli heliiiid, whereon four must squeeze,
In a space where two can scarce sit at ease

;

And its inside, licensed to carry four,
Where you crush your hat, as you enter the door,
And where the sole way to dispose of your legs,
Is to sandwich your opposite neighbour's pegs ;

And where if your next fellow-passenger's pretty,
It 's 11 very nice but if not, more 's the pity ;

For, do what you will, you 're obliged to squeeze her,
And 'tis vain to call out either

"
Stop her !

"
or

"
Base her !

"

Who does not remember that Four-horse Coach,
With its driver sans peur if not sans reproche ;

Who was great in mirth, and still greater in wrath,
And swore down all that crossed his path,
Who, let who would go astray, ne'er was knowd,
(He told you) to drive the wrong side of the road

;Who cut round corners, aud tore down hill,

Pull'd up at the publics, to gossip and swill
;

Held his fares in contempt for three-fourths of the way,
But the last few miles grew bland and gay,
And wondrous respectful, for one of his trade,
In hopes you 'd "remember him " when you paid ?

Yes the dear old Four-horse Coach of my youth ! 3
'Twas inconvenient, to tell the truth.
'Twas costly and crazy, and snailishly slow,
Now railways have taught us the pace to go ;

'Twas cold outsfde, and cramping within,
And the driver was apt to be giv'n to gin ;

A curser, a cringer, extortionate too,
One.who measured respect by your purse, not yow;

But spite of all this and more beside,
'Tis a pleasure of inem'ry again to ride

In that ven'rable vehicle out- or inside ;

And therefore I love the Isle of Wight,
For that it gives me this delight,
And sets old recollections abroach,
As I swing along in its Four-horse Coach,
And string my monumental lays,
To the vehicle of ancestral ways-
Survivor of Jarvies and yellow po-chays,
THE FOOTR-HORSE COACH OF MY EARLY DATS !

;

SELF-MOVING FUKNITURE.
WB really cannot understand how it is that when so many folks

have turned their minds to table-turning, they have none of them
attempted to turn out something useful by it. We do not speak so
much now of the regular seance-holdiog professors of the art, who make
money by their tricks just the same as other conjurors, and gull people
who go to them at. so much charge per head. These persons doubtless
think it best to let well alone, and to go on pouching quietly the pro-
ceeds of their exhibitions, without running any risk by endeavouring
to introduce the element, of usefulness. Enough for them to do their
tricks and do their patrons ;

to dupe the weak and foolish who out-
number the wise

;
to trade on the most sacred feelings of our nature,

by imposing their vile shams upon bereaved and grieving parents ; to

pretend to have the power of summoning the spirits of the loved and
lost, and thus, ghoule-like, get a living by bringing up the dead.
But besides these shameless humbugs, whom we count with the

sham prophets and sham doctors of our time, there are amateur
professors of the spiritualist faith, who ought certainly to try to de-

velope its resources, and if possible, conduct it fo some really useful
end. If there be an unknown power which can move our chairs and
tables, make our ottomans dance hornpipes and our wardrobes evince

signs of the liveliest emotion when approached, after an absence, by
the mistress of the house, surely this mysterious influence is worth
turning to account, and the more we truly know of it the better. We
cannot see why we should go on paying men to move our furniture,
when for aught we know, our furniture is gifted with the capability to
move itself. Who can tell but that a latent power exists in chairs and
tables, in bedsteads and in book-cases, carefully to move themselves
from house to house at our mere bidding ;

to take themselves to pieces,
if need be, at their exit, and to put themselves again together on their

entrance? Certainly when next we have occasion to change house
(which but for the requirements of our dear (i. e. costly) wife and
family, we should assuredly not do within the present century,) we
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shall be tempted to go through a scientific course of table-moving, with

the view of seeing how far it, .night help us in our work. Before we
honour our upholsterer with instructions for the purpose, we shall

adopt a most exhaustive s\steni of experiments, and do our best to

ascertain if furniture is capable of i imatically from Brompton
(say) to Bayswater, and arranging itself nicely in the rooms that are

prepared for it. Just conceive what a savins of trouble, time and

temper, not to make allusion to money, there would be, if instead of

having to order vans and light spring carts, and, for fear of fire or

plunder, to take < iminand in person of a whole army of workmen, who
m the usual course of tiling i \peet, such liberal "allowance" as will

'

allow them to jjet. tip-y not less than twice per diem, if instead of all

the jobbery ami robbery, ami bribery which invariably attends the
'

,

task of entering anew residence, one need only tell one's loo-table,
"
Come, there you be off, and mind your claws don't come so!" or

'

their daughters grow up handy, useful, clever girls, who would make
,"Hi<l housekeepers when wives. But no, poverty

and pride c<> :n-haml, until they drag each other down into

t,h din. A! 1

'

EB, the lady is compelled to own her

scheme a faii
-

girls too proud to do
t.ho housework, an< i tluurd as to encourage their refusal.

In a letter Jo tin- " says:
" 1 was not psapsjrsd to find the ntssa of parents I had in do with would sppa-

.K over? excuse to cvadu the industrial w<*rk, or
tern away when it wan to IM done, and threaten u>

the household duties were requirud i thum. In corroboration of this lair-

o ^ir*a has*o been taken away from the school axpnssly
IM-- II.M- tii,-, '.M....I ,

' c ,..u~-tv,i.: Wii'th.' in M, paHsBl :* i

, JeUnniM for tbinsels what they shall or shall not du. or whether the
mud to recognise such industrial work as a dut . Ixilontiing to their

children, it is not !'<ir iue to decids* I can only act an the result, and close ray school.
, .-- __ _

, il, plan, had I not met with discou-
address one's old four-poster, Jiow then, sharp s the wore: unscrew rageu.uut and opposition from the pnrauu/'

yourself directly, and move to Spirit Terrace, and take care not to chip

yourself in going up the staircase !

"

Were some such really useful end aa this arrived at, should be

among the last to sneer at spirit-moving, and perhaps among the very

blasphemous replies to what are at the beet entirely needless inter-

rogatories, we must beg to be excused from giving our adhesion to

the spiritualist faith. If table-movers be not capable of doing some-

thing really useful by their art, the sooner they desist from tlicir ab-

surdities the better. There is no earthly good as yet in anything they

do, and things which have not good in them have usually evil.

Proper deference to parents is not the chiefest virtue of the rising

seneration, h.: is more the fault, of pareir

-,. uu ,,*,, ...* ...,, ... ,
"f olli ' (ire"' the <*- wl ch we have oited seem*

.abundantly
to prove.

first to take advantage of it.' liut while the sole result, obtained 1= How far it mav be true that poor people sped their children because

needlessly to move about our sofas, chairs, and tables, and to rap out, r
lcuer POOD e.

do *>, we think that it may po*ib y
;

be worth while to

of the latter a lot of stupid, senseless, lying, useless and not seldom '< ul - ** ls fashionable nowadays to. let om, & children, as a rule, do
i- , , . .; -.:--i- ii .. : . exMwls>1s|0 please, for mothers often are too l**y to pay much heed

to their family, and so long as toys or lollipops will keep things quiet
in, tjie nnnmnr, all attempts at proper training are parentally postponed.
What, wonder, then, that children are so often now such, self-willed,

pert, Mid atook-up little creatures; and who can doubt i

example is, ta some extent at any rate, followed by the poor
? What

great folks do, the less will prattle of and imitate; aod while young
ladies ace allowed to think it ungwteel to make- a shirt or mend a

stocking, and to consider they lose (Mete by eve* entering the kitchen,

we inaj depend that their inferiors will give themselves likve airs, and

prefer in starve as sempstresses than to grow fat in service.

Commenting upon the letter we haw quoted, which should find it*

way to every cottage in the kingdom, a writer in the Athemeum

sensibly observes :

" Is there not something out of joint in a society In which competent cooks,
dairymaids, and laundrymaids are hardly to be got, while incompetent governesses
and female artists are a drug 1 Is thure not something alarming in a society where
the superficial and false refinement of the giris of tha Tower classes unfits them for

domestic life, and give* them taste*, habits, wants, which a largo proportion "f them
can never satisfy hi the safe but humble regions of virtuous labour ? While this

fatal misdirection is given to their training, we may confidently predict that the
recruits to the ranks of vice will far more than fill the places made vacant by Uw
efforts of reformers."

Out of joints, as well as out of joint, will be society, if cooks, as we
seem threatened, are no longer to be got.

"
Every lady her own ser-

vant," will become the general motto, and the sooner we prepare
ourselves for this new state of things the better. If girls in humble
life refuse to learn to cook and to keep house, schools for cookery and

housekeeping must be opened for young ladies, and parents of the

SEEVANTGAIISM YEBSUS SCHOOLING;

no one shall we- b> ac-

cused of any wish ta take
our readers' breath away
by advancing an extrava-

gant and startling suppo-
sition, if we venture to

assume that there are some
of them wh9 are not quite
contented with their house-

maids, and are sometimes
to be heard even complain-

ing of their cooks. With-
out going so far as to as-

sert that servants are "the

greatest plagues in life"

(which in the presence of

street-organistsand Income-

scarcely be compatible with

honest truth to do), we
may yet presume to state

that many a young house-

keeper has found they are
"
great worries," and many

an old one would declare,

if she might speak her mind
about them, that the minxes

would exhaust the pocket, of a CHCESUS and the patience of a JOB.
Smashed crockery, chipped furniture, spoilt cookery, and cheap finery,
are enough to sour the feelings of the sweetest-tempered

"
Missus,"

and when to these failings is added a weakness .for life-guardsmen
and for reading penny novels, and a demand to be allowed to practise
the piano, and to be excused from doing any needlework but, crochet,
we cannot wonder that complaints should now and then be heard that
servants nowadays know neither their station nor their work.
With an ear to these complaints, and an eye to the instruction of

girls in humble life, not merely in the knowledge of bow to read and
write but in the useful arts of sewing, cookery, and house-keeping,
which are no more learnt by instinct than anatomy or algebra, geo-
graphy or Greek, a lady four years since established a training-school
at Norwich, where the object was, she tells us

" To give tho opportunity for gaining a good education, with the addition of plain
sewing, mending, and catling out ; and also (what every mother was to understand
on putting her girl to school) such practical acquaintance with cookery and house-
work, under my excellent lumeekeeper, that every girl might know how a house
should be kept, and should acquire habit* whicli would hereafter make all the
difference between a tidy and happy home or the reverse."

Surely children, one would think, would like a school like this,

where as a relief from their arithmetic and spelling, some mornings
would be spent in learning how to make a pudding, which, at the
small charge of threepence each for dinner, the pupils were at liberty

Tax collectors it would highest rank will have to send their daughters to them. Instead of

bringing home rewards for drawing or deportment, our girls will charm
our eyes by showing us their prizes for plumpuddings. ANGELINA
will be "honourably mentioned" for her pancakes, and AGNES be
" commended "

for the genius she displayed in boiling a potato. If

this plan be carried out, and
"
Servants' Schools for Ladies

"
be gene-

rally established, we think, in order to ensure a home being made
happy, every bride should be obliged, on the morning of her marriage,
to produce before the clergyman her first-class cook's certificate,

without which document, the ceremony should not be performed, aod
the engagement of the bridegroom should be legally annulled.

Affection in Man and Woman.

WOMEN are said to have stronger attachments than men. It is not so.

Strength of attachment is evinced in little things. A man is often

attached to an old hat
;
hut did you ever know of a woman having an

attachment lor an old bonnet 'i

A Cheer for Elgin.

HE has done his work featly, adroitly, completely,
So saith Mr. Punch, unaccustomed to flatter;

And except that the welkin don't rhyme to LORD ELOIK,
The former should ring with the praise of the latter.

to eat when it was made. Surely, too, poor parents would like to see i could.

A CASE OF WANDERING WHICH IS A MOS1 RATIONAL STBF.

THE Lawyers have a peculiar phrase, which they frequently indulge

in, of
"
wandering from the record." We do not profess to say

what it means, but we only know that we were shown a copy of the

Record once, and we wandered away from it as quickly as we possibly
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THE WEATHER AND THE STREETS.-1860.

Soy of the Period. "Go IT, TOMMY! THERE'S NO PEKLICE, AND THE OLD GENT'S AFRAID TO COME OUT!"

FACTS OF THE FROST." ME. PUNCH," BY the time when these lines will reach you, we shall

perhaps have had a thaw
; but the present severity of the season ought

not to he forgotten when it ia over. The cold is so intense that it has
frozen some cold pork which I am eating for breakfast, and let me
recommend you to try fat pork frozen, if you want to know what cold
pork is.

"
My tooth-brush has for a long time been frozen night and day,

except just when I am using it, and then it melts in my mouth, like a
pear, except in flavour, tasting strongly of camphor. My nail-brush,
my shaving-brush, and my bodily ablution or scrubbing-brush are in
the same state. Not only is the water in my bed-room jug con-
gealed ; but the jug itself is frozen into my washing-basin, by means
of water which the domestics spill over its mouth. My breath
freezes on the inside of my bed-room window in beautiful crys-
tallisations, and I might draw caricatures with my finger-nail on
the frosted panes, but anxiety to get up as fast as possible debars me
from that amusement.
"Everybody's water-pipes are all frozen, of course; and I observe

that the plumbers are all in high spirits, evincing a degree of exhila-
ration above what might be accounted for by the bracing weather." Not only are the ornamental lakes in the Parks frozen over, which
is all very well, but so likewise is the slush about on the pavements
whereupon the street-boys, in defiance, or with the connivance, of the
police, strike out slides, on which I am continually slipping, and expect
to fall and fracture my skull.

"
Yours, till death,"

OBSERVER."
"P.S.fBewareof sleeping without your nightcap. Lambswool is a

very good materialise is hot-spiced elder or small claret."

CLERICAL NEWS. The BISHOP OF ROCHESTER has written to the
Clergy of Colchester, intimating that he shall suspend any Parson who
eats an oyster with its beard on.

PUNCH'S ENGLISH EXERCISES.

A NEW idea in education has been suggested to us by the late pasto-
rals of CARDINAL WISEMAN, DR. CULLEN, and other Popish prelates ;

indeed also by the allocutions, excommunications, and epistles of the
POPE himself. Boys used to be taught orthography by being set to

rectify some pages of bad spelling. In like manner, youth might have
placed before them the verbiage of the POPE, the Cardinal, and the
illicit ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN, being charged with the task of turning
it into English. It would be interesting to see how much shorter
these pompous addresses would be, if they were weeded of their rank
luxuriance of needless adjectives. There would be no fear that the
youthful mind would be perverted by the study of writings proposed
as examples to be carefully avoided

;
but no doubt their authors would

hope that they would have the effect of imbuing lads with popery, and
therefore would be quite willing to have them used as models of redun-
dance, turgidity, affectation, and every peculiarity of style that ought
to be shunned.

Together with the compositions of his Eminence, his Holiness, and
the archiepiscopal Irish firebrand, quack advertisements, such as are
not noisome, and the circulars of puffing tradesmen, might be advan-

tageously combined for the use of schools. The intellect would be
equally well exercised in reducing either a pastoral or a puff to its

lowest denomination. It is wonderful how like the language of in-

fallible-specific-mongers is to that of the preachers of papal infallibility.

An Old Nursery Rhyme.
New Dressed d la Tartare.

THE
>

Tartar heap are scattered like sheep,
E'en SAN-KO-LIN-TSIN can't find them;

May the Allies come home, and let Pekin alone,
1

But not leave their taels behind them. ,

THE SCOTCH EXILE'S SONG: "How happy could I be with
Heather !

"
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THE COMPACT LETTER-WRITER.

FINE letter-writing could not survive the establishment of the penny
post, but if elegant periods and a neat form of arriving at a conclusion

could have endured into the days when we have ten deliveries between

breakfast and. dinner, the coup de grace would now have been given.

The Government offices, beginning with the Horse Guards, announce

that in future "the purport of every letter sent to then is to be

briefly explained on the top left-hand corner." How much more of

the letters will be read ?

Letters are confessedly among the great nuisances of the day, except
to people in love and other fools. Everybody in his senses would

rather not have a letter than have one, unless it contains a cheque.

But as people will scribble, Mr. Punch earnestly recommends that the

rule of the Government be adopted in private life. It will save so

much time and the expenditure of so much bad temper. For instance,

at Christmas time, when impositions are tolerated, Mother-in-law sends

a rigmarole of eight pages, with every other word underlined, and a

whole cataract of expressions of affection. About two-thirds through
the bottle of hay is the needle, which is an appeal te tolerably

prosperous son-in-law to lend idle brother-in-law twenty pounds. Now,
the old lady adds insult to injury by the torrent of words which

involve her petition. Does she know how tolerably prosperous son-in-

law (who puts away and keeps letters, in order to meet the certain

accusation, one of these days, of not doing much for his family), en-

dorses such an epistle. Mr. Punch will tell her :

" Old girl, humbuggingfar 20

for that ass Tom; sent it, like

another ass as I am."

How much more decorous it will be, when tolerably prosperous son-

in-law has been taken to Norwood, and his papers are overhauled, to

find, instead of such a note as the above, a few neat words at the upper
left-hand corner :

Mamma petitions dearest Charles

for a little loan to kind, good, but

j

rather improvident Tommy.
Sent 20,

C. SOFT.

An author, too, Mr. Punch has heard, has occasionally written to
an editor, requesting the latter to give a favourable review of the
former's book. The way, Mr. Punch has heard, is to say something
to the effect that, though author is the last man to think much of
his own literary efforts, or to desire any notoriety, yet there have
been so many admirable articles in editor's widely-circulated and
influential journal, bearing upon the very subject on which author has
been writing, that perhaps, in the interest of the public and of the

good cause which both of them have at heart, a notice of author's work
might be opportune and acceptable. This is all very nice ; but the
note in the upper left-hand corner, and the endorsement, should run
thus:

Give us a puff for the Jawti to

Jericho.

Saw him blowed first.

flu.

Managers are much beset for Boxes at Christmas-time, especially by
rich people, who very properly say, that new pieces should be seen
while the dresses and decorations are fresh, and also while the children
(bless 'em) are home for the holidays, and therefore they beg the
Manager to give them the places that he can, just now, sell to great
advantage. Generally, the coolness of the note in which the demand
is made by a Clapham or Bayswater demi-millionaire is suited to the
coolness of the request ; or if the lady of the house writes, it is evi-

dently
with the idea that she is doing the Manager a favour in bringing

her children to see a gratis sight. But sometimes she condescends to
be civil, and writes thus :

" DEAK Ms. SFANGLJSTON,
"

I see by the papers, and I am delighted for your sake to see
it, that your new

piece, the Mountebank of Madagascar, has been so
splendidly got up that it is sure to bring you crowded audiences for

many a night. You will, I am sure, remember me from having sat next
to me at our good friend, MR. BADPORT'S, when you were so very kind
as to say that 1 ought to come and see your theatre. I will now take
advantage of your kind offer, and as all my dear children are at home
for the holidays, I should like to give them the treat of coming to your
theatre on Saturday night, if you will be good enough to give me a
box. As we are a good many, and some young friends are staying
with us, I should like a double box, and please let it be near the centre
of the house, because 1 do get so nervous about the little ones leaning

over. Opposite the lloyal Box if you possibly can, because if HER
MAJESTY should happen to come that night, we shall have the double

pleasure of seeing our QUEEN and your piece. Please to write by
return, as I should like to ask one or two friends, and as they may not

wish to come at once, please write
'

any number at any hour ' on the

card. As our posts are irregular, would you send the box by one of

the hundreds of men you must have idling about the theatre.

"Believe me, dear
Sir,

"Yours sincerely,
" Peckham Sift."

" SARAH CLUTCHIR."
"P.S. Please also jrive four orders for the boxes, as we have two

faithful and attached servants who have been with us many years,
and 1 should like to give them a treat and let them take their sweet-
hearts."
No Manager ought to resist such an appeal as this ; but if MRS.

CLUTCHBR would break the thing at once to him by a note in the upper
left-hand corner, like this,

Mrs. Clutcher, banker1
! wife,

friend, of the Badports, wants box
and four orders.

it might prevent the Manager from being so rude as to write something
(as he otherwise may) like tUi :

Fat woman, friend of haute
where had thai fawOy WMW. /-
pudent old

Mr. Punch, highly commending the compact comer-note, hereby
announces that he shall notice no letter to himself unless that pr/fcis be
annexed.

A SPECIAL VERDICT.

TEE admiration of mankind is challenged for the subjoined verdict
of a British jury :

" We find for the plaintiff, but with this remark, that DR. CLARKE acted perfectly
bond fdt ; and that upon the result of the evidence there was sufficient to justify
the course ho pursued. Therefore we lay the damages at 10."

This wonderful decision, if that is the correct word to apply to such
a finding as the above, raises (instead of settling) a legal question, of
which one view was naturally expressed by the defendant's counsel :

" MR. ASPLAHD. I submit that is a verdict (or the defendant."

whilst another was logically delivered from a higher authority :

" The LORD Cunr JUSTICE. I am of a contrary opinion."

This case was an action for assault and false imprisonment, brought
by a woman who had been the defendant's cook-maid, against Set
former master, because he, a physician at Staines, had caused her to
be sent to the union workhouse, and confined there three weeks as a
lunatic. It was tried in the Court of Common Pleas at Westminster,
before LORD CHIEJ.JUSTICB ERLE and a Special Jury. The speciality
of a special jury is supposed to consist in a degree of rationality and
intelligence superior to that with which common

juries are endowed,
and likewise in a peculiar freedom from vulgar partiality and prejudice.
Here we have a special jury, finding, in the first place, that a physician
acted with good faith and sufficient

justiticatiqn, in giving his servant
into custody as a madwoman, and next that, in so doing, he had in-

curred 10 damages. If this is the verdict of a special jury in a case
wherein a gentleman is sued by a social inferior, what is to be expected
by anybody in the higher or middle orders, who may be so unfortunate
as to get involved in a lawsuit with another person in the lower P Of
course that the case will be decided against him the jury adding the

expression of their opinion, that the better educated and richer party was
in the right so far as law and evidence were concerned, but that they,
as sympathising with the masses, felt bound to give their verdict in
favour of the poorer and more ignorant. Common juries must not only
return verdicts at variance with reason and justice, but they must also

assign their motive for so doing, if they are to exhibit, in the discharge
of their duties, any intellectual as well as moral inferiority to special
juries, such as special juries may be judged to be if the astounding
verdict above quoted is to be taken as an example of their wisdom and
righteousness.

A Likely Reform in the Law.

AMONG the contemplated Law Reforms of 1861, is an Act enabling
persons to establish their own sanity durin? tlieir lifetime, in order

that, after death, they may not have their wills disputed on the ground
that when they made them they were out of their minds.
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THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON.

Reynard the Fox. "HEBE'S AN OLD-FASHIONED CHRISTMAS, MY BOYS, FOR YOU, AND MANY
OF 'EM !

"

THE LETTER H. AND SLAVERY.

PRESIDENT BUCHANAN in his Message to Con-

gress, which not only assumes, but asserts, the

right of property on the part of masters in slaves,
thus deprecates secession :

"
Surely, under these circumstances, we ought to be

restrained from present action by the precept of Him
who spake as never man spoke, that '

sufficient for the
day is the evil thereof.'

"

Whom can pro-slavery BUCHANAN mean by
Him who spake as never man spoke ? Why the

capital H? We know who it was that spoke
the words quoted by MR. BUCHANAN. But that

Personage ordered his followers to treat other
men as they would wish to be treated themselves.
Unless MR. BUCHANAN would like to be sold
like a horse, have his wife and children also sold

away ;
to be cow-hided for a small offence with

all the might of a strong man ; to be the pro-
perty of another; to be punishable for running
away from his owner in short to be a slave :

unless MR. BUCHANAN would like to be that,
and to suffer all that is implied thereunder, let

him spare us the humbug of quotations from the

Gospel, and the farce of spelling the personal
pronoun signifying its Author with a capital H.

" The Great Fire of London."

WE fancy that the City Corporation would
not so much object to a second Fire of London,
providing always, and they are alway
they had to provide the coals for the

AUSTRIAN PAPER MONEY.

POOR Austria, her finances are so tight,
Where she should sky a copper, flies a kite.

CHRISTMAS AT THE CEYSTAL PALACE.

WE were told the other day of a Frenchman who had brought his
wife and family to England that they might spend their Christmas at
the Crystal Palace. The notion at first struck us as being rather curious,
but on afterthought we deemed it a most sensible idea. We doubt if

France, with all her forests, could show a Christmas-tree full sixty feet
in height ; and we feel quite sure that France, with all its skill in

cookery, could not boast of such roast beef and mince-pies and plum-
puddings as it is the privilege of England to produce. We remember
to have heard of an unlucky fellow-countryman who, being doomed to

pass a Christmas-day in Paris, devoted all his energies to make sure of
a plum-pudding ; and who, haying himself purchased all the requisite
ingredients, felt tolerably easy in his mind for the result. Well, Christmas
Day arrived, and after a first course of cow beef cut in strips, up came
the plum-pudding, served in a tureen ; for the cook, not being told to
boil it in a cloth, had omitted so to do, and thereby turned it into

soup.
We can fancy then, the French have but a vague idea of Christmas,

and we ought clearly not to laugh at them for coming over here to
get a proper knowledge of it. Nor is the Crystal Palace a bad place
for the purpose; supposing that the foreigner have no fireside to go to
where he can learn the meaning of the words "an English home." To
see the troops of happy children who annually flock there, is not the
least of all the visual attractions of the place. And besides the mile
and a half of .toys which are displayed upon the counters (children
now-a-days are much more blest in this respect than they were when
we were young and GEORGE THE THIRD was king), and besides the
comic singers, and the conjurors, and Punch-and-Judys, who alternately
present themselves to please the infant mind, there is actually this

year a veritable pantomime, which thoroughly perfects the Christmas
aspect of the Palace, and renders the enjoyment of the juveniles
complete.

Kemembering the pleasant words of SYDNEY SMITH, we may quote
them as an extra stimulus, if any such be needed, to induce Pater-
familias to take his children to the Christmas Fete;

" Mankind are always happier for having been happy ; so that if you make them
happy now, you make them happy twenty years hence by the memory of it."

With this ringing in his ears, what father could refuse to let JIMMY
and JEMIMA, CAROLINE and CHARLEY, enjoy a Christmas hour or two
at the Crystal Palace? Summoned by the wand of the fairy-like
BOWLEY, toys and playthings of all sorts, and suited to all ages, crowd

the Nave as thickly as the jewel-fruit which dazzled Aladdin in the

garden where he went in search of the wonderful lamp. For visitors

who have cut and not yet lost all their sweet teeth, mines of lollipops
and rock are freshly excavated daily ; while, as a meet contrast to the
Shadow Pantomime, there is no lack of more substantial Christmas
cheer for all who seek it.

POISONED TOYS.

OP all people the doctors must the most delight in Christmas. At
no season in the year is there so much good living, and as children, as
a rule, will over-eat themselves whenever they have the chance, pills
follow plum-puddings in the natural course of things, and the doctor

reaps a harvest from the seed sown by the cook.
But it is not only the surfeiting and stuffing that makes Christmas a

professionally profitable season. At no time in the year are there
more new toys distributed, and how provocative of sickness may these
gifts be in our nurseries is shown by a late writer in the Chemical News.
His suspicions being excited by the brightness of the green with which
some playthings in a shop that he was passing had been painted, he
analysed the colour, and found it was composed of arsenite of copper,
a preparation not less deadly than arsenic itself. Now playthings, we
all know, are not meant to eat, but children, as a rule, are very apt at
times to put them in their mouths, and the brighter the colour the
more likely is the child to wish to find out how it tastes. Unless a
father therefore have a mind to be a thorough Borgia to his babies, we
should advise him when green toys are sent as birthday presents, to

put them in the fire as quickly as may be, or the chances are that he
will have to pay a doctor's bill much longer than the mince-pies and
plum-puddings would have caused, however great had been the juvenile
indulgence in them.

Fresh from New York.
y the Ghost of the Atlantic Telegraph.

WHAT is a Loafer P

One who eats the bread of idleness.

COMPORT OP THE NEW COINAGE.
THE issue of the new bronze coinage will involve one advantage.

Professional beggars will now less than ever be justified in assailing
your ears with" Gentleman, ar yer ar a copper f

"
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WANTED,
good Utility People.

THE SLANG OF THE STAGE.
E think for curiosities of ad-

vertising literature, next to

the second column in the lirst

page of the Times, the best

column is the last in the lirst

page of the Era. To readers
who are not versed in the

slang 9f the Green-room the

following may appear a curi-

ous requirement :

NEWTHBATRE ROYAL, COltM
HORN

FOi

" Good W i

MAN. and a Walking 1,

who can stag pMrerrwlj ; lso, u

Steady Projwrty nan and Bill

Deliverer. Other ThMttw. Ad-
dra the Manager.

From the wording of this

notice, the ignorant might,

fancy that pedest nanism be-

longed to the theatrical pro-

fession, and that theatres

were sometimes the scene of

walking feats. But we fear

that were the ignorant to

inquire of any "call boy" If such really were the case, an answer more or less impertinent

(and rather more than "less) would be immediately returned, the reply perhaps consisting of

the mere word "
Walker !

"
It will be noticed that the male walker is wanted to be

"
good,"

whereas this quality is not thought an essential for the female. But without dwelling on

this, we;pas on to another puzzle in the same day's sheet :

FOOLWICH. THEATRE ROYAL.

Juvenile Laily ; also, Juvenile Gent, Heavy Man, and one or two
A liiir salary given for talent. Apply.

Here we find the lady is required to be "good" and likewise to be "juvenile;" to which

latter qualification every lady under sixty would of course consider herself entitled to lay

claim. How far the coming census will be allowed to throw the light of truth on ladies'

ages, it is not our pleasure just now to inquire. But we think that to apply for a "juvenile

lady," is almost as superfluous as to require a
"
female woman ;

it to ask during the Cattle Show for a "lieavy man,"
! *>

then in the streets.

The next announcement introduces to our notice a Stage personage whom we have no
desire to know in real life :

THEATHE LOYAL, BOREAMINOTON.

WANTED, a first class SINGING CHAMBERMAID.
Waits are bad enough, and so are cats and sweeps. But of all the most unmusical, most

melancholy nuisances wherewith the ears of sleepy sufferer could be nocturnally afflicted,

commend us or, no, don't commend us to a
"
Singing Chambermaid," We can conceive no

greater torment that to hear the
" Power of Love*' squalled nightly on the staircase as we

turned into bed, while "Sally Come Up .'" squealed through the keyhole would wake us out
of our first sleep. Banjoed, bonesed, and barrel-prganed as we are throughout the day. we
should go stark staring mtAJanatico per la iiauiea in pitiable truth if when we retired at

night we were conducted to pur room by a Singing Chambermaid, whose lullaby would
most effectually prevent our going to rest. As it is, we often spend a night at an hotel (say
the Star and Garter, Richmond, or the Bedford by the Sea) merely for the purpose of

escaping the sleep- murderers, who with trombones in their hands infest the London streets.

But we could no more hope to take our ease at our inn, if the dramatic
"
Singing Chamber-

maid " had a place in real life.

All these specimens of Stage slang we take from the same sheet, and we copy them verbatim

merely altering the names, as we have not been paid to print them in our paper. With one
more startling sample we must conclude our list :

c)P HARMONY, BAWLBORO0GH.

WANTED,
to open on Mon.l.-iy, l >,.,.. tin- ilth, Two good NIGGERS that can dance well,

a Lady Character Singer, and a Lady Sentimental ; also, a Pianist that can read well. Address.

To inquire in this way for a Pianist
" who can read well" seems like asking for a gardener

who is a dab at painting, or begging for a butcher who can play the flute. If reading be the

thing required, why not seek an elocutionist r But this is not half so strange a request as

the preceding one; that for the good niggers and the brace of ladies who are "wanted to

open" on the day which is there mentioned. Wanted to open! In the name of LINDLBT
MURRAY, wanted to open what ? Is it oysters, or box-doors, or

"
Wonderful Cabinets," that

these fair ladies and dark gentlemen are
"
wanted to open ?

"
Is it stay a horrid thought

j

springs in our frightened brain.
" To open

"
is a neuter verb as well as active. Can it be

I

that these four persons are wanted to oe passive actors in the opening, and that for the
sake of producing a sensation, some tragedy is going to be played

"
with real stabs ! !

"

There is no saying what dodge next will be tried to fill our theatres, and for aught we
know, there may be a good opening for persons who would every other night, say, undergo
that operation ; the salary of course varying according as the opening were made with a
bare bodkin or with a SAyloc&'s knife.

and just as needless was

seeing there were none else to be seen

ITALY'S CHRISTMAS WAITS.

VF.H ! Christmas comes but once a year
The happier for their fates,

Who dread the ills of Christmas bills,

And don't approve of
"
Waits."

There's frost, upon the window-panes,
Tin-re's snow-storm in the sky,

\Vliile underneath the blankets
In vain to sleep I try.

For worse than saws a-setting,
Or dogs that bay the moon,

Those horrid Waits with wheezy flute,

Crack'd cornet and basoon !

Hut let me hug this comfort still,

There are worse fates than mine :

"1'is but 'gainst sinzle household's peace,
(Hir Christmas Waits combine !

But, there are Waits across the sea,
Timl work more wide annoy,

Whole nations keep on the ym vfae,

And kingdoms' peace destroy.
i'.ombalino while her flag

|Mk France to shield him throws
A Christmas Wait at Cracta,

Breaks Italy's repose.

His dram ecclesiast ical

The POPE, that holy man,
A Christmas Wait, keeps beating
From out the Vatican.

While ANTOXBLLI fills with breath
His brazen serpents' round,

And rattles loud the begging-box
Where Peter's Pence resound.

Poor Italy may toss and turn,
And bid these Waits begone ;

But still they breed their discord loud,
And won't move off or on.

And, last, as if such Waits as these,
Weren t of themselves enough

To break the rest of Italy
With rude alarms and rough

Comes he, who darkling discord still

Can find the means to make,
Who keeps not only Italy,
But Europe wide awake.

No Christmas Wait like him who plants
At Rome his red-legged band,

Whose tricolor at Gacta

Helps Bombalino's stand.

COMPARATIVE PHYSIOGNOMY.

SUBJOINED is part of an announcement copied
from a newspaper :

" HADAXI TOSSADD'S EXHIBITION Now addition. A
full-length PORTRAIT HOOIL of the murderer WILLIAM
GODFREY YOOSOMAN U now added to tbe chamber of com-
parative physiognomy."

The Chamber of Comparative Physiognomy
was formerly the Chamber of Horrors. The
alteration is an improvement. People have

supped full of horrors, and, it may be hoped,
have got sick of them. Comparative Anatomy is

the anatomy of brutes in relation to that of man.

Comparative Physiognomy is the physiognomy
of such brutes as the murderer YOUNGMAN in

contrast with our noble selves. It is a pleasing

study at least to those whose physiognomy
differs from that of such gentlemen as the mur-
derer YOUNGMAN. To profit fully by the oppor-
tunities of study afforded by the Chamber of

Comparative Physiognomy, visitors should take

looking-glasses to that exhibition, and,
instead of comparing each other with MESSRS.

Kusu, MANNING & Co., attentively study their

own features in order to compare them with the

lineaments of those celebrities.

KINDRED TIES. Frailty and Humanity.
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A DANGEROUS SITUATION.
SWELL (with trepidation). "Here! Portal Here! See ine into a First-Class Carriage, there's a yoodfcllaw.''

PAUPER HUNTING.

BURINS hard frost and deep snow, there is nothing to be done in

the way of field-sports except lark-shooting, which is a puerile amuse-

ment, and practicable only where the tops of the greens peep through
the snow, there being elsewhere no larks. Wild ducks may be shot ;

but wild duck-shooting is rather an aquatic and marine amusement
than a field sport in this weather, all very well for those who like it,

but rather too cold work for most people. The only sports that can
well be enjoyed at present, are of a social character, sucli as hunt-the-

slipper ; but there is a species of hunting better than that, and capable
of affording capital pastime. It is the game of Hunt the Pauper.
Your best plan is to take a clergyman out with you as the keeper of

the parish which you propose to beat for paupers. His Reverence
will also do the work of pointer and setter. Two or three stout
fellows can follow you with loads of ammunition in the shape of cold

meat, bread and cheese, and other comestibles, and you may also have
a vehicle at your heels conveying blankets and warm apparel. Pro-
vided with these essential requisites, you go and beat the Paupers up
in their covers, if they have any, for some of them will be found lying
about in the streets. Whenever the parson makes a point, you walk
up, and as soon as the Paupers get up, pitch in the grub, and wrap
them over with the flannel. In special cases, under the keeper's
advice, let fly some of the shot in your locker, making sure of jour
object. You may as well carry a pocket-pistol loaded with the regular
Anti-Forbes-Mackenzie charge, to administer to Paupers on the ground
knocKed up with the cold.

After a good long day's Pauper Hunting you will eat your dinner
with a zest which could not be imparted by the King of Oude's Sauce,
and you will sleep beneath your own warm blankets as sound as a top,
and better than if you had taken opium enough to narcotise a Chinaman.
There is very good Pauper Hunting 1o be had in town as well as in

the country. Out about Shoreditch, and all that way, there are lots of

Paupers in the slums, besides the preserves called Workhouses, in
which a little poaching on the sly may be practised with great
propriety.

PRESENTS TO MR. PUNCH.

ME. PUNCH presents his affectionate regards to the donors'of the

various presents under-mentioned, which have been sent to him this

Christmas, in recognition of his unparalleled exertions for the good of

mankind. He makes this public acknowledgement for the good reason

that the world ought to know how grateful it is for his services, and
for the better reason, that it saves him the trouble of writing private
notes.

Splendid Turkey from **, Yorkshire.
A ditto from ******, Lincolnshire. (Madam.)
A (rather small) ditto from Bermondsey.
A HAUNCH (O !) from we have a good mind to name you weel, dhma be

skeared.
A Turkey and a Ham, (and auch a pretty letter) from Ipswich.
A Ham and a great Scotch Bun from Glasgow.
Half-a-dozen of Whiskey from Arran. (One broken.)
A Hamper with Game by G. W. R., but no address.

Game, from Peterborough, Oswestry, Filby, Hampsteid, Brighton (two ots);

Carlisle, Southampton (Shirley), Perth, Henley-sur-Taim^-.
Birmingham, and (uear) Worcester. Pheasants unrecognisable.
Two Yorkshire Pies, neither from residents in Yorkshire.
A vast pot of anonymous Char, but we know you. Write.

A Case of Champagne, from Boulogne upon the Sea. Salut.

A bottle of Brandy-Cherries, and a box of kisses.

A pair of elegant skates, but we have given up that kind of starring, JTa.

COMMISSIONER.
A statuette of GARIBALDI. (Given where requested, )

A thing for holding stewed cheese something omitted.
A magic lantern and slides. (Mr. Punch's best thanks )

A heap of "
gift-books" of all the colours in and out of the rainbow.

A Scotch terrier. (Beautiful, but bites like a beast.)

Unless Mr. Punch has been robbed anywhere, that is all, up to the
end of the year. Friends at a distance will please accept this intima-

tion, and be assured that all has or will be consumed, or divided, in

the way the donors would wish.
Bless you, my people !

85, Fleet Street, Sec. 31, 1860.

A CARDINAL VIRTUE THAT THE POFE WANTS. Resignation.

William rlra.lbury, of No. 1:1, Dnrwr Wobarn PiaM. and Frederick Mullett Enrai, of No. 19. Queen'n Road West, Rsirent's Park, both in the iPariih of St. Pancra*. in the County of 3-lidalfMji,

f* SiTVBjjAi Jan'ua
' n

3
>

^
l ! Stree1 ' '" "> Pcluct of Whitefriars, in fae Citylof London, and Pooliihs-jlby .the.n at No. 85, Fleet'Street, in the Parish of St. llride, ia tha City ci

Printed by William Bradbury, of No.
Printers,

"' * l- : - '*"--

London
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TESTATORS ALL ALIVE O!

UK amiable and decorous
habit in which certain jour-
nals indulge, of sending a

pemiy-a-liner to rummage
out the Wills of persons
recently deceased, in order
to the publication of the

contents of such documents,
is now gaining ground so

fast, that Mr. Punch, ever

anxious to be a-head of his

age, has made his own ar-

rangements for adding a

new feature to journalism,
lie proposes to leave it to

his inferiors to visit Doc-
tors' Commons, and to take,

furtively, forbidden notes

when the jealous clerks

are not looking, nor has he

any idea of making surrep-
litinus arrangements with

needy officials to sell information which they have no right to part
with. He, according to his custom, takes a bolder course. He
intends to furnish to an eager public particulars concerning Wills

while the Testators are still alive. For this purpose, he has organised
a staff of reporters, whom he means to call the Paul Pry Brigade, and he
flatters himself that their researches into private papers will enable

him to gratify the world, in the same way as, but in a much more
exciting degree than his Will-puhlishinpr contemporaries do. He
submits a few specimens of what the Paul Pry Brigade has already
accomplished. If it be objected that this is an unwarrantable imperti-

nence, and a vulgar meddling with the affairs with which the public
has nothing to do, he begs to leave the defence of the system to his

contemporaries, who originated it.

WILLS.
We are happy to announce that JKRKMTAH HUMBLE JUMBLE, Eso,

of the Regent's Park, has at last been induced to make his Will. It

was executed on Tuesday, in the presence of his maid-servant, and
J". SMITH, greengrocer and occasional waiter at. private parties. We
think he ought to have done more for MRS. HUMBLE JUMBLE, who may
have her faults, and whose teeth are certainly false (we do not believe

that she paints), but, who ought to have had the bulk of his property.
He gives her only 800 a year, and adds the cowardly condition, that

if she remarries, she is to have but 400. The rest of his estate goes
to his so-called nephew, WOBBLETON WILK.S, of the War Office, who
may be said to be in luck, and who will now, we hope, pay his unfor-

tunate tailors (we use the plural advisedly), and take his grandmother's
watch out of pawn. There are a few legacies, but ME. HUMBLE
JUMBLE does not appear to us to have one of those hands described

by our immortal Bard, we refer to the sweet Swan of Avon, as open
to melting charity, for his cousin the tallow-chandler gets nothing, and

though he is in the habit of talking a good deal about the poor, we have
reason to believe that there are few bequests to the excellent institutions

with which our noble Metropolis is so plentifully studded. He leaves

50 to the Zoological Gardens, perhaps from his admiration of the

manners of the bears, and 50 to the Society for Relief of Complaints
of the Ear, which his friends playfully say is but right, considering
what an awful bore he is. On the whole, we cannot think that this

Will does the testator much credit, but he has yet -time to amend it

by a codicil. Ferbum sap.

MRS. LTJSHINGTON BLACK BOTHERBY'S Will has been made more
than two years, but owing to the unfortunate incorruptibility of her

lady's maid, we regret to say that we have not yet been able to obtain

a sight of it, though we know that it is kept in the lid of her dressing-
case. But we have secondary evidence of its contents, and shall not

he a hundred miles from the fact, if we say that, a certain handsome

Captain in a crack regiment will not be so grateful to the "old girl"
as he gives his brother officers reason to think he ought to be.

MRS. B. has been lending a favouring ear to the unctuous addresses of

an elegant divine whose chapel is within easy reach of her house at

Peckham, and though we nil know that the clergy scorn personal

bei|Ui'st?, the KEY. OKIGEN BANG may not be displeased to know that

if he likes to rebuild St. Vitus's, he will in due time be able to do so,

mid if not, he may apply 5000 according to his own discretion. The

lady does not intend to "die and endow a college or a cat," but she

presents a handsome sum to a retired housekeeper, who is to take charge
of a favourite parrot (we hope that we do not intrude into private
matters in stating that its name is "BOBBY") and is to hear it say,
"
Twinkle, twinkle, little star," every Sunday, and we may also add,

that the respectable tradesman who supplies MBS. B. with her false

hair will find something beyond the amount of his bill set down for him.

LIEUTENANT BI.ARER BLA/.PS, R N., Ramsgate, has long been in

such a state of brandy-and-wnter that liis friends who know his gouty
tendencies have been affectionate!* anxious that he should make his

Will. But his confirmed habit of shying the boiling tea-kettle at any-

body who makes him a suggestion has somewhat, interfered with their

pressing this consideration UIKHI him. llovevi-r, on \V. dnesday last

he had a bad touch, and his Doctor liavii ir pui every missile out of

reach of the gallant and crippled Lieutenant, told him what his friends

thought. As soon as the lorrent of sea-eloquence which burst out in

full flow had subsided, LIEUT. BI.A/.KS relieved his niiud with a few

supplementary execrations, and, addressing his medical attendant by
the affectionate title of a slimy old lubber, ordered him to note down
heads for a Will. It was brief, and gave everything to the Royal
Naval College, except 100 to the Doctor, and 500 to a lady of Ports-

mouth, whose alias it might be imprudent to disclose. The Will was

duly made, and the Lieutenant has sat upon it ever since: but as it

dpes not exactly harmonise with the views of the testator s next of

kin, we believe that efforts will be made to withdraw it from under
him. Should these succeed, our readers shall be informed. There are

whispers of a duplicate Will, in which case the exertions of the
relatives may not meet with the reward they deserve.

MBS. SAMUEL SOFTHEAD, widow, formerly MADEMOISELLE ALICAM-

FANE, of the theatres, has just made her Will, which she had long,
from

superstitious motives, refused to do, but to which she has been
driven by the unmistakeable commands of some Spirit-Rapping with
which she has lately been much troubled. Her numerous bequests
would occupy too large a space in our columns for us to give them at

length, but the public has a right to know that one who formerly
earned her living on the boards has not been quite unmindful of the

companions of her youth. To MR. SPLUTTER, the celebrated tragedian,
she gives a ring, and the same to MR. SINNEWS, the well-known

harlequin. She bequeathes 100 to the Epicurean Club, to buy a

picture, in memory of the fact that standing on its steps, out of the

rain, she first met the late MR. SAMUEL SOFTHEAD, who offered her

his umbrella that day and his heart the next. She gives three

dozen of her best brandy to an eminent dramatic author, with

her French dictionary, and a complete edition of the Theatre

Paritien. The rest ot her legacies are to persons whom she play-

fully calls "My Toads," and for whom she says she will find holes

during the rest, of their lives. We do not know, and therefore cannot

say, whether the fashionable DR. BOUOH CROUCHBR will like being
included in this list, but a plaster

of 500 may reconcile that worthy
disciple of GALEN to the title "What's in a name?" as the lady her-

self would say. She gives all her physic bottles, many hundreds in

number, to her maid, PHOJBE JONES, and her wigs to Miss OGLETOS,
of the Royal Amethyst Theatre. We are happy to add, for the

information of the public, that MRS. 8. is very well, that her signature
is distinct, and that the only orthographic error in a codicil, in her own
hand, is that in naming Ma. SCRAPES, her corn-cutter, she calls him
that palarvering old cheer-up-odist.

SECESSION AND SLAVERY.

SECEDE, ye Southern States, secede,
No better plan could be,

If you of Niggers would be freed,
To set your Niggers free.

Runaway slaves by federal law

At present you reclaim ;

So from the Union straight withdraw,
And play the Free Soil game.

What, when you've once the knot untied,
Will bind the Northern men !

And who 'II resign to your cowhide
The fugitives again F

Absquotilate, then, slick as grease,
.And break up Unity,

Or take your PRESIDENT in peace,
And eat your humble pie.

But, if your stomachs proud disdain,

That salutary meal,
And you, in passion worse than vain,

Must, rend the Commonweal,
Then all mankind will jest and scoff

At people in the case,
Of him that hastily cut off

His nose to spite his face.

TUB SMALLEST or GERMANS. The infamous servility of the Saxon

Government, in giving up TELEKI to the Austrian tyrant, mokes us

half ashamed of the name of Anglo-Saxon.
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LATEST IMPORTATION IN SWEETS.

BAHAT LAHKOUM, OB LUMPS OF DELIGHT !

SAXON LAW IN CANADA.
WHAT a pity it is that magnetic connection between England and

North America remains to be established. It is much to be wished
that the wire destined to unite the Mother Country and her American
Colonies were at the bottom of the sea, in its new coat of SILVER'S
India-rubber, and in working order

j
for then the Canadian Govern-

ment might be rescued from the imminent peril of undertaking
a load of infamy as heavy and as noisome as that which crushes
and befouls the Court of Saxony. It is a fact that two British
American Judges, CHIEF JUSTICE ROBINSON and JUSTICE BURNS,
Judges of the Canadian Court of Queen's Bench, have actually
decided for the extradition of ANDERSON, the man of colour who
stabbed a fellow named SENECA T. P. DIGGES pursuing #nd trying
to capture him as a fugitive slave in Missouri, more than seven years
ago. ANDERSON killed this villain in self-defence, and ROBINSON
and BURKS would surrender him as a murderer! These men at

present two of HER MAJESTI'S Judges virtually recognise the
legality of slavery in disallowing the right of an escaped slave to
dtfend his liberty. They have decided for delivering up this mulatto
to miscreants who, if they get him, will probably burn him alive with
green wood.
JUSTICE M'LEAN has kept his ermine sweet and clean. He dissented

from the monstrous opinion of his colleagues, on the ground that the
evidence against the accused was insufficient. An appeal was applied
for by ANDKHSON'S Counsel; and the case may ultimately be brought
before the Privy Council in England, which, it is enough to say, among
its members includes LORD BROUGHAM. The Colonial Government
may thus be saved from detiling itself with the abomination of Saxony.
But then, on the other hand, the application for an appeal may fail, and
ANDERSON may be soon writhing and roasting in a slow fire, whilst
Missourian savages are yelling and dancing around the stake.
Were the submarine wire now extending between the Home and

Canadian Governments, the unhappy man might, by a flash of tele-
graphic lightning, be saved from the clutches of the infuriated fiends
to whom he may be consigned by the sentence of CHIEF JUSTICE
ROBINSON and the other Justice, ominously named BURNS. In one of
its senses the word Tradition means treason. If anything in the
ireaty of ixtradition with the United States warrants the doom which
those judges have pronounced on ANDERSON, then is extradition, in so
tar, a word that means extraordinary treason, and the diplomatists who
conceded it were traitors of the deepest dve.

HERE WE ABE !

(CLOWN'S CHRISTMAS'CAROL.)

HERE, once more, kind friend?, we meet ;

One and all of you I greet
With a pleasure that's beyond expression, far

;'

What a year of dark and wet
We have had since last we mer,
It has been severe, but yet ;

Here we are!

Some astronomers do say,
Summer's heat from orb of day'
That a mass of meteoric ice did bar

;

Whether that was so or not,;
If I know, may I be shot ;

But I say, I tell you what :

Here we are !

Under cloudy skies and showers, 5

With the worst of reigning powers,
'

We have seen brave fellows wage victorious war :

GARIBALDI made the son
Of old BOMHA cut and run

;

There 'a the POPE, too, nearly done :

Here we are !

Leaving Italy and Rome,
Now suppose we look at home,

""

Where sweet Freedom we've preserved like jam in jV
For our liberty some fears

Being whispered in our ears, ;

With a host of Volunteers,
Here"we are !

Some have tried to brew a storm
;

On the subject of Reform,
But they couldn't raise the wind, for all the ki/ar.

Quite sufficient for the day
Was the Treaty, and for aye
Rising Income-Tax to pay,

Here we are !

We've been thrashing the Chinese, ']

For the sake of cheaper teas,
Which have cost us many a soldier, many a lar.

An Ambassador, Pekin

May we soon have living in,

To tell every Mandarin :

Here we are !

Then the heir of England's QTJKEN
Through America has been

Cheered like victor on sublime triumphal car,
Home again, in spite of gales
Which were adverse to your sails,

Hail, my bonny PRINCE OF WALES,
Here we are !

For the present, here are we,
And I wish we here may be
In the number of our years above Old PARR ;

But, away when we have gone,

May Old .England still hold on,

Shouting, ever and anon,
Here we are !

THE PETTICOAT EMPIRE.
IT is confidently asserted that the visit with which the EMPRESS

EUGKNIE honoured this country in 1860 will be repeated in 18GL. In

anticipation of this felicitous event, the linendrapers of England are

organising a subscription with a view to the presentation of a testi-

monial to her Imperial Majesty, together with an appropriate address,
setting forth the gratitude entertained by the trade towards the
EMPRESS OF THE FRENCH and the Fashions, for having ordained the

wearing of dresses which require, to make them, three times as many
yards as could possibly be allowed, by any regard to comfort, economy
and elegance, united with any sense of the ridiculous.

A. NOTE AND QUERY FOR KING THWAITES.

WE want to know (and the bearer waits for an answer) if your Sub-
terranean and Serene Majesty could inform us whether a Sewer derives

any particular gratification, when it's being diverted?
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CONSOLATION.
Emily (to rejected Subs). ".IT'S VERY DISAGREEABLE, CERTAINLY,' TO BE UNSUCCESSFUL IN TOUR EXAMINATIONS, AND so KANT

TIMES, TOO; BUT I SHOULD WORK HARD AND TRT AGAIN."

Younger and much too sharp Brother. "NEVER YOU MIND, CHARLEY!
YOU!"

IT PROVES THAT THERE'S NO WANT OF PLUCK ABOUI

THE WOKKING-MAN'S CRIB AND HIS CLUB.
" MR. PUNCH,

" As a britlish Publican I inwoke you to punch the eds of
them there sarm-smiters which is a rendern of theirselves obnockslms
hereabouts by injury to Bisnis. 2 year ago a lot o blessed benevolent

beggars with that are ADELINE COOPER wun of the Nitingal sort took
and bort hup the Wun Tun witch it was wunce a sellybrated Ouse of
Call for Theaves aud turud it into a tteged Scoole. Now theaveses

munny is as good as Hany Hutlier and no reson wy i shud be robed of

my custumers. Whereas now the same Sett not content with their

Raged scool, Day, hevenins, Sunday Scools, Muthers' Mectin, Ragged
Church, and band of Gap, bredin up the young uns in temperance and

Chastity which is kevite enuff injurous to Trade, they've Now bin and
Started a consarn called

' The Working Men's Club
'
witch i Coppy

the title from a Anbill. Them tuther institooslmns afected honly the
Kidds and the Wimmin but this here un's ment to ketch the Menn.
"1'is to be a Clubb and Reedin lloom, comojus and wentilated and all

that with the ixpres Vu of makin hof it as cumfertable as the Public
Ouses. There that shows the sperrit that's at the botum of it.

They 've got a comitty of wurkin Menu a dozen of 'em wot manidges
the Afairs of the Clubb. The scripshun is only one apeny a Weak to

sute the puverty of the districk witch the Clubbus is in Duke Lane
Vestminster, hopposite Old Pye street. Theyve got a Libery, daly
and weakly Papers punch among em I dessay. Lecters is to be give
there they cums the Morral and Sientiffic Dodge, to Improve the

Temporal and spiritial condishun of the poor. There's no less than
Six Public Ouses alreddy in the Immediate naburood which perwides
it with Sperrits ; and there 's too more to be opend but wot for if they
are to be cut Hout by this ere Wurkin Menu's Clubb and lledin Room
Hopen hevery Hevenin in Duck Lane Sundays included witch for hany
public places excep Public Ouses to be hopen on Sunday is allowed by
Parliment to be a Desiccation of the Sabbath.

" Now Mr. Punch I ope as the publican's friend you '11 set your

Face agin this here Workin Menn's Clubb. The necessary Funds for

to cary lion the tame is not all subscribed Yett tho moast on it is.

That are old Spuny the MAKKIS o VESTMINSTER guv 80 pound and
Luther Knobs ave cum forrad aud down with the Dust. But unlest

the Workin Menn sports it in coarse the thing wil go to Smash ;
so

just you Pitch into it will ycr like a good feller. Tell em to dispjze
imitatin the Swels, with their garricks and Reforms and conservalivs

and Rags and Fammishes and its yure opinyun there 's nut hin for tlie

wurkin Menn like the good old public ouse where e can heat is tripe
and Smoak is pipe and tiple is nogin of beer gin or wot not, and rede
the Papers into the Bargin, until e reads 'em dubble, and so go ome
cumfable to the buzzum of is Fammaly. But has for Workin Menus
Clubbs wot's to be ixpected of Clubbs but the Means for Wurkin
Menn to Bete their Wives. Explane that there to 'em Mr. Punch and

oblidge yure dilidgent and obeadiant reeder,
"
The Slums Vesminster Jan. 1861."

"
PHIL. POTTS."

"
P.S. As lessee of one of the public puses goin to be opend again

the Opposishuu Shopp I see they 're a goin to suply corfy et settrer

cost prise at that Hinstitooshun. I wunder if et settrer menes beer,

good and cheap. Give 'em that at Wurkin Menus Clubs, and they'll
shut us up in no time. Hif they does that we "re flumoxd !

"

Two Hints.

O STATES of the West, do relinquish your maggots,

Keep bound fast aud tight, like the bundle of Faggots,
The more that no faggots (or smaller or bigger)
Will be wanted for burning our prisoner, your Nigger.

PUNCH.

"A GLOWING PERIOD." One of WISCOUNT VILLIAMS'S, such as

would have the effect of setting the Thames on fire onjy we suspect
a period like that will be very far distant, indeed. We will wait.
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THE PEASANT'S PETITION.

THE PETITION OP THE BRITISH' PEASANT TO TUB BRITISH LANDLORD

HUMBLY COMPLAINING SHOWETH UNTO YOUR HONOUR,

THAT Your Petitioner having ventured upon the liberty (for which h

hopes to be pardoned) of having peeped into the Stables of You
Honour (but, he solemnly declares, with no evil intentions, and h

would not take an oat without leave) lias perceived that if Thought
Sense, and Kindness were ever manifested towards Animals, it i

in Your Honour's Stables aforesaid.

That the Residence in which your Honour humanely places you
Horses, is well built, water-tight, and well ventilated, is excellently

floored, and has an excellent supply of water, that its drainage i;

perfect, and its light cheerful, and that the creature that cannot livi

contentedly therein must be a Beast.

That the Arrangements for the health and comfort of your Honour's
Horses seem to your Petitioner perfect, and designed to make the

Animals happy when at home, and fit when they come out to per
form any amount of work which your Honour may call on them
to do.

That (contrary to the arrangements in Your Petitioner's dwelling
begging pardon for mentioning such a place) Separate places art

provided for your Honour's Horses, so that they sleep apart, anc

are in no way detrimental to one another.

That Your Petitioner, knowing the kindness of Your Honour's nature,
as shown by this provision, and by hundreds of other acts of Your
Honour's, not to speak of Your Honour's Lady, and the Young
Ladies (all of whom he humbly wishes a Happy New Year, if he

may be so bold), takes the liberty to believe that Your Honour cannol
know that Your Petitioner's cottage, on Your Honour's estate,
is badly built, is not, drained, has no ventilation, has a rotter

floor, and is so cold that in the winter the only way Your
Petitioner and his family can keep bodies and souls together is by
Huddling together, Adult-s, Children, Grown-up Lads and Girls,
all together in one wretched bedroom, out of which they come
half-poisoned by the foul air, not to offend your Honour's delicacy
by saying anything more than that they are good for far less work
than could otherwise be got out of them.

Your Petitioner therefore, for himself, his wife, four grown-up children,
and five little ones,

Humbly prayeth unto Your Honour,
THAT YOU WILL BB GRACIOUSLY PLEASED TO TREAT HIM

LIKE A HORSE.

And your Petitioner will ever Pray and Work, &c., &c.

A LAMENT OF THE SEASON.

BY AN OLD BOY.

I'M sick of Transformation scenes,
All gold and silver foil,

Blue fire and clustered ballet-girls,
And sinks and flies and toil

;

I 'm sick of trees that open,
And temples that expand,

And flowers as big as warming-pans
I 'm sick of fairy-land !

1 used to think when I was young,
That fairy-land was fair

;

But now 1 know 'tis tinsel all,
With red-fire fumes for air ;A land of traps and pit-falls
A land of sloats and stays,

And scruto-work and profiling,
And shivering coryphees.

Where are the joys of Pantomime
I knew in days of yore ?

The poker-hot the butter -slide
The Clown laid at, the door,

That shopmen bland and affable

Might o'er him tumble down
The murdered babe, whose body
Was sat on by the Clown P

Then Columbine was something
Surpassing mortal grace ;

And Harlequin bore mystery,
Writ on his vizored face.

Clown's pockets had no bottom ;

His grin passed humour's bounds ;

For mirth and wit, his
" Here we are !

"

Was first of human sounds !

How changed is all ! The mystic four,
With scared and shrunken mien,

Limp lamely in to justify
A Transformation scene.

The down-trod Clown some slaps and cull's,

Still timidly essays,
But sins and steals and slays no more,
As in the early days.

The magic 's gone from Columbine,
A dancer takes her place ;

The mystery of Harlequin
Is fled he shows his face,

And, oh could BARNES'S ghost reseek
The glimpses of the moon,

What would it say to what we see

By way of Pantaloon P

That weary introduction,
Half ballet, half burlesque,

Those monster masks, those painful puns,
Most grave, when most grotesque ;

That crowd of poor short-coated girls,
That feeble fairy queen,

And worst of all inflictions,
That Transformation scene !

Oh, scene-painters oh, carpenters-
Oh, managers, forbear !

I 've seen your flowers, your fountains,
Your castles in the air,

Your slowly opening aloes,
Your widely-spreading trees

Your girls in all positions

.Excepting
"
stand at ease."

Your gold and silver tinsel,
Your foil and whirling wheels,

Your fires of hue red green or blue,
Till my poor brain-pan reels,

One transformation trick alone
Is left, and that, I ween,

Is (-0 transform, by leaving out,
Your Transformation scene.

Latest from Lambeth.
' '

By the treaty of Tien-tain tho Chinese Indemnity is fixed at eight million taols."

Now, will it be believed that, on reading this, the Viscount imagined
hat these taels were actually pigtails, and, with true commercial mind,
egan to calculate the cost of shipping them to England, and the effect
"hich they would hare when thrown upon the hair market.

Turks and Traitors.

THE Sublime Porte, in 1849, refused to deliver up the Polish and

niSP'l
refu&ees to tue vengeance of the EMPEROE OP AUSTRIA.

the Government of Saxony surrendered COUNT TELEKI to
urry favour with the KAISER. What a contrast between sublimity
net baseness ! The distance between Saxony and the Sublime Porte
roves that the Sublime does not always border on the .Ridiculous.
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LA GL01IIE AND LA CRINOLINE.

IN the Times' account of the launch of The Warrior there occurs the

subjoined passage relative to her rival, La Gloire .

" The speed of la Oloirc has been st-itcd to be twelve knots. Now, if the statc-

mcnt of one ufhiT officers Is to bf '. too, thoroughly*.
with her engines), the utmost peed that baa boon obtained from ber him been short

knot*, and nt this speed the vibration of the stern wiis so considerable,
that it was evident tho armour plate* would all work loose if it wag long maintained.
Nino and a half to tun knots an hour is stated to be her utmost average speed, and
this must bo considered as a high rate for a ship of >uch size and weight. None
attempt to deny tho fact that in a Ma-way La Oloirt roll* almost dangerously. In

fact, all iron-clad frigate* must roll slowly and deeply, if in their construction

eypuciiil pains are not takcu to yuard agaiust such a delect."

La Oluire ought to be a caution, as our American friend* say, to all

iron-clad frigides ;
and especially to La Crinoline. The speed of La

Crinoline is seriously diminished by the extensive ribs of metal which
constitute the framework of her iron-bound sides. Especial pains must
be taken with the construction of her iron clothing, to prevent her from

rolling in a dangerous manner, or at least to counteract her disposition

to roll as she floats along. Otherwise we shall certainly have her, one
of these fine days, wriggling all her iron-works loose, to the derision of

the beholders, in consequence of the vibration for which she is as

remarkable as La Oloire.

ANOTHER SHADOW PANTOMIME.
IN reward for having been an exceedingly good boy, and especially

for having shown such virtuous self-denial as to decline
'

on Christmas

Day a fourth helping of plum-pudding, MASTER SM-TH (the name may
be familiar (o our readers, but still we do not feel ourselves at liberty

to publish it) was last week taken as a treat by his benevolent Papa to

see the Shadow Pantomime at the Crystal Palace. Being strongly

impressed with the wonders he beheld there, and having like most boys
an imitative disposition, MASTER SM-TH, on coining home, determined
to get up a shadow pantomime himself, and to exhibit it upon the

boards, or walls, of his own nursery. Appointing MASTER J-N-S his

machinist and stage carpenter, and MASTER BB.-WN his gasfitter, pro-

perty-man and prompter (which three offices, there being neither gas
nor prompting, and but very little property, that young gentleman was
deemed fully competent to fill), MASTER SM-TH reserved the heavier

labours to himselt, and undertook, with the assistance of his sister and
the baby, to do the scene-painting and managing, and to write the

piece. The pen-work being considered quite a secondary matter, it

will of course be left to be knocked off at the last moment, in the

manner now adopted on the modern stage ; the usual plan requiring,
for the guidance of the dresser, the author to sketch roughly two or

three of the chief characters, having a due eye to the state of the

wardrobe, so as not to put the management to unnecessary expense.
The piece not being yet enough advanced for a rehearsal, we are

unable of course to give an accurate account of it. So far as we
can learo, the Introduction, in accordance with the fashion of late years,

will partake less of pure pantomime than of

broad burlesque. One of the scenes, we
hear, will be laid on Ramsgate pier, where
Miss SM-TII was last season nearly carried

out to sea, owing to a stiff Sou' Wester
which was blowing, and which inflated her
stiff petticoat like the top of a balloon. A
small skye terrier that was with her had
his hair blown over his eyes so that he could
not see, and had not his mistress taken him
in her arms, there is reason to believe he
would have walked over the side, and come
to what a farce-writer has termed a watery
bier.

The unities of time and place will apparently
be set quite at defiance by the author, for in the

following scene a shadow-slide is shown upon
the pavement, and from Ramsgate in the

dog-days we lind ourselves transported to London in mid-winter. A great
effect is here expected to be caused by the sudden apparition of an awful
Beadle (father of Columbine, and
changed to Pantaloon), who, emerging
round a corner, puts to flight the

sliders, but being far too fat to run,
can only strike a tragic attitude, and
bid the boys "behoff!"
The harlequinade of course will be

full of life and bustle, and will contain
the usual hits at passing follies and
events. One of the scenes, we under-

stand, will represent a juvenile party,
where the guests, although they'll
come like shadows, and even so depart, mun , bo, ; tun,boy ; .harp., needle,

will apparently be feasted with a most or you -a catch it from the

5t~j

Sistrr Anne and poor Doer Tray ;

Aren't they nearly blown away ?

substantial supper, and be stuffed with sickening sweet things as they
are in real life. The silly fashion too of treating them to actual

champagne will be shadowed forth in all its

darkest colours ; and a doctor with a Brob-
dignaglike black dose in his hand will rise by
war of warning, in the middle of the banquet,
unfolding as a scroll, the label to the bottle,

"Coming eventi cait their thadoia before." An
attempt too. will be made to take off the pre-

posterous absurdities of dress wherewith, when
they go visiting, children often now are tortured :

for MASTER SM-TH declares that what with short
Lime G^in Crinoiiae, frocks and with Crinoline the little girls at his
Llk..T.elotuU.e.n.

Jast ,0;^ jooke(J
g(?

much ^ tgetotUDtt that

he scarcely could restrain himself from giving them a twizzle.

Another scene is laid in a photographic studio, where Clown gets his

so-called likeness taken, and as it is not a bit like him lie declares, by

pantomime, that he will not pay for it. The

artist," as he calls himself, threatens by dumb
show that he will send for a policeman, whereat

Clown appears alarmed, intimates that artist

may make another trial,
and be paid for both.

Artist hides his head in his camera obscura,
and no sooner has he done so than Clown

gives him a
"
bonneter

" and bolts out of the

studio, while Pantaloon who has been pouching
all the

"
portraits

"
in the place, hoists them on

a gibbet, and proclaims they are HIGH ART."
The silhouettes which MASTER SM-TU has per-

mitted us to publish, will afford the world some
notion of his shadow pantomime, which with the

modesty of authors, he quite expects will throw all rivals in the shade.

These silhouettes, he tells us, are all done by
his own hand, but we believe that it was

guided by that of his big sister. We reserve

the boldest of them for the last, and as the

sketch speaks for itself, we need only say
this more for it, that it represents a street

scene towards the finish of the pantomime,
and pictures the occurrence of a small do-

mestic incident which will at once be recog-
nised as being true to life, detection and
the usual street scrimmage will ensue: and
as a bonneted policeman is generally sure to

make a pantomime succeed, we doubt not

MASTER SM-TB'S will be abundantly success-

ful, and when all the shadow characters have
danced their final shadow-dance, the curtain

will descend upon a blaze of triumph, and
the pantomime will be pronounced (by him) the

"
best of the season,"

as every pantomime in London every season is.

Uere'i an AnUt who is

111 inn.
To lake Clown's Portrait

for a ShUlln.

Here you lee Policeman Glutton
Walking off with Pa'i Cold

It atton.

AS DIFFERENT AS BLACK AND WHITE.

THB following correspondence has resulted from the President's

message :

i.

"Mtu'r Leegreifi, Old Svanp Plantation, Mobile.

"MAS'R BUCHANAN,
"Dey tell me you link 'the Matrons of de South' am berry

nervous 'bout de abolition of niggahs. Now, bein' de moderob twelve

fine darkies, I tink I is 'cidedly a Matron ob de South an' I 'sure you
nedder I nor Aunt JUNO, who am de moder ob fifteen, nor no matron

on dia ere plantation, don't feel nohow nervous 'bout de Abolition of

N iggahs.
" Your 'feckshnate,

s Two Mafr Prttideat, Wathinton."
" AUNT SALLT."

JL
"MADAM.

"
White ffoiae, WaMngton,

"On consideration, it might, I think, have been as well to say

the white Matrons.
"
Yours,

" Mrs Sally, Old Svtamp."
" JAMES BUCHANAN."

"OldSteamf.
"
Golly, MAS'R BUCHANAN, I tink so too.

" Mafr Preiident, WatUnto."
"AUNT SALLY."

A Surplus for Poor Parson*.

THE Puseyite Clergy have, we understand, adopted a resolution on

the subject of Vestments, which will remove a cause of much heart-

burning. They have agreed to sacrifice the surplices which they have

been wont to wear in the pulpit, by sending them to the Poor Clergy
Relief Society, to be cut up into shirts for necessitous clergymen.
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JOCOSE FIEND. "Ah, Sir, you was wery iicarlij doum that time/'
1

'

FRANCE AND THE FASHIONS.
WE wonder whether, now that one can go to France without a pass-

port, EDWIN will more often be asked by ANGELINA to take her over
to Paris to see what, the new fashions are, whether bonnets are worn
spoon-shaped or a I'ecaille d'huitre, whether Crinoline shows any symp-
tom of decay, and whether flounces maybe added to hide creases in
the skirts. The Queen of Fashion clearly holds her Court in Paris,
and thither must her votaries month by month repair to learn what
it may please her to order them to wear. How omnipotent her sway
is everybody knows, but we own we had not learnt until a recent
writer taught us that sentiment and fashion go sometimes hand in
hand, and friendship is displayed with the show of a new toilet. This
at least we take for granted from this interesting passage in the Illus-
trated Neus, and we so much value the knowledge it imparts that we
will not censure the mild pun with which it opens :

"Of all the Paris fashions the most Parisian is the custom of wishing a ' HapnvNew Year,' a ceremony which trenches far upon the month of January, and renders
that month remarkable for demonstrations of toilet and friendly sentiment."

The compliments of the season are doubtless different in France to
what they are with us. In England one is satisfied with wishing you
5 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year;" whereas in Paris
doubtless the proper thing to do when one makes a morning call upon
the

Jjirst
of January is to forge some well-turned compliment upon the

sit of one s friend s dress, or to say that her new bonnet most charm-
ingly becomes her. As ladies go to church to show off their new
linenes, so m France they call on friends for a purpose not dissimilar
oucU visits are no doubt productive of some pleasure, or they would
not be persisted in. Indeed the female mind delights in giving cause
for envy and if MADAME GROS DB NAPLES can but feel that her new
plumage has left a pang of jealousy in some few of her bosom friends,she would doubtless view her morning as by no means an ill-

spent one.

[t is, however, somewhat curious to note with what precision the
writers on the fashions know what is right to wear and how imperiouson the point are the mandates of the miliners. We suppose that no
one even in the first society would ever dare to dress herself except by
their advice, or in any way to act against the regulations following :

"The New Tear's visits of 1861 are to be paid in neat and quiet costume both as
regards dresses and bonnets. The former must be new and the latter sh Thestuff, now generally adopted for winter wear are robe, de fantalie plain or brocaded"the superior qualiUes of poplin are also in favour. Merinos are almost entirely di^carded for the present season, on account of their flaccidity."

Ladies with scant pin-money or parsimonious husbands, and who
may not have a "new "dress and "fresh" bonnet in their wardrobes,must not dream this season of paying New Year's calls, but must sit
and sigh at home in unfashionable wretchedness. With regard how-
ever to bonnets we are not sorry to learn that :

now sufficiently irregular to allow room for the
most important requirements for a chapeau are

-'on of the face, not add to the years of the

we have conceived that ladies dressed entirely by the dictates of their

milliners, and were not allowed to exercise their private taste and

judgment. The proper thing to do was to walk into a shop, and
having there learnt what was worn, unquestioning to order it. No
matter if the fashion were suitable or not to her peculiar person, every
lady, we supposed, was held bound to conform to it. Upon no oilier

ground at, least could we comprehend the fact of the wondrously ill-

chosen and ill-suiting dresses seen here. But now we joy to learn, as
I

far as bonnets are concerned, ladies will be suffered to display their
|

own good taste, and we may depend that they will soon look all the

prettier for it. We have long considered it an insult to their intellect
'

that they should submit to the caprices of their dressmakers. And as
for their requiring to be told what are the "most important, require-
ments for a chapeau," (why can't the man say "bonnet?") trust a
woman for insisting that her bonnet should sit well, and not make her
look older one whit than she can help it.

One other brief extract, and we have done for the present with this

interesting subject :

" We must briefly allude to the new petticoat, the jupon multiple as it is very pro-
perly called, for it may be made to take the dimensions of two, three, four, or five

j

petticoats, as occasion may require, although but cue article of dress. For this it is

only necessary to add or take away so many layers of muslin, which can be attached
or abstracted with the greatest facility."

A petticoat which is capable of expansion to the size of four or even
five, must be viewed as an alarming article of dress. Who knows but
that ladies before (ping to a party might conspire with one another to
enter somewhat limp, and gradually to swell out as the evening
advanced ? Conceive the consternation of the male people assembled
on finding themselves more and more squeezed up and blockaded, with-
out any perceptible addition to the company. If the jvpon multiple be
patronised in England (and, if popular in Paris, it is pretty sure to be
so) we shall expect to hear that ladies when they issue invitations will

specify precisely the exact amount of Crinoline they wish their guests
to wear, so as to fill their rooms and not to overcram them. If this result

i be gained we shall certainly be tempted to give praise to this new pet-

j

ticoat, and every soiree that, we go to, we shall bless its kind inventress.

I People who declare the days of Crinoline are numbered may not be

encouraged much by what we have just told them. Kjupons can be
made to multiply five-fold, the shadow of wide skirts does not seem
likely to grow less. But at any rate there will be some slight conso-
lation in the thought that their wearers will be able to contract them-
selves at pleasure, or as "occasion" (justly personated by their
husbands or their parents) may sensibly

"
require."

This certainly is news to us, and vastly pleasant news too. Hitherto

SERENADE.
To be Sung in a Slouched Ilat and Spanish Cloak, with a Guitar, and a I

Flute obblinato.

THE words printed in italics in the following Song are intended to

represent the accompaniment of wind and stringed instruments :

LIST, ANGELINA, list !

For the stars are shining bright,
And they say to you,
Oh tootle-tootle-too,
ANGELINA dear, Good-night !

The heron has gone to rest

On the banks of the Tweed-/ deedle-dee,
And the thrush and the linnet
Have flown this minute
To the tree, to the turn-turn tree !

This, diddle-dum, diddle-dum,
This, diddle-dum, diddle-mdo,
This is the melodie
Of your fond FIDO !

Refrain appassionato.

List, ANGELINA, list !

For the stars are shining bright,
They say to you
Qh-ioot/e-tootle-too ;

They cry to thee
(}\\-tootle-tootle-tee ;

Diddle-diddle-diddle-dear, Good-night !

Fasting the Whole Hog.
MR. BUCHANAN recommends a Solemn Fast as an expedient for

averting the calamity of disruption with which the American Union is

threatened. To eat no victuals and go to meeting, may be a salutary
penance for repentant sinners

; but does MR. BUCHANAN expect to
derive much advantage from abstinence from meat, unaccompanied by
abstinence from cruelty to negroes ?
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IGNORANCE NOT BLISS.

Look' at Oiese two Foreigners in at MeBannock's in Regent Street, with Scotch Bread, and Bath Buns, and Cheesecakes, and Raspberry Three

Corners; Oh, and lots of other jolly things on the counter, to think of their choosing Crumpets COLD CRUMPETS/ Ha/ Hal

ME. PUNCH'S NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.

FOLLOWING, with due loyalty, the excellent example of HER MAJESTY
THE QUEEN (where can there be found a better one to imitate?), Mr.

Punch, on New Year's Day, sat in state at his own Home Office to super-
intend the distribution of his New Year's Gifts. Among the fortunate

recipients of his Royal bounty, Mr. Punch has only space to specify
the following :

To LOUD ELGIN was presented (Toby acting as his proxy) a copy of

Mr. Punch's Thousand and Fifteenth Number, containing the Cartoon
of ST. GEORGE DEFEATING THE CHINESE DRAGON, together with a

copy of Mr. Punch's last week's Number, which contains a well-turned

epigram upon (lie service that Im Lordship has done the British State.

To LOHD Cow LEY was
despatched

anew carving-knife and fork, it

being considered that his old ones must by this time be worn out by
his Lordship's hospitalities.

To LORD JOHN RUSSELL was presented a draft of a Reform Bill,

providing that no Member should speak twice in a Session, excepting

by the sanction of the Censor, Mr. Punch.
To the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH was sent a picture of The Warrior,

that he might have it framed as a companion to La Gloire.

To his Holiness the POPE Mr. Punch sent his last Volume, which,
being the mouthpiece of the English nation, would show the sympathy
existing in the English mind.
To VISCOUNT WILLIAMS was presented an article on Cheeseparing,

composed for the Economist, but rejected by that print.

To GENERAL GARIBALDI Mr. Punch despatched a sword for the
fort hcoming campaign, with

" Freedom of Italy
"

engraved upon the

blade.

To MR. BRIGHT was given a pair of rose-coloured spectacles, to

enable him to take less jaundiced views of things than he hitherto has
done.
To MR. HULLAH was presented a promise of support, and a hint

that the rebuilding of his fortunes had commenced. MR. HCLLAH,
every singer ought to know, lias lost his hall, and the least that one
can do is to do the most one can for him.

DE. M'HALE.
Am " AUen-a-Dale.*

DR. M'HALE has no faggot for burning,
I) 11. M'HALE has no vassals for spurniug,
DR. M'HALE has no credit for losing,
DR. M'HALE has no power (or abusing ;

But DR. M' 11 ALE has the hqighth of foine writing,
And a pen that beats any shillelagh for fighting,
And the rabidest newspaper-hack might grow pale,

With enry in reading great DR. M'HALE.

Lay scribblers some semblance of grievance require,
Hut DR. M'HALE without fuel makes fire ;

Equal rights, equal laws, other grumblers appease.
But M '11 ALE'S only rendered more rabid by these ;

!

"
Forget and forgive." is the Christian creed,

But M'HALB rubs old sores till they fester and bleed;
CARLISLE may grow crusty and PALMERSTON quail,

Encouut'riug St. Jarlath's grim lion, M'HALB.

Old England has bigots her STOWBLLS & Co.,

Irrational SPOOLERS, and NEWMGATES slow: j

Old England has pens dipped in sectary's gall,

With the Record, sweet print, to find room for them all ;

But what bigot from pulpit or platform e'er stormed, t

Theologicum odium what pen ever warmed,
Like him and like his, that still pours the hot hail

On the base bloody Saxon great DR. M'HALE? j

OllendorflTs London.

WHAT was the origin of
"
Queer Street ?

" We cannot tell, but in

our ignorance presume it must have originated in the mistake of a

Frenchman, who, living in Leather Lane, and not being able to pro-

nounce it, used to say Cuir Street !
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trust to bearing the word of command. But it's very pleasant to have
such an excellent excuse for an puling, and I have no doubt we
shall all enjoy the ball this evening immensely."

Or this :

"Sixteenth East Clodshire, I'm sorry to hear you are not
nearly so attentive to your comoany drill as you ought to be. My
husband begs me to tell .you that, till you're up to that, it's no use
attempting to practise light infantry movements. I should strongly
recommend your Commanding Officer to lock up these bugles till

\ ou 're a great deal smarter in your extending and closing than you
have shown yourselves to-day; for I 've not a doubt that, as you are,
you 'd make a horrid mess of it if you were ordered out to

'

cover the

front,' or to occupy the ground as skirmishers. And as to bugle-calls,
one might just as well 'whistle jigs to a milestone,' as try to move you
by music. Now go home, like good fellows, and do try if you can't

i muster a few more than fifteen to a company in your battalion drills

I for the next quarter."

Or this :

% !

"
Volunteers of Clodhoppington, We none of us know what we are

j likely to do till we 've been tried. I didn't think I

A i-crj/ neat Present for (he Young Mother of a Large Family of Small
Children, and likely to be extremely useful at thin Festive Season.

NEW AIRS FOR VOLUNTEER BUGLES.
ME. PUNCH, as the sworn enemy of the trite and common-place,

suffers sadly in common with all England under the wearisome
repetition and palling sameness of the speeches with which his darlings,
the Ladies of England, grace the bugles they present to the itifle

Volunteers of their respective neighbourhoods. He is never tired of
the fair presenters of these martial instruments. There is no sameness
about them! From MRS. CAPTAIN SLASHER'S sloe-black eyes and
raven locks, to MRS. Cot. GUSHINGTON'S violet, orbs and golden
tresses, he revels in all the delicate shades of the Beautiful that lie
between the bewildering brunette and the bewitching blonde. Happy
fellow ! Has he not Roman noses and retrousses, chiselled Grecian
profiles and provocative gipsy loveliness, slim, slender, fawn-like
graces, and ripe, round, melting embonpoint, to disport among, as the
butterfly sips at will through all the delicious varieties of conservatory
and flower-garden ?

No ! Mr. Punch wishes for no change in the ladies ; but lie sadly
desiderates a little change m their speeches. Who does not know the
stereotyped form : The hope that this bugle, which, &c , may never
sound except in, &c., &c., but that if ever, &c., &c., then we feel sure
that, &c., &e

, &c. . . .

Mr. Punch, always thinking of the dear ladies, begs to suggest a few
variations on this eternal Volunteer Bugle air, as, for example :

"Volunteers of the Fourth Beefshire, The ladies ef the neighbour-
hood having got up a subscription to present you with a set of silver
bugles (because it is the fashion to present silver bugles, and the
ladies of Beefslure are determined not to be behind the fashion) have
requested me to make a speech on the occasion. It is a horrid bore
but as I m your Commanding Officer's wife, I can't refuse, and, after
ll, it s pleasant to have a good reason for insisting on a pretty new

bonnet. I am sure you are very smart fellows, and look uncommonly
well in your uniforms. You shoot very fairly, I 'm told, and go through
your company and battalion movements quite as steadily as eau lie

expected. I 're no doubt you will behave like Englishmen if ever you
are required to fight, though I don't, think there's the least chance of

-or I shouldn't have torn quite so ready to allow my husband to take
he command of the corps. I 'm afraid not many of you know the
bugle-calls even when they arc sounded on your'light infantry drill

If it ever came to actual fighting, I don't think, from all I
Imcl out, that there's the least probability of bugle-calls being

-her understood or attended to
;
and I should recommend you, in

luchan event, by all means to leave these silver bugles at home, and

_ should ever have
! accepted GEORGE but I did. So 1 don't think the French are likely
to invade this country, but, they may; and if they do, 1 don't think
you are likely to run away, but, you might. I only hope that if you do,
jour Bugler will magnanimously refuse to sound 'the retreat' on this

; bugle; though I'm afraid, if he should, he'll be liable to be shot by
the Articles of War."
Or this :

"
Blowing one's own trumpet is a highly offensive practice. Perhaps,

in this matter of Volunteering, we have indulged a little too much in
that style of performance. So, without saying what I hope or what I
feel sure of, I beg to hand you the bugle we've subscribed for, and
1 trust you'll make a good use of it."

SOMETHING LIKE A PEER.

MR. SIDNEY HERBERT is created a Peer. Nobody deserves the
honour better than the able, indefatigable, eloquent, and courteous
WAR-SECRETARY, to whom Mr. Punch hereby liquors, and will be

happy to see his Lordship to wet his coronet, wheuever he likes to call
at No. 85. Mr. Punch has heard, that, in playful allusion to the title

civilly given to MB. HERBERT by an ill-conditioned M.P.,his Lordship
thought of being called Lord Monster, but that the vicious pronun-
ciation of a territorial aristocracy might have confounded him with
LORD MUNSTER, which would have been awkward. Unluckily, there
i> a LORD WILTON, unhappily known by his mufflsli patronage of

street-organs, or that would have been the befitting name for MR.
HERBERT. However, he must mind and take a title which Mr. Punch
can rhyme to, as the latter and elder nobleman hopes to have several
civil things to say of the later and younger one.

A Daring Coup de Main.

CAN you tell us why a French glove-shop generally has the sign
An Tour de Nesle ?

No, unless it, is a misprint, for as it is the duty of the glove to go
round the fingers, the handier title would have been Autour des
Nails, [We boldly challenge BARON BRAMWELL to beat the above.

CAN'T THROTV HIM.

PUNCH likes what is plucky, and begs to repeat,
Here 's a health to the HORSMAN who will .keep his scat.

Questions for Juvenile Debating Societies.

WHEN MR. RUSKIN lectures on drawing, should we be justified in

calling him a t%;3-Orator?
If a pretty Young Lady talked too much, would it be ungallant to

admire her, but to qualify it by saying that her beauty was vnpeu trap
prononce.

DESTROYING THE ENEMY'S -WORKS.

AT the sack of the Emperor's Palace at Pekin, a number of valuable
watches and clocks were destroyed. We suppose the soldier* did it as
an amusement merely by way of killing time.

THE TJNITED EFFORT OP SIX ROYAL ACADEMICIANS.

WHAT colour is it that contains several ? "An Umber (a number.)

RIDDLE FOR THE SOCIAL CIRCLE. When is a Young Lady like a
Poacher ? When she has her hair in a net.
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Skate Proprietor to Spectator with Wooden Leg.

PAKDIN, SIK DIDN'T TWIG TEB MISFORTIN.

SIR!"

" 'Avs A PAIR ON, SIR ? Ax TEB
I 'VE A HODD 'UN YOU CAM HAVE,

THESE THINGS ARE AN ALLEGORY.
WE have waited patiently for some of our contempo-

raries to point, the moral of the launch of The Warrior,
but without effect. Mr. Punch therefore takes up his own
pen

to point out the delicate compliment, and ingenious
historical suggestion, which the Admiralty authorities
contrived to combine in the ceremonial which accompanied
the introduction of the first of England's fleet of Ironsides
to Father Thames. It is not often that His Grace the
DUKE OP SOMERSET condescends to be complimentary,
and Mr. Punch values the tribute to himself which he is

about to record all the more because there are so few of
the same kind where that came from.
When the dog-shores were knocked away from The

Warrior, she obstinately refused to move for a con-
siderable time. Hydraulic presses and jack-screws were
applied without effect. She treated with contempt the
coercion both of water and iron. Who was she, that she
should yield to the very elements which she had been built
to defy ? But at last, hawsers were laid out to a couple
of tugs, and when we mention that the one tug was
"The Napoleon," and the other tug"?*; Punch," need
we say that The Warrior complied with the solicitations of
the latter, and showed her sense of the influences of the

former, by gracefully and grandly gliding into the bosom
of the Thames.

Yes, it was a pretty thought of their Lordships and
shows a nice perception of the national sentiment. It

is NAPOLEON and Punch together that have launched The
Warrior. If the former had not led the way with La Qloire,
we should have bad no Warrior. If the latter bad not
blown up the zeal of their Lordships, and kept alive the
determination of the public, The Warrior, might never have
got beyond the stage of designs and specifications. As it

is, "NAPOLEOK impellente, etjubenie Punch," The Warrior
is afloat at last. The facts must have remained, whether
their Lordships bad recognised them or not ; but, we
repeat, it was a graceful act of their Lordships to christen
the two tugs which brought. The Warrior into the water,"
The Napoleon" and

" The Punch." It is not often that

these two Potentates can meet pleasantly, but in this

operation of floating The Warrior, Punch was for once

delighted to find himself alongside NATOLEOX.

MECHANICAL BABIES,

THE French, we know, are eminently a new-year's-gift-presenting

people, and we therefore cannot wonder that advertisements of articles

deemed suitable for presents should at this season be found in great
numbers in their newspapers. Some of the things, however, are such

preposterous absurdities that we cannot well conceive that any one
would purchase them, especially if purposed for gifts du Jour de I'An.
Tor instance, we see notice of

"
duty mecanique," which some in-

ventive genius has ingeniously constructed, and which is warranted to

crawl and walk and fight, and to be as great a nuisance as a real living

baby very often is. We are informed by the advertisement that if we
heard it cry on being put to bed we certainly should call it

"

petit diablotin," and doubtless, in addition to its other charming quali-
ties this

"
baby mecanique

"
can scream and squeal and squall as loudly as

an infant of actual llesh and blood. Very clever certainly, but cui bono ?
we must ask. Are real babies getting so extremely scarce in Paris
that mechanical contrivances are required to act as proxies ? or are
babies there esteemed such angels in a house, that husbands wish to

have them perpetually in it, and therefore fill their place by deputy
when the real things are absent ? But, wonder upon wonders, why are
babies mi'caniqum expressly advertised as being suitable for presents?
Is a baby such a luxury that nobody of prudence would go to the

expense of it, any more than one would purchase the costly mutilities

wherewith, as wedding presents, one's drawing-room is decorated? Or
can it be that these toy-babies are intended to be given out of spite by
married people to their bachelor acquaintances, of whose freedom from

annoyance they may possibly be envious ?

However this may be, we think that the invention is quite worthy of
our notice, and if it succeeds in a pecuniary point, we doubt not that

competitors will speedily spring up. If the notion be worked out upon
a rather larger scale, mechanical boys and girls perhaps may be con-

structed, mature enough to play all sorts of pleasant pranks, from
burning all the knots in all the floors : with the bright poker, to

scratching names upon the windows, and waylaying the sweets between
the store-room and the supper one, iu the manner of the living enfants
gates et terribles who infest society at the present day. Meanwhile,
we shall expect to hear that a mechanical prize baby show is started,

where these advertising Frankensteins will exhibit all their monsters :

and we would hint in all humility that the first prize should be given
to the "baby mecanique" which shows itself the most unlike the

average of lite models. A baby that should never squeal on being
looked at, nor squall on being washed, that should eat without a
slobber and sleep without the constant surveillance of its nurse, that

should take its aniseed as calmly as its pap, and never make its father

get out of bed to rock it, or to dandle it about, that should cut its

teeth without becoming fractious, and show no signs of tetcbiness

when banded round to kiss, that should not attempt to throw its

mother into fits by choking itself daily with rapidity of suction, or by
endeavouring to swallow its coral or its rattle or the watch that its big
brother has been holding to its ear, or whatever other article, not
meant for digestion, it can contrive to grasp, such a baby clearly is

not to be expected in the natural course of things, and if made by
mechanism would only serve to show how wide a gulf there is between
man's nature and his art.

"COUGH NO MORE!"
A GREAT mistake is very often made in the treatment of coughs,

which at seasons such as the present are very troublesome in families.

The medicines prescribed for the relief of these distracting affections

are generally sweetened, with a view to render them palatable. This
is a great mistake. Instead of that, a cough mixture, especially if

intended for children, ought to be rendered as nauseous as possible.
Take of Compound Decoction of Aloes, Infusion of Gentian, Infusion

of Senna, Vinegar of Squills, and Tincture of Assafretida equal parts.
Mix. A teaspoonful or less, according to age, to be taken whenever
the cough is troublesome. Such is the influence of the mind over the

body, that if this compound is promptly and rigorously administered,
the most troublesome cough will, in many instances, very soon cease

from troubling.

A JOKE THAT AXSWERS FOR ITSELF.

WHY is Orchard Street pronounced soft ?

Because the hard pronunciation would be Awk'ard.
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FRESHWATER FRY.

To the Editor of Punch.

IR, About Fresh-

water Fish I take

tliis opportunity of

writing you a few
lilies. Minnows are

jolly good fried, ever

so many at, a time.

I've caught lots every
summer

;
hut MILES,

SENIOR, tells me there

are not many near

London, though, he

says, sticklebacks are

plentiful, aud he

catches no end. The
stickleback is a little

fish, about au inch in

length when big, with

prickles which stick

up and shut down.
You find it in almost
all little streams and

ponds. Breeding it

must be very simple,
for MILES says lie has

pulled 'em out one
after the other like

fun at Barnes Com-
mon, with a crooked

pin, a stick, and a

string, from a hole

where gravel had been

dug to put on the

railway and the water

collected; so I sup-

pose they came there.
"
Gudgeons are

plummy, too, frizzled

like sprats ; aud then there is the loacn, not quite so big, which lies among the stones in

brooks a lanky mottled-looking thing, with wattles on its mouth. Some say it's good, some

poison; but it looks too much like a water-eft for me to fancy it. Also the Miller's Thumb,
sometimes called Bullhead, still nastier to look at, but some say is eatable as well, about

two or two inches and a half long, in colour like a toad on the back, with a big head, a w^de
mouth, and eyes in the back of his head, which also the Loach has. I never eat one of

them neither, but have often caught 'em for fun, with a worm or a caddis ; and if you like to

try any, I'll send you some next holidays, but these being Christmas, I devote my attention

to sliding and skating on the ice instead of fishing in the water, because that is frozen.

But I have knocked over some larks and blackbirds, and caught several sparrows in a

brick-trap, not to mention cock-robins; but freshwater fish are now out of season, and

though 1 consider all's fish that comes to net, 1 leave netting to my sisters, who are always
at it, for I've other fish to fry, though no minnows at present. But now I must conclude,

hoping you and Mrs. Punch and all the Family are quite well. Believe me, one of MB.
DUCAUB'S young friends, whom he expects to meet on the 21st instant, worse luck ;

and

"I remain, your juvenile reader,

"Mizdelrook, CMklandi, Jan. 1861." "Ton BROWN, JUNIOB."

defer the entire ceremonial until better times

should arrive. Such are the consequences of

ill-judged financial measures on the part of an

irresponsible executive in the city.

CRUELTY OF MAMMON.
THE Bank of England has again suddenly raised its rate of discount, and we deeply regret

to state that this palpitation of the heart of Commerce, as we may call it, has caused the

greatest and most widely spread inconvenience throughout the social system of the country.
Of our own knowledge we can speak of several distressing cases that have occurred in the

Metropolis, in consequence of this ill-considered operation in the Bank Parlour. MR. GCSHER,
of Gray's Inn, had made an appointment with his laundress to go through her book, make a

rest, and take steps towards liquidation of the debt, but on hearing the news from the

Bank, he was compelled to cut off in a Hansom, an hour before the time, and depart for his

holiday without the intended interview. MH. WOBBLES, of Alfred Place, Tottenham Court
Road, met, the financial crisis in a bolder manner, for he at once wrote to his tailor, and
informed him that he had a choice between himself taking up an acceptance of MB. WOBBLE'S,
due that day, or permitting it to receive the notarial label indicative of absence of provision
for the transaction. MK. SLAMMER, of the Adelphi Terrace, who had promised his nephews a

box at the theatre opposite him, was compelled to send them, instead, some orders for an
Orrery lecture at Stepney, and he himself has gone to Paris. Nor did the hardship confine
itself to the sterner sex, but as usual, helpless woman was the sufferer. MRS. TIDDYCOMBE,
wife of a promising solicitor at Islington, was informed that she could not have the Droguet
on which her eyes and heart had been so long set, and MK. PLASTERBY, of Brixton, apprised
his amiable wife that if she insisted (which she did) on having a christening breakfast after

the baptism of PETER JAMES, the last bahy, no dearer wine than Marsala would appear on
the semi-sacrei board, and we need hardly add that M.RS. PLASTEIIBY had spirit enough to

THE GREAT THAW COMING.

TUEHB 's a great thaw coming, boys,
A great thaw coming

With trains of tribulation

To frighten l)n GUMMING.
Hark ! groans and growls beneath the ice,

Each moment growing stronger,
Proclaim a break-up imminent
Wait a little louder !

There 's a great thaw coming, boys,

There 's a great thaw coming, boys,
On many a frost-bound system,

Locked, all in stagnant sleep, so long,

Old Time seemed to have miss'd 'em.

The Papal ice-berg, all whose roots

So deep-set seemed to be,

Floats all adrift,, and melting slow,

About, the Roman see.

There 's a great thaw coming, boys, &c.

And aye the higher show it makes
Above the wave it darkens,

The louder those sun-hammers sound,
At work for him that hearkens ;

God speed the light ! the thick-ribbed bonds

Drip, drip, in silvery tinkles ;

The huge aud hoary fronts of frost

Gape into yawning wrinkles

There 's a great thaw coming, boys, &c.

Up to the Arctic Circle,

This thaw will have its way;
E'en Russia's huge ice-palace

Shows symptoms of decay.

That throne uplift you'll find a rift :

Rip up those barrack-floors,

To right and left run crack and cleft,

Defying props and shores.

There's a great thaw coming, boys, &c.

The palace fronts show white and fair,

The palace-walls seem strong,

But in the sun they '11 melt and run

Their gorgeous guests among.
The Neva sleeps, a frost-bouiid slave,

Held down with pile and pin :

But there 's a beam can loose the stream,

And send it rowing in

There 's a great thaw coming, boys, &c.

See, 'tis the Kaiser, driving

His iron-runnered sleigh

The horses spring, the sleigh-bells ring,

His escort clears the way ;

The Kaiser's ear is dull to hear,

His eye is dull to see-
As on his road, that seems so broad

And smooth, he gallops free.

There's a great thaw coming, boys, SO.

Yet sure he sees the yawning cracks,

That shoot their net-work fine,
>

And all about him aud athwart

The treacherous surface mine.

And sure he hears the growl and groan,

Sharp crash and grinding sounds,

That, tell the ice has broken up,
The streams have burst their bounds !

There 's a great thaw coming, boys, OK.

Nor e'en the Atlantic Ocean,
This wide dtlacle bars,

It rends the Stripes, like bursting pipes,

And scattereth the Stars.

The Union heaves and shuts and cleaves,

And none is bold to say
If it will hold together still,

Or melt in shards away.
Tuere's a great thaw coming, boys, &c.
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But. far above the awful stir

Of re-awakened life.

Stands England, watchful, hand on Lilt,

Seeking nor shunning strife.

She fears no thaw, as linked by law,
Her oak's deep roots unto

Let drift, who will, she standeth still,

Her destined work to do.

There 's a great thaw coming, boys,
Its signs are ever stronger,

There's a great thaw coming, boys,
Wait a little longer !

the competitive principle. Therefore gentlemen of moderate abilities

and Mquironenti should take the opportunity, whilst it remains, of

applying hy tender to the right quarter, for employment in the capacity
of Jack Ketch. Let. them write, irrespectively of grammar, to the

High Sheriff of the County, who has that piece of preferment at his

disposal. He is bound to hang condemned criminals with his own
hands, or find a substitute for the performance of the exalted duty
which the law assigns to English country gentlemen in appointing
High Sheriffs to finish itself.

A PAYING LINE.

PERSONS desirous of making a handsome addition to their incomes

by a light and gentlemanly, if not elegant employment, at least one

involving very little physical or mental exertion, and only requiring a

considerable amount of moral courage, will perhaps discern, from the

subjoined paragraph picked out of the North British Mail, that there
is an opening through which they may easily realise some money :

"EXECUTIONERS' FEES. CALCRAFT, the well-known hangman, baa informed the

Magistrates of Dumbarton that his fee for coming to Dumbarton on the 18th

current, to execute LUNNAY, would bo :2], aud travelling ami personal expenses
paid."

Twenty-one pounds is a large sum for hanging a man, and if the man
is a bad one, it is more than he is worth, unless able to earn as much
over and above his keep, in which case it would be cheaper to work
him than to hang him. A surgeon, for performing an operation and

thereby saving a life, would under ordinary circumstances be very well

paid by th fee of 21, which Jack Ketch obtains for destroying his

patient. For cutting off a bad member of Society by a process asking
no knowledge of anatomy, and only the simplest manual skill, J. K.
receives no less than M.lt.C.S. does for amputating a limb; and more
indeed : travelling and personal expenses paid into the bargain. To be

sure, the doctor sometimes charges for expenses of travelling, booked
under the head of

"
Her," which the other practitioner would perhaps

enter as
"
Gurny." But he makes no claim for those of a personal

nature, such as MR. CALCRAFT'S ; namely, perhaps, the cost of first-rate

accommodation at the best hotel, inclusive of dinner consisting of three

courses and dessert, with plenty of excellent claret and champagne.
One would like to ascertain the number of cigars comprised in GAL-
CRAFT'S personal expenses, and their quality ;

indeed to know whose
and what cigars CALCRAFT smokes. Ot' course MK. CALCKAFT is quite

right in demanding these terms if he can get them ; but they are cer-

tainly high, and can only be maintained in the absence of competition.
Jack Ketch is naturally opposed to the doctrine of Live and Let Live ;

but hanging is no monopoly.
The field of the platform is open to average ability, and all may

compete for the office of executioner. The contest tor that distin-

guished employment does not as yet, however, impose on candidates
the necessity of a competitive examination. In good time it' will come
to that, no uoubt. The competitors for the hangman's place will huve
to answer questions in mat hematics, as touching right lines for instance ;

in geography^ astronomy, and history; particularly the history of

England, so implicated with the block. The manufacture of hemp,
the process of rope-making, the growth and preparation of timber, will

also be subjects wherein their proficiency will be tested. Then the

position of Finisher of the Law will he the reward of talent and indus-

try ; at present it is simply open to the lowest bidder who is prepared
to give satisfactory proof of his competency to execute its functions
and those whom they concern.
The remuneration of hangmen may perhaps rise again when the

standard of their education shall have been raised by the application of

UNCERTAIN CUBE OF SOULS.

THS advertisement which, reference excepted, we annex from the
Times will be perused .by a portion of our national clergy with a

painful interest :

NEXT PRESENTATION for SALE to * RECTORY in the County
of Norfolk. Average income, JCtHO. Population, 500. Age of incumbent, 90.

For further particulars the anxious reader is referred to certain

solicitors. The particulars, however, which it most imports
him to

know are such as the legal gentleman may not be enabled to com-
municate. A confidential medical man ia the only person who could
allord the querist satisfactory assurance on the point, which it would
be his serious object to ascertain. Age of incumbent Ninety ! Ninety
yean old ! it is certainly a great age, but when a man has lived so long
as that, there is a considerable chance that he may go on living a good
deal longer. "Oh, the uncertainty of human life! He who has reached

ninety may attain to a hundred. Ten years ; how short in retrospect,
in prospect how long and weary ! The nonagenarian may become a

centenarian. Is it well or ill with this aged pastor? Is hi* heart

right with regard to the valves and the vessels ? or hardened by ossi-

fication? Who knoweth? No man but his medical. Bat will the

doctor reveal the desired knowledge ? Dare I ask him for such infor-

mation ? Will he not deem me a huckster in the cure of souls ? Yea,
peradventure he may rebuke me as a hireling, and revile me to my
face, calling me a simoniacal humbug and seeker after the unrighteous
mammon. Average income 640, and population only 500. The
vineyard is one that would be just the thing for such a labourer as me.
The very sphere of usefulness that I should like! But then the day
of entrance, of induction, of incumbency it might be distant, it might
be at hand. Which ? Ah, which ? Seventy would be better than

ninety. Three score and ten is man's appointed time: but if anybody
is so strong as to reach threescore and twenty if he once gets over

fourscore, confound it, there is no saying how long such an old fellow

as that may last. At ninety he has a chance of existing to the age of

Old PARR, and it would be a deuced bore to fork out a lot of tin for a

living, and have to stand kicking one's heels a quarter of a century
waiting for a dead man's shoes. One would hardly like to purchase
the crahshells without having some idea of when one might expect to

rejoice in them."
Such are the reflections which, some or all of them, the above

advertisement is calculated to excite in a certain class of clerical

minds including those of fast young divines, who purchase not only
their preferment but also their sermons ; the latter said to be chiefly

composed by an inspired carpenter in Holborn.

A NEW GENTLEMAN.
SOMEWHERE in South Wales (wherever that is) there is a place

called Merthyr, and in that place lives an individual who has discovered

a new form of gentleman. The individual is the proprietor of a hotel,

and on his card is the following remark :

" Incidental as well as Commercial Gentlemen are aamirei It is the desire as it is

the duty of the Proprietor to promote the comfort of Lit Patrons on Temperance
Principles."

"
Incidental Gentlemen." Those are the new articles which have

been discovered in South Wales. Ever anxious to obtain information,
Mr. P*nch begs to demand what is an incidental gentleman. Of course

he knows something about the word incidental, and that it is derived

from a Latin word meaning
"
falling in," but this only increases the

confusion. Gentlemen who have been at a tavern have had the mis-

fortune of falling in, when trying to pass ditches or canals, but at a

Temperance tavern the requisite preparation can hardly have been gone

through. And then the apposition of "incidental" with "commercial"
is another mystification. We have heard of incidents of commerce,
but the connection is repudiated by our Welsh friend, who thinks a bag-
man cannot be incidental. Is the word a Welsh ornamentation of

Dental, and is the card an invitation to the Jew dentists who travel

about with dog-carts full of teeth, and whose advertisements scandalise

educated and legitimate odontologists ? We have exhausted our

guesses, and once more demand an explanation, which must be in some
civilised language, and therefore not in Welsh. What 's an incidental

gentleman ?
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SERIOUS ACCIDENT DURING THE FROST.
As MAJOR AND CAPTAIN or THE 13iH LIGHT POLKERS WERE SKATING WITH THE 'LOVELY AND ACCOMPLISHED EMILY

D AND HARRIET V , THEIE TEELINGS SUDDENLY GAVE WAY. THEY BROKE THE ICE, AND WE HEAR THEY HAVE NOT YET
BEBN EXTRICATED IROM THEIR PERILOUS SITUATION !

A CASE OF REAL SELFISHNESS.
To Mr. Punch.

"SiB,
"
Pharisee Villa."

I HAVE made the discovery that women are not the kindly
and charitable beings which it is the fashion of poets, novelists, and
penny-a-liners to call them.
"There are a great number of claims made on behalf of benevolent

societies at this period of the year. I have frequently read such
appeals, at breakfast, to my wife and the girls." I had promised to set apart last Saturday evening for dining at
home with them, and then taking them to. a private box at Covent
Garden Theatre.
"While taking a warm jelly, and some other trifles, for my lunch, at

FARBAXCE'S, my eye fell upon a very strong letter in the Times, asking
contributions to one of these excellent funds.

"My heart was touched, my dear Mr. Punch, and I telegraphed to
Camberwell that we would give up the proposed pleasuring, and on
the following Tuesday 1 had the happiness of reading to my family,
from the newspaper, this acknowledgment, which will show you, also,
how I employed the money 1 had designed to throw away:
" A Ca-mbencell Fatlttr, being tJit price ofa box he had intended to tnke at a.

',<nur. (less the necatary expense. 1 t,s. 6ii. of AM dinner tkat day

"
Sir, will you believe it, neither my wife nor the girls, whom I had

really supposed full of kindheartedness, are pleased with this arrange-
ment, and, to speak plainly, they are actually sulky."

Pray print this, to shame such selfishness, and believe me,
"
Your constant admirer,"

Thursday."
"
PJJCKHAM RYSE."

"DOES YOUR MOTHER KNOW YOU'RE OUT?"

IN the secor.d column of the Times for some days lately there ap-

peared the following more than usually mysterious and affecting

appeal :

T)IZ. implores you to WRITE. Think of your Mother.

That Diz. means the leader of the Conservative Opposition in the
House of Commons must be assumed of course ;

but who can be the

party to whom MR. DISRAELI can address such an exhortation as
"
Think of your mother ?

" We discard the idea that the question can
have any social bearing, whether for good or evil. It is a purely
political one, in our opinion. After the declaration in favour of Church
Rates which the EX-CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER made the other

day, it may most reasonably be surmised that the mother above referred
to is Mother Church, and that the anonymous individual addressed is

a parson who has run away, and, it is feared, means to go over to

Rome. This clerical fugitive we suppose it is that Diz. implores to

write, and begs him to think of his mother.

THE
RIFLE

E P\ J.CIPAL ORNAMENT
Bugles.

THAT LADIES SHOULD WEAR AT A

Ingenious Idea.

WE know a Paterfamilias, who being disappointed of his Christmas
Tree, went furtively into his wife's bed-room, and brought down her
Sunday Crinoline, which he cleverly hung up in the middle of the
room, and made it do duty for a tree. Ornamented with drums, crackers,
wooden apples and pears, and the usual Noah's Ark variety of zoolo-
gical bonbon-cases, and illumined with hundreds of little wax-tapers,
the effect was quite a bit of fairy-land, and certainly no Crinoline ever
looked lighter. Unlike other Crinolines, it was not in any one's way
either, though it shared ultimately the fate of all Crinolines, inasmuch
as every one's hand was raised against it until it was regularly picked
to pieces.
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DIVORCE A VINCULO.

Mrs. Carolina Asserts her Right to
"
Larrup

" her Nigger.
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THE FACE OF NATURE.

ECENTLY, we have not

been out of town,
and therefore cannot
form a very accurate

opinion, but we think

the "face of Na-
ture" must be get-

tiny rather dirty,

seeing it is four

weeks since the frost,

set in, and during all

that time she can't

have had it washed.
It is true there was
a thaw for some few
hours a fortnight
since, but judging
from the lilthy dirty
mess this made in

London, we cannot
think the face of

Nature can have
been much cleaned

by it. Snow has

fallen in aome places,
and there the face

of Nature most
undoubtedly look

white; but this is no
more a sure proof
that her face is really

clean, than the chalk

upon Clown's cheeks
is an indication that

they are so. Per-

haps the washing
that she had during
the past year may

make Nature well dispense with any more at present, and while the
thermometer falls nightly down to zero, we cannot of course expect
that she will take her usual shower-bath.

LETTER OF INSTRUCTION FROM AN AFFECTIONATE
MOTHER TO THE BOY'S AUNT IN LONDON.

"DEAREST
" PLANTAGENET will come by the train, which arrives at

eleven o'clock. Have luncheon ready for him at twelve o'clock.

Mutton broth, the inside of a chop, and the thigh of a pheasant : he
dines at two o'clock Soup, a little fish, and a snipe will do for him.
When he goes to sleep after dinner, put some worsted gloves on his

hands : we are breaking him of sucking his thumb. Warm the draw-

ing-room sofa for him, and put three blankets over him. If he cries

when he wakes (which he probably will do) buy him several toys and
give him a wax-doll or two : he pulls them to pieces, and they amuse
him. If you have company at dinner, let him have a large dish of gravy
near him ; he always puts both hands in': when he is a man he will

leave this off. Let a servant sit up with him all night : if he wakes,
let her have something hot for him. Be sure that you grease his nose
well before he sleeps he is given "to snoring a tallow-candle is the

best, next the lighted end !

"
Ever affectionately yours,

" MATILDA BKOWN."
"
P.S. No mince-pies yet : he ate six' on Christmas-day, and has

been fractious ever since. Read Punch to him four hours every day,
and cut out the pictures for him

; he is an intellectual child. Write
every day an account of him : he is fond of the street-organ, and if you
can get a monkey or two that does not bite, let him have it. I forgot
to ask you to buy him a respirator."

Astronomical Intelligence.

A GREAT many new stars have been lately discovered, but we under-
stand that the largest star of all that have been detected for many
years made its appearance on Friday last, about half-past five o'clock,

P.M., when our own particular friend PLUMP BULOET, Esq., fell down
in a sitting posture on the ice in the Serpentine. The star was one of
the first magnitude, and so was the howl which our esteemed friend

thought it proper to set up, upon suddenly finding himself bump. He
was enabled, shortly afterwards, to make a more satisfactory Obser-
vation, with the aid of a powerful glass of brandy-and-water.

DELENDA EM.
'

Some of the respectable inhabitant* of Holywell Street propoM to call It Book'
sellers' How."

OLD Holywell Street be called Bookseller*' Row?
A very good dodge, but, you '11 lind it no go,
A nickname won t save the detestable den,
For years so obnoxious to gods and to men.

Respectable parties, who 're justly ashamed
To hear yourselves Holywell denizens named,
The straightforward way to get rid of disgrace

Is to pack up your stock and come out of the place.

For the doom has gone out, and the dens will go down,
Too long a vile scandal on London's renown ;

\ rchitcct 's waving a potent right hand

Devoted to sweep off the pest of the Strand.

Ho ! dealers in fusty and musty O Clo !

Be off with your bundles to Petticoat Row
;

And you others, a vile ;md unnameable crew,
The Devil must find other lodgment for you.

Proud Authors arrayed in your ranks on the stall,

The tidings are dearer to you than to all,

To free you Posterity registers vow,
From the loathsome companionship forced on you now.

Through a street where through noses men talk of old coats,

And on garbage the elderly profligate gloats,

The broad healthy stream of our traffic be rolled,

As Hercules cleansed the foul stable of old.

So, out of the dens which to parsons belong,
Yet which free-spoken Punch dare not name in a song,

Out, all, good and bad. from the poisoned domain !

And our old Holy Well shall be holy again.

CHARITY FOR COVENTRY.

A CHIEF cause of the distress which is suffered now at Coventry is

said to be that ladies have taken to wear hats of late in the lieu of

bonnets ; and as ribands are but seldom nsed as trimmings for these

hats, the trade in them of course has seriously decreased. Now, no
one out a brute would dream of asking Lovely Woman to dress out of

the fashion, and while hats remain in rogue*we cannot of course hope
to see young Ladies buying bonnets. It is however possible to wear
ribands with a hat as well as with a bonnet ; and it would really be a

feather in any lady's cap,
if instead of wearing feathers, she would

wear a bunch of ribands in it. The fashion if once set would speedily
be followed ; for ladies are like sheep in the matter of their fashions,

and when once a step is taken, nearly every one will tread in it. We
are sure that pretty hats would none the less become their wearers

were they trimmed with pretty ribands, bought to help a poor distressed

half-starving fellow-creature ; and we have quite sufficient faith in the

good sense as well as the good nature of our ladies to believe that when
their friend Punch gives them a kind hint to do a kindly deed they
will lose no time in setting to and doing it. Let them flock in crowds
then to their dressmakers and drapers, and lay out their spare pin

money in purchasing new hat-ribands. Nay, if need be, let them ask

their husbands, or their fathers, for whoever else supplies them wild

that necessary article, for an extra five pound note or two to spend

upon such finery, for finery and charity in this case are synonymous.
Although we hate extravagance, especially in dress, we should not in

this instance be the least disposed to grumble at it
;
and we really

think that anybody would deservedly be called a stingy old curmudgeon
who would deny his wife or offspring the chance of being charitable

bv buying all the ribands she might Bke to set her heart upon. If she

chose indeed to wear a fresh one every day, surely no one with the

least bump of benevolence in his head would feel at all inclined to

quarrel with her ; and it would sufficiently justify her conduct were

she to explain the cause of it in some such strain as this :

" All round my hat 1 wear a new riband.
All round my hat a new riband every day :

And if any one should ask of me the reason why I wear it,

Ti to help the poor of Coventry, who are wanting work, I 'U say."

A GREAT
is easily settled

Bay.

An Isle of Wight Dough-Nut.

Controversy has been going on about Freshwater ^!*".' ter
led. The best Freshwater Fish are caught in I***
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A CHEISTMAS VISITOR.

TO OBLIGE BENSON.
SIR JOHN BENSON, of Cork, enjoys the deserved repu-

tation of being not only an excellent Architect but a Brick
in other lines. Evidently, too, he has no tee-total humbug
about him, as may be seen from the following observation

which he made at a recent meeting of the Cork Town
Council. There is a fountain on the Parade in that city,

and a gentleman named KELLER demanded what would
be the expense of gilding the letters cut round the said

fountain :

" SIR J. BENSON did not know what the expense would be, but
there had been considerable expense incurred with regard to the
fountain already. He did not think ttiere -wax a. necessity for a railing,
as tJte young people would avoid the fountain when they became Uied to it."

Well spoken, SIR JOHN, in the name of a hospitable city,

where the absurd habit of sticking up a bottle of whiskey
to throw stones at it is happily unknown. The young
people may occasionally take the laste taste in loife of the

water, just to see what the tap is, but they know better

things, and will soon learn to avoid such mean tipple.
Cork thinks, with Mr. Punch, that water was made to wash
in, and to float ships about, not to be drunk, unadulterated,
and Mr. Punch is happy "to oblige BENSON" by pro-

mulgating to the world the excellent Knight's testimony
in favour of the good sense of his fellow-citizens.

A FRIENDLY CRITIC (an extremely rare 'tpecimen).
who helps you over the Style.

One

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUKCH," You know everything, and you know everybody : everybody

knows that. But, Sir, among all your various acquaintances do you
know such a person as an independent critic P Doubtless, at the first

thought, you will say of course you do
; and you will instance your

friend SLEDGEHAMMER and VITRIOL TOMAHAWK. Well, these are edu-
cated gentlemen, and no doubt are independent, as far, that is, as
men who are attached to any newspaper possibly can be. But are they
not exceptions to the literary rule, and do you not allow that really
conscientious critics apparent ran nanles in the whirlpool of the press ?

Mind, I do not mean to hint that men like SLEDGEHAMMER and
TOMAHAWK are ever likely to be swamped in the gurgite oaito. They
have talents that well may always keep their heads above water, and they
will never have to struggle as their weaker brethren must. It is this

struggle for existence that leads into temptation and to sacrifice of

conscience, and oh ! how hard it is bravely to withstand it.

"But the critics you have named, Punch, are literary critics, and it is

not of books but theatres that I now wish to speak. And here I

apprehend the independent critic is an even rarer bird than in the
other walk. The race may have existed, like the Dodo, I dare say ;

but such strange birds are such strangers that one naturally fears they
are becoming quite extinct. I will not bore you with recounting the
many causes which have helped to extirpate the breed. Enough that
it has ceased, with few exceptions, to exist

; and that you and I are
living to lament it. From what one hears too, as one may if one only
keeps one's ears open, this lamentation is by no means peculiar to us
two, but is shared by an increasingly large number of the public. As
far as I can judge from what is talked at clubs and dinner-tables, and
in coffee-rooms and railways, the public is beginning to have less faith
in the newspapers, so far as their opinion on the drama is con-
cerned. Whether the public really doubts the independence of the
press in a theatrical respect, or whether it be sickened by the rose-
water and honey with which, in lieu of criticism, it has far too long
been surfeited, I will not waste your space at present in inquiring.
Enough to chronicle the fact of the public want of confidence in those
whose aim should be to keep it au courant with the stage, and who
should; properly advise it where to go and what to see, having by
matured and conscientious criticism made the theatres they recommend
fit places to amuse it.

"
Now, this is, I cqnceive, a really public want : and therefore Mr.

Punch
f
with your polite permission, I think myself of coming forward

as an independent critic. By your leave, I will now and then, but at
IP stated intervals, let your readers know what pieces I have been to

Members of the public. And after all, Sir, what the public,w tat
fti Ji?

me
?
retlu ires is a someone who can see for it with some-

'

own tVv!JL
v 's 'on> m^ whose eyes are not so vastly superior to its

iscorn to look at half the little points that please it.

, and whether I was pleased with them, or glad to get away from

jjfc
I may not have the practised critical sharpsightedness which

ts its possessor by seeing half a scene to go home and write a

\ 7*s 2
n t

.

he merits of five acts ; but I have a pair of tolerably clear

J4
wt.h an

opera-glass to help them, I believe can see as well

" The Arctic weather we have had has not been very tempting to

theatrical excursions. However '

thoroughly well warmed ' a house is

advertised to be, it can hardly be so cosy as one's own old house at

home
; and however anxious the children are to go to it, Paterfamilias

wisely thinks the pantomime will keep until the temperature changes,
and one may make the trip without the risk of being frost-bitten.

Being of this opinion I have not yet seen a hot poker, except in my
own grate : nor, save my hopeful son and heir, has any person in my
presence tried to stuff himself with sausages, or to make an acrobatic

plaything of the baby. Of the pantomimes I therefore cannot speak
at present, because I have not seen them : it is not every critic who
would feel this a deterrent. Before Christmas I enjoyed an hour or two
with RuyBlas such as I had not passed in a playhouse for many a long
day. The expressive eye and gesture, the well-selected attitudes,

natural though full of art (instance, where he stands with his sword
like to a headsman, at the words,

'
I was your lacquey : behold in me

your executioner! ') the clear articulation, never mumbling nor mouth-
ing as too many actors do

; the graceful ease of carriage, and above all

things the freshness and unstagy quiet fervour which he threw into the

part, will remain with me, I hope, for long agreeable memories. Nor
have I less pleasure in remembering Handy Andy, and his well-inten-
tioned clumsinesses. Like that of Ruy Bias, this also was a piece of

genuine good acting. There was nothing forced or strained in it, to
make a mock effect and win a claptrap clap. The humour was through-
out quiet and subdued, as true humour ought to be ; and was never

violently thrust into one's face, as though demanding of one 'your
laughter or your life." A stage Irishman in general is Hibernior

Hibernis, and much too far from nature to make one naturally laugh.
But such is not the Handy Andy as played by MR. DREW : and if

people like good acting, MR. DREW should draw.
"
I remain, Mr. Punch, under fear or favour of no newspaper or

manager, one who likes to see plays comfortably, and therefore

"PAYS HIS MONEY."

The Sympathy of. Holiness.

ON New Year's Day the POPE received the French officers, and:

made some remarks to them which are of no consequence. But a
etter from Rome.informs'.us that

"His Holiness also said that in defending Gaeta, the French fleet serves a just,
and holy cause."

The Pope's Holiness has heretofore always been
1

regarded as some-
hing peculiar ; but now by his own showing it is of pretty much the
ame nature as the Holiness of the Bourbon dynasty of Naples. All

ight ! The Holiness of the Inquisition does well to own its identity
with the Holiness of the torture-chamber.

LIFE IN THE BUSH.

THE Mistletoe for me ! Grateful Exclamation of Mr. Punch, icith
the Christmas feter upon him, after liaving been exposed for several
hovrs to the fire of the

"
Volunteer Movement." (Vide Ahuinaclc, 1861,

page 2.)
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SAVAGES ON SKATES.

O cut a figure on the ice

is frequently the aim of

skaters, but there are some
of them who are not quite
.iiilliciently regardful what
sort of a figure it is that

they cut. When a man
sprawls on his back while

doing the spread eagle, the

figure that lie cuts is much
more ludicrous than grace-

ful; nor does it much im-

prove the elegance of his

position if a lot of flounder-

ing gliders fall between his

ten.
But a far more ugly figure

was cut, the other day by
some skaters on the Ser-

pentine and other waters
in our Parks, of whose per-
formances the Times gives
the following account :

" A great number of persons,
(Deluding several ladies, wore

tripped up by the skaters, and
severely injured.

* * Many
persons wore thrown down and

very seriously hurt by skaters who were making what is called an '

Express train,'

following each other as fast as they could go, and apparently without caring whom
they intent uiaet * Two brothers, named NBVILLE, of KnlghUbrldge Green,
were tripped up by the skaters. One had his thigh broken ;

the other was so

seriously cut and otherwise Injured that, after having his wounds drosued at the

Receiving House, he became delirious. The other boy was removed to St. George's

Hospital
* A lad named 0. MARTIN, of 6, Park Street, Dorset Square, was

cruelly treated by a fellow, who, while skating, g him a blow on the mouth and
knocked several of his teeth out. Search was made for the man who inflicted the

injuries upon the sufferer, but he could not.be found."

Skating must soon cease to be called a manly sport, if such outrages
as these are to be looked for from its votaries. To knock down little

boys and ladies is> a cruel recreation, and as cowardly as cruel. If such

injuries were perpetrated elsewhere than on the ice they would be

treated as police cases, and be reported in the newspapers as
"
brutal

assaults." If it become the fashion to cut heads upon the ice instead

of cutting figures, we think that the police should be empowered to

interfere and to take up the offenders who knock tlie helpless down.
There is a Cruelty Prevention Society, we know, for protecting pur
dumb animals from savage and inhuman usage ; and a similar Society
must in winter time be officered to protect our wives and children, and

other not dumb creatures, from the savages on skates who take pleasure
in assaulting them.

ENGLISH MURDERED BY THE FRENCH.

THE Trench clubs have imported into their festive Cercles our odious

word "
blackball." They have made, so says the Globe, a verb of it,

"
Slactballer." We would give something if we could hear a pur sang

Parisian pronounce it. We are curious to know what broken, and

clipped, and disfigured form it would assume when recoined by his

lips. Should we Be able to recognise it as the same word P Fancy a

thoroughbred dandy leaning over the balcony of the cafe Anglais, and

saying to a French copy of an English swell,
"
Out, j'irai au club dam

man tilbury, et sacre SNOB, je le blackballeraiom, atari tur que JACK
ROBINSON, il sera blackball." We do not think it would have a

pretty effect would it Moss. JULES JANIJT, or MONS. THEOI-HILB

GAUTIER, or any other scholastic Frenchman, who prides himself

upon speaking pure French ? it would not sound very euphoniously,
we say, to hear one of the young heroes of the Boulevards exclaiming,"
ffon, il ett tellement Snob, il faut impjratitemeitt que je le blaelc-

balldise!" What with Frenchified-English and Englishitied-French,
the two countries in a short time won't be able to understand each
other a bit. Why not make an exchange of languages, before they
both become so corrupt that there will be no recognising either the
one or the other P

GLADSTONE'S PET.

WE do not wish to alarm the ladies, but we have been told, by one
who has admission into all the secrets of the Cabinet, that it is the
intention of the CHANC BLLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, next Session, to

propose a new tax, which is expected to give universal satisfaction to
the gentlemen, at least. There are, also, great expectations that the
tax in question will be (barring the Income-Tax) one of the most pro-
duel iv<: r. ii' nf i he thousand-and-one taxes that help to swell the
British Revenue up to its present colossal amount. Calculations have
been made, and the returns, it is said, will be so enormous that hopes
are entertained the CHANCELLOR OF I;IK KXCHEO.UBR will be able to

dispense not only with the Paper-Duty, but several other duties
besides.

A new tax is always looked upon as a fresh imposition, and yet we
have but little doubt that the present, one will be hailed as a great
boon by every one exc. ^, though it has been specially
instituted for their pin i> ttud personal improvement. Not
to keep our female subscribers any longer in suspense, we may as well
tell them at once that this additional feather on MR. BULL'S back, or
rather MRS. BULL'S back (though ladies do not generally carry feathers
on their backs), is to be in the shape of a CuiNOLiUE-Tix! There,
the awful secret, is out

;
and we fancy we' see thousands upon thousands

of silk, moire antique, and cotton skirts at the present moment quaking
violently from fear over this announcement. The sum put down (on
paper, we mean) as the probable return of this new contribution to the

Exchequer is not less than 3,000,000. Every lady is to pay a Pound
licence annually for the privilege of wearing Crinoline ;

ana if found

walking in one, without her certificate about her, she will be liable,
to an information precisely the same as a sportsman who cannot

produce his shooting licence.

The penalties are to be very severe. Servants and housemaids are
to be let off for five shillings. Frenchwomen and foreigners are to be

charged double, inasmuch as they are generally greater sinners in this

respect than even English ladies ; and, besides, they were the first to

introduce the contagion into this country.

MR. GLADSTONE is in high glee over his pet notion, which he is sure
unless female influence is brought to bear very strongly against it

of passing through the House without a single dissentient voice. If

passed, it may possibly have the good effect of inducing the ladies to

contract a little their present extravagant habits. L

Fast and Loose.

IN spite of PRESIDENT BUCHANAN'S fast, the State of Carolina per-
sists in breaking loose, and of severing the tie that binds her to the
Union. Will her example be generally followed, do you think P If so,
when we speak of the United States in future, we shall have to change
two letters in the epithet, and use the word "

untied
"

instead of the
word "united."

FEVERS UPON WHEELS.

READER, are yon afraid of fever, and do you ride in cabs P

If you answer both these points in the affirmative, it is as well that

you should know that fever patients have at times been put into these

vehicles, and the chances of infection have thereby been produced. It

is as well that yon should know too, not to frighten you too much, that

steps are being taken at several of the hospitals to put a stop to this

alarming and disagreeable practice ; and it may greatly tend to lessen

the qualms and apprehensions we may perhaps nave raised, if we tell

you that the surgeons to the London Fever Hospital have given their

advice to have a carriage fund got up, by which it will be feasible to

have fevers moved about in specially kept vehicles, instead of being

placed in any cab that comes to hand. Of course this cannot be done
without considerable expense ; for with all our social science we have
not yet acquired the art of keeping carriages for nothing. So, reader,

should it ease your mind to learn that fever-carriages are being started

for your safety, in common with that of other healthy members of the

public, we think that the intelligence should ease your pocket too. for

if you share the benefit yon ought to share the cost of it. A hint from
Punch of course will be sufficient on this head, and will set the hand
of every apprehensive reader tugging at his purse-strings, every tug
whereat will lessen his chances of infection when he takes a cab. Give

your orders, gentlemen ( Post Office orders we now mean) to the trea-

surer of the Carriage Fund, London Fever Hospital, Liverpool Road,
N. ; by whom bequests and cheques and any odd sums won at cards,

or any other conscience moneys, will be thankfully received.

Innocence.

WE copy the following from a recent number of The Grandmother*'t

Gazette. "A pretty little child, being asked by her godpapa where

cotton grew, replied, with the greatest simplicity, in gentlemen s

ears."

A TREMENDOUS BURST Or WIT.

A WRETCHED Plumber, writing to another Plumber, says in a foot-

note,
"
Piping times, these !

"
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Boy.
" I SAT, JOHN, AIN'T YOUR MASTER A LOOKIX' FOR YOU, NEETHER !

"

iHOW EXTREMELY LUCKY.
SPEAKING of the bombardment of Gaeta, one of"
the Correspondents

"
says :

'The Spanish minister had also a narrow escape, for
as ho was lying in bed he received the rather unpleasant
visit of a round shotf which smashed the washing-stand
opposite."

Don PUNCH has no knowledge of the lavatory
habits of this particular Spaniard ; but from a

general acquaintance with the customs of the
nation to which the Minister belongs, DON
PUNCH may venture to congratulate him on the

damage jn question having occurred to the very
article whose loss would occasion him the least
inconvenience. If it had been the mirror, or the

pot of black stuff for anointing the hair and
moustaches, DON PUNCH'S sympathy should
have been as freely proffered as his congratula-
tions are now tendered.

A Slavish Difference.

IN England, we are in the habit of saying,
"Base is the slave that pays."
In America, however, it would be very dif-

ferent. There in the Southern States, with the
Slave trade in full operation, it would be thought,
"Base is the Slave that does NOT pay."

MOTTO FOE A HOMEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN.

Nec scio, nee enim euro.

I neither understand, nor cure oh! (Freelu

translated.)

SNARING PEASANTS.

THE Game Laws give occasion to some pretty little games. Here is

one for instance that was played the other day before the Magistrates
at Cirencester :

" At the Cirencester Petty Sessions, on Monday the Magistrates present being
the REV. HENRY CRIPPS (Chairman), and MESSRS. CRIPPS, MORRIS, and HARTLAND
THOMAS HALL, a simple-looking countryman, who appeared bordering on starvation,
and whose clothes hung about him in rags, was brought up in custody, charged
with being out in pursuit of game in the preserves of EAKL BATHORST.

" The information was laid by KIN'O, head gamekeeper to LORD BATHCRST, and
he called a. witness who deposed that he met the prisoner at twelve o'clock at night,
and went with him through the woods in search of pheasants, saw him shoot at a
bird which was roosting in a tree ; he struck it, but did not kill it ; he had several

shots at it, but with the same result.
"
Prisoner, on being called on for his defence, said he was in bed in his own

cottage on the night in question ; that the last witness came and' knocked him up,
and asked him to go with him and shoot a pheasant, adding that he was very

' hard

up,' and that he had shot a hare the evening before, and sold it for 2*. Gd. in Ciren-

cester, and if prisoner would come and shoot him a pheasant he should be very
glad. Witness was a stranger to him, and he had never seen him before. He
(prisoner) had no gun ; but the witness produced a gun, and loaded it, and as they
were going along the witness pointed to a pheasant in one of the trees, and asked
him to shoot it. He shot, but did not hit it, and the witness loaded the gun three
or four times for him (prisoner) to fire, but he killed nothing. He should not have
thought of going out, if the witness had not called him up, aud brought the guu
and loaded it for him,
" The Chairman said the Bench considered the case proved. The prisoner

admitted that he shot at the pheasants. He had been convicted for poaching in

JS58
;
and the sentence now was that he be committed to prison for three months,

nnd, at the expiration of that time, find sureties for his good behaviour for a further

period of six months.".

A very proper sentence, some readers may remark. But wait a bit :

another charge was brought against the prisoner, and proved by the

same witness, who alone had given evidence, and supported the first

charge. Being questioned, this deponent confessed that he was paid
by the head keeper of LORD BATHURST to tempt and trap the prisoner
to commit the crime. Whereupon an honest lawyer (such creatures

are still extant) named
" MR. WILLIAM BOODLE, who happened to be in court on another case, asked to

be allowed to say a few words. He did not speak as an attorney, but as an English-
man, and he thought any man with English feeling must feel indignant at the
manner in which this poor starving wretch had been trapped into crime. He had
hoped that the system pursued by JONATHAN Wn o, of tirst making men thieves,
and then taking blood-money for their apprehension, had been extinct in this

country since that worthy wa-* executed.
" MR. BOODLE then asked the witness if he had a licence, and he said ' Xo.' He

then asked him for his address
; but MK. B^VIR, the Magistrate's clerk, told him

not to answer the question.
*' MR. BOODLE said what he had got out was quite enough. The witness admitted

having shot a hare, and being present when the prisoner shot the pheasant and the

rabbit, and for each of these acts, not having a licence, he was liable to a penalty of
,'20. He (MR. BOODLE) would himself turn common informer to enforce these

penalties if nobody else would.

" MR. BOODLE then formally applied for an information against the witness.
" After what had passed, the magistrates refused to convict in the second case,,

and so great was the excitement against the witness by the parties in court, that he
had to be taken under the protection of the police, and let out through a side

door.
MR. BOODLE said he had never witnessed such disgraceful proceedings in his-

whole life, and he pledged himself to bring the case under the notice of the Secre-

tary of State, with a view to obtain the prisoner's liberation.
" The proceedings caused intense excitement, and MR. BOODLE'S remarks wert-

received with bursts of cheering, which it was impossible to repress."

"
Bravo, BOODLE !

"
doubtless was among the cries in Court, and

one which Mr. Punch feels strongly urged to echo. And Mr. Punch,

although a sportsman, and therefore no friend to poachers, would wish
his strongest influence to back up MR. BOODLE in his attempt to get
the sentence on the prisoner reversed. Albeit perhaps no crime in the

eyesight of the law, snaring peasants is a greater in the eyes of J/>-.

Punch than even snaring pheasants; and could LORD BATHUHST'S

precious keeper and his still more precious witness be sentenced each

to twice the punishment inflicted on their victim, no one would be

better pleased than Mr. Punch, or feel more inclined to testify that it

served them jolly right.

HAVING HIS SWING FOR HIS MONEY.

WE all of us know (at least we do and that is quite sufficient for.

our purpose) the engraving of a boy swinging on a gate, and which,

is called As Happy as a King. We wonder if young FRANCIS of

Naples can be said to be in a similar joyful predicament, and yet he
has been holding on to Gatita now for some time past, affording great

amusement, if not to himself, at all events to others who expect to see

him every minute knocked off the last perch he has to cling to. The

amusement, however, must be an expensive one, and we never open a-

morning newspaper without expecting to find in it that FRANCIS
has at last lost his balance. As it seems to be a doubtful point whether
BOMBALINO is altogether as Happy as a King, might we be allowed to

wish him a Happy New Year, which we do most sincerely, as it strikes

us very forcibly that his Neapolitan Majesty, as events promise to

turn out, will sadly be in want of one.

The Farting between Wisdom and Folly.

IT is a very singular thing, but no less true than singular true, ws

may say, to a hair that if a man parts his hair down the middle, we
are uncharitably apt to look upon him as a fool ;

but if a woman "parts

her hair down the side, we are generally inclined (and with equal want
of charity, perhaps) to put her down as a clever woman.
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THE MORNING AFTER THE JUVENILE PARTY.

Papa.
" WHY, TOM, I 'M AFRAID YOU MUST HAVE EATEN TOO MUCH CAKE LAST

NIGHT. You LOOK QUITE SEEDY THIS MORNINU !

"

Little SMer. "
OH, NO, PAPA, DEAR, IT CAN'T BE THAT. HE EAT THE THINGS

OUT OF THE CRACKEBS, BUT HE DIDN'T TOUCH THE SEED CAKE !

"

SENTIMENT IN Till; SHERIFFS COURT.

AT the Sheriff's Court, Red Lion Square, MR. MOUN-
TAIN, who appears to hare succeeded our old friend

Hi: MI-, having made a number of proclamations of out-

lawry at the suit of gentlemen whose names were, as usual,

chiefly Semitic ; according to the Law Report :

1 The Court wai closed with the uiutl formalltlei until St. Valen-
tine's Day."

The fact that the Sheriff's Court opens on Valentine's

Day is one of those things which have hitherto been not

generally known. Now that it is made known universally

by its publication in these pages, the Sheriff's Court will

acquire a sentimental interest in the eyes of many who
were always accustomed to regard it with unmitigated

disgust. A suit in the Sheriff's Court has usually sug-

gested the idea of a beggarly action on a dishonest accom-
modation bill, brought by a usurer against a scamp. On
the first day of Term in that tribunal, however, being
Valentine's Day, the suitors may be expected to consist

of gay young bachelors, and the parties sued of spinsters
to match ; the suits not being suits at law but suits at

love. Paring the skin, then, off the bones of a debtor, will

not in the Sheriff's Court, be the order of the day which

birds devote to pairing ; but happy pairs will pair off thence

like the sparrows in the neighbouring grove of Red Lion

Square.

Billing will take the place of those transactions which
arise out of bill-discounting ;

billets will come before the

Court instead of bills ; and the dove or pigeon, instead

of screaming in the talons of the pecuniary kite, will coo

for a mate. Hearts will be transfixed by the arrows of

little Cupid instead of being sliced by little Shj/locki ; and

we [have authority for stating that the authorities of the

Sheriff's Court, namely, of course, the Sheriffs, intend to

put MR. MOUNTAIN and all the bumbailiffs on Valentine's

Day into pink fleshings, and lend their shoulders winzs

for the day ; the gauza wings which are proper to the little

Loves, and properties which will readily be lent by MB.

NATHAN, of Titchbourne Street.

The Sheriff's Court does not try breach of promise cases,

which are the only actions whereof cognisance ought to

be taken by a Court which opens on Valentine's day.

Otherwise :

" And I a maid al year window
To bo your Valentine,"

might be the song of ME, SOLOMONS, representing his

client the plaintiff in Ophelia versus Hamlet.

CABINET CONVERSATION.

Lord John Russell. MY dear PALMERSTON, the Session approaches.
Do you mean to let me bring in a .Reform Bill ?

Lord Palm erston. Well, really, my dear JOHN, if you ask me that

question by the way, are you going to St. Paul's to hear the oratorio ?

Lord John. I think not. I am not sure that DR. CUM.MING would

quite like it. But, ha! ha! never mind St. Paul's, let's talk of St.

Stephen's.
Lord Pal. At Vienna. Wonderful old Church deuced picturesque.

DAVID ROIIERTS has painted it capitally, from both ends.

Lord John. St. Stephen's at Westminster.
Lord Pal. Exists no longer, my dear JOHN. You of all folks ought

to be better up in the history of Parliament.
Lord John. You know what, 1 mean. Have you made up your mind?

Are we to have a lleform Bill ?

Lord Pal. Upon my word, it's an important question.'and that

reminds me to tell you to go and hear FAKADAY. You *ve no idea how
interesting he is.

Lord John. I don't understand his theory on the Conservation of

Forces, but I know that you will not conserve yours, if you don't do

something for the Liberal party.
Lord Pal. That 's very true, and very well put, and we ought to do

something to show that we are entitled to the confidence of our friends.

Do you like caviar ?

Lord John. No, I think it 's beastly. Are we to have a Reform Bill ?

Because I must be preparing my speech.
Lord Pal. That is true, exceedingly true. It is the duty of a states-

man to be thoroughly well up in his subjects, and 1 say, what a Guy
they have made you in that last photograph.
Lord John. Opinions differ, but 1 shall sit for another on the morning

after I introduce the Final lleform Bill. What date had 1 better lix

for it?

VOL. 1L.

Lord Pal Date? Ah, when you come to dates you talk business,

and that is what I like. And talking of dates, how deuced old our

friend LADY PIGWHISTLETON is looking.

Lord John. Well, she's no chicken. She was a very handsome

creature at the time I brought in the first Reform Bill. When shall I

^Wpal 'firing in the lastP Ha! ha! One would think you

were a cobbler. By the way, I'm sorry there's a thaw, for ones

boots get wet with the slightest walk in the slush.

lord John. I have had no time for walking, having been so boar in

getting up the returns for my Reform Bill. I think I will fix the first

of March for bringing it in.

Lord Pal. First of March well, as a mere day that is as good as

any other. Stop, by Jove, no it isn't. It 's a Friday this year.

never bring in a Reform Bill on a Friday P

Lord John. I am not superstitious.

Lord Pal. No, no, Friday, that won't do. No; my dear JOHN, not

onf Friday. I must be going, though.
Lord John. Well, but when shall 1 say

-
Lord Pal. (going). No. no, Friday won't do all the fools m England

will be in a clamour, and they are the majority Friday won

Lord John (running to the window). But when ? Hi ! When ?

Lord Pal. (getting on hu horte). Some Sunday in the middle of the

week. Ha! ha! (Contort off.) ,

Lord John. I don't believe that man is a Reformer at heart. I m
blessed if I don't think he 's a Tory. I 'm blowed if I don t. [A*w.

A MATTZR Of TRANSPORT.

WE only wish that Frost (we mean, of course, King Frost) could be

transported again-to Siberia, the Arctic Regions, Iceland, the North

Pole anywhere, so long as he could be got out of the kingdom.
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PAUL PRY IN THE PULPIT.
ON the whole Mr. Punch can hardly be considered as

the most devoted son of the Roman Catholic Church, but
he begs to say that with all the errors of the Scarlet Lady,
she has one poiut of honour. Many of her priests doubt-
less make a very bad use of Confessional Secrets; but they
,!>> not get, up into pulpits and proclaim the private cha-
racters aud past sins of those who trust them. That delicate

method of doing good is reserved for the Baptists. Here
is a scrap.from the Marylebone Mercury, Jan. 19 :

THE REV. 0. H- SPLTKGKON" AT SIIDIJLDHAM STREET
. I'EL. HHYANSTON SQUARE.

"The RKV. C. II. SH'KISKON preached at this Chapel on Wednesday
monihi'-,' tn an audience occupying every portion of the edifice. His

is to collect money for the buildiug fund of the Metropolitan
Tabernacle."

We need not trouble our readers with the details of his

sermon, but will merely say that he preached the red-hottest
of doctrines.

' MB. SPURGEON then spoke of the c;n;at effects of the revival, aud
said that at least 500 out of his l.iiiB) members wore a few years ago
traviata* (he used an uglier word), drunkards, fec. MR. SP0BGBOK
then alluded to his tabernacle, and said tho coat of it was 30,000.

vhicb. he had roct-i
,
NIK to be raised

r>y :Ust .March next : how he did not know, but, &c. &c."

Suppose he tries liush-Money. A good many people
might like to stand a trifle towards his hideous new taber-

nacle, rather than be labelled in this manner. Decidedly
the priests of Rome behave more like gentlemen and
Christians than the anything but particular Baptists.

THE GCAEDS' MONUMENT-GOVERNMENT NOTION OF A BECOMING
VVINTEK COSTUME FOE LADIES.

Birds of a Feather.

THK Manchester Guardian, as a proof of the severity
of the late weather, relates th capture of a fine jack-snipe"
in the very heart of Manchester ;

"
within the warehouse

of MESSRS. BANNEKJIAX & SONS, tfork Street. Most people
would take care to eat every snipe they could get ; but our
Manchester contemporary says that the captor of this one,
instead of appropriating it to stuff himself withal, intends
to have it stuffed,

"
in order to commemorate the fact of

the intense frost." He will then perhaps make a present of
it to some society; and as the snipe that settled in a Man-
chester warehouse, must be an oddity in its way, he may
probably be disposed to tender this strange bird to the
Odd fellows of the Manchester Unity.

PUBLICANS AND SINNERS.
AT first thought, the connection between sewerage and beer will

doubtless be regarded as anything but obvious ; and the reader may
be puzzled by learning from the Times that the Commissioners ol

Sewers held a meeting the other day, whereat, after other business had
been brought before them, DR. LETMEUY introduced his quarterly

report, containing information of much interest to the public, and

among it the following, relating to the
"
publics :"

" In some cases of adulteration the practice of it has a far more extensive relation
to the affairs of the community than at first sight appears. To take the sophistica-
tion nf beer and porter as an instance, it is well known that the publicans, almost
without exception, reduce their liquors with water after they are received from the
brewer. The proportion in which this is added to the beer at the better class of
houses is nine gallons per puncheon, and iu siton..-rato establishments the quan-
tity of water is doubled. This must be compensated for by the addition of ingre-
dients which give the appearance of strength, and a mixture is openly sold for the

purpose. The composition of it varies in different cases ;
for each expert has his

own particular nostrum. The chief ingredients, however, are a saccharine body, a*
foots and liquorice to aweetenit; a bitter principle, as gentian, quassia, sumach,
aud terra japonica, to give astringency ; a thickening material, as linseed, to give
body : a colouring matter, as burnt nugar, to darken it

; cocr-ulus indicus, to give a
falsest!-: piuunm salt, capsicum, copperas, and Dantzic spruce, to pr.i-

^ad, as wel! as to import certain refinements <if flavour. In the case of ale,
its apparent strength is restored with bitters and sugar-candy."

This somewhat explains the puzzle we began wit.h. When we find

that beer is doctored with such beastliness, we can scarcely feel sui -

prised at its being viewed as something to be brought before the nose
of the Commissioners of Sewers. A mixture of quassia, sumach, lin-

seed, capsicum, copperas, and cocculus indicus, is much mon: fit. U;

flow down drains tliau down the human throat, and far more deserve
the name of sewerage than stimulant.

With such evidence as Da. LETHKHY brings before us, we seem to
understand a bit of slang one hears where cabmen mostly congregate,
and apostrophise their chums with, "Now then, BILL, let's 'ave a

Drain !

"
It is ceitainlv enough to make one turn teetotaller when one

hears what noxious stuff is sold to one as beer, and how the publicans
conspire to make a cesspool of one's stomach. Surely converts to the
water faith might easily be gained by any lectnrer who chose to trnvel

through the country, and to illustrate his lecture wiUi some water-

colour drawings showing the horrors that are drinkable in a drop of
beer.

But besides injuring one's person, as capsicum and copperas cer-

tainly must do, it is easily made clear that they must hurt one's pocket,
unless indeed one lives without having to pay taxes, which few readers
of Punch, we fear, are so favoured as to do. Says DJJ.LEIHEBY on this

point :

"
Apart from the question of how much injury is done to the health of the con-

sumer by this practice, or how large is the fraud on the pocket of the purchaser, it

is a matter of interest to know what is the effect of it on the revenue. There
arc, I believe, about 0,200 publicans and beer retailers in tills metropolis. Supposing
that each, on an average, has a sale for only six barrels of beer and porter per week,
and that the degree of dilution is but to the ex tent of five gallons of water per barrel,
in the aggregate there would have been used 136,000 gallons of water per week.
This, if properly and honestly brewed into beer, would have required about 1,722
quarters of malt; aud as each quarter of malt pays a duty of 1-lt. (3d. to the revenue,
there is a fraud of rather more than 1,937 sterling per week, or nearly 100,800
per annum."

So, besides swindling their customers and half-poisoning them to

boot, by giving them bad doctor's stuff when they ask for beer, the

adulterating publicans cheat the public into paying above 100,000 per
annum more taxes than they ought to pay. Well, now we know that

selling beer is such a fraudulent transaction, we shall abstain as much
as possible from giving it encouragement. We have no wish to assist

the trade of inland smuggling in which so many of our innkeepers, it

seems, are now engaged; and as we don't want to commit suicide, we
shall rigidly observe a total abstinence from beer, excepting when we
get it from the brewery direct.

All Souls in a Nut Shell.

Punch litem dat. Give o'er your strains,
Nor swear like angry cats

;

The Dons are right to banish brains,
For All Soles must be Elats.

FOB CCLNJBY HATCH.

WHO is the most melancholy of young ladies ? MIS.O.
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A QUERY FOR THE ARMY.
'

your
and
Journal
I

wrM I .

regiments can learn to shoot better than a

twenty-ninth, which Las been shooting at marks

'""'I *" of win(r this letter to the

!

r r

course, no Fizurc of

ilrrit lint jour own,
CAM- I

KKIDCK, in his zeal for

the Army, may be

pardoned for having
adopted the phrase, in

order to imply a stan-

dard of good shooting
with the rifle.

"H.R.H. has just

published, very pro-

perly, an account of

the snooting which our
soldiers have performed
during the past year,
and has shown the re-

spective merit of each

regiment. I am not

going to say who are at

tin- top of the class,

and who are at tbe

bottom, but I do want
to ask a question."

1 perceive no men-
tion of any of our

regular Riflemen (I
mean the old dark

green boys who were

supposed to be such woniierful shots, and who have been practising all the days of their

military life) until I come to Number 29 on the list. Then one Rifle regiment gets a good
mark ; and ever so far down again I see another.

"
Please, Sir, how is this ? Were the old Rifles a sham, or have the officers neglected

their duties, or is the new system of teaching so good that in a short time twenty-eight

t of
luiM- been

MM- by military men, to th disturb-in'" of my
comprehend the

,

dj licm .
i)reakfast . ] should infallibly have

1 due to a
read. 'If an ass of a civilian like CMBpiotJCT

jnsists on minding other people's business
M-.IIM-!

.
:'Ihe ...n,.re is reallj,

trouble to inform himself on the subject, and
not make a display of disgusting ignorance,
when any drummer boy could tell the fool that,

&c., &c., &c., but happily the Rifle Regiments,
which conquered at Poictiers, Bjenheim, Water-

loo, &c, So., &c., stand too high to heed the

impertinent imputations of some unknown
tallow-chandler,' &c &c. You, Mr. Punch, will

protect me from this sort of thing, and if yon
can, please to obtain me an answer to the

question,"
Why the Riflemen can't shoot?

"I am, Sir, yours most deferentially,
"
Stilton nita: Cheshire!' CREFPMOUSE."

SEASONABLE ADVICE.
BT A rBOZEK-OCT OARDEKER.

Now weed your wardrobes and rake up your
old clothes, (i I'lier all your left-off coats and
iitb>r garments in a beap, and then sow them
broadcast among your poorer neighbours. Plant
out your old boots, and prune down ymir spare
linen. Well winnow your lumber closets, and
collect all the old hats and caps, and railway rugs
and comforters which you may find garnered
there. Sow broadcast as before, choosing out tbe

soil that you think hungriest and poorest.

By acting in this way, Charity may cover a

multitude of skins, without being herself a penny
out of pocket by it.

[ADVERTISEMENT.]

THE NEW PEEIODICAL.

ANOTHER VOLUME OF THE CABINET LIBRARY.

MESSRS. PALMERSTON, RUSSELL, & Co., have the honour to

announce that early in March, will (unless accident intervene) be

Published, No. V. of the unpopular Periodical,

THE REFORM BILL:
OR THE POLITICAL OLLA PODRIDA FOR 1861.

With the following Contributions by eminent Persons :

I.. EXTENSION OF THF, SUFFRAGE. By the LORD JOHN RUSSELL.

II. RESTRICTION OF THE SUFFRAGE. By the LOBD HERBERT or LEA.

III. RIGHT OF THE UNTAXEI) TO CONTROL TAXATION. By W. E. GLAD-
STONE, Esq.

IV. FANCY VOTES FOR POETS AND MUSICIANS. By the LORD CARLISLE.

V. UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE. By the BIGIIT Hos. MILKER GIBSON.

VI. "WHO IS ON EXETEH HALL'S SIDE, WHO?" By the LORD SBATES-
BURY, D D.

VII. LET PHILOSOPHERS GOVERN. By Sm G. C. LEWIS.

VIII. JUSTICE TO OIRELAND. By THE O'HAGAX.

IX. VOX LEG1S VOX SAl'lF.XTI.fi By the LOD CAMIBIU..
X. THE FOK'SLE AND THE HUSTINGS. By LOUD CLAREUCI PAOET.
XI. RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE CALLED RANTERS. By SIR W. ATHERTOX.
XII. CIVIL SERVANTS AND POLITE MASTERS. By the DCKE or SOMERSET.

XIII. THE SOFA, OR SHOULD WOMAN VOTE? By WILLIAM COWPER, Esq.
XIV. ALL THINGS MADE PLEASANT. By the LORD PAL*BSTO.

New Palace, Westminster, S.W.

DONF. IN A MELTISG MOMENT.

SNOBS AND SQUIBS.

BULL-BAITING and Cock-fighting have ceased to bold a place among
our national amusements, but something like a taste for cruelty still

lingers in our mobs, as the following description of a night-scene on
the Serpentine last week will amply testify :

" The scene was altogether of a most exoitiig character. An Immense number
of serpenu were ignited and thrown up m the banlu among the public, and u they
exploded and the sparks flew about, especially amc.ng the women, the scene became
(earful, and upwards of twenty women were more or less burnt. The sham fight
was carried on, one party firing from the north shore, another from the south ; but,

eventually, both parties commenced the medley attack, and fireworks were thrown

indiscriminately about, and many person* were injured. A woman named PHOEBE
HOPE had her clothes set on fire, and she was so badly injured that ah* was taken
to her residence In Carltoa Street, Vauxhall."

Of course people may say, what business hare women to go out after

dark, and mix in a night-mob of chimney-sweeps and costermongers !

But were chimney-sweeps and costermongers the only roughs there

present? Did not gents and counter-jumpers play a part too in the

farce, which we fancy must have nearly been turned into a tragedy ?

Were there none of the so-reckoned "educated classes" who let off

squibs and roman candles without looking who were near them, or if

they looked, perhaps picked out. a place lor the discharge where Crino-

line did mostly congregate ? Of course their plea would be, that they
did it

"
for a lark," and had no intention to injure anybody. But is

this
plea,

do you think, a reasonable excuse lor frightening women
into fits, and burning upwards of a score of them ? And if persons
don't know better how they should conduct themselves when there are

women present, don't you 'think it reasonable that they ought to be

taught, albeit they belong to the "educated classes'
1

!

The Ribbon Conspiracy.

Wr, never like to be rude to good folk, but just now we should feel

inclined to send all charitable souls to Coventry; and although a firm

friend of "peace, law, and order," we should not. object to see Rib-

WHY is Ice in a thaw like Philanthropy? Because it gives in all braism in (he ascendency in England. Hats off, Ladies, and bonnets

directions. >.K rescu? !
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THE CLERICAL BEARD MOVEMENT.
WE DO NOT TOE ONE MOMENT PRESUME TO SAY WHETHER IT IS RIGHT OR WRONG, ONLY, IF THIS SORT OF THING IS TO PREVAIL,

WHAT'S TO BECOME OF CAPTAIN HEAVYSWELL?

FROST AND THAW.
IT was hard KING FROST and soft QUEEN THAW,
Came lately to a tussle,

Where the King he prevailed, with his hands ice-mailed,
And his iron strength of muscle.

And with scornful mien, he bespake the Queen,
Who strove to invade his dominions,

With her languid sighs, and her weeping eyes,
And her soft and drooping pinions

Quoth he, "Begone to the snivelling South,
Where the mist hangs hot and heavy :

There hid parched air from steaming earth
Its toll of moisture levy.

Go, slacken the hold of the slight Spring-cold,
And melt the April rime,

But leave to me black Januarie,
And the bitter New Year time.

"
I crack the tire, I rive the rail,
I mock the might of iron,

Make brittle the bone, and shatter the stone,
And the mountains with ice environ.

A touch the mattock and spade are still,
The trowel and hod go down

The board is bare and the hearth is chill,
And hunger holds the town.

" And is it thou, poor puling Queen,
Woulds't tame a might like mine ?

Woulds't lift the brand of my scathing band,
And loose where I confine ?

Go, do thy worst bid the rivers burst

My fetters, an if they may,
Bid earth rejoice, give the birds a voice,
And make men's spirits gay."

Then soft QUEEN THAW to her side "gan draw,
Her gracious ministrle ;

She summoned the warm airs from the South,
The soft rains from the sea.

And sore she strove by the might of love,
KING FROST'S hard rule to quell,

But the airs in her train came shivering again,
And her rains they froze as they fell !

Then sudden this thought to her heart was brought,"
Fool, to waste sun and shower

'Tis not KING FROST, whose path I've crost,
But Nature's guiding power !

Beneath His law stand Frost and Thaw
;

We work but as He wills
;

KING FROST'S keen knife clears way for life,

When he makes boast it kills.

"In earth and air I'll strife forbear :

Leave them to Nature's law,
But Frost shall see, though strong he be,

There 's a triumph still for Thaw.
On human hearts 1 '11 turn my arts,

Love's fount therein unseal,
Till the hard shall give, and the dead shall live,
And the slow to pity feel."

God speed such Thaw ! still may it draw
A force from all around,

Till Love's green tree shoot fair and free,
From out the frozen ground.

High may it spring and broadly fling
Its palm-like* arms, that need

May find wherewith to clothe itself,
To shelter, warm and feed !

*
Tlio Palm supplies both food, shelter, clothing, and fuel-
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FROST AXD THAW.
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REVOLUTION IN EVENING PARTIES.

BT A RED-NOSED OLD WALL-FLOWR.

They go at ten or later ; leave

At two or three ; perhaps at four.

Why, girls themselves, one would believe,

Must find such sitting up a bore !

Or if to dance in gay attire

Afford a pleasure so intense,

HEKE is a madness staring,

stark,
At which I'm iu amazement

lost,

Thermometers some twenty
mark,

Or twenty odd, degrees of

frost,

Not only common rivers cease
Towards the sea their waves

to pour,
Whilst up them come wild
ducks and geese,

But Thames himself is frozen
o'er!

The frantic folly, that astounds

My reason with its awful

height,
Is that of people going rounds
Of evening parties night by

night.

And such aii ecstacy inspire,
a exclude all other sense,

Thrr . t which might well
>1 the girl of emptiest head

.is worn by ball-room belle,
'Tis that of going home to bed.

The fire extinct the middle-class
At least must let im-ir srrvants sleep-

Oh dea
Are

WIlH'

From ha

To-morrow,

Id ! and what an ass

hours as these to keep !

you now derive

lines t clothes,
i rou 're alive,

You'll have a cold; talk through your nose.

But hir you have to ride

Miles from a stupid County ball,

That scene of vanity and pride,
; is worst of all.

What have your hapless flunkeys done,
lould have the task severe

i to drive no fun
i'ou home at such a time of year ?

irothers ! I appeal to you,

WJtaen bate reason, men have ruth,
All evAing parlies to escliew,

md vow let all our youth,
ttH they shall no more extend

jlit to the rising sun ;

uptime
to spend,

To go at seven MM leave at one.

REAL CONSCIENCE MONEY.
MR. PUNCH begs to express the extreme pleasure with which he

reads every day the lists of charitable donatious which the hard season

has set flowing into the poor-boxes and other treasuries of benevolence.

He begs to assure the kind-hearted world, that he carefully peruses

every item in every one of the lists, and not a name escapes him, from
that of the Countess who sends her 25 to that of the Little School

Girl, who sends her Shilling for the poor. And he also notes all the

Fancy Signatures, blows a kiss to "Pet," "Rosebud," "Little Maria,"
and all the rest oft he charitable fairies, and shakes hands with "Crib,"
"Blobbs," "Two Uglies,"and all the other good fellows who give
their money and not their names.

But it appears to him that there is an absence of what is rather

foolishly called
"
Conscience Money." He does not mean that the

hypocrites or idiots who stealthily inclose bank-notes to Mil. GLACSTONK
could be expected to remit money for any sensible or laudable object.

They merely try to patch up holes in their old tin-kettle consciences,

and, having cheated other people, are now endeavouring to cheat

themselves ;
but there must be a great many small offences committed

about this time, and if people would only fine themselves (or, which is

pleasaiiter, fine others) for these things, and send the fines to the

Magistrates, a very large addition would be made to the collection for

the wretched.

For instance, we should much like to read this in the Times, under
the head of "Police "-.-

MR. KNOX then proceeded to acknowledge thn following contri-

butions to the Poor-box : A Repentant Attorney, 6s. 8d. Atonement
for having Snubbed a Wife, 1. For impertinence to my Husband,
5. One who stayed too late at his Club, Is. Tip withheld from a

Stupid Nephew, 10s. Christmas Box denied to a lazy Laundress, 5*.

b'ine lor abusing a Cabman to whom I had given the wrong direction,
3*. 6rf. Fine for having given my Husband a bad dinner, 1. For
having taken a cab when I ought to have walked, 7*. IW. For having
said that there were some wise things iu TCPPKR'S Philosophy, 10.

For having said we were glad to see UNCLE and AUNT SLIMY, A Hus-
band and Wife, 1 10*. For having stayed away from Church, 20. For
having gone to hear some Blacked Vocalists, 5. For having kicked Dash
because 1 tumbled over him, 1. For having pleaded a cold as an ex-
cuse for not singing when 1 ouly wanted not to sing until HORACE came,
but he ought to pay half for being so late, 5s. For Not Backing my Bill

when the chop was black, A Club-man, 10. For using a bad word when
[ fell down on the ice, f>d. For sulkius with ARTHUR because lie

broke a cracker with ELIZA and not me, 3s. Grf. For blowins up the

taxgatherer, Id. For forgetting to take home Punch, 100. For
lathering a Contributor for MS. when lie wanted to go out shooting, A
Remorseful Editor, 10. For being a little late with MS., A Forgiving
Contributor, Grf. For not bruisiug my oats yet, 5s. For letting the
children go out iu the east wind, 15. For inviting JENKINS, whom

my wife hates, W. For swearing at an organ-man, and afterwards

kicking him out of the street, li</. For sending Punch an Old Joe,
and saying

"
it occurred not a hundred miles from my town," 20. For

Hiding CHARLES'S Cigar-Case because he would not take me to the

Theatre, An Evil Wife, 5. For refusing to take HESTER to the

theatre, 5s. For getting so Brotherly at Lodge that I had to be seen

home, 1 Is. For Sneezing in a Stentorian manner at the Theatre, 10s.

For IVtending I was engaged when Ma. STUMPI SNOBB asked me to

dance, 2. 6d. For Blackballing a Candidate whom I had promised to

second, 4d. For Laughing at a Lanky Volunteer, 2.

% NOTICES FOR THE COMING SESSION.

THE following Notices have been given for the approaching Session

of Parliament :

MB. ROEBUCK. To ask MB. GILPIN whether he is a descendant of

John Oilpin, and otherwise to insinuate to the remarkable Minister,
that when humble people are suddenly elevated to the backs of horses,

they are very likely to ride in an objectionable direction.

MR. EDWIN JAMES. To move an Address to the Crown for leave to

him to wear his Blouse and Pistols (as delineated in the Illtutrated

London News) the first time he moves the Address in the House of

Commons.
MB. W. WILLIAMS. To move an Address to the Crown for leave

to him, when he receives his coronet of Viscount, to have the tame

electroplated, as more in accordance with the economical principles
of the day than gold or silver-gilt. Also to ask the Crown when it is

likely the Hon. Member will have the said distinction.

COLONEL NORTU. To move that MB. SI-BAKER be instructed to

issue his warrant to the Serjeant-at-Arms to arrest any Member who,
not holding a commission in the Army, shall presume to speak or ask a

question upon any military subject whatsoever.

SIB FRASCIS BABIBG. To ask VISCOUNT PALMBRSTON the reason

why he, SIR FRANCIS, is not a member of the present Ministry, and to

assure the noble Viscount that the nation can have no confidence in

a Cabinet which has not the official co-operation of the honourable

baronet.

MB. BRIGHT. To move that the Warrior be immediately completed,
and presented by the House of Commons to the EMPEROR or THE
l-'KhNcu as an assurance of the belief of England that his Majesty will

never do any harm with that vessel or any other.

Civil.

SIR FRANCIS BARING thinks that a very small measure of Reform
will do, and that lie ouirht to come into the Cabinet. Mr. Punch is a

moderate reformer, but does not think that the country will be satisfied

with so very small an improvement as that.
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THAT INJVKED INNOCENT THE EX-KING OP NAPLES, is ABOUT TO RETIRE
INTO PRIVATE LIFE. DELIGHTFUL PAKTT TO MEET SOME EVENING !

SENSE FROM SUFFOLK.
" MUSTEK PUNCH, HONEKD SUE,

" APNIN to dropp Inn for a i pint at the Blue Lying i 've sin

yar 2 Big picters of the STABLE and the KOTTIGE which i thinks they
shood be ung in ivery stabul in the kingdom and in this here thort' I
thinks yar |llprobabble agree with Me. Our housen aint so Bad in
Suffuk as i hears they most air in the Midlands, nor Suffuk aint so
much of a huntin country nayther, cos Shutin 's the chief same amung
the Bich fokes hereabouts, and when there's such Presarves o'

phezzants why there aint so many Phoxes as there is down hinder, cos
you see them buds and animals they don't no ways assosiate but is

kinder like to Quorrel leastways eat each other np wheniver they've
the Chance of it.

"But tho we duznt pigg togither or Siven in a Bed, we isnt no
ways too well off in the way of phood and cloathun, which my old

cordereyes is werry nigh amost wore up and my old missus says as ow
she says she 's Sartin she can't no hows make em stand a Second
seatin. Nor we aint too flush o food nayther I carat say As we are,
for things is nition deer, and 9 shillun a weak ye see it aint much of a
Fortun to keep oneself and Wife and a matter of 8 children, leastways
we 've ony siven at present but there's a Little un a combin arly in the

Spring, and coales is riz agin, and byes they've got sich aptites its

really wholly staunin what wittals they cornsumes, espeshly this here
whether when they 're slidun 4 the day and Snowballin the tuther."

But what I wanted for to Say sir was that Masters ses sometimes
as we dont Work as we mite, and when we Tarns a muck eap why
we 're apt to take our Tinie and den't seem in a hurry nor don't care
to wet our Jackets at it. Well, I don't say it aint true as we're
kinder apt at times to try and Shirk a bit, and tarnin over muck why
it ain't exsitin wurk sich as drivin a stage cutch, which they 're all

druv off the road in this here naybourood at least, cos we 's got the
Kail at last though 'twas a nition while a combin and a many fokes
declared we shudent live to see it, but you know the Eastern Countess
aint Remarkabul for speed, and so wun can't well be surprised it wor
so long a combin. But, Sir, if so be as how we scamps our work at
Times taint not Us as is to Blame, its the wittals as is in us. Ye see
whats trew of hosses is just as trew of Men. If yar wants em to work
well why yar must feed em well, give em bellies full o earn and not
leave em to makeshift with a bite or two o" grass, or a stalk o' strar

istead on't. So y' see if faemers wants more work out of us Labrers,
why it stands to sense and raison as they must keep us better. Taint

likely as a chap what lives on bread and cheese with mayhap if he be

lucky a scrap o' meat on Sundies can work as well as him who 's fed

well every day on more Substantial dite. Hosses cant do more uor

six or siveu hours plowun unless yar gives em suthun extry in the way
o' food at mealtimes. And. how 's a man to buy a bit o' Beefsteak for

isself to say northun o' pudden on 9 shillun a week, when out o' that

he have to pay his cloathes and doctors bill and keep his Wife and

famly from a goin to the Workus ? A drop o' beer too is a deal more
Nutrititious like than Tea, but in corse a man can't brew on 9 shillins

a weak, and the beer one gits at Beerouseu is ginerally Doctered. So
what I ses to Faermers as grumbles at our laziness is Pay us better

wagis and we'll do better work. Gou us better Ousen and gon us

better grub, in fack treat us more like Hosses and we '11 work as sich.

But it taint in human natur fur a Man to goo on workun like a hoss

when he aint no better fed nor stabled than a Jackass.
"
I remane Sir yours Obejent to comand

" CRISTOFER CLODD."

Tudnum way nigh Ipsidge, TAuzday Jintdwerry 17."

THE SLAVE-OWNEKS' DECLARATION.
AS PREPARED BY SOUTH CAROLINA, AND PROPOSED BY HER AS FITTING

TO BE ADOPTED BY THE SLAVE-STATES.

(By Repaired Atlantic Telegraph.)

WE, the States whose Representatives have subscribed to the

following Declaration, do hereby assert and affirm,

That all mankind have a perfect and equal right to freedom, if they
can keep it.

That their being unable to keep it is a proof that they have no right

to it.

That the presence of any colouring matter in skin, as in water, is a

proof, offered by Nature, of the inferiority of the article.

That we have heard with unutterable disgust and contempt that

PROPESSOB OWEN considers ADAM and EVE to have had coloured

skins, and that we should like to leave the said Professor without

any skin at all.

That the Lawfulness of Slavery is clearly and indisputably proved from

the Bible, inasmuch as St. Paul, writing to ONESIMUS, a slave,

never told him to run away.

That if there were no other reasons for upholding Slavery, the dastardly
and sycophantic meanness which would be shown in imitating the

corrupt and exploded old Mother Country in abolishing the Insti-

tution is enough to make every real American spit upon the pro-

posal, and lynch the proposer.

That Slavery is the most humane Institution in the world ; for, inas-

much as half the sorrows of white persons arise from the sorrows

of their husbands, wives, or children in forbidding a race to have

any husbands, wives, or children to call their own, we deprive
that race of one-half the suffering we undergo.

That England has no right to say a word in the matter, while in

Ireland there is a Protestant Church, and all persons are hanged
who do not attend it

;
while Welsh is strictly forbidden to be used

in the Debates of the English Parliament ; while Scotchmen are

forbidden to keep Unicorns ; and while, close to London itself,

she keeps the natives of a wretched island in such a state of

demoralisation and misery that it is called the Isle of Dogs.

That having thus proved from Scripture, from philosophy, from phil-

anthropy, and from ethnology, that Slavery is the noblest Insti-

tution in existence, and that patriotism and self-respect alike

forbid us to bring it into jeopardy,

We hereby declare-

That we shall have great pleasure in handing 50,000 dollars

to any one who will bring us the head of one ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, and with still greater pleasure will we hand

100,000 dollars to any one who will deliver us the said

ABRAHAM LINCOLN alive.

(Signed, &c.)

They'll Warm Him.

NOTWITHSTANDING the severity of the weather, the Piedmontese

managed to keep up a good fire for KING FBANCIS at Gaeta. In fact,

so intense was the fire, that on more occasions than one the place was
almost too hot to hold him. After the 19th, it is expected VICTOR
EMMANUEL'S troops will subscribe together to give the

"
Last of the

BOTOBONS " a little bit more fire. Such liberality, when the cold has

been severe enough almost to freeze the milk of human kindness in

every one's breast, cannot be too highly applauded.
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THE TEMPERATURE OF PAUPERS.
vEiuL Astronomers
and meteorologists
afford most useful aud

entertaining informa-
tion in the letters

which they write to

the Timea on the

state of the weather.

They are careful to

particularise tin

perature of the ;

sphere in sundry situ-

ations where it may
be interesting to

know how hot or

how cold it is. The
degree at which the
thermometer

the lodge in Ken-
: bingtou Gardens is a
matter with which it

is satisfactory to be

acquainted; hut there
are other situations

wherein the readings
of that instrument are

of even more import-
ance ; and therefore

might as well also be recorded and published. The temperature, during frost, of

the various Union Workhouses, metropolitan and provincial, is a subject on which

information is deficient and desirable. How stands Fahrenheit at blioreditch, for

example, in the asylum for the poor which is warmed by the charity for which the

guardians of that district are so widely celebrated ?

A RIDDANCE OF STATE RATS.

AT the last Meeting of the Statistical Society, in the
cour.ii: of a discussion which followed the reading of a
paper by MB. J.;

, "On the Progress of the
.Public Expenditure of the United Kingdom:"

MR. lltywom. referring to that part of MR. LKVC'I paper
rc-sjiectinK the payment of penlioiien, "aid that |xmiioiu had him
granted to the Uauoveriao regiment that fought at Waterloo, but
thole men poneuod such extraordinary longevity that until within
the lait >lz yean poumotn had been claimed tor every one of them.
(Lmut laughter.)"

This story reminds us of the Hanoverian Rats, as the
retainers of the illustrious (louse of Hanover were termed
by the Jacobite "Squires. Some of those vermin appear to
have been eating up Jouu BULL in the name of the Hano-
verian soldiers who fought at Waterloo. None of them
apparently were caugbt ; they were only banished.
German jesters will perhaps tell us that we ought to be
well satisfied with having at last got rid of our Hanoverian

pensioners ; since, when those heroes fought at Waterloo,
they made.theuiselves immortal.

English Prize Bull.

"Tm Irish Directory," said BROWN. "Can Ireland
1

produce such a thing ? Surely, to keep up national

character, it ought to be full of blunders ?
" "

Yes, to be

accurate, it ought," ssid JOSES.

A NEW RHYME TO AH OLD LINE.
" WHO shall decide when doctors disagree ?

"

Ptmch, who decides that neither shall have fee.

LEGAL SWEATERS.

To find low charges in the law is so uncommon an occurrence that

"when found" we really think we ought to "make a note" of them.

The note we make, however, is not one of admiration : and if it par-

take rather of the nature of a query, it is because we hold the matter

to be questionable, although about its evil tendency we have Yery little

doubt.
A custom has obtained of late among law stationers and printers of

sending circulars to the profession by whom they are employed, stating
at what prices work will be received by them and punctually executed.

The custom has obtained doubtless with the object of obtaining cus-

tom, and every stationer pretends to cut out his compeers in the celerity

and care with which the work he gets is done, and in the exceeding

cheapness of his charges for ft. Now, competition is a benefit, econo-

mists agree; but when carried to extremes there is far more harm
than good in it. The sweating system, as pursued by advertising

tailors, produces many far from satisfactory results: and the same

system, transplanted from the shopboard to the desk, can hardly be

inseparable from the like effects. When we read of MESSRS. GRIND-
EMDOWN charging only eighteenpence for every score of folios they

copy of a brief, and making
"
attested copies

"
for only twopence a

score more, the usual charges being two shillings for the one, and for

the other half a crown, we cannot help considering what manner of

clerk it is that MESSRS. GRINDEMDOWN employs, and what resemblance
he must, bear to the starving needle-drivers whom the sweating tailors

gradually wear out. But MESSRS. GRINDEMDOWN, we find from the
Circular before us (aud, nomine mutato, we doubt not there are many
GRINDEMDOWHS iii town) offer still more tempting terms to lawyers
who huve work to give, and who wish to get their writing done as

cheaply as they can, although they may not charge their clients one

halfpenny less dearly for it. For engrossing deeds and wills and other
instruments on paper, MESSRS. GRINDEIIDOWN will charge but two
shillings for every twenty folios entrusted to them, three and four-

pence being the ordinary price ; moreover in this case, and iu the
others we have cited, MESSRS. GRINDKMDOWN inform us that they
make no charge for paper, of which they kindly make a present to
the person who employs them, however unprofessional it may be so
to do.

Add to this that MESSRS. GKINDEIIDOWN guarantee attendance

gratis at the stamp olfice, and therefore like some envelope makers,
make no charge for stamping; that for the money they disburse
there they allow you a mouth's credit, except for stamps of large
amount

; and that as a climax to their wondrous generosity, on all

their charges aforesaid, low as you may think them, they offer you a
discount of Cent, for cash within one month ! add all

these advantages to those already mentioned, and what lawyer in hia

senses would hesitate to give his work to MESSRS. GRINDEMDOWX,
whose unexampled liberality it charms us to disclose ?

But stop a bit. Before you try to unveil them from pur alias and
hand them in your briefs, consider for a moment the question we have

put, and think what manner of man it is that MESSRS. GRINDBKDOWN
employ, to do the cheap and n-not nice work of which they are in

quest. Out of the prices they have named their profit* hare to come,
and how much of the residue is left for the machines can you think

they look like men ? who drive the weary nen for them ? Even 'in an
arm-chair, and by the side of a good fire, it is not pleasant, we know,
to have to write much this cold weather ; but how much do you think
the slaves of MESSRS. GRIXDBHDOWN, the law-sweaters, most write, in

order to earn enough to keep themselves from starving ?

A BIT OF WEST-INDIA PICKLE.

TRINIDAD is a very meritorious island, and
_its productions, such as

sugar, ladies, cocoa, and other delicacies, are in deserved repute. But
Mr. Punch is sorry to see by the last mail, that however refined may be
the saccharine products of Trinidad, its language is by no means of the
same graceful character. The last message from the island appeared
in Saturday's Times, and ran thus :

" The ATTORNEY-QMCRAL'S bill for consolidating our m<,i ordinance! wa> reed a
first time."

" Our rum ordinances
"

is not a phrase by which a journalist should
indicate the laws of his island, however much he may deprecate the

edicts in question.
" Our singular legislation," or

"
our incongruous

statutes," or
"
our eccentric decrees

" would have been worthier of a
delicate writer. We are very happy to admit the word Rum from
Trinidad as a Noun, aud also to admit into our cellar as much of the

celebrated article itself as we can ; but we decline 19 admit Rum as au

Adjective, and West Indian friends at a distance will please accept all

these notifications.

TJn (Euf is as Good as a Feast.

WHY should a classical scholar never attempt to count eggs more
than one at a time ''.

Because he would be sure to count them ova and ova. (Attributed
to BURNAL OSBORNE, Utte qf Dootr and tkt Admiralty.)

A SCOTCHMAN'S* TRIUMPH.

WHEN are the shares of a company like the EMPEROR 07 CHINA'S
Summer Palace near Pekiu -When they are a'looted.

SIR ARCHIBALD ALI.WX.
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THE NEW LADY GODIVA.

[JANUARY 26, 18&1.

FOREIGN TRAPS FOR ENGLISH FLATS.

FOOLS and fiats read the newspapers as well as other people,
often such advertisements as this :

Else we should not see so

Large FORTUNE may be realised for ONE POUND only. For particulars apply to
MR. , Banker, of Frankfort-on-tlie-Maine, or letters addressed to him, Loudou.[A

Now, every one except the fools and flats aforesaid knows well enough what sort of

trap this lure is meant to bait. But because only the fools and flats are likely to be caught
by it, we do not think we ought to tolerate its presence in our press. Lotteries are for-

bidden by the English law, and the law, to be consistent, should put a stop to the announce-
ment of them. Until this be done, however, we hold the editors of newspapers responsible
for all the gambling that ensues, in consequence of the advertisements to fools which they
admit. We have as a rule, we own, small sympathy with our flats; but we must say that

' we hate to see them duped by foreign knaves, and losing their good English money in bad
continental company. It is in the penny newspapers that the traps are mostly set

; and as

', perhaps with the proprietors of the penny press the a/yumenlum ad poclcetvm is the most

powerful to use, we would hint that every sovereign which in quest of a "large fortune"
linds its way to Frankfort might have bought two hundred and forty copies of the newspaper
in which the bait that lured it thither was imprudently displayed. If therefore editors have

any wish to swell their circulation they will not cede insertion to the snares of foreign"
bankers," in whose "promises to pay" no Englishman should trust.

A CHANCE FOR A NEW GODIVA.

WHO has not read the idyll sweet
Of our own ALFRED TENNYSON,

How fair GODIVA, ages since,
Earned Coventry's best benison :

When to repeal stern GODWIN'S tax

Imposed upon the borough,
Unclothed, save with her chastity,
She rode the city thorough ?

The Poet tells us how the
cry

Of starving babes and mothers
Struck deep in that sweet lady's heart.
Wherein all men were brothers.

How the grim Earl, among his dogs,
Received her soft petition,

And little deemed GODIVA'S ruth
Would brook his hard condition.

Who calls not up, the while he reads,
That picture, bright and tender

Those rippled ringlets to the knee
Showered in their golden splendour

The naked loveliness that steals

From pillar unto pillar
The silence of those empty streets

That her steed's tread makes stiller ?

Again the plaint of hungry babe,
The wail of desp'rate mother,

The awful cry of agony
Not e'en strong men can smother,

More loudly sound in Coventry
Than in that olden day,

When grim EAKL GODWIN laid the tax
His good dame took away !

A grimmer Lord than GODWIN lays
His hard hand on the town .

A heavier weight than GODWIN'S tax,
Presses the people down.

Gaunt Hunger lords it o'er the place
With Plague, his henchman true

;

The looms are still shut up the mill

There is no work to do !

Oh, where is the GODIVA now
This grim Lord to assuage ?

Needs not that she ride naked
As in the ruder age.

Needs not with rippled ringlets' veil,
Her snowy limbs she hide ;

With ribbons decked from head to heel,
Behoves her but to ride.

So saying to our English dames
" Go all and do like me,

To set the idle loom to work,
The silent shuttle free.

E'en as of old GODIVA rode,
Clad in her golden hair,

Hide, English ladies, gaily decked
In ribbons' rainbow-wear.

"And as GODIVA'S name throughout
Our England is renowned,

So shall your names with blessing
In Coventry be crowned.

Naked she went, and not ashamed,
For ruth her heart did move ;

So in your ribbons men shall read
Not vanity, but love."

Something Picked up at a Publisher's

Sale Dinner.

First Bookseller. Do you know that young
GRUB STREET, who lias tried his hand at every-

thing, and imitated everybody in turns, has

changed his hand-writing ? He now writes
backwards.

Second Bookseller. Ah ! I suppose he's trying
to write like CRALBE ?

Primed by \Villiam Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullen EMns, of No. 19, Queen'* Road West, Regent's Park, both in the Parish of St Pancras, in the County of Middlesex
primers, at their Orflce la Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wliiieiriarj, in the City of London, ana 1'ubliihcd by lueiu f*t No. 8i, Fleet Street, ia the Pariih of St. Bride, in the City of London.

, January "0,
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THE CLEEICAL MOUSTACHE MOVEMENT.

O Shave or not to Shave ?

t!m'. is the question
which is just now agita-
ting the Parsonic world.
Whether 'tis better in

the throat to suffer the

stings and torments of an
inflamed swallow, or to
take armour 'gainst
host of troubles, and by
not shaving end them P

Certainly, at first

thought, one hardly
seems to fancy a Parson
in moustaches, and would
almost AS soon look to
see a Quaker in them.
Yet, after all, we cannot
see why the former should
not wear them, at least

provided always that

they suit his style of face.

We associate moustaches
with military men; but
then do not Clergymen
belong to the Church
Militant ? All we fear

is, if the movement be
generally followed, that

pet Parsons, if they join in it, will give
themselves more (li)airs than they do at present, and we think there
are enough apparent as it is.

OUR EOVING COEEESPONDENT.
" MY DEAR POUCH," THE severity of the late weather, which had nearly frozen up

my energies as well as the contents of my inkstand, is past, and I take
advantage of the thaw, when one's ideas seem to flow more easily, to

drop you a few lines, which I will preface with a hope that you have
enjoyed your Christmas.
"
for my part I always await that festive season with feelings of

pleasure not altogether unalloyed. I am not thinking now of those
provoking results of simple addition with which my bootmaker and tailor
make a point of favouring me. I am not alluding to the playful eccen-
tricities of my nephew TOM (set. 74) in whose company I was condemned
to dine on the 25th of last month, who, in the exuberance of boyish
spirits, is wont to treat my hair as a practicable bell-pull, and acting on
this ingenious hypothesis proceeds to unbutton my waistcoat by way
of a street-door. I forgive the 'Waits,' although they played

'

Ok,
Willie, we have missed you' under my bed-room window to snch an
awful extent during the Christmas week that I was half inclined to
wish that that erratic gentleman had deferred his return until the
morning. But apart from these private and individual grievances, I
have another in common with most brothers and he-cousins, viz., the
duty of escorting some of my female relatives on their shopping excur-
sions. They belong, Sir, to what I call the dorematic, or present-giving

-never forget birth-days, wedding-days, red-letter days, or any
other occasion for indulging in their harmless propensity. Thus it

conies to pass that I have, at this moment, eleven pairs of Berlin wool
slippers which I could have 'made up' at anytime (as I am assured
by A respectable bootmaker in Oxford Street) for about five guineas
seven smoking caps innocent of the noxious weed, and lying wrapped
in silver paper in my bureau. Thirteen knives and pencil-cases at an
average value of 3*. 9rf. each. Eight porte-monnaies apparently con-
structed for the deposit of

fourpenny bits. Two potichomanie jars,
decorated with an elaborate pattern, the simplest element of which is
the alternate representation of a blue rose and a mandarin in convul-
sions, an embroidered waistcoat (in which I would as soon appear as in
a philibeg) and twenty-three tea-kettle holders lined with {moire
antique, white satin, and other appropriate material."

All this, however, by the way, the main drift and object of this
letter being to call your attention to the disagreeables which invariably
attend that pursuit known in the domestic world as shopping.' And
observe in the first place that I exclude from my remarks at the outset
all those supereminently swell establishments whose heredit.arylprestige
places them beyond the necessity of practising the great Touting Art.
If for instance 1 employ 1 1 EKR Vox STULIZMEISTER or MR. BUCKS to
adorn my person at the rate of two guineas per limb, I am quite sure
that it will be done in the best possible manner with the least possible
trouble to myself. Then again PIVERGANT'S gloves at four and nine-
pence per pair are first-rate of their kind, and the young lady who

VOL. XL.

disposes of them receives my cash with dignified composure, and allows
me to leave her odoriferous counter unmolested. But suppose with
my moderate income of say fc

**
per annum I am unable to deal with

those eminent firms : suppose I am selecting a pair of gloves at a shop
in one of our great thoroughfares, why am I to be told if they (the
gloves) are too small, that they will stretch ; if they are too large that
they will collapse with the 'eat of the 'and, or some such nonsense;
why if I prefer drab am I to be informed that 'green is mostly worn
now, Sir

;

'
or if I ask for green that

'

nothing is so genteel as drab ;

'

why if I complain that the kid is of indifferent quality, does MH.
OMIRKEK, from behind the counter, say. 'Sir?' in a deferentially ini.

pudent manner, and pretend that he did not hear me P Why when I
do repeat the observation does he meet it with the remark, that it is

very extraordinary, but that it is the first complaint he has ever heard of
them, and that so far from their being dear at three-and-aix, that they
ought to be four shillings a pair : ought to be indeed, then why aren't
they, I should like to know ! Finally, why when he has wrapt up my
gloves, doeon't he give them to me at once, instead of putting them
aside, and saying,

' What will be the next article P
'

in a tone which
seems to imply, that if I don't lay out a pound or two my custom is not
worth having ! 1 reply,

'

not liing else, thank you,' as politely as I can,
and he immediately inquires again, 'Anything in shirts, collars,
pocket- andkerchiefs, braces,' draw ?" (in short, etcetera). When 1

shake my head he lifts down a great wooden tray, and taking up an
elaborate sort of running noose composed of silk and flannel informs
me that it is 'termed' the Californian cravat, and that he (SMIBKEK)
considers it a very gentlemanly thing in ties. I sternly ask him for

change, when slroutmg out
'

Cash !

'

(which he pronounces Kesh) he
bangs my sovereign down on the counter, partly I suppose to see if it
is a good one, and partly to impress me with an idea that he is a
thoroughly business-like man, who gets through his work before you
can say Jack Robinson. In this last respect, however, his extraor-
dinary energy defeats itself, for the money drops on the floor, and he
loses ten minutes in looking for it. \Vhile KESU. who is a biliousInn1-i. Ki*l,, L__ !_ _ ._. J ! I__A II 'II

better let him put me up the Californian cravat, but as I don't concur
in that opinion, I am allowed to depart in a great rage, while SMIKKER
keeps his temper admirably, and bows me out.

inquisition respecting the rest of my wardrobe. Good Heavens, can't
a man ask for what he wants ! If I were to go over to my baker's, and
invest in an Abernethy biscuit, do you suppose MRS. BAKER would say' Want anything in rusks, hot rolls, muffins, tops and bottoms f

'

or,
'This is a sweet thing in tea-cakes, Sir! Better let me put you up
that quartern loaf. This is what we term the Bohemian bun, &c.' Of
course not, and why should touting be tolerated in one ease more than
another. And if MESSRS. SHIRKER AND FLAK keep a shop, why the
deuce can't they call it a shop instead of a mart or an emporium ! Am I
to be dazzled by these high-sounding titles or their gaudy shop front P

Do they think to impose upon me with their gilded cornices P Do they
suppose I cannot see through their plate glass. Oh, MDLLES. LUCY,
LAURA, LOUISA, BEATRICE, BESSIE, and BLANCHE, who read these
words in these truly 'hard times,' have a care how jou 'shop' and
beware of wondrous bargains. Every good bonnet, muff, or shawl that

you buy is worth its fair price, neither more nor less, and if you find
MESSRS. SHIRKER AND FLAM underselling their neighbours, depend on it

something is wrong somewhere, either the goods are inferior or some

poor needlewoman is underpaid. Don't believe in
'

Bankrupt Sales
'
and

Tremendous Sacrifices.' When you see 'Must be Sold this day,'
remember that the words may apply to you more than to what you see
ticketed. As for the sacrifice, you yourself may be the innocent lamb
ready for immolation. Sacrifice, indeed! if MR. SHIRKER were really
making a sacrifice, do you suppose he would go to the expense of red
and yellow printed posters to tell you so P My dear girls, bargains are

bosh, and
'

Alarming sacrifices
'
a delusion and a snare. If you want

good things, go to a good shop, and pay a fair price for it.

"
Such, my dear Punch, is my advice to the opposite or crinolined

sex who may be just now making their numerous New Tear's pur-
chases. As for myself, I am not likely to make any, but if MIMM,
SHIRKER AND FLAM should ask me ' What will be the next article P

'
I

shall refer them to your number for this week. In which, 1 also wish

you the compliments of the season, and remain,

"
Yours faithfully,

"JACK BASIL."

Revival of the Order of Flagellants.

THE Yankees say,
"
the Britishers whip the rest of the world, and

we whip the Britishers." Now they seem to
"
calkilate they 're gwinc

to whip theirselves."
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PABTT WITH THE SKATES (who knows he has paid the right fare to a penny).
"
Why, who,

do you make out your fare is, tiien ?
"

CABBY. " What do 1 make out my fare is 1 Well, 1 shouldn't a' volunteered the olscrwatio

without you'd a arst me, hut if yon want to know my opinion, 1 should say he was a mea

'Umbug there/"

EDWIN JAMES'S CLERK.

MB. JAMES said that LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S Koform
ill had cost 5000. He had got a clerk who could draw
bettor in Twenty Minutes." Report oj Speech at Mary-
bone.

O ENGLAND dear, when peril's near

Thy Constitution's sacred ark,

There 's one who knows her course to steer,

And that is EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

In other days what EDWIN says
Is scarcely worth so much remark,

But now we '11 raise the song of praise

To JAMES, and eke to JAMES'S Clerk.

O Little JOHN, come, down upon
Thy little knees, and RUSSELL, Lark !

A better Bill than thine, LORD JOHN,
Shall come from EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

Ho ! beat the drums, the patriot comes
Like JOSEPH HUME or JOAN OF ARC,

To save JOHN BULL no end of sums
Of tin, does EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

Ho ! raise the song'and ask how long,

Enshrined in Temple Chambers dark,
Has lurked the sage so wise and strong,

Disguised as EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk ?

Why did he shirk so long his work

(Or as our Scottish friends say, wark,)
Nor shone our CHATHAM, PITT, or BUKKE,
But stuck as EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk ?

Whence came the buck, from Rum, or Muok,
From Guernsey, Alderney, or Sark,

Or what proud island else has luck

To claim great EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk ?

And can he write what 's fair to sight,

Or can he only make his mark,
And what 's the height, and appetite,
Of ME, EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk ?

And does he keep good hours for sleep,

And rise at morning with the lark ?

Oh ! could we but obtain a peep
At MR. EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

Let's know the way he likes to stray,

The Regent's or Saint James's Park,
We thirst to learn the smallest trait -

In MR. EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

Hath he for pegs two handsome legs,
Or was one bit off by a shark ?

We will, as sure as eggs is eggs,
Know more of EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

Say, if for pets, small dogs he gets,
Or cats, because they never bark ?

Let's have some information, let 's,

Concerning EDWIN JAMES'S Clerk.

One question more, and then give o'er,

Ere wonder sends us staring stark :

What must the mighty Being be,

Who 's Master to that Awful Clerk ?

GENTLEMEN WHO HAVE AN INTEREST IN KEEPING THEIIl HEADS COOL.

THE gentlemen who have the enlrie of the Stock Exchange have at last got permission
from the Gresham Committee to have a glass covering erected over the inner court. This

precaution exactly confirms the opinion we have always entertained of Stock-brokers : viz ,

that with all their habits of speculation, they have always sufficient sense to provide against
a rainy day. In this instance, their object covertly is to shelter themselves against too

sudden a fall. Some of the ducks are so lame, apparently, that they are actually afraid of

the water ! Besides, the rain might tell tales ; it might unfortunately, by falling on a pair of

very hardened shoulders, let drop the secret as to who was solvent, and who was not. For

ourselves, we never knew till now that a City man was so easily melted. However, considering
the handsome way in which these speculative gentlemen recently subscribed towards the

poor, we should be the last to begrudge them a coverfeg over their heads in their old age.

Stock-jobbers and brokers, "you may take your cucumber-frame, only frame your transactions

accordingly ; for mind, if you go in for a fall, it may inadvertently lead to a rise. You must
all and each of you keep as cool as a cucumber.

Chaos.

A WOMAN putting your room to rights just
after you have been arranging everything to

your satisfaction, and elaborately assorting your

papers with such methodical care that you could

put your linger upon each separate one in the

dark that is what I call Chaos ! Men are not

more awkward in handling women's babies than

women are in fingering men's papers. The mis-

chief, and damage, and endless annoyance of

spirit, and thorough disturbance of temper for

the rest of the day, that are engendered by the

latter practice, surpasses all belief.^ Con-

firmed Old Bachelor.
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EFFECTS OF THE THAW-" POOR FEOZE OUT ICEMEN."

Chorus,
" We've got no Work to do-oo-oooo I

"

MIRACULOUS HAIR-CUTTING.

TIIK heard movement is making some progress in the Church, but

we doubt whether the hirsute cultivation of our clergymen is attended

with such ease and certainty of growth as appears to be attained in the

Church of the Carmine, whereof we have these details from a Naples

correspondent of the Morning Post .

' This morning I have witnessed a very singular religious ceremony. I J*
(truck by the passing along the street of a huge old rumbling gilt coach, resomblii

that which Louis THE TIIIHTKKNTII had made for himself. On inquiry I learned

that it was for conveying the Oonfalonicre of Naples, with his secretaries, his sub-

stitutes, his councillors, in f:ict.his whole official train, to the Church of the Carmine,

there to assist at the solemn rite of cutting the hair of a celebrated crucifix in that

temple I trust your readers will not mile with incredulity at the mention of this

fact, which recurs annually on the 26th of December in tho church aforesaid. The
clmrch contains a large crucifix, with the head inclined over the right shoulder,

and the face almost covered by clustering locks of hair. The friars of the church

and the superstitious people affirm that this hair grows every year, woe to the

man who in the neighbourhood of the Carmine should venture to eipreM toe

slightest doubt respecting the annual growth of this miraculous scratch-wig. He
would be torn limb from limb by the fanatical and Infuriated mob. The officers of

the municipality give their public sanction to this mummery by repairing in all

state to the church, attending during the proceedings, and attaching their signatures

to the minutes of the rite thus annually performed on the 20th of December. At
the moment when tho hair is cut by one of the frUrs a signal is given outside the

church, and thousands upon thousands of crackers proclaim by their explosion thta

miracle and triumph of the faith."

Such a
"
cracker

"
as the story of hair annually sprouting from a figure

on a crucifix is fitly published by the firing of a lot of children's crackers,

whose every bang proclaims the childish nature of the bounce. How
the great Gonfaloniere contrives to keep his countenance, when he

lends it to so barefaced and impudent a trick, is more than, with our

present means of knowledge, we can guess. .He must really be pos-

sessed of no common self-command to prevent himself from laughing

at the miserable imposture ; and were it not that he is backed up by
his secretaries and councillors, we question very much if he could go

through with the business. Although by a strong effort he might

perhaps suppress all facial signs of his hilarity, we think that lie musl

shake so with internal cachinnation that he must find it vastly difiicull

to put his signature, as stated, to the minutes of the rite ; and if m

these same minutes he be required to make a note as to the number of

the moments which it took to cut the hair, we fear the humour of the

oke would completely get the better of him, and the explosion of the

Backers would be drowned in the explosion of his laughter at the

Tick*

But may we not suggest that while the priesthood are about it, they

might turn their so-called "miracle
"

to a more practical account, and

reap a still more bounteous harvest from their crop? Why should

they not stick a barber's pole outside the church, and publicly an-

nounce that the hair cut from their crucifix was grown entirely throi

the means of some miraculous manure, for which they were possessed

of the original recipe ? An advertisement like this would be cerlain

to attract, for the promise of a head of hair to persons who are bald u

a capillary attraction that few men could resist. We will wager were

a priest or two to walk about in front of the Church of the Carmine,

with placards stating that the hair-oil which yearly worked the miracle

might be had within, a considerable revenue would be added to tdei

coffers. When trade grew dull a picture might be added to the

posters, representing the crucifix before the hair was cnt from it,

exhibiting of course a most prolific crop, which, a scroll might sUte

beneath it, was of only one year's growth.
" DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT LOVE-LOCKS P IF SO, TRY OUR SAITB

HAIR-OIL," might be a taking head-line in the Naples newspapers ;

and the well-known brace of figures might be borrowed from c

prints, and parodied to puff the produce of the priests : the one pici

portraying a man with a bald liead and a very rueful countenance,

and the other representing him with a most splendid crop of hair, at

holding up to notice a small bottle in his hand, while from, his mouth

the motto issued "Ha ! ha ! Qrovtn i a twelvemonth ! .

Worse and Worse!

WHAT'S the difference between a Man with a sore throat 'and a

Manilla cheroot ? Why, the one is a Man ill, and the other s a Man iller.

[Don'tfrown, reader, please. The cold weather hat realiyfrotfn up our

How of wit, and this it the </ symptom of lit having begu* I"1*.
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WANTED A SPONSOB.

Lord P. " WHAT AGAIN, MRS. RUSSELL? REALLY "

WE DON'T BELIEVE A WORD OF IT.

IT seems that the housekeepers at several of the Govern-
ment offices have the privilege of selling beer to the clerks

;

and it is also said (for it does not come within our know-
ledge either to endorse or repudiate the scandal), that the
clerks are not above availing themselves of the said pri-

vilege rather frequently during the course of the day. A
disappointed old gentleman, who has been in the habit for
the last six months of waiting on business at most of
the Government offices, and by this time is rather tired
of his fruitless occupation, says that this habit of periodical
drinking may account for the conduct of most of the young
clerks being so extremely overleering. It only proves
what savage things the absence of a little common civility
and attention will sometimes expose gentlemen of educa-
tion to be accused of, on the part 9f those whose vindic-
tiveness is all the more deeply embittered by their igno-
rance, though we must say, that an ignorant person is

somewhat apt to be a little vindictive after he has been
kept waiting uselessly for half an hour. However, gentle-
men clerks of the Government offices, we ask you whether
this charge, which seems to take its bitterness from the
beer that is said to be dispensed, be true or not ? Not
true, of course ! We fully expected as much from gentle-
men of your recognised abilities and notoriously high
standing ; and, to exonerate ourselves from any participa-
tion in the above wicked scandal can only say that we
shall be most happy to give up the name and address of
the elderly gentleman who has furnished us with the above
information to any one, who, from the altitude of a Govern-
ment stool, applies for the same.

One of the Service.

WHO says that our Officers are not scholars P A real

Swell, the other day. actually quoted the words Sura ilia

messorum, and actually translated them, too, "1 always
have indigestion after dining at mess !

"

THE FIRST RULE ON RECORD. The Rule that Nep-
tune (then sitting in Banco) gave to Britannia to rule the
waves. The Rule has been made absolute ever since.

THE EEALITY OF CLOUD-LAND.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH,

"SOME time ago you made some observations on' the deformed
skulls lately found at Wroxeter, representing them as probably being
the skulls of ogres, like CORMORAN, and BLUNDBRBORE, and the other
monsters exterminated by JACK THE GIANT KILLER." Yon will be grieved to hear that those remarks of yours' have
incurred the severe condemnation of a local genius, a MR. PEACOCK, who
on account of them, has denounced you in a Guide Book to 'The Won-
derful City of TJriconium/ as a 'flippant and ignorant writer,' who
has made '

a gratuitous attack upon what is serious and scientific,' and
that in language equally absurd and indelicate.' You may be alive
after all Ins invective ; but, if you read it, you will.be very ill for some
time. The effect, Mr. Punch, of the squall of PEACOCK will be a
squeak for yon.
"Never mind. You have a mind which is conscions'of being always

in the right. Allow me to call your attention to a fact which strongly
corroborates the view propounded by you that nursery romance., so
called, is real history. I allude to the coloured rain which fell at
bienna, on the 28th of December last, and whereon M GIOVANNI
CAMPANI has just published a letter, addressed to the celebrated PRO-
FESSOR MATTEUCCI. An account of the phenomenon is given in the
limes. On the day and at the place above-named, three distinct
showers of red ram fell

; the first of them lasting two hours Againon the 31st of December, and once more on the 1st of January it
rained a species of red ink. You are, no doubt, aware that the same
thing has often occurred before. The nature of the red stuff in the
rain varies. At Blankenburg, in 1S19, it is stated to have been chloride
ol cobalt. In this instance the water has been ascertained by PRO-
FESSORS GABRIELLI and CAMPANI to contain no cobalt at all It must
however, be a chemical solution of something, for it deposits no
sediment, which it would do if the redness consisted of animalcules
or fungi."

Now, Sir, you know likewise that there are such things as meteoric
nones, and also that frogs and fish are credibly related to have fallen

if the air. Whirlwinds and waterspouts have been supposed to

explain the showers of fish and frogs ; but whirlwinds will not explain
the fall of stones and red rain, any more than they would explain a rain
of cats and dogs, which we believe to be possible do we not ?"

I need not point out to you though I may to my readers the
strong corroboration that the descent of so many different things from
the sky affords to the popular legend of Jack and tlie Bean-Stalk, I
dare say it will turn out that the red matter in the rain which fell at
Sienna is, I was going to say, the blood of a giant shed by some modern
climber of an aerial bean-stalk which may still be growing in so DC
part of the world. But no. The red particles of the giant's blood
would have subsided. Allow me to advise CAMTANI and GABRIELLI to
test the doubtful fluid for alcohol. It is, perhaps, some of the giant's
genuine claret, which he may have spilt himself, or which has escaped
from his bottle, the champion perhaps having knocked it over."

This is a suggestion calculated to make a PEACOCK flutter, and
ferociously cock up the plumes of his fantail. Let your friend PEACOCK
rather put it in his pipe and smoke it."

I am, dear Punch, a whole hog Spiritualist, and your constant
reader,

"
P.S. Talk of Table Rapping ! I believe we shall have tables and

chairs, ay, and coalscuttles, and fire-irons, and all manner of domestic
furniture, utensils, goods, and chattels, tumbling down upon us one of
these days. I fully expect that there will ere long occur a rain of
unknown coin, which must convince the most sceptical. When we do
have a golden shower, I only hope it will fall in my way."

The Chinese Campaigner.
'

(To his Ladye Love.)

I GIVE thee all, I can no more,
Though poor the ofl'ering be ;

My heart and loot is all the store
That I can give to thee.

TEETOTAL CHEMISTRY. Great absorbents are small reflectors.
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THE ASS AND HIS RIDER.

ASTEii a considerable
number of spirited and

wealthy young gentle-
men as Corn
serve in HER MAJES-
TY'S Cavalry Regi-
ments. 1/icli joun;;

gentlenian'muat
be entitled to immense

wealth, or else be the

son of a father who
will draw a cheque for

any amount to pay
for

his outfit, find him in

chargers at from 100

each, and defray his

mess-bills and all the

other expenses which
the usages of his regi-
ment may require him
to contract.

Such is the form of

handbill which, duly
framed and gla/.ed, it

will soon become ne-

cessary to suspend in

the loobies and boxes
of the operas and thea-

tres, in; the principal

club-rooms, and all

other fashionable

places; and also about
the City and in the
Slock Exchange.
The fact is, that to

enter a Cavalry Regi-
ment a youth must be
either actually or pro-

speotiyely and potentially a millionnaire ; that is, if he means to be comfortable in his corps.

Notwithstanding the sumptuary memorandum which the DOKB pi CAMBRIDGE has addressed

to Colonels of Cavalry Regiments, expense and extravagance in those corps continue to be

the order of the day. Young officers unable to keep pace in prodigality with their com-
rades are considered mean ; and the regiment soon becomes, not indeed too hot, but too cold,

which is just as bad, and, at any rate, too unpleasant to hold them.

Wanted, therefore, sons of opulent usurers and other wealthy City men to accept Cqrnetcies
in crack Cavalry Regiments. Wanted also Cavalry Regiments, which young men will enter

principally with the view of serving their country, and not that of faring sumptuously, and

dressing magnificently, and indulging in wasteful debauchery to its honour and glory.

It is a wonder how there can be any light dragoons ;
for a horse worth 150 odd must

carry a load of wealth on his back. His rider should be a heavy pecuniary swell. Intrin

sically he may be worth less than his horse. If his purse pride and expensive vanity are

injuring the Army in one 9f its chief branches, he is worth less than nothing to anybody but

himself. His proper position would be that of officer in a regiment of neither cavalry nor

infantry not of foot, but a modification of horse. Cavalry is named from eguus caballvs; but

the equus asinus is the animal on which the dandy dragoon would be most suitably mounted.

To coin a popularly intelligible word exactly corresponding to cavalry, would perhaps be

difficult, but the troops in question, donkey-regiments, might be conveniently named the

Mokery. Your dashing young spendthrifts would be just the right men in the right places,

in which they would distinguish themselves, if the seat of every one of them were the haunch

of a jackass.

THE VARIATION HUMBUG.
THERE is perhaps more Humbug talked, printed, and practised in reference to Music

than to anything else in the world, except Politics. And of all the musical humbugs
extant it occurs to Mr. Punch that the Variation Humbug is the greatest. This party has

not even the sense to invent a tune for himself, but takes somebody else's,
and starting

therefrom, as an acrobat leaps from a spring board, jumps himself into a musical reputation
on the strength of the other party's ideas. Mr. Punch wonders what would be thought of a

poet who should try to make himself renown by this kind of thing taking a well-known

poem of a predecessor's and doing Variations on it after this fashion :

BUOGINS'S VARIATIONS ON THE BUSY BEE.

How doth the LitUe Busy Bee
Improve each shining hour,

And gather honey all the day
From every opening flower,
From every opening flower, flower, flower,
That sparkles in a breezy bower,
And gives its sweetness to the shower,
Exhaling scent of gentle power,
That lasts on kerchief many an hour,

And is a lady's graceful dower,
Endeared alike to cot and tower,

Round which the little Busy Bee
Improves each shining hour,

And gathers honey all the day
every opening flower,

From even opening I] iwcr, flower, flower, -

From every opening flower.

How skilfully she builds her cell,

How neat she spreads her whacks,
And labours hard to store it well,

Wit.h the sweet food she makes,
With the sweet food she makes.
With the sweet food she makes, make-

makes,
When rising just as morning breaks,
The dew-drop froni the leaf she sh

And oft the sleeping motli she wakes.
And diving through the flower she takes,
The honey with her fairy rakes,
And in her cell the same she cakes,
Or sports across the silver lakes,

Besides her children, for whose sakes,
How skilfully she builds her coll,

How neat she spreads her wax.
And labours hard to store it well

With the sweet food she makes.

In works of labour or of skill,

I would be busy too,
For Satan finds some mischief still

I 'or idle hands to do,
For idle hands to do,
For idle hands to do, do, do,

Tilings which thereafter they will rue,
When Justice fiercely doth pursue,
Or conscience raises Cry and Hue,
And evil-doers look quite blue.
When Peelers run with loud halloo,

And Magistrates put on the screw,
And then the wretch exclaims, Boo-hoo,
In works of labour or of skill

I wish I "d busied too.

For Satan 's found much mischief still,

For my two hands to do.

There ! Would a Poet get much reputation
for these Variations, which are much better in

their way than most of those built upon tunes.

Would the poetical critic) come out, as the

musical critics do, with
"
Upon WATTS s marble

foundation Bu COINS has raised a sparkling ala-

baster palace ;

"
or,

" The old-fashioned WATTS
has been brought into new honour by the

<!(incellant BUGGINS;" or "We love the old

tune, but we have room in oar hearts for the

fairy-like fountains of bird-song which BUGGINS
has bid start from it." Mr. Puxf/t has an idea

that liuGGius would have no such luck ; the moral

to be deduced from which fact is, that a Musical

Prig is luckier than a Poetical Prig.

Wanted, a Garibaldi for Cottonopolis.

MANCHESTER Gaol for Debtors, is, (according

to an elaborate and apparently trustworthy report

which has just appeared) a worthy rival of the

prison dens at Naples and elsewhere, recently

thrown open. The unfortunate debtors are stated

to be treated with a brutality especially as re-

gards the sick which makes us quite proud of

Manchester. The system of espionage, harsh-

ness, insult, and tyranny, as described by the

complainants, is truly creditable to a city that u

always clamorous about reforms. Mr. Punch

has no evidence on the subject but the state-

ments in the papers, but if one quarter of what

is there charged be true, the sooner a Manchester

Garibaldi appears the better for the nnhappy

debtors. ^
AN ODD Boor. Italy

has often been com-

pared to a Boot ; but, what is still more odd, it

is a Boot that is not without its Gaeta.
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THE THAW AND THE STREETS!
TOMKINS, WHO HAS JCST PAID HIS RATE FOR PAVING, CLEANSING, &C., GOES FOE A WALK IN HIS IMMEDIATE NEIGHBOURHOOD.

HE is, OP COURSE, MUCH GRATIFIED AT THE WAT is WHICH THE CLEANSING PART OF THE BUSINESS is MANAGED.

THE EMPEROR ON THE ICE. (WINTER-PIECE BY JENKINS.)
DEAR EMPEROR ! He is so good,
So kind, go nice, so charming !

How can our vulgar papers talk
Of his designs alarming !

Make him a bugbear, plotting plots,
Intriguing, dodging, arming?

The monarch of a potent realm,
The chief of mighty armies,

And yet so affable. his smile
An unresisted charm is,

Scarce less than that sweet ECGENIB'S
Who hanging on his arm is !

He walks about his Capital
Without the least pretensions,

Like a good angel, guarded
But by his good intentions ;

No day but some kind deed of his
Some loyal journal mentions.

When ragged gamins sigh for sous,
The EMPEROR 's near to tip them ;

When ladies drop their mouchoirs, there
He stands, from earth to whip them,

And with consummate grace into
The owner's hand to slip them !

And last we read how. on the ice,
The Frost, by high jinks, feting,

He and his great ones of the Court
Went simply out a-skating,

The EMPKESS and her ladies fair

Propelled by Lords-in-Waiting.

And I, a happy JENKINS, there

By good hap chanced to wander,
And saw the sight oh blessed chance,
On such a scene to ponder !

The water-fowl, methought, were bless'd
A swan at least, each gander !

How from rich furs and velvet hoods
Peeped forth sweet high-born faces !

Each dainty nose, red-tipped with frost,

Thereby acquired new graces :

Those nobles and great officers

How god-like were their paces !

Not EUGENIE'S sweet self more pass'd
Her ladies, face and figure in,

Thau did the EMPEROR exceed
His nobles, grace and vigour in.

Spread-eagles, eights, and N's with crowns
Incomparably figuring !

Then to me, JENKINS, gazing there
In rapt respectful silence,

(And not to fall upon my knees,
Doing myself a vi'lence,)

There came some thoughts, the world ought
not

To let die, till a while hence.

Melhought this ice is Europe's stage,
Deep waters 'neath it slumber.

Its surface stagg'rinsr potentates,
Who cut strange figures, cumber.

Only NAPOLEON moves at ease
Of all the tott'ring number.

He with devices intricate

The watching crowd doth puzzle:
Back, front, in, out, gyrating quick,

Their eager ken to chuzzle.
Till baffled curiosity

In sulks itself must muzzle.

Now shoves the sledge where Italy
But half awake doth shiver ;

Now stops it short, as if he feared
'Twere tumbling in the river,

And his the task from risks unseen
That fair freight to deliver.

Now lends a hand to prop from falls

Unwieldy Pio Nona ;

Now leaves that poor old gentleman
To cry

"
Perduto sono!"

While VICTOR his coat-pocket picks,"
Italia pro liono ;

"

To BOMBALINO'S cry for help
Now shouts

"
Oh, yes !

" now "
Oh, no !

"

Now takes, in seeming friendly tow,
Austria's bull-headed Kaiser,

(Who follows lovely Italy,
And with hot glances eyes her),

Now leaves him m a fix to grow,
At cost of wetting, wiser.

So on he drives, like VIRGIL'S bull,
"Per Itevia, per virgulta"

Till not a single potentate
In all that crowned consulta

Knows if to count him as a prop,
Or as a catapulta.
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I thought those strong and skilful skates

Are like a flying ferry
O'er crack and pool, yet drags are far,

Froze up eacli punt and wherry,
Darksome and deep the water's sleep,
And the ice dangerous very.

What if this master-figurant,
Who nothing seems to stick at,

For whom no wheel too sudden is,

No labyrinth too intricate,
Broke in or slipped, where under-streams
The ice's edge run quick at P

What royal hands, of all around
That he first took, then dropped them,

Would m-euc him, that in the hole
So oft has left or popped them ?

1 1 ul not his skates been royal ones,
JKN KINS had rushed and stopped them !

MARONITES AND MARTYRS.
Y way of squaring ac-

counts with the Druse
tribes, the Maronite

Bishops have united in de-

manding of the Turkish
and French forces in Syria,
the slaughter of four thou-

sand Druses, to balance
the massacres which those

other barbarians committed
last summer on the Maro-
nites. It appears, however,
that the Druses slew the
Maronites in self-defence,
or at least under bodily

fear, into which they had
been thrown by a pastoral
of the UiiiiiT REVEREND
SKI-IIKOSIUS, Bishop of

Tyre and Sidon, inviting
liis flock, on a day ap-

pointed, to rise upon the

Druses, and, with a view
to plundering their pro-

perty, to slay them. Te
enforce this exhortation,

the. Bishop chiefly insisted on the argument, that the Druses were a

race neither warlike nor numerous, and therefore might be robbed and
murdered with great facility.

SEPUROiiius, and his brothers of the Druse episcopacy, rejoice in

communion with the Roman Sec. The Holy Father was moaning the

other day over the woes of his Maronite children, at the same time

much more loudly bewailing his own. Those victims seem not to have
been quite such meek martyrs as they were painted by his Holiness.

The massacre of the Maronites, apparently, was quite a different thing
from the massacre of the Innocents. BISHOP KEPHRONIUS and his

mitred colleagues at any rate evidently understand Christian forgive-

ness to mean the return of injuries with usurious interest. If all that

we arc told of SEFHRONIUS is true, that worthy is simply a brigand.

What does the POPE think of such a Prelate P That he would make a

good Premier, perhaps, if anything happened to ANTOXELLI.

Otherwise, his Holiness might be disposed to think that SEPHBONIUS

might do better than rule the Church of Tyre and Sidon. He might
conceive that such an ornament of the Catholic hierarchy might be

advantageously translated. In that case he would perhaps constitute

SEPHRONIUS the Archbishop of Dahomey inpartibus, and his brethren

who demand the death of four thousand Druses his suffragan bishops.
Whenever KIN<; BADAHUNG wanted to fill a blood-pond, he would, no

doubt, find SEPHBONIUS and his Clergy only too happy to consecrate

the work.

PARLIAMENTARY REHEAESAL8.

(By our Theatrical Reporter.)

THE Rehearsals for the approaching Parliamentary Performance are

now regularly proceeding, and we are happy to be able to say that the

actors are very forward in their parts, indeed almost letter-perfect.

We have been privileged to pay visits to the stage while these

interesting preparations were going on, but it would be manifestly
unfair to the Theatre to forestall the interest of startling novelties

by any premature disclosure of the character of the performances. We
would rather excite than satisfy the curiosity of the public by men-

tioning that MR. DIZZY has a very good part, of an entirely novel kind,
in which he has some splendid declamation about the Church of his

Fathers, and some fine samples of Rating for his antagonists. MR.
RUSSELL is once more fitted with an historical character, with truly
British appeals to Magna Charta, and other patriotic sentiments ; but
we are almost afraid that the day for this kind of thing has gone by.
MR. PAMMT has a part in which his genial, light-hearted style will be
well exemplified ;

and the way in which he will suddenly turn the
tables upon an Italian adventurer, who is supposed to hold the key of

the situation of the drama in question, will bring down, or we mistake,
a burst of applause from all sides. MR. DERBY is, we are happy to

CHILDREN IN CRINOLINE.

IT is an old saying, that the child is father of the man
;
and if this

be so, we fancy it can hardly be less true that, when feminine, the child

is mother of the woman. On this account we grieve to see the rage
there is at present for dressing little girls in Crinoline on every state

occasion, if indeed they are not so costumed in ordinary life. At a

juvenile party where we lately danced attendance, we computed that

the belle of the evening (aged four) was fully six times and a half as

broad as she was long : and many of the other little ladies who were
present were in their magnitude of petticoat almost equally as great.

Now, if the love of a large flounce be implanted in a child, the chances

are, we think, that it will grow with the child's growth, and will every

year become increasingly developed. They who look therefore for

Crinoline to be diminished and discarded, can scarcely see much hope
for this in seeing children wear it. On the contrary, the chances are

that when our little girls grow up, they will be found far more exten-

sive in their dress than were their mothers : and if their descendants

increase in the like fashion, there will really be no guessing how pre-

posterous a petticoat will be displayed by our (with emphasis we may
regard them as) great granddaughters.

Dinner and Tea Trails.

You never hear one woman invite another woman out to dinner, any
more than you ever hear one man ask another to come and take tea

with him. No ! it would seem that women's hearts melted and
softened over the tea-cup, and that men's souls flew open to each

other with the table-cloth. Who -is there to explain itr It takes

several knives and forks to dig into a man's secret nature, whereas the

simple key of the tea-caddy will unlock a woman's breast at any time.

the Hermit of the Haymarket.

THE NAKED TROTH.

HE who travels through life in the hope of jumping into the

ckaussure of another, mostly goes on a bootless errand.

No OFTENCE TO BACON. The Last Nonm Organtm. That in

St. Paul's.

11
You GIVE ME QUITE A TURN," as the Thief remarked when be

was put upon the Treadmill.

say, quite recovered from his illness, and is rehearsing an excellent
sarcastic and declamatory part, in which his unmatched elocution will

be very effective. Mu (Jr.\PSTONE, so far as we could make out, <\<-~,

not seem at ease with what he will have to do, and complains
that there is "something wanting," and that he shall tax tin-

endurance of the audience; but we make no doubt that when In-

warms to his work, he will acquit himself with his accustomed

brilliancy. MR. BKTIIM.I. has a tremendous part, perhaps pne of the

longest that a performer ever hid to study. It is in a piece called
The Bankrupt, or, the Augean Stable, partially rehearsed last session,
and we are certain that this artist will build himself a permanent
reputat ion from one Act. .M K. ARGYLL will sustain his favourite part of
the Young Duke, and report says that he has toned down a good deal
of its flippancy. Of the ladies' characters we must speak with more
reticence, but we shall, we believe, be again delighted with MRS.
ROEBUCK in the Shrew, and those excellent old women, MRS. RODEK,
MRS. PLAIXJOUN CAMPBELL, and MRS. MONTEAGI.K, will, in the course
of the season, sustain their respective parts of JUrt. Cantutell, Mn.
Mumble/jumble, and Mrs. Sort. Before concluding this brief notice we
must in all friendliness caution the management to throw more
energy into their business. The waits between the acts are a

great deal too long, the performances conclude at far too late

an hour, and the refreshments are not very good and are dear.

Public confidence is only to be got by desert. We also hope
that steps will be taken to put an end to the scandalous practice
of paying extra for seats in fact, bribing those who have the

power to put people in. No respectable theatre now permits this, and
it is contrary to the habit of the age. We also protest against the

slovenly appearance of the Bills, some of which are full of blunders,
and others of holes, and this really must be attended to. Subject to

these remarks, we wish the Westminster Theatre a successful season.
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THE MODERN GOVERNESS.
A YOUNG LADY'S IDEA OF THE USE OF CRINOLINE !

THE ONLY CURB.

A STRONG-MINDED Lady says that the only possible way
of curing gentlemen of the filthy habit of smoking is for

the ladies to enter into a solemn compact to adopt the same
practice themselves. The gentlemen would then see how
disgusting as well as senseless the custom was, and, out
of their respect to decency, if not to reason, they would
be compelled to abandon it. The lady in question (we are
at liberty to state that she occupies a very high rank in the
First Belgravian Blues) authorises us to state that she
does not mind being the first herself to set the noble

example. She is perfectly ready and willing to immolate
herself on the ashes of a cigar, or even a pipe, for the
benefit of her suffering sisters. Anything to shame the

gentlemen out of their selfishness, and to ridicule them
into a sense of the proper respect that ought to be paid to
the Superior Sex. Other incense than that of tobacco-

smoke, she maintains, is Lovely Woman's due !

FASHION FOR THE FIREPLACE.

WE have seen a sweet thing in muslin for morning
dress. It is a light and beautiful fabric, admirably adapted
for expansion on the most extensive Crinoline. But the

pattern of it is that which is so very pretty. It is figured
ill over with flames and little grotesque figures, constitu-

ting, in fact, a charming imitation of the vestment in which
the Spanish Inquisition used to adorn the victims about to

be sacrificed at an auto da fe. Indeed, in the vocabulary
of fashion, this elegant and ladylike garment has been
christened the

"
Samarra." The idea of it has been

suggested by the numerous cases wherein ladies have

lately been burnt alive in consequence of their delightfully
wide skirts catching fire.

A New Line of Hallway Business.

WE have it on the best authority incredible though it

may appear that there were only five Railway Accidents
on Thursday last, and not more than four of them were
fatal !

A HOOT FROM A NEW FOREST OWL.
" DBAB MR. PUNCH,"

I AM a new Forest Owl ... an old bird too old to learn
new fashions, or to take comfortably to new quarters. I was happy
in the venerable yew, which shadowed the graves over which I, and
my fore-owls have meditated through many a still warm midsummer
afternoon, and many a nipping winter's brief daylight, when shallow
mankind deemed us sleeping. They little know what thoughts occupy
us owls, at times when, to men's eyes, we seem to be blinking and
dozing, and waiting for the dark. HARVEY'S Meditations among the
Tombs used to be a favourite book when I was a fledgling. I suppose
it is gone out of fashion long ago. I had thoughts of submitting my
Meditation* among the Tombs' to HATCHARDS for publication, but I am

quite out of heart about it now. I had hoped to end my days in the
venerable family yew to close my eyes on the old grey family church
tower. But all such hopes have been suddenly knocked on the head.
The sad fact is that, even in this remote nook of England, we have had
our BRYAN KINO on a small scale. A Puseyite young man, in a
pygostole and high waistcoat, has come down upon us, with his appa-
ratus of bran new and intensely old notions on the subject of ritual
and architecture. He has made a clean sweep of the yew, and the
old church, round whose foundations its roots were twisted. I
suppose I ought to be grateful that he has left the graves."

it is not often that we owls wax poetical. We are not usually
admitted to take rank among

'

singing-birds.' But I hope you will
consider that the feeling which stimulated JUVENAL, may be allowed
to urge even au Owl into rhyme

" Facit indignatio versum."

"Don't be surprised at my quoting from a classical poet. We Owls
are well-educated birds as far as the dead languages go. There are
few of us especially of the families connected with the Church, as
mine has beea for many generations who don't know Latin. I there-
fore enclose you the first and last Rhymes of an Evicted Old Owl.

" The Goths have demolished my sacred old yew,
Have shattered the gravestone, and levelled the pew.

But their new-fangled church stranger changes environ, ]

For the preacher 's of wood and the pulpit 's of iron ;

The benches and doctrines so fearfully narrow,
That frost-bitten Christians are numbed to the marrow ;

No token of heaven appears, but its breezes,
And the sermon 's coughed down, or half stifled by sneezes ;

These censures perhaps may seem nauseous and silly, but
So are the freaks of the High Priests of Lilliput."

CONSCIENCE-MONEY" AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
Or course, nobody expects that persons who send Conscience-money

to the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER are possessed of their right

senses, and know how they ought to act : but we really think that measures

should, if possible; be taken to prevent their using signatures which

may mislead the public, as to who are the weak simpletons by whom
the money has been sent. We rarely now take up the Times without

finding in its columns some such paragraph as this, which was there

inserted on Friday, the 25th ult. :

"THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER acknowledges the receipt of bill-stamps
to the amount of 4 \s. 8t/., on account of Income-Tax from F.C.B.W. ; also of the
first half of a bank-note for 100, on account of Income-Tax, from A. S."

"
F. C. B. W." perhaps may be excused, for such a junction of

initials can scarce be very common. But how many hundreds of

"A. S." s there are extant here among us, it would puzzle the most

calculating boy of us to guess. Imagination shrinks from fancying
what numbers of innocent individuals have been tortured this last week
through the use of these initials.

If a person have a wish to play the fool in this way, for the credit of

his country let him be anonymous, and not throw out any clue whereby
he may be recognised. "A Maniac," "A Would-be Bedlamite," or
" One who should Wear a Strait-jacket," would be signatures well

suited to the act they would endorse. But to use merely initials

is surely wanton cruelty, and in justice to humanity the practice must
be stopped.

A JUVENILE PARTY. LORD PALMERSTON.
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OUR GREAT-COAT COMMITTEE DIFFEE OBSTINATELY ABOUT THE BEST FORM OF THAT GARMENT,
AND HERE'S FEBRUARY !

FROM OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR ME. PUNCH," FROM the Dramatic Dan to Beersheba it is not all barren.

Even at this present Christmas time, in spite of the terrible en-

croachments of the Transformation Scene, and the subordination of

pleasant writing, humorous invention, and good acting, to tinsel,

traps, mechanism, blue-fire, and ballet-girls, there are still theatres in

which the former elements are allowed some chance. It is not my
purpose to say anything, just now, of the Pantomimes beyond a good

word, en passant, "for the genuine old Pantomimic humours that have

been brought into play in Robinson Crusoe at the Princess's, for which

1 am truly grateful. I wish to tell you this week of the pleasure I

have received from Endymion at the St. James's.
"
After the gratification of seeing MR. ALFRED WIGAN die of poison

through two acts and if toxicology has any right to a place among the
'

iiue arts,' it must be when such an artist as MR. ALFRED WIGAN is

made the subject of its operation I was naturally in the mood to

relish an hour of graceful pleasantry, such as MR. W. BROUGH has

provided for me in his Entlymion. Now that the Greek Heroes are

dished up in nursery stories, Diana and her shepherd lover of Lalmos

have no right to be indignant at being pressed into the service of

Christmas burlesque. But apart from the question of dignity, the

Lady of the Crescent has really no good ground of complaint when she

is presented in the graceful figure of Miss HERBERT as the central

personage of a group of attendant huntresses, quite worthy to play the

part of gillies to such a mistress.

"I do not remember, after a longish experience of Christmas classi-

calities, from the good old days of the Olympic Revels downwards,
to have seen a classical subject more pleasantly treated than the loves

of Endymion and Diatia, the jealousy of Part, the distresses of Action,
and Alpheus's pursuit of Arethusa under difficulties, [are in this little

piece at the St. James's. But, besides the general merits of the piece
in the way of construction, dialogue, and acting, it exhibits one par-

ticular piece of courage which it is a special duty in your Correspondent,
above all others, to point out. Diana has absolutely had the courage
and good taste to abjure Crinoline! Yes; incredible as the assertion

may appear, it is a positive fact. Everyone who wishes to renew his

recollection of what woman is like when reduced to her natural

dimensions, to study the movements of the human form divine instead

of the undulations of a muslin bell, expanded over a steel cage. ought
to make a point of seeing Diana at the St. James's. I really don't

know where else the sight is to be enjoyed at this moment.
"
Such an apparition ought to be a death-blow to Crinoline. There

have been few more poetical pictures exhibited on any stage than that

in which the Goddess descends in her silver car to kiss the lips of the

sleeping shepherd, and that which concludes the piece, with so com-

mendable a substitution of a simple and beautiful group for those bewil-

dering accumulations of carpentry, pyrotechnics, and corpt de ballet.

which are generally considered the indispensable finale of this sort of

entertainment.
"In short, I have quite a pleasant recollection of this Enttymioii, for

the unpretentiousness, gracefulness, and good taste which have been

combined both in its planning and its production. And the sensation

is so rare with me now-a-days at Christmas, that I have thought
it worthy of this somewhat emphatic record from

"ONE WHO PATS."

UN EMBAMUS DE SUCCKS.

A CERTAIN Monarch (wasn't it PVRRHUS ?) said
"
Another such a

victory ; and I am a lost coon." We suppose, supposing an inquest

had been held on his remains, the verdict would nave unanimously

been, "DIED OF A-Taopny." (Any Subscriber objecting to this

joke may pay threepence extra to the Publisher at 85, fleet Street.)

THE CHARITI SCHOOL OF THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH.

How and where did the English monks first acquire their great

knowledge of letters ? From Reading Abbacy (reading A. B.C.) .'.'.'

WHAT PROJECT is THE EMPEROR REVOLVING? A pacific one.

doubtless, or why should he be arming all his soldiers with Revolvers ?

A GENERAL CONTRACTOR. Cold.
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THE SLANG OF THE SHOPS.

OP a truth the English language is in a terribly sad way. What wit

the fever for French phrases that rages with some writers, and th

rash of Greek and Latin that keeps breaking out in others, there wi

soon be very little of pure healthy English left : and of that little

portion will speedily be swamped in the flood of German compound
which is annually swelling here. Then besides this German Ocean, th

tide of Uindostanee is rising in this country, and threatening the "we
of English undefiled." From this source it is said that the wor
"
loot

"
is derived, and the cant term "that's the cheese," corrupte

from the Hindostanee "cheez," which means the "thing." Add t

this the coarse vulgarities that BROTHER JONATHAN has sent us, an
the eruption of slang phrases wherewith we are infected, thank

mainly to the efforts of the authors of burlesques, and it will surely b

acknowledged that the tongue of MR. BULL is in a most unhealthy
state.

Of all the evils that affect the health of his vocabulary, perhaps non
are more injurious than the slang terms used in trade

; for it is obviou

that, as we are a nation of shopkeepers, words so used must soon bf

in everybody's mouth. Whatever phrase be coined for purposes o
trade will speedily pass current in all commercial circles ; and thougl
it be as tasteless and uncouth as the bronze penny, few critics wil

care to raise their voice against it. Accustomed as we are to read o

pig-iron being "quiet," and breadstuffs being "dull," of tallow being
"linn at rather stiffer rates," or pork "moving off slowly at previou
quotations," we are tempted by mere habit to incorporate thesi

phrases among our purer English terms, and to use them in a whili

without a shudder at their viieness. Thus becomes our language mor
and more corrupted, and the work of purging it more loathsome am
appalling. Even Punch, the modern Hercules, might shrink from the
endeavour to cleanse the English tongue from the fouler than Augean
filth which has been heaped on it.

As a sample of how slang is gradually supplanting the pure English
of our Dictionaries, we submit to public notice a few extracts from a
circular by a

"
Cove," as he would doubtless call himself, who shall be

nameless, but who states that as a
"
Slap-up Tog and Out-and-Oul

Kicksies Builder," he is "well known throughout the world by
working-men :

"

" MB. NAMELESS nabs the chanco of putting his customers awake, that he has
just made his escape from India, not forgetting to clap his mawleys upon some o:

the right sort of stuff, when on his return home he was stunned to find cue of the
top Manufacturers of Manchester had cut his lucky, and stepped off to the Swan
Stream, leaving behind him a valuable stock of Moleskins, Cords, Velveteens, Box
Cloths, Plushes, Doe Skins, Pilots, &a., and having some ready in his kick grabbed
the chance stepped home with the swag and is now safely landed at his crib. He
can turn out Toggery very slap at the following low prices for Ready Gilt Tick
being No Go."

What sort of
"
working-men" are they to whom such slang as this

is commonly intelligible, we think that any ragged schoolboy would be
found able to guess. Men who work with "jemmies," and such slang-
christened implements, one might expect to talk of "mawleys," and
'stepping homeward with the swag;" but that an English tradesman
should apparently court custom from housebreakers and thieves by
putting forth a circular in their peculiar phraseology, we own we
should not have considered it in reason to suppose.

Here, however, is another sample of shop-s-lang, which tends strongly
to confirm the guess for whom it is intended :

Upper Benjamins, built on a downy plan, a monarch to half-a-finnuff. Fishing
nijf Togs, cut slap, 1 pound, 1 quarter and a peg. A Fancy Sleeve Blue

Plush or Pilot ditto, made very saucy, a couter. Pair of Bath or Worsted Cords
out to drop down on the trotters, a quid. Pair of out and out Cords, built very

i bob and a kick. Pair ot stout Broad Cords, built in the Melton
Mowl.ray style, half a sov. Pair of Moleskins, built with a double fakemeat down
the mdoi and artful buttons at bottom, half n monarch.
Mud pipes, knee caps, and trotter cases built very low.

N.B. Gentlemen finding their owu Broady can be accommodated.

The "Artful Dodger" and his pals may find this comprehensible;
aut readers who have had a merely common education would be
puzzled to translate it into ordinary English. Far be it from us to
lint that Ma. NAMELESS chiefly deals with pickpockets and house-
ireakers, and therefore suits his language to the customers he seeks
)iit really such a thought would fairly be excusable, for on no other
grounds can we explain the fact of his writing in Thieves' Latin while
his business is in London, and might surely be transacted in the
language of the land.

"0, &c., my Uncle! "

THE Irish have blundered to the last about Italy. They begged to
ive LAMOKKM.RE a Sword of Honour. He writes to them, sayinggive .

.
,

truthfully enough, that he has won no honour in Italy, and therefore
the Sword would be a Bull. But though the weapon is not to go to
Home, funds must be raised to pay the maker, and the Sword is very
likely to be sent into Lombardy, which is near enough for Irish
topography.

THE SYMPATHETIC SLAVE-OWNERS.

(As Sartff by the Pope in Secret Consistory.)

VENERABLE Brothers, we should sympathise with others,We have fellows in misfortune o'er the broad Atlantic waves,
Though they 're not in our communion, for the South States of the Union
Are suffering impairment of their property in slaves,

llighfs of Nature not a word of ! An atrocity unheard of
Is all subjects' self-assertion against constituted powers,

No matter what the case is, and whatever are the races,
And whether those enslaved are the Americans' or ours.

The offence is most prodigious, to be sure, when irreligious,
Like the horrible rebellion which assails this Holy See,

Adding sacrilege to treason, as is manifest to reason,
Well aware that Lord Lieutenant of all Christendom are We.

The detestable opinion that our temporal dominion
Stands not on right divine, we altogether do condemn.

It was settled on St. Peter and on Us that in his seat are,
Which if any shall gainsay, a curse on him or her or then).

With heresy infected are the States that hold subjected
Four million human beings, it is lamentably true,

But they keep them in subjection by such laudable correction,
That we hope they may exchange their false persuasion for the true.

Oh the salutary rigours which they practise on their niggers,Whom by wholesome flagellation to their work the planters drive.
And with zealous fury storming, mobs, an act of faith performing,

Often give their slaves a warming, roasting wicked ones alive.

We pronounce our condemnation on the monstrous innovation
Of wretches whose audacity to such a pitch has grown,

That, the Rulers' right denying without fear of endless frying'
They maintain the souls and bodies of our slaves are not our own.

Oh, nefarious proposition ! May their doom be swift perdition !

May they suffer every kind of ail, calamity, and ill :

Whilst they wait their final sentence, in default of their repentance,Who hold We may not wollop Our own niggers when we will !

BULL'S-EYE BRACELETS.
As any novelty in finery is pretty certain to attract the eyes of ther

air sex, who even at church can hardly keep their looks off a new
>onnet, we take it quite for granted t hat every lady who reads this is aware
hat a new bracelet has been lately introduced, which combines cheapness
with elegance in a remarkable degree. It consists simply of rifle-caps,
lischarged and then electro-gilt ; and is in reality a vastly pretty orna-
ient, with the additional advantage of being very cheap. So being,
t deserves to be held in high esteem, perhaps higher than its value
may intrinsically justify. To add therefore to its worth, we would
uggest that every cap whereof each bracelet is composed should be
cap whereby a bullet has been fired into the bull's-eye, the value of
ourse varying according to the ranse at which the shot has been dis-

harged. Thus ladies might do much to assist the rifle movement,
lore even than by giving balls and bugles to those moving in it, were
liey to stimulate the taste for practice at the butts by requiring bull's-

ye bracelets of their husbands or their lovers, or whomever else they
hanced to hold in their control. Were ANGELINA to tell EDWIN that
e must not dare to hope for the honour of her hand, until he clasped
er arm with a bracelet made of caps whose shots had struck the bull's-

ye, a powerful incentive would be given to his shooting, and his skill
n marksmanship would certainly improve. The requirement might
ary according to caprice, and a lady of unusually cruel disposition or
7)10 was unnaturally careless about marriage, might insist upon the
ull's-eyes being scored at no less distance than a thousand yards, or
n even greater range might in some instances be named. Of course
rccautions would be taken to have the caps all certified as being bull's-

ye caps, and a stamp should be affixed by the captain of the corps, as

warranty that there was no deception in the matter, and that EDWIN
as as good a marksman as they showed. This indeed seems needful,
ot merely because men have been "deceivers ever;" and, as they hold
11 fair in love, there is no saying of what foul tricks they might possibly
e capable ; but also because, judging from our own private experience,
r experience as a private, there are many marksmen among our Volun-
eers who practise with the long bow quite as often as with the rifle,
nd are somewhat apt to go to most extraordinary lengths when
escribing the long ranges at which they tell you they have shot.

JOB TEA-PARTIES.

WHICH History of England is the greatest favourite with Procras-
nators, ladies ? LORD MACAULAY'S, because it begins

"
I purpose."
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A CONTENTED MIND.

VENERABLE OLD PAUPER. " Work 'ard, and Save up your Money for a Rainy Day t

Why, if I hadn't been a Cartful, Induslr'ous Youny Han I should a teen in Che

Workus long before note I
"

THE AMERICAN MARKET.
( Tht Lout Tun of Hit Atlantic TtUgrapk.)

COWHIDES were a little heavy, but in good steady demand.
Holders very linn. The exchange by no means 80 striking
as it has been known to be, and receivers to a large extent
were complaining. Backers very scarce, and extremely
cautious. Down South, however, cowhides were falling in
nil directions.

HOWIE-KNIVES were not to be had for love or money.
The last one was swopped to a Negro-merchant from
South Carolina, for a meerschaum pipe, a corkscrew, a
silver quid-case, half a pig, a pair of braces, an ounce of

gold-dust, a box of paper collars, two dozen of Kjc-
Oprners, and Gfty-two Peunsylvanian Shin-plasters.

Ksi i KI.K-DUSTEHS remain on hand very firmly, though
a large order for the Senate at Washington has given them
a somewhat forward tendency that may have the favourable
effect of making them hit the fancy of the American
public a little more kindly than they have hitherto done.
The Rowdies and Negro-owners seem to tight rather shy
of these knuckle-dusters, though it was expected at first

that they would inevitably carry everything before them.
Their effect is undoubted, as all unbiassed persons are
unanimous in testifying who have had an opportunity of

feeling the weight of them.
REVOLVERS go off very briskly. All the reports are

loud in favour of COLT'S. Every one of the Southern
Members has had a handsome brace of revolvers presented
to him by his constituents. On a silver plate there is this

touching inscription :

"
To be discharged on the smallett

utpicion." The number of barrels vary from the days of
the week up to nearly the days of the month. The object,
as with GUY FABX in the cellars under Parliament, seems
to be to cram in as many barrels as possible. We saw a
beautiful specimen in VV all Street, the other day, that con-
tained not less than twenty-four separate chambers. It
was a perfect gem in the tubular way, and the mere look
of the thing gave one quite a strong inclination for a row.

just to try the effect of it. With its potent aid, a child

might easily kill his man a second. It is quite impossible
to say where Civilisation will stop !

" A LEGAL TENDBB." A decided contradiction of terms ;

for we must say, that wit hin our experience we never jet
knew anythkg "legal" that ever was "tender."

AT BREAKFAST.

Q. WHAT is the Schleswig-Holstein question, Papa ?

A. Well, my dear boy, I am pleased to see that you have an
inquiring mind, and take notice of what is said in your presence, and I

will endeavour 19 make you understand. Schleswig-Holstein is in

Denmark, that is, it is not exactly in Denmark, at least Schleswig
may be called so, but not Holstein, no, it is Holstein that may be
considered Danish, or, if you like a long word better, Scandinavian.
Let me see, what did I say, yes, Holstein is the German division
of the territory, and Schleswig is an ancient fief (you know what a
fief is) of the Crown, and was ceded in 1816

;
that is to say, Holstein was

ceded, not Schleswig, Holstein having been an ancient fief of Germany,
and therefore you see Prussia takes an interest in the question, as part
of the German Confederation ; but LORD JOHN RUSSELL is only in
the matter as a mutual friend, and he thinks that the proposals of
Prussia no, 1 mean Denmark, yes, of course Denmark, that concessions
shall be made to Holstein no, Holstein does not want concessions,
but a veto (that is Latin for, 1 forbid) upon taxation and other things,
and Schleswig to be allowed to speak German well, LORD JOHN
thinks this fair, but the Prussian minister does not think that Prussia

at least Denmark, has any right to impose conditions of this sort,
because there was a promise of a Constitution to Schleswig or Hol-
stein, I forget which, but the principle is the same, and there are some
other points mixed up with it which you might not be able to under-
stand so easily as the simple outline of the case which I have given
you. Pass niy cup to your Mamma.

ROMILLY AND THE BIGOTS.

EXETER Hall hath prevailed, it seems, and hath compelled MR.
TURN BULL, of the Record Office (we mean the National Record Office,
not that of the offensive newspaper) to resign. He is driven out

|

because he is a Catholic, and the Exeter Hall Protestants entertain
some extraordinary conviction tint he might do something dreadful
with the records of the realm. What this could be Mr. Punch is still

! as much at a loss to comprehend as be was when the agitation against

j

MR. TURN HULL first excited Mr. Punch'i ridicule. But when old

I
women are once terrified, no argument will persuade them that a stick

is not a gun, or that a gun cannot load and fire itself. The Exeter
Hall old women have gone on howling until it was impossible for MR.
TURNBULL to retain his place. He goes, but not for a dozen such
victories would Mr. Punch have been one of

"
the body of so-called

Christians," whom SIR JOHN ROM ILLY, Master of the Rolls, indig-

nantly rebukes for this act of "persecution." To be branded by a

ROMILLY is not a fate to be desired by any good man, and MR. TURN-
BULL is amply avenged. The sooner the lying pretence of

"
brotherly

love
"

is taken down from the front, of Exeter Hall the better. Dtk
PHILADELFILEIOS, and lege FuLL-oF-DcLL-FoLLY.

The Wrong Man for the Work.

A WOHK is announced by DR. TICK, called,
"
Memory, and How to

Aid it." The name is a bad one for a lecturer on Mnemonics' for, so
far as we have seen, those who have had most to do. with TICK are

decidedly the people of shortest memory.

VOL. XL.

Court Circular.

THE Dramatic Authors, whose works have contributed so much to

the success of the Windsor Performances during the hist three years,

were entertained by PRINCE ALBERT in St. George's Hall on Thursday,
and treated to

"
cold shoulder."

A THOUGHT POR TEARS !

INNOCENCE is like an umbrella when once we have lost it, we
must never hope to see it back again !

THE NEW STAPLE OF THE SOUTHERN STATES. Gun Cotton.
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THE GHOST OF A GUY.
ERUSING the penulti-

mate number of the

Spiritual Magazine,
we found a remark-

able ghost-story. It is

related by a corre-

spondent naming her-

self SAFAH WELTON,
at second hand, from
the memoranda of

"
a

friend J. D , who has

been for several years
a writing medium."
Under such circum-

stances of course we
are expected to be-

lieve it.

MR. J. D. told his

friend SARAH WEL-
TON that the best

time for his hand

being used as a me-
dium is in the morn-

ing on waking. Spi-

rits do not eat chest-

nuts, or one would
have imagined that

their best time for

using his hand was in the evening after dinner, when he happened to

have some roasting in the grate. Oil May 15, 1859, as J. D. was
f
lying

awake, after the spirits had written several sentences of "what

appeared incoherency," and probably was not very intelligible, through
his hand, presently he felt a new sensation in his arm, and held out his

hand to i>e used again ; whereupon came the following communication
" What was written was by several spirits."

" Do not mix your spirits, if you can help it," was the moral appa-

rently meant to be conveyed. "Otherwise the result will be inco-

herency." So it would seem. J. D. proceeds
" At the same moment there appeared to me a figure, small, as if in perspective,

of a man of above middle age, in ordinary garb, but dusty and faded ; his hat Looked
ovt of shape and as if unbrtuhed for years, his boots rusty brown, down at heel and
turned up at the toes ; one hand was carelessly stuck in bis pocket, and with the
other he held a bulky umbrella, the riot of which, were kept together by a ring, aj'ter the

fashion offorty years ago. I saw this figure with such minuteness, that I observed
his frout teeth to be wanting as he spoke the above words which were not, how-
ever audible, but expressed telegraphically through my right forefinger on to my left
hand. In this way I received answers, from this apparent person, to questions."

The italics are our own
; meant only to indicate the points of the

narrative likely to interest the public. It is not often that you get a
comic ghost-story. A spirit certainly must be an odd immortal to

appear in a shocking bad hat, a Gamp umbrella, and seedy boots.
* Who's your hatter f

"
is the question which one would be naturally

disposed to put to such a spirit. The only motive for the appearance
of this spiritual ragamuffin seems to have been the desire to show him-
self a strange one considering the figure he cut. Telegraphically,
through J. D.'s right forefinger on to his left hand, whatever that

means, this slovenly ghost returned the subjoined answers to that
eentleman's inquiries. The manifestations are those of cool indifference.

"
'Well, have you anything to aayt' 'Nothing particularly,

1 was the answer
expressed and communicated, as just mentioned.

' ' What brings you, then ?' 'We come about you mediums so as to get to know
what is going on in the old world.*

" ' Did you know me ?
' ' No.'

" '
I don't remember you ; were you a Londoner ?

' ' No : I belonged to one of
the Northern Counties.'

" ' When did you leave here ?
' ' About 1830.'

" '

Well, but what do you want with that umbrella f' 1

Oh, I used always to
carry it : it was a habit.'

" ' But don't you cast aside a useless habit like that ; it must be troublesome
now ?

' ' No ; it seems natural. The things we wear according to our taste are as
much parts ol ourselves as our bodies ; old tastes and habits leave us as we get new
thoughts. At present I feel comfortable in my old.'

"

It thus appears that this ghost was clothed by his 'own thoughts.
There is many a sloven in this world who would be a dandy if he had
as cheap a tailor. But this ghost was peculiarly heedless of personal
appearance. He might no doubt have been his own dentist as easily
as his own tailor, and yet he chose to appear without his front teeth.

They might not have been useful to a ghost, but they would have been
ornamental. The dialogue thus concludes :

" 'How do you occupy yourself?' 'I go about looking at things, and making
observarions,'

' '

\VIi.-it. alone?' 'I don't caro for company.'
' '

I have been told that spirit* have guides who look after them, and seek to
elevate them?' 'Yes, and they come and talk to me sometimes ; but they say
things that I don't agree with.'

" To the next question I put, I received no answer : the figure disappeared, and
the writing ceased."

The things which the guardian spirits said to this unsocial ghost, and
which he did not agree with, were probably observations on the sub-

ject of personal appearance. Everyone, however, to his taste. If

ghosts appear at all, they probably would appear in some attire. This
one carried a Gamp umbrella. It was his habit. Well, certainly, this

reminds us of
' ' My father in his habit as he lived."

Why shouldn't a ghost carry an umbrella as well as a truncheon;
why not wear shabby clothes as well as complete mail, if the shabby
clothes were his favourite habit? .These questions are certainly un-
answerable ; but, before attempting to answer them, most people would
like to be perfectly sure that J. I)., when he heard through his left

hand, did not see behind his closed eyelids, if not with his eye and his

elbow over the left.

GREATNESS SINGING SMALL.

IT is not often that we find so delicious an example of the
"
pride

that apes humility," as was the other day afforded by the Mayor and

Corporation of the town of Cambridge, before the ceremony of matri-

culation of the PRIMCE or WALES. The Vice-Chancellor, attended,
we are told,

"
by the Esquire Bedells

"
(Beadledom should know that

there are beadles who are Squires), and
"
accompanied by the heads of

Colleges and Proctors," (whose bodies, we may hope, were also in

attendance) having first had the honour of introduction to the PRINCE,
the Times informs us that the Mayor, with the Town Clerk at his heels,
and followed by a part of the borough Corporation, was admitted to

the presence, and presented an Address, whereof to serve by way of

mode), we copy the first paragraph :

"To His ROYAL HIGHNESS AI.BKRT PRINCE OF WALES.
"
May it please your Koyal Highness, We, HSR MAJESTY'S loyal and faithful

subjects, the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough of Cambridge, hum-
bly crave leave to be permitted to offer to your Royal Highness our congratulation
upon your admission as a member of the University of Cambridge."

The notion of a Mayor
"
humbly craving leave to be permitted

"
to

congratulate, presents a more astounding picture of humility than we
should have thought it possible for fiction to invent. It will be
noticed that the Mayor does not venture to crave leave directly to con-

gratulate. All he dares aspire to is
"
humbly to crave leave for per-

mission
"

so to do
; the roundabout phrase symbolising, as it seems to

us, that he wished to make an extra deep obeisance to the PKINCE,
and if need be was prepared to bob his head down to the dust. Yet
with all this aped humility we doubt not had the Mayor been let to

make a speech he would have called that present moment the proudest
of his life, and we wager that before he stepped into the presence he
stalked along the streets with somewhat in addition to his ordinary
strut. Who with the magnificent Mayoral robes around him, and
entrusted with the mission of presenting an address in person to a

Prince, could feel otherwise than proud of the position which he occu-

pied, having the knowledge of how much he would be talked of in the

town, and envied by at any rate all the ladies in it ? And why could
not the Mayor have said as much in his Address, and adopted the

"large utterance of the early Mayors," instead of cringing before

royalty and humbly craving leave for permission to congratulate ?

There was nothing mean or sneaking in what he craved to do. A man
is hardly less a man for being made a Mayor ; and surely might still

speak in a proper manly manner. Presenting an address is a respect-
ful act, and as honourable and lawful as it is respectful. Why then
should not our Mayors (whose language is in general akin to that of

Cambridge) adopt a different form of phrase for saying how-de-do to

royalty, than that which has by custom, but not by sense, been sanc-

tioned?
"
May it please your Royal Highness, we are proud to see

you," or
" We congratulate ourselves ou being able to congratulate

you," would be phrases far more fitting, because far nearer to the

truth, than any fawning flunkeyism or absurd circumlocution like

"humbly craving leave for permission to congratulate."

A Beggarly Empire.

Ij Austria ever studied finance in any particular school, we should

say it must have been the Ragged School ;
for not only is she pauper-

ised, and beggared almost to her last kreutzer, but her very bank-notes

are, what a cook would call,
"
done to rags."

ITALIAN WITHOUT A MASTER.

Inquiring Yovth. Is Gaiita a prison or a fortress ?

Satirical Youth. Not knowing, can't tell
;

but considering it has
been the residence so long of FRANCIS, we should say that Gaiita was
the "choice Italian" for Newgate.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ON Monday last, being the day before that appointed for the Meeting
of Parliament. Mr. Punch, who had just returned from an interview
with his Royal Mistress, was informed by one of his trembling i

that a Deputation humbly solicited the honour of admission to his

Presence.
" A Deputation of what ?

" demanded Mr. Pvnch, in his usual mild and
affable manner.

"
There are Ministers, and Members of Parliament, and all that sort,"

responded the vassal, apologetically.
'

1 am not fond of receiving the lower orders in my sanctum, as you
know," returned his master.

"
They make it smell of wood-violets,

and millefleurs, and Bouquet de Bunkum, and destroy the peifuuie of

my cigars. However, let them in."

Introduced by the PREMIER, there entered respectfully, and indeed
almost awe-stricken, LOKD JOHN RUSSELL. MR. GLADSTONE, SIR G. C.

LEWIS, the DCKE OF NEWCASTLE, LOUD DERBY, MR. DISRAELI, SIR
JOHN PAKINGTON, LORD HERBERT or LEA, SIB. CHARLES WOOD,
MR. ROEBCCK, MR. BRIGHT, MR. MILKER GIBSON, LORD CAMPBELL,
THE O'HAGAN, the DUKE OF ARGYLL, MR. HENLEY, MR. WALPOLE,
MR. COWPER, LORD CARLISLE, COLONEL NORTH, MR. EDWIN JAMES,
BARON ROTHSCHILD, SIR BULWER LITTON, MR. EWART, MR. GILPIN,
ever so many Bishops, and about fifty more of the celebrities or noto-
rieties of the two Houses.

" Now then, what 's up ?
" demanded Mr. Punch.

"
Don't all speak

at once," added the right honourable gentleman, lighting a weed."
The fact is, Mr. Punch," said LORD PALMEBSTON, "some of the

i * * *
i ....

' But not verbosely, 1 tiust," said Mr. Punch.
" Go "it."

"
I am not in it, mind," said PAM, "but I am asked to introduce

the others."
"
Several of us are not in it," cried divers voices.

"Settle it among yourselves, gentlemen," said Mr. Punch, "and
when you are quite ready, fire away. I shan't offer you Seats, because,
ha ! ha ! ha ! you have all seats of your own."
When the convulsions of laughter which of course rewarded this

epigram had subsided,
LORD PALMEBSTON said. "The fact is, my dear Mr. Punch, they

want you not to publish your world-famous Essence of Parliament
this session."

"
By Jove !

"
was all that Mr. Punch permitted to escape him, but

the^fire
in his eye would have eclipsed a raging volcano."

1 told Vm that it was rather carrying assurance to the point of

impudence," continued the PREMIER, "to come and ask you such a
thing; but knowing you to be a good-natured party, 1 said that theymum rely on a civil hearing.""

Let them speak," growled Mr. Punch."
It appears to me, my dear Mr. Punch," said MR. GLADSTONE,"

that there are three ways open to me "
" One is the door, one is the window, and one is up the chimney,"

returned Mr. Punch, furiously.
"
Perhaps you 'd better take the last,

as most likely to soot you."
The shout that followed this sally alarmed the guards on duty at

Buckingham Palace."
Don't begin prosing," said Mr. Punch, appeased by this demonstra-

tion.
"

Tell me in a few words what it is you all object to."

"Why," said the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, "in the first

place
"

Ha! would you,'' said Mr. Punc/i, menacingly.
But I have two complaints," pleaded MR. GLADSTONE." What are they corns and the toothache ? "demanded the Inex-

orable. "Take COCKLE'S Pills, I'm told they cure both, and hanjs
and smoky chimneys iuto the bargain."

Another burst of laughter that set St. Bride's bells jangling, and
brought down eight pigeons from the upper sky."

l.i>Kji, Mr. Punch," said MR. DISRAELI. "I am diametrically
opposed to the prayer of your petitioners, and therefore I can state it

with more candour than if it. were my own. They say that you spoil
all their oratory by your merciless succinctness, that nobody reads any
reports but yours, and that the label which you stick upon a speaker
whom you don't like clings like the shirt of Nessus, and burns like
the circlet of fire placed by Orcus, in the Epicurean, upon the brow of
the priestess."

"Walker, DIZZY !

"
said Mr. Punch.

"
Half of 'em never heard of

Nessus or Orcus either. Favour me by drawing it niiU.""
Well, I have put it elegantly for them," said MR. DISRAELI , "but

in the language of the vulgar, the way you show up a Parliament man
makes his life not worth having."

' Was I ever unkind to you?" demanded Mr. Punch."
Never," said MR, DISRAELI, impetuously, "and 1 am your debtor

forever
for the way you preserve my Attic salt."" Do I ever do injustice to any of you? If a man has got anything

sensible
to say and says his say sensibly, do I ever fail to recognise the

"
But we can't all be sensible," cried several voices."
Then, don't be sensitive," returned Mr. Punch, with the prompt-

ness of lightning.
"
I comprehend you all, my bloaters. It does not

suit your books to be set down in mine for what you are."" We must live," said a chorus of voices."
Je ne voit pas la ntctstite"" returned Mr. Punch."
Mr. Punch," said LORD DERBY, "you and 1 do not always think

alike-
"

"
That is because you sometimes think wrongly, my dear Lord.""
Soil," said the Earl, laughing.

" But I do not join in this petition.
For myself, for my friend DISRAELI, and I believe I may say for
PALM ERSTON, and any others (if there are any) who are really Out-and-
Outers, 1 am proud to state that I consider your Essence of Parliament
the noblest invention of modern times. With the interest of a novel
and the sparkle of a comedy, it combines the fidelity of a daguerreotype,
and the permanence of a diamond, to which I may add that its impar-
tiality is equalled but by its lucidity, and if its elegance can be paral-
leled it is only by its indispensability. This is an inadequate
tribute

"
"

It is," said Mr. Punch. "
but it approximates to Veracity. And

this is the Institution which you would abolish ?
"

"
Only the Pumps among us," exclaimed the PREMIER, MR. DIS-

RAELI, LORD DERBY, and a few more." Ha !

"
said Mr. Punch, rising, while the assembly trembled,

" And the panic* amid hii speech
Were as awful as the sound."

"I continue," said Mr. Punch, "to receive from thousands of cor-

respondents (and some of them don't pay the postage, and be hanged
to them ! ) the most solemn and earnest assurances that the Essence of
Parliament is the Palladium of English liberties, and the air that
Britons breathe, that its unsparing revelations of the proceedings in

your Houses save the Constitution about eleven times a week, and
that if I should at any time discontinue it, the QUEEN'S subjects would
lose not only the most important element in their happiness, but, the
foundation of their confidence in existing institutions. While lam
watching, all is well. If I close my eye, my eje !

"

Subdued murmurs, and some sobbings were heard, and then Mr.
Punch resumed, in a mild but firm tone,"

Next week, being that following the meeting of Parliament, the
ESSENCE will be resumed. All I shall add is, Look out and get out."
The Deputation was about to withdraw with some precipitation,

when Mr. Punch said
"
Nay, be good boys, and you have nothing to fear. A bridle for

the horse, a whip for the ass, and a rod for the fool's back. Them's
my sentiments, and now all of j ou stop and liquor."

All powerful indeed is eloquence. Every man present instantly burst
into a rapturous cheer for the new instalment of

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

The Severity of the Late Weather.

Lady. Yes, HERR VOGELATJGEN, I must tell you that we were very
nlucky during the late frost. Every one of our pipes burst.
German bailor (astoniihed). Indeed, Madame ! 1 did not have one.

lady. You were fortunate. Pray what did you do to prevent it ?

German I'isitor (with the greatest innocence). Madame, I did smoke
tlicm.

PAID BACK. IN ITS OWN COIN.

WE trust, if Venice is ever sold, that the purchase-money will be
made in nothing but Austrian bank-notes. Austria will then be able
to tell us how she likes that particular form of currency.
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EFFECT OF THE WEATHER ON A SENSITIVE PLANT.

YOUNG NlMBOD, AS HE APPEARED BEFORE THE FROST PERFECTLY DISENGAGED !

VERY UNFAIR
FROM

JOHN BRIGHT.

JOHN BRIGHT in the
course of his Birming-
ham oration the other

day, said he hoped
LORD OVERSTONE'S
speech to the North-

amptonshire Volun-
teers was better re-

lished than the dinner

his Lordship gave them
in London, after the

Volunteer Review. We
did hear of some ill-con-

ditioned officers of the

corps, after that dinner,

sending his Lordship
3*. Grf. in postage
stamps, as the outside

price of a feed so re-

markably bad, that it

seemed only fair to

trea the meal as an or-

dinary one in the worst

sense of the word. But
this must have been
an entire mistake on
the part of the North-

amptonshire' Volun-
teers.

If LORD OVERSTONE
did give them a so-so

dinner, depend upon
it, it was that he might

A>^ ^ -lr-C>O^K NJX>s c-OO^^e-*^-

YOUNG DITTO, AFTER FOUR WEEKS' FBOST IN- A COUNTRY HOUSE MOST PARTICULARLY
ENGAGED !

stamp the entertain-

ment with an essen-

tially soldierly charac-

ter. How could he do
this so effectually as

by making a mess of

itP

A Voyage into the

Interior.

AMONGST the new
Railway projects, it

seems there is to be a

tubular underground
from Regent's Circus

to the Bank. What
the length of this new
line is to be, we don't

know, and we have our

fears whether it, will be

a very straight line
;
for

doesn't it strike the

traveller as a very cir-

cuitous route going to

the City from Regent's
Circus through Hol-

low(-w)ay ?

BETTER THAN NEW.
Why ought every

decent man at once to

come out of South Ca-
rolina? Because he

ought to be ashamed to

be seen in a Revolting
State.
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BRITANNIA ABOUT TO TAKE HER
"
CONSTITUTIONAL"

BRIT.
" HAS A TENDENCY TO ' STORMY !

' "

PAM. "OH! NEVER MIND, MA'RM, I AM QUITE PREPARED FOR A CHANGE OF WEATHER!"
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THE KING AND MANY FRIENDS;

OR, THK NfNCIO NOBBLED.

3 Jltapoluan (CommtSia Dtll' 3rtt.

ACT I.

SCENE A Bomb-proof room in the Palace at Gaeta. Bombardment

heard without. BOMBALINO discovered.

Bombalino. San Gennaro! There's another salvo from those excom-

municated batteries of the left attack ! I hope this chamber is really

bomb-proof. 1 turned CASELLA out of it yesterday, so I have little

doubt it is the safest place in the fortress. (Bombardment redoubles.)

Holy San Francesco padrone mio what i to become of us !

Eater CASELLA, a good deal dilapidated, and decidedly dirty.

Caiella. May it please your Majesty
Bombalino. It does not please my Majesty. Your shirt, birbone

Casella. Maesta, it is the cleanest I have. A general scantiness of

linen prevails in the fortress. Soap is not to be procured, and the

drying grounds are under the fire of the enemy. Coia vuole!

[Shrugs his shoulders and spreads his hands.

Bombalino (grumbling). Basta! Speak, idiot!

Casella. The diplomatic representatives of your Majesty's royal

allies

Bombalino (between his teeth). Brigante .' Precious allies !

Casella. Who have held anxious counsel on your Majesty's present

position, have come to a determination.

Bombalino. At last ! What is it P

Casella. They ask an audience in order to convey it to your Majesty

by their doyen, the Nuncio of his Holiness.

Bomhalino. Admit them !

Enter the RUSSIAN MINISTER, the CHARGE D'AFFAIRES OF PRUSSIA,
the SPANISH MINISTER, the BAVARIAN MINISTER, the AUSTRIAN

MINISTER, the SAXON MINISTER, and the PORTUGUESE CHARGE
D'AFFAIRES, headed by the Papal Nuncio. They bov> profoundly.

Nuncio. May it please your Majesty As the Representatives of the

Catholic European Powers devoted to your Majesty, and to the cause

of Royalty and Religion so nobly incarnated in your Majesty's illus-

trious person here present in proof of the profound sympathy and

active friendship of our respective Courts and Governments- (BoMBA-
LINO winks gloomily at CASELLA) we have witnessed with intense

admiration the magnanimous devotion with which your Majesty has

borne the hardships and dangers of a siege, unexampled in the history
of sieges, for the heroism of the assailed, and the abominable treachery
of the sacrilegious assailants. The hearts of our respective Sovereigns
bleed for your Majesty

[The Corps Diplomatique apply their pocket handkerchiefs to tKeir

eyes and noses.

Bombalino (aside to CASELLA, sotto voce). It 's more than their

pockets do.

Nuncio. And their Royal sympathy is poured forth without stint tc

support you in this hour of trial till now so bravely borne. They feel

that the cause of the Altar and the Crown is confided.tq your hands, and

they are satisfied that you will uphold it, at every sacrifice of men, ol

money, of life, if need be. Go on, Sire, in your heroic course, supported

by the consciousness of a sublime enterprise, the blessing of the Holy
Fat her, and the prayers of the faithful all over Christendom.

Bombalino (still, sotto voce). And their pence F Corpo di Bacco !

Nuncio. We have maturely considered the question referred to us by
your Majestj- of the course to be taken in the presence of the con-

tinually increasing force of sacrilegious assailants, the diabolical accu-

racy of their fire, I he impediment to the passage of supplies and rein-

forcements by sea interposed by that
fleet,

the greater part of which

they have feloniously stolen from your Majesty. We are unanimously
of opinion that resistance is hopeless, that the capture of the fortress

by the excommunicated enemies of the Church, Ihp fiendish brood ol

the Revolution, within a few days or weeks, is certain that what their

fire cannot accomplish, famine will speedily and surely complete. We are

therefore unanimously of opinion that your Majesty should carry out

to the last his example of heroic devotedness to the great cause of the

Altar and the Throne ;
that he should remain where ne is, to resist til

the last biscuit is eaten and the last cartridge expended ; and that he
should then fall a martyr on the breach, by which the excommunicatec
rebels enter tbe fortress as conquerors, but only over the body of your

Majesty. (Prolonged sensation among the Corps Diplomatique. Bon
BALING does not seem to see it.) Such, it appears to us, is the duty
clearly marked out for your Majesty by circumstances, by that Roya
dignity which your Majesty has so nobly vindicated, and that Faith in

Holy Church, of wlncli your Majesty is the chief defender and mosi

devoted son. With the blessing of that Church, 1 humbly take my

eave of your Majesty, and with my colleagues hasten to Terracina

here to report to our respective Governments your Majesty's sublime

esolution, to claim for it the admiration of our Sovereigns, and to

invoke for your Majesty the prayers of the Faithful all over the world.

[Kneels.

[The Corps Diplomatique tfina themselvtt at the feet of BOKBALIHO,
mufh afflicted.

" Us Adieuxde Oaeta "Tableau adaptedfrom
GtiM'famous / Pontainebleau.

itino (asidt). ]H .;.\\ 1 am not quite such a fool as

that, neither ! [Act Drop.

ACT II.

SCBNI Cabin aboard the sttamtr. The steam is heard getting up. Bom-

bardment at a distance. Tke Corps Diphmatique of tke preceding

Act discovered grouped ititli the NUNCIO.

Russian Minister. Batush/ca Monsignore do tell this hound of a

aptain to weigh anchor !

Prussian Charge d'affaires. I am by no means certain that we are

out of range here.

Saxon Minister. \ told my wife I should be back to-night.
Bavarian Minister. To-night, topptrmtnt ! I hope BO. I have not

even brought a carpet-bag.
Nuncio. Adagio, adagio, tori mitt ! I will speak to the Captain !

Quesio povero FKANCEICIIINO!
Russian Minister. A noble rxtmple to his Order !

Prussian Charge d'Affaire*. A most love-and-honour-worthy young
man !

Saxon Minister. It is a comfort to think we have done our duty in

advising him to resist to the last.

Chorus of Diplomatists. To the last !

Enter the CAPTAIN.

Nuncio. Corpo di Bacco, Capitano. are we never to start ?

Captain. I regret to detain your Excellencies. But this paper
[Oives paper to NuKCIO.

Nuncio (looking at 'the address). A Circular from his Majesty. To
their Excellencies, &c. &c. Signori

All. Read! Read;!
Nuncio (reads).

"
Having in compliance with the resolution just

now magnanimously arrived at by the friendship and enlightened
wisdom of your Excellencies determined to resist to the last, and if

need be, to be buried beneath the ruins of the fortress, I feel that the
best way to insure the carrying out of this determination with dignity
and resolution, is to invoke the support and countenance of your
Excellencies, at the moment of its execution. Strong as I feel already
in my own good cause, and in the sympathy of my brother Sovereigns,
1 shall feel doubly strong with your Excellencies to lean upon, and I

therefore, in the name of that cause which we all support, and that

friendship of which you are the eloquent and truthful organs, beg you
to come back and stay with me at Gacta, as long as our resistance lasts.

and at its close to testify to your Sovereigns, as eye-witnesses, that 1
carried out the counsels so kindly and freely given by your Excel-
lencies. (Signed) FRANCESCO SBCOKDO."

The Nuncio (drawing a long breath). Per Dio t

[The Corps Diplomatique exchange blank looks.

The Captain. The boats are alongside to convey your Excellencies to

the landing-place.
Nuncio (helplessly looking round). Ma carimiei!
Russian Minister. Go, Monsignore, by all means. As the represen-

tative of a great power, it is clear that / cannot take up my residence
in a second-rate fortress like Gaeta. The dignity of my imperial master
forbids me from taking a step which in itself would be so agreeable to

my feelings.
Prussian Chargf fAffaires (to Nuncio). Tell the King, Monsignore,

that were I Minister, I should not lose a moment in flying to the side

of his Majesty. But 1 am only a Secretary of Legation, and besides, I

have no instructions .

Several Ministers (in chorus). Nor I ! Nor I ! Nor I !

Bavarian Minister. Pott-tausend ! I have left my carpet-bag !

Saxon Minister. Verfluchter ! And 1 have left my wife !

All (to NUNCIO). Fly, Monsignore ! Comfort his Majesty. Say our
hearts are with him, but that for the reasons given our presence is

imperatively required elsewhere !

Captain. To the Boat, Monsignore !

The Corps Diplomatique generally. Let us assist your Excellency to

the gangway.
Nuncio (helplessly, as he is bundled (f). Oi me .' Pooero me ma

Signori.' Per amor di Dio f [Tableau Curtain.

Give a Dog a Bad Name, &c.

TUB United Secession States will shortly want a name. Mr. Pmci
suggests SLAVEOW.NIA.
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FOOD AND FEATURES.
E find the following sugges-
tive passage in a new book
on dietetics, entitled. The

Gastric Regions and Vic-

tualliny Department, by "An
Old Militia Surgeon":
" It has been said that per-

poual beauty depends in a great
degree upon eating aud drinking ;

and that the ugliness of the C'al-

mucks is owing to their feasting

upon raw flesh. It has also been
surmised that the inverted fea-

ture so remarkable among Irish-

men is mainly to be attributed
to their fondness for potatoes.
This subject deserves further in-

vestigation ; aud we may look
forward to the time when, by a

judicious dieting, we may always
secure a never-failing supply of
haudsome women aud good-
looking well-developed men to

match them."

The surmise that pota-

toes, as an article of food,
could have any particular
effect upon the nose appears
not to rest upon any very
solid foundation. At any
rate one would not naturally

expect that potatoes would
produce turn-up noses. We should as soon imagine that carrotty hair would be

acquired by eating cabbage.
A vegetable countenance certainly may be obtained by drinking, for it is noto-

rious that sufficient perseverance in brandy-and-water will develope grog-blossoms
on the end of the nose. Young ladies disposed to cultivate roses on their cheeks

will find a diet consisting principally of plain beef and
mutton in general answer their purpose. Cherries might
be tried to improve the lips, with or without success, and
the attempt to eat large oysters might be made by any
damsel who thought her mouth too small. A glass or

two of wine will make the eyes s parkle, but a drop too

much is apt to redden them. Green peas may affect the

chin if anything will ; and though it may not be true that

pug-noses are caused by potatoes, there is no doubt that

plenty of brocoli will in time induce an aquiline form of

nose or a Roman nose with a hook. It is a mistake, how-

ever, to suppose that butter, because it is grease, has any
effect in forming the Grecian nose.

A Catch for the City.
"
CABMAN, hither, off the Rank !

"
"
Drive whereto, Sir ?

" " To the Bank."
"
Pray be careful; for I journey

With a Power of Attorney
In my pocket."

" Oh ! I 'in blowed !

S'posing it was to explode !

"

INCONVENIENT HOKSES !

WEALTH has its sorrows as well as Poverty. We heard

DIVES, who has everything he can wish for, complaining
bitterly the other day. "1 have a pair of most inconvenient

horses," he said lamenting.
"
They jib going up-hill, and

bolt going down-hill !

"

WELL, WE ARE, &c. If you saw that dear boy WALTEE
going to pull the trigger of his rifle, and you said so, what
Shakspearian quotation would you use ?

" WAT 's in an
: aim." [Contributor discharged uncured.

EFFECTS OF THE FROST.

A FIVE weeks' settled frost, and the thermometer at intervals falling
below zero, are happily in England not every-year occurrences ; and we
may surely be excused if, for the benefit of posterity, we recur to them
once more, and note a few of their effects. Having organised a staff

of special weatherproof reporters, wh'o could poke their noses anywhere
without a fear of being frost-bitten, we have gathered a great number
of most interesting statistics, showing the results of the intensity of

cold; and from them we now publish the following selection, with
which our scientific readers will doubtless be delighted :

The frost was so severe on Christmas Eye that as Mr. Punch was
brewing a bowl of his hot namesake, the spirit froze into big brandy-
balls the iwhile he poured it out ; and though the water had been
boiling not two minutes before, it came out of the kettle in the form
of a long icicle.

The same evening Miss SPRIGHTLYE being caught beneath the mis-

tletoe, received a chaste salute from the lips of her adorer, which in
the act of printing it were frozen to her cheek so hard that, till her
aunt came up, she could not break away from them.
Down at Muddleditch in Suffolk, a wretched guest who being single

was sentenced to a garret, found his shaving-water ice every morning
when he wanted it, and as he had unluckily brought ivory-handled
hair-brushes, his hands were daily frostbitten in parting his back hair,
nor could he once succeed in doing it exactly in the middle.
The streams of people going to the play during the holidays were, it

is presumed, mostly frozen on the way, for very few were found to
reach their destination.

ME. CLOSEFIST in the Christmas week having asked a friend to dine
with him, gave him such a cold reception that he took a sudden chill at
the moment of his entrance, and there being nothing stronger than
claret after dinner, the poor man returned home with an attack of
influenza, from which till the thaw came his sufferings were intense.
Miss QUALLEK, being asked to sing during the frost, and having

what the critics call a
"
liquid

"
voice, found her articulation so im-

peded by the cold that she was unable to get out a single note.
One of the most facetious contributors to Punch, on sitting down to

write his usual supply, discovered that although his nose and knees
were in the fire, and bis inkstand in a saucepan of hot water on the

hob, the ink froze in his pen the instant he had dipped it, and as the
wit flowed from his brains it congealed into dry humour, and could

scarcely be dug out.

Two young Clergymen, in Kent, in defiance of their bishop, left off

shaving, on the ground of its being in such weather cruelty to animals.
But such, it is supposed, was the effect of the frost, that hardly a hair

succeeded in sprouting on their cheeks, and their chins and upper lips
were equally left barren.
At upwards of a thousand new, and therefore ill-built houses during

Christmas, the soup that left the kitchen in an almost boiling state

was, through the cold draughts in the passages, served out as savoury
jelly ; while the custards were solidified into hard ice-creams, and the

only things that came to table hot were the cayenne pepper and the

temper of the master.
To keep itself from freezing a snipe flew down the shaft of a glass

furnace in the North, and the frost was so intense, that though the
bird went through the very hottest of the fire, it came out quite alive,
and was scarcely even singed by it.

A hirsute volunteer, who lives in terror of bronchitis, having in his

usual manner buttoned his beard beneath his tunic as a protection to

his chest, had it frozen during drill so firmly to his shirt front, that

when ordered to move "
Kyes Kight !

"
he found he could not turn his

head, and so he had to go.through drill with his
"
eyes front" in every

movement.
So severe was the frost in some parts of the country that hundreds of

old hares were found turned white with terror at it.

An extremely striking proof of the intensity of cold was afforded at

the house of a gentleman at Peckham, whose butler when examining
the plate after a dinner party, found that in the process of the washing
up, all the salvers, forks, and spoons were turned to frosted silver.

But of all the marvellous effects of the late frost, we have heard of

none to equal a fact for which a gentleman named SM-TH is our

authority. We learn from this observer, that a street organ perform-
ing opposite his doorstep, while playing part of HANDEL'S or more
correctly HANDLE'S delicious Water Music had its pipes all frozen

hard, but a change to Drops of Brandy gradually thawed them.

SALUTING A CAPTAIN.

ALMOST as soon as CAPTAIN Don's invaluable Parliamentary Com-
panion reached us, we learned that MR. TITUS SALT, M.P. for Bradford,
had malevolently resolved in defacing one item in the manual. What
does TITUS mean by retiring ? His namesake, the delight of mankind,
never retired, until he went off for good aud all. Does he mean to

imply that the House of Commons is not worth its Salt ? Does he
forget that in the nautical debates likely to come on, there could not
be a better adviser than an Old Salt ? Does he think that Punch could
not make about a thousand more epigrams upon him ? Does he think
Punch will ? Because if he does he thinks a great mull, Mr. Punch's
only object in this paragraph being to pulf CAPTAIN DOD'S invaluable

Parliamentary Companion, because it needs no puffing.
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CONVIVIALITY AND SCIENCE.

OME people, while il

lasted, grumbled sadly
at the frost, but we
suspect that very many
of them, in spite of al

their growling, musl
have had a jolly time
of it. We think, if

fair statistics could be

furnished on the sub

ject, it would be founc

that the consumptioi
of the good things p
this life has been in

the last six weeks very
much above the ave-

rage. To men in

health "fine bracing
weather," with the

temperature at zero,

is known to have I

marvellous effect upoi
the appetite, and when there is anything unusual in the way ol

cold without, an extra dose of warm within is pretty sure to be

prescribed for it. With a hungry Gnaw-Gnaw-Easter daily bitint

one to bits, one need have something extra in the way of vita

sustenance, and stimulants seem needful to keep up one's vita

heat, and to protect the inner man from any risk of being frostbitten.

It is true that this is really an erroneous idea, and your medical man
will tell you that the influence of alcohol is to increase your chance
of frostbite, as in reality it makes you more susceptible of cold. Still,

unless you are possessed of a remarkably strong mind, you will continue
to place credit in the pleasant old delusion, and if there be any spirits

present where you are, you will not hesitate to try if they have power
to keep the cold out.

But besides the extra feasting occasioned by the temperature, and
the extra nightly glass or two medicinally swallowed, the frost has
found excuse for a good deal of joviality, enjoyed under the plea of

purely scientific purposes. We don't know how many of our friends,
BO long as the cold lasted, considered it incumbent on themselves to
watch its progress, and to sit up half the night witli a guest or two for

company, that they might make a record of the coldest time. That
this was not peculiar merely to our friends, the columns of the news-

papers afforded ample proof. Scarcely a Timet passed without the

printing of a letter from some vigilant observer, who besides telling
the Universe that his thermometer at Boggleditch marked on the

morning of his writing thirty-nine degrees of frost, stated that the
coldest period was after three A.M., up to which hour he was conscious
of having watched the glass. Upon statements such as this, cruel

people might of course indulge in cruel comments, and hint at the
observer's oeing carried up to bed. as a reason why his observations of
the temperature were not carried down to a later hour than three.
But without inclining to such savage ways of looking at it, we think
that science is compatible with no small amount of jollity, and that
when men take to watching their wet bulbs they are uot unapt to make
at times a wettish night of it. Although the glass may certify the
weather is

"
set fair," other moisture may be present than that which

is in the atmosphere; and when glasses, not thermometers, have
sparkled on the board before a meeting of savanii, "much haze" may
be the record noted in their journals, while the readings of their night
tubes should be taken with some caution, as their powers of observa-
tion may chance to have been double.

Railway Remembrancers.

WHEN a Railway train stops at a Station you hear the porters
running by and shouting something which, if yon know where you
are, you understand to be the name of the place. At the same time,
newspaper boys also run by bawling,

"
Times Punch, One-, a Week" &c.

Now there is another cry which, if heard at the same time, might
prove a salutary warning. Young lawyers' clerks might be usefully
employed in trotting along the platform close to the carriages, and
crying,."Make your wills, ladies and gentlemen; make your wills !"
Much intestacy would be thus prevented.

A Man Called out of hie Name.
WE can't conceive a greater misnomer than that of the Plaintiff in

the great case of PATEI. SATARTE now being tried in Paris.
To think of a man bring c tiled I'ATER-SON, when the very question

at issue is, whether he is to be allowed to be the lawfully-begotten ton
of his own Paier and the chances are a hundred to one against it !

MEDICAL MAGPIES.

WHAT fools there are in the world! This we are aware is not a
novel observation : in spite, however, of its sUleness, we cannot but

prefix it to the following intelligence, which we copy from the Daily
2fm of Tuesday in last week ;

" Butox SUPERSTITION. The following request was. In an open letter, made to
the tint Chamber of Deputies at Dresden ou the 19th of December bat :

'
Dresden,

December 17, 1800. The Bisters' Establishment of this place prepares and sells a
powder against epilepsy, with the permission of the Government. For this pur|>ose
magpies are need, who (I) must be shot in the time between the 14th of December
an<l the 16th of January, and who (!) must bo deficient in neither claws nor feathers.
Innumerable people have been cared by these powders: but unfortunately those

magpies are so difficult to obtain, that the strong demand for these powden cannot
be satisfied- The undersigned therefore humbly requests the honourable geutiy
and nobility of the Chamber, for the sake of the charitable purpose, to shoot as

many magpie* as possible .luring the abovementioned time, and to send them to
the Staters' Establishment of tma place. (Signed) OTTO Vox Bmnurasxmr.' Ai
complying with this request, some ol the first noblemen in Saxony have pat tbeir
names to the letter."

"
Innumerable people have been cured by these powders!" Have

they, indeed? Pray what number is intended by the adjective "innu-
merable ?

"
Does it mean two or three, or even half a dozen? Before

the noblemen of Saxony went magpie-shooting for the Sisters, we trust

their minds were satisfied upon this not unimportant point.
If the Sisters be "of Charity," as we presume they are, of course

they won't object to let the secret they possess be transmitted over
here to us for charitable purposes. Epilepsy is, unhappily, not unknown
in England ; and there are many of our countrymen who would gladly
add their names to the "innumerable" persons whom the Sisters'

charm has cured. If they will send us the prescription, and any one
of our physicians will attestlits efficacy, we promise to go oat in person
next December, and shoot as many magpies as we can get near. We
will also do our utmost to get up a Magpie Hospital for Epileptic

Patients, and we will advertise the Magpie Powders against Epilepsy
as widely as professors of quack medicines puff theirpills.
While we write, a little bird comes flying, flying West ; and informs

us that a magpie has been taken up in Dresden, and formally arraigned
before the Chamber of Deputies for the heinous crime of singing in the
streets the following song :

AIH " Thi Perfect Ctut."

Good people all, although I 'm small,
Great things, when dead, I '11 do 'em :

You 've only got to get a pot,
Wherein my bones you 11 stew 'em :

When done, me to a powder grind,
And then, of this 1 'm sure,

For Epilepsy you will find

I am a Perfect Cure !

But see my claws are whole, because
I'm useless else, remember,

My feathers too ; and mind that you
Don't boil me till December.

Then grind me up, and you will see.

As sure as eggs are sure.

For Epilepsy, he ! he ! he !

I.am a Perfect Cure !

Now pray don't laugh, or try to chaff,

Or think my fun I 'm poking,
I've but averred the truths I 've heard

From men too grand for joking :

The noble swells of Saxony
Have made assurance sure,

And signed a note to certify
That I 'ma Perfect Cure!

Chonu.

A Cure ! a Cure 1 a Cure ! a Cure !

For Epilepsy sure :

The nobs, he ! he ! have said of me,"
Yes, he 's a Perfect Cure !"

Can a Chattel be a Criminal ?

In the eyes of the Slaveholders a Slave is deemed a thing, a bit of

property, a chattel. Granting this be so, there comes just now the

question. Can a thing do wrong? Can a chattel commit murder: If

not and common sense appears to justify the negative on what ground
s the charge made against ANDERSON the fugitive? He, a chattel,

jlew a slaveholder who hindered his escape. If this be reckoned

murder, then, as things can do no murder, must slaves be counted men,
and be no longer viewed and sold as being merely chattels. Utnaate
horum vela, Carolina f Choose which view you will, but excepting you
see double, you cannot well see both.
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LET'S TRY TO BE CHEERFUL.

A DEFICIT 's coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

'

A Deficit 's coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

A Deficit 's coming, and GLADSTONE is humming
And ha-ing about it, hurrah ! hurrah !

More taxes are coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

More taxes are coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

More taxes are coming, for fifing and drumming
Cost money in plenty, hurrah ! hurrah !

But one thing's not coming, hurrah! hurrah !

No, one thing's not coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

Invasion's not coming, no, no, DOCTOR CUMMINS,
We 're not a bit frightened, hurrah ! hurrah !

So when Budgets are coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

When Budgets are coming, hurrah ! hurrah !

When Budgets are coming we'll think that the summing
Is all in our favour, hurrah ! hurrah !

TWO FEATURES ROLLED INTO ONE.

A CITY Gent, praising a lady for tar beauty, said, in

a burst of rapture,
" Oh ! she 's got such a nasal eye !

"

Every one was astonished, and upon questions being
asked as to what a

"
nasal eye

" was like, our friend pointed
to a lady present, who, he said, had eyes something like

his beauty in question. The truth then flashed out. It

was "a hazel eye" the City Gent had meant to say. For
the life of him, he could not see what there was to laugh
at, because he had said a lady had

"
a nasal eye." He got

quite angry, and left the room, which was a great relief to

1 every one present, as his absence enabled all the guests to

join in one unanimous loud guffaw.

FEROCIOUS DEALER. "Now, if any man will tell me that that's a Copy, I'll

I'll hnockhim down! What 's your Candid Opinion?"

Seive Them Bight.

WE learn that three young gentlemen of most respect-
able connections have, as we think, deservedly been cut by
their best friends, for the heinous sin of having when the
snow was Ijing on it, tried to make out that the Isle of

Dogs was like the Isle of White.

AN UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT.

ATTENTION is really due to the subjoined extract from the Times'

money-article :

"
It ia understood that MR. GLADSTONE has abandoned bis attempt to extract

double Income-Tax from the holders of Indian securities. Among the commercial
public there has from the first been but one opinion as to the character of the pro-
ceeding, and it has always been reported that SIR CHARLES WOOD and the Indian
Council were equally convinced of its impropriety. The holders, however, were
forced to the annoyance anH expense of taking measures to assert their rights, and
it was only then that the Government found it necessary to ascertain their legal
standing."

"
Hang a man first, and try him afterwards

"
is a maxim which, with

analogical exactness, MB. GLADSTONE has observed in dealing with the
Indian Stockholders.

"
Extract your tax from people first, and then

ascertain if they are liable to pay it." The parallel runs closely on all

fours. It turns out that Indian Stockholders are not liable to pay double
Income-Tax ;

so that those who have had to pay it h'ave been we won't

say what. We do not wish to use a hard word. The Times goes on to

announce that :

"
According to a notice from the Inland Revenue Office, it now appears that the

opinion both of the Attorney and Solicitor General is, that the double tax cannot be
enforced, and the claim has been accordingly given up. The amounts already
deducted will, of course, have to be refunded."

We have often remarked that, whereas the CHANCELLOR OF THE
F.XCIIKQUER is continually acknowledging the receipt of Conscience

Money from "X. Y. Z.,"
"
Neddy Bray," "A. S. S.," and other simple-

tons, you never find anybody who has been overcharged for Income-Tax
or assessed, or other taxes, acknowledging the receipt of any conscience-

money from the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER. Now at last, how-
ever, he is forced to refund. The amount to be returned will not be

conscience-money, though. The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
disgorges; but only underpressure. What sort of an example is that,

to set HER MAJESTY'S subjects ? Will the queasiest of consciences
of the most scrupulous people give up any more contcieuce-money to
such a performer of restitution ?

It is perhaps lucky for some people that the Right Hon. Member
for the University of Oxford is not HOME SECRETARY instead of

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER. For, although, in the former of

those ministerial capacities, he would not exactly have it in his power
to cause the execution of prisoners to precede their trial, he might,

nevertheless, in the case of a petition to the Crown against a question-
able conviction and sentence of death, advise his Sovereign first to

order the sentence to be carried out, and then to examine the grounds
of the appeal.

Wasting Powder.

OUR Edinburgh friends have decided on letting a cannon be fired

from the Castle every day at XII., in order that Auld Reekie may be

aware of the exact time. This seems to us needless, we had an idea

that a Scotsman always "knows what 's o'clock."

IN our Number of November 10, 1860, and under the heading
JYPE OF THE MEDICAL ROGUE," we quoted a fewjiues from a letter

which appeared in the columns of our estimable contemporary the

Morning Post, and used them as a text upon whicli to make some

general observations of our own. In the Morning Post, and therefore

necessarily in Punch, a blank was left for the name of the individual

referred to.

In a communication which we have received since our last Number
went to press, we are for the first time assured authoritatively on

behalf of a gentleman who insists that the blank left by our contem-

porary was intended for his name, that he has contradicted in the

Morning Post the statement which we quoted. We are also informed

that the Lancet has repeatedly, in articles on the subject, established

the honourable character of his conduct in the matter. We think it

due to the gentleman who complains of our article to give the

same publicity to the contradiction that we gave to the quotation
and to add that, as our observations were applicable to the conduct

described in the contradicted statement, they fall with the statement,
so far as he is concerned. We printed no name at the time, and
abstain from doing so now. It can answer no purpose to give the

name to those who have not identified the blank with an individual,

and to those who have, if there are any, our remarks will be as

intelligible as if we gave the name at length.
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SKETCH SHOWING THE POSITION OF THE EASTERN COUNTIES SHIP
A HEAVY ROLLING LURCH.

'EXPRESS" IN

FUN FOR THE FOREIGN
OFFICE.

LITTLI JOHN here's your good
luck!

You have shown both nous and

pluck,

Diplomatic knaves outwitted,
Tricksters honestly admitted,
Fairly, that is, let them in,

And can laugh with those who
win.

Sli iring in the noble mirth
Of Italians, men of worth,
Who their, liberty have won
By your help, my little JI.IIK,

You, with GARIBALDI lau^hinjr,

Mind, an Emperor you 're chaffing.

Curious Coincidence.

WHO will maintain there is

nothing in the old Greek doctrine
that names have a mysterious sig-

nificance, in the face of the fact

that the Spanish Minister, whose
diplomatic duties have involved
him in FRANCIS TUB SECOND'S fix

inside Gauta, should be the COUNT
DlLnuf Only the spelling should
be corrected into dilemma.

HOWTEK S BUT.

IF a Young Lady was entering
a Convent, and a feeling of regret
came orer her, what kind of regret
would you call it f

An unavailing (a-Hun-a-veiling) .'/

MAKING THE MOST OF IT.

Is common, he supposes, with most rightminded people, Mr. Punch
has seen with pleasure the columns upon columns of alms-giving an-

nouncements with which, for the last two months, the Times has daily
furnished us. Mr. Punch has no intention to check the flow of charity,
even though the frost which started it has ended. But certain of the
donors whose names have been announced have occupied a space so

disproportioned to their gifts, that a gentle hint seems needful to

prevent this needless waste of our contemporary's space. In too many
subscription lists which lately have been advertised half a dozen lines

or more have been taken up by what should have been put in only one.
If for instance MR. JONES, with his family and servants subscribed a
live pound note, the gift has been paraded to the universe as follows :

Nova E. JOXES, ESQ., Trumpet House, Blowborough .

MBS. JONES ..........
Miss JONES ..........
Miss JEMIMA JONES .........
Miss DOROTHEA JUDITH DULCIBELLA, JONIS ...
MASTER JONES ..........
MASTER WILLIAM WIOOINS JONIS .....
MASTER GEORGE ROBUBTUS JONES ......
Collected amoug his Schoolfellows by MASTER PETER JONES
Servants' Offerings, viz : Cook. 2*. ; Housemaid, 1. (W. ;

Nurse, It. 6d. ; Ditto (Uuder) 1. ; Page, M. ; Knifeboy, 2J<(.

>.

22
11

10
05
05
OS
02
02

1

6 81

Total 500
A few sovereigns in this way may be hammered out to cover much

valuable space, and as charitable advertisements of course have to be
paid for, this process of gold-beating becomes a rather costly one, and
entrenches somewhat heavily upon the funds that are in band. Mr.
Punch, who has no sympathy with snobbism or puffery, would suggest
that in a case like that of MR. JONES publicity should merely be allowed
to the sum total, and that the items of subscription should, as needless,
be suppressed. True Charity, we are told, vaunteth not itself, is not

puffed up ; and when charily is given with a great flourish of trumpets,
it ceases to be charity, and becomes a mere advertisement.

"You're Speaking of the Emperor?"
ANKBXED Monaco, eh ? What, at his tricks again ? Nay, don't say

that. The tiny territory belonged to a Prince of the House o'f

GRIMALDI. At the worst, the act is only a pantomime trick.

ANGLO-ITALIAN COPYRIGHT.

THE treaty between England and Sardinia, referred to in the

QUEEN'S Speech, provides for the reciprocal security, in both countries,
of

"
copyright ou books, dramatic works, musical compositions, draw-

ings, paintings, sculpture, engravings, lithography, and any other

works whatsoever of literature and the fine arts. This new inter-

national treaty is a most important arrangement, especially if Sardinia

is to involve United Italy. Those Italians, if good care were not taken
to restrain their piratical propensities, would very soon plagiarise our
works of art, and particularly our sculptures. As regards the latter,

the mischief, probably, has already been done ; and we are now only

shutting the stable-door after the steed has been stolen. This obser-

vation especially relates to our equestrian statues of GEORGE THE THIKD
with his pigtail. GEORGE TUB FOURTH riding his horse to drink, and
the DfKE or WELLINGTON on the top of BURTON'S Arch. In all these

cases not only the hones, but also the riders, have most likely been
stolen by Italian copiers of British ideas. The fine statue of JEX.NEK

sitting in his sheet, going to be shaved, and the contiguous sculpture
which represents SIR CHARLES NAPIER, the conqueror of Scinde, with

a ramrod seemingly driven down his back, as well as that other work
of truly high art, NELSON on the top of the column hard by, have

doubtless been seized upon by some of the imitative countrymen of

MICHAEL ANGELO and BENVENUTO CELLINI, and put forth as designs
of their own. Of course they will appropriate the Crimean trophy,
cannons and all. We should not be at all surprised to hear that the

POPE has got GOG and MAGOG at the Vatican ; fac-similes, that is to

say, of GOG and MAGOG, but which his Holiness verily believes to be

the originals of our City Giants.

There is another great work of ours, which the Italians are endea-

vouring to imitate, and are welcome to do so, if they can. That is the

British Constitution. We shall not claim copyright in tht.t conception;

though, if the Italian people succeed in constructing a real resemblance

to our form of Government, we expect they will stand something hand-

some. Like their own Rome, our grand political edifice was not built

in a day ; but now the Italian architects have got our model to work

from, it is to be hoped that they will be able to run up the building in

a few months.

" WANTED A GOOD CUTTER "For the Isthmus of Suez. Apply
to MR. FEKDIXAND DE LESSEE.

VOL. iL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

EBRUARY, 5, 1861, Tuesday,

and St. Agatha's Day, tlie

Great British and Little

Irish Parliament re-assem-

bled for a Session which,

likeevery Session Mr. Punch
ever heard of, promises to

be marked by the most im-

portant crisis conceivable.

Never was there a time

when, &c., &c., never was

Europe in a situation of

greater, &c., &c., never were
statesmen more hound to

be tiiis, never were legisla-

tors more bound to be that,
never were the people more
bound to be the other thing.
But let the world be of good
cheer, stern in arms stands

the demi-god Punch, and
the world may be further

comforted by hearing that

"
Si fractus illabatur Orbis,

Irupjwidum ferieut ruimt;."

At the usual hour QUEEN
VICTORIA ascended her

throne and delivered her Speech. This will be known in history as the

Colloquial Speech. It was so termed by the EARL OF DERBY in the sub-

sequent debate on the Address
;
but what would that classical peer and

translator of HORACE have said, if he had seen the original draught of the

document, as prepared by the Bottleholder. This was colloquial, if

you like. The PRINCK CONSORT was kind enough to send it on to

Air. Punch, simply in order to amuse tlie latter Field Marshal ; but it

is really such a specimen of PALMERSTON'S free-and-easy-iam that it

must be embalmed for the Ages. This was PALMERSION'S composition :

Mr LORDS AND GENTLEMEN,

Here we all are again ; and how do you do to-morrow ?

All is serene, as far as I can see, and I hope the moderation of foreign

parties will keep things so. Talking of moderation, what a bore those

moderator lamps are to make burn properly. I wish somebody would
invent a good lamp.

The Italians are going it, are they not ? However, that 's neither

your business nor mine. Let them settle their affairs their own way.
If you want to see what JOHNNY RUSSELL has been writing about it,

he has my orders to give you the papers.

It was necessary, of course, to stop that shocking work in Syria, and
as Louis NAPOLEON happened to have soldiers handy (he always has)
I and the other four Powers agreed that he should send some of them
to help the Sultan to put down the savages. The French troops, you
understand, represent all of us. I hope that all will be set strai *ht.

We have given it to the Chinese, and taken Pekin, so that b isiness
is done. There 's a Blue Book for you full of the particulars, but I
fancy you know all about them already.

India is improving, except in the *. d. line, but. we '11 trust that
will come right in time.

Those tattooed parties, the New Zealarders, have been making a

shindy, but it is to be hoped that they will be put down and 1-ept down.
I am sorry to say that stars are falling from the flag of America. The

Yankees are our cousins and our customers, and I do trust that they will
make up matters somehow. They were so very kind to my eldest boy
when he went over the Union, that I am doubly vexed at their being
in trouble.

The Canadians and the other Nortl> 4.m cans were also remarkably
attentive to EDWARD, and his papa and myself are exceedingly obliged
to them. Let me call your attention to the elegant beard of the DUKE
OF NEWCASTLE, grown by that nobleman in compliment to his charge,
my Heir.

MB. COBDEN has been settling the schedules of the French Treaty,
and is I hope all the better for his trip to Algiers.

I don't suppose my friend VICTOR EMMANUEL often opens a book,
which makes it the more civil in him to have executed a copyright
treaty with me. So my poets must not "annex" the libretti of Italian

operas any more, but must invent nonsense for themselves, a task to

which I am happy to think them quite adequate.

GENTLEMEN or THE HOUSE OP COMMONS,

The Estimates have been framed with what are you laughing
at ? Well, MR. GLADSTONE says they have, and he and "

my dear

MR. CBAUFURD " must settle it between them.

MY LORDS AND GENTLEMEN,

There will be laid before you measures for the consolidation of

the Criminal Law, for improving the Law of Bankruptcy, for making
it easier to sell your Land, and for making a system of uniform Rating,
whatever that is, and also measures for Reform of (what is JOHN
RUSSELL crying about f) for Reform of several things requiring it.

I am sure you will do Iwhat is right, and I leave matters in your
hands with perfect confidence, I 'm sure. &c., &c.

Now this was a speech which LORD DERBY might well have called

Colloquial. Of course it would not do, and a steadier hand with a
little more of the penny-a-lining faculty, had to put the above topics
into decorous language, which was delivered by HER MAJESTY with
her accustomed grace of diction. The only other point which marked
the opening of the Session was, that the Crinolines of the Peeresses and
their girls nearly broke the heart of the respected official who had to
make room for six ladies where there was really space for only two, and
to see the pretty occupants in possession smile in the kindest way at
his prayers, but never attempt to stir, was delightful. Mr. Pvncfi, who
has always defended Crinoline, asks with indignation why the House
of Lords is not made larger ? But as it is coming down, having been
built, it seems, of the wrong Dolomite, lie suggests that the new house
be made of vulcanised India-rubber, so that it may be stretched out to

decent proportions when ladies are expected, and allowed to collapse
when wanted for ordinary purposes. He hopes that there is nothing
in this repugnant to the Constitution, and indeed he thinks the pro-
posal strictly in conformity with Magna Charta, which says that

"justice shall be denied to nobody," and it is clearly denying justice
to a lady when you do not give her room to do justice to her beautiful

clothes.

Both Houses, of course, held debates on the Address. A couple of
Lords Lieutenant, LORD SEITON, formerly a grenadier, and LORD
LISMORE, an O'Callaghan of Shanbally, moved and seconded. The
ex-grenadier's maiden speech was neat enough, but the Shanbally party
could not be heard. Then the LORD OF DERBY made a long, smart

oration, in which he called the Speech
"
unexceptonable," and of

course proceeded to pick it to pieces, terming it colloquial, as aforesaid,
and otherwise faulty, praising it, however, for its want of "ambition,"
which meant its omission of mention of a Reform Bill. He was sorry
that the QUEEN had not been asked to say something about the recent

distresses, and of the charity they had evoked, and while compassion-
ating such of the working class as could not save.money, rebuked those

who, earning; more than clerks and others in a higher station, spent
their wages in drink and idleness and had nothing for a rainy day. He
wished to hear something about finance, but his chief demand was for

an exposition of our real relations with NAPOLEON. Also he thought
that FRANCIS THE SECOND had had hard measure dealt out to him.
He was not opposed to Italian unity, if it could be effected, but he
wished to hear Ministers on the subject. After some sarcasms directed

at LORD JOHN RUSSELL for his despatches on the Italian question,
and a fairer scoff at the murky mystification of the speech of the
EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH, LORD DERBY was happy to announce
that he did not mean to move any amendment to the Address in

answer to the unexceptionable and colloquial Speech. LORD GRAN-
VILLB in reply was equally happy to perceive from LORD DERBY'S
vigour and humour that he had quite recovered from the gout, assured
the other Earl that the Speech said everything that it ought to say,
and no more, and by way of reply to the invitation to dilate on foreign

politics, delivered a graceful eulogium on the late LORD ABERDEEN.
The Peers, having had chaff enough, voted the Address, and departed
exactly in comfortable time to get home to eight o'clock dinners.

In the Commons the Address was moved and seconded by Deputy
Lieutenants SIR THOMAS COLEBUOOKE and MK. CHARLES PAGET,
hereby immortalised, sans phrase. Then MR. JAMES WHITE, of

Brighton, thought it necessary to make a display of cackling patriotism.
He complained that the QUEEN had not been made to scold the Lords
for refusing, last year, to abolish the paper duty, he complained that

the national expenditure was extravagant, and he complained that

there was no mention of a Reform Bill. On the last point he moved
an amendment to the address. Another shining light of the same
order, MR. DIGBY SEYMOUR, seconded him, and next day had his

pocket picked and his watch taken in Westminster Hall, which trial

may we hope be blessed to him. MR. DISRAELI then had a good deal
to say, approved the omission of Reform, but declared that the mind
of the country was much "

bewildered
"

in reference to the condition
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of affairs and the policy of the Government, lie predicted that the

KMi'KiioK (IK TIIK FHKXCH v.ould make an alliance witli Italy and
come forth as the, Ilr.iil of the Latin Race. And he walked into'LoRD
JOHN about his despatches, and accused him of misquoting

'

. TS <,l Opposition do not agree about Italy,

LORD DMBY seeing no objection to the Unity, and Mil. 1'

seeing a very great object ion to it, in the shape of Louis J\

n of Armed Men. LOKD JOHN I.'

mended AIu. DISK ,1:1.1 to net, rid of his own personal bewilderment by
reading the papers on the, tuble, defended himself and his despair
declaring tlmt his lirM. had not. been intended for publication, and as

I 'hiii it was not a scheme of the Government's, but that

the Italians must do as they liked. As for Reform, he did not believe

that ho cuuM curry any but, a trilling measure until public opinion
should deihiind n larger bill. The Country was finite |)r,ul on

subject.. .M utterly denied this, mourned over the back-

sliding of 1 1 .ml having: shown in a very lucid manner t hat

u could by industry and resolution acquire the

franchise, denounced those who declined to get up a disturbance in

order to confer t ho vote on those who would not take the pains to

And, by way of a novelty, the amendment was pressed to

a division,

And Ji i E and JOHKDT BRIGHT took what low folk call nix,
i which was shared by Forty-Six,

While : gg and Tories went together, hand-in-hand,
And "

' N me for Ministers
"

out-shouted HENRY BRAND.

So ended the first night of the Session of 1861.

Wediufdaij. MR. SKYMOUR FITZGERALD made a smart speech on

itching into LORD JOE?/ RUSSELL, and the latter

made a in reply, ending with the expression of his

nat we are not on the eve of dangers, a truly satis-

factory assurance.

Thursday. The Address was presented, and this was HER MAJESTY'S
Reply :

I think your Address is both loyal and dutiful,

Its syntax correct, and its sentiments beautiful
;

,

And 1 'm sure you '11 all give the best con-si.de-ra-tion

To the Bills you discuss for the good of the nation.

In the Commons, MR. MII.NBR GIBSON said that, (i.jvernment had
considered the frequency of Railway Accidents, and meant to let the

Companies alone most severely. MH. (\\.-~ iposed some
iiitriiiiions in the way the Old Lady in Threat tin with
our money ;

and SIR G. C. LEWIS introil
., which

is not a Rating Bill at all, but a Bill for impr u which
assessments are made and collect! .M, in writing the

Speech, had not the slighest idea of what he was promi.v
much more at home in his Speech, to-night, for r. ('<

whether the House would not get through its business \><

ting sundry old forms
;
ai.d sundry other Members made long speeches

in very proper condemnation of lengthy orations. And the gage of
i Church and i s flung down, SIB JOBS TRE-

LAWNY introducing his Kill for the abolition of Church-Kates. Go it,

Friday. The Miscellaneous Talk began wit h'some spirit, and a variety
of subjects were brought up, but the only point Mr. Pvnch intends to
mention was LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S statement, in reference to the
Druse massacre*, that FUiJ> PASHA, having asked of the Christian

Bishops in Syria, how many of the 8000 adult males in the district of
the atrocities ought to be put to death in revenge for the slaughter,
the Christian Bishops unanimously demanded the lives of 4,000 men,
and it was as much as the Mahommedans could do to get the
Christians to consent to be satisfied with the blood of 1,200 men, which
was the lowest terms they would take. A Select Committee on the
Poor Laws was granted a natural result of the exh bitions of blun-

dering by Relieving Officers, and the like, during the recent distresses.

A POST OBIT PROSECUTION.
HE Morning Pott an-

nounces that the ques-
tion of the long mis-

managed. Hospital of
St. Cross, near Win-
chester, is about to be

brought before Parlia-

ment, by petition, the

Equity Courts having
no jurisdiction in con-

sequence of the foun-
dation being an eccle-

siastical benefice. Our
matutinal contempo-
rary subjoins a state-

ment of the facts of
the case, and the ob-

jects of the peti-
tioners ; one of those

objects being :-r

" To cancel tho Inmmsj

grunted by LORD GUIL-
roRD of the Hospital pro-
perty, in despite of a&
Act of Parliament to the
contrary, and who wu
never the legal master
thereof, leaving It to the
lewee* to proceed against
his Lordship for his impo-
sition on them, and to

compel restitution of the
immense stuns of monjy
appropriated to his own

uses,~which his Honour tho Master of the H"lls (k'<Tt.<.>l 'he was not, and is not, entitled to.'*'

It is needless to say that the above example of grammar, reasonableness, justice, and
benignity is a communication to the Editor of the Moruiitg Post, and not the composition
of that gentleman. The purpose of the petition is stated to be

"
to cancel the leases granted

by LORD GUILFORD of the Hospital property, in despite of an Act of Parliament to the

contrary, and who was never the legal master thereof." "And who," may be supposed to

mean and notwithstanding that he," the antecedent to the relative "who" being presumed
to be the EARL or GUILFORD. Now, as the EARL OP GUILPORD died the other day, it is not

easy to see how the lessees alluded to will, if their leases are cancelled by Parliament at the

prayer of the petition above quoted, be able to sue that departed nobleman. It will be impos-
sible for them to bring him to book, unless they bring him to a primer, and, by the inter-

vention of a meoiuiu and help of a table, get him to rap out his answer to the charge of
fraud by the alphabet. But even if they should succeed in inducing him to rap out, they
will never manage to compel him t9 fork out. They will, therefore, have to grin and bear
the loss of property which the petition seeks to have inflicted on them by the Legislature.

Perhaps, however, that document was based on
a belief that a ghost could be called to account,
and prosecuted beyond the grave. Such an idea

may be thought to bespeak something like the
madness of malice. The EARL OP GUILPORD
was a divine of the old school, and dealt with
the loaves and fishes of St. Cross as such ; but
the notion of prosecuting a dead man could only,
one would think, be entertained by that Accuser
who indicts defendants at the bar of the Court
above. In that case, the Accuser of the defunct
Master of St. Cross would also be the

"
Accuser

of the Brethren."

IHE WONDERFUL CABINET. Four tim
a week, at least, so long as Parliament last* this

Session, will the Wosoiairtn. CABINET be thrown open at
the Westminster Palaoe, to the Public, who will have an
opportunity of admiring the various articles of '

rirtue
and bigotry" that it contains. 80 miscellaneous and
comprehcuaiTe are these articles, that it Is quite impos-
ible to enumerate one huodiedth part of them in the
space of a short advertisement. To give one specimen,
there Is the Bankruptcy BUI, that, consisting of not IMS
than 500 different pieces, was sufficient of itself to fill the
House last Seesion for more than eeTsral evenings, snd
yet It forms only on* separate part of this Wonderful
Cabinet, that may be said to contain more curiosities
than BARHDI'S Museum even at New York. DIM notice
will be jfiren of the night when this far-famed Bank-
ruptcy Bill will be produced for the first time by sir R,

BCTHEU, the principal drawer In the Cabinet. Hours of

performance from 5 o'clock r.x., up to midnight, and
frequently longer than that A morning performance
every Wednesday at 2. Head Showman, LORD PAUHK-
STOX. Children iu arms, not admitted.

An Old Joke in a New Form.

PAB (s has its Coiuaratoire i. Mviiqur and
London its Covent Garden Optra and, inas-

much as the latter can boast with pride of its

PTNB and its MELLON, we see no reason why it

shouldn't be called a Cojuertatory as well.

WHJT IT RBALLT MUST COMB TO.

IP BKNJAMW of Bucks gives the House
many speeches like his dull ard dreary oration

of last Tuesday, he will be bputd to apply for a

Royal Licence to change his name from DIZZT
1 to DOZT.
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''inn

CONSIDERATE!
YOUNG PCGGE (mysteriously). "Ahem! Captain it strikes me Merc's something on letwccn you and the fairhaircd parti/ with the coronet 1

If o, between friends, you know. Eh ? As I had some thoughts, eh > don't you know ?
"

CAPTAIN (facetiously).
" Oh I ah! I see very delicate of you quite takes a load offmy mind,, 'sure you /"

THOSE DOGS OF ITALIANS !

' No doubt all the people n Italy might bo called Italians,

As hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,
Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves, are 'cleped
All by the name of dogs." LORD DERBY'S Sptechm the Address.

THANKS, courteous RUPERT, for the gentle gird ;We thank thee, Peer, for teaching us the word.
As dogs are dogs, wbate'er their build or breed,
Italians are Italians, be their seed
From Alp or Apennine, reared north or south,
In Milan's moisture or Apulia's drouth.
And why should Italy the image spurn.
And from such parallel in anger turn ?

If
"
every dog," we 're told,

"
will have his day,"

Sure Italy for her's may hope and pray.
Then dogs have such true hearts, such faithful nature?
Poets have ranked them o'er their fellow-creatures :

And dogs are blest with scent, to smell out vermin,
Shroud they in sackcloth, crouch they under ermiae

;

And dogs are swift their quarry to pursue ;

And dogs are sharp of teeth to rend it, too,
And most in this, dogs' wit our own transcends
The precious art of knowing foes from friends

;

And DANTE doggedly through hell did jog;
And MICHAEL ANGELO ',1 a grand old dog;
From all "sly dogs," -who claims to bear the bell?
The subtle, supple, smooth MACHIAVEL :

COLUMBUS kept his dog-watch not iu vain ;

And GALILEO'S tube dogged Dian's train.
What was the sobriquet that came most handy,
To great Verona's greatest Lord ? Can Grande
Which means "Big Dog," and this was he whose power
Found DANTE shelter in his exiled hour.

Nay, turning to the present from the past,
Upon what jollier dog was crown e'er cast,
Than VICTOR, at Turin? Does land or sea know
A sadder dog than wretched BOMBALINO ?

Yet, ringed with fire at ever lessening distance,
He offers still a dogged, dour resistance.
Veuetia writhing Austria's hoof beneath,
Aye shows and soon may use her caniue teeth.
And soon the parallel may hold more far,
Should Italy re-slip her dogs of war.
Those dogs, who stoutly swam the Tyrrhene sea,
With GARIBALDI grand old sea-dog he !

Who units braving hundreds sprang to shore,
And swept- heroic pack Trinacria o'er.

Let storm'd Palermo, let Melazzo say,
When British bull-dogs showed more pluck than they ?

Laughing to scorn e'en Scylla's rival bark,
And dodging fierce Charybdis in the dark,
To run, close-mouthed, their Royal Reynard down,
Till he took earth in Gauta's walled town.
Staunch, steady dogs, how quick you worked and quiet,
Scarce, here and there, one young hound running riot,
Till in Caserta's parks and paddocks tame
Hunting once more showed out a Royal game.
Yes, courteous RDPERT well the image holds

Italy's dogs are up ! Wolves ware the folds !

Rechristening a Governor.

CONSIDERING the line GOVERNOR PICKEXS has taken with regard to
the Federal property in South Carolina, we should suggest the pro-
priety of an addition to his name. Let him henceforth be known as
GOVERNOR PICKENS AND STEALTH'S.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR PUNCH,

"HAVE you seen Timour the Tartar? or TIMUK the Tatar, M
we have lately learned to caLl him. though it hardly sounds respectful
to speak of the great Khan of Tartary merely as a Tatar Khan. If

you have not, take my advice and a fourwheel cab, and go ; it won't do
these windy nights to ride about in Hansoms. I spent a pleasant boor
and a quarter at his court the other evening, after an agreeable prelude
of Old Truaty. (By the way, what has come to Ma. ADDISON of latef

I used to fancy him at one time only fit for
"
heavy fathers," and the

like conventionalities. But every time I see him now, he shows me
something new and fresh, and anything but stagy. His acting in this

piece has a quiet truth about it which I the more commend, as the

part is badly written and tempts to over-acting.)
"
Sportsmen when well mounted hope for a lone run, and if Timour

fails to have one it is no fault of the mounting. The piece is as well put
on the stage as an author can desire, and leaves nothing to be wished
for in the way of decoration. If the ballet guards were trained to

march a little more in time, the public would perhaps be more
applausive of their movements. At, present when at drill they are a

rather awkward squad, although their looks and legs are by nature not

ungainly. But this is a slight blot, and in general the 'effects' Cannot
well be more effective. The last scene is as pretty as any I have seen ;

and, unlike the tedious 'Tranformation' businesses, has to me the

treat
advantage that it does not tire one's patience by a bit-by-bit

evelopment.
" You may fancy, from my mention of these scenic merits first.'that

the authorship and acting are but secondary matters. This I know has
been the fashion at some theatres of late, but I am glad to say has not
now proved the case at the Olympic. I don't think Timour was knocked
off in a couple of nights' work, with the assistance of strong tea, and

may be something a whit stronger. I have heard of burlesques being
rattled off in this way, a rough sketch being first made for the guidance
of the scene-painters, and the

'
words

'
served out perhaps on toe morn-

ing of performance. But 1 don't think Timour bears the stamp of this

fast school, for it seems written with more care than can be given at

such high-pressure. The plot is certainly not interesting, nor yet the
most intelligible. But after all, who looks for skilful plot in a burlesque f

One might as well expect the taste of port in a potato. There are lots

of pleasant puns and pleasant parodies in Timour, but the writing
is not so 'smart' as to become a painful matter to yon. That
new kind of verbal torture whereby a string of senseless words are
made to sound like one, is to my old-fashioned mind a most excruciating
torment ; and I confess that I hate pieces which are stuffed so full of

puns that one's ears are sure to ache with being stretched to catch them.

"The acting is generally speaking good; but I must say that Miss
KEELEY deserves a special word of praise for her distinct articu-

lation. I never heard ner Mother's equal for making a joke tell,
and I

am glad to find the daughter echo that clear utterance. Her singing,

too, is nice (though not always in tune), and there is a lively sprightli-
ness about her which makes you fancy that her work is more a pleasure
than a labour to her, and that she herself enjoys the fun as much as

you do. I like to see good humour have fair vent upon the stage, pro-
vided that it does not assume the form of

'

gagging.' Gags I hold in

horror and detestation, and I honestly confess 1 am surprised that
Timour should have stooped to them. 1 can understand that actors

who can't play without applause, and who know they have not clever-

ness enough to win it fairly, should have recourse to claptrap as a

means to get a clap, and should try to make buffoonery pass current
for good acting ;

but Timour is performed by one who is ranked as our
best actor of burlesque, and who should feel ashamed to descend to

gagging. Had Timour been a dull and heavily-written part, there might
perhaps have been some shadow of excuse for him ; but this is not the
case. In all other respects Timour is admirably played by MR. ROBSON.
"I have been working hard in the dramatic way this week, and have

looked in at both the Operas, besides my glance at the Olympic.
BALI-E was the composer who catered in each case, and I had the

opportunity of comparing with his most recent one of his earliest, pro-
ductions. But that JSiii/ii'ii does not seem of such good promise for

the barrel-organs, I should incline to rank it below the other work.
There is, however, certainly great virtue in this 'but.' There is

nothing in Bianca that I need fear will haunt me, like the 'dreaming
that I dwelt,' in the ballady Bohemienne. By the bye, the last libretto

is not a vast advance upon the poetry of BDNN. I could point out

many a passage nearly equal in absurdity to the 'hollow hearts' that
'wear a mask," in the old piece.
"
The Pantomimes at these great houses are worthy of small notice.

Anomalous as it may sound, I must confess that I'AYNE is always sure
to give me pleasure, and I have this year had much entertainment
from Remorse. I rejoice to see the son treading pantomimically on his

father's heels ; and if spirits be permitted, as some say, to walk the

earth, I hope I never may be haunted by a less facetious demon. But,
with these exceptions, the Pantomime in Bow Street was as dull as

the' Police Court, and, spite of the new-fangled introduction of three

clowns (all good), the so-called
'

comic business
' was insufferably dreary.

That in Tom Thumb was more bearable, because there was less of it
; but,

alas ! there 's no hot poker there (can such things be thought vulgar ?) ;

and oh ! what a good old-fashioned point methouzht was missed, when
Clown, who rides a pair of wooden norses <i la Attltjfi, omitted to get
Pantaloon to chalk his feet with butter.

"This being the time for ending pantomimic business, next week I

liopc and trust to see our
'
Great Tragedian,' who I hear is drawing

myriads to his
'

masterly performances.' Meanwhile, with compliments
to Judy, believe me, my dear Punch,

Yours sincerely,

"Ose WHO PATS."

IMPERIAL ASSURANCE.
Is politics to say it much I grieve
The world, albeit in the face of facts'

Inexorable logic, won't believe
In totally disinterested acts.

All I can say is, that Savoy and Nice

Irrevocably are rejoined to France ;

So now let Commerce calculate on peace,
Take a new start, assured no war will chance.

To aid a just cause, France may draw the sword.

Quite without thought save afterthought of gain,
Whereof events occasion may afford ;

New provinces, for instance, to obtain.

To vindicate her honour, if 'tis hurt,
France too may fight, but not with farther aim,

Except her will and pleasure to assert,
And generous ideas to proclaim.

With forty millions, France can threats despise,
Armed to the teeth by sea as well as land,

Yet she inspires mistrust, to my surprise.

Suspicion, which I cannot understand !

Her army is invincible, all know,
Invulnerable is her iron fleet.

Then who to war with her will idly go,
With the dead certainty of being beat ?

Come, therefore, dropping Confidence, revive,
Cheer up dull Business

;
clear thy cloudy brow.

Now languid Speculation, look alive.

Take courage Capital, and fear no row.
Secure in strength, France feels herself at ease,
For none her enmity will dare provoke ;

Europe must let her do what she may please :

Then European concord won't be broke.

A HOP AT THE HOLY SEE.

ACCORDING to the Roman Correspondent of the Pott :

' In Borne the last novelty was the English Bachelor*!
Ball,

which brilliant event
took place last night In the club rooms, and was attended by the flower ot the
British and Foreign Society here, as well u GENERAL DC Gorox, the Dim or
OKAMOHT, and the principal part of the eerpt <ttpimuMetM.*

Rome must be just the place for a Bachelors' Ball. It abounds in

priests, who are all necessarily bachelors. The only defect that could

vitiate such a ball would be the absence of the fair sex ; for the Roman
Clergy are vowed to single blessedness, and few ladies will willing!

dance with men whom they cannot possibly marry. But there woul

be no want of petticoats at a bachelors' ball attended by numerous
members of the Priesthood, if those reverend gentlemen appeared in

full pontificals. The flower of society might be partly composed of

members of monastic societies, some of whom might choose to t>e wall-

flowers. W9uld not the Cardinals, as many as might be present, make
a brilliant display of millinery and muslin f Surely all the girls who
chanced to be in the ball-room would be charmed with their Eminences'

pretty red round hats ! They would also admire the display of scarlet

stockings, which might be rendered the more effective by the judicious

employment of Crinoline. DB MERODE might serve AJJTONBLLI as

partne'r in a polka. The POPE himself, if he wears white satin shoes,

might as well dance, and might lead off the Ball in a quadrille, such as

would be sanctioned by ME. BURGEON, except that our popular
Protestant preacher would probably wish all the gentlemen to appear in

male costume, and none of them attired like females. Dancing might
benefit, his Holiness, who is said to be too fat, by reducing his

corpulence.
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SCREAMING LATIN JOKE BY OUR ETON BOY.

ECONOMY WITH ELEGANCE.
"
Ala. PUNCH, Husbands and fathers will, I

am sure, be pleased to see the following an-
nouncement, copied out of Le Follet ;

" The material called droguet is in great request for
home dress this winter, and it is now made in such rich
and elegant designs, that it may rank next to velvet."

"Bachelors afraid to marry will be greatly
encouraged to do so by the above information.
They will naturally suppose, most of them, that
droguet is the fashionable word for drugget,
which material, howsoever unaccustomed they
may be to housekeeping, they will at least know
to be commonly used for the saving of carpets.
The idea that drugget is in great request for
home dress will diminish the horror with which
they contemplate the danger of incurring milli-
ners' bills, inseparable from matrimony. They
will perhaps cherish the fond hope that, since

drugget is now in great request for home dress,
it will soon become in equally great request for

evening dress
; for that, being made in such rich

and varied designs that it may rank next to vel-
vet, it will, before long, be made equal to velvet,
and be adopted by ladies as a substitute for that
material, and other fabrics which are equally ex-
pensive. I have a whole family of grown-up
daughters, and their collective dresses amount
to I am afraid to say how many hundred yards.
I hope Le Follet will impress young men with
an idea that, if they wed, their wives will be
satisfied with being clad in drugget, and am, &c.,

"PATERFAMILIAS."
"P.S. I wish my dinner was always dressed

I as well as my family."

AN AMERICAN CABINET MINISTER.

(PAINTED BY HIMSELF.)

ME. JOHN BBIGHT tells us to take United States institutions for our
model. Does he extend the recommendation to United States Cabinet
Ministers ? Ought LOUD HEHBEET OF LEA, for instance, to accept as
his model ME. FLOYD, the late Secretary of War in ME. BUCHANAN'S
administration F

MB. FLOYD has seceded from that administration, and has given to
his fellow-citizens in Virginia an account of his stewardship. His
speech is a remarkable document, as showing us how far American
statesmen have gone in improving upon our old-fashioned notions of

truth, honour and patriotism.
He began his discourse with an eulogium on that great and blessed

thing Slavery :

" God in his commandments wrote with his own fingers upon Mount Sinai, "Thou
shall not covet thy neighbour's slave ;

' and if these fanatics will deal with this sub-
ject in a religious aspect, I would have them remember that the first slave-catcher
in the history of the world was an angel of God, sent by God to take a runaway
slave a negro and bring him back to his master,"

The allusion we presume (in spite of the gender) is to the case of
HAGAE, as recorded in the 16th Chapter of Genesis, though we cannot
find anything there of the angel taking the runaway; nor were we
aware till now, that HAGAR was a negress.
The contemplation of the subject of slavery is almost too much for

MR. FLOYD. Lifted into enthusiasm he continues :

" Oh ! it is a hallowed institution, and it seems that in the Providence of God itcame down through the new dispensation to be preserved and perpetuated in con-
formity with the will of Divine Providence."

But ME. FLOYD is at least consistent with himself. Having dis-
covered that slavery is a "hallowed institution," it is not to be
wondered at that he should have made the discovery that

"
treason

"
is

synonymous with
"
duty."

He is a modest man, however, and owns that he only rose to his con-
ception of duty by degrees. When he found himself Secretary at War
"by accident beyond either his merits, wishes, or aspirations," he
laboured, he tells us, "to understand the power of the position and its

responsibilities."
"

I soon found that it was full of significance, that it was an armed power for good,and armed with immense power for evil. Whilst your men were aspiring for the
Presidency, and whilst I was the subject of vituperation and abuse which I never
answered, I undertook so to dispose of the power in my hands that when the ter-
ific hour came, you, and all of you, and each of you, should say this man has done

iiis duty."

And what was MR. FLOYD'S duty, according to his latest light on
the subject ? Simply to transfer the arms and ammunition of the

Federal Government to the forts and arsenals of the States he knew to
be on the verge of secession in order that they might be armed for
resistance to the Federal forces.

ME. FLOYD asks pardon for "the egotism/' of his avowal. He saw
what was at hand :

"
I saw a fissure in the iceberg coming. I knew there was no power between

heaven and earth that could divert it. 1 understood as 1 understand this moment,
that as it had split everything in its path, it was destined to split the administration
of the United States. I stood firm."

Even the PEESIDENT easy man as he is suspected what MR.
FLOYD'S strong sense of duty was leading him to :

" The PRESIDENT said to me and I thought I never saw him in my life look so
much like what comes up to my idea of a PRESIDENT of the United States as he
looked that evening he said,

' MR. FLOYD, are you going to send recruits to
Charleston to strengthen the forts? What about sending reinforcements to Charles-
ton ?

'

1 was taken very much by surprise to find the PRESIDENT making this inquiry,
indicating, to my mind, a change of policy on his part. I said, 'MR. PRESIDENT,
nothing about sending recruits to Charleston.' 'Don't you,' said he, 'intend to

strengthen the furta at Charleston ?
' '

I do not intend to strengthen the forts at
Charleston.' Says he,

' MR. FLOYD, I would rather be in the bottom of the Potomac
to-morrow than that these forts should fall into the hands of those who intend to take
them. It will destroy me. Sir.' And, said he,

' MR. FLOYD, if that thing occurs it

will cover your name and it is an honourable name. Sir with an infamy that all

time can never efface, because it is in vain that you will attempt to show that you
have not some complicity ill handing over these forts to those who take them.' "

It seems, therefore, that at this time the PRESIDENT'S notions of"
duty

"
slightlv differed from ME. FLOYD'S. The act that MR. FLOYD

is so proud of is one, according to MR. BUCHANAN,
"
that will cover

his name with an infamy that all time can never efface."
GENERAL CASS, too, took the same perverted view of

"
duty

"
as the

PRESIDENT. He was for strengthening the Southern Forts.

'^He said there must be force, and there shall be force."

In the interval between his first and second interview with MR.
FLOYD, however, the PRESIDENT seems to come round, rather, to the
FLOYD view of

"
duty." 'He never looked so like a President" as

when he told MR. FLOYD that
"
his conduct would cover his nanie with

everlasting infamy ;" but after he had changed his mind on this point,
it was fir-

" With a beautiful countenance and with a heroic decision that I shall never
forget [that he replied to GENERAL CASS] in the Council Chamber,

'
I have considered

this question. I am sorry to differ from the SECULTARY or STATE I have made up
my mind. The interests ofthe country do not demand a reinforcement of the forces ill

Charleston. I cannot do it I will not do it and I take the responsibility of it

upon myself.' That is what he said, and the next day this glorious old PREMIER
sent in his resignation. Then gentlemen, I clapped my hands again. I was sorry
to part from him, God knows, because he had done what has seldom been done, he
has inspired during four years a feeling of affection in my heart ; but when he left,
I could not help cocking my eye and saying God speed you, old man, to the
North.' "

To .have inspired a [feeling of affection^ inj MR. FLOID'S heart for
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four years, was, indeed, no common feat, and well deserved the compli-
ment which it extorted from MR. FLOYD of a "cock of his eye," and a
' God speed to the North."
We have taken no liberties with MR. FLOYD'S noble revelation. We

have ventured on no comment. Such virtue deserves, surely, if ever

virtue did, to be
"

its own reward."
And this is a Cabinet Minister of the United States! Let LORD

PALMERSTON and LORD JOHN KUSSELL, the DOKE OF SOMERSET and
LORD HERBERT look on this picture and blush for their own miserable

inferiority.

Let the benighted Britisher learn from MR. FLOYD what slavery a,
and what duty is, and store up the lesson aeainst the time when JOHH
BULL acknowledges JONATHAN as an example, exports and wollops his

own nigger, repudiates his debts, bet rays his public trust, and after a
toucli of pardonable egotism in proclaiming what he has done, lies down
witli the proud consciousness that, whatever comes of it,

"
thank God,

he has done his duty!"

THE CLASSICS OF THE COUNTER.
" MY DEAR MK. POUCH,

"
Chrysanthemum Cottage, Friday.

" As CHARLES has always taken in your interesting paper, and
we regularly read every single word of it, of course I saw your article

the other day upon Shop-Slang, which I really thought mat capital,

only 1 must confess there was a good deal in it that 1 didn't understand :

but I 'in sure you would have liked to see how CHARLES enjoyed it,

though I don't think that he need have laughed at me so much for not

knowing what a
'

slap-up kicksies builder' is, and for asking him to

tell me the meaning of such words as 'trotter eate' and 'maicleys.'

However, he has promised that 'some time or other, when he has

nothing better to do
'

(now, do you think SIR CRESSWELL would allow

such phraseology, implying as it does that CHARLES actually thinks he
can have something; better to do than attend to the behests of me, his

lawful wedded wife? because if you do. I think that there's no use in

the Divorce Court !) CHARLES, I say, has promised to instruct me in

thieves' Latin, in which he says the words that puzzled me are written,
and to help me to translate it into proper ladies' English."

But what I wanted to say was (and as I 'm a constant reader please
to let me say it pub icly, for I do so long to see myself in print.) that

there 's a most enormous deal of slang talked in the shops, besides

what you have shown to be occasionally written there. I declare I

never go into a dressmaker's or draper's without hearing an immense
lot of low vulgar slangy phrases ; and as for hairdressers, I 'm sure it 's

positively dreadful what bad language they use, inquiring as they do
whether one would like to 'ave the pints just taken horf," and telling
their assistants to

'

go and eat them hirons." But this is merely mis-

pronouncing, more than actual slang, and after all is not so odious and
offensive in my ears as the 'any other harticle' of the obsequious
shopman, and t lie thousand other vulgarisms which equally are current.
One rarely hears the word '

thing
'

nowadays in shops, unless indeed
it have an adjective before it. A '

sweet thing in muslins, Mem,' is

no uncommon phrase, but generally speaking the word used is always
'
harticle.' Then, as your Correspondent, MR. EASEL, justly noticed,

nowadays a shop is never called a shop. The young men in it always
term it their establishment.' 'Emporium' and 'mart' are also

synonyms in vogue, but are not used in speaking so much as in

advertisements.

"_This fashion of declining to call a spade a spade, or to term a
business by any briefer phrase than 'commercial undertaking,' has run
riot in a number of ridiculous respects, whereof the slang words in

shop-Latin are some of the most ludicrous. Do you think a shirt sells

better because christened an
'

Eureka," or are boots more bought if

advertised as being 'Antigropelos?' I wonder how many men who
purchase an

'

aquascutum
'

overcoat are tempted so to do because of
the queer name of it, or have the least notion what that queer name
really means. As for myself, of course a lady is not expected to know
Latin, and I remember when CHARLES took me to see the Westminster
Play, and I asked what made him laugh so, he shook his head and put
his finger to his lips, and whispered something about ancient jokes not

being meant, for ladies, and I heard him tell old TOMKINS what a good
thing it was women didn't understand the classics. So of course
whenever now I see a long hard Latin word, and CHARLES seems
puzzled to translate it for me, I can't help fancying it means something
dreadfully improper. There, the other day I showed him an advertise-
ment 1 saw of an

'

Idrotobolic
'

hat which some rare genius had in-

vented : and as he seemed to hesitate in saying that it, merely my, act. a
nice light sort of hat that wouldn't give a headache, ofcourts I naturally
suspected it meant nothing of the kind, and of course 1 shan't lest
satisfied until I find out what it does mean.

"
Now, maybe words like these are well enougli for men (though

I '11 bet a pair of gloves that not a quarter of yon scholars really under-
stand them) ;

but it really is too hnd that we poor women should be
bothered with them, just as if we hadn't enougli other things to worry
us, and I'm sure that what with bad cook, shirt-buttons, and baclielor

acquaintances, who are always certain to
drop

in upon cold mutton

days, the life of a young
'

Hunts,' as one 's called, is full of trouble!-,
and the married state is ninth more of a bed of thorns than rosei.

"
I have plenty more to say about the classics of the counter, for I 've

no patience with the creatures, and haven't yet half dv*r with llicir

ridiculous absurdities
; but CHARLES has just sent up to say the

dioropha's at the door, and we are going to the Pantechnicon to look at

some Kamplulicon, and after that he wants to get himself a new bit of

ryftoi/hayon, because now the frost is over he has begun to shave again ;

and then I mean to make him come and buy me a evptplon, for really my
old mantle is too shabby to be seen in ; and if we 've time Mamma has
asked me to procure some emmenathoon, as the last hair dye she tried

only made her grey hairs green ones, and she also wants to know the

price of a new saucepan which she recently saw advertised, with ti.e

name, if I can spell it, of anheidrokepteterioti, uid CHAKLKS declares

he means to ask whether so classic*! a cognomen is likely to impart a

Grecian flavour to potatoes !

"
So you really iuit excuse me from writing any more, but believe

" Tour most coiutawt reader,

"ARABELLA AHAMI.VTA ANGELINA SMITH."
"
P.S. I hear that printing is now done by an anattatic process. Has

it ever been applied yet to the art of printing kitttsf"

me,

,'A FEW SIMl'Ll, KKASONS AGAINST SMOKING.

(Principally addressed to 8iR BENJAMIN BKODIE, in answer to hi* Letter

o that abominable practise.)

BY THE MOTHER OF A LARGE FAMILY. AND THE WIDOW OF THBB
III'MIANDS, WHO ALL SMOKED.

1. BECAUSE it injures the curtains.

2. Because it is injurious to the furniture generally.
3. Because it is not agreeable to breakfast in the room when the

gentlemen have been smoking overnight.
4. Because no man's temper is the better for it the next morning.
5. Because it keeps persons up to late hours, when every respectable

person ought to be in bed.

6. Because the smell haunts a man's clothes, and his beard, and bis

hair, and his whiskers, and his whole body, for days afterwards so

much so that it is positively uncomfortable sometimes to go near him.

7. Because it is a selfish gratification that not only injures those

who partake of it, but has the further effect of driving the ladies out

of the room.
8. Because it is, also, an expensive habit which the ladies, not par-

ticipating in its so-called enjoyments, cannot possibly have the smallest

sympathy with or appreciation for.

9. Because it has the further effect of making gentlemen drink a

great deal more than they otherwise would, and so weakens their purses
besides ruining their constitutions, to say nothing of the many comforts
and new dresses that their dear wives aud children may have been un-

justly deprived of, supposing the same amount of money had only
been judiciously laid out at home.

10. Because it gives extra trouble to the servants who have to clean

and to ventilate the room the next morning.
11. Because how are one's daughters to get married, if the gentlemen

are always locked up in a separate room paying court to their filthy pipes
and cigars ?

12 Because it unfits a young man, who is wedded to it, for the

refining influences of temale society.
13. Because it puts a stop to music, singing, flirting, and all rational

emoyments.
14. Because it is a custom originally imported from the savages.
15. Because we see the nations that smoke the most are mostly the

stupidest, heaviest, laziest, dreariest, dreamiest, most senseless, and

worthless beings that encumber like so many weeds, only capable of

emitting so much smoke the free of the earth.

16. Because when a man says he is going out to smoke a cigar,

there 's no knowing what mischief he is Dent upon, or the harm the

monster may be likely to get into.

17. Because it is not allowed in the Palace, or Windsor Castle, or

in any respectable establishment.
18. Because the majority of husbands only do it because they know

it is offensive to their wives.

And a thousand otter good reasoni, if one only had tkt patumm to

enumerate them all. fray did ADA* smoke ?

Punch's Essence of French Chambers.

"DANCE, you dozs, to my fiddle-de-dee,

And thank your stars for a 1'rince like me."

Slightly altered from MR. PLAMCHE.
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IRISH HOUSEKEEPING.

BACHELOR. "
Mary, 1 should like that piece of Bacon I left at dinner yesterday."

IKISH SERVANT.
" Is it tJtc lit o' Ehacon thin ? Shun I took it to Imylit t/ieflwircs !

"

PUNCH IN HIS GLORY.

FROM the account of the State

Procession in which HER MAJESTY
went to open Parliament, the Court
Newsman unaccountably omitted
the following particular :

" A carriage drawn by six piebald
horses, containing Ma. PUNCH."

The next time Mr. Punch goes
to assist at the Opening of Parlia-

ment he means to have tiis carriage
drawn by a spotted team, of which
he hopes the Court Newsman will

take proper notice, and not treat

his equipage in the Royal train as

though it had been conspicuous

by its absence.

A New Source of Inspiration.

KING THWAITES was explain-

ing to an incurable gambler that

there were two principal lines of

sewers, the high-level sewer,
and the low-level sewer, when
our enthusiastic slave of the green
baize violently exclaimed,

"
By

Jove ! the Deuce is the Main !

"

"PAIR is POUL.".

A CABMAN'S Pare considering
the abuse one generally gets (more
especially if he is a Hansom Cab-

man) when one pays him nothing
more than the proper fare.

A FLING AT A FOOLISH FASHION.
-If ladies will wear hoops, they

necessarily make themselves butts.

PARLIAMENTAKY ENTERTAINMENTS.

Is addition to the banquets of LORDS PALMERSTON and GRANVILLB,
and of the leaders of the Opposition, on the Opening of the Session,

several entertainments on a minor scale took place, which somehow
have escaped being noticed by the press. We have therefore been

requested to supply the following details, with which we have been

furnished through a most authentic source :

VISCOUNT WILLIAMS gave a grand tea and turn-out at his residence,
to which the chief of his Constituents had the honour of receiving
cards. The repast, we understand, was of a strictly frugal character

;

as being in accordance with those economic principles of which the

noble Viscount has long; been the acknowledged champion in the

House. After the refection, the guests were entertained' with a long

speech from their host, setting forth his views on a variety of matters,
and stating that he would not shrink from upsetting the Government,
and himself assuming office as Prime Minister, if LORD PALMEKSTON
persisted in refusing to retrench.

MK. BRIGHT gave a full dress banquet the same evening, to which
the

"
ardent reformers

"
in the House were all invited. Covers were

laid for some three hundred or more, but, through some mischance or

other, the company who assembled did not exceed a dozen.

MR. AYRTON had a dinner-party at his private residence, for the

purpose of making a short speech on the occasion, that he might prove
whether his tongue was in proper working order. MR. AYRTON said

at starting that he feared so long a rest had made his powers of speech
grow rusty, but as the "few remarks" he promised extended over

nearly five hours and a half, the fears he entertained were shown to be

quite groundless.
MR. SPOONER had invited a select circle of friends to renew his

yearly promise to make his usual fiery attack upon Maynooth, when
the Grant for it should come before the notice of the House. But it

unfortunately happened that the guests whom he invited were all

"previously engaged," and so the worthy Member had to make his

speech in the form of a soliloquy, aud to supply the
"
cheers

" and
"
hear ! hears !

"
of an audience himself.

LORD JOHN RUSSELL entertained a large party at his residence with

a description of how he meant to make away with his Reform baby,
and how JOHN BRIGHT, he expected, would accuse him of the murder

of it. His Lordship said, he hoped the country would acquit him of

unnatural desertion, for it was mainly to oblige them he had played
the part of Brutus, and sacrificed his child, because he clearly saw the

country did not care for it.

MR. LAYARD, as in duty bound, gave a splendid banquet to his friend

Mr. Punch, in recognition of his services in returning MR. LAYARD to

a seat in Parliament.
We learn, too, that LORD COWLEY gave a full-dress entertainment

at his residence in Paris, to celebrate the opening of the French and

English Sessions. The hospitalities were on a more than usually grand
scale, covers being laid for no less than three persons.

A Strange Coincidence.

'Tis HER MAJESTY'S Army and Navy ;

'Tis HER MAJESTY'S Kingdom; and yet
Of this we may all

"
take a davy

"

'Tis the People's or "National Debt !

"

A CONUNDRUM BETWEEN THE ACTS.

WHAT is the difference between a popular Melodrama at the Adelphi
and LORD CLYDE ? The one is Colleen Sawn, and the other COLIN
Christened.

The Volunteer Movement.

WE are requested to state, that there is not the smallest foundation

f9r the rumour which has been circulated lately, even in the highest

circles, that LORD JOHN has accepted the Lieutenant-Colonelcy of

the Six Foot Rifles.

THINGS THAT SADLY WANT THE "JUDICIOUS USE 9? THE TRUNING-
KNIFE." Our financial expenditure, standing armies, parliamentary

speeches, and ladies' dresses.

A QUESTION THAT HAS NEVER BEEN ANSWERED YET." Where 's

the Police ?
"

Priuwd by William Branbury. of No. 13 Upner Wftburn Place, and F'Mcrick Mullet! Eans, of !9o. 19, Queen'* Roa-1 Wfat. Regent's Park, both In the Pnrih of S'. Pncnn, in the County of Middlesex.

FT;nters. at their Office in Lombard* Street, in the 1'reciact of Whitefriars, in the Cityjof Londjn, and Published by them at No. 35, Fleet. Street, in the 1'arisa vf St. bride, la the L.ty OJ

LoO'ion.-San-RDAT, February 16, 1851.
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YANKEE SUBTLETY.

YOUXQ MERCHANT. " What do I do ! Why, I attend to the Finesse Departments-
do all the /'

FRIEND. " 'kunder's that?
"

Yoi'Ni; MERCHANT. "
ll'/iv. who* aim /'<//,/ "- . the Concern Honey and itxm't

Pay, I (jo
and make him, ur Knock his Darned Old Head off hit Shoulders 1

"

THE CAMBRIDGE PRIZE POEM.

LAST Friday was the Anniversary of the birth of GEORGE WASHINGTON, founder

of the Union which the New York Herald declares to exist no longer. PRINCE

ALBKRT, as Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, has given, as subject for

the Prize Poem, The Prince of Wales at the Tomb of Washington, the incident

of the oth October last. Punch does not know whether his young friend, H. R. 11.

EDWARD, who has just gone to Cambridge, means himself to compete for the prize,

though, as he is likely to know what his emotions upon that occasion were better

than anybody else, there seems no reason against his trying his hand. Meantime,
the selection of such a subject has given great satisfaction to the Americans, and

the Herald says,

his Royal Highness, and it must be extremely gratifying to ourselves to know that the youth and
intellect ol our mother country are making it a labour of love to honour and emblazon it in song.
And it is to bo hoped that under the allspices

> ',-,' something will bo produced
worthy of a theme so richly teeming with the poetry of tradition and the gems of history, and

allowing such limitless scope for the glowing pictures of poetical gcuius."

It is to be hoped so. We shall see. Mr. Punch has no child at Cambridge,
at present, or the prize would be already on view in the window of 85, Fleet

Street, for no one would be foolish enough to contend against a son of the House
of Punch. The utmost fair play will, therefore, be given.

But Mr. Punch hardly knows whether to rejoice or to be sad that the Poet
CUPPER (author of PnceMal Imbecility, &c.), although disqualified from entering
the race with younger bards, has stepped forth to show them how the thing ought
to be done. It is matter for joy that such a Poem as CUPPER'S should be given
to the world ; but on the other hand, its extreme beauty and all but perfection
must tend to discourage all other competitors. However, here is an

"
early copy,"

and perhaps the young Cantabs had better make themselves thoroughly masters of

it, before attempting their own verses. They will at
least know what they must avoid.

VOLUNTEER PRIZE POEM,

PRINCE EDWARD OF WALES AT THE TOMB
OF WASHINGTON.

Auspicious moment. Banish every gloom.
No Tears to-day, although I sing a Tomb ;

A Tomb on which the honour was conferred

Of homage from a child of GEOUGE THE TUIBD,
I call him child, although he's no such tiling,

And the great grandson of the Farmer King.

A happy omen for VICTORIA'S son,W begins both WALES aud WASHINGTON,
And similar may both their courses be,

Lovers of all that
'

grand and great and free,

Yet here I would not be misunderstood,
Good are republics, monarchy is good,
And truly sorry I should be to plan
Schemes for my Prince to turn republican :

Ungrateful, surely, were Mich thought in me
Whose works amuse the Royal Family,
And in their gilded bindings often lie

Where they may catch the QUEEN'S or CONSORT'S eye.
I only mean this golden hope to forge :

May EDWARD be as good a man as GEORGE !

Mount Vernon is the
place

to which they brought
The Prince to show the honour which he ought.
'Twas in October that it met his view,
And that's the month in which I always brew,
Not that I'd willingly intrude my ales

Into a poem on the PRINCE OP WALES,
But playful thoughts gush from the poet's tongue
Like those same liquids when you lift the bung,
Drinking and thinking thus suggest the line

That bier is Washington's and this is mine.

What Vernon is, or why it 's called a Mount,
I know not, and the fact 's of small account :

The name is dear to us, (Columbia's kith)
Who idolise the name of VERNON SMITH ;

Then we 've the Vernon Gallery ; for my part
I love that choice collection of fine art,

And often wish that it were nearer town

(My Royal Prince and Consort, never frown,
I know it 's only thrippence by the bus,
And did not mean the least disloyal fuss)
I love to sit and rest each weary leg,

And gaze on STANFIELD, ROBERTS, CRZSWICK, 00,
Or stand enchanted iu the Vernnn room,
As stood the Prince before the Vernon Tomb.

Upon that scene how oft must he look back,
As rapt he stood beside the Potomac,
And heard arising o'er that river's surge,
The music of the Trovatore dirge,

Played on the steamer, which as it appeared
From the reports, his Royal hand had steered,

Type of the time, O ! may the time be late !

When he shall steer the vessel of the State.

Nobly he spoke, as well beseemed his birth,

Then picked horse-chesnuts from the hallowed earth,

Intending, as he frankly told the folks,

To sow them here, among fair Windsor's oaks.

And let us hope that getting back on hoard

In sport he shied them at no Duke or Lord,
But that the trees will spring where, every hour,

He "11 see them from the Lancasterian Tower.

Here, Muse, break off, and loyal Ardour check.

Nor sing the dancing on the vessel's deck,

How Alexandria met him with a smile

(Not Alexandria, reader, near the Nile),

How Washington (the place) with salvoes rang,

Bid fly her bunting and her cannon bang,

And tens of thousands sent up plaudits wild

In honour of VICTORIA'S princely child.

My strain is o'er, but oh, if I might dare,

Mid themes like these to thrust a private prayer,
'

1'would be that when my Prince next voyages, he

Will take, as Travelling Liureat,
M. r . C.

VOL. XL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JSBRUARY 11, 1861, Mon-

day. LORD CAMPBELL
introduced a Bill,

which, if it really
answers its professed

purpose, may be called

a Patent Double-screw
Press. It is to con-

solidate the Statutes

by the repeal of all the

obsolete laws. At. pre-
sent there are Forty
Volumes of Laws.
The expurgated edition

will consist of Ten.
VV

?
e presume that as

compressed soup ex-

pands from a square
like a piece of soap
into a tureen full of nu-

trimeiit, the squeezed
laws will grow large

enough when lawyers
want to be fed, and
the victim gets into hot
water with the law.

LORD NORMAXBY took
the first opportunity S of making a goose of himself, pretending to misunderstand a

petition against Spanish persecution of Protestants.
The HOME SECRETARY does not mean to Reform the City Corporation this

I year, but does mean to try to do something with the Coal duties. The cry for
tiiis Session is therefore,

"
Emancipate the Scuttle."

SIR CHARLES WOOD made a lucid Speech about Indian finance. He wanted a
loan for India, that is it was not a loan, but he wanted money for India, not exactly
for India, but a cash transaction had to be gone through, and it had nothing to do
with the expenditure of India, but it was to make good an excess in the expenditure
upon India, and this was a very trifling difference, though it was by no means
an unimportant matter. He should be much ashamed if he did not tell the exact

truth, and if the expenditure had not been much larger than it had been expected
to be a considerable sum less than had been calculated would have been laid out,
but then this could not be called Indian expenditure, because the money he
expected to receive from India would be absorbed, and it was clear that if there
was a deficiency in receipts less money would come into the treasury. For these
reasons, and several others equally intelligible, he demanded 3,000,000, and got it.

SIR RICHARD BETHBLL then introduced the Reform Bill for Ib61, the Bill for

amending the law of Bankruptcy and Insolvency. As no person who humbly and
sincerely studies his Punch, and acts up to his precepts, can ever be in the least

danger of bankruptcy or insolvency, or can be anything but prosperous, intelligent,
witty, and happy, there is no primd facie reason for stating the character of this
Bill to those who can have no interest in it. But it is due to Mr. Punch's friend
SIK RICHARD, who has laboured in this cause like a legal Hercules, to mention
that the new Bill is a most valuable one, that its merit will be understood by the
commercial world at once, and that the uncommercial world may comprehend it
on being apprised that at present the lawyers and the system steal always about a
third aud sometimes half of the property which oupht to be divided among the
creditors of an unfortunate person. The Insolvent Debtors' Court is proposed to
be done away, and there is to be no legal distinction between traders and non-
traders, so that the same principle will be applied to MOULDY STILTON, the little

i.onfter m the Borough, and the Honourable CAPTAIN ALGERNON MONT-
DE YousGEBSONlNViLLE, when either of those

The details of the bill are admirable,
\A~l,:~~ n*~_: i TJ_J:_.K m

have known many a Catholic husband cured of supersti-
tion by his pretty wife's laughingly presenting him a bottle

of Macassar, and, with a kiss, telling him it was for extreme

unction, while, many a young Catholic lady has learned to

laugh at Confession from her husband's insisting on con-

fessing to her, every day, something that she was very
much pleased to hear. The more of such marriages the
better.

Tuesday. The Lords read a Bill for preventing the for-

gery of trade-marks. This operation is on of the little

tricks which Commerce does not disdain, hut to which com-
mercial men, who find their good names affixed to bad ware,

object very strongly. THEODORE BONGAULTIER has told

us how the Augur was emboldened to tell KING TARQUIN
to cut through the hone with his razor.

"
So the Augur sacked the tin of Tarquin,
Who suspected some celestial aid,

But he wronged the blameless Gods, for, hearken,
Ere the wily parson's bet was laid

That priest's keen e\ e

Did there espy
The name of TUBTON graven on the blade."

But suppose the blade had been a bad one, on which the
name of the celebrated Sheffield house had been fraudu-

lently stamped by a rogue. What would have become of
the Augur then ? The House of Lords, in which there are

both Augurs and Bores, probably thought of this, and re-

ceived tlie Bill hospitably. LOBD LEITKIM made a coin-

plaint on behalf of 2079 Protestants of Leitrim against the
i'avours shown to llibbonmen in that district, and LORD
GRANVILLE laughed at him perhaps the best aud certainly
the easiest way of dealing with Irish complaints.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL answered questions on some

American matters, and explained that Mexico was in a

mess, that the San Juan aiftur was in statu quo, aud that

ANDERSON, the escaped negro, would not be given up to

the slave-owners without orders from England. These
LORD PALMEKSTON had previously intimated were not

likely to be sent. Question was raised touching the refusal

of a Judge to take the evidence of a foolish woman who
came into a court of justice ami denied her belief in a

Deity and a Future. SIR JOHN TKELAWNY, the anti-

Church-Rate leader, seemed to think that the woman had
been ill-treated, but SIR GEORGE LEWIS thought the

reverse. Mr. Punch dislikes the whole oath system, and
would restrict it to cases where life, death, or woman's
character is at stake ; but if it is to be put in action about

trumpery matters, as in this instance, where spiteful rela-

tions were squabbling about a pianoforte, it is difficult to

say that the Judge was wroug. Sweep away all unne-

cessary oaths, and annex the punishment of perjury to a

lie spoken in Court.

MK. COLLIEB produced a little Reform Bill, for pro-

hibiting the payment, of the expenses of conveying voters

to the poll in boroughs. SIK G. LEWIS let him bring it in,

but made no promise not to squelch it, later. MB. WHITE,
late of Plymouth, who is so fond of making noises in the

House that his incessant "hear, hear," is called Plymouth
Sound, moved for some ridiculous returns, which would
cost no end of money for printing what is in a dozen books

already. SIB G. LEWIS would not have this sort of thing
at, any price, and WHITE, being stubborn, was floored byrespectable individuals outruus the constable.

and SIR RICHARD received plaudits from Whi^s, Tories, aruf Radicals. '"MB! i
112 to 59. This, Mr. Punch presumes, is the first specimen

i.owix JAMU mentioned that there were bad creditors as well at bad debtors, and
I

of the way "my dear MB,. CRAOTCIU>" aud his friends pro-
tlaii lie had been concerned in a case where a gentleman was sued for 25 000 and

I
pose to reduce the national expenditure. MR. HUBBAHD

the only recollection he had of the debt was, that he had "once borrowed 500, of brought in a Church-Rate Bill, for exempting any person
some Jew money-lender." Mi;. TUBXKR likened the lawyers to cats, and com- i from the rate who would declare himself a Dissenter, but
niercial folks to mice, and MH. ROEBUCK pleasingly reminded him that mice were

"" "- ' A '-' '-- A >' "'

vernini. If any portion of the new Bill gives the cats too much power, we hope
BIB RICHARD will cut the clause. Altogether, this was a satisfactory night's
work. Later in the week the Bill was read a second time, that it might go at
once into committee, and upon this occasion several Members raised objections to
it, which were met by the information, accorded by the author, that the objectors
really did not understand the measure they were assailing.
MR. CARDWELL introduced a Bill for a Registration of Births, Marriages,

and Deaths, in Ireland, and this was objected to by MR. SCULLY, who said that
it was contrary to the law for Catholic priests to ma'rry a Catholic to a Protestant,
unless the marriage had previously been solemnised according to Protestant rites,
that the priests were always breaking this law, and would, he hoped, continue to
do M>, aud therefore could not be expected to register tlie fact that they were
criminals. The calm impudence of this plea amused the House. But Mr.'Punch.
would like to see the removal of any obstacle in the way of such mixed marriages
as the benefit conferred on a Catholic by being united to a Protestant is almost , , . ., ,,, . u<v .u& -- - , .

incalculable missionaryism never takes a prettier form than in matrimony, aud we i amounting iu number to more than those who followed

MR. HADKIELD abused him for demanding such a

cession." MK. DARBY GRirmn said, that the Bill was

opposed by sectarian fanaticism on one side and toady

bigotry on the other, which was neat if not polite.

Wednesday. Only five-and-twenty minutes of Parliament

the only minute Mr. Punch need" make.

'Ihui-sday.

Both Houses gave thanks to the Forces,
In the. pay of VICTORIA REGINA,

(Sir. Punch the thanksgiving endorses)
For their gallant behaviour in China.

The speeches were very good, of course, and perhaps
MR. DISRAELI put the matter as shortly and strongly
as it cau be put, in saying that "a handful of men, not
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XENOPHON, had waged a successful war in the remotest part of the

globe, and dictated terms of peace in the ancient capital of a nation

who number more than one-third of the whole population of the

world." VISCOUNT Wn.i.mis applauded, but wished to know who
XENOPHON was, on which Mn. WHITE very properly reproved his

THE VENGEANCE OF MUSIC.

feaVi
*IS. ti:lc-page

istocrat, after all

*Uriiijr,
"

I 'in blessed if he
n? at Mil. \ iLi i \MS s resi-

tkii da; to was as tranquil
* ho knows what may

:i.i i \\is as in a NAPOLEOH.
window some morning

Music

Finally, MR. SCULLY explained that he had made, on the previous
night, a statement about I lie bummer Palace, and, having, afterwards,
(Irish fashion) looked up the facts of the case, he found he was wrong.
This was a noble amende, and it ought to be recorded. In fact, we
think MR. SCTLLY ought to have a banquet, given him in the St.
Janies's Hall, or some such place, in honour of a public man *s not
being ashamed to own to a mistake. If the tickets are not too dear,
Mr. Punch (who never has a mistake to own to) will take a couple, and
bring P\M.

Singular Instance of Misdirection on the Fart of a
Learned Judge.

IT was quite accidentally that BAHON BRAMWT.LL, writing to a
friend who was staying at the Sabloniere, Leicester Square, used,
instead of the addendum, West Central, the following "(B.C.) let on

parle

I.B should be careful. We have just been reminded in print
I'.KEiiiovrx, a composer of music, flew into such a rageon bearing

ignorance, and told him that \EKopnoswas an eminent Roman warrior tli . HLKOX had declared himself ExPBBOB, 'hat the

who retreated ten thousand tunes. This Xenophonetic news was satis-
'

Enraged Musician proceeded to the awful extremity of tearing oft' n

factory to the Viscount. The MARQUIS 01 HATH made a much more leaf on which he had dedicated soaie.Mmphony or o'hertn
ridiculous speech, objecting to the lesson which had been read to China' and sputtering something in German to the effect 'h;it "He was as

by the light, of the (limes of the Summer Palace,
and MR. Scri.i.v ti- ne rest of 'em." This fearful act js known to have drii

the same line, which record may suffice to indicate the nature of the new EMPEROR into a dreadful state of mind, and all bis sub
cnts' addresses, anil their fatuity. nendous efforts, and his final sub; . the armies of Europe
SoLiciTOR-GlKEBAIi brought in Seven Bills for Consolidatr ]>oaed to have been the result of his desire to recc'.

ViKil Law. ttey were respectfully received by the House, ;ui yed by the Enraged
'

Mil. M'M.Aiio.v regretted that similar measures were not offered to similar act which has just occurred in

Ireland and Scotland. And as Mr. Punch likes to make things pleasant SHAW, second fiddle at the Euterpeon Music Saloon, had inscribed his

when he can, he invites the attention of his Scottish friends to this last polka (v. -ne Clowii, in Crinolim-, inthe gr
able Iri- < nt, that "the criminal law of Scotland Pantomime at the above establishment ) to MK. \V i .[.mis,
is as barbarous as that, of Italy- Scotland has no Habeas Corpus, and M P. But learning from the pages of 1'vnrh that MR. WILLIAMS was
a Scotsman may be. hung by the odd man in a jury of fifteen." Eh,

: -'- :

sirs, but that's just, awfu'.

The last, idea of the two Evil Boroughs of Sudbury and Saint Alban,
that they had only been in purgatory all this time, was ex'inguished by dence, we learn that up to five o'

SIR GEOBOE LEWIS. He proposed to assign to new constituencies the
;

and unambitious as could l>

Four Members of whom the House has been deprived, siuce IS 1 1 and
! happen? The wound may rankle

tie disfranchisement of those corrupt, places. He offers one
j

What if the, Viscount should open
seat to Hiding of Yorkshire, one to Soutli Lancashire, one to

]

while brushing his teeth, aud proclaip :blic?

Birkenhrad, and one to a new district, to be composed of
'

1 make its professors milder and more mo :

parishes of Chelsea and Kensington. Of eon 1 ribution could

please everybody, and MIL AYRTON was espec e, calling
LORD JOHN RUSSELL a Hidiculous Mouse, and , \e G"vern-
ment of being humbugs. PAI.VKHSTON said that he was not fright.

and supposed that AYKTON (of the Tower Hamlets) had flown into a

rage because the House had audibly protested against receiving any
more of the articles called Metropolitan Members. '

tve a
Inure scolding to the pretended Reformers who had done everything to

hinder the Reform Bill of lust, year, and now assailed Government for

not introducing another. The Four Seats will probably be allotted as

proposed, after a few performances of Le Diable aQuatre.

Friday. LORD NoBXAXBI took the second opportunity of making a

goose of himself, about Italian affairs. LORD ST. LEONARD'S then
made a variety of objections to the new plan for sweeping away the
mass of dens and dinginesses between the Strand and Carey Street,
and putting all the Law Courts there. It may be an open question
whether the taking away a den of thieves and substituting a colony of

lawyers is a change of so much magnitude as to be called a boon to the

Metropolis ; but inasmuch as clean streets and fresh air will come in

the place of dirty alleys and miasma, LORD ST. LEONARD'S should not

oppose the reform. CAMPBELL and CKANWOKTH both assured him
that he was wrong. MR. COWER has a Bill in preparation for making
the proposed sweep.
Something was said about the Convict riots at. Chatham, but Sra

GEORGE LEWIS did not seem to know much more about, it than we
had read in the papers ; namely, that, a large number of scoundrels had
been very outrageous, and had been soundly flogged. If it be true, as

stated, that these fellows are better fed than the soldiers who were
called in to put, them down, the riot has done good by bringing that
disgraceful fact, before the public.
The Elected of the Millions has lately been annexing a little sove-

reignty called Monaco emphasis, Wiscount, on the first syllable and
Liiui) JOHN Krssn.i, explained that the said Elected, having removed
any possible Sardinian objection to the arrangement, by taking Nice
and Savoy, had clearly and logically a right to take Monaco, if he liked
and he did like. Tiie next time. LOBD JOHN is coming out of Covent

Garden Theatre, and a pickpocket happens to annex his opera-glass,
we are sure the Foreign Minister will politely hand to the prig the

lorgnet/e-fSise, as that should follow the glass, and can be of no use to
the owner without it.

THE OLD AND NEW WORLD CHANGING PLACES.

THE United States are fast becoming Disunited, and Italy, that for

centuries has been disunited, is rapidly growing United. Let us
hope

that Italy, not following the mad example of America, will, when she

is One, never think again of falling to. Columbia will soon have to

hand over to Italia her mptto of
"

Ptnrit>ux #**," for if the Union
is cracking in all directions, it is clear that it must soon abandon
all pretensions to being one united country. It had better write on
its Hags (we suppose there will be a white and a black flag nowf)

,
et Imptra." They must be careful, however, not to make of

r
"
Imperance," though we are well aware that that is about

the last thing that a Yankee, when he is bragging about his country,
ever thinks of displaying.

The Genius of Religion.

GENirs (says MADAME DE STAV:!,") has no ;

MR I>K POLICHINELLE) would be all the

better if, like Genius, it. had no ffcft.
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Frederick (who, we are sorry to say, is rather fond of chaffing his Brothcr-in-Laio.) "On ! LOOK HERE, ROBERT, WILL YOU HAVE THIS WITH
YOU IN THE CARRIAGE, OR SHALL I PUT IT INTO THE VAN?"

A BEGG-AR'S PETITION.
WE are glad to hear that Glasgow has some thoughts of backsliding

in its Sabbatarian progress, and is preparing a Police Bill by which
some necessaries of life, which have been hitherto prohibited, in future
will be suffered to be sold upon a Sunday. Ready-made provisions,
bread, and milk, and medicine

; these are the sole articles to whicli the
suffrance is extended, and it will be provided that the sale of them be
stopped between the hours of 10A.M. and 5 in the afternoon.

This is, after all, no such wonderful concession. But trifling as it

may be, great objections have been made to it. A leading Free Kirk
Doctor, whose name is DR. BEGG, has given notice of a motion in the
Edinburgh Presbytery for a petition against, the Sunday sale of food
and physic, which is sought to be obtained. A Scotch contemporary
reports of him that

learn tnai tue BaDDatti Alliance m Edinburgh were taking action on the subjectand had appointed a secretary, and he hoped something would be done to nil
attention to the matter."

Certainly, DR. BEGG. Since, you beg us so to do, we willingly will
call attention to the matter. VVe may not do so in a manner tlmt you
would yourself approve, for it is not our custom to write like eantin"
hypocrites, and to

"
Compound for sins wo feel inclined to,

By damning those we have no mind to."

But such as it is, you are quite welcome to our notice of the subject.
By the bye, Doctor, were not you the pious party who not long since

inveighed against the heinous
"
Sin of walking on the Sabbath," and

petitioned that the crime might be put down by the police ? If so, we
can conceive, without much stretch of fancy, that you should look
upon milk-selling on the Sunday as a sin. A mind that thinks it sinful
to go and take a walk, of course must see offence in the business of a
milk-walk. Nor, if buying needful food upon a Sunday be an "evil,"
can there be much less ill in buying necessary physic. Better lose

your health than your chances of salvation. Better suffer in the flesh

than run the slightest risk of torment in the spirit. Better have sick
bodies than have sickness in our souls. Yes, assuredly, dear Doctor

;

we quite agree to that. But before you hope to make us converts to

your faith, you must thoroughly convince us that buying food and
physic upon Sundays is forbidden us, in the pages of that Book wherein
our duties are described.

If we are not mistaken, there are many men in Scotland of DR.
BEGG'S persuasion, who call Sunday

"
the Sabbath," and think sinful

all out-door employment on that day. Now, why, instead of troubling
the police with their petitions, could they not themselves in person
start an anti-food-and-physic-purchasing crusade, and do what they
think needful to prohibit Sunday trading. Whatever be the case with
other purchaseable condiments, the sale of milk would specially be easy
to be checked. Were DR. BEGG and some few score of his ascetic
brethren to patrol the streets of Glasgow in gangs upon a Sunday, we
feel chemically certain, that without police assistance, the mere sight of
their sour faces would suffice to spoil the milk.

SLAVERY AND MORMONISM.
" THE Patriarchs of old had slaves,"
The Planter cries,

"
Tis written.

Fact being so my conscience saves,
Which therefore can't be smitten."

"
The Patriarchs," says BRIGHAM YOUSG," Wives besides one had other.

>My withers likewise are unwrung
Come to my arms, my brother !

"

A Daily Interview at the Paris Embassy.
Chef

'

de Cuisine. Milord, what is the carte for the dinner of to-day ?
Have you any preference ?

His Liberal Lordship. Ma foi, the same as before carte blanche.
Vous savez bien, je ne vous donne invariablement rien que fa.
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TWO ENTRANCES AND TWO EXITS.

THE ENTRANCES.

TULRE were two Kings, where of Italy's boot,

The foot the leg is tacked to,

The one he was a dejure King,
The otliei it King tiefacto.

Without taking couul. of KUCG VICIOK,
That, blade so cool aud keen, oh

GABIBALDI was this de facto King,
The dejure was BOMBA.LIKO.

KING GARIBALDI to never a crowu
Ur royal robe was born,

lie marched to his throue in an old red shirt,

And a pair of trousers torn.

No priest at his coronation stood,
'Twixt him and the Power above,

His sceptre was a sharp steel sword,
And his chrism was the people's love.

lu a pair of rickety steamers he faced
A fleet that scoured the sea,

And lauded with one thousand men,
'Gainst thousands thirty-three.

KINO BOMJBAUNO was palace-born.
And swaddled in purple and gold ;

There were bishops to bless him, princesses to dress him,
Aud a queen his papspoou to hold :

And when KING BOMBA. the Pious,
\\ as numbered with the dead,

And BOMBALING by right divine,

Reigned in his father's stead,
He was solemnly crowned and sceptred and oiled,

By the Cardinals duly appointed.
And joy-bells were rung, and Te Deumn were sung,
Hound the throne of the Lord's anointed.

Hard by that throne, you might hear the groan,
Of those that lay in chains,

In Little-Ease, where the sea-damps freeze,
Or the sun-scorch boils the brains.

But stifled still. for groans too shrill,

t

Or tongues that dare to wag,
There was CARAFA'S silence-cap,
And MANISCALCO'S gag.

So Liberty's poison with fetter and lash
From the people's heart he purges,

And where KING BOMBA scourged with whips,
BOMBAUSO with scorpions scourges.

Aud where was KINO GARIBALDI theu ':

He was tailing the Tuscan Sea,
In a merchant-vessel of sixty tons,
For a merchant-captain's fee ;

Or his shirt rolled up to the elbows,
Aud his hands in the mutton-fat,

He was moulding the dips and twisting the wicks,
At a New York chandler's vat

Or planting early potatoes,
Aud tending his goats the while,

Where sheer to the deep runs the barren steep
Of Caprera's little isle.

So enter our Kings on Sicily's stage

^

Be warned, Utopian dreamers,
The one he hath a navy complete,
The other two merchant-steamers

;

This leads a rabble a thousand strong,
That, troops by thousands thirtj .

The one wears royal purple,
The other a red shirt, dirty;

Let the crack-brained fool, an if he may,
Capreru scuttle back to

The odds they run a thousand to one,
For dejttt-e against de facto !

THE EXITS.

1 see a crowd acclaiming loud,
In Naples' sunlit splendour,
women alone, hut bearded men

Are tearful of look and tender.

Their throats rain blessings, their hauu= ruin flowers,

And both in shower- u

As they crowd about a worn grey man,
lu a reu shirt, the worse for wearing.

They clasp his hands, they clutch his knees,
Tin y line his road in masses ;

Strongly Recommended before Dinner.

(By a Vulgar Illiterate Coelmty.)

WHY is a lucky sixpence like Absinthe ? Because it's a happy-tizer
(appetiser) \ ! !

'iiiujf their babes that he may la\

His hands on them, as he passes.

And this is the man that a few months since,
At Marsala dared a lauding,

In the face of odds that had never been faced
man of the least understanding.

Unscathed by sword, untouched by shot,

_As if o'er his life a charm is,

Klv xu's navies are his,
And KIM, BOMHAU.NO'S armies !

And now his foot 's on the base of a throne,
And his hand is on a crown

And behold he takes his hand away,
And from that throne steps down.

And simple and shabby as ke came,
So shabby and simple goes ;

Back to Caprera's cabbage beds,
Aud early potato-rows.

No pomp and state on his exit wait,
But that no power can buy.

The love that glows in every heart,
Aud the tear in every eye.

A word, a will this crown was his,
And his this Kingdom fair ;

But better he loves Caprera's isL,
And his old felt hat to wear !

I see a rock-based fortress town,
With batteries girdled round ;

There 's a sulphurous reek in the stifling air,

And corpses strew the ground.
The kennels run blood, through the trampled mud,

Crush'd gabion and rent fascine,
Where the cannons lour from the embrasure,
And the gunners shrink and screen :

And heard high o'er the great guns' roar,
The crack of the fusillade,

Is blent with the fall of shattered wall,
Or bastion prostrate laid.

For months and months the leagured town,
Hath sat in want and woe

With fear within and fire without,
And Death on-creeping slow ;

Till food is spent, and Fever conies,
And strikes its victims down;

And strong men's curses dog the King,
For whom they hold the town ;

And starving mothers at his door
Fling down their babies dead

;

And orphaned children lay the blood
Of fathers on his head.

And mutiny folds stubborn arm;,
Nor gives back blow for blow

;

And so perforce he strikes the flag
Dishonoured long ago :

And through the blood and through the wreck,

(

His young Queen at his side,
The last Italian BOURBON goes

lu sullen scowling pride
I. n blessed, unloved, no liand grasps his,
No heart laments his fall !

Sic Exit BOMBALINO !

Sic Extant Tyrants all !

LICENSED WITILERS. The Yankees.
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FROZEN OUT LAWYERS.
IND gentlemen, have you ere a

Six-and-Eightpence to bestow
on a poor half-starved client-

less solicitor, for I've a wife

at home, kind gentlemen, and
half a dozen children, and my
eldest boy's at Eton, and if

business keeps so slack, I shan't

be able to afford to complete
his education, to say nothing
of my daughters who are being

taught at home, and who every

year are costing more for crino-

line and schooling, and there's

my wife, kind gentlemen, she
vows I haven't given her a new
bonnet these six weeks, and
she says my cheques for house-

keeping have been so few and
far between that she has more
than once been forced to use

herpinmoney for puddings, and
she declares it's only stinginess
that makes me keep her short
of money, and she protests
she's not been taken to the
theatre these three months, and
if I wasn't a solicitor she'd
summon me for cruelty, but
she says she knows SIR CHESS-
WELL wouldn't hurt a brother

lawyer, and so of course there's

no good in her trying the
Divorce Court, and here's my
brother-in-law, kind gentlemen,
a clever rising junior nearly
sixty years of age, who hasn't

pocketed so much as a half-

guinea fee since Michaelmas,
and whatever will become of us
is more than 1 can tell, for the

. ,, Courts are frozen up, and so
is tbe golden stream that used to flow into our pockets, and in
point of fact, kind gentlemen,

" We 're got no work to do-o-o-o-o,
We've got no work to do-o-o !

We lawyers now in Chancery
Have got no work to do !

"

Such, we may expect, will be the piteous appeal addressed to passers-
by in Bedford Row and Chancery Lane by gangs of hungry-looking
lawyers with empty blue bags in their hands, and may be a troop of
halt-starved clerks and children at their heels. This at least we gather
irom the following sad statement, which was put forth the other morn-
ing by the Master of the Rolls :

" STATE OF BUSINESS IN THE EQUITY COURTS. His Honour said that he thought
as proper that he should inform the gentlemen at the bar that he had takeu

some pains to ascertain the state of his paper, and he believed that, beyond the
ises set down in that day's paper, there were only nine that were ripe for hearing :

nor did he see any prospect of the Court being fully employed during the remainder
the sittings, although hitherto this had been the most laborious portion of the

year. The state of the cause list of the Vice-Chancellors was such that there was
no more business before them than they could dispose of; and he therefore could
not properly ask for any transfer of causes. He thought it was desirable to make
this communication as soon as he became acquainted with the state of business It

i certainly the first time that this had happened since he had had the honour of
occupying the present seat. It would be more agreeable to himself and to the bar
to be fully employed during the present Httings. The fact that one of the courts
had not sufficient business to keep it in motion denoted the wholesome state of the
Court of Chancery."

Yes, certainly, it must be "more agreeable" to the spiders to find
their webs full of fat blue-bottles, and themselves

"
fully employed

"

with the labour of devouring them. But we fancy had the blue-bottles
a voice in the matter, they would sing out O be joyful ! to see the webs
so empty, and the spiders' occupation so very nearly gone. On the
whole we think the public won't be sorry to discover that the Chancery
practitioners are so sadly unemployed. Knowing upon whom it is the
legal spiders batten, the flies can't but regard it as a "wholesome
state of things when their devourers find some difficulty in blowing
their blue bags out.

A COMPANY THAT REALLY SHOULD BE "LIMITED." A Company
of Crinolines. With not the slightest additional "power to add to their
number, or extent."

THE DEFENCE OF AGAK TOWN.
THE noble sentiment of patriotism may inflame the inhabitants of a

district as vehemently as those of a country at large, and combustible
hearts may burn as ardently with zeal for local as for national honour.
MR. WATSON, who was stated to be a publican, was, on Wednesday
night last week, unanimously voted into the chair of a meeting which
took place at the Talbot Arms, in Cambridge Street, Agar Town, con-
vened to consider what steps should be taken to resent an unfavour-
able description of that suburb, which lately appeared in the Post.
Our fashionable contemporary's topography of Agar Town contained
several statements which tremendously excited the disinterested indig-
nation of the public-spirited inhabitants. For example :

" The CHAIRMAN said the first statement in the precious article he wished to

I

notice was, thit St. Giles-iu-the-Fields had been removed to Agar Town the

|

clearing of human rats from one district to another. (iaurMer.) He did not think
they deserved that term. This libeller and traducer had no right to call them

i human rate. (Cheers.)"

Certainly not. He had no right to call them rats, and when MR-
WATSON said he did not think they deserved that term, of course

! he did not mean to imply the admission, that whether they deserved

j

it or not might be matter of opinion, like the dirt or cleanliness
of Agar Town

; he meant to signify, with modest irony, that he rather
flattered himself that the Agar Townsmen were considerably the
reverse of creatures that dwell in filthy places.
Then the traducer of Agar Town had inaccurately asserted, that it

had been paved by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. This inexactitude
seems to have enraged the sensitive ME. WATSON as much as though
the writer had alleged MR. WATSON himself to have received parochial
relief. He declared that
"

It was a palpable falsehood to say that the town was paved by the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners, because they did all they could to prevent the parish doing it, oa
the ground of its being an illegal encroachment on private property. This precious
article in the Morning Post, which circulated among the higher classes and clergy of
England, therefore told a deliberate lie. (Cheers. }"

Having thus rectified a misstatement in strong language, the eloquent
Chairman of this select but impassioned meeting then read another
extract from the objectionable article, which had outraged their
tenderest feelings :

" The inhabitants of this district are chiefly poor labourers and the poorest class
of costermougers. or men, as they are called,

' who follow the markets.' The
women, if not laundresses, of which there are a great number, are nothing at all,
and a ' Mother's Society

'

strives hard to teach them the commonest homo duties.
It is doubtful if they know how to cook the simplest eatable, or wash a child, and
the public soup-kitchen finds full employment in making up for their domestic-

short-comings."

Now," demanded MR. WATSON, with a sense of insulted man-
hood:
"
Now, how did they like to hear their wives, sisters, daughters, and mothers

spoken of in that manner ? A greater disgrace could not be thrown on the womea
of the neighbourhood, and it was a direct libel."

The REV. R. P. CLEMENGBR, the clergyman of the parish, follow-

ing the Chairman, entered into a defence of his conduct in the matter,
which he proved simply to have consisted in showing the correspondent
of the Post round the place, and thus enabling him to make that sketch
of it which the inhabitants complained of as being not a flattering
likeness.

MR. NODES, a vestryman of St. Pancras, then spoke. He said he
was the landlord of twenty houses in Agar Town. Dignus vindice

NODUS. MR. NODES vindicated his own position in a manner worthy
of himself and the fine and flourishing town in whose prosperity he has
so large a stake.

An eloquent oration was next delivered by a MR- STEPHENSON,
"
the

proprietor of a laundry business," who moved a resolution contradictory
af the statements in the Post article. The commencement may suffice

to indicate the style, which will be recognised as characteristic :

" Gentlemen all, I have been 1C or IT years in Agar Town, and I believe I have
hold up myself, and my wife, and my children, with the best integrity which they
could be held up in the working classes. I give you to understand, gentlemen, I

am not a gentleman, but a working man, although I hold a certain establishment,
which I have brought up to a great extent by my own and my wife's industry."

Several other passages, however, are gems also. As this :

" There is a certain house in King's Square, Bayswater, which I does for. Well,
when they saw this article, they remarked on it, and I asked them to come and see

my place. In a short time I received a party from that family, and they were
jreatly deceived by the investigation of my premises. (Loud cheers.)

"

"
Undeceived," perhaps MR. STEPHENSON meant, although, of course,

ne said
"
deceived." The reporter, however, is probably incorrect in

making him say "When they 'saw' this article." For "saw," we
uspecr, we should read

"
see."

" When they see this article, &c."
Admire, too, the following homely utterance of reproachful pathos :

"
I did feel it to my heart when a gentleman stated in the public press that a

mother here has not the knowledge to wash her children's clothes."

The domestic feelings of the speaker were evidently wounded, as
well as the interests which he had in what he called

"
our pretty little
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town." And doubtless a pretty town it is. But it was requisite that

sentiment should be succeeded by facetiousuess ;
so

" MII i t, at a young man woricing in
the t"wn. what
the Munuii'/ J'*l. II. :ither, 'Oh, njy
.on is Ui [' iiitd hU

who tried to please hia

puruliu, thit tiiis M-imi.i! B| to Lavu said uiurc, but
iu the time wa* bo short, he wimM eut it lor the night."

When Mil. BAKNKS, wlio is clearly a food and funny but not an

intelligible young man, Imd cut it, MR. EDMONDS moved a resolution

reflecting on the KM. MH. (;I,KMKN<;HI for not having taken steps to

repudiate the imputations that had been cast on Agar Town, and to

vindicate the character of his parishioners :

"
HeBaiii.ii -n't expect much from

coatorui i cived a firstrolaw edu-
nui lotion when

he first saw tin- i, but lie took the individual
to the class costormonger or rate.

I '111 u . nMjkur), but I'd like to bite more if I could."

A MK. ilaLEii, another costeruionger, then made a speech in the
same strain us that of the preceding ;

a strain of very peculiar humour.
The conclusion of it is all that need be quoted :

"
(icutluiuuii, a costerruontfor is a man, not a rat, and I never heard of u rat that

.:i blanah-rnange. (Roan o "

"
Blansh-mange

"
will probably be deemed conclusive as to the cha-

racter of the speech, and the peculiarity of the humour with which il as

well as that of the other cost ermonaer was imbued. That humour was un-

mistakeably a humour which may be called dry, but is indeed, generally,
a manifestation of copious moisture. We should like to know bow
much beer the two costermongers had had, and indeed what quantity
had been imbibed by i lie rest of the speakers, all except the clergy-

man, who had very liKely taken too little, in order that he might spend
the value of the liquor on his poor parishioners. The resolution con-

, demiiatory of that Reverend Gentleman having been carried, thanks were
voted to the Chairman, ami the meeting, like the facetious young man
who talked nonsense, "cut it." How many were there among them
of the wretched <!. iiiting that considerable portion of Agar
Town which, though tin- settlement, as a whole may be "a pretty little

town," undoubtedly deserves to be denominated the Slums?

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
N Thursday last, dear Punch,
I visited Old Drury. If

we may believe the news-

papers (1 hope the writers
in them kindly will pardon
me the 'if')' the greatest
actor of our age is now at

Drury Lane, and delighting

nightly myriads with his
'

matchless personations.
'

Now, supposing this be

really a true statement of
a fact, I think it would be
well if we inquire upon
what basis the popularity
of this

'

consummate artist
'

rests. If he be really gifted
with the genius ascribed to

him, clearly his excelling
talents should be studied

by all who would perfect
themselves in the dramatic
art. On the contrary, if the

press by its reiterated puf-
fery has set up an unworthy
model to be copied, it cer-

tainly must be to the

advantage of the drama
that, to stop such imitation, the idol be displaced."

It humiliates one rather to confess one's ignorance, but will you
please inform me What is a dramatic critic ? Is he one to whom the
public looks for guidance in its pleasures, and whom we expect by his
mature and practised judgment, to point out imperfections and to cul-
tivate our taste F Or is it his business to scatter out puffs broadcast
without discrimination. If this be the case, certain critics have
nobly done their duty : only I submit that, to make their meaning
manifest, their writings should be printed with the heading of

'

ADVBK-
TISEJIKNT." You and I perhaps may know the purport of their praises

'

but the public is most likely not so well informed, and has a fair'

right to complain if it should chance to be misled by them."
That M^R. KEAN is a good actor (of some parts) I don't deny : but

1 can't bring myself in truth to grant that, he 's a great one. In the
present dearth of talent he may hold a higher rank than is properly his
due, by the mere!' e who are inferior. But
we are not therefore entitled to set him on a pedestal for the ignorant
to gape at, and for -e r, I own that he
commanded my r 1 grant that he has gained
it as an actor. His Cardinal //V^y is, 1 1 hiuk, a good concept ion, and
carefully worked out. 1 give him some praise for his Benedick, and
much more for the wu ;lie JJevil in Fault, and I thought him
[without eijual in the (,'wiV<( liruthtrs until I saw MK. FBCUTKH
i

whose acting I think li.-tter. l.ouu the Eleventh is clearly his best
character. His personal peculiarities here stand him in good stead,
and much assist him in his making up a life-like picture of the part.
Indeed 1 call his Louis a masterly performance, for the character is

full of the most varying eccentricities and these in quick transition he
most skilfully pre.- .

"Ma. KKAN then is, I grant, a most painstaking actor, and in a
certain sort of melodrama he is clever and artistic, and works out his
conceptions with liuish and good taste. But to call him, as some
critics do, a

'

great tragedian ;' to term him 'this consummate artist,'
when he plays in Shakspeare parts: to describe his Hamlet as a
masterpiece of art,' performed 'under the influence of a continued

inspiration,' and to say this 'vivid, soulful, and expressive' persona-
tion must he admitted to rank as high in the list of histrionic triumphs
as any personation that was ever achieved in this or any other country

'

such phrases, Sir, as these 1 consider to be clearly a burlesque of
criticism, which should provoke our laughter only less than our
regret. Actors are not usually troubled with weak stomachs, but it
must tax the powers of a not ordinary digestion to swallow down such
fulsome stun as I have quoted, and one would fancy Ma. KKAX must
feel both sickened and disgusted by it. To call him a

'

consummate
actor

'

of high tragedy is just about as truthful as to point with admi-
ration to his altitude of stature, to say he stands not less than six feet
seven in his stockings, has the presence of Hyperion and a sweeter
voice than Orpheus, and is more favoured in his person than any mortal
man. Such a statement has indeed been well nigh ventured by some
writers, one of whom commends him for his 'graceful bearing, while

'

another (who wrote doubtless with his tongue thrust in his cheek)
says of him in his Hamlet, that he

'

showed all the proficiency of the
accomplished elocutionist.' Now, I hope I am not snob enough to
ridicule a person for his physical defects ; but 1 cannot consent to view
as an

'

accomplished elocutionist
'
a man from whose mouth the word

money
'
comes with more the sound of

'

putty,' and whose most
emphatic utterance in deeply tragic passages is a tone that alternates
between a gurgle and a gasp.

As we don t get a
'

great tragedian
'
to amuse us often nowadays,

1 may possibly next week add a postscript to this letter. In the interim
send a prize-fighter to protect me from the critics, and believe me,

"
Yours, defiant of their black looks,

"
OJHS WHO PATS."

.
A NOMINAL OBJECTION. ]

PERSONS who believe that there is something in a name may be
strengthened in their faith by the following intelligence, which was
brought from Trinidad by the last West Indian Mail:

" The Governor experienced very great difficulty In procuring the services ol
gentlemen to assume the responsibilities of office, and was on the point of appealing
to the country In the usiml manner, when MR. SMITH, one of the members fur 8t
Elizabeth, agreed to take office. Be secured the nil-vices of the Box. GIOHOI
SOLOMOH In the Auombly, and of BARON KETTKLHOLOT In the Legislative Council,
01 colleagues."

Fortunate indeed must be the Minister who counts on the assistance
of a SOLOMOK

; but as for BAKON KKITBLUOUDT, we fear his

implies the presence of hot water.

The Star of Italy.

ACCORDING to a telegram from Paris, the following statement occurs
in two French papers :

" We have received communications from several friends of GARIBALDI, stating
that he haa not entered Into engagements to act at least In Hungary."

If the battle of Venetian emancipation is to be fought in Hungary or

anywhere else, it is
pretty sure that, the chief actor on the stage of

I taly will appear at the Theatre of \Var.

A Wonderful Resemblance between William Hazlitt and
Reform Bill.

WHAT CHARLES LAMB said of HAZLITT'S conversation may be

applied with great justice to LORD JOHN'S Reform Bill, "It was
charming in its way nothing could be better for one who made a
practice of never starting from any premises, and of never arriving at

anything like a conclusion."
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Augustus.
" HAW ! NEAT STYLE OP COB THAT, CHARLES !

"

Charles. "YA-AS! SEVERE, AIN'T IT? You SEE I'M WEADINO- FOR EXAJUNATION.
A CLASSICAL PONT THINK A SHALL PULL THROUGH !

"
A *VE GOT A DOOCED GOOD COACH, AND WIIII

HOW TO DRAW OUT A PERSON'S GRATITUDE.
AT the last meeting of the London and South-West era, a gentleman

stated that he was one of the passengers who bad providentially escaped
being killed in the accident of the 2Sth ult., "having been drawn out
from the bottom of a smashed carriage." The gentleman did not
attend to remonstrate, to blow up the company generally, to ask for

damages, but "to thank the servants for their great care and attention."

Well, gratitude does dwell at times, when it has any dwelling at all, in
some of the strangest places !

if this enthusiast was so grateful for having escaped only with his
life, we suppose that his gratitude would have known no bounds if he
had been killed outright. We do not think, if we had been dragged'

through the bottom of a smashed carriage," that our first impulse
would have been to thank the servants of the company for

"
their great

care and attention." Such kindness would be all the more appreciated on
our parts, if it were a trifle less killing. In fact, the attention is of that
overpowering nature that it knocks one completely over, and we do not
think the best time to return thanks is when the breath has been all
but taken out of your suffering body. We hope that the above enthu-
siastic gentleman (whom we almost feel inclined to call "buffer" from
the very affectionate way in which he clings to the railway that has
done him an injury) is, for his own sake, not a frequent traveller on our
iron highways, or else we have our misgivings that his gratitude will
often have occasion to be very severely put to the test. We confess
that the first accident would about exhaust all the gratitude we should
have in our offended corpus, so that we are afraid we should have little
or none left for the second trial.

GOOD FOB TAKES.

We see advertised a Reaping Machine,
to come directly after the Sewing Machine?

Of course, it is intended

THE FINISHER OF BRITISH ART.
" HIN a Letter to the Times hon the Subjick of the british Gallery

in palmal that imminent hartist MB. W. P. J?JUTH rites this ere, witch
i cuts out o the paper :

"
Why, with a few exceptions, are the beat artists ot the country scared from

Pall-Mall ? The answer is easy. The management is in the hands of a secret and
irresponsible committee. For years it has been sought to penetrate the niystory,
but we are no nearer the solution than we were 20 years ago. The institution is

supposed to be governed by directors who hang the pictures annually. Will any of
them come forward and acknowledge the hanging of this season? Will the
arranger unveil himself and clear up the mystery for us ?

"

" Hin anser to the Abuv chalindge i 've no esitasion in Cumin forad
like a Mann, i Ung the Picters. They wos sentenced by the Propper
Judges and I wos cumunicutted with In the Usal way and got the
Orfis to Do the Jobb. Hif i adn't a dunn it the Sherif wood ave ad to.

And now wot's MR. FRITH got to say ? E 's got no call to complane of
me ; i Never ung im. I Flater myself ime as Good a judge of Augin
as e is. i've eard and no doubt but wot e exels in Hexecution hut in

that Pint, thoe I sez it as shouldn't i say there nare a Artist in the
Rile acaddamy to compare with your umbel cervant

"
CALCRAFT, J. K."

"**
P.s. Scuse misteaks. i Haint much of a correspondent Avin

few custumers I ever trubles with a Line moar than Vunce.
"
Cannubis cotage Hempstead, Walentinfs Day."

The Political Tabernacle.

THE comprehensive measure for the consolidation of B-iukruptcy
and Insolvency which SIR RICHARD BETHELL brought forward last

year was too large to be grasped by the intellect of the House of

Commons, and had to be abandoned. The ATTORNEY-GENERAL has

now produced a smaller measure, which is excellent as far as it goes.
Great Bethell encountered an amount of dissent which we hope will

A GOOD PLACE FOR A COOK. The Dripping-Well of Knaresborough. I be conciliated by Little Bethell.
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(il:! I i-n lively Female. Watp on the IliA or February (vide
Hi'-

"
/'/. lit.

"
V S'/ic fancies it portends a Warm and Early Summer, Every appearance of it

(SUPPORT IN SICKN1

,v i rut it in nf i In: provident is due to a
.in in, announcing a

Ni:\S'
i IN ASSfKAM i:-10j.pr

week allowed In CUM of ilckiuMi (or nr>
aarured in the I'm UEMTIAL Aunt KAMI: AK
Lontloo,or aicknoM allowance granted without aasurauiu.

The Prudential AMuranoe Association is most
.geoualy situated. In the very i

the City, and within an easy walk of Guildhall
and the Mansion House, it firs quite in the way
of the Corporation, Ilow very convenient for

gentlemen who have such good reason, and so
much occasion, as the Aldermen and Common
Couiicilnien have, for insuring themselves against
sickness ! Considering how freely they indulge
in the pleasure* of the civic table, they must
see what a fine thing it is for them to be able to

step into an Office, and for a trifle, secure an
allowance of 10.. a-week whenever they are sick.

Mistaken Identity.

WE are authorised to state, that the Cabinet
of Curiosities which is mat now being advertised,
has no connection with the Cabinet over which
LORD PAI.MKKSTON has the honour to preside.
We may add, the curiosities in this, his Lord-

ship's,
Cabinet are most of them exhibited in

their proper places, on what are in St. Stephens
known as

" Government nights."

WHAT TUB ORACLE or TH TUILEBIES HAS
JUST ANNOUNCED TO THE POP*. AtO te

Romanes vineere poti.

WHAT OUR FRENCH FRIENDS THINK OF US.

THE assertion has been hazarded by rash and daring writers, that

Frenchmen as a rule know little about England: that, in spite of the

increasing means of cheap and rapid intercourse, they do not take the

trouble to inform themselves about us
;
that they still believe we live

on raw beef steaks and
"
portare-hier," never trust ourselves abroad

without a bulldog at our heels, and take our wives to Smithfield with

halters round their necks, to dispose of them as slaves to the men who
will bid highest for them. A guide to London, which was published
for the use of the Orph<5onistes, and which was honoured by Mr. Punch
with a notice in his columns, helped somewhat to support the bold

assertion we have mentioned, and further confirmation has been recently
afforded by a treatise on Lei Anglais, Lottdrcs, et VAnyleterrt, wiiiteu

by a Frenchman of whom we never heard, but who gets another

Frenchman, whose name as a press-writer is thoroughly well known to

us, to verify the truth of the statements in the book. As a reason for

BO doing, and as a recommendation of the work he thus endorses, ii.

EMILE DB GIRARDIN in introducing it observes

" The English language not being very familiar in France, my countrymen may
amuae, and at the same time instruct, themselves by studying England and the

English lu these pages, to which I give my cordial approval."

Amusement certainly there may be in the statements which are

furnished ; but as to their instruc'iveness, the less said perhaps the
better. For instance, the French teacher who is patted on the back

j

by MONSIEUR DE GIRARDIN, informs his countrymen, that more than
half the British population is compelled lo live by begging of the other

half, an assertion which the columns of relief that, have been advertised
will be held no doubt to prove. Ami nut less truthful is the statement,
that the English as a rule know nothing of Fine Art; because their

diet, and their climate prohibit all such knowledge. As the author

uuively tells us :

"The English are by nature averse to ennt< nipl:iti,>n ; they only care for

beer, porter, and spirits ; whereas it is essential to have that je ne tau quai which we
call grace, fooling, of which an Englishman has not the remote i : his
i hin;uc, his coarse food, and black tirink are utterly opposed to any mental refine-
ment. In fact, to possess taste, it is necessary to possess soul, and a large soul ;;
and the English possess nothing but appctUu."

Without, inquiring whether Frenchmen have in general large souls,
it cannot be denied that they have most of them larje stomachs; and
if possession of these properties he incompatible with due appreciation

wherewith we satiate our appetite, perhaps it may be this which so

degrades our taste. The raw berf steaks on which our gluttons gorge
and gloat have a brutalising influence upon their dispositions, and
incline them to a relish for the moat disgusting sights. Bullbailinit

and cock fighting are more than ever now our national amusements, and
in the opinion of the author whom we cite, the time is not far distant

when the Dying Gladiator will be added to the Astleyau attraction of

wild beasts :

" An Englishman requires to see nil follow creatures in danger in order to expe-
rience any emotion. The young utrl who was devoured in presence of a hill bouse
at Antley'i! Theatre obtained a great succen. During a whole fortnight she wa the
aole object of conversation in social circles and at the cluba. Those who had been
so fortunate as to witness this extraordinary seene were heartily envied by their lees

fortunate brethren. To hear the bones of a poor girl crunched by a tiger I what a
delicinui excitement I I am certain that the dr.y is not far dlsUut when this aria-

tocraoy, worn out with ennui, will need such representationsM men combating
with wild beasts."

This return to Roman customs will doubtless find much favour in

the eyes of our fair sex if, at least this be a truthful picture of their

habits:
" At a dinner-party the ladies retire into another room, after having partaken

very moderate!? of ome : and while the gentlemen are left to emtity bottle* of

Port, Madeira, Claret, and Champagne (IX It la a constant habit among the ladies to

empty bottles oi brandy."

Indeed, now I Is it really! We thank you, good Monsieur, for

teaching us that fact. Often and often have we wondered what on
earth the ladies do when they retire from the dessert table, and, but
t hat we hate eavesdropping, and have no wish to get our ears boxed,
we should long ere this have followed them, and stooped down to the

keyhole of the sanctum where they sit. Well, we several times have

wondered what, made their tongues so glib, and their general conver-

sation so ipirituel when we rejoined them. We more than once,

poor fools ! have imagined that their spirits were raised on our account,
and have fancied them intoxicated by the pleasure of pur presence.

Alas! such vain delusions are no more to be indulged in. We now
know ou good authority that when the ladies leave the room it is to

hold a ifirit-ieauce; and that if their bright eyes sparkle at the sight

of our approach, tue cause is not a love for us, but an affection for the

brandy-bottle.

Lord John's Finality.

_ r ,._.. _ r As applied to the Reform Bill, it is very like the finality of those

of the Arts, it may be doubted if our neighbours be much better off interminable magazine stories, for you never arrive at any other end
than we are in this last respect. With regard to the coarse food

.
than [" To b continued i o*r next.]
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THE ITALIAN BOOT.

AN AWKWARD FIX.

FROM the Springfield Journal, the President Elect's

organ, we learn with a certain dismay that

"MR. LINCOLN stands immovably on the Chicago platform, and
ho will neither acquiesce in, nor consult his friends to acquiesce

in, any compromise that surrenders one iota of it."

This is an embarrassing attitude for any statesman

to take. If MR. LINCOLN will not remove from the

platform, we suppose the only way will be to carry him
and the platform into the Capitol together. It will

be rather awkward, though, if the floor of the House
is not large enough to take in the platform ! We have
heard of ffie-iioers having such an attachment for their

seats (like ilR. HORSMAN, for instance,) that they can-

not be made, or persuaded, to give them up ;
but for

a senator openly to declare that his affection 1'or a cer-

tain platform is so strong that nothing shall induce hini

to tear himself froc, it, is quite a new locus standi in

the political world. The only possible compromise we
see, when MR. LINCOLN and his platform are carried in

triumph to Washington, is, to get the latter incor-

porated instantly with the Board of Administration,

j

and then ABRAHAM can "stump
"
away as much as he

likes on both.

There can be but little difficulty in this operation in

a country where they move houses more easily than

spiritualists move chairs or tables, so that an invalid,
who is ordered a change of air, can be carried twenty
miles into the country simply by giving his orders

over-night, and without a single baby in the establish-

! ment being in the least disturbed by the arrangement,
j
or as much as a creditor being cognisant of the move.

I

If it is so easy there to transport an entire house

I

without spilling even a drop of ink, it cannot surely
require the power of a second Aladdin, to carry a

simple platform through the country, and to do it so

steadily and effectively that MR. LINCOLN, on his arrival

at the White House, shall be as immovable as ever,

having traversed the United States, without having
leant in the smallest way either to the north or the
south.

WHY are the Game Laws the jolliest laws we
have? Because their express object is to "keep the

game alive." .

A CHEST PROTECTOR. One of CHCBB'S locks.

INSTEAD OF WHICH AND NOT ONLY.

EVERYBODY, of course, knows the story of the old country Justice,
who addressed to a juvenile goose-stealer, in pronouncing sentence

upon him, this remonstrance :
"
Here, Sir, Providence lias blessed

you with talents and opportunities, instead of which you go stealing
geese off a common !

"

Was this celebrated magistrate'a VILLIEKS or a MONTAGUE?
The reason for this question will be discerned in a certain letter on

the subject of Essays and Reviews, lately written by the BISHOP OF
DURHAM, in reply to an address concerning those writings from the

Archdeaconry of Lindisfarne.
"

It will," writes the Bishop, in that

pastoral epistle,
"
be in great measure, by our Christian earnestness,

and by our Scriptural teaching, that we should guard the unwary from

being led into the paths of sucli dangerous speculations, and show our
abhorrence of opinions which I from my heart consider not only to be
detrimental to the best interests of morality, and derogatory to," here
he Bishop uses words equivalent to scriptural revelation

"
but which

are so manifestly opposed to the truth as it is in" here his Lordship
names the Author of Christianity.

The orthodoxy or heterodoxy of Essays and Reviews is not now in

question, and of course we are not going into theology, but may be

permitted to express the supposition that the revelation which the
BISHOP OP DURHAM mentions, and the truth which he names, are

generally regarded amongst us as one and the same thing. If so, then
that which is derogatory to the teaching must be opposed to the truth,
and the Bishop's "not only" has a strong family likeness to the
Justice's

"
instead of which." Save that

"
not only," in the above

connection, beats "instead of which." For "instead of which" is

merely a rather gaping ellipsis. "Instead of employing; and exerting
which," was what his Worship meant to say. But "not only" can

by no stretch of rhetorical licence be forced into harmony with the laws
of thought and language.

If, ^ndeed, the BISHOP OP DURHAM intended to contradistinguish
the truth from the revelation, then the "not only" by which he
indicated that intention was not only right but also requisite. But
if he did not intend that, then the Bishop is referred to DR. BLAIR.
He probably has read BLAIR'S Sermons; but BLAIU not only wrote
sermons: he also wrote certain lectures on style. These the BISHOP
or DURHAM should read, and not only read them, but endeavour to

comprehend them, and observe the instructions which they contain.

His "
not only," as it stands above, unexplained, is a caution

to sinners, that is to say, a caution to writers who sin not only

against the precepts of BLAIR, but also against the truth as it is in

LINDLEY MURRAY. It is likewise a caution to saints to those

saints who are accustomed to use evangelical phraseology not only
without understanding what it means, but without even considering
what they themselves imagine it to mean. Such saints may be admo-
nished by the example of the BISHOP OF DURHAM to mind how they
employ serious forms of speech, lest they should unawares make a

serious mistake, and a mistake which is not only serious but also

ridiculous.

From a Correspondent.

CHICHESTER Spire, Reading Abbey, Lambeth Church, and sundry
other ecclesiastical edifices have suffered by the extraordinary gale of

the 20th. A Correspondent writes to us to say, that he thinks the

ladies who assisted Macbeth into his difficulties have been at work, and
have obeyed the permission to

" Uutie tha winds, and let them fight

Against the Churches."

Our private opinion is, that our Correspondent is a Pump.
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PAPAL ZOUAVES AND PETTICOATS.

LETTER from Rome thus

of the mill near the Tiber by the Papal Zouaves,
conspicuous by its absence. If these, soldiers

are ordered to fire at women, their officers may
be supposed to he desirous to acquire the repu-

recounts an exploit performed tation of lady-killers. We should like to know
the Other day by a detach-

|10W they are getting on at. the mill. Perhaps,
ment of Papal /.ouaves, whilst however, they have got off by this time, as many
those warriors, on their way were aij|e to escape from a body of assailants
to invade the territory of wuom the fire which they had ventured to open
VICTOR EMMANUEL, were On the countrywomen at work very likely drew
voyaging from Nazzano down u ,)on tbem. Those poor old women ran
across the Tiber in a ferry- away . (,,. probably their retreat was speedily
boat : followed by the advance of a troop of youthful
" The Zouave, on crowing fired I?""} vigorous peasant lasses, armed will, pitch-

a volley at some poor country- forks, scissors, and other rural and domestic
women who were labouring In a implements.

^K?o
t

nStin'^?tTOr
1

butl. Wnat tllen happened we may safely con-

fortunately uninjured, with' the jecture. The enraged Amazons precipitated
m of one who had an ear themselves on the men who had fired at their

S'lnt ' It"

What terrible fellows are

these Pontifical Zouaves! ;."
""

rj
1

",">i.
""" ? "-"

",'
"" "": ?";

The females at whom they !

Z
.

ouave8 of the
,
POPE who, on that occasion, had

fired were probably most of 'I'6
..
honour of bleeding in the cause of his

them old women ; the heroes Holiness, carry, no doubt, the marks of the

wounds they then received on that aspect of the

grandmothers, stormed their position, and sent

them flying the one who shot a woman's

off, perhaps, with a flea in his own.

no doubt would have pre-
ferred to take young girls

alive. The Port's oraves

spare neither age nor sex:

no, not even when age ana
sex combine to deprecate
their ferocity.

Having knocked off a

woman's ear at a long shot,

the gallant Zouaves attacked

body which they necessarily opposed to the

prongs, forks, and skewers wherewith they were

pursued by the girls they left behind them.

The Beauty of Early Rising.

Family Physician (toho it a bit ofan ABSRNETHT
in hit way).

" You may laugh at me as you like.

adjoining the ferry, which there was nobody to defend.
'

,

of the Cross as embroidered on the POPE'S shoes was worthy of such crusaders. Their

descent on Ihe mill may remind the reader of a similar achievement performed by the famous

Kniirht of La Mancha. 15nt.li the one affair and the other are illustrations of chivalry. The

chivalry conspicuously manifest in Don Quixote's assault on the windmill, was, in the seizure

and took possession of a mill Miss, but I tell you it is a positive fact, which
The enterprise of these Soldiers you are at liberty to disprove, if you can that,

when Venus rose from the Sea, the rising took

place the very first thing in the morning, or

else she never would have been the Beauty she

was!"

THE MYSTERIES OF TRADE.

IN the intelligence from the Brazils, last week, we meet in one of

the papers with the following curious paragraph:
"
Dry Germans opened at 5!)J rcal, but declined to 58 for half ox half cow, and

60 for ox, thia quotation being merely nominal."

The above is a complete mystification. Of course, in our travelling

experiences, we have met with many
"
dry Germans," hut we little

suspected that they ever formed an article of commerce. Besides, who
would care about purchasing a "dry German "P Then the question

arises, how do you dry a German ? or does he dry himself in his own
tobscco-smoke P After this comes the further mystery of bis being

"opened." It is rather undignified to talk in this way of a "dry

German," as if he were no better than a dried haddock, or a cured

herring, or a Teutonic mummy, that had had the accumulated dust and

cobwebs of centuries upon him. However, we are so far pleased as to

notice that, "dry Germans" fetch so good a price in the dry-goods
market. It, is more than we should feel inclined to (rive for such a

specimen of dried metaphysics and transcendentalistic Kantism.
Another puzzle that bewilders us still more is the revelation that

your "dry German" is "half ox, half cow." We have heard of an

Irish bull, and of a Vache espagnule, and of other curiosities belonging
to the animal kingdom ;

but we must confess that such an ethnological

specimen as a
"
dry German," that had the head of an ox and the tail

of a cow, never, fortunately for us, crossed our scientific path before.

We are so mystified that we must write to PROFESSOR OWEN on the

subject, though it looks very suspiciously as though BARNUM, under a

strong attack of animal spirits, had had a hand in stitching this new

hybrid together for the enrichment of his New York Museum. We sup-

pose that the
"
half ox

"
is a delicate compliment to the obstinacy of

Prussia, and t he
"
half cow "

a graceful allusion to the calf-like attributes

of Austria. However, our Foreign Office, that always evinces such a

strong sympathy for German interests, should take the matter up. If

slavery is abolished, why, we want to know, are
"
dry Germans thus

offered publicly for sale ?

MOTTO FOR THE GENERAL CONVEYANCE AMALGAMATED OMNIBUS

COMPANY.
"
Epluribusses Umtni."

BLANCMANGE. Whitebait,

A PROPHECY OF MERLIN.

AMONG the curious black-letter prophecies which have been collected

under the name of the famous Celtic Wizard MERLIN, is one which, in

the opinion of many, strangely anticipates events which are passing
under our own eyes in the Church of England. The prophecy runs :

"
ZElliannt that a routr of Uisljopprs shall be bount

Co lifttn uppe a faaukt bu puttingc Ootonc :

Wlbanru that this Crnglonfit tuts a man turn bulk,

Crje forjtcht a Cooprte bg g* tatlt sfjall pullt,

3nJ Ixtcotlt out of liccurtts thrusttn fullr,

diannr look foe gntbous tomics . . . anfi pragrn Me

Cljat Cnglonot's Cfmrcrj stt nat but nabts to fallt."

This prophecy has, we believe, been repeatedly brought to the notice

of both our Episcopal and Cathedral body, but, of course, without

attracting any attention. The last line has been laid hold of, .by

credulous people, as prophetic of the fall of Chichester Cathedral, the

spire of which has come down upon the nave, while, in the earlier

couplets, fanciful imaginations make out allusions to recent, proceeding*
in relation to the tays and Review, and the expulsion of an offensive

pervert from a public office.

It would be well if the Church authorities, when they fall on any-

body, would follow the example of the Church buildings, and come

down on knaves only.

THE REAL EDITOR OF "NOTES AND QUERIES."

It asked, we should say it was not MR. TIMBS, npr MR. THOMS, but

MR. MULLENS, who is the Solicitor to an Association of Bankers for

the Prevention of Forgery, inasmuch as when there is the smallest

doubt about a Note, it is always sent to him to be Queried. 1 here is

this peculiarity, too, in MR. MULLENS, that he does not take the

slightest interest in the circulation of the curious documents tbat. as

the recognised head of that difficult branch of literature, are placed m
his hands every year for him to adjudicate whether they have the true

stamp of genius upon them, or do not exactly come up to the mark,

in fact, the less Notes that are Queries circulate, the better he is

pleased.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

EAR PUNCH,
"I VENTURED

in my last to say a

word or two of

compliment to MR.
KEAN in certain

characters, and of

censure to the critics

who persist in over-

praising him. No good and much harm, as I imagine, will result

from the use of overstrained and indiscriminatmg eulogy. It is

the business of a critic carefully to criticise, and not to blow the

trumpet without having a good reason for it. I suppose we may pre-
sume that actors in some measure are guided by the press, and cer-

tainly the public is believed to put some trust in it. Now when an
actor is so eulogised as MR. KEAN has been, other actors must be

tempted to take him for their model ; and as they find his acting indis-

criminately lauded, of course the chances are, that they will copy his

defects. Tne public it is true may correct them for so doing, but the

public is in general a race moutonniere, and apt to follow any one who
likes to take the lead.

"I have granted that CHABLES KEAN is a good actor of some parts.
But while I praise his Louis the Eleventh, I can see no reason to

eulogise his Hamlet. It is I admit a painstaking performance, and
shows clearly that great care and thought have been bestowed on it.

But I am not therefore entitled to speak of it in raptures as a
'

masterly conception,' and
'

demanding all the genius of a great artist

to work out.' A portion of the press has had the sense, 1 'm glad to

see, to stand aloof from its contemporaries, and to abstain from joining
in their constant cries of 'bravo!' and unvarying handclapping, and
chorus of

'

well done !

' The 'Examiner distinguishes between the good
and bad, and while giving the palm freely knows where to hold its

hand. So too the Athenaum gives MR. KEAN due credit for his acting
in a melodrama, but denies that he is capable of acting in high tragedy,
or wherever there is aught of the poetic in his part. This surely is

more truthful and in better sense and taste, than to smear him over
with butter as a savage might his idol, and to put him on a pedestal
as one above all praise. Dramatic art is injured and its prospects I
think darkened, when an actor so confessedly imperfect as CHARLES
KEAN is set before our eyes as a pattern of perfection, and puffed as a
' consummate artist

'
in high art. You may fancy 1 misquote, and deny

that any critic can have used such fulsome phrases. But, with the
exception of your own and the two that I have noticed, show me any
paper that exposes his least fault ; and is the inference not fair that he
is held to be quite blameless, and nearer to perfection than mortal man
can be? '

Lay it on thick, and some will surely stick !' This seems to
have been the rule of late adopted by the critics, who have stupidly
forgotten another sage old precept which should have cautioned them,

" Lest men believe your tale untrue,
Keep probability in view."

"
It is not in nature that actors, any more than other people, should

be perfect, and when a critic fails to point out their imperfections, we
may properly account him to be unfit for his work. The influence of
the press of course is weakened by such writers, for nobody of sense
can put belief in their opinions. Such laudation as has lavishly been
poured on MR. KEAN cannot long continue to be swallowed by the
public ; and one fancies that press praises are sarcasms disguised, and
that its superlatives, so far from bidding us admire, are simply meant
to make us laugh.

",Old Drury being the largest
v

.theatre iirLondon, by way of contrast

Lhaye paid a visit to the smallest (in saying which, however, I should

by rights except the Bijou, lately opened for French Plays for the first

time in my memory, and now presenting to the public what is called

an 'Entertainment,' of which I have my doubts if it be entertaining).

I went there on the evening of Miss WILTON'S return, and was

pleasantly surprised by her acting in Court Favour. Many times she

has amused me by her naivete in burlesque, but I had never before

seen her play a lady's part, and I can but give her credit for the way
in which she did it. There are not too many ladies at present on the

stage who can assume the graceful manner one looks for in a drawing-
room ; aud 1 think that this young actress would do wisely to direct

her studies to this end, instead of lowering herself by playing in

burlesques, which have a tendency to vulgarise all who have to do with

them. I need not tell you what relief I found in the neat writing and
construction of Court Favour, after seeing the coarse stupid farce which
had preceded it. Have authors lost the art of writing these neat

pieces ? for, judging by the appetite evinced the other evening, 1 don't

think that the public at all has lost its relish for them. And, by the

way, MR. SWANBOROUGH, why have you withdrawn the Silver

Wedding from your play-bill ? A pretty little piece it was, despite its

somewhat prosy dialogue, and should have won some golden opinions
were more people of my mind.
"
There is a burlesque now at this theatre (as when, pray, is there

not P), which the audience seemed to enjoy and laugh at more than I

did, though I can hardly say exactly why it was i was not pleased.
The piece is not ill played, and is written with such smartness that

one's ears throughout are tingling with the bad jokes which are cracked
at them. But perhaps the name of PLANCHE, which I had just before

been reading in the play-bill, had recalled some pleasant memories
of earlier burlesques, and on his rare model I think no one has

improved."
1 must, however, own that I laughed more at Cinderella than I did

at Peter Wilkint, for although the latter is called a
'

comic
'

panto-

mime, it disposed me rather to despondency than mirth. Not that I

am grown too old to laugh at a good pantomime I hope and trust

sincerely I never may be that; but 1 have not yet learned con-

formity with what appears to be the fashion of preferring gas and

glitter to good foolery and fun.
"
Next week I intend to see MR. FECHTER (rhymes with

'

wretch

stir,' MR. TUPPER, and not with 'nectar,' or with 'lectur'), and from
what I hear of him in Don Caesar de Bazan, I am given to believe that

I shall have a treat. Meantime, Sir, you and he may depend on the

assurance of the marked consideration of

"Your unbiassed Correspondent,
" ONE WHO PATS."

ORDER FOR MOURNING.

Lord Chamberlain's Office, February 21, 1861.

THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN and Dramatic Censor has just been

apprised of the removal of M. EUGENE SCRIBE from the sublunary
scene. The LORD CHAMBERLAIN therefore suggests that British Dra-
matic Authors do forthwith put their BOYBR'S Dictionaries into decent

mourning. Gentlemen who have annexed the entire plot aud dialogue
of any ot M. SCRIBE'S pieces will have their Dictionaries re-bound in

black, while for authors who have simply "adapted," a temporary

coyer of black calico will suffice. Appropriators of fragments and

epigrams from the same source will insert black bookmarks or strips
ol black ribbon. Half mourning to commence on faster Monday with
the holiday spectacles, and on SHAKSPEARE'S birthday the authors will

go out of mourning.

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Husbands.

IN cold winter, when a horse's bit is full of frost, never put it

(we are told) into his mouth without previously warming it. You
shouldn't treat your husband with less kindness than you would your
horse. Therefore, during the winter, put none but warm bits into the
dear creature's mouth. Not to do so is very cruel, as it is very well

known that the husband's mouth is mucli more sensitive in cold
weather than at any other period of the year. It only makes him restive,
aud snappish, and spoils his temper, so much so that it is almost

daugerous, at times, to go near him. Hence, whatever you do, avoid
cold mutton. A Future Benedick.

PEOPLE WHO SHOULDN'T LIVE IN GLASS HOUSES.

CONSIDERING the rascalities that have lately come to light among
the stock-jobbing and stock-dealing community, both here and in Paris,
it would seem to be quite time to coyer up the Exchange, and the more
completely the better. But surely it is the last building to make a

glass house of, considering the stones that are daily thrown at it.
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IF NOT A DONKEY, CERTAINLY A DUELLIST.

HB Americans and the

English somewhai
differ in their notions

of the nature of

joke; else we shoulc

not see reported a

remark such as the

following, wliich was
made tbe oilier even-

ing in the House ol

Representatives by
MB. CLBKENS, o"

Virginia :

"He perceived from the
official report that hU
colleague (MR. MARTI*
ia reported to have ex-

pressed a wUli that be

(Ui.rxr.xa) should go on
with hi traitorous ro

marks. He understood
that hU colleague made
Borne other observation
which did not reach his
ear. It was now for hiu
to aay at first, aa well u
at last, the position which
ho conceived it his duty
to take in this national

emergency was takou de-

liberately and with the

expectation that he would
bo Bubjei

' ition. If Ma colleague'a remark waa intended to (five

pardoned him, for the reason he waa now labouring under a physicn]
infirmity with a reeking wound received in a personal encounter. 11 his colleague
liail :i liko fracture iu his thigh bone, and had been crippled for two-and-a-hall
years, he would tind a bullet uot a comfortable senaatlon. (Laughter.) He did not
desire to bo put in a caricature in PuncA or t'unity Fair, u leaning on a cane with
one hand and holding a piatol in the other. (LauyUir.)

"

The Vanity Fair here mentioned is a New York publication, and
may, tor aught we know, be capable of cutting such a joke as M it.

CLEMENS deprecates. But that MR. C. should fancy Mr. Punch would
stoop to do so, clearly shows in MH. C. a painful ignorance of Puuch.
If MR. C. desire enlightenment on this, and who shall say how many
million other subjects ? we recommend him to enrich his library forth-
with by buying all the nine and thirty valuable volumes, which are
about to be reissued from Mr. Punch's priceless press. By attentively
perusing their world-benefiting contents, MR. CLEMENS may arrive at
a more correct idea of what in Mr. Punch's judgment constitutes a

joke ; and he will find good ground for thinking that to make fun of a

cripple, even though he be a duellist, would be a notion not at all

to the taste of Mr. Punch.
Mr. Punch reflects with pride, that it was mainly by his efforts that

duelling in England languished and died oat. To achieve its wished-
for end, he had recourse to many methods of attack : and when strong
words and sarcasm were found at all to fail, he opened fire with ridi-

cule, and dealt it its death-blow. From being pardoned, if not praised,
as a fashioaable failing, it came to be detested as a vulgar vice, and so
went out of favour and ere long became extinct. But in all the laughs
he raised against the notion of a duel being needful to one's

"
honour,"

Punch never caricatured the misfortune of a cripple, albeit every
duellist he held to be a goose.

THE DEBUT OF A NEW STATUE.

WE have been able to catch a glimpse of Victory at last. The
Guards' Memorial has made its first appearance in public. It had
been so often announced, and had so olteu disappointed us, that we
had begun to look upon it as a base impostor, or rather as a capital
one. ft is really a statue after all, and no Bottle-Conjuror ;

it is a

positive substantiality, and no impossible cram. There you have three
Guardsmen as big as life, and every one of them a man of metal that

has already stood lire, and would not mind doing it again. Whilst we
are about it, we may as well state, that the metal iu question is BELL-
metal, which will account for the composition taking so much higher a
tone than Metropolitan statues generally do.

Above these soldiers stands the figure of Victory; and, in point of

execution, she is fairly entitled to carry oif the palm though, to speak
literally, 89010 one (but certainly not the DUKE OF YORK, tor he never
came within a finger's touch of Victory) has carried it off for her ; for,

though we looked into both her hands, we could not see a palm in

either. On the contrary, she is carrying four crowns, like the
immortelles that are sold outside a French cemetery. As there are

only three soldiers below, we are puzzled to know for whom the fourth
crown is intended, la it for the EARL OF CARDIGAN ? If so, it is a

great shame that his noble figure has not been introduced. There
would have been room for him at the back, amongst that bouquet of

guns. In truth, the effect might have been materially heightened by the

U
Kiuu, iu LIUI.II, nielli, uavc MOCII maici lauj uci^utciiru u*

Ivirl licing made to look into the mouth of one of the cannons,
would be a touching reminiscence of Balaldava.

We do not altogether like the look of Vietory. She is not so bright
and smiling aa we should wish to have seen her. She looks u if she
had been nibbed all over with black lead. Has she been mourning in

ashes for the few results that have grown out of the Crimean \\.ir-

or has it been the fierceness of the (ire that has giren her that dingy,
smoke-dried look ?

The drapery is remarkably good ; in truth, for the last few months
we have been thinking that t here was a great deal too much drapery
about her, for it completely concealed the li I statue looks
much better since it has thrown off that remarkably dirty duster,
reminding us of Hi. < wrappers that they hang in front of tin-

boxes the last thing at night in a theatre. As we are inside a play-

house, we may as well state, that we think Victory is stretching her
arms out a little too much in the style of a theatrical king, muttering
in Kllistoniau pompousness,

"
Bless ye, my people !

"

All things considered, we fancy the Guards' Memorial has made
rather a happy debut. If not a great success, it is far from being a

failure. It is no worse, and perhaps it is a trifle better, than I'M-

many statuesque caricatures that, in the name of art, are supposed to

adorn our much-abused London. The truth is, that the English
sculptors have always displayed suchacruel affection for the Metropolis,
that it has been quite a spoilt child with them.

" ART NOT THOTT VTLLIERS AND A MONTAGUE ?
"

The Living of Haughton-Io-Skerno has a population of 1000, an income of 1 ,900.

It borders on Darlington, with a population of 16.000, and an ecclesiastical Income
of 600, taut amprii. The Bishop of Durham, (late the Rv. MOMTAODI VILUKRX)
was respectfully prayed by the Churchwardens of the Darlington parishes to

take out of the superfluity of Haughton wherewithal to help satisfy the hunger ol

Darlington. The Bishop declared he had already given the fat rectory to hia son-

in-law. the Rnv. HB. CUHU, who has been three yean in orders Tkt Jawroait,

Oh, MONTAGUE VILLIEHS MONTAGUS VILLIBM !

btraightest and smoothest of Low-Church pillars,

Was it for this that SRAFTBSBCRY plucked you
From the Slough of Despond of a London cure,

In Durham's golden chair to induct you
Piousest Preachingest Purest of pure ?

Was't that the first fat living which fell

Into those well-bred hands immaculate,
Your stripling son-in-law's luck should swell

And cause the churchwardens to ejaculate
As this twenty-eight-year-old's name they spell" Our Bishop's really too anxious to please :

When we ask him for bread, he gives us CREESE !

"

Cheese! The mention of Cheese excites,
As a general rule, the notion of mites ;

But in Durham henceforth say the Church's backbiters-
Folks will never see CHEESE without thinking of mires.

Oh, Bishop ! if praises of men you sought,
Which most of your kidney so tickle and please,

If popularity you 'd have caught,
You shouldn't have baited your trap with CHEESE.

To your CHEESE'S merits you'll find a blindness,
There'll be a bUhopped

* flavour in Um,
Be he made of the milk of human kindness,
Or the sourest and smallest sectarian skim.

This moral for all sucking Clergy I draw,
Beware of Episcopal fathers-in-law !

Here "s one who to heart that moral should lay ;

He '11 not find Haughton a chapel-of-ease,
And be he what he may, the public will say,
That your conduct is anything but the Cheete.

In the Diocese or Durham boiled milk, which has been allowed to bum. It said

to be "biahopped." _
The Ring and tbe Crou.

MoNStEURL. N. DE LA GuERONHifcRB. in his Majesty's last pamphlet,

writes,
"
Behind our Flag the Cross is always seen." Ma. T. SATERS,

reading this, pleasingly observed to MB. J. MACE, He may well say

hat, JIM. Most of these here French fights is a cross." MR. MACB
assented, with a gesture of much contempt for the French avowal.

PAINFUL BEREAVEMENT. EUGENE SCRIBE is dead. The Members
f our Dramatic Authors' Association are as well as can be expected !
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First Undergraduate.
" Hi ! FBANK ! HERE 's A GATE !

"

Second Undergraduate.
" GATE ! I DIDN'T PAY Two GUINEAS TO GO THROUGH GATES, WITH SUCH LOVELY POSTS AND RAILS BEFORE ME !

"

CRINOLINE AND ITS VICTIMS.
NOTWITHSTANDING all (hat Punch has said upon the subject, the

accidents from Crinoline are, it would seem, upon the increase. Half
a score at least have occurred through fire since Christmas, and several
others we could cite have taken place from other causes. One of the
last we saw reported was occasioned by a dress being caught up by a
cabwheel, while the wearer was crossing a street at the West End.
Here the victim was so fortunate as to escape with merely a bad frac-
ture of her leg; but in most cases the sufferers have lost their life by
their absurdity in wearing the wide dresses which are now accounted
fashionable.

Now, unless there be a wish to decrease the population, it clearly is

high time that such mishaps should be prevented. We cannot as a
Christian people allow our wives and daughters to sacriQce themselves
before the Juggernaut of Fashion, without labouring our utmost that
the idol be displaced. As Parliament has no other Reform Bill on
its hands, we think it would do well to pass a measure for reforming
the wide dresses of the ladies, and for reducing their extravagant and
perilous proportions. Dangerous they are, not merely to their wearers,
but to any one who chances to come in contiguity. We ourselves
being unhappily of genteel and slender stature, have more than once
been brushed, like a cobweb, off the pavement, by the passing of a pet-
ticoat preposterous in width ; and how many accidents have happenedm ball-rooms and in boats, it would tire out all the wranglers in
Cambridge to sum up.

'Excess of apparel" is no new thing to preach against. Plenty of
homilies have, we know, been delivered on the subject, and Acts of
Parliament have oftentimes been passed for the like end. A hundred
and fifty years ago there was nearly the same outcry against hoops as
there is now, and the Punches of the period the Spectator and the

TO!i i~~ & g
i

d 8ervice in assisting to put the nuisance down.
Whether Crinoline was worn in Classic ages we know not, but OVID
tells us that

" Pars minima eet ipsa puclla sui,"

and this seems strongly to confirm the supposition that it was. At
any rate the nuisance, we have shown, is not a novel one ; and we are

aware that in reverting to so old and stale a subject, we shall probably
incur the wrath of many readers, who will sueeringly allege that we
are hard up for a joke. But Crinoline is getting far too serious for

joking. Broken legs and burning dresses are anything to our mind
but provocative of jests. To petticoat government in moderation we
submit, but we cannot go on suffering ourselves to be thrown down and
trampled on, and run the risk of being run over whenever we walk out.
We therefore hope that something will be done this session to place
us on a safer footing than we have been, and to prevent our being
swept about like rubbish in the streets. If there be any independent
member in the House we mean one who has neither wife nor family
to fear he would do the State some service by moving for a select

committee on the subject, with the view of getting Government to

take the matter up. As LORD PALMEHSTON has long been a favourite
with the ladies, perhaps his powers of persuasion would incline their

ears to reason, although we are aware it is the last thing in the world
that a woman likes to listen to, and one that few men have the art to
make her really heed.

An Interlocutory Decision.

THERE 's a frantic dispute
And no end of a suit,

As to who shall have charge of the MARQUIS OF BUTE :

The deduction from which ,

Is that BUTE must be rich,
And the lawyers are sure to get plenty of Loot.

The Political Atmosphere in America.

THK latest intelligence from New York tells us, that
"
a thick fog

prevails." We fancy this "thick fog" prevails more or less all over
the

country. It is very clear, and it is the only thing that is clear,
that politicians do not exactly see their way. However, let us hope,
when the fog has cleared off, that the ground will be taken up by a

speedy settlement of the Slacks.
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LOOKING INTO THE ACCOUNTS.
JOHN BULL. "NOW, MY FRIEND, YOU TAKE A HOLIDAY FOR A SHORT TIME. I DON'T DOUBT YOUR HONESTY,

BUT I WANT TO SEE HOW YOUR BOOKS STAND."
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ALLIGATORS IN TEARS.
see that 'Louisiana
has seceded from
the American 1'nion
in a manner ecju. lly

disgusting and ridi-

culous. Despatches
from Baton Rouge
contain the particu-

,

lars of this absurd

; proceeding. The de-

bate in the Conven-
tion on the question
of secession having
closed, we are told,
a vote was ordered,
and:

"The Galleries and
o .bits were intensely
c.'owded, and a d ath-
i!/-o silence prv led.

On the call of ti. roll,
i ny members w re in

bssn."

Who were the

weepers ? A nume-
' rous minority in the
Louisiana Conven-
tion, bewailing the

folly which the ma-
jority was about to

perpetrate? Not so;
for i lie vote having
been announced, the

Ayes turned out to

be 113, and the Nays
17. The weeping
members were there-

fore Secessionists

Slaveowners. Slave-
drivers and about

what then were these ruffians blubbering? We can
only suppose either that their tears were those of
maudlin mournfulness, or drunkenness, or proceeded
from the fountain of doleful hypocrisy. That the
latter was the source of these crocodiles or alligators'

tears, is very decidedly indicated by what follows :

" CAPT. ALLEN then entered the Convention with a Pelican flag, accompanied by GOVERNOR
MOORE and staff, and put the flag in tho hauda of the President, amid tremendous excitement.
"A solemn prayer was then offered, and a hundred guns fired."

Having agreed in an act of treason towards their common country, in pursuance
of a brutal determination to persist in oppressing their fellow-men ; having
renounced their allegiance to the American Union, to the intent of persevering in
the violation of their duty towards their neighbour, these snivelling professors of a

rascally piety go down on their knees aud pray. Hideous devotion f Praying and
weeping as they were, surely every drop that trickled from their turned-up eyes
down their suullliug noses, must nave looked black in the light of Heaven. Angelic
chemistry has perhaps turned those tears to jet, and keeps them for. a curiosity.
Unpleasant humbugs ! The odour of their sanctimony grievously offends the moral
nose.

The finishing touch to the character of these brutes is supplied by the following
account of an atrocity narrated in a despatch dated at Washington :

"Information was received by the Government this morning, from the Collector at New Orleans,
statiuff that tho barracks about two miles below Now Orleans, now occupied aa a Marine Hospital,
were taken (Kiwession of on tho llth instant by CAPTAIN BRADFORD, oftlio State Infantry, in the
name of the State of Louisiana. There wero 21t} invalids and convalescent patients in the hospital
at the tiuio it was seized. The collector of customs was required to immediately remove the
patients who were convalescent, and those who were confined to their beds, as soon as practicable.
This action is regarded by tho Government aa most outrageous and inhuman."

The hospital was seized, and the patients were turned out of it in order that it

might be occupied as a barrack by the State troops of Louisiana, levied on behalf
of slavery aud rebellion. SECRETARY Dix denounces this deed as

"
an act of out-

rageous barbarity, disgraceful to any age or country." But what are the savage
secessionist slaveowners of Louisiana but barbarians ? Inhumanity after all is

inhumanity, aud equally with benevolence knows no distinction of colour, ilerci-
lessness to black slaves is simply consistent with cruelty to white sufferers. The
expulsion of the patients from the Marine Hospital is an achievement worthy of
such soldiers as the troops of Louisiana. We hope it will prove their crowning
exploit ;

for it is meet to be, and they are not very likely to distinguish themselves
much by performing any other more creditable.
In one of the above extracts, a CAPTAIN ALLEN is described as doing a bit of

pantomime with a
"
Pelican Hag." The pelican depicted on this flag was perhaps

what heralds call a "Pelican in her Piety;" a pelican pecking her breast to feed
her yomig with the contents of her own veins and arteries. The piety of the

pelican, however, has no resemblance to that of the pietists
of the Louisiana Convention. The pelican does not howl
and cry, and pray for protection and preservation in injustice
and wickedness. The pelican is said to bleed her own
bosom ; but the onlv blood ever shed by such fellows as

those whose standard is the
"
Pelican flag," is that which

is
spilt

in murderous brawls, or that which is drawn by
cowhides from the lacerated human back.

HUBBARD'S APPEAL.

O GLADSTONE, born to affluence,

Hadst t.hou thy bread to earn,
Of rents from earnings, how immense
The difference thou wouldst learn !

Wert thou compelled by industry
To win each daily meal,

That which thy conscience fails to ee,

Thy consciousness would feel.

With wife and children to support,
All beggared shouldst thou die :

Should thy employment e'er fall snort,
The Workhouse in thine eye :

Thou wouldst perceive the truth, ignored,

By thee, a wealthy man.
Precarious income can't afford

What certain income can.

The tax that takes from both alike

Would move thy own disgust.

Thee, when it wronged thyself, 'twould strike

As monstrously unjust.
The difference thou wouldst comprehend,
Denied by fool and knave,

Between the means a man may spend,
And those he ought to save.

Great, when the savings, which should make
Provision for thine age,-

The tax-collector came to take,
Would be thy manly rage !

Injustice, thou would'st then discern,

Thy craft defied to flee;
And what would be thine own return,

Then, under Schedule D ?

ECCLESIASTICAL SWAINS.

THE Rural Deans have taken a very prominent part in

petitioning against the total abolition of Church-Kates.
These little taxes appear to be quite an element in rural

felicity. The fondness for them manifested by the Rural
Deans invests them with a pleasing rurality. We connect
them with flocks and herds. There are flocks of sheep,
and there are flocks of geese. Sheep are sheared ; geese
are plucked : and the operations of sheep-shearing and

goose-plucking are naturally associated with the levy of

Church-Rates. There.are herds of cattle, which suffer them-

selves to be milked, aud their milk affords cream, out of

which is made butter, wherewith the bread of fat

pluralists is buttered on both sides. There are also herds

of swine, that grunt and grumble, and may be supposed by
Rural Deans to express dissent, but such dissenters repre-

sent rather a class of farmers who dissent from any and

every doctrine which demands their money. All these

rural ideas are associated with Church-Rites by reason

that the cudgel has been so generally taken up for them

by Rural Deans. If the Rural Deans were only Rural

Bishops, the RIGHT RAVEKBND Cpuu, and LUBIN, and

CORYDON, and other shepherds, might not only wield an

oaken staff with a hook for crosier, by hook and crook,

as it were, to maintain those ecclesiastical demands, but

also sing the necessity of them in genuine pastorals. The
Rural Deans should provide.themsclves with Pandean pipes,
on which, if Church-Rates are abolished, they may suitably

whistle for them.

THE MODERN CHESTERFIELD.

WHAT would you wish a tobacconist on his birthday ?

Why you stupid, what could you wish him but
"
Many

happy returns ?
"
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SCENE-PITT'S STATUE, HANOVER SQUARE.
STREET BOY. " M

, D, double C, We, I What does that mean ?
"

STREET BOY, No. 2.
"
Why, one o' our Rooshan Wictories this 'ere General won in the

Crimea, stupid / Nobody can't pronounce the name."

AN EVIDENT MISPRINT.
WHO could drink "a bottle of hay P

"
It would be precious dry stuff, we should imagine,

that no one would think of touching, unless he had the constitution of a horse. Besides,
where would you keep your stock? Not in the cellar, but in the hayloft, we suppose?
or would one have to send down to the Haymarket, supposing any friend, who had a turn for
dry humour, called for "a bottle of hay." As for ourselves, we do not believe in any such
vintage as would require a pitchfork to open it instead of a corkscrew. We fancy it is a
misprint. M e suspect it was originally

"
a bottle of A'i," meaning the celebrated Champagne

of that name ; and that by some desperate Cockney continually bawling out,
"
Here, waiter,

bring me another Bottle of Hai," the term gradually got corrupted into its present use. It
is simply used in the form of chaff.

THE REAL ALCOHOLIC TEST. Drunkenness.

A NEW VERSION OF MOTHER
IIUBBAED.

(^Respectfully dedicated to the CHANCELLOR or

THE EXCHEQUER and, the Select Committee

on Income-Tax.)

GOVERNOR HUBBARD
He left the Bank-cupboard
To pick with glib GLADSTONE a bone ;

But the bone was so bare,

So GLADSTONE did swear,
That the House had best leave it alone.

He went into PALEY
To get him some prosing;

But when he came back,
There was GLADSTONE a dozing.

He went to Old COCKER
To get him some figures ;

But when he came back,
There was GLADSTONE in sniggers.

He went to B. OSBORNE'S
To get him some jeers ;

But when he came back,
There was GLADSTONE at sneers.

He went to the House :

To get a Committee ;

But wiien he came back,
There was GLADSTONE sans pity.

He went to the Schedules
To get a strong case ;

But when he came back,
GLADSTONE still kept his face.

He went to the tea-room
To catch a cup flying ;

And when he came back.
There was GLADSTONE white-lying.

He went to the Blue-books
To get a reply ;

But when he came back,
There was GLADSTONE sky-high.

He went to the Lobby
To get a division ;

And when he came back,
GLADSTONE grinned iu derision.

He went to the table
To get him a tale ;

And when he came back,
There was GLADSTONE quite pale.

For 'twas found when the votes
The tellers had reckoned,

That HUBBARD stood first,

And GLADSTONE stood second.

HUBBARD he made a court'sy,
GLADSTONE he made a bow ;

HUBBARD said,
" How d" ye feel P

"

GLADSTONE answered,
" Bow-wow !

"

A Consuming Extravagance.

WE know a friend of ours, a confirmed young
RALEIGH, who, like Vesuvius, has always got
either fire or smoke at his mouth ; but he com-

plains fearfully of the expense. He says smoking
will burn a hole in a bank-note in no time : his

only regret is, that a cigar does not, as soon as

it is consumed, rise again like a Phoenix from its

own ashes !

PROCRASTINATION is THE THIEF or TALENT.
INSCRIPTION POR THE REVERSE OF CERTAIN

INDIAN PMZB MONET. Delhis are Dangerous.
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SNOOKS HAS JOINED A MOUNTED CORPS.

Snooks,
"
SPLENDID CRBECHUR AIN'T HE ? BLESS YOU, HE 's A PERFECT BROKE CHARGER. WAS in THE HORSE GUARDS ONCE.

YOU SHOULD SEE HIM IN HIS ACCOUTREMENTS. OOES IS HARNESS TOO, I RELIEVE !
"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

February 18, Monday. The Roll of the Lords has been made up, for

the present Session, and it shows that our Upper Chamber contains, or
rather ought to contain, 1 Prince, 1 King, 27 Dukes, 35 Marquises,
170 Earls, 31 Viscounts, and 102 Barons, altogether 457 Nobles. But
it seems that, strong as the noble company is, it is

"
unfashionable to

attend the House of Lords," and when the LORD CHANCELLOR took
his seat to-night there were 7 Peers present. At no time were there
more than 30 noble Articles furnishing the chamber. LORD PUNCH may
take occasion to attend, one of these nights, and may have something
to say about the absentees. The Select Vestry had nothing very
interesting before it. except a little discussion on the short-comings of
the other Select Vestry called the Board of Works, which REX
THTFAITES defended, in a letter of regal hauteur.
The Commons went to work in Committee on the Bankruptcy Bill,

which was also discussed on pther nights. Much progress was made.
The grand feature of the Bill, the abolishing the difference in the

position 9f the Trader and the Non-Trader, fills the world of non-
traders with a non-unreasonable terror. A whole phalanx of lawyers
declares that as the Bill stands, a man has but to shut up his house,
and be off for a tour to Switzerland, without paying up his tailor (and
who, Mr. Punch indignantly asks, pays his tailor in August, or at any
other time, if he can

help
it P ), and when that Swiss traveller

returns home he will find himself a Bankrupt. The law must
be a little modified, so as to prevent any such catastrophes.
Mr. Punch suggests that if a Swell affixes an accurately spelt,
notice on his street-door, after the fashion in the Temple and
other law colonies, saying

"
Gone to the Pyramids. Return one

of these days" such notice shall bar all proceedings under the new
Act, and this practical suggestion is hereby placed at the disposal of
SIR RICHARD. The Parochial Assessments Bill was read a Second
Time, and MR. HENLEY said that, the measure was beginning to excite
some attention in the country. By the time it has passed, therefore,
the country will, it is hoped, have awakened to a consideration of the

question whether the Bill was wanted or not. MR. HENLEY seemed
alarmed at the power the Bill gives to county boards to order maps,
because some counties might like their maps made on a very large
scale indeed. But as, by the new Electro-Block process, Mr. Punch
understands that an object no larger than VISCOUNT WILLIAXS'S views
can be expanded with the utmost facility until it is almost as great as

Mr. Punch's own reputation, the cost of maps need not frighten
MR. HENLEY.

Tuesday. This was a diet notanda cretd alba, or, at least, a large
chalk-mark was made all down MR. GLADSTONE'S back. MR. JOHN
GELLIBRAND HUBBARD, Member for Buckingham, and a Conservative,
boiled over about the Income-Tax. He brought forward a motion for

a Select Committee to sit in judgment upon the Tax, and to inquire
whether it could not be more equitably levied. MR. GLADSTONE, of

course, being
"
a pot that is soon hot, also boiled over, on his own

account, and resisted the motion, and was especially indignant at MR.
HUBBARD'S supporting the view that precarious incomes ought not

to be taxed in the same way as those derived from fixed sources. MR.
WHALLEY curiously proposed to assimilate the Tax to the Poor-

Rate
; but as we shall all be upon the Poor-Rate if taxation on the

Gladstonian
principle proceeds much further, this suggestion seems a

mockery. MR. GBLLIBRAND HUBBARD was not to be put down, and,
on division, he beat the Ministers by 131 to 127 ;

and MR. JOHN BULL,
like a sensible commercial man, resolves to make hia clerk GLADSTONE
take a holiday, and meantime MR. BULL means to examine his own
hooks for himself. The Tax will be gellibranded with the mark of

infamy, and whether MR. GELLIBRAVD likes jejly, brandy, or both

together, he is hereby authorised to go and treat himself at the expense
of Mr. Punch.
The Lords treated themselves to a China debate, originated by

EARL GREY, who proved, to his own satisfaction, that everything,

pacific or bellicose, which we have done in China, has been done

wrongly, and LORD ELLENBORODGH was much of the same opinion.
LORD WODBHODSE did the defensive for Government.

In the Commons, MR. LOCKE KING was allowed to introduce a Bill
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for lowering the county franchise to 10, and MR. BAINES was allowed

to bring in another Bill for lowering the borough franchise to 6.

Now these two measures together make rather a large Reform Bill,

and the conduct of Parliament in declining to have one whole Reform

Bill, but taking it in two pieces, reminds l/r. Punch of a celebrated

story by the late lamented KEVRREND MR STEKNB. That clergyman

(who, by the way, wrote better English than DK. VILLIEKS, and other

priests of the present day), relates that two holy nuns were driving a

mule that ought to have drawn their vehicle from the convent 10 a

certain shrine. But the mule, finding that he had only two gentle

ladies behind him instead of a slashing swearing driver, basely stuck

fast, and would not move. The young ladies tried every means to get
him on in vain. At last it occurred to them that the beast had been
in the haoit of being urged on by bad language, and would not

move unless a naughty word were used to him. Somehow, convent-

bred though they were, the pretty creatures happened to know one

naughty word, Mr. Punch does not know one, but it is suggested to him
that it may have been

"
Devil." But of course the girls were not going

to commit the sin of saying this, and a bright thought struck them.
"
Let us divide the word," said the holy CONSTANTIA to the holyEMiMA,

"and then there will be no sin, as neither will have said the word."
So "De," cried the sweet voice of EMILIA, "Vil," cried the sweet

voice of CONSTANTIA, and on, let us hope, went the mule. Divide the

word, says Parliament, let MH. KING say "Re," and let MR. BAINES

say "Form," and on we go. However, though neither LORD PAL-
MERSTON nor MR. DISRAELI showed fight, they gave no promise not to

fight hereafter, and the PREMIER declared that this was not a time for

action, but for "waiting." Perhaps he is right, and if we wait for the

waggon we shall all have a ride.

SIR MORTON PETO brought in a Bill for providing for the better

interment of Dissenters. It was not opposed, and indeed we believe

that in the excess of his liberality, Mu. NEIVDEGATE said that he
should be happy to see them all buried. SIR M. PETO is building
largely at Southend, which looks as if he had a design for burying his

co-religionists alive.

Wednesday. Divers people in Southwark, sent by MR. LOCKE, a

petition for Reform. Mr. Punch particularly recommends them to look at

home, and make their own district decent before they begin to complain
of other people. He had the misfortune to be in Southwark twice
this week, and the foul state of the streets made him regret that he had
permitted his friend Mil. LAYARD to stand for a place "where you stand

ancle-deep in mud. And apropos of this, Mr. Punch observes that
the REVEREND MR. SPUHGEON has been alluding to Air. P., and
thanking him, respectfully enough, for putting in MR. LAYARD. This
is all very well, but if Southwark thinks that because she did her duty
on one occasion, she may neglect it afterwards, she is as much mistaken
as ever was a slatternly maid-servant, who, because she is kind to the

children, thinks that she may be saucy to her mistress, and take five-

and-twenty minutes in fetching the supper beer. Tp-day MR. HAD-
FIELD moved the Second Reading of a Bill for getting rid of the declara-
tion which office-holders under the Crown I ave to make, namely that

they will do nothing to injure the Church of England. MB. NEWDE-
GATE thought that this was a safeguard of the Church, but SIR G.

LEWIS, who is not troubled with too much faith in superstitions, said
that such a safe-guard was ideal and fanciful. Battle was given, and
the Bill read a Second Time by 93 to 80. Who will move its strangula-
tion in the Lords? The Dissenters are winning the tricks at the

beginning of the game a Bill for letting them in to manage schools
that were endowed before Dissent was invented, was read a Second Time,
by 164 to 157. MR. DILLWYN seemed to think that all such arrange-
ments should follow the changes of opinion. "The blasphemy of one
age is the religion of another, wrote a philosopher.

Thursday. LORD STRATHEDEN, son of the Chancellor, made a neat
little reform speech, and a neat little Latin quotation, which has been
heard of once or twice before, like his Papa's historical blunders.

In the Commons, a Catholic nobleman, who some time ago did
society the good service of saying a rich heiress from a gang of greedy
priests, did a less wise thing in asking LORD JOHN RTJSSELL to inter-
pose with the KING OP ITALY in behalf of the scoundrels, who, hired
by Rome, are still committing crimes in the South. LORD JOHN,
with becoming indignation, told LORD EDTVARD HOWARD that it was
not the Sardinians who had practised cruelties in the late war, but that
when ruffians were taken in arms, the best way to deal with them is the
shortest. The rancour of the

priest-party, 'just now, against Italian
freedom, would be amusing were it not pitiable. But Italy may say
to that crawling venomous party, in SHELLEY'S words :

"
Well, if thou wilt^aa 'tis the destiny
Of troddeu worms to writUe till they be dead,
Put forth thy might."

Friday. LORD HERBERT made a clean breast of it about the Tippe-
rary Artillery. The fact was that he had seen some 800 fine fellows,
and wanted to grab them for the Service. In his eagerness, he offered
them what it was not in his power to give ; and as soon as he found
out the state of the case, he put an end to the bargain. How much

better this sort of frankness is than the usual military mystification
anri bluster. No doubt, tl e toadies at the Horse Guards are quite

innignant with the Secretary and the Duke for not telling some '

risrnarole story, with a bit ot the Army List, and a quotation fr< m the
DUKE OP WELLINGTON in it, and winding up with a wish that, if

noblemen are expected to do the work of the country, they might at

least be freed from the impertinent control of civilians and anonymous
writers in journals.

Heaps of small matters came up in the Commons, but Mr. Punch,
on boilinsr them down, finds very little at the bottom of his saucepan.
MR. MONCKTON MILXES obtained leave to bring in a Bill for allowing
EDWIN to marry the sister of his departed ANGELINA, and as the

parsons have crotchets on the subject, it is proposed that a marriage
belor a registrar shall answer the purpose. MR. WALPOLE promised to

oppose the Bill on rational grounds, and not with texts, which is some-

thing gained ; and MR. SCULLY said that having obtained the opinion
of the ladies of Ireland, which was against the Bill, he would, before

the next, reading, descend among the lower classes, and ascertain what

they thought of the measure, an undertaking which gave great satis-

faction to the House.

A GLUT OF HEROES,
HIFWRECKS caused by the

violent gales and storms that

have been prevailing ever

since the commencement of

the year, afford too much
confirmation to the proverb
which says, that misfortunes
never come single. But
whilst those calamities have
been coming in a crowd,
they have been accompanied

by a corresponding multitude
of compensating facts. On
the one hand, you cannot

open a newspaper without

being harrowed by an ac-

count of a shipwreck ;
on the

other, without being gratified

by the notice of an act of

heroism, consisting in the
rescue of shipwrecked suf-

erers, and performed in the
face of imminent danger, by
the crew of a life-boat.

Great rogues turn up with a

frequency which explains
the popular comparison, "as
thick as thieves." But

gallant fellows come out in greater numbers both simultaneously and
in succession. "HEROISM" is even a commoner heading in the
journals than "EMBEZZLEMENT" or "DEFALCATION." These remarks
are intended to redound to the honour of the brave seamen who have
furnished such ample occasion for them, and also to the credit of the
National Life-boat Institution, which, in consideration of those tre-
mendous gales of wind that the tight little vessels constructed by it

are capable of weathering, must be acknowledged to deserve the
utmost advantage it can derive from the most favourable puff.

A RATTLING GAME.

THE Americans con^.ue pleasure with business in an admirable way.
They appear completely to make a game of politics. With them,
public life is a beautiful mixture of work and play. This is the way
they have been amusing themselves lately in California :

"
California was strong for the Union, Their Assembly had failed to elect a

President after 72 ballots."

If they had been playing a game of backgammon, these Californian
M.P.s could not have rattled the box more merrily. The Assembly
does not seem, however, to have gained much by its play, for the only
result as yet of all its throwing for a President has simply been to
throw him over. We have heard of the

" Hero of a Hundred Fights ;

"

but we think the above President, when he is elected and he promises
in time to be the "Hero "of a Hundred Ballots" will be even a
greater Hero than he

;
for it is very clear, before he has gone safe

through the fire, that he will have been exposed to an infinitely greater
number of balls.

A NOTICE OJP MOTION. "All right! Go on, BILL!" Omnibus
Conductor.
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"A CONSUMMATION DEVOUTLY TO
BE WISHED."

ABOLITION of Church. lutes !

1 wish we could get it

But. Church rating '9 a habit,
And who can upset .

There 's Broad-Church rates narrow,
High-Church rates Low brother

The Guardian and Record,
Are rating each other.

There's Exeter Hall
Kates Turks, Papists and Jews ;

Convocation is rating
IV Esiays and Review.

The Church rates the Chapel,
The Chapel the Church-

Till seekers for Truth
Get perplexed in the search.

And meaa'ring the value
Of things by their rarity,

Cry
"

less of Church rating.
And more of Church charity."

NEW LEATHERS, TOO!
Jones (very jMrlicular man}. 'H'M ! Tnis COMES OF BRINOIHO DOWN A BOTTLE OF HUNTING

VARNISH FOB A FRIEND !

"

Sir W. Goodenough Hayter, H.F.

Tkt Right iron in tht RigU Place.

APROPOS of the
"
Patronage Secretary," ob-

served a scrupulous M.P. to BERNAL OSIIORNE,"
I can't understand how you contrive to fill up

the place. One would think everybody.would be

either too good, or too bad for it."
"
Exactly." said BERNAL.

"
That

'

precisely
the reason HATTER was the one man for the

work. He was
"
good enough."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

FEBRUARY 25. Monday. The Census of the Lords states that there

were seven of them present when JOHN LORD CAMPBELL took his seat,

but Mr. Punch's threat has terrified the Peers, for at one time t here

were sixty-seven. This is better, but where were the others ? LORD
STRATFORD DE IlEpcLipFE entered into the Syrian question, on which
he wanted information, but LORD WODEHODSE declined to give him

any, on the ground that a Conference on the question was being held

in Paris. He was, however, happy to say that the Turkish Govern-
ment had been very energetic in punishing the Druses, though the

Christians had shown themselves a little unworthy of the protection

they had received, for as soon as the presence of troops had made them
safe, they had massacred 136 persons, of whom 25 were women and
86 children. But the lay Christians were milk-and-w&ter people, com-

pared to the priesthood, the bishops having demanded the execution of

4,500 out of 11,000 Druses, and upon being requested to revise their

lit.tle butcher's bill, had sent in a new claim for 1,200 lives. LORD
WODEHOTJSE urged, therefore, that it was difficult to meet the views
of Oriental Christianity.
The Commons worked away at the Bankruptcy Bill, and some very

sensible things were said by various people. The ATTORNEY-GENERAL
strongly condemned the conduct of rascals who give unlimited credit

to young men, and lead them into extravagance and profligacy, because
one day they will come into property, and he explained that he had no
idea of doing anything for such creditors. The merciful principle that

when a man has given up all that he has to his ci editors, be shall be

free for a fresh start in life, unmolested by old claims, was strongly
insisted on. The Committee had knocked off nearly 2UO clauses before

rising. The Bill for bestowing the forfeited seats was read a Second

Time, MR. BAXTER claiming a Member for the Scottish Universities,
MR. BENTINCK protesting against there being any more Metropolitan

Members, who were an Inconvenience to the House, MR, PEACOCK
proposing that the new Members should be elected by the working
classes, MR. BLACKBURN ridiculing Chelsea and Kensington as places
where they grew only cauliflowers and asparagus, and various other Mem-
bers contradicting and abusing one another. The carrying the Second

Heading did not commit the House to the appropriation of the seats.

Tuesday. The Bisnor OF OXFORD moved the Second Readings of two

Bills, designed for the protection of feuale purity among the numbler

classes; but both Bills were pooh-poohed out of the House by the

LORD CHANCELLOR, Keeper of the Queen's conscience, and by LORD
GRANVILLE, President of the Council.

VOL. JL. ]

MR. Tou DOXCOMBE gave notice, that when the Census shall hare
been taken, he shall move the House upon the question of Reform.
Had not the Numerators better be told to append to the Census papers
this question for the Head of the Family" What is the opinion of

yourself, MRS CAPTJT, ARAMINTA, JDLIA, CHARLES^OMMT, and BABY
upon the British Constitution P

" SIK C..Woop being asked, when the

Delhi and Lucknow prize-money would be distributed, replied, "As
soon as the Rolls have been sent from India." A very proper answer,
as many of the poor soldiers are really in want of bread.

Cavalry and Artillery officers object to feed their horses, or rather

want to saddle the country with the expense of feeding their chargers.
The swell officers in the House of course severally intimated in the

most throaty manner that it was a oust iuf something shan.e to make
fellahs pay a a eight-pence ha'peny a day for their Horses ; but MR.
FREDERICK PEEL was unconvinced by throatiness, and reminded the

gallant parties that they bad been good enough to accept their com-
missions and pay upon the understanding that this deduction was to

be made, and MR. BERNAL OSBORNE made some good fun at the

expense of the poor Cavalry officers who wanted "relief" out of the

money of the tax-payers. The House eliminated the horsey proposition

by 213 to 56.

MB, HODOKTNSON brought in a Bill for preventing Frivolous De-

fences to Actions for recovery of small debts. The SOLICITOB-GBNE-
RAL promised to see whether the measure were harmless. It seems

rather foolish, for it proposes that a debtor shall not defend until he

has made an affidavit that he has a good defence. A man who will

make a fraudulent defence will generally make a false affidavit, and

besides, if he happens to have any conscience, his attorney will remove

his scruples by assuring him that the affidavit is mere matter of form,

and indeed, n^re reasonably, by asking him how he knows whether a

defence is or is not good in law. Why, judges defend the plea of
"
Not Guilty," on the ground that an ignorant criminal does not know

whether he is properly charged. The measure seems to Mr. Punch

as calculated to increase attorney's costs, and when he hears of a B
of that kind he involuntarily bursts out into exquisite song, with words

that MADAME VESTHIS as Do* Giovanni used to deliver so brilliantly

some years ago. Mr. Punch remembers the words, because in those

days singers sang words, instead of making noises in imitation of

musical instruments :

"
I saw by the wigs tint to gaefally cnrled,

Ml .town their lank cheek, that they wanted a Fee,

And I aaid. if I bad but a pound in the world.

Those demons of lawyeri would take it from me."
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MR. CAVE made an excellent speech on the Slave Trade, showing (he

failure of our endeavours to put, it. down, and urging that we ought to

promote free immigration, especially from China, into the West India

Colonies. LORDS JOHN RUSSELL and PALMERSTON were animated in

their replies, and dcnounct-d both the American and the Spanish

Government, LORD JOHN staling that in answer to the petulance of

the former, he had assured MR. BUCHANAN that no diplomatic imper-

tinences should prevent the Engli>h minister from protesting against,

humbug in the matter, and the PREMIER, characterising the conduct of !

Spain as pn fligate (cheers), sbameles-s (cheers), and disgraceful bad

faith
(cheers).

He did not think immigration was a matter for Govern-

ment interference.

Wednesday is the Sunday of the House of Commons. That is, at,

this Morning Sitting questions of a religious character, or connected

with ecclesiastical matiers, are usunlly discussed. To-day came on the

grand Church- liate battle. Both sides had whipped uncommonly hard,

but
"
the wisdom of kindness " was strongly illustrated. Mr. Punch,

and very likely many millions of his readers, may have seen m the win-'

riows a print of two sweeps mounted on two jackasses, and racing.

The loser is simply flogging, but the winner holds a few inches before

his donkey's nose a bunch of tempting carrots, after which the creature

struggles with an energy that defeats his coerced colleague. Well,

the new Conservative Wliip did his duty like a man, and brought up his

rank and tile exceedingly well
;

but, the Liberal Whip had got the ques-

tion fixed for a day in the evening of which 365 of his party were going
to dine in honour of SIR WILLIAM HAYTER. So the carrots did the

business, and after a short, smart debate, the best bits of which were

an utterly irrt'evant speech of MR. BRIGHT'S against the selling tlie

livings of live Parsons, and some curious discussions about, the famous

Essays anrl Reviews, SIR JOHN TKELAWTSY carried the Second Reading
of the Abo.ition Bill by 281 to 266, majority 15. Fifty more Members
voted than came up to the same scratch last year ;

the Church party

(GLADSTONE and FRED. PEEL voting with them) had thirty-two more
votes than last year ;

ten Tories voted for the Bill, and ten Liberals

against it, and the majority for the Bill, last year, was 9. These are

! the Morning Star's statistics, and anybody who likes to boil them up
with the aforesaid carrots is welcome to the result.

The subsequent dinner to the ex-whip of nine years, SIR WILLIAM
HAYTEH, deserves to be mentioned in Parliamentary history. PAM
took the Chair; there was present a Member for every day in the

year; a splendid testimonial was given to the genial ex-political Secre-

tary, who, it used to be said, looked, in the House, like NAPOLEON
with a tight boot upon his mind

;
and the PREMIER made a capital

speech, in which he attributed to SIR WILLIAM nearly all the virtues

that, according to POPE, belonged to a divine of his days :

*' To Berkeley, every virtue under heaven."

Thursday. SANDYS SANDYS P LOED PUNCH seems to remember
the name. O ts ts why, to be sure, M ARCUS HILL ! How are you,
MARCUS ? Show him where to sit, FOLEY or you, SMITH our boy,

LYVEDEN, we mean, as you have introduced him. Glad to see you,
MARCUS! You'll have to learn to be bored, but not to-night, for
DERBY 's up.
A long speech from LORD DERBY, in which he dwelt, eloquently of

course, upon the hardship inflicted on the labouring classes, by the
perpetual cutting up of "low districts "in London, for the sake of
making improvements. The wholesale demolitions contemplated by
several railway companies furnished the immediate text. He also
adverted to the way in which valuable public buildings were sacrificed
for the same object, and specially mentioned the London Institution,
which had beeii established by Act of Parliament, at a cost of 30,000,
and contained a magnificent library, theatre, and reading-rooms, and
had been for many years an invaluable boon to the inhabitants of

Finsbury. This, with the pleasant circus, it, was proposed to remove
for the sake of a railway that was to come from places where nobody
lived to places where nobody wanted to go. LORD SHAJPTESBURY
took 1 lie same side, and gave paiufnl pictures of the odious and
demoralising overcrowding of the dwellings of the poor, in consequence
of the destruction of so many of their homes. LOUD GRANVIU.E made
the usual stereotype answer, that the matter must, be left to public
opinion, that spending money did the poor good, that workmen ought
to live out of town and come in by trains, but anyhow, Government
could not interfere. Mr. Punch is, of course, with his Lordship,
and will shortly introduce to the public a plan for making St. Paul's
the central terminus of a railway system, whereby the rotunda and
dome will be utilised. WisiLiNGTON, NKLSON, and others deposited
there may still remain as ha ! ha! Sleep -rs

; and, the building being
consecrated, victims of accidents may at once receive interment with-
out extra charge or trouble.

In the Commons, MR, CAIRD urged that a the last harvest had not
been good, Ministers ought to he very economical, and in a Syrian
debate MR. LAYARD made his first speech s-ioce his return, forcibly
pointing out the impolicy of the mode in which Turkey is being treated,
and the one-sided view which, for French purposes, Europe had been
taught to take of the Lebanon disasters.

To-night and next night were held debates of real importance on our

Admiralty system, which does not appear to have much mended since
the day when PEFYS recorded his having assisted at a Board, and
added, "But, Lord, to see how like Fools we talked!" A Select
Committee is to consider the whole system.

Friday. LORD NORHANBY delivered a long and feeble speech, full of

gossip and chatter, against the new regime in Italy, and he proved two
things ; first, that his opinions* on the subject, are not worth a baiocco,
and secondly, that the old fribble is immeasurably disgusted with a

change which, has transformed into a land of freemen and soldiers
" A laud of singing and of dancing slaves."

The Commons Conversazione was very miscellaneous, but the only
thing worth mention was a sort of comfortable impression gathered by
Mr. Punch, rather than derived from any specific statement, that some-

thing really will be done some day towards Embanking the Thames.

CONFEDERATES AND UNITED STATESMEN.

HE Convention of the

six seceding Southern

States, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Ala-

bama, Mississippi, and

Louisiana, assembled

at Montgomery, Ala-

bama, on the 9th ult.,

adopted a constitution

of their own, which

they have named
" The

C institution for the

Provisional Govern-
ment of the Confede-
rate States of America.

"

The Southern Seces-

sionists must be ad-

mitted to be blest with
at least the philosophi-
cal virtue of self-know-

ledge. They term their

new league the
"
Con-

federate States of Ame-
rica." Tims they call

themselves by what they doubtless feel to be their right name. They
are confederates in the crime of upholding Slavery. A correct esti-
mate of their moral position is manifest in that distinctive denomi-
nation of theirs,

"
Confederate States." This title is a beautiful

antithesis to that of the United States of America. The mote
doggedly confederate slavemongers combine, the more firmly good
republicans should unite.

"CO-ERUPT PRACTICES."

THE wife of an M.P. wishes devoutly that, "amongst the Parlia-

mentary 'Corrupt Practices' that are to be reformed this Session,
the practice ot keeping such very late hours may be slightly modified."
It is abominable, she contends, to see a Legislator, who should set a

proper example to others, coming home with the milk, just as the
children are getting up. As they meet him on the staircase, going
up to bed, what can the little dears possibly think of their Papa?
The first government of a man, who professes to be a good patriot,
should be his own home ; but how can he govern his home when he is

absent from it both night and day ? At the time that all other houses
are closed, the House of Commons is the only one that keeps open;
and she maintains that it isn't respectable. It ought never to close

later than ten minutes after the Opera, and then a Member's wife
could call for her husband and take him home.

A Good Licking.

THE height, or depth, of profane adulation was surely arrived at by
the French Senate in the antithesis presented by the following extract

from their address to their Imperial master :

"
It was a. fine day that on which, in the centre of the restored Cathedral, were

heard the Te Ucit;;i for the Lord, and the Doniine Salvum fur thu
"

Louis NAPOLEON smokes. In the presence of his Senators he will

never want a spittoon.

THE PRICE OF CHEESE.

THE BISHOP or DURHAM will henceforth be stjled The Right
Reverend Father-ia-LA\v.
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A SHAVE FOR THE SOLDIER.

of I he service as destined to take place on the anniversary of All Fools.

- KD is an an-

nouncement which lias

l> i n made on the best

authority:

"Ta GIUKW. W hoar
it mentions! u moat pro-
bable that MAJoR-OmuL
fmiTrmj, lute of the Gre-
nadier Uiurdi. will raocead
to the cunmiunil of the Bri-

gade of Giurdii which will
be vacated by LO*D o*^
on tho 1st of April next."

The First 9f April is

a day on which

peeling juvenile inno-

cence is wont to be de-

spatched, by the prac-
tui'il jocularity ofacMoi-
fellows, on errand* for
tin; purchase of thuse

nary commodities,
"strap-oil" and "pi-
geon's milk." It my
be feared that tfce

ab!>ve-quot.ed paragraph
is the inveiitio-i ot reck-

less waggery; and, with
the wisdom which has
been purchased by ex-

perience, Un serious

portion of the British

Army will no doubt
hesitate in accept in? ii

statement representing
important changes in

the highest branches i

!ii;ruKML\G Tin-; JIKI-OKMKI:.

(Improved from
"
Origmtl Poemsfor lft,nt Mindi.")

O, WHO 'LL come and play Agitation with me,
My COBDEN has left me ai.

Industrious Working men, won't you be Free?
Let us get up a row of our own.

O no. MR. BRIGHT, Sir, we can't come indeed,We 've no time to idle away ;

We 've got all our dear little children to feed,
And can do it, we're happy to tay.

Small Tradesmen, don't stick to beef, candle*, and Hour,
But kick up a row iih me, do;

Those grubs will not fisht fir political power.
But say, thinking mtn, will not you?

no, ME. BRIGHT, Sir, for do you not gee

By our shops we're enabled to thrive ;

The way to get on is to work like a bee,
And always be storing the hive.

Intelligent Middle-clan, rise at. the blast
Of toe trumpet of Freedom I play :

1 fcope I skall find a disciple at list,
You are not so by as they.

no, MR. BRIGHT, Sir, we shan't come to yom,We 're not made to cry but to labour
;We always have something or other to do

If not for oneself, for a neighbour.

What then, they're all busy and happy but me,
And I 'm bawling here like a dunce :

O then I'll be off to where Members should bf,
And attend to mjr business at once.

[And, my dears, being a strong out cltoer boy. he
ran down to his place of bmixut, and helped
to move and carry several things that mere
wanted in the Home.

NOSE AND EAR IN HARMONY.
THE following paragraph appears in a contemporary :

"A NOVKLTY lx TMITATIVK HAKMONV. After having introduced the Champagne
G;)lop, tho Ki !<; Show Quadrille, and otln.T i]i>t-ii.tive dance

re sound*. M. MISARD produced on Wednesday
"Sweet Briar," during which MK.

HiMMm, tho well-known juji lunier of the Strand, diflimd tlie scent of that flower

by means of the now process he has already employed for perfuming the Lyceum
Theatre."

Thus, whilst the ears arc regaled by M. MUBARB, MR. RIMIIEL,
administers R corresponding treat to the nose. This is a great advance
in dance music. BKK.THOVEN might perhaps have indicated a particular

perfume by some exquisite movement which would have inspired the
same serenity and joy, or other delightful state, as that which the per-
fume induces on sensitive minds. But BEETHOVKN himself never, with
all his genius, could have composed music simultaneously breathing the
odour of sweet briar, Hnd constituting a measure for the multitude to
dance to. BEETHOVEN could never thus have mingled sweet briar with

mptTs. Neither, probably, could even M. MUSAUD without the aid of
MR. J<tMM! ], lint, if, whilst a wait/, is being played, a scent-pot is

opened, then by (lint means the connection of sound with sense is fully

established, ;nnl we know precisely what the coin position means besides

tiddy-tum-tum, or whatever eke it might signify expressed in speech.
A Sweet Briar Waltz, illustrated by the disengagement of real sweet

briar, having been iy produced, every species of scent apper-
taining to the toilet will soon be fitted with a dance-musical repre-
tentative. Not to meut ion the necessary rose and the indispensable
violet, we shall shortly BeongBM in every bail-room the aroma of the

hop, and be made distinctly aware that youth and beauty are toe-and-

heeling it to heliotrope.

However, dance music is not the only music that might be appro-
priately and advantageously perfumed. There are many popular airs

that might be thereby rendered very gratifying to the olfactory nerves.
For instance, there is

"
Drojts of Brandy,"' there is the "Jtoast See/of

i/land" Culinary fragrance, and the bouquet of wines and
spirits, i please some nostrils more highly than the emanations of tlte

sweetest flowers. Alimentary and Terpsichorean music might be com-
bined. The Irish Stew Waltz would doubtless be a great success
the performance of the waltz being accompanied by the liberation of
the fumes of the stew. It has long been objected to the lighter kinds
of music, that they merely captivate the public ear. Now, being per-
fumed whilst they are played, they will also lead people by the nose.

Since writing the above observations .it has occurred to us, that the

accompaniment to hunting songs might be so scented as to savour of
the stable, to which many are partial. Also that when M. MUSAKH at
St. James's Hall introduced the Cattle Show, MR. KIMMKI, might have
assisted him in expressing the idea of it. The breath of the cow is

proverbially sweet. A useful caution might be conveyed in the odour
of a quadrille, which might be culled

"
The Crinoline" and whereof the

olfactory illustration might be the smell of lire.

HAUSSE ET BAI8SE.

HAU8SE.

I SEE a Brass Colossus, thinly gilt,

Upon two feet of varnished clay up-built.

Holding a huge mud-bubble, where doth waver,
The iridescence of Imperial favour.

MJMB.
The gold upon the brass is rent and tarnished,
The lacquer cracks with which the clay was varnished,
A sudden cloud blots out the

Imperial Iris,

The huge mud-bubble bursts, and iJixia mire is.

"An Abode cf Earthly Flirt 4cn:irsb1y adapted Cor a

Gentleman of Taste and Fortune."

IT seems from the Police Reports that not less than SCO burglars
and ticket-of-leave men are enjoying themselves in Manchester at this

particular moment. That industrious town, with its azure sky and
sweet pastoral walks, always struck us as the most charming spot in

the world for a residence, and just now that h is so full of company, it

must have still greater attractions than ever. We did think of going to

Hastings, or Brighton, at this dull time of the year, just for a change
of air and scene for three or four weeks, but shall decidedly give the

preference now to Manchester.

Imperial Bevtrses.

WHEN Loins NAPOLEOX put, down the Rl Republic, be was,

according to the priest party, the "Saviour of Society." Now the

BISHOP OF POITIERS calls him PONTUS PILATE. According to that

Prelate he is the Pilate of the Creed; whereas only the other day
the French clergy regarded him as toe pilot who weatheredj the

torm.
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Officious URCHIN KDSHES TO OPEN CAIUUAGE-DOOB. JOHN AND THOMAS, 10 USE THEIR OWN PHBASE, ARE " COMPLETELY

N OSFLUSHED !

"

WILL HAYTER.
AIR" Tom Moody."

You all knew WILL HATTER, the Whipper-in, well,
From all whips of his time honest WILL bore the bell.

In cover how pleasant to see him at work,
A hot hound now rating, now pressing a shirk :

No young 'un e'er opened, with WILL near the wood,
But he'd challenge, and find reasons why, jf

he could:

Then, the pack at full cry, how inspiring liis cheer,
When he led on the field, "Hark to PAH there, Hear, Hear !

High ! wind him and cross him
Now RUSSELL boy ! Hear !

"

One hundred and sixty, in blue and buff drest,
To present honest WILL'S testimonial pressed.
The meet it was WILLIS'S Rooms, where the board,
By the right sort was graced, "neath the wing of my Lord.
WILL'S Treasury hacks round the room did parade,
O'er each saddle a whip as his trophy was laid.

Ah, no more at his voice will those Lacks go the pace,
Nor the lobbies re-echo Old WILL in the chace

His
"
Question ! "now press him !

Divide vide divide !

Quoth WILL to his friends, when they 'd drunk to his health,"
I may blush to find fame, who've still done good by stealth.

I rode up to my hounds and stuck close to their skirts,
But this plate and this dinner o'erbear my deserts.
When I "m given up for gone, this last favour I crave,
Just ring the division bell over my grave.
And unless at that warning 1 lift up my head.
My boys, you may fairly conclude 1 am dead."
With a Hip, Hip, Hooray ! Old WILL'S patrons replied,
And as all were one mind, 'twas no use to Divide.

With a
"
Spoke ! Oh Oh. '.Question !

Divide vide Divide !

"

SUPERNATURAL SWINDLE.

ACCORDING to the Utiita Italiana of Genoa, several Pontifical

soldiers, having been made prisoners, had arrived in that port. These
fellows were all provided with a paper inscribed with the following
words :

" Reserve Corps of the Holy See : 100 years of plenary indulgence to whoever
takes arms against the excommunicated King. Signed : CARDINAL DE ANOELia."

Of course, a century of plenary indulgence could hardly be enjoyed
in this world, and must be taken to mean an advantage to be conferred
in the other

; remission, for so long, of purgatorial pains. In short,
the indulgence, if it were not a mere humbug, would entitle the holder
to a discharge from the prison of purgatory, so many years before,
in the regular way, his term of imprisonment would expire.
Thus the warrant of release above described, which the Pontifical

soldiers were furnished with, was a spiritual ticket of leave. The
POPE'S troops being largely composed of brigands and banditti, were
no doubt qualified in every respect, except amendment of life, to be
not only spiritually, but also, in a natural sense, licket-of-leave men.
As to CARDINAL DE ANGELIS, whose signature was appended to the

foregoing note of redemption from future punishment, he may call

himself DE ANGELIS, but he must consider himself to be far above all

the Angels. Yet the Cardinal is only the POPE'S deputy, so that the

altitude assumed for His Holiness is still greater than that pretended
to by his Eminence. When an old priest, to induce cut-throats to fight

against an
"
excommunicated King," bribes the rascals with cheques

on the Bank of Divine Justice, to be presented in the other world, the

altitude that he has attained to is evidently that of absurdity or

swindling.

CRME DE LA CHME.
IT is quite a mistake to suppose that the REV. EDWAKD CHEESE

the distinguished son-in-law ot the BISHOP OP DURHAM, and the new
incumbent of Hauj-hton le Skerne is of humble origin. We are

assured that he is of a very old family in Cheshire.
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THE DURHAM CHEESE.
BISIIOP (TO NEEDY CLERGIMAN).

"
I AM EXCEEDINGLY SORRY, DEAR BROTHER IX THE CHURCH, BUT YOU

SEE I HAVE NOT A DROP LEFT FOR YOU. I HAVE POURED IT ALL INTO MY CHEESE." j
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF JOSEPH HUME.

I SING, 1 sing, of good times over,
When we lived in peace, if not. in clover,
Were free from alarm as to w!i;ii i lie Kiench meant,
And the popular cry was for Retrenchment :

When, instead of paying for new defences,
We tried to cut down all mcli >

And, in the estimate^ iou,

Economics compelled Kfdnc'iun.

Sing hey, sing ho, in sorrow and gloom,
l'or the good old days of Josini HLMH !

When France was not than England stronger,
And we thought that war would be no longer ;

When the: Millennium we rxprc'ed,
And our Army and Navy alike neglected;
Talked of swords inio ploughshare* turning:,
\ml gunpowder only for pastime burning,
In lir ^works, or on stubble or heather,
And lions and lambs lying down together.

Siog hey, sing ho ! &c.

When young men thought they acted wise in

iting Arts, and Arms despising;

Wlien--ah, how much folks were mistaken !

Martial studies were forsaken.

JKut sw ords and bayonets in these days are

Furbished, sharp as needle and razor,
Soldiers and sailors all bard drilling
For practice in the art of killing,

Sing hey, sing ho ! &c.

When old Brown Bess her purpose suited,
The Queen of Weapons then reputed,
The Killes were a mere Brigade then,
Because we thought of little but trade then;
But now each man has his Eniield Rille,
And that, alone, doesn't cost a trifle ;

Then Armstrong guns, and shell*, and mortars
We must provide to guard all quarters.

Sing hey, sing ho ! &c.

When men would have been accounted dreamers
Who talked of a fleet of war screw-steamers,
When we, by wooden walls defended,
Against attack, on wood depended.
But now we find we must environ
Our isle with vessels cased in iron,
With iron walls must be surrounded,
That iron costing tin unbounded.

Sing hey, sing ho ! &c.

When self-protection asked bnt flannel ;

But now that steam has bridged the Channel,
Each freeborn Briton has occasion
To hold his own against invasion ;

So Volunteers have formed, are forming,
Like bees with stings about them swarming :

That, is the cheapest way to do it ;

But times are changed, and how we rue it !

Sing hey, sing ho ! &c.

A REDUCEIJ IIIUIXESS.

pahibhcs Ike subjoined imposing announce

Mr*r wa alfMd at Parla, by which hi. Mo.t Horene
* the OMUBUUIK ul Meutuue and Buquebnuw
llkCKCII."

TUB Journal d Mo,
ment :

. 'r

Blffhueaa tliu PKINL-E of MOITMM
to bia Majcnty the KMI-KHUK u 1

Even before the cessiut of the abovenamed communes, which the
potentate of whose daMraoa thrj formed part has sold to Louis
NAPOLEON for 160.000, aad a consideration of certain private pro-
perty in laud, the princedom of Monaco was about the smallest in the
world. It is now beaviifWUy less than ever it was, and its Prince has
become a sovereign of significance smaller than that very
amount that he had been preyionsly iiwwted with. It does tin

M em cruelly ironical to describe such a Princelct as his

Iliglmess. Serene, to be sate, he may be, even in the superlative
degree, and his habitual serenity may have been much increased by the
MI m of money which ha made him so much richer t han he was before.
The diminution of Itia dowaia will perfc&pe him- 1 .!,. .1 him toseenow

vrrthe wuoiaef it from one spot, aad to reflect, with stricter
truth and mow heartfelt wniplacency, that he is monarch of all he
surveys. Bnt to give this little 1'iince the title of Highness is to
mock thvlowness of hit princely stature. So diminutive a Royal per-
sonage bad better be styled ais Most Serene Exiguity. He was already
the Ton THUMB of European Royalty, and be mow cornea oat as a
mannikin who has decreased from the standard of a dwarf. The
KMI-MOR OP THE FRENCH will soon, perhap*. present him with a
pair of Napoleon boots, into one of which he will get, and sink out of

sight, in that manner hiding his diminished head.

Naval Etiquette.

THE stern of the Black Prince, the new iron-cased screw frigate just
|

launched, is unprotected by armour. It is almost as the heel ofi
ACHILLAS ; but not quite. The Black Prince is vulnerable in the'
^tern. Unfortunately she is also vulnerable in the ste.ru. She has no
helmet, whicl. is worse than being undefended about the helm. There, :

indeed, a J'ritish frigate is no more in need of Inr'nlr^um than a
British so'.dier or sailor. Our gallant fellows have their hearts in the
right, pU"cs, and never would require to wear breastplates on the

wrong. What if the Black Prince is bare behiud? A vessel of the
British navy never shows an enemy her stern.

AN OT.D OFFENDER.

AT a late meeting of the Geological Society a valuable paper was
read on

"
Flints in the Drift." An oM gentleman rsent on

that occasion remarked, that he did not see the drift of the learned
lecturer's observations.

" A CIRCULAR NOTE." The first Circular Note, we should think,
must have been a Hound Robin.

.PREVENTION BETTER THAN PUNISHMENT.
THE country is warmly to be congratulated on the great decrease of

criminal convictions which late years have exhibited, particularly in
the North of England. Owing to the praiseworthy economy of

Government, the allowance to witnesses attending Assizes has been
reduced to a sum which is about three times less than the wages which
a workman in tolerably good employment at Manchester, for example,
would earn by his labour. By waiting a week, perhaps, about a Court
to give evidence when his case came on, be would lose the difference,
amounting, for him, to a tremendous sacrifice. Prosecutions, as well a*
convictions, are consequently diminishing at a fast rate, to the no small
saving of charge upon the County rates. Individuals may suffer from
depredations committed in the belief that crime will go unpunished,
but other individuals, in declining to subserve the ends of justice,
secure themselves from suffering severe pecuniary imposition. Injustice
being thus avoided, answers the purpose of economy. Some people
are not robbed if other people are. When the insufficiency with which
witnesses deprived of their work are paid, is compared with the ex-

travagance wherewith "compensation" is granted to legal practitioners
reformed out of business, it is obvious that the frugality exercised
towards the witnesses must have a peculiar object. This, doubtless,
is the prevention of overcrowding in our gaols and hulks, and the means
adopted to secure that end are proving very effectual. Let us hope
that the impunity of offenders who defy prosecution will never occasion
the ordinary courts of assize to be superseded by the tribunal of MB.
JUSTICE LYNCH.

A TAKING FASHION.

IT is extraordinary what thieves owe to the fashions. This is their

last debt, and one that they are never likely to repay, unless made to
do so by the strong hand of justice:
" A noted French plckpockel-, \ipon hli arreit, declared hi* opinion that Crinoline

aBorda better opportuutUM for practising tbefta on tha unwary than any stylo of
dna* previously worn. Being worn loosely away from th. lady, ample opportunity
Is afforded to cut tbe drew and gt at the puna without detection."

We are not
surprised, however, at its favouring the propensity of

thieves, when we know that Crinoline, itself is, in the generality of

cases, strongly attached to steel. It may be called the perfect pick of
the fash iou.

Two French Idols.

THE Senate NAPOLIOS fxalts on a

Where if two names could stand, the.i would both be divine;
And a Bishop, aii

To PONTIUS 1'ri.ATE the EMPEROR compares.
The abuse and the incense alike are profane,
But wisdom the Toadies alone would restrain,

And give the Fanatic abundance of rt

If NAPOLEON is PILATE whom calls he the POPE ?
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PROPOSED NEW STYLE OP WHISK-AR.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH," THE question What is a Pantomime ? the other day was

mooted in one of the Police Courts ; and though authors, actors, and

managers were summoned, nobody seemed to know exactly how to

answer it. One experienced witness stated that a pantomime should

properly have
'

something of a plot ;

'
and being pressed for explana-

tion of this perplexing phrase, he said that if two persons fell in love

and then jumped into the Serpentine, their case would constitute the
'

something
'
that was needful for a

'

plot.' Another thought that

Pantomimes 'should have a simple plot, lovers thwarted first by
demons and then rescued by good fairies

;

'
in which opinion, Mr. Punch,

I thoroughly concur
; only 1 would add that, when the rescuing takes

place, the change of harlequin and columbine should be the work of

the good fairy, while that of pantaloon and clown should be effected by
the bad one : the latter couple being sent to plague the lovers in their

progress to the Beauteous Bowers of Bliss.
" But whatever were their notions as to what might be held pro-

perly to constitute a plot, all the witnesses agreed, that in the Panto-
mimes this season the writing has been quite a secondary matter, the

stage effects and scenery being deemed by far the first. Now, without

boring the ears of your intelligent readers with sighs and groans about
the good old Pantomimic times, 1 must just state my firm conviction,
that the Public like to laugh when they go to see a Pantomime, and
relish foolery and fun far more than finery and flare. If half the

money that is lavished on the Transformation Scene were devoted to

procuring better authorship and acting, I think the public would be

vastly gainers by the change, and that the Managers in like measure
would profit by it. However gorgeous it may be, of course a scene
remains the same, and 1 think, that as a rule, one only cares to see it

once : whereas I fancy one would go a dozen times or more to see the
ever varying fun of a Grimaldi. But while a Pantomime is treated

merely as a peg whereon to hang some splendid scenery, both the
author and the actor are slighted and discouraged. The blaze of gas
eclipses the sparkle of their wit, and their invention is destroyed by
the thought that no one cares for it.

"
Having done my duty by seeing our

'

great tragedian," I have
since been taking my pleasure by going where I pleased. But before
I give you an account of my late rambles, I must congratulate you and
the British nation generally on the

fact,
that MR. KEAN has deferred

his trip to Yankeeland, and will appear in town next winter for a few
more final nights. Old Drury is announced as the scene of his rentree ;
that is, if Old Drury have not tumbled down betweenwhiles. Of this

mishap, however, 1 confess 1 have some fear; for, according to the

critics, the foundations of the house are getting sadly shaky. One of

them remarked at the performance of the Gamester that his (the Great

Tragedian's)
'

intensity of passion caused the audience to thrill with

sympathy, and the house fairly shook with the applause which he
called forth." Now if a part so flat and heavy as the Gamester could
do this, what must have been the effect of such a ranting roaring
character as COLLBY GIBBER'S Richard! and how thankful should the
renters of the theatre all feel that its already shaken, walls were not

brought down about their ears !

"
Without the slightest wish to make an odious comparison, may I not

just venture the auricular confession of how my ears delighted in the
sweet voice of Miss PYNE, after what had been poured into them at

the house so nearly opposite ? And without giving offence to my good
friend MB. BULL, or being thought to hint a sneer at the advance of

British art, may I not also own that AUBER is to my mind not quite
yet excelled by BALFE, and that, pleasant as Bianca undoubtedly may
be, the charms of the Black Domino to my taste are more palatable ?

Such light creamy sparkling music cheers one up as briskly as a glass
of good champagne, and gives one no more fear that one will get a
headache by it. It will be the public's fault if the opera should not

draw; for I think that, on the whole, it is put better on the stage than
I have ever yet here seen it. I may add, the English Version fits the
music well enough; though I don't think, MR. CHORLEY, that a

Housekeeper
'
of the period

'
need have been made to talk of some fair

girl as
'

that young party.""
Another ramble that I made was into the Lyceum, where I found

myself exported to the Porte St. Martin. Clever they are, no doubt,
but I own I don't enjoy these blood and thunder pieces. When I go
to a theatre I like to be amused, and I don't want to see extracts from
the Newgate Calendar. Moreover, probability is always sacrificed to

stage effect, in a way that to a practical plain English mind is most

distressing. In the House by Notre Dame lawyer's clerks and mur-
derers clamber over garden walls with needless hurry and agility, when
unlocked garden-gates invitingly lie open to them. Whatever it may
be, the comic waiting-maid is always mistress of the situation, and is

not merely the confidante but mistress of her mistress. It is by her

permission only that her 'young lady" makes love, and either encou-

rages to hope, or drives her lover to distraction. Nor ought any one
stare to see the waiting-maid turn flowerseller without a syllable of

notice, and then again be servant with no word of explanation, or

cause for re-appearance, except to rush into the arms of the comic

lawyer's clerk, and when the curtain falls to drop a curtsey at the

footlights.
" With regard to the burlesque, you remember BTRON'S criticism :

" I saw the Crystabel :

Very well."

"To this I need add nothing further, unless that the last scene (a

placid
lake of looking-glass, with lilies cropping out of it) was in the

blending of colours, really very pretty, and appealed by way of novelty
to more senses than one, the nose as well as the eyes being assailed for

admiration.
"
I have not space this week to speak of MR. FECHTER (I beg your

pardon, MR. TUI-PER, the name does not rhyme with
" wretch stir ;

"

in fact, there's no word in our language with which it really does

rhyme). I can only say .Dora Cmsar was never looked and acted so well

as he is now, and folks who are not fools will not miss the chance of

seeing him.
"
Tours, until the middle of next week,

" ONE WHO PAYS."

"P.S. Since writing the above, I find that I am censured by one of

your contemporaries for describing a new farce as being
'
coarse and

stupid," and for praising as a contrast the neatness of an older piece.
The writer grants me his confession that the farce may be a stupid one,
but he denies that (in his opinion) it is coarse, that being, he says, a
matter of 'fact,' and not of 'taste;' as though a critic and a coster-

monger saw with the same eyes, and coarseness were a thing viewed in

the same light by them both. The farce, moreover, he defends because
it is

'

original,' whereas the other piece he thinks is quite unworthy of

one's praise, simply from the fact of its translation from the French.

Well, I don't intend to squabble, but I 'm not disposed to grant that

original vulgarity is more to be commended than second-hand good
taste."

Acoustic Philanthropy.

MR. CHARLES KEAN announces that circumstances induce him to

forego his visit to America. This does much honour to his good
feeliug, as in the present condition of the Republic nothing could be
more undesirable there than a voice of discord.

The

ART IN ITALT.

WE read that Gaeta is reduced almost to a"'mass of stones,

next grand work, by St. Mark ! may be a new edition of the
"
Stones

of Venice." It is not improbable that GARIBALDI may have a hand in

the execution of such a work.
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A SMASH FOR THE ENCORE SWINDLED
E were never more inclined

to cry out Bravo ! to a si nger
than when, in the notirr of

the first night of the Amber
Witch, the pen of the Time*

Critic, among other things,
informed us that

"The house was enthusiastic In
iU demonstration* of approval ;

!!:> tffi UtM '-' i- :
' - ''. m.l

miuiy pieces wen re-demanded ;

but the singers, in emulation of
the example recently set by
MR. Sou Burn. inv*rUMy
and respeotfuUy declined the
honour."

Often as Mr. Punck has

inveighed against the
swindle of extorting an
encore, it delights hint to
discover that his words, as

usual, are bearing: goodly
fruit, and that the evil he
has denounced is beginning
to be extirpated. If singers
will but follow the lead of

MB. REEVES, and
"
invari-

ably decline the honour (! )

"

of encores, there will soon
be an end put to the practice
of demanding them. It is

as unfair to require the

repetition of a piece as it

would be to ask twice for the change of a bank-note, or, after receiving a shillingsworth of buns,
to demand another dozen because they were such good ones. Moreover, music suffers by
the practice of encores; and for the interest of art, performers should decline them. When a

composer wishes sny strain to be heard twice, he puts the sign "da capo," and secures its

repetition. To repeat it when not marked so, is to meddle with his work, and very possibly
to injure the effect that he intended. Now SMITH and BROWN, who bawl out, "Brayvo !

"

|

and
"
Angcore !

"
are not such good musicians

as BlSTHOVKB or li.tLFE; and even if tliey

wrre, they have no riglr !> the works
of those composers, by ,-i ttin^ certain passages

i at their pleasure, when others of the
audience may be annoyed by hearing them.
However, from what passed <-vening

at Her Majesty's, it is clear to Mr. Punch that

the encore days are numbered, and that another

year or two will see them at an end. If singers
will but set their faces against the custom, it

will be useless for cliqtumrs to try to give it

countenance. When it ceases to succeed, the
swindle will die out, and nobody of sense will

rtgret that it has done so. S-HUh snobs may
still go on insisting on citcortt, and second-rule

performers may take such calls for compi
and stupidly comply with them

; but Mr. Punch
feels sure that no true gentleman or artist will

long uphold a practice which all thoughtful
minds condemn, and which is clearly not less

unjust than it is injurious.

A Species of Lion that is Extremely
Scarce.

THE new sculpture-room at the National

Gallery is to be about four times the size of the

old one. Let us hope that its proportions will

be able to show off to the best advantage those

four lions of SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, which are

intended to decorate the base of the Nelson
Column. It is just probable that they may be

completed by the period of the opening of the

Royal Academy. We must with pain confess,
that England has, as yet, done very little,

and has taken a rare Ion; time in doing

it, in the way of lionising its greatest naval

hero.

BBAVO ! EASTERN COUNTIES !

FOR the interests of humanity Punch has so otten found it necessary
to pitch into the directors of the Eastern Counties Railway, that he

feels the more delighted to award to them the kudos which by the

statement following he is justified in giving : ,

" EASTERN COUNTIES. It appears that the directors of this Company, at their last

meeting, determined to adopt a system of communication between the guard and

engine-driver of a train. This will, in the first instance, be applied to expresa and
fast trains, with a view however to its extension to ordinary trains.'

The idea of a
"

fast
"

train upon the Eastern Counties Railway is a

notion which has never yet occurred to Mr.
Punch,^

who is accustomed

to submit, when he travels by that line, to an
"
Express

"
that stops

five times in less than forty miles, and is therefore to his mind a very
"
ordinary

"
train. How long the parliamentary is doing the like

distance, Mr. Punch has never taken the trouble to inquire; but,

judging by comparison with other lines he knows, it can hardly be far

short of some six hours on the road. But though it cannot be
"
the

pace that kills
"

upon the Eastern Counties, the accidents that happen
there have now and then proved fatal ; and perhaps nothing will tend

to decrease their chance of frequency, so much as the extremely simple
course which is proposed. Mr. Punch, who is a not infrequent tra-

veller on the line, must feel of course a personal interest in the matter ;

and although his precious person is abundantly insured, he cannot but

rejoice that his corporeal nsk is lessened, and that his Judy may feel

easier in her mind than she has done, whenever he trusts his carcase

to the Eastern Counties' care.

Mr. Punch would therefore in the fulness of his joy, and in his desire

to give full credit where the same is fairly due, commend toother
boards the example he has quoted, and advise them in the like manner
to earn his thanks and praise. As ninety-nine per cent, of the accidents

that happen might be prevented were more labour and more vigilance

employed, and were there not too often a cheese-paring of expense, it

clearly is high time to call a spade a spade, aud speak of RAILWAY
1 MANSLAUGHTER by its only proper name. Were there no endanger-

!

ment of human life and limb, directors might, be justified in counting

up the costs and chances of an accident, and proving that it paid them
to incur the rUk, rather than to take expensive mcnsures to dimiui;.li

it. This would clearly be excusable, were loss of property the only
loss that could ensue; but it ceases to be pardonable when thiTi- in

chince of loss of life. Mr. Punch would hold direcuirs responsible in ... _ r ._

person for the persons of all passengers entrusted to their care ; and if I during the prevalence of March winds, is not to be n

this were so, depend on it invention would be taxed for means whereby
all railway risk should be prevented, as far as it be humanly permitted
so to do. As a step in the right direction, the step of the direction of

the long-blamed Eastern Counties appears to Mr. Punch to be worthy
of his praise ; and with the stimulus of this reward before their eyes,

surely other boards will lose no time in following this course.

A REGULAR FOX CLUB DINNER.

AT the Testimonial Banquet which, with a Table Ornament, was

given the other day to SIR W. G. HATTER, the toast of the evening

having been proposed by the Noble PREMIER, who occupied the chair.

an honourable gentleman present,
in the absence of any professional

vocalist, volunteered to oblige the company with a song appropriate to

the occasion, unaccountably not reported. The parliamentary enthu-

siast broke out in the good old hunting-strain :

" Tou all know TOM MOODT, the whlpper-ln, well !
*

It was expected that the roof which covered the assembly would
have come down upon their heads, so violently was it shaken by the

laughter and shouts of "Yoicks!" and "Taliv-ho!" and "Hear,
hear !

"
wherewith the honourable Member's performance was accom-

panied by the political foxhunters.

Abuse foi Argument.
THOSE Essays and Recievn
How idle to abuse

In terms of vague unmeaning condemnation :

Do you thmk the people look

For your censure of the book?

No, ye Bishops, but expect your refutation.

Naval Fashions.

STEEL corsets are beginning to be worn by frigates, but do not, in

the last noveliy, come up to the bows in front or descend quite to the

Other extremity. Tin' side* are pierced with holes for tim arnn, forming

openwork. Canvas is less employed than formerly, which,
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COTTON LORD ("coming" the Noble Patron). "Haw 1 was indooced to buy a UUU Picture oj yours, the other day, Stodge, haw ''

AKTIST (who does not seem to see it). "Lucky Fellow ! 1"

THE BERKELEY PEERAGE.
JUDGMENT.

THE Law Lords have given judgment in this case, which Mr.
Punch has taken under his especial patronage, on account of the funny
plea on which his friend the Old Sailor of Berkeley demanded a

Peerage.
The LORD CHANCELLOR said that Sin MAURICE BERKELEY, brother

of the late exemplary LORD FITZHARDINGE, and as brave and dashing
a sailor as ever lived, had taken into his old head, that because he had
got Berkeley Castle, he ought to be a Peer, having some notion that
castles and coronets went together. He, the LOKD CHANCELLOR, was
not going to enter into an historical essay upon the BEBKELEYS, for bj
some accident or other, his historical efforts were not generally thought
so valuable as he himself knew them to be. But he would proceed to
the painful duty of informing the Old Sailor, that if be particularly
wanted a coronet, lie must try after it in some other way. It was not
for the LOUD CHANCELLOR to point out that way, though lie him-
self, having professed the most democratic principles, and nevertheless

having got two coronets into his family, might be supposed an
authority upon the subject. He had only to apprise SIR MAURICE
that his endeavour to "cut out" a peerage as he cut out the enemy's
schooner in 1S30
SIR MAURICE BERKELEY requested the noble Lord and lubber to

avast there. It was 1803.

The LORD CHANCELLOR thought that it was hardly worth while to

interrupt him on a trifling misarrangement of figures. The Old Sailor
must be content with his laurels, anil with having been publicly thanked
by the DUKK OP MARLBOROUGH MARYBOROUGH was it? no, WEL-
LINGTON. Besides, he had been a sort of Lord, a Lord of the Admi-
ralty, which was a good deal belter than nothing. The judgment was,
that SIR MAURICE had not made out his claim.
LORD ST. LEONARDS concurred, for once, with the CHANCELLOR,

though of course the reasons which the latter had given for his judg-
ment, if reasons they might be called, were, as usual, utterly futile. The
legal reason why the claim of SIR MAURICE must be rejected was, that he
had failed to show the discontinuance of the outstanding term contin-

gent upon the'enfeoffment of the non-entailed cessio'bonorunipwraufre
vie after the conveyance de droit under the charter-party of EDWARD
THE THIRD had merged the laches in a general tenancy by the courtesy
with cross remainders over.
SIR MAURICE BERKELEY said that it made a fellow's lee-scuppers

run over, to hear a cove coil and belay such High Dutch lingo.
LORD CRANWORTH said that he did not. suppose his learned friends

cared very much whether he concurred with them or not, but he was
entirely of their opinion, and thought that it would be a bad precedent
to confer a peerage upon a gentleman merely because he possessed an
old bouse in which one of the British sovereigns had been killed.

SIR MAURICE BERKELEY said, that if that lubber meant to insinuate
that he who hud eat his sovereign's junk
The LORD CHANCELLOR must interpose. Eat a junk. Come, come

they could not swallow that. He had himself seen a junk in the river

Thames, and though he did not profess to understand nautical matters,
if a man asserted that he could eat such a thing as that, he, the CHAN-
CELLOR, must reluctantly classify him among those who did not attach
due value to accurate representation of circumstances.
SIR MAURICE BERKELEY said that the CHANCELLOR was a sea-

lawyer, and he only wished he had had him on board the Thunderer.
What lie meant to say was, that he had been in the QUEEN'S service, or
the King's, which was all the same, leastways different, all his life, amd
he should like to hear anybody say he wasn't loyal. His dear eyes !

LORD WENSLETDALE had had such a squeak for his own coronet
that he felt natural pity for an unsuccessful claimant. He had not, heard
the arguments in the case, but quite concurred with his learned friends.

SIR MAURICE BERKELEY intimated his irremovable conviction that

they were all a pack of humbugs, and he should speak to the QUEEN,
bless her! on the subject. He then departed, furiously sending a quid
of tobacco into the left eye of the CHANCELLOR, as a valediction.

,

A GREAT IMPROVEMENT ON THE OLD SAYING or "TAKING COALS
TO NEWCASTLE." Carrying Milk to Cowes.

A VERY CONSUMING HABIT. NESSUS'S Shirt.

Int-.l'T
WT.li.jiiBr.Jl.ury.

of No 13 t> frWobu-.. Pl.re. nd F-e^-rck Muilctt E.n.. o' .. 19. Qnetn'. Road We.t, RfRenf. Part both In the Pari.h of S.. p.ncrts, ID the Conntj of Middle*,,

Ll-ui"i!'-'ii""i Mirci, sTsT
rrerlnct at Hluicln.ir., m tue Citj of Luixba, and J-ubli.lieu by them at No. 33. Flm/Slrec:, in tLe Pamh of St. Bride, in II* Uitj o2
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SIR G. BOWYER'S GAMMON.
njghout

o tmiuctJotu had shown hliuiwlf aingle niiudol. hiT'ii^ n*.

n (tie 7/c.

SHOP!
ki

Ifuic buck an Oudch, lij TearV

A KOKMAS of the POPE tcorn pelf,
Aud turn liis back on Mammon !

Not plunder to enrich himself !

Well BOWVEH may cry
"
Gauimcn '.

"

That faithful son of Holy Church,
< )'i r Papal wrongs still Rricving,

lias other matters to employ
His rare powers of believing.

He can believe the rule of Rome
lu Temporal things a blessing :

He can believe it
'

good for sheep,
To welcome wolves' caressing :

Believe that Pio NONO'S wise.
That ANTUMEI.I.I 's truthful :

That Naples sighs to welcome back
Her 1 i tk and ruthful ;

That Roman freedom is a fact,

Aud Naples' fetters fiction:

That being gagged and caged and whacked,
Is Papal benediction

;

Beliefs like these not taking count
Of feats by sain<s and martyrs,

Wrought to force faith on Heretic',

Jews, Infidels, and Tartars :

Saint Januarius's blood,
Lorelto'a flying mansion

M ust, uceds tax gullet of belief

Whatever its expansion !

That a poor gullet so abused,
Such mouthfuls forced to swallow,

Should close 'gainst simple truth is whit
We might expect to follow.

The juggler who bolts swords may well

Of sore throat be complaining
Nothing like swallowing camels,
At gnats to set one straining.

A FELLOW FOR A PHOTOGRAPH.
A PHOTOGRAPHER might have obtained a fine portrait of a hypocrite

by titkin; Hie likeness of the author of the subjoined letter as he

appeared in the act of writing it :

' To the Editor of the
'

Morning Port.'
"

"
Sin, It may be doubtful whether it is expedient to take legs! steps Against the

. ousi(1erin^ tho delays, difficulties, aiul expense of such proceedings ; but
he iu> doubt at all that, as one of the authors of this book, which has been

'.nimous voii-i1 of all the Bishops as opposed to the doctrines of

the Church of England, is one "f HKK MAJESTY'S Chaplains, that it U the duty of
tii.- r, spnnsililo Miii inters of the Crown to recommend HER MAJEHTY, as head of the

Church, to remove this author, DR. TI:MPLE, from that office and dignity.

,-3iX'/ Club, *Varc7t 4."

"
I am, Sir, yours obediently," A LAY CHRISTIAS."

There can be no doubt that DR. TEMPLE is the author of a very
objectionable article. His Essay on The Education of the World is at

once imaginative and prosy. What worse could be said of any sermon?
Indeed this Essay was originally a sermon. As such, says the Saturday
Kerific, "it was actually preached, without giving the slightest offence,
before the University of Oxford." The University of Oxford can
stand a speculative discourse of no practical tendency and no theo-

retical importance. So, of course that learned body could see no offence
in the sermon which Dn. TEMPLE preached, and has since published,
on the education of the world. There was no offence whatever in it

beyond the demerits of immateriality, prolixity, and dryness. It con-
tains no poison except somewhat which partakes of the nature of

opium, but is not so strong say, as it were, syrup of poppies. Gentle
dulness would have admired it had it been published in a separate
form

; gentle dulness would have liked this serious treatise just as,

conversely, gentle duluess ever loves a joke. Doubtless mauy a

Christian Young Man's Association, taking the abovenamcd Essay by
itself, would have listened to it as a lecture, or read it amongst them-

selves, for mutual improvement, with great delight, and a sense at

least of considerable edification.

How then can
" A Lay Christian." or any other Christian, request

the Government to dismiss DR. TEMPLE from the post of Unit

MAJESTY'S Chaplain P It seems impossible to say. Private and per-

sonal motive, vindictive feeling, might prompt such a request on the

part of an enemy 9f DR. TKMPLB'S ; somebody who is no Christian at

all. Irate hypocrisy might inspire a contemptible snob wilh the sug-

gestion of arbitrarily cashiering the victim of an accusation which it

is impossible legally to sustain. Actuated by these sentiments, a mean

malignant fellow might be capable of sneaking into a corner of the

University Club, and there writing the letter to which these observa-

tions are annexed. As that letter is anonymous, it is the greater pity

that a photograph was not taken of its author whilst engaged in its

composition. For a photograph of that, individual could possibly have

been taken, although the despicable humbug was working to injure

DK. TEMPLE in the dark.

A Hash Assertion.

THE Tallet says that the KINO OF NAPLES is suffering punishment
for the sins committed by his ancestors in contending with the Jesuits

and withstanding the POPE. Of course the Tablet knows that appa-

rent ly FRAKCIS THE SECOND lost his crown in consequence of having

pursued a policy too extremely the reverse of anti-Jesuitical and anti-

Popish. The proximate cause of his deposition was his subservience

to the priesthood and the papacy. The successors of heretical sove-

reigns are not likely to be encouraged by the example of the KING or

NAPLES to return to obedience to the Holy See. It would be wise to

be quite certain that FRANCIS is suffering for the sins winch he has

renounced before making the assertion that such is the case, au

assertion which if incorrect is also injudicious.

VOL. XL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

HE Mh of March, Monday.
A deceased Member of the

House of Lords, we refer to

BAIION BYRON, observes

" "We learn from HORACE, HOMER
sometimes nods,

We know without him ' MOL-
ORAVE ' sometimes wakes,"

and when BARON PUNCH in-

serts "MULGRAVE" instead

of the name rather flippantly
introduced by the aul hor of

Don Juan, lie does so because
,

the dactyl NORMANBY would
mull the line. To-night the

peer whose second title is

thus poetically used, departed
from his usual habit of being
unwise, and brought the case

of MR. TURNBULL before the

Lords. He complained of

LORD PALMERSTON, for not

having supported this Gov-
ernment officer, when perse-
cuted. Now everybody knows
that throwing overboard (we
beg any yachting Lord's par-

don for using the word) a subordinate is the last fault with which the
gallant PAM is chargeable, but he is thought to have what he called at
the HATTER dinner an Outside Conscience in matters of theology, and

concluding words inaudible. MR. MAGUIRE stated of his own know-
ledge that Providence was watching over the POPE, and MB. ROEBUCK

yes, MR. JOHN ARTHUR ROEBUCK took an Austrian view of the
question, and thought that we ought to cultivate the friendship of

Austria, in order to repress France. LORD JOHN RUSSELL did not
believe that there had ever been a Government so "abominable" as
that of the Ex-KiNG OF NAPLES, and expressed his belief that his
own policy had been a national one, and was approved by the country.
MR. WHITE made his usual noisea, and added that MR. ROEBUCK had
been won over by converse with Archduchesses in the "gilded
saloons" of Vienna, and also had returned thence with a lucrative
contract in his pocket. With this bit of petty personality closed the
English debate on the most magnificent events of modern history.

Tuesday. LORD CAMPBELL moved the Second Reading of a very tiny
Bill for extending the jurisdiction of the Court of Admiralty. Apropos
of the word Admiralty rather an offensive word just now there has
been a curious nautical drama, or rather farce, played during the wee.c.
A Committee on the Admiralty system was appointed, and one of the
principal witnesses would have been SIR BALDWIN WALKER, who,
when surveyor of the Navy, is supposed to have learned an immense
quantity of things which it might be highly advantageous to the public,
aiid highly inconvenient to officials and others, to bring out in exami-
nation. SIR BALDWIN is found to have bolted, in a very fast ship, and
the Government, urged by Members to catch him, sent the slowest
old tub in the Navy, for that purpose. Whereat people laugh, and
when LORD CLARENCE PAGET lays his hand on his heart, and like
Clown in the pantomimes declares that upon his honour it's all correct,
people laugh again, which is exceedingly rude.
E.OSSUTU is having Hungarian bank-notes engraven here, and the

Austrian Ambassador desires to prevent a process which betides no
good to the Empire. SIR RICHARD BETHELL says that the act is

illegal, but that there is no hope of obtaining a conviction, so LORD
JOHN will not interfere, but politely intimates to the Austrians that

this Outside Conscience is known as LORD SHAFTESBUKY, bishop-
our Court ot

'

Chancery is heartily at their service. So they apply to

manufacturer, Exeter Hall, W.C. In the TURNBULL matter, th<;
j

VICE-CHANCELLOR STUART for an injunction against the printer of
PREMIER seems to have been guided by his 0. C., who is connected th<Lnot?s > 1Ia-

with something called the Protestant Alliance. The 0. C. defmded
his Protestants for distrusting MR. TURNBULL (who, as a convert to

Popery is a good deal more Popish than most born-Catholics), but it is

also due to the 0. C. to add, that he spoke like a gentleman touching
MR. TURNBULL'S scholarship and general character. But it seems to
be thought that it would be impossible for him to avoid trying to give
an anti-Protestant colour to his summaries of the Records. LORD
DERBY could not resist the pleasure of making some smart sarcasms
at LORD PALMERSTON'S expense, and moreover adverted to the pro-
verbially irritable character of Literary Men. It is possible that
literary men may be irritable, when their whole lives are passed in

examining either ancient or modern history, and in perpetually dis-

covering that the most important interests of millions have been
entrusted to and mismanaged by pert aristocrats or shallow demagogues.
LORD LANSDOWNB thought that MR. TUBNBULL was wrong to resign,
and the Lords by 41 to 15 voted that they would not be further borea
with the subject.
Some persons who call themselves the Ballot Society made a com-

plaint, through MR. TOM DUNCOMBE, that a lot of circulars which
they alleged they had posted to the electors of Ripon had not been
delivered, and they implied that the papers had been suppressed. But
as they were unable to mention the name of a single person to whom
a paper had been sent, and who had not received it, MR. FREDERICK
PEEL intimated his disbelief in the story.
MR. GLADSTONE explained an invention of his for giving Exchequer

sills a character of steadiness, by assimilating them to Bank-notes.
Mr. Punch would like to test the value of this discovery, and GLADSTONE
bad better call and leave a thousand or two of his Bills at 85, Fleet
Street. He then proposed to go into Committee of Supply, where-
upon
An Italian debate began, and raged to-night and on Thursday. MR.

PCPB H ENNESSY abused the Government for having favoured Piedmont,

wicked misgovernment of the POPE, and told appalling stories of the
crueUies of the Austrians in Italy. SIR GEORGE BOWYER said exactly
what CARDINAL WISEMAN would have liked him to say, and the debate
was adjourned. It was resumed on the Thursday by MR. EDWIN
JAMES, who walked severely into MR. HENNESSY, and paid a glowing
Tibute to GIKIBALDI. SIR ROBERT PEEL exulted in the freedom of
taly ;

hut the speech of the night was MB. GLADSTONE'S, who vehe-
mently attacked the

"
execrable

"
system of the Papal Government,

and thought that it required less courage to stand under a bombard-
nent than to rise in a free assembly and advocate the tyrannies that
lad been put down in Italy: the cheering at this declaration made his

The Hop people made a determined effort to get rid of the duty on
hops, but MR. BuiGHT declined to aid in any attempt to remove a
duty until the Commons had asserted their dignity and caused the
paper tax to be remitted; MR. GLADSTONE allowed that the Hop
Duty system was bad, but so were a great many other things, and
why, he wanted to kno\v, was the Hop interest to be holpen first, and
MR. DISRAELI objected to any sacrifice of revenue, while we are in our
present state, that of a deficiency, supplied by a "temporary" impo-
sition. It is pleasant to hear the phrase applied to the abominable
Income-Tax, but though there is no doubt of its being an imposition,
its temporary character is not so clear. The Hop men were beaten by
202 to 110, and did not seem much consoled by Mr. Punch's mentioning
to them, when the numbers were announced, that he had just had a

despatch from Warsaw, and though the Hops were down, the Poles
were up.
SIR JOHN ELPHINSTONE then beat the Government, by 102 to 97 on

a motion for a Committee to inquire into the system of promotion and
pay in the Navy. The authorities growled, and said that such things
encouraged naval officers to come bothering with their grievances, but
the House did not seem to see it in that light. We should like to
examine JACK himself as to the whole Navy system, and ask him why,
in his judgment our Fleet costs so much, only we fear that he would
be disrespectful and say that it wasn't us fightin' beggars but them
thinkin' beggars that cost the money, or some such vulgarity.

Wednesday The House's Sunday was devoted to a rather mild
debate on the Church Rate Abolition Bill, which went through
Committee.

Thursday. LORD BATH wanted to know something about the Syrian
occupation, and what Government thought of the evident concert
between Russia and France in the matter. LORD WODEHOUSE de-
clined to say anything. LORD DERBY elicited the fact that in a treaty

ind he deplored the helpless position of England, who had alienated
j

we ar
J?
makin? with France for handing over prisoners who escape

icrself from the Austrians and Russians, and therefore would be with-
" m Cayenne into British Guiana, we except political prisoners, and

>ut their aid in case of an invasion by the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH. as 'ew O 1" are 3ent to Cayenne, one does not see the particular use
MR. LAYARD made a spirited speech on the other side, and dashed I

' (''le treat
.y- Suppose, however, that a political prisoner, trying to

ike a Nineveh Bull with a steam-engine inside him, upon the advo- escaPe
>. polished off a gendarme should we apply the rule sought to be

-ates of the Ultramontanists. He drew an elaborate picture ot the
s
?
t up int'Qe case of ANDERSON, the negro, who by the way has been

liberated in Canada, on a technical error in the writ of commitment?
MAJOR GAVIN, formerly in the Lancers, seems to think that MAJOR

IELVERTON, bigamist, is not the sort of person who should hold Her
Majesty's commission. CAPTAIN AKCHDALI,, formerly an Enniskillen

Dragoon, thinks that nothing should be said on the subject at present.
The authorities suspend MAJOR YELVERTON from military duties until
the case shall be completely disposed of.

Friday. The Church-llate Bill is to stand over till June. MR.
SHERIDAN wanted to abolish the duty on lire-insurance. This was a
far less patriotic course than that which was adopted by his illustrious

ancestor, who refused to assent to the adjournment of the House
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wltrii liis theatre, Drury Lane, was on fire. The proposal was rejected of spelling those two last names with a
'

ty
'
instead of

'

dy." The way
in 49. But MR. GLADSTONE had no great cause for exultation, in which this gentleman, whose legs were doubled under him, hopped

Hiiro; ill.: lluu did was to appoint Allt. UELUIIUANU and skipped about, aud sang that wondrous ROD* Tie Cure with all its

HUHBAUD'S Committee on the Income-Tax.

Neither v;ie nor yet witty
Is every (

Nous verrons, wiiicli, \Vi-e.ount, implies
" we shall see,".

.But wn think, from eacli Lid's tone,
The prim MK. GLADSTONE

liave to look sharp alter dear Schedule D.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
T the risk of losing caste, dear

Punch, by being s

I the other even-

ing vuated a place which in

s was known

acrobat accompaniment, was, as avoir.:- behind me said, 'as good as

seeinaspurrer,' by which last.noun tin binl v.aa meant and not the pupil
of a prizefighter.

I must add that there was mucli less vulgar slang
in this Blue Bird than in most of the more \Yi stern Inirlc-ijues that I
have witnessed : and with only OUR exception, so far ab 1 remained to

I mean where Clown lifts up his petticoat and something to

PauUloon, who as Jack in He Green, is atanding undetoeath him),
there is in word or picture nought, unsavoury or i ring
that the Gallery is niph! ly filled at fourpence cacli, and that only six-

pence is demanded at. the Pit, 1 think this is a noiiceabli- feature of the

theatre, anrl might he copied with advantage at bouses hii?lirr-prii"
The bringing out of a new comedy, with a new actress

time seen in ;t ne<v purl, deserves a better place for notice than the fag
but. 1 must just btate my firm conviction, that the

Lxtgi*2)si/icuUtaceTituD\y will draw, allhm "nd-

tend, nor is the writing quite first-rate. There is, however, plenty of
m.. .!, Him! piece, and it affords a pleasant means for Mas.

appear in concert with her daughter, preserving that

he part, which she presents. The audience hr-'lili relished
i his fact, which inde. -d supplied a novel interact to the

, piece. Hiss STIRLING has bright ryes, aud a pleasing voice and
iincr, aud will 1 think become a favourite with per*oM of good

iatte. It is a rare pleasure to gee something fresh upon Uie stage, aud
taiaber girlish artlessness agreeably supplies. I hope soon to tee her

word of praise her mother's acting merits, although
. liiu play afTords her hardly enough scope.

" QMS mo PATS."

A WORD OF ADVICE TO THE BISHOPS.

DENOUNCE Essayists and 'Reviewers,

Hang, quarter, gag or shoot tlieiu

Excellent plans provided that

You first of all refute them.

By all means let the Hangman burn
Their awful book to ashes,

Bat don't expect to settle thus
Their heterodox, hashes.

Some heresies are so ingrained,
E'en burning won't remove them,

A shorter and an easier way
You'll find it to disprove them.

Be this, right reverends, your revenge.
For souls the best of cure

Essay Essayists to upset.
And to review Reviewers.

u i\* yOBHB
. .

- halitucs was
more famiiiariy the

But as the present is

lomimti developme
MOW mere

prandly named the

Grecian Theatre ; a

which might lead one

pect to eee a tragedy cf

JEscHTlins presented,
hear the songs of the Birds
of ARISTOPHANES (birds of
what ill omen to how many
lazy students!) sung in all

the purity of the ancient
Greek. The only bird, how-

ever, that was brought be-

fore my notice was in a pan-
tomime entitled The Blue
Bird of Paradise, which, to

myself and other visitors

arriving at half-price (this

privilege is here extended only to the stalls) constituted all the enter-

tainment of the night. Had I but entered somewhat earlier but that

dry port, of old BetswiJiG's is sadly hard to leave I could have penned
you a description of Orlando the Outlaw, or the Orpftaitlets Outcast, or

Whatever else were the name of the first piece. This, the bill informed

me, began at half-past, six, yet I am bound to own, the audience did not

seem at all fatigued by it. On the contrary, indeed, the house showed,
like the Commons, great ability for sitting; and when finally it rose, a

few minutes before midnight, there was not that haste to get away, as

though from something tiresome, which I have often lately noticed in

more fashionable theatres.
"
I am aware that I may possibly be charged with vulgar tastes, but

I must own that 1 laughed more at the Royal Grecian pantomime than
I have done at those performed at many another royal house. I was
however sorry to find that the opening partook largely of the nature of

burlesque (I can't tell you how I hate these pantomimic hybrids
which to my mind spoil both breeds) and it saddened me still more to

have, to tape at a magnificent Transformation Scene, which taxed one's

patience terribly while being hit, by bit revealed. 1 think the audience
r elf felt it, rather a relief when the Clown's business began, and

their long strained starii.g ended. The Clown too was as good a one
as I have seen this year, and did not, like too many, let the acrobatic
element quite supersede the comic. The way he did his stealing was
much more ludicrous aud artful than I have lately witnessed, and de-

serves my hearty thanks for the hearty laughs he won from me.
Clowns too often steal a thing as though it were their own, and they
had lawful right to take it. They forget too that a Clown, however
clever he may be, is essentially a fool ; and has not wit enough to know
that a hot poker will burn him when lie tries to pocket it. The
audience at the Eagle I beg pardon, Ma. CONQUEST, I mean the

Royal Grecian seemed quite alive to this. The loudest laughter won
from them was when the Clown, after endeavouring to pouch a mon-
strous codfish, strutted away unconscious of having left the head and
shoulders sticking out, thereby attracting Nemesis in the shape of a

policeman." As an additional attraction to the City Road just now, there is the
fattest harlequin I think I ever saw. As I am myself somewhat
approaching to 1 is size, and know what are the pangs of losing a good
figure, I scarce can tell if he more moved me to pity or applause by
his corpulent pyrations. Moreover, worthy of no small admiration, , ...,

._. -
,

was Prince Piymy, 'once known as Uamptly Dumpily' the bill politely hitherto led the. Pope's Biass Hand alone, but now his duties, appa-

|

tells me; thus correcting the cacography 1 oftentimes have practi-eJ, r. ntly, are to be shared by a Protestant leader.

PRAY PITY THE POOR POPE.

A JOURNAL with a name which we )>ad rather write than endeavour
to pronounce, we mean toe Oetterreiehitehe Zeitung, has informed us

that
" FiuMia THE SECOND la determined to stay at Rome u long u the Fan

remains there."

Misfortune, we are told, acquaints men with strange bedfellow.", and

some of them are not less strange than they are unpleasant. Ttie POPE
has long been on a bed of anything but roses, but surely BOMBAI.ISO'S

advent must add another thorn to it. It is the last feather thai breaks

the camel's back, and his Holiness must find his weight of troubles

quite unbearable, now that he is burlheued with tue presence of young
KBANCIS. We own we have not yit felt much compassion for the

PUFE, but this last blow is so terrible that it commands our deepest

sympathy. The absence of the French, who keep his Holiness upon
his throne, could hardly be more painful than the presence of his visitor.

Certainly if anything can drive the Pore from Home it must be the

sight of the juvenile ex-tyrant ; and we shall not be surpris-ed to hear

his Holiness is packing up, and that a three-pair back near Leicester

Square is ready for him. Why, it would almost be enough to drive

Punch out of Fleet Street to know he had that brute, young BOMBJ,
for a neighbour.

The Music of Parliament.

THE County of Cork has returner MR. LEADIB, Protestant Tory
landlord, by t lie large majority of 3, WO. SIR GEORGE HOWTEK has
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"SOUR GRAPES."
OPPOSITION CAD (after an unsuccessful struggle for the stout Fare).

" Yn h ! Take your fat
'

/
"

CLEKICAL REFORM AND ECONOMY.
IN an article recommending an increase of the English Episcopate, a

contemporary asks :

" Whether it is desirable to improve the tone and powers .13 well as increase the
numbers of these working clergy ?

"

As there exists a society for providing the clerical poor with cast-off

clothes, the labour-market of the Church must, one would think, be
rather overstocked. Apparently there is a sad want of employment for

Curates, who might chant,
" We've got no work to do ;

" and the fat

pluralisms might re-echo the burden of their song by way of antiphon,
in a major key. It seems hardly, therefore, desirable to increase the
numbers of the Working Clergy, unless by setting idle Deans aud
Cathedral Canons to work.
The powers of the Working Clergy might be advantageously increased

by the supply of the necessitous portion of them with sufficient food
and drink, which could perhaps be derived from the larders and cellars
of those round and reverend gentlemen who hold what SIDNEY SMITH
used to call the prizes of the Church a sort of prize which the
aspirant to a shovel hat, of course, regards as the prize of his high
calling.

The tone of too many of the Working Clergy, in preaching and
reading, is so objectionable that its improvement is very much to be
desired indeed. It is not to be distinguished from that of the lower
order of Methodist parsons a melancholy mouthing and moaning,
aggravated sometimes by a snuffle. If this tone could be exchanged
for the natural and unaffected accents of serious thought and earnest
argument, therein would be effected a great ecclesiastical reform.

1 u the following remarks, from the same pen as the foregoing, an
undeniable truth is stated :

' ' The question of funds is no doubt difficult. But it is not necessary that the new
bishops should have 5.000 n year until they are called to the House of Lords. Half
that income would amply suffice as long as the bishop was out of Parliament."

It is certainly by no means necessary that a simple bishop should
have 5000 a year. There is much doubt whether the primitive bishops
had so much in the world, that is, this world : their wealth being

supposed to have been chiefly invested in the other. A bishop not

obliged to maintain the dignity of a peerage, could, doubtless, very
well contrive to rough it on 2500 a year. Enjoying such an income,
indeed, a prelate of moderate hunger, thirst, and other wants, might
be very well imagined to be a jolly bishop. Half of that sum, as the

stipend of a bishopric, would perhaps be sufficient to make many a

poor and meritorious clergyman, with his wife and family, happy.

FINE OLD GIRLS.

THE moralising wet blankets who try to make young persons of both
sexes uncomfortable by continual lamentation on the fugitive character
of feminine charms, will find a refutation of their melancholy philosophy
in the subjoined extract from the

"
Fashions for March" in Le Follet .

"
Velvet, though very effective, is only deemed suitable for elderly ladies."

The proof of the pudding is in the eating; the proof of the velvet
must lie in the wearing. As velvet is only deemed suitable for

elderly ladies, the presumption is, that velvet is worn by elderly
ladies only. Then the appearance which elderly ladies present in

velvet, is the only proof of its effectiveness. But velvet is vevy
effective. Here, then, are elderly ladies wearing dresses which
are very effective, notwithstanding the wearers' time of life. Effec-

tive, in the serious language of milliners, means having the power
of attracting admiration, and not that of exciting mirth. We are
to understand that elderly ladies in velvet create the same sort of
sensation as that which their juniors dress with a view to creating.
In short, according to the Pallet

t elderly ladies in velvet look pretty, or
at least handsome. This consideration may encourage the younger
portion of the softer sex to dismiss all unpleasant suggestions as to the

ravages of time, and indulge the pleasing confidence that Loveliness,
in future, will outgrow muslin only to bloom perennially in velvet.

WEIGH of our servants is most likely to steal the eggs? The
cook, who (cuckoo) is notorious for that species of larceny !
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JACK'S 'NAVY ESTIMATE.'
Ma. BULL.

"
DEAR, BLESS ME.! WHAT A PRICE I PAY FOR MY NAVY !

"

JACK. "AX PARDON, YER 'ONOUR, TAIN'T ALONG O' WE FIGHTIV BEGGARS, IT'S THEM THINKDT BEGGARS."
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A SKETCH FROM NATURE.

(MOKE'S THE HIT.)

PRELATES AT PLAY, OR PROLUSIONES
EPISCOPALES.

THE Upper House of Convocation was waiting the other day for the

commencement of business. Waiting for business is almost as dull aa

waiting for dinner.
" What shall we do to beguile this horrid pause P

"

| inquired saponaceous OXON of mellifluous CANTERBURY.
"
Suppose," exclaimed the mild wisdom of CANTERBURY,

" we tried

our hands at a round of episcopal epigrams ?
"

The Bench stood aghast. They were not prepared for so playful a

proposal from so grave and elevated a quarter."
Epigrams P" doubtfully faltered evangelical RIPON, "Does your

Grace think that form of composition quite compatible with our
functions P

"
"

Strictly strictly
" broke in scholastic LONDON, YORK, and LICH-

FIEI.D, in a breath. There are the BROWN'S medals for Epigrams at

Cambridge," continued LONDON,
" VAUGHAN won them in his second

and third years. Oh not the least objection to Epigrams."" No more than to editing Greek plays," muttered paedagogic
MANCHESTER.

" Or to writing histories of Greece and translating SCHLEIER-
MACUER," murmured modest ST. DAVID'S.

" At least it will keep our hands out of mischief," suggested ortho-

dox HEREFORD.
"
Epigrams, Epigrams ! by all means," chorusscd the Episcopal

choir.
"
Only give us a subject !

"
exclaimed ambitious SODOR AND MAN,

anxious to distinguish himself in an entirely new field.
" What do you say to our brother of DUIUIAM, and his latest exercise

of his episcopal patronage P
"

playfully suggested the venerable Primate,
administering a waggish poke in the ribs to smooth-visaged MONTAGUE
DUNELH.
M. DUNELM coloured, coughed, but seeing that the proposal was

hailed with acclamations, refrained from objection merely interpo-
lating

" Of course any little family jokes on such a subject will go
no further."

"Oh! Honour bright!" exclaimed with one voice the Right
Reverend Fathers.
But alas, they reckoned without their Puneh.
His little bird, who is fond of flying about the Jerusalem Chamber,

when Convocation is sitting, had winged his saucy way thither, and
sat perched above the chair of CANTERBURY while the Epigrams were
concocting.

Hardly had saponaceous OXFORD, who was appointed Praslector,

completed his task of collecting the crumbs of wit which had dropped
from the Episcopal Bench, when Punch's little bird, swooping down,
bore off the batch from SAMUEL'S slippery fingers, amidst a general

howl of Episcopal disappointment. The
Bishops were baulked of

their laugh, hut the public are the gamers by it. it is not often that

Bishops trifle except on serious subjects: still seldomer that they
deign to exchange the dark dredging box, from which they besprinkle
Essayists and Reviewers with pungent and bitter Odium Tlxoloyicum,
tor the Classic cyathus flavoured with Attic salt. In this case it is

liardly necessary to add, that their wit is all the keener, as it is exer-
cised at the expense of Unit IKT on the Bench.
But now to examine the Episcopal performances.
LONGLET as befits an ex-master of Harrow is classical. He

heads his double-barrelled effort with classical mottoes :

"
Plngul* et Ingrata pnmgntur cwetu urbL" yiryiL

"
Prophetic VIRGIL thus may DURHAM groan
I 've pressed my cheese upon a thankless town."

Tupiv 8' of \tivn p' otrr' ir Oipti OUT' iy
"

Thtocriltu.

To the Churchwardens of Hattyhton.

My friends, you 're blessed like the Sicilian swain,
You 've got a cheese, you ne'er will lose again.

Then "
Vires acquirens eundo," he dashes off a Latin version of

No. 11.
"
Quale full Slculo javenl Mt tlbl miintu, amice,
Caitai in tempus, etuou, oomo tibi cil."

BISHOP THTRLWALL, our little bird remarked, seemed to suffer a
good deal in the throe* of production. It is lamentable to think that
after covering nearly a quire of foolscap with abortive efforts, that
mountain of erudition produced nothing better, or more elaborate
than the following

"
ridicutiu mm -.

"

"
Complain, indeed ! what lucky men are these !

They asked a mite, and they have got a cheese !

"

BISHOP PHILPOTT (not POTTS), says our little bird, long protested
against entering the lists in any such profane competition. But at last,
evil communications corrupting his good manners, even WORCESTER'S
immaculate and anti-jocular spirit

seems to have been infected with

playfulness. He has struck off the following -.

"
Apollos was mighty in doctrine we 're told,
When doctrine was sound in the good days of old-
Bat there's doctrine more nitty in SHAFTESBCRY'S sees,
For it 's bred by Corruption and comes from a Cheete."

It is perhaps lucky, considering to whom WORCESTER owes his pre-
ferment to the Bench, and the peculiar fervour of his Evangelical
opinions, that this epigram did not get wind at the meeting. It might
have compromised him, politically and theologically. Under the wing
of Punch, he is safe from the Record and LORD SHAFTESBURT.
SAMUEL OF OXFORD has hit off the following neat brace of quatrains.

They read as if written cvrrente calamo, with characteristic gUbness :

" The Churchwarden'i Petition.
"
Prithee, my Lord, from your new Cheete,

Some scanty parings take.

And our poor Pastor's bread therewith
More palatable make."

"
The Buhop't Reply.

"
Said VILLIBRS, nothing can be spared

For these three pious men :

The Cheese that 's with my daughter paired,
Must not be pared again."

Who would have divined the calm and apparently costive GBAHAMI
in the following Tom-Moorish effusion P

"
"Twist a dealer in Stilton and VILLTERS prelatic,
One might think a comparison ne'er could bs made ;

The one is pure, pious and aristocratic,
The other 's a grocer, and lives by his trade.

But lately at Durham, that fattest of sees,
To say which is the grotier some trouble is giving:

The first, p'raps, a living may get out of cheese.

While the last, as we see, gets cheese into a living."

Not bad for a Bishop, we must say, though somewhat crabbed. But
"Nemo reptnte fuit lepidisrimtu," GRAIUME may be expected to im-

prove. We are almost, ashamed to print the last of these Episcopal

prolusions. We regret to say it is from the pen of the newly-

appointed BISHOP OF CARLISLE, from whom very different things

might have been expected : .

"
The fear of famine sure hath seized

The richest of our English sees,
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When DURHAM'S Bishop we behold,

Accumulating Dums-on Cheese."

It is fortunate for BISHOP WALDEGRAVE'S chances of future prefer-
ment that this profane joke was uot actually cracked in the ears of the

precise Primate. Besides, what would LORD SHAPTESBURY have said!

As we have already observed, he doesn't read Punch, so there is no
fear of his seeing the unseemly joke in our pages, and we do not make
a practice of denouncing, like the Record's Correspondent. But we
would recommend WALDEGRAYE to be cautious.

A DIP IN THE LUCKY BAG.

THE CRY OF POLAND.
OUR sympathy with the oppressed Poles, and our admiration for the

boldness of the patriotic petition which they have presented to the
EMPEROR 9? RUSSIA, must not blind us to the 9ddity of an expression
occurring in a passage of that document, which, having stated the
wrongs, and described the unhappy condition of Poland, thus con
eludes :

" All this state of things has forcibly reduced this people only to make its voice
heard by the cry of its victims, and thus it never ceases to offer up a holocaust."

So remarkable a word as "holocaust" can hardly be supposed to
have been meant for a translation of "sacrifice;" must be taken as

having been transferred derivatively from the original. The appeal of
a noble people ought not to suggest a conundrum ; yet who, reading
the above extract, can fail to be struck with the perception, that a
people, in making its voice heard by crying out, offers not a holocaust,
but only a holloing ? In the exclamations of a nation the

"
holo

"
may

be heard, but no one can possibly distinguish the
"
caust."

TOMPKINS'S TELEGRAMS.
CHELSEA and Kensington are unanimous in their demand for fusion.
Hammersmith has preferred u request to be included in the Bund.
An altercation occurred yesterday between two costermongers in

the Bayswater Road.
Complications have arisen in Cheapside from the vehicles coming to

a dead lock.

A gar-Town is tranquil.
Order reigns in St. George's in the East.
The Teetotallers have made a demonstration. Their rallying cry is

"AldgatePurcp!"
The marriage of MR. BAKER to Miss BRIGGS was celebrated on the

llth, at St. Dunstan's. The Beadle attended in full official costume.
He was received with shouts of laughter, and hoorays.

r
An animated debate on general politics came off in the Marylebone

Vestry. JONES declared his adhesion to WILLIAMS.
Interpellations were addressed to all the speakers.
The solidarity of the parochial Union is affirmed. Marylebone is

resolved to maintain her autonomy.

RENASCENTUR.

(From the Saturday Ptiniew.)

No legitimate amusement should be denied even to an Irish rabble,
and Zeus foibid that we should ask an Irish Chief Justice to be decent
enough to restrain a mob from yelling at witnesses whose careful evi-
dence or gentlemanly exterior displeases the conscientious and relined
dwellers by the Poddle. Nor, when a man who is unhappy enough to
be entitled to write himself

"
Honourable "

comes under the unfavour-
able notice of the gentlemen and scholars of our Penny Press, would
we suggest to those Aristarchs an abstinence from a single jibe, a
sacrifice to a single rule of grammar. The HON. MAJOR SILVERTON is

lawful prey to the Dublin gallery and the London literary man. It
would be impertinent to point out that the same Dublin audience
which made the Common Pleas resound with virtuous indignation at
the avowals of the aristocratic Lovelace probably adjourned to the
galleries of the Dublin theatre, and bestowed equally discriminating
and valuable applause upon the Archer, or Wildalr, who in the
evening, vaunted, iu far more objectionable language, far worse deeds
than those of the Avonmore cadet. It would be equally impertinent to

inquire into the family histories of such of the Penny Critics as have
known a grandfather ; or to ask them whether their own household stories

enable them to supply examples of the virtue which they vehemently
demand from the haughty aristocrat. But inasmuch as we regret to
observe that, in treating this foolish SILVEKTOJ? case, certain writers
who have not acquired their views of English life from studies among
the shirtless rabble of a gallery, or from the teachings of the swipey
Gamaliels of the flap-bang shop, are inclined to join iu the anti-SiLYER-
TON clamour, might we deferentially ask those gentlemen, before they
again put pen iuto ink, to listen calmly, and even tolerantly, to the con-
versation which they hear in society, and then, instead of penning con-
ventional strictures upon this impassioned Major, to consider whether
there is anything in the trial that really calls for animadversion. Never
mind virtuous platitudes and democratic howls, all very proper in their
places, but look at the facts in the light of common sense. MAJOR
SILVERTON finds, or thinks, that thanks to the laws of his country, he
can repudiate an alliance with a poor lady, of whom he is tired, and
can contract an alliance with a ricli lady, of whom he supposes he shall
not get tired. Is it not better for society (to use the cant of the day)
that two persons who like one another, and have the means of making
their entourage happy, should be united, than that two persons of whom
one at least is distasteful to the other, and neither of whom have a
shilling, should remain, not in wedlock, but in juxta- position? As for
the remarks of the badgered defendant, made under the incessant and
irritating fire of a set of Irish bullies, judge them as severely as you
will, but judge them fairly. He was indiscreet enough to avow that
in the absence of "gentle" blood, he did not consider a social

injury to a female so severe as it would be if her family, like
his own, bore Renascentur on its shield. Dreadfully feudal, no
doubt, Paterfamilias. But when your interesting son, flashy young
BOBBY, entangles himself in a love affair, and promises to marry
somebody whom you have not in your eye for him, let us hear how you
or your attorney will talk when the match is to be broken off. Is "the

lady Miss CAROLINE CRINOLINE, of Bedford Row? You will, dear
Paterfamilias, be as respectful and considerate as possible, and strive
to get back the letters and the pearl ring, rather on the ground that
the boy is wild and not good enough for her, than because you object
to the lady. Or is the female Miss SARSNET, his sister's milliner ?

Well, you will not be very harsh, but MR. TAPES will go to her with
100, and order her to set up in Edinburgh or Dublin, unless she

wishes her landlord, to whom she has mortgaged the house, to do on
the 25th proximo what will be rather disagreeable. But, O Paterfa-
milias, red with indignation at the SILVERTON avowal, is the woman
pretty POLLY HOIKINS, your lady's lady's maid? Is it she who has
tried to entice your BOBBY into a mesalliance? How soon will you
have her boxes in a cab at the d9or, and herself sobbing in the hall as
she kisses Baby for the last time? Yet you want to hang MAJOR
KLTHHOH for seeing a difference between gentle and Manchester
blood. Are you a humbug, Paterfamilias? We defend nobody, we
never defend anything, but despite a howling Dublin gallery and a
virtuous London press, let us say judicium parium, out lex terra;.

Nothing like Learning.
" WHAT a lot of money MOUKSEER SCRIBE made by his plays," said

;he Wiscount to SIR PLYMOUTH SOUND.
" He didn't make it bv his

plays," replied the Member for Brighton, "he says in his motto 'inde

Fortuna, which means that he made his fortune in Indy." "Oh! "

said the Wiscount,
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THE FAIR SEX AND THE CENSUS.
BAT, Ladies, have you
made your minds up as
to what age you intend In

be for the next ten years
Because the Seventh of

April, dears, is drawing
sadly nigh at hand, and
you had better be pre-
pared to answer this mo-
mentous question. It
would be awkward to be
taken by surprise at the
last moment, and to let

the truth slip out in the

presence of a maid-ser-

vant, from whom you
have for months, perhaps, I

been carefully concealing
it. Of course we should

'

not dream of charging
you with planning how
to shirk the fact, and
send in false returns, any

j

more than we could think !

you 'd wear false ringlets !

in your hair, or grow false

roses on your cheeks.
Bat accidents will happen
in the best regulated !

households, and avoid
I

them as one may there ,

will always be mistakes, i

Moreover, some ladies are apt, by the mere weakness of their sex, to let their inclinations I

get the better of their actions, so that their hands are often guided by their hearts, !

instead of being biassed by tlm judgment of their heads. Thus it happens when a Census
sheet is set before her, Lovely Woman makes (unconsciously, of course) a wrong return, and
states what she would wish to be instead of what, she is. We have known ladies in tliN way
so completely lose their natural control over their limbs, as to let themselves record the
somewhat startling information that they are several years younger than they were ten yean

ago; while many a "little sister," who, when
:MIS was last taken was reported as

eighteen, has only reached in the past decade
the ripe age of twenty-one. Nay, in a case
which we can vouch for as having conic mi;lrr
our notice, a lady called herself but two years
only older than her daughter, and such was her
bewilderment at being asked her a-
could not be persuaded she had made any
mistake.

Arising, as they do, from causes which are

quite beyond all feminine control, we \\-.

class these errors as intentional deceptioi
say too harsh a word to the fair ones who commit
them. On the contrary, we hold that to ask
ladies their ages is a most unmanly act, which
no woman of spirit for an instant should submit
to.* As for censuring the fair sex for not

making fair returns, the idea is too preposterous
for anyone to cherish. \Vhcn attacked on her
weak point, a woman becomes powerless, and
does she knows not what to escape the blow that

threatens her. Aim a Census paper at her, and
she sinks at once, half paralysed with fear lest

her true age should be revealed by it. In a

state almost insensible, she enters her return ;

but, as its absurd itv very often shows, she hat

clearly not the right use of her senses in so

doing. One can hardly, therefore, blame her
for the folly she commits which, indeed, is

the more foolish inasmuch as it is futile. As
every birth throughout the kingdom is annually
registered, it simply is not possible to hide one's
real age, so as to be clear of the danger of

>ii
; and how foolish one would look if one

were found out, and then fined (which one is

liable to IIP), we leave to ladies who read Punch,
and would not like to see their names there, to

endeavour to imagine.

* We are full of dippers, ladies, bat we don't mind
having skates or cricket- shoes for this. Pmch.

THE SLAVE TRADE AND THE STATES.

THE questions, Who supports the Slave Trade P and How is it that

England has failed as yet to crush it ? being brought the other evening
before the House of Commons, LoRTi PALMKHSTON proceeded, with his

usual outspokenness when foreign matters aie concerned, to clap the
saddle of opprobrium on the back of the right horse. According to

the evidence he briefly cited and summed up, the Spaniards are the
chief delinquents in the matter, though BROTHER JONATHAN is very
far from being held quite guiltless. On the former of the culprits his

Lordship passed his sentence in the following severe terms :

" When we come to speak of Spain it Is Impossible to express too strongly one's
sense of indignation at the profligate, shameless, and disgraceful bad faith with
which the Spanish nation have acted in reference to the treatise concluded with
England on this matt .) As far back a* 1*17, the Spanish Uovernment
bouud themselves to put an end to the .- i received 400.000 as com-
pensation to those who might be suflurtTs by this change of jolicy. In 1S35, after
the Government of England hud mainly contributed by its assistance and protection
to the establishment of a fre ConntitutU'ii in >i>.nn, we asked as the only acknow-
ledgment of our fterv in v uKl c- nclulo with us a treaty by which
machinery should bo established by mutual right of cearrh, mixed commissions, and
the like, by which OMOngMMBt i>risi7 might bo rendered fully applicable, and
an effectual eiul put : ;>ain still carried on, and which she
was bound to abolish. 1 our request. The memory of the services we
had rendered 1 ii! ftvsh in the recollection of Spain, she consented to
make such a treaty. :ui 1, it n-rii-d .nit, ihu Spanish slave trade
would have beeu as much abolished as that of liiM/il. (i: .

"
Profligate, shameless, and disgraceful," these are not very palat-

able adjectives to swallow, especially when coupled with the sub-
stantive noun "liar," which is implied tiy the expression "violation
of good fait.h." The Don can hardly be a man of such proud stomach
as lie was, if he digests without a qualm t In- Inrd words which are here
hurled at him. But that we know he owes us far too much to quarrel
with us, we might really almost fear that our giving him the lie might
be made a castis bel-li.

Having polished off the Don, the PREMIER next proceeded to pitch
into BROTHER JONATHAN ; tempering his chastisement with an expres-
sion of

"
regret," as one who paused between his blows to make them

felt more poignantly :

'
I regret tosay that the people of this country have not lec.nvcd from the Govern-

ment nftt-o Unitc.l Wntis that as- wewri! entitled to expect from a
Government of free men. Thcynvo bound t>\ "ii,ae with England
for the suppression of the fK Amount of naval force
upon the l <>at of Africa. That engagement has been more or less fulfilled from

time to time, but the American Government bavo prevented British cruisers from

meddling with ships sailing under the American flag, except at their risk aud peril.
"

Another piece of his fraternal mind his Lordship thus gave BROTHER
JONATHAN :

" My noble friend made not long ago a proposal to the American Government
which, if they bad really been disposed to cooperate with us in the suppression of
the slave trade, I think they ought to have accepted. We and the American Govern-

:
ment stand upon a different footing In one important respect By the Act of 1S45 a

1 British cruiser taking a vessel engaged la the slave trade without papers and witu-
out any Indication of nationality la entitled to have it condemned by a British Court
of Admiralty. The American* have not that power by their laws, and therefore
when an American cruiser meets a shin even laden with slaves, but without any
proof of nationality, she Is unable to do anything, because if she were to take the
slaver Into an American port then is noAmerican law by which a ship not American
could be condemned for the crime of engaging in the slave trade. What happened
on the coast of Cuba \ Wheu a slaver filled with slaves met an American cruiser

she threw her papeni overboard, destroyed all proof of her nationality, aud so foiled

,

and baffled the enemy. When she met a British cruiser she became an American

|
ship, produced her papers, and, though filled with slaves, defied our people to touch
her. Well, my noble friend proposed to the American Government that British and
American cruisers should -Uways sail In couples, so that when they met a sluver,

if she had destroyed the proofs of her nationality, the British cruiser might take

her, while, on the other hand, if she showed American papers and coluurs, the

might be seised by the American cruiser. (Hear, hear, and a lavfk.) Our proposal
was declined, and therefore, as far as that method of putting down the slave trade

in Cuba is concerned, we have been defeated."

On hearing this, we calculate, the thoughts of BsorrfEB JOXATITAN

may take somewhat of this shape ;

"
Wai, stranger, guess as heow

yar PREMIER have a smooth edge toe his tongue, and haeve given ua a

lick on it as smarts more nor than the rougn 'tin. By savin' as we
doesn't lend a hand toe put down Slavery further than we re forced,

he sorter seems to 'sinuate that our feelins is in favour of it. Y' see

the old 'coon doesn't speak to us so sharp as toe the Spaniard,
he knows we 're more thin-skinned, and when a lancet '11 draw bio d

why thar's no need to use a bowie-knife. But when he says we're
'
bonnd by treaty to co-operate with England,' and ihen shows heow

we sneak out of it whenever we've the chance, 1 kinder calc'late he

puts us on the same shelf as the Don, and means us toe in-fer as beoir

we 're tarred with the same stick. Wai, we air A great people, but

our dander 's easy riz, and it aint allys easy toe be acting the magna-
nimous. So 1 reckon as yar PRZMIEK had best keep hisself at home,
and not come visiting the States, unless so be he haeve a taste for tar

and feather. Our bhoys air all tired hot when their steam is fairly up,

and just neow they're so explosive that a spark may make 'em

dangerous. So, except he haeve a likin' toe be Lynched, 1 calc'late

the old hoss had best not cross the millpond."
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SYMPATHY.
BY A SWELL.

THAT Dublin mawidge twial haw !

Most chawming histowy to wead !

Paw fellah ! what a hawwid baw !

A cwuel case faw him indeed !

A should not care faw wawing mobs,
And having all the Pwess at one

;

Because they 're such a set of snobs ;

And vawtuous indignation 's fun.

These nine days' wondaws soon elapse,
What I should feel is being in,

By Jove ! faw bigamy pawhaps ;

At any wate faw lots of tin.

I do admiaw the fellaw's pluck.
Who, deeming manufactuas mud,

Owns he don't pay the common wuck
The same wespect as gentle blood.

It may tawn out all wight at last,

Most awnestly A hope it may ;

And he, when all the wow is past,
Will be LAD AVONMAW some day.

But still, whoevaw feels, heneefawtb,
Inclined to do that sawt of thing,

He 'd better not go too faw Nawth,
Naw tampaw with a wedding wing.

Kites and the Spread Eagle.

IT is argued that the EMPEROR OP AUSTRIA has no case

against KOSSTJTH for printing notes to circulate in Hungary,
because all sucli notes are mere waste paper. FRANCIS-

JOSEPH, however, may truly reply that KOSSUTH'S paper is

at least as good as his own. So much justice tliere may be
iu the Imperial complaint ; though the pretence on whose
behalf it has been put forward is flimsy.

YOKEL. "
Figure of Victory, is it? lie slw a PVylmj at Quoita,

WHY is the Income-Tax like burying the collector ?

Because it's the lasf duty we pay him.

A TEIBUTE TO NORMANBY.
NOHMANBY, NORMANBY, what 's the matter?
No bee in your bonnet ? then Who 's your Hatter,
Commissioned to build you a Cardinal's Hat?
Otherwise what is your Lordship at ?

You've become, within the last few years.
The BOWYER, my Lord, of the House of Peers,
I beg BOWYER'S pardon SIR GEORGE, no offence !

BOWYER'S premises granted, he talks some sense.

The KIKG op NAPLES and POPE must render
Much thanks to you as their chief defender;
(living you credit for what you intend,

Though whispering,
"
Save us from our friend."

As holding the papal party's brief,
Should any one of them come to grief.
You make him your client o'er him fling

The protection of a goose's wing.

Priestcraft and tyranny thus to uphold,

Yourself, old NORMASBY. wliy have you sold ?

That you have become one of LOYOLA'S crew ?

NOBMAXBY, NORJIAXBY, can it be true ?

Has his Holiness granted you hose of red,
And a scarlet broadbrimmer to grace your head?
Your Eminence rather should si and on a stool,

la the cap which crowns the Unwise at school.

A Very "Fast Walker.

Ii is a remarkable fact that the ships dispatched by the Admiralty
to recall an A dmiral required to give evidence on Admiralty mismanage-

ment, chased him in vain. Equally remarkable is the coincidence
j

between that fact and the gallant Admiral's name. What Admiral

was it who was not to be found when he was sought so anxiously ?

The necessary reply is WALKER!

AN EXTRAVAGANT SCOT.
N the paper which we pre-
sume Lady Nacduff was
reading when so disagree-

ably interrupted by the

emissaries of Kinfj Macbtttt,
we mean the life Herald,
we find this :

"
During the valentine seftsnn,

a young gentleman, in the neigh-
bourhood of Dunfennline, re-

ceived a valentine from iihi^ow.
in the shape of a real donkey, all

alive :<nd kicking. It cs

rait, and cost him 16/t. for,

double the worth of his valen-
tine. The point of the jnke is,

that the fortunate receiver is one
of the mounted Volunteers."

Tin's seems a dreary joke,,
but the Fife people know
best. The only wonder is,

that it did not occur to an
economical Scotchman that

j

he might have made his joke
much cheaper. The sender
should have taken a third

class ticket and visited the
other the joke would have
been exactly the same, as

the Dunftrmline Volunteer would equally have received a donkey.

Very Proper.

THAT is an extremely disagreeable story about an Englishman being
worried by a Bear at Berne. It is, however, thought to be a canard,
but Government intend to send MR. EDWARD ELLICE to inquire into

the matter.

inted or William Bradbury, of No. 13 Upper Woborn Place, and Frederick Mullett Evina, ef No.19. Queen's Road West, Rejreat's Part, both la the Parish of St Paneran. in the County of Middlesex

Printers, at their office ia Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wbitefr.ars, in ilie City of London, auvt Published Oy them t No. 8i, Fleet Street, in the Parish 01 St. Bride la the City of London.
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EMPHATIC!

Soy (to Nurse).
" WHAT DID YOU SAT ' MADE HER ILL

'

?
"

Nurse. "'ARK AT YOU, HALFBED ! I DIDN'T SAY, 'MADE 'EB HILL'; I SAID, 'SHE LITED

AT MAIDA 'ILL
'

!

"

A BLOW FROM ACROSS TUB
WA'i

IN the speech that ABE LINCOLN made at

Washington from the balcony of PILLARD'S
Hotel (we call it PILLARD, for we had our

portmanteau broken open there, and innu-
i! sovereigns extracted therefrom), he

told tl: ;- that the Government did

not
"
intend to split hairs to deprive them of

their rights." Was this allusion to "splitting
hair:>

"
a sarcastic blow aimed at GLADSTONE,

who has a kind of copyright in that par-
ticular way of dividing his arguments': We
should say that "spliuing rails" was much
more in ABRAHAMS line. JUDGE DOUGLAS
says that LINCOLN is so clever at that kind
of handiwork, that it way he who first, intro-

duced the split into the Union. Of course,
this isn't true, and JUDGE DOUGLAS knows it

isn't true; but it only proves how far the
malevolence of partisanship will carry tome
people.

All Souls' Saved.

THE judgment pronounced on behalf of

the ARCHBISHOP or CANTERBURY in the case

of All Souls' College, Oxford, will oblige the

Warden and Senior Fellows of that seat of

learning to elect candidates for its fellowships
in future, on the simple grounds of their intel-

lectual distinction and moral fitness, instead

of choosing them principally on account of

their aristocratic connections and bearing.

In short, the effect of this decision, if it is

not evaded, will be to prevent the gentlemen
in question' from converting All Souls' into

All Swells'.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

March 11, Monday. LORD CLANRICARDE wished to know a good
deal about, Indian affairs, but the Government declined to oblige him.

Mr. Punch fears that we shall soon hear a little more about Indian

affairs than is pleasant, and perhaps the Government think that suffi-

cient for the day is the weevil thereof, as the sailors say knocking their

biscuits. The CHANCELLOR obtained a Committee to consider who are

really entitled to come before SIR CRESSWELL CRESSWELL, about

which there is much doubt, SIR CRES;WELL, for instance, having in-

continently walked the YELVERTONS out of his court, declaring that he

had nothing to say to them. This was unlucky, as we might have had all

that remarkable trial performed at Westminster, and MR. EDWIN
JAMES might have received the cheers with which the House of Com-
mons greeted the victorious WHITESIDE on his resuming his seat.

LORD DERBY sticks to his text about the houses of the working
classes, and insisted on its being made an instruction to the Lords

Railway Committee to report how many people any new scheme would
turn out of house and home, and whether provision ought not to be
made for the accommodation of the expelled.

To-night LOUD CLARENCE PAGET brought in the Navy Estimates.

Mr. Punck begs to put the matter uncommonly short. If BRITANNIA
wants to rule the waves, she must pay for the honour. The Balance
Sheet of Balance of Power stands thus :

THEM FOREIGNERS.
FHAXCE has . 2<i7 vessels afloat.

..

And an army of 600,000 ol,

And is

V JX'SitU'U

which, Jn war,
will aid her to
smash our
commerce.

. haa

STAIN has

ITALY has

9 lino of battleships.
IT frigates.

'2 liny of battle ships.
12 frigates.
1 line of battle ship.

IS irigates.

MRS. BRITANNIA.
ENGLAND has . . . 50~ vessets afloat.

... 67 building.
And an army of . 146,044 soldiers.

(Without counting
those in India,
who would swell
the number to

212,773.)

And- as France has about five times tho

military force, and is doing everything to

bring up her naval force to ours, and as
.ill the other powers may join against us.

MRS. BRITANNIA must make up her mind
to spend her money.

The above lucid statement shows the entire case at a glance. There
was a debate, of course, and on Thursday, when MR. T. G. BAKING
brought on the Army Estimates, there was another debate. The

money wanted for the Navy was 12,029,475, being a decrease of

800,000 from last year's estimate; and the money wanted for the

Army was 14,606,751, being a decrease of 185,000 from last year's

estimate. The state of Army and Navy was explained to be highly

satisfactory; MR. BRIGHT abused the House and the Ministers, and

the Services; and LORD PALMEBSTON declared, point blank, that

France's policy had for some time been to increase her strength, so as

to be a match for us, and the only way to keep peace with her was to

make ourselves as strong as possible. Well, if PAM says this about

his friend the EMPEROR, we must accept the situation, and the better

educated among us must comfort ourselves by quoting Latin about ri

vis patent which, Wiscount, does not mean a Peaceful Citizen, though
that is a very good shot for you.

Tvetday. MR. TOM DUNCOMBE moved a little resolution to the effect

that we ought to have a Reform Bill. Him and his clap-trap did SIB

GEORGE LEWIS demolish ;
and MR. BRIGHT, the type of the Unrefined

Radical, having somewhat curtly explained to Mk TOM, the type of

the Refined Radical, that the proposition was perfectly useless, Ma.
DTJNCOMBE withdrew the motion. Next did SIR GEORGE put down
MR. SLANET, who wanted a Committee to consider how to improve

1

the dwellings of the working classes. Then did MR. GIBSON squash
MR. BESTINCK, who wants the Government to interfere for the pre-

vention of railway accidents. Fourthly, did LORD JOHN RUSSELL set

upon COLONEL SIKES, who had grievances about the Chinese War. LORD
PALMERSTON obliterated SLRJAMESELPHIXSTONE, absorbing that party's

little Navy Promotion Committee into the big Admiralty Committee, and

there was a smart debate upon the names of Members to be appointed

on the latter. The Government were quite victorious to-night.

ME, LTGON brought in a Bill for the Voluntary Disgavelling of

lands. The Wiscount, hearing the announcement, very naturally

asked, why a person couldn't take gravel off his lands without an Act

of Parliament, but it was courteously explained to him that the word

was not dis-gravelling, but dis-gavelling, and that Gavelkind was a

tenure of Anglo-Saxon origin, and that lands so held by a man who dies

without a will go to all the sons equally, and if there are, luckily, no

bothering boys, to all the girls. He was further told that all lands

in Kent are "presumed" to be of this tenure until the contrary is

proved, and that disgavelling means the arranging that the lands shall

descend according to the ordinary rule of law. The W iscount was

delighted at this acquisition of legal lore, whereupon his instructor

was foolish enough to confuse his mind by telling him all about

VOL. XL.
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another queer tenure called Borough-English, and its history, the

result of which was, that in informing his friend ME. WHITE, of

Brighton, of his discoveries, the unfortunate nobleman stated that when

a man bequeathed lands in Kent his youngest son was divided into

equal parts, and buried in a gravel pit. So much for tasting only,

instead of drinking deep of the Pierian Spring.

Wednesday. The Opposition was quite victorious to-day. MR.
LOCKE KIKG moved the Second Reading of his Bill for reducing the

County Franchise to 10, and a long debate followed. Government

did not want the Bill to pass, but being, of course, Reformers by pro-

fession, were obliged to speak and vote for it, a state of things which

was pointed out rather clearly than civilly by MK. BERNAL OSBORNE.
LORD Jons RUSSELL indulged himself in an historical essay on all

Reforms that had ever been heard of, described the Chandos clause

(the 50 franchise) to have been "a subtle poison introduced into the

blood of the Constitution," and pitched rather awkwardly into a detail

of LORD DERBY'S Reform Bill. MR. DISRAELI was all alive, and of

course pounced upon the weak part of his antagonist's speech, and

complimented him upon his "extremely delicate reticence" in having
never before revealed the secret of his objection to the Conservative

Reform Bill. The "
previous question

" was moved, -and MR. LOCKE
KING and his reluctant allies, the Ministers, were defeated by 248 to

220. Checkmate to KING.
The House then began a little fight upon a Bill for allowing all

persons who object to Oaths to make affirmations instead, but six

o'clock stopped the strife.

Thursday. LORD LYTTELTON has a Bill for making it easier to split

up dioceses, and set up new Bishops, and the Lords Spiritual and
T. mporal had a couple of hours talk over it, and it was read a Second
Time by 27 to 23.

This was the Army night, as aforesaid. Eor particulars, see above

balance sheet. No Errors Excepted, as Mr. Punch never makes
any.
Government introduced a Bill about the City Coal and Wine-Tax. It

is
proposed

that both taxes, altogether Thirteen Pence, shall be con-
tinued for ten years, but Ninepence of them to be paid into a fund for

metropolitan improvements, including Thames Embankment. The
tax at present extends twenty miles

; but it is in future to be confined
to the police district. The arrangement is better than the existing

swindlej but inasmuch as the improvement of London, and especially
of the river, is a boon to all England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and the
Isle of Man, Punch does not see why London is to bear all the ex-

pense. It is like painting, cleaning, glazing, and oilclothing the hall
of a lodging-house, and then charging the entire expense on the parlour-
floor lodgers, as if the drawing-rooms, and even the stingy gentleman
in the two-pair back did not gain respectability by the outlay.

Friday. LORD WODEHOUSE said that the account of the Polish dis-

turbances, as published, was tolerably correct. Mr. Punch is happy to
read that the Serf-Emancipating Emperor is too wise and too humane
to let loose his soldiers upon the Poles, and appears inclined to act

generously. LORD CRANWOHTII has moved the Second Reading of the
smallest Law Reform Bill ever heard of. It enacts that in certain cases,
an attorney's clerk, or law stationer, need not take his scissors and
make the usual fancy scollop called

"
an indenture." LORD CAMPBELL

scoffed mightily at such bosh, but let it pass. The Lords rose very
early, probably to go away and read the last volume of LORD
MACAULAY'S History, just issued. If so, they acted more wisely than
is their wont.
The Budget is fixed for the llth of April. The Miscellany of

to-night was various, but not interesting. MR. GIBSON brought in a
Bill for improving Harbours, which ALDERUAN SIDNEY said was much
wanted, for the last time he took tea in a harbour the spiders fell into
his cup uncommon.

A CASEOUS NOTION OF COMFORT.

NCOMMON is the

pleasure with
which we ex-

tract the sub-

joined announce-
ment from the

Express :

" The REV. ED-
WARD CHEESE, son-
in-law of the BISHOP
OF DURHAM, was in-
ducted into the rec-

tory of Haughtou-
le-Skerne on Friday
night. The REV. J.
D. BADE, vicar of

Aycliffe, aud about
twenty parishioners
were present. The
rector, after the

ceremony of induc-
tion, went round
and shook hands
with his new
friends, expressing
his conviction that
' he should find the

parish a very com-
fortable cue.'

"

No doubt a

sufficiently rea-

sonable convic-

tion. Moderate
work and ample pay are material elements of comfort. A parish which
combines those advantages must be very unhealthy or barbarous to be
uncomfortable. A contented mind is a continual feast, and the income
of Hanghton-le-Skerne ought at least to be capable of insuring that
blessing, unless ague or typhus or some other form of zymotic disease
is endemic there, or the inhabitants are savages who annoy their mis-
sionary. If the parish is salubrious, and the people are civilised the
Rector must be very unhappily constituted to be otherwise than com-
fortable. MR. CHEESE would be ill-tempered indeed to quarrel with
his bread and butter, the butter being spread so thick as it is at
Haught,on-le-Skerne. Cheese and butter are natural allies- and MH.
CHEESE s preferment may be considered as their re-union. Let us
hope that the spiritual richness of the Durham Cheese will warrant
the high price that has been put thereon, and justify a Bishop's
patronage. Why should not this Clieese become a caseous monument
of piety and preaching as well as of preferment P In that case we shall
rejoice to hear that the reverend incumbent of Haughton-le-Skerne has
discovered himself to have been a prophet in expressing the not un-
likely conviction that he should find that sphere of usefulness a very

comfortable one. We recommend MR. CHEESE to preserve all the
jokes that have been made, and severe things that have been said, at
his expense. When he shall have vindicated his lucrative position by
his successful ministry, he will then be enabled to look those attacks
over occasionally after dinner, whilst sipping his glass of sound old

port, and the recollection of them will enhance the comfort of the

parish which he so naturally expects to find very comfortable.

YOICKS, YOUR KEVERENCE !

JUST now that ecclesiastical hypocrisy is uncommonly rampant, it is

quite pleasing to be able to quote any evidence of straightforwardness
existing amongst the clerical body. There is, doubtless, among our
English divines a party, however small, to whom the subjoined hand-
bill will appeal as persons, or parsons, whom it may concern :

To be Sold, with a prospect of Early Possession,

THE NEXT PRESENTATION TO A RECTORY,
In the most beautiful and picturesque part of North Devon, close to the Meets of

the Devon and Somerset Stag arid Fox Houuds. Population 300.

A Newly-built Parsonage-House, and about 5S Acres of Gooi Glebe.

CLEAR YEARLY INCOME ABOUT 200.
For further Particulars, and to treat for the purchase, apply to

MESSKS.
, &c. <tc.

The above may be abused for a simoniacal advertisement. If it is

such, the simony is all above board. It is not a sneaking simony. It
does not cant about the cure of souls, and a sphere of usefulness ; it

does not mention souls at all; says only
"
Population 300 ;" a popu-

lation whose souls are probably, as the soul of their Rector is expected
to.be, in the hunting-field. It honestly offers a good thing to a man
in orders, who would like to be a gentleman farmer and fox-hunter.
But where spirituality is so little in question, simony is a hard word to

apply to the sale of a living. The rectory of 200 a year, situate in
the most beautiful and picturesque part of North Devon, may not
suit those of the Clergy who frequent May Meetings at Exeter Hall,
but it will fit others who will do just as much good by riding to the
Meets of the Devon and Somerset Fox-hounds, enjoying healthy
recreation instead of unhealthy excitement.

The "
Prospect of early possession," held out as a motive for the

purchase of this piece of preferment, must not be too hastily concluded
to mean that the present Incumbent is old, or paralytic, or consump-
tive, or affected with a disease of the heart, or predisposed to apoplexy.
Still less can it be supposed to intimate that he is dymg of hard work
m preaching and ministering to his three hundred parishioners. It

may be merely intended to signify that he is a fox-hunting parson, and,
as such, liable, any day of the week, except Sunday, to break
his neck.
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WALKER'S WARBLER.

THE BALLAD OF ADMIRAL WALKER.

Now all you bold reformers of the Admiral-i-tie,
And all you gallant Admirals come listen unto me,
It "s of a doleful history I am about to tell,

About bold ADMIBAL WALKER and the fate that him befell.

'Twas in Admiralty dry-dock bold WALKER he did lie,

All at his red tape moorings a-stranded high and dry,
With a quill at his mast head, a flag of foolscap at his fore,

And my Lords a firin' minute-guns outside his office-door.

"Now clear your ship for action," ray Lords their signal flew

And WALKER he looked bounoeable as he 'd been lookin' blue,
"
Up anchor, lads, and load your guns, my hearts of oak," says he,

" My Lords they have giv'n orders to face the enemie."

But soon bold WALKER looked more blue than he had looked afore

When the Dockyard Committee down on his quarter bore,
A pepperin' of his topsides with questions hot and hot,

And their sea-lawyer-questions a-pourin' in, like shot.

They raked him and they hulled him, and hit 'twist wind and tide :

His tiller-ropes was shot away, his helm went yawin* wide;
And down come his top-hamper, and deadened so his way,
That damaged and disabled a sheer hulk there he lay.

Then up and spoke bold WALKER,
"
I 'm blest," he says, says he,

"
If in a frame o' bowls like this again they ketches me.

I'd face the French and Rooshians, if they was one to ten,

But the shot of a Committee I'll never face again."

"
Refit your ship for action !

"
again the signal flew," Two more Committees bearin
1 down upon my Lords and you !

It's DUNCOMBE that bold pirate, and ELPHIXSTONE also ;

Spite of my Lords they 've sworn to take the Admiraltie in tow."

Then it's up and spoke bold WALKER, "Blow'd if I do!
"

says he.
" You fight your ships ashore," he says,

"
I '11 fight your ships at

sea."

And down to Portsmouth Dockyard he takes a special train,

Aud aboard o' the Narcissus his flag hoists at the main.

"Now catch me, if you can," says he, "the wind great guns it

blows
;

But I 'd rather brave the tempest the worst o' that I knows
Than face Committee's broadsides, the figures and the jaw,
Paid out by them sea-lawyers, witii their lingo and their law."

Bold DUNCOMBE stood upon the deck, his spy-glass to his eye,"
Now, where 's stout ADMIRAL WALKER ? I cannot him espy."

And ELPHINSTONE looked larboard, and starboard too looked he,
But nothing of bold WALKER could either of them see.

And "WALKEK! WALKER! WALKER!" my Lords began to cry,
But those sons of guns of Echoes only

" WALKER" did reply.

They telegraphed to Portsmouth, but telegraphs was vain,

They sent slow steamers arter, which they all came back again.

And nobody has clapp'd an eye on WALKER since the day
That out o' Portsmouth Dockyard the Narcissus steamed away.
The wind it blew a gale ahead, but WALKER didn't mind,
Along o' them Committees that was kickin" him behind.

And still he 's somewhere cruisin" in the Channel chops we know
Like the Flyin' Dutchman, stunsails set, aloft and eke alow :

But blest if into Portsmouth bold WALKER steams again,
While there's Committees to be met, and figures to explain.

LOUD CRIES OF "WALKER."
ON the

"
Railway Accidents

"
Debate, MR. JACKSON surprised us

by stating :

" The fact is, the whole railway world is at sea."

Well, we should have thought the sea was about the last place the

railway world would have thought of going to. Whatever can they
want there ? Has Science overcome the great difficulty of laying down
rails upon waves P At all events, they would have no lack of what is

called "rolling stock." However, since the railway world it at sea,

perhaps they would not mind, in the event of their falling in with SIR
BALDWIN WALKER, stopping him, and telling him to come back

immediately, as he is wanted at home. This act of kindness will save
the Admiralty a deal of unnecessary trouble in sending slow ships to
run after a fast one.

THE CRUISE OF THE ADMIRAL.
BI A3I ADMIRALTY POET.

How gallantly, how pleasantly, he boundeth o'er the sa!
From fears of close Committee rooms our Admiral is fi

You see he knows a thing or two we wish kept snuely <l;irk,

So we 've started off the Admiral, and cry God speed his bark !

'Tis terrible to think from him what awkward truths might come,
What tongues he might untie which now are fortunately dumb ;

I would not speak with levity, yet own I feel a doubt
If even the Big Ship would hold the cats he could let out.

'Tis he can tell what jobs are done beneath the naval roe,
(,;m tell how 'tis the men don't come, and how the money goes:
1 is he can say of all our fleet what ships are bad or good,
And how, though iron's proved the thing, we still keep using wo id.

'Tis lie knows all pur dockyards, and the cost of their delays :

How bran new ships are turned to hulks, and rot in Hamoaze :

How clever schemes get pooh-poohed by some pert official pup,
And trial ships so oft break down, and then get broken up.

He knows how many millions in repairs we yearly waste,
And how old tubs are tinkered up with most expensive haste :

He knows of all our gunboat fleet how few there are of use,
How many paddles now won't work, how many screws are loose.

Were he before Committee brought, what tales he might unfold !

How articles just paid for, as "old stores" are daily sold:
The failures of our architects, and what their cost he "d tell,

And how a ship that ought to sail too often proves a sell.

He 'd tell how in our dockyards, when there 's urgent work on hand,
There 'd come one day a telegram the job to countermand :

Next week would bring an order to destroy what had been done,
And ere the month was out.the work would be anew begun.

They'd ask why ships are fitted out, and when in perfect trim

Recalled, and all their hands paid off, for merest Whitehall whim ;

Such questions might give rise perhaps to some unpleasant talk,

So we said His name is WALKER, and away he 'd better walk !

We manned our fastest ship for him, the fleetest of the fleet :

Then came the cry to call him back : with cheers the cry we greet." Oh yes, be sure we '11 fetch him here What ho ! for sea prepare !

"

And forth the tardy tortoise starts to catch the flying hare.

So gallantly and gaily may the good ship onward fly.

That bears away our Admiral from the House its hue and cry :

And when the storm of rude remarks that threatens now is o'er,
We '11 welcome our brave Admiral home to his native shore.

"Walker is on* who Walks." /oAiuo*.

SIR BALDWIN WALKER, says the Timei,
"
has been Surveyor of the

Navy ever since SIR ROBERT PEEL'S time." Now,
"
Surveyor," says

the Dictionary, is a synonym for "overseer," and of this word JOBS-
SON gives the meaning "one who overlooks." Referring to WALKER

the writer not the admiral we find this definition of the substantive

confirmed : and we doubt not that Sot BALDWIN, were he brought
before Committee (of which there seems to be not the slightest chance
at present) would show that it had been his business not so much

quite to look over as to overlook.

What Affectation!

HERE'S the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA making a tremendous fuss

because some one has been forging 100,000.000 notes on his Imperial

Treasury ! We have no patience with such affected nonsense. Just

as if so small a number as 100,000,000 Austrian bank-notes could be of

the slightest value at any time to anybody ! The Emperor has more

humour in him than we gave him credit for, and that is about the

extent of the credit we should feel inclined to give him under his

present reduced circumstances.

POOR AUSTRIA!

THE Venetians take their revenge against the Austrian bank-notes

that are attempted to be forced upon them by stamping upon every

one that comes into their hands the words of the print-illustrious

Sentinel to NAPOLEON :

" On ae poisepat id."



GONE AWAY!
YOU KNOW WHAT TO

Miss mien.
"
So I WILL, ROBEET ! AND THAT 's WHY i AM TAKING HIM OFF THE NASTY HAKD ROAD, Pooa THING !

"

Old Coachman. "Now, Miss ELLEN! Miss ELLEN! You KNOW WHAT YOUE PA SAID ! You WAS TO TAKE THE GEEATEST CAKE
OF JOEY !

"

"BEGGAR MY NEIGHBOUR."
&n International Duct.

LOUIS.
"
COME, MK. BULL, your purse is full,

^
Let 's have a friendly game :

See, here I play you my La Gloire,
Now what 's the card you name P

"

JOHN.
"I play my Warrior, a good card,

And one I '11 freely back:
Then follow suit with my Black Prince,

ihe king of all the pack.
" And so for every card you play

You '11 find that I '11 play two;
My purse is heavy, as you say
Who '11 tire first, I or you '?

" Your little game, my foreign friend,
Is one that two can play :

And he will be most sure to win
Who can the longest pay.

" But is it wise to waste our time
(Nor is that loss the chief),

In games that can do neither good,
And may bring both to grief?

"
Throw up your cards, I'll throw up mine,
And cease this fruitless labour :

There's better work for each to do
Than Beggaring his Neighbour !

"

SPIRITUALISM AND QUARTER-DAY.
As one of those four periods of the year at which rent is supposed

to be paid, but is very frequently not paid, is now coming on, many
persons who, unfortunately, are not in a position of ability to make
that payment, may be getting anxious about their furniture, lest it

should be distrained by the landlord. Under these circumstances,
would it be possible, by the aid of a medium, to impart to tables a per-
manent faculty of tipping and rapping implant a motive power in
chairs and stools, and inspire coffers and chests of drawers with an
energetic agency ? Because, if an execution were put into a house
wherein all the furniture had been so spiritualised as to knock, and
tilt, and walk about, and rock to and fro, and creak and crack, and
otherwise behave itself as though actuated by intelligence, the sheriff's
officer would be frightened away from the house. The broker would
decline having anything to do with the bewitched goods and chattels.

Among moveables constantly in voluntary motion around him, and
making all manner of noises, the fellow in charge of them would feel
himself too uncomfortable to remain. He would speedily obey the
intimations conveyed by them in rapping out messages which he would
interpret as unmistakeable requests to be off. The atmosphere of the
sticks would be too hot to hold the Man in Possession, who would dis-
cover them to be the subjects of a possession prior to his own ; effects

possessed by emissaries of a personage worse than even his own
employer.

Notice of Motion.

MR. PUNCH, to move that, with a view to save the public time and
allow legislation to proceed, yet nevertheless to enable Honourable
Members fond of talking to ask all manner of questions and make no
end of speeches on the affairs of Europe, and other topics foreign to
British interests, and to the purpose of Parliament, the whole Business
of the Nation be referred to a Select Committee.
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OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
" MY DEAR PUNCH," HAVING the honour to be your 'Roving Correspondent,' I

naturally feel it my duty to keep up my erratic character as much as

possible. 1 have recounted to you my experience of various places
from ancient, Rome to Modern Athens, and, later, have not allowed the

paltry consideration of cab-hire to interfere with my Metropolitan pere-

grinations in search of a text. But the question is now, in what
direction to proceed. Shall I take counsel of the Muses bid then:

saddle me Pegasus with all possible dispatch ? Alack ! Clio will no

more come at my summons than MRS. KINAHAN, my laundress, who
allowed me to ring seventeen times this morning before she answered

the bell ; and as for Pegasus, I can scarcely afford to keep a cob. There

was a humbler and more familiar winged creature to whom we appealed
in early days. The form of invocation was, as far as I recollect :

"
Goosey, goosey, gander,
Whither shall I wander!
Up stairs, down-stairs.
In my lady's cham ."

" Psha ! The rhyme is manifestly incorrect, and besides any roving
of such an exclusively domestic nature would soon become a dreary

pilgrimage which 1 doubt if you would care to chronicle.
" Do you take my allegory P London is a fruitful subject and in

the season (I speak as a mere worldling, you know), few places are so

charming as a residence, but we all like to leave it now and then, and

when the last speech has been made in that Parliament which has but

just assembled, when half the blinds in Belgrave Square are enveloped
m brown paper, away will scud MONS. JONES, SIGNOR BROWN, and

HERR ROBINSON to the Continent. I know their haunts. 1 have
seen JONES for instance, at Chateau Rouge, in Paris, attempting to

dance, and I give you my word, he signally failed. I could make you
die with laughter by imitating poor ROBINSON and the appalling
grimaces which he made over a dish of sauerkraut in the Baierischer-

hof, Munich. As for BROWN, if any gentleman should be inclined to

regard him as a mythical personage, I beg leave to offer my testimony
to the contrary, for he lives within a sixpenny fare of my chambers
now, and his son (VANDYKE) shared a studio with' me lately in Rome
Rome ! why does my pen falter at that word P Was it not from the

Eternal City that I first had the pleasure of addressing you P I hintec

that I was at a loss for a subject. What if I were to 'try back?

Italy is just now the great centre of European interest. Punch, on
the other hand, is the great organ of public opinion. Rome is, or is

to be, the great capital of Italy ; and I I am your humble servant,

Ergo. Rome shall be my subject.*" Rome. Why did I go there P what route did I take? and how
did I spend my time on the banks of the Tiber P these, methinks are

questions which 1 might answer in a few letters that should be both

amusing and instruc Well, perhaps I may say instructive too
;
for

rely on it, I shall treat of some matters which you will not find ii

MURRAY'S Handbook, and. which neither NIEBDHR nor NIBBY have
discussed.

"
So, with your leave, I will make bold at once to enter on

"JACK EASEL'S JOURNAL.
'I had just sold my first historical picture (yon will find it describee

in the Royal Academy Exhibition Catalogue (No. 5099), viz., Conot

rebuilding the Long Wallt at Athens, B.C. 393, when my old friene

DICK DKWBEHRY, of Trin. Coll., Cam., looked me up at my humble
studio in Soho.

"DiCK, after having been twice plucked (and bearing that calamity
on each occasion with wonderful resignation), had been up for hi

degree a third time, and had just pulled through. So, before entering
on his legal studies at the Temple, the youth had urged on his Papa,
MR. D. (of that well-known firm DEWBERRY, DUMPS & DEWBERRY]
the experience of a little foreign travel. The old gentleman, who ha
a great notion of the benefits to be derived from 'seeing the world,'
'

expanding the intellect,' &c., &c., assented to the proposition with his
usual good-nature, and out of his own library gave DICK, ALISON'S
Hittory of Europe (large edition) ; GIBBON'S Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire (do. do. complete); FORSYTE'S Italy; SMITH'S Greek
and Roman Antiquities; together with DR, LEUFBIERE'S Classical (and
invaluable) Dictionary : without which celebrated works, as MR.
DEWBERRY, SEN. (himself an old Carthusian, and Honorary Fourth at

Oxford) justly remarked, no one possessing an average stock of intelli-

gence can poisibly enjoy travelling in Italy.
"I had quilted Eastminster School a couple of years before DICK,

but we had both been fagged and licked at that time-honoured seminary
together, and were in fact old chums; so that, being in very good spirits
about the sale of my picture, and having worked very steadily for three
months previously, D. D. did not find much difficulty in persuading me

* We confess that we do not quite follow our friend's course of argument. His
premises are plain enough, but their relation seems a little obscure. However, it is

o join him and, over a modest little dinner at the Chanticleer, we
agreed to start on the following Monday, and after staying a few weeks
t Porto Franco, to make straight for Rome, where 1 intended to paint
and TOM to read : the Eternal City Mac to quote again the words

f Mn. DEWBERBT an inexhaustible mine of artistic and classical

nterest.
"
To you, my dear Punch, who have no doubt nude the very same

ourney yourself, I will not recount all the various little incidents which
lappened on the road. Novel writers and lady journalists have
hronicled such from time immemorial, and to my mmd the frequent
ecurrence of the same species of anecdote has become rather a bore.
To SAM SAUNTER or PEREGRINE SMITH who read these pages over
heir coffee at the Cigar Divan, or after dinner at the Pallas Minerva
31ub wha*, boots it, I say, to these gentlemen, to be told how rough
the weather was in crossing the Channel, or what were our first im-
jressions on landing at Boulogne ': Old CAPSICOMBE sipping his claret
it the

'

Wanderers
'

could tell you a host, of anecdotes more entertaining
,han that stupid one which D. D. repeats to this day, about the tipsy
Irishman going into the lady's cabin on board the Baron Nosey, or the

itnbarrassing mistake which the steward made in consequence of LADY
PRISM'S bad French. Those blast old clubsters have experienced such

passages, and gone through similar scenes a hundred tunes, and take
no more notice of them in print than of a country cousin in Pall Mall,
or a charity sermon at St. Grimes's. So we will, if yon please, make
short work of the journey, and indeed scarcely anything happened in it

worth recording, save that at Boulogne that scapegrace, MASTER
DICK, confided to the care of the chefgarron at the Hotel de 1'Europe,
(until his return) most of the calf bound tomes which his fond father
bad recommended to his attention, in order to make room for some
ingenious French Romances more suited to his taste ; and that an un-

pleasant little affair occurred at the well-known Botanical and Natural

History Gardens of Mabille in Paris (after DICK'S second bottle of

Cbablis), when some gem d'armet officiously interfered, and thus

delayed us a few days longer than we had intended to remain in that
famous city."

We
slept

a night at Dijon, where I am ashamed to say I quite

forgot to ask for the celebrated mustard, which my old French master
BAPREUR (he has never forgiven me) so particularly charged me to

remember, and taking the steamboat at Chalons, where' I made a little

sketch and an enormous dinner, we went down the Soane and Rhone
very pleasantly to Marseilles, and the next day embarked on board the

Crache-feu (CAPTAIN BOWLES) for Porto Franco, having paid our fare

in the
'

aft,' including dinner, with as much of that quality of wine,
very properly called ordinary, as we could drink at a sitting. Enough,
however, they say is as good as a feast, and since this letter is suili-

ciently long already, you shall hear more of that banquet in my next.

'

Faithfully yours, " JACK BASIL."

THE REFORM BREEZE.

LORD JOHN has received the following letter :

" Dear sir, hearing a> how your In want of a Little Brwio to cary the reform
bit over the bar of the ouse of lords, 1 ben to say M how Ira aafral cart lodes of
the same wery much at your dJipodgal which 1 hope Kodipeokfolly we ahall com*
to tumi, and 1

"
remain. Dear Blr, JOHK," Your mnble San-ant," MiONOS CAKTCR D\HK," D*tt Pooncayor to Her Madjaty."

LORD JOHN, we are informed, has not as yet deigned to send a

reply. Perhaps, his Lordship, with his usual astuteness, looks upon
it as a hoax.

By the bye, LORD JOHN wanted a breeze for the Reform Bill, and it

strikes us that he has come in for it himself; and such an unnatural

parent deserved blowing up a little for abandoning his offspring.

Painful Imprudence.

ONI of the declarations relative to Buoys and Revitvi which, signed

by numerous Clergymen, have appeared in the papers, actually contains

paginal references to those parts of that volume which the gentlemen
whose signatures are attached to the manifesto condemn as heterodox.

We abstain from quoting the numbers of the pages indicated by the

reverend gentlemen. If Essays and Reviews contain sceptical passages,
Mr. Punch at least will not furnish them with an index.

just possible he may be right in his deduction, and, to say the truth, wo
have mislaid our WHITELY.

REFORM ANTI-REFORMERS.

THE loss of MR. LOCKE KING'S motion for the redaction of the

County franchise suggests a consideration to which our friends the
extreme Liberals should take heed. It is this, that the country is

happen to Retting sick of debates about reform which, by impeding useful legis-
I lation, hinder practical reforms.
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QUITE A LEGAL LINE.

THE moral pliilosophy respecting gentle blood
;

professed by MAJOR YELVERTON has elicited
certain statements attributing a low origin to
the House of AVONMORB. In reply to these,
another member of the YELVERTON family has
written a letter to the Irish Times, assuring the
editor of that journal that "there is no older
or better blood" than theirs in the country.
Of this assertion he advances the following
proof :

" The YELVERTOXS can show four chief judges in their
pedigree."

Ok! The YELVERTOXS can show four chief

judges m their pedigree, can they ? They can
also show a defendant in a celebrated civil action.

I

They will be lucky if they have not further to

|

show an eminent culprit. To four ornaments of
the ermine it will be well for them if there shall
not be added a notoriety of the bar, at which
the heir of a judicial House may possibly be
indicted for bigamy. Then their descendants-
will have had four ancestors on the bench and
one in the dock.

OW MARY HANNE FOLLOWS THE FASHION.

Note on Naval Estimates.

WE want more iron-clad steamers. What
next ? Not anything at present, perhaps ; but
by-and-by our Warriors and Slack Princes will
be abolished by the discovery of some new pro-
jectile capable of sinking or smashing them ; and
then our ironsides will take their place with
Brown; Bess among a class of antiquities which
will be'pronounced rusty.

A CHOKER FOR HIGH CHURCHMEN.
CONSIDEBABLE ability is shown by the religious newspapers, so

called, in catering for the theological palate of their respective readers.

It is possible, however, to cut hypocritical humbug too fat. For
example, take the subjoined slice from the Union, mockpopish organ :

" PRATERS FOR THE POPE. Wo ore surprised that the clergy have not publicly
asked the prayers of their congregations for the suffering church in Italy, and for

POPE Plus NINTH, so sorely tried just now. Surely, whatever may be the different
shades of opinion prevailing in the Church of England with regard to the Roman
branch of the Church catholic, and the Bishop of Rome, its earthly head, no High
churchman at least can refuse to supplicate the Divine Head of the one holy catho-
lic and apostolic church, that it may please Him to comfort and relieve our afflicted
sister Church according to her several necessities, giving her patience under her
sufferings, and a happy issue out of all her afflictions."

This lump of gammon is a little more than big enough for the widest

"Anglo Catholic" swallow. The most gullible frequenter of
"
S."

Barnabas would choke in the attempt to gulp
"
the suffering church in

Itajy," and the POPE,
"
sorely tried ;

"
supposed to be tried and suf-

fering as undergoing persecution and martyrdom. The very incumbent
of St. George's-in-the-East, if he has not altogether gone over to Rome,
can hardly hold, and be prepared to pray for, the temporal sovereignty
of the Roman Pontiff. The Union, moreover, rates the understanding
of its subscribers ridiculously low in inviting them to offer prayers for

the BISHOP OP ROME, regarded as the head of one branch of the
Church Catholic, whilst they acknowledge the ARCHBISHOP OF CAN-
TERBURY as the head of another. As if every high Churchman did not

very well know himself to be disowned by the POPE as a heretic and a

schismatic, and was not aware that the ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
has been solemnly abolished by a Papal edict superseding that prelate by
an ARCHBISHOP or WESTMINSTER. As though every fool, the greatest
in Pimlico, required to be informed that even if DR. PUSEY himself
were to die in his Puseyism, his very remains would be denied burial
in a Roman Catholic cemetery. Pray for the POPE ? very proper ;

very proper ! as a late Royal Duke used to say. Pray for the POPE,
yes, to be sure ; along with Jews, Turks, Infidels, and Heretics ; and
you will reciprocate the charity which the earthly head of the Roman
branch of the Church Catholic may possibly vouchsafe to exercise
towards yourselves. The Union seems to suppose its party ignorant
of the fact that the POPE no more recognises them than he does the

Recordites, and that he anathematises the
"
Anglo-Catholic

" Church
head, body, and limbs. The Record, indeed, might consistently advise
its readers to pray for the POPE, without insulting their intellects.

Pray for those who curse you, would perhaps be the suggestion of our

evangelical contemporary. But the Union, in affecting to make
common cause politically with Pio NONO, betrays, or rather parades,

a ridiculous contempt for the minds to whose prejudices its business
is to purvey. As a commercial speculation dealing with educated
men, the pseudo-papistical journal should beware of laying it on too
thick. We beg the Union's pardon if it is genuinely papistical, and
conducted by Jesuits, who merely write under orders from their

General, and have a dispensation for pretending to be English parsons.

ATTRACTIVE NOVELTY.
A NEW invention, which promises to revolutionise the system of

naval warfare, is hereby proposed to the notice of the Admiralty. The
idea in which it consists is that of constructing an immense iron screw-

steamer, considerably bigger than the Great Eastern, to contain a huge
magnet, maintained in action by means of a galvanic arrangement
carried on board. The superior swiftness of so large and powerful a
vessel would enable her easily to overtake one of much smaller size.
In case, therefore, the Gloire, or any other of the iron-clad frigates
which our allies are building, threatened to be troublesome, the mag-
netic monster ship would have simply to run after her and get within
hail of her, when the force of attraction would terminate the
chace. The big vessel would attract the little one as a child with a

toy-magnet draws a little boat to the edge of a wash-hand basin. The
enemy might thus be quietly towed into port ; for her fire would be
ineffectual against her gigantic adversary, from whose deck shells

might be dropped, and prussic acid, cacodyle, and melted iron poured
into her, if necessary. She might, however, be safely suffered to blaze

away, offering her captor a resistance similar to the kicks and cuffs
wherewith a little pickpocket struggles against the policeman who is

dragging him along. The expense of this addition to the Navy would
not be small

; but in for a penny in for a pound : in for a great deal
more than tenpence in the pound. What it cost us in electro-mag-
netism we should save in gunpowder, for there would be small need
for a ship to carry guns when armed with an all-powerful galvanic
battery.

Members of the same Family that are very Distant to
one Another.

WASHINGTON is generally known as the
"
City of Magnificent Dis-

tances." We think, if the gulf keeps widening, that title will have
to be taken from the capital, and given to the country at large ;

for if

these secessions and ruptures continue much longer, it will be America
itself that will soon be known as "THE NAHON or MAGNIFICENT
DISTANCES."
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
0, dear Punch, these
.letters of mine are

iniiiting a sensation.

"After what I have
both heard and read,
it would be affected in

me to deny it. Nor
can I conceal the fact

that what I write is

not very pleasing to

the press, however
welcome and agree-
able it may be to the

public. From the
tone in which some
few of your contempo-
raries have talked of

it, one would think

dramatic criticism

now were a close

borough, and that a
free and independent
voice could not be

suffered in it. It is

as though a cuckoo
had crept into a spar-
row's nest, and had
set the family party
all chattering and

chirping. One writer accuses me of paying very readily and writing very ill,

while another talks about my
'

inexperienced prejudice," and says my
'

gentle
dulness

'
has no discrimination, and only can defame.

"
I find these latter compliments in a paragraph which calls you

'
our satirical

hebdomadal,' and thus comments on your presence not long since at Drury Lane :

" The press has well nigh unanimously passed their veto on MR. KEAN aa a great actor ; the

public have endorsed this decision with a forest of hands, and resounding peals of applauao. How
comes it Mr. Punch must needs creep up in a corner, and with one or two congenial spirits, hiss

when nobody else does ?
"

"
I would that what this writer states were literally true, and that the press

had really
'

passed their veto on MR. Ki AN.' But unhappily the press, with one or

two exceptions, has done just the reverse, and has
'

werry much applauded' what
it ought to have decried. In thus misleading the public to form a wrong conception,
the press, as I conceive, has done itself no good, and has done the public harm :

and when the latter learns how it has been misled, it will cancel all its confidence
in those who have misguided it. The duty of a critic is to point out imperfections,
and to praise what is well done. But his standard of excellence should by his

judgment and experience be higher than his readers', and his remarks should tend
to elevate and correct the public taste. When he cracks up MR. KEAX as a

'

most
consummate artist,' he betrays a faulty judgment, or states what he knows is

false. The public for a while may 'endorse his decision,' but depend on it ere

long they win use their own discernment, and refuse to be misled. Why I chiefly
blame such writers is, that the course they are pursuing is degrading to the

press, which must cease to be looked up to for integrity or taste. To applaud
without a word of censure such a Hamlet as CHARLES KEAN'S, is to show a

thorough lack of judgment and experience, such as clearly must unfit a critic for

his post. Of course the public may cry Bravo ! without thinking much about it,

but a critic is responsible, and should be careful where he claps. It may seem
snobbish to quote Latin in answer to a writer who doesn't know what the word
'
veto

'

means, but if any British playgoer asked me how to recognise the Hamlet
of CHARLES. KEAN, I would tell him, in the words of HORACE (slightly altered)

"
Si quid novistl vilius tato,

Candidus imperti : si non, hits ntere mecum."

"I have not yet seen the Chimney Corner, of which I hear good tidings; but
if people want a contrast to that quiet piece, I should advise their taking a seat

at Drury Lane and a sight at the Savannah. They who like to sup on horrors

may here have quite a surfeit ; but they had better put some cotton in their ears
before they go, or they may run a risk of being deafened by the firing.

'

Pop goes
the Rifle* is the tune throughput the piece ; and when the curtain falls there is a

regular double-barrelled rattling fusillade, [with the addition of some big guns
banging in the distance. However much one wants to emigrate, one would not
like to live in Mexico, if what one sees in the Savannah be a true picture of

existence. The scenery, indeed, must be worth going to look at, if it be only
half as beautiful as MR. BEVERLET has painted it ; out a nervous man would
hardly appreciate its loveliness, beset as his each step would be with robbers,
tigers, rifle-bullets, poisoned flowers, and boa-constrictors. By the way, I never
saw a boa-constrictor on the stage before, and I must notice its debut as quite a
'

startling novelty !

'
It wriggled through its part with all the ease of an old

stager, and the effect which it, produced was literally screaming.
As for attempting a description of the plot of this new drama, it would puzzle

a Machiavel to give the merest outline of it. Enough that MR. RYDER is recog-
nised at once as a hoarse and hairy villain, and MRS. CHARLES J. MATHEWS as
his interesting victim : her husband being fitted with a harum-skarum character,

which enables him to turn up whenever he is wanted to

act as a relief to the horrors of (lie
piece.

Those who saw
MR. MATHEWS in the Overland Mail may have some notion
of his power of adapting himself to circumstances, and
will hardly stare to see him emerge from swamp and

jungle, as cool and self-possessed as though from Bond
Street or Cbeapside, arrayed in

'

zephyr coat
'
untora and

a pair of spotless boots. Nor, after the first act or two,
will they much wonder at the other miracles they witness ;

as, for instance, troops of ballet-girls appearing in full tig

in the middle of a prairie: both rulh'ans and rescuers

again alive and kicking, whom they a while ago beheld,
'

beforej'their very eves," shot, drowned, poisoned, thrown
down torrents, tied upon wild horses, brained with mas-
sive (saw-dust) boulders, or hurled headlong into chasms
of unfathomable depth. It may seem strange, and not

quite natural, that a score of well-armed rullians should
wait for night to lie in ambush for a couple of Cockney
tourists, whose only weapons were a pistol and a Poit-

Qgiee Directory ; but nature in these cases must give way
to stage effect : and when four men dodge round tree-

trun .s in the Yankee style of duelling, we must not
wonder to see one of them rush out of hit hiding-place,
make full a minute's speech of most unbearable abuse,
and not till then be shot at (and missed at three yards
distance) when he had quite finished it. This quadrangular

, combat, which comes by way of climax to the comic

I
situations, gave me a new insight into backwood fighting.
I was not aware before that, in

'

primeval forests,' rifles,

ready-loaded, grew behind the trees ; yet that such must
be the case was dearly shown in the Savannah, for at

least a dozen shots were fired by the four duellists, and
I am quite certain that not one ol them re-loaded.

"
Altogether I most own that I relished the Savannah

much more than I did Hamlet, as seen lately at this theatre,

although some parts of the latter were vastly entertaining,
and I think, too, the subordinates engaged at Drury Lane
are seen to more advantage in such pieces than in SHAKS-
PEARE.

"
To close the evening's entertainment, which was over

very rationally soon after eleven (I wish that every cur-

tain would drop as the clock strikes) there was some

pleasant dancing by MADLLE. DI RUONA, who is both quick
and graceful in what she undertakes. It is not often that

these epithets can with truth be coupled, and when I say
that this young dancer can use her tongue well-nigh as

neatly as she can her legs, I am giving her more praise t ban
most of her profession are likely to deserve. I may add
Le Sat det Pitrrott is quite worth staying to see, and does

credit to the comic powers of MONSIEUR KNAACK, who
besides the talent for arranging pretty groups, has himself

decidedly a knaack of comic dancing.
"ONE WHO PATS."

ASTONISHING BLUNDER.

BISHOP TROWER, in introducing the clerical deputation
which waited upon the ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY the

other day to deliver their protest against Etsayt and

Reviews, observed that the address they had assembled to

present had been signed by
"
nearly SOOO of the clergy,

including Deans, Archdeacons, and Professors at the

Universities of every shade of opinion." The Bishop
might as well have said nothing about the different shades

of opinion prevalent amongst his associates. To so many
various shades what is the addition of one more shade,

lighter or darker? It is difficult to see how a body of

every shade of opinion can unite in condemning any shade

of opinion; and if they do, one would feel disposed to

say that, in point of honesty, they were not particular to

a shade.

A New Point of View.

WE have often heard persons say,
" Oh ! I saw it at

once with half an eye." Now we never could make out

what
"
half an eye

"
was ; for though we have seen all

kinds of eyes, yet we never recollect having seen half a

one, unless
perhaps

it was what children call a bull's-eye.

We suppose that half an eye is a day-pupil.

THE BISHOP or DURHAM'S EXCUSE TOR ms PATEOS-
AGE.

" CHEESE always cou.es iu before Dessert."
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DINING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

HERE WE SPIRITS ARE AGAIN!

GLANCING at the Era, the other day at breakfast, we found that our

digestion was considerably disturbed by this startling bit of news :

THE SPIRIT OF JOEY GRIMALDI YET WALKS THE EARTH.
THEATRE ROYAL, JUMPINGTON. Notice to Proprietors of First-class

Theatres, Gardens, Concert Halls, Circuses, &c. Moss. FANFAROS. the great
Bending Contortionist, Tumbler, Gymnast, and Pantomimist, now fulfilling a most
successiul engagement as Clown at the above Theatre, will be at liberty March 4th,
1S61. Managers requiring his services please address as above. All letters promptly
attended to. P.S. Engagement in Scotland or Ireland preferred.

Good gracious ! we exclaimed ; have the Spirits come to this ? Are
they summoned from the vasty deep, or wherever else they come from,
not merely to turn tables and play tricks with the furniture, but to go
about the provinces in pantomimic troops, tumbling, bending:, and con-

tortionising for country folk to gape at ? A hard fate it is doubtless,
to be called up into drawing-rooms to dupe a pack of fools with

rappings and with tappings, and with twinings, and with tiltings, and
with all the hackneyed tricks of pantomimic spirit utterance; but
how much worse must it be to have to wander about the world the

ghost of what one was, and to tickle country bumpkins with the ashes
of one's wit ! Alas ! poor Yorick ! Eheu ! poor JOEY GB.IMALDI !

Is there then no peace for your perturbed spirit ? We thought the
last shred of your mantle, JOE, had long since disappeared, torn to
atoms imperceptible in the struggle that arose for It. We fondly
hoped at length you were allowed to be at rest, and that no disturbing
hand would evermore intrude upon you. But it seems we were
deceived. Here you are again, we see, heading an advertisement, and

lugged in neck and heels to puff a clumsy plagiarist. Nay, who knows
but you were forced to pen the puff yourself ? Spirits have been made
of late to give the world their autographs, and why should they not be
induced to write their own advertisements ? This, strange though it

may seem, is a more reasonable presumption than that a living man
with brains should pen what we have quoted.

A Whisper in the Ear of Brother Jonathan.

KEEP together, whatever you do. Maintain the Union at any risk.

We tell you and Punch never was wrong yet that the secret of

America's strength is gone, like every secret, the moment it is split.

IF
MR. ROEBUCK will promise never to return to his disconsolate

constituents at Sheffield, his late extraordinary conduct on the Austrian business

will be forgotten, and, if possible, forgiven ; and, on their side, tho constituents

promise most solemnly that they will never make another effort to seek the future

return of MK. ROEBUCK. JOHN ARTHUR, along Adieu. Grinder's Hall, March 1C. '

ABORIGINAL POEMS FOR INFANT MINDS.

BY LORD MACAUtAl'S NEW ZEALANDER,

I.

CHACKABOO, chickaboo, chuckaboo, chew,
Mark baby over with pretty tattoo ;

Cut in the pattern like open-work tart :

Rub in the powder, and make baby smart.

it.

Catch a little white boy, catch him by the leg,

Kill a little white boy, get the crumbs and egg,

Fry a little white boy, do him brown and dry,

Put him on the table with the missionary pie.

in.

Tattoo him, tattoo him, artist-man,

So we will, father, as fast as we can,

Prick him, and prick him, and mark him with V,

For the name of the QUEEN that lives over the sea.

IV.

Will my baby go a courting.

Yes, and so my baby shall :

Take his club and bang the lady :

That 's the way to court the gal.

v.

fie, naughty WANG-WANG, don't scratch little brother,
You're spoiling his pattern, you mischievous dunce :

,

Live like good little cannibals, love one another

Or Mamma '11 take you both, dear, and eat you at once.

VI.

What, cry when I'd cook you. not like to be stewed S

Then go and be raw, and not fit to be food.

Until you leave off, and I see that you've smiledj
'

I shan't take the trouble to eat suck a child.

Misfortune Never Comes Singly.
"
WELL, I declare, it 's just like my luck (exclaimed a poor

unfortunate merchant in the Borough) here have Hops been rising

lately ever so high, and now, I 'm told, the Poles have risen also."

ADVICE TO A MUSICIAN OF THE FUTURE. Try BACH.

Printed br WUlUm Bradbury, of No. 13, Upnfr Wobnrn Plee. and Frederick Mullett Ean, o' .fo. 19, Queen's Road Wet, Resent^ Park, both in the Parinh of St. I'anrrm, In the Conntj of MiddleMv
Prtnteni, at their Office in Lombard Strai, in the Precinct of IVMtefriin, in the Citj' of London, and FubBthsu by them at No. 35, Fleet/Street in the Parish of St. Bride, in t Uty ol

London. SATURDAY, March 23, 1551.
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WHATEVER MAT BE A FRENCHMAN'S DEFECTS, HE AT LEAST KN-OWS HOW TO

DBESS AND ISN'T THE HAT HE NOW \VEABS A SWEET THING !

THE SCARLET ROY Mi:.

SINKS it at last to rite no more,
The thing miscalled the Hark of PITER ?

Oft. has it been capM/,cd before,
To right again ;

and men discreeter
Than once, the hopeful thought will check
That Pirate is at length a wreck.

Yet neither boasts the Pirate's crew,
With unassailable foundation,

That she has passed all scatbless through
The tempest and the tribulation,

By every storm her hull was shattered,
Her yards were snapped, her sails were Uttered.

Three hundred years ago she
sprangA leak, which calkin? roughly mended;

And picans, prematurely song,
Too soon proclaimed her voyage ended,

\V'ien PETER'S Bark her first great shock

Sustaining, struck on PETER'S Rock.

Refitted and repaired again,
She still some while the gale may weather;

A lie believed by many men
Will hold a length of time together.

She may not founder now, nor tumble
At once to bits ; may slowly crumble.

But see, her mainmast "s nearly g/>ne ;

Her timbers are completely shivered !

Her company may yet hold on,
Although her captives are delivered,

'Tis almost, if not quite, all over
With that old craft, the Scarlet Rover.

There are no Children Nowadays.

Fond Parent. Shame on you, JULIA ! You know you have
been out to a number of parties this season. Weren't you
out last Tuesday, Miss ?

Young Lady (of about nine yean of age). Psha! I don't
call that a party. Why, there were no ices ! ! !

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Nareh 18, Monday. The Schleswig-Holstein question is making

LORD ELLISDBOROUGH uncomfortable, and he thinks that the Prussians
are disposed to begin a war with Denmark, that in this case France
will take part, with t lie latter, and so a general disturbance will be

brought 9n. LORD WODEHOUSE endeavoured to calm the elephantine
mind by informing its owner that the KINO OF DENMARK (made an

important concession as to the taxation grievance in Holstein, and
there were hopes of a pacific termination of the affair.

In both Houses to-night Addresses of Condolence were
voted to HER MAJESTY, who, on the preceding Saturday,
had been deprived of her admirable parent, the DUCHESS
OP KENT. LORD GRANVILLE and LORD DERBY, in the
House of Lords, and LORD PALMEHSTON and MR. DIS-
RAELI, in the House of Commons, gave graceful expression
to the feelings with which the sorrows of the QUEEN are

regarded by her people.

The Conimons worked at the Bankruptcy Bill, which, after a great
deal of discussion, went through Committee, but with reservations of

important clauses. Later in the week these came in again, and SIR
HUGH CAIRNS compelled the abandonment of the proposed provisions
for dealing with the insolvent estates of deceased persons, which bits of

the Bill were melodramatically called the Dead Man's clauses. There
is still great uneasiness felt lest the Bill should give a tradesman
power to turn a gentleman into a bankrupt while he is away at Baden
or on the moors, and in the course of one of the debates SIR RICHARD
BETH ELL told MR. ROEBUCK that there was no more danger of such
a thing than there was 9f MR. ROEBUCK'S being made bankrupt while
he was away in Austria, being petted by archduchesses in gilded
saloons, a poke which amused the House. Finally, after various

divisions, it was arranged that the Bill should be re-printed, and the
Third Reading taken directly after Easter. Such is the progress of the
real measure of the session.

Tuesday. One for the Dissenting Nob. The Second Reading of a
Bill for making people on their taking certain offices (not chambers,
WiscDunt, but situations) take also vows not to injure the Church of

England, was moved by LORD TAUKTOX, and opposed by LORD
CHELMSFORD, who insisted that the time when Dissenters were doing
their hardest to upset the Church, was not the time to make con-

cessions to them. A majority of the Lords, 49 to 3S, took the same

view, and the Bill was sent flying.

When the Afghanistan business had to be discussed, years ago, the

despatches of SIR ALEXANDER BURNES were published for the use of

Parliament. But the editors of the work, being ministers, and much
more concerned to vindicate themselves than to save the reputation of

SIR ALEXANDER, cut down his matter with exceeding freedom. The
excised portions of the correspondence are stated to place SIR A. B.'s

character in a very different light from that in which it stood at the

time, and his friends are naturally anxious to have the subject investi-

gated. Mr. DUKLOF brought the question up, and some very strong

language was used on both sides. LORD PALMERSTON defending the

mutilation, and being much abused, therefore, by MB. BRIGHT, who
declared that a felonious offence had been committed. MR DISRAELI
came to the rescue after his peculiar fashion, and demanded why MR.
BRIGHT, if he thought LORD PALMERSTON a

party
to felony, had voted

confidence in him a couple of years ago ? Two divisions were taken,

but 15S to Gl, and 150 to 49 are numbers that show how little the

House is induced to rake up old grievances.

Wednesday. SIR JOHN TRELAWNY desires to introduce reforms

I

into the system of County Rating, and to give the rate -payers some
little control over the magistrates. SIR JOHN PAKTXGION, for the

county gentlemen, has no idea of any such impertinence, and the

second baronet beat the first, and the Bill by which it was proposed to

effect the purpose was rejected on Second Reading. A MR. BEST
seems to have given PAKINGTON and the Worcester magnates vast

offence by alleging that they govern by means of a clique, to which
the other justices are subservient, and SIR JOHN declared that MR.
BEST'S allegation was a falsehood, and that he was a baffled candidate

for oflice. The second part of the proposition may be true, and yet the

first may not be; but there is nothing like imputing motives, the

TOL. XL.
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generous British public likes personal charges, and usually interests

itself ten times more about them than about the principles involved in

a quarrel.

Thursday. Those disreputable islanders, the lonians, have been

rnaking another demonstration, insulting British rule, and clamouring
about being annexed to Greece. The Lord High Commissioner, SIR

HENRY STORKS, has very properly shut them up by shutting up the

Assembly in which their antics are performed. It is difficult to make
the Ionian idiots understand that England would as soon wash her

hands of them as not, but that she keeps the islands, by the particular
desire of certain persons of distinction, in order to be ready to protect
the Mediterranean against certain other persons of distinction, and

therefore all the capering and vapouring of the lonians is beside the

question. The DUKE or NEWCASTLE did not say this, in answer to

LOKD NORMANBY, but had better have done so, and hereby receives

31r. Punch's permission to say it the next time NORMANBY talks non-

sense a date by no means resembling the Greek kalends.

The Lords, by a majority of 33 to 25, threw out a useful Bill for

demolishing Holywell Street and widening the Strand. LORD REDES-
DALE opposed the measure, saying that private persons ought not to

have compulsory powers to take the property of other persons. Con-

sidering that this is exactly what every railway company is empowered
to do, the objection seems futile

;
but what is the use of reasoning

with a Lord who can command a majority. Two Cabinet Ministers

spoke for the measure, which it may be supposed is merely postponed,
as the foulness for which REDESDALE made fight is becoming intoler-

able. That night Holywell Street was illuminated, LORD REDESDALE'S
health was drunk in flowing kevarterns of gin, several shovels of

potatqe-parings were given away toihe poor, and the utmost enthusiasm

prevailed until the Police arrived.

MR. BERKELEY asked SIR G. C. LEWIS why theatres are closed
when Royal deaths occur, and music-halls and casinoes are left open ?

SIR GEORGE explained that the authorities had power to interfere only
with the more reputable places of entertainment ; but he had an idea

of legislating. While he is about it, could he do anything in favour of
the unfortunate actors and actresses, who are the only people in

London who have real and personal cause to mourn such events ; for

they have their salaries cut off on the night of the demise and on that
of the funeral. As Managers profit, hugely by the visits of Royalty to

the theatres, and the fashion thereby set, a brief clause, hinting that
fair play might be shown to the actors when Royalty departs this life,

would be extremely popular in the Green Room.
MR. SPOONER announced that he should not bring in a Maynooth

Bill, for the reason that his eyesight was not good enough to enable
him to read the documents by which he must enforce his arguments.
Mr. Punch is very sorry for the Honourable Member's inconvenience,
but

Friday. The Lord Commissioners duly honoured the following little

Bills, The Consolidated Fund, 4,000,000, the Enclosure, the Bank
of England, and the Red Sea and India Telegraph. As the LORD
CHANCELLOR did not ask the SPEAKER to take a seat on the Woolsack,
the Hon. Gentleman returned to his own easy-chair in the House of

Commons. EARL DE GREY snubbed ELLENBOROUGH, who asked for

some inconvenient papers, and several petitions on the subject of the
Church Rates were put into the waste-paper basket. LORD STRAT-
FORD DE REDCLIFFE was told to wait till after Easter for some
information he required about the occupation of Syria. After a little

quiet gossip concerning Schleswig-Hqlstein, Macclesfield, Gas, and
Mexican Bonds, the Lords having nothing else to do, did it.

In the House of Commons the only subjects of popular interest were
the QUEEN'S simple and graceful reply to the Address of Condolence.
SIR G. C. LEWIS'S explanation respecting SIR R. MAYNE and the
KOSSUTH Notes, and which left the matter precisely as it was, LORD
ELCHO'S long shot at SIR B. WALKER, LORD CLARENCE PAGET'S
elegant extracts from the letters of BRUCE and DUNDAS in leply, and
a lecture from LORD JOHN RUSSELL to our old friend DUNCOMBE on
the inexpediency of weekly discourses of Foreign Affairs. Parliament
then rose for the Easter Holidays.

AN EVIDENT MISTAKE.

same account, we were informed that MRS.
if you like)

N the account of

the inaugural ball

given by the Presi-

dent at Washing-
ton, we read that

" Miss EDWARDS,
niece of MRS. LINCOLN,
is acknowledged to
be the belle of the

evening."

We have never
had the pleasure
of seeing Miss
EDWARDS, and we
were not present
at the Ball, but
we take upon our-

selves, with all

due respect, and
without the slight-
est wish to offend,
to contradict the
above judgment.
We have good rea-

son for our contra-

diction, and it is

this : in the open-
ing' part of the

(never mind the name ; MRS. DUCK,

" Is gorgeously attired in 2,000 dollars' worth of lace, and 20,000 dollars' worth of diamonds."

N9W we contend that MRS. DUCK was entitled to be called
"
the belle of the

evening." It is well known in estimating a lady's charms, that the beauty of her
dress is always canvassed first, and the beauty of her countenance next. Who
would be unmannerly enough to pit a pretty face against the latest new fashion
from Paris? The handsome niece of MBS. LINCOLN may have excited more
admiration amongst the gentlemen ;

but we will be bound that the lady, whose
gorgeous attire is so minutely described above to the preciseness of a cent., created
a great deal more envy amongst the ladies ; and as the decision of ladies on these
delicate matters is acknowledged to be both final and infallible, we are afraid that
the former must yield the palm to the latter. What loveliness is there in this

lovely world that can possibly stand up against, jewellery and lace ! Venus herself,
in such a contest (for her toilet, d'apres les tableaux, was never of the fullest or
costliest nature) would have had to hide her face in the presence of MRS. DUCK.
It has evidently been a mistake of the inexperienced reporter. When Miss EDWARDS

(we hope we shall be forgiven for talking thus familiarly of

a lady whom we have not the happiness of knowing !) is
"
gorgeously attired in 2000 dollars' worth of lace," and

ten times that amount of diamonds (what a DUCK
p'

Diamonds their fortunate possessor must be !), then it will

be time for her to be "acknowledged the belle of the

evening."
In aland where the Almighty Dollar commands almost

exclusive worship, a young lady, let her be ever so fasci-

nating, is admired not for what she is, but for what she is

worth. The handsomest face will pale before a handsome
fortune. Who could resist falling in love with a lady
whose ornaments alone represented a trifle under 1600 !

Add to that the value of her dress, her embroidered hand-

kerchief, her enamelled vinaigrette, her jewelled fan, and
innumerable other charms too delicious to dwell upon, and

you must have the frankness to acknowledge that a beauty
like that is indeed invaluable !

Superiority of the Superior Sex.

WE learn from the Athenaum that
"
Miss SUSAN DURANT

has received a commission to execute one of the poetical
marbles for the Mansion House, being so far as we recol-

lect, the first English lady who has ever obtained a compli-
ment of this particular kind." Who deserves compliments,
pray, but clever English ladies ? Women ought to make
good sculptors, especially in taking busts of the so-called

and self-created Lords of the Creation. We say this

advisedly, knowing what, first-rate hands women invariably
are in cutting out the gentlemen.

THE BISHOP-MAKER.

THE on dit runs that a petition is about to be presented
to LORD PALMEKSTON, praying of him that the temporal

,

and spiritual powers of LOUD SHAPTESBUKY may for the

future be divided.

AMERICAN METEOROLOGY.

Now boy, what are aerolites? Guess they're the remains
of secedin' Stars smashed to pieces, that have tumbled out

of the sky.

WHICH of the Italian Princes is the most to be pitied ?

The one who is out of Lucca.
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FASHIONS FOE FESTIVALS.

TUB subjoined announcement, mutatis mutandii, that is to say with

change only of names, lately appeared in the advertising columns of

the English Churchman :

OTJRPLICES. Si-itri.icES FOR EASTER. MESSRS. FALDERAL A
*J have prepared their usual large supply of Ht'Rl'Llcia of superior form aud

;

90 much iuin.ll' t

There are supposed to be some old women among the Clergy ; but

the above advertisement seems to indicate that there arc also many
young ladies. Here we have linendrapers announcing themselves as

Laving prepared for Easter their usual large supply of surplices, and

well as a Venetian, be inspired with a passion regardless of diiptrit^ of

>, no doubt, his Lordship reasoned, and supposed the disin-

terested parents of Mi.vs HANLET to have reasoned also when they
< hild's union with a gentleman of between -

and eighty. He believed that they purely consulted their daughter's
happiness in sanctioning her romantic attachim.nt.

It is possible that the Jury took anoth r view of the case, although
they arrived at the same practical conclusion as that iirt

Judge. Very likely they considered that a man of 75 has overlived the

appointed time of man's life by five yean, so that if he breaks a

promise of marriage, involving, as it did in this instance, a promise of

settlement, he i; ilicts a two-fold disappointment upon a young woman.
He has already one foot in the grave ;

he must soon draw in the other.
He disappoints the fond creature, whom be jilts, of being hi> young

these surplices of "superior" form and quality, "so much admired."

Is it chintz? Fancy a lot of young parsons collected together and

staring in at MESSRS. FALDKRAL & SON'S window, or being taken by
female friends to the establishment of that enterprising concern,

shopping. Imagine the assistants behind the counter saying,
"
Any

other article to-day, Sir P allow me to tempt you with an alb. Sweet

things in stoles, Sir! Neat dalmatics, Sir; very chaste! Pretty

patterns for chasubles, Sir
; charming copes ; last Spring fashions from

Paris and novelties from Rome." Now that we see surplices adver-

tised in the regular slang of milliners, we can quite understand the

feeling with which a certain rector whose bishop had compelled him to

relinquish his pretty robes, pathetically observed that he should never

wear those beautiful vestments again. We suppose we shall soon
have divines of this class sporting flounces on their frocks, and 'eccle-

siastical emporiums and depots puffing their
"
Crinoline for Cassocks."

AN EQUIVOCAL COMPLIMENT.

THE EARL OP SHELBURNE, in moving the second reading of the

Metropolitan Central Hotel Company Bill, (which we are extremely
sorry was thrown out. inasmuch as anything would have been better

than two large tainted blocks of buildings that are a disgrace to any
moral city) remarked that

"
It would be a benefit on the public by opening up the wretched neighbourhood

of Wych Street and Holywell Street, with which their Lordships were no doubt well

acquainted."

Were their Lordships flattered with this delicate allusion? Shall

we be ill-natured and say that their Lordships must have been
"
well

acquainted" with them, inasmuch as they refused, from the force of

long association, or the spirit of friendship inspired by the acquaintance
of many years, to part with a single brick of them ?

'

That incub is of

pollution is still to remain. Who would have thought that Holywell
Street and Wych Street would have had grateful reason to exclaim :

" Thank Heaven ! we have a House of Lords." Where, might we
ask, were the Bishops on the above occasion ?

DOTAGE AND DOTATION.
ON the Oxford Circuit, at Stafford, the othertday, occurred a case of

Breach of Promise of Marriage, the issue whereof is a signal example
of the generous sympathies of British Jurymen considered as husbands
and fathers. MR. SERJEANT PIGGOTT appeared for the interesting

plaintiff, and according to report
" In openhiK the plaintiff's case, the learned Serjeant stated that the plaintiff.

MARIAN HAM KV, was about twenty-one years of age, and the daughter of JAMES
HAKLEY, a farmer, under the EAIU. or BRADFORD, at Bran cote, in Staffordshire.

Defendant occupied an adjoining farm oflbO or 200 acres, was about 74 yearsof age,
and had been all his life a Bachelor."

Young SUITS, the defendant, had trifled with the affections of the

confiding girl who sued him for 500 damage done to her tenderest

feelings by the inconstancy of this boy of 75. The fickle youth acknow-

ledged fifty pounds' worth of damages, and paid that sum into Court.
The Jury, however, estimated the blighted hopes and lacerated heart

of the deserted one at a higher figure, and gave her a verdict for an
additional hundred pounds. Henceforth let thoughtless youngsters
like Ma. SMITH take care how they flirt with maidens of 21, and raise

expectations which are destined never to be realised.

This case was tried before MR. BAEON WILDE, and the report
whence the above particulars are taken informs us that

" The Judge, in summing up. remarked upon the fact that the counsel on hoth
sides had mode fun of the defendant : one with the idea of increasing, and the other
with the idea ol decreasing the damages. It appeared, however, to be a regular
straightforward affair, and he did nut think there was any justification for accusing
the parents of any mercenary feeling."

Certainly not. Of course the learned Baron was thinking of MAKIXO
FALIERO and his juvenile wife. Why should not an English girl as

THE COMMINUTED STATES.

WHO can say where Secession will stop ? That is a question which
is raised by Mil. LINCOLN, in a put of his inaugural address, directed

to enforce upon fools and madmen the necessity of acquiescence by
minorities in the decision of majorities. The President tells the frantic

portion of his fellow countrymen that :

" There Is no alternative for continuing the Government bat acquiescence on (me
side or the other. If a minority in such * case will secede rather than aeqniesoe,

they make a precedent which in turn will ruin and divide them, for a minority of

their own will secede from them whenever a majority refuses to bo controlled by
such a minority. For instance, why may not auy portion of a new confederacy, a

year or two hence, arbitrarily secede again, precisely as portions of the present
Union now claim to secede from It? All who cherish disunion sentiments are now
being educated to the exact temper of doing this."

The force of this simple reasoning will be seen by the lunatics to

whom it is addressed, during their lucid intervals, if they have any. It

may even be hoped that some of them may recover the use of their

reflecting faculties so far as to be enabled to follow out PKKSIDEHI
LINCOLN'S argument, and their own folly, into ultimate consequences
and conclusions. Then they will see what is likely to be the end of

Secession, for it is not quite true that there is no end to Secession,

and the end of Secession will be for the Secessionists an end of

everything. Seceders will go on seceding and subseceding, until at

last every citizen will secede from every other citizen, and each indi-

vidual will be a sovereign state in himielf, self-government personified,

a walking autonomy, a Tone star, doing business and supporting itself

off its own hook.

Here Be Truths.

M. GuiLLATjMis, in the French Chamber, intending to be severe

upon England, said England makes \M propaganda with the Bible in
1

one hand and a piece of calico in the other, but France bears her banner

in one hand and the Cross in the other. Proper gander yourself, M.

GUILLAVMIN, for jou have just hit it. England proffers enlightenment
and the comforts of life, France comes with superstition and "glory."
It strikes us that such orators should be choked off by their priests.
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Butcher Boy (and Butcher Boys are so impudent}. "Now THEN*, SWII-EY! ARE YOU GOING TO STOP THERE TILL YOU GET FIKE,
V AK>BE YOU DRAW YOURSELF OFF!"'

QCOTH Monsieur la France to his Lady,"
Let 's issue our cards for a rout, !

"

'Twas done, and the crowned heads invited
To a nice little tea and turn-out.

THE NEW ARRIVAL.

(Kingdom of Italy constituted, Monday, March IS ; GARIBALDI'S Birthday, Tuesday, Narch 19.)

But conceive the crowd's shout of derision

As these crest-fallen Kings, when set down,
Were refused, one and all, an admission,
As not one could fork out a crown !

The Hotel de 1'Europe with excitement
From area to attics was stirred

;

The corridors gorgeous with flunkey!',
And ablaze with state liv'ries absurd.

The courtyard with carriages crowded,
On every panel a crown,

And extremely big-wigs for their drivers,
In dignified line, setting down.

The pavement was thronged with its gazers
Of the class which such sights always draw

Sardonic, and seedy, and sneering,
And not too good friends with the law.

The heart of the chivalrous JENKINS
Had been chilled to its innermost core,

To hear their remarks as the cargoes
Of Royalty drove to the door.

The cry of
" What shocking bad crowns !

"

Saluted the jingling approach
Of Naples and three small Grand-Dukes

In an antediluvian coach.

Its gilding all tarnished and battered,
Its heraldry faded and dim,

Springs spliced, lining mildewed and tattered,
And a team of mad mules gaunt and grim.

'Twas in vain that they sent up their names,
Tried to borrow the requisite rhino ;

In the lack of one defacto crown,
What are four crowns dejure dinino?

"DoesOld Mother-Church knowyou're out?"
Was the cry that encountered the POPE,

As the old Cross-keys drag lumbered up,
And for harness a great deal of rope.

Well might poor Pio NONO look scared,
'Twas long odds 'gainst his safely arriving ;

Those red-hatted Jelms will take

Such very bad roads for their driving.

The triple tiara popped out,
While cross-keys and crook made a clatter,

And the POPE scuttled into the house,
To the chorus profane, "Who's your

hatter?"

Till at last one exceptional cheer
Was bestowed on a coach in the line :

The coach need 1 add was Old England's ;

The cheer need I say it was mine !

Inside all was hot hurry-skurry,
Cordons, crachats, embroid'ry, gold-keys,

Gold- and silver-sticks humbly kootooing,
Drones a-cluster round King- and Queen-

Bees.

There was Monsieur la France all endeavours
To look as if meaning no harm

With Madame la France not more faithful

Than av'rage French wives on his arm.

Half-aloof, buttoned up in his bear-skin,
And scanning the scene, hcrut en has,

Stood Russia, bent on not giving,
Yet fearful of taking, ike pas.

While'with bearing half-cheeky, half-coward,
Young Austria yawned and haw-hawed,

Like a man who's uneasy at home,
And by no means more easy abroad.

Now sidling tow'rds Prussia, as minded
His tediousness there to bestow :

Then making advances to Russia
Then stopping as if 'twere no go.

Poor Turkey was slunk in a corner,
On an ottoman all in a heap

Looking like a decrepit old clothesman,
On his stock-in-trade fallen asleep. .

While Russia and France moved about him
With an eye to his purse and his shawl

Though each, through respect for the other,
Abstained from attempting a haul.

That the Royal assemblage was hearty,
Or pleasant, or genial, or gay,

Is what, as a truthful narrator,
I fear I can't honestly say.
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In fact, if there 's faith iu expression,
And faces the feelings can state,

The guests' thought was,
"
Look to your

pockets,"
The host's, Keep an eye ou the plate."

Old England, the only one present,

By no arrttre pemee oppressed,
With Britannia tuck'd 'neath his arm,
Moved, a contrast complete to the rest.

Though I'm bound to confess that I saw,
As he stooped to help France to some trifle,

Peeping out From the skirt of his coat,
The butt of a long Enfield rifle.

But wherefore this sudden confusion,
This crowding of Kings in a clutter?

Why does llussia set up his bearskin,
Each separate bristle in flutter P

Why is Austria so red and so pale,
On his boot-heels indignantly turning P

Why hand on hilt suddenly laid P

Why hand hilt as suddenly spurning f

Why Prussia's embarrassed attempt
At once to look sulky and civil r

Why the POPE'S disposition to swear,
Winding up, after all, in a snivel f

Who 's this that our host is preparing,
To give a reception so bland to,

Though Madame la France in the sulks,
Monsieur's protegee won't stretch a hand to P

Who advances, in spite of cold looks,
And backs that refuse to do duty P

'Tis ITALY, glorious in youth,
And radiant with renovate beauty !

Like a helm shows the crown on her brow
For a sceptre, her sword 's in her hand ;

And firm is her stepping, I trow,
As proudly she takes up her stand.

"Wretch!" "Parvenue!" "Minx!" "Up-
start!" "Thief!"

Such the epithets whispered about ;

And never a tongue bids her welcome,
And never a hand is held out.

Yes, one ! through the crowd of crowned heads
To snub the new-comer agreed,

Old England is forcing his way,
To wish the fair stranger God speed !

His honest red face in a glow,
His two brawny hands spreading wide ;

Let who mil turn their backs, she shall
know

Here 's England to stand at her side !

And thinking at once of Caprera
And Turin, the old boy 's heard to say,"
Dear ITALY ! happy to see you"
And "

many returns of the day '."

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR PUNCH," WHEN these lines are made public there will be no theatre

in all London left open, except to those who are attracted by what
swells would call an Orwewy/ or who can sit out a slow concert of

indifferently done music. Of course this is quite proper, and I have
no mind to awaken the just wrath of the Record by expressing any
wish to have Passion Week profaned by dramatic entertainments. But
I cannot comprehend upon what principle of logic other places of
amusement are allowed to throw their doors open, when theatres are

rigidly obliged to keep them shut. Who is it that draws the line

between the stage of the Princess's and the stage of the Alhambra,
and says that the trapeze is proper to be seen, while the tragedy of
Hamlet must be put out of our sight ? If amusement be not proper
for me, why am I allowed to go to Music Halls, and Song Saloons, to
Cider Caves, and Coal Holes ; and hear fragments of the operas not
elsewhere deemed permissible, and see conjurors and acrobats, ballet

girls and
'

rocky wonders,' and so-called
'
comic

'
vocalists in their

most facetious parts P Are sham niggers thought provocative of pious
meditation, or will the Cure effect the cure of any thirsty soul who
listens to it P I am debarred from MB. FECHTER, and enjoyment of his

Hamlet; but am allowed to take my fill (if I so choose) of Ma. PUD-
DING, and to laugh (if I so can) at his protean transformations. If

Old Bob Ridley be deemed proper for my ears to hear in Passion

Week, one would have thought To be or not to be' would not have
done much harm to them; and while the moral 'Judge and Jury'
keeps open court to Londoners, there can be no great hurt in witnessing
the Trial Scene of Shylock."

Quite conscious as I am that
'

Comparisons are odorous,' I make
no attempt to pit the pit of opera or theatre against the supper-box of
a Singing Room, or stall at the Alhambra. Each has its habitues, and
whatever be my own private taste in the matter, I have no wish to
obtrude it just at present on the public."

The English law, I am informed, is choke full of anomalies ; but
there are few of them I fancy more ridiculous than this, that entertain-
ments which are licensed by the Magistrates keep open, w hen those
which have the sanction of the Government are shut. As Punch bids
fair to be perennial, you, Sir, perhaps may live to see the end of such
absurdity, and it will do us the more credit the sooner that end comes.
Meanwhile, as a proof that other minds have sense enough to see that
this anomaly is unjust as well as foolish, Ma. GERMAN REED, I notice,
announces that his Gallery will be closed throughout the week, whereas
the other 'entertainers' all continue playing. This course of MR.
REED I consider to his credit, and it should win due commendation
for him from the pious public."

The 9ther night, not being proud, I visited the Standard, and there
had a shillingsworth of Janet Pride. (Your West End readers may
not know that this theatre is in Shoreditch, and that full price to the
stalls is the modest sum I 've mentioned.) They who saw this piece
when it was played at the Adelphi need not be told how admirably
MR. WEBSTER acts in it. His sottish drunkenness is well nigh painful
for its life-like personation, and presented as it was to an appreciative
audience there seemed fair ground for hoping it might produce some
good. I am bound to add, however, that they did not seem in any
haste to go and take the pledge ; indeed they swigged the porter that
was served between the acts, as open-mouthed and greedily as they
had drunk in MR. WEBSTER'S declamations against drink."

Not being an habitat. I cannot tell if farces are in general much
relished at this theatre : but if they be, the night I went was certainly
an exception, for when the curtain fell on Janet, pit and stalls became
a desert, and the boxes showed a vacuum such as it is the nature of a

lessee to abhor. By the way, the jokes that raise a laugh at East End
theatres are of a nature quite distinct from those we laugh at in the
West. When the comic man rushed in with horror on his counte-
nance and informed his lady-love that 'the taturs have failed over,

1

the
simple news was welcomed with a general guffaw : and a still louder
burst of laughter was won by the intelligence that he'd 'taken hoff
the

tature,
and they're werry much relieved.' Of all good jokes,

however, there seemed nothing like a hugging bout for bringing down
the house. It would have done a cynic good to see what hearty
unchecked merriment was caused simply by the comic party falling on
his knees and kissing Janet who was in a similar position. The oscu-
lation this young lady had to bear was quite appalling, but by dint of

nightly practice she bore it most sheroically, and did not seem a whit
alarmed by it. Certainly, if I am asked to write a

'

heavy
'

for a
'minor* (readers of the Era will understand this slang), I shall take

good care to lug in a good quantity of hugging. I fancy if an author
wished to make a certain hit, he could not well do better than make
his heroine sing a song with obligato osculation, each bar ending with
a kiss ; while, as a relief from the horrors of the piece, there should be
a general hugging when Virtue is Triumphant, and a congratulatory
kiss all round when Vice is Punished."

I must lay aside this levity when I next write of this theatre : for
on the night of Easter Monday the 'Great Tragedian,' I nod, will
tread these classic boards, and as Monday is Mark Lane day. and the
Standard is just opposite

the Eastern Counties Railway, no doubt the
Suffolk farmers will improve their minds by hearing him, I am told

by a Scotch critic that for the perfect pronunciation of the English
language' (of which this Scottish gentleman is of course a thorough
judge), MR. KEAN may really be accepted as a model* So if our
Suffolk farmers wish to improve their rustic utterance, they had better
take a course of lessons at the Standard from one considered the most
perfect English speaker of the day."

I remain, Sir, Yours, &o. (whatever that may mean),
'' ONE WHO PATS."

ENGLAND t>. CHINA.
THE rebels in China, we read, go by the name of Taepings. We

have obstructionists, if not rebels, in England who impede the march
of events, who throw every obstruction they can in the way of public
progress, who are relentless, implacable, oppressive, obstinate, and

very difficult indeed to be subdued. They lurk in dark corners, and
evince the greatest reluctance in showing themselves, and then only at

distant intervals, and always to retire immediately the moment after

you have seen them. Their only instrument is a bit of string, but they
manage to do a deal of execution with it. We allude to the RED
TAEPINGS, who infest in such large numbers our government offices.

They have been warring against the interests of the public for a long
time feeding upon the best of the land all the while filling up their

leisure, of which they have plenty, by plundering the country to the

greatest extent ; and we must say it will be a happy day indeed for

England when she succeeds in putting down this rebellious race! A
bat the RBD TAEPINGS !

Seasonable Intelligence.

SEVERAL of the Drinking Fountains about the metropolis have had
their wooden paletots removed, and their winter padlocks taken off

from them, and are now, as though rejoicing at their release after

their long captivity, in full play again. This is refreshing, in every

sense, for we look upon it as the first real opening of Spring.
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HELPING HIM ON!
Cruel fair One (to silent Partner).

" PBAY ! HAVE YOU NO CONVERSATION ?
"

SHOP AND FREEDOM.
THOUGH with the North we sympathise,

It must not be forgotten
That with the South we've stronger ties,

Which are composed of cotton,
Whereof our imports mount unto
A sum of many figures

And where would be our calico

Without the toil of niggers ?

The South enslaves those fellow men,
Whom we love all so dearly ;

The North keeps Commerce bound again,
Which touches us more nearly.

Thus a divided duty we
Perceive in this hard matter.

Free Trade, or sable brothers free ?

Oh won't we choose the latter !

INDIGESTION FROM IRISH STEW.

THE disruption of the once United States was at first

wholly attributed to difference of opinion on the subject
of Slavery, and next in part ascribed to diversity of views
and interests respecting commercial legislation. Another
and more powerful cause may also have contributed to

produce a result so much to be deplored and blushed for

by all the friends of representative government. During
many years, a great emigration of disaffected Irishmen
had been continually increasing the population of the

American Republic. For a long lime America digested
them. Perhaps, however, the nutriment which she has

gone on deriving from Ireland so long, may have at last

disagreed with her, occasioning constitutional disturbance

which is, in a great measure, nothing more than an out-

break of a suppressed Irish malady, the fever which, with a

smouldering fire, has always burned for Repeal of the

Union.

A Kaiser without a Kreutzer.

FRANCIS-JOSEPH doesn't know which way to turn for

the want of money. Why doesn't he send for GARIBALDI?
He is just the man to raze a capital for him.

THE EEVENUE CUTTER
AND PATENT BUDGET SIFTER COMPANY (LIMITED).

THIS morning a Deputation, composed of illiberal Members of the

House of Commons, waited upon LORD PALMERSTON at his official

Chambers in Downing Street.

The Deputation was introduced by MR. CRAWFORD, who shortly
explained the object which the gentlemen present had in view. It was
to solicit his Lordship's patronage for a Machine invented by an
Association called

" The Revenue Cutter and Patent Budget Sifter

Company (Limited)," of which MR. WILLIAMS, M.P., was Chairman
and responsible Manager.
MR. CRAWFORD having been requested by LORD PALMERSTON to

describe the Patent Budget Sifter, produced a working model, and
informed his Lordship that on a very low estimate the machine was
calculated to effect a saving in Exchequer cuttings of 10,000,000 per
annum.
LORD PALMEHSTON. You employ a punch, I suppose ?

MR. CRAWFORD could not speak positively on that point, though he
was aware that Punch had produced some very striking cats.

LORD PALMERSTON (smiling). The largest holes in our Budgets
have hitherto, I suspect, been made by a punch. How is your machine
set in motion ?

MR. CRAWFORD. By a combination of screws.
LORD PALMERSTON. Can you point out the screws to me ?

MR. CRAWFORD signed to MR. BATNES and MR. BDXTON, and made
rapid telegraphic overtures to MR. WHITE, MR. ROTJPELL, MR. C. S.

BUTLER, and several other gentlemen, but with what object did not

clearly appear.
MR. BAINF.S earnestly entreated his Lordship not to slight the

"
Revenue Cutter." It was urgently needed in Government

offices, embracing as it did a soap-slice, applicable to a commodity
of which large and wasteful consumption was almost hourly taking
place.
MR. CRAWFORD observed that his friend MR. EDWIN JAMES, during

his recent visit .to Italy, and while engaged in military pursuits, had

by broad-sword exercise acquired the art of cutting down an army of

any extent that might be required.
LORD PALMERSTON wished to know if the gallant Member for

Marylebone had thrown the weight of his authority into the Patent

Budget Sifter ?

MR. CRAWFORD replied that, having once more become a civilian,

the Honourable Member had made a financial conversion of all his

equipments, except his Damascus blade, which formed one of the most

powerful choppers in the machine.
LORD PALMERSTON was gratified to hear it. Some alarm had been

felt lest his friend's spirited charger should carry him over the bar.

MR. BRIGHT, interrupting his Lordship, had no hesitation in saying
that the machine was worse than useless, unless it could be used as a

paper-cutter. (Loud cries of "Hear.") The Company was seeking for

Ministerial patronage. Now he (MR. B.) knew what Government
contracts were

;
in fact the Government was indebted to him for some

beautiful trimmings.
LORD PALMERSTON. Yes ; you told us we might have a piece at any

price. (Lai/y/iter.)

MR. BRIGHT strongly deprecated the use of irritating language.
When would Ministers learn that soft answer which turns away
wrath ? No wonder that Continental powers were alarmed and

incensed, < when, instead of speaking with "bated breath and whis-

pering humbleness," we delighted in assuming a truculent attitude

and an exasperating tone ! England, if she studied her true interest,
would be found, like a dove, bifliug and cooing with France and every
other nation; instead of that, we see her most powerful and most
reckless statesman volunteering to set a trained bull-dog at an
inoffensive neighbour. (Murmurs.)
MR. BRIGHT. A trained bull-dog I repeat, that ought to be shot on

the premises, which have become a nuisance by its yelp.
LORD PALMERSTON winced and drank off a large tumbler of water,

with a flushed face.

MR. BRIGHT. Britannia! Who is Britannia? Is she a meek-eyed
Sister of Charity ? No. Who then ? Why a red-armed Beldame
a Thames Street Bellona delighting in casting abuse and missiles at

every wearer of a decent coat. I never (contined the masculine Mem-
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her for Manchest t-r) behold her miserable image; but my breast is cherish the pleasing assurance of having performed an act of efficacious

torn, as 1 mournfully reflect how much better would widow's weeds
j

kindness. The smallest contributions will be thankfully received; for

beco'me her than a helmet, and a billy-roller than a spear. a sufficient number of farthinprs would insure the object so earnestly

LoKi> ON (aside). II en fait tea choux grai (he thereby sought by this young man.
Subscriptions, legacies, ftc., to be sent to

makes his cabbair. fat,), the Office, 85, fleet Street ;
at which application may be made by any

M u. BRIGHT. What (continued the indomitable speaker) does Party or Parties desiring to adopt an Heir.

Britannia want with a Lion ? Does he pay for his keep P No. Then

let her sell him for what he will fetch and buy a Manx kitten,to sit at

LORD PALMERSTOX observed that he thought it very desirable to

cultivate amicable relations, but he did not think we ought to cotton

to people whose principles were diametrically opposed to our own he

wished to know, what had become of the Honourable Member's self-

acting paper-cuti i

MB. BIUGIII vehemently replied that it had been notched by the

stupid handling of an Aristocracy which wallowed in the slime of

OUR ADMIRALTY: TINKERS.

No doubt the sketch would be considered a most farcical concep'ion,
were any one to make a drawing of the .First Lord of the Admiral' y

going about the dockyards as a travelling tinker, and crying,
"
Any

old three-deckers or new frigates to mend?" But absurd as it may
seem, the picture is not far from being a most truthful one. Of the

twelve millions a year which we have lately been expending on our

corruption. wooden walls and iron ones, it may be doubted if three-fourths hare
MR. CIUWFOKD and several other gentlemen deplored the cruel not been spent

_or ratlier watted in tinkering old tubs, and in re-

necessity of listening to such sentiments from a Man and a Brother
pairing worn-out vessels of no good to us when mended. How much

LORD PATJODUTOW. My dear MB. CRAWFORD, had you not better morc of the twelve millions has been thrown away in needless naval

employ some competent person to take 1 he Revenue Cutter in hand,
operations, such as st ripping bran-new ships on their return from their

and point out to us where the screw should be put on P At present I
'

first cruise, and refitting them in Portsmouth for a sail as far as Ply-
candidly confess, it appears only suitable for the cutting of chaff.

mouth, goodness only knows, unless SIB BAUJWIK shares the know-
The Deputation having consulted angrily together, thanked his iejge> and ^ he is now some hundred miles away, we cannot hope at

Lordship for his courteous suggestion, and in some confusion .

present to extract much information from him.
withdrew.

i

CONCENTKATED ESSENCE OF THE MILK OF HUMAN
KINDNESS.

(AN ISGENTJOUS APPEAL.)

selves must soon re-

linquish, or are in-

capable of enjoying.
Such are too often in

the habit of seeking
unattainable gratifi-

cation in the exercise

of benevolence by dis-

tributing large sums
of money in small

donations amongst
the poor. The muni-
ficence which is thus

spread over a multi-

tude of objects is so

attenuated that by
each of its recipients it is scarcely felt. The charitable donor
thus fails to obtain the exquisite satisfaction of reflecting that he has

Now that iron men-of-war are rapidly supplanting wooden one* (as

rapidly, that is, as the "system" of delaying all improvements will

permit), the cost of pulling ships to pieces and putting them together

again will be even more expensive than it hitherto has proved. It is

therefore the more needful to keep a watchful eye upon our Admiralty

tinkers, and prevent them, if we can, from doing needless work. We
are well aware that this will be difficult to do, for habit is at all times

/ />,ri. , hard to be withstood ; and when a man has ever turned his hand to

;
J
i j

|
tinkering, it is not an easy matter to keep him from odd jobs. How-

ntiit, UWc . ft ew, there 's a cherub that sits np o' nights in Fleet Street, keeping
J watch not only on the welfare of poor Jack, but on the ill deeds of the

rin thi. , nr lubbers who waste the country's money, and so prevent it entering

have lost heh elish
J *' P cket <* U mi*ht do ' Let tne tinkers, then, look out ; for

for its pleasures we ' ** *& ke P * ^ uP n them- Bd * not Kn*le to ^"^ their

nevertheless blest being sent to pot.

with the means of

conferring on others
that earthly happi-
ness which they them-

A WAY WITH HUSBANDS.
" WHAT is the meaning (inquired a lady, pointing to a little shoe-

black, who belonged to the Saint-Vincent Paul brigade) of those three

letters S. V. P. marked, you see, on his shoulder P
"
Why, my dear, (answered her wag of a husband) they mean either

one of two things ; or it may be both. You can either look upon them
as an indication of the boy's price, or as a polite entreaty on his part.

They are open to two readings, and you can take whichever you like,

my little dear. Now, don't get impatient, or else I won't tell you.
Well then, you must know, my pet, that S. V. P. mean either

'

Sil-Ver

Penny,' that s his price; or else, 'i'il tout plait,' and that's the

boy's politeness."
It was a great shame ! They had been married only six weeks, and

the brute was already beginning to deceive his wife !

Ijyj A ui & 1011 uavii. L ui; uiisoii tuict uitu lAJU^iabutn'Uj wo aiu tutu. 11*

gladdened the heart of a fellow-creature. His bounty is"as it were a ! profit by it. We propose, therefore, that the experiment be tried upon
loaf, vainly dispersed in crumbs among a famishing crowd, instead of i

the Sultan himself. In his desperate state, it cannot possibly do him

being effectually applied to relieve the hunger of one starving sufferer, much harm, and the chances are that it may do him some good. Who
Those who are desirous really to taste the luxury of doing good should knows but he might come out of the purifying trial a cleaner, and a

concentrate their generosity on particular persons. An opportunity is better, and a stronger man? In fact, if the whole of Turkey were put
now offered to all who are anxious to secure the genuine article. A '

into a Turkish Bath, it might be all the better for that weak power,

healthy young man, with a large appetite of every kind, is well nigh Its constitution, severely drained as it has been by the Sultan, wid
destitute of the means of procuring any one pleasure. In order to

,
profusely sweated also by MONSIEUR MiRis and others, could not fail

subsist, it is necessary for him to wort hard, which he very much to gain by the invigorating process,

dislikes, and to earn a precarious and scanty living by anxious labour.
He is, in short, in want of a large and independent income. Oh, if he

only had that how happy he would be ! and though at present neces-

sarily an unmarried man, he would very soon have a wife and perhaps
ten children, whom, aa well as himself, a certain affluence would render

happy.

Spanish Honour to be Avenged.

THE Cabinet of Her Most Catholic Majesty has determined to evince
'

its resentment of the imputation which LOBD PALMEBSTOS has cut
-t ".- , on the honour of Spaniards. Believing the noble Premier, in
Let the wealthy who derive no enjoyment from their own riches, charging Spain with dishonesty, simply to have expressed the feeling

only think of the bliss which it is in their power to confer on this of her British creditor*, the Spanish Government has fully made up
young man. Let them consider how much more sensible an amount ^ !0^ to pay all those impertinent fellows out.
ot blessing they would impart by bestowing all their charity on him,

'

than they can dispense by frittering it away upon a host of others." ul--~- > ' -' -----
CHASOE OP NAME.-How much better to give him a

larjje
sum of money than to squander

it on Schools and Institutions ! It is in the power of every one, how-
ever humble, to contribute to his felicity, and thus be enabled to Autre-Chien.

" The Sick Man."

AN infinity has been said and written about the wonders of the

Turkish Bath. The most enfeebled constitution, we are told, will

Since his yelping advocacy of Austrian policy,

Itlsinthe power "of everyone, how- MR. ROEBUCK is no longer the" Dog lear "em." He is now quite **
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CAPITAL LARK OF BODGEE AND LITTLE PIPPS AT THE EXPENSE OF MISS MINERVA COCHLELON'S SEMIXARY.J

DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE.
WHAT wonderful people there are in the world ! Who could hnve

supposed that in tins sharp-sighted age, any person could he flat

enough to write such an advertisement as this we find inserted in the
limes of the 9th ult. :

WANTED, the SUM of 300, on security of the lender having 500
out of a share in a certain will, about which reasonable satisfaction can be given.

The testator, whose chief property consists in a large life policy, but now upheld by
mall payments, would not object. The bequest is not payable till after the death

of two persons, one of whom is about 52, and is now and has long been very dan-

gerously ill, and the otiier about 60, and far from strong. The advertiser also
withes for permission to pay it off at any time by paying also 5 per cent, compound
interest. All legal expenses to be paid by the lender. The sum lent must not be
liable to be called in at any time whatever. The money is required for the further-
ance of a literary work of such a character as will, it is believed, cause a fur

mightier and happier era in human history than has ever yet been seen. Address
JlEKKY ANDRKW, Grimaldi Terrace, Green Street.

We have had a rather blowing time of it of late, but that is no reason

why people should give themselves such airs as the writer of this

notice. The impudence of his proposal is only equalled by its dignity,
and we realty hardly know which of the two we should most laugh at.

The notion of his fancying; that, any one would lend him three hundred
pounds, on "security"!?) of pocketing a possible five hundred,
bequeathed under the will of a still living testator, who may of course
to-morrow cancel the bequest, is an idea which would in summer be
delicious for its coolness ; and when we further find the lender is to

pay
all law expenses, and is not to have the power to call in the sum

lent, we can't help thinking that the writer for the moment quite forgot
himself, and, when penning his advertisement, somehow had it in his

head that he was writing a broad farce. How well MR. CHARLES
HATHEWS would go through such a scene as might be worked out of

the call of some one caught by the advertisement ! With what delicious

self-possession would he clear up any doubt respecting his "testator,"
and show that although living he was just as good as dead, and that as
for altering or cancelling his will, such a notion was ha ! ha ! a joke
quite irresistible. What a funny dog you are, he might proceed to say,

giving an appreciative poke in the short, ribs. But you 're quite right
to be cautious there are lots of rogues about, and one everywhere

sees stuck up "Take care of your pockets." Still, the notion" of my
gulling such a clever chap as you, is ha ! ha ! you '11 excuse me, a little

too ridiculous. Why here you see yourself what, good security I offer.

Five hundred sterling pounds, lawful English money, and as good as

down, for you see it "s to be paid on the deaths of these two persons
who are as good as dead one "dangerously ill," and the other "far

from strong." True, I haven't told you the age of the testator, or if

his health is shattered ;
and you business men may think this a point

quite as important. But waiving this for just one moment, consider,

my dear Sir, the stupendously magnificent results that are in prospect.

By lending me the paltry sum that I require, you will become one of

the greatest benefactors of your species. You will further the

advancement of a
literary;

work that will make the whole world

mightier and happier than it has been. My dear Sir, think of that !

and at once out with your cheque-book ! When such gigantic good may
be secured to all the Universe, don't be stopped by such a trifle as a

doubt of the security. Hand me over the three hundred, and imagine

yourself reverenced down to all posterity as the man who introduced

this mighty happy era. Mind, I'm not to be held liable to pay the

money back, but you see you'll have a chance of the Five hundred
secured to you, and of course you may rely upon my wish that you
may get it !

Postal Arrangements.
LETTERS posted at Hammersmith after half-past nine at night, or at

the earliest hour next morning, arrive in Fleet Street on that day at

about 2 p.m.
Letters posted in the same suburb on the middle of Sunday arrive at

Southampton on Tuesday morning.
The expedition with which the mails are despatched from the subur-

ban post-offices is wonderful, and deserves the notice of the authorities

of St. Martin's-le-Grand.

THE SCARCITY ACCOUNTED TOR.

WE are told by nurses, and other moral-mongers, that the Truth must
not be told at all times. This may be one of the reasons why the Truth
is so rarely told at all.

ed bv William Bradburr, nf No. 13, Upper Wobnrn Place, anil Frederick Mullen EVTU, af No 19. Qn'n Road West, Reiceafs Park, both In the Parish of St Pancraa, in the County of Micldlett*
rioter*, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Preciuct of Whitefriart, in the City o: Lonioa. 1A4 Pnbllalud by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish OI St. Bride m the City of London.
iAimmi, March 30, lsl.
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"HOORAY-THE STREETS UP AGAIN!

" THE HEAD AND FRONT OF THEIR OFFENDING."

THE Musical World, talking of a new piece that has been brought
out at the Varioles, in Paris, says:

" The title of the piece, La Ramonrurs, will sound obscurely to moat of our
readers. It alludes to the practice of certain persons who would conceal the fact
that old Time has been shaving their heads with his scythe, by drawing the still

vhich be us yet has only thinned,' back over the denuded portion
cf their craiiiums. A very bold subject, we should say, for even the flimsiest farce."

Our harmonious contemporary, instead of "bold," might have said,
and probably did intend to say,

"
bald." For, the life of us, we cannot

see the great crop of fun that could have been reaped from the above
barren subject. We agree with our critical friend, that the notion is

decidedly, as a smart Frenchman would say.
"

{fa peu tire par let

chevevx." Our Parisian farceurs may as well take all the human
infirmities, and turn them, one by one, into ridicule. Blindness has
been already operated upon in the form of Let Deux Acevglcs. Deaf-
nets has also been treated farcically, whilst the gout has been handled
so roughly and frequently on the stage, that it almost fails now to
excite a laugh. However, we think, tiieJtiM With a /would
present a good handle for fun. The wife might in her jealousy take it

away from her husband so as to keep him at home or she might light
the fire with it, in order to cook her beloved Arthur's dinner, whilst her
one-legged partner sat writhing on a chair, incapable of moving a

peu'; besides a thousand other little pleasantries that would be
sure to command public laughter: for no fun is so irresistible
as that which is based on the distress of another, more especially
(with Frenchmen) when that other :happens to be a husband. La
Dame qui ports tine pemique would be another fruitful subject for
a liair-brained vautlevilliste to play humorously with. The (fcnoiimenl,
when her hypocrisy was laid bare, might be made almost tragic
in the very intensity of its fun, the parting between the Sub-
lime and the Ridiculous being so extremely small, that it would
require a very clever coiffeur indeed to be able to draw the line
of demarcation precisely between the two. The CLAIRVILLES of
the Parisian stage must be at a sad loss for heads of subjects to joke
upon, when they are compelled to cover the nakedness of their humour
with a lock of hair. The lire of French esprit must nearly be burnt i

out, when it needs to be lighted afresh with a niche de ehereux.
Hence the necessity, perhaps, of sending for Let Ramcmrvrt to give it

a thorough good sweeping after so bad a fire.

SPIRITUAL BELL-RINGING.
THE attention of the Editor of the Spiritual Magazine is invited to

the subjoined extract from the letter of a Correspondent in Note* and
Queries ;

" CCRIOOB COIKCIDEXCE. On Wednesday night, or rather on Thursday morning,
at 3 o'clock, the inhabitants of the metropolis were roused by repeated strokes of
the new great bell at Westminster, and most persons supposed It was for a death in
the Royal Family. There might have been about 20 slow strokes, when It ceased.
It proved, however, to be due to some derangement of the clock, for at 4 and i
o'clock 10 or 12 strokes were struck Instead of the proper number. On mentioning
this in the morning to a friend, who is deep in London antiquities, he observed,
that there Is an opinion In the city that anything the matter with St. Paul's great
bell is an omen of Ul to the Royal Family ; and he added,

* I hope the opliiion
will not extend to the Westminster bell.'

"

The mysterious phenomenon above described occurred some days
ago, when subsequent events sufficiently prove it to have been ominous.
There can be no doubt whatever that it was supernatural. ,

" And the great bell has toll'd, unrung, untouch'd."

It is very true that the kitchen clock of a writer in these columns
strikes all manner of hours, but even this is a spiritual fact, for that

individual's habits are irregular, and the clock is deranged by the

influence of our untidy contributor. The rule in all cases of this kind
is to consider whether the marvellous occurrence can be accounted for

on supernatural principles, because, if it can, the truly philosophical
mind will reject the natural solution of the mystery, and adopt the

other.

And Quite Right Too.

WHAT makes CAVOUR cry out so loudly for Rome? Why, don't

you see. he has a double object, one for himself and one for Italy.

Rome is the centre of his thoughts, because he is anxious to make

"political Capital" out of it.

VOL. XL.
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THE SLIPSLOP OF THE SHOPS.
"
Chrysanthemum Cottage, Tuesday.

II, I am so

much obliged
to you, my
dear Punch,
for putting in

my letter a-

bout the Clas-

sics of
'

the

Counter. I

felt to proud
when I saw it

actually in

print, and
CHAKLES posi-

tively read it

through, not

knowing it

was mine, un-
til he came to

where I spoke
of going out
in our new dio-

ropha to buy
him some rypophsgon, and to

inquire what was the price of

the anheidrohepseterion, which

we had recently seen advertised

somewhere in the newspapers,

where we spied the emmenathoon

hair-dye for Mamma. The man
who served us at this shop I

beg his pardon, this establish-

ment, sadly wanted CHABLES to

try a bottle of his famous cele-

brated hydrohyperion curling

fluid, and when CHABLES refused

and endeavoured to escape, he

was pressed to purchase some-

thing called a podapalagon,
which I believe has been de-

scribed as a 'warranted eradi-

cator of cutaneous callosities
;

'

that is, in simpler language, a

thing to take out corns.

But besides the classicalities

now current at the counter,
there are other forms of slang
in which our tradesmen take de-

light, for to speak in plain pure

English seems quite foreign to

their taste. French is pressed
into their service quite as much

as Greek and Latin, and by ill-educated tongues which talk of
'

hany other harticle" you can fancy how la langue Francaise is

mispronounced. I hardly ever now take up a newspaper without

seeing an advertisement of some 'recherche stock of goods' which
are to be disposed of forthwith

'

sans reserve.' A hair-dresser now
styles himself in general an 'artiste,' and announces to the universe
his famed

'

esprit de violelte
'

or
'

bouquet de Thames.' One enter-

prising draper, whose name I lately noticed, has had the courage
to combine his classics with his French, and to advertise for
sale a lot of 'broche madapolums' which must be something rather
curious if they at all be really like their name. Corset and chapeau
have quite supplanted such old English words as 'stays' and

'

bonnet;'
and of course no West End dressmaker would ever dream of naming
petticoats by any other term ilimjupes. Why this is so I really can't

pretend to say; nor can I guess why in a newspaper professedly
intended for British circulation

'
Le sommie.r elastique portatif should

be announced, when '

Portable spring mattress
'

is vastly more intel-

ligible, and by British tongues in general far more easily pronounced.
" Of course I need not say the French is bad French very often, and

like the
'
broche madapolums

'
a sort of mongrel slipslop which none

but a vulgarian would venture to construct. Instances of this are as

plentiful as polkas in the windows of the music shops, and as absurd
as the new love ballads whereof each hour brings a fresh batch. It
will suffice that as a sample I call to your attention the

'
berceau-nettes

for babies' which are advertised extensively throughout the London
press. Now that berceau means a cradle every baby knows, but in the
name of grammar what is meant by 'netiesf Of course you know
the English of the French word net is

'
clean

;

'
but how can

'

nettes,'
the plural feminine be alfixable to

'

berceau,' which is singular and

masculine? And just as if a mother would ever dream of buying'a
berceau for her baby that was otherwise than net!

"
But oh! this mention of one's poppet reminds me of a horrible adver-

tisement I 've seen, which is headed in big type
' PISTOLGRAMS OP

BABIES.' Good gracious, Mr. Punch ! pray what ever is a pistolgram ?

Is it some new-fangled fire-arm, like an Armstrong breech propeller,
and can it be intended really to 170 off ? If so, I'm sure infanticide
will be alarmingly increased, and it will be a mercy if but one out of a
doz-'n of one's babies is not shot. I know I've thought a pop-gun a

sadly dangerous thing, and as for those toy rifles one now sees in every
nursery, I'm quite sure that it's not safe for children to be left with

them, for though CHARLES says they can't be loaded, they 've got great
bayonets stuck on to them, such as seem made expressly to poke one's

baby's eyes out. But what destructive implement a
'

pistolgram
'

may
be, I confess I really have not courage to inquire ; only I feel convinced
that if it be one-half as terrible as its name seems to imply, our infant

population will be dreadfully decreased. I know I Ml take good care
that nobody shall buy my ittle tiddleums a pistolgram, unless I see

quite clearly that it can't do any harm : and for my part 1 caa't think

why people can't use common English when they want to name a

thing, instead of puzzling one with gibberish that no one understands.
'

Cradle
'

surely is as pretty a word as
'

berceau-nette,' and while

English folk speak English why on earth should tradesmen address
them in bad French ?

"
Yours abruptly, Ifr. Punch, for idle tiddleums is crying,

"ARABELLA ABAMINTA ANGELINA SMITH."

"
P.S. CHARLES says he'd like to catch me asking him to get up in

( he night to
'

rock the berceau-nette,' or get baby its
'

bouillie' which he

supposes will ere long be the substitute for
'

pap."
"

THE SPOILT CHILDREN OF THE ADMIRALTY.

FBOM the way in which affairs are managed in our dockyards, one
would really think "my Lords" were in a state of second childhood,
and were playing at ship-building as a means of killing time. No
sooner is a vessel put in thoroughly good trim, and her crew by careful

training brought to quite a model state, than an order comes to strip
her and turn all hands adrift

;
as though

"
my Lords

"
had suddenly

grown tired of their plaything, and wanted to get rid of it. The
wanton way in which new ships are soon neglected, and left to rot as

hulks in the mud of Hamoaze, is quite unparalleled except by the

caprices of spoilt children, who, for no cause, take a violent dislike to

some new toy, and never handle it except to consign it to the dust-

hole.

Now, three-deckers and frigates are a costly sort of plaything, and
we think that MB. BOLL would be thoroughly well justified if he for-

bade their being wasted and misused as they have been. If our old

naval enfante gates must have some toy to play with, let them yearly
be supplied with an old gunboat or two, which they may be at liberty
to tinker as they please. More than this they really have no right to

expect, and it is high time that their organs of destructiveness should

not have such development as has been hitherto permitted them. If

I

all else fails to stop them, aery of "Here's Punch coming!" will

I doubtless do great good ; and Punch promises to look into the nursery
ere long, to see if any amendment has resulted from this threat.

THE POPE'S LAST.

SOME years ago a drama was produced at Drury Lane, in which
MR, ANDEHSON, acting as a Red Indian, made a great sensation by
repeating expressions of violent hatred and contempt for "Civili-

sation!" The POPE has just published an Allocution, wherein he

appears to have taken a leaf out of the book of the author of the

drama which MR. ANDERSON used to distinguish himself in. His

Holiness, in several places, denounces
"
Contemporary Civilisation,"

which, he says,
"
has given rise to many facts never to be sufficiently

deplored." The most deplorable of these facts, of course, is the deter-

mination of the Roman States to exchange constitutional government
for Popery. Let his Holiness and the Cardinals put on their war-

paint, dance their war-dance, brandish their tomahawks, and shout
their war-whoop against

"
Contemporary Civilisation !

"

A Circular Note.

WE are told that Rome is wanted as the future centre of United

Italy. It is true that COUNT CAVOUR admits that to obtain possession
of it, the consent of France must be had. Under these circumstances,
it strikes us possibly that it is not Rome so much as Louis NAPOLEON
that is first wanted as a-ssenter. Given : the EMPEROR or THE FRENCH
as a centre, and VICTOR EMMANUEL would not belong before describing

the magic circle he wants of Italian liberty.
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SIGHT-SEEING AND SNEEZING.
S the time for picture-
seeing is drawing nigh at

hand, it may be

briug Ix-fore the notice of
the public the following
remarks upon its want of

good bclmviour, adduced

by on'; who watches it

at what (tents call the

"Brompton Hilt-rs," but

geutlniirii term more pro-
perly the South Kensing-
ton Museum :

"The mere exhibition of

pictures to great multitudes

expose* them to accident*
which would hardly be dreamt
of. The public sneeze upon
the pictures, and the saliva
runs down, and positively *at*

away thesuriseeof them. One
i e DUMt valuable of Hn.

HIJLKXAOTS pictures was co-
vered with the eonirhinirs and
sneezing* of the public looking
close at the picture, and laiigh-

- ing in the presence of it. We
have great diflii-ulty in pre-
venting then expmslng the
emotion* they feel in looking
at picture, and they will

touch it ; they say,
' Look at tbnt expression ;

' and the consequence is, that they ecrape off a
little I" oat We hare come to the conclusion that pictures within reach must be
put under glasja. We have already the experience that glass keeps pictures much cleaner. We
all know that tin i gradually becoming very well behaved, and is well behaved,
Mill they very much like 1 . We had a little bit of sculpture, a mother and baby,
and the baby excited the interest of all the mothers that came to the fnueeum

; they were always
measuring their babies by thu .side of it, and touching it, till it became quite grubby. It happened
to be only a cast, but precautions must be taken to prevent things beiug damaged."
" Blow your noses, wipe your eyes, and don't breathe upon the glass," was

the advice we recollect once hearing from a peep-shnwman ; and a caution some-
what similar should be placed in all our picture galleries, until the public better 1 described as a

I knows how it should behave iNrlf. K. ,-\,
\ ,.ur bands from

[

picking and feeling, and your mouth* and nar
n; and from sneezing: this should IK- the rule

insisted on in future, and pn> always
in attendance to enforce it. People with bad colds should
not be suffered entrance, except under the care of a
watcher or policeman, who would prevent their jroine
near enough to sneeze upon a picture, or to couch a bit of

|

paint off; and as for persons who take snuff, they should

j

be compelled to leave their rmxes at \l\i- door, just as
\ i>i'i.rs now leave their walking-slicks and their umbrellas.

1 1 would be well too if attendants were potted >i

to look to all the more exciting pictun-s, so as to prevent,
their beincr cried over or hurt by bring laughed at. There
is no telling what damage a flood of tears might
water-colour painting, and many a picture is too delica'e
to bear a burs' of laughter daily without injury.
are several chef* d'arurre in OUT National Collection which
are fine enough to make almost anybody's mouth water;
and due care should be taken that from such a caute as
this no evil should result. Of course the nation has a
perfect right to go and see its pictures; but we think: it

should remember that the works of TITIAN, TCRSIB,
HOGARTH, KUBKNS. and VANDYKE are not exactly to be
ranked among the things which may be sneezed at.

A Little Nursery Bhyme.
(For IliMtr&U.)

JOHN BHIOHT hot-
British public cold

Lf ATHAM talking JOBS BRIOIIT'S rot,
Mine months old.

THE SOCIAL NUISANCi:.

LADIES' dresses now expand to such a circumference
that an evening

party,^
even without a tapper, may be

YAHOOS AMONG THE YANKEES.
WHO would not be the wife of a President, and be sketched in pen

and ink in this way for the public P

" MRS. LINCOLN Is a middle-aged lady of well, say 40 or perhaps 38 years of age.
On the top of her head, the place where the hair ought to grow, the hair does grow,
and very luxuriantly too, of a dark brown colour and elastic fibre. Her head Is

large and well-developed, presenting the organs of firmness and language in a highly
developed and well-matured condition. Her forehead is broad, her eye clear and

nt and rather blue than grey : her nose is well, not to put too fine a point
on it in not Grecian ; her mouth is largo, well-shaped, and capable of great expul-
sion, while her cliin rounds gracefully, balances properly.* ana goes in a quiet way
towanis tlio endorsing of our opinion that sho is a decided, not obstinate, woman.
Her form inclines to stout jess, but is well-faxhiouod and comely ; while her hands
and feet are really beautiful, indicating, as does the well-shaped ear, that she has
come from a race of people who were well born. Her carriage is good, her manners
are pleasant, her greetings are affable, and without doubt her intentions are comet
. . . MR*. LINCOLN does not chew, nor snuff; does not dress in oulrl style,
does not walk ,/ la Zmiart, does not use profane language, nor does she on any

Uo or private, kick up shindies. These negatives are necessary,
because the affirmative of these propositions has been sent broadcast throughout
the laud."

As a pendant, to these latter statements, we may mention that the
writers for the New York newspapers are. generally speaking, Yankees,
not Yahoos, and gentlemen and not gorillas. This statement may be

necessary, because persons at a distance might, from passages like the

above, imagine that wild beasts wrote for the papers in America, and
that anything like gentlemanly language was extiuct. \Vhat would be

thought in England if the wives of leading statesmen were criticised in

this way; if LADY PALMERSTON, for instance, were said to have red

hair, and the wile of VISCOUNT WILLIAMS were to be scribbled about
as having a big mouth and a snub nose P Would not people of all

creeds, Tory, Liberal, and Radical, concur in crying shame ! upon so
monstrous an intrusion upon family concerns ?

A public man is public property ; granted, gentlemen, of course : but

only as regards his public acts and bearing. No writer has a right to
cross the private threshold, and to parade in public print what he may
behold there. Criticise the President, and his policy and speeches ;

but if you claim the title of
"
gentlemen oi the press," take care not

to push your criticism further. With his wife aud family you have

nought to do, any more than with what he had served yesterday for
dinner. And the penny-a-liner who would stoop to earn some coppers
by such impudence is worthy of more kickings than he is of half-

pence.
* Balances what, pray ? a donkey, or a poker, or a Chinese pagoda ?

THE LAST NEW MARTYR.

To the Editor of the Tablet.

REVMEND (?) SIB,

You have been informed, by the instantaneous agency of the
electric wire, that the venerable BISHOP OF POITIERS has been cruelly
sentenced, by the subservient council of a tyrannical State, to be

formally reprimanded for having, in the fervour of a pious indignation,
set the treacherous EMPEROR of the revolutionary &ENCU the appro-
priate nickname of PONTIUS PILATE.

Oh, impious outrage ! Oh, sacrilegious audacity ! Oh, cruel,

inhuman, atrocious, abominable enormity ! Oh, unheard-of persecution,
unsurpassed by the Imperial Tyrant who, in the early ages of the pri-
mitive Church, was wont to cause the faithful Catholics, disguised in

the shaggy skins of terrible wild beasts, to be savagely baited to bitter

death by ferocious and infuriated dogs ! It has been reserved for the
worse than heathen minions of a modern Emperor to sentence a
Catholic Bishop to be formally reprimanded. Oh! barbarous perse-
cutors ! Oh injured and insulted, yet enviable prelate, heroic sufferer

of agonising but glorious martyrdom !

If yon want a pastoral composed in regular style for any member of

your hierarchy, apply to

Feast of All Fool*, 1861.

RATHER PUNGENT.
"
Now, my dear, I must insist upon it," said the President of the

Female ^alt-Tobacco league, in her angriest mood, to her unfortunate

husband,
" do put down that filthy snuff-box of yours. You "re eternally

using it. Why, I declare this composite candle is better a thousand
times than your nose."

"
Why, my darling?" said the husband, coolly helping himself to

another pinch."
Because, Sir, it requires no snuffing," was the wife's indignant

reply, as she sailed out of the room, vehemently banging the door after

her, to express her disgust. N.B. A woman in a rage always bangs
the door.

INTEHNATIONAL COURTESY. Italy invites France to take French
leave of Rome.
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AWFUL APPARITION !

Mrs. T. (to T., who has been reading the popular novel}.
"
PEAY, ME. TOMKINS, AES YOU NEVEE COMING UP-STATES ? How MUCH

LONGER ARE YOU GOING TO SlI UP WITH THAT ' WOMAN IN WHITE ?
' "

STRIKE, but, hear me, my good fellow,
If you will reflect, you can.

Be not as the brutes which bellow
;

List to reason, like a man.

Wages fair for fair day's labour
If you like, you may refuse ;

Whereupon your foreign neighbour
Work will get which you will lose.

Your employers will not lack you;
Spurn their proffer if you like.

And the Public then will back you,
Do you fancy, in your strike ?

You, that in these times of trouble,
Do your best to make them wor^e,

When all food is costing double
What it did, to every purse P

" STRIKE, BUT HEAR ME !

Last cold winter just endeavour
If you can, to recollect ;

Next may prove as hard, but never
Then the least relief expect.

Deaf to all expostulation,
As your course you now pursue,

My pigheaded friend, the nation

be then as deaf to you.

Ah ! then I shall see you slouching
At the corner of the street,

Cringing, stooping, crawling, crouching,

Whining sore for bread to eat,

For your wife and cliildren craving

Charity from door to door,
Told that you now thus behaving
Should have thought of them before !

I shall see you prostrate sprawling
On the pavement, bare of bones,

And, in white chalked letters, scrawling
"
I am starving !

" on the stones.

Or, with your companions tramping
Out at elbow and at, shoe,

Hear you, for the cold while stamping,

Sing,
" We 've got no work to do !

"

Don't believe a word they utter

Who are making you their tool.

Quarrel with your bread and butter !

How can you be sucli a fool ?

Come, return to your vocation,

Trowel, plumb, and square resume,
Or go seek a situation

At a crossing, with a broom.

"Falmam qui Meruit Ferat."

SOUTH Carolina has hoisted the Palmetto flag, in honour, we sup-

pose, ol the tree under whose friendly shade Charlestown symbolically
reposes. We think that Carolina is rather premature in raising this

banner, for it remains yet to be proved which of the two North or

South America is destined to carry off the Palm ? We advise them
to make it up. and whilst, the one holds out the right hand of friendship,
let the other extend its Palm in hearty good fellowship. In the words
of DR. WATTS, we tell them, with the privilege of a close relation, that
sure their little hands were never made to scratch each other's eyes.

BY ALL MEANS, Oci. The English passports now commence with
"
We, LOED JOHN RUSSELL." Should it not be

" Wee '(

"

Hamlet in a Laughing Mood.

MONSIEUR FECHTER, at a large gathering of dramatic authors, was

asked to explain what "unsucces d'estime" meant? when he laughingly
1

said,
"
Well, I will tell you, a Railway is le plus grand succes de steam

'

i

that I know, and what is still more strange, the author of this (/rand

succes was, not a Frenchman, but an Eaglishman. This success, like

too many of your successes, was
'

not taken from the French, but is

perfectly original. The Author's name, I have the honour of informing

you, gentlemen, is STEPHENSON !

" The company applauded MONSIEUE

FECHTER, as though they were at the theatre.

A QUESTION FOR THE HOESE GUAEDS. When Peace is concluded,

is War commenced ?
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STRIKE, BUT HEAR ME."-DON'T QUARREL WITH YOUR

BREAD AND BUTTER.
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JOHN PALMERSTON.
AIR" John Ilighlandman."

AN Irish Lord my JOHN was bora,
Both Dulness and Dona he held in scorn,
But he stood for Cambridge at twenty-one,

My gallant, gay, JOHN PALMERSTON !

Sing hey, my brisk JOHN PALMERSTON !

Sing ho, my blithe JOHN PALMERSION !

Let Tory and Radical own they 've none
To compare with my jaunty JOHN PALMERSTON.

Thanks to tact and temper, and taste for the trade,

For twenty years in office he stayed,
Let who would be Premier, it seemed all one,
So his Sec.-at-War was JOHN PALMBRSTON.

Sing hey, &o.

There he did his work, for chief after chief,

Till the Tory party it came to grief;
And the Treasury Bench when the Whigs they won,!
Who was Foreign Sec. but JOHN PALKERSTON !

Sing hey, &c.

Since then years thirty and one he 's seen,
But no mark they 've left on this evergreen ;

Still the first in his place when Debate's begun,
And the last to leave it is PALKERSTON.

Sing hey, &c.

With his hat o'er his eyes, and his nose in the air,

So jaunty, and genial, and debonair
Talk at him to him against him none
Can take a rise out of PALMERSTON.

Sing hey, &c.

And suppose his parish register say
He 's seventy-seven, if he 'a a day ;

What, 's that, if you 're still all fire and fun,
Like METHUSELAH, or JOHN PALMERSTON P

Sing hey, &c.

How to marshal a House of Commons' fight,
How to punish DIZZY, or counter BRIGHT,
How Deputations ought to be done,
Who can teach so well as JOHN PALMERSTON ?

Sing hey, &c.

Agricultural meetings he holds by the ears,

Through their facings puts Hampshire Volunteers,
Or with UOTV CLIFFE takes up the glores for fan,
This elderly evergreen, PALMERSTON.

Sing hey, &c.

He '11 resist the gale, or he '11 bow to the storm-
He '11 patronise BRIGHT, or he'll chaff Reform,
Make a Shaft'sbury Bishop, or poke his fun
At original sin, will JOHN PALMBRSTON.

Sing hey, &c.

Of the Cinque-Ports Warden he's made at last,

And fears of invasion aside are cast :

There 's never a Mounseer son of a gun
Can come over you. my JOHN PALMERSTON

Sing hey, &c.

Since the days of the Patriarchs ne'er was seen
A head so grey with a heart so green ;

And when, if ever, his day is done.
There'll be tears from Punch for JOHN PALMERSTON,

Sing hey, &c.

Am I not a Man and a Brother, Jonathan ?

WE see there has been a book published called The Republic of Fool*.

For fear there should be any misapprehension on the other side of the

water, we beg most distinctly to state, that the work in question does
not bear the remotest allusion to America, notwithstanding the very
great fools that our cousins in that mighty Republic have been lately

making of themselves in falling out and quarrelling, when, as their

very name tells them, all the States should be United.

THE POLICEMAN'S BEAT By the Volunteers. They have not the

slightest chance against them. The poor fellows are getting quite
thin.

A CRINOLINE HOSPITAL WANTED.
ulere Orinolimi, Mils ? Here is another sample ol

the dangers you incur by it :

" AHOT IOEVT. ToitenUy morning, aa a lady waa endoavonr-
mg to enter an omnibus In t

I, which had atopped at her request, the
fold* of her voluminous draaa were caught by the wheel of a paailng cab, and ahe
was carried a couaiderablo dtatauoe by the vehicle before aha could be extricated
from her periloua position. On being conveyed to a nirgeon'a it waa aaeartalued
that the poor lady bad received a fracture of her leg la addition to aereral amre
coutuaioua. and ahe wu conveyed to her homo in a moat pitiable condition

"

Among the many schemes suggested for the outlet of benevolence,
we wonder nobody has set on foot a hospital for patients who have
been either maimed or burnt through the wearing of wide petticoats.
So largely have the accidents from this cause of late increased, that
were a Crinoline Wing added to Guy's or St. Bartholomew's it would
not long suffice to meet the exigencies of the case. Scarcely a day
passes without our hearing of some score or two of mishaps that have
occurred through this fruitful source of accident, and we think it is

high time that special steps be taken to provide the sufferers with
adequate relief. Litters should be kept at all the crowded crossings,
to be ready .to convey the patients to the hospital, which should oe
erected in some central spot ;

and for the relief of the severer cases
there should be reception rooms provided in each thoroughfare, where
sufferers might be sheltered and receive the care they need. Whether
fire-escapes could be provided for ladies who catch fire through their

amplitude of dress, is a point which MR. BRAIDWOOD perhaps may
ascertain

; but we should certainly advise there being plenty of lint and
flour and other remedies for burns .kept at hand in every drawing-
room where Crinoline is tolerated, so as to afford relief until the

surgeon can arrive.

Were we inclined to make a classical comparison, we might liken
the entangling folds of a wide dress to the deadly serpent's folds
wherewith Laocooa was strangled, or compare them for combustion to

the shirt of Nessus. But as we hope that what we write will be read
as much by ladies as by schoolboys and M.P.'s, we will not let put the

quotations which we have at our pen's tip. Suicide by Crinoline has
been quite long enough a fashionable failing, and we think it is high
time that there should be an end to it. Ridicule apparently has failed

to give much check, and it must now be seen what frightening may do
for us. If Lovely Woman is not to be laughed out of her folly,

perhaps it may be found that she can be made nervous through it ; and
when once her nerves are touched she will submit to what is asked of
her. Were wide dresses marked "Dangeron!" as they hang up in

the shops, ladies might in some measure be deterred from buying them :

and their fears might very likely with advantage be enhanced, were
statistics to be published in big print in the newspapers, showing the

average of persons who are daily lamed or burned through their ampli-
tude of skirt.

THE EASY HAIRCUTTING AND SHAVING SHOP.
' A FINE opening into a famous business offers itself to any mode-
rately enterprising hair-dresser who will only take a very little trouble
to supply a want which is felt by every man, except perhaps men who
are entirely bald, and not altogether except even them. In spite of all

that has been said against a species of solicitation which constitutes one
of the greatest nuisances of common life, hairdressers^assistants still

persevere in bothering their patients, the customers of
tjlfeir employers,

with recommendations of grease and wash of various kinds wherewith
to bathe or anoint the hair. If a man has no hair at all they will

perhaps have the insolence to urge him to try something warranted to

reproduce it. If you tell them tbat you never use any unctuous appli-

cation, and are simply in the habit of washing your head every morning,
and they see. in fact, that you are not accustomed to smear it with
odoriferous filth, then they will plague you with suggestions of some
specific for shaving, and will not tale no for an answer, and be

quiet
when you assure them that yon are satisfied with Castile soap. Thus
has one been brought absolutely to dread entering a shop to get one's

hair cut, and is induced to think not only of joining the moustache and
beard movement, but also of letting the hair of one's head grow. The
importunities of these men are extremely irritating. You are pestered
with entreaties to purchase things which you not only don't want, but

which, if you buy them, you will have to carry away. Can this be
worth their while or that of their masters P Is any man ever persuaded
to stuff jars and bottles into his pockets P

Let anybody setting up as a hairdresser advertise his shop as one in

which all articles necessary to the toilet may be obtained, but all

requests to take them are strictly forbidden. He has only to spend a

little money in putting announcements in the papers, and getting hand-
bills printed to notify extensively enough that he intends to practise

hairdressing without humbug, and shaving divested of barbarism,

renouncing the barbarous dodge of attempting to force sales of fluids

and pomatums. If, in addition to shaving and hairdressing, he wishes
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to sell creams and 'extracts, he can content himself with sticking puffs of iho&e

articles, illuminated, framed, and glazed, all over the walls of the rooms in which

his business is conducted, and which will soon be largely frequented by a numerous

class of persons who would gladly go miles out of their way to get their hair cut in

peace and quietness, without being worried. Whosoever will drive a roaring trade

in the hairdressing and shaving line, he has nothing to do more than observe the

above directions ;
and set up his pole in any decent neighbourhood wherein it will

assuredly take root and flourish.

THE GREAT DIVORCE (NOW DUE).

DAYS of Divorce are these : SIR C.RESSWELL CRESSWELL
yEacus, Minos, Rhadamanth m one

Sits, saying sternly, to all wedded sinners,
'

"
Divide !

"
and it is done !

Spite of both Rome and Oxfoid BO\VYER'S bowlings,
And SAMUEL'S struggles, sly and saponaceous,

JOHN BULL'S coarse common-sense has given the lie

To Theologues pugnacious-

And said that marriage is a mutual compact
With two parts, whereof either rudely broken,

Dissolves the other, though upon the banns

A priest have blessing spoken.

So come you down into the severing court,
You ill-matched ancient pair, whose wedlock's scandal,

Ages ago, to DANTE'S awful scorn

Gave a tremendous handle.

Come Roman Church and State pair foully linked,

Worse fate by CONSTANTINE and CHARLEMAGNE !

Prom Union which has wrought the curse of both,

Be separate again !

Poor Church which ere that fatal wedding rite,

Wert still a virgin holy, pure and true :

Poor State, that with a soldier's faults hadst then

A soldier's virtues too !

Now tainted each with other's special sins,

Church as State stupid, sensual, and self-seeking ;

State as Church cowardly, persecuting, proud, ;

Subtle and sneaking.

Come long enough the world has blushed or bled,

For crimes which from your union took their source

Let Rome that, sorrowing, saw your wedlock, see

Rejoicing, your divorce !

" Whom God hath joined let not man put asunder :

"

The word is good. Part not whom God unites :

But whom the Fiend has joined, God bless the hand

That, swift, asunder smites.

RIGHT ABOUT FACE ! When a man's countenance lights

up, is it probable (do you think, WISCOUNT VILLIAJIS ?)

that it is because he possesses Lantern Jaws ?

OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
" MY DEAR PUNCH,

" CERVANTES has scarcely depicted a more amusing episode
in Sancho Pawn's official life than when that humble hero, seated at

the dinner-table, is prevented from satisfying his appetite by the

officious zeal of his medical adviser. Dainty after dainty appears, but

the physician is inexorable, and dishes vanish, one by one, under his

potent wand. There are passages in my life when I have been forcibly

reminded of the scene. I allude to passages on the briny sea. The
feast is spread, the guests assembled, the Captain smiles and begins to

carve, when lo ! up rises Neptune with that awful trident, the table

lurches at his touch, and away we stagger to our cabins. Perhaps we
do not lose much by the interdiction. The viands on board the Baron

Nosey are not always of a first-rate description, and on the occasion

when we were bound for Porto Franco would certainly not have

tempted me under a favourable wind. I am not much given to the

pleasures of the table, even when the pleasures of the table are given to

me; but this I will say, that I prefer a hot dinner to a tepid one, and
as the latter was the condition in which the dishes were served, and a

strong atmospheric evidence of engine-room was now and then wafted
across the cabin after vaiuly wiuking at DEWBERRY, who was dividing
his attention very fairly between Miss EMILY SPICKS. (MAJOR SPICER'S

second daughter) and a pigeon pie, and failing to draw him off, I went
on deck to console myself with a weed.

"
There, as it happened, I came suddenly on a select party of three, ;

who were making a meagre pic-nic under the shelter of the paddle-box
an Englishman, his wife, and a sort of 'young person,' who, not

appearing precisely in the character of a companion or of a servant,
seemed to discharge the duties of both. As I walked forward, quite

innocently, to my surprise, there was a great confusion, and a sudden

making away with papers of sandwiches and hiding a suspicious j

looking bottle in the folds of an umbrella. The gentleman aforesaid,

who was making convulsive efforts to swallow a mouthful of ham, prfr-

tended to be earnestly engaged in contemplating the engine-room,
while his worthy lady suddenly became immersed in MURRAY'S Hand-

book, by which I have no doubt she must have been extremely edified,

seeing that it was, as I subsequently discovered, upside down.
"
Well, I puffed away in silence (being, of course, forbidden under

heavy penalties to speak to the man at the wheel), and was presently

joined by DICK, his fair charmer having left him in order to accom-

pany her Mamma, who had freely partaken of lobster salad, into the

ladies' cabin, as it was getting rather rough.

"DICK, on hearing of the pic-nic business, burst into a roar of

laughter. 'Don't you know who that is?" said he;
'

that 'sM TINSEL,
of Skifflint Hall, Ayrshire, and that 's his wife. They bring their own
lunch on board to save a few francs below; but tiiey always take

places in the saloon of a boat, for the sake of appearances. I knew
them in Paris, where they had swell apartments in the Faubourg St.

G., and dined on a leg of mutton all the week. Old M'T. is always
talking of the magnificent establishment which he left at SkiiHint

;
and

he may speak the truth for aught I know, as the place is let twelve
months in the year. They are pretty well off in the world, if they
would only live quietly; but as they will attempt to "astonish the

Browns," they are put to all sorts of mean little shifts at home.
Where did you say they stowed the bottle? Wait a bit. I must pay
my respects, you know." And here the deceitful wretch, under cover
of this object, went up to them, and a minute afterwards I saw him

offering his assistance to MRS. M'T., who was moving off laden with
the remains of the banquet.

' Oh ! thank you, MR. DEWBERRY, never

mind," said that lady, as DICK was politely taking the umbrella;
'Never mind I can at least ch, take care, please !

' And at this

juncture the umbrella fell wide open, and disclosed a black bottle, from
which issued (according to DICK) a strong odour of Jamaica rum.
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" '

It 's it 's only the the claret/ said Mas. M'T., getting very pink.
' You know the wine is so shockingly bad on board, and MORGAN can't

get on without his ahem Bordeaux.' And she put up such a piteous
mean little face that I couldn't help pitying her.

'To be sure an exeejlent plan,' said DICK, looking across to me.
And here M'T.

;
who had rclirrd from the scene, hoping to escape

notice, now, seeing the umbrella opened, and the murder out, came up
rather sulkily, and seizing the unfortunate gingham, they both went
below, looking very warm and uncomfortable." DICK and I had both secured sofas to sleep on at night, which, by
the way, are infinitely preferable to those rickety

shelves called berths.
Before retiring to rest, we were pacing the declc, talking of old East-
minster days and future prospects, when, whom should we come upon
hut Miss ARMSTRONG, the celebrated American painter (we used to

meet her at Mus. U'IMIOLB'S converzatione^yes, by Jove! Miss
ARMSTRONG reading CAKUYLE by the light of her cigarette. 'Hullo!
is that you ?

'
said I he damsel, with an extra puff, and nothing taken

aback. 'How d'yp do, EABL? Pleasant night, ain't itP' (puff).
Where are you off to ? (puff. puff). Home, L guess so am I. Lots
of work waiting for me (puff). The DOCK op MACKINTOSH will be
there this winter. Know him? Not a bad feller, / can tell you."
And after a few other rc.iiarks, the young lady went on with her book.

' Who the doose is that P
'
said DICK (who thinks he knows every-

one), as we walked away, and I told him. 'By Jove, she 's a clipper,
and will make her way in the world in spite ofher snub nose," said he,
and indeed I thought so too.

' We were up the next, morning early, to look at the sunrise, and I
who have not seen many, I am ashamed to say since I left school, was
delighted with the marvellous effect of colour. The sky was
"But stop. I am not going to be tempted into any descriptions of

scenery I know the fate of such in a hundred pages which I have
skipped in my novel-reading days. What, after all, is the good of

using hackneyed expressions and threadbare adjectives to describe in
crooked letters what the most skilful pencil can but suggest P So we
will stand out of the light, with your permission, and only uncover our
heads before the Majesty of Dawn."

The day passed away very pleasantly, and that rogue DICK had
been so judiciously attentive to MAMMA SPICER, that the old Major
(who is always grateful to anyone who will relieve guard in attendance
on his partner) shook him heartily by the hand as we approached
Porto Franco, and said

'

Happy to have made your acquaintance, MR.
DEWBERRY, hope we shall meet again in Rome. You may always
hear of me at Pellegrini's you know.

1

" DICK immediately took down the address in his pocket-book, and
looking pathetically at Miss EMILY, said he should certainly do him-
self the pleasure of

calling. I smiled to think how much such compli-
ments usually mean betwixt men, and recalled the time when I fondly
believed people would be glad to see me wheu they sajd so. A similar
invitation wlien 1 was a youngster induced me to visit a celebrated
R.A.'s studio

; and a pretty reception I got there. Well ! well ! thank
Heaven, all men are not alike. Let us give the honest Major the
benefit of the doubt, and wish MASTER DICK success of his siege in
the Eternal City."

It was already dusk, and we had got our small collection of traps
together, when a boat came alongside to take off all passengers for
Btfrto Franco. We jumped in with some fellow-travellers, and were
soon floating over the deep waters of the

Bay.
A Neapolitan merchant

vessel was moored off the quay, and the sailors were chaunting some
dreamy ditty at their work ; else, all was quiet. Two men, red-capped
and bronze-armed, punted our boat along.

' When the deuce are these buffers going to pull ?' said DICK.
' What on earth is the good of backing water all the way ?

'
For the

graduate was as yet unacquainted with the style of rowing prevalent in
this part of the world, and which at first sight naturally excited
indignation in one who had pulled bow in the University Eight.

"
Faithfully yours," JACK EASEL."

Impromptu (of c<ntne).

(Made at 5 mituittt to 11 P.M., in one's comfortable Library, aver a blaz'mg food trt, and
me of the very bat of //avannnta, and after imagining that me had Km in the lift

malt tht outline of a tpenmen of the mniculine gender in a Parwan Coritt /)

On ! love of dress, how vain its ways !

As shown in yonder Stupid Fop
We see full clearly where it slays;
But tell pray tell us where 'twill stop !

Wit in the Mess Boom.
"
WHY, I am sure," said a big-mouthed, braggadocious Captain,

after the second bottle, "at the capture of Delhi, that I must have
looted at least ay, at least a hagfull of diamonds.""

Ay, I see, a regular sack of carats," said a promising young
Ensign, who, before joining, had learnt to be witty by associating with
several stockbrokers.

MANSION HOUSE MARBLES.
AST among the
various purposes
subserved by the
civic General

Purposes Com-
mittee, is the

adornment of I he

Mansion House.
For this purpose,
liy order of the
Court of Com-
mon Council, I

lic.y

have within nine

yean ordered di-

vers sculptures
to be executed

by sundry artists.

Among these
works of art, all

in marble, is a
statue of SAB-

DAHAPALUS, I1OW

nearly completed.
They are to be
,

i laced in the

Egyptian Hall
;

where SARDAXA-
IALUS will liud

himself in every
way except no-

minally at home.
The image of the

Assyrian monarch and voluptuary will be a suitable ornament for that
hall which is consecrated to the orgies of the City King. It will be

considerably more in keeping with the character of the apartment in

question than that of a very different sovereign about to be placed
there ALFRED THE GREAT. Another neighbour of SAKDANAPALUS
is to be a statuette named DRYDEN'S Alexander's Feast. It is diffi-

cult to imagine how a statuette can b; made out of such a subject,
unless we suppose it to represent ALEXANDER in the act of feasting,
in which case it would certainly form a most suitable embellishment
of the Mansion House. But ALFRED will be quite out of place there,
and, if as yet only ordered, should by all means be countermanded for
a becoming substitute. As one that would harmonise completely
with the genius loci, and admirably match SARDASAPALDS acd
Alexander's Featl, we earnestly recommend the Human Emperor
VITELLITJS, wli9 was so excessively addicted to eating and drinking,
and thus, as his name would be said in the City to signify, Bitch a

beggar for wittles.

PALMERSTON AT HOME.

LORD PALMERSTON, on Maunday Thursday, delivered an At Home
before his Tiverton constituents in the shape of an Easter Entertain-
ment. The Decision of this performance was his Lordship's appoint-
ment to the Office of Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, which five

ports, however, the Right Hon. Viscount, to the satisfaction of his

hearers, showed to be little better than five empty bottles. The ob-

servations of the noble PREMIER related to affairs in general, and, as

usual, blended instruction with amusement, being heard with rapt
attention and

interrupted by roars of laughter. The latter were more

particularly elicited by the remarks which he made in answer to a

volley of absurd and vulgar abuse which was fired at him by a friend

of the people, whom he shut perfectly up, concluding with these

words :

"
I believe I have answered most of the questions put by

MR. ROWCLIFFE."

Digging for Medical Boots.

WHAT is hypocrite derived from P We are not classical enough to

say, and have no time to write to DEAN TRENCH, but we should say
that it came originally from HIPPOCRATES, and means one who is a

quack, who prescribes falsely, and deals in deleterious things. Such a

man is a hypocrite, as contradistinguished from a true disciule of

HIPPOCRATES, or one who is a genuine professor of the healing Truth.

AN IMPERIAL ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA would not mind KMSUTH'S striking

false notes, if they were not likely to create discord in Hungary.

THE SOUREST KIND OF ACID. The Ascetic Acid.
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FORCE OF HABIT.-(A TABLEAU FOR FAMILY PEOPLE ONLY.)

ADOLPHC?, GEORGE, AND LOUISA, ARE PLAYING IN KENSINGTON GARDENS TO THEM THE FAMILY DOCTOR UNEXPECTEDLY. A. AND
a G. AND L. GO THROUGH THE EXPRESSIVE PANTOMIME OF PUTTING OUT THEIR TONGUES AS A MATTER OF COURSE.

TO SPURGEON.
3 &crtumsttame.

A TRITON 'mong minnows 'mong small fry a Sturgeon,
Of the Sea of Dissent still be Bishop, O SPURGEON
May his tonsils and windpipe ne'er call for a surgeon,
Be tough as bull-leather, O lungs of my SPDRGEON !

While upwards shall shoot, and resplendent shall burgeon,
With rare flowers of speech, the renown of my SPURGEON.
In 'spounding and 'splaining still frothily surge on,
In the comic-coiiventicle-style dear to SPUBGEON.
Subscriptions to finish thy church may'st thou urge on,
To a thundering tune, irresistible SPUHGEON.
And long may the thousands transpontine converge on
The plate and the porch of my popular SPURGEON.
If Pride must have a fall, lightly still fall Pride's purge on
Tabernac'lar trustees, full of faith in their SPURGEON.
Be it long ere thine own chapel choir sing a dirge on
The decline of the drawing attractions of SPTTRGEON.
But as two of a trade can't agree, if you verge on
3fy domain. Punch must say, "One at once, my dear SPURGEON.
Prom his show-box the pulpit were Punch to emerge on,
Ask yourself how you 'd like it, my excellent SPUBGEON ?

"

Troops that Can Well be Spared.
TALK of recalling the troops from Home, we wish Louis NAPOLEON

would recall the troops of Frenchmen and Frenchwomen that infest

Regent Street in the day-time, and the purlieus of Leicester Square at

night! We do not think any person would throw the smallest
obstacle in the way of their leaving the country. One thing is certain,
that the safety, as well as the respectability, of that part of London
would be materially increased by their absence. We do wish the
EMPEROR would recall them.

PROPOSED DECORATION OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

IT is said that HER MAJESTY has been advised to do the House of
Lords the honour of creating SIR BENJAMIN BRODIE a Peer. So dis-

tinguished a representative of the medical profession among the Peers
would add much to their Lordships' intellectual dignity, of which at

present the most eminent examples are the law lords. But a profession
grounded on knowledge of the laws of nature is infinitely nobler than
one which merely demands acquaintance with the statutes and usages
of the realm, and the first surgeon in England is, as such, fitter to be
ennobled than the first lawyer ; that is to say, if the surgeon, who
should be a philosopher, cares about a title. Moreover, the medical

profession is infinitely more respectable than the legal ; for whereas
the former involves nothing that is morally dirty, the practice of the
latter largely consists in abetting extortion, defending scoundrels,
defeating the ends of justice, and, for these purposes, employing u

venal sophistry, and bullying witnesses with the intent of confusing
them and tricking their mouths into telling juries a lie. Than ail

which mercenary and fraudulent operations, lithotomy, amputation,
the taking up and tying of arteries, and all other proceedings tending
to the cure of disease, the salvation of life, and the relief of pain, even
bleeding and tooth-drawing, are infinitely more honourable. Therefore,
hey for LORD BRODIE !

Jigs for Gents.

A FELLOW actually advertises Yeherto* Waltzes. A Yelverton
waltz, we suppose, is a valse a deux dames. We have not even heard
these waltzes, and therefore are unable to say if the vileness of the
music corresponds to the offensiveness of their title. Of course we
have not seen them danced, because, to do that, we should have had
to mingle with the most awful of snobs, and descend into the most
horrible abysses of disgusting blackguardism.

THE RsruJtif OF THE PRODIGAL. Evil for Good.

m
ua-SroAi7pil 6, 1851.

" V b"r

;
P1 M-.""1

"I
Precinct of , ""I

1 ..' 19. ? K<1 Wt, R^enf. P.rk. bolk in th P.rt.h of St. P.ncrw, IB the County of Midcl
fnar., in the Citj of London, and Publi.heu by them at No. Si, Fleet. Street in the Ptriib of St. Bride, in th C t
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AT the Haymarket play-l)ill's liead

"TI1K MILLER AND HIS MEN" I

read,
A weight of years my mind off

Upon the instant seemed to fall,

I was again an urchin small

Forgotten, toils and rarrs and all,

I cried aloud,
" A cab po call,

I will revisit Grindoff!"

THE (1RTNDOPF OF OUR VOlTtT.

What joy, as on my way I rolled,
To live again youth's age of gold,
To tear life's bitter rind off;

To taste anew its kernel sweet
As once, when Fancy Hope would meet
Round FAIRBAIRN'S richly-coloured sheet,
AV itli cast of characters complete,
From Kelmur up to Grindoff!

I see them now ! The fair Claudine
Ravina too, the bandit queen,

With slow-match coil to wind off

Riber, Golotz, ferocious brutes !

In tabbed and buckled bandit-suits ;

Count Fribovrp, splendid in his boots,

Carl, and LotAair, who bravely shoots,
After humbugging, Grindoff.'

And, last not least, stood Grindoff there,
Disguised from treacherous heel' to hair,

Suspicion thus to blind off,

In Miller's coat, and beaver grey,

QRINDOFF REVISITED.

Though from beneath that mild array

Peeped forth the boots which seemed to.'say"
1'iatols and Plunder, arc the lay
Of the abandoned Grindoff!"

Those sheets of scenes too ! Wings and fliei

Cottage O.I', where k'elmar '

To talk a dog's leg (hind) off;
The boats to cross the lake with sacks
Rowers with practicable backs
The mill that works its sails, and clacki
TV interior scene of Carl's attacks
On robbers, rats, and flrin

The wood where Ribtr and ('

Deal dagger -thrusts and pistol-shots,
And lead LotAair, made blind, off;

The cavern underneath the mill,
Where bandits at their wicked will,

Dance and carouse and sleep and swill,
Wlnlc brave Lothair, with simple skill,

Gulls stern, but shallow Griml-

Once more, Lothair prepares the train
;

Once more with crime and jealous pain
Jiavina'i beauty's pined off;

Once more, dark Riber'
'

midnight .

Is stopped by Carl, in nick of tin

Once more, the hill the soldiers climb,
Once more the Mill blows up sublime,
Over the corpse of Grindoff !

Oh blissful past ! Oh happy day !

When thoughts of evening's coming play
I breakfasted and dined off:

Characters cut and marshalled fair,

Scenery and machinery square,
The dialogue got up with care,
The squibs to blow Ihe Mill in air,

After the fall of Qrindof!

Yes, I will be a boy again :

And with "THE MILLER AND HIS
MEN"

These forty years of mine doff;
The drama that so charmed the boy
Will charm e'en manhood's dull annoy,
And, though the gold have some alloy,
A golden hour I '11 still

enjoy,
With my old favourite Grindofff

Ah me ! It was an idle whim.
Life's coarse-grained crucible why skim
Kind memory's gold refined off !

Sink from small-caps my sanguine pen
I 've seen The Miller and hit Men ;

But no old glory gilds again,
The mill or cottage, wood, or glen-

Still less their tenant Grindoff!

Kclmar still pumps ! still rants LolAair

Claudine her beautiful back-hair

The ribbons still doth bind off.

Still Carl has his familiar jest ;

Siill />///
,urff sinks with sleep opprest;

Still JtU'r'i tHbl>ed blown up the rest
Of the vile gang of Grindoff/

But Grindoff of dear FAIHIIUJU' page !

TliHirro ol my tiny tage,
With face so grimly lined off!

In vain, in vain, 1 looked for liim

The belt with pistols garnished grim ;

And copper I/ mdthenm,
The yellow boots and hurkli- trim,
Tht glorified my

THl OHISDOrr or Tta** DtOBraUrm OATH.

So with them all, degenerate set !

I charge ye, one and all, go get
Costumes so ill-designed off!

Was ne'er a bandit there that wore
The jacket with its tabs of yore ;

The belt with buckle luge before,
The boots with ochre yellowed o'er,

That fit the band of

Alas, that e'er I dared the shock,
Of Fancy's bark on Fact's hard rock-
Took memory's eyes the blind off

How shall I win ye back again,

My "Twopence coloured, penny plain?
"

Who stabbed and shot, slew or were slain,

Or him who ruled your ruffian train,

My boyhood's awful Grindoff.'

SIRE,

HOHENZOLLERN'S PRAYER.

(To Hit Majesty the KING OP PRUSSIA.)

YOUR Majesty concludes his Royal reply to an address pre-
sented to him by the municipality of Berlin on the occasion of his

birthday, with the following most patriotic, virtuous, and religious

aspiration :

" May I succeed In keeping the storm which threatens Europe far from our

country, in order that we may undisturbedly promote our internal develop;
and devote all our powers thereto. May the Lord grant us His blessing and Ills

assistance for this purpose."

May your Majesty sincerely strive to do that which he breathes so
1

fervent a hope to succeed in doing. May your Majesty accordingly
forthwith abandon the aggression which he is attempting on the

dominions of his neighbour the KING OF DENMARK, and relinquish
his design of plundering that sovereign of Scbleswig and HoUtein.
For if your Majesty perseveres in that scheme of spoliation the con-

sequence will very probably be a European war, in which I shall

be obliged to take part against your Majesty. I shall be very

sorry to fight the father-in-law of my Princess; but international

justice must be maintained. It will never do for me to let France

alone go to the rescue of Denmark, tlirash your Majesty at another

Auerstadt, annex the left bank of the Rhine and perhaps abolish the

Prussian Monarchy. May your Majesty, therefore, succeed in pre-

venting the invasion of his kingdom by devoting his whole energies to

minding his own business ;
and may the assistance your Majesty

invokes be vouchsafed your Majesty to accomplish that laudable

endeavour.
I am, Sire, your Majesty's most Gracious bister-in-laws most

obedient and faithful subject and servant,

P.S. Your Majesty's professed intentions are excellent. May your

Majesty never tread the pavement winch is formed of those materials.

May it, then, please jour Majesty to desist from coveting and desiring

his neighbour's piovincea, and not to break the peace.

TOL. XL.
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Unflinching Conduct of Our A rtist (SSffi Middlesex) on the Field

of Wimbledon.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE STRIKE.

No person ever denied to Mr. Punch possession of perfect impar-
tiality ; and if any one ever had been such a goose as to deny it, Mr.
Punch would not have- cared. It is purely in the exercise of his own
sovereign will and pleasure that he prints the following extract from a
Dublin Pote, who has favoured him with a pamphlet on the subject of
Strikes. The elegance and eloquence of the composition do honour to the

author, MR. M'ANASPIE ; and though Mr. Punch may dissent from that
bard's teaching, it is aatisfactory to know the strongest arguments that
can be urged for quarrelling with one's bread and butter :

" A tradesman's first duty is to protect his trade.
From all encroachments lawless power has made ;

For it ia he that raises cities, towns, and sqxiares,
And almost every article that mankind wants find wears,
Empires aud kingdoms grow up at his command :

He fosters all that makes the noble mind expand ;

For by his incessant toil and inventive mind
We see thnso beauteous works by him designed.
He is the bone and sinew that adorns the state,
But has been badly treated by the self-called great.
The toiling millions working day and night,
Feed those detracting nabobs who usurped their right.
As the tradesman pandered to them one and all,
Which raised this jobbing crew to their own downfall,
Should now combine against these sordid knaves,
To get their rights, no longer now bo slaves ;

For Union is power, tyranny cannot defeat,
Self reliance and protection makes thorn and their country great."

Anyhow, the logic is better than ME. POTTER'S, and the poetry is

eminently calculated to scare the Detracting Nabobs against whom
the Pote launches his fulminations. Bravo, M'AuASriE.! It's your-
self that can hould the candle straight, sir.

Moonstruck Bells and Men.

THB Westminster bells have again been~striking all manner of hours.
Big Ben is cracked we know, and should think that must also be the
case with those other bells. They have struck with a wanton absurdity
almost equal to that which has distinguished the strike of the working
buuders.

LYING IN STATE: A Queen's Speech.

AWFUL CENSUS-WARNING.
THE following terrible instance of a rapid Nemesis, in the case of a

Census-return, speaks for itself, and only needs a wora of introduction.
A family that lived (Punch suppresses the exact locality, as strict care
should be taken that the returns are not used for the gratification of

curiosity) in Brompton,
in 1851, and that lives in that favoured

locality still, handed on Monday morning last the following return
to the elegant Enumerator who called for the Census paper :

Name and Surname.
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A MEDIUM.
Nursery-Maid (to horse, with great affection).

"
OH, YOU DARLING ! I AM BO JOND OF YOU !

'

MARBIAGE FOR THE MASSES.

CAN a man marry on 200 a yearP is a question which some little time ago was much
discussed. It would appear, from the subjoined newspaper paragraph, that marriage is

possible under circumstances considerably narrower than those of a couple whose annual
income amounts to 200 :

" GRATUITOUS MAnnuora. Tho REV. J. W. LAUOHUN, incumbent of St. Peter's, Great Saffron Hill, lately
announced that during Easter week marriages at that Church would be performed five of all charges, and
yesterday about twenty couples attended the Church for the purpose of being married on these terms, and
more, whoso banns have been published, will avail themselves of tno offer of the reverend gentleman within
the next few days. Most of tho parties appeared to be of the poorer classes residing in the densely-populated
and poverty-stricken neighbourhood of the ruins of the now street near Ilolborn llill, to whom tho usual

marriage fees have been a great obstacle to their getting married.";

Twenty couples in a church make a respectable congregation respectable that is in point
of magnitude ;

for of course Respectability in the social scale could never get married for

nothing. They were doubtless all united at once, and the spectacle of one half of a congre-

gation marrying the other half would have seemed
very extraordinary to persons moving in Society,
if Society had extended to Saffron Hill ana
looked in at St. Peter's. St. Peter of Saffron
Hill and St. George of Hanover Square may have
found some amusement in comparing notes on
the occasion. St. George probably in his own
church never saw so many couples married at a
time during the whole course of his beatitude.
He must have been very mucli struck with tin-

fact, that all those
persons were joined'together

in
\\o\y matrimony by the REV. J. \V. LAUI.IIUN

proprto llytueru so to speak, and off his own

prayer-book.
The Saint of Hanover Square hat

been accustomed to see it take two clergymen,
and often a bishop in addition to an eminent

parson, to marry one single couple of the superior
classes.

There was a time when the sight of so many
poor people contracting marriage in a crowd
would have suggested to a member of Society
the analogy of an equally wholesale hanging.
The latter destiny he would perhaps have been
inclined to foresee as the probable termination
of the career of most of those whom he beheld

devoting themselves to the former apparently
with the prospect of having to choose between
begging and stealing. Even now the idea of a
multitude contracting such imprudent marriages
as those in which future happiness is not se-

cured by proper settlements, will be regarded
in Tjburnia and Belgravia, and even in Blooms-
bury and Russell Square generally with horror.

Numerous marriages on so much less than 200
a year as the probable means of the twenty
couples above described as having been made
husbands and wives, are calculated to appal
overseers and other parochial authorities with
a
prospect of increased poors' rates, and politi-

cal economists may shake their heads at unions
which seem likely to result in the district Union.

Society has reason to call such marriages im-

provident,
but without them how would Society

be provided with servants, soldiers, and sailors ?

Society rests on the shoulders of those who
marry upon next to nothing, if not, as in the
cases above cited, in forma pauperu ; and Bel-

gravia and Tyburnia are sustained by the slums.

KEEP YOUR FIVE SHILLINGS !

So the Greeks propose to offer the Crown
of Greece (when OTHO has quite done with it)

to a son of the QOEBX OF ENGLAND ! PHINCS
ALTHED is the happy recipient of the com-
pliment ; bat his next brother might be a better

choice. Fancy KINO ARTHUR turning up again
on the Hill of Man, and Grecian minstrels

tuning up
" To peal proud ARTHUR'S much from fairy-land."

Upon calm consideration, however, LORD
PKOTICTOB PUNCH begs to decline the crown in

question, on the part of both his young friends,

or, to put it more civilly, to fix the coronation

for the Greek Kalends. Let the present King
mind his own business better. The French

neatly ask, What is the principal want of

Greece? and reply, even more neatly,
"
Cofon,

toie, fil, et latne." When stupid people don t

understand this, it is explained to them in

writing.
"
Qu'OUon toit Phil-Helle**." Let

him do this, and Greece need not be looking

about for a new dynasty. Anyhow, ilr. Punch

again declines the Greek Crown, which at pre-

sent does not appear to him to be worth quite

the Five Bob which vulgar jesters disgustingly

assert are to be found in the .English cart-wheeL

NEWS POR EXKTBR-HALL. TH expelled

Italian despots have all become Protestants.

A fact dear LORD S. They are all protesting

against the title of the KING OP ITALY.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
EAR PUNCH, I have often

heard it stated that the

Drama is declining, and that

as a rule the British nation

has ceased to take an in-

terest in theatrical amuse-
ments. The truth of this

assertion is convincingly
made manifest by the fact

that every theatre in London
is now open, and that at

two of the first houses (the

Adelphiand St. James's) the

bills remained unchanged
from Christmas untilEaster,

clearly showing that the

public had supported what
had pleased it. People

greedy after novelty may
like to be informed that the

fare is altered now ; for that

pleasant, piquant dish, En-

dymion, is removed, and for

a month the Colleen Sawn
has migrated to Dublin.
How it used to make me

,
shiver during the cold

11 weather to see daily side by
side with the first leader in

the Times, the stereotyped account of how, the dauntless MB. Bouci-
CATJLT was nightly taking his

'

tremendous'.header
'
in the lake : a feat

that, when the temperature was somewhere'below zero, demanded, one
would think, no ordinary coolness. No fewer than a hundred and

sixty-seven times did the intrepid Miles-na-Coppaleen take his daring

plunge, and come up nightly, covered with cold water and applause,
and judging by the unabated rush there was to: see him, the chances

are, 1 think, that when his Dublin trip is over, he will have to take in

London as many headers more.

"Meanwhile, his place is filled as is the. house by MR. WEBSTER,
who does a skilful bit of conjuring by changing himself into a Wizard
of the South, since it is from Paris that Magloire le Prestigiateur has

recently arrived. Those who may remember MR. WEBSTER in Bel-

phegor, need not be recommended to see him in Magloire, because,
without such commendation, they.are pretty sure to do so. I cannot

say the latter piece is equal to the.former, and it has the disadvantage
of the want of utter novelty, although it clearly cannot be regarded as

a copy. But, as French pieces go, it is very well worth seeing ; and

tdoes
not ^eave a nasty flavour in one's mind, as, in spite of MR.

IGAN s admiraffie -. oot-i-M. the Isle of St. Tropez, I must acknowledge,
does. Physicking and poisoning -re- j^t. things to my taste, however
relished they may be by the palates of Parisian. I prefer the healthier

condiment of comedy and .farce, for my appetite is not so jaded and
used up as to require such stinging stimulants &i g gros sel and poisoned
pepper.

.Easter'would by some eyes scarce be looked u^
out the column in the papers headed 'EASTER -

The critics who at such times have to be ubiquitous tijad comparatively
quite an easy time of it this; year, for at three onlj-r of the theatres
were there new pieces to notice. I do not count tu,at at the Hay-
market there was the Miller and hisMen (which 1 hope next

t, week to make
myself a boy again by witnessing) ; because, you see, one. can't exactly
call this a new piece, albeit I think plays which are full ht^jf a century
old may be as welcome to the public as novelties much n ewer. It is

remarkable that there was only one burlesque produced
(
this Easter,

and this, I scarce need say, was at the Bandbox Theatre. V'Jhis house,
you are aware, is christened otherwise the Strand, and maj . more fitly
be called 'little' than the theatre in the Haymarket. -^if-ddin, you
will find, is quite up to the Strand mark, and the makeup Of nis

mother is alone well worth a visit. If MR. ROGERS be cort' ect Jn his
notions of costume, the ladies of our Court will find it hai'-d to keep
from giggling when the Embassy from China present their wives and
pigtails here.

" As usual, the burlesque is brimful of bad puns, and of the )se queer
twisted word-atringings which with some writers pass for jok es< Ah,
me ! one sighs in vain now for the neat wit of a PLAMCHJ .

( and the

really cultured taste and voice of a Miss HOBTON, which once were
blended in burlesques with such excellent effect. Miss H-Q&TON, in
her time, was the Queen of fairy songstresses, and in burlesqu,e reigned
facile princeps, as witness the Invisible and half-a-dozen other iprinces.
Was it from thinking of her, I wonder, that I thought of MRS. REED,
and went to see her once again in an Easter Entertainment F

>, x es>
there was the rich voice, mellowed and matured, but not yet robb> e(j by
Time of its brilliancy or sweetness ; and there was the same cai-e[u j

as Easter with-

and artistic personation, attention paid to byeplay, and skilful.touch and
finish. Better comedy than the Will scene has seldom won my smiles ;

and I scarce know which I enjoyed more, her bustling charity-huntress
or lazy novel-reading servant. But I own I could have wished to hear

her smg me one good solid song a bit of real'music, and not mere

jingle-jangle. This she is the only
'
Entertainer '{who can do; and not

many concert-singers, I think, can do it better.
"
I may pay another visit to the gallery ere long, and

say
the word of

praise that the two gentlemen deserve ; but with so gallant a man as

you are, Mr, Pimch, the maxim place aux dames of course must be

imperative. For the present, I may mention that MR. REED is show-

ing himself more and more an actor, while both his music and his

playing are the work of a musician. With regard to MR. PARRY, his

genius is really breaking out in a new place. I know of no one on the

stage who could have done his Major Popley better than he did, with

such gentlemanly bearing and artistic working out. The character is

slight, and the scene in other hands might have descended to broad

farce ; but MR. PARRT kept it free from stagy old conventionalism,
while infusing quite enough of humour to the part. As for his song of

Paterfamilias and his Children at a Pantomime, of course every pater-

familias will take his family to hear it. In this line, MR. PARRY
stands, as he stood ever, unapproachably alone ; and, snobbish as it

may be to pun upon a name
" None but himself can be his Parry-lei."

" The opera is not the drama, it is true ; but, as being the highest
form of entertainment on the stage, I surely now and then may be

allowed to notice it. So well mounted as Le Prophete is, it must have

a good run ; and to judge by how the house was filled the other night,

I think the public take advantage of the treat that is provided them.

To say the band is as nearly perfect as can be, is but another way of

saying that MR. COSTA is conductor; and though I still retain a

memory of MARIO and GARCIA, I have little to find fault with in

TAMBERLIK and CZILLAO.
"ONE WBO PAYS."

MODERN CIVILISATION.

Am" The Vicar of Bray."

His Holiness the POPE o* ROMH
Has launched an Allocution

At Reform abroad and Reform at home,
Which he calls Revolution ;

He heaps abuse, pronounces blame,
And deals out condemnation

Direct, without reserve, by name,
On Modern Civilisation.

For other times the Pontiff sighs,
And groans for other ages,

While he scolds, and screams, and shrieks, and cries,

And roars, and raves, and rages,
For the palmy days of Interdict,
And Excommunication,

All which have been to limbo lucked

By Modern Civilisation.

'Tis likely Rome will grow too hot
To hold the Holy Father :

He '11 have to seek some other spot
To rule and govern, rather.

Jerusalem some folks suggest ;

And that 's a situation

Where he would not be much distrest

By Modern Civilisation.

'Twere better' if to Jericho

He went, with all his head men,
Or his Cardinals and he might go
Among the Indian Red Men ;

The POPE and Conclave would amaze
The native population ;

Let them fly to the far Ojibbeways,
From Modern Civilisation.

Prince Murat's Pippin.

I mpdestly proposing himself for King of Naples, PRINCE MURAT
may think he has thrown the apple of discord amongst the Italian

people. Let him not flatter himself. His apple is but a rotten apple
at best. All things are not apples that call themselves so. The
missile has fallen short. The ball may be at the thrower's foot, and

he will most probably put his foot in it.
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PAPAL ALLOCUTION.-SNUFFING OUT MODERN CIVILISATION.



" RETIRING." Voi-rxTEEB CAPTAIN (very sensibly). "Keep your drttsing, by your right, aa well as you ca

._.
,

BULKY PENNY.A-toEB.
" 0r that Jlill t-Oh, I Ocuayl-m IroMe you ,-Why can'ti

mat do they care about the Public comfort ?such a broihntj hot day,

'
'' *"* 7 1""l< "

RECOLLECTIONS OF EASTER MONDAY AT BRIGHTON.
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" He must go, too, with Out other Boys. Jihsa his Old Heart/"

POT AND KETTLE.

Being tt Sheffield lesson as to the way a Constituency thould treat ill

Member, and a Member should treat his Constituent!.

DRAMATIS rausosj*.

MR. BOEBUOK. A HOB.

Enter to the Mob, MR. ROEBUCK.
Mob. Yah! Bah! Whoo! Off! Austrian! Humbug! Tyrant.

Yah! Bah! Whoo! Off!
Mr. Roebuck. Hold that blackguard noise !

Mob. Bah! Yah! Whoo! Off! Shame!
Mr. R. You are a set of illogical jackasses, and I shall stand here

until you have done that howling.
Mob. Bah ! Yah ! Whoo ! Pot Square !

Mr. R. Shan't go to Pot Square.
Mob. Then you '11 go to pot !

Mr. R. Who cares for you, d' ye think P

Mob. Who sat in gilded saloons P

Mr. R. No dirty wretches like you.
Mob. Who sold himself to Austria P

Mr. R. Not you, for nobody would buy you.
Molt. Who 's a rat, a rat, a rat, a rat P Bah !

Mr. R. I'm not a rat, you fools, I'm a terrier dog, and my name's
Tear 'em.

Mob. Who won't tear anybody now, because he 's had a sopP
Mr. R. You tell a great lie, and I '11 prove it to you.
Mob. Yah! Bah! Whoo!
Mr. R. What "s the good of bellowing like beasts no, I do the

beasts wrong ; they never bellow without cause. Listen to me, and

comprehend if you can.

Mob. Pot Square. ,.

Mr. R. Shan't go to' Pot Square.
Mob. Yah! Bah! Whoo!
Mr. R. Now, I tell you what it is. I am determined to be heard,

and I shall stand here until you have bawled yourselves hoarse, and
then I shall hammer some sense into your block-heads. I went to
Austria
Mob. Yah!!Bah! Whoo!
Mr. R. Bah-whoo, indeed. Every one[of you is a Ya-hoo.
Mob. And you 're a Lilliputian.
Mr. R. That 's a better retort than I expected from such everlasting

asses. Grin yourselves into good humour, and hear me. I went to

Austria, and I certainly did go into a gilded saloon.
Mob. And some of the gilding got into your pocket.
Mr. R. You must be utter idiots. I am a poor man, and I hope

always to be a poor man, and certainly I came back no richer from
"Vienna.

Mob. More fool you.

Mr. R. That's your low, vulgar, coarse, mean, cowardly, crawling
way of looking at things. As for what 1 said in the House of

Commons in favour of Austria, 1 stand b>- it
;
but only such pigs as

you could misunderstand it. or think that I advocated tyranny. I'm
ashamed of representing such benighted rhinoceroses,

(iive up your seat!

Mr. li. 1 'Jl bee you somewhere first, and then I won't.
.I/'-//. Yah! Bah! Whoo!
Mr. R. That 's right. Go it, my boys. Show how Ct you are for

the suffrage, and how liberal you are in listening to the views of others.

Any man who thinks 1 am wrong on this question, is a numskull,
whom it were gross tlattery to call a booby.
Mob. GAKIBAUI for ever !

Mr. R. bo 1 say, you muffs, for he is a brave and great man, and
equal to WASHIKOTOM.
Mub. Who's WAsnufGTOB P

Mr. R. Yes, you know a deal about WASHINGTON, and washing-tub,
too, to look at you, 1 don't think. But justice is justice, and law is

law, as I dare say a good many of you have had disagreeable reason
to know.
Mob. We shouldn't have you for counsel.
Mr. R. I wouldn't be hired by you. 1 '11 serve you for nothing, but

I'd spit at your money. Nos do you understand, because I'm not
"ing to stand blowing you up all night P My dinner's ready at the

tel, and I 'm not going to keep ladies waiting for all the bellowing
bulls of Bashan that ever bawled. Do you comprehend that I am just
the same that I always was, and that in finding fault with me you
have only displayed your miserable ignorance P
Mot. Yahf Bah! Whoo!
Mr.R. Anyhow, if you don't it's your own fault. If you don't

listen, and believe that I know better about politics than you, what
the deuce do you mean by electing me? Answer me that. It's down-

right impertinence to call a man your member, and then bring him all

this way to reply to ridiculous questions and more ridiculous howls.
I've a precious good mind to fling you all over.
Mub. Give up your seat !

Mr. R. Shan't, for your telling.
Mob. What 's your name P

Mr. R. Tear 'em, 1 tell you, you fools. What is my name P Tear
'em and tame; ask me again, and I'll tell you the same. There's
some rhyme for you, as you can't understand reason.

Mot>.\*k\ Bah! Whoo!
[The arguments icere not concluded when our reporter cam* owajf.

MUSICAL MARAUDERS.
"
WHISTLE, and I'll come to! you, my. lad!" appears to' be the

maxim with some of the police ; for at Bow Street the other morning a

gentleman was charged with the offence of having whistled in toe

public streets, and was fined twenty shillings for disturbance of the

peace. In passing sentence the worthy Magistrate remarked :

" It could not be.tolerated that the inhabitant* of a quiet neighbourhood should
be disturbed late at night by penona who had a peculiar gift or making a particu-
larly diaagreeable uoue."

We.hope .this legal maximUwilT.be. actedion nexiiChristmas' time,
and in full .force carried out against.those nuisances the Waits, who
yearly

" make night hideous
"
with their bellowings and blarings, just

as would-be-quiet people are falling into their first sleep. Aa persons
who are gifted with a most

"
peculiar gift of making a particularly

disagreeable noise," they clearly can no longer be "tolerated" among
us, if Ma. HBNKY'S dictum be impartially enforced. Spouting clubs

are fond of arguing that there is one law 1'or the rich and another for

the poor ; and this would seem to be the case if gentlemen are fined

for making ugly noises, while pot-house-haunting flute-blowers may
squeal their worst, scot-free. If there be equity in law, a penalty or

prison must await the Waits ; and the sentence lately passed at the

police-office in Bow-street must be visited on all those musical

marauders who infest the town in bauds at the dead hours -f the

night, and rob us of our comfort if they cannot of our cash.

Don't Believe it was Ever Said.

THBATKICAL anecdotes are generally very stupid so are most other

anecdotes and one hates to see a Party getting into his anecdotage.

What is the good, for instance, of telling this story. An actress who
is a very great favourite with the gallery, was being complimented i

the green-room upon the blackness of her hair.
"

VV by, it s

she replied, with the amiable frankness of the true artist,

repeated the other speaker.
"
why, favourite as you are, yon arc ^t

yet five-and-twenty."
"
No," said the lady,

"
but you know

" Whom the Gods IOTB, dye young."
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Duffles, of Our Company, finds Hie, Haversack males all the difference in

getting into a Cab.

THE SCHOOLMISTRESS ABROAD-RATHER ?

WE have heard that by certain ultra-fashionable people to write a

good hand is thought a vulgar accomplishment, only fit for lawyers'
clerks and aw that sort of persons. Perhaps, if this be so, it may
be thought no less outre to write intelligible English ;

and bad grammar
may be viewed as a sure sign of good breeding. Upon no other

assumption can we account for the bad writing in the following adver-

tisement, which was placed on Easter Tuesday before the elegant
subscribers to the Morning Post:

IP
a Nice Lady, of High Family, having a House too large for herself,

and wishing for tho occasional society of another, would LET a Pretty SITTING-
ROOM and ONE BED-BOOM (or Two), to a Young Lady. A sunny aspect desired,
and the room, if not large, must be lofty. Must bo iu the beat neighbourhood,
either of Grosvenor or Belgrave Squares, or Kensington. The rooms need only be
half furnished. Best references given and required. Address (strictly in accord-
ance with the above)

"
Arno," Post Office, Chapol Street, Belgravo Square (to bo

called for).

To scholars who are studying the art of composition, the first sentence
in this extract is a valuable specimen of the figure which by schoolmen
is termed aposiope&it. Aposiopesis is a terribly hard word, but ladies
who have husbands, brothers, lovers, or other masculine attendants,
may without much difficulty find out what it means. To those who
are not blessed with any male companionship, we may say that what is

known as aposiopesis is something like a skein of silk or worsted,
where you cannot find an end, and sentences so formed are quite as

troubling to unravel.
But passing by the fact that this first sentence, like the Nelson

column, stands unfinished, there are many other puzzles which perplex
us in the text, and which, we think, the writer ought clearly to explain,
before she can expect a fair reply to her advertisement. In the first

place, she should mention what she means by "nice," for this is an
extremely doubtful sort of epithet, and may be misconstrued and
received in a wrong sense. A lady with inked fingers, shaved fore-

head, and male voice might by some people perhaps be deemed a
"nice" acquaintance ; and the need of explanation is the more acutely
felt, since the converse of the adjective is so completely inadmissible,
for it is obvious that no lady could be spoken of as nasty. Then,
again, Miss Advertiser, pray what is your meaning when you speak
of a

"
high family ?

" flow high do you wish the family to be P And
do you use the term' in reference to the stature of the family, or in

allusion to its altitude in what is called the
"
Social Scale ?

"
l3o you

require that its male members should stand six feet in their stockings f

or will it content you to know they are looked up to in a moral point
of view?

But, supposing that the question as to altitude be settled, there next
presents itself the even more perplexing interrogative How on earth
can a nice lady, having a house too large for herself, wish "for the
occasional society of another f

" We have heard that walls have ears,
and in this spirit-rapping age they may possibly have tongues. Still

we can't think bricks and mortar can be pleasant things to talk to, and

we doubt if any medium could extract much infprmation from them-
And as for any lady having any wish for the society of a house while
there are so many

"
bricks

"
of fellows she can talk to, the thought is

as ridiculous as the style of this advertisement : which must have been
inserted merely as a joke, and with the view, no doubt, to gain
admission to our columns.

A NEW MISERERE

(For this year's Easter service at the POPE'S Chapel),

THE tottering state of Peter's chair,
Its shaky legs, its cushions bare,
All stuffed with thorns for soft horsehair,

Miserere !

And the old man that filleth it,

Upon French bayonets forced to sit,

(Galling predicament, admit),
Miserere!

The triple crown, now crushed and flat,

As e'er the shockingest bad hat,
Since Piedmont on it rudely sat,

Miserere !

The great Cross-Keys that sign which showed
The oldest house upon the road,
Now desolation's drear abode,

Miserere !

St. Peter's bark, before the blast,

Upon a lee-shore driving fast,

With leaky sides, and splintered mast,
Miserere !

The Captain of that storm-beat craft,

Helplessly running fore and aft,

No chart no compass life-buoy, raft

Miserere !

St. Peter's Patrimony fair,

Where once the Church had pickings rare,
Now reft from apostolic care,

Miserere !

St. Peter's sheep whose fat increase,
Was ours, both mutton, wool, and grease ',

Turned out for heretics to fleece,

Miserere !

Their shepherd, to the wolves a prey,
(Some in sheep's clothing, sad to say,
And others who their fangs display)

Miserere !

The cardinals, in fear intense,
Mustered for their red hats' defence,

'

Cut down from Peter's Pounds and Pence,
Miserere !

The friars, black, blue, brown, and grey,
Who slept pure cloister-lives away,
Now rudely driven to work, not pray,

Miserere !

Poor bats, broad daylight made to bear,
Poor moles, dug out to upper air,

Poor owls, from ruins forced to fare,

Miserere !

Our ancient wind-bags, pricked by doubt
Our reverend shams, turned inside out
Our pious frauds, sin's impious flout

Miserere !

Austrian hopes now down at zero
Grand-Dukes beloved by every Nero
KING BOMBALINO youthful hero

Miserere !

And lastly BOWYER (noble chief)
Who dares to hold the Papal brief,

'Gainst JOHN BULL (cursed be his^beef ),

Miserere !

A Question for the Homceopathists.
LIKE curelh like, say HAHNEMANN'S disciples. Well, granted this

ie so, who will tell us, whether an attack of the jaundice may not be
ured by a small mouthful ofpale de foie ffras, which everybody knows

is made of diseased liver f
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Mamma. "DEAR! DEAR! DEAR ! WUAT A PITY IT is TOU CAN'T AGRBE!"
Small Soy. "WELL, MAMMA, WE SHOULD AGHEB, ONLY SHE'S so UNKIND! SHE

WON'T BE A PlO, AND LET ME DRIVE HER ABOUT BY THE LEQ !

"

LOSS AND GAIN.'

OUR bodies, worn with constant toil,

Repair of substance lost require ;

Tin y are as lamps, and food's like oil,
Demanded to maintain Life's fire.

Not only does this mortal frame
To friction yield from day to day.

But ah ! our garments do the same ;

The clothes we purchase wear away !

With victuals we supply the waste
Our systems daily undergo.

We eat and drink
; the sense of taste

Requites the cost of doing so.

Alas ! from dress no pleasure flows

Compared to what the palate feels ;

And whilst expense attends new clothes,
We don't enjoy them like our meals.

PORCBLLUS
Epicvntt' Sty, April, 1861.

Essaying and Reviewing.

THE most successful combination 'of Essays and Re-
views was produced on Easter Monday at Wimbledon and
Brighton. The Essays of the Volunteers were thoroughly
Reviewed, and the spirit they evinced was pronounced by
the best judges as quite orthodox and proper. The volun-

tary system was put fairly to the test, and from the credit
that was given it, there was no dissenting. On the whole,
it was pronounced that these Essays and Reviews were
the best that have as yet been issued from the press the

press, that is to say, of the public who attended them.

CURIOUS AND CHARACTERISTIC.

THE (last words ever written by LORD MACAULAY, as

may be verified by reference to the Fifth Volume of his

Htttory of England, are :

"
canvassed actively on the Whig

sidel"

MOTTO FOR THE LAW AMEKDMRST SOCHTT. Polnmi
legtt Axfflite muiari.

THE POPE AT BAY.

THE POPE has drawn what he may call the Sword of Peter, and
thrown away the scabbard. His Holiness stands at bay with his back
to the Infallible Church and his face to the foe, which is Contempo-
rary or Modern Civilisation. With this enemy he openly declares war,
and proclaims his easts belli in uncompromising and unmistakeable
terms.

"
It

"
modern civilisation

"
favours non-Catholic religions."

It "opens access to public offices, even to infidels." It "throws
Catholic schools open to their children." And further, as his Allo-
cution stands translated in the Tablet, thus saith the POPE :

la the least the bounds of moderation,works, while if these appear to transgre
punishes them with the last severity."

" What a whopper !

"
as the schoolboys say will be the exclama-

tion of many on reading the above statement, not considering how
completely it is justified by notorious facts. Everybody knows how
LORD PALMEHSTON'S Government,, inspired by modern civilisation,
has prosecuted DR. M'HALE and DR. CULLEN for publishing excellent
WOIKS which did in the least possible degree transgress the bounds of

moderation, and that those two ornaments of the Irish Roman Catholic

episcopacy have been heavily fined, and are now undergoing a sentence
of imprisonment. Equally notorious is the fact that the BISHOP OP
ORLEANS and bis brother of POITIERS are in chains ; their offence

having simply consisted in rather too free a protest against the

foreign policy of the Imperial Government; whilst M. VEUILLOT,
late Editor of the Univers, is dying at Cayenne, whither he was
deported for the use of somewhat incautious language in defending
the papacy.
The courage evinced by his Holiness in candidly complaining that

modern civilisation favours non-Catholic religions, and opens access of

public offices even to infidels, is really respectable. He boldly
denounces modern civilisation as being opposed to bigotry and intole-

rance, and as asserting civil and religions liberty. This is open and
above-board anyhow. Bat why does Heaven's Vicar object to modern
civilisation for throwing Catholic schools open to the children of

infidels P If the infidels choose to send their children to Catholic

schools, one would think that the Pori should be very glad of the

opportunity thus offered to Catholic teachers of making converts.

Infidel schoolmasters probably would not object to receive as many
children of Catholic parents as those parents might choose to confide

to them for instruction. If the Holy Father only flourished his

weapon as skilfully as be does manfully, be would do tremendous
execution upon his adversary ; but he bits right and left with blind

vehemence, and not only misses his blows, but loses his balance, and
throws himself head over heels. Popery cutting away at modern
civilisation would furnish a fine subject for an allegorical picture to be
executed for the adornment of a vacant space on the walls of the

interior of the Vatican, by a suitable artist, whom Pius could afford

to remunerate handsomely out of the Peter's pence, which are tossed

into the triple hat now going round. Or the POPE might be depicted

by the same ait ist cursing modern civilisation and blessing medieval
civilisation ; modern civilisation opening public offices to persons of

all religious opinions ; mediteval civilisation burning heretics alive.

A Foolish Remark.
" THE fight was a Do, and all Brighton 's in frowns,"

Said LORD JTBE to his friend CAPTAIN GRINHUM.
" When the battle commenced, folks were all on the Downs :

" And when it was over, all in "em."

A FAIR REMARK.

A MIDDLE-AGED young lady is so angry with the Government for

asking her how old she is, that she declares she thinks the Census
would have been more rightly known as the Incense-us.
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The Six-footers, Brighton.

THE PRICE OF A PARTRIDGE.

WE doubt whether the nation is sufficiently" aware what its' precious Game-Laws cost it'

Perhaps it may be helped in making; a rough guess by basing calculation on the following
account, which we copy from the Times of Wednesday in last week:

"THE POACHKR AND THE PARTRIDGE. A singular case, taken under a new Act of Parliament, was heard
before the South Shropshire magistrates, at Bridgenorth, on Saturday. FREDERICK PERRY, a notorious
poacher and a returned convict (who is at present undergoing a sentence of six months' imprisonment in

Shrewsbury gaol for a murderous assault on a gamekeeper at Kinlet Hall), was summoned for having on the
15th of January, at Claverly, killed a partridge, without naving taken out a licence. The name of the defend-
ant having been called three times at the court-house door, and he not answering, MR. BATTE, who appeared
to prosecute on behalf of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, said the case was taken under an Act passed
during the last Session of Parliament, and he believed was the first of the kiud that had come under its

operation. The Act in question empowered the Excise to prosecute any person who used a gun or any
other instrument for the pur|tose of taking game without tr.kiug out a licence, and the magistrates could
inflict a penalty of 20, but it could be mitigated one-fourth. The present defendant had long been a
scourge to the neighbourhood, and he (MR. BATTE) thought the magistrates should inflict the full

penalty. There was no term of imprisonment mentioned, so that if the defendant could not pay the
penalty, he would remain in prison during the pleasure of the Excise Commissioners. The case having
been proved, MR. WESTCOTT, supervisor of the Excise, deposed to delivering a copy of the information to
the Governor of Shrewsbury Gaol, and to afterwards serving the prisoner personally with a copy of the sum-
mons. The presiding magistrate inflicted the full penalty of 20 on the defendant, and said the Excise
might keep him in gaol as long as they liked."

Partridges, we know, were extremely dear last season, but we had no idea they would
become such costly birds as the case here cited proves them. Twenty pounds is a large
sum for the friends of a poor man to contrive to scrape together; and, as he may be kept in

prison until the fine be paid, there is no saying for how long a time he may be maintained out
of the pockets of his country. Even on gaol fare a man can hardly live for less than
Forty pounds a-year ;

and as the Excise Commissioners may keep a man in gaol as long
as ever they like, the pounds for keeping him may be increased to a good many times
forty. In fact from this case it would seem that the value of a partridge may be put at such
a sum as would purchase an annuity of Forty pounds per annum, determinable by death, or

by the payment of the penalty, or by the
"
pleasure

"
of the Excise to let the prisoner be

released.

Well, the moral of this is, as we are very fond of shooting, that we 'should try to kill next
season all the partridges we can ; for every bird we leave alive may make a man for life a
gaol-bird.

/; /Jin Band.

A Question for Dr. Taylor.
WHY is a man who has made his Will like a subtle poisoner?
Because he's a Test-hater (pronounced, cockney-wise, Testator.)

A FIBND IN HUMAN FORM suggests that, in these dajs of patent candles and much writing,
it would be well if some authors, instead of consuming the midnight oil, were to burn the
midnight composition.

ADVERTISED ABSURDITIES.
OP all the curiosities of advertising literature,

there are few more singular than those which
may be met with in the Era. When we say
that they are singular, we do not mean to use
the word in the sense which it assumes as the
antithesis to plural ; for these curiosities abound
in every number of the paper, and, if we wished
to give a sample, the embarrassment of riches
would puzzle us to know on which of them to
pounce. Mere, for instance, are a couple that
(with other names affixed to them) the other day
amused us, and it is really hard to say which of
the two is the more curious :

THEATRE ROYAL, BEERTOWN.
WANTED, immediately, a SCENE PAINTER

* (one who can act preferred) ; a Property Man, aud
to assist in bill delivering. Both must bo sober.

Address, , stating lowest terms.

ROYAL ALHAMBRA, BLANKTOWN.
WANTED, A VIOLONCELLO PLAYER,

to play a brass instrument, Bombardon preferred ;

or a good Trombone, to play in string aud brass. Address
as above, to Ma. GRANDCRASH, Leader.

The reflection which the former of these
singular advertisements appears to throw upon
the character of Property-Men and Scene-
Painters we trust is not borne out by their ordi-

nary habits. To require a sober character is a
temperate request, but we really should have
fancied that cela va sans dire, as we scarcely
can imagine that any person living could desire
to have a drunken one.
But still more are we perplexed by the purport

of the second of these curious advertisements.
To ask for a good violoncello player

"
to play

a brass instrument," appears to us, we own, the
very acme of absurdity ;

and we should as soon
have thought of hearing that a clergyman was
wanted to sing a comic song, or a one-legged
Chelsea pensioner to dance a hornpipe or caehuca.
The notion, too, that the performer is required
to be a "good" one on the violoncello, when he
is wanted for the bombardon or some other brass

instrument, really seems to our mind a refinement
of the folly. However perfect knowledge he
might have of the one instrument, it would
avail but little towards^acquaintance with the

other. One might play a merveille on the bones
or on the bagpipes, without having any know-

ledge of the trombone or the organ ; and to

require that a musician whom one wanted for

the bombardon should be able to play well on
the violoncello, appears to our mind as prepos-
terous as to elect a Member of Parliament for

having thrown a double summersault, or to

choose for the position of musketry instructor

an artist who was well up in the drawing of a

cork.

A " CANARD."

(From the Boulogne Gazette.)
" OUR pretty little town of Boulogne has been

invaded by crowds of English visitors. The
steamers on Saturday and Sunday last brought
each their hundreds of passengers, and the hotels

and boarding-houses were crammed to inconve-
nience. Dining-tables and sofas let at ten francs
a night, and chairs were readily occupied at two
francs each, the tenancy extending from 11 at

night until 7 in the morning. This friendly in-

vasion would have been less remarkable (as

Boulogne is the most delightful holiday place on
the face of the globe) had the visitors not been

exclusively ladies whom even fl&ttery could not
call very young.

' We stop the Press to explain the mystery.
The Census was taken in England on Monday,
the 8th of April, and Ten Thousand British

females were mean enough to evade it."

[Not true. Ed. of P.]
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"MAMMA! ISN'T MR. BLAXQUE A WVCKED MAX .'"

Mamma. "
WICKED, MY DEAR! No! WHAT MAKES YOU ASK srcn A QUESTION ?

"

.trili m: ''AVnv. iirr.u-sK, MAMMA, nr.Mt, WHEN HE COMES INTO Cnuncii, HE
DOESX'T SMELL HIS HAT AS OTHF.K PEOPLK DO !

"

PERSONAL POEMS,

i.

On ilift-iff up n Guy in thf Garden to frighltit atray

the Birdi.

I NEVER gave a coat away,
Or sold one with a view to thrift,

I wear my things so long, they say.
That none will have them at a gift.

And should T, for a market, go
And take my wardrobe to the Jews,

All Israel would decline the clo'

Which e'en poor clergymen refuse.

2^

On Eating my Dinnfr.

Happy the man with food content,
That is, who needs no condiment
Hut simple sauces, such as are

Salt, pepper, mustard, vinegar.

No indigest'on doth molest
Him daily, or disturb his rest ;

He leads a life exempt from bile,

And at the pangs of goat may smile.

Him puli's and advertising bills

Of HOLLOWAT'S and other Pills

Concern nut
;
he no physic lacks

And never can be duped by quacks.

Give me my chop or steak with beer

And 'taters, whilst I linger here,
And I shall never sigh or care

For turtle soup, and all that 'ere.

The Frailty of Proverbg.

We are told that, "Where there's a Will, there's a

Way;" but yon only just try to throw a Will into Chan-

cery, and if ever you find your Way out of it, we will

pronounce you to be one of the cleverest fellows alive,

such as BAKSUM would give any amount of money for, it

only for the purpose of exhibiting you. Just try it !

MAWWORMS IN A MILK-WALK.

THE Russians use lemon in their tea instead of milk, and we think

the ( i'asgow people had best learn to do the same, if they would take

that drink on Sunday without making wry faces at it. Anyhow, if

what we lately heard be acted on, the luxury of milk will soon no

longer be allowed them, unless they drink it stale and sour, in which
case we think lemon would certainly be preferable. At a meeting of

the dairymen, convened the other day in the Nelson Street Conventicle,
the following motion was proposed and unanimously passed :

11 That feeling convinced that it is the right and duty of all classes of the Com-
munity to observe as far as possible, the Sabbath rest, and to participate in its

bleiwings ami advantages, knowing besides that the present indiscriminate retail

trallic in Milk on the Sabbath day, prevents themselves and their servants from
en;i'vintr the aforesaid privileges, and leads to many more evils than the entire

i i >f the traffic, this meeting of the Fairymen of Glasgow resolve to petition
the Magistrates and Town Council of the City of Gla-gow to insert in the New
Police Bill a Clause prohibiting the sale u! milk i>n the Ni

This is all very right and proper, we feel sure, so far as the 'well-

1 the cowholders is concerned. If they think that the bare act

of selling milk upon the Sabbath will in anyway imperil their spiritual

welfare, of course one cannot blame them for retirins; from the trade.

Still, one cannot help inquiring How about the cows? and asking if

they '11 suffer much from not having been milked.
To make their step complete, we really think these pious dairymen

should not. only shut up shop and stop their sale upon the Sabbnth,
hut should take measures to arrest the manufacture of the article,

which, in the present course of Nature, proceeds as well on Sundajs
as on any other day. A meeting of the cows should be immediately
convened, and an endeavour should be made to acquaint them with
what passed at the meeting of the donkeys to which we have referred.

Some calf of a cowkeeper may there perhaps explain that, with the
view to carry out the object of that meetinsr, the cows will not be fed

after milking time on Saturday, so that their lacteal manufacture may
be stopped. How the cows msy like this, we will not pretend to

say, nor how the Sabbath starving will be relished by the thousands

of small children in Glasgow, to whom milk may be considered a

necessity of life. Perhaps if the Society for Cruelty Prevention thinks

the cows will suffer, it will interfere ana take them from their keepers'
care on Sundays, and take upon itself the sins of feeding them and

milking them and distributing their milk.

It is of little use, we fear, to preach common sense to bigots, or to

reason with mere fools ; but we think it will be obvious to ordinary

minds, that so long as cows and children have an appetite on Sundays,
so long it will be natural and right that they should eat ;

and that

while cowkeepers do but assist the laws of Nature, they need not fear

they are infringing the laws of Nature's God.

PANSLA.VISM IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

THE Paris correspondent of a contemporary communicates the fol-

lowing piece of American intelligence :

" By the way, a strange report Is In circulation. It is raid that some Roman
Catholics of the"South have proposed to offer the Southern SUtee to FIUXCM TB
SECOND of Naples, with monarchical institutions."

This report is -probably what French slang calls a duck, and English

slang a sell and a shave. Charity would like to believe it, because, if

it were true, it would say something for the Christianity of t he Southern

States. Hitherto the Slaveowners have given no reply to the questions,

, Are you doing as you would be done by in keeping niggers like cattle,

and governing them with the cowhide? How would you like to be

slaves yourselves ? The Southerners would satisfactorily answer these

inquiries by choosing BOMBALINO for their sovereign.

A DAINTY DOG.

IN ShttF.eld there is a King Charles
Spaniel

that won't eat plum-
pudding, unless there 's brandy-sauce to it !

VOL. XL.
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VOLUNTEER
Mr. "

RECRUIT. '

fine erisning*T

CAPTAIN. "Haven't seen you at Drill for the last month or two,

Alt, well, M'Lord, I really think I must give you a turn one o' Oiese

EULE SLAVEOWNIA.
THE NATIONAL HYMN OP THE CONFEDERATED STATES.

(Music Copyright in America.)

WHEN first the South, to fury fanned,
Arose and broke the Union's chain,

This was the Charter, the Charter of the land,
And MR. DAVIS sang the strain :

Rule Slaveownia, Slaveownia rules, and raves"
Christians ever, ever, ever have had slaves."

The Northerns, not so blesb as thee,
At ABY LINCOLN'S foot may fall,

While thou shalt flourish, shalt flourish fierce aad free
Tlie whip, that makes the Nigger bawl.

Rule Slaveownia, Slaveownia rules, and raves"
Christians ever, ever, ever should have slaves."

Thon, dully savage, shalt despise
Each freeman's argument, or joke :

Each law that Congress, that Congress thought so wise,
Serves but to light thy pipes for smoke.

'Rule Slaveownia, Slaveownia rules, and raves"
Christians ever, ever, ever must have skives."

And Trade, that knows no God but gold,
Shall to thy pirate ports repair:

Blest land, where flesh where human flesh is sold,
And manly arms may flog that air.

Rule Slaveownia, Slaveownia rules, and raves"
Christians ever, ever, ever shall have slaves."

A Coloured Vocalist.

A FIRST Appearance was successfully made the other
day at the second concert of the Vocal Association by a
new tenor; one SIGNOR GAMBOGI. GAMBOGI is a name
very likely to find great favour with the British Public.
It is just that for JOHN BULL'S money ;

and we trust
that SIGNOR GAMBOGI will obtain the satisfaction of ex-

changing his notes for numerous yellowboys. Lucy Neal
was a "

yallar gal," and her song might be sung in cha-

racter, as her lover, with great applause, among CHRISTY'S
minstrels, by SIGXOR GAMBOGI.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
APRIL 8. Monday. Easter Holidays over, and the next thing to look

forward to is the Derby, in the betting on which a horse called
Dundee, the property of the honourable ,boy for the Falkirk district,

d top this day. However, we must do some work before we have
another Out, my boys, or we shan't have much to show when we gohome for the shooting. We must really buckle to. Duly three clear
months between us and August, think of that, and be cheerful the
time will soon be gone.
MR. DONCOMBB wanted SIR G. C. LEWIS to give him the name and

number of the policeman who got hold of the bank-note which was
being engraved for KOSSUTH, and THOMAS implied that the officer in
question ought to be discharged. SIB GEORGE had no intention of
giving up either the name or the man.
SIR RICHARD BETHELL has of course read the writings of his

eminent predecessor LORD BACON (whose character MR HIPWORTH
JJixoN has chivalrously sought to clear from the sentence that pronounced
that bacon streaky") and equally of course remembers his lordship's
term, Ihe V mtage. SIR RICUARD came to his Vintage to-night. His
toils were rewarded by his Bankruptcy Bill being read a Third Time
and passed. MR. VAKCE was the only speaker, and he declared that

would give general satisfaction to the mercantile community
which, considering the ethics of that community, is the severest thing
that has been said against the measure. Spero meliora. says Mr Punch
with classical elegance.
Then came on a longish debate in Committee on the Post Office

Saving! Bank Bill, which seems likely to be very useful. As for the
ordinary Savings' Bank, it seems constructed to keep people from
using it. Mr. Punch looked in at one the other day. It was open
only twice a week, and then for a short time, and there was a not
particularly civil beadle, or some such animal, and there was a crowd
of depositors or people who wanted to withdraw deposits, and they had
to wait a great while for their turns, and looked disagreeably at 'each
other, and pushed,' and the place was hot and uncomfortable, and

|

altogether Mr. Punch thought that only regular, determined, and patient
people were likely to make an habitual practice of attending with their

savings. Now, if a person can glide at any time, any day, into a
Money Order Office, and without fuss, delay, or official bullying, can
quietly drop the little bit of money as it were into a slit of the money-
box, the habit of saving will be fostered, and many thousands will be
able to buy their Punch, instead of only reading him at the window.
The Bill was read a Third Time.
The Bill for appropriating part of the Coal and Wine Dues to the

Embankment of the Thames was read a Second Time, but there was a
fight against it. Mr. Punch agrees with those who consider the dues
to be very unjust, but then life is a compromise, and if a stronger boy
than yourself takes away your money, and you cannot get it back, the
next best thing is to induce him to stand treat to you with your own
coin. We shall not be able to wrench our money from the City, but
if we can get it, laid out in improving the Thames, that is better than
letting the gorbellied knaves and fat chuffs have the handling it. At
the other injustice of making London pay the expense of making itself

convenient, to please all the rest of the world, and elegant, to please all

the rest of the kingdom, SJr. Punch has no words to express his indig-
nation, but he thinks the more.

Tuesday. LORD ELLENBCROUGH spoke sensibly upon the propriety
of giving Prussia a caution not to meddle with Denmark, and he added
that, though in Hungary, Italy, and Poland, circumstances were arising
that would lead to complicated movements, he saw no cause for war.
And he added " Woe to the Power that, should provoke war." Amen,
saith Mr. Punch with a heartier plaudit than he often bestows on
Elephants or anybody else. LORD DERBY wanted to escape the bore
of discussing the Bankruptcy Bill, and politely suggested that it had
been so fully considered elsewhere that a select committee might look
over it, and report; but LORD CAMPBELL thought that the Bill might
be damaged in this process (and perhaps LORD DERBY, on behalf of

non-traders, had his own thoughts that way) aud would not hear of

anything of the kind.
SIR HENRY STBACEY spoke up for those excellent institutions called
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Sailors' Homes, where Jack is taken care of, and protected from the

scoundrel crimps, who drug and plunder him on his return with money.
MII llf.siiY wanted (iciveu.iiient encouragement for these Homes, but

Political Economy forbids such an unenlightened proceeding. ThM
maybe all very well, but, if the Police Magistrates could be armed

with power, when a bad crimping case is brought before them, to

make the crimp
"
eat stick," there would be no outrage upon political

economy. At present nothing can be done unless downright theft can

be proved, and before Jack is robbed, he is doctored, and can prove

nothing. Sin U>:ORGE BOWYER then moved a foolish motion, ;.

might be expected, for the purpose of preventing any Ifembc

voting in Supply, unless he is in the llouse when the qu<
-

put. The present plan is to allow a couple of minutes, to ring in the

Members. Sin 0. LLWIS hit the nail on the head when he met the

proposition by buying that it would lower the House to the level of a

jury. .Members, it is to be hoped, make up their minds as to their

votes, not. from hearing their own humbugging speeches and those of

their fellows, but upon private consideration of facts. Mr. Punch
would have the prolomutcst contempt for an M.P. who should be

swayed by any speech Mi: I', has heard for many a day. This view of

the case being adopted, a Member may as well enjoy his glass of wine,

or his cigar, as be listening to BOWYER or any statesman of similar

calibre. The foolish motion was withdrawn,

Wedneiday. "BAVNES, EDWARD (Leeds). Born at Leeds, 1800.

Educated at the Dissenters' Grammar School. Has been for forty

years Proprietor of the Leeds Mercury (began rather early). Has been

for twenty-one years President of the Yorkshire Union of Mechanics'

Institutes. Has written the Life of his father, and also on Woollen
manufactures. A Liberal," &c. &c. &c. But for all that, and all that,

and twice as much as all that (which will be found in CAPTAIN BOD),
when Mu. BAINLS declared his intention to alter the constitution of the

country, and throw into the Borough Register all the occupiers,
the House of Commons was presumptuous enough to think for itself,

and to eject MR. BAI.NES'.S Bill by -21.") to 193.

Thursday. LORD GAGE, who is a M.A. and a profound mathematician,
and therefore not open to the ridiculous folly that might tempt, a ribald

to call him Green Gage, presented various petitions in favour of

marriage with your wife's bister. He did not speak on those petitions,
or might have said that things which are equal to the same thing are equal
to one another ; and therefore if JEMIMA living, and MATILDA deceased

(sisters), were equal to JOHN SMITH in position, JEMIMA, being equal
to MATILDA, might marry JOHN SMIXH, if he were equal to proposing
for her. Q. E. D.
A Ship debate followed, and a good one, and the opinion of SIR

JOSEPH PAXTON, SIR MORTOH PETO, and other practical men was

strongly expressed against the Wooden Ships. LORD Jons I

[aid that I lie arguments had so far penetrated the Wooden Heads of
the Admiralty that no more vessels of the kind would be built.

Historically speaking, this night will be fumous as the anniversary
ii of JAMES. MR. EDWIN of that ilk retired from the

rep: i sentation of Marj lebone, for causes and considerations
;

t hat ,

say, that he may have more time to give consideration to liis cause*.
A debate on the New Zealand troubles, and the "iiill.niltj

"

tween \\ILLU* KING and VICTORIA Quzm, began, and ever>l.
showed that nobody exactly understand* (he case. Brrf, Mr. J'u

IT that I lie British have behaved uncommonly unfairly, and that
it is for the interest of humanity that they should go on liuin

,'
so.

'ay. LORD CAMCARVON protested against tin , xecution
of one of the Druse Chiefs, a party who had not been proved to I.

joined
in the massacres, and who had been proved to have saved the

lives of some Christians. LOHD WODEHOUSE said that it was.

to deal rather mercifully with the Druses generally; but a-

particular Chief, though the English Commissioner had thought he
ought to be spared, three or four of the other Commissioners had
thought differently; and on the whole it seemed, from LORD WODE-
HOUSE'S speech, that such a trifle was scarcely worth makii g a :

about. During the sitting the victorious ELGIN, home from Cl
made his appearance, and was cheered by his Pters.
AHMIRAL WALCOTT made a demand touching the completion of the

'

Nelson Monument, and MR. COWPB made the reply which has,
Mr. Punch thinks, been heard about twenty-seven times before, namely,
that SIR EDWIN LASDSEER is making the Lions. When the Sculptor
gets his models, he must act upon the Templars' motto, Semper teriatnr

Leo, until they arc done, lla ! ha ! quoted in an instant.
A tremendously long speech by LORD JOHH RUSSELL in answer to

a Schleswig-Holstein question, the only point which was made quite
clear being that "If the German soldiers came into close approxima-
tion with the Danish troops, a collision might take place," which
seems i ather a safe thing to say. Somebody in Ireland is so angry with
his tenants for concealing a gang of murderers, that he has, after due
warning and vain demand for the surrender of the criminals, evicted

dy, whereat MR. SCULLY let off some indignation. Some more
New Zealand talk, and then Supply occupied the Commons until the
hour of nine o'clock, when they

w
bust up."

The Marylebone election wiH have taken place bfore Mr. Pnnek
again addresses the Universe. Ever so miny Nobodies have offered

themselves, and also a Somebody. LORD PUNCH has no intention of

coercing his vassals, but if they wish to please him they will elect MR.
WINGROVE COOKB, who has written, from personal observation, the
best book extant about China, and who is a scholar, an orator, and a
gentleman. A Vermilion Edict. Respect this.

A HERO AND A MARTYR.
R. PUNCH, The Turin cor-

respondent of the Times,
in a report of the proceed-
ings in the Chamber of

Deputies, dated April 4,

inserts the subjoined para-

graph, recording a fact

which, how much soever
it may grieve some friends

of liberty, will tend highly
to comfort and encourage
others :

" The galleries wore crowded
to-day in expectation of seeing

nt, who was to tike his
s.' it iii the House ; but the
General is laid up with lha

gout, and did not leave his

apartment."

The illustrious GARI-
BALDI is known to be a
man whose habits are most
abstemious. His food,
by all accounts, consists

chiefly of bread and fruit,
and his drink is water.
Yet GARIBALDI has the

gout. This, albeit all Bri-

tons interested in Italian

political freedom must be

sorry to hear it, will be welcome intelligence toas many as are addicted
to British freedom of living. They who regard the constitutional liberty
of peoples, will receive it with sorrow, but it will rejoice the heart of

everybody who desires to take liberties with his own personal consti-
tution. Such an one will chuckle over the announcement that the

temperate and self-denying hero, who sacrificed so much to Italian

unity, has not only suffered in that cause, but is also a mart) r to the

gout. "Ha, ha!" he will exclaim; "here ia an instructive case of
Virtue Rewarded. The attention of the United Kingdom Alliance is

demanded by a fact highly calculated to induce all thinking persons to

abjure their potations, and addict themselves to port."

INTELLECTUAL DESTITUTION.

(From our Islington Reporter.)

THE condition of this Suburb is hourly growing more alarming; the

feelings of the populace have broken out in a most heart-rending and

pity-moving manner. It ia no uncommon thing to see a sturdy men-
dicant crouching on the pavement with the words

" No FOOD" before
him : and in like manner the (mentally) starving Islingtouians have
chalked upon the walla in various directions their great want of mental
food in the suggestive words

" No PUNCH !

"
This, aad as it may

seem, is an indisputable fact ; and we leave those Islingtonians who
have their wits about them to guess whether their newsvendors, or
their Trade Unions, should be thanked for it.

Things that Won't Wash.

IN a recent Trade Report, under the head of Yarns, it is stated that
" Medium wefts have been sold at

prices
in favour of purchasers."

Surely these wefts must have fetched very little to be sold at prices
which were in the purchasers' favour. Medium wefts, considered as

spiritual yarns, are tissues of stuff which may be pronounced not worth
a rap.

THE CONTRADICTIONS OF LOVE.

LOVB is often very contradictory ; for instance, , are

frequently made all the tighter by one particular i ing a
les.



THE CENSUS.
Head of the Family (filling up tliepapei). "WELL, Miss PRIMROSE, AS A VISITOR, I MUST POT TOUK AGE IN ! WHAT SHALL WE SAY ?"
Miss P.

"
OH, IT 'S BEST TO BE SlRAIGHirOR-0'AKD. TflB SAME AS DEAK F.LORA. T\VE.VTY LAST BlRTHDAY !

"

WHO IS MR. POTTER?

WORKMEN, who and what are

They who squeeze you out ?

Who's this MR. POTTER
Pottering about ?

Is he some hardworking,
Honest artisan,

Or a labour-shirking,

Lazy, talking man ?

Does he earn his living ?

Is he kept, instead '(

And are you men giving
Him your children's bread,

Him their bread-and-butter,
Both sides plastered thick,

Taking thus an utter

Humbug for a Brick ?

Does he kind attention

Render you unpaid ?

Or on your dissension

With your masters, trade ?

Gain from strife deriving
Strife does he foment,

Fattening and thriving
On your discontent ?

Is this MR. POTTER
Trustworthy and true ?

Or is he a plotter

Doing, diddling you,
Bleeding you by suction ?

Let him, if you like,

Urge you to destruction,

Keeping up your Strike.

A PLEA FOR THE P. R.
"Ma. PUNCH,

"ALLOW me to call your attention to the fact that, whilst at
the Alharnbra and other places acrobats are suffered to exhibit per-
formances which are attended with danger, and result in severe and
fatal accidents, pugilistic encounters are prohibited by the Legislature,
and, if possible, suppressed by the Magistrates.
"A prize-fight is an athletic contest attended with danger. An

acrobatic exhibition is a dangerous display of activity and strength.
But in the former the danger is small, and due in almost every case to
defective training and the mismanagement of incompetent seconds and
injudicious bottleholders. In the latter the danger is essential, and
constitutes the attractive element. In so far as people go to see
mountebanks risk their necks, surely those spectacles are more highly

calculated to brutalise the beholders than the sight of that slightly

perilous physical competition professionally termed a Mill. I would,
therefore, with your permission, express the earnest hope that, if the

liberty of the Circus is to continue unrestrained, the same licence will

be conceded to the Ring."
Retired from the active duties, to the philosophic contemplation,

of the arena, I can have no other interest in its claims than that of

sympathy, and come forward as their advocate simply on the ground of

their importance in relation to Muscular Christianity and Civilisation.

"I have the honour to.be, &c.,
" THOMAS SAYEKS, Champion of the P. R."

"p.s. Them's my Sentiments, Guv'nor, other wise Exprest, and
these here is my Owu pott hooks.

"
T. S."

"Exeter Hall, April, 1861."

STULTISSIMI.

RECENTLY a person named MADEN lost a cause because his wife chose
to proclaim in court that she did not believe in a future state of rewards
and punishments. So a host of

"
sympathisers

"
have subscribed to

realise a preseut state of rewards for the dis-belieying lady by giving
her a pianoforte and a soiree. The whole proceeding must have been

exquisitely amusing, and Mr. Punch regrets that he has not been
favoured with a report of the speeches. But why a pianoforte ? Music
was the last thing that should have been offered to a lady of such

opinions, for while on the one hand we know, on the authority of

SUAKSPEARE, or his improvers, that "Angels ever bright and fair,"

indulge in music, we also know on that of the late MR. BURNS that

another spirituality came fiddling through a town in order to pick up
an exciseman. The appropriateness of the gift is on a par therefore
with the good taste that suggested it. However, if the unbelieving
lady is in the entertainment line, she can now

"
Rave, Recite, and Maden ' round the land."
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THE LAY OF THE LAST STATUE.

MIDNIGHT had struck from the new Clock

Tower,
And WIZARD PUNCH had gone to his Bower-
Ilia Bower that was guarded 'gainst snob and

swell-
Truncheon and Toby shield it well !

No living wight, save Punch alone,
llad dared to cross the threshold stone !

Of noble race the Wizard came :

His lineage numbered sires of fame
On either side the sea.

lie. had learned the art that, crowned his name
In Atella of ancient Italic'.

And sucli his power, that men avow
He entered every where,

And to plain utterance could bow
The voices of the air.

And now he sits in his secret Bower,
In the shade of Westminster's tall Clock

Tower,
And listens to a heavy sound
That moans the gilded vanes around.
Is it the roar of London's tide,

Still surging on by Thames' black side P

Is it the wind within the clockPj
Is it Big Ben begins to rock P

What may it be, the heavy sound
That moans the lofty Clock Tow'r round?

At the sullen moaning sound
The cats shriek and mi-oul,

And from Westminster slums around
The dogs begin to howl.

The shiv'ring steeds in cabs of night
Think that a storm is near,

And to windward the watermen take a sight ;

But the night is still and clear.

From the sound of London's tide,

Surging aye by Thames' black side,
From the wind inside the clock,
From Big Ben's dull-booming shock,
From the voice of the coming storm,
WEIRD PUNCH that sound read clear

'Twas the statue of H&TBLOOX that spoke,
And he called on the statue of NA TIER.

HAVELOCK STATUS.
"
Sleepest thon, brother P"

XAl'lER STATUE.
"
Brother, nay ;

All around the moonbeams play,
And set oar ghastly gathering forth,
From Jenner unto George the Fourth
Hideous forms, the square defacing,

Which of squares should stateliest show,
All extremities embracing
To which ugliness can go.

Up, and mark the sculptor's feat,

Up, and own the mull complete !

"

HAVELOCK STATUE.
"
Tears of an ill-treated maiden
Mingle with our fountains' stream :

Poor Britannia, statue-laden,
Mourns beneath my coppery gleam.

Tell me, thou, that pilloried high,
Art even uglier than I,

When shall these offences end ':

When our monuments amend ':

When shall sculptors cease to fail ?

When shall BULL a statue hail P
"

NAFIEH 8TATUI.
"
Whitehall's slow Board of Works doth hold

Its wonted courses, calm and cold.

A SCOTT is snubbed at Premier's whim,
Nor Brompton's planet waxeth dim,
Where looms, 'neath FOWKK'S malignant star,
A bigger, uglier, Boilers far!

Ill do I read the signs I see,
Or still they speak bad taste in power,
In this sad square and yon tall tower,

Till Brompton's quelled, and Art is free!
"

The stony voices ceast,
And the moon fell c ilm and chill

On Northumberland House's beast,
U it h his tail so stiff and still !

But round Westminster Tower
The sound still floated dear,

For it rang in Pmeh't Bower,
And it rang in Punch'K ear !

He raised his Roo-too-it
,

And his truncheon grasped with pride" Proud Brompton shall bend,
And the Boilers descend.

Ere the Goths over London still rough-shod
shall ride!"

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR PUNCH,

" As a man of sense and taste, and one who loves to see good
acting, you of course have been delighted with MR. FECHTER'S Hamlet.
Pray, how many years is it since you were so well satisfied with the

playing of that part, and so disposed to clap your hands, and cry out
bravo ! to the actor P Without descending to superlatives, will you
not agree that you have never seen a more original conception, and
scarce ever one more carefully and perfectly worked out* Making
due allowance for his foreign intonation (a defect which it is not
within his power to obliterate, but which becomes less noticed as the

tragedy proceeds) you must allow that MR. FECHTER has achieved a

great success, though you may not quite admit that the performance
is

'

unparalleled,' or allow that it is
'

universally acknowledged
'
as

the
'

greatest triumph
'

possible in the dramatic art. Such phrases
may be well enough to puff a mere pretender, but are unworthily
employed iii the case of MR. FBCHTER, and I trust that MR. MANAGES
will think fit to withdraw them from his play-bill and advertisements.
For all that croakers say about the stage not being patronised, depend
on it, iine acting will find plenty of admirers, without blowing a trumpet
to attract them to the house."

This is a free country, I am thoroughly aware, and is blessed with
a free stage as well as a free press. But knowing by report only some-
what of the jealousies of Green Rooms, and of the national antipathies
that swell the British breast, I have not the slightest doubt but that
to some minds there is something moat alarmingly audacious in the
notion of a Frenchman undertaking to play SHAKSPEARB, and that too
not in Paris but before a British audience. I think I hear old Clap-
trapp denouncing such impertinence, and declaiming against foreigners
for bringing their French polish upon our British boards. Zounds!
Sir, the Swan of Avon is not a bird of passage, and what business have
these foreigners to lay their impious hands on our Immortal Bard ?
old Mouther too is equally indignant at the impudence of one who
dares disturb the old traditions of our stage, and to read the part
afresh by the light of his own intellect, without looking for enlighten-
ment to the actors whose bright genius has thrown lustre on the past.
Play Hamlet in light hair ! horrible '. most horrible ! As well play
Julius Qfiar without a Roman nose, or try to represent Othello without

blacking your face ! Don't talk to me, Sir, of your German physio-
gnomists, and of light hair being suited to a dreamy and irresolute
meditative character, such as you say the text of SHAKSPEARE is in-

tended to present. Did you ever hear of GARRICK playing Hamlet in

light hair, and don't you think he knew what was proper for the part ?
And would the KEMBLES and the KEANS have stuck to their black
wig, if they had deemed it otherwise than sooted to the text ?"

Now, much as I desire the well-being of our actors, I am not dis-

posed to join in crying for Protection to British stage traditions, or in

denouncing, as impertinence, the effort of a Frenchman to read
SHAKSFEARE for himself, without having his mind fettered by conven-
tional suggestions, and stagy stale advice. Free trade, say I, in intel-

lect as well as corn and cotton ; and when old Mouther cries,
' What

impudence !

'
I feel far more inclined to cry out,

' What a compliment
that a foreigner should take such pains to learn the English language,
and bestow so much love-labour on a most exacting part !

' Our Stage
is not so good but that it might be better ;

and competition may, per-
haps, put our actors on their mettle, and bring out latent talent if

there be any hidden. Mind, I don't say I prefer to see a foreigner
play SHAKSPEARE, or doubt but that an Englishman possessed of equal
talent would more please me in his part. A foreign tongue, of course,
can't give right utterance to our language, and can therefore never do
full justice to the text. For all his skill and painstaking, and months
of careful study, MR. FECIITER'S intonation still grates upon one's ear,
and sadly mars the pleasure one, in spite of it, receives. Such a phrase,
for instance, as

'

Though Hell itself should garp' can but fall offen-

sively on any English ear
;
nor do we express pathos by drawling out

our vowels, and saying,
'

gr-r-a-ace
' and '

spe-e-e-ak
'

instead of
'

grace
'
and

'

speak.' These defects I noticed most in the declamatory
passages, and where intensity or violence of feeling is expressed. But
they are scarcely perceived at all in the more colloquial utterance,
wherein (as I think, rightly) the conversations with Poloniut and the

players are kept up. Nor, even at their worst, are they more unlike

clear, plain, intelligible English, than the gasps and grunts and gurgles

which, with many an English actor, are supposed to give good utterance

to the words that SHAKSPEARE wrote.
" As we don't get a new Hamlet once in a score of years, or, at any

good acting, untrammeled by tradition, to enjoy the present chance.

I would advise them, too, when there, to keep their eyes upon their

opera-glass, rather than their book ; for, rightly to appreciate the

points of his performance, MR. FECHTBR must be looked at all the

while that he is listened to. Let them observe the facial play that

gives such meaning to each word, and note the graceful ease of every
attitude and gesture. Not since the elder KBAS has there been seen

upon our stage a UamM with an eye ;
and if MR. FECHTER lacks the

lightning-flash of genius, his eye is ever shining with an intellectual

light.
"
I must add one word more, and that is to advise people who
mise the stalls, to take their places in a party, and not each book

'

for himself. For the privilege of paying a week or so beforehand, a

shilling is demanded for all numbers up to six. This premium, which

commercially, I think, should be a discount, amounts to nearly twenty
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per cent, upon the price of one pit-stall ; and then another sixpence,
or ten per cent, additional, is extorted by the stall-keeper who shows

yon to your seat. How locg the British Manager will, in defiance of
his interests, support this brigand system, one needs to know his

mental progress for the last few hundred years to enable one to guess.
All men of sense, I fancy, must opine he would do wisely to decree its

abolition : and to this end, 3fr. P**ci, I hope you will support your
correspondent,

"Osz TVHO PATS."

(emunatt, of coune\. "FZCHTEB! PAH! HAM.ET WITH
LIGHT HAIR ASB so Porsrs. PAH ! THZ DHAKA'S GONE '."

WHERE ARE THE ENGINES ?

Osz of RSUTER'S telegrams on Thursday last announced that the
frreat theatre of Barcelona ww on fire, and that the flames were spread-me to the neighbouring homes.
Only the great theatre of Barcelona!
Who cam say how soon we may hear, by the same channel that the

gTertthMtreof Europe is .on fire, aid that the flames are spreading on
all aides? TVi only question is, where the Maze is likeliest tobreak
otttin Italy, Hnnfary, Holstem, Turkey, Stria, or Poland.
The sovereigns are getting ready their Engines. Worse luck, for

they are only engines of destruction !

EXTRACT FROX A PRIVATE LETTER ADDRESSED BT A CELEBBATZD
DRAMATIC CRITIC TO A CELEBRATED ESGU5H DRAMATIC AUTHOR,

Is Paris Salons it is stated
SCRIBE did not die but was trnulated.

TO PERSOSS ABOUT TO SEPARATE TOR THEIR LIVES.

WHT is SIR CRZSSWELL CRESSWEIX like a railway accident ?
Because te very often snaps the coupling chains] and separates the

ileepers.

[ANTICIPATED ADTEBTISEKKST.]

THE ALLSHAMBLES MUSIC HALL.

EXTRAORDINARY EXCITEMENT !

TWO BROKEN LEGS A-NIGHT ! !

AM) THZ CHAXCI O

A BROKEN NECK ! ! !

MR. MTTH informs his Patrons, the Enlightened British Public,
that be has recently succeeded in concluding an Engagement with
those \\ onder-Working Ar

THE SUSPENDED SPIDERS!

who have astonished All Creation with their astounding feats. These
Arachneal Acrobats are descended from the Fairy race of Flying
Islanders, whom REAR-ADMIRAL PETER WHKISS

"

discovered years
ago upon the shores of the

DEAD SEA.
Among the daring acts exhibited by these Aerial Artists, is that

which they have called the

SUPER SUPPERTABLE SUMMERSAULT

which, at great risk of life and limb, is flung over the heads of the
visitors assembled, who are thus made to participate in the accidents
arising from the

Terrible Trapeze !

As an additional attraction, and in order to enhance the excitement
that is caused by witnessing the dangers of Suspended Animation, the

BREAK-NECK BROTHERS
ill go through their perilous performances, assisted by their relatives

the

CAOUTCHOUCIC COUSINS!
Whose deeds of daring have occasioned such a wonderful sensation in
the acrobatic world. Among their number is the celebrated

Convolvulus Contortionist !

who will perform his to*n deforce, and terrific twisting tricks. This
superhuman artist is so agile in his movements that none but the most
practised eye can see what he is doing, and his legs and arms change
places with such marvellous rapidity that he appears almost to

TCKy BIMSELF CLEAX IXS1DE OVT ! !

The JUMPERS OF JAPAX are soon expected to arrive, and will most
likely be accompanied by the

BAND OF BEDOUIN BOTJNDEES :

who have lately been performing at the Court of SQUASHTJBUSGO, the
Monarch of Mesopamia, and whom the KISG OFTHECASMBAL ISLANDS
honoured, on their leaving him, with a State Dinner of raw meat.

Besides these marvels, MR- MTTH, with utter recklessness of cost,
has engaged that far-famed Seventh Wonder of the World, who is

known in his profession as

The Pocket Hercules : !

from his almost dwarfish stature and yet stupendous strength. Among
his other bone-thrilling and marrow-moving feats, this great Artist
will display his giant-like abilities by throwing to the ceiling a Thou-
sand-Pound Weight Cannon-Bali, and catching it between his teeth.
He will likewise lift up a Lifeguardsman with his little finger, and will

nightly close his miraculous performances by throwing a double sum-
mersault with his legs in heavy fetters, and firing off an Armstrong gun
upon his back !

MR. MTTH, in thus announcing his programme for the season, trusts
bis efforts will be relished by appreciative patrons, as a proof of his
ambition to refine the public taste. By introducing in a Song Saloon
the acrobatic element, and interspersing Nisger Melodies with the
chances of Broken Necks, MR. MTTH hopes to achieve the Enlighten-
ment of Everyone, In this Mission to the Masses he is aided by the
wisdom of a truly

HUMANE LEGISLATTJBE:!.'

Who let Song Saloons be open on occasions (such as Passion Week)
when theatres are closed, and to whom he therefore begs, in all humility
and gratitude, to

TESTIFY HIS THANK&
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IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARH WHO OUR GREAT MEH ARE !

OXETTXE lately, at a
meeting at Bodmin,
MR. WTLD imparted
the following secret

to hi* constituents,
who most have been

taken by sur-

with it :

< to UM PwtamU
of lUlf, ud BM Wt
IMWH proud to all
friend 0ABiLH

to

(Up. WTU>) had hu
ertrtei him <tat
writer pt of the 7r,
and ba wnt out to MB
wbet iMJilmi haeoald
reader Mm it later

period of the 71

Taking M*. WTLD
as a favourable speci-

men, we should say
that QARTRAi.ni would
be better pleated to

meet many of his

avowed enemies than
awwal of his so-called

friends. Might we
venture to inquire
what was the nature
of the assistance that

was humbly given by
ML WTLD to his

"friend?" We hope
it was not in presenting him with a map of Italy, or in drawing out for him the plan of

his future campaign, or in favouring the Italian liberator witn .his particular views on

English politics.
We shall always think of MB. WTLD as "1st M.P. JOB BODJCDT ADD THE FBKHD or

GARIBALDI." Now if our modern Atlas, who supports on his back the Great Globe,

including Bodmin, and not forgetting Italy, i really anxious to prove himself the "friend"

he represents himself to be. the wisest thini? he can do is never to associate his name with

that of GARIBALDI; for it is no mark of friendship to attempt to bring your friend into

disrespect, even though that friend may be as strong as the Washington of Italy to stand

any amount of ridicule. We regret that MR. WTLD never thought, the moment he had

returned from his Italian campaign, of having a large engraving drawn of himself giving

instructions to GABIBALDI in geography, pointing out to him the several paths of glory,

with an oustretched mappemonde as Dig as Leicester Square before them. The absence of the

above has been a national loss a double national loss, we may say, for Italy must grieve

over it not less than England and, by way of humble reparation, will MB. n TLD kindly

promise us, the next time an Italian debate is brought forward, to address the House in a

red shirt? and if he would only interlard his speech with a few Italian phrases, such as

corpo di Baceho, or Pescator delTonda, and the like, we think the success would be certain.

We make this request in the name of his
"
friend," whom he is bound to assist in erery way

that he can.

In the meantime, we wish MR. WTLD, instead of running down into Italy, and bothering

GABJBALDI, would attend a little more to Leicester Square, and make some small endeavour
to keep the filthy place clean and tolerably respectable, for in the present state it^would

be a

disgrace to the dirtiest metropolis in Europe. It is nothing better than a Great World of dirt

and rubbish. Why don't the ungrateful inhabitants present him with a broom ?

"GEY HAVOC, AM) LET LOOSE THE DOGS OP WAR!"
THET are straining in the slips

You may feel their sulph'rous breath,
As it steams from throats and lips

That parch and pant for Death.
You may hear their muffled bay,
As against the leash they hang,

And churn and toss away,
The foam about the fang.

They need no voice to tarre*

Them on, these Dogs of War !

Again asrain again !

Is it a single sound,
By Echo's doubling strain,

Repeated all around ?

Has East as well as West,
Has North as well as South,

Its own erected crest,
Hoarse throat and fangcd mouth ?

I see them, near and far,

Those threatening dogs of War ?

Where Po runs, brimming over
His green and grassy mound,

Fierce bursting from his cover,
See Italy's young hound

Spite of tethers that impede,
And hands that would restrain,

Tarn : to let on dogi. SHAKHTUU.

He has proved his fighting breed,
And would prove his breed again.

And who has strength to bar

Italy's Dogs of War?

In front, pent, fierce and foul,
Behind their walls of stone,

The Austrian ban-dogs growl.
Late baffled of their borne.

Licking their yet green wounds,
Nursing old grudges warm,

The gaunt and grisly hounds,
Hot for the quarry, swarm

And hungry dogs they are,

Those Austrian Dog* of War !

Bat ware your rearward foes,

Where on the Theiss's plain
In spite of recent blows,

Pesthvard like wares they
Nor least news the Magyar
'Mong Europe's Dogs of War.

Neath Savoy's snowy Alp,
Om the plim* hsaks of Rhoae.

Hark! the French dogs they ydp !

Well Europe knows the tone !

Friends for the moment's friend,

Foes for the nani't foe

So there's batlies* its end,
What odds the road they go?

With a ribbon ad a stir

You lead French Dogs of War.

And see the Sick Man lying
Almost in mortal swqnnd;

The bed where he is dying
With his own pack girt round

The Pariah dogs of Bosnia,
The Rouman wolf-dogs grim,

Mouth their master ere he 's dead.
And claim, each hound, his limb.

Carrion to rend and mar
Befits such Dogs of War.

And the Danish dogs are baring
Their tube* sharp though small.

While the German mastiff's swearing
To eat them, bones and all :

Bfe the illwrf PoKah tanspft
That so long the buffets bore

Of the giant Russian bear-hound,
Has shown its teeth once more

As if Sinus his star

Had fired all Dogs of War !

Hinged in with gathering growls,
Fierce fangs OB every hand,

'Mid defiant snarls and scowls,
See Britain's ball-dog stand.

Not couchant, as the wont
Is of the placid brute;

But legs set firm in front,

With muzzle clenched and mute.
Ware all who tempt too far

That peaceful Dog of War !

Pretty

THE Fora, in his petticoats and white satin

shoes, may be looked upon as somewhat of a
female. There is another point of resemblance

between his Holiness and the ladies. Both, on

certain subjects, are alike deaf to reason. The

obstinacy of the Pontiff relates to Faith, the pig-

headedness of the fair sex regards Fashion. He
will not concede secular Government nor aw-
render yonne MORTARA ; they refuse to give up
Crinoline. To the demand of justice, common
sense, and expediency, the Pon replies Aim

pottmuu; and when implored to relinquish a

dangerous, inconvenient, and ridiculous node of

dress, so say the ladies.
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SEVERE."
DAINTY OLD GENT. "Hare 1 liked my Dinner? No, I've not! So don't give what I've left to the Cat,

Sir ; because as she 's sure to become pic, I should like her to die a natural death, and not be poisoned."

A HOPEFUL CHARACTER.

FOR a parent whose paternal
heart has been so severely and

repeatedly lacerated as that of Pio
NONO, by his own account, the

Holy Father bears up wonderfully.
The foreign correspondent of a con-

temporary, quoting some remarks

lately made by his Holiness,
says :

" In the first place I learn that the
POPE says he can reckon on the protective
office of the French army for at least six
months more, and 'who knows,' ex-
claimed his Holiness,

' what may occur
in six months?' "

The Successor of St. Peter may
or may not succeed, or endeavour
to succeed, in following St. Peter's

example, but he is evidently a very
good imitator, whether conscious
or unconscious, of another and a
more modern character, who has

acquired universal celebrity from
a habit which he had of continually

expressing, under the most adverse

circumstances, the hope that some-

thing would turn up. The POPE
in the words above quoted exhibits

the sanguine temperament, and
almost adopts the phraseology, of

Mr. Micawber.

" MOST MUSICAL, MOST
MELANCHOLY!"

A DISTINGUISHED Ethiopian
being asked, how he enjoyed the
music of the Amber Witch, replied," O Golly, Massa SMITH, dat
Amber Witch am ber-witching !*'

THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF A RULE. HELPING AN OLD FRIEND.

AT the inauguration of the Pelly Memorial School, at West Ham, WE read in the Paris correspondence of the Times that

Essex, the other day EARL GRANVILLE. who presided on the occasion, ,

,.^ 8teel lat(Sd frl te rnvinciUe was launched at Toulon on Thuredav !a8t in
IS reported, in apologising for an extemporaneous Speech, tO have

; pre8c ,,Ce of an immense crowd, who arrived from various parts of the department
Said : of the Var to witness the sight."

New frigates, fresh launches everyday, troops collected in thousands
at the ports ready to sail at a moment's notice, and the dockyards kept
in the greatest activity ! Of course it all means Peace but from the

above prognostications, if we were our friend WISCOUNT VILLIAMS,
we should feel strongly tempted to pronounce the above Department
of the Var to be the real War Department of France.

"
However, one of the disadvantages which accrues to me from having hardly

expected that I could attend for I thought there would be a meeting of my
colleagues to-day is this, that I acted on a maxim on which I hope none of my
young friends around me will ever act, of not doing to-day that which I thought
could be done to-morrow."

LORD GBANVILLE does himself injustice in decrying the maxim on
which he acted. It is a very good maxim ; just as good as the con-

trary, which is inculcated in the copy-books :

" Never defer till to-

morrow that which you can do to-day." There is wisdom in this

precept ;
but equally wise is the reverse of it, which EARL GRANVILLE

acted on,
"
Never do that to-day which you can defer till to-morrow."

Wisdom is a Janus with two faces, which correspond to the two sides

of every question. Promptitude is wise, but deliberation is equally

wise; procrastination is foolish, but precipitation is equally foolish.

Proverbial philosophy, unless when propounded by a TTJPPER, is

sometimes too Laconic ; as in the case of the copy-book canon above
cited ; which requires a little enlargement to be made absolute. To
admonish dilatory youth with perfect accuracy, we should say,

"
Never

defer that till to-morrow which you had better do to-day," and, to

school our rash young friends,
" Never do that to-day which you will

just as well be able to do to-morrow." A wise saw is double-edged,
and some people are not to be trusted to handle it, because they are

apt to scratch themselves with one edge or the other.

ADVICE TO FUNDHOLDERS.

TUB Income-Tax has expired. Run and get your April dividends
before it revives.

HIGH TREASON. Asking KING THWAITES to
"
stand a drain."

How will you Have it ?

IK a recent bankruptcy case MR. COMMISSIONER FANE enunciated

the startling doctrine that
"
Bankers ought to ask questions in plain

English." What bosh! Does this judicial euphuist imagine that the

banking world is going to submit to any such tyranny ? Perhaps he

thinks that when one presents a cheque, a banker's clerk is to say
"
In what notes or coins, Sir, do you wish to receive the amount here

specified." Does he suppose that such an effeminate form of words is

to supersede the accustomed "Owlyant?" Nothing of that sort,

MR. COMMISSIONER.

C EST LA MEME CHOSE.

AMONG the various columns in the Census returns, filled up on the

7th instant, was one requiring each person to specify whether he was

"married" or "unmarried," and another in which all "blind" persons
were enumerated. The latter column appeared somewhat superfluous,

for to get at the number of the blind, it was surely only necessary to

! add up the lists of the married ? so at least says a Correspondent,

signing himself "A WIDE-AWAKE BACHELOR."

"
Soxes WITHOUT WORDS." The songs the Tea-kettle sings.

How TO EXJOY THE "Rus IN UBBE." Go and see the Hamlef in

Oxford Street.

lntKl *j William Bradbiur. o( No. 13. Dpi>r Wobnrn Place. and Frederick Mullett EOIIL of .o. 19, Qaeen'i Road Weal, Bnent' Park, both in lb< Parti* q( St. Pancras, In the Conntr of

1'r r.Vrt, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the Citj of London, and Pablitheu by them at No. 9S, Fleet Street in the Parish of St. Bride, in the l*lty OI

UiM,n. SATURDAY, April 20, 1851.
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THE PAPER COLLAR-USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL.
Clara (reads). "EXCUSE, DEAREST, THE PAPER UPON WHICH I WHITE I HAVE

NOT MY DESK WITH ME, SO I SEND YOU THESE JEW HUBRIJED LlNES OX OXE OP
My COLLARS."

APPENDIX TO Till; AMERICAN ANTIIK.M.

ToE OMmu.

WE 'VE got into a pretty fli,

My countrymen, by J

Through our confounded politics;

Spam
' down on St. Domingo '.

She takes this lurii in our affairs,
This crisis grave and weighty,

To gain her ends, and unawares
Goes iu. to win all llavti !

Oh, what a change comes o'er our dream !

Our once united nation
The other day proposed the scheme
Of Cuba's annexation ;

And now you liave the hand of Spain
Stretched forth to take possesn

Were that isle ours, could we restrain
'I he Spaniards from aggression ?

Come let us discord slick forego,
And difficulties banish,

Or else we shall be, no ways slow,
Chawed up by them there Spanish.

The MUXRO doctrine, dirt and all,
We shall be forced to swallow,

And if we do to pieces fall,

The Dons will lick us hollow.

Would North and South conjoin again
By pressing facts invited,

The now dissevered States would then,
Becoming reunited ;

A mighty people recompose,
Once more to flog creation,

Instead of stooping to her foes,
And suffering flagellation.

"
Over, Fork Over."

THE Times remarks that marriage is "a very highly
pitched relation." Young SNOBKINS, who was in love
with his cousin EUPHIMIA, says that he was also a very
highly pitched relation when be proposed marriage, for

his indignant uncle threw him bang over the garden wall.

SUKGEEY FOK THE MIDDLE CLASSES.

SUPPOSE yon are troubled with a cataract, that is to say, not with a

waterfall in your neighbourhood, but with an obstruction in your eye.
You may have this nuisance abated by a surgical operation. This, if

you are a labouring man, you can, by procuring a letter of recom-
mendation to a hospital, get done for thanks. If you are a peer of the

realm, or a banker, or a railway director, or a great builder, or a

prince, or a bishop, you will have the best operator in London to couch
your cataract ; that is, to destroy or pick out the diseased part of your
eye, namely, the crystalline lens turned white and opaque. For
rendering you that important service, vou will present your surgeon
with a cheque for two or three thousand pounds, to encourage science,
and to reward him for giving professional assistance to the poor. But
if you are a respectable tradesman, or an attorney, or a barrister as yet
only rising, or a parson of moderate preferment, then you will pay the

professor who enucleates your crystalline capsule the average market
price for the job. which may be put at about 50. Now this is what
the inferior members of the equestrian order call a high pike, and the

vulgar in general denominate a heavy fork-out
;
in short, it is a great

deal of money for a man with a small income, and perhaps a large
family, to part with, even for a consideration so valuable as that of the
restoration of his sight. How is his sight restored by the extraction
of a part of his eye? Because that part of his eye is merely a little

microscope, and its place may be supplied with proper spectacles. He
has, therefore, something to show for his fee, and something worth
that fee, however large. But the regular fee may be more than he can
afford.

What a convenience, then, it would be for any gentleman who' wants
to have his cataract expunged, or his leg cut off, or his fracture set, or
his dislocation reduced, or his artery taken up and tied for htcmorrhage ;

or for aneurism, or his jaw-bone removed, or his skull trepanned,
or a large concretion extracted from his interior, or a huge excrescence

'

abscinded from his outside, if there existed an institution of the nature
of a benefit club in as far as it regarded surgical attendance, so that I

VOL. xt. i

any member thereof might, by the payment of a small annual sub-

scription, be enabled to lose his own limb, if necessary, or have it

mended, if possible, or get any other bodily repairs that he may want
to have done, skilfully executed, under circumstances as favourable as

those which surround a man in an infirmary !

No such resource for gentlemen does
apparently exist, but an

accommodation of the kind has been provided for ladies. It is named
the

" London Surgical Home." Its second anniversary festival was
held the other evening. Its object is that of affording surgical assis-

tance in curable cases, to gentlewomen who can afford to pay some-

thing towards their own support ; and, as its name implies, it houses
them as well ; which is a great advantage ; for you cannot always com-
mand at home, the water-beds and other machinery requisite for the

comfortable treatment, for example, of broken bones. Neither can

you get, on reasonable terms, any better nurses than stupid old women.
In the Ladies' London Surgical Home, during the last 11 months, 83

patients have been received, 57 of them cured, and 11 relieved ; the

rest are under treatment all but one, and that one only had exchanged
the Surgical Home for the long one. Hence you will perceive that it

is a bonti fide concern, as will further
appear

from the fact that, whilst

the annual subscriptions promised for the year amount to 193 1O.,
the patients' own payments during tlie vear are calculated a'

The current annual expenses are 1,307 iO*., to meet which, of course

the managing committee want 500; which they ought to get, because

the money will be given in aid of one of the most useful and laudable

of all institutions going.

The London Surgical Home was founded by MR, BAKER BROWS, a

philanthropist whom poor surgeons may thank as well as poor gentle-
women wanting surgical assistance. Should Surgical Homes be mul-

tiplied, and extended so as to include male patients, they will afford

employment to many young surgical practitioners who are as well up
to their work as anybody in the Council of the College, and would be

glad to contract witli those excellent establishments to do any quantity
of mending that may be required by the frames of their inmates and

subscribers, on moderate terms.
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PREVENTIVE PENAL KNOWLEDGE.
HE attention of those

philanthropists who
are earnestly devoting
their benevolent ener-

gies to the diffusion

of useful knowledge, ia

invited to the sub-

joined paragraph, ex-

tracted from the report
of a lecture delivered

at the lloyal Institu-

tion by PROFESSOR
HELMHOLTZ -.

"The greatest effort of

the labour of man, he said,
is obtained on the tresid-

mill, by which action, if

exerted in ascending stairs,

.'(1 rnisu himself 1,712
feet in one hour."

This brief and simple,
but significant state-

ment would do much
good if it could be

brought sufficiently
well before the morally
inferior classes. Print-

ed in large letters in

the form of a handbill,
it might be posted up,

by the help of the

Police, in all the pub-
lic-houses and other

principal resorts of

rogues aud thieves.

The Stock Exchange
Committee might also

stick it upon the walls

of that building, wherein gamblers and speculators in the money-market most do congregate.
Bank Directors would also do well to give it a conspicuous position in aud about their

banking-houses. There can be no doubt that the most effectual way to deter a rogue from

crime would be that of impressing him with a vivid idea of its consequences ;
and an idle

scoundrel could have no stronger inducement to

practise honest industry than a knowledge of

what is meant by the hard labour to which he

may subject himself by theft and fraud; and
thence a wholesome horror of the treadmill. He
would be careful how he ran the risk of placing
himself in the position of climbing at the rate

of 1,712 feet an hour, and standing all the while

at the same level.

SONG FOR THE MERCHANTS.
OTJR fathers of old,

Though shiv'ring with cold,

Drove their bargains.the winds driving through
them;

Bat wiser are we,
And prefer, MR. T-

-ITE, in weather-tight place to pursue them.

But let us beware !

And whilst temp'ring the air,

Keep an eye on the Gresham Committee,
And mind they don't spile

The handsomest pile
We can show anywhere in the City.

Difference Between Wit and Humour.

THERE have been so many thousand definitions

of Wit and Humour, that we do not offer the

slightest apology for the following attempt to

explain the difference between them. We have

but little doubt that it will fully come up in

merit and success to its numerous predecessors,
the majority of which have been egregious
failures :

Humour is the art of saying happy things
that have the effect of making others happy ;

whilst Wit, and especially that grade of it that

takes the form of Satire, is the art of saying
smart things that are the cause of smarting in

others.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY. April 15. It may suit MR. GLADSTONE to take three

hours to detail the contents of his Budget, but Mr. Punch has no
intention whatever of being so wasteful of words. Here is the

Budget :

"
Though the Lords choose to vapour, off, Doty on Paper !

One Penny I rescud from Income-Tax trickery ;

Divers Licences mention, not worth your attention ;

And, lastly, I double the Duty on Chicory."

There is the Budget, and if MR. GLADSTONE had come to 3fr. Punch
and asked him for leave to print the above on a neat little card, which
might have been inclosed to the Members, the CHANCELLOR would
have saved himself the trouble of talking for 175 minutes while an
atrocious East Wind was soughing round the House and waiting to
catch him when he should come out. Add that he says he shall have a

surplus of 1,922,000 instead of the Deficiency which his enemies had
been predicting, and that he garnished his eloquent speech with' some
fun sbout LADY GODIVA, and his paying his own addresses to two
young ladies at once, Miss Direct and Miss Indirect Taxation, and
rlmt lie introduced Latin quotations, which are thus corrected by the

Morning Chronicle (price one penny) :

and

" Aurerui et simili frondescit virga melallo,'

"Ergo alto veetiga car/e manu."j

the Gladstonian exploit for 1SG1 is summed up. It may be as well to

add, that the other day LORD PALMERSTON was assuring us that we
needed all our costly defensive preparations against our friend the
Elected of the Millions, and that to-night MR. GLADSTONE spoke
emphatically against the war expenditure of the country. When the
Coalition does agree, its unanimity is wonderful; but we.cannot expect
wonders all through the Session.
There was not much discussion after the Budget-Speech, indeed

MR. GLADSTONE had rained such a shower of figures upon the heads of
the Committee that they were bewildered, and Members began doing
all sorts of wild sums on the paper, dividing 13 by 27, subtracting

403 from 179, and performing similar vagaries, in order to look as if

they were considering the Minister's details. But most people seemed

pleased that no new taxes were to be laid on ; and, after a little dispute
as to whether MR. GLADSTONE had been the sweetest friend or the

bitterest enemy of the agricultural interest, the Chicory Resolution
was put and carried. Whether the rest of the Chicory Budget will be

as easily got through, Mr. Punch profoundly remarks, nous verrons.

The Lords did not sit for an hour, but most of them who are capable
of understanding a financial speech came into the House of Commons
to hear MR. GLADSTONE.

Tuesday. But to-nisht their Lordships met to better purpose, and
read the Bankruptcy Bill a Second Time. That plan of making one law
for the Trader and the Non Trader seems to give much uneasiness to

the superior classes, who appear to be awfully afraid of being
"
nabbed,"

a state of mind that indicates some little habitual irregularity in

accounts. LORD CHELMSFORD, on behalf of the Non-Traders,
threatens to doctor the Bill in Committee. He was not very lucky in

a remark that the House of Commons had not given due attention to

the measure, for during part of the debate in the Second Reading of the

most important Bill of the Session, there were Four lords on one side

of the House and the same number on the other, and never more than

thirty-seven.
In the Commons a Bill for enabling people to make railways in the

streets came on for Second Reading. This is the plan of MR. TRAIN,
an American gentleman, who has actually got two of such railways at

work in London, and who, if he never does anything else, deserves the

gratitude of the English Lady for shaming the proprietors of the dirty

inconvenient nuisance called the British Omnibus, by producing a
vehicle into which a woman can step decently, and sit in cleanliness

and comfort. Also for substituting neatly uniformed and civil men
for the coarse cads who at present bawl behind the buss. How-
ever, the question of giving the powers required by this Bill is a dis-

tinct one from that of the advantage of the TRAIN vehicles, and the

Bill was negatived, after perhaps because of a smart speech in its

favour from MR. BRIGHT.
The mantle of SPOONER has fallen upon WHALI.EY. The latter has

taken lip the Maynooth question. He fixed Tuesday the 30t,h, for his

debut, and in the interests of humanity MR. BRAND will be good
enough to mark that night for a Count Out.
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MK. A. SMITH is sorely troubled about the sea-shore of this island.

lie has got. a notion that the QUBEN is always trying to g':t hold of it

for HER MAJKSTV'S own puiposes, and he wanted a < < on the
. NKY-GhNKUAL made great fun of him aud his sup-

rxiiliiined the real theory of real property, namely, that all the

land in England is imagined to be held by grant from the Crown, but

it Crown holds the sea-shore in trust fur the whole community,
;u)ii i licrcfore cannot either grab or prant it, and that the rights of the

public are taken perfect care of. On division MK. tvMiTii and the

other lie-Nereids were beaten by 17(5 to 07. Then another SMITH got

up to bore abuut the Navy Estimates, but somebody happened to see

that SMITH had only 28 Members to bore, whereupon that inhumanity
was incontinently cut short.

Wednesday. The Bill for letting Dissenters be Trustees of the

Endowed Sclumls was to have gone into Committee, but the House
seemed to think that enough had been done to please the Dissenters of

late, and that, they were getting rather bumptious. And as these are

Church of Kiiglaud schools (according to the accepted theory), the

[ the Dissenters, who have nothing to do with paying for them,
to come in and manage them, does not seem unconm .-. At all

ucli orators us Dissent boasts in the llouse of Commons could

jiui make out their case, and the Bill was ihrowu out by 200 to 171,

amid loud Conservative cheering.

Then came the
You-niay-marry-your-wife's-sister-Bill,

which was

very briefly debated, and which met with an unaccustomed i

generally passes the Commons, and then Lawn comes down on it with

Leviticus, but to-day the Puseyit.es and others in the Commons
managed to refuse the Second Reading by 177 to 172, and there.was
more loud Conservative cheering.

A Bill for preventing servant girls and glaziers from tumbling into

the area when cleaning windows, was read a First Time. Mr. Punch
lias not. yet had an opportunity of seeing the machinery by which this

desirable object is to be brought about, but he begs distinctly to sny
that, he is not going to have his beading pulled out and his sashes

turned round, because tint knocks off the gilding and paint, and the

windows never shut properly after such an operation. If Members of

Parliament like to come with ladders, and clean his windows, outside,
with their own pocket-handkerchiefs, he has no particular objection ;

but they must distinctly understand that they are not to ask the

publisher for beer.

To-day did the VISCOUNT PALMEKSTON. Constable of Dover, and
Warden of the Five Ports (name them, Wiscount, and don't begin
with Sherry, because that's a bad joke. Eh, you can't ? VVe thought
so), took the oaths and his seat, after his re-election for Tiverton, and

recovery from gout. He was introduced by SIR GEORGE GREY and
the LORD ADVOCATE FOR SCOTLAND, and did not seem particularly
embarrassed. CONSTABLE PAM (A. 77) was loudly cheered ; and Mr.
PUKC/I'S ineffable scream might hare been heard high above all the

voices of the inferior creatures. He hopes that the Mansion House

dinner, the same night, was "just the thing the doctor ordered," but

Ci'iiiiT came rather close upon podagra.

Thursday. On the question of the maltreatment of a British officer

by the Prussian authorities, LOKD SHAFTKSBURY pronounced the mild

decision, that "nothing can be more melancholy nor more inhospitable
than the system of Prussian administration, from the highest to the

lowest, functionary." That is a good sweeping Exeter Hall denun-

ciation, much in the style in which the Philadelphionites consign all

other sects to an indefinitely unpleasant hereafter ; but in the case of

, LORD SiurrESBOfiy's clean sweep may. do but justice to the

dirty sweeps of officials.

There was a good deal of squabbling in the Commons on some points
in the Estimates; but the noticeable portion of the discussion was an
'awful castigatiou inflicted by the Constable on BERNAL OSBORKE. who
had been letting off some dogmatic flippancies upon our military
defences. PAM rebuked him for his presumption, exposed his mis-

takes, and congratulated the country that, its defences did not depend
upon his knowledge or decision. He described MK. OMIURKE'S style
as the Light aud Violent. B. O. got so wrathful a' o forgot
his manners, and said that LOKD PALJIEKSTOX was cross after

colchicum an unlucky remark which of course the good-natured
Constable turned round upon BERXAL, recommending him to take

colchicum, which most persons were aware was a "sedative." On the

whole, BERNAL got rather sat upon to-night and left out in the cold.

Friday. LOBD ELLEKBOROTJGH, at great length, demanded what the
Government was doing in reference to the POPE. LORD VVODEHOCSK,
at great shortness, explained that the Government was d

except, leaving Popish problems to Papist powers. LOBD DERBY said
that, this was quite rifrht, but that the POPE ought to be free, and that,
as LORD JOHN RUSSELL had said, Italy should be divided into two
states, and then Rome, in the middle, would be no difficulty. How far

the KIXG or ITALY, by the grace of GARIBALDI, will take this turning
his dominions into a sandwich, with the Pore as ttie bit of meat,
perhaps M. D'AZEGLIO will expound.

LORD Pu.scii did not coerce his Mitrylebone vassals, and, as might
have been expected, they availed themselves of I. i of

course returned the wrong man. Instead of electing
'

< t.

COOKE, whom everybody knows and honour . r the dictation

of a leash of shopkeepers, have elected a MK ; r.wis. who
may have all the virtues and talents iu tbc world, but of whom all tliM

is known at present U that he is a rich Irishman. This comes of Mr.
Punch's generosity another time Muryleboue will get its bead Ir

Mu. Lr.wistook his seat to-night, lie is, of cour*c, ul'ru -Liv rl iu

profession, and pledged to vote that the moon is made <

if his constituents take that astronomical view.

Mu. B. COCUEANB asked whether Government would produce the

recent despatches from Warsaw P LORD JOHN replied, first, that they
would not ; and, secondly, that there were no rece.it despatches.
An Indigo-Planter Debate, originated by MR. LAYARD, brought up

! some facts of importance. The Constable was taken to task for letting
'the Tiverton Volunteers accompany him at his election,
'

unconstitutional thing, and it need not be said that the Warden
|
explained the matter very jovially. There was some discussion about
the Donegal eviction (the case in which a landlord, baffled in his

endeavours to improve his estates, and incensed at the conduct of the

tenants in secreting criminal!), has swept out a large number of per-

sons), and the feeling of the House seemed to be, that there was a rood
deal to be said on both sides. And, Volunteers, perpend. A Bill was

brought in to exempt you from paying tolls, so you will be able to

afford to buy extra copies of Punch to tend to your friends abroad.

Will not that be nicer
1

Bor (sings popular air). "I'd chootc lerlecr

If 1 might be er flower.
"

EGGS AND YOKE.

THE other day one of REUTER'S telegrams, dated Agram, said :

"Tho Diet has been opened to-day. The Ban
ovation on the oocuiou."

i honoured with a popular

We hope the Ban liked it. The ovation which he received at the

hands of the people may for etymological and other reasons have been

presumed to have been an egging. Tue Diet was naturally opened on

the occasion, and the contents, diffused over the Ban's face, must have

given it the appearance of a sweet omelet. We don't know who the

present Ban of Croatia is ; but an ovation must have been just the

thing for a JELLACUICH.

A Delegate Question.

CoMi'AitATivis are sometimes odious, as well as are comparisc .

instance, when a clever workman is fool enough to listen to a pothouse-

haunting Delegate, and to ruin himself by striking when his children

are half-starving, instead of spying simply that .he is going to pot,

would .it not place his folly iu a far more hateful light if it were

observed that he was going to POTTIK
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Immense Stcell.
" HAW ! LOOK HEAW ! IF I HAW TOOK A QUANTITY or THESE THINGS, WOULD THEY HAW BE CHEAPAW ?

"

Hosier. "WELL, SIB, THAT WOULD DEPEND! PRAY ARE Ttou IN THE TRADE?" [Feelings of Swell may be imagined.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH," You may recollect that in the first of these interesting

letters I gave my thanks to two new actors who had just made their

debut, for having each afforded me a pleasant evening's entertainment
I considered their performances to be of no small promise, and this

anticipation I am happy to confirm. Widely different as they are in

the parts which they present, MR. DREW and MR. FECHTER have at,

least this much in common, that their acting is unstagy, natural, and
not forced, and free from the conventional absurdities of art. 1 visited ,

the Lyceum a night or two ago, and spent a pleasant hour in seeing
MR. DREW, whom I shall be glad to re-welcome to our boards. The
pieces that he played in were the trashiest of rubbish, but he had
enough to do to show that he was capable of more ; and when next he !

comes to London, I hope he may be fitted with a part which is adapted
to bring out his capacities, and give his talent proper scope. MR.
DREW when on the stage is an Irishman all over, and does not betray
his birthplace merely by his brogue. You will hear but few if any of

the
'
tare and ouns !

' and the
'

och murthers!' and the thousand and
one other stale old stupid interjections wherewith stage Irishmen are
wont to interlard their conversation. But in his utterance and tone
and manner of expression, and perhaps even still more in his quaint

'

angular deportment, you recognise the Irishman of actual existence,
|

free from the traditions of footlights and of greenrooms, and bringing !

a fresh vigour to the characters he plays. A piece more clumsy and
worse-written than the Irish Emigrant it has very rarely been my
misery to witness ;

and it affords but little chance for the cleverest of :

actors to interest the house. But MR. DREW made the utmost of the
small talk that was given him

;
and his pathos when half-starving, and

first getting gift of food, fully showed him to be capable of something !

more than moving the laughter of his audience, to which the efforts of
'

stage Irishmen are in general confined.
"
While I speak of stage tradition, I should like to make it clear

that there are some pieces where it is most legitimately used, and
which indeed without it lose their chief effect. Such a one lor instance
is the Miller and his Men, which seems written to perpetuate the conven-
tionalities of the stage, and which when robbed of them becomes a vapid

stupid piece. As acted at the Haymarket, I think it a mistake, and
the pains which have been taken to present it in new shape appear to

me to have deprived it of its only real charm. I have no belief in

Orindoff without a broad black belt, and yellow ochred boots ; and the

man who would reform the hairy-faced and hoarse-voiced ruffian of

my youth into the refined and polished scamp of later years, sadly
interferes with many pleasurable memories, without giving me the

chance of one to cherish in their stead.
"
There is a pretty little piece now playing at the Olympic, which

they who like Miss LOUISE KEELEY should not miss the chance of

seeing. It is called The Little Savage 1 beg your pardon, MR.
AUTHOR, I mean the The Little Rebel and is translated, I believe, from
Une Fills Terrible, whereas the other piece I mentioned is taken, I am
told, from La Niase de Si. Fleur. (It is as well to be particular in

owning obligations, lest one be charged with debts that one has really

not incurred.) They who know Miss KEELEY'S sprightly, arch,

expressive acting, may conceive how she impersonates a hoydenish
young lady, who in order to disgust a superannuated suitor makes-
believe to be a romping, just-emancipated schoolgirl, who half-strangles
him with skipping-ropes and makes him play at ball.

" The Chimney Corner still is an attraction at this theatre, and I

doubt not pleases all who enjoyed the Porter's Knot. MR. HOBSON is

well fitted with a character, of a sort that he has made peculiarly
his own, and which abounds in quick transitions from alternate smiles

to tears.

"MR. GTE has been out tenor-fishing during the recess; and, after

trying somewhere near the margin of Zurich's fair waters and other

spots which are at times frequented by fine fish, he has landed a fine

specimen, a SIGNOR TIBERINI, who may have sprung, for aught I

know, from the banks of the Tiber. Leaving critics to determine
whether or no he really be a tenor pur sang, and capable of giving out

the vt de poitrine, I am content to recollect that he has pleased me as

a singer, and as an actor has evinced himself well grounded in his art.

If he have not the grace and sweetness of MARIO and B.UBINI, the

energy of TAMBERLIK, or sustained notes of GIUGLINI, he has enough
charms of his own to make his voice worth hearing ;

and as a perfect
tenor is rather a rare fish, I think we may congratulate the active

MR. GTE on having made so good a catch.
" ONE WHO PATS."
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MASTER BULL AND HIS DENTIST.
DENTIST. "DON'T CRY, MY LITTLE MAN! I'M NOT GOING TO DRAW ANY MORE THIS TIME, AND

THERE'S A PENNY FOR YOU!"
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OUR ROVINQ CORRESPONDENT.
"Mr DEAR PUNCH,

"PORTO FRANCO is, as everyone knows, pleasantly situated

I beg pardon situate, 1 believe, is the correct expression on the

shores of the Mediterranean, and, as a watering-place, is much fre-

quented in the autumnal months by the German and Russian nobility.

Suites of apartments are prepared every season in the Albergo del

Universo for his Serene Highness the PRiNCBOpSprrzifLEMANKOWand

retinue, for the Duo DB GRUPPAU, the BARONESS KRATJTSTRUNK, and

his Excellency COUNT BOWWOWSKI ;
while in the hall of the Aquila

Nera (the opposition hostelry) you may read the more familiar names

of 'LADY ROWZER el famille,' MR. and MRS. SEYMOUR BROWNSB,
GENERAL STALKER, MR. ADOLFHUS STALKER, and Miss STRIDE.
"
After the usual horrors of the Dogana (mitigated perhaps on this

occasion by a few judiciously scattered francs), MR. DEWBERRY and 1

1

established ourselves at the last-named inn on the night of our arrival,

I and for that night only ;
for the next day, on asking for our little bill,

we were favoured with one of those curious results of double mnlti-

I

plication for which the hotel keepers at Porto Franco have long been

justly celebrated. So after having paid it, and having beaten about in

search 9f apartments, we took up our quarters at No. 999, Via di

Bricconi : terzo piano." You may suppose we were at first, as in duty bound, out all day in

a fiacre 'doing' the various lions of this wonderful city. The Palazzo

Publico, the Campo Cavalli, the Ponto Tenebroso, the famous Piazza

fieale, and the Casa di' Cent'odore, have long been celebrated in

history, and described again and again in numerous works, from LOUD
TIMON'S noble verses down to Miss MADGE'S Memoranda Mediter-

raneana. So I shall not trouble you with any information which is

afforded in MR. ALBEMARLE'S excellent Handbook, where you will find

all the necessary and appropriate quotations from the aforesaid valued

writers, with as much more matter as you can conveniently remember.

Indeed I fear that these letters will treat of subjects thoroughly
modern and unromantic, and I shall humbly leave the fifteenth for the

nineteenth century, nor trouble the heroes of a former age, while I

describe the swells of the present." DICK used to devote a good proportion of his time to that species
of exercise which is generally known among y9ung gentlemen of like

pursuits as
'

loafing ;

'
that is, walking about with no special object, but

ready for any adventure which may turn up. In MB. DEWBERRY'S
case, perhaps, the occupation assumed a more useful aspect, as he took

care to note where the best tobacco was to be bought, what merchants

retailed BASS'S famous ale, which of the hotels contained the greatest
number of pretty girls, &o. &c. For my part, being always remarkable

for industry, I devoted myself with great vigour to the various picture-

galleries and churches in the City. I do not, however, intend to

recount all that I did for the sake of my beloved art at Porto Franco.

Perhaps the result of my researches will appear in the meetings of the

Philographic Community. Perhaps I may be going to publish an essay
' On the Pigments of Perugino.' Perhaps I look forward to the

honour of being permitted to attach some score of capital letters to

my at present obscure name I say perhaps and say no more.

"I crave your indulgence for this digression, into which I have been

unconsciously led in a moment of ambition, and beg to resume my
narrative.

"
I came across some curious people

in the course of my stay at

Porto Franco, and when DICK and I met of an evening over a pipe, we
used to relate to each other our respective adventures, sitting up, as

I am ashamed to add, until a most unconscionable hour in the morning,
whereas every well-conducted English traveller in Italy ought to be in

bed and asleep by 9 o'clock, P.M., if we may put any faith in the rules

laid down in MR. ALHEMARLE'S crimson compendium." The first of our beloved countrymen whom I had the pleasure to

meet was MR. BOWPEN, Architect and Surveyor to the district of

Stuccotown, N. \V. I give his title in full for the benefit of my readers,

because, to say the honest truth, I bad never heard of that talented

gentleman (at which he seemed much surprised) until he introduced

himself to me at Porto Franco in the manner following, videlicet
"

I was sitting one morning in the church of San Goggolo, very
intent upon a sketch that I was making, when I suddenly became
aware of a strong flavour of stale and rather questionable tobacco, and

chancing to look over my shoulder, saw MR. B. there, grinning.
" ' Go hon,' said he, 'don't mind me brother chip, you know all

in the way o' trade. 1 say got a bit of Hingey-rubber about you, to

lend a chap P I 'ye lost mine.'
"
His fingers were not oyer-clean, and I thought that giving him a

piece of the article in question was preferable to lending him the whole.
So I began to cut off a bit with my penknife.

11 '

I lullo !

'
said MR. BOWPEN,

'
what are you hup to ? No call for

that, you know give it back to you in arf a minnit.' And, snatching
it up, he ran off. After a little time, hf- came back. 'Nice bit, aint

it?' said he, looking at my sketch, '/did it, yes'day. I say! you
aint. a liarchiteck, are yer ?

'

"'No,' said I.

" ' No ;
I thought not by your drawering/ ham.'

"
I congratulated him on his advantage.

'"liar, yes, it's all very well,' he added, 'but then you fellers,

you painters, top us in colour, you know. There's very few harchitecks

twigs anything about colour. D'ye know'ORROCK.s?'
''I was obliged to admit that

"

chap, / can tell you,' said Mi. BOWTE, with a

Colours fust-rate, and no mistake. I say,' said he,

I didn't.
" ' Not know 'ORROCKS the harchiteck !

"'No.'
"'Dam clever

terrific wink. 'Colours , .

'

'scuse me, you know, but them pillars ain't straight them on the

paper I mean the drawering 's hout.'
"

I told him I knew it, and intended to alter the mistake.
' '

Never mind, though,' added MR, B. quite consolingly,
'
It Ml make

a pretty drawering for all that, mind you. Got your sliadders in bold

and sharp !

'

"
(It was quite impossible for me to go on with my work, so I rose

from my seat for a minute or two, hoping he would go; but he didn't.)
" '

Yes ! nice bit,' said he. musingly ;

'

but after all, wot is it?
'

(with
a mock Italian gesture). 'What is it? The churches here ain't worth

a jigger no, not half a jigger !

'

While I was speculating what amount of intrinsic value the latter

substantive might represent, he went on :

' '

Nothing like the Habbey. after all give me the Habbey, / say.'
" '

I beg your pardon ?
'

said I, not quite understanding.
'"The Habbey!' said MR, BOWPEN, emphatically. 'Our hone

Westminster ! That 's your sort. Give me the Habbey, / say 1
'

"
(I wished it had been in my power to do so, or anything, to get

rid of him.)

'"But, Lor, what a place this Porto Franco is!' continued Ms.
BOWPEN, apostrophising. 'What a rum, what a dam rum

place!
Just think how many ban* and hages I say,' said he, as if suddenly
struck with a new idea, Men the Pescaria yet P

'

" '

No, Sir,' said I, in a great rage, and wishing, I am ashamed to

add, he was at that moment tied down at the bottom of a roomy fish-

basket in that emporium." ' Not seen the Pescaria ? Why 'ow long 'ave you bin "ere ?
'

"'Just arrived.'
"
'Ho, ah

jist
come! that's another pair of shoes,' said my tor-

mentor, mollified, 'I've bin 'ere two months and 'aven't seen arf.

You '11 'ave to look sharp if yon want to DO the place well Work
away, my boy that 's right make your 'ay while the sun shines is

my morter. Hullo, what's that? twelve o'clock P I must be off to

'ave my fajjey-oley (fagiuoli), know what that is, don't you? Arryco
beans boiled in the soup capital thing for lunch always 'ave a basin

of fajjey-oley in the middle of the day can't dine early like the natives

blows you out so for the afternoon couldn't work if I did. I say,

give us a look up, will
yer

? 'Appy to see you any evening in a quiet

way, as the burglar said when he muffled the alarm bell. Stop a bit,

there 's my fart d vitit,' and I read

MR. BENJAMIN BOWl'KN,

^rcbittrt anb SfnrbtijoT.

43, SCAQLIOLA PLACE,

STUCCOTOWM, N.W.

" ' Thank you, Sir,' said I (for you see I never like to offend a man
if I can help it).

'
I have n't a card about me at this moment, but I

lodge in the Via Bricconi,' and I gave him my address, fondly hoping
he would lose it.

"'All right,' said MR. B., going off, 'oreyvor.' Suddenly he

stopped and came back.

'"By the way,' said he, 'I think you said yon did not know
'ORROCKS P

'

"'Yes, said I, why?'" '

Oh, nothing ! never mind ta-ta doesn't signify," and here Mi.
BOWPEN went off to his

'

fajjey-oley,' and to the great relief of
"
Your humble servant,

" JACK EASEL."

Right at Last.

A GENTLEMAN, who for some time past, has been trying with all his

might to make a joke upon Marylebone, is delighted at the opportunity
of being able to say that, in consequence of the election, it has of

course oeen the
" BOM of contention." We like encouraging young

i beginners, and that is our only excuse for putting before the reader so

miserable an attempt, the extreme weakness of which would disgrace
even a Member of Parliament.
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ODE TO A YOUNG BAKKISTEK.
MY son, contending for the prize
Of Life's hard battle

; bent to rise
And climb, if Fate thy struggles back,
That arduous height, the wool-stuffed Sack,

War's sinews for the heavy contest needing, ,

Thou must, if thou the palm wouldst win, .

Provide thyself with present tin,
Few victories are gained without much bleeding.

Oh, then, with an attentive mind,
Think with what spell to raise the wind !

Look round thee if thou canst discern
Some way the wherewithal to earn ;

But if thou canst no better do than borrow,
Betake thee to some trusting; friend,
At moderate usance who will lend,

Or thou wilt book thyself for future sorrow.

GADDY'S ACADEMY PICTURE ON VIEW.
ART CRITIC. "You see you've got the Duke seated and the Duchess standing up. Now

couldn't you make the Duc/iess sitting down and the Duke standing up 1
"

[But GADDY fears the Council will not put off the Exhibition for a couple of months
to enable him to take advantage o his Friend's valuable suggestion.

SETTLEMENT OF THE ITALIAN QUESTION.
WHAT right has the College of Cardinals to choose a

sovereign for the people of the Roman States f Thi&

|
question should be answered by the sticklers for the
POPE'S temporal authority. They insist on his prescrip-
tive rights, as though he were a legitimate monarch ;

whereas he is merely an elective one, and one elected,
not by the people, but only by a set of priests. These

C9nsiderations suggest an easy settlement of the Italian

difficulty. Let Louis NAPOLEON, VICTOR EMMANUEL,
and GARIBALDI agree to allow his Holiness to remain
where he is for the present, sitting in the chair of

BoiiGlA, supported comfortably on French bayonets,
with seat and cushion intervening between their points
and his person. Let the Holy Father enjoy a life-

interest in that position. But let their Eminences have
due notice that the next Pope they elect, they must
elect him simply for their own Bishop; and that he
must take the Pontificate as it will come to him, a

|

purely spiritual office, and accept the triple hat without

any crown.

Steel versus Wood.

IN the next naval war, if an enemy's fleet has to be
cut out, a new style of engraving will have to be intro-

duced, for whereas formerly our ships were only wooden
blocks, they have now steel plates. BRITANNIA, when-
ever she turns her trident into an etching-needle, will

make just as good a mark with the latter as with the
former. By the bye, when these steel plates want touch-

ing up, they will have, we suppose, to be taken not into
a graver's but an engraver's dock ?

A DIG AT THE DELEGATES.
DURING the late Strike (we believe that we may speak of it now in

the past tense) we often heard the question,
" Who are these Trade

Delegates of whom we hear so much, and who seem, by all accounts,
to be doing so much mischief?" Now, as ignorance is not always
bliss, we think it may do good if information on the matter be made
generally known, and there is no way that we know of to make it

known more widely than through the world-pervading medium of
Punch. Give ear, then, ye rustics, and ye town workmen also.

These be striking truths, which all on strike should pay good
heed to.

A Delegate is generally a lazy, idle lout, who likes to sit and talk
much better than to work ; and who, considering himself as being
"gifted with the gab," tries to foster small dissensions and causes of

dispute, that he may have the pleasure of hearing himself prate about
them. In other words, he is a drone that goes buzzing about the beer-

shops, and living upon the honey that the working bees have toiled
for. His business is to set a man against his master, and to keep afloat
the Unions that tend to nurture Strikes, by giving men a false idea of
their own strength, and underrating the resources and resistance of

employers. Having duped the shallow-pated to elect him as their

mouthpiece, and being paid by them to lead a lazy life in looking to
what he is pleased to call their interests, the Delegate grows fat on
their starvation and their strikes, and what is death to them becomes
to him the means of life. Fancied grievances and most unreasonable
demands the Delegate endeavours to encourage and support, for

squabbling brings him into notice and his tongue into full play, and

raises his importance in the pothouse-haunting world. A claim for
ten hours' pay for only nine hours' work, is just the sort of trade
demand that a Delegate delights in

;
for he knows that its injustice

must prevent its being listened to, and he will have the chance of

swigging nightly, gratis, pots of beer while denouncing the iniquity of
the rapacious masters, in all the frothy eloquence of a' public-house
harangue.

As nobody but a fool would submit to have his earnings eaten into

by a sloth, it is the business of the Delegate to clap a stop on clever-

ness, and keep the brains of working-men down to the muddle-pated
level of those who are his tools. He, of course, fears the quick sight
of any workman of intelligence, lest it may see through his iniquitous

designs. He, therefore, gets the best hands marked on the Black List,
and does the utmost in his power to reduce the active, skilful, and
industrious working-man to the standard of the stupid, slothful,

sluggish sot. Britons may keep boasting that they never will be
slaves, but so long as MK. POTTER and his myrmidons have sway, the

slavery of negroes is not more complete.
As the law at present stands, a few months on the treadmill is the

most that can be given as a punishment to Delegates who illegally

prevent a man from working where he likes. But when we see a
national work suspended through their means (as was a month ago the
case with the new Exhibition Building), we feel tempted to suggest
that a suspension of the works should be followed now and then by a

suspension of a Delegate.

LATEST DEFINITION OF M.P. Marylebone Pet.
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KING BUMBLE OF MARYLEBONE.

GREAT BUKBLE mightiest of Kings whose throne

Looms high and haughty over Marylebone,
Within whose vestry-room, a big Bashaw,
Thou rnl'st the rate, and layest down the law
Local self-government's triumphant son

Unfetter"d majesty of Number One
Fresh from the 'Tizer or the 3fornie Star

Guide of the tap, and leader of the bar

Student sublime in penny-wisdom's school

Great art thou in thj hour of vestry rule,

Sneering humanitarian humbug down
With Beadledom's big voice and savage frown,

Putting on jobs a face of stubborn brass,

And writing down who differs with thee ASS ;

'Gainst Central checks still warring to the knife,

And saving rates at the expense of lite :

Mighty to teach thin Chaplains whence their bread,
To snub pert Doctors, better taught than fed,
< )r to crush sunken paupers lower still,

That Poor-Law Boards may rev'rence BUXBLB'S wilL

Great art thou, too, in genial hours of ease,
When nor job calls, nor vile Inspectors tease;
Whether within the tap thou spend'st thy noons

King of clay-pipes, and sovereign o'er spittoons

Or, venting oracles behind thy smoke,
In frowzy club-room craok'st the midnight joke,

Or, taking what thou wilt not give a drain

Heark'nest the nigger minstrels' graceful strain.

Thine is the graceful pleasantry that grows
From calling names to pulling by the nose ;

Thine British drinks hot with or cold without,
The quassia'd ale,

or treacle-coloured stout ;

No light, low-tanffed foreign wines for thee

Leave them to washerwomen tired of tea

KING BUMBLE needs a more sustaining tap,
His brain in muddled majesty to wrap,
To feed the mulberry blossoms on his nose,
And in his bloated cheek maintain the rose.

But if thou'rt great in act of Vestry-power
Great in the public-house's festive hour-
Greater by ten- and twenty-fold art thou.
When an Election bids thy subjects bow !

Oh, 'tis a sight England alone can show,
(Unless America the like may know,)
The struggle who shall kiss thy greasy palm,
Who smooth thy moods with flattery's oiliest balm,
Who lowest grovel at thy dirty foot,

Who lick moat mud from thy unsavoury hoot,

Who, at thy bidding, nimblest turn his coat.
Or gulp down pledges with the readiest throat.

Then art thou every inch a king, when, bowed
And bowing, thy poor slaves the hustings crowd,
And offer up themselves, obsequious still,

To pelt, poke fun at, hoot, howl down, at will.

Praying, all abject, that their King will deign
To put them to the question once again !

True Christians they when the left cheek you smite,

They turn to you, submissively, the right," W ilt please your Majesty repeat the blow
Too happy to amuse my sovereign so."
"
But condescend once more my powers to try

Of eating toads and swallowing humble-pie."
"Nay, Sire, a rarer sport your slave affords :

Before your throne /'// eat up my own woi

"A Six-pound Franchise SKOBSOS recommends ;

For Household Suffrage / go in, my friends ;

And if for Household Suffrage SNOBSOS call,

For Universal I 'm prepared to bawl ;

If he goes the whole hog, I '11 let him know
I am the man a wholler hog to go
Under his lowest deep I '11 find a deep more low !

"

At country-fair or wake so have I seen,

Upon the stage that decks the village green,
Amid the peasant minstrels' brazen din,
Ambitious rustics through horse-collars grin.

And he for such the rule that guides their play
Who grins the widest bears the prize away.
So have I seen four rival clods, set high,
In eating red-hot hasty-pudding vie,

And his the honours of that painful feast

Who eat the fastest, and who winced the le

Like games are thine, but on a scale for gods
Who hast would-be M.I' s for village clods;
To grin through Bumbledom's horse-collars wide,
And eat the dirty puddings you provide.
For the rude village stage, the scene they grace,
Is the tall hustings reared in Portland Place.

For hat, or smock, or leg-of-mutton thin,

A seat in Parliament 's the prize they win :

And for the judgment of the rustic crowd,
Kixo BUMBLE'S mighty will is law avowed !

RANKS ON BOAKD SHIP.

nusrae the Tinti, we ob-

served a novelty in naval

icnts thus pro-

by a Portsmouth
dent of that

journal, with a view to

prevent the evils of the

present system of paying
tailors :

" Th rimplo ptn to remedy
11 tfal* I* now bft>n the Admi-

ralty, and there my to bopee of
IU being at nm tfn> adopted.
Thta pUn to the oUbltolimcnt
o< tank* on board eeoh ship in

oommtaion. the men reeeiTing
fairnMoriutaroif

We read the foregoing
at breakfast; when, sud-

denly, a quick succession

of raps upon' the table

made the tea-things dance.

Having,
as the editor of

the Spiritual Magazite
lays, changed our opinions
on the subject of Spiritual-

ism, we immediately seized

an alphabet, in order to see

if the knocks proceeded
from any spirit desirous of communicating any message. The
invisible agent knocked out "Ship ahoy!'

r
Fact. We directly

answered
" Yoho !" to which the reply was "Avast! Belay there!"

We then shouted, "Who are you?" and the spirit responded
"DIBDIK!" whereupon we put the question, "What cheer, ho ?'

but instead of directly answering that interrogatory, our unseen

visitant gave some violent raps, the letters corresponding whereunto

spelt "Shiver my timbers!" In reply to further inquiries, the

spirit said, that he was in a good berth, but that his rest was dis-

turbed by the idea of sucb a prodigious innovation as that of a

bank on board ship, which he could conceive to be capable of serving

no purpose with regard to JACK, who spent most of his money
in helping messmates in distress, and the remainder in purchasing

watches to fry, except that of supplying him with notes to light his

pipe with. A sweet little Providence sat up aloft to keep watch for

the life of poor JACK ; but poor JACK had no providence of his own,
and must now have become rich JACK to be ever in a position to pot

money in a bank. "If JACK required a bank on board ship, scuttle his

scuppers, JACK was not what he used to be, d'ye see, but another guess

sort of fellow." Having delivered this opinion, the spirit wished us

good-bye, saying that he must now go, because all hands were piped aloft.

Whosoever shall refuse to credit the foregoing narrative, let him be

confounded. He is a prejudiced, unreasoning bigot, who will not.

investigate facts for himself, nor allow due weight to the testimony of

others. ^^^

A Complete Disguise.

AN Englishman and Roman were walking through the galleries of

the Vatican, where certain statues and pictures have been slightly

clothed so as not to shock the minds of purists as fastidious as the late

Krao or NAPLES, when the Englishman made some alluaion in the

course of conversation, to the "naked Truth." "Excuse me, Sir

replied the lloman, halt plaintively, "the Truth is no longer allowed

to go naked in Rome-good care is taken that it shall be draped by a

Cardinal."

"
BLISS HKB DBAS SIDES."

Tin French have just launched another steel frigate, but our Admi-

ralty are so slow with theirs that BBITAXXIA, in her leisure moment?,

will have plenty of time to sing,
"

Still, so gently o'er me **Btf.
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CABBY. "
There, now, if that ain't ungrateful goes and 'ins 'im in preference to me as wotedfor the Saturday 'alf'olidav, let alone

'ailin' mefust. Shame!"

.
CIVIL SERVICE NEWS. Mr. Charles W. Brigstocks has bought

himself twelve new reversible collars, marked C. W. B. Mr. Joseph
Jagg has received notice from his landlady to quit at Midsummer
because he snores so. Mr. Tobias E. Griffins has gone through his
examination of his old clothes, and has parted with portions thereof to
Mr. issachar Moses. Mr. Erasmus P. Linkinshop has got that invi-
tation for the Lesleys' ball on the 29th, and isn't he cocky? Mr. Josiali
1 aling has split his trousers in the most awful manner by getting over
a gate as he came home from drill. Mr. Jackson J. Johnson has pro-
posed lor ilpra Windermere, and if he can get the tin together, theywd be married m August. Mr. Martin Swallow is going to give upMi and tobacco, m compliance with the imperative requisition of
his medical man Mr. Tardykanute Dawdle got a severe wigging from

e head of his department on Tuesday for bringing a Skye terrier intothe office and letting the animal bite a deputation. Mr. Jawley Whopps
n ffk, j?

a
^f

f0r^ Prm
5?

8
tJ"*4 for Monday week, and means

to take his sisters to see M. Fechter. Mr. Archibald Sucker is laid
consequent upon his extreme exertions to colour a

T^'^fTS Flmcher has final|y quarrelled with

i

6 Int
.

OXICa^d Salmon, on the evening paper question,

l P rn
1?

CU
f
t0m

-
t0 tbe

,
I
,y

fur
iate,

d Lobster. Mr. Eustace
learning to swim, and Mr. Beckwith gives a very goodaccount of him, but wishes he would not blow so. Mr. Young Codings

mlh r?JohUSe!l
b
-
y

,

Mi
l
S Fatilda Ju

l
eP' on the alleged ground ofhl

IpSbutmoreroa that of to High-Low
h,

'

the Family: Journal,
James X. Bungaree o muc o rn on ednesday last, and

Tfillino-TT r
marks toUsmother-in-law about her alleged turpitudein nlling up the Census. Civil Service Ga;etle.

Great Soreness felt by Russia.

f,

H
J *i

0lish
Tf'j8!?^ brin

F
s us news of a revolutionary characterfrom a place called "Thorn." For once the telegraph speaks truth,S^ * n

,
ot merely a P^ but the whole of

a thorn in the side of Russia.

A NEW FASHION.
WE are continually being told that "Pride will have a fall," but we

never could understand it. As Pride is never ashamed of showing her
ieatures, but on the contrary is rather proud of displaying them bein"-
generally noted for the unabashed boldness of her countenance we do
not see the necessity why she should have a Fall, when it is very clear
that she does not want one. Now, if it were Prudery/instead of Pride
we could the better appreciate the force of the meaning; for the
iall would be of use to Prudery, to enable her to smirk and leer and
make pretences of blushing behind it ; and we can only say that the
sooner Prudery does have a Fall, or in other words, takes the veil, the
more highly we shall be pleased, for we are sure that no one ever wants
to see her ugly face again.

Un-English Slang.
THE phrase "project of law" is getting familiar to the public eye

by repeatedly occurring m REUTER'S telegrams. Continental nations
may please to describe the measures introduced into their "Chambers"
as projects of law," but it is to be hoped that reporters of the pro-
ceedings of the British Legislature will continue to call a proposed
enactment by the good old parliamentary name of Bill. We are anxious
to keep all foreign rubbish such as "interpellations," "complications,"
and projects of law," from tumbling into our well of English
undeflled.

A lady's Verdict on the Marylebone Election.

THE name of MR. TWBLVETREES being mentioned in the presenceH a lady, who is a kind of female BERNAL OSBOKNE in petticoats, so
great is her reputation for saying happy things, she exclaimed, with
the most charmingly-feigned innocence,

" What a very curious name !

1 wonder if MR. TWELVETREES came originally from Sevenoaks. The
latter may have been younger branches of the same family, you
know ?

"

" GOING TO COVER "The Royal Exchange.

ESBSF^"-^^^
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SACRED BEAR GARDENS.

DEPRECATIM; the taaetn ent of
the proposed Nonconformists'
Burial Hill, the Morning Pott in a

recent article, argued that if that

measure became law, and dissent

ing ministers were accordingly em-

powered to read funeral servicri

in Church burying grounds, the
next concession Dissenters would
demand would be that of liberty
to perform part of the service also

within the churches. And then :

"Ooco throw th churches open to
all sorts and conditlona of modern dis-

ent. au 1 there will I* no end to the con-

Dlsputes will arise u to the
modes of service, the nlatlre claims to
this or that portion of the ground, and
to this or that time of the da; for service.'

Yes; and disputes may even
arise as to the costume wherein
the minister is to officiate. The
consequences may be busing, boot-

ing, whistling, stamping, coughing,
crowing, scuflliug, and fighting. In
churches open to Dissenters differ-

ing from one another, it certainly
is very probable that there would
sometimes be rows resembling
those which, within the memory of

man, have occurred at St. Barnabas,
Pimlico, and St. George's-in-the-
East.

*

>kool Teacher. "On, JOHNNY, I'M SHOCKED TO SEE TOU PLATING WITH TOUH TOP.

SHOULD LEAVE TOUR TOTS AT HOMK ON A SUNDAY!"

Johnny (quid-, tut impudent}.
" THEN WHY DO TOU COME OUT WITH YOUR HOOP ?

"

You

A Fatal Mistake.

FOOLHARDY buffoons sometimes

attempt too much. They risk their

necks as extraordinary acrobats,
and turn out to be mere tumblers.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
APRIL' 22, Monday. British subjects who possess personal property

have no business abroad, because, if they have the means of living in

England, where, only, Punch can be procured on the day of
publication,

it is wantonly making light of their privileges to be out of the way of

that great advantage. However, there may be exceptional cases, and
as at present no British subject who makes a Will when he is abroad
has the slightest certainty that he has made it in the proper way, and
as the personalty is pretty sure to be expended in the personalities of

law, LORD KINGSDOWN (MR. P. LEIGH) is to be commended for

bringing in a Bill to provide that a will of personalty thall be valid,

whether made according to the law in foreign parts, or according to

the domicile of the testator. The excellent Post Office Sayings' Bank
Bill went through Second lleadinpr, but the intelligent British public,
into whose head it is excessively difficult to beat any new system (and
which still directs its letters to "James Thompson, Esq , 300, Cheap-
tide, E.G.," because that name and address were given in the form
issued by SIR ROWLAND) must understand that it is not to regard the
letter-slits in the light ot the slit in the domestic money-box, nor to

suppose that if a penuy is dropped into the letter-column at Hammer-
smith, it may be asked for at the receiving-house at Poplar that day
two years. Mr. Punch foresees a good deal of trouble to himself iii

getting this new system into gear, but the object is so good that he
intends to take the public in hand.

LORD RAYNHAM proposed to MR. GLADSTONE to lay a tax on

Linendrapers
1

Shopmen, in order to drive I hose elegant beings to more
manly work, and to substitute women behind the counters. MR.
GLADSTONE said that it might not be unfair to do something for

women, especially as in some trades a systematic resistance is made by
the men to the employment of feminine labour, but he did not quite
see his way to getting coin out of the counterjumper.

The Budget Debate began, and went through this night and that of

Thursday, when it was adjourned until the Monday following. MR.
THOMAS BARING made an elaborate speech against the Budget, and

thought that we ought to look forward to a deplorable financial future
and not remit taxes. MR. WHITE said what can it matter what MR.
WHITE saiH ? MR. BAXTER defended the scheme of MR. GLADSTONE,
and the battledore and shuttlecock business continued until midnight,
MK. BEKTIMCK'S tirade against things in general being the most

amusing feature of the evening. There was much grumbling, bat the

Opposition did not offer to fight.

Tuetday. SIB JOSEPH I'AXTON. with the instinct of a true lover of

the Landscape, demanded whether Government really contemplated
the letting the Agricultural Society bring their fat pigs, ploughing
machines, and mangle wurzle (sped it right, Wiscount) into Hyde
Park in 1S62? MR. Cow PER made an evasive kind of answer, and
I bought that

" some "
park might be used for the purpose. JJr. Punch

hereby invites SIR JOSEPH to stick to this party COWPEH, who is a

good man, but has no moral pluck, and would give up the QUEEN'S
private flower-garden if Swelldom put the screw upon him. tie may
stick the beasts in Battersea Park, if he likes, as there is nothing to

spoil, and nobody goes there, and it would be the making of the

locality. But we really cannot have the other place desecrated, though
cattle may not seem out of place in Hide Park, as it was originally

called.

MR. BERKELEY brought on his Ballot motion, lie is a valiant old

man, but Punch is reminded of a fine passage in the Lord of the lilts.

The Ballot battle stagnates :

" DOUGLAS leans on hi* war-sword now,
And WILLIAMS wipes hU moistened brow.
DrxcOMBS undoea hi Tijior clasp,
And ATHF.RTON for air mint gasp.
And BERNAL OSBORNE quita hi ipear.
And stake thy falchion. UASJ or BEER,
The blows of BERKELEY fall lew fast,
And gallant GIBSON'S bugle blast

Has lost iu lively tone.
Sinks, brave Jonx BRIGHT, thy battle-word.
And BRADY'S shout Is fainter heard,

' Meo merry men, foight on.'
"

It will be evident to an acute reader that JJr. Punch introduced this

citation chiefly because BERKELEY and DOUGLAS, being proposer
and

seconder of the motion, two of SIR WALTER'S lines cm be given in-

tact, and J/r. P. distinctly states that he has not the slightest reason

for affirming that the SOLICITOR-GENERAL was out of breath, or that

the Wiscount had a tendency to perspiration. To return to our sheep?
when the said mover and seconder had affirmed that the Ballot

would bring in the Millennium, the House "answered not but with its

legs," as Morose, in The Silent Woman, desires Cxtteard to do. J

walked into the lobby, and declined the Berkleian Millennium by 279

to 151.
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Wednesday. The old Universities return Members to Parliament,
and the constituency is a curious one. The voters are the Masters of

Arts, and they are, of course, scattered all over the country, and

indeed over the world. It is proposed that, instead of giving an M. A.

not in residence, the trouble and expense of coming to his University
to vote, the scholarly character of his franchise shall be still further

indicated by its being permitted to him to write his vote, and send it

to head-quarters. There is much to be said in favour of this plan, but

what is to be said against it is, that inasmuch as nearly all the Clergy
are Masters of Arts, you will be giving the Clerical element a huge

preponderance. All the stupid bigoted Welsh Curates and their

congeners, the worthy and disagreeable men who live in small

villages, and get a habit of regarding everything in a village way, the

excellent pig-heads who quarrel with the Dissenters on little points
that a priest of the world would smile at, all this mass of conscientious

small-mindedness will be brought to bear upon the elections. Distance,

time, trouble, expense keep a majority of these parsons from voting

now, but when they can vote for a penny, they will pour in their papers,
and Tve shall see such a man as the Record would support (can we
say anything more contemptuous?) aided to overthrow a Gladstone,
i Macaulay, a Carlyle, or a Thackeray, or some other candidate who
would be an ornament to the House of Commons and a stone of

stumbling to bigotry. On the whole, therefore, and in the interests

of the Universities, Jfr. Punch thought it better to refer the Bill to a

Select Committee, which of course was done at his suggestion.

SIR MORTON PETO. but LORD PUNCH said a precious good thing
r,o /<'*, and that must be told here. You know the great fishmonger's
at the top of Parliament Street don't the salmon look scrumptious ?

Well, on Wednesday, the MARCHIONESS OF Puses had (respectfully)

requested her Lord to send home some fish, and he, immersed in

thought for the good of the nation, passed the shop without thinking
of the request. But, remembering it, he hurried affably back, and SIR
M. PETO was standing, admiring some red mullet.

"
Did you want to

speak to me?" said SIR M. P. to LORD P. "No," said LORD P.,

quoting the classical speech of the ancient Gladiator

"Non te, Peto, piscem peto."

Upon which, SIR M., delighted, was moving off, but LORD P., con;
tinuing the speech of the Retiarius, added,

"
Quid me fugis, Gallef

(Oalle, on the present occasion, Wiscount, means Old Cock). And,
after ordering a few salmons, they went down to the House together,

laughing like fun, and in capital spirits, to discuss the Bill for burying
Dissenters.

This Bill is squashed, so there is no use in talking about it
;
but its

intention was to permit Dissenters to bury in Church of England
churchyards, with whatever forms, or absence of forms, they might
please. The Jumpers might have come and lumped over a deceased

friend, and the Shakers might have taken and shaken him, and people who
have even briefer rituals, for instance, folks like the woman MADEN,
who has again been making a fool of herself in a court of justice, might
have stood upon the tomb, and proclaimed the doctrine that

" we dies
like dogs." These processes would have been very distasteful to

right-minded people, and the House of Commons, by 236 to 155,
majority 81, voted for preserving the sanctity of our kst earthly
home.

Thursday. A queer petition was presented from some Worcestershire
attorney, who complained that at the Assizes for that county he had
been severely and unjustly walked into by MR. HTJDDLESTON, Q.C.,
and he wants the law altered so that MR. HUDDLESTON may not be
able to walk into him in future. As that eminently courteous barrister
is about the last man likely to say anything harsh or inconsiderate,
iir. Punch will not give his llqyal Assent to the proposed alteration of
the law until he has further evidence before him.
The Budget Debate was resumed, as aforesaid, and MR. SEYMOUR

FITZGERALD and MR. MILNER GIBSON did battle. A great lot of
nobodies talked in a grocerly way about tea and sugar the epider
class is by no means so absent from our Chamber as the French think.

Later, MR. SAM SLICK made a vehement speech against MR. GLAD-
STONE, whom he curiously charged with ridiculing the people of
Canada

;
and MR. BERNAL OSBORNE (saying that he had received a les-

son not to be Light or Violent) made some fun of MR. SLICK. MAJOR
EDWARDS, who may have dined out, for he called the SPEAKER

'

Gentlemen," termed the cheap newspapers
"
the penny-a-lining

interest," for which this Major (he is only a Yeomanry Major, mind,
and partner in some mercantile firm, which facts extenuate his intensely
aristocratic feelings) was well castigated by JOHN MAGunus of Cork,
more power to his elbow.
DR. BRADY tried to get a Select Committee appointed to consider

the Street-Railway question, but this respected Apothecary is not
celebrated for his successful treatment of popular complaints, and the
House would not follow bis prescription, thinking perhaps that he
understands Opiates better than Sleepers.

Friday. The conversazione was short, but a good many topics came
up. LORD PALMERSTON made some exceeding biting remarks upon

the Prussian administration, apropos of the MACDONALD case, and
declared that the Prussian Government had behaved in a way that
was most unfriendly, and unworthy of a country in alliance with
(he should have said under the patronage of) England. Won't the
beery beggars be

riled,
and shan't we have infuriated scoffs at the

PREMIER ? The question of flogging boys in prisons, came up, and
Members took different sides, some thinking the punishment cruel,
and others defending it because they themselves were flogged at Eton.
At the latter seat of instruction it is etiquette not to bellow under the
rod, but to look as if you rather liked it, or, at all events, are obliged
to the Doctor for his trouble

; but this rt Qnement is not comprehended
i by plebeian offenders, who, it seems, howl with all their might. The
Constable could not say whether the POPE was going to appoint a
successor or not. Mr. Pitneh regrets to add that the indictable

[nuisance, the East Wind, has actually violated propriety so far as

j

to iifllict the SPEAKER with neuralgia, and incapacitate him for
the Chair, though whether an attack of that prettily named com-
plaint be not preferable to a Budget Debate, MR. DENISON has now

]

an opportunity of deciding. Happy will Mr. Punch be to say with
OVID, Emus ad jtaroram rtaeesU meantime he makes everybody else a

'

roarer.

SCOTCH HUSBANDRY.

E subjoin an advertise-

ment taken from the

Glasgow Herald. It

suggests the expectation
that the Census Returns
for Scotland will show a

great preponderance of

the female part of the

population. Men must
be scarce in the matri-

monial market to render
such an offer worth ad-

vertising ; and if it were
not, the advertiser pro-
bably would never have

gone to the expense of

its insertion. The Scotch

lassies, with all their

charms, must find hus-
bands scarce, if any one
of them can condescend
to accept such a bar-

gain as the author of

this proposal:

IfATRIMONY. A GENTLEMAN, aged 30, of considerable prospects,
-L'J- being in temporary want of about 300, is willing to enter into Matrimony
with a LADY of his own age, who can command the above amount. No objection
to a Widow. Must bo of a religious turn of mind. Address "Confidence 97,"
Herald Office.

DK. JOHNSON described a man who had contracted a mercenary
marriage as a contemptible fellow who had at length obtained the

certainty of three meals a day. "Confidence 97" is willing to dispose
of himself for a much meaner consideration. He is to be sold for

temporary accommodation to the amount of 300. As he does not

object to a widow, perhaps he would not strongly insist upon parity of

years. He would probably not refuse to negotiate with any old crone
who has got the sum that he requires hoarded in her stocking. No
doubt he is ready to come to terms with any witch who can help him
to raise the wind. Only he requires that the beldame should be of a

religious turn of mind
; whereby, of course, he means that she must

possess the one thing needful.

A PREJUDICED PROTESTANT.

A COSTEBMONGER, in a public -house, reading aloud to a Dustman
the Roman correspondence in the Times, came to the following
passage :

" The Archimandrite, who is a venerable old man, then knelt before the Holy
Father, and kissed his feet."

' Yah !

"
cried the dustman.

" The What d' ye call him ?
"

' The Hartchymandrite." replied the costermonger.
'

Humph !

"
his comrade grunted. "And 'oo 's the 'oly Father ?

"

The POPE, stupid."
1 The POPE. Oh !

"
said the meditative dustman,

"
Kissed

the POPE'S feet. Wot a unpleasant haction ! A Hartchymandrite
kissed the POPE'S feet. Jest like one. Yer wouldn't expect no better
of a Hartchymandrite, would yer ? A kissin hof the 'oly Father's feet ;

in course that 'ere blessed Hartchymandrite be-aved as sitch."
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REVEREND DOCTOR CCMMING. hey !

11 ING, reverend Doctor, ho !

Listen what the papers >;i>,

Tell us, is it true or no f

If, as serious thousands deem,
You are an enlightened seer,

Say if you did ever dream
What you are about to hear !

"I on, who understand the scope
And int.enf. of prophecy,

Should his Holiness the POPE
Be deposed, resign, or die,

What do you think ? The papal chair

Is to be transferred from Rome;
Popedom destines, I declare,
London for the Pontiffs home.

THE POPE AT HOME.
(To the RBV. Da. GUMMING.)

Thi* is how the story goes :

WISEMAN will the nr\
BOWKEH may salute his toes;

Well he'll lill the holy See.
In what oily bulls and b'riefs

To the faithful he '11 impart
All the customary griefs

Rending his paternal heart !

Tidings strange are these to hear
;

They must make you sit on 1 1n.

England may be don't YOU fear
'

One of your symbolic horns.

Shall you not, when Rome's released
From her present ruler's care,

Read the
" Number of the Beast"

On a door in Golden Square

n we see the scarlet I Lime
i.;? there in pomp aud state,

Shall we have no ONie to name
London

"
Babylon ii;

Tell the i-o,

On your sleeve their faith who pin,
If the Cardinal will then

Not become the
" Man of Sin."

I Ken I onoe mad,
To encroach upon ym.

We should soon, 1

lu your own prophetic line
;

But have your v.

Half so near the mark, as mine ?

THE USE OF FRANCE AT KOME.

TUB French occupation of Rome is generally objected to on the

ground that Catholicism, which it professedly supports, is quite able
to stand alone. In justice to our pious allies, it must be admitted that

there is reason for doubting the perfect ability of the Faith to take
care of itself. Mother Church, if left to her own devices, might lose

some part of the credit which she derives from the filial protection of

her Eutet Son.
The Paris correspondent of the Pott informs us that an Italian gen-

tleman invited him, a few days since, to meet the devil, whom that

gentleman had lately brought from Italy. He accepted the invitation ;

and, he says :

" On entering the room my attention was directed to a handsome carved and gilt
nial, on the upper panel of which was painted a head of our Saviour ; the

lower panel showed a painting of the cross. Tkis piece of church furniture stands
about six feet high, and appears to belong to the 18th century. It was lately dls-
covcred at a monaitio establishment near Florence, one which the revolutionary
events of the hut few months had caused to be invaded by the civil authorities.
The remarkable feature of the Confessional consists In its internal mechanical con-
trivances. The priest who may be interrogating a sinner, and pointing to the panel
representing the Saviour, has only to touch a spring when the screen suddenly falls,
and a figure representing the devil, the size of a man, falls forward.

"

The devil of the Confessional appears prettyBranch in the same form
as that wherein he comes for Mr. Punch, in our popular exhibition.
This is his portrait :

" A horned brown head, with largo round protruding eyes, rolling fearfully : the
tongue hanging out of the mouth, aud made to move, a few tufts of negro- like hair,
intact, a monster. The hands are like the long-nailed claws of atiuaaruiul."

In the original text of our celebrated tragi-comedy, a stage direction
describes us as being alarmed, on the apparition of the fiend, by
"bearing a strange supernatural noise, like the rapid motion of fifty

spinning-wheels." So, in the case of the Confessional puppet :

" When the figure appears, a sort of infernal rattling noise comes from the
internal machinery."

It. is only fair to admit that a priesthood which plays this kind of
tricks, urgently requires that attestation of its sanctity and wisdom
hich can only be afforded by the defensive bayonets and bullets of a

great and generous nation.
But this Romish devil is a sham of the sixteenth century. Perhaps

an unchangeable Church has ceased to play the devil. If so, neverthe-
less it still plays the saint in such a manner as to need all the counte-
nance which it cau derive from the tutelary veneration of iutelligent
France. Witness the subjoined extracts from the official journal of
Rome:

out* IMIMI Ul Mi UtUCIEl, IfllrUUUUOUL lilt. 1

assumes the title of '

Prinia Primaria.'
"

Then follows a description of "this revered 'Icone.'" The sacro-
sanct doll was originally painted in one of the ambulatories of SAINT
ERMETE ; was sawn out of the wall under CLEMENT VIII., and
removed to a museum, whence, in 1761, it was translated to its present
position over the altar of the Jesuits' oratory, where it stands to be

worshipped. Yes ; to be actually and absolutely worshipped, not
merely venerated as a memorial, but specially adored as an image dis-
tinct from other images. So ofiicial authority itself declares in the
following courageous assertion :

" And in evidence of the satisfaction with which the Virgin regarded the worship
paid tn this her image, she deigned to grant, through its mediation, numberless

graces and prodigies, lnsomu;h that it WM nolemnlf omirned by BXXBT, Duke of

York, Cardinal aud Arch-prkst of the VnUoao Basilica."

The CARDINAL Do KE OF YORK wat not the tlrst of hi* family whose
faith cost him his crown. Such a faith :' being
deemed no better than Joss-worship, if it were not upheld, with force

and arms, at the expense of Italian liberty, by Hi* eiJghteHat French

people and their clever EMPKMB.

SCEXE-A QUIET STREET. TIME, 9 P.M.

M'FuLlMSEY (\vlid has ju.st MKveoU <! in collecting hia thougbU for an
,

hour "
Oh, dear, dear, there's tkat dread:

miny by tnjain 1 Do oblige me, Maria, (y

Not go Far Out, after All.

ASKED lately a young lady, "Pray, dear Mr. Punch, as people say
that you know everything, can you tell me why the modern wal

1

called the dtu.ctemps?"
Replied the gentleman,

"
Well, really, I scarce know if I c&n say;

unless it is that, as a rule, the music plays in one time and the men
dance in another."
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A PAINFUL SUBJECT.
Old Oent (with tender feet). "Now, BOY, BE VERY CAREFUL!"

Soy. "On, YES, YOUK HONOUR ! THESE 'EKE KNOBS 'LL TAKE A BEAUTIFUL
POLISH !

"

SOMETHING SHOET FOR SNAKE-BITES.

OUK ideas of the medicinal uses of alcoholic spirit are enlarged by the informa-
tion, conveyed by M. JULES CLOQUET to the Academy of Sciences, that it is a
cure for snake-bites. M. CLOQOET received this intelligence from M. DE LA
GraoNNifcRE in a letter dated 1'rom the Philippine Islands. One of M. DZ LA
GmoxNiERE's workmen had been bitten in the finger by a very venomous serpent.
His hand and arm swelled up to the shoulder

; and he appeared to be at, the point
of death. M. DE LA GIRONNIERE made him drink a whole bottle of vin de coco.

described as a "very strong spirit." He almost immediately became drunk and
incapable ; tumbled down, and talked maudlin. The pain, however, ceased, and
the swelling did not proceed. In half an hour he began to get sober, but his

suffering returned with his senses ; so M. DE LA GIBOKNIERE extinguished both
by the exhibition of another bottle of the medicine as before. A third full dose
completed the cure. He made his patient, in fact, dead drunk three times over,
and so, by putting him repeatedly to the death of drunkenness, prevented his
decease : killing him, in a manner, to save his life. Gentlemen of the United King-
dom Alliance, there was no mistake about the matter. "I had heard," says
M. DE LA GLRONNIERE,

"
that alcohol, pushed to the extent of inducing complete

drunkenness, was a specific against the bite of serpents, and now I have a

convincing proof of it."

If, as the teetotallers maintain, alcohol is a poison, the above-quoted case is a
confirmation of the homceopathic axiom, "Like cures like." Spirit is an antidote
to serpent's venom, such as, in hydrophobia, is said to be afforded to the nwrbific
matter by a hair of the dog that bit you. The like, however, cures the like in

quantities which are far from infinitesimal. Such appears to be the case when

spirits
are taken for the relief of despondency, or any other medicinal purpose.

The proportions in which grog must be mixed to be administered as a remedy
for the bites of serpents are not at all those which DR. HAHNEMAKN pre-
scribes for globules and tinctures, but rather such as were wont to be taken for
the removal of thirst by MYNHEER VON DUNK. Indeed, VON DUNK, if he had
had the misfortune to be bitten by a viper, would have been obliged considerably
to augment the strength of his customary potion ;

would have had to heighten it

much above proof. Mere Cognac would never have sufficed him as it did that

countryman of his who, being recommended a bottle of brandy for a bad leg,

drank the brandy and rubbed his leg with the bottle 1

VON DUNK would have required to get tipsy, which brandy-
aud-water did not make him ; which most likely he could
never have been made by brandy of any dilution, or by
anything of the kind short of absolute alcohol.

In ordinary cases of snake-bite a cure, perhaps, will be
obtainable by drinking the milder forms of spirituous liquors
insufficient quantities. The patient will only have to take
unlimited goes. There is a certain alcoholic compound
which is deservedly celebrated for curing the gout, the

colic, and the phthisic. Who can say that it will not
also cure the consequences of the envenomed wounds
inflicted by the cobra, the rattlesnake, and the marsh-
mocassin ? Let the sufferer try Punch. There is some-

thing in Punch which is peculiarly antagonistic to . the
virulence of poisonous reptiles.

THE VOLUNTEER TO HIS TOOTH-BRUSH.

I LAY no stress upon my dress,
No dandy arts are mine :

A sponge and tub for morning scrub,
A wash-hands ere I dine :

Two hair-brushes together plied,

(I could make shift with one,)
A rude skin-parting roughly made
And so my toilette's done.

And yet, all Spartan as I am,
A pang my hand doth stay,

When stern MACMURDO order gives," Your tooth-brush fling away !

"

I little thought, when in the ranks

A rifle first 1 bore,
That when gunpowder's day set in,

Tooth-powder's day was o'er.

Defiance in the foeman's teeth
I am prepared to fling ;

But leaving my own teeth uncleaned
Is quite another thing

By turning Rifle Volunteer
JOHN BULL his teeth doth show,

And I should like my ivories

To be a polished row.

What if the British Lion draws
His weapons from their sheath,

Out of their velvet shows his claws
Out of their lips his teeth

Will there be less of terror hid

In that grim mouth or paws,
When nail-brush to his feet "s forbid,

And tooth-brush to his jaws?

We 're ready when we 're called on,
To take the field I know.

And though mere babes in arms, we '11 try
A brush with any foe.

But betwixt us and the foemen,
As fierce the brush will be,

If we are first allowed a brush
Betwixt our teeth to see.

That cleanliness to godliness
Is nest allied we 're told :

And though I 'm no DIOGENES
Still to my tub I hold.

But tubs and Turkish towelling

Upon campaign, I know,
Are luxuries which Volunteers

Must cheerfully forego.

With unblack'd boot I'm game to shoot,
To fight with unbrushed hair,

But thou, iny tooth-brush I had hoped
That thee at least they 'd spare.

In pack or pocket, fob or pouch,
For thee there 's surely room,

Whatever Spartan NAPIER preach,
Or stern MACMUEDO doom !

WHITESIDE'S LEGAL OPINION ON GLADSTONE'S BUDGET.
-" Bad for Surplusage."
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OUR CABINET .MAKER.
ME. Pro-en (OviKSEEE or Woaxs).

"
WELL, PAM, OF COURSE I SHALL KEEP YOU ON,-BUI YOU MUST

STICK TO PEACE WORK !

"
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OUR PRIZE CENSUS PAPER.

(A Letter jutt received from our Laziest Contributor, and wkick only a regard for hit young

wife and family inducet ut to print.)

HER POUCH, Under-

standing that the

Government intend
to give a prize of a

Hundred-guinea Tea
Service to the father

of a family who has
best filled up bis Cen-
sus Paper, and feeliug

perfectly persuaded
that the Tea Service
is mine, I beg to make
known to the world
how I acted in the

matter, that my ex-

ample ten years hence

may lead to like auc-

thing
after breakfast on '

Monday the 8th ul-

timo, I called my wife

and
family together

in my smoking-room,
which, as I often take
a nap in it, I some-

times call my study. Seated in my largest chair, and assuming a majestic Head-of-House-

hinting deportment, I placed the family Bible imposingly before me, opened at the flyleaf

which contains the dates of birth. After an amusing little skirmish with my wife, who
declared that, as I had but little brains to boast of, and very seldom meddled with family

concerns, I ought by rights to call her the real Head of the Family, 1 chronicled my name,
condition, sex and age last birthday, only deviating (by accident) one twelvemonth from
the truth. 'Private Gent and Public Writer' conscientiously described my 'rank or

occupation,' though my wife thought it might expose her to being charged with bigamy, as

it appeared to her to indicate a duality of persons. Having however calmed her fears upon
this head, there next came the puzzling query, 'Where had I been bornP' Having neg-
lected to apply for my certificate of baptism, I wrote that Meddington in Slopshire in my
belief was honoured by having been my birthplace ; but I added, that although I had
been present at the ceremony, Icould not speak with personal remembrance of the fact. Jn
the column that inquired if I were deaf and dumb or blind, I conscientiously replied that I

had sometimes been all three ; but, I added, this had been at the instance of my wife, who
continually required me to be blind to her defects, and deaf and dumb when she tormented
me with galling curtain-lectures or importunate requests."

Having nobly thus unbosomed myself about myself, I next filled in my wife's return as

nearly to the truth (in point at least of her antiquity) as could in reason be expected. This

being the first time I had ever had the courage to ask her what her age was, it was not
much to be wondered that it threw her in a flutter, and, had there been anything to gain
by it, she would no doubt have tried to faint. But I had previously explained that hysterics
were prohibited by the Census Act of Parliament

; and, as I was merely acting as the proxy
for the Government, she must bok to them, not me, to give her a new bonnet for telling
them the truth. Her occupation I described as that of

'

Wife of my Buztum, and Keeper of
my Privy Pure ;

'
for whenever I come home with any money in my pocket, she is sure on

some pretence or other to take charge of it. The half-a-dozen olive-branches wherewith (at

present) we are blest I put down all as
'

scholars,' as I found the instructions bade me ;

though what our eldest joy is learning excepting to play pranks, and to dislocate his raiment,
it would puzzle one to say ; and as our youngest nope has only reached the age of one, it

almost seemed a joke to describe her as a
'

scholar, excepting in so far as she is being
schooled to walk."

Coming next to my Mamma-in-law, I felt perplexed to know in what
position I should

place her : whether I should claim her as a resident relation, or put her down as a chance
visitor staying in my house. She wrote me word when she first entered it, exactly nine years
since, that she thought she might be able to stay a week or ten days with us, and of course
I need not say, she has remained here ever since. Feeling there was reasonable donbt
about the matter, and not wishing to incur the 5 penalty imposable for giving in a false

return, I deemed it best to leave the 'relation* column blank, and to explain in a footnote
the real reason why I did so. Putting

' Widow '
for her 'condition' and a great f for her

'sex,' I next was under the necessity of asking her her age; upon which after some
screaming and calling me a brute, she confessed to being two-and-forty her next birthday,
but would not let me call her a fraction of a year more. I pointed out that this return would
show she 'd been a mother at the early age of twelve, for her daughter had acknowledged
that she was nine-and-twenty, which I really do believe to be within five years of ner
veritable age. However, she at once turned a deaf ear to my logic, and declaring that
she knew I only wanted to insult her. she swung out of the room with a most emphatic
bang. So all that I could do was to fill in

'

Agt Unknottm,' and make a marginal affidavit
that I had done my utmost in attempting to discover it.

The
servants being summoned, Cook couldn't spell her surname but confessed she was

a widder,' and said she had been married 'somewheres in the Shears;' so if the Government
choose to institute the proper sort of search, they might find out if 'Jons BROWX,' to
whom she was united 'more nor thutty year agoo,' spelt his surname with, or without, a
final e.' Forty-one, she said, her age was, 'for why should I deceive you, Mum P

'

(looking

at my wife) and this again is a clear proof that

strangely early marriages are sometimes made
in England, for Cook could have been scarcely
more than nine yean old when she became a

wife
'

more nor thutty year agoo.' The house-
maid and the Nurse- ditto each confessed their

ages with more or lets reluctance, and rather

more than less, I fear, of actual truth. But
when I asked if they were married, I could at

first elicit nothing but a giggle, which 1 could
not well record as an intelligible reply. On
being further pressed, the Housemaid said that

she was 'married to No man,' but she only
smoothed her apron and put on a smirking look;
when I asked if MR. NoKAN spelt his surname
with a K. Our '

Buttons
' whom my wife wished

me to enter as her 'Page,' showed no such

mock modesty in answering my questions, for

when I asked his age, he said
'

I'm oomink on

liatecn, and hif you don't believe me "ere's my
stith'cate of buth, producing as he spoke a letral-

looking document, which I fervently believe that

he had forged for the occasion. Upon my asking
further whether he were married, lie first winked
at the Cook, and then said,

'

No, I ain't eggsackly
married jit, but I'm kingaged, Mid 1 don't mind
tellin' yer the lady's name, uif Guvmink wants to

know 'er !

'

"
This ending my inquiries, I signed my name

to certify that I had made a true return, so far

as it was in my power so to do. Dismissing the

assembly, I then took my morning weed, feeling

conscious I bad
'
done the State some service,'

and only hoped they knew it ; and feeling also

somewhat of the
' Old Roman '

about me, as

seemed intended by the Government in calling
me a " CKTSOR."

VOICES OF OUR NIGHTS.

SUBMITTED TO THE AMXRICAX POT, BT

Ma. TVKONOFELLOW.

I HEARD the feline footsteps in the night
Pad through the court and hall !

I saw the sable wretch in the moon's light
Climb Mas. COXE'S wall !

I felt her (that I did !-I'm sure I'm right!)!

Step o'er me just above ;

With shrill pathetic mewings through the night,
As of a cat in love.

I heard the sounds of passion and of fight,

The caterwauling chimes,
That fill each attic chamber in the night,
Where some starved poet rhymes.

My night-capped head in the cool midnight air

Sought vainly some repose ;

The echo of perpetual squalls rose there,
From the new cistern rose.

Peace! peace! Orestes-like I breathe this

prayer
Descend, yon green-eyed fright !

I hate, while thus you screech, and spit, and

swear,
The cat-infested night !

Justification.

ME. SMITH O'BRIEN writes :
)'
I was applied

to by somebody for subscriptions in aid of certain

foreigners. I answered that appeal by sending to

somebody else a contribution for certain Irish-

men." It is an Irish "answer," and yet not

more Irish than the conduct of pur own QUEEN
who was assailed by the Irish in America with

every kind of abuse, and "answered "
that abuse

by sending a pardon to a silly old Irishman who,
it was idly thought, would live at home grate-

fully and quietly.
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ADOLPHUS. "Save a Cigar, Fred? No!"
FREDERICK. "

ttcll, 1 used to smoke a good deal ; hit Twos rather su'eel iq:on Julia Weston,

you know, last season, and fact is, she made me yive it up I
"

POTTER'S LAST PUSH.

Ho ! strike for justice, one and all,

Ye downtrod worms of toil,

Or still your neck the yoke must gall,
And still your blood must boil

To fat and feed your tyrant's greed,
And swell your tyrants' spoil !

Workmen were worth their hire of yore,
In the world's earliest stage ;

They must be worth a great deal more
In this enlightened age ;

But all we ask for nine nours" task,
Is only ten hours' wage.

LUCAS and KELK by hourly pay
Our grievance try to burke

\Vliy scores, if such a scheme gets way,
Our Unions will shirk.

We 've selfish knaves and grovelling slaves,
Who 'd stoop to twelve hours' work !

What earnest working-man unmoved
These slaves could see and hear,

At work, while we our minds improved
In tap or club-room near ?

Our pipes past doubt it would put out,
And bitter make our beer.

Each hammer's stroke, as if it spoke,
Would ring upon the nail," That pint o' beer is costing dear

By KELK and LUCAS' scale :

And half a bob each hour doth rob,
Not counting pots of ale !

"

And when these selfish drudges go
A Sundaying with their wives,

Each jade will come it strong to show
How well her husband thrives

;

While ours will pine for clothes as fine,

And aggravate our lives.

No ! Uniformity of wage
For good and bad the same !

Por shirk or striver, sot or sage '.

Nine hours for ten we claim !

Be this your motter,
"We stick by POTTEK,

And strike in POTTER'S name !

"

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH,

" BEFORE this letter sees the light the gallant Miles-na-Cop-
paleen will have begun again to take his

'
tremendous header

'

nightly
in the lake at the Adelphi, which (the house and not the water) I

suppose will be crammed nightly to see the daring plunge. However
high-flown critics may have carped at the Colleen, and sneered at

its defects in writing and construction, which I see no good in

attempting to defend, there is clearly no denying it has been a great
success, and the cause of its so being it is worth while to inquire
into, and if possible find out. Of course the

'

header
'
aforesaid has

been to some eyes an attraction, and the business of the Cave scene is

so cleverly contrived that I am not disposed to wonder at the plaudits
it calls forth. Still I can't believe the Strand would have ever been
blocked up with Colleen cabs as it has been, or that by wish of the
Police the doors need have been opened sooner than their wont, merely
on account of this one aquatic feat. 1 am more inclined to think that

play-goers have been pleased by the care and the completeness where-
with the piece is played, and the attention that is given to whatever
can enhance the illusion of each scene, or add a whit in heightening
the general effect.

"
In attending thus to details in a piece for which two '

Stars
'
have

been especially engaged, MR. WEBSTER does what few of his profession
care to do, and I trust that his example may lead others to success.

Though MR. BOUCICAULT'S engagement must clearly be regarded as
a part of the

'

Star
'

system, MR. WEBSTER'S careful labour in mount-
ing the Colleen, entitles him to praise for making some departure from
it. Mostly, managers are found to spend so much upon the 'Stars'
that they feel afraid to swell their risk by further outlay, and so pay
little heed to the acting of subordinates, or the upgetting of the piece.

Shall I more incur the wrath or the thanks of the profession, if I state

as my opinion that the Star system has done great evil to our stage,

by making managers unmindful of the general effect, and regardless of

the way in which the minor parts are filled ? Hence authors have of

course grown careless in their writing, and have bestowed their thought
and wit alone on the chief characters, knowing well that what they

put into the mouths of the subordinates will be wretchedly delivered,
and therefore labour lost. Upon the actors too the system has a low-

ering effect, for while the rule is not to care about the lesser characters,
the men who have to bear them get disgusted with their work. More-

over, while this is the rule, the exception of a man who really tries to

do his best, and make the most of a small pait, stands out in such

strong contrast to the acting of his fellows that the part appears
unnatural and loses its effect*

"
I may say another word upon the Star system ere long, but at

present my space warns me I must shunt this train of thought. For
of course you want to know what I think of the new comedy : which,
as it is written by MR. STERLING COYNE, small punsters will no doubt
declare is sterling stuff. Well, if Black Sheep be not equal to the

Honeymoon and Hunchback, and other of the comedies that modern
writers have produced, it at least is something better than a three-act

farce, and has the merit of possessing an intelligible plot. Though
devoid of thrilling interest or exciting situations, the story is both

pleasantly and evenly sustained; and the language never sinks into

lameness or vulgarity, though it never rises much above the common
level of ordinary talk. The action may not be fast-paced, but at least

it never drags ; and, save perhaps in the last act, there is small need

for the critic to prescribe an operation with that vastly well-worn in-

strument, the judiciously-used pruning knife. The three acts only

occupy two hours and a quarter, and so the play is greatly free from

the great fault of spinning out. As I have hinted, too, the writing is

agreeable throughout ; and, unlike some modern comedies, has enough
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of pleasant humour, without its making people so unnaturally witty as

to drop a pun or epigram every time they speak. There may be nothing

very novel in the characters presented, but they have at least great

naturalness, and that to me is a great charm. This is somewhat marred,

however, by the stale old stagy way in which they are all hurried on

together to the footlights, to make a situation at the climax of each

act. The drunken scene, moreover. I consider an excrescence, and
could wish it were cut out. Is it likely the smart widow would say
'

yes' to the sleek humbug, so quickly after being so disgusted by his

drunkenness? and however Mr. llunny could have sobered himself

down in a quarter of an hour, it quite passes my experience of soda

water to conceive. Add to this, that lawyers' clerks at (ifteen shillings

a week don't chat pertly with their masters about confidential clients,

and if caught polking in the office do make some sort of excuse. But
such slight slips as these are rarely shunned upon the stage, although

they sadly mar the naturalness there may be in a piece.
"
MRS. YOUNG deserves my praise for her quiet even acting, and for

sajino: what she has to say. of pathos or of banter, without straining
for t ffect. This lady, I believe, had her stage schooling in Australia,

and one is pleased to liud that people who are born there talk good
English, and don't burlesque our language as our friends the Yankees
do. You can fancy Mu. HTCKSTONE in a smooth wig and white choker,
and a suit of solemn black, plaguing people

for subscriptions to the

Clothing Fund established for the Naked Ashantees, and lining his

own
pockets

with the cheques that he collects. His rascality excepted,
Mr. Bunny is the male form of the wheedling .Vr. CMchlfy, so admi-

rably personated by M itt>. GERMAN REED. Charity-hunters are fair

game, and a shaft or two of sarcasm will do the real cause of charity
no harm, though I doubt if Kxctcr Hall this month will vote its thanks
to MR. COYNB for the check be may have given it. He will however
have the (banks of those exhausted swells who vote aw ballwoom
work a baw, and are disinclined to dance lest they should disarwange
their nliiskaws, for suggesting the idea of a Gentlemanly Partners

Purveying Association, whereby attendance of good dancers may be

nightly guaranteed ; the order being given for a dozen or two aeux-

tfmps men, just as one would order a few dozens of champagne or a

pail or two of ice. To see how MR. COMPTON acts upon this notion,
and is a lawyer's drudge by daylight, and a gay and sportive butterfly
of fashion under gas, is a sight that may remind one of one's premiere
jewieue, and which I may advise all those who like the wholesome
exercise of laughing not to miss.

WHO PATS."

FASHION AND ITS FOLLIES.

WE much rejoice to learn that the EMPRESS or THE FRENCH has

quite recovered her lost health. This, although it has not been

officially announced, we gather from the following most interesting
paragraph, which we cut for lady readers from a country print.

Describing how Her Majesty appeared
at a late ball, given, it was

stated, for a charitable purpose, the writer wins our admiration and
delight by stating this :

" The dress worn by Her Majesty was much admired lor its elegance and sim-
plicity, being of white crape, festooned into full bouffant by simple ruches of white
taffetas cut tn ptrtil. These festoons, by crowing each other, supported the dress
In the most artistic manner, avoiding the thick and heavy effect which ioufatu In
general produce round the figure. At each crossing a bouquet of marguerite*,
mixed with diamonds, was placed so that the skirt seemed, as It were, dependent
on that support."

It is no wonder that, In splto of the immense display of diamonds, and the
utter absence of all oalculat ion in the expensed the dress worn on this occasion, the
one chosen by Her Majesty should have been pronounced tho most elegant and most
characteristic of tho exquisite taste exhibited by Parisian artists, amongst them
all. We have been informed that the mero adjusting of the dress on the night of
the ball occupied tho space of three quarters of an hour, as the placing r f the
bouquets and diamonds on the eklrt cannot bo accomplished until the dress is on
and the whole toilet bo complete, excepting the last touch, upon which, however,
according to the tiring-woman's Idea, 'everything depends.' For the more con-
venient acconn this most important portion of the evening's task, a
high stool is prepared in Her Majesty's dressing-room upon which Her
stands while the liouquets are being placed upon the skirt, so that they are on a
level with the eye of the Imlnllnut, who under

patience or the fortitude to bear. A lady's maid, we think, is very
fitly called a tiring woman, when she exhausts her mistress's temper
by such a task as this ; and whatever her physicians may continue to

allege, while the EMPRESS has capacity to undergo such labour, we
cannot but believe she is robust in health.

, direction of the hr
woman, who stands at a distance viewing tlie reflection of the labour in a swing
glass gives her orders where each bouquet shall be

]
!

We oan fancy what a chorus of "How lovely's !" and "Oh my's !

"

will arise from lady-readers of these interesting facts; and we are
quite as much inclined to cry,

"
By Jove !

"
ourselves, or indulge in

any other exclamation of astonishment, not indeed so much at the
beauties of the ball-dress, as at the patience of the sufferer who had
to bear the toil of the toilet here described. If such attire be there
admired as being "elegant and simple," one wonders what costume

That very young Architect, Fadly (toha Mittes in nothing aj later dale
Hum the ThirtcmUi, Century), intents a Gothic Hail

THE TUNE OF MANY MILLIONS.

TOUCHING MB. GLADSTONE'S oration on the Budget, the Saturday
Review says :

" Whether the spiritagrant hi* bold request or not, the tone* In which he clothed
It were agreeable to all except, perhaps, to the jealous ear of Morsvaa, if a Marsyai
there be.*

If there be a Marsyas, exclaims JOHN Ben ! I should think there

was. If I am not skinned alive, I don't know who ever was. But
stop. Wasn't that Marsyas a performer on the pipe ? Now I am
not, but on the contrary, confound it, I pay the piper 1

Happy Faculty.
" Grails Ingenium, Gratis dedit ore rotundo
Musa loqui." HORACE, Dt Arte Pottica.

AN ambitious youth translated this :

" To the Greeks the Muse has

given genius, and the power of speaking with their mouths full."

(N.B. He ha* been plucked rinct.)

"BKTTONS, XEVEK, SEVER, NEVER."

THE jars in the Building Trade are at an end, we are rejoiced to

think, now that it is proved that the workmen are not quite POTTER'S

clay, to be moulded as that agitator pleases.

Ironsides, Chairman.

Orm wooden walls are being cased
With iron plates we see ;

But if they're Sheffield IRONSIDES,
How very SOFT they '11 be.

,

would be in Paris thought elaborate, and how many hours or days affair !

would be required to put it on. We have heard that our great grand-
mother, when dressing for a ball, was forced sometimes to sit up all

the night before, for fear that she might disarrange the curling of her
wig; and to stand on a high stool for some three-quarters of an hour,'

The Wiscount's Last.

WITEN the Wiscount heard the gratifying intelligence that no person
had been killed or wounded at the destruction of Fort Snmter, he

exclaimed with a tremendous giggle,
"
Why it was quite fi piano forte

,

while ore's skirts are being loaded with jewels and bouquets, appears

What on earth this means nobody knows.

EQUITABLE AWCSTXENT.

, ...^ ....._____ . .

to us a not less needless operation, and one that few would have the ' tax his expenditure.

Is a very few words Punch proposes to correct the injustice of the

Income-Tax. Instead of taxing a man's earnings under Schedule D,
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'THE NIMBLE NINEPENCE."
DEALEK. " Hundred Guineas I Konsensef Fifty, you mean / and Pounds, of course I always call 'em Pounds. My Carriage is here,

I'll take it with me ; and here '$ a Hill at Six Months. I can't say fairer than that, can I ?
"

TAKING OF FOKT SUMTEK.
WE have reason to believe that the following were the actual tele-

grams which passed between GENERAL BEAUREGARD, MAJOK ANDER-
SON, and L. P. WALKEK, the Secessionist Secretary of War :

(No. 1.)
" To L. P. WALKEH, SECRETARY OF WAK.

"An authorised messenger from PRESIDENT LINCOLN has just
informed GENERAL PICKENS and myself that several hampers of
Canvas-back Ducks, Wild Turkeys, Corn Cakes, and materials for

brandy-smashes and cock-tails will be sent to Fort Sumter, peaceably
or otherwise.

"Charleston, April 8."
"
Q. F. BEAUBIGARD."

(No. 2.)
" GENERAL G. F. BEAUREGARD, CHARLESTON.

"
Stop 'em ! Keep what you like, and send the rest to me. Give

MAJOR ANDERSON notice to quit. If that won't do, put your men in

possession. "L. P. WALKER, Secretary of War.""
Montgomery, April 10."

(No. 3.)
"
L. P. WALKER, SECRETARY or WAR.

"
Luncheon is ordered at 12 o'clock."
Charleston, April 10."

"
G. F. BEAUREGARD."

(No. 4.)
"
L. P. WALKER, SECRETARY OF WAR.

"
Demand sent at 12 Allowed till 6 o'clock for dinner.

"
Charleston, April 11."

"
G. F. BEAUREGARD."

(No. 5.)
" GENERAL BEAUREGARD, CHARLESTON.

"
Telegraph what MAJOR ANDERSON says to that."

"
L. P. WALKER, Secretary of War.""

Montgomery, April 11."

(No. 6.)

"L. P. WALKER, SECRETARY or WAR.
" MAJOR ANDERSON replies :

'
I have the honour to acknowledge the

receipt of your communication, demanding me to evacuate this fort,

and to dine before six, without waiting to receive supplies. I regret
that my obligations to my Government, and my own digestive organs,

prevent my compliance." He adds,
'

1 will await the first shot, and
then drink your good-health in a brandy-smash.'"

Charleston, April 11."
"
G. F. BEAUREGARD."

(No. 7.)" GENERAL BEAUREGARD, CHARLESTON.
"
Fire away (but don't hurt anybody), unless MAJOR ANDERSON

will send you the latch-key of the Fort.
"
L. P. WALKER, Secretary of War."

(No. S.)

"L. P. WALKER, SECRETARY OF WAR.
" He won't consent. He's not such a fool as you think.
"

Charleston, April.12."
"
G. F. BEAUREGARD."

The bombardment then commenced, and after- 40 hours' gallant

resistance, MAJOR ANDERSON having nothing but his umbrella left to

cover him, hoisted a flag of truce.

(No. 9.)

"MAJOR ANDERSON, GINGHAM UMBRELLA, FORT SUMTER.
"
I see your condition through my telescope. We have intercepted

your supplies. Give in, like a good fellow, and bring your garrison to

dinner, and beds afterwards. Nobody injured, I hope ?
"
G. F. BEAUREGARD."

(No. 10.)
" GENERAL BEAUBKGARD, CHARLESTON.

"MAJOR ANDERSON presents iis compliments to GENERAL G. F.

BEAUREGARD, and has much pleasure in accepting his kind invitation

to dinner and beds. As no one is hurt, MAJOR ANDERSON fears lie

shall put GENERAL fr. F. BEAUREGARD to some inconvenience, the

party being a large one. "ANDERSON, Major."
And so ended the first (and we trust the last) engagement of the

American Civil War.

Fluted by William Bradbury, of No. 13. U DP" Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullen En, of No. 19, Qneen'a Road Wot, Regent's Park, both In th Priih of St. Panerai, li the CoTOtT "' Miildl"".

finite, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whilefriarj, In the City of London, and Publuheu by them at No. So, Fleet Street in the Pmh of St. Bnde, in th Lity 0!

London. SATUBDAT. May 4, 1351.
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FASHIONABLE REVIVAL.

COME, let us wear three-cornered bats,
\\iili gold or white lace bound ;

Big wigs ; fine linen scarf cravats ;

Long coats, with skirts wide round,
All faced with silk of various hues,
Or gilt or silver twist

;

Loot; flowered waistcoats
; buckled shoes ;

And rullles at the wrist.

Ourselves 'tis meet we thus expose,
In order that the Swell-,

Who answer to the ancient beaux,

May match the modern hi

Hooped petticoats are worn again ;

So now, by all the rules

Of gallantry, ought gentlemen
Once more to dress like fools.

A BLACK TENNYSON.
A CERTAIN MB. CLOSE, who seems to rejoice in local

additions, as he calls himself at once the
"
Kirby Stephen

Poet and Poet-Laureate to the KING OF BOSSY, in

Western Africa," has extracted 50 a year out of the

Civil Pension Fund. To work out such a sum is indeed

an achievement, and if the art that did it was acquired in

the Castle of the KINO OF BOSSY, it may be said to

be the last and greatest triumph of BOMNTCASTU'S
Arithmetic.

When Ma. W. STIRLING asked a question on this

pension, BERNAL OSBORNB suggested that, as his Bonny
Majesty's Laureate does not seem to have got any sack

from his Bonny Majesty, he ought certainly to have got
the sack from LOUD PALMERSTOS.

A PAPAL BEADLE.

Bather a High Note.

THE Critic of the Times, speaking of MR. SIMS REEVES
at the Crystal Palace, described him as the best singer

that had been heard in HAYDN'S oratorio in fact, as the

greatest man in Creation I

'PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, April 29. LORD MALMESHURY wished to know whether
Government were trying to compose the differences in America. LORD
WODEHOUSE replied that Government beheld those differences with

great concern, but thought that it was not for us to obtrude uninvited
counsel. Independently of graver considerations, Mr. Punch cannot

help feeling strong compassion for his esteemed friend, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN, who has just got into his new White House, and might be
so comfortable, but for the Blacks coming down the chimney. It must
be a bore, too, for Her Majesty MRS. LINCOLN, who naturally looked
forward to a pleasant reign. But if all be true that Mr. Punch hears,
that lady is eminently qualified to be her Lord's companion and consoler
in his difficulties, and though, according to the English proverb, a

smoky chimney and a scolding wife justify a man in removing himself
to some other planet, one may, in the company of a good wife, endure
worse things than a smoky chimney. So, on second thoughts, MR.
PRESIDENT PCNCH withdraws his compassion from MR. PRESIDENT
LINCOLN, slaps that Wood-chopper on his sturdy back, and bids him
keep up his Pecker, and at his earliest convenience smash the Merrill
and immoral Tariff.

Get your Savings ready, for the Post Office Savings' Bank Bill is

passed. LORD MONTEAGLE, who thinks that he ought to speak upon
all money questions, because he was about one of the worst Chancellors
of Exchequer who ever blundered over the national accounts, opposed
the Bill to the last, and wrote a Protest against it, which Mr. Punch
did not insult himself by attempting to read, knowing Moss AQUILA
of old, and not

"
rejoicing therefore."

A pleasant little scene took place in the House of Commons. MR.
HODGSON (why of course not KIRKMAN DANIEL, Wiscount, he sits

for Bridport doesn't heP do shut up) had just been elected for Tyne-
mouth, and inasmuch as he had been reported guilty of bribery at the
last election for Berwick-upon-Tweed, he wanted to know whether
things were going to be made unpleasant for him. SIR RICHARD
BETHELL answered, in the very frankest manner, that he believed the
honourable HODGSON had been guilty of bribery, but as a necessary
witness, one M'GALL, had absconded, he, SIR HICHARD, should show
the milk of human kindness instead of the (M')gall of legal bitterness,
and so MR. HOI.GSON might vote in happiness.

MR. SPEAKER, (who 'd ceased to be sick, sick,)

Then gave MR. MASSEY the chair.

And the House took a spell at the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair.

MR. HORSMAN, he flourished his stick, stick,

And made the Queen's Ministers stare,

And how he pitched into the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair !

MR. BRIGHT gave them compliment, thick, thick,

Ajid stood on his legs to declare

That he hueely approved of the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair.

JAKES FBHGCSSOH lent him a lick, lick,

(An Inkerman hero, from Ayr)
And made a good slash at the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair.

POET PUNCH, who takes only the pick, pick,
Of course has no laurel to spare

For every critique on the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair.

But GLADSTOKE stood up like a brick, brick

Gave HORSMAN a toss in the air ;

And boldly defended the chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair.

DISRAELI answered him quick, quick,
" Tax Paper, but Tea shall not bear

War taxes : I '11 fight, on your chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair."

Then PALSIERSTOS rose at the nick, nick

Of time with his jaunty "Donl care,

Wi- all mean to stand by our chic, chic,

Chicory Budget so fair."

TOL. XL.
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"when I look at CAKAIX Fowxi's beautiful garden and elegant

arcades, anappom into name springs to my lips.**

"Which is ?" asked tto Prac* Consow.
**
ABCAWA," tesinnHud tto PBT*CI Pnrca.

Tto name was instantly adopted by acclamation, and tto motto on
the tickets was ordered to to ft*

An Endless Series.
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that Our Daughter ALICE has engaged herself, with the consent of her sword continually suspended over his head.
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THE TEUTONIC SERENADERS.
.kLU BABBAGC,

r dy, at

Marylebone, sum-
four German

U, members of
- IMI .
touuw to make a
BMM in the neigh-
bourhood of his bomse
after they bad been
ordered to u.ove on.

A Ma. IIiKRiie ap-
for the bri-

gands, and took ocea-

ion, IB tbe coarse of

I be eaae, to ofjcr Mm,
liABK\(.e a piece of
aovice

;
for which he

eoold hardly have ex-

pected ii-.n4-eighl-
*nce. Weqaotethe
Notice

' Ma. Btamaoa Al-

though I bare had ae
than 165 caaee efdtti
euee, U.UU the tret
mmii I hare taken.

" Ma. aiOBML If
will take BIT advice yon
vill not mu*m
mere; for yen will

tfcet they win eeew

jam requaet one win
end another take Ma

place, and ea It wfll keep
* the day.'

How very kind of

MB. HEBBIHG, wbo

appeared for tbe defendants, to volunteer advice to the prosecutor. How disinterested too ;

for the more vagabonds Mu. BABBAGE summons for annoying him with their din, the merrier

for MB. HKHKINO. Tbe more clients be will bare to defend at Marjlebone Police Court.

It is doubtful, however, bow far be is correct
in .uHcnting that German brass banditti
and Italian organ-grinders mifbt, b/ a system
of mutual co-operation, be enabled to create a
continual disturbance under MIL. BABBAAB'S
windows with impunity. That gentleman made
HMfa lOttM to :....''.'.. .-.. ."V,..',.. ,;-:-
ented to him by tbe defendant's advocate;
but the Magistrate delivered somethiftg like a

ictical commentary upon it ; for

Ma. KABWULD, after ni*g ow the erldenea, Saed
. . -

. . . . . .

The friends of the peer foreigner, who claim

for him the right of^Mreisii h ttmmomt
industry nnreatrained by the reined require-
ments of arUtociatic intellect, will be pained to

leirathat-

BmeMaalt, t

80 perhnps their accomplices, now at large,

rho may meditate the scheme which MB. HIB-
BI.G is afraid they will practise to annoy MB.
BAJUUGB, will think twice before trying it on.

Wrong Word in tbe Wrong Place.

A* evening (xmte^opormry inform* usths* there

i

"
f rr*- nSmSl SMI ;- HaMI tm \

Chsjopionabip that is on the From this

last word. on* would imagine that a prizefight
was fooirht in a drawinK-room, and DM in an

opem ftehi Perhaps, the tapit above mealiontd
MOM the toot tert, in aUoaion to the jMabliog

that takes place pon it, to say Mthafoftbe
stakes that "are iri'fMiij'fiii Ihr'fniMliM rf I lit

ring, before the little gmne CM he opened ? or

doe* the topi* tert refer to the Turf, and tbe

number of green blades that OB such blackguard
occasion* are always to be found collected on it ?

ART PfiOGKESS AND AET PURPOSE.

FBOM the Report of tbe Council of tbe Art Union, we take the

liberty of extracting a few interesting patiaftm. This b one of them .

" The fall-died fignn, u wu .utol lut year, wu executed lot tbe corporation
to tbe tUaeton HOM. wUli -'v. i v.-^ w ii n i , ^ .. v^dsvw UJ ,u ^14*H/U uwwvw, wMM VJVB VUUAJ

In accorduoe with a wtee order of tbe court, made In lUt, fat procuring
works of rt for the decoration of the Egyptian Hall hi that building."

It has of late become customary with foreign, and especially German,
artists to make statues which are intended to signify cities and towns.
These marble personifications of places are of tbe female form, and
mostly of colossal stature. The full-aized figure, executed for the

corporation of the City of London, and put up in the Mansion House,

may
be presumed to be an image of this description. It is described

as full-sized, not. probably, inasmuch as it is as large as life, but as

being considerably larger, especially in circumference. We suppose
that this work of Art is, in fact, the symbol of the City, represented as
a corpulent middle-aged party ;

an abstract. LADT MAIO&US,
There is something in the following remarks :

Art ihould not be viewed u a mere aecoinUehineat, b m eenctitl to tbe
weU-beloc of the State. It U not to be coltlraud aolelj ee a luzury for the few,
but made to enter into, cheer, adorn, and eknate the whole life of tbe whole
people ; and the Mudy of it tlv.uld be forwarded in a grave and aerioue ipirit, a> a
matter ol the utmoet and wideet

Certainly, Art should not be looked upon as a mere accomplishment ;

for then it would remain stationary at the level of the drawing which
ladies practise in drawing-rooms. But to assert that Art is essential
to the well-being of the State is to lay commendation upon Art rather
too thick. Merry England gut on pretty well when tbe principal crea-
tions of her pencil resembled the portraits and other sketches in chalk
with which our contemporary street boys decorate tbe walk. It may
be desirable that the study of Art should be forwarded in a grave and
serious spirit provided always that the gravity and seriousness of that

spirit shall not check the development of such a genius as that of

HOGARTH, and that which has produced many celebrated cartoons and
woodcuts, which extreme bashfulness alone prevents us from more
distinctly alluding to. The study of Art as exemplified in these
humorous productions is, in that case, a matter of tbe utmost and
widest consequence if it is in any.

To tbe next position we object considerably :

!h purraiU interpose a wboleeomt mttfm
moner-makini the dancer of oar day ; and. in a

highly valued."
like thie, cannot be too

other branch ofThe Art of making money is the Art to which e . .

Art is subservient except in tbe case of amateurs. But who, that

does not paint or carve in order to get money, paints or carves any-

thing to speak of, except joint* and fowls r People who write music or

poetry for nothing, produce works for the most part worth just that for

which they were composed. Tbe price of distinction in every line, even

in the clerical, is money. The kive of money was the root of all evil a*

long as there were misers: bat there are hardry any miser* now. Weare
nearly all spendthrift*. We have a splendid appearance to keep up, a

terrific house-rent to pay, tremendous rates and taxes to meet, a luxu-

rious style of living to maintarn, or else nnonne* Society; n retinue of

servants to snpport at B high cost ; vaat rams to bestow annually on
the education of our boys and girls if we with them to know much ;

and when to all the foregoing charge* we sdd those of keeping
horses and vehicle*, the sum total of oar c

Besides, our jtded nervous system* demand recreation ; our

and offspring continually want change of air, and the dresses of the

former have attained to each immense proportion* that the corres-

ponding figures are incalculable. Moreover, we must insure our lives

heavily, or invest fortune* for omr children. Everybody but a very rich

man, unless he is content to vegetate with his wife and family, and

even that is not to be done on moderate term*, ha* to work as hard as

he can for money in order to pay hi* way. The old Mammon-worship
is now confined to yomr bsttdiseounters, usurem, speemUtorv and

people of that class : it is they alone wbo adore the divinity of that

altar whereof the front is stamped with *. d. No doubt the Art

Union itself is desirous of making a* much money a* it can in a

respectable way. Those only who do not want a*y money cnn mcerely

decry money-making ; and everybody must be absorbed in that pursuit

to the extent of his liabilities, unless he i* aneh B rogue B* not to wish

to discharge them, and such a philosopher as not to mmd going to

prison, and finally to the workhouse itself. The pursuits of Art resolve

themselves, in these expensive times, into tbe pursuit of wealth ; and

the artist who is entirely absorbed in his art, is entirely absorbed in

money-making. That, after all, is the Artist's true Mission!



ANXIOUS TO PRESERVE OUR FIGURE, WE TAKE A TURKISH BATH!

INK, BLOOD, AND TEARS.

(THE TAKING OP FORT SUMTER.)

A FORTY hours' bombardment ! Great guns throwing
Their iron hail : shells their mad mines exploding :

Furnaces lighted : shot at red-heat glowing :

Shore batt'ries and fort-armament, firing, loading
War's visible hell let loose for forty hours,
And all her devils free to use their powers
And yet not one man hit, her flag when Sumter lowers.

"
Oh, here's a theme!

"
quoth Punch, of brag abhorrent,"

'Twixt promise and performance rare proportion !

This show-cloth, of live lions, giving warrant,
Masking some mangy, stunted, stuffed abortion :

These gorgeous covers hiding empty dishes,
These whale-like antics among little fishes-
Here is the very stuff to meet my dearest wishes.

What ringing of each change on brag and bluster ! !

These figures huge of speech, summed in a zero :

This war-march, ushering in Bombastet' muster :

This entry of Tom Thumb, armed like a hero. .

Of all great cries e'er raised o'er little wool,
Of all big bubbles by fools' breath filled full,

Sure here 's the greatest yet, and emptiest, for JOHN BULL !

JOHN always thought JONATHAN, his young brother,
A little of a bully ; said he swaggered :

But in all change of chaff with one another,
Nor JOHN nor JONATHAN was e'er called

'

laggard.'
But now, if JOHN mayn't JONATHAN style

'

coward,'
He may hint Stripes and Stars were better lowered
From that tall height to which, till now, their flag-staff towered."

Punch nibbed his pen, all jubilant, for galling
When suddenly a weight weighed down the feather,

And a red liquid, drop by drop, slow falling,

Came from the nib ; and the drops rolled together,

And steamed and smoked and sung-" Not ink, but blood;

Drops now, but soon to swell into a flood,

Perchance e'er Summer's leaf has burst Spring's guarding bud.

Blood by a brother's hand drawn from a brother

And they by whom 'tis ta'en, by whom 'tis given,

Are both the children of an English mother ;

Once with that mother, in her wrath, they've striven:

Was 't not enough, that parricidal jar,

But they must now meet in fraternal war ?

If such strife draw no blood shall England scoff therefore ?

If she will laugh, through thee, her chartered wit,

Use thou no ink wherewith to pen thy scoff :

We "11 find a liquor for thy pen more fit

We blood-drops see how smartly thou 'It round off

Point, pun and paragraph in this new way :

Till men shall read and laugh, and, laughing, say,
'
Well thrust ! Punch is in vein : 'tis his red-letter day.'

"
,

The weight sat on my quill : I could not write ;

The red drops clustered to my pen in vain ;

I had my theme
"
Brothers that meet in fight,

Yet shed no blood ! "my jesting mood turned pain.

I thought of all that civil love endears,
That civil strife breaks up and rends and sears,

And lo ! the blood-drops in my pen were changed to tears !

And for the hoarse tongues that those bloody gouts
Had found, or seemed to find, upon my ears

Came up a gentle song in linked bouts,
Of long-drawn sweetness pity breathed through tears.

And thus they sang" 'Twas not by chance, ,

Still less by fraud or fear,

That Sumter's battle came and closed,

Nor cost the world a tear,
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THE AMERICAN DIFFICULTY.
PEESIDBNT ABE.

"
WHAT. A NICE WHITE HOUSE THIS WOULD BE, IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE BLACKS !

"
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'Twas not that Northern hearts were weak,
Or Southern courage cold,

That shell and shot fell harming not

A man on shore or hold.

It was that all their ghosts who lived

To love the realm they made,
Came fleeting so athwart the fire,

That shot and shell were staid.

WASHINGTON with his sad still face,

FKAMKJJN with silver hair,

LINCOLN and PUTNAM, ALLAN, GATES,
And gallant WAYNE were there.

With those who rose at Boston,
At Philadelphia met ;

Whose grave eyes saw the Union's seal

To their first charter set.

ADAMS, and JAY, and HENRT,
ROTJTLBDGE and RANDOLPH, too

And many a name their country's fame
Hath sealed brave, wise, and true.

An awful host above the coast,

About the fort, they hung ;

Sad faces pale, too proud to wail,

Hut with sore anguish wrung.
And Faith ami Truth, and Love and Ruth,

Hovered the battle o'er,

Hinil'ririK i IKI tthot., that freight of death
Between those brothers bore.

And thus it happed, by (Jon's good grace,
And those good spirits' band,

Tlmt Death forbore the leaguerM place,
The battery-guarded strand.

Thanks unto Heaven on bended knee.
Not scoff from mocking scorn.

Befits os. that to bloodless end
A strife like this is borne !

"

MEDICAL NOTES IN NEWSPAPERS.
HE subjoined is part
of a paragraph which

appeared the other

day in a morning

paper, among other

items of miscella-

neous news :

" Dm. DE JOICOH'B
LIGHT BROW* COD
Lmut Oil CURABILITY
or CONSUMPTION. The
fallowing communica-
tion from ALLEN 8.
CHATTAWAY. Esq., the
eminent surgeon of Loo-

minster, describes the
mart certain mean* of

eon for consumption
Nearly (bur yean sinee
two can* of confirmed

phthUU were placed
under my care. In both,
the lungs were a mass
of tubercular deposit.
The sole remedy em-
ployed was DR. BE
JOXOH'S Light Brown
Cod Liver Oil, and now,
1840, the patients are

strong ana fat ; and In

one case (male) hunting,
fishing, and shooting
are freely Indulged in.

"

To the foregoing narrative succeeds a statement of the prices of DR. DE
JONOH'S Cod Liver Oil. Next comes a string of medical observations on the"
Diseases of Advanced Years," djrected to snow that those diseases mav be

always successfully treated by rubbing HOLLO-WAT'S ointment over the pit of the

stomach, and taking his pills into the interior of that organ. As these thera-

peutical remarks are not headed
"
Advertisement," they may be supposed to have

been written either by the editor of the journal, or by some contributor to its

columns. Their author,
1

whoever he is, should make himself acquainted with the

possibilities of physic, before he ventures to publish unqualified assertions as to the
curative powers of any remedial agent. It is not true that any medicine what-
ever, in any single case, proves a speedy, safe, and effectual remedy always, as
this writer declares that HOLLOWAY s Ointment and Pills do in cases of con-

gestion. It is also impossible that any kind of cod's liver oil, Da. DB JOHGH'S or

anybody else's, light-brown or colourless, could have cured consumption in the
case of patients whose lungs were a mass of tubercular deposit. People whose
lungs are masses of tubercles have lost their lungs, and nothing in the world can
replace the destroyed tissues any more than it can turn a wooden into a natural

leg. MR. CHATTAWAY is above represented as saying what is as absurd as it would
be to say that DR. DE JONOH'S cod-liver oil had restored sight to a person stone
blind with cataract. Could it do that, it would be fine light brown oil indeed
warrantable to repair any kind of lights. A man might perhaps make the declara-
tion ascribed to MR. CHATTAWAY. believing it if he were afflicted with softening
of the brain; and if cod liver oil could restore disorganised lung, it would no
doubt as effectually reconvert the addled contents of bis cranium into healthy
cerebral substance.

Editors of respectable journals should be particular about the truth of every-
thing which they allow to appear in their papers, involving, if erroneous, the
deception and delusion of sufferers and their friends in matters of life and death.

THE POETKY OF LOCOMOTION.

PERSONS of either sex, who, bv the unexpected inherit-

ance of property, have been suddenly elevated from among
the industrious classes into the sphere of genteel Society ;

men who have hitherto despised dancing, but having fallen

in love, are now desirous of ingratiating themselves with

some young lady by the practice of that elegant accom-

plishment: may be interested in the subjoined notice, taken

from our fashionable contemporary :

" To ADULT*. WHO HATE N'tvim LEARXT TO DAXOX. A Lady of

celebrity as a teacher of dancing, undertakes to TEACH LADIES and
GBirusm who hare never before bad the slightest knowledge or

instruction, In 12 private lessons, to go through all the fashionable

ball-room dances with saw of manner and graes of deportment,
including leaving and entering a room, curtsey, *c. Apply for address
to ' The Professor of Dancing, Ac. &c.

From the statement that the pupils will be taught to go
through all the fashionable ball-room dances with ease of

manner and grace of deportment, including leaving and

entering a room, it is to be inferred that "The Professor

of Dancing" considers leaving and entering a room as

proceedings comprised within the compass of her art. In
her view, and perhaps in that of other the like Professors,

going into a room and out of one, are acts of dancing ; people
who mean to be elegant must not simply walk, but dance
into and out of a room. Is this necessity limited to the

instance of a ball-room, or does it extend to all manner of

rooms ? Ought we to dance up-stairs, down-stairs, into the

ladies' chamber, the servants' kitchen, the butler's pantry,
the library, and every other apartment in the house and
afterwards to dance out again as we danced in? The
reader has probably been accustomed to enter and leave

a ball-room in just the same manner as that in which he

has used to enter and leave an office. No doubt he has

entered the room by quietly stepping in : left it by simply

turning round and stepping out. Some diversion might be

caused by a succession of guests, as the footman announced

them, bounding in upon the scene of an evening party, or

tripping away from it as ballet-dancers frisk on and off the

stage ; but where would be the dignity of such deportment P

It would be a manner of ingress and egress which might
be characterised with great ease, and some elegance, if

performed under favourable conditions of age ana figure ;

but would prove extremely difficult, and provoke immense

derision, if attempted by elderly and corpulent gentlemen
and ladies.

Joke for Johnny Raw.

I ZEE a creet ur at a fair,

As did astonish me uncommon ;

The veace on 't was a hog's, shaved bare ;

All downards a wus like a 'ooman.

The Pig Faced Lady she wur called ;

And when the Showman told us that,
"

I say, you Mister," out I bawled,
"
Thee put her on a Pork Pie Hat !

"

A PATRIOTIC CRY. LORD PALMERSTOS'S boast that an Englishman dared, A FRENCH CRITIC says, "M. MONTALEXBEST is another
wherever he was, to exclaim with pride,

"
Civif

Romania Sum "
wifl soon be out of Boileau." It. may be so anyhow his last furious pamphlet

the power of the POPE, and soon, let us hope, in the power of GARIBALDI. is another Boil-over.
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"
It certainly does set off the Uniform wonderful and gives a sort of a Toot on soinbel to

hercrythink, I don't wonder at the Volunteers liking to wear 'em."

.SHOCKING OBJECTS OF CHARITY.

THE Education Commissioners have recom-
mended the discontinuance, in charity schools,
of

"
Grotesque peculiarities of costume." In a

school, founded in 1089, for poor boys born in

Cripplegate, the coat is red, and the breeches
are not blue, like the devil's ; no, but they,
and the shoes, and stockings, used to be orange ;

wherefore the boys were nicknamed yellow-
hammers. The rector of the parish is said to
desire the maintenance of this dress, being of

opinion that any objection to it is overweighed"
by its picturesque appearance in church, and by

the fact that it is a visible commemoration of
a great event in national history." The trea-

surer of Christ's Hospital is for retaining the

inexpressibly ridiculous costume of that charity,
on the ground that it identifies the boys, and
insures them protection in the streets. It

insures the poor boys derision if not insult in

the streets ; and we should like to see its advo-
cate himself dressed up in it, and forced to walk
from Newgate to Apsley House, and back again.
We should also like to have the parson above
alluded to rigged out in the Cripplegate uni-

form, and obliged to make a picturesque appear-
ance in church. Then we should like to have
the reverend gentleman, and the other, put into
a pound along with a donkey for a certain time,
during which the spectators might compare
those three.

SONG BY MR. MERRIMAN.
AIR." Hope told a flattering Tale."

As 1 was stealing geese,
And fancied no one near,

Up came the unobserved police,
And caught me by the ear.

I told my artless tale.

Entreaty was in vain ;

And so they took me off to gaol :

But here we are again !

Nigger Impudence.
THE coloured inhabitants of New York have

established among themselves a Club, in which
members are balloted for not exactly in the usual
manner. Unsuccessful candidates for admission
are whiteballed.

INSULT TO FRANCE.

{(From "The Friend of Religion" French Paper.}

"AND while we are permitting our POPE to be outraged and our
commerce to be ruined to please grasping and infidel England, how are
we repaid by the insular fanatic F The office of Mistress of the

Robes, as honourable as any office about the person of the heretical
VICTORIA can be, falls vacant by the promotion of the DUCHESS OF
SOUTHERLAND to the Episcopal Bench. To whom is this office given ?

With a deadly and devilish recollection that the Mistress of the Robes
stands at the foot of the throne when the English QUEEN goes to open
the House of Commons at Westmunster, and therefore must be in full

view of the Ambassador of France, when he attends that barbarous
ritual, the Francophobian PALMERSTON ordains that the office shall be
given to the DUCHESS or WELLINGTON. Memory of NAPOLEON,
behold the last Anglican tribute to thee ! But there is nwre. Not
only is that Duchess's name an outrage to us, her very pedigree is a

genealogical insult to France. Her father, TWEEDLE, fought at Vit-

toria, and was at WELLINGTON'S side in all his other defeats through-
out the Peninsula, and at Busaco received a wound, a chastisement
from France, which he now avenges from the vantage ground of the
British throne. And we bear this why not ? The destiny of France
is to weep tears of blood," &c., &e., &c.

ADVICE TO PAINTERS or SEA-PIECES WHO COPY THE OLD SCHOOL.
"If you can't do better than that, Gentlemen, you had better HOOK
it."

FALSE HEARTS.
A NEWSPAPER advertisement offers to the patronage of Society :

PRATT'S
PATENT AUKICLE. A New Invention for the Relief

of Deafness.

It is quite proper that the name of this invention shouldjbe accom-
panied with an explanation of its meaning. If we did not understand
it to be an ear-trumpet, we might, in these days of mechanical con-
trivance and moral insensibility, have supposed it to be a contrivance
for remedying some injury of the heart. Sentiment is out of fashion,
whilst Crinoline and Pork-pie hats are in; and hearts are now reduced
to their lowest denomination, which is simply anatomical ; they are

only hollow muscles. One would think that, if a heart wanted mending,
a patent auricle might be easily fitted on to it, or a patent ventricle

either, and that if a heart were lost, its place might easily be supplied
by an artificial one.

Gladstone the Husband's best Friend.

A Fond Couple are walking down Regent Street.

Wife (spell-bound outside a milliner's shop). Do stop, HENRY, there 's

a dear, 1 won't keep you a moment. I only just want to look at this
beautiful bonnet.
husband (impatiently). No, JULIA, I will not listen to it. Besides,

I certainly agree with the CHANCELLOR op THE EXCHEQUER, that it is

high time a stop was put to this "profligate expenditure."
[Hurries her impetuously aicai?.
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THE SONG OF THE ' SKYED" ONE.

As Sung at the Academy on the First Monday in May.

WAKB I mnst, and

early, a proceed-
ing that. I hate,

And cab it to Tra-

falgar Square and
ascertain my fate ;

For to-morrow '
the

Art-Derby, the
looked-for open-
ing day

Of the Fine Art
Exhibition, yearly
shown by the R.A.

There's full many a
work rejected, or

thrown out for

want of
space

"Excessive breadth

in frames
"

has
robbed some do-
zens of a place ;

But for me, my mind
is easy my great

picture "s hung,
they say,

And I shall be made
an R.A., brother,
I shall be made
anR.A.1

I 've smoked so ninny pipes to-day, the fumes are in my head,
And 1 fear I may be lazy in tumbling out of bed ;

So please come and call me early, and let me baste away,
For I 'm to be made an 11.A., brother, I 'm to be made an R, A. !

My ANGELISA 's coming there to see how well I 'm placed :

She thinks my work a
"
perfect Iqve," and thereby shows her taste ;

She prophesies some connoisseur a thousand pounds will pay
For this my grand chef (Fatuvre, quite the gem.of the R.A. !

The morn is come : I rush in quick, and round the rooms I tear,
I run my eye the

"
line

"
along" Not there, my clie-ild, not there !

"

I cast a shy glance upwards, and "Ob, Mr. FRITH," I say,"
Oh, who will hang the hangers P here, I'm 'skyed' by the R.A !

"

Don't talk to me of "high lights :

"
alas ! ah woe is me !

My high lights here are hung so high that no eye can them see.

I never aimed at high art. yet my picture (so friends say)
Can't be seen without a field-glass, where 'tis hung by the R.A.

They tell me TINTO'S daub is sold he 's chuckling loud with glee,
And chums with BROWN are shaking hands: him further first I'll see.

There's many a better painting /could show them any day,
Without paying a shilling entrance to the show of the R.A.

They praise GREEN'S tints so pearly, and STITFLEK'S greys so cool,
Psha ! Newspapers are nothing now : each critic is a fool :" Not much above the average." Pooh ! 'tis what they always say,
They 've not looked at my chef fasuvre, that should make me an R.A.

'Twas for this I got up early, and worked hard to make a name,
Spent my time with beery

"
models," spent my gold on gilded frame :

There 's many a wretched man in town, but few with heart less gay,
Than he who finds his picture has been skyed bv the R.A.

Shall I plunge in dissipation ? Shall I go and have some'beer ?

This life is full of hitters : malt and hops may bid me cheer':

Ha ! there 's ANGELINA coming let me get out of her way
I daren't show myself, oh bother! now I'm skyed at the R.A.

'

Lisl-MAJESTE."

MODESTY AND MUSIC.

IT is no new thing to find a gentleman advertising to

the world his willingness to marry; but it is not very
often that we see the matter treated in so extremely cool

and businesslike a manner as it was the other day through
the columns of the Era, which was fitly chosen, we think,
to be the mouthpiece, being usually anything but a senti-

mental print :

WAXTKD, to form the acquaintance of a TOUNO LADY
ALIST (i;>|uble of giving flubbing leaaona In ilogtog.)

with a view to Matrimony, by a young Gentleman, Comtxmor, and
Protauor of tho Pianoforte, in a Urge town, with an excellent teach-

ing practice of eight yean' standing. Satisfactory reference* given
and required ; good health, voice, appearance, and an unblemiehe'l

reputation ludupenuble. A fair complexion preferred. All letter*

etrictly confidential. Addroat,
'

ModeaUa," 1'oate Reatante, Leedi.

The only thing that we have changed in copying this

notice is the name by which the writer desires to be ad-

dressed; but the word we have inserted is vastly more

appropriate
than thit which stood before in print. We

almost indeed wonder that
" MODESTAS "

thought it

needful to hide his real name, for we should fancy from
his style that he is not at all a man who would shrink from
such publicity, or blush at the remarks which it might
possibly call forth.

For all his brag about his business, it seems clear that

this
"
young gentleman

"
is looking out for means of in-

come as well as for a wife. That he intends, when he gets
married to some "capable young lady," to make her

singing somewhat of a step to his subsistence, although
he may not say so actually, is clearly enough betrayed.

Now, giving music-lessons is no pleasant occupation, as

any one who thinks about the matter may soon learn. If

the teacher have an ear, the work is aural torture, and
the pay is rarely adequate to the pain which is incurred.

It is hard for a young lady to maintain herself by music

teaching, without having to support a "young gentle-
man" as well. In spite, therefore, of the chance of

being taken to his bosom as well as to his business, we
should advise young lady teachers not to answer Mister
"
MODESTAS," at any rate unless they have a brother in

the background who could come forward and prevent
their being taken in.

It is very well to say that "Union is Strength," but a
union with a person who, in spite of eight years' practice,
is scarce able to support himself, would be clearly more
a weakness than a proof of a strong mind. We think
too this "young gentleman" has been a little negligent in

not giving more particulars about his views and prospects,
his person and his purse. This was surely to be looked

for, seeing how particular he is in his inquiries, as to what
may be the personal and moral charms and qualities

enjoyed by the young lady of whom he is in search. That
a man should be desirous of good health in a' wife is not
at all unnatural, or out of common sense. But when he
states his want of a "good voice and appearance," and
avows he has a preference for girls of

"
fair complexion,"

one feels tempted to inquire on the part of the young
lady with whom he wants to wed, what are the advan-

tages he has himself to offer her, in the way of moral re-

putation and good looks. Does he go to church on saint

days, and what colour is his hair ? Does he want luxuriant.

whiskers, or has he a bad squint f Judging from his style
of addressing the fair sex, and the Sultan and insulting
air with which he orders them to show themselves (by
medium of pen and ink) before him, that he may throw
his handkerchief to her who suits his taste, one might
think that this

" MODESTAS "
is an absolute Adonis, whom

to see is to fall in love with at first sight.
On second thoughts, however, it is plain that his good

looks are not reflected by his looking-glass, and have
existence only in his own conceit. For if he have no

other personal deformity, he must at any rate be far from

landsome in his features, since he has so monstrous an

exuberance of "cheek."

'De Bello Sallico.
1OUR beloved Wiacount, in" reading a judicial book that he had accidentally

picked out of the Library of the House, stumbled over the above word. "I
wonder who he was P

"
he exclaimed aloud.

"
Why, you know well enough," said

BERNAL OSBORNB, who happened fortunately to be just close by, "that CHARLES '

every week devoted to Fights about to come off."
le Faineant is the only Lazy Majesty mentioned in history. It is the stupid way Amongst those about not to come off might be mentioned
the French have of spelling it." "Ah! to be sure," and the good-natured the fi*ht between the Doc D'AuxiLi and PLOX-PLOX.
\\ iscount laughed, and reproached himself for his forgetfulness. I The above is decidedly not the PaiucK NAPOLEON Column.

OUR fashionable contemporary, BelTs Li/*, has a column
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'* FLATTERING."
COOK. "

Laukadaisy me, Miss Mary, if it ain't almost like, wax-work, 1 dew declare /"

MUSICAL MABTYKDOM.
AFTER all, our English language is a wretchedly

defective one.

Of this we came to be convinced a night or two ago,
when 'sitting quiet in our study after hearing the per-
formance of BEETHOVEN'S grand Mass we beg your
pardon, Exeter Hall, not to offend your Protestant

tastes, we should have rather said, grand Service.
While revelling in memory in the soul-inspiring strains

wherewith our ears had just been filled, and recalling
to our mind the glorious grandeur of the Gloria, and
the devotional sublimity of the softer Benedictus, a

barrel-organ struck up at the corner of the street, and
a German band began to bray close by our doorstep.
Surely, we reflected (and we leave PROFESSOR MCLLEB
when he lectures next on language to make what use
lie pleases of our logical conclusion) surely, we reflected,
that language is imperfect which has but one word
"music" for the music of BEETHOVEN and the music
of the streets.

DR. WATTS TO JONATHAN.
(A Spiritual Communication. Medium, Miss PLANCH.)

LET Dons delight to shoot and smite
Their fellers, no ways slow,

Let coons and wild cats scratch and fight,
'Cos 'tis their naiur" to ;

But., Yankees, guess you shouldn't let

Sitch 'tarnal dander rise :

Your hands warn't made to draw the bead
On one another's eyes.

A Groan from a Husband.

AN unfortunate victim of a husband, who had been
detained on a high stool for something like half a day
inside SWAN AND EDGAR'S, was heard to exclaim

"By Jove, NAPOLEON called us 'a nation of shop-
keepers," and the reproach must originally have been

brought down upon us by the love that the English
women have for shopping, and of keeping their husbands
for hours there."

A ROUNDABOUT KIDDLE.

For tJie Geographical Society.

Q. WHY may the sisters of Pendenms's father be said

to resemble a town in Cornwall ?

A. Because, you see, they 're Pen's aunts.

THE MAY-DAY MUSIC-SHOW.

LIKE many another kindly hearted father of a family, Mr. Punch is

always glad of an excuse to take his wife and daughters to the Crystal
Palace. And what better excuse could possibly present itself than
that which on May-Day was very seasonably afforded him ? There is

a freshness and a vigour in the airs of the Creation which seems exactly
suited to the incoming of Spring. The flow of HAYDN'S tuneful genius
never welled forth more deficiously than in the showers of sparkling

melody besprinkled through the work : while the sunshine that per-
vades it is the sunshine of the spring, that refreshes and invigorates,
and brings neither scorch nor blight.
Mr. Punch may thank his stars that he is not a musical critic, or he

might not have enjoyed last Wednesday's performance so much as, he
is free to own, he really did. While his critical friends around him
were keeping their ears stretched for acoustical shortcomings and
architectural defects (without allusion to which, no account of any
concert in the Crystal Palace Transept would be deemed to be com-

plete), Mr. Punch was calmly revelling in the charms of HAYDN'S music,
and drinking strains delightful to his ravished sense. A grander or

more careful performance of the work it has never come within his

power to enjoy; and without descending to musical slangography, and

mystifying readers with a lot of high-flown bosh about
"
melodic pro-

gression" and "contrapuntal skill," Mr. Punch will simply say that the
Creation was as well done as is possible at present, and that nowhere
but at Sydenham could thirteen thousand pairs of ears have so at once

enjoyed the hearing of HAYDN'S "marvellous work." If any minds
were disappointed, it was because their bodies were not seated iu good
places ; and for this such persons had themselves alone to thank. The
Crystal Palace Concerts are invariably well advertised, and if people
choose to put off the selection of their seats, tbey cannot blame
the Company if persons more foresiglited get a better place.

As the hearing of good music is a part of education, for it both

refines the mind and elevates the taste, such music-shows as that

which was on May-Day held at Sydenham, should be frequently repeated,
and so turned to good account. One may call such concerts

"
Music-

Shows," because the sight of that big orchestra is quite as wondrous
as the hearing, and eyes as well as ears have a pleasure in the treat.

Nowhere else is there a concert-room capable of holding some twenty
thousand hearers, and of delighting them with music performed with

such effect. It is absurd to say the solos are perfectly inaudible, and
that an acre of the audience don't know what is being done. Every
note that TITIENS sung reached Mr. Punch as surely as the notes

which he each Wednesday receives for what he prints. From HEKR
FORMES, he confesses, he did not hear so much, partly owing to that,

singer's alterations of the text, and singing deeper notes than those

which HAYDN wrote. But where else could the chorusses have been

so grandly given, and did not their sublimity gloriously make up for

many a small defect? A "new created world" of musical enjoyment
lias been brought before the public by the Crystal Palace orchestra,

and whatever its shortcomings, it will certainly be long before we else-

where find its like.

News for Newmarket.
" WHAT is the grand object of these new Post-Offiee'Savings' Banks ;

can you tell me, Sir P
"

inquired one coffee-room politician of another.
"
1 am sure I don't know, Sir, unless it is to give sporting men

greater facilities for posting their ponies."

A WAG IN A TOBACCONIST S.

" On ! you call these cigars Clay King's, do you ? You i

.t a pipe as a companion to them, and call it King Clay's.

You should bring

out a

printed by William Brmlburr, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Place, and Frtderii k Mullen Ern. of No. 19. Queen's Roid Weil, KeRent's Park, bolb In the Prih of St. Pancrai. in Ihe Countf ot Hildleni.
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A POSER.
Precocious Pupil. "PLEASE, Miss JONES, WHAT is THE MEAXINT, OP SUBURBS?"

Governess (who is extensively < ', "THE OUTSKIRTS OF A PLACE, MY
DEAR."

!:iny Miss J. l>j the Dress). "THEN, Miss JONES, ARE THESE rorjz

SUBURBS ?
"

DUE DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DBAK PUNCH,

"TiiE Royal Dramatic College (for the benefit whereof I attended a

performance on Friday evening last) is, I think, a very excellent and useful insti-

tution, and one that, well deserves to dip into the pockets of the public. By
making known this fact through the medium of your columns, and by adding that
the College is, like most of us, much in want of funds, and that the largest
contributions will be most thankfully received for it, I have doubtless done
enough to secure its present welfare, and to draw some surplus thousands to lay
by for rainy days."

I hope, however, that the public who subscribe so very liberally to whatever

j

is suggested to them by their Punch, will not fancy I have any further interest
in the matter than any one of them may in fa-'r reason entertain. I am neither

actor, scene-paiuter, nor dramatic author, and have no hope to profit by the

praiseworthy arrangements which have been lately set on foot for the advantage
of the stage. But, as a member of the public, I feel it is my duty in some way
to contribute to the benefit of those who have in very many ways done much to

entertain me ; and if any word of mine can be of help to this new College, 1 shall
be very glad that you have let me say it.

"I am perfectly aware that by blowing my small trumpet in favour of this

charity, I shall incur the serious anger of pious Exeter Hall, and be doomed to
'

brimstony blazes for encouraging immorality. I know that anything in any way
connected with the Stage is by certain of the Strand saints viewed as Devil'*

produce; and that, to them, it is profaning the sacred name of Charity to apply
it to the work of aiding Satan's imps. Exeter Hall just now is in its ram-
pantest of postures ; and its horn is so exalted, there's no dropping any sense in
it. Exeter Hall is now presenting its annual reports, and showing how many
beefsteaks it has supplied among the cannibals, and how many nude niggers it

has put in Christian clothes. Of course while Exeter Hall views actors as children
'

of perdition, and adds the fell word 'BOTTOMLESS' in the direction 'To THE I'IT,'

it is of little use expecting a charitable word from it, and of course far less a

charitable gift. But saints should have a ore how they
their strong words, or, if not in the 1'it, they may

be found in the wrong box. For instance, to speak ill of
the Hoyal Dramatic College is to prove oneself disloyal
and ill-speaking of the Crown. While < allows
her name to head the Patrons of this charity, her loyal

subjects surely should abstain from thinking evil of it.

There never yet was known a more moral Court than
KEN goes to the play, and gives her

charity to pla\ ers. To doubt the goodness of the Stage,
ami its new appanage tin College, is to cast a shadow of

suspicion
on tie QUEEN; and under such a shade no sou

of Kngland ought to see her.
"
11" c colveni animo (which, peradventure, some future

KEHBLK may be taught at the College to translate) 1

went to Covent Garden, 'kindly lent by Mr. GTE,' pre-
pared for bravely sitting through a nearly seven hours'

sight. That it occupied this length of time, was simply
owing to the fact that so many willing hands were anxious
to assist in it. Does this sympathy exist in other trades,
1 wonder ? Do batters send the hat round for decayed and
stricken hatters ? or lawyers give their precious time, or

lend a helping brief, to aid a learned brother who, alas !

hath come to grief? As Heaven helpeth those woo try
to help themselves, the prompters of the College, who in

person do so much for it, will surely be rewarded with

proportionate success.

"I have heard the British playgoer is sadly apt at

times to growl and grumble at not having enough shown
him for his money. But the bill of fare on Friday must

surely have contented the most gormandising appetite.
From tragedy and comedy to melodrama and farce, every
line of acting had its best representative. We had an
interview with MR. HAMLET (otherwise known as MR.
FECHTEK) and with MR. TOUCHSTONE HEELEY, MR.
PROTEAN WEBSTER, and MR. JACK TAR T. P. COOKE.
It made me feel quite young again to see this latter

veteran, who was as cheery in his voice,
and as lively in

his legs, as though he were eighteen, instead of verging

upon eighty. To how many a British playgoer is T. P.

COOKE the dean ideal of the true-blue British Tar? and
where are we to hope that we may look to see his like ?

When he comes bounding on the boards, he brings a sniff

of the sea with him. Stagy as perhaps it may appear in

other hands, he makes the part of the Stage Sailor the

most natural of characters. There is nothing coarse or

common in his talk, as he delivers it ; but he shows the

British Sailor to be one of nature's gentlemen, whose
heart is his POLL'S, whoe purse is his friend's, and as

for his life 'tis the QUEEN'S.
"But 1 must not longer dwell upon my dear old T. P.

COOKE, or I shall find myself deploring the declining of

the drama, and, in confirmation, citing MR. TAYLOR'S clever
'

Duologue
'

between old-fashioned high-flown Cumedy and
modern low Burletque. The 'fast' school, with its slangy

puns that pass for wit, has, 1 think, done much to vulgarise
and to degrade the Stage. Through it, actors have been

taught to lose thought of their bearing as it bears upon
the plot, and to pay attention only to the smartness of

their speech. For a lady to deliver a near-the-wind allu-

sion, so as not to cause a blush, has been considered chief

among the charms of comic art; and how this can be

otherwise than, lowering to taste, it passes my perception
as a critic to perceive."

But the fast school, I thank goodness, is fast wearing
itself out, and the tide of a reaction is now strongly set-

ting in. Let actors hold their heads up and not stoop to

be buffoons, and I am sure the better-thinking better

portion of the public will readily accord them its respect
and its support. The

'

palmy days
' we hear of may be

again revived, and the Royal Dramatic College will flourish

in its funds, and stretch its Wings until they cover all who
need its shelter.

"
1 remain, Sir, a well-wisher to the Stage and all

its works, especially the work of charity here noticed,

"ONE WHO PAYS."

The Twa Bishops.

FROM DVRHAIC TO O*FOHI> ASD BACK.

SATS CHEESY to SOAPY,
" Your chaplains are Popey,

Who knocks at my door other vouchers must bring .

"

Savs SOAI-Y to CHEESY,
"
Your ethics are easy,

You hold that preferment should come with a Ring."
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RAM AND THE POETS.

REAT Men's Minds in un-

dress present, an improving

study for little men. When
our great ones come out, in

full fig to Grocers' entertain-

ments, in elegant attire to

Academy dinners and the

like, the speeches of the great
creatures leave nothing to be

desired except the absence

of reporters. Then do they
discourse of SHAKSPEARB,
taste, and the Musical Glasses

in a way that must confirm

the conviction of the snob-

mind that the race of the

Admirable CRICHTON is per-

petuated among our Upper
Ten Thousand. Even when
a LORD CHANCELLOR makes
such an abominably lumber-

ing speech as that which he

inflicted on SIR CHARLES
EASTLAKE and his fellow-

sufferers at the Academic
feast the other day, the snob-

mind is not drawn away
from its religion

" The lover may
Distrust the look that steals his

soul away ;

The babe may cease to think that
it can play

With Heaven's rainbow ; alchemists may doubt
The shining ore their crucible gives out. ;

But Faith, fanatic Faith, once wedded fast

To some dear fiction, hugs it to the last."

and consolation is found in the recollection that, after all, LORD
CAMPBELL is not a real Swell, but only a lucky Scottish lawyer.
But sometimes our real Great Men permit their minds to appear in

undress. Sometimes they speak without looking up their themes, or

having them looked up by affectionate secretaries, and then the world

has an opportunity of knowing the true nature of the creeds of Great

Men. Punch's friend PALMERSTON (and Punch will call him friend in

spite of a hundred eccentricities more curious than the vagary about

to be mentioned, for PAM is a good and brave PAM. and moreover is a

brother satirist, some of whose New Whig Guide is almost up to

Punch's standard) was induced, the other night, to expose his mind in

an edifying fashion.

Out of the small sum which is at LORD PAM'S annual disposal for

the purpose of helping men of Science and Literature, or of providing
for those whom they might .themselves have provided for, if instead of

labouring for mankind they had been bill-brokers, stock-jobbers, adver-

tising quacks, pet parsons, or marine store-keepers, his Lordship has

bestowed 50 per annum upon one JOHN CLOSE, formerly a Butcher,
now a Poet, living in Westmoreland. This individual describes him-

self, seriously (and a gushing poem, presently to be quoted, places
his seriousness beyond a

doubtj as "Poet Laureate to His Majesty
the KING OF BONNY, West Africa." Interrogatory being made to

LORD PALMERSTON in the House of Commons, on Thursday the 2nd
instant, as to the propriety of squandering public money on a Buffoon,
LORD PALMERSTON replied that he had received many letters recom-

mending the said Buffoon as a proper person to receive a pension, and
that he considered CLOSE to be

"
in the same category with BURNS."

An indignant
"
Eh, sirs !

"
probably broke out from his Lordship's

Scotch colleague, the Lord Advocate, for LORD PALMERSTON, amended
his declaration,

"
not equal to BURNS,", but in the same category."

So, Mr. Punch, on such a recommendation from his friend, thought
that a better acquaintance with the works and character of this West-
moreland BURNS would be desirable. The Poet's works lie before him,
and the Poet's character does not lie very deeply hidden in them.
The Westmoreland BURNS, fiery, like POPE, BYRON, and his other

compeers, seems to have had a difl'ereuce with the Editor of the London
Critic. BURNS himself had differences with many persons, and occa-

sionally castigated his adversaries, but never so dashingly as thus .

" In reply to the sneers of the wise Editor of the London Critic [who longs to put
his Fingers in Mil. CLOSE'S Dish, who never thanked him for the Stamps sent !] he

begs to say that had this Hungry
'
Critic

'

(I !) only got a slice of the same lioyal
Loaf, he would, like Jack Homer, be '

sucking his thumbs '

in a corner, too happy
to say 'boo to a Goose !' In the meantime we can excuse the contemptible jua-

lonsy of a Dog in the Manger who hates 'that excellence it cannot reach,' and
having given this ungrateful 'sorry dog' a bone to pick, we leave him to the full

enjoyment of his Spleen. J. CLOSE."

Thus gracefully steps LORD PALMEBSTON'S EGBERT BURNS upon

the scene, and such are the epigrams which he launches at those who
offend him. There is some vigour in Holy Willie's Prayer, but its

irony is feeble in comparison to the polished sarcasm of the Butcher-

BURNS. Mr. Punch believes that the Editor of the Critic has been

ordered to Madeira, with faint hopes of his ever returning, the con-

tributors have been sent to Malvern Wells, but the lives of the printers

may. it is thought, be saved by a few weeks at Hastings. Such is the

scathing power of genius!
But let us now see genius in "its softer hour." Here is the poem
which LORD PALMERSTON'S BURNS dedicates his Poems to the

respectable black man called KING OF BONNT :

" DEDICATION.
" All hail ! KING PEPPLE, hail !

I never bent the knee.
Unless to God in prayer.

For help in misery
My only help was there.

" All hail ! KING PEPI-LE, hail !

I'llbowtothee.
The rightful Majesty

Of Bonny, in fair Africa
1 11 bend the knee.

" All hail ! KING PEPPLK, hail !

Welcome to Britain's land,
I long to kiss the Royal Hand,

And in thy houour*d presence stand.
With pride I '11 write for thee,

As long as life shall be
True Laureate to Majesty.

" And when above the skies
In yon celestial clime,

I hope to see Kivo PEPPLE there,
Beyond the realms of time !

'O'tclier 10(7(, I860."
'

J. CLOSE, POET LAOBZATE."

How LORD PALMERSTON must be reminded of the other and lesser

BURNS, and his votive poem, and "I'll remember thee, GLENCAIRN."
How his lordship must exult in the thought that he has done more for

the Butcher-Bard than Ministers in other days did for the Exciseman-

Poet.
Let us hear a little of the English BURNS. He publishes a memoir

of himself, and it is signed by "DELTA." There is an awful mystery
about this DELTA. Mr. Punch may have his own reason for humbly

thinking that this, like "SAM DOWELL," "DR. CAXTON" "DR.
SILVERPEN," &c., c., may be among what MR. DELTA is pleased to

:all MR. CLOSE'S nom deplumes. But DELTA himself says :

" This Enigma will only be known when the disguise is not required when the

i'oet shall have reached the summit of Fortune's Hill, and need our help no more
then will the Invisible Cap bo cast aside, and all shall know this

' DELTA ' mm as he

is known."

The reverent parody in italics may justify Mr. Punch in observing

on the cover of the Poems that the work is "under the patronage
of the BISHOPS OF LONDON and DURHAM, and the DEAN OF CAR-

LISLE." And here is MR. CLOSE'S final testimony to himself it is

signed by the mystic DELTA but published by LORD PALMERSTON'S

Poet as a fitting exposition of his own character and genius :

' In conclusion, we know no man MB. CLOSE takes for his example no mode
which he imitates, no beaten path in which ho walks ; but like all great minds, he

makes one of his own. Genius create!, not imitates. MR. CLOSE seems in all his

writings to care neither for Queens or Kings, Bishops or Parsons, Squires or Peasant?,

but rattles among them as if so many old bones or dry cabbage stalks, and sweeps
them all before him ! But commends us to his sweet Memorials of the dear,

Departed Dead ;
in these he touches every heart, and in these alone, we say again, his

Name will never die ! As a lady once observed to us, when speaking of these

Memorials
' ' ME. CLOSE sings so sweetly about Heaven, that he makes one long

to be there 1
"

Glancing through the Poems, in the hope of seeing what had prompted
this Lady's longing, it appears to Mr. Punch that the special pleasure

MR. CLOSE looks to in the upper world is the certainty of meeting

there a certain DR. ROOKE, a Pill-Maker, to whom the Bard addresses

two long poems. Mr. Punch regrets not to have room for them, but

here is a specimen :

" His famous ' Oriental Pills,'

Ship loads they bear away,
To every quarter of the world
Where Britain holds the sway.

" What letters from all ranks of men,
Each praise this great, good man.

Who, humble as a little child,
Same as when he began.

" Where'er the English tongue is spoken,
Waft his name ye gentle breeze ;

Worthy of all mortal praise?,
Form'd by God to bless and please."

The other BURNS, too, had his
" DB. HORNBOOK." But ROBERT was a

careless poet, and it never occurred to him to add a certificate that the

Doctor must be all right hereafter, by reason of the excellence of x.is
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medicine. The English RUKNS a more thoughtful, and appends to his

poem the following tribute :

" Thus the groat J. HIIKHIUAN KMAVI i_s, Ey.. (peak* of theae Pilia, V

uru tliu iii"t extraordinary purgative 1 ever look. Their 0|Kiratlou U geutlo, suffi-

cient, ami perfectly
>

, See Anti-Li','

Genius is shown in trilles, and this last proof that though a Poet,

MK. CLOSE is also a man of business, and a complete character, seems

tn Mr. I'uiic/i fully to justify the 50 annual pension. But. he will

dismiss the Bard with a loftier parting, by adding another little bit of

i which has commended him to the patronage not only of that

eminent Christian, our PREMIER, but of the BISHOPS or Loxpox and

'Di'KiiAM, and the UEA.N or CARLISLE. It is the conclusion of a

poem :

" P.S. A thought pops in, 1 bad forgot,
To aay a lltllo word, air :

And now 1 '11 nay it on the apot,
TU of my owu accord, air.

" When all our toil on earth, sir,

( >nr mortal troubles o'er.

Let's try to ctinA lo llrnvtn, air,

Where Team ihall fall no more.

" Let 'a itrlve to enter in, >lr,
The realm* of endloM bliM ;

-:r.

Ob, , 1 aak but thi!
"

The stars are substituted for a Name which (the Bishops and Dean
may think the objection prudish) we do not print in Irvity.
There is the Poet who U.MERSTOX, and ever so many other

Lords, spiritual and temporal, think should <

gory with Huuxs, and so he Ilings MK. CI.U-.E the same pension which
is occasionally given to Literature and Science. Yet, to Ijurrow from
the Scottish BtiRSS:

" Yet let not thl> too much, my Put,
Dintmli thy youthful breuL

Thi* curioua view of Poet-kind,
la aurvly not tby hut,"

And 3fr. Punch doubts not that he shall yet hear his friend announce
the bestowal of much more worthily earned guerdons, and perhaps
with a graceful regret that in an unguarded moment he put an
immortal name into the same

"
category

"
with that of a ridiculous

'cribbler.

A BOX OF ODONTO.
B- PUNCH is very
much pleased to

observe that the

educated and ho-

uourable members
of a profession
which renders in-

valuable service to

the public, have
united for an effort

to establish abroad
line of demarcation
between them-
selves and the

quacks and snobs
who have brought
discredit upon the

name of a Dentist.
It is true that no

thinking person
could confound
the accomplished
anatomical scholar,
whose treatment of

the Mouth is based

upon the principles

^ of science, with the

vulgar and greedy
creature whose only object is to make a lucrative job for himself,
and who is known wilfully to damage the teeth ot unhappy vic-

tims for the sake of extorting larger fees; but then the world is

not made up of thinking people, and the quacks reap large harvests
from the ignorance of the many. Fellows without other qualifi-
cations for their calling than a certain brutal strength and a certain

empirical adroitness, and other fellows without even these advan-

tages, and who declare that they neither expect nor desire to see
their maltreated patientyirtw, manage by dint of puffing and impudence
to gain large incomes at the expense of the fools who trust them. It

was time that the real Dentist should bestir himself, and Mr. Punch is

happy to say that the Gentlemen of the Profession have joined for the
discomfiture of the quacks. An educational test and the possession of
a diploma now offered by the 1loyal College of Surgeons, are among
the conditions of the associated band of honourable practitioners, and
it may easily be imagined that the resolution to purge the Profession
from even nominal connection with the low fellows who have claimed
to belong to it has caused great rage among these disreputable snobs.

Henceforth, it will be the fault of a patient himself if he opens either

his mouth or his purse to a quack Dentist.

The other day a dinner in support of one of the excellent institutions

connected with the movement was held, and one of the very foremost
men of the day, PROFESSOR OWEN, did honour to the profession, and
himself by presiding over one hundred and thirty gentlemen who
assembled on the occasion. PROFESSOR OWEN made an admirable and
mordant speech, in the course of which he remarked that

"
the Pro-

fession of a Dentist was now elevated to the level of that of a Physician,
or a Surgeon." PROFESSOR PUNCH cordially assents to the proposition,
but calls upon the public to take notice that the profession of dentistry
is just as much divided into two parts as is either of the other callings
mentioned by his friend PROFESSOR Ov, EN. Mr. Punch is happy to

believe that the majority of physicians and surgeons are skilled, hu-

mane, high-minded gentlemen, who take pride in their noble avocations,

and who devote themselves as sedulously to the case of a pauper
child as to that of an affluent Marquis. That there are pestilent

quacks who pretend to be physicians and surgeons, who care only for

patient* whom they can fleece, and are reckless how they ruin consti-

tutions and distort limbs, provided they can plunder the sufferer, is

equally true. Now, no one bat a fool would call in such creatures,
and Mr. Punch, pointing ont to the public that similar distinctions

prevail in the profession of a Dentist, begs that the public will not be
a greater fool in regard to its mouth, than it would be in regard to its

leg or its stomach. Folks who put their fingers into other folks'

months should have clean hands, and Mr. Punch counsels a tooth-

aching world to see that it does not employ the dirty-banded outsiders
of dentistry. It is open to every honest and clever man to study the

science, and to be admitted to the ranks of its honourable professors,
and Mr. Punch will only add, in the interest of the human Jaw, that
he is proud to lend his aid in behalf of the anti-Quack movement. He
has no idea (and intends to have none) how keen a serpent's tooth may
be, but the public will be a thankless child if it is not grateful to the

true and trustworthy custodians of the Ivory Gate for their gallant
confederation in defence of the British Tooth.

Hardness of the Times.

Stcell out of luck. What do you charge for blacking a gentleman's
boots :-

One of the Poiiih Brigade. Never more than a penny, Sir.

Swell. A penny, eh ? Well, youngster, since there are two boots,
that's a halfpenny a boot, I suppose isn't itf

Shoeblack (proud of displaying hit arithmetic]. In course it i, Sir.

. Well, then, black my right boot 1 've only got a halfpenny.

HEBREW VERMIN INFEST JERSET? The Ju-rats.
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I X

Railteay Porter. "ANT LUGGAGE, Miss?"

Young Lady (icho is also a leetle fast).
" YES !

HERE, GET ME A HANSOM!"

BY THE FAST TRAIN.

PORTMANTEAU, A LlITLE BAT HoESE, AKD A BLACK RETRIEVES ! AND LOOK

THE LORD MAYOR ON HIS LEGS.

WHO, that, knows what is good, would not have been glad to par-
take of the Banquet of the Royal Academy ? The Academicians ven-
tured to invite the LORD MAYOR or LONDON ! which of course they
would not have done if they had not been prepared to entertain the
first Amphitryon in the world in the manner to which he has been
accustomed. The President proposed Prosperity to the City of

London, and the Health of the Right Hon. the LORD MAIOR ;
and in

responding to that toast the Civic Monarch said :

"
I feel highly honoured in being on thia occasion the mouthpiece of the City of

London."

It is not every Lord Mayor that is qualified 'to be the mouthpiece,
in the sense of being the spokesman, of the City of London. Some
City Kings have not had sufficient command over that English which
is supposed to be included among the peculiar royalties of the QUEEN'S
Majesty. A difficulty of exercising due discretion in the use or

omission of the aspirate, has rendered it expedient for too many of

them to abstain as much as possible from public speaking. Even so

long ago as the time of RICHARD THE THIRD we find SHAKSPEARE
mating the LordMayor himself inform the Duke of Buckingham that :

" The people were not used
To bo spoken to but by the lecorder."

That officer has almost always been the only member of the Corpo-
ration with a tongue in his head fit to be employed in elocution. The
mouth of the LORD MAYOR has been simply a devouring aperture, and
he could only have acted as the mouthpiece of the City in a representa-
tive character at dinner, and not in that of a speaker afterwards. But
LORD MAYOR CUBITT is a Member of the House of Commons, in which

assembly of educated gentlemen everybody pronounces without ever

misapplying his Ji, and nobody clips the English of our Gracious

QUEEN.

A ROD IN PICKLE FOR ROGUES.

A BILL now before Parliament declares the selling of any article

with a false quantity affixed to it to constitute a misdemeanour, punish-
able as fraud by fine and imprisonment. This, if it passes, will be a

piece of legislation apparently based upon severely classical principles,

whereas the false quantity which will subject its perpetrators to punish-
ment is no mere mistake in thieves' Latin, but the wilful and fraudulent

substitution of short measure for that which ought to be longer. It is

to be wished that all offenders of this kind should have an "imposition"
set them consisting of exercitations upon that Gradus which they would

not reach Parnassus by climbing, although they would perform a kind

of labour resembling too much poetry in the peculiarity of being

unproductive.

The rrozen-in Bees.

THE beautiful couplet of the celebrated DR. WATTS :

" How doth the little busy bee

Improve each shining hour !

"

is generally supposed to be especially applicable to the
"
merry month

of May," but this year, up to the day whereon these words are re-

corded, May, has hardly afforded the unhappy bees a single shining

hour to improve. If some improvement, would take place in the cloudy

hour, the bees, which at present are not busy, but out of work, would

be delighted.

ADMIRABLY QUALIFIED TOR THE OFFICE.

SINCE most of our Chancellors of the Exchequer have been guilty,

or at all events accused, of the crime of
"
profligate expenditure," why

not offer that financial post to the MARQCIS OF WESTMINSTER? for

that is about the last accusation that could ever be laid to that

esteemed nobleman's charge.
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old arguments for it
; MR. BBSTISCK said that water-pipes might be

made of paper, but that, the rats would eat them, and added, looking

GLADSTONE, that he did not like Hals; LOUD CLAI;I>E HAMIL-
TON also assailed the CHANCELLOR OP THE KXCIIEQUER; Mil. B.AINE5

red that literature would gain by the
repeal;

SIR LAWRENCE
I'AI.K deemed the repeal useles) and wasteful; but said that the

more cheap Tory newspapers were read by the people the less they
would believe in Liberalism ;

and MR. DISRAELI, declining to oppose
i he resolution, said he should do as he liked with the Bill.

Then did the House of Commons once more resolve that the Paper
Duty should cease the day of doom being the first day of pheasant
shooting next.

There was some sparring over one of the Budget resolutions by

ment.
hours be interfered with ? demands HOKACE, a competent authority :

" Dicotur meritA Nox quoquo uwnlft."

(No, Wiscount, namia signifies properly a mourning, not morning song.
You are quite right, to make the joke, but you should be informed that

good many of MR. MAGUIRK'S allegations, and added that Greece was
shamefully governed, and after some more debate, LKD PALMEKSTON
hoped that the Islanders would understand that we like them very

much, but must decline to let them have their own way. i

A Bill for amending the Royal Court of Jersey, stated to be the

very worst tribunal in the whole world, was introduced by SERJEANT
PiGOTT. But whether that excessively tight, little island will |><-rmii

its Court to be reformed is du!>iou.. The Jurats of tha'

much resemble our own County Court, juries. In Jersey the verdict,

always goes for the Jersey-man, in the County Court always
Tradesman.

Then came a Storm, about nothing, certainly, but it was none the
less fierce for that. LORD ROBERT CECIL did his best to impede the

licli power was given to the police to visit Late Houses of Refresh- 1 progreis
of the Budget, and in doing so he used language which

;nt, and MR. GLADSTONE withdrew it. Why should people's late be 0. K. (" all correct," Wiscount) from the son of the M\KV
1 , r i , ill jil_*. C . , _ 1 i. L * L "Li 1 I A I Li J _* 1 _ JI-_ I 1 1 :

SALISBURY, but which might have been thought, decidedly low, had it

come from anybody else's son. He spoke of MR. GLADSTONE'S
"
ven-

geance and spite," of bis "tricks, more worthy an attorney than a

statesman," of his "tyranny," and of his "audacity." SIR Jons
PAKINKTOJI was obliged to refer to his friend's not "unnatural

-icients used the word also tor a lively sportive song-and HORACE
m*nt> l>"t the CHANCELLOR took it. very blandly, and conceded R.I

rd to a Late House where good music is heard.) The three-guinea i Adjournment,
whirh would give LORD ROBERT time to reconsider

? vocabulary." But there was one person who may have enjoy, ,1
licence entitling the spirit dealers to sell as little as a quart of spirits

! to, as were some other small propositions. MR. STIRLING
proposed a tax of a farthing on pawnbrokers' tickets, and thought that

,, f

as 150,000,000 of these tickets were printed every year, the dutj would
' S*"*** a MR.

DISRAELI
and moreover of having an idea that he,

.rih having, besides that the pawnbrokers, who he said offered so i

ftoBBRT- ouSb ' lead the Conservatives. However, if MR. DISRAELI

much encouragement to intemperance and crime, deserved no favour , 7M
l
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ebe' ll<T T"? ""^T "
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at the hands of the legislature. MR. GLADSTONE replied that there

to %*?? ll
.

he >3
..
for leadership the Member for Bucks di

was much in the suggestion, but that he though.? Parliamentary

display of coarseness and bad temper LORD ROBERT CECIL has

the au' r of the hee atUck adeby he

not

ought to he made into the system under which our Uncles
collar so much plunder. MR. BENTINCK wanted to know whether,
after the war-news from America, Government intended to persevere
in throwing away the Paper duty. LORD PALMERSTON did not see
that the news, distressing as it was, ought to interfere with the

Budget. MR. DISRAELI charged the Ministers with trying to press
the Budget with

"
unseemly haste."

The ATTORNEY-GENERAL moved the second reading of a Bill for

protecting our Artists against pirates and impostors. He gives a
painter or sculptor the sole right of copying his work, and this right is

to have a duration of thirty years. Two or three Members thought the
enactment over-stringent, but as SIR RICHARD explained, it is perfectly
competent to an artist to sell his copyright with the picture, and there-

fore a purchaser can please himself as to buying either the work only,
or the right to do as he likes with the work, and has only to fork-out
with becoming liberality to become the sole proprietor. Millions of

money are annually offered to Air. Punch for leave to copy his mar-
vellous Cartoons, but he invariably refuses such leave, except in the
case of his friends the Princesses, who learn at once their drawing
and their constitutional and political lessons from his miraculous
delineations.

Tuesday. LORD LTNDHTTRST made an excellent speech on the Wills-

of-Britons-Abroad-Bill, and laughed at LORD CAMPBELL, who had said
that, he did not know where his own domicile would be, explaining to
that astute Scotsman that his domicile would be in England, if he
should happen to become etherealised south of the Tweed, and in

Scotland, should he select that country as his place of departure for

Elysium. Mr. Punch trusts that neither alternative will be embraced by
the noble CHANCELLOR for many a year, and perhaps may fix the date as

!y as possible by hoping that it, will not occur until somebody
has made a worse speech than that of LORD CAMPBELL at the Academy
dinner this year.

How much more are we to hear about those tiresome lonians?

fyKnuqve tandem? Will they not comprehend that England does not
in the slightest degree care about the possession of their Seven
Islands, and would gladly be relieved from the charge of "protecting"
them, but that the Islands were handed to her by Europe, in order that
she might keep them against never mind, ^anybody likely to be
troublesome to the general peace, and that she is bound, for that

reason, to hold them. MR. MAGUIRE made a long and clever speech in

favour of transferring them to Greece, because ceriiiin of the lonians
wish such a process. MR. MAGUIRE, as we took the liberty of ob-

serving the other day, more power to your elbow, and if the late
MR. POWER had been nt your elbow, TOM MOORB'S friend we mean, he
would have told you, what you know very well, that when THOSLAS, in
Lalla Rookh, sang of the wrongs of Iran, he meant Erin, ami 'hat
Al Hassan with his "bloody, bold, and countless crowd," was a delicate

Inurement of JOHN HULL'. Do we twig your parable, man of Cork ?

Ha! MR. GLADSTONE made an eloquent speech, referring to his own
mission to the Isles, and declared his opinion that the lonians are a
moral and good people,

not difficult to govern, and in their hearts fond
of the English ; but he added, that they are not only moral, but Moral
Cowards. He, of course, explained that we cannot part with a

which we hold under compact with Europe. MR. LAYARD refuted a

"
constitutional opinions," expressed in language, adding

that LORD ROBERT had "distinguished" himself. Perhaps, when
MR. DISRAELI corrects the report of his speeches he will write

"
dele

'

dis,' and read 'ex.'" After an attack, on his own account, upon MK.
GLADSTONE, and after tendering to him the information that he might
bully his colleagues, but must not bully the House of Common.-,
MR. DISRAELI signified his opinion that Government had acted wisely
in giving way.

Wednesday. Sin L. PALK moved the Second Reading of a Bill for

facilitating the improvement of Labourers' Cottages, and did so in a

speech for which Mr. Punch, his co-labourer in the good cause, offer*

him all acknowledgment. The measure was not unkindly received, but

the Landlords are very much afraid of being touched, and it is doubtful
whether the measure will get through. One of LORD RATBHAM'S well

meant measures was postponed, the other (a Cruelty to Animals' Bill)

was withdrawn, after some wretched joking from MR, HAUBURTON.

Thursday, being Holy Thursday, the Lords made holiday to go
with the Gold Stick and the Charity Boys to Beat the Bounds.

In the Commons the HOME SECRETARY stated that a Proclamation
was about to issue, warning all the QUEEN'S subjects against any
interference in the American Civil War.
Another manifestation, but this time a mild one, was made against

the Budget ;
but the only speech that had any backbone in it was

one by MR. MAGBIRE, who argued that the British paper-maker
would be unable, under the new arrangement, to compete with the

foreigner. The stereotype answer is
"
Free Trade all round, whatever

the foreigner may do;" and what has been sauce for the aericullurhi

goose must now be sauce for the commercial gander. He took a

division^but was beaten by 100 to 51. Army estimates then came on,
and the natural history of a new animal was discussed. This is not

the Gorilla, but a creature to be largely employed by the Horse

Guards, and to be called the Soldier-Clerk. We hope he will make
good progress, for, otherwise, he will be classed by political naturalists

with the Soldier-Crab.

Friday. LORD DERBY, in a becoming speech, called attention to the

alarming state of things in America, and dwelt earnestly upon the

necessity of warning our sailors and others not to take part in

Privateering, especially as the North had
"
concluded "to treat Priva-

teers as Pirates. The Noble Landowner characteristically selected,

as the severest term he could apply to a Privateer, the phrase
"
Sea-

Poacher." LORD GRANVILLE repeated what SIR GEORGE LEWIS bad

said on the previous night, and it should be notified far and wide

to all adventurous British
spirits,

that if captured in a Privateer those

spirits will be hanged, and not a word in their favour will be said

by our Government.

In both Houses the Syrian question was discussed. We are to hope
that the French will evacuate that country at the appointed time, and
a Governor is to be appointed who will, if possible, keep the tribes in

order. LORD JOHN lirssi u, delivered a hopeful kind of speech about.

Austria, and said he did not mind being called an old-fashioned poli-

tician holding obsolete notions. To adopt, and therefore to ri>

and immortalise, an ancient savin?, a man is an ass who minds beinp
called anything provided he is not called too late for breakfast.
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DOING A "BIT OF PAPER."
Pam, "Go IN ; THEY 'LL DO IT FOR YOU !

"

I

HUMBUGS IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TnEBE are Humbugs in the House of Commons. Yes, there are. It is no breach of

privilege to say so. A few Humbugs occasionally contrive to get themselves introduced
into the Strangers' Gallery. But, of course, there are no Humbugs among Honourable
Members. Accordingly, our contemporary, the Observer

',
in an article on a late division,

makes a great mistake in the following remarks :

" But it is really too bad to come to those Members who continue to fill Liberal seats, and who bad formerly
been in office with the party at the head of the Government, and who are, no doubt, annoyed because there
are not enough of offices left for them now. Some of these are right honourable gentlemen, who owe their
rank to the persons they now oppose, and who ought to hesitate before they helped, so far as they could, to

risk the chances of a dissolution, and the increase of confusion at home and abroad."

It is utterly impossible that any gentleman, right honourable, or simply honourable by
position, should be personally so dishonest as to vote against the G9vernment, and the

public good, from such dirty motives as those which the Observer ascribes to some, whom
it does not mention, and whose names cannot even be conjectured. There are no more any

such rogues in the House than there are villains
and traitors who vote on financial and other
home questions irrespectively of their merits,
and only to throw out LORD PAIMERSTON ana
bring in the EARL OP DEBBY, in order that the
latter may take the part of the POPE against the
Italian people. We would see the House of
Commons at Jericho before we would say that
there were any such scoundrels in it as these
treasonable papists and equally treasonable ego-
tists. If there were any but the supposition
is absurd among the representatives, so called,
of the people, they would, at the next dissolution,
cease to represent their present constituencies,
unless there are some boroughs and counties in

Ireland wherein the majority of the voters regard
themselves as the POPE'S subjects, and not those
of the QUEEN. These places might return

papistical traitors to that Parliament in which
we all know that there are now none. The ego-
tistical traitors, at any rate, would be all sent

about their business, which is wholly private,
and not one of them would acquire a new seat,
unless some extreme Reform Bill should have
enfranchised rascaldom. We sincerely trust
that the Observer's observations will not be

applied to any individual, and earnestly hope
that nobody whom they may be supposed to

indicate will discover, in the event of an appeal
to the country, that he has been marked for

rejection.

THE WEATHER LAST WEEK.
WHAT is that faint and melancholy note,
Borne feebly on the sharp East wind,

Whose eager blast bites through our overcoat,
With down of eider thickly lined ?

It sounded forth of yonder clump of oak,

Darkling beneath the leaden sky ; [spoke.

Tlirough the bare twigs some plaintive creature
It was the Cuckoo's cry !

That timid trill outpoured from yonder brake !

Ah ! can it be the Nightingale ?

That broken jug ! That interrupted shake !

The breeze cuts short the poor bird's tale, ]

The throstle, too, as though for cold in pain,

High perched upon the leafless tree,

Attempts a fitful and a dreary strain,

Sung in a minor key.

There's one, an only, Swallow to he seen;
With feeble wing the straggler flies.

What doeth he out in this air so keen,
Unless he flies for exercise ?

On such a day no gnat will stir for him ;

All insects find it much too cool :

He would not catch one midge, were he to skim
The nearly frozen pool.

The redbreast shivers o'er her callow brood ;

The shrunk, nipped buds, her nest reveal.

Cocksparrows canuot find their children food ;

No caterpillar for a meal !

The badger, dormouse, hedgehog, squirrel, creep
All into their respective holes :

This merry May sends all such things to sleep,

A May as at the Poles !

Ah. how I pity birds and beasts that roam
Unsheltered save by fern and briar !

I know what I shall do ; I shall go home,
Draw down the blinds ; make up a roaring fire ;

Command a basin of hot soup, and dine

On Christmas beef; and, having fed.

Brew for myself a tankard of spiced wine ;

Have that, and go to bed.

Joking Combined with Business.

WE have it on very good authority (that of

one of the 135 young ladies engaged there) that,

in the leases of the London District Telegraph

Company, all their numerous offices are through-

out alluded to as
"
these messages and tenements."

Frtnwdiby W|]]ini Bradhu y. of No. 13, Uoper Woburn Place, nnd F'M-rck Mullen Evan*, of No. 19, Queen's Road West, Reeat's Park, both In tin Prtsh of St. Pancras, In the County of Mlddleies.

Printers, at their Offlc; in f.ombcrd Stree*. in the Preciaet of Wuitefriari, in the City 'of London, and Published by the:n at No. ba. Fleet Street in the Parish of St, Bnde, in the Lity .01
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TOUCHSTONE. " Thou art in a parlous state, Shepherd."

As You Like It.

ODE TO THE XOIiTJI AND SOUTH.
JONATHAN- and JEFFERSON,
Come listttii to my SOUR ;

1 can't decide, my word upon,
Which of you is most wrong.

I do declare I am afraid

To say which worse behaves,
The North, imposing bonds 011 Trade,
Or South, that Man enslaves.

And here you are about to fight,
And wage intestine war,

Not either of you in the right :

What simpletons you are !

Too late your madness you will see,
And when your passion cools,"
Snakes !

"
you will bellow, "How could we

Have been such 'larnal fools !

"

One thing is certain ; that if you
Blow out each other's brains,

'Twill be apparent what a few
Each blockhead's skull contains.

You '11 have just nothing for your cost,
To show, when all is done.

Greatness and glory you '11 have lost ;

And not a dollar won.

Oh, joined to us by blood, and by
The bond of kindred speech,

And further, by the special tie

Of slang, bound each to each,
All-tired gonies, softhorn'd pair,
Each other will you lick ?

You everlastin' dolts, forbear !

Throw down your arms right slick.

You '11 chaw each other up, you two,
Like those Kilkenny cats,

When they had better things to do,

Improvin* off the rats.

Now come, shake hands, together jog
On friendly yet once more ;

Whip one another not : and flog

Creation, as before !

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MAT 13M Monday. The Lords were engaged upon a subject of

course utterly unworthy to occupy the time of well-dressed gentlemen
who read HORACE, back Diophantus, and applaud Giusr, but which
somehow did manage to interest them for a good while. LORD
SHAFTESBURY is exceedingly irate at that part of the Report of the
Education Commissioners which refers to the Ragged Schools, and
to-night he expressed his wrath in very strong language. He described
the Report as

untrue, unfair, and ungenerous. The Education Com-
missioners do not think the Ragged Schools sufficiently sound in

Jjlieory
or advantageous in practice to entitle them to Government aid.

The Commissioners object to the want of regularity and discipline
la the Schools and to the recognition of habitual dirtiness as a con-
dition to be tolerated in a pupil. They also urge that the schools
draw away children from better schools, where the system is more
rigid. LORD SHAFTESBURY replies, that we are not to wait for a
perfect system before doing anything, but are to try to do our best,
that the poor regard these schools as a recognition of their class, that

.*f!2 -v^
ars Pe Ple of "'he p09rer sort" have contributed nearly

250,000 for the schools, that the influence of the school children upon
their parents is often very beneficial, and that the great hindrance to
doing much more good is the horrible Home of the very poor. He did
not want Government money, but considered that the schools had a
perfect right to it. He injured a good cause by intemperate language
and made, more suo, reference to the Almighty, and talked of protests
against Vile Slanders. The Colonial Secretary, on the part of the
Commissioners, said that LORD SHAFTESBURY was exciting himself
needlessly, and that he ought not to use before the Lords the
grandiose" style that suited Exeter Hall. He did not set up like

LORD SHAFTESBURY a "hyper-claim to infallibility," but considered the
great National Schools, on which millions were spent, of ifar more im-
portance than these Ragged Schools. And he added that these
schools did daim Government money, and LORD SHAFIESBURY was
not entitled to be their mouthpiece.
MR. ROEBUCK had been informed and believed that in the

minority against the Repeal of the Paper Duty, there appeared a

VOL. XL.

gentleman who was not mentally qualified to take part in any business

at all. The Member for Sheffield brought the subject before the

House, and an explanation of the case was offered by a friend

of the individual in question. It was stated that the mind of

that person had been perturbed, and that he had voluntarily retired to

an asylum, into which he could not be received until two medical men
had given a certificate couched in language so strong as perfectly to

justify inquiry whether the document were a formality or a represen-
tation of facts. But it was also stated that the Member alluded to was

placed under no restraint, and, choosing to come from the asylum to

the House, did so, conversed rationally, voted, and went away quietly.
Mr. Punch, having recorded the circumstances, leaves an unpleasant

subject, with the single remark that though, as it happened, the regis-
tration of the vote was of no consequence, it will be well that whippers-
in on both sides use sound discretion when any similar case again
arises. In these days people are not so reverent as of old, and cause

for a certain kind of talk should be avoided. The rule is not now
quicquid delirant

* * *
plcctuntur Achivi, in regard to Kings, Lords, or

Commons.

Budget again ; MB. MACDONOSH, Conservative-lawyer. Member for

Sligo, delivered his maiden speech against the annexing the repeal of

the Paper Duty to the Budget. SIR JAKES GRAHAM came out

vigorously on the other side, and told the Opposition that though the

cry "Tea against Paper" would be a good one with the masses, the cry
of

"
Lords against Commons

"
might not be one which the Conservative

party would be so happy to raise. This significant hint in the old

Sraham manner brought up LORD JOHN MANNERS, who denounced
;he One Bill device as cowardly, and after some more debating, and a

smart address from MR. WHIT'ESIDE, who argued against the validity

of the marriage between repeal and supply, a spirited reply from LORD
IOUN RUSSELL, and some more petulant nonsense from LORD ROBERT
CECIL, there was a struggle on the question of adjournment, which
vas opposed by the Government, but sternly demanded by MR.
DISRAELI. A couple of divisions, 217 to Ifri, and 233 to 115, against

adjournment, and then, the motion being again made, LORD PALJIEH-

STOK laughingly seconded it.

Tuesday. LORD BROUGHAM elicited from LORD WODEHOUSE the in-
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formation that though Spain would probably re-annex St. Domingo,
she did not intend to establish Slavery there.

.MADEMOISELLE ADELINA PATH was to make her d&bUt at the

Royal Italian Opera, as Amina in the Sonnambula, and Mr. Punch, of

course, counted out the House, and adjourned to MR. GYE'S theatre.

Thanks to the exertions of the brilliant young vocalist, her charmingly
black eyes, and his own exceedingly comfortable stall, Mr. Punch

passed a far pleasanter>vening than he would have had at Westminster,
and he is happy to have assisted at a very note-worthy

first appearance.
He wishes, however, that ladies of distinction would take names on
which wits of indistinction cannot make silly little jokes, for he has

already received several volleys of nonsense, about PATH'S first ap-

pearance in Martha, and much folly based upon the unfounded assump-
tion that pate, or its equivalent

"
patty," is sounded in the same manner

as the name of the black-eyed young lady of Madrid. The Diva.

GRISI was in a box, and warmly applauding her young successor, as

became a true artist, and Mr. Punch, beholding this, kissed his hand

elaborately to MADAME GRISI, and begs to explain that what she

probably took for impertinence, was really adoration.

Wednesday. Why is the House of Commons like a Scotch cottage ?

Because it contains a BOTT and a BEN. Well, the former moved the

Second Reading of a Bill for giving new trials in criminal cases. The
HOME SECRETARY said that innocent persons were never convicted,
that juries would cease to exercise forbearance, and would find every-

body guilty if responsibility were removed by a system of revision of

verdicts, that every convicted culprit would of course demand a new
trial on the chance of getting off, and, finally, that there was no
reason for tampering with the system of the country. So the Bill was

rejected.
MR. MURE brought in a Bill about Scotch herrings, but whether it

was to give them the franchise, or allow them to marry their wives'

sisters, or to compel them to be vaccinated compulsorily, Mr. Punch
could not hear. But this he will say, that a fish so uncommonly good
as the article irreverently called in Glasgow a "magistrate" deserves

the best attention of the legislature and of the epicure.

Thursday. A discussion on the Proclamation against interfering in

the American quarrel was terminated by LORD ELLENBOROUGH'S sen-

sible remark, that though the proceedings of that night might tend to

cast a doubt upon the right of the North to hang persons engaged in

privateering, it would be as well for persons to keep out of it, as. if

caught, they would assuredly be hanged at once, and have their rights
debated afterwards.

In the Commons, MB. M'EvoY, of Meath, complained of having
been turned out of a Committee-room by Ma. BAOWELL, of Clonmeli.
This important subject having been ventilated, and two Judges having
brought down PRINCESS ALICE'S Dowry Bill from the Lords, the

Battle of the Budget was resumed, and raged all night, with more or

less smartness, and was ended by a couple of speeches from the

Leaders, LORD PALMERSTON being very merry, and declaring that the

Budget was all right, and MR. DISRAELI being very sarcastic, and

declaring that the Ministers were straining the Constitution. He was
specially indignant with MR. LOCKE for saying that MR. DISRAELI had
flown SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTB as a little kite to ascertain the temper
of the House. Once more the Opposition "reserved their right"
to do something dreadful hereafter, and the Budget Bill was read a

Second Time.

Friday. In the Lords, Government made some sort of excuse for not

handing over the Delhi Prize-money they had not got the right names

in, or some such stuff. This is really one of the Too-Bad cases. In
the Commons there was nothing done or said, except that a question
was raised which throws light upon two lines of THOMAS HOOD'S that

must be Greek to the present generation :

" Burn the breeks of meddling Vicars,

Picking holes in ANNA'S urns."

Once upon a time there was a vicar named BREEKS, who interfered

with a monument which a MRS. ANNE Somebody had erected to her

departed husband. The BISHOP or RIPON (DR. BICKEHSTETH, one
of his Lordship the Minister of Religion's chief pets) has been

actually, it is said, removing a tombstone from Richmond Churchyard,
because he disapproved of the inscription thereon, and the case of

BREEKS v. ANNA has been cited in connection with the affair. It is

not impossible that the Bishop may hear a little more upon the subject.
The Lords rose for the Whitsuntide Holidays, and the Commons
availed themselves of an Irish polemical squabble to get themselves

Counted Out for the same recreative period.

A YOUNG LADY ARCHITECTURALLY SURVEYED.
"
WELL, my boy,

how is your court-

ship in the country
getting on ?

"
said

CHARLES to ADOL-
PHUS, as they were

leaning over the rails

in the Row at Hyde
Park.

"
Charming,

my dear boy, on ne

pent pas mienx,"
was' the enthusiastic

boy's quick answer,

"thougli strange to

say, my success is

the reverse of that

of the Emperor who
left his mark you
know on Rome. My
beauty,' whom in

every sense of the I

world I may call a

capital beauty, when
first I knew her, was

nothing but marble,
but I had not known her three weeks before, I can assure you, I had

changed her into a perfect brick." And the youngster laughed over
his own folly, as though he had been a practised wit.

DESTRUCTION OF TISSUE.
" We might allege, in answer to the tee-totaller, that the drinking of wine and

spirits is beneficial, inasmuch as it tends to prevent the destruction of tissue."

Saturday Review.

OH, thanks, dear Review, for that comforting creed,
For joining with Temperance Humbug the issue,

In JOHNSON and WEBSTER in future we '11 read,

For "
drinking

" "
preventing destruction of tissue."

MRS. BROWN, when your husband comes late from the club,

Don't push him away as he offers to kiss you,
His step may be totty, but spare him the snub,
He 's been only preventing destruction of tissue.

You actor, accustomed to tipple o" nights,
If pedantic spectators take umbrage and hiss you,

Come down, with a satisfied grin, to the lights,

And say you've prevented destruction of tissue.

Diner-out, if you don't take the hint, you 're an ass ;

When you sit by a matron with elegant ficlu,

Don't ask her to let you replenish her glass,

But beg she '11 prevent the destruction of tissue.

DABIEL in judgment, for teaching that word,
You cannot conceive what good fortune we wish you :

Punch fills up a bumper, the downy old bird,

And prevents, in your honour, destruction of tissue.

cross the street where

Giving Gye a Lift.

DESCRIBING the debiU last week of MA'AMSELLE PATTI, whose per-
formance seemed to promise us a second JENNY LIND, one of the ", H LM, 5 , P̂ rW s tn vn,
critics made remark that she

"
raised the house en masse to a high pitch !

a

of excitement." On reading this, the Wiscount, who chanced to be

just then in one of his facetious moods, observed to his friend BERNAL,"
Raised the house, did she P Why really, then, she must be quite a

Hoister PAITI !

"

Unfeeling Mockery.

CROSSING sweepers have a most reprehensible way of insulting mis-

fortune. With your boots already splashed by walking in the dirt, you
eet where they have swept it, and then they get in the way

THE TUNE To WHICH THE SALMON-CONSERVATIVE REPORT is
WRITTEN.

"
Roe, brothers, Roe."

ONLY A LETTER BETWEEN EM.

THE two heroes of G j Irilla warfare GARIBALDI and CHAILLU.
( ue j

LITTERS or MARK. L. S. D.
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THE SALMON'S BEMONSTKAXCE.
" HECH ! the Consairvation o' sawmon !

"

(Quoth a twenty.pouud Tweed Xing of Fishes,)"
Ye '11 alloo me to use the word '

gawiiion,"
0' a' sic consairvative wishes !

"
Great your care to presairve us appears
From leaps and from traps and from poachers,

From stake-nets and hac-nets. and weirs,
And a' sic illecit tucroacbera.

"
Itsel' yon Commission deliver*

In laii(juaRc wi* eloquenoe burnin',
On the fu' lish that'* kept frae the rivers,

And the spent fish that 's killed in returnin*.

" On gaffM grilse, and poached peel, and lost roe,
The sair s&ir assaults they describe,

For the whole genus sawmu they show
A love that just tackle* the tribe.

"
Till there 's some o* our ten-pounders wishin,

(It's an outbreak of young sawmpn vanity,)
An address to present the Cumin:
0' thanks, for their philo-sawmonity.

" To my mind siccan love's no that common ;

And 1 'm aiblins a wee bit suspicious
That they 'd think gayan lit tie o sawmon,

If we were na sae gude when ye dish us :

"
Gin they 'd just pit their bulks on the.
Their Commissions. Reports, and sic ckvera

And leave us puir feth to oor-selves.
We 'd ask for nae lawmakers' favours.

" We "re miekle obleeged for your care ;

But we 'd no wish sic love to abound,
As that which its aim maun declare
To be sawmon at four-pence the pound !

"
Deil a thanks we owe ye for your pains
To consairve us and gar us to breed,

That looks but to polish our banes,
And mak souche o' us and oor seed."

" WHAT IS A TACK ?
"

Two long evenings last week were lost on the above question, and
we can only say, that we were just as wise in the end as we were in the

beginning. After lion. .Members had tacked and tacked about for we
can't recollect how many hours, we were as far off from the truth as

ever. It wasn't even in sight. Such .legal navigation betrays great
ignorance of the coasts that our parliamentary colliers are anxious to

explore. A First Lord of the Admiralty would do better. Our
answer, if the House had had the good sense to put the question to us,
would have been this :

" A-Tack is what a Tory excels in, especially
if a Chancellor of the Exchequer, like MR. GLADSTONE, is the object
to be fired at, though there are occasions when a Tory is just as clever
in defence as he is in a-tack. The plural of

'
a tack

'

is, we suppose,
Tax, but that is a talent of such an imposing nature, and one that is so

equally balanced between the two parties, that it is really difficult

to say whether the Whigs or Tories display the greatest cleverness
in it."

We once heard a celebrated fishmonger sav of 'an equally celebrated

author,
"

Sir, he "s a man of wery (treat talons, but not, the slightest
tack." So, that is precisely the verdict we should impartially pass on
the protracted debate of those two dreary evening. We think that
the Tories on that occasion displayed an immensity of "talons," but
not the slightest "Tack." In fact, this same blessed "Tack "was
meant to have been a clencher, a regular dead hit, but it missed the
Government's coffin in which it was intended to have been the last nail.

However, you will see the Tories will hammer away at it again for
all that !

The Parliamentary Bore.

THE tedious and unprofitable speeches which have been delivered in

the House of Commons on the subject of the Paper Duties and the

Budget, were so long that they converted every British newspaper
that reported them into a mere Journal des Debats.

IR/E AMANTIUM.
"LOVERS' Quarrels re-solder Love," saith the Latin, and many

English are of the same opinion, despite Hi i. ER, who eingeth that :

" Bomnr ftn<l. and ftnda too late,

To wound ua la to harden.
And I .'.re la on the rente of Bate,
Each time it ttoopa for i*rdon."

The loves of England 'and Prussia have hern perturbed br the

unpleasant MAI UUNALD affair, and have blown
one another up uncommon But FBEIUEI lias so

clearly proved tliat. Pruseia must be in the rijv cannot resist

the pleasure of c|uoting from his address to the Lower House. As the

UorMHf Advertiier would beautifully say, Aude taltentmfar/in.
"

I cannot forget that Pnuala Iiaa repeatedly exmiatd an Infldaaai highly
favourable to the growth ot liberty In England. It waa la oooeeqmenee oTtbe

urgent adriee of the great Eucroa or UaAXDXxvuao that WILLIAM ur OIAMOI
undertook to protect the freedom and religion of England againet the oppwarfon
of the BTUABia. It WM Brandenburg aoldien who enabled the Prince to team tor

England, by garrtooning Holland .luring the time of hie ahaeoce ; and it wae bran

denbnrg dragoon* who went over with WILLIAM, and made up for hie great de-

ficiency la caalry. which alone muat have kept him at home. And tbfewMMoa
It la by which the Ubertlea of Great Britain were firmly eetabHebod. Toe Parlia-

mentary an of England daUa from WILLIAM or OKAS'.r, who waa no Engllabman.
Then, aatin, we fought by the lide of her In all the warn afalnet Loria THE Fooa-

TanrrH."aod our troopa were the active allies of the great MAHLBOEOI-OH. It le

luperfloooa to allude to Waterloo, and to the fact that WBLUNOTOH would hare barn

routed bat for the timely appearance of our gallant aoldien in the field. At the

very time when LORD Jan* Rcaaxu. wrote hia Impertinent note upon the MAI.
DOXALD aftatr, I, in tliia Houaa. declared for aiding with England in the great qnea-
tiona of European policy. I atill abide try tb* opinion tbeu expreaeed, bat I feel it

incumbent upon me to couple it with the remark that, adrteable aa an English
allianoe la to Pruaaia, a Pruaaian alliance la abaolutely neoeaaar/ for England. If

LORD FAumarox who In not worthy to unlooae the aboea of the great Pmiici or
OBAXOX If LOUD PALMEUTOH, 1 aay, recollaote the tam^iUon of An|lo-Pmeaian

alliance, and then cute a glance npo the preaent aHuatic n of Europe, he w., u l.l do
well to perceive that thla la a country combining the doubieaavautage of Ivltimcey
and Liberty."

These historical allegations so clearly prove that the Prussians were

right in accept ing a lying charge against CAPTAIN MACDOHALD, in ca*t ing
him into a filthy dungeon, in visiting him with a further punishment,
in supporting their legal functionary who designated English travellers

as "blackguards," and finally, in proclaiming through the mouth of

their Minister that an English gentleman had
"
laid violent hands

on a lady," the truth being that the lady's companion committed a

vulgar outrage on CAPTAIN MACDO>-

ALI> all these acts on the part of

the Prussians are so admirably vindicated by the queer historical sketch

offered by the Baron, that Air. Punch hopes the controversy may now
cease. WILLIAM op ORANGE and WELLINGTON settle it all. It was
not

"
superfluous

to allude to Waterloo," for the wreath of second-band

laurel then won by Prussia receives a fresh leaf from her less dis-

putable victory over CAPTAIN MACDONALD.

ANOTHER OF HARPER TWELVETREES'8 RECEIPTS.

MB. HARPER TWELVETREES, Vermin-destroying powder manufac-

turer, patent washing-crystal inventor. &c., &c., having been requested
by numerous patrons to offer the public a receipt for rising in the

world, begs reipecl fully to comply. At a toiree recently given to him

by MR. M u'WiiKS, the Reverend MR. SJIODHCRST, Mm.
GEORGE THOMPSON, and some other of the most eminent men of the

app. M K. TwExyiTUEt had the pleasure of promulgating this receipt

tfrbada, that is, by word of mouth. But as there may be some

persons in the world who were not at the toirre, MR, H. T. takes leave

to publish the receipt in question, and he assures the public that it will

be found fully as valuable M any of his other inventions :

" Ma. TwKLVOBm referred to the hbtory of hia life, and aamrad tboae who
wore arniggling to riee in tbe world that a man having the mainaprlng of religion

within him would rue upon tbe wings of indiutry and Integrity. He waa not

ashamed to lay that be had blended religion with hia buaineea."

N.B. MR. TwxLvmzES would add that the mainspring of religion

must be kept well hiliricated with the oil of wide-awakisbness, and

that in blending religion with business, care must be taken not to put.

in too much of th( :cle, or the wings may not be found to

work. Cool the mixture with puffs from TWELVETREES'S Patent

Advertising Bellows.______

"Hard Lines."

A SYMPATHETIC soul says that the poor shareholders who have

invested tlieir money in the Atlantic and Red Sta Telegraphs must

think them both "extremely hard lines."

THE NATTTRE OF TUB AKIMAL. The Hon. Member for Sheffield

is accused of lacerating people's feelings. But what else could you
expect of TEAR 'EM ?

TRANSLATION OT HORACE.
"
Dclphlnum in BUrla,"

A Dolphin at GROVES'S.



WALTZING OF THE PERIOD.
THE LADY HONORIA D , AS SHE APPEARED TAKING LEAYE OF HER MAMMA, PREVIOUS TO GOING ixio ACTION !

SOMETHING LIKE A
MACHINE.

MR. PUNCH is not easily
surprised or delighted, but he
owns to having oeen in both
conditions while reading, the
other day, the account of a
new steam-ship, the Mooltan,
This, he need hardly say, after

mentioning that it is capitally
built and that it contains all the
latest improvements, is not a
Government ship. It belongs
to the P. and 0. On its mani-
fold merits as a vessel Mr.
Punch is not going to dwell,
but he must call attention to
a marvellous piece of machi-

nery which is described in the

report. This wonderful en-

gine does, more or less, every-

thing in the world and a few
other things. It shifts the

helm, reverses the screw, in-

dexes the rate of the ship's

going, fills the baths, pokes
the fire, sweeps the chimney,
cuts the Captain's hair on a

Saturday afternoon, boils the

eggs for the lady passengers
(hard, by touching an extra

valve), announces the proper
lessons for the Sunday Ser-

vice, plays a band of music
for the quadrilles on deck,
and boxes the steward's boy's
ears, and all at the slightest-

possible expense of power.
THE LADY HONORIA AS SHE APPEARED WHEN THE ENGAGEMENT WAS OVER !

Surely such an invention

might be adopted on shore,
with modifications. Could
not one of the Clubs be fitted

up with a similar invention,
with extra screws for black-

balling objectionable candi-

dates, backing the bills and

kicking the cook ? Mr. Punch
hopes to see so remarkable a

specimen of human ingenuity
turned to some better account
than the making a parcel of

Indian passengers comfort-

able.

Pleased all Bound.

M. DE SAINT MONTALEM-
BERI complained that MJK.

GLADSTONE spoke of the POPE
as a Sanguinary Mendicant.
MK. GLADSTONE (who had
been indignantly alluding to

the Perugian massacre) replies
that he did not say Sanguinary,
and that when he said Mendi-

cant, he only meant that the
POPE was begging for money.
M. DE SAINT M. declares

himself satisfied. So ia M.
DE SAINT PUNCH.

A QUAKER'S SENTIMENT,
AND A VERT PROPER ONE
TOO.

"
May the next news

across the Atlantic savour
still more of the Pacific !

"
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OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
"Mr DIAB PUNCH,

" ONE of the advantages pertaining to the erratic character

of this correspondence is the licence which enables me to change my
subject as befits the hour. Theoretically, too, 1 may be said to enjoy
a certain amount of ubiquity, and you need never be surprised when 1
hail at short intervals, from widely remote quarters. What if I date

my letters one week from the summit of St. Bernard and the next from
the interior of the Thames Tunnel P Even the sticklers for the

'Unities of the Drama' moat relax their dogmas in favour of steam
and telegrams. So, if on my journey to the Eternal City. I turn back
to look in at Trafalgar Square, you will be prepared for the retro-

gression. True the fountain of Trevi is a more picturesque object
than the clumsy syringes behind the Nelson Column, and it is some-
what a shock to look at poor HAVELOCK'S statue after gazing on the

chef d'omvrci of PHIDIAS, but the plain truth of the matter is, the

Hoyal Academy has just opened its doors for the ninety-third time to

the British public, and if in Rome I have done as] the Romans do,

to-day in our own dear Metropolis I followed the example of most
Londoners and rushed to the Exhibition.

" The time-honoured pent-house at the entrance, containing the two
traditional British Grenadiers, showed me that the late alterations had
not affected the exterior of the building, though 1 soon found from the
altered condition of the staircase that steps had been taken towards
an improvement inside, while the additional room for sculpture has

confessedly given the present a great haul over former Exhibitions."
lUving fired off these two beautiful puns (which, you see, I try to

bring in as if by accident, and not as if I had lain awake half.last night
to make them) having discharged, I say. these tremendous jokes, I
will proceed to tell you to the best of my humble ability what I saw
in the East Room.

"
No. 7. fharaoKi Daughter, by MB. ARMTTAOE, is an Egyptian

woman's head, the principal feature of whose coiffure appears to be
the body of a stuffed peacock, which is far more becoming to her
Oriental features than the bird of Paradise and cock pheasant with
which our modern dames have crowned their hats and turbans. If
there be authority (as no doubt there is) for the former, it is curious
to think that in three thousand years the fashions have altered so little.

A bird in the hand, we know, is worth two in the bush how much a
bird on the head costs, I must leave Paterfamilias to settle." Next to Siu J. W. GORDON'S portrait (painted with his usual

ability) of Ma. JAMES SMITH, is No. 10, DavnImther at Erfurt. The
subject is treated originally, and Tory carefully painted. Here is no
striving to enlist the sympathies of Exeter Hall no rampant Protes-
tantism. LUTHER'S head, whether portrait or ideal, is well studied,
and there is more than ordinary significance in the grey morning light
which is beginning to illumine that pale and earnest face.

" MR. LEE exhibits a painting (16) of the Signal Station, Gibraltar,
from the roeka,

near Breakneck Stairs (and very break neck they look).
Portions of the picture are very finely touched in, but if Gibraltar is as

cool as this picture suggests, the lizards must suffer severely from
influenza.'

" MR. FROST tells us that Venns lamented the absence of Adonis
a melancholy fact which has often been brought under our notice

before. For my part I am inclined to doubt the endurance of her

grief. No doubt she was once attached to the young man (for whose
sake, as Da. LBMPIIIEKE assures us, she temporarily abandoned
Oljmpus) but we find her at no distant period from this event flirting
with Anchises, and there is no doubt now, 1 think, that she was a great
jilt, and that when Mesdanies Juno and Minerva met over their cup of
nectar, they were quite right in their version of that little affair on Mount
Ida. So we won't believe that the Paphian goddess broke her heart, and
any one who looks at No. 23, will I am sure concur with me in thinking
that sucii an extremely attractive young person soon found other ad-

mirers, and that Master Cupid there by her side did not keep .his bow
unstrung very long." A little picture (25) by MR. C.VRT shows what can be made of a

homely subject. Some children and an old man are gathered round
the

'

village well
'

to gossip. An old pitcher (which m spite of the

proverb, has evidently gone often to the wejl without being broken),
lies by in the grass. The children appear interesting and interested
save one little girl, who by her apathy seems wishing to leave well alone." MR. SANT'S portrait (-11) of a young gentleman in knickerbockers
and scarlet stockings is very successful in colour, but why put a boy
just entering his 'teens in the conventionally heroic attitude which
M.P.s and Aldermen adopt in their testimonial portraits, viz., leaning
on one hand and placing the other in the region of the waistcoat ?"

44. Early Sorrow is here typified by the mock funeral of a
'

dickey
bird

'

conducted by children, who play the parts of mutes fa practice
which I shall earnestly recommend to my noisy nephew TOM) and
mourners exceedingly well. The father (a shoemaker) looks round
from his work amused, and outside the cottage-door a little boy-sexton
is digging a tiny grave. It is a taking subject with young folks ; but
perhaps a.little too theatrical in treatment.

"
49. St. Elizabeth of Hungary dittributing Alma to the Poor. The

author is Professor of Painting to the Royal Academy, and being so, it

would ill become a humble individual like myself to pass criticism on
this picture. The subject should make it a tender one; but though
M K. HART is the painter, I cannot for the life of me see much heart
about it.

"
Mischievoui Models is the title given to a cheerful little picture,

representing a dog and kitten playing with the palette and
'

properties
of an artist. Perhaps this is the identical cat who having been let out
of the bag has got into a helmet. The puppy, imitating as o'ln r

puppies do, the habits of his master, and having seen his pause over the

convass, claps its own paws over the palette ;
and to use a familiar

expression, is playing old Harry with the colours.

Passing cheerfully over MR. STANFIELD'S clever work, The Capture

f Smuggled Goodt in the old Antrim Road, to which the highest praise
can give is to say that it is STANFIELD'S, I come to MR. PHILIP'S

Gossifit at a Well (66), one of the many episodes in Spanish bumble
life which the artist has made familiar to us. What need to particu-
larise the pretty brunette and the roguish muleteer,

the gaily-trapped
donkey, or the road-side shrine. Spain shares with Italy a rich mine
of picturesque material, and as often as MR. PHILIP comes home,
these are the sort of treasures he brings with him.

" Of course one could only expect a full-length portrait from the

pencil of MR. LONG. The likeness which he has painted (86) seems
that of an honest country gentleman who has had the good taste to

appear for the occasion in knickerbockers, the only portion of our

modern English dress which unites comfort with picturesqueness,"
Comparisons are invidious ; but as SI appears hung as a pendant

to 94, one cannot help for once contrasting the rich colouring and un-

conventional treatment of the latter portrait with the pure modernism
and cold touch of the first. Whoever does so, must award. 1 think,

the palm to MBS. WELLS, despite the scornful expression of her Bella

Veneziana.
"What shall I say of Ma. DICE'S exquisite landscape (98) ?

" Sweet day. ao calm, 00 cool, so bright.
The bridal of the earth and ky ;

The dem shall weep thy full to-night.
For thou muat die."

flow can I describe the picture better than by quoting these lines ?

How better realise the beauty of the poem than by looking at that

canvass P It is the perfection of quiet, earnest nature-reading : unaf-

fectedly simple wonderfully accurate without obtrusion of detail a

pastoral poem in itself. The stream flows on in easy rhythm, the trees

are nodding to the cadence of the verse, and there stands good GEORGE
HERBERT, at once the key-note and the author of the song." Are there any who sneer at that formal cassock, or reject the

quaint significance of that uplifted hand? Let them tnrn then to

look at Nature's fashion-book, and remember that the same patterns
which delight us now, old ISAAC WALTON, at the river-side, approved
200 years ago."

110. Is MR. ELMORE tempted by bis great success but Tear to

keep us still sighing over Marie Antoinette ? The poor Queen's features

are not less interesting than in his former picture, and the incident

chosen is a good one ; but.I hope he will select another heroine in 1 ^'<2.
"
118. Nothing can be more natural than for MR. HOOK to go in for

fishing subjects, and nothing more natural than the way in which he

paints them. The bluff hardy Cornishman, his chubby children, that

sea-green freshness, which he has made his own, are enough to make

poor cockneys sigh for summer, and all the beauties of a sou'-west coast.
"
126. MR. COPE'S Convalescent seems hardly well enough to eat

oranges, but one can excuse such apparent indiscretion for the sake of

the pretty accident of colour the orange creates the only accident I

hope which may befal Mamma's pet for many years to come.
" ' How did she dp it ?

' ' What 's the secret P
' ' Where '

the strap P
'

exclaim a dozen voices as I pnsh my way politely up to SIR EDWIN
LANDSBER'S picture (135), and see depicted a young lady reclining

triumphantly by the side of a lately restive but now subdued and

obedient filly."
Ah, my dear Mr. Punch, when you have seen the portrait of this

horsetamer, yon will not ask such senseless questions. I remember
an old Greek Epigram in which Minerva seeing a statue of Venus

armed, asks what business she has with implements of war she who
can vanquish ever so many Argives with her glance alone.
" And so I say, what is the use of a whip in those fair hands ? Where

is the brute who requires a strap to hold him near herP Horse-taming
indeed ! who but an ass could resist such influence ?

"
There are many more pictures which I want to tell yon about, but

my lamp is going out and MRS. KIXAHAN, in a state of alcoholic coma,
consequent on her exertions in scrubbing down my stairs, declines to

relight it.
"
I remain therefore for the present,

"
Yours faithfully (in the dark),

" JACK EASEL."
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A C SONG.
Inscribed to SIGNOR TAMBERLIK after a hearing of his famous "vide

poitrine"

HE C ! the C ! the open C !

That cometh from the chest so free ;

'Tis cheering to hear that high clear

sound,
How it filleth the house, above, around.

It rings through the stalls, to the pit it

flies,

And e'en to the back of the gallery hies.

I love the C, the high chest C,
'Tis a tone above SIMS REEVES his B ;

It would puzzle GruGLiNi so high to go,
And it taketh the shine out of MARIO.
Though a stprm in the chorus and band

there be,

What matter their clatter? they ne'er

can drown the C !

I love, how I love to dwell
In thought on the glories of William

Tell:

Where the shining lake and the silver

moon
Seem to harmonise well with each soft

sweet tune ;

When TELL'S voice is heard in that

grand tri-o,

And the chorus come trooping from high and low.
I 'm fond of HERB FORMES' deep bass roar,
But I love the high C more, far more,
As upward it soareth as clear from the chest
As the nightingale's singing to cheer its nest.
And a wonder it always hath been to me,
How a tenor can touch that high chest C.

The vibrato style I hear with scorn,
In nervousness or weak lungs 'twas born :

And I hate the falsetto, although I'm told

That by it RUBISI made pecks of gold.
Mere quivers and quavers to me spund mild,
But the high chest C just suits this child ;

It stirreth the soul, and it quickens to life,

All the pulses that vibrate to love or strife.

I have wealth to spend, 1 have power to range,
But from Tell at the Garden I wish no change ;

And if ARNOLD ever should call on me,
I'll get him to sing me his high chest C !

'A SIMILARITY WITH A VERY GREAT DIFFERENCE.
THE QUEEN has recently been sojourning at the White Lodge,

Richmond. The usual place of habitation of the President of the
United States is, as our readers know, the White House, Washington.
Though the two abodes have a similarity of sound in their names, how
different must be the feelings of those who at the present moment
inhabit them ! In the White Lodge, there is comfort, ease, repose,
mutual love and confidence, and the strongest sense of security; in the

jWhite House, there must be anxiety, bustle, intrigue, suspicion,
feverish agitation, and the constant dread of rebels invading the sanctity j

of the threshold. The inmate of the one is as safe as though she werem V\ indsor Castle ; the inmate of the other cannot surely divest his
mmd of certain fears that there is a very strong chance of his being I

turned out, 'though for ourselves we cherish the hope that old ABE !

LIKCOLN will long remain in. The resemblance of the two names has
made us allude to the difference of the feelings that we fancy must just
now be resident in the two places. White and Black could not be
more different ; in fact, it is all the difference between Liberty and
Slavery.

The Return from Syria.

THE National Air of France under the Empire has been Partant
pour la Syrie. The full signification of the fondness of our allies for
this song was never apparent till now, when, having gone to Syria, and
promised to quit it at the proper time, they seem to object very much
to being as good aa their word.

PROTESTANTS UNDER PROTEST.

IN the Aberdeen Herald of the llth instant, a Correspondent from
this city mentions, among other highly interesting matters, that at
"the future home of the PRINCESS ALICE," which our loyal readers
are of course aware is Hesse-Darmstadt,
" There is a large theatre, where operas are very well done, far better than at

Frankfort, a much more important place. The ballet is an object of great care,
under an Italian ballet-master. I saw Norma and Gi'xUe exceedingly well per-
formed, and, Protestants although they be, the great attractions are always given
on Sunday evenings."

The latter of these sentences is rather loosely written ; but really
the writer

"
doth protest too much," we think, if he means to state

that Norma and Giselle are Protestants. Connoisseurs in music very
often boast of being Catholic in taste, but we never heard one speak
about an opera as Protestant. The performances at certain of our
Puseyite conventicles certainly smack somewhat of an operatic form,
and are the nearest approach to a Protestant opera with which we
have as yet, in England, been acquainted. Even these, however, are
more Catkolic than Protestant ; and so we are not much helped out
of onr perplexity. Norma,, to our mind, is more Druidical than
Protestant ; and what are the peculiar tenets of Giselie we leave to
ME. SPURGEON, or any other enemy of dancing, to suggest.

NUISANCES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

1. THE necessity of j leaving your stick or umbrella, and, on a wet
day, owing to the insufficient number of attendants, having to wait a
quarter of an hour, at your entrance and departure, before you can
deliver your property up, or have it returned to you. Note The
monstrous inconvenience inflicted on the majority of the public by
about one fool in a million, who would poke a cane through a picture.

2. The habit of stupid people, especially ladies in the midst of im-
mense muslin, getting close to the pictures, so that those who want to
examine them at a proper distance, can never see them at all.

'A SWELL'S VERDICT ON THE DUKE OP AUMALE'S LITERAB.T FUND
SPEECH." Non Oh' A

STIPPLES is fortunate enough to get his Picture in tlie Academy this year
his delight may be imagined at faulting it placed on the Crinoline line,

lelowthe "sensation-picture" of the year.

3. The still more disgusting habit, of which silly youths are pecu-
liarly guilty, of not only getting directly in front of the finest works of

art, but also turning their ibacks on them, and their faces to their

friends, who likewise stand before you, and with whom they hold
foolish conversations for some twenty minutes, during which the

paintings behind them are covered by opaque blockheads.
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OUR NATIONAL DEFENDERS.

(A Confidential I/ttter addressed to Admiral Punch.)

KSSMHE, ahoy ! What cheer,
() ! Shiver my timbers, but
1 feel quite nautical ! Scut-
tle my lee scuppers if I can
settle down yet to the lingo
of a land-lubber, without
first easing off my jaw-tackle,
and paying out a few sea-

terms. But belay there ! I've
a yarn to spin about our

training ships, and as I

chiefly want to say my say
to shores' men, I must sink
the sailor in the scribbler for

this cruise.
" The fact

is, my dear

Punch, that I 've just passed
a couple of days on board
HER MAJESTY'S Ship Eicel-

tior (more familiarly chris-

tened, from her mooring-
place, the Mudlark), and
hence came this explosion
of nautical expressions, on

which my brains have recently been most absurdly bent. For, Cockney that I am, I armed
myself at starting with a mouthful of sea-slang, and went through a course of MARRIOTT'S
novels and fine old nautical dramas to prepare my tonjjue and ears for the talk that I antici-

pated. But sailors aboard ship don't converse at all like those upon the stage : and as for

shivering their timbers and blessing their dear eyes, one might as well expect to hear them
chaffing you in Sanscrit, or swearing in High Dutch. Time was, or may have been, when
JACK spun yarns to messmates in the jargon of sea-novels, and when Captains gave their

orders always with an oath. But this foul-mouthed age is past, and our young officers are

gentlemen, which is more than can be said of some of the old salts.
"
Mind, I don't mean to allege that swearing is extinct ; though from the lips of a

'

blue-

jacket
'

it somehow sounds, 1 think, considerably more harmless than from most. But as a
rule now, naval officers, like other gentlemen, abstain from it, and in time their good example
will extend among their men. I found a dozen or so youngsters on board of the Excelnor,
and neither in their board-room nor while at night ashore with them, did I once catch a coarse

expression, or hear a song or story that would cause a sister's blush. Without attaching to
this fact more weight than is its due, of how many Army mess-rooms could one say as much P

"
Precious prosy this, I hear fast readers growl. One don't want Pioick to sermonise tod

preach against coarse talk. Well, write me down a milksop and a parson-sucking swab.
Because his hands, maybe, are not so white as are a Guardsman's, I have heard a naval
officer called aw wathaw a coarse fellaw: but seeing I have found him to cleanly in hi*

converse, I cannot well admit that the epithet is just." As Sherrysuiouth is now within a morning's ride from town. 1 should advise my thue

friends, who want to kill a day, to go and slay an hour or two on board of the Excthior. If

they reach her by two bells (which they will learn is one o'clock) they will hear the beat to

quarters, and see somewhat of the bustle that goes on in real action. Used up though they
be, and deadened to excitement, 1 think when they get between-decks they will feel their

pulses quickened. Somebody or other asks, in some old long or other 1 remember somewhere

hearing
" Who ever aw a gallant Bight,
That never viewed a brave So fight ?

"

I dare say the poet 's right : but as sea-fights are not included in our public exhibitions, 1

fancy few of us will ever enjoy the chance of seeing one. I own I have long louged to behold
a naval action a regular three-decker blaze-and sink affair, such as one finds in Midtkipman
Easy, Peter Simple, and Ben Brace, or in the Lives of glorious heroes like our NELSON and
our COI.U.M, ivtion. But, besides the fact of none such having happened in my time, there is

the fact that no safe place has been invented yet for seeing it. To go up in a balloon, and
sec a sea engagement, was for many years the height of my boyish aspirations ;

and though
to'my maturer mind there seems somewhat of cowardice in playing C.SAR to the conflict,
and calmly looking down upon the gladiators fighting, I must own, if the chance offered, 1
think that 1 should grab at it.

"
But though one can't well hope to get a bird's-eye view of an engagement (without the

risk of sharing the fate of poor Cock Robin), one may by visiting the Excelnor get somewhat
of a notion of what it is to be in one. The bawling out of orders, the quick handling of the

handspikes and the rumble of the gun-wheels, bring somewhat of confusion to the untrained
Cockney brain. It must require no little discipline to keep order in such bustle; and one
may well conceive how much more must be needed, when the guns belch forth their thunder,
:uu( shots tear up the deck, and the air is thick with smoke and well nigh filled with flying
splinters."

The quickness and precision with which the guns are worked, to nse a Yankee phrase, is

certainly a
'

caution.' I think an enemy would hesitate before declaring war, if he saw how
smart we are in banging off a broadside. To cast loose a big gun, and fire four rounds in

seven minutes, each shot at a changed distance, and at more than half a mile, for the third
round shifting breeching, and each shot scoring as a hit, is nowadays considered far from
first-rate practice, and such as would by no means be commended by a CHADS. (Twenty
rounds in fifteen minutes have been fired from an Armstrong, but then the gun was worked
on shore, and there was neither casting loose, nor changing range nor breeching.) It would

surprise a languid swell to see what row and

hurry skurry ensue upon an order such as
'

Enemy Abeam GOO jwnA' dutance independent
firing' Every young ollicer who serves in the
Efcehior has to pass the regular training as a

Captaiu
of a gun; and stiffish work it is too,

although I know of none more suitable for

taking the starch out of you. Fond as I am
of cricket, and all active games and exercise, 1

quite longed to slip my flannels on, and have a

good sweat at it. Talk of taking Turkish baths
to keep one's figure slight and slim and knock
one'* London living out of one! A go at Gun
Drill once a week would bring an Alderman into

shape, and quite prevent the need of further

sudontication.
" As the subject of our Training Ships was

latrh before Parliament, I may next week say
another word or two about my visit. Meanwhile
I intend to keep my weather eye well open, and
remain in strict obedience,

" YOUR NATAL ISSPECTOK."

ANOTHER LITERARY PENSION
WANTED.

WHAT is a "Scribbler?" JOHHBOK sayi, a
"
petty author ;

"
and, as a harsher synonym, tells

us a bad writer." With this before our eves

we are not so much surprised as we might other-

wise have been at seeing in the Gazette a( Friday,

May 10th, among the list of bankrupts, a gentle-
man whose name there is no need for us to men-

tion, but who for his trade or calling terms him-
self a

"
scribbler."

As this unhappy
"
scribbler

"
is bankrupt in

his pocket now as well as in his wits, we should

advise him to put in a claim for Government

assistance, basing his pretensions, on the mere
fact of his "scribbling," which places him of

course "in the same category with BURNS."
Bad writer though he be, he cannot well be worse
than the poet CLOSE, to whom a pension ha:
"
for literary merit

"
just been given. We are

inclined indeed to wager that the bankrupt is a

more deserving claimant than the poet ; for in

calling himself a "scribbler" he at least shows
he has modesty, in which good quality the other

scribbler clearly is deficient.

SCRAP FROM THE MERRY WIVES.

SciMB A Field M*r Richmond.

H.R.H. TH DTJC D*A'
itcord in hand.

Enter to him MR. PUWCH.

H. R. H. Vat be you come for?

Mr. Punch. To see thee fight, to see thee foin,

to see thee traverse, to see thee here, to see thee

there ; to see thee pass thy punto, thy stock, thy
reverse, thy distance, thy montant. Is he dead,

my African ? Is he dead, my HMIBICO. ha, bully ?

What says my HBRODOTUS. my THVCTDIDES, my
heart of elder. Ha ! Is he dead ?

//. R. H. By gar, he is de coward JACK PLOH-

PIOH of de vorld. He is not show bis face.

Mr. Punch. Thou art a Castilian King's con-

nection by marriage. HICTOR of Greece, my
boy!

Improved Spelling.

A PEELER, to make use of the Londoner's

vulgar term, upon being asked, previous
to

passing his examination at Scotland lard, how
I ha would spell Policeman, wrote it down thus :

!"Policemayne." Was the latter spelling the

result of accident, or design ? tt e incline to

i

the belief that it was intended as a delicate

I compliment to the Great Commander-in-Chief

of the Blues the distinguished F.M. COMMIS-

SIONER MATSF.
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The advantage of Oic Practice of
'

Athletic Exercises" by young Painters, as recommended liy

a Great Critic.

EMIGRANTS AND REMIGRANTS.
TOT Northern Whig records that Emigrants from Ireland are leaving the Dis-United States

for their own Green Isle m great numbers. This may well surprise us, considering Paddy's
love of a row, and the rieh prospects that the Model Republic just now holds out in that
respect. But even more extraordinary than the emigration itself is a consequence of the
remigration stated m the same article, viz. :

" That the extermination of the Irish labourer had doubled the price- of pigs."

.
That Pat has found himself in a pickle in the Airthly Paradise, his return to Quid Ireland

is some proof: that he may have thought his prospect of saving his bacon better in Ireland
than m the States, as things now stand, is quite possible. But why pigs should double in
price, as Paddies disappear, is a problem we must own ourselves unable to solve. Can 'it

be that Pat m the new world is ever slaughtered and salted down as a substitute for the pig
which in the old world he used to be content with fattening P Perhaps the concatenation
of ideas may be, that as Pat took his pigs to a bad market, when he emigrated across the
Atlantic, the market is getting better, now Pat is taking his pigs back again.

THE GROAN OF A TRUE
BRITON.

(Who hates everything un-English.)

AND have I lived to see the day
That two such things could be t

'

Fade, England's glory, fade away-
Come France, and rule the sea !

Of all the holds where Britons most,
To hold their own might claim,

llethinks the public-dinner chair,
And theatre, I 'd name !

I deemed our SHAKSPEARE as our coasts
From Frenchman's touch secure ;

That Frenchman giving British toasts,
No Briton could endure :

But here this FECHTER all the go
Hamlet to act doth dare :

At the Freemason's Tavern, lo !

doth take the chair.

Of all un-English things I'm doomed
In these sad times to mourn

;

I know no two which move me through
Such depths of wrath and scorn.

Let Britons on a British stage
Still spout and strut and stare,

And British Royal Dukes engage
The British dinner-chair !

What wretched foreigner e'er rose
To British notions true,

Of duties, which these tasks impose
Upon a man to do ?

See FECHTER'S Hamlet with a mop
Of flowing flaxen hair,

And not the raven Brutus crop
That KEMBLE used to wear I

The dear conventions all'are dropped,
The ancient points are marred !

Old starts are tained/old crossings stopped; i

And old traditions barred !

'Tis Hamlet such as SHAKESPEARE'S words
And simple study show,

Not the creation of the boards,
Of KEMBLE, KEAN, and Co. !

And so of this French Royal Duke,
Who dares to take the chair,

Where CAMBRIDGE once was wont to look
So large and debonair?

He stoops to talk both wit and sense,
And common-place to sliuu

As if such things had e'er been known
Since public feeds begun !

Jumping out of his Skin.

ONE J. H. NICITOLAT, a person who sells skin?
in Oxford Street, has been publishing a letter in

which he contrasts a couple of Magisterial deci-

sions on the organ nuisance, and condemns the

Magistrate who dealt most effectively with the

perpetrators thereof. Mr. Punch is always in-

dulgent, and is ready to make every allowance
for the skin-man's natural sympathy with a noisy
nuisance kindred to that of the cry of

''
Hare-

skin ! Rabbit-skin !

" But when the skin-man

presumes to sit in judgment on our metropolitan
judges, we must say that he goes toofur.

Protection for British Salmon.

FRENCH Admirals, with all the folly of British

Protectionist noblemen, have been kicking up
a row in the French Senate against the proposed
reduction of the import duties on fish. We can

only say, we should be very glad if the Imperial

Legislature would impose a prohibitive duty on

Salmon-fry, which.the natives of France buy of

English poachers to preserve, and sell them
under the name of Sardines.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. H,
Printer*, at their Ofnrp in Lombard
SiTuauiT, Mny 25, 1361.

>j>er Wobiirn Pluce, and Frederick MullUt Evani. of No. 19, Queen'. Road Welt, Reirenl'. Park, both in Ine Fariih of St. Pancras, in the County of Middtaex,
wet, in the Vrccinct of \V Uteman, in the City of London, and Fu&liehed by them at No. 8j, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. brijo, in the City of London.
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it is tranaformfd by Chinamen; but make
nothing worse of it than

"
wice," which is mere

nonsense, and disgusting only inasmuch as it is

the utterance of imbecility.

" ONE TOUCH OF NATTTBE," &c., &D.

MILKMAN. "
Oh, Sir, my Hartist as paints for me wished me to ask you if you'd make one

o' Four in a Fec-aion to the Darby."

CLOSE'S GUSH OF GRATITUDE.

N.B. THE following poem has been sent to

Mr. Punch with the statement that it is the

thank-offering of MR. CLOSE to LORD PALMER-
8TON for the 50 per annum. Mr. Punch doubts
its genuineness, from its being so very much
better than anything MR. CLOSE has yet pub-

lished, but it is otherwise much in that poet's

way:

For tliH kind pension thou hast gave,
All thanks to thee, great PAH,

I am your most obedient slave,

Upon my soul 1 am.

I sang the praise of Bonny's King,
Benighted Afric's chief;

But if you like 1 '11 change my strain,

And call that black a thief.

What, fifty pounds a year for me,
That's nigh a pound a week,

Lord, 1 never shall contrive

My gratitude to speak !

If I can serve in any way
lour self, my liberal Lord,

Believe me, Sir, by night or day,
You 've only got to say the word.

Meantime upon my bended knees

I pray in fervent tone,

Thai gracious Heaven will always please
To bless VISCOUNT PALMEBSTON.

He stuck me up amid haughty bards,

And men of art and science,

And thus my modesty rewards,
And sets them all at defiance.

And though 1 was a butcher low,

For humble craft designed.
Pothooks and hangers now shall. flow,

In verse of every kind.

The man that will not honour me
Shall surely have a dose,

1 '11 physic him uncommonly,
As sure as my name "s CLOSE.

But on the good LORD PALMERSTOX,
Our excellent Premeer,

I '11 never hurl a fiery blast,

Or speak at all severe.

For he is as good as he is peat,
And when he comes to die,

1 only hope that we shall both meet
In yon purpureous sky.

Till then I'll always sing his praise,

That I
'

ve determined on ;

And truly proud I am to bear

His name, like mine, is Jons.

THE LISPING T1UBES.

AT the last meeting of the Ethnological Society, after a paper about the natives of Western

Equatorial Africa had been read by M. Du CHAILLU, the mighty hunter of gorillas, between
whom and some of their human neighbours the principal distinction seems to consist in the

circumstance that, the latter are cannibals, there ensued a discussion, in the course whereof
the Chairman, MR. CRAWI-URD,

"
in reference to the inability of the Bakaki tribe to pro-

nounce the letter 'r,' which they sound like an'l,' observed that the Chinese have the

same defective utterance, which excites a disgust ins feeling when they speak of eating rice."

The Chinese, in fact, when they attempt to say
"

rice," lisp, and at the same time appear to

speak disagreeably plain. When we consider how large a number of youthful swells, of the
most tumefied immensity, partake in the inability of the Bakalais ajul the Chinese to pro-
nounce the letter

"
r," we cannot but rejoice to think that they do not mispronounce that

consonant in the same dreadful manner as those barbarians; so that, although they cannot

say
"
rice

"
like ordinary Englishmen, they do not turn that word into the one whereinto

How to Make a Book.

You can print it and publish it at your own

expense. If you fancy 500 copies will not be

sufficient, order 1000, or as many as you like, as

your object is only to give them away to your

friends. In this manner, the Book can be made

to go through as many editions as your superior

judgment thinks best. It all depends upon how

wide is the circle of your acquaintances, or how

deep is your purse.

THE RICHEST PISH IN THE WORLD. The
" Weal "

of Fortune.

VOL. XL.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE DERBY.

FRENCH horn is not dis-

agreeable when heard at

a distance, and the cornet-

a-pistons has rather a lively
effect when heard amidst
the excitement of the road
on our way home from
Epsom, but we pity the

poor fellow who lives in

the same chambers with
a sporting and sportive
youth, whose entire day
and evening are studiously
devoted to practising on
either instrument for an
entire week previous to the

Derby, so that he may be
in good tone and tune on
the eventful Wednesday.
We know an unfortunate
victim whose brains have
been completely blown
away in the above cruel
manner. He endured the

agony for five suffering
days, when delirium set in,
and it was painful to see
his anxiety lest MR. ROE-
BUCK should consider it

his duty to bring his case
before the House. He
fondly expected to have

j

been on the Grand Stand on the long-expected 29th, whereas he is at present partaking of

j

the hospitalities of DR. FOBBES WINSLOW. It is time that the Legislature prevented gentle-
men who are addicted to music (more especially when they are only young beginners) living I

: in chambers. They should live in a house all by themselves.

THE FINEST PART FOR FECHTER.

"Ma. PUNCH," REGARDLESS of expense, I have been to

see the tragedy of Hamlet, which I witnessed
from the Pit of the Princess's Theatre. I con-
sider MR. FECHTER the best representative of

the Danish Prince that I ever beheld, except
ALEXANDER ; and I '11 not say that he does not

play the part as well as ALEXANDER himself
FECHTER'S countryman. The name of FECHTER
is erroneously pronounced FEKTER by many
persons south of the Tweed. Instead of 'ecu'
in FECHTER being sounded as 'ek,' you ought to

give it the same pronunciation as what it has in

the interjection 'Hech !' the 'oh' having a gut-
tural accent, as in GREGALACH and CATNACH;
for, although educated in France, Ma. FECHTER
is a native of HER MAJESTY'S dominions, and,
if not born in that part of them called Scotland,
at any rate obviously of Scottish extraction, and
his name should be pronounced accordingly.
"I wish, Mr. Punch, you would use your

influence with Mi. FBCHTER to induce him to

perform a part still more worthy of his abilities

than that of Hamlet. I will not deny that

WILLIE SHAKSPEARE was a man of vast genius ;

but where's your WILLIE SHAKSPEARE by the

side of JOHNNIE HOME, the author of Douglas ?
in which finest of tragedies I should just like

to see MR. FECHTER play Nonal; and I remain,

your constant reader at the Caledonian Insti-

tution,
" ARCHIBALD FRAZEE."

"Auld Reekie, May, 1861."

THE BEST
in London.

'MILLING PAPER : "Sett's Life

NAUTICAL DESTITUTION.

NOT every indigent aged British sailor, suffering from wounds sus-
tained in his country's service, is entitled to a pension or a berth in
Greenwich Hospital ; consequently, many meritorious old tars have no

i

other refuge than the workhouse, which they are too high-spirited to

(

enter whilst they can earn the smallest livelihood. On the Tyne, for

example, they act as scullermen and watermen, capacities in winch
they have to compete with younger and safer men ; so that what liviug
they get is the barest possible. To supply the shortcomings of public
justice, not to say generosity, towards these superannuated servants of
their country, an institution has been founded under the name of

'

The Tyne Aged Sailors' and Scullermen's Asylum." The honorary
secretary to this projected charity, in a letter to a contemporary, makes
the following statement, illustrative of the misery of the ancient heroes
whom it is intended to accommodate :

" To prove their destitute condition, I may state that one of their number, a few
months ago, died in the act of lauding a passenger ; and upon a post-mortem exami-
nation being made, it was found that the poor man (he was upwards of 80 years old)had actually di'd for want of the common necessaries of life I quote the exact
words of the verdict, returned upon an inquest being held."

M. Drj CHAILLU tells us that the Fans of Equatorial Africa are
accustomed to eat the corpses of even those of their own people who
have died of disease. The worst of cannibals, however, would turn
from the repast offered by the carcase of a lean and tough fellow-
creature, .t is, therefore, unlikely that the Fans would suffer even
the most worthless member of their society to be starved to death.
The nation which allows its defenders to perish for want of the common
necessaries of life, and then abandons their emaciated bodies to the,

worms, may be more refined, but is it more righteous, than a tribr
which eats the dead, indeed but for that very reason fattens the lifing '(

The Tyne Aged Sailors' and Scullermen's Asylum has a claim not,

only on the consideration of the benevolent, but also on that of those
who are chiefly actuated by the instinct of self-preservation. The
safety of England from invasion depends upon her maritime strength ;

and the fewer sailors there are famishing, or actually starved to death,
the less difficulty will perhaps be experienced in manning the Navy.

THE FORCE OF CONTRAST. How the poor Sempstresses must
envy the Old Lady who lives in Threadneedle Street when they reflect

upon the vast amount of wealth that she has at her fingers' ends, and
the little that they can command from theirs !

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MAY 23. Thursday. Mr. Punch has the greatest pleasure in saying

that Parliament is perfectly alive to the fact that there is a -much more
pleasant way of spending fine evenings than in ridiculous debates. A
small House of Commons re-assembled, after Whitsuntide, on this

Thursday, and talked about the Navy, as any topic connected with sea-

breezes and blue water is agreeable just now, and LORD PALMEKSTON
made what ME. BRIGHT called a

"
Rule Britannia Speech." The next

night the SPEAKER could not catch more than 34 Members in his hat,
so he let them all go again. Dundee still first favourite, Diophantus
second; PATTI singing charmingly, and GRISI enthusiastically received.

Neapolitan ices not liked so well as the original kind. Floral Hall

opened, and pronounced to be a delightful place. Who cares for

Parliament !

*

A CAREER OPEN TO SCOUNDRELS.
THERE appears to exist some idea that the QUEEN'S Procla-

mation, warning all British subjects against taking part in the
atrocious war now raging between the Northern and Southern States
of America was something more than a necessary formality. A sup-
position is actually expressed that English sailors, for example, might
be tempted to engage in this abominable contest on either side, and
that as pirates under the name of privateers; thus not only cutting
the throats of Americans for hire, but also butchering each other.

Surely our community contains too few miscreants to render it at

all probable that the belligerents would ever include any considerable
number of HER MAJESTY'S subjects. There cannot be amongst us a

sufficiency of THURTELLS, BURKES, HARES, BISHOPS, WILLIAMSES,
GilBENACRES, RuSUES, PALMERS, MULLINSES.

So many of such rascals as may go out of these dominions to fight
in the American Civil War as mercenaries, whether for North or

South, will leave their country for their country's good. It is to be

hoped that none of them will ever come back again. If, however, they
fall on the field or the deck of battle, they will die a death infinitely
too good for their deserts. Their merited fate will be that of being
taken prisoners, and dying'with their boots on, in a noose, at, the end
of a rope, on the branch of a tree, or a yard-arm. If they are

hanged, as they ought to be, and any question is asked about, their

execution, in the Press or in Parliament, the querist will, of course,
be pooh-poohed or coughed down. Let them be buried in oblivion
at the foot of the gallows ; and let their epitaph be

" A good Rid-
dance of bad Rubbish."
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FAIR PLAY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
BEING whatthey
weekly have
before them in

our pages, it

is needless to

remind our
innumerable
readers that
Art in any
shape or form
is ever under
the protection
and the patron-

age of Punch.
From the pic-
tures "on the
line" at the

R.A. Exhibi-

tion, to the

crayon carica-

tures which
are covertly

designed nn
Mr. Punc/i's

doorsteps, and
wherewith

small artists decorate his newly-painted shutters, all works of Art are
cherished and encouraged by his influence, and the interests of artists

are watched over and secured.

Now, J/r. Punch has learned from certain of his photographic friends,

including his friend, FREDERICK, Lord Chief Baron of England, that
HER MAJKSTT'S Commissioners for next year's Great Exhibition have
thought fit to pass an insult upon Photographic Art, by classing its

productions with railway plant and garden-tools, small arms and
ships' tackle, big guns, and new omnibuses, donkey-carts and corn-

extractors, and the thousand other articles of mechanical apparatus
comprised in Section II. The Lord Chief Baron, as the mouthpiece
of the Photographic Council, has pointed out to the Commissioners
that .

" In the observations of natural scenery and in th selection of what shall be
represented with reference to the effect of"light and shade, and from what point of
view, in the grouping and arranging of the principal or accessory objects for the
purpose of forming a picture, photography is no doubt an art, an imitative art ; but
the Council of the Fhutographio Society claim for it a position, however humble,
among the fine art*, 11 etching and engraving may be so placed, as no doubt justly
they may."

In other words, that is, they claim for Photographs a place among
the articles admitted under Section IV., which, under the expansive
head of "Modern Fine Arts," includes architecture, models, die-

sinking, and engravings, in fact (except photographs) anything and
everything in any way artistic, from the cast for a new halfpenny and
the designs for Guards' Memorials, up to paintings by a MILLAIS and
drawings by a PUNCH !

In summing up the case against HER MAJESTY'S Commissioners, the
Lord Chief Baron states the grievance of the Photographic plaintiffs
in language which, if forcible, is clearly not unfair :

" The Photographic Society has been founded chiefly with a view to promote
photography in connection with science and the fine arts, and the members interest
themselves about photographic apparatus in the same manner only as a RAPHAEL
or a RKTNOLDH might select and use the most convenient easel, the best brushes, or
the most appropriate and enduring colours. The instrument is comparatively
nothing.

* *
They do ni>t complain that the apparatus they use la put among

all the other apparatus ; but they do complain that results such as have Deen exhi-
bited for many years by the Society, nml have been honoured by the presence and
encouragement of HER MAJESTV and H. R. H. THE PRINCS, CONSORT, are deemed
worthy of no letter jilice tlmn ;unong tools and mechanical devices of whatever
merit ; and they would appeal to the Royal and illustrious patrons of their body to
bo rescued from the comparative degnvi iiijjr mixed up with the last

improvement in ploughs or cart-wheels or ships' tackle."

This appeal, Mr. Punch, in his Royal pleasure, is pleased graciously
to back ; and when His wishes are made known to the Commissioners,
there will be little need of other "Royal Patrons" to bestir them-

selves, as His remonstrance will, of course, suffice to set the matter
right.

"All's Well that Ends Well."

NOT many years back, a certain HAMLET lost a fortune in the
Princess's Theatre by building it.

At the present day, the fortune of the Princess's Theatre is (thanks
to MR. FKCFITER, who, like a true CELLINI of his art, adorns every-
thing he touches) beinpr made by another Hamlet. It would seem as

though it had been written down in the Book of Fate that it was to be
the lucky destiny of the one Hamlet to pick up the fortune that had
been lost by the other.

PUNCH'S PROPHECY FOR THE DERBY.
PROPHESY, my bloaters, of course I'll prophesy for y.m if y,.u like, and you are

wise in coming to mo, fur when did your belovod Old Punfk ever lead you by the
hignis fatuous of Imbecility into the quagmire of impecunioeity ? lit, Nu.tr, bo,
Nri.LY, hearken unto me; I'll sing to you, I '11 tell to you, what oes wilt win the D.
Well, there's DanJtt. What shall I say about that noble ud men? animal!
Dundee marmalade is uncommon nice, and Guuix, of Cbmrhotue, was a very
distinguished party. Fill up your cup and fill up your can. when they saddle the
homes, put on like a man, the racer will prove himself (earless and free, who stays
at the finish with bonnie Dnda We can't be rhyming and chiming for over, my
bloaters, so here goes again for "

spoken." There 's Duptuuthu, a Orosk name' I 'm
gave to understand, and perhaps there may be Greeks not a hundred mile* from
Epsom on Wednesday ; they

'

ve a right to be there if they like. I sunpo<-
Downs are free to ail HEK MAJESTY'S objects, and so are Epsom Baits. But
Dutpliaatia rhymes to plant us, or I 've mislaid my hearty poettca. Then then '

the Sid Dragon, touching which the only revelations I shall make are, that be 'd

bettor take the drag off if be memo* his number to be re()d. Dictator la to my
mind a speckt tatur, and yet If I should be spectator of his winning. I shouldn't be
mealy mouthed in saying he was a good OM, sad I hope he '11 hare a mash. As fur
the French osa, RayaUit*, in which Royal Loo himself to said to tak aa Interest,
there 's no royal road to learning or the winning pact, bat L. N. himself look an
uncommonly short cut to the sign of the Crown Inn one cold morning, and what 'a

the odda so long as you 're a Nappy T f-ttitdnLm'i godfathers and godmother were
bold sponsors, seeing that a kettledrum Is meant to be beat, but if POU.T puta that
kettle on nicely, we may all have tee, with silver spoons In it, and wouldn't that be
a pretty kettle of fish, my bloaters' Huah-a-bye, baby, your oradlo Is green,
father's a nobleman, mother's a queen, sister's a lady and wean a gold ring,
brother's a Drummer, and drums for the king. But now we behold JCiUoncut. Far
be It from me to disparage anything thai sounds Irish, I'm no disparager,
though liking asparague, and this kill may be a cure ; who eaa ever lay anything
positive about Hibernia except that It Is Latin f..r Ireland, and that PHILIP, you
know, is proud Hibamia'a king: "Beta." Let as next dear off K iant<jr, and
when this UnssUn's a mania' ahead, I don't say knout, but you look oat, las Czar.
a* the niggers say. There an steppes In Kami*, and there are steps up St. Paul's,

lay that unction to your soles, my bloaters. Mhcntom It a oss of the same name as

my friend the BoLiomnt-GimnuL, only different, and I hope won't turn out what I

am quite sure my friend the AITOUIIT-GEXEUL never calls (or thinks) his neigh-
bour, namely, a bad second. Drake may or may not be a duck, or il you like to look
on him In the light of the celebrated Admiral, he may or may not be the Admiral
CBICHTOX. which run through all knowledge, and then was run through himself,
but as for this oss's running, If a drake carried a feather-weight, eh, twig? Then
for Aurtlian, or hoary lion as they call him hi the north, well, he rhymes to corne-

lian, and yet I 'm far from saying he 'd better be cut I have no Idea "who taught
the little Xautilu* to sail," but I have reason to think that be will be a very good
cock-boat. If I am asked of Bombaditr, my answer you are free to hear, that

some will think it very queer, it that oss gets uncommon near, but something
whispers in my ear that BOMB* run, and so do Deer. The remaining OM In

the favourite list is Immu, or as my friend the Wlscount antl-classically calls

him, Imaws. I am gave to understand that he takes hi* name from a mounting
in Bcythia, where scythes was invented, whereby he ought to be able to oat
along, and I am partial to classic oases, because they remind me of PAM and his

Eleusinlan or did be say Isthmian ? little games. As for Imtuu, 1 may a* well say
that if the mounting won't come to the Prophet, your Prophet must come to the

mounting, and he'll take It kind if any of you that sees him looking thirsty, and
has good champagne, and bawls out to him to prevent Destruction of Tissue.

Lastly, bloaters, there is a osa that I am myself nuts npoa, and that oas's name
any of you may procure at No. 85, Fleet Street, at four o'clock In the afternoon
of Wednesday, the 29th instant, by mentioning my name, and asking in a polite
manner. Roo-ey-too-ey-too 1

PUNCH,
3\t only Comet Propktt.

ITALY AND HUNGARY.
A POETICAL idea occurred to Mr. Punch at the Crystal Palace

Concert last Friday afternoon, as he listened to the lovely Suit' aria

of Mozart, sung by Gaisi the evergreen, and TITIENS the vigorous. At
they stood together there with their sweet voices in accord, Mr.
Punch could but regard them as the vocal representatives of what
had been their birthplaces, Italy and Hungary. The sight appeared
to Mr. Punch as a foreshadowing of the time when those two nations

will be linked together hand in hand, and pour forth their song of

triumph, exulting in their liberty. The parallel moreover was further

still borne out : for TITIENS the Hungarian acted as the handmaiden
of GBISI the Italian, and showed becoming deference to her elder

sister, by waiting for her movements and following her step; AVith

the Derby week in prospect, and a host of country friends all clamour-

ing for his "tips," Mr. Punch kas no time now to put his poetry into

rhyme ;
and must content himself with adding a hope that the united

voice of Italy and Hungary may be as much in harmony and as free

from discord as the voices of their daughters were when warbling
MOZABT.

Fashionable Obstruction.

THE enormous amplitude which female dresses have attained to is

productive of peculiar inconvenience to pedestrians in haste, walking

through fields and lanes. Owing to the present width of skirts, it

takes a little woman five minutes to get through a great gate.
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Lady.
" OH ! PLEASE, CABMAN, DRIVE ME TO ST. BAENABAS' CHURCH.

Cabman.
"
I KNOW HOPPOSITE THE THREE COMPASSES !

"
You GO tip EBUB.Y STKEET, AND TAKE "

BRYAN THE BRAVE.
An English Melodyfor ilie Derby Day.

REMEMBER the glories of BRYAN THE BKAVE,
Though his day, for the present, is o'er :

Though lost to the Ring, till he learns to behave,
He returns to the Paddock no more.

That star of the Field by stern DERBY was scanned,
And in Jockey-Club censure hath set,

But a lesson is chalked all across the Grand Stand,
To teach how the knowing ones bet.

Forestalled in his betting was BKYAN, the dear,
And the Legs they stepped into his shoes,

So he shouted aloud, where his rivals could hear,
The word for his jockey to lose.

Bad temper upset him
; and read, in your Bell,

That "others their counsel could keep,
Had he whispered it quietly all had been well,
And he 'd done the trick decent and deep."

Dupes of the Wednesday, what use to repeat
That on Thursday you '11 look jolly grave ?

Each owner who means that his horse shall be beat
Doesn't bellow like BRYAN THE BRAVE.

So make up your books, boys, and put on the pot,
Luck waits on the downy and bold :

And with tin all abroad, and with coppers all Lot,
Next morning confess yourselves Sold.

Two Thoughts "All in the Downs."

THE man who has renounced betting is decidedly a wiser, if not a
better, man.
There is scarcely a race-horse that runs that hasn't a blackleg about

him.

" THE COOLIE EMIGRATION."
THIS emigration, which is generally southward, has not yet com-

menced, though about August, doubtlessly, it will be in full force.
When we say that thousands have already promised to join the move-
ment, we certainly speak within bounds. The chief ports that the
Emigration is expected principally to bear upon are Brighton, Dover,
Folkstone, Hastings, Worthing, Eastbourne, Ramsgate, Broadstairs,
Scarborough, Whitby, Blackpool, Boulogne, Ostend, Dieppe, Treport,
and innumerable others, for which we refer the emigrating reader to
the map. Of course, it is clearly understood that by

"
Coolie Emi-

gration" we mean the exodus that yearly takes place from all large
suffocating towns on the part of all persons who are panting for a
mouthful of cool air. Should this hot weather continue, the Emigra-
tion will take place this year much earlier than usual. In fact, we
know several ladies, whose great maternal anxiety is the best excuse
for their burning eagerness, have already made preparations. On more
occasions than one, they have pointedly told their husbands that

"
the

Doctor has recommended the poor children change of air." As yet,
their overtures have not met with the smallest encore.

The Advantage of Stuttering.

A YOUNG author (we will not mention names) has the lining of his
hat completely blackened with ink. The wonder was how the spots
could have got there, because authors do not generally carry their
inkstands inside their hats, when a Wag present, who stuttered (and
if he hadn't stuttered, he could not have made the joke) suggested
that "probably it might be the result of th'-th'-inking f

"

IT *S JOST LIKE THEIE CONCEIT !

"
WOMEN," says a literary Hermit,

"
might have some reason to be

proud of being the more beautiful half of the human race, if the other
lalf wasn't so confoundedly ugly."
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A DERBY OBSTRUCTION.
DIZZY.

" SHAN'T GET OUT 0* THE WAY. I 'D LIKE TO UPSET THE LOT OF YER !

"
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THE POPULAR THIRST FOR PLEASURE.

are

liberally represented at the

Academy this year. With
the heat and the dust of

the room, they make one

quite thirsty
to look at

them. Besides, there is a

hot glare about the majority
of the pictures, the rays (or

R.A.S, shall we sayP) of

which concentrate power-
fully, as from, a focus, upon
one, and dry up every drcp
of moisture in your parched

body. It is arid work to

be exposed to a burning-

glass of Art for two or

three consecutive hours.

It is a small taste of the

Desert, without the smallest

hope of finding an oasis in

it. There is plenty of water

around you, but not a drop
to drink. These water-pieces

only aggravate your torture,

putting you painfully in

mind of what Tantalus

must have suffered. STAH-

JHELD, HOOK, LBB, LIN

NKLL, COOK*, are for the momentfso many mocking, wicked persecutors,
who taunt you with their beautiful imitations of nature. You allow

mock Drinking-Fountains why not permit the introduction of a real

one ? A lady might faint away, and we doubt if there would be a glass

of water to be found in the place, to put to her lips, or dash in her face.

This is cruel, and even wicked, Messieurs Royal Academicians ; for you
might be unconsciously the death of a beautiful Duchess, or of a lovely

Princess of the Royal blood. We beg to tell you that your beautiful

art was given you to charm the eye, to captivate the imagination,
and not to inflict

cruelty
on the

palate.
Your magnificent creations

would not be damaged by a bottle of lemonade, or sixpennyworth of

ice. being sold down below, at the place where they take the sticks

and parasols ; on the contrary, your admirers, once refreshed, would
return to your transporting transcripts of the world once more, and

gaze on them with fresh delight.

We respectfully want to know why there should not be a Refresh-

ment Department at the Royal Academy ? It is not a place where

you run in for merely five minutes, but it is a fashionable lounge,
where ladies frequently spend the entire afternoon. Art mav be very

beautiful, but Nature grows tired after admiring it a certain period,
and cries out for support. There is no use in your looking at pictures
that gratify the most fastidious sense, if your own frame is exhausted.

We doubt if the most blooming bunch of grapes that was ever painted

by LANCE would revive a youn^r lady who was faint with thirst.

Thereupon, it is out of pity for the sufferings of the fair sex, that we
beg of the Royal Academy to grant the establishment of a buffet where

they could procure a harmless restorative, if it were only a glass ol

iced water
; and if it would, also, kindly throw in a little beer tor the

benefit of the gentlemen, who are sometimes subject to similar suffer-

ings, we should be doubly grateful, and, let the beer be ever so small,
we will never think of measuring the size of the favour by it. As it is,

if any one goes out for refreshment, a glass of beer costs him a shilling
above the usual price, since no one is admitted without repaying 01

re-admission. In this way, we know a poor corpulent aldermanic olc

gentleman, whom it cost on one occasion as much as half a sovereign.
It was a very hot afternoon, and he suffered so much that he had to go
out not less than ten times for refreshments ! It was too bad !

The above rule of repayment on readmission must be a most profit-
able source of additional revenue to the Royal Academy, but we wil
never meanly suppose that it is allowed one moment to weigh as the

principal reason for not granting the establishment of a Refreshment

Department.

A Dark Inquiry.

WOULD the Herald's College be kind enough to inform us whether
"
Black Monday," that we so often hear spoken of is any relation to

the
"Man Friday

"
that was so attached to Robinson Crusoe? Being

both of the same complexion may possibly bring them within the pale
of such a probability F However, their dispositions are certainly very
different, for schoolboys, who, as a class, generally evince the greatest
love for the Man Friday, do not hesitate to express their profound
hatred for Black Monday !

OXFORD PRIZE POETBY.

UHDBR the head of
"
University Intelligence," it WM announced

.hat, at Cambridge, the other day, an Extraordinary Congregation was

leld for graiitiiu honorary degree*, and for the public recitation of the

University prizes. The degrees having been conferred, in the pretence
of the VICE CUAKCELIOR and the Heir Apparent :

Next followed the recitation of the prtmea, the most Intonating of which WM.
of oourae. the 8u<lUb poem, Tkt Prfaa of It'ala at tta JVm* of H'cultinglm,
MR. MY KM read hia composition In a very creditable manner, for It la not alw.ya
that the boat uoet p the beat reader. Several paaaagea were loudly applauded, par-

ticularly the following :
,

' Hall I flown- of Europe, heir of half the earth,
Deaoendant noble of a noble line I

Blent iniuu from Heaven with ao bright a birth

So (air a fate u thlno.'"

We don't know what the PRINCE o* WALBS thought of this poetry ;

but if it had been addressed to bis Royal Grandfather, GEORGE THE
THIRD, we are afraid that the good old King would, in the language
of Lou> BYRON, have exclaimed

"
What, what I

Pn come again t No more, no more of thaU"

"Hail! flower of Europe." Why flower of Europe P England is

-ope : still less is Wales. With what propriety can the PRINCE
OF U ALES be called a flower? Male and female flowers there are in

botany ; but, in the modern language of compliment, flowers are always
female

;
for though an individual of the masculine gender is some-

times addressed as "my tulip," that form of address is a familiarity

bordering on contempt, and to apply it to the Heir Apparent would
be taking a gross liberty with his Royal Highness. Wiierefore is the

Prince invoked, in the face of facts, as
"

heir of half the earth
"

P

The hyperbole transcends the sublime; and appears to have been

adapted, without improvement, from the parallel passage in Lord
Batenan:

"And half Northumberland belongs to me."

The rest is simply PTE ; if it may not be said to stand towards pie
in the minor relation of tart; but it is too insipid for that. The
wonder is, first that the above lines are part of an Oxford Prize Poem,
and next that they

"
were loudly applauded." To relish them, Oxford

must be very fond of PTB. We can only suppose that a com]
in English Poetry at Oxford is conducted on the principle of a
race wherein the hindmost wins. This arrangement might
encourage classical scholarship by rewarding negative proficiency in a

pursuit calculated to attract attention from severer study. Perhaps
it exists and has been devised to that end ; therefore we will trust that

the author of the Prince of Vales at the Tomb of Wcukingto* is a

scholar of proportions inverse to those which .he exhibits as a poet ;

and that his real distinction simply consists in being one of the first

men of his year.

SMALLICRUMBS OF COMFORT.

IN answer to a question from LORD BERNERS, EARL DB GRIT said

that the reason why those who were entitled to the Delhi prize-money
had been kept out of their share for three years and a half, was because

the Government had been unable
"
to complete the rolls of accounts."

This will be great comfort to the poor soldiers, to know that because

the rolls are not ready, they are to be kept out of their bread. In the

meantime, they may starve Government cannot help it the rolls

must not be hurried! We little .thought it took three years
and a half

to make a roll and it is not ready yet ! We will conclude- by putting
the following sum to the Indian Office :

"
If it takes four years to

make a roll, how long will those who are entitled to the larger prizes,

such as a quartern loaf, have to wait.?" In the art of "cooking
accounts," Government sadly neglects the baking department.

The Juct and Holy Cause of Slavery.
" WE feel," says PRBSIDENT JEFFERSON DAVIS, in his Message to

the Secessional Congress,
"
that our cause is just and holy." Could

not the negroes of the Southern States, if they rose against their

masters, say just as much, with at least equal justice, for their own
insurrection? The less MR. DAVIS says about justice and holiness the

better, if he does not want to preach a dangerous doctrine, besides

being considered a humbug.
"
Dash holiness, and justice be blanked !

"

is the consistent language for MR. JEFFERSON DAVIS. "Might is

right ; we expect to thrash the Northerners ; and the Institution of

Slavery for ever !

"

ADVICE TO THOSE WHO GO TO THE DERBT BY TUB ROAD. One
grain of Sense is worth a whole bushel of Chaff!
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HORRID GIRL!

Mild Youth. "HAVE YOU SEEN 'THE COLLEEN BAWN'?"

Horrid Girl (with extreme velocity).
" SEEN ' THE COLLEEN BAWN '

! DEAR, DEAR !

YES, OF COUHSE. SAW IT LAST OCTOBER ! AND
PALACE, AND I 'VE READ THE GORILLA BOOK !

"
I'VE BEEN TO THE CRYSTAL

[Mild Youth is shut up.

LINES BY A COCKNEY.
Addressed to a young Lady, but dropped by some mh.

into Mr. Punch's letter-box.

SWEET haugel, whom I met last heve
Hat MRS. HART BUR'S 'op,

I 'ope that, you will give me leave
A question now to pop.

I mind me 'pw when in the "all

Your carriage was hannounced,
You hasted me to hadjust your ahawl,
Hon which with 'aste I pounced.

Then heager to your Ma you ran,
She auxious to be gone,

I 'eard 'er call you MARY HANN,
Or helse 'twas MARI-IION.

Now, MARY-HANN'S a name I 'ate

Has much as BETSY-JANE,
I could not tear to link my fate

With such a 'orrid name ;

But MARI-HON I like as well

As hany name 1 know
;

Then, liangel, I implore thee tell,

Dost spell it with a Ho ?

" E PLURIBUS UNUM."
WE notice that in the American army there is a GENEBAI.

BRAGG. Knowing, as we do, the charming licence of

speech that our good Yankee cousins allow themselves
when dwelling on their own private merits, we were not

much astonished to hear that so eminent an individual, held

so high a position amongst them. We should like to see

the General made Commander-in-Chief, for we are con-

fident that where BRAGG leads, all true-born Yankees
would be sure to follow. We have no doubt that BRAGG
is a good soldier, but we rather incline to the belief that,
of the two dogs of war, GENERAL HOLDFAST would be a

much better one
;
and more especially would the services

of HOLDFAST be of value at the present moment, when the
entire Union is tumbling to pieces. In the meantime, we
beg to give our disunited rejations over the water fair

warning that they will find civil war anything but an agree-
able game of BKAGG. It is a filthy game at which neither

side can win, but, on the contrary, at which both sides

must inevitably lose.

OUK DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DZAR PUNCH,

"I SPOKE in my last letter of an evening I had spent in seeing
MR. and MRS. KEELEY and ME. T. P. COOKE, and others who recalled
the scenic pleasures of my schoolbpyhood, and made me feel quite
young again, as they themselves indeed appeared. Eheu far/aces.'
How well do I remember my stoical self-denial at the tuck-shop many
a week, that I might have my couple of shillings for the theatre on
Saturday ! For boys were not too proud then to go into the pit, and
when they went were not ashamed to look as if they liked it. Now-a-days
'

young gentlemen
'

(one never hears of 'schoolboys') think it snob-
bish to be seen at a theatre at all, except indeed it be in private boxes
and white chokers. And when they condescend to go, just to 'oblige
the girls,' they seem to think it the right thing to try and look

intensely bored, and as though the whole performance was quite
beneath their notice.

" Now how can we account for this marked difference of demeanour
in the juvenile playgoer of times present and times past. The eetas

prceterita, of which in person I can speak, does not amount to more
than a score or so of years, but the change iu this small interval, 1

think, is very great. Are our actors less attractive than they were a
brief time since, or have our schoolboys sharper instincts to detect

stage imperfections, and be dissatisfied with what might formerly have
pleased ? Or is it now thought fashionable to condemn the stage, and
speak lightly of the efforts which are there made to amuse us ? If so, it

may be schoolboys are but following the fashion, and when one sees them
yawning and sneering through a play, they are simply acting under the

i mandates of Mammas. I am inclined to think, however, that acting,
as a rule, is not so good as it was once, or at least has not advanced so
as to keep pace with the advancement of the times. The old performers
whom I saw recalled the other night are still without a rival in their

peculiar walks ; and were a Dramatic Derby to be run for, providing
M. FECHTER as a foreigner be scratched, I'll bet that some old

favourite would win the public stakes.

"As good actors are rather rarteaves just at present, all well-wishers

to the stage must of course have grieved to hear of MR. ROBSON'S
serious illness, which at one time seemed to threaten his permanent
withdrawal from a place where he has done so much to entertain us.

But I rejoice to hear that this is not now to be feared, and that ere

long the Chimney Corner will be played with its old cast. Meanwhile
MR. HORACE WIGAN has done his best to fill the part which MR.
RoBSON will resume

;
and by way of novelty (at least at the Olympic,

which is not a five-act theatre) the ever-green School for Scandal has

been once more planted out. As I happen to remember the Sir Peter

of old FARRBN and the Joseph of MACREADY, I cannot say but what
there are to my mind some shortcomings in the Olympic cast; nor with
the NISBET'S silvery laugh still ringing in my ears, can 1 speak of

Lady Teazle as she is seen at present without somewhat of a prejudice
to colour my remarks. Odious as they may be, comparisons in some
cases are well nigh unavoidable ; and when a man has found his beau

ideal of a character, he finds it hard to speak with fairness of those

who chance to differ from it. A critic cannot well help having recol-

lections, and they are apt to twist his judgment and restrain his praise.

But if Miss SEDGWICK be not a perfect Lady Teazk, she is perhaps the

nearest to perfection now procurable ;
and old playgoers may find it an

interesting pastime to go and see her acting, and note its chief short-

comings, and then decide among themselves the exact width of

the gap.
" The sudden jump in the thermometer from freezing-point to sum-

mer heat, has set everybody talking of where they mean to go next

August; and as affairs seem at present pretty peaceful on the Con-

tinent, Switzerland, of course, will be the place of chief resort. It is,

however, now within the power of a Londoner to spend an hour or two
in Switzerland witkout the bother of getting there. Simply by securing
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a stall at Covent Garden, one may leave one's dinner-table at eight
o'clock or so. and be comfortably sitting at Lucerne in half-an-hour.
The lovely lake that MR. BEVBIILET has brought his moon to shine

upon, quite tempts me these hot nights to go and take a
'

header
'
in

it : ana the sweet airs of ROSSINI come as freshly from the stage as the
mountain air that seems to have suggested and inspired them. Nor is

Tell attractive only to the lovers of RossisL MKYEKBEER-admirers,
who have The Huffvettott by heart, will, in the Gathering of the Can-

tons, find a parallel effect to the Blessing of the Poniards; while,
, barring the grand climax of the jump out of the window, the delicious

,

vocal interview between Arnold and Mathildt is quite as heart-

touching as that between Valentine and Raovl. One who hears the

opera as COSTA has produced it, can but wonder at its being coldly
heard when first brought out ; so coldly that its writer ever since, for

thirty years, has abstained from all stage-work. What have we not
lost by that too hasty verdict, and how careful should a critic be in

uttering condemnation !

"
But this is not a text that now-a-days needs preaching on. In

musical as well as in dramatic criticisms, very raucli more rose-water
is sprinkled now than vinegar. Thus writers get afraid of speaking
the plain truth, and actors, in their vanity, fancy themselves faultless.
The duty of a critic is to give judicious praise, and to point out imper-
fections with a view to their improvement. This is only possible where
critics are unbiassed ; and to be this truly, they must keep themselves
unknown. Whether this, again, be possible while 'Clubhouse Corre-
spondents' have their ears at every keyhole, and have no consciences
to stop them from blabbing what they hear, is a problem for solution

by your faithful " ON* WHO PAYS."

'HERE THEY SPIKE THE ENGLISH."
HE Schoolmaster M abroad,
but he has not yet 'reached

Fdcamp, or if he have, he
does not include the English

) language in his lessons. We
print a bond fide advertise-

ment, cut out of Thursday's
Globe, enumerating the at-

tractions of this Norman
Brighton. Mr.Pvnck, in de-

spair of adding any 'grace to
this delicious production by
his comments, 'prints it verba-
tim et literatim. Fe'camp has

quite earned the additional

publicity the reprint will give
her "establishment" by the
fun our readers wfll gather
from this unique specimen of

Fe'camp English :

OEA-BATHS AT FECAMP.U
Beginning of the Season on

the 1st of June. Among all water-
ing- places none could be pat In
comparison to the fine and largo
establishment of Fecamp, which
has beeu created byWATER Socirrr.
There it U found the invaluable

advantage to have hi the same esta-
blishment. Lodging-houses, Chalets

Taverns, Dining Table for two hundred gnosto, a'Casino, Hot Baths, Sea Baths, Ac. ic.
At the Casino we find a Gymnasium, directed by a clover professor ; Hot Baths

of sea water and of a drinkable one, with ordinary or Scotch Shower Baths A
Breathing Hall for the sea-pulverised water. This is a good treatment for the
larynx sickness a Pistol aiming Billiard I i ;1 sorts of games ReadingRooms where all newspapers will bo found Drawing-room* for the Pianoforte, with
a dUtingutahed professor specially engaged for the establishment a Dancing-room
as well as for Music a Special Oallery for Festivals.
On every evening a Concert will take place in the greatest style. Twice in the

With its good distributions, the Casino is admirably appropriated for the most
splendid festivals, as well as for the private meetings.
One has tho faculty of consenting with the administrator a general subscription

by means of which you have at the same time dining table, lodging lighting tho
perfect enjoying of tho Casino, hot and the soa baths, or showers, and even" the
gratuitous cares of tho doctor of tho establishment Those subscriptions, it will be
easily conceived, have the result of half diminishing (comparatively to all of her
watering-places) tho expense and trouble not to be parted with in a bathing season.
In this manner it is no more need of addressing oneself now to this ono for lodging
than to the other for dining, or bathing, or spending evenings, &o. tut.

Besidea that, we find in this establishment all sorts of carriages to drive to
Btretat, as well as to the handsome valleys of Oanzeville and Valmout, where are to
be visited the majestic ruins of the antiquated Abbey and tho Castle wherein one
may see tho Bed-room of Francois I.

To write for all inquiries and for rent, In Paris, New MathnriM Street, 48 frne>euve dea Hathurins, 48).
Havre Railway, Telegraphic Station Irom Paris to F4camp, hours.

THREE DEGREES op COMPARISON. Bet, Better, Best left alone.

EXPENSIVE MATERIALS FOE CONVERSATION.
" DBAS Ma. PUNCH.

" WILL you please to use your irresistible power to pat a

stop to a practice which is now becoming extremely oppressive to

persons hlQicted with families? I mean the practice of Exhibiting
a Single Picture, and charging to behold it the price of a whole
Exhibition.

"
I would not so much ctre, if the owners of the picture did not

advertise obtrusively, so that there is no keeping the announcement
out of the sight of one's family. But when, day after day, a woman
beholds a Picture advertised, she gets into her illogical head that
'

everybody is talking about it,' and I suppose I need not add that she
resolves to be able to talk about it also, nor what the result of a

woman's resolution is.
"
Last Thursday, Sir, I, having a wife, two large daughters, and a

smallish boy, who cares much more for pegtops than pictures, but
whom my wife would not leave at home (and indeed she abused me
for snubbing him, though I had given him a sovereign the day before;

inspected as follows -.

i.

Ma. HOLMAN HUNT'S Temple . 1

MB. JEBBV BARRATT'S Mrs. Fry
MB. CORBEOOIO'S Box Homo .

MB. PATO' Pursuit oj Pleasure
MB. WARD'S Sleep of A rgijll .

MR. WixTKBHALTim'a Queen
MB. VlBBGKCKHOVXX'g CaUle .

d.

each person,

o

..

o

6

"
Now, Sir, if you will let one of your young men multiply the above

sum by myself, wife, large daughters, and small son, he will find the

result to be thirty shillings. This, Sir, seems to me to be a good deal
of money to lay out for the purpose of enabling three females to talk

about seven pictures, to say nothing of about fifteen shillings nnre for

lunches and cabs. They could have done the whole Royal Academy
for five bob, and there are more than a thousand pictures there, but I

need hardly say that on suggesting this at home, I was called a Mean
Screw. I am not a Mean Screw, Mr. Punch, but

"
Yours very respectfully,

"
BJgeioare Baad, W. "AN INCOME-TAX PATER."

TO A CIPPU8-8MASHER.

BISHOP BICKERSTETH, tell us what beast, man,
Advised you to knock down the tombstone of PKIESTXAN :

Who counselled you, BICKT, to fly in the Vicar's teeth,
Tell us, BISHOP or RIPON, n^ BICK.EBSTETH F

SHAPTESBURT'S hierarchs' Latin is hazy,
But you sure could translate Requieicat i* Poet,
And did not suppose II. I. P. to imply
That the Party was Roasting In Purga-to-ry.
You'll wish, our dear Lord, when the Judge gets hit grip on
The bran-new lawn sleeve of the BISHOP or KIFON,
That the BISHOP or RIPON had acted more gentle,
Nor like him who moveth the tritte bidental.
Meantime you'll do well, most drowsy of Prelates!
Not to aim at eclipsing the Puritan zealots :

Let *s hear that your Lordship, who certainly pious is,
Will cease to disturb those who 've passed from your diocese.
And that, rather, on effort your Lordship determines
To wake those you still can afflict with your Sermons.

An Example that U Set us by our Better*.

" THERE go the pigeons !

"
exclaimed with delight young BOB,

after the great race had been run, as the birds went circling beautifully
through the air.
"
Yes, my boy," said an oldster, who had apparently made in his

time as many books as ALEXAXDRE DUMAS, only perhaps not all of
them so full of interest,

"
look at them well ; for I can tell you it U

not often that you will see a pigeon that is let off on the Turf.
5'

HEAT Of TESCPiSR PRODUCIBLE BT THI HEAT OP THE WEATHER.'

HOT weather frequentlj has the effect of making many good-tempered
persons extremely choleric, for whicli due allowance should be made ;

for is it not natural that a person who has been for hours- exposed to a
broiling hot sun, should evince the strongest desire at the first oppor-
tunity to take umbrage f
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DAY BEFORE THE DERBY.
CosTrKMONGEr. (loq.)

" Ax yer pardon, Miss, but I mint gel ye to lahc a double 7ic<tnee o' yrcens to-day, as to-morrow

HAVELOCK'S HUMBLE PETITION.

WHAT I have done is done : my country's gratitude
Amply has been expressed to me and mine ;

In every form of paraphrase and platitude
Employed where Englishmen in public dine.

"
My birth-place is recorded in topography ;

In print and out of print I have been mourned ;

Done, overdone, ia pietist biography,
My moral pointed, and my tale adorned.

" A
g,
rey-uaire<l subaltern the Horseguards left me,
lop poor to purchase, too proud to despair;Of all save faith and fight years had bereft me,When sunset glory lit on my grey hair.

.

" And I, whose long day passed in the cold shade,Went to my grave, at last, in dazzling light
Happier that I had served my country's need,

lhan in the fame which came so close on night.
"
Respect my modest life, and leave my name

Where my own hand has set it on the roll
Of Indian war : at least, let meddling Fame
With no more Statues vex my patient soul.

"
Although a Christian, I was not a Guy,
My head and body were in due proportion ;

I was not that which BEHSES sets on high,
A short-legged hydrocephalous abortion.

"
Wherefore, to NAHEII'S and my disgrace,

Should Britain thus to sky her coppers dare,
With heads and tails like those that so deface
Our twin unlikenesses, in that sad Square,

"
Where pilloried in effigy are seen,

(Worse martyrs than those burnt by BISHOP BONNER)

In all hues from fierce copper to deep green,
The men whom England most delights to honour ?

" GREY talks of
'

storied urns," but never urn
Such stories told as statues now-a-days.

When will revived iconoclasm o'erturn
These bronze and marble monsters from our ways ?

" A bookmaking biographer well known
The name of

' One of Death's new terrors
'

bears ;

BKIINES and ADAMS might the title own,
Who work such libels on our clay with theirs.

" Nor satisfied with one guy, ten feet long,
At Charing Cross perpetuate in copper,

BEHNES in Sunderland repeats the wrong,
And there too vents of me a brazen whopper.

"
England of heroes mother spend thy sons,

But doom them not, thus, to post mortem laughter :

Those that have died, like me, firm at their guns,
Ne'er looked to stand thus in the pillory, after !

"

"
Sanguinary Mendicant."

IN spite of what M. DE MONTALEMBERT may insinuate to the con-

'rary, we cannot imagine any such words as "sanguinary mendicant"

dropping from the classic lips of the CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER,
iiven though the subject he was speaking of was the POPE, and we
only allude to them for the purpose of indulging in the absurd suppo-
sition that a "sanguinary mendicant" must be one who gets his living

by means of
"
blood-money."

A CIVIL CONTINGENCY : The exchange of civility on the road,
p

returning home from the. Derby. We should not like to bet much >

m such a contingency.

rint4 by William B'adburr. of No. 13, Oppw Woban. Pl.ee, nd Frederick Mullert Enni. of No. 19, Qneen'i Road We.t, Resent'. Part both In th Prlih o( Si. Pancras, In tbe

Lud?-8iT> Ju'e ! !HBl

S ' r"'' '" "" Frecil":t of WhittaHan. in the City -of Loudon, and Pubtoht,; by them >t No? 86. Fleet Street in the Pari.h of St.

j County of Middlesex,
. Bride, in the City of
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PONTIFF AM) PKLNCE.

THE POPE can neyer go astray
in morals or in faith, they say ;

His word as (iosj 1 men may take ;

"1'ia always right, and no mistake.

By grace divine from error, sure

ire;

holly free,

As eggs are eggs, is be secure ;

iiis Bulls, from blunders

CUSTOMER. " TluU 's rather dear, is n't tit"

FOREMAX. "Our customary charge, Sir, for Jiordinary hadulta ; J>ut as you art o
tent, we'll tay 4 : 15.'

Bespeak Infallibility.

Far clearer than the lynx, he sees

Kight through the cloudiest mysteries;
And all conceptions of his pate

Are, in so far, immaculate.

But though he is so wondrous wise
In all that Reason can't comprise,
His Holiness is grossly dense
And purblind as to Common Sense.

Grant that be could pronounce a Saint

Originally free from taint,
And can as certainly decide
This soul or that beatified :

However, he could not predict
That LAMORICI tag 'd be licked.
And faithful blood be shed in vain

His earthly kingdom to maintain.

The wearer of the Triple Hat,
In dogma safe, should stick to that ;

In State affairs too near a fool.

Should abdicate his mundane rule.

By all means let him, if be please,
Retain the Apostolic Keys,
Only the Royal power forego
To lock up sinners here below.

Oh ! would he but contented be
With spiritual sovereignty,
In peace be would possess his own,
Nor want Zouaves to guard his throne.

Come, Pics, do the proper thing,

Stand forth all Bishop; sink the King.
Send your French janizaries home :

And yield to C.WAR C.SSAR'S Rome.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, May 27. This has been rather a peculiar week, and one
which will be remembered in Parliament, though the Outsiders either
undervalued or misunderstood the Little Game that was played. As
it has turned out, Ministers have not turned out, nor has there been
an announcement that Parliament must turn out, but both events were
on the cards. And the matter was in this wise.
The Conservatives in the Commons are exceedingly strong, numeri-

cally speaking (of course Mr. Punch does not mean intellectually) at
this moment ; so strong, that a very small addition of numbers would
enable them to put PAM in a hole. Well, LORD DERBY does not want
to take office, for the simple reason that by the time his men got warm
in their places, they would all have to move out again. But, on the
other hand, power is very pleasant, and it is agreeable to LORD DEB BY
and MR. DISRAELI to be able to say to the Government,

" You may
stay in so long as you are good boys and do as we bid you, but remem-
ber that you are in only by our sufferance." And an opportunity has
occurred for putting this lesson in lively colours before the Constable
and his men. There was an Irish grievance. It is called the Galway
Contract. Certain Irish folks solemnly undertook, for valuable consi-

deration, to do certain things in the way of mail-packeting. Of course,
they did not do them ; and as, after a great many months, it becomes
clearer and clearer that the contract wul be fulQlled in Irish fashion

only, which is Anyhow, and not as per bond, the Government repu-
diates the bargain. This specimen of brutal Saxon tyranny and
oppression has roused the Hibernian mind, especially the mind that
lives in the bodies that dwell near the district liiely to be benefited by
the contract, and there was a Demonstration. Divers Irish Members
had the screw put upon them by various interests, and it became
necessary for them to please the P9pulace by punishing the PREMIER.
Now our friends the Conservative leaders beheld this, and thought

that it would be a Neat Thing in Politics to get a good party division

at the moment when the Irish soul was inflamed against PAM. So it

was decided to give new battle on the Budget. Not that the Budget
had anything in the world to do with the Galway Contract, but because

the votes of the persecuted Irish Members (for, to do the majority of

them justice, they are, as CAPTAIN ESMOSDE
spiritedly said, "gentle-

[

men." and detest mob and priestly suasion) might be got into the

Lobby against Government.
So the battle was set, and on this Monday night exactly a dozen

speeches were delivered on the Paper-Duty question. MR. NIWDEGATB
had a little battery of his own, which he tired off in the early part of

the night ; but his Conservative friends had other fish to fry. and left

him to be bombarded by an overwhelming force. He and SPOOKBB,

however, stood to their guns, and were smashed up in a heap by 31 to

195. But when the blood-stained ruins of the Newdegatian Sebastopol

were cleared away, MR. KER SEYMER came out with a resolution,

flatly negativing the proposition of the CHASCELLOR or THE A. to

abolish the Paper-Duty. As Mr. Punch hath said, twelve iddresses

were delivered, which were all about Paper, but which meant Galway.

At the end of the evening the Conservatives thought they were all

right, and wanted to divide ; but the Constable was too wide awake to

allow that, and the debate was adjourned till Thursday.

Ete of the Derby. The House sat till nearly nine, but who could give

attention to political business at such a crisis ? Dundee still urst

favourite, because Mr. Punch's Prophecy had not appeared.

Derby Day. Mr. Punch's Prophecy appeared, and he stated that

Kettledrum would win. TUe result of the Race was, of course,

KETTLEDRUM ....... ;

DUNDEE ........
AURELIAN

TOL. XL.
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Thursday. The Paper-Galway battle was renewed, and raged

throughout the night. But in the meantime the most remarkable

legends were flying about. It was said that all the Irish Members
were going over to the Conservatives. It was said that all (he Irish

Members had been going over to the Conservatives, but that LORD
PALMEBSTON had bought Ireland back at the price of 36,000, or half

the Contract Money. The speeches in the House bore a good deal

upon these legends. LORD JOHN RUSSELL was indignantly virtuous,
and declared that it were better Ten Ministries should perish than that

statesmanship should be sullied by any disgraceful traffic. LORD
PALMERSTON gave a ludicrous account of a priest, called FATHUI
DALY, coming to him to try to intimidate him by saying, in the Irish

lei'gunge, that the Mimbers must take action. LORD PALMERSTON
was too many for the artful priest, whose tumble was igncminious, and
who was repudiated by the Mimbers themselves. Well, after all the

virtue, and indignation, and repudiation, and all the rest of it, the

division was called, and the result was For Government and Virtue,
296

;
for MR. DISRAELI and Ireland, 281 : Majority for keeping PAM

and the Parliament, 15. But it was a close squeak, brethren. And
what do you think F Punch, of course, disbelieves that any bargain
was made by Government. But Punch will not exactly fall down flat

in hysterical astonishment if he should hear, one of these days, of a

Committee, or a Commission, or a something, to ascertain whether
Justice to Oireland cannot be done in this Galway matter. Eh?
Twig?

Friday. A wretchedly weak attempt at defending the DUKE OF
CAMBRIDGE'S wretchedly absurd appointment of GENERAL EDEN to the

Colonelcy of the
"
dirty half hundredth " was made by three foolish

Officers, whose Royal patron will hardly thank them for their blunder-

ing. The rest of the Parliamentary proceedings have been totally unin-

teresting, or, if there be any diamonds hidden in the chaff of the
Lords and Commons, Mr. Punch has no intention of stopping to pick
them out, having an engagement at the Crystal Palace, where the

respectable BLONDIN is about to risk his neck for the first time in

England. A confiding country knows, however, that if there were

really anything to record, Mr. Punch would not let twenty Blondins

drag him away by twenty ropes from duty, not even if there were a

certainty of the twenty Blondins breaking all their twenty necks.

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE.
ONSIEUR BLONDIN has re-

moved his celebrated

Rope-Walk from Nia-

gara to the Crystal
Palace. The share-

holders are in the

highest elevation. The
shares are almost be-

Inning to look up.
he public curiosity

is in the highest state

of tension. Subscri-

bers even, who, as a

class, can never, it is

well known, have too

much for their money,
are beginning to ex-

press their gratitude.
We doubt not, every
time that BLONDIN
performs, but that

the performance will

be marked in their

memory, as the clas-

sics would say, "with
a white chalk." The

shareholders, also, wlio, like all shareholders who do not receive 35 per
cent, for their money, are notoriously a grumbling set, excuse the
chalk for the sake of the ready money they are sure to get. As

geologists, well acquainted with deposits of every kind, they will tell

you that it is not always that gold is to be got out of the chalk forma-
tion

; though at billiards, it is true, it does occasionally come largely
into play, especially when the chalk falls into the hands of such a
player as ROBERTS. For the first time they begin to consider their
investments in Crystal Palace shares as not such a Cretan labyrinth
as they have hitherto done. In their exultation, they even go so far
as to say, that they look upon BLONDIN as

"
the most rising man

of the present day "even greatly beyond LOBD ROBERT CECIL.
In their sanguine expectations, we must say that these excited
shareholders are scarcely just to his Lordship; for in our mind
we had imagined that LORD ROBERT CECIL had already reached
the very summit of absurdity, beyond which no man could possiblv
further go.

A NEW COMEDY OF ERRORS.

PEOPLB who pay taxes, and are sometimes heard to wonder how the

public money goes, may receive at least enlightenment, if they may not

satisfaction, from the following short statement which has been lately

put in print :

As accidents will happen in the best regulated families, so errors
will creep into the most carefully kept account-books. But it surely
is above the usual average in business to have eight thousand entries

wrong within six months. The feat of counting-house gymnastics,
which is known commercially as "balancing the books," can have
seldom been performed in the establishment at Woolwich, if what has

lately been discovered be taken as a sample of the way the work is

done there. At figuring the clerks must cut a pretty figure, when
entries for s<mie thousands are omitted from their ledgers, and other
sums charged twice without the fault being found out. Book-keeping
by double-shuffle entry one might call it, if there were reason to

sup-
pose that any cheating was intended, which however we will charitably
believe that there was not. As language is- made use of to conceal the
t noughts, so figures may in some hands serve to hide what they should
show.

"
Errors Exeeptcd

"
should be written at the foot of all

accounts at such establishments as Woolwich, and when the Naval
Estimates are debated before Parliament, every Member who may vote
should ask to have an estimate of how many omissions there may be in

what is shown.
Government clerks, we know, are sadly overworked ;

but as tax-

payers we feel we have a right to make request that means should be

devised for the protection of our pockets from the dips which must be
made in them by incorrect accounts. There should certainly be some
one to overhaul the cash-books, aiid be himself hauled over if he let

pass a mistake. The notion of there being nearly eight thousand
omissions and mistakes within six months is almost comical enough to

make one fairly laugh at it, if it were not for the fact that one's

laughter would most probably be at one's own expense. The Comedy
of Errors which has been performed at Woolwich would be farcical

enough if we had not to bear the cost of. it
;
but as it is, if one is

tempted to get up a giggle, one feels that one is laughing on the wrong
side of one's mouth. We wonder how many of the clerks who assisted

in the making of the eight thousand mistakes have passed competitive
examinations to test them for their posts. From the talent for arith-

metic which these disclosures have betrayed in them, we should think

they would be plucked if they were asked what two and two make.
Of course we don't wish to be cruel, and deprive them of their berths,

although their berths may be the death of all our hopes for a less

Income-Tax ;
but clearly MR. BULL should keep a closer eye to the

keeping of his books, if only to sustain the credit of the nation, which
has earned the name of being a nation of bookkeepers. When MR. >

BULL is made a bankrupt (a contingency which, owing to the dropping
of the Paper Duty, is prophesied as being by no means far remote) he

certainly can't hope to get a first class certificate, if his accounts are

so defective as those at his establishment at Woolwich have been

proved.

SONG TO THE SPEAKER.

On the Eve of the Derby.

BY THE NOBLE LORD AT THE HEAD OF HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT.

ADJOURN, adjourn, till Thursday next,
I move this House adjourn,

Why should I say on what pretext ?

This House needs not to learn :

Adjourn! Adjourn!

Adjourn! adjourn! This House my cry
Doth generally concern ;

The whole House knows the reason why
I rise to sing adjourn,

Adjourn! Adjourn!

Medical Reform.

WE take the liberty of asking Apothecaries' Hall-njr, more properly
speaking, we pay them the compliment of putting to thern the

following question, which, we hope, they will not absurdly consider in

the light of "throwing physic to the dogs": Since Quinine is made
from Bark, would it not sound better, and the meaning of it be more
sound altogether, to call it

" CANINE ?
" An answer, in the shape of

an amended label, will oblige.
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KETTLEDRUM! KETTLEDRUM!! KETTLEDRUM!!!

Well, FOLLY did put the kettle on nicely, and you have all got your tea with
allrer spoons in it, mud now tip up. Mr. Punch claims hi* money boldly. All the

humbugs who send private tips now advertise that "
they sent nothing but Keltlt-

di-wn," but it is an impudent falsehood, my bloaters, not one of them did anything
of tho sort, and the fools who trusted iu these canting swine are now weeping and

wailing, while you, my bloatera, are standing on the topmost ridge of exultation
and gazing down contemptuously upon the victimisation of imbecility. Well, but
do not bo bumptious. Punch did it all,

" fortune had no share in this," as HELIOOA-
BALC8 said when he swallowed the live lamprey whole, and you most not be proud.
Even in the hour of triumph, Mr. Punch had a kindly look for the bounie Dundee,

IGIIT! Much there U to boast of in that! Bight I Why, mj con-

gratulatory bloater*, JSmcA simply used I.I. Illimitable inUll*.
looked over the Hone*, and calmly (elected the winner a* unhesi-

tatingly a* he would take the blfgaat atrawberry out of . plate held
to him l^ the tair hand* of beamy. n%ht? Oome, don't betma pour-
ing out your antibilioua anlcgiea, just because ha didn't Imiteteall the

clumsy Pn.phcU. 1'MjuJ.uiiyuiuui, anonymous, and auodynomanous,
who madt Ion* gueaw* in print. r aunt them in dirty

enjrslnpea, and scarcely dared to say, plump, that any particular hone
would win. but snaaklnglv hinted that three had ood chance*, that
three more would make cockboat*, and that three others had unaum-

namly excellent qualities; and then three bleated humbopi ware

wrong en all nine chance*. Call that propheaying t why, Da. Htm-
KBC, the pet Tuddnator of beter Ball, can do better than that. He
ia man enough to eay that the world will come to an end oueoftbeae

daya, if it doetn't last longer. Bah, boh, bee, a* 1'a.nuryt aays. By
the pavilion of Man, Mr. /'HUT* hasiis nothing so much a* humbug.
Be knew who waa going to wta, and be proclaimed the (act tight
hour* before the race, and to fear of mlatake pubUahed hla pro.

pbecy in the Timu nawapanar an tha Derby moraine. Be admit,
tint he thereby deetroted all Interest hi the race, and Uke TBOMA* the

Khyroer be a. gifted with the tooouTaohmt taertg ofalway* *p*alrlBg
the truth, aad I* tharebf made disagreeable in teatttf and aaaoof the

ladle*, but what caa ha do. CJeniu* oaunot ha anufled out, and ha
could no more help penning this preternatural paragraph, than tha

Poet Cues can help writing doggerel. WhataaM Mr. AM**?

" KETTLEDRUM'S GoorATua* A*u iliaaHBlllln wan* BOLD

iromaa*. aonaa T AT A ntnuoaaoi a man TO n (CAT ; tart

IF POLLY pom TBAT JUTTIJE on XK-KLT, we MAT ALL BATE TEA
WITH aiLVES BTOOM IT. AJTD WOCLDS T TBAT BI A rUTTY tfTTLl

OT risll, HY BLOATZaa? HB-A-BYE, BABY, TOO*. CBAOLC M OUCH,
TATHEB'S A XOBLEHAX, MOTHEB'aAOlEOI, aUfTCB'* ALAliY ABWKAM
A GOLD WHO, BHOTHM/S A Balaam, AM" Dkl M* TO* THI ILIXO."

who came In so gamely on hi* game leg, despite hi* mUchance, and deferred the

laurel it wa* not hi* t>> gain. Now, Up up, and send in your winnings, fcr Plow*

cannot be putting on extra (team for nothing, and he baa *everal hundred* of pair*

of gloves, voluntarily lost, to pay to various exquiaite and darling Being* who called

him to their carriage* to prevent Destruction of Tiaaue, forgetting, tha dear one*,

that they were all the time destroying the tissue of hi* susceptible heart There-

fore, bloater*, once more, tip up, and Mr. Punch, drinking to you all. hope* many
a time and oft to pilot you again over the white wave* of Irresolution into the bland

and smiling harbour of prosperity and glory. Tip up t

PUN 3H, Tl.i only Comet fnjM.

THE RAGGED CLERGY.

THE Protestant Association, apparently, is unaware of the fact that

an order of mendicants exists in the Church of England. The abo-

lition of this fraternity is an object much rather to be desired by
Exeter Hall than the suppression of the Franciscans, or any other

community of begging friars maintained in the Churcli of Rome.
Voluntary mendicity may be a mistake; but involuntary mendicity is

disgraceful to the hierarchy by which it is permitted, if that hierarchy
is rolling in wealth. Now the mendicity existent in the Established
Church is involuntary. The Anglican mendicants comprise numerous
Clergymen who hold small livings, and all, or nearly all, the Curates
without private property, or any income beyond their stipends whereon
to subsist. They are chargeable not only with involuntary begging,
but also with the worse than Popish practice of fasting against
their will.

As the readers of this popular periodical are continually increasing,
it is expedient for Mr. Punch to state from time to time that there is

in being, and in active operation, an Association organised to relieve

destitute Clergymen the Clerical Fund and Poor Clergy Relief

Society, 32, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. And, with an affirma-

tion that be is not joking, Punch has further to iuform his subscribers,
who may also be disposed to subscribe to that Society, that the
material relief which it is accustomed to administer to clerical destitu-
tion consists, in a very considerable measure, of old clothes. The
Society is open to receive donations of cast-off canonicals and other

apparel, which are thankfully accepted by Divines out at elbows.
The REV. W. G. JEKVIS, Secretary to the above-named Association,

has published a letter addressed to him by a Country Curate, and con-

taining a description of the writer's circumstances, which, MR. JERVIS

says, represents exactly the state wherein Curates live. The Country
Curate is the factotum of a non-resident Rector. He is nearly sixty
years old, and has little more than 90 a-year. To eke out his income
he is compelled to have recourse to charity. During the last ten years
he has never, but twice or thrice, been able to afford to ask a friend to
dine with him. He has not the means to take out his family for an
occasional change of that air which is almost all they have to live upon.
Food for the mind, also, is so much too dear for him that he cannot
even belong to a book-club. He and his family are forced to go with-
out medical aid when they are ill, except in case of extreme danger,

and then he pays his doctor's bill by instalments. If TIMOTHY bad

been so badly off, he never could have taken the prescription of PAUL.
"
Wine," says the Country Curate,

"
is altogether out of the question,

and of late, to save the expense" mark this, you journeymen carpen-

ters, painters, plumbers and glaziers, and bricklayers, discontented

with your work and wages
"

I have even had to give np malt Ivftor entirely."

What do you think of a journeyman parson, nigh sixty yean of age>

obliged to deny himself beer F

Not only have the Country Curate and his family nothing better to

drink than slops, but they have nothing else to wear. For yean he

has been in the habit of buying second-hand clothing,
"
even to hats

and shoes." Any Dean or Bishop, whose feet may have been enlarged

by the gout, would no doubt do a welcome thing to this poor clergy-

man, by sending him the shoes that are now too small for them. The

bishopric of Durham is a fat one ;
the occupant of that see may happily

not be affected with hypertrophy of the lower extremities, and there-

fore may have no tight shoes to give away; but he might show forth

the fruits of good living to the succour of this Curate, and many other

famishing Curates, by the exercise of an economy short of Cazist-

paring.
The richer Clergy generally, as well as the laity, are invited to con-

tribute both money and raiment to the Society established at 32,

Southampton Street, Strand. Old clothes may be sent by all parties

in the Church. A ragged Anglo-Catholic Curate would probably not

in the least object to wear an Evangelical white choker, and us little

would one of the Low Church school decline the present of an M. B.

waistcoat. __

French Freemasonry.

LJ front of the Freemasons' Lodge in the Rue Cadet was posted,
the other day, the annexed notice :

" By order of the Prefect of Police, all meeting* of the Grand Orient are for-

bidden. The Assembly of the Grand Orient U adjourned to the month of October."

In France it would seem that Freemasons exiit in the enjoyment of

French freedom.

THE MOST IMPORTAST OBDEB OF THE DAT. What to order for dinner-
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A SKETCH ON THE DOWNS.
Jolly Post-Boy of Che Period. " I SAY, BILL, DON'T YER WISH IT WAS DABBY DAY ALL THE YEAR ROUND ?

'

THE PROFITABLE VALUE
OF DELAY.

GRANTING that "Time is money,'
if you gain time, then you gain
so much money. Hence, the inter

est of the Government in refusing
to pay the Delhi prize-money, may
be to pocket the interest that has
been accruing during this protrac
ted delay, for SIR C. WOOD has

deliberately stated in the House
that, no matter when the prize

money is paid, no interest will be

paid with it.

The delay is most shameful
We do not see why the poor
soldiers, because they bravely with-
stood the Delhi siege, should be

cruelly exposed to another for

cannot these frequent postpone-
ments be called, without torturing
the word too much, a downright
Siege of Delay that may be

purposely carried on, with the
secret intention that when it is

finished, there may not be a

single survivor left, not even an

executor, to claim anything. We
agree with the claimants in pro-

nouncing every explanation, that

pretends to account for this unjus-
tifiable procrastination as

"
a regu-

lar put off." It is but right that

our Government should place great
trust in the British Soldier, but it

is too bad to expect the British

soldier to give them four years'

credit, and not to expect a farthing
of interest for the trust so long
reposed.

CLAY IN PAPEE.

MB. FREDERICK PENNY, Professor of Chemistry at the Glasgow
University, writes to the Times to say that he has discovered

"
a very

considerable quantity of fine white clay amounting, in some instances,
to 30 per cent, in foreign papers." We have no hesitation in stating
that, on several occasions, we ourselves have found a large quantity of
mud of a very dark colour in the Univers, which it took apparently a
malicious pleasure in flinging in nandfuls at England, and it is well
known that many other foreign papers have so much dirt in their com-
position that one cannot take them up without serious detriment to
one's fingers, thereby proving how much of the soil there is in them.
We are bound to confess, however, that the only real discovery of clay
that we ever made in a paper was on the 20th of May, when we fell
over an article in the Times that was based upon nothing else ; for it

was signed "C. M. CLAY," who it seems, is the "United States'
Minister Plenipotentiary, &c. &c. to St. Petersburgh." This CLAY,
though of a very heavy nature, did not absorb much of the public
attention, and we ourselyes found it no small difficulty to wade through
it. 'Ihe great pull of this CLAY appeared to be to puff the Northern
Mates of America, but nothing but smoke came out of the puffing.
This is the only evidence of CLAY that we have discovered in paper,
and we must say, from that specimen, that we have no particular
desire to find any more. However, we should like PROFESSOR PENNY
to pursue his interesting discoveries, and accordingly we have sent him
a copy of the Morning 'Tizer, if he would only be kind enough to
analyse it for us. We have no doubt he will find it to contain a large
proportion of a white clay of a very porous nature the clay, in fact,
that pipes are made of, and which is also known to be favourable to
the cultivation of tobacco. We have not troubled MR. PENNY with
the Tablet, another favourite paper of ours, inasmuch as we know, from
experience, that though that paper has a certain proportion of Clay in
its composition, such as is used in Roman cement, yet in all other
respects it is a complete drug, being full of nothing but Jesuit's Bark,
such as no one thinks of paying the smallest attention to, unless the
poor patient, who takes it in, happens to have a raging Scarlet fever
upon him.

NOT FAR WRONG. By a typographical blunder in a provincial con-
temporary, the United States were called "the Untz'ed States."

VOCAL MILITARY MUSIC.
THE Volunteer movement is in some measure a musical one. It

bids fair, at least, to introduce a new feature into military music.
A contemporary publishes the ensuing pleasant piece of news :

" THE SRD CITT or LONDON VOLUNTEERS. On Saturday evening last about 200
members of this corps, under the command of MAJOR RICHARDS, had a march out
as lar as Netting Hill, accompanied by their bands. A novel feature in the return
march was some admirable chorus singing in the ranks, which had a fine effect."

Some old gentlemen of the Army may be prodigiously shocked by the
innovation of chorus-singing in the ranks of the Volunteers ; but if

instrumental music is soldierly, what else is vocal? The former is

acknowledged to have its martial uses, and the latter must have at
least the same

;
so that their union will necessarily produce a double,

if not more than a double, effect. The natives of this island may as
well have their war-songs as the inhabitants of less civilised portions
of the globe, provided of course that the songs are proper for intelligent
and educated beings to sing. If the voluntary forces take to singing,
there can be no reason why the regular troops should not follow
their example, and become volunteers too, so far as volunteering to
oblige the public with songs. The gaiety of the soldier's life would be
much heightened if every company were to become a chorus, and each
regiment, on its route, were to inarch along singing, for example :

" A very good song, and very well sung,
Jolly battalions every one."

They would kick up a glorious row, to be sure; for the British
soldier never did yet, and we trust never will, sing small.

A Legal Judgment.

BE quick in all your actions, and prompt in your service. Whatever
you execute, let the execution take place on the spot. You must be
nimble of apprehension, or else many a fine capture will assuredly slip

through your fingers. Take warning from the Court of Chancery.
Think of the delays for which it is notoriously guilty calculate, if you
can, the enormous sums that have been lost in consequence of those
delays ; and all owing to its extreme slowness of decision. Lord Chan-
cellor Punch.
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A DERBY SPILL,
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MR. PUNCH AT THE RACES.

AST week, being ho-

noured with a spe-
cial card of invita-

tion to join the
little party of some
ten thousand or so,
who were assem-
bled upon MK.
IltXRY DoRUXo's
hospitable premi-
ses, Mr. Punch felt

it his duty to pay
Epsom Downs a
visit on the Oaks
Day as well as

upon that which is

held sacred to Saint

Derby. He thereby
had the opportu-

nity of watching
the behaviour of

his friends, the
British Public, on
the "Lady's Day"
as well as the more
patronised occa-

sion
;
and he begs leave 19 congratulate that most enlightened body on the signs

of marked improvement in their conduct which he noticed. Mr. Punch had

occasion, two Derby days ago, to give a lecture to some fast men who had then

broken loose, and who considered that to sprinkle boarding-schools
with beer was

one of the most elegant and wittiest of jokes. Mr. Punch is glad to say that this

fast form of fun is now fast dying out, and ere long he believes it will be

thoroughly extinct. Through his help men are learning the fact that it is possible
to get up a good laugh, without getting up the danders of those whom it is raised

at. All .!//. I'uncKs jokes are made both with good temper and good taste ; and

though the devotees of Derby Day may lack the latter quality, they certainly are

growing more attentive to the former. Mr. Punch confesses that he can't quite
see the fun of wearing pasteboard noses, or sticking little naked wooden dolls all

round one's hat ;
but if men have a desire to make themselves ridiculous, this

is at least a harmless way of doing it, and is far better than
sprinkling boarding-

schools with beer, or
pelting turnpike gate-keepers with bags of soot and flour : a

joke which is decidedly more cowardTy than comic, yet once was reckoned chief

among the Derby Day delights.
In his progress down the road (for, not being a betting man, he can always take

his time in getting to the Course), Air. Punch was welcomed everywhere with

happy smiling faces, and found that all the neighbourhood had turned out as usual

to see liia carriage pass. Being jammed for some half-hour between a four-in-hand

of fast men and a costermouger's cart, with a pleasure-van in front and a swell

brougham behind, Mr. Punch of course prepared himself to hear some slang

expressions; but he is glad to say he heard neither indecency nor oath. On
arriving at the Downs, he proceeded at once to the Grand Stand, and in so doing
had to elbow through that circle of acquaintance which is known in racing parlance
as the betting

"
ring." This being a slow

process,
it was well nigh three o'clock

before he got up-stairs ; and then every inch of public seeing-space was occupied,
and happy was the man who had paid down bis twelve guineas to secure a private
box. By the courtesy of one whose title it would not be seemly to disclose,
Mr. Punch had a clear view of the victory of Kettledrum (who, unlike other

Kettledrums, seemed made not to be beaten], and Mr. Punch begs to thank that

Noble Lord for giving him that memorable sight. Mr. Punch would likewise

give his thanks to ME. DORLING, for pointing out an easy way of access to the

Paddock, where the favourites were by far the most important beings present, and
looked like Houhnnyhms with a lot of tag-rag Yahoos at their heels. Nor must
Mr. Punch forget to thank that particular Policeman who escorted him across the

crowded Course. Except that he was tall and had amazingly fine whiskers, the

portrait of that Peeler has faded, like a photograph, from Mr. Punch'i memory ;

but he doubts not that directly his gratitude is known, every member of the force

upon the Downs upon the Derby Day will be promoted for promoting the comfort
of Mr. Punch.
The World's Race is a sight that every one should see, and that it is'possible

for Britons to enjoy themselves without getting drunk (a fact which foreign writers
have, in their great knowledge, been sometimes pleased to doubt), Mr. Punch
could bring a Lost of witnesses to show. As a proof of his own temperance,
he don't mind owning that he actually brought home with him a full bottle
of champagne ;

a mistake which he most happily discovered before supper-time,
when, he scarce need add, it was rectified at once.

Slop-Work.

WHAT is the great difference between the Westmoreland Poet of Kirkby Hall
and Moses' Poet ?

Not, very great the one is CLOSE, and the other, we infer, was Old Clothes.

Perhaps, the mantle of the latter has lallen on the shoulders of the former.

THE TWO PHlLOSOPIli

QOINQ DOWN.-llEKACLlios (the Laugher).

FHKSHNESS and fairness everywhere,

Spring leaves, spring grass, spring flower* !

On earth, in air, nor dust, nor glare,
Thanks to last night's kind showers !

The clouds ride high across the feky,

'Twill be a glorious day,
As "twixt the screen of hedgerow green,
Past furry commons, hamlets clean

Glimpses of village life just seen

And stately halls and parks between,
Basking in sunshine, still, serene,
We briskly bowl away !

A fig for thought, as laughter-fraught
The long lines onward flow :

And save our luncheon-hampers nought
Seen* heavy, as we go !

DtxocaiTUS (the Weeper).

How flat and tame ! All round the same-
Same hedges, fields and trees !

"Tis well the scene of raw rank green,
Grows dustier by degrees.'

The dust may choke the pointless joke
That wakes the brainless laugh.

Smother those hits of back-slum wits,

This glow of filthy chaff.

And this is England's garden wide,
This monotone of green !

In these aristocrats that ride,

Zephyred and veiled, in sullen pride,
Or this low rabble at their side,

These trulls and doxies, plumed and pied,

Round-hatted, crinoline-i-fied,

The English breed is seen !

And now we stop ! And now we drop
Into the crush again !

Ha, there 's a crash ! And look a smash !

1 hope it's going to rain !

ON THE OOURSE.-HBACi,rnJS (the Laugher).

LIKE scene to this the world I wis

Ne'er showed, and ne'er will show !

Hundreds of thousands, all in bliss,

High, middle-class, and low !

Such feasts ! Such tun ! And never one
So hungry, mean, or poor,

Bnt shares the mirth, forgets his dearth,
Finds for life's ill, a cure !

The Race a life of hope and fear

Condensed into a flash !

These luncheons, how Gargantuesque !

This life ! A motley arabesque,
Dark gipsy, acrobat, grotesque,
Wealth, ruin, tragedy, burlesque
Business does well to leave the desk,

Satire to drop its lash :

The joyous scene stirs blood and spleen,
Sets one with life in tune,

From merry May makes gladsome way
To br<tht and burning June !

DEMOCBITUS (the Wteprr).

The Carnival of sin and shame,
The Paradise of fools,

Vanity Fair, at maddest game
God help the brain that cools !

Waste 's reckless hand, the wanton band
That waits upon it, nigh :

And roguery with fawning bland,
And want with vulturous eye !

The Race ! whose rush such hopes destroys
Ruin bedecked with witijts !

This gorge and swill of brainless boys,
Whose highest joy is wine and noi?e,

And shying sticks at baby's toys ;

These lying gipsies, vile decoys,
And every form low life employs,
To pull fool-puppets' strings !

Away, away, nor longer stay,

For sorrow and for scorn :

A sadder, if not wiser crowd
"Twill be to-morrow morn.
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A WARNING TO MOTHERS.

What must Jiafpcn if they contimte increasing tlte size of these newly
invented Balloon Balls.

COALS IN COSTUME.
" FBIEND PUNCH,

" AMONG other announcements concerning the
'
Fashionable

World," it was notified, the other day, upon customary authority, that

at the Drawing-room to be held on the 19th of this month, certain

ladies will wear deep crape mourning with black ornaments, and

"All other ladies attending the Court will appear in black, with black feathers,

lappets, and gloves. Diamonds may be worn."

" What dost thou think, Friend, of the discernment shown by the

LOUD CHAMBERLAIN in commanding ladies to wear black clothes,
called mourning, and yet permitting them to wear diamonds? Are
not diamonds the most festive of precious stones, and at least as gay
as artificial flowers? I think thy sentiments are the same as mine
with regard to the demonstration of inward affection by means of

outward apparel, although thou mightest dress in black on occasion, in

deference to custom. But I suppose thou wouldst desire to maintain
a consistency in thy sable externals, and in those of thy wife, and have
them black and all black. So, peradventure, doth the LOKD CHAM-
BEKLAIN wish the ladies to do at the Drawing-room. He ordaineth
black ornaments. Surely he esteemeth diamonds ornamental. When
therefore he saith that

'
diamonds may be worn,' may he not be un-

derstood to mean black diamonds ?
"
Thy constant reader,

"
Foxhole, June, 1861." " OBADIAH."

: FACING ONE'S CONSTITUENTS.

A PARTY of the name of ZACHOROJKO, who had been elected to the

Galician Diet, returned to his constituents without having fulfilled

any of the fine promises which he made upon the hustings of Busk.
He tried to offer some excuses, but they were voted unsatisfactory in

the highest degree, and his constituents, instead of laying d9wn the

law in a resolution, laid down their Parliamentary Representative on a

bench, "and a vigorous arm, wielding a hazel stick, administered unto

the M.P. forty-eight sound whacks on the lower part of his back."

Such coarse practices may be necessary in countries where elected

representatives make fine promises and break them, but happily in

England the offence is as impossible as the punishment would be cruel.

THE BONES OF WASHINGTON.
A YEAR ago, and by the maples brown,

O'erhanging swift Potomac's broadened wave,
Bareheaded stood the heir of England's crown,
By the poor stone that shuts au ill-kept grave,

Giving meet reverence to the dead that lay,

Beneath the stripes and stars carved on that stone,
Which nothing of inscription doth display
To n:ar the majesty that broods upon
The ten plain letters spelling WASHINGTON.

England's crown-prince at this arch-rebel's tomb,
i'irst Magistrate twice-chosen of the States

That rose impatient for more elbow-room,
And flung the English crown out of their gates.

The contrast of those times and these so shows
In this respect of Prince for President,

That e'en the trite prize-poem-maker flows,
Into some lines of grave and deep intent.

Describing that young head in solemn reverence bent.

Passed there a stir from wasting bone to bone,
Ran there a thrill through the great chief's grey dust,

That the old king's great grandson by his stone,
Should bow the head, owning him great and just ?

Hovered his placid spirit near and blest

That latest victory of truth o'er time,
When discords, slow but sure resolved, attest

The high and holy harmonies which chime
Their broader music through the spheres sublime ?

Or was there foresight of the woe to be

Before the lapse of twelve months and a day ?

Was that great spirit prescient to see,

The stripes and stars torn from that flag away ?

To know the work that he had lived to do,
And saw and said, was good, before he died, .

Undone his glorious Union cleft in two,
And cleaving more and more on every side,

Till none can say how far the fragments may divide.

Saw he the day that we see with amaze,
When those to whom his life from youth he gave

His own Virginians, his dust should raise,

Out of the shelter of that sacred grave ;

Regardless of the curse that lies on those

Whose hands disturb even the cammon dead !

Brothers, from brothers bearing, as from foes,

His bones that oft their sires to battle led.

Who now draw impious swords, near his dishonoured bed?

SCOTCH SALMON AND SEWAGE.

THE subjoined heart-rending paragraph appeared the other day in

the Glasgow Citizen:
" SALMON FRY IN THE CLYDE. Large numbers of salmon fry were seen, early in

the week, leaping in the Clyde, at Glasgow, a little way above the bridges. By
Wednesday, however, the high tides had carried some portion of the water polluted
with the sewage of the city above the weir, and the result was that the young fish

sickened and were rendered helpless."

A double cut is inflicted by the foregoing statement on our tenderest

feelings. If the Clyde salmon fry had been poisoned with the useless

refuse of chemical works, that alone would have been too bad. But it is

too, too bad that they should have been poisoned with sewage. Salmon
are killed with what would have nourished crops. That which should
have been turned into bread destroys fish. Scotland is the land of

salmon and also the land of cakes, and she deprives herself of both
cakes and salmon by causing the salmon to perish in the sewage out of

which she might have constituted cakes. Let us hear no more of the

frugality of Scotland till she ceases to waste her manure in extermi-

nating her salmon.

American Ties.

IT has been said that the Americans have no veneration for old ties.

By engaging in a fratricidal war, they also show themselves forgetful
of their common origin from a parent stock. They are ready not only
to cut ties, but also throats, and those the throats of one another.

A BATHER IMPORTANT SYLLABLE.

THE Opposition objected to Ministers for their method of "tacking"
in the case of the Budget Bill, Ministers had more reason to com-

plain of the Opposition for their method of attacking in the same case.
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A THING TO BE AVOIDED IN HOT WEATHER.

E careful, if you are sending
postage-stamps in a letter,

how you fold them, or

else the receiver may be

mulcted out of one half

their value. You must

place them cis-a-vu to one

another, and not with their

backs turned upon each
other. Do not neglect this

advice, otherwise you will

find, supposing
the weather

is at all warm, that your
stamps, like friends back-

ing one another, will stick

together so tenaciously,
that not even Sia CRESS-
WELL CRESSWELL, with all

his talismanic power for

dividing the heads of fami-

lies, would be able to de-

cree a judicial separation.
On opening your letter you
will discover, as in the re-

port of a French debate,
"evident marks of adhe-

sion." Every head will

have been turned into a
Janus head, though as yon

can only show one at a time, it is very clear that in this instance two

heads cannot be better than one, even though they may have the

Dublin postmark upon them. You must exercise due caution in

attending to this, or else we fairly warn you that, when the hot weather

does come, every five shillings you place in your letter will, before it

reaches its destination, have melted down, by Gum ! to not more than

half-a-crown
;

in other words, you will be
"
stuck," not less than the

postage-stamps themselves, for one half the amount you enclose.

V

MUFFS OF MARYLEBONE.

NicnoLAY, the Oxford Street skin-man, and that lot, hare actually

been holding a meeting for the purpose
of denouncing the conduct of

MR. MANSFIELD, the excellent Magistrate, in upholding the law, and

in summarily packing off to gaol a gang of dirty Germans who persisted
in interrupting and annoying MR, BABBAGE, the great mathematician.

The wind-bag speeches of these Marylebone spouters were ludicrous

enough, and no doubt the HOME SECRETARY has had a good roar at

them. Mr. Punch merely adverts to such bosh because MR. MANS-
FIELD has not been very long accustomed to this kind of parochial

torn-foolery, and it may be well for him to know that the NICHOLAYS,
DrppANOERs, BCGGINSES, &c., are the regular laughing-stocks of the

Metropolis. Very decent shopkeepers, no doubt, but when they begin
to make orations, look out for bunkum. As for the Marylebone snobs,
who ought to be proud of having such a man as MB. BABBAGE in their

parish, all that can be said is. that they are worthy of such represen-
tatives as the skin-man and his set. When M. ARAGO, the great
French iatant, settled in a French country town to pursue some

experiments, the inhabitants, feeling honoured at his selection of the

place, actually drew a cordon round his dwelling, and established a

sort of friendly police for the sake of preventing his experiments from

being disturbed. The clowns of Marylebone, on the other hand,
insensible to the fact that every day of MR. BABBAGU'S labours

redounds to the advantage of society and the honour of England,
hound on gangs of street musicians to disturb and annoy him. and yet
doubtless prate with all Cockney emphasis about "these ear henlight-
eiied days, and the march of hintellect." However, MR. MANSFIELD
may be assured that Society is with him, and he may treat such vestry
bosh with the same contempt manifested for it by SIK GEORGE LEWIS.
The more of the organ-wretches MR. MANSFIELD sends to quod the

better, and he may safely take MR. BABBAGE'S word, in any future case

of the kind, against any number of
"
indignant inhabitants

" who
back the grinding and blowing nuisances, because the intellect of a

person who can come forward in aid of the perpetrators of such
nuisance s must render him (however decent a person behind his

counter) utterly unfit, to give testimony worth twopence. With

Society, the Home Office, and Mr. Punch on his side, MR. MANSFIELD
may smile very calmly at, the Marylebone Bumbles,

A PRICELESS PARTY. FATHER DALY is unbonght. LORD PAL-
MERSTON would not buy him.

FIJKSH AS PAINT.

FOB the last two or three weeks, it has been rather dangerous to

walk through the streets of London. Though we have been favoured
with a succession of dry weather, the Metropolis lias been almost wet
with paint. Shopkeepers and householders Lave been wing with each
other to put on the smartest fronts to their houses. Ladders, taller

than any fire-escape, have obstructed the pavement in every direction.
It is true that the Academy, and the other artistic societies, generally
open in the month of May, but that is no reason why London itself

should be, also, one vast exhibition of painting. Not even the lamp-
posts, or the railings, have escaped this daubing infection. The
crowded thoroughfares that kave narrow pavements, have been all but

impossible to traverse. One's only plan
of safety was to walk in the

middle of the road. We pitied the ladies with their voluminous
dresses. Lured by the fay attractions of the shops to peep into them,
it was not always they pid attention to the inscription that was
chalked on the pavement below, and sad and ruinous in many instances

have been the consequences, bemuse their impulsive admiration could
not be warned in tine to

" BEWAU or TBI PAINT." Many a light-
coloured dress has returned home so hvlcquinaded in effect that the

nodiitf, from whose tmtia it had emanated, would b sorely puzzled
to recognise the emanation of her genius again. After such a poly-
chromatic metamorphosis, it would require a clever milliner indeed to

be able to know her own offspring. Tie colours are fast enough, but
it has been found on experiment that they will not wash. This may
do good to trade, hot many a poor lnt<m J

. on making the discovery,
has lost his appetite for dinner at the thought of the additional

expense.
The country, we believe, has been always recommended, if a lady

wishes to get a little fresh colour. Tin is quite a mistake ; she must
come up to Town about this time of the jear, and we will warrant that

she will get more colour in half an hour than the healthiest rural

district could give her in a hundred years; and as for freshness, what
colour can be so fresh as that which has just, come from the colour-

man's P Then there is the perfume, too ! The fine invigorating smell

of turpentine makes the Metropolis quite a nosegay, and throws the

boasted flowers of the country quite into the shade so much so, that

one cannot help turning up ours nose at Spring and all the fragrant
odours that Poets are so fond of associating with it. We should lose

this healthy effect if the bouses were painted when every one was out

of Town ; and it is with this view, probably, that shopkeepers have

wisely deferred resorting to the paint-brush till every one comes up for

the season. We can imagine that there is a certain class of old fogies,

who. afraid of their coat-tails being smeared a pea-green or a bright

sky-blue, exclaim in their nervous indignation, Let go the Painter !

"

but depend upon it these are only hard-grained realists, who have no

eyes for pictorial effect, and whose unpoetical nostrils are never tickled

by any fragrance but that of rappee or Prince's Mixture. It is not for

such that London puts on her summer attire, though we must in

honesty confess that she is a beauty rather addicted to perform her

toilette in public a little too publicly, and that she does paint a trifle

too much.

GILLS THAT WANT NO STARCH.

LAUNDRESSES, capable of reading, will be either amused or terrified

by the subjoined advertisement, taken from the Mancketler Guardian .-

THE GREATEST NOVELTY OF THE DAT
ELASTIC 8TE8L SHIRT COLLARS, enamelled white, equal In appearance

to the flnont llnon, It M. each.

KNAMKLLEI) STKKI, WRISTBANDS, for gentlemen.
ENAMELLED 8TIBL GAUNTLETS, for ladiea.

Collar, free by poet, for SJ stamp*.

An old woman might be disposed to laugh at the idea of a steel

collar, as a sort of collar only fit for a dog, or to be worn as a piece of

throat armour, to defend the wearer from garotte-robberies. On the

other hand she may fear that if steel is found to answer for collars, the

employment of that material will soon be extended to shirt*, which

will require no further washing than what can be effectually performed

by the extemporaneous application of a wet towel. Steel shirts will

be followed by steel sheets, so soft and flexible that those who slwp
between them will lie quite comfortably, and not at all as though

reclining on
" DAJIIEIS' bed of steel."

Sheets of steel, indeed, will supersede flaxen fabrics, and usurp the !

place, and perhaps the name alto, of Irish linen.

To Acton who are not Worth a Thought.

WE notice that there is a book called Acting and m*tinff. This

is to distinguish it. we imagine, from the generality of Acting, in

which there is mostly no Thinking?
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SCENE-THE HILL.

Irritated Swell (walking away). "I TELL YOU I DON'T WANT TO BE BRUSHED !

"

Public Coal-Bntsher. "
OH, JUST TO MAKE YOU A LITTLE TIDY, MY LORD !

"

Swell.
' '

I SHAN'T PAY YOU !

"

Coat-Brusher (still brushing), "THAT AIN'T o" NO CONSEQUENCE, MY LOKD; BUT I

SHOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU LOOK RESPECTABLE !

"

BLACK IS WHITE.
TUB Rambler, a rational Roman Catholic journal, having,

on occasion, remarked, with a view to deprecate the inter-

ference of the Church with scientific questions, that there
are " decisions of the highest ecclesiastical courts which
far generations fettered or prevented the course of science
in several parts of Europe," the Tablet, which goes the
whole hog of Popery, thus comments, with reference to
that observation :

" If the Church thought that a particular scientific opinion tended
to perplex the simple, we do not know how she is to be blamed if she
condemned the scientific gentlemen, or even corrupted science in th6
interest of man's salvation ?"

At this rate, the Church would be justified not only in

telling a lie, but also in condemning a man for telling the
truth. She would be right in anathematising, and perhaps
in roasting, a philosopher for disabusing the mind of a
Catholic booby of the persuasion that the earth was flat,

and that Heaven was situated on the other side of the blue

sky. How is it possible to believe one word that is said by
people who entertain such opinions on the subject of vera-

city as those which are represented by the Tablet; and how
much sincerity is there in the faith of those who avow that

part of their religion is humbug ?

DON DO AND DONE.

MOROCCO owes Spain money. A party in Spain suggests
that the. Government should leather Morocco into paying
her debt. Considering the treatment of the Spanish bond-

holders, this is cool. It is indeed too cool even for the

Spanish Government not the most easily abashed and
it magnanimously declares, through its official organ, that
"
there is no fear of a war with Morocco. Government

has decided not to undertake a war on a question of

money !

"
Mighty magnanimous from a repudiating State,

which owes JOHN BULL more millions that it is ever likely
to pay. Monejr, in slang, is called "the Spanish," no doubt
on the lucus a non lucendo principle, because out of the

Spanish there is no getting money.

Rural Insanity.

A COUNTRY Correspondent, who seems anxious to be

kicked, writes that diving for an egg in a cool stream this

warm weather is a process he has found to be egg-streamly

pleasant.

THAT BLESSED DONKEY !

THE POPE, we read, lately visited his army at Torre de Valle. He
gave his blessing to two rifled cannon thus insuring those blessed

cylinders against missing, upsetting, bursting, and all the other mis-

fortunes which Popes cannot avert from themselves, but which they
have only to hold up two fingers to ward off from anything they may
vouchsafe to bless, from a donkey on St. Antony's day to a devotee in

the Holy Week. And so the consecrated cannon were solemnly sponged,
cartridged, wadded, balled, rammed down, and laid. The lock was

pulled, and the gun was fired. A poor donkey happened to be the

only thing within range, and was killed by the bullet ! Punch the

Excommunicate says this was an allegory that none but donkeys are

likely to be within range of the Papal fire, and still more certainly none
but donkeys are likely to be hurt by it.

But the precedent raises a nice question" for the papal Camera.
What is the fate of the donkey that falls under a consecrated bullet,

being at the time not in a state of mortal sin, '. e., not being engaged
in warfare against the POPE ? To Mr. Punch, much considering these

things, it appears probable that the virtue of the Papal benediction

passes to the innocent sufferer, and that the Ass thus dying, is (like

that other immortal wearer of an Ass's head, Bottom,) "translated"
into a higher state of animal existence, where he passes a beatific time
of it, with St. Roch's dog, St. Antony's pig, St. Agnes's lamb, St.

Martin's horse, and the other blessed beasts familiar to us from Romish
picture and Romish legend.
In fact the horrors of martyrdom are fairly claimable for every

donkey, which being as donkeys usually are friendly to the POPE,
yet offers itself as a sacrifice to prove the death-dealing aim of the

Papal cannons. The tribute is the more valuable, as those cannons are

not considered so formidable just now, as in days when they thundered

from the Vatican, double-shotted with leaden bullce the proper
Pontifical bullets.

In these godless times men are apt to consider their fire a mere
brutum fulmen, and to treat them, in fact, as what the sailors call

quakers, wooden cylinders painted, mounted, and run out like real

cannon to humbug an enemy.
One of the excommunicate, we propose this question :

"
If a Papal

|

ball kill one donkey, how many will a Papal bull kill ?
"

THE LOUNGER'S LAMENT AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
ELOWER SHOW.

OH, WHERE, and oh, where, are my orange-tree leaves gone ?

Last year how thick they clustered, fit for Elora on her throne ;

And now ah, me ! they've dropped off, or are dying, every one.

Oh, where, and oh, where, did my orange-trees first grow P

'Twas in the South of France, quite a hundred years ago ;

How sad that such old friends should now look so so-so !

Ob, what hath hurt my trees ? my GROVE, I prithee, tell.

It can't have been the gas, that light excuse dispel ;

Perchance 'twas the cold winter that hath made them feel unwell.

Suppose, oh ! suppose, my orange-trees should die !

The organ should peal o'er them its saddest notes, while I

Would act as their chief mourner, and sit me down and cry !
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BEWABE, DARLINGS, OF ARTILLERY WHISKERS.

THIS is THE CRITICAL POSITION OF LOUISA. AND CAPTAIN CHARLEY BAXG Hrs
CAUGHT ix HER EAU-KINO, AND PAPA KNOCKING AT THE Dooit !

ROBBING THE POOR.

THE Royal Commissioners tell us, in their report, that the present income of the

Blue-coat School is 00,930 per annum. We wish the Commissioners had carried

their investigations a liltle further. We should like to have known how much
the really poor, for whose benefit the above charity was supposed to have been

originally instituted, receive out of the above income ; also, what is the station in

life, and the probable income of the parent of every boy who is domiciled there ; and
how many of them keep carriages, &c. F The subject of presentations, also, would
have formed a very curious chapter. We might have learnt if they are ever sold,
or bartered, or trafficked in, or given away to ladies and gentlemen in easy com-
fortable circumstances, who certainly would have paid for their children's schooling
if they bad not got these educational free admissions for nothing. Gentility occa-

sionally is not too proud to soil her white hands by accepting such gifts. It is

true that Poverty suffers, but then is it not her hard lot to suffer ;
and besides is

there not the Ragged School where she can send her children to, if she likes ?

We are told that
"
charity covers a multitude of sins," and she needs a very large

cloak indeed to hide all the errors and abuses committed by those who are entrusted
with the sacred administration of its funds, and who either from weakness, or

excess of good nature, or downright incapacity, do not know how properly to

dispense them.

POLLY THE PORTER.
THE Messaffer du Nord states that on the Edinburgh and Glasgow line the

Directors, in consequence of the neglect of the porters to call out the names of the

stations, have placed Parrots at those points, and that the well-tutored birds shriek
out the necessary information, to the perfect satisfaction of travellers. A con-

temporary affects to discredit the statement, but Mr. Punch believes that it is

perfectly correct, except that the employment of the parrots was not rendered

necessary by the neglect of the porters, but by their inability to make their pro-
vincial utterances comprehended by educated travellers. The same inconvenience
is felt in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, and other semi-civilised regions,
and Mr. Punch is happy to hear that the Directors on most of the lines have
resolved to meet the difficulty in the same way as the Scotch authorities have done.
A large and choice assortment of grey Parrots is now being trained at the

Geographical Society's bouse, and as soon at the birds are

sufficiently apt, they will be placed upon the various
stations. They will not interfere with the present porters, ,

who will yelp, clip, scream, grunt, and make the other
noises comprehensible by the inhabitants of the localities,
while to the inquiry of the Christian traveller, the accom-

plished Parrot will politely and distinctly state, in English,
the name of the station at which the train may be stopping.
A brute of Mr. Puneh'i acquaintance (a hateful brute) adds
that this finding employment for parrots is a logical con-

sequence of the new system of creating occupation for

but, no, Punch will be hanged if he writes a word against
Women.

POET CLOSE CHANGES HIS MIND.
" The ridlouloui gift ol a pcntion to the WeitmonUnd KrltMer

hu been oumlled."

WHAT, take away the Poet's cub !

1 call that action mean,
The man who 'd do that brutal thing
Ought not to serve a QUEEN.

All that I said about old PAM
I hereby do retract,

I did not think him vile enough
To do so low an act.

He u a humbug, born and bred,

Merely a slave of Court,
Without the courage and the pluck
To do the thing he ought.

In other days he was a buck,
And persons called him Cupid ;

But now he 's an exploded tool,
His speeches very stupid.

I do believe be sold us all

To Russia's tyrant CZAR,
And he felt quite sorry that we won

In the Crimean war.

To give a thing and take a thing,
I 've heard a proverb old

Declares is most contemptible,
The "devil's ring of gold."

It shows that all these Lords are fools,
Unfit to rule and sway,

And England ought to be ashamed
Of trusting such as they.

A wretched paltry fifty pounds,
To take it was disgrace,

If MISTER PAM would call on me
1 'd fling it in his face.

He thinks to put me in a rage,
The mean, old, wretched Sham,

But here 1 solemnly declare

I 'm prouder as 1 am.

To be a pensioned slave of state

Unsuits my haughty mind,
I choose to have my genius free

L'ncabbincd, unconlined.

I '11 lash all humbug as before,
And brand all kuavish scamps,

But freely praise the noble souls

Who send me postage stamps.

And when old PAH goes down below,
His epitaph I '11 pen," Here lies the wretch who pensioned CLOU,
And took it away again."

Notice of Motion.

Ma. PUNCH. To ask the Chief Commissioner of Public

Works, or any other Honourable Gentleman who can give

the desired information, whether there is at present before

the House any private Bill containing any crafty" clause

insidiously framed to legalise the enclosure of Hampstead
Heath ?

VOL. XL. B B
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DOUBTFUL.
UNSOPHISTICATED FBIEND. "

Well, look Jiere, I'm not a Setting Man
myself, but to oblige you, I don't mind putting a Monkey on the

for the 'Leger."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JUNE 3, Monday. The House of Lords, for some reason, always

assumes special care of Ireland, a fact which may account for a few of
the curiosities of Irish political and domestic economy. To-night
their lordships had a debate on the Galway Packet business, LOED
NoRMiNBY opening the game, as at chess a feeble pawn makes way
for a knight and bishop. What NORMANBT said, is, of course, of no
consequence, except as additional evidence of his fatuity. He was
sense-abandoned enough to try a weak taunt at the

"
inconsistency

"
of

some of his former colleagues. This from NORMANBT, who in other
days was a silver-fork Liberal, who was called by O'CONNELL the"
unparalleled NORMANBT," and who went about as the sort of Pretty

Boy of the Melbourne administration delivering gaols, pardoning
political offenders, and generally doing the Liberal sentimentalibus,
and who in his late days became cour'Jer to the Italian despots and
advocate in chief against the King of Italy and GARIBALDI. It was
not in human nature, even in that of the good-natured GRANVILLE, not
to give the vane old weathercock a spin for this. The Packet question
was discussed, as was the much more important question whether the
Irish Members had "taken action" upon the subject. On looking to
the division-list Mr. Punch observes that out of the 105 Irish repre-
sentatives, 73 voted against Government on the Paper-duty Bill, and
8 of these had previously voted on the other side. Whereby it is clear
that the Screw has been put on in Ireland, only of course, being an
Irish screw, it turned the wrong way, and there has been only a
scandal and a smash. LORD GRANVILLE stated that Government had
not come to a decision as to the advisability of a line of Packet service
from Galway to America. What did Mr. Punch vaticinate last week P
The next step will show how Government proposes to arrive at that
decision. LORD EGLINTON was rather tournamenty, and said that,

even if the Tories had given the Galway contractors a job, it was not so
bad as the conduct of the Liberals in throwing away the Paper Duty
to please the penny papers and MR. BRIGHT. LORD CLANRICARDE
thought the Irish Members were not such

"
fools

"
as to suppose that

they could coerce LORD PALMERSTON. The Postmaster-General
defended the repudiation of the Contract, and declared that the

Galway Company had done nothing in accordance with their agree-
ments, and would not even propose terms by which they would consent
to be finally bound. LORD BROUGHAM thought that FATHER DALT
ought to be brought to the bar of the Commons, to declare whether the

Irish Members had sent him to make a bargain with the Minister. So
ended the discussion, for NOHMANBT, haying moved for papers which
did not exist, obligingly expressed his willingness not to press for them.
The Paper-Duty Abolition Bill passed the Commons, amid cheering

from the Liberals. Mr. Punch, with incalculable generosity, instantly
trebled the Salaries of all his Young Men, from WHEWELL down to
the Wiscount, but, with inconceivable sagacity, made the new arrange-
ment commence from the day the Lords should read the Bill the
Second Time. This amiable device ensured the zeal of all his Disin-
terested Young Patriots in urging the measure through the Upper
House.

Among matters hardly worth mention was a statement of SIR
CHARLES WOOD that there was an Indian Deficit of Two Millions, so
he would just ask for Four, but should vaat some more by-and-by for

Railways. It was voted, of course. M*. COWPBR officially announced
that the Mangle-Wurzle lot are to show their fat beasts and fizz-

plousths in the Regent's Park. Mr. Punch only hope* that, the pro-
vincial dialects will not be very offensive to MR. SCLATER'S fashionable
animals at the Z. In answer to MR. TOM BUNCOMBE, the HOME
SECRETARY said th*t the ouly way to get rkl of Metropolitan Toll-Bars
was for the parishes to agree to charge the road-expenses on the rates.
This is just a bit of the bosh officials think (food enough for the House.
A particular road through a certain parish happens to be a great
thoroughfare. The parish gains nothing by the increased traffic, but
the road is cut to pieces every three months by people going to and
coming from London. Why is the individual parish to bear the

expense? Roads are a national concern. The Pagan Romans knew
this, and their roads are good now. The Christian English do not, and
local Boors are permitted to squabble over rates, while travellers are

up to the axles in muddy cross-lanes.

Really important was LORD JOHN'S annonMcment that we interdict
the Armed Ships and the Privateers belonging to either side in the
American conflict from coming into oar Waters with prizes. France
merely excludes their Privateers, after twenty-four hoars' shelter.
Mr. fvacA doubts whether CASSIUS will like to put our resolution
into his Clay pipe and smoke it. Yet BO one can say that we are in a

linrry to tread on American corns. Tlie House, later in the week, flitly
refused to hear MR. GBEGOB.T, wlio desired to state the case of the
Secessionists.

Tuesday. This FATHZX DALT is disinclined to be put down. He
probably sniffs future business in connection with the Galway affair,
and desires to stand totus feres atque rotunda. So he employed, of all

Lords, the exemplary CLANRICARDE to make a speech for him, and to

say that the Father meant nothing like putting the Irish Screw on
LORD PALMERSTON, but only that "action" was to be "taken" in a
national way. LORD BROUGHAM did not exactly put his fingers to his

nose at this statement, because taking such action, or sight, would not
have been in accordance with the habits of the Aristocracy, but he
intimated that he had lived some time in the world, and so on. Mr.
Punch does not see what this Priest has to do with these American
boats, except, to be sure, that they go to

"
Mass."

LORD RICHARD GROSVENOR took his seat for Flintshire, where the
Conservatives have been defeated, partly by the exertions of MR.
GLADSTONE, and partly, it seems, by their own negligence ; for the

Tory Liverpool Mail eloquently declares that "no word-painting, not
even a scorching sunbeam dipped in scalding gall, could sufficiently

stigmatise the Conservative sneaks." MR. WHALLET fulfilled his
threat of going in at Maynooth, and was promptly sat upon by a
majority of 191 to 114; and then MR. DENMAN brought up the case of
the BARON DE BODE, and carried a Select Committee, against, the

Government, by 134 to 112. This spectral BARON BODE is the Bodach
Glas for Chancellors of Exchequer.

Wednesday. More very grave speechifying on the Galway Alliance

against PALMEHSTON, and then Members went away to help PRINCE
ALBERT in opening Srcallta.

Thursday. Suddenly, and, to human apprehension, at an unfortunate
moment for Italy, the statesman who has worked out her liberation,
expires. After a brief illness, reported to be terminating favourably,
COUNT CAVOUR died, this day. The melancholy event was befiuiiigly
alluded to in the House of Lords, by the representatives of all sides
in politics.

India claimed the Commons. SIR CHARLES WOOD in three speeches
introduced three Bills. Most English people have a hazy notion that,

the Government of India is somehow managed by a mixture of

Elephants and Cummerbunds, tempered by Adjutants and Juggernauts,
with a final appeal to the Bishop of Calcutta. It is of no use explain-
ing to them that SIR C. WOOD'S plans are to increase the Legislative
Council, to admit natives largely to it and to other important trusts,
and to construct new courts of law. Persons really interested in the

subject will read the debate.

The Industrial Schools Bill made progress, MR. HENLET as usual

growling agaiust the power that it is proposed to give the Magistrates
to deal with little offenders whose parents are vicious.

Friday, The event of the night amply justified Mr. Punch's generous
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yet subtle dodge. There was a great muster of Peers on the Second
Heading of the Paper Bill. LORD GHANVILLE made his speech, and
the DUKE or RCTLAND proposed that the Bill should be read a second
time that day sii months. Mr. Punch's Young Men stood round the

Throne, and suddenly let
fly

a volley of winks at LORD DKKBT. The
EARL winked aesthetically in reply, rose, and dashed into a gallant
attack on Government, GLADSTONE, and the measure itself, lie justi-
fied the Lords for what they had done last year, and said that though
MB. GLADSTONE had not been at all grateful for the money they hod
saved him, he had taken it. People said,

" What a Wonderful Man is

MR GLADSTONE!" and he echoed tin- sentiment, with the addition," What a wonderful body is the House of Commons, to be so cajoled
and juggled by the Wonderful Man !

" He did not see that anybody
would get any good by the Repeal of the Duty (another volley of

winks from Mr. P.'s Y. M.) except the Proprietors of the IVnny
Papers, and the Band-Box Interest, and he would thank LOUD GKAN-
VILLE not to say "wropping up," but "wrapping up, "in paper. If

the Bill had been thrown out, Ministers would not have resigned ;

their only resignation would have been a calm one at the thought of the
benefit conferred on them. The Lords had a perfect right to alter

Money Bills, but it was not expedient to enforce that right. Un the

whole, the Government Finance was all wrong, the remission of the

Paper-Duty was foolish extravagance, and the system of annual
instead of permanent taxation was most dangerous and therefore he
should not permit the Bill to be opposed on the Second Heading, or at

any other stage.
The Bishops bolted to dinner the moment they found that they

should not be wanted, and most of the Lay L9rds were equally coarse
in their taatei ; for though very few speeches justify your aggravating
your cook, a smart oration from LORD DKRBT is a pleasure worth
buying at the price of an apology to the former artist. There was
some more debating. The DUKE OF ARGYLL defended the Bill

; LORD
GRET scattered sarcasm, and compared the Government, now preach-
ing retrenchment, now vaunting our defences, to the celebrated lawyer
firm in the Antiquary.

" When it is fair weather with the client, out
comes the gentleman partner to fawn like a spaniel: when foul, forth
bolts the operative brother to pin like a bull-dog." LORD GRASVILLE
declared that he had a right to say "wropped," and demanded whether
he ought to ay

"
Derby

"
or

"
Darby," and told a good story against

EARL GRET
; and in this pleasant and dignified way the great Paper

Battle came to an end.
In the Commons, SIR ROBERT PEEL, LORD JOHN RUSSELL, MR. M.

MILNES, and LORD PALMEBSTON, spoke like statesmen and gentlemen,
upon the great loss to Italy. A person called The O'DoNOGHrji
emitted some ultra-montane profanity on the subject. Many worthy
Irishmen have a touch of madness, but we bad thought that there were
no Irish Idiots.

Ma. CoNiNGHAM denounced the late appointment of GENERAL EDEN
as a most atrocious Horse Guards job, and the excessive debility of the
defences offered for it was remarkable. Sia J. TRELAWNT. was sar-

castic on certain officers who always raise a howl if a job is pointed at,
and he intimated that they should show more taste, and that their con-
duct made him think that they looked for jobs in their own favour. A
grant of 133,276 was made (or the Volunteers, LORD ELCHO speaking
spiritedly and well, and HBNET BERKXLEY making great fun of the
leomanry.]

Saturday. Great excitement in the City in consequence of the enor-
mous withdrawal of gold from the Bank for the purpose of making the
new payments to Mr. Punch's Young Men. Traffic was entirely sus-

pended, and BLKCII'S had used up eleven large turtles before twelve
oclock.

Felony v. Pine Art.
THE Government have granted the Royal Irish Academy 100 a year

for the Recovery of Antiquities in Ireland, through the agency of the
comtaiulary. This is a new function for a police force, who have
hitherto been employed rather in suppressing vice than in encouraging
virt* who are generally considered fitter for arrests than archteology
and more conversant with handcuffs than hand-books. But it is an
Irish fashion to convert things to unheard-of purposes to use old
hats for repairing broken windows, and to convert jaunting-cars into
ben-roosts. One thing, at all events, the constabulary may be relied
on to do for buried treasures of antiquity that may exist in Ireland
they are certain to take them up.

LATEST FROM LAKBETH.
" WHAT 's the row about the Galway job :

"
asked a young M.P. of

the humorous and honourable Member for Lambeth. "Oh," replied
the Wiscount, "the scheme was a dead failure

j
but by getting Govern-

ment aid the directors hoped to Galwaynise it into some vitality."

A HINT TO BULLIES. England never enters upon a War while she
can help it, but never comes out while her enemies can help themselves.

SQUIRTO GENTIL!
A Giuk <tf Poetry that welledforth from a Sentimental Being, after

taking a Turkitk Bath.

Am" Spun Oatiil."

QITRTO gentil !

Pleasant to feel,

From head to heel,

Squirto gentil !

Exquisite souse
Is that cold water
douse :

How it brace* each
limb

Of stout and of

slim:
And sets up one's

muscle
For workaday bust le

How
jt quickens the

brain,

Brings it vigour
again,

And tits it anew
For the work it must

do.

Health-restorer, life-

River,
How it Crctheu the

liver,
And relieves at a touch
Men who've dined out too much.
'Stead of taking blue

pill
"When you chance to feel ill,

A Turkish bath take,
In the hot room go bake.
'Twill do you great good
To be soaped and shampooed ;

And although 1 dare say
That you wash every day,
You 'A come away clean
As you never have been.
Then ere leaving the house
You 've that exquisite douse,
Like a fine cooling rain,
Good for body and brain.

Quite a new man vou '11 feel

Through that squirto gentil !

BLACK AND WHITE LABOURERS.
BRITONS never will be Slaves, otherwise some of them would be

glad to change places with the Niggers alluded to in one of MR.
WILLIAM RUSSELL'S letters from Montgomery to the Timet.
" These people an fed by their muter. They bare onwards

dim of fat pork and corn iu abuudanoe. They rour poultry, an
and eggs to the homo. They are clothed by their matter. Be
neu u in health.

dMerring.*

of nalf-a-poond fir
, and Mil their chicken*

clothed by their matter. Be keepe them in dck-
Now and then there are gifts of tobacco and uiolaeees lot the

The liability to be sold and cowhided is the only circumstance which
might perhaps prevent the lot of these slaves from being envied by the
British agricultural labourer. Half-a-pound daily of fat pork would
be luxury beyond the dreams of the rustic ironically called a chaw-

bacon, whose grinders have scarcely ever a bit of bacon between them.
Corn in abundance is what he never sees except growing in the fields ;

and the idea of rearing poultry, and selling chickens and eggs, he would
laugh at as a likely joke for him. As to being clothed by his master,
be is too happy to receive a pair of breeches at the meeting of an agri-
cultural society, for having worked on the same farm for half a cent ury.
He is fortunate, in illness, to get a bottle of "stuff" from the Union
Doctor. The children, whom he rears with meritorious industry upon
dry bread, hardly know the taste of treacle ; and as to tobacco, let him
work as hard as he may he never even receives a quid pro quo.

What Blondin will do Next.

A RUMOCR is afloat that, after his engagement with the Crystal
Palace Company, M. BLONDIN means to make a mid-air voyage over

London, walking on the wires of the Electric District Telegraph,
which now are stretched across the Strand, and well-nigh every
main street.
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A FACT.

Sliort-SigMed Officer. "SERGEANT! GET THAT MAN'S HAIR CUT IMMEDIATELY!"

THE INDIGNATION OF OIRELAND.

(THROUGH HER MIMBERS.)

WHAT ! Oirishmen yield to the base love o" lucre ?

The moighty Milesians be bought and be sould ?

No ! though Oireland fell flat when the Saxon forsook her,

Withdrawing the base brutal help of his gould.

Is 't myself, ye say, offered to vote for the Budget,
If his mane Galway subsidy PAM would renew P

I fling the foul calumny back, where I judge it

Will stick in their throats that can hould the tale thrue.

Who dares say that I e'er to a job showed a lanin'

That black is the white of my deep rollin' oye ?

Let the dastard but say 't, and, when clare of his maniu',
It 's meself will be kickin" the ruffian skoy-hoigh.

Would I durty the hand that is clare of all staining
Since the days of MAC MURROUGH and BRIAN BORC ?

Would I stoop the proud head, that the Saxon disdaining,
Has still bid his laws, writs and bailiffs,

"
go to

"
!

If the purse of the Saxon was lyin" afore me,
Wid its cursed contints, shoinin" broight on the flare,

D'ye suppose that I 'd stoop ? By the mother that bore me,
I 'd pass by, wid contimpt, and look down on the lure.

Or if to lay hands on't I e'er condiacinded,
"Twould be wid a vow, writ my bosom within,

That the dross I 'd be usin', until it was inded,
To damage the Saxons, that furnished the tin.

When you gave us your help, in the hour of our famine,
'Tis thrue that we stretcht out our hands for your dole ;

But the very same mouths that your victuals was crammin"
Was mutt'rin' a curse on the base Saxon's soul.

And now, if your subsidy Galway accepted,

D'ye think 'twas to carry your low dirty mail?

No ! the money she got, and small blame if she kept it,

Though the terrums of contract in keeping she fail.

Was our grand Celtic nature that 's po'thry incarnate-

To be held to your base Saxon toimes, Saxon toides ?

Go muzzle the ocean, your gag it will spurn at

Go fetter the wind, that your fetther deroides !

" What wilt thou Do, Renowned Salisbury ?
"

SALISBURY being the tallest Spire in England, the Bishop deems it

his duty to he first in attacking the Seven Essayists. For a kindred

architectural reason, we suppose, he puts DR. ROWLAND WILLIAMS
into the Court of Arches. We can see no other defence for what

appears to Mr. Punch to be a huge episcopal Bull, with the largest

dilemma Horns. DR. WILLIAMS insists on our using the Verifying

Faculty in dealing with theology, and the Bishop proposes to use the

verifying Faculty of Advocates to prove that we have no right to ask

proof of anything. Truly, in future, the ridiculed Nolo Episcopari may
not be the mere conventionalism it has been deemed, but may express

the reluctance of a clever man to put on a Shaftesbury Night-cap.

The Galway Subsidy Company.
SOME surprise may have been occasioned by the circumstance that

the principal negotiator with Government on behalf of the Galway
Steam Packet Company was FATHER DALY, an Irish Roman Catholic

g-iest,"

therefore presumably unconnected with secular speculations,

ut the object of the negotiation was to obtain a contract, and receive

a subsidy without performing the contract. The Galway Subsidy

Company, as it had better be called, wanted to get 6,000 a month for

nothing. FATHER DALY was just the boy to plead the cause. A Does

not the Church of Rome encourage mendicity ?
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THE MAN FOR GALWAY.

PAJI Hog.).
" OHO ! FATHER DALY ! NOW I THINK I UNDERSTAND YOU."
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A NEAT KIND OF LORD.

HO 'a Join BAG-
WELL f Well, he is

Member for Clon-
mel. and was an
Irish Lord of the

Treasury. But the
world will be flab-

berghaited there
is no other word for

it to hear that this

JOHN BAGWELL has
cut the Govern-
ment. He writes
to ai Irish priest,

(these priests seem
to be the masters of
most of the Irish

Members) to inform
him that on account
of the

"
incon-

siderate
"

conduct
of Government in

withdrawing the Galway contract, he, JOHN BAGWELL, not being inconsiderate
"considers it his duty to resign his office, and hopes It will meet the approval of
his friends in Clonmel." What he means by It is not clear perhaps what he says,
namely, "the office," at which doubtless a lot of hungry-eyed Clonmelians would
like to make a rush. But what he does not mean JOHN BAGWELL makes more
clear, though his English is Irish.

"
I do not mean to do anything which would

put power to the Tory party." Really, LORD PALMERSTOX must be spoken to.
Poet CLOSE was bad enough, but the idea of making a Lord of Treasury out of
a person who has BAGWELL'S views of composition ! ^We never heard of the man
before, and are not frantically eager to hear of him again, until educated but now
that he has leisure why cannot he attend some evening adult school ? There are
many in Westminster, and the charge is very small (sixpence a week, we believe),
and BAGGT might slip out of the House, improve himself for an hour and come
back again as justly proud as a dog with two tails.

"
Put power to the Tory

party." O, bedad, but if a dacent boy of a Gorilla should
start for Clonmel, at the next election ; it '11 be doing him
a moighty wrong if he's rejected on the educational test.

SIMPLICITY OF THE DIVISION OF LABOUR.

Indulgent Hutoand. How is it yon merer do any work
BOW P 1 don't think I have seen you with a needle and
thread in your hands for weeks and weeks together.

Indolent H'iff (lolling luxuriantly on the tofa). Yes, my
dear, it is true ; but then there is no necessity for it, since

yon were kind enough to buy me that wonderful Sewing-
Machine.

Indulgent Hutband. By the bye, who works that, I should

{ike to know f 1 think I saw you using it once, when first

it was brought home, and that is all.

Indolent Wift. Oh ! mv dear, I get JAN, the nursery-
maid to attend to it She rocks the era -lie with one foot,
and works the pedal with the other. I can assure you the
is quite expert at it. and I really believe that the noise
sends the baby to sleep. And, moreover, it gives me
greater time to read.

[Taket up French novel, and it toon hit in the mftteriti

of dtminondane life.

True Kindness,

GEJTEROSITT, we are told, consists not so much in the
value of what you confer as in the manner in which you
bestow it ; thus, in giving a . poor man a kick, the great
point to be observed is, whether you present it to him with

your hand, or your boot.*

* We must coma to the rescue of our highly moral, bat somewhat
Unify, contributor, ud apologetically iut that. In the era* current
In St. Giles' and t the UnlnnlUe*, a "kick'7 Is a null onto that
answers to the value of a Sixpence. ED.

FASCINATION AND FIDDLE-FADDLE.
IN a notice of the fancy bazaar lately held at the French Embassy,

our fashionable contemporary says :

' MARIA MARCHIOHEM or Arumr/mr presided at the refreshment stall, and few
persons were able to resist the fascinating manner In which she offered a cup of
black tea In exchange for half a sovereign."

The meaning of this statement is not so clear as an inquiring mind
would wish. The many persons who were unable to resist the fasci-

nating manner in which the lady above-named offered a cup of black
tea in exchange for half-a-sovereign, yielded, of course, to that

fascinating manner. How did they yield to it P Not in yielding half-

a-sovereign, for they must have already yielded that, if the cup of tea
was offered them in exchange for it. On the backs of music-books we
see numerous pictures of gentlemen apparently yielding to the fasci-

nating manner of ladies. Ihe gentlemen are generally represented on
their knees, to the great danger of bursting their tight pantaloons,
with their right hands pressed to their hearts, and left hands extended
towards the lady, both hands encased in tense white kid gloves. Their
hats and canes are also generally deposited together with themselves
at the lady's feet. A faint attempt at the expression of wretchedness
appears in the slight contraction of their brows, ruffling the serenity of
their otherwise regular features. The lady, attired in the newest
fashionable style, is usually depicted sitting with her face half-averted
from her suppliant ; one of her jewelled hands held out towards him,
and the other uplifted in slight surprise, subdued by the controlling
influence of educated deportment. Her head is hung a little on one
side

;
her eyes are elevated as though with a serious aspiration for the

grace of demeanour proper to the occasion. The varieties of fascinating
manner, which, portrayed in gayest colours, attract the eye in piano-
shop windows, are so many modifications of

posture and gesture.
Elegant postures and gestures seem to be the Mesmerism of fashion-
able life. Did gesticulations and attitudes of that sort constitute the
fascinating manner which few persons at the French fancy bazaar were
able to resist P If so, by what demonstrations was the inability of
resistance to it expressed ? They were perhaps worth seeing.
Our surmises derive a seeming confirmation from the conclusion of

the paragraph above quoted :

" The Bazaar will be continued this day and Saturday : and on the latter da;
there will be a tom/ala for the magnificent objects presented by the EMTEROB and
the EMPRESS."

Did the gentlemen who took part in the tombola tumble on their
knees before the ladies whose fascinating manner they were incapable
of resisting ?

A BOLD TITLE FOR A BOOK/
A LITBRABT Advertisement announces the publication of

"
This day, In Fcap. Svo, Price te doth,

jgOTAlTT BAT, AND OTHER POEMS."

Then comes the name of the author a gentleman whose experience
of Botany Bay is evidently quite respectable ;

or else the reader might
be disposed to conjecture that the other poems above referred to are

mostly writings of a peculiar character, with remarkable titles, as. for

instance. The Mill, A Turn at the Crank, The OaJtum-Picteri, The Time

of Trouble, and Six Month* in the Jug ; and as Australia has for some
time past declined to receive our involuntary emigrants, the pre-

sumption would be that the author of Botany Say is an old .offender.

THE BOTANICAL TURKISH BATH.

THE Turkish Bath is just now having a great run, by reason of

causing a copious flow of perspiration, and thus relieving diseases of

repletion, which are not uncommon
; resulting chiefly from over-exer-

tion at the table. It is to be feared that this valuable remedial re-

source will by-and-by fall into disrepute in consequence of the abuse
of it producing disorganisation of the liver, and other diseases of hot

climates. A tolerably efficient substitute for the Turkish Bath will be

found in the Victoria Regia House at Kew ; and if the man in

attendance would but turn the garden-engine hose upon the spectators,
there would be little beyond shampooing to distinguish the former
from the latter sndatory :' which has the advantage of being gratuitous.

A Conclusive Aniwer.

SATS GRAT to Do CHATLLTJ,"
I don't want to rile you,

Bnt you set up preposterous claims."

Says Do CUAILLU to GRAT,"
I don't care what yon say.

For you called DR.LIVISGSTO.VB names.'

DrmiusscB oy'Dtsrosmos. War is an unnatural monster, who
devours his own children : Peace is a loving mother, whose whole time

is devoted to the bringing up of her numerous olive-branches.
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ENTHUSIASTIC ARTIST. "My dear Sir, keep tital Expression for one moment/ You're

got such a splendid Head for my Picture of the
'

Canting Hypocrite /
' "

THE IRISH AUCTION.

OH, what shall we say for this neat Irish Member,
His wants being many, his havings are small,

Ah ! your hearts are as cold as the brooks in December,
Will you say for this gentleman nothing at all ?

What nothing at all for this pure legislator ?

Shall we say but a shilling, a sixpence, a groat ?

He 's the boy that will vote for the best valuator ;

Do you think that the best will appraise him at nought!

Nought bid for this genuine jewel of Erin !

This patriot ; nought for this broth of a boy !

Going, going at nought, at the price of a share in

The Steam Packet Company you won't employ.
Nought, nought, for this type of political virtue,

All for nought going, going ; his vote he would pawn.
And you'll bid nothing more, as the offer would dirt you;
And he 's going at nought, going, going, and gone !

Jokes Served up at the Shortest Notice.

SOME one was reading out of a newspaper that a man,
who was supposed to be a lunatic, had flung himself from
the Pont des Arts into the Seine, when WISCOUST WILLIAMS,
who, if there is a mistake to be made, is always ready, ex-

claimed, without the slightest hesitation :

"
That only corro-

borates the truth of the Poet's line,
' Hens insana in corpore

in-Seine-o.'
" For the first time, we regretted that the learned

Wiscount had not expressed himself in English.

JOHNSON AND BLONDIN.
/

Extracted, by permission, from the latest edition, of BOSWBLL'S

Life of DK. JOHNSON.

THE next day was Saturday, and I called upon my revered friend in

the Temple, and after some hesitation I mentioned that 1 had pur-
chased tickets of admission to the Crystal Palace, to see the feats of

the French acrobat, BLONDIN, who was to exhibit that day. I said

that I did not know whether I should go or not.
"

Sir," said DR. JOHNSON,
"
why do you tell me a lie ? You know

that you have resolved upon witnessing this Frenchman's exhibition,
and the weakness of the desire is less culpable than the cowardice of

the mendacity that would veil it."

I admitted that I had a curiosity to behold an instance of the power
of courage and skill in surmounting difficulties of a grave nature.
" You are a humbug," said my venerated friend.

" You care nothing
for the fellow's courage or skill, but you have a vulgar desire to go
with the multitude, and perhaps a concealed hope that you may be

present at a painful catastrophe."
I urged that the PRINCE OP WALES, my Sovereign's eldest son, had

witnessed the sight, and rewarded the performer with a medal.

My honoured friend became exceedingly angry. "Do not," he said,"
drag the name of a member of the Royal Family of these realms

(royal, de facto, he added with a murmur to himself) into your miser-
able plea. The PRINCE OF WALES, in not refusing to join in a trans-
atlantic holiday, was gracefully discharging an instalment of the duty
for which he was accredited to the West. You have no business on
Sydenham Hill, and if you had a medal, so far from bestowing it upon
BLONDIN, you would stick it upon your own hat, and repeat the Paoli
farce. Let me hear no such nonsense."
But my character, as is well known, is one of invincible fortitude

and pertinacity, and when I know myself to be in the right, I am not

easily put down. I therefore returned to the charge with a courage
which almost astonished myself." PINDAE sang the praises of horse-racing, DR. JOHNSON," I replied." A horse is not a Frenchman, nor are you a PINDAR," retorted my
revered friend, with that quickness which belonged to him. The lively

sally restored his good humour, for he added,
"
you are not even a

PINDAR of Wakefield, though in your heart you despise GOLDI'S Vicar
of that locality/'
This was unjust, and I told him that though I did not think so

highly of GOLDSMITH'S little tale as some did, 1 was far from despising
an elegantly written and moral fable. I then said,

"
DR. JOHNSON,

will you do me the favour to come and see BLONDIN F"
He laughed, and said I was putting him to the experimentum Crucis

which I afterwards thought a most felicitous phrase, because the
Frenchman had to "cross" the transept. I doubt not that I have
lost hundreds of equally good things through my culpable negligence
of transcription."

Why, Sir," he said,
"

if you had asked me to purchase a ticket

for this sight, I should have peremptorily refused, because I am not

justified in contributing to bribe a fellow-creature, though only a
Frenchman and a mountebank, to risk the loss of his life. But as you
have paid for the tickets, and as 1 shall not repay you, the onus is with

yourself, and I will accompany you."" We are at the Crystal Palace," I remarked, as the train entered
the station.
" The building is not of Crystal, nor.is it a Palace," said my illustrious

friend.

The name, I said humbly, was given by Mr. Punch.
"
Mr. Punch is a great authority," said DR. JOHNSON, removing his

hat for a moment, "and I willingly accept his nomenclature. The
fact had escaped me."
So ready was he to own an error, when it was properly brought

before him.
"
Mr. Punch," he continued,

"
is most fortunate in selecting deno-

minations. It was he who gave the name of Arcadia to that new
arcaded Garden and locality at South Kensington ;

a name which I

observe the journals are all adopting without acknowledgment of the

original inventor. But few can so well afford to be robbed, though
the wealth of the Bank of England is no excuse for the criminality of

the burglar."
We proceeded across the beautiful garden, and my revered friend,

whose classic recollections were ever ready, pointed to the Mercury on
one of the water-temples, and remarked that there was a BLONDIN
ready perched. I saia "Slat in sternum," but was immediately and
sternly rebuked by my honoured friend for light use of a word signi-

fying eternity.
"
But," he added, playfully,

"
dp not be cast down,

for you yourself are an everlasting donkey." This re-assured me, and
we ascended to the gallery, ana took our seats. Gazing down upon
the vast area, on the sides of which, and around it, were nearly ten
thousand persons, DR. JOHNSON whispered, slily,"

Dp you think as many persons would come to see you supported
by a single cord ?

"

I felt hurt, for though I am conscious of many short-comings, it was
wounding to think that the greatest moralist of the age had ever

seriously contemplated my coming to be hanged." Do not be a fool," said DR. JOHNSON, kindly.
" You will repose

in your Scottish mausoleum, followed by an incalculable array of semi-

denuded Caledonian boors ; so be happy, and survey mankind."
The Frenchman came upon the rope, ran, tumbled, stood on his

head, feigned to slip, lay down, walked backwards blindfolded, and

performed his other extraordinary gymnastic feats at an height of one
hundred and eighty feet from the floor that had been cleared below.

Military music played, the vast assembly applauded, and tears came
into my eyes." W hat are you blubbering for ?

"
said my illustrious friend.

" Do you
envy that poor acrobat his triumph, or do you imagine that you
yourself could perform those feats better ? In the first alternative the

sentiment is unworthy, in the second the vanity is egregious."
Thus did he ever seek to improve my mind and heart, and what do
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I not owe to him ? I told him, however, that he misjudged me, and

(hat I was weeping to think that ten thousand of my fellow-creatures

had assembled to derive excitement from the chance of a French

mountebank breaking his neck.
"
Spare your tears, and stow your twaddle," responded my venerable

friend.
"
They have come for no such savage purpose. They have

heard that a person has acquired the art of safely walking on a sus-
i i i . jji_. ____! I^LI_J__: _,:* i_lM*Mil> nt

that crowd who would turn up the thumb, if doing so would bring

down that acrobat to that floor P"
I did not dare to remind him that he had summarily crushed my own

plea in his chambers, but I asked him whether he would take anything
to drink. He was condescending enough to partake of a bottle of

Scottish ale with me, and seasoned it by a good humoured jibe at my
selecting liquor bearing the name of my country.

" The health of the French acrobat, with the American reputation,

in a tumbler of Scotch ale !" he said.
" Drunk by DR. JOHNSON," I ventured to add,

" whose reputation is

neither French, nor American, nor Scotch, nor English, but universal."
" You are a thundering humbug," said my revered friend, smiling.

I have reason to believe that he was pleased, for he permitted me to

pay the cab from the terminus to the Temple.

A BRIQHTENER AT BRIGHTON/
E chanced the other

evening to converse
with a young lady,
to whom when we
had talked about the

weather and the pic-

tures, and asked her
how she liked the
last Crystal Palace

Concert, and if she

thought M. FECH-
TER as funny as

CHARLES KEA.N,
and how many pair
of gloves she hat

lost upon the Derby
and whether she in

tended to pay an]
of her bets, and hov
it was we had no
seen her at LORI
SNOOZLE'S, anc
whether she was
going to MR. STUR-
GEON'S pic-nic, anc

could she play wel
at Aunt Sally, and what she thought of M. BLONDIS and the spoon-
ihaped bonnet, and if she fancied the Gorillas would look prettier il

they shaved we put the question, had she been to Brighton yet this

summer, and this leading conversation to seaside things in general,
we were startled by her saying that she

"
never thaw the thea !

"
In

our surprise at this confession we were so brutal as to ask her, what
jould be her age ; whereupon she simply told us she was "

theventeen
atht Thenthuth :

"
which we believe to be within not more than five

years of the truth.
As we learnt that this young lady had lived half her life in London,

ler statement that she never yet had seen the sea, appeared to our
nind so incredible that we well-nigh lost our character for gallantry
jy doubting it; but having now a full belief in its veracity we do not
lesitate to place it upon record here in Punch. This we do that we
may use it as a text for a short sermon which we think it well to

Breach to fathers of a family, anent the good effects of a draught of
'resh sea air, and the cheap rate at which that saline dose is now pro-
curable. For half-a-crown a head, Cockney Paterfamilias, you may
take your wife and grown-up daughters down to Brighton, and there
let them fill their lungs for nine hours at a stretch with enough sea
air on Mondays to last them through the week. Half a-crown a head
for health and happiness combined ! where is the doctor that could
sell you such a dose P However beneficial it may be in its effects,

doctor's stuff is anything but pleasant to one's palate : but a mouthful
of sea air leaves no unpleasant taste behind it, and they who are pre-
scribed it are very often clamorous to have another dose.

Prevention is at all times far better than cure ; and men who fear
lest their small income may scarce suffice for their large family, had
better guard against the chance of having a big doctor's Dill by taking
all their children at half-price down to Brighton, and infecting them
with health so as to make them illness-proof. By giving them a good

blow out upon the beach of the balmy sea-side breezes which are

always kept on draught there, he will probably avoid the costly journey
to the doctor's, which lungs and limbj pent up and prisoned in large
cities are sure soon or late to need. Unlike the tonics sold by chemists,
which are bitter to the taste, the tonic of sea air is sweet, as well as

strengthening ;
and now that one may get it at half-a-crown a doe,

the most economic parent cannot grumble at its cost. To make them
beautiful and keep them well, is the duty of all Britons who have

daughters to bring up; and the facilities afforded by the Brighton
Railway Company (who own the

cheapest,
most comfortable of lines,

and civilest of Traffic Managers), have brought sea air within the reach
of everybody's lungs, and the man who would refuse his children a day's
breathing-time is unworthy of the name of SMITH or BROWS which he
was born to.

" To Hastings and back
"

for three and sixpence each, and
"
to Portsmouth and back

"
for the same extensive sum, are trips within

the mean* of only inillionnaires. But
"
to Brighton and back

"
for half-

a-crown a-head (children half-price, if under twelve yean old), is an
excursion that the modeatett of mothers may prescribe, for the health

|

of BBTSET-JANE or dear AKII.I VR- A vv. Their big brothers too, who
earn perhaps a pound a week, would do wisely to lay by a certain

I portion of that sum, until they can afford to take their sweetheart

|

down to Brighton, and give her half-a-crown's worth of health by the sea

air. Moreover, shrivelled lawyers' clerks who scribble out at elbows
for some ten dull hours a day would be the brighter in their looks and
wits for nine hours spent at Brighton. A brightener at Brighton does
both brain and body good, and. now it is obtainable at half-a-crown

a-head, all bodies blest with Drains of course will take advantage
of it.

CONSERVATORY CONCERTS.

To the thousand and one attractions of the charming Crystal Palace,
the directors are this summer adding a doien more, in the form of

Friday concerts of good operatic music, whereat both. listeners and

loungers will find good entertainment for the crown the entertainment
costs. To hear the lovely melodies of WEBER and MOZART warbled by
such singers as TITIENS and GRIST, is surely worth five shillings to

those who can afford it ; and far more worth five shillings when one's

seat is in a greenhouse, than when it is in the close confinement of a

concert-room, and one must put on a dress-coat and a white choker
before going there. It is only in the pleasant concert-room at

Sydenham that your lungs can breathe sweet air the while your ears

inhale sweet music ;
and instead of glaring gas and dingy dusty walls

and windows, your eyes have dainty flowers and fresh green foliage to

look at.
"
Oh, but then the Crystal Palace is such a way from town, and it

interferes with business sadly to get down to it." Well, MR, SJCITH,
but how about the Derby Day and Ascot P Do your yearly visit* there
not interfere with business T How is it you can spare the time to go
down to the Downs, and yet can't afford to give yourself a half day
here with GRISI P You won't hear her next year, mind. These really
are the last of her last final farewell leavetakings. And if your income-
tax won't suffer yon to take a box at MR. GTE s, the least that yon can
do for your neglected wife and daughters is to take them down some

day to a Conservatory Concert. Say yon are a lawyer, you will find

the trip to Sydenham a very easy motion
"

if you take a first-class

ticket, and the hour or two you'll spend there will be such a
"
refresher

"
to your jaded brain and nerves that when yon get back to

your chambers you will work tenfold the faster for it. Say you are

dyspeptic, the half-hour on the rail may prove a
" movement cure," and

the sight of freshly-blooming flowers and faces will do wonders for you.
Or say you are a fop and want to show off your fine whiskers, where
can you air them better than in the Centre Transept, where yon are

not only sure of being stared at, bat, being under a glass-case, are safe

from getting wetted ?

The feet of the bold BLONDIN seem just now more attractive to the

million, or the thousands, than the throats of such sweet songstresses
as TIT i ENS and GR.ISI.

far more tempting

But to Mr. Punch's mind there is something

good music than good rope-walking; and

although the latter may by small punsters be viewed as a higher walk
of art, .Mr. Punch cannot allow that there is anything sublime in it.

In the strains of WEBER, MEYERBEER, ROSSINI, and MOZART there is,

to Mr. Pttnch't thinking, a far higher delight than in the strain upon
She rope that bears up MONSIEUR BLONDDJ, and whatever be the

leight of danger he may reach, the taste that cultivates good music is

certainly more elevated.

Archimedes and Disraeli.

"Gro me a * <rra, and I will move the world," said ARCHTSfinis.
"
Give me ground to support a LEVER, and I '11 upset the Govern-

ment," said DISRAELI.

IMPERIAL MOTTO FOR rat, PRINCE NAPOLEON.
" Same g*i pe*t."
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THE DELHI PRIZE-MONEY.
MAIMED SOLDIER (with a sigh).

"
Then, -if I come again in Twehe Months you tJdnlc you'll le alls to

"

CLERK. "
Tell you when to Call Again, dcssay."

THE COMPROMISE IN KENSINGTON GARDENS.
THOSE of the higher classes whose altitude is exhibited principallym riding the high horse," will be glad to see that, in spite of the

unanimous outcries of pedestrian snobs, MR. COWPER has determined
on re-introducing that noble animal and his rider into Kensington
Gardens. All, however, who entertain a proper contempt for the
common people, will deplore the weakness which has induced MK
LOWPER to yield so far to clamour as to change the direction of the
ride. It is now no longer to cross the path of a flower-garden fre-
quented by the despicable walking community, and to run in the form
of a long wide excoriation of bare ground, hedged with hurdles, athwart

: turt ot what the wretches consider one of the most picturesque
parts of the Gardens.

"
The entrance to the ride," said the Chief

Commissioner of Works, the other night, "would be under the dry
arch of the bridge which divided Kensington Gardens from Hyde
Park, on the south side." He also confessed that it

"
would not

interfere with the privacy, such as it was, of a great portion of the
bardens. Inese statements may give the superior equestrians too
much reason to apprehend that the new horse-ride will be somewhat
out of the people's way. The select will be disgusted with MR
C9WPER for conceding too much to the mob. We may, however be
mistaken. The new ride may be so arranged as still to constitute a
considerable eyesore, as the rabble are accustomed to call any kind of
object which, they fancy, spoils their prospect, interposed between it
and their mobility. As if they had any capacity to appreciate a view
or, having any, as if it could be entitled to the least respect !

MR.COWPER professes to have been induced to transfer the Kensington
horse-ride chiefly by objections "proceeding from certain fond parentsand timid nurse-maids in regard to the dangers to children which
might result from the want of experience or adroitness on the part of
the equestrians." This is all very well to say; but the horse-ride
would no doubt have remained where it was, if all the noise that had
been made against it had proceeded from timid nursemaids and fond
parents. A petition signed by some 40,000 people in the habit of

visiting Kensington Gardens, and quietly enj'oying themselves there in
their own low way, W9uld, if the present horse-ride should prove a
nuisance in their stupid eyes, too probably again defeat a gentleman-
like attempt to enable the aristocracy of Rotten Row to disport them-
selves in the face, and to the annoyance, of the plebeians who frequent
Kensington Gardens, and presume to object to the disturbance of their
quietude by the animated spectacle of splendid horsemanship gratui-
tously presented to them by the higher classes.

One who Draws it Beautifully Mild.
AN American was asking, "who was the greatest stump-orator in

England f when a gentleman, who looked something like an artist,
lor he had long hair, and his collar was gracefully thrown back to
display the artistic arrangement of his beard, said, "Taking a 'stump,'
bir, as an instrument that is used in drawing, I should say that SIR
CHARLES EASTLAKE, Sir, was the greatest

'

stump-orator
'
of this, or

any other country. For the distribution of light and shade, and the
delicacy of beautiful little touches, as well as for his firmness of tone, I
am sure that not even in America, Sir, rich as it is in stump-orators,
is there any one who can possibly come near him."

A Long Siege, but no Surrender.

THE siege of the War-Office for the distribution of the Delhi prize-
money promises to become one of the longest on record, but there doesn't
appear to be the most distant hope of a surrender. The authorities
endeavour to screen themselves by taking refuge behind CHARLES
MATHEW'S celebrated saying :

" Never to do to-day that which you
can conveniently put off till to-morrow."

ELECTRIC INTELLTQENCE. MR. REUTBR now competes with Lloyds'.
Ul the clerks in his Telegraph Offices are facetiously known as

" UNDER-
isuiERS." Under-writers, do you see ?K^
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A CHALLENGE FOR BLONDIN.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JUNE 10, Monday. The Lords have been very uneasy over this Bank-

ruptcy Bill, and to-night the Government were beaten by 98 to 61 on a
clause proposed by LORD CHELMSFORD, for preventing the Act from

having a retrospective effect. It was decided that Debtors and
Creditors should start fair, from the time of the Bill becoming law.

The Commons had a smart debate on the Bill for Appropriating
the four seats vacant by the doom now irrevocably pronounced upon
Saint Albans and Sudhury. EARL JERMTN made a plaintive appeal
against punishing the latter place so dreadfully, but nobody had a
word to say for the borough of the First Christian martyred in England.
Municipium pro criminibus disfranchizatum may now be inscribed on the
Town Halls of those places. We have not heard that either suffers
much from having been saved from occasional Saturnalia, Sudbury con-
tinues to be the stupidest town in England, and St. Albans is thinking
more of spiritual than temporal matters, and hopes to have its

noble Abbey elevated into a Cathedral, and to have a Bishop
who shall take half of the overgrown diocese of DR. WIGRAM.
The battle to-night was on the allotment of the seats. A new
Member for the West Riding, and one for South Lancashire
were agreed to after some debate. But when it was proposed to unite
Chelsea and Kensington into one borough, and give Members to the
Union, the House rose in its wrath.

" What ?
"

said the British Par-
liament, "have we not had enough of men of the type of MISTER
ROUPELL, aud HARVEY LEWIS, and HARPER TWELVETREES the bug-
destroyer, and JABEZ INWARDS, and NICHOLAT the Skinman, and
DIFFASGER the Spouter, and Cox of Finsbury, but yon must go and
make another borough that will swamp the educated classes, and elect,
by force of publicans, two more of the breed? By the Nine Gods,,
no !

"
Vainly did the Government shuffle

;
it was not a question of

politics, but of social endurance. Men rushed together, to prevent
the creation of more Metropolitan Members, as they rush, in the
instinct of

self-preservation, to blackball a Club candidate who is

known to put his knife into his mouth. The majority showed the
terror into which Parliament had been thrown. Government were
beaten by more than One Hundred. They begged time to consider !

what they should do, and MR. DISRAELI graciously granted them a I

VOL. XL.

week. Mr. Punch has rarely seen such an instant and spontaneous
demonstration of the feeling of the country in regard to the Metro-

politan Constituencies. Jf the Utter had any pluck, or sense of

shame, they would call meetings, and seriously consider their position,

and see whether, by purifying the Parliamentary roll, they could not

do something to reinstate themselves in the opinion of the nation.

The fate of St. Albans and Sudbury is far happier than that of

boroughs permitted to exist upon such contemptuous terms.

Tuesday. The DUKE or SOMERSET declared that the Navy was in

fine order, that the Warrior would be ready one of these days, and
that the Government were resolved to maintain the Naval Supremacy
of England. With true official instinct, he abused ADMIRAL ELLIOTT
for having visited the French dockyards, and for having reported what

he saw there. The Duke intimated that the Admiral ought to have

said nothing publicly, but should have called on LORD DERBY, and
told him, and LORD DERBY should have called on LORD PAL-
MERSTON and told him, and then LORD PALMEHSTOX could have sent

for the DOKE or SOMERSET, and told him. Doubtless this is the gen-

tlemanly and high-bred way of doing business, but when the welfare of

a nation is at stake, Mr. Punch can forgive a blunt sailor for sailing

right in the wind's eye, contrary to all diplomatic nanticalities.

And joy to every scribbling Coon
Who wastes the midnight taper,

On this eleventh day of June
The Lords they danced to GLADSTONE'S tune,

And smashed the Tax on Paper.

The Chicory Budget Bill was read a Third Time and passed. One

young author instantly sent for MR. BARRY, and requested him to

make plans for a mansion which the former proposed to erect in Hyde
Park Gardens ; another has written to say that if there w any difficulty

about finding a Master for the Flat Hat Hounds, he will take them
and hunt that country, as he means to buy an estate there ;

and a

third is building a Steam Yacht, in which he intends to pervade the

Mediterranean, sending home his copy regularly every week in his

boats. Attraat Redux, and despite MR. BUCKLE, the Golden Age has

come back.
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Then the Lords had a Ragged-Schoal Row, and it is remarkable
how the minds of men adapt themselves to the subject of discussion.
Whenever this question cemes up, some of the Lords are sure to begin
abusing one another, much as the ragged objects of the charity would
do under excitement. The topic is not an agreeable one, especially in
hot weather, but the most fastidious of their Lordships will listen to
one of their own body, LORD MACAULAY, and when they are inclined
to evade their duty to the Dangerous Classes, let them recollect what
LORD T. B. M. wrote of the somewhat anarchical period between the
Abdication of JAMES and the Accession of WILLIAM. " On such
occasions it will ever be found that the Human Vermin, which, ne-

glected by Ministers of State and Ministers of Religion, and barbarous
in the midst of civilisation, burrows among all physical and all moral
pollution in the cellars and garrets of great cities, all at once rises into
a terrible importancs." The LORD SHAFTESBURT and the DUKE OF
NEWCASTLE exchanged their usual defiances over the Report of the
Education Commissioners, but the Duke had the bast of it he is not
one of those men whose every Goose is a Swan, but he is quite content
to regard goose as goose, and a very good bird into the bargain, though
as the hungry gentleman said, a little too much for one and not enough
for two.
At a morning sitting (why are there not more morning and fewer

evening sittings ? ) the Commons considered the Crimin&l Law Con-
solidation Bills, and very good business was done. In the evening
LORD JOHN RUSSELL announced that the Powers have agreed that

Syria shall in future be kept in order by a Christian Governor, of
course a servant of the Sultan. It is a comfort to know that there will
be one Christian in Syria.

Give a man-with-a-grievance an inch, and if he won't take an ell he '11

make a grab at it. BARBER, an attorney, some years ago was foolish

enough to be the innocent party to frauds of which, at the time, he
was found guilty by a jury. He was sentenced to transportation.
But as it was afterwards shown that he had been wrongfully accused
of complicity in the fraud, he was pardoned, and a sum of 5000 was
properly granted to him out of the public money, to compensate him
lor his unmerited sufferings. Now BARBER wants more. This is a
little too good, and the House negatived the demand without division.

Wednesday. Theology, as usual, on the Parliament Sunday. Shall
witnesses who object to oaths, be relieved from the necessity of swear-
ing on criminal trials P For the relief it was insisted that it is hard to
make a man's right to the protection of the law depend upon his or
another's

"
speculative opinions." and that at this moment many persons

are exposed to danger of life, and property, because it is known that they
will not declare their belief in a future state. Against the relief i't

was contended that the mass of persons whose evidence comes before
the Courts, have little respect for truth, but have a dread of perjury,
and that to remit the oath would be to diminish the chances of getting
at the fact. It was also urged that persons who were incapable of

recognising the leading truths of religion were semi-lunatics, who
deserved no special law in their favour. The case of those who are

perfectly truthful, and believe in religion, and therefore object to
oaths (considering that "Swear not at all" does not mean that we are
not to swear at everybody, but that swearing itself is inhibited), is a
hard case ; and unless solved on the broad principle of the convenience
of the majority, can scarcely be said to be dealt with. The SOLICITOR-
CTENERAL, who is a Methodist, avowed his conviction that, oaths were
very valuable, and SIR G. LEWIS took the same side. A Bill of
MR. DILLWYN'S for substituting affirmations was rejected by 136
to 66.

The SPEAKER went to the House of Lords, and when he came back,
announced that the Royal Assent, had been given to the Paper-Duty
Bill MR. GI.ADSTONE immediately burst into song in the character
ot the Pen,

Joy, joy for ever, my task is done,
The Bill is passed, and the game is won"!
Oh, am I not happy, I am, 1 am,
To thee, dear Paper, how dark and sad

Are the war-taxed Teas from Chingchongeram,
Or the crystal Sugars from old Trinidad.

Joy, joy, for ever, my task is done,
The Bill is passed, and the game is won.

nunday. The EAEL op LEITRTM, (did anybody ever hear of him
he is called CLEMENTS in the British Peerage?) had abused CHIEF
JUSTICE MONABAN, for some charge, in which he had stated that, there
was a diminution in the crime of a certain Irish locality. This the
Earl denied, and was very uncivil to the judge. LORD CAMPBELL and
others were down upon his Lordship, and very high testimony was
borne on all sides to the wisdom and discretion of the Judge, testimony
which of course implied that LORD LEITHOI had neither wisdom nor
discretion. He was scolded so severely that he announced his inten-
tion of holding his tongue, but was of course much too obstinate to
own that he had made a mistake. Then came another Irish affair a
ticket of leave having been granted to a man who had pleaded guilty
ot conspiracy to murder. The DUKE or NEWCASTLE explained that it

was all right, and noble Lords seemed to derive comfort from hearing
that, the scoundrel had left Ireland, and settled in Manchester.
The Commons discussedJndia.

Friday. Some of HENRY op EXETER'S flock petition that his diocese
may be split into two parts. We should like to hear DR. PHILLPUTTS
(yes, WISCOUNT, that is the right spelling, and nothing is more vulgar,
or a clearer sign of that insolent negligence which is the essence
of vulgarity, than mispelling a name do we ever mispel yours,
VILLIAMS P) on the point. Ha ! ha ! not to say hee ! hee ! VVhen ihe
Ministers got their majority, notwithstanding FATHER DALY, what
said Mr. Punch ? Of course there was no bargain, such a thing would
have been shameful. But he should not go, he said, into hysterics of

astonishment, if a Committee, or a Commission, or something, inquired
into the question, and if it were found that certain Irishmen knew that
justice would be done to Oireland. This was weeks ago. To-night
there was a Galway debate, and Government, in the most handsome
manner, conceded a Committee, and if the Committee reports that the
Galway Company may be indulged with another trial, it will be very
wonderful if the Government should take the same indulgent view.
But a bargain, Oh, dear no ! Perish ten Ministries, and so on

; and
here, waiter, bring us a Gin Sling, and get us our cigar-case.
By the way, MR. DISRAELI made himself very angry to-night, and
accused LORD PALMERSTON of having hunted the late excellent MR.
STAFFORD to death, a statement indignantly denied by the Viscount,
and contradicted by personal friends of MR. STAFFORD, who attributed
his premature death to other causes than the attacks upon his Admi-
ralty errors. Let us rather remember the gallant services he did in the
Crimea not in fighting, but in the cause of humanity.

A VOLUNTEER 1

. WHERE LEAST EXPECTED-

WE are gkd to lay before the reader the folio wing curious paragraph.We have found a friend where we least expected it.;'

" MR.W. WILLIAMS (Pu.-itch'e favourite Wiscount) concurred in the eulojrium which I

had been passed on the Volunteer corps, and expressed a hope that the Government
would not refuse to accede to the proposal of the noble Lord (Eixjuo) the member
or Haddingtonshire. (Hear, Hear.)"

The above hearty co-operation was given on the sum of 133,276
being proposed as the vote for the Volunteer corps. It, has been
universally supposed (and we have aided in no small degree in foster-

ing that supposition) that the Member for Lambeth was such a rigid
unsparing economist that he would rub off the gilding of the State-

carriage, if he thought he could save a few half-crowns every year by
it. However, it will be seen from the above that though the noble
Wiscount is generally opposed to everything like "profligate expen-
diture," still he is not averse to the outlay of what he considers is

worthily laid out for the defence of his country. He consents to pay
for the Volunteers (and we have it on the authority of MR. T. G.
BARING himself that, including the wear and tear of the rifles, they do
not cost more than one pound per head per annum) on the same sensible

principle that he does not object to pay his police-rates ;
the first, he

lias sense enough to know, protect his country from invaders, and the
second protect, iiis house from thieves. Bravo, Wiscount,

;
we beg to

hail you as a Man, and a Brother, and a Volunteer ! We have often
drilled you, and now, if you will only put yourself at the head of a
Volunteer regiment, yon may drill us as often as you like.

The last Census informs us that after SMITH and JONES, there is no
name so common in England and Wales (the latter contributing very
liberally) as WILLIAMS. Why not start a corps exclusively composed,
then, of WILLIAMSES P and put yourself at the head of them, Wiscount ?

Out of respect to one who spread great distinction on the name, it

might be called "The First, Boiled Beefs." The motto, without a

doubt, should be, "Cut and Come Again;" and the arms, in addition
to the rifle, should be a long carving-knife, with a big pewter-plate, by
way of a shield. If the subject were only well stirred, we are confident
that the

"
Boiled Beefs

"
would come out uncommonly strong, especially

when they were mustered in their full strength.

Selling an Uncle.

A RF.MABKABLE case occurred, the other day, at Marlborough-street
Police Court. One LOTUS MOUIVILLE, alias MOUILLIER, described as
a Bavarian, of No. i, Kennington-green, was brought before MR.
TYRWHITT, charged with fraudulently obtaining from MR. ROBBRT
ATTENBOROUGH, pawnbroker, of Greek-street, Soho, the sum of 301.,

by palming upon him in pledge two hogsheads of water for so much
port wine. MR. ATTENBOROUSH, in short, supposed that the de-
fendant had spouted wine, but discovered that he had only spouted
water. The records of meteorology afford no parallel to this instance
of a water-spout.

THE FRAMEWORK !OF SOCIETY. Guilt. A Clapliam Cynic.
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LET US BE THANKFUL IT IS NO WORSE.
X action was lately

! at the Common
Pleas to recovi

mage for the mis-re-

presentation of tin-

table to blacken as much as possible, has come
almost milk-white out of the above lacteal

analysis. With that thin) of water, he has
almost washed his hands of all the dirt and lilt li

that he has been popularly and falsely accused
of dealing in.

However, we do not see why milk should

always be c > meet with a watery
value of a milk bu-i- Rriive at all. In Paris and other hiy town-,

ness, in which it ap- in France, certain octroi, or medical officers fro

peared that

"A .m g*l-
looa of pure milk wore

. . .:. .1 int.. -I . :

ordinary milk, yet an-
re water WM

nwd iu tha adiduraUun

The milkman has
been shamefully ca-

lumniated. How re-

peatedly has he not

round, and tett the contents of tiie cans b;

means of a lactometer. On the proof of ai
;.

adultera- ..nils are >

gutter, and the vendor severely fined,

couldn't some such easy plan be tried nv

If in every quart we purchase of milk oue-lhiril

of it has been borrowed from the pun,
almost tantamount to paying for one's water-

rates twice over. On. imik bills should be

mixed .with those of the New Kiver Company,
iinount liquidated for in both is mostly

of the same element,. In truth, why shouldn't
accused of using

{

the water-companies be able to lay on to our

brains, chalk,
- plaster of Paris, and

other ineredieii

only convert the milk-

pail into a kind of

whitened sepulchre to

hold the poor remains
of milk remains on
which the verdict

would naturally be:

"Found Drowned."
Like C.ESAK'S wife,
the vaccine produce
should be not only

V pure, but

suspicion.

above all

Many a

libellous tale has been hung on the Black Cow ;
for it turns out after all that the proportion

ol water to milk does not exceed more than one-third. Water is harmless enough ; and we

might, to he thankful to the milkmen for using it in such extreme moderation. Providing

it be not Thames water, you could not have a more harmless, or a more agreeable adultera-

houses a service of milk every morning? It

could almost be done through the same pipes,
and would dispense for the future with the visits

of the ""Ifcrnun There is nothing like tracing
abuses to their native source and we hope
that* having discovered it in this instance to be

MOurce, the abuse, since water enters ao

hiB iU composition, will soon, like waterU Hi ownkrS.

A Home Question for Yankees.

OUR friends in the North American States

complain that the British Government recognises
the Southern Beoeden as belligerents instead of

regarding them as rebels. Are the Northerners

prepared to hang MR. JEFFCRSON DAVIS if they
can catch him ;

and if not, why not, and how, if

they treat the Southerners as legitimate combat-

tiou.

\\\t\i J.JlalIlC3 VaiCl| JUU lAJUlU uuu iinvt a> muii; uattuivoo, \JL M uiuii^ i*>giMtu*\s t*v *n*,j -

The character of the marcHand de laii, which it has been the special fashion of the tea- i ants, can they expect us to do otherwise ?

A FRENCH WONDER.
IN looking over the Report of the recent debate in the French

France has plunged for ideas, actually uttered the following sensible

words :

"Were tbe accounts of these expeditions cast up, the total would astonish,
men, by showing how ruuch blood and treasure bad been

H of tho world, which, if they had been applied to improve-
ments at home, would hare realised wonder* in France."

Blood makes muscle, and muscle does work, recollect cavillers, who
may demur, with a grin, to the idea of the application of that fluid to

ic improvements. But, what wonderful words are the fore-

going to have proceeded from a Frenchman's mouth ! In themselves,

regarded from our point of view, to be sure, they are commonplaces.
So are the questions, "How do you do?" "

I hope jou are pretty
well ?

" But you would be amazed to hear them addressed to yon by

your terrier.

In the same rational and extraordinary strain M. LAB.BABUHE
continues:

"It may be answered that 'Prance Is rich enough to pay for gloty.' With
t'tu-rilitius fine speeches may be made, bn he mismanage-

ment of national affaire."

Here we have a Frenchman whose moral and intellectual faculties

are really suflicifntly developed to enable him to despise glory, to see

the ludicrousness of pompous puerilities, and to regard them with

contempt instead of admiration! A Frenchman who thinks and ex-

presses himself like a fellow-creature !

Some little exception, however, may be taken to this position :

" Fnince ia too easily led by witticisms ; it is to bt common
sense were mixe.i with them. Wit is all very \\oii in its )>l:u <. bnt in the manage-
ment of publie affairs, common sense and soi.i '>* are preferable,"

N9, M. LARBABURE, it is not wit that misguides France

gravity, Sir, that profound gravity which cannot see the fun of fighting

for the gratification of vain-glory the fun that such folly affoids

Jlephittophelei. France has not wit enough to perceive the jokes

conscription and taxation which her rulers enjoy at her
expense.

After all, however, M. LARRABURE'S remarks on his country s wit

were perhaps ironical ; for his next observation proves him capable of

saying a smart thing :

" At the rlilc of appearing prouie, of the erth, earthy, H. LAUUBCK* would

alter the phrase,
tad lay, 'France is rich enough in glory to think now of her

finances.'
1'

If grave France had only the wit to understand and appreciate that

last-quoted saying of M. LARBABURB'S, common sense and sound

calculations would be sufficiently conspicuous in the management of

her public affairs, whilst we should be enabled to reduce a warlike

expenditure which is much too serious for merry England.
If the British Public took as much interest in mental as it does in

material curiosities, M. LARHABDKE should come over here and be ex-

hibited. A philosopher would much rather go to hear him reason,

than to aee a talking fish, or M. BLOSDIS dance on the high rope.

A PUBLIC FAVOURITE.

Is the description of the Ascot Races, we notice that there was

present
" MR. MBRRT'S Sucttlone." This strike* us rather as tauto-

logyfor when you say BUCKSJTOKB, of course every one understands

that it means
"
merry." The two, in the public estimation, are almost

synonymous. He is Merry all over points, pace, style, action, step-

ping, hair, collar, pins, everything. Further on, we read that Buck-

stone was "foaled in France." Now, that is too bad. France, not

content with sending us actors, whom we are gracious enough to allow

to come in and win, is actually trying now to jockey us out of our

own original stock of high-bred comedians. We protest against this,

and maintain that BUCKSTOSE was born, and bred, and raised in

England, and that all the principal engagements in which he has dis-

tinguished himself have taken place in England, where he has always

been one of the first in the race of public favour. Is not the name

thoroughly an English one ? whereas the probabilities are that if he had

been "foaled in France," he would have been chrUtened there also.

Translate BUCK and STONE into French, snd join the two words

together, and you get an incomprehensible jumble that you would not

give to a single living creature.
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THE DARLINGS COME'- -OUT TO SEE THE 38th OTHERSEX VOLUNTEERS DRILLED.

Sergeant (uppealingly).
" Now THEN, GENTLEMEN, ONCE MORE. EYES FRONT ! AND PEAT, GENTLEMEN PRAY DON'T STARE ABOUT

YOU, AS IF YOU WERE IN CHURCH.1 "

THE END OF THE STRIKE.

I ONCE was a mason in constant employ,
And did for my labour good wages enjoy,
Until bad advisers as led me astray
Hiuduced me to strike for nine hours a-day.

I joined the Trade Union, and, more to my shame,
I bullyragged such as would not do the same,
Waylaid 'em and threatened, abused 'em, and curst,
Pitched into and beat and kicked all as I durst.

We struck at a season of danger all round,To stand by each other when all ranks was bound ;

But we cared not a dump for our countrymen's good,
Only tried to screw out all we possible could.

We held on the strike till our funds was all gone,
And then went and begged to be once more took on,
But found all the masters, as good as they said,
Had been and engaged foreign hands in our stead.

Then on come the winter we had to go through,No money we 'd saved, and got no work to do ;

I was forced to go beggin', and sing in the street,
With my wife and my children for somethink to eat.

Through the cold and the wet I was laid on my back,
With a fever and likewise rheumatic attack,
Which I never recovered my 'elth as before ;

And now I ain't good not for nothink no more.

I once was a mason, and proud of the name,
But now I'm a pauper, my own self to blame,
Confined in the Workus, a wearin' away
The rest of my life in this unionform grey.

Farewell now for ever to pipes and to beer,
Give up all hope of comfort on comin' in here,
At noon there ain't never no

"
twelveses" for me,

To wash down my ration of skilligolee.

Take warnin' my friends from my sorrowful fate,
If you strike for too much, you '11 repent it too late,

Crying,
"
Why did we POTTERS to pot us allow ?

Ah, once we was Masons as Paupers is now !

"

SOLEMN APPLICATION OF STEAM.

THE new organ at St. Paul's requires eight strong men, exerting all

their strength, to supply it with wind. The bellows, however, is said
to be not powerful enough for the instrument, and a competent critic

suggests that it should be replaced by a bigger one, to be blown by a

steam-engine. But what will our ecclesiologists say to the innovation
of introducing into a Cathedral such a monstrosity as a steam-organ ?

To persons with strong mediaeval sympathies there cannot but seem
something queer in the idea of performing a musical service by the aid
of machinery, and getting up the steam for an anthem. Saint Cecilia,
who invented the organ, would have been astonished, if, in any state
of ecstatic prevision, the "inventress of the vocal frame

" had foreseen
it worked by steam-power.

A Golden Rule for Ladies.

A LADY'S pocket-money is called her
"
Pin-money." Therefore, we

beg to impress upon the memory of the dear lovely creatures the

following important rule in the laying out of their Pin-money:"
Mind you take care of the Pins, and the Pounds will take care of

themselves."

DR. GRAY'S ATTACK ON M. DU CIIAILLU. A case of Gorilla-warfare.
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THE STRIKE.-HITTING HIM HARD.
NOH-USIOSIST. "AH, BILL! I WAS AFRAID WHAT YOUR UNION WOULD END IN."
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OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
"Mr'D.'AK PtrSCH,

"
NoTWiTiisTANDrHG all the homilies preached on the blessings

of concord, 1 believe that half the pleasures of this world arise from
differences of opinion. For instance there are honest folks in the

Strand who are perpetually inveighing against the errors of Popery,
and on the other hand I have no doubt all the invective and sarcasm of

the Brompton Oratory is occasionally brought to bear on Exeter Hall.

But imagine either establishment suddenly deprived of its natural

enemy. Suppose DR. GUMMING had succeeded in his praiseworthy
efforts to convert the Pope. My goodness ! What a dull May meeting
the next would be. The Doctor's labours would be virtually at an

end, and all those beautiful similes about the Scarlet Lady and the
Sons of Belial would be useless. Or conceive the Editor of the Record

retiring to the convent of St. Blazes in the full persuasion of, &c. &c.,
would not that respected fraternity be for ever deprived of the plea-
sure of laughing at his leading articles ? In a word, what would
SOAPY be without CITEESY, or CHEESY without SOAPY? Don't we
know that the possibility of a division in the House is one of the best

guarantees for judicious legislation ? The principle that holds good
respecting Politics and Theology, is no less applicable in the world of

Art. The great element of Opposition has effect alike in the pulpit,
the Forum, and the Studio. We moustachioed students of the R. A.
follow this and that style as befits our temperament, our purse, or
education. With some of us the Prte-Raphaelite manner, with others
the Post-Peruginesqne, or Ante-penultimate-Caraecian style may be in

vogue ; but whichever we follow, be sure a healthy spirit of rivalry

exists, and the public taste will be in proportion to the pictures which
are submitted to its notice. Thus when at the R. A. Exhibition I find
MR. JONEB delineating a terrific combat between the Sowars and the
7th Hussars in the Raptee river, 1 fancy some tough old Indian warrior,
criticising (somewhat harshly perhaps) the treatment of the subject,
while young freshman, who has some notion of going in for honours
at College, ' and marrying the dean's daughter afterwards, finds his
attention arrested by the Scholar

3
! Mate (140) in which Ma. COPE

has shown UB how nicely a flirtation may be combined with a game of
Chess.
"
MR. WELLS exhibits an excellent portrait of an Italian (147) who

MR. BABBAOE I am sure will be rejoiced to find, has forsaken his late
horrible occupation of organ grinding, in order to sit as a model in
London ateliers. The capillary crop which surrounds his head like a

huge sponge, is in itself an object of no common interest, and 1 for
one much prefer seeing his hair on the canvas, to hearing his airs in
the street.

"
Before MB. WARD'S picture (169) you will always find a great

crowd assembled, and no wonder. Who could pass that motley scene
with indifference. The eye is arrested by a blaze of colour. We are
introduced to the most fashionable throng of the gayest court in
Christendom. Royal favourites vie with each other in magnificence.

" Divet opurn, dives pictal VMti* ct auri,"

as the Latin Grammar hath it (and indeed 1 never saw mortals repre-
sented who so nearly realised the description). Silks, satins, and velvets
abound. Lords and bishops jostle each other, and as for ladies, sure
never were seen more gorgeously attired, bppatched, be-jewelled
syrens than those who strut before us, and yet ah ! what satire in the

glowing canvas what a dismal moral lurks within the frame ! How
runs the text ?

" Vldi impium BuperexalUtum,
Et transtvi, et ecco non erat :

"

The sounds of revelry have scarcely ceased a minute since the dice
were rattled out by noble hands, and see yonder comes a dread un-
bidden Guest, at whose approach even royalty itself must stand aside.
It is Death who holds his levee in that inner chamber. Vale, tale
CHARLES STUART ! Alas for the Eilcon Basilica*! The Merry Monarch
is now indeed but the image of a king. **
"
I think'if MR. COOKE had not followed the limner's art, he would

have chosen a sailor's life for his profession. Is there one among us
who loves and paints the stormy main as he does P His Dutch Galliot
under a Heavy Gale (175) is a most masterly performance, and would
delight the heart of honest T. P., his venerable namesake."

Elaine with the ShieU of Sir Lancelot (176) is a good subject very
fairly treated by MR. BEDPORD. The azure colour ofthe heraldic lions

may be symbolical of the lady's temperament, as she has evidently 'got
the blues.'

"
MR. WEBBE'S Colter's Cow (179) is an extraordinarily careful

study of that animal grazing by a hedgerow, which is also made out
with great care. A little girl is nutting in the middle! distance, while
the cow is 'nuts' upon the herbage. But why did MR. WEBBE
bestow all that skill and trouble on this vaccine portrait ? Few cows
have ben celebrated in English history. We have heard of the cow
with the crumpled horu, thatjtossed thejdop, that worried the cat, that

eat the rat, that did something else
;
and of another cow which having

attained a venerable age, expired in consequence of having incautiously
listened to a certain dismal tune; but I do not recognise either of
t hese creatures in the Cotter''i Cow. I am half inclined to imitate the
learned critic, who asked the painter to reverse the positions of the
Duke and Duchess in his portrait, and recommend MR. WEBOE to

bring hi* cottage girls into the foreground, and keep his cow* for the
middle distance.

"
Pattimet in Time* Pott (177) sounds like a

pun, but to paint the

subject with such care on so small a scale as in MR, J. FAID'S picture
is no joke let me observe. A sturdy wight of Saxon blood is listening
with his family to the strains of a wandering minstrel who has just
stopped at their door. Some of the party appear to be playing at

draughts, and the bard himself looks as if he would not refuse a drain."
Another picture of the same class, but differently handled, is The

Srtiffhfi Home (190) in which MR. BUBOZSS has painted us a jolly
mediaeval warrior clad in complete steel not 'revisiting the glimpses
of the moon.' but sitting down by his ample fireside to play with his

children. One of them a fine little fair-haired fellow, who no doubt
will be glad enough to step into his father's shoes by-and-by, does not

appear
to relish the joke of trying on his helmet.

'Before we leave the East Room, one word in praise of MR.GOODALL'S
First Born (203) in praise not so much for his skilful touch and per-
fect drawing, of which we all have had evidence in fifty previous works,
but because in painting this simple group he has not cared to load his

canvas with all the splendour which an Eastern scene and accessories

!
might justify, but has only taken human nature for his model, remem-

, bering that that great instinct which make* the Wuole world kin from
i
the Grampian Hills to the Himalaya, is the same in cot and palace,

along the sedgy Thames, or by the banks of the Euphrates.
*

Faithfully yours," JAM EASEL."

ZONG FOR THE HA.YMAKUN ZiZON.

I SPAK.ES a word unto the wise.
If thee 'at got ears to hear ;

Thee work, and take thy exercise,

Afore thee takest thy beer.

The showers as arter drought vails fast,

Zee how Earth zucks in they ;

Let beer, as rain that lays the dust,
Zo moisten thy parcht clay.

Zave that, whereas the ground do lack

The moisture all outzide,
When thee hast need thy thirst to slack,

All drippun is thy bide.

Wait till thee bist M wet without
As thee bist dry within

;

Vor then thy beer will, just about,
Goo down as good agin.

Thee bear this here in mind, my boy,
For fear thy swig to spoil ;

If thee 'dst take in thy drop wi' joy,
Thee let un out by toil.

For Natur* bids us, for our hire,
To work and labour here,

And sez, if fellers wun't prespire,

They shouldn't ha no beer.

The Power of Speed.

A SPORTING Gentleman was saying that
"

for running there was

nothing, after all, like a good three-year old."
"
Excuse me, Sir,"

said a mildewy-looking youth, who had the stamp of a swindler printed
on his face, with

' No Effects
'

written boldly across it,
"
but I will

venture to back one of my three-months' bills against it. Why, Sir,
I will give you my word, I started a three-months' bill not less than
five years ago, and by Jove ! it hasn't ceased running yet ! and this,

Sir, in spite of its having fifty pounds to carry ! I believe that at last

it will be a dead heat between that bill and Colleen Bam for I defy
DR. GUMMING himself to say which, eventually, will beat the other in

running."

A NFW USE POB THE ATLANTIC TBLEGRAPH-WIKE.

STRETCH it for M. BLOSDIN to return to the United States upon. It *s

the only return the Shareholders are ever likely to get for their outlay.

POSTSCRIPT TO A SKA-SIDE LETTER." The Sea is as smooth, and
clear, as a looking-glass. The oysters might see to shave in it."



DOCTOR. "
Gout, my dear Madam, Gout everywhere I No Port, No Seer. rand>fand Vichy-water only."

ELDERLY LADY (in dismay).
" Thank you, Doctor; but 1 hate your Vishy. Vashy Drinks:'

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR PUNCH,

".
I A* sure that you and I, and every lover of good acting,must rejoice that MR. ROBSON has recovered from his illness, and is

able once again to delight a British audience. In the present dearth
ilent (protect me from a challenge for using such a phrase !) MRHOBSOS is an actor who can very ill be spared, and whose place it

would at present be impossible to fill. Faults he may have, doubtless
who of us has not P and to those who see him often his very

eccentricity may seem mannered, if not forced. But where are we to
00

A I
a
?

actor
1 rePlace him p and when we lose him, will not

hundreds of us much lament the gap ? When I think of all the tears
1 laughs that he has won from me, I can but own his power, and

accord my thanks and praise. Few men have held their audience somuch at their command, and have moved its smiles or sighs with such
a ready sway His quick change of emotion, if not the work of genius
is that of perfect art; and if he skips at times too suddenly from silly

sublime, it is because his better judgment has been blunted by
burlesque

They who have not seen him in such plays as Plot and\
^j^. know but little of hls ski11 in making much of a small partand but little of his power m the conception of a character, and adapt-
ing voice and person to the carrying it out. Varied as they are the
parts that he appears m he stamps upon one's memory, so that one at
any time can bring them to one's mind

; and when, some score years
Jience, one lights on an old playbill with either Daddy Hardacre or The
lorters Knot inscribed on it, one will at once recal the character he
played, and revive some of the pleasure which the seeing it produced.

The other night I dropped into the cosy little Bandbox, which
people from the country may know better as the Strand. It was not

breat bensation Burlesque
'

which attracted me, for I saw that
fl.Tl finn tiftiH m i- eotr &K/\iit if . <-,!</] I.,,..,. .-...I., .

the stage, I regret to see it vulgarised by acting in burlesque. Appa-
. rently the public are not of my opinion, seeing with what clamour they
j

welcome Mil* Aladdin, and applaud her every joke ; and it is difficult,
of course, m the face of such approval, to persuade a young performer
to avoid what calls it forth.

'

The
piece

that tempted me to fling in my four shillings to the
5 playbill as a

'

triumphantly successful new

(

Mwwi3 nuiuu aiLiautcu juc, lor A saw tuai
long ago, and said my say about it; and have only now to add a sigh
Jl sorrow that Aladdin has not taken my advice, and given up devotin"
fen talents to burlesque. That she can turn her tongue and person
to a far better account than giving point to puns and dancing comic

i

]i igs, her acting m Court Favour abundantly well proved ; and as a lady-
ce demeanour is at present (more 's the pity !) none too common on i

|
treasury was paraded in the ,.._, ....,<..,.., ^^^ ucn
'and original comedy;' and excepting that I found it neither novelty
nor comedy, I have no reason to quarrel with the title thus put forth.

A/JO caPU7atmS candour, the comedy (so called) is christened The
Old Mory, and with the exception of some few minor points, the story
is as old as it is owned to be. The piece abounds throughout in stale
and stagy situations, and lias the flavour rather of a hash-up of old
farces, except one serious scene which is by no means badly played,
inere is our old, old friend the footman, whose heart is with the lady's
maid, and hopes in a snug

'

public '; and our old, old friends the poet
and the half-pay Indian Captain, who both want a wife with money,

i

EM "Tj PlaSues in pestering the heroine of the piece. And there 's
the old, old way of bringing on the dramatis persona;: first, the two
servants conversing, then the lover just arrived, and then the old man
and his pet ; and the old, old way of callers coming quite by chance
together, half-a-dozen at a time, and entering through the window, or
anyhow they choose, exactly, we all know, as they do in real life. In
spite, However, of antiquity perhaps, indeed, because of it, for some
people most enjoy the tales they've often heard before, for they know
so

;

well what's coming, and like to look as though they didn't The
Old Story has been running now for half-a-hundred nights, which is

surely quite enough to make its author proud of it, and tempt him to
regard it as a model when he writes. Well, opinions of course differ ;

and I have no right to assume that mine infallibly is right. But, to
my thinking, the character which MR. PARSELLE plays affords the only
chance of acting with anything like nature ; and of this chance, MR.
PARSELLE, who never over-acts himself, takes care to make the most.
I never met the author, mind, and have no private pique against him

;

nor, as I hear this is his maiden effort at a comedy, would I use a
word so harsh as to discourage him from making a better-judged
attempt. But as the clapping of the gallery is not the soundest praise,
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a word of friendly caution, which I trust will not offend him, may make
him ask himself the question,

'

What, really, a comedy f
'

and what

careful thought and wriUn? is, or ought to be, required of him who

hopes to write one worthy of the name.
"
Yours, Mr. Pwh, much more in sorrow than in anger,

" ONE WHO PATS."
"
P.S. How I envy you the memory of your seat at Covent Garden

when that pleasant little party, I'ATTI, first appeared there! Actually,

such are the engagements of ihis active time of year, I have not yet

found a night to spend with her Sonnambulu, and now I see it stated

that Monday was her last. Oh, Ma. Ore, do please reconsider your

resolve, if only for the sake of your well-wisher, O. W. P."

POLAND DRESSED TOO LOUD.

Tms subjoined telegram, dated from Breslau, announces a little edict

of a great tyranny :

V mi Waw, an ordinance has been published
there oim
wearing.

' vit* aut^

-1 boot* andahoes, and any drew of a showy colour orunusu'il cat."

It must be rather difficult at Warsaw to dress in such a style as to

afford satisfaction to the Government. But the other day mourning
was forbidden, and now gay clothes are prohibited. We may imagine

amaranth-coloured waistcoats and neckties objectionable to the despotic

government of Poland, because amaranth is a flower, and perhaps, in

the language of flowers, means "Never say Die!" or something of

; that sort, breathing a spirit of freedom and defiance. But the denun-

ciation of Polish tunics, square caps, and coloured boots and shoes,

would be unintelligible if we did not know that the Russian authorities

are accustomed to flog ladies. Barbarians who can be guilty of such

atrocity as that, may easily be conceived dastardly enough to be capable
of trying to inflict an unmanly mortification on female vanity; a sen-

timent to which all manhood bows. Hence their interference with the

smart blue tunic, square vermilion cap, and red morocco boots to

match, familiar in the music-shop windows as the costume of the Polka
and Cracovienne. It may be, however, that as these are national

Polish dances, the Russian ollicials in charge of Warsaw are afraid of

them, and that the ordinance 'against coloured boots and shoes is

intended to prevent the ladies from making themselves too dangerous
in exciting revolutionary enthusiasm.
The conclusion of the decree above quoted, interdicting

"
any dress

of a showy colour or unusual cut," has an obvious aim. It is evidently
levelled against Punch. The hero of the cudgel and the hump, glorious
in scarlet and gold, is the universally received impersonation and

symbol of absolute liberty ; and the dress of a showy colour in which
he rejoices, and of unusual cut, whereon he prides himself, is a horror
and an abomination to absolute despotism.

REVIVAL IN ART.

AMONQ things not commonly known is the existence of the Painters'

Company; one, nevertheless, of the most ancient and dignified of the
civic guilds. The Painters' Company has, however, lately come out
into public notice, by establishing an exhibition of imitative and
decorative art, now on view in the Hall of the Company at Queen-
hithe. Dormant, in a state of suspended animation, for many a day,
the venerable Company of Painters appears now at length to have
awakened out of its sleep of ages. It has already begun to put forth
its energies, and there is no saying what it may not ultimately do. In
a notice of its present exhibition, a contemporary says :

" Of tho Painters' Company It may not be oat of place to add that they are the
forerunners of the Royal Academy, and that in bygone times they rendered good
aorvioe to the cause of art It U aaid that among the ancient prerogatives which in

right of their charter they still possess U the privilege of contemptuously smearing
over <my pictorial work which may appear to them to be badly executed."

. What if the Painters' Company should take it into their heads to
exercise the privilege with which they are thus invested ? Suppose
they were to .delegate certain officers to make a tour of inspection
around all Depositories of pictures, with a commission to deface all

those paintings which they considered to be badly executed. Various

picture-galleries, perhaps, would be considerably weeded, and the
censors would doubtless effect an extensive clearance, in the picture-
dealers' shops, of counterfeits professed to be the originals of eminent
artists. What work they would make, or mar, among Parliamentary
frescoes ! It may be that a thorough purification of British Art, is

destined to be effected, in the exertion of their daubing powers, by this

resuscitated brotherhood of the brush.

Pr/Bsurc o KNOWLEDGE UNDER DIFFICULTIES. Reading Brad-
thne at night by means of a box of lucifers !

CONVERTIBLE NOTES AT THE CRYSTAL IPALACE.
AT the late half-yearly meeting of the Crystal Palace Company, we

find the following observations reported to have been made by a gen-
tleman whom we may almost call a namesake, Mu. PUNCHER:

"
They were giving one hundred guineas to a male linger for singing a couple o

songs, BsUtUlf never had anything like it Toey alao gave twenty. 8ve guineas to

ilngor. Now. with all respect for tho musical art, ho t one
hundred guineas for a bawlcr, and twenty-five for a squaller, w w rather too m
it was paying too much for their whistle."

If a hundred guineas are too much for a bawler, and twenty-five
guineas are too much for a squaller, how much, by way of dividend for

instance, does our friend Mu. PUNCHER consider to be sufficient for a

grumbler P MB. PUNCH KR should not allow hit name to run away
with him. We are afraid he thought he was punching the male and
the female artist to whom he alluded by calling the former a bawler and
the latter a squaller ;

whereas he merely punched his own head as it

were, demonstrating its density, and the length and obtuseness of his

ears. There is too much reason to doubt that he knew what a funny
thing he was saying when he termed singers bawlers and squallers,

speaking, as he declared,
"
with all respect for musical art. If, as

MB. PUNCHER thinks, the Crystal Palace Concerts do not pay, the

performers are paid too much for the Company's purpose ; but they
cannot be paid too much for their services except, by being paid in

excess of what those services will repay. Surely Ma. PuxcaeB him-
self will allow that the worth of anything is just as much as it will

bring; and, though with utter disrespectTor the musical art, a gentle-
man with Button's ear for music may denominate eminent vocalists

bawlers and squallers, yet unless his arithmetical faculty, and indeed,
the rest of his intellectual powers, are on a level with his musical

sense, he must see that if squalling and bawling fetch more money
than they cost, too much cannot be paid for even squalling and bawling.
The same observations apply to the value of those other performers
whom Ma. PUNCHER would perhaps describe as puffers and blowers,

tweedlers, tootlers, tinklers, twansrers, bangers, sheepskin-thumpers,
and catgut-scrapers, meaning the band, and intending to intimate that

the sounds of musical instruments are, to his apprehension, merely
varieties of noise. If the expenses of the Crystal Palace Concerts
exceeded their returns, then, indeed, although consisting of the finest

music in the world, they would afford Ma. PUNCHER some reason to

say that the Company were paying too much for their whistle.

MINISTERING TO ONE'S WANTS AND COMFORTS.

SCR JOHN PAKTNGTON was kind enough to inform as, during one of

those interminable Paper-Duty discussions, that it was
"
the duty of a

Ministry not only to make a House, but to keep a House." LADT
GREY MAKE, in whose presence the above sentiment was being read

out, instantly exclaimed,
"

Yes, and so it is the duty of a husband of

every husband, at least, who pretends to be the minister of his wife's

happiness ; I say, not only is it the husband's duty always
'

to make a

house,' but it is, also, his duty, as it should be his pleasure,
'
to keep

it ;

'
and by that, I mean, he should do everything in his power to make

it comfortable, and to keep it thoroughly in repair ; that is to say, in

the height of fashion, so that his wife may have nothing whatever to

complain of." AH the married Ladies present received this noble
exhortation on the duties of married life with a musical murmur of

applause, though it was observed that LADY GRET MARE'S husband,
who seemed to be an incomplete copy of manhood, instantly left the

room.

Probable Misunderstanding with France.

A DESPATCH from Athens, published in the Paris
papers,

states that,

at a recent sitting of the Syrian conference,
"
SIR HENRY BULWBR

assumed a threatening attitude." This announcement is calculated to

imoress the minds of our neighbours with an erroneous idea. Pre-

occupied with a belief in the propension of all Englishmen for the box,

they will naturally picture to themselves the threatening attitude,

assumed by Sia HENRY BULWER in the Syrian Conference, as that of

"squaring round," and will imagine that, throwing himself into a

posture of offence, he doubled his fists, and offered to punch the

Russian ambassador's head.

'As Clear as Crystal.

WE believe that the Crystal Palace was originally'designed for"" the

elevation of the 'masses." This tizht-rope dancing of M/BLOsnrN is,

we suppose, only a carrying out of the original intention, for thouzh
the Franco-American is seemingly the only person of the masses who
is

"
elevated," yet we know as a positive fact that his performances are

so popular that they have invariably met with a general asctnt .'
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THE RIDJNG-HAT QUESTION.
Lucy.

" Now TELL ME, MAKY, WHICH is THE BEST ?
"

Mary (who is rather horsey).
"
WELL, DEAR, JOR TEA IN THE ARBOUR, AND THAT SORT or THING, PERHAPS THE LITTLE ROUND

ONE; EOT u 100 WANT TO LOOK LIKE GOING ACROSS COUNTRY, THE CHIMNEY POT ALL TO NOTHING !

"

THE "GENTS" AVENGED.
WHEN ALBERT SMITH, determined foe
To all high aims and large pretensions,

Called Crystal Palace programmes "slow,"
And prophesied the swift declensions

By which its art from "High" to "Low "
Would sink, until it came to flow
Level with vulgar comprehensions,

When Punch's friends, with faith esthetic
In architecture, pictures, casts,

Although not bilious nor ascetic,
But still preferring feasts to fasts,

Hoped, that poor ALBERT'S view prophetic
Would prove as false as unpoetic,
Alas ! they went beyond their lasts.

For thumping dividends they looked,
To Educational attraction

They dreamed that JOHN BULL could be hooked
By Saurians displayed in action ;

And visitors in shoals be booked
(Preferring mental food to cooked)
In art to find their satisfaction.

They thought, poor souls ! to draw the town,
By their condensed zoo- and ethnology,

Savages set in buff and brown,
High art, and miniature geology,

And courts and founts, and trees that crown
With beauty Sydenham's swelling down
Ihey owe the public an apology !

To their appeal the crowd was dumb,
The share-list soon revealed the blunder ;

Of comfort 'twill not add a crumb
Against JOHN BULL'S bad taste to thunder.

Best put up FLEXMORE or TOM THUMB,
Or BLOSDIN : if the public come,
Ask not eui bono?s,&<& the plunder.

Extend the rope, stretch tight the guys
'Twixt the great acrobat's high stages,

Whence he may turn his scornful eyes
On works of old and middle ages,

Fountains and flowers of rainbow dyes
The book that 'neath him open lies

At Art's and Nature's fairest pages

And say, as he must proudly see,
"Than all these I'm a marvel greater,

From these, all faces turn to me,
As to Hyperion from a Satyr ;

Which should the greater triumph be ?

Here, or across N iagary ?

To chaw up Art or chaw up Natur F
"

An Egg-Batterie de Guerre et de Cuisine.

OFFICIAL returns inform us that in four 'months we imported from
trance 63,55i,640 eggs, being a large increase upon the corresponding
period of last year. This says a preat deal for the industry of the fair

partner of Le Coy Oauhis. In fact, looking at the prolific result of
it, we are inclined to believe with a distinguished Wiscount of our
acquaintance, that France, after all, is

"
our national Hen-emy ! !

"

" UN TEMPS DE CHIENS." The Dog-days.
Printed bj W

Printer*,
SilUROil 'S1^^^^
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"P/i. n you remember me, Mr. Smith ?
"

Youxo LADY (iniinvtil.li/). "Smith Smith/ 1 really, Sir, can't say Vial 1

'/ your face ; >k I remember having heard the name before."

]'.I;THI,LI/,S i.riTLi; mi. i..

MY little Bill, come back to me !

This my own Hill ? It cannot be!
Ah, let me look ! It is. But oh !

Who could have maimed my bantling so?

Whose cruel hand hath smashed thy nose,
My little Bill ? What monster's blows
Did thus bung up that precious eye,
And knocked those features all awry ?

rce can recognise one line

Thai, marks thec for a child of mine ;

The Lords have battered so thy i

As HURST'S was knocked about by MACE.

My Bill, thy beauty sp9ilt and gone,
How wilt thou drag existence on ?

"Twere better thou shouldst rest in peace,
For happy would be that release.

Bill, thou art in such a state
1 fain myself would seal thy fate,
So thou, unfit to go or stand,
Shouldst perish by thy parent's hand.

Wonderful Precocity in a Boy only Two Years
and Seven Months old.

IT was the intention of some fond parents to send their

only child (quite a Juvenile Prodiiry in his way, and every
one else's way too.) to St. Bees' College, when the younj;

precocious genius began to cry, and in very loud terms

expressed his disinclination to go there. Upon
pressed to account for his antipathy to that College, it was
with a voice broken with tears, that he said it was because
IIP was sure at such a place as Bees' the masters would take
all the honey, and the boys would get only the whacks !

"

One would scarcely believe the above in one so young,
unless you had been told it as a positive fact. For ourselves,
we are sorely afraid that a child, so prematurely clever, has
all the elements in him of making an extremely stupid
man.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

JUNE 17, Nondiy. LORD NORMANBT made some impertinent
insinuations to the effect that LORD CARLISLE was not consulted, as

to Irish affairs, by the Government at home. LORD GRAXMLI.E
administered the snub which now seems to be a daily necessity to NOR-
MANBY. He would not enjoy his dinner unless he had previously made
a goose of himself in the Lords, and had been told that be had.

Having received this stimulus to his faculties, he departs quite pleased
with himself. One of these days we shall have his Testimonial to

DR. GRAMVILLE'S Bitter Pills.

Siu GEORGE LEWIS disgusted the Aristocracy and their imitators,

who crowd the Crystal Palace to see the French acrobat run the risk

of breaking his neck. The HOME SECRETARY announced that he had
warned the Directors against allowing BLONDIN to take his child upon
the rope. The fashionable world, having attended this BLONDiN-exhi-
bition in far larger numbers than could be mustered when any intel-

lectual or even refined amusement was offered, must feel this insult.

They want a stimulus to excite their natures, jaded with an incessant

round of common-place fooleries, and it, is really hard of the Minister

to interfere between them and their diversions. SIR GEORGE may
have feared to be unpopular with his Order, so he has made some
amends by remitting a portion of the punishmeut to which a Swell was

(very properly, in the opinion of plebeians) consigned by M u. ARNOLD
for behaving in a blackguardly manner at Cremorne. So let us hope
that the BLONDIN affair is condoned.

The ATTORNEY-GENERAL thinks that the Lords have knocked out

every valuable feature from the Bankruptcy Bill, and he takes time to

consider whether it is worth while to ask the Government to accept
the mutilated measure. LORD DERBY, on the other hand, has taken

special pains to convince LORD GRANVILLE that none of the important
features of the Bill have been removed, except the provision for

appointing a Supreme Judge.
Then we went at the Appropriation of Seats Bill. Government had

tossed up, or in some cognate way arrived at a determination as to

what they should propose, after the unceremonious smasher to

Chelsea-cum-Kensington. They gave in their adhesion to MR.

KNIGHTLEY'S proposition to assign a third member to Middlesex.
MR. NEWDEGATE signified that this was no better than the C.-cum-K.
plan, and that the educated classes would be equally swamped in the

proposed election. The House, by 236 to 186, endorsed this view, and
rejected the idea. Then LORD PALMERSTON proposed to give four
members to the West Riding, and this plan, after a good deal of

debate, was allowed to stand over,- and in the meantime Birkenhead was
enfranchised, by 163 to 20.

An Irish squabble finished the evening. Hi, Wiscount, stop !

Don't you be going off like that. We have a question to ak you. A
Select Committee was appointed to inquire into the expediency of

extending the Cadastral Survey of England and Wales. Now, don't
look Cadaverous what's Cadastral? There, we won't tease you on a
hot evening, but be prepared to answer the question next week.

Tiutday. NORMANBY snubbed himself to-night; for, having given
notice of a foolish motion, he withdrew it for a more foolish reason, to
the relief and amusement of LORD GRANVILLE.
Good and handsome QUEEN MARY TUB SECOND caused a noble

Hospital to be provided for aged seamen. It is situated near (lie houses
where MESSRS. HART and QUARTERMAINE minister hospitality. It has
enormous property, and tins, of course, is mismanaged. The DUKE OP
SOMERSET also says that whereas a pensioner in the Hotel des Jnvalides
is kept for 31, in Greenwich he costs 59. Now, whether an English-
man can beat two Frenchmen, or not, he certainly cannot eat as much
as two Frenchmen. The whole system wants overhauling; but so
much opposition to the Government Reform Bill is menaced (vested
interests in jobbing being of course endangered somewhere) that the
measure, though it went through Committee in the Lords to-night,
was withdrawn later in the week. Could not a Committee be ap-
pointed, with instructions to eat whitebait at Greenwich twice a week
until the end of the season, and to chat with the old Salts for a quarter
of an hour before dinner P Much valuable information might thus be
obtained, and in the interests of the Service, ADMIRAL PUNCH offers

himself as Chairman.
The Harbours Bill a very good Bill was discussed in Committee in

the morning, and in the evening LORD ROBERT MONTAGU was confusing
the Schleswig-Uolstein question, when the House was counted out.

YOL. XL. D D
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Wednesday, The House rejected by 79 to 38 a Bill of SIR CHARMS
BURRELL'S for prohibiting the employment of maid-servants to clean

the outside of windows. Now Mr. Punch, the friend of all mankind

and womankind, begs to say that there are two ways of
looking

at

such proposals as these. It is perfectly true that there would be a

ludicrous anti-climax in an Act of Parliament which, after a long title,

should proceed to state that HER MAJESTY, with the advice of Her
Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons in Parliament assembled,
Ordained and Enacted that MARY should not mount on the window-

sill. But it is equally true that MARY ought to be protected from

thoughtless or shabby employers, who do not regard her danger, or

grudge a bob to a glazier. SIR G. LEWIS'S allegation that there is

already law enough for the purpose,'and his other allegation that there

are more dangerous trades than window-cleaning, are beside the mark.

The law is neglected, and the other trades are matters of choice with

the followers thereof. What is really wanted is, not a separate Act for

every case that demands magisterial interference, but a sensible, com-

prehensive Police Act, which shall enable the discreet and trustworthy

gentlemen absurdly called Police Magistrates to deal with the hundred
cases constantly arising in our high-pressure social system. Let,

Parliament imitate Paterfamilias, who does not go about his house

denouncing dusty looking-glasses, picking up litters, and turning the

cat (jK the clean counterpane, but who delegates to Materfamilias an

unqualified power over details, and sits nobly in his library, reading

Punch, reserving the thunders of his wrath and lightnings of his eye
for some unpardonably insolent menial or inconceivably dishonest

cabman.
Then came on the Great St. Stephen's Race, far and away the

most exciting event in the year's political sporting. Stakes, 250,000
a-year. Distance, from Little Mephibosheth Tabernacle to the Mitre
Tavern. Open to all horses, and asses not disqualified from running.
Before the Race the betting stood thus :

3 to 1 against Compromise.
3 to 1 against Abolition.
5 to 1 against No Surrender.
7 to 1 against Puseyite.
6 to 1 against Anabaptist.
I* to 1 against Indifferentism.

11 to 1 against Clap-Trap.
13 to 1 against Little Bethel.

14 to 1 against
15 to 1 against
16 to 1 against
17 to 1 agiiinbt
18 to 1 against
19 to 1 against
20 to 1 against
100 to 1 against

Brother to Voltaire.

Diura-Ecelesiastic.
Wet Quaker.
Iconoclast.
The Scoffer.

Bigotry.
St. Atbanasius.

Any Settlement.

Stringent measures had been taken to ensure a good race, and when
the flag dropped they all got off well. TRELAWNY, on Abolition, led,
but, closely attended by EVSTCOURT on Compromise, and DISRAELI on
No Surrender not far off. BOB CECIL made a spirt with Puseyite,
but a few strides took the wind out of that showy but unsound beast

;

and HARVEY LEWIS, who rode his maiden race on Clap-Trap, speedily
managed to pump out his horse. GEORGE LEWIS went ahead with
Indifferentism, but that horse has had his day, and this jock's unfor-
tunate practice of looking one way and riding another soon got him
into grief. BRIGHT shoved Wet Quaker well forward, and cannoning

against Bigotry, knocked that unlucky animal against the rails, WUITE-
SIDE loudly protesting. The rest of the horses were nowhere, and it

was soon clear that the race lay with Compromise, No Surrender, and
Abolition. A brilliant struggle ensued, and the sj>eed

and bottom of

the horses did honour to the system of British training ; but the pace
was too fierce to last, and Compromise was seen dropping astern.

Then, amid terrific shouts, the two favourites did all they knew, and
it was a neck-and-neck race to the post, and for some minutes no one
could say which way the event had gone. At length, after a pause of

intense excitement, the Judge, MR. DENISON, announced that No
Surrender was the victor. The scene that ensued defies description ;

I lie cheering of the winner's friends rose again and again, and the bells

of several churches were set ringing.
Mr. Punch begs to apologise for the flavour of tarf in the above

paragraph, but it is the racing season, and we should all suit ourselves

to the tone of the day. But if anybody wants the story told in a calmer

fashion, let him be informed that to-day SIR JOHN TRBLAWNY'S Bill

for the Abolition of Church Rates came on for Third Reading ;
that

after a debate the division was taken ; that there were 274 on each
side ; and that the SPEAKER gave his casting vote against the Bill,

which is therefore lost. Mr. Punch believes that the division by no
means promises a long life to an unpopular rate, but means that the

House desires to do nothing harshly or unjustly, and intends to carry
out a fair compromise of a vexed question.

Thursday. India. The Commons walk out of the House, and leave

the affairs of millions to be settled by a handful of Members, and Mr.
Punch is not inclined to be more patriotic. WOOD aw where 's

India?

Friday. LORD DERBY expressed his hope that the vote of Wednes-
day would lead to the satisfactory compromise so much to be desired.

Why does he not himself draw a Bill ? He was once pretty ready to

deal with Church matters. Does he recollect how many Irish bishops
he once bowled over, laughing at the frantic noise of that most objec-
tionable being, a clamorous Irish parson?
The Commons did Harbour business in the morning, and at night

amused themselves by deriding BAILLIE COCHRANE, who is so horribly
awestruck at the examination-papers for Candidates for the Civil

Service. COCHRANE should get away for a little from among old

fogies who never knew much, and have forgotten most of what they
did know, and should spend a little time among smart young fellows of

about 20, educated up to the mark of the day. He may come and
smoke half a pipe with Mr. launch's lads, if he likes (only COCKY must

promise not to read them any of his poetry), and then he will learn

that however a few harmless exercises may frighten Aim, the lads of

the day are not utterly prostrated at being asked to say where Chimi

is, to explain the Second Aorist, to scan a line of JUVENAL, or even to

multiply 36 by 72. STANLEY and GLADSTONE laughed at him, of

course, but he is ludicrously unconvinced that horrible tyranny is not

practised on the rising generation.

THE PORTER'S KNOT COIFFURE.
HEBE is no task that the
male mind is more inclined

to shrink from than that of

pointing out a folly or a
fault in Lovely Woman.
But at whatever risk of

losing his character for gal-

lantry, Mr. Punch at times
is forced to do himself a vio-

lence by hinting that his

darlings are making them-
selves ludicrous by the follies

which Le Pallet persuades
them to adopt. With Cri-

noline he felt it was his

duty to contend, as it proved
a public nuisance and en-

croached on public tho-

roughfares, besides en-

croaching also upon many a

private purse. And against
the growing taste for finery
and flummery Mr. Punch
has often had the courage
to inveigh, because beauty
in plain clothes is more

adorned with
cloubtfnl tast

^ y

The question how far Lovely Woman is gifted with the right to
dishfture and deform herself, is one which a debating Club may argue
as tliey please, but on which all minds of sense will certainly agree

From the times'of ancient Britonesses who dyed their hair sky blue,
the ladies have been ever grave offenders in this way, and their coiffure

has been commonly the head and front of their offending. Never say
dye (at any rate with blue) may nowadays perhaps be an accepted
maxim ; but scarcely less ridiculous than this old English fashion is

the modern mode of gathering the hair into a hump, and wearing it

a la porter's knot upon the neck. Sometimes this absurd protuberance
is of most monstrous size, being swelled out with the hair from other
heads and tails, if it be true that use is made of equine caudal cuttings.
This not merely hides the beauty of the back part of the neck (and of
all the charms of woman there are few which equal that), but it gives
the head a most unnatural appearance, and makes it look considerably
too big for the body. Ladies with short necks are especially disfigured
by the porter's knot coiffure, for the hair hump makes it difficult to

see at a back view that they have any neck at all
;
and one imagines

them descended from the race that SHAKSFEARE speaks of, the men
whose heads are said to grow beneath their shoulders.
Another disadvantage in the porter's knot coiffure is the fact that it

is calculated to collect the dust ; and a net is sometimes worn which
increases this collection, although it is believed to be a guard against
it. Whether ladies wear these nets in the hope of catching husbands
with them, Mr. Punch has neither means nor wish to ascertain ;

nor
whether men in general approve of all the beads and bangles and
makebelieve half-sovereigns with which these nets are often woven and

weighed down. Ladies are in general a race moutonniere, and when
once a step is taken in the matter of the fashions, the whole flock

blindly follow without thinking if it suits them. Making a hair poultice
at the back part of the neck is not to Mr. Punch a capillary attraction ;

and although some eyes may view it as "a trifle light as hair," he thinks
it gives the head a very heavy look.

NEW CORPORATION READING. You can take a Mayor to the water,
but you '11 find it 's more than you can do to make him drink.
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A SHORT CUT FOR A CLAY.

R. CASSICS M. CLAY, the

new Minister at St. Peters-

burg of the Northern Untied

., has been delivering

in Paris, to a meeting of

cans, a wonderfully
:e an.! delicate oration,

the course of which he

mtured to congratulate tlie

irdinarv

"liberties" win.-

now enjoying, and wl.

so well "recognised

great chief of their (

With this sprinkle <

sawder fur our friends across

the Channel, Mu. C>

mixed a spice of peppery
temper against England, ac-

r of taking up the

i u 'rebels,"
and predicting; her arrival

at onivairsal smash. :

"
ff Kngland, after all she has

:ill draw
her sw"nl in its !

aay, great as she is, she '

shrill

perish t>y tho sword.' I

not only Franco, but all the world slu
'.< tlaflf of thf

:^t aa certain
Is? (Hirtr, A p

rgflt who baa doff-

KOdly hodgcd in all tho fields of her glory ! Can NAPOLEON forget St. Helena? Wul
lie at her bidding turn his back upon the East? Shall Partant pour io Syrit bo

iico?"

After this outbursting of vinous declamation, the honourable orator

proceeded to remark :

to us as well as to thorn at a blow to destroy slavery for ever,

It is obvious that CASSITJS had beeu moistening his CLAY, or he

surely would not so have unstated real facts as to allege that neutral

England has "interfered" to help the South. He, however, gives her

reasonable ground for her so doing, in stating that she thereby would
"at a blow destroy all slavery for ever;" which, for all their

pious
outcry, the Northerners it seems would consider a "calamity." What-
ever MR. CLAY may think when in his sober senses, it is clear that

when excited he gives vent to queer opinions ; such as ought to tempt
his Government to take a leaf out of Othello, and exclaim

"
I love theo, CASSII-S,

But never more be Minister of mine 1
"

THE CLERICAL COLLECTIVE WISDOM.

CONVOCATION has at last done one sensible thing. It has abolished

the sJ'Ji.h. canon. The old canon had got quite rusty, and was entirely

unserviceable, combining absolute inutility with an enormous bore.

Henceforward a father will be enabled to be a sponsor to his own
child, rind exempt from the necessity of soliciting some other man to

stand godfather, that is, to stand silver cups and spoons. Gentlemen
of Paterfamilias's acquaintance will also be relieved of the necessity of

sacrilioing a sum of money in superfluous plate to the ecclesiastical

obligations of Paterfamilias, and also delivered from what some of
t hem will perhaps regard as a greater nuisance, that of having either

to disoblige and vex poor Paterfamilias, or to promise and vow certain

things which it is utterly impossible for them to perform.

"Gaudoamus igitur, Hungati dum sumus."

M. KOSSUTH is very well "up" in SIIAKSPBARE, and theref9re
Mr. Punch is not surprised at the extreme felicity of the quotation
made by the illustrious Hungarian, when the Appeal Judges confirmed
SIR JOHN STUART'S judgment in the case of the notes manufactured
by MESSES. DAY. Exclaimed he,

" O DAY, and KNIGHT, but this is wondrous strsujfo 1

"

TUB NUISANCES REMOVAL ACT. If this Act were only properly
enforced, how many of the Statues in the Metropolis, might we ask,
would be able to hold their ground P

FRENCH SENTIMENT AND SUICIDE.

ACCORDING to MARSHAL MAGNAN, suicides in the army of Paris

have lately become
"
too numerous." A little of this sort of thing is

all very well, but it shouldn't go beyond a certain point. So the

gallant Marshal has issued an order of the day, in which he thus

addresses his brave fellows who are rather too prone to leh-d-e :

44 Whenever you find your mind* agitated by fatal ideu, whenever you foci
.

selves unequal to the mall you u and see me; you know
am always accenslbto ; oome and tell m all your trouble*, myofiUer's heart will

.ur, will recall yon to wnttnicnt of duty, and preserve your lire*

fr yuur family, fur France, ami for tho Evpnxii, who love* and trust y. >i."

It is all nonsense to talk of the wiUiiichi and levity of the French.

How intense must be the seriousness o- i. MAIWAW for li:<

lieen capable of having, M abovr, i tr who had an

luff
suicide tr> coma to him and talk tlie in;.

7 is unknown in England ; nobody has ever seen any

like it. who is not old enough to have seen Li

Fancy a British fall private appearing before iiib eonmandujg afficer,

and, after performance of the regulation salute, say in*,
"

If you plcasi-,

Sir, I'm sorry to say I've thoughts of shooting myself." The officer,

if he did not place him under arrest for impertinence, would doubtless

call him a blanked fool, and tell him to go to Hades. Whereupon the

man would repeat his salute and retire not, howvr, to obey the

order.

Very different would be the scene which we may imagine to take

pfcB between MAMMAL MAC.NAS and my one of his braves who shall

come and inform him that he intends to -runs because he

owes a- tavern-bill, or 1ms quarrelled with a comrade at dominoes, or

has been deserted by a little mantua-maker, or laughed at by some-

body, or is dissatisfied with his rations. Perhaps
the Marshal would

remonstrate and expostulate with him, as a kind papa would with an

imprudent boy. The interview might begin and end with a salute,

which, however, would not resemble tlw British private's; for of

course the Trench soldier would embrace the Marshal, and the Marshal

would very likely kiss the soldier. Then they would both weep, and

the simpleton whose mind had been agitated by a fatal idea, recalled by

a soldier's heart to a sentiment of duty, and having bad his life pre-

served for his family, for France, and for the EMPEROR who loves and

trusts him, would rush out of his General's presence, crying with joy.

And where is the Frenchman who, beholding the scene above supposed,

would imagine that it would excite roars of laughter if represented in

a farce on the British stage P No ; the French are the most serious

leople in the world : our own folks who frequent Exeter Hall are

oons to our
"
vivacious neighbours."

NICE NAMES.

AT a late sitting of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council was

commenced an appeal from Bengal, described as ;

" MOOSSHJSE BUZL UL

RUHBEN v. LuTEEruTosissA." There is a certain poem, of an educa-

tional character, adapted to the tender capacity, which speaks of
" THOMAS and WILLIAM and such pretty names." Is there an essen-

tial prettiness in names, or is the quality of names, pleasing or the

reverse, a mere matter of personal or national taste ? In the poem
alluded to, if we recollect aright, THOMAS and WILLIAM are exhorted

not to quarrel, because their Barnes are so pretty. An Indian poetess,

likewise, might recommend the plaintiffs in the case above mentioned,

to compose their difference, and desist from litigation on the ground
of rejoicing in such pretty names as MOONSHEB BUZL UL RUHEBN and

LUTBEFUTOHISSA.

A Sound Objection.

Lf the review of the Iron Market, we read that "Scotch pig is

quiet." This must be comforting news for those who live m the

neighbourhood of the market, for we can easily imagine that if the
"
Scotch pig

" was not quiet, that he would probably make a noise

compared to which the bagpipes would bo considered as tuneful wind-

bags filled, direct from Heaven, with the Music of the Spheres.

DIVIDE ! DIVIDE !

WE hear that CAPTAIN FOWKE and MR. SIDNET SMIRKE both claim

credit for the pretty Arcades in the new Gardens at South Kensington.

We would suggest that they should share the credit, as Arcadti Ambo.

CHANGE OP (H)AiB. Instead of the full-bottomed Peruke at present

worn by the Speaker, it is suggested that since Wednesday s Church-

rate division, MR. DKTISON should assume a te

A PRETTY HOME TRUTH. Man may be the Head of Uw Family ;

but, far better than that, Woman is the Heart of it.
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Photographer.
"
Now, SIR ! ATE YER CART DE VISIT DONE ?

"

A WONDERFUL MAN.
A TURIN letter, describing the new Italian Minister, declares inter

alia
" M. RICASOLI never feels fatigue. Four hours' sleep, a piece of bread and butter,

and a gloss of water, are sufficient to supply his daily wants. Ho has no court, but
ho displays a greater haughtiness than Louis THE FOUBTEKNTII. Rarely is he seen
to Imgh. He is generous-, but is feared. His peasants tremble at his approach, yet
he has made them rich and comfortable. Never was a character more strongly
marked."

This is quite exact as far as it goes, but it is incomplete. We are
glad to be able to finish the description from an equally accurate
source :

"
For his appearance M. RICASOLI is seven feet high, but has the
Bate feet and hands of a child of four years old. His hair is snow-

white* his eyebrows, whiskers, moustache and beard of the iettiest
blnck.

_"
For his temperament it is bilio-sanguineo-lymphatico-nervous. He

will weep over the pages of MANZONI, but did not shed a tear when
Ins Mother died."

For his habits he hates-pomp and form, but never Roes out without

"".V^H?,"
1"* footmen, and insists upon being served upon the knee.

\\il.h an amma income equivalent to 10,000 19*. M. in English
ney, Ins personal expenditure amounts to 1.'. pauls (S$rf. English)

ally. He is at once silent and loquacious, amiable and sulky, impetuousand cold-blooded, tall and short, young and old,-in one word, he is

XmUodyevertTwithT
C M* d^ to paint, but

A Drawn Game.
THE result of the late division on Church-rates, equality of votes on

either side, cannot but be said to constitute, between Churchmen and

intimate tie*
C0nnectl0n whlch may be con"dered as forming a most

rw?.!!
UR

D
ABL1! AD

5
ITION TO THE "EXTINCT ANIMALS" AT THE

./KTSTAL PALACE. Statue of an "
Original Shareholder."

THEY DON'T DO IT TWICE.
THE Bristol Mirror gives an interesting account of a Sheep-Shearing

Match at Blackball, where great feats in the way of rapidly denuding
the fleecy flocks were performed.. Afterwards there was a dinner, and
yet, notwithstanding that fact, and tlie nature of the exhibition, none of
the Somersetshire parsons canre. The Chairman proposed the health of
the Bishop and Clergy of the Diocese,' and was "

excessively sorry that
no Member of the Clergy was present to represent that important body.
Had any clergyman attended, lie would have heard nothing to disgrace
him : he could positively say that not a single oath had been uttered in
the shearing tent during the whole day." The most courteous solution
of the problem why no Clergy were there may be the supposition that
the Somersetshire ecclesiastics thought (as the event proved) that
they had taught their disciples so well that no clerical superintendence
was wanted. Or is it, that the Shepherds perform their shearing duties
vicariously, and get through their work at Easter P

Irish Fertility in Excuse Making.
AN Englishman, travelling in Ireland, remarked to the driver of a

coach upon the tremendous length of the Irish miles."
Confound your Irish miles ! Why, there 's no end to them !

"

"Sure, Sir," said the coachman, "the roads are bad abrut hero,
and so we give good measure."

A CHOKER FOR CHURCH-RATE ABOLITION.
" WHERE 's Church-rate repeal P

" TRELAWNY may cry"
Alas 'tis hung up in last Wednesday's tie !

One "
Rapin

" asks of Another

Is the present Sculpture Room at the Royal Academy different from
the old one?
I should think so, my boy; all the difference between light and

darkness.
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,1 J Poems ini InUnt Mini

Admin i lor Uie Office.

il Ahsurdilius, 158

All Siuls' Saved, 117
"All's Well that Ends Well,
Ameri r (AuX 72

e). 55

Antflo Ii M. O.'i

iry Pension WaiiteJ, 21 7

Anotliur View of the Strike, 14S

Appendix to the American Anthem, 1C9
Archimedes and Hinnieli, 247
"Art notthouVillierHand a Mijit:.

Art Progress and Art Purpo
As Clear n Cryntal, 257
As Different as Black and Whits, 19
ASH and bis Ruler (Tho), 47
Astonishing Blunder,

1 Intelligence, 29
At llri-akfaMt, 55

ivelty, 124
Awful Ccn: iis-Warning, 143

liidr.il Walker (The), ll:i

.11 ll..ard Si.iu, 177

Heauty of Early Kish

"Beggar my Neighbour," 120
'

Petition (A), 7S

1'e.rkeloy Peen
'

Little Hill, 259

BltofWert-Indl Pickle, (A), 41
Black and White Laliimrcrs, 241

", 238

lennyson (A).
lilow Irom Across tho Water (A), 117
lini.l Title for a Book (A), 24:.

Bones of Washington (Tho),
Botanical Turkish Bath (The
Box of Odonto (AX 201
Iti.uo! K:istLni i ounties 1 10->

Brlghtoncr at Brighton (A), 217

liryan tho linn

Bull's-eye Bracelets, 54
CAIUNRT Conversation, S3
Can a Chattel be a Criminal ? G3
Canard" (A), 168

Career open to Scoundrels (A
Caseol ; ness (A), 2tf

Caseous Notion of Comfort (AX 113
C.unliri

Cost la MOmo Chose,

liv.i(A), 42
Cha,, 44

Ch:irity for Covolltr*

for llit;h rhmvh!nc.n(A). 124
il 1 \ilaco, 8

Circular Note (A), 3S
178

Counter (The), 73

Clerical Moustache Movement (TheX 43

'ty, 110
Close's Gush of Gratitude, 219
I'oals in Coatiiin

Coloured Vocalist (AX 160
.Tcial Intelligence, 230
inntcil States (The), 129
,1 Letter Writer (The), 1

Physiognomy, 9
>miso in Kensington Gardens, 248

Concentrated Essence of the Milk of Hu-
man Kindness, i:i5

Conclusive Answer (A), .4,".

Confederates and United Statesmen, 98
Conscience Money and its Consequences,

52

Conservatory Concert*, 247
Consuming Extravagance (A), 94
Consummation Devoutly to be Wished, 97
Convertible Notes at the Crystal Palace,

-i (The), 20j
," 98
'23

Court t i

Creme do la Creme. 100
Crinoline and il

Crinoline Hospital Wa:
Cruelty of M ;

Cniio of the Ailruiral (The), 119
"
Cry 1 1 ut LWJSJ the Dogs of
War!" ir.r

Cry of Poland (Tho), 114
"DE Hello Oallieo,"lu7
Want of a New Statue (The), 89
Defence of Agar Town (TLi
llcl, nd:l Kst, -'.I

Destruction of Tissue. 210
Ditl'uronce betwoen V >ur, 171)

Dig at the Delegates (A), 176

Dignity and Impudci
Dinner and Tea TraitH, 51
*' Does your Mother know you're Out?" -0

Don't Believe it was ever said, 155

Dotage and Dotation, 129
Dr. M 'Hale, 21
Dr. Watts to Jonathan, 198
EA.-.Y i lair Cutting and Sharing Shop, 143

Economy with Elegance, 72
Kdwin James's Clerk. 4i

< of the Frot ,

Egg-Batterie de Guerre ot do Cuisine, 258
Eggs and Yoke, 171

Emigrants and liemigrauts, 218

Emperor on the Ice (The), 48
End of tho Strike (Tho), 252

England v. China, 133

English Murdered by tho French, SI
" E Pluribus unum,"
Equitable Adjustment, 187

Equivocal Compliment (An), 129
Essaying and Reviewing, 107
Evident Misprint (An), 04
Evident Mistake (An), 128

Example Set us by our Betters, 227

Expensive Materials for Conversation, 227
Extravagant Scot (An), 116
FACE of Nature (The), 29

Facing one's Constituents, 235
Facts of the Frost, 4
Fair Play for Photography, 221
Fair Remark (AX 157
Fair Sex and the Census (TheX 115
False Hearts, 196
Fascination and Fiddle-Faddle, 245
Fashionable Revival, 189
Fashion and Its Follies, 187
Fashion for tho Fireplace, 52
Fashions for Festivals, 129
Fatal Mistake (AX 179
Fellow for a Photograph (A), 107

Felony v. Fine Arts, 241
Fevers upon Wheels, 31
Few Simple Reasons against Smoking, 73
Fine old (iirls, 110
Finest Part for Fochtor (Tho), 220
Finisher of British Art (ThX 84
Food and Feat'n

Foreign Traps for English Flats 42
Frailty of Proverbs (TheX 159
France and the Fashions. 20
French Sentiment aud Suicide ''

>1

French Wonder (AX 251
Fresh as Paint, 2:17

Freshwater Fry, 24
From a Correspondent, 8G
Fi ost and Thaw, 36
Frozen out Lawyers, 82
Fun (or tho Foreign Office, 65
GALWAY Subsidy Company (TheX 2(2
Gentlemen who have an Interest in Keep-
ing their Heads Cool, 44

" Geute" Avenged (The), 258
Ghost of a Guy (The), 56
Gills that want no Starch, 237
Giving Gye a Lift, 210
Gladstone's Pet, 81
Gladstone the Husband's best Friend. 196
Glut of Heroes (AX 96

I of Joseph Hume (TheX 1W

Greatness Singing 8n
I'haw Coming (The), ll

Groan for a Husband
Groan of a True Briton (Tho). 218
HAHLKT in a Laughing Mood, 114
Hardness of the Times, 201

' Hard Lines." 211
Hatchment Wit. 1

Haurao ot Baisse. 99
Havelock's Humble Petition, 228

Having his Swing for bis Money, 32
Head and Front of their Offending, 137

Helping an old Friend, 168
Here they Spike the English," 227

Hero wo Are I 12
Hero we Spirits are Again I 12
Hero and a Martyr (A), 101
Hoheuzolleni'a Prayer, 147
Homo Question for Yankees (A),

Hop at the Holy See (AX 71

Hopeful Character (A), 168
1 i'.ot from a New Forest Owl (AX 62
How Extremely Lucky, 32
How to Draw out a Person's Gratitude, 84
How will you have it? 168
Hubbard's Appeal, 93

Humbugs in tho House of Commons, :H)S

Irnot a Donkey, certainly a Dm. I

Imperial Assurance, 71

Impromptu (of course), 115

Improved Spelling, 217
Inconvenient Horses, 62

Indigestion from Irish Stew, 134
Indignation of Oireland (The), -.M-'

hi;;iiiious Idea, "''.

Ink, Blood, and Tears, 192
Instead of which and not Only, 86
Insult to France, 196
Intellectual Destitution, 101
Ino Amantium, 211
Irish Auction (TheX M6
Irish Fertility in Excuse Making, 262

Ironsides, Chairman, 1-7

Italy and Hungary, 221

Italy's Christmas Waits, 9
It i* never too late to Learn who our
great Men are, 167

JKM for Gents, 146
John Palmerstou, 143
Johnson and Blondin, 246
Joke for Johnny Raw, 195

Jumping out or his Skin, 218
Jrat and Holy Cause of Slavery, 225

Justification, 185
Kino and many Friends (The), 61

King Bumhle of Marylebone, 177

Keep your Fivo Shillings ! 149
Kettledrum I Kettledrum 1 1 Kettle-
drum III 231

LA (lunar, and La Crinoline, 10
Lament of the Season (A), 1 1

L*st new Martyr (TheX 139
Latest from Lambeth, 241

lay of the Last Statue (TheX 1''3

Legal Judgment (AX 232

Legal Sweaters, 41

tasc-Majoste. 197
Let's Try to be Cheerful, 64
Letter from an Affectionate Mother, 29
Letter H. and Slavery (TheX 8
Let us bo Thankful it is no Worse, 251
Lines by a Cockney. 226

Lisping Tribes (The). 219

Long Siege, but no Surrender (AX 248
Lord Mayor on his Legs (TheX 202
Loss and Gain, 157

'Vies of "Walker I" 119
Lounger's Lament at tho Crystal Palace
(The), 238

MAN called out of his Name (A), C3
Making the Most of it, 6j
Haronites and Martyrs, 51

Marriage for the Masses, 149
Mansion House Marbles, 145
Mawworms in a Milk-walk, 159

May-day Music Show (TheX 193
Mechanical Babies, 23

Medicu Magpie*, c,3

M mistering to one's Want* and Comforts,

Miraculous Hair-Cutting, 40
, CivilmalUm,

Modesty and Mosic,
Monkoyana, 206
Moonstruck Bells and Men
Mr. Punch at the Races, 2SS
Mr. Punch's New Year's Gi
Muffs of Maryleboiu
Musical Marauders,
Mn-i. al Mailyrdum. In-,

Mysteries of Trade (T)
NAUTICAL Des'
Naval Etlquetl.
Neat Kind of Lord (AX 24S
Now Airs for Volunteer Bugles, 22

New Arrival (The), 180
New Comedy of Errors (A). 230
New Fashion (AX 178
New Gentleman (AX 35
New Miserere (AX 156
Now Periodical (TheX 35
New Version of Mother Hubbard (A), 91

Nice Names, 261
Nominal Objection ( A
N"-e .in-1 Lir in ll,irin..nv. VI
Note on Naval Estimates, 1-!

Notice of Motion, 120, 289
Notices for tho Coming Session, 39
Nuisances at the Royal Academy Ex-

hibition. 216
ODI to a Young Banister, 176
Ode to the North and South, 209
"O. Ac., roy Uncle!" 54
Old and Now World Changing Places

(The), 77
One who Draws it Mild, 248

Only Cure (ThoX 62
Order for Mourning. 88
Our Admiralty Tinkers, 135
Our Dramatic Correspondent, 30, 53, Jic.

Our National Defenders, 217
" Our Own Correspondent at the Beat of

War," 1

Our Prize Census Paper, 185
Our Roving Correspondent, 43, 123, Ac.
"Over, Fork over,

B 19
Oxford Prise Poetry, S25
PAIXFI L Imprudence. 12*
" Palmam qui Meruit Fetat," 140
Palmerston at Home. 145
Pam and the Poets. 200
Pauslavism ill the Southern Statm, 1.59

Pajral Zouaves and Petticoats, 87

Parliamentary Bore (The), 211

Parliamentary Entertainments, 74

Parliamentary Rehearsals, 51
Paul Pry in tho Pulpit, 34

Pauper Hunting, 10

Paying Line (A), 24
Peasant's Petition (The), 14

People who shouldn't Live in Olasa
Houses, 88

Personal Poems, 159
Petticoat Empire (TheX 12
Plea for the P. R. (A.X 162
Poet Close changes his Mind, 280

Poetry of Ixxxmiotion (The), 195
Poisoned Toys, 8
Poland Dressed too Loud, 2">7

Political Tabernacle (TheX 84

Polly the Porter, S99
Pontiflf and Prince, 429

Pope at Bay (ThoX 1ST

Pope at Home (TheX 181

Pope's Last (ThoX 138

Popular Thirst for Pleasure (The), 2

Porter's Knot Coiffure (TheX 26*
Postal Arrangements, 130
Post Obit Prosecution (AX 67
Pot and Kettle, 155
Potter's last Push. 1S6
Power of Speed (The), IK
Pray Pity the Poor Pope, 109

Prejudiced Protestant (AX 180
1*rsj|i.tnn at Play, or Prolusiones Episco-

pales, 113

Preparations for the Derby, 220
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Presents to Mr. Punch, 10

Pretty Pigs, 167
Prevention bettor than Punishment, 103
Preventive Penal Knowledge, 170
Price of a Partridge (TheX 188
Prince Murat's Pippin, 150
Probable Misunderstanding with France
257

Profitable Value of Delay (The), 232

Prophecy of Merlin (A), 87

Proposed Decoration of the House o

Lords, 146
Protection for British Salmon, 218
Protestants under Protest, 210
Publicans and Sinners, :; 1

Public Favourite (AX 201
Punch in his Glory, 74
Punch's English Exercises, 4
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 57, 06, &c
Punch's Prophecy for the Derby, 221

QI-KRY for the Army (A), 35

Quite a Legal Lino, 124
KAOOED Clergy (The), 231

Railway Remembrancers, 03
Rash Assertion (A), 107
Kather a High Note, 189
Rather Important Syllable (A), 230
Rather Pungent. 1:>

Kittling Game (A), 06
Real Conscience Money, 3ft

Real Editor of "Notes and Queries
"
(Tbel,

87

Reality of Cloud Land (The), 40
Reduced Highness (A). 103

Reform Anti-Reformers, rj3

Reform Breeze (The), 123

Reforming the Reformer, 99

Regular Fox Club Dinner (A), 105

Renuscentur, 114
Revenue Cutter (The), 134
Revival in Art. 257
Revolution in Evening Parties, 39
Riddance of State Rata (A), 41

Right and Left of a Rule (The), 163

Right at Last. 175

Robbing the Poor, 239
Rod in Pickle for Rogues (A), 202

Romilly and the Bigots, 55

Royal Christening (A), ISO
Rule Slaveownia, 160
Hural Insanity, 238
SACRED Bear Gardens, 179
Salmon's Remonstrance (The), 211

Saluting a Captain, 62
"
Sanguinary Mendicant," 228

Savages on Skates, 31
Saxon Law in Canada, 12
Scarlet Rover (The), 127
Schoolmistress Abroad Rather ? 150
Scotch Husbandry, 180
Scotch Salmon and Sewage. 236

Scrap from the "Merry Wives," 217
Seasonable Advice, 35
Seasonable Intelligence, 133
Secession and Slavery, 11

Self-Moving Furniture, 2

Selling an Uncle, 250
Sense from Suffolk, 40
Sentiment in the Sheriffs Court, 33

Serenade, 20

Servantgalism versus Schooling, 2
Settlement of the Italian Question, 176
Shave for the Soldier (A), 1)9

Shocking Objects of Charity, 196
Shop and Freedom, 134
Short Cut fora Clay (A), 261

Sight Seeing and Sneezing, 139
Similarity with a very great Difference

(A), 210

Simplicity of the Division of Labour, 245
Sir O. lawyer's Gammon, 107
Sir W. Ooodenongh Haytcr, M.P., !>7

Slang of the Shops (The), 54
: the Stage (The), 9

SUvt>Owners' Declaration. 40
Mivciy ;ui<l Miiniii>iiifim, 78
Slave Trade and the States (The), 116
Slipslop of the Shops (The), 138
Small Crumbs of Comfort,
Smash fur the Kncoru Swindle (A\ 105

Snaring Pcosai.!

Snobs aud S<jm'
Solemn Application of Steam, 252

Something like a Machine, 212

Something Picked up at a Publisher'*
late Dinner, 42

Something Short for Snake-Bites, 1S2
Song by Mr. Merriman, 196

Song for the Merchants, 170

Song of the "Skyed" One (The), 197
Song to the Speaker, 230
Sound Objection (A), -<il

Spanish Honour to be Avenged, 135

Special Verdict (A), 7

Spiritual Bell-ringing, 137

Spiritualism and Quarter-day, 120
Spoilt Children of tbe Admiralty (The), 138

Squirto Gontil, 211

Star of Italy (The), 83
Steel versus Wood, 17(1
'

Strike, but Hear mo !

"
140

Stultissimi, 162

Superiority of the Superior Sex, 128

Supernatural Swindle, 100

Support in Sickneas S.
r
.

Surgery for tho Middle Classes, 109

Sympathetic Slave-Owners (The), 54

Sympathy, 110

Sympathy of Holiness (The). 30

Symptom of Sanctity (A), 205

TAKING Fashion (A), 103

Taking of Fort Sumtcr, 188

Temperature of Paupers (The), 41

Testators all Alive ! 11

Teutonic Sercnaders (The), 191

That Blessed Donkey, 238
There are no Children Now-a-days, 127
Those Things are an Allegory, 23

They Don't do it Twice, 262

Thing to bo Avoided in Hot Weather, 237

Things that won't Wash. 161
Those Dogs of Italians, 63

Thought for Tears (A), 55
To a Cippus-Smashcr, 227
Tomkius's Telegrams, 114
To Oblige Benson, 30
To Spurgeon, 146
Tribute to Normanby (A). 116

Troops that can well be Spared, 14fl

True Kindness, 245
tuna of many Millions (The), 1S7
Turks and Traitors, 14
Twa Bishops (The), 199
Two Entrances and Two Exits, 81
Two Features Rolled into One, 04
Two Philosophers (The), 235
Two Thoughts, "All in the Downs," 222
UNCERTAIN Cure of Souls, 25

Jn-English Slang, 17S

Jnfeeling Mockery, 210
Jnsuccessful Attempt (An), 64
Jse of France at Rome (Tbe), 181
/ARIATIOS Humbug (The), 47
Vengeance of Music (The). 77

/ery Unfair from John Bright. 58
Vocal Military Music, 232
Voices of our Nights, 185
Volunteer to his Tooth-Brush (The). 182
Volunteer where least Expected (A) 250
WANTED, a Garibaldi for Cottonopolis, 47
Way with Husbands (A), 135
Vhat Bloudin will do Next. 241

Why I Love the Isle of Wight, 2
Will Hayter, 100
Wiscount's Last (Tho), 187
Vit in the Mess Room, 145
Wonderful Cabinet (The), 07

Wonderful Man (A), 262
Wonderful Precocity in a Boy, 259
Word of Advice to the Bishops (A). 100

Working Man'sCrib andhis Club (Tho), 1

Wrong Man for the Work, 55

Wrong Word in tho Wrong Place, 199
YAHOOS among tho Yankees, 139
Yoickx, your Reverence ! 118

Young Lady Architecturally Surveyed
(A), 210

ZONCI for tho Ilaymakun Za/ou, 255

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :-

AMERICAN Difficulty (The), 193
"
Beggar my Neighbour," 121

Britannia about to Take her "Consti
tutional," 59

British Slave (Tho), 163
"C:isar Imperatorl" or, Tho America!
Gladiators, 203

Cottage (The), 17

Derby Obstruction (A), 223

Derby Spill (A), 233
Divorce a Vinculo, 27
Durham Cheese (The), 101
Frost and Thaw. 87
Jack's "

Navy Estimate," 111
Latest Arrival (The), 131
Lion of the Season (The), 213

Looking into the Accounts, 91
Man for Galway (The), 243
Master Bull and his Dentist, 173
Mr. Speaker throws his Wig into the

Scale, 263
Our Cabinet Maker, 183

Papal Allocution, 152
Heal Barbarian from China (The), 5
Recollections of Easter Monday at

Brighton, 153
Seasonable Advico "Put by for a
Frosty Day," T:i

Skating Lesson SlipperyWork (A), 49
Stable (The), Hi
"

Strike, but Hoar me I

"
141

Strike Hitting him Hard (The), 253
Where's tho Baby? 69

SMALL ENGRAVINGS:
" ATHLETIC Exercises," 218
" 'Avo a Pair on. Sir?" 23
Awful Apparition ! 140

Bewaro, Darlings, of Artillery Whisk-
ers, 239

Butcher Boy and Drayman, 130

By the Fast Train, 202

Capital Lark of Bodger and Pipps, 136
Census (The), 162

Challenge for Dlondin (A), 240
mas Visitor (A), 30

clerical Board Movement (The), ::o

Coming Homo with the Hand, IT'S
"
Completely Noupluahed I" 100

Compliments of tho Season (The). 8
Considerate ! OS
Consolation. 13
Contented Mind (A), 55
Cotton Lord and Artist, 106
Dangerous Situation (A), 10

Darlings Seeing the 3Sth Othersex Vo-
lunteers Drilled (Tho), 252

Day before the Derby, 228
Delhi Prize Money (The), 248
Dining undor Difficulties. 120
Dip in the Lucky Bag (A), 114
Doctor and Elderly tady, 250
Doing a " Bit of Paper,'* 208
Doubtful, 240
Effect of the Weather on a Sensitive

Plant, 58
Effects of the Thaw, 45
Eminent Tragedian, 166

Emphat; ! 117
Enthusiastic Artist, 246

Ex-King of Naples (The), 40
Fact (A), 242

Figure of Victory, 116
"

Flattering." 198
Force of Habit, 140
Foreman and Undersized Gont, 229
Frederick Teasinghis Brother-in-law. 78

Caddy's Academy Picture on View, 170

Going over the Gate, 00

Going to tho Sham Fight at Brighton,
155, 156

Gone Away ! 120
Great Coat Committee (The), 53
Guards' Monument (The), 34
" Have a Cigar, Fred ?

"
ISO

Helping him on ! 134
"
Hooray tho Streets up Again !" 137

Horrid Girl ! 220
"

I 'd Choose ter bo cr Daisy," 171

Ignorance not Bliss, 21
Immense Swell a-Shoppint,', 172
Irish Housekeeping, 74
"
Isn'tMr.BlanqueaWicked Man V" I'.'.i

Italian Boot (The), 80
"

It Certainly Sets off tho Uniform," 100

Lady and Cabman, 222
Latest Importation in Sweets, 12
Medium (A), 149
Modern Governess (The), 52
Morning after the Juvenile Party, 33" Neat Style of Cob that, Charles!" 84
New Lady Godiva (The), 42
New Leathers, Too ! 97
Nimble Nincpeuce (The), 188" Old Lady's Delight at Seeing a lively
Female Wasp," 85

" Ono Touch of Nature," ire , 219
Our Artist at Wimbledon, 148
()\v Mary Hanne Follows Fashion, 1-Jl

Painful Subject (A), ls-2

Papal Beadle (A), ISO

Paper Collar Useful and Ornamental
(The), 169

Party with Skates and Cabby, 44

Photographer, 202
Pitt's Statue, Hanover Square, OJ
Poser (A), 109

Proposed new Style of Whisk-ar. 101
Punch takes a Turkish Bath, 192

Riding-Bat Question (The), :i.Vs

Kival Cabby, 17S
Scene A Quiet Street, 181
Scene The Hill, 238

Scivaming Latin Joke, 72
Serious Aeeident during Ihc Frost, 20

Severe," HiS
" She won't be a Pig," 157
Shop 1 107
Six-liiotcrs at Brighton. 1 *,s

Sketch from Nature (A), 113
Sketch of tho Ship

"
Express," 05

Sketch on the Downs (A), 2;;::

Snooks has Joined a Mounted Corps. P5" Sour Grapes," 110
Street Boy and Flunkey, 32

Sunday School Teachcr'and Boy, 170
Swoct Thing in Hats (A), 127
Thaw and the Streets (The), 4s
"Thou art in a Parlous State, Shep-
herd," 209

Valuable Recommendation (A), 2

Very neat Present for small Children, 22
Volunteer Captain and Recruit, Hio

Waltzing of the Period, 212
Wanted a Sponsor, 46

Warning to Mothers (A), 236
Weather and the Streets (The), 4
" What's your Candid Opinion?" 64
Yankee Subtlety, 75

Young Lady and Mr. Smith, 269" You was wory nearly Down, Sir I

"
20
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RABELAIS IN FLEET TREET.

HOW A STRANGE INDIAN WOULD RUN BEFORE PUNCHAQRUEL, AND WHAT CHANCED,
AND THE VAST REWARD WHICH THE INDIAN WON THEREBY.

"VTOW the good PUNCHAGRXJKL keeping his Christmas with joy and delight, as ever was his fashion, and

casting forth to those about him, yea, and to all the world, myriads of diamonds, pearls, emeralds,

amethysts, rubies, topazes, garnets, opals, chrysolites, brilliants, carbuncles, sardonyxes, jacinths, and other

glorious and glittering things, which the Greeks did call epigrams, from the verb which signifieth to inscribe

(as Cox of Finsbury, Member of Parliament, well knoweth), there came to him a message that a strange

Indian, called DEERFOOT, coveted speech with him. " Bid him not covet," said the virtuous PUNCHAOKUEL,
" and bid him enter." Whereupon there leaped forward a wondrously bedizened Indian, bounding in such sort

that his last step carried him four hundred and eleven thousand yards, or that I may not lie unto you, three

inches and a quarter less, and he had to walk back again for seventeen hours or more, until he regained the

place where stood the noble PUNCHAGRXJEL. Then, kneeling on his brown knees, the Indian set forth,

humbly but succinctly first, that he was a Seneca Indian; secondly, that he was a great runner; thirdly, that

lie had beaten all runners beside ; fourthly, that though loaded with prizes, he desired but one, namely, the

praise of the mighty PUNCHAGRUEL ; and fifthly, that he would be made happy for life if he might run before

that potentate. The mild PUNCHAORUEL smiled affably, and said unto his friends,
" SENECA is not too heavy

nor PLAUTUS too light for me." Then, improving the occasion by speaking of that which was by no means in

question or to the purpose, as his manner is, he discoursed to them the history of SENECA, reciting many
thousand lines from his tragedies and comedies, and reducing his imputed wealth, namely, three hundred

thousand sestertia, into pounds, shillings, pence and farthings, and then into napoleons, francs and centipedes,
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and again into the coinage of all the nations in the world. At length the Indian, being somewhat tired with

standing during so many hours of discourse, prayed that he might have an answer. " Thou would'st run before

me," said the noble PUNCHAGRUEL. "
Nay, that were impossible; but thou may'st run after me, anthou wilt.

Go it, thou cripple !

" Then flew off the Indian like an arrow from the bow of ULYSSES, or a Yankee of the North

when he hears that a Government post is to be given away. He ran with all his heart, yet the calm PUNCH-

AGRUEL stirred not, but stood narrating to his followers the most recondite anecdotes of all the great runners of

the world, and their history, and discoursing so sweetly of ATALANTA, CAMILLA, and I know not what others, that

the hearers fell asleep with ecstacies of admiration and delight. All this while the Indian kept running like

unto that hour on the dial which is signified by a unit, or as if he had received a pedal impulse remitting him

into the centre of the proximate hebdomadal period.
" Ha !

"
said the wise PUNUHAGRUEL, "it is s.iid that he

who runs can read. Let us show this benighted Indian that he who reads can run." And darting forth with

one measureless and inconceivable rush, that clove the air like the wind of an Armstrong shell, and caused

innumerable birds to fall down from the sky, or celestial azure, the swift PUNCHAGRUEL flew along Like the

whirling chariot of Phoebus, when that god has lost time in flirting on his road, and putteth on the steam lest he

keep the dinner-table of Olympus waiting. He speedily caught and passed the straining and despairing Indian

(who nevertheless ran valiantly), and smiling affably upon him, did keep ahead of him until DEERFOOT, throwing

up his arms, exclaimed with aloud voice, "Rabbi/shackle par dendron slapamikos boo dingy?" which signifieth

in the Seneca tongue,
" Who can contend with the Wonder of the World ?

" and he fell flat upon the earth.

Then the kind PUXCHAGRUEL caused them to raise him, and administer consolation and brandy ; and when he

was recovered, gave him so many jewels, medals, banknotes, and other rewards, that the Indian staggered under

the weight thereof. Then the gentle PUNCUAGRUEL said,
" Would'st run against me, brown-face ? DOST NOT

KNOW THAT IT is MY DESTINY TO RUN FOR EA'ER ?
" And beside the presents, and as a more precious donation

than all, he gave him, in memory of the day, and for his glorification and joy, his



PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
"VTONDAY. June 24. The appearance of a new Lord Chancellor is an

* event almost worthy to inaugurate the appearance of the First

Number of a new Volume of Punch, and the more so that at length the
Great Seal has been caught by a sportsman of first-rate abilities. SIR
RICHARD BETHELL, the son of a physician, and the descendant of the
old Welsh family ot Ar-lTHEix, now sits upon the Woolsack (when he
has not a more comfortable seat this hot weather) as BARON WEST-
BURY, and Westbury is a place in Wiltshire. Mr. Punch has just done
himself the pleasure of smiling at and bowing to the new Chancellor,
and of remarking that though he may be called FELIX, neither in look
nor attitude does his Lordship resemble the Felix over his head, nor, to

speak the truth, did Mr. Punch detect any very strong likeness between
the pictured orator who is addressing the uncomfortable pro-consul and
any of the mumbling gentlemen who were taking this early opportunity
of obtruding their views of equity upon LORD WESTBURY. Mr. Punch
begs heartily to congratulate his noble and learned friend, B. C., and,
by way of a delicate allusion to his Cambrian ancestry, signifies Mr. P.'i

hope that during the intervals when his Lordship ceases to be bored by
Chancery babble, he will make any swaggering ancient (or modern)
Pistol in the House of Lords or

"
elsewhere," cat the leek which he

will be a bold man to mock.

The Parliamentary chronicle ofthe week, however, commences with the
tribute paid by the Upper House to the memory of LORD CAMPBELL,
whose sudden demise took place in the morning of the previous Sunday.
His Lordship had on the Saturday presided in the Court of Chancery,
where he had

"
reserved a judgment.

"
never to be delivered by himseff,

had at t ended a Cabinet Council, and had in the evening received friends."
Fortune for him had thrown the Treble Six," but he had laboured

Ions and well to deserve his gains. The House adjourned, after
addresses from LOHDS GRANVILLE, BROUGHAM, and ST. LEONARDS.

In the Commons, on Monday, it was elicited that the French
Government arc considering whether they shall let British salt into
France. If

they would freely admit Attic Salt, at six sous per measure,
direct from 85, Fleet Street, it would be a tenfold greater boon to the
I ansians. who must be bored to death with the niaiseries and naughti-
nesses of their own fettered satirists. SIR G. LEWIS made another
attempt to justify himself in (lie matter of the Swell who behaved like a

\OL. XLI.

blackguard at Cremorne, and whose punishment was so indulgently re-

mitted, but SIR GEORGE succeeded only in making MR. ARNOLD'S con-
duct appear still more praiseworthy than before. The Home Secretary
actually laid stress upon the fact that the police did not press the case.

The police press the case against a Swell with discreet friends !

"
Why,

there be exclamations of laughing, as, ha! ha! ho! ho! "not to add.
"
hee ! hee !

" Then came another debate upon the ejections in Donegal
by MR. ADAIR. Divers Irish Members abused lu'm for them, and other

Irish Members defended him for them. MR. ADAIR believed that in

making a wholesale clearance of tenantry he was crushing out a piece
of the Ribbon conspiracy, and his assailants deny that he had sufficient

grounds for such belief, and say that he ought not to have inflicted

suffering without more proof. But half the business of the scoundrelly
Ribbon conspirators is to take care that there shall be no proof of their

crimes. The Government did not approve of MR. ABATRS operations,
but refused to remove from the commission, as demanded, a landlord

who had in no way violated the law, about obedience to which, by land-

lords, the Irish are so uncommonly particular.
We send 3000 soldiers to Canada by the Great Eailer*, a prudential

measure which of course afforded material for some pleasing carping,
not much to the discomfiture of the VISCOUNT PAUCERSTON. LORD
JOHN RUSSELL intends to prevent, if possible, any new war between

Spain and Morocco, and rejoices in the increasing prosperity of the

former. In spite of MR. BUCKLE, Spain intends, she says, to resume
her old position as a leading power. Bon we trust to have an
ELIZABETH ready.

Tuesday. The Lords said that it was a hot evening, and went away.
The Commons had a little battle in the morning over the Bill for

making London pay, out of her coals and wine, for the Embankment, but
a majority of 100 to a showed that the House thought that any sort of

settlement of the question was better than none at all. At night, MR.
T. G. BARING defended the cruelty of making soldiers march over-

dresseil and overloaded under a broiling sun, and the defence was

charmingly official :

"
Another detachment had made the same march,

and no harm was done." Who was it, Wiscount, who said something
about the small wisdom with which the world was governed? Take it

easy, try your mnemonics, Stern ox ox's stern OXIEXSTERN.
Good boy !

ABDUL MEDJID, the Sultan of Turkey, died, and was buried
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in the Mosque of Achmet, Constantinople, this day. His brother aud

successor, ABDUL Am, immediately published a Hat, declaring that he

lueaus to adhere to the policy ol his predecessor, but to avoid his

extravagance. Tliis is ;i very good Hat, and we hope it will keep its

shape, and especially will not require improving bv a French NAP. It

is said, however, that (he new Shadow of Providence is a believer in

the Koran, and means to go in for bigotry, in which case the Bosporus,

pro quo mall- ///////// Bosphorus, may one of I ht'sc early days have to

carry him and his amiable and accomplished wives over the way, and
ilie Seraglio may be to let. l/iiui STRATFORD DE THERAMA, wat
knows everything about the East, lias heard that the new Sultan is a

man of "an arbitrary temiXTament and decided turn of mind," and
his Lordship recommended that good advice should be bestowed upon
him. Mr. Punch may prohablj go round for t lie purpose, when Parlia-

ment rises.

Then eami! a Military IVbate ; that is to say, the comparative claims

of the Enlield and Whit worth Jiitles were debated, and LORD PALMER-
STON said, truly, that sncli a matter must be left to the Executive, and
was not for Parliament. To be .sure, if .Members like to remain in

Town after the Prorogation, they may be supplied with guns, aud may
practise along the interminable passages ot the Houses, and so be
'ead\ to report, in February. Eli. Gentlemen, come, this would be
nobler than slajing grouse on t he heal her. who puts down his name
iir-t Palace Yard will be a pleasant promenade in the close September
evenings, and very good whelks may be bought in the corner by the
i:e\v Bridge.

A.ilr. e in for awful denunciations, as a useless place, and
aii unhealthy place, aud a haunt of vice, and all sorts of bad things ;

and -Mu. P>K.KXM. OsBOBXralosI his temper at being chaffed by LORD
I'.U.MKKMON, and accused the latter of repeating a joke which fie made
M\ years ago. Good gracious, BERNAL, wlio but Mr. Punch can escape

>rt of repetition?

Wednesday. A new writ was moved for Wolverhampton, vacateil by
the elevation of the ATTORNEY-GENERAL to the Woolsack. Here it

may be convenient to record that the Solicitor-General, SIR WILLIAM
ATHBRTON, is not thought strong enough for the place of Attorney, so
he is to be sent up to the IVneh, aud SIR RouNDELL PALMER (Punch
knights him offhand, to save bother) is to be the successor of SIR
RICHARD. SIR ROUNDELL was a Peelite, is an able speaker, scholar,

gentleman, and so on
;
and if he will divest himself of a certain prig-

gishness (0 ! Mr. Punch fears neither Attorney-Generals nor any
created beings) he will do very well. MR. COLLIER will make him an
excellent coadjutor ;

and as the first is for Church-Kates aud against
Ballot, and the other is for Ballot and against Church-Rates, the una-

nimity of the Ministry will not be disturbed, as the two lawyers can

pair off together, and go aud smoke comfortably when either question
comes on.

A Bill for enabling Masters and Operatives to settle disputes by
arbitration was lost; but this object is a good one, and ought to be.

Mowed up. The
difficulty

is that the parties cannot be compelled to
submit to the decision ot any such tribunal, whereas the French
Prtid'hommes have authority. For some reason, the Government are
afraid to interfere with the ridiculous and iniquitous Court of Jersey,
so that nuisance continues to be as full-blown as the toads of ilie

island.

Thursday. Introduced by LORDS BROUGHAM and CRANWORTH, LORD
WESTBURY took his seat. The only proceeding of interest was a dis-

cussion about the TURNER pictures, which are not being treated in
accordance with the will ot the painter-testator. LORD GRANVILLE
thought that their being exhibited at Kensiugton was the best ///A///,/

measure that could be adopted, and PROFESSOR FARADAY says that the

gas does them no harm. The only danger is that from conflagration,
about which

peril, perhaps, the nervousness of noble Lords was

justifiably
awakened by the tremendous lire which broke out near

London Bridge on the previous Saturday, aud which was still burning
whdc they talked.

In the Commons India.

Friday. There is a Dublin dispnti there, dearest readers, don't throw
down the paper, consider that ii is 7 '//,// who speaks, aud you ought to
listen whether you like it or not

"
Apollo's oracle never speaks in

vain "there is a Dublin dispute about the opening some gardens to
the public on Sundaj afternoon. Into the merits of that particular
Irish question Mr. Punch is not going now, but inasmuch as the BISHOP
OF CARLISLE is reported to h: d in the debate, that persons
who wish to afford the humbler classes the means of harmless enjoy-
ment in fresh air. on the Sunday, are "seeking to undermine tlie

sanctity of the Sabbath," 1J<>< TOR- what \s your protege's name,
SHAITKSBURY? DoCTO c.\\i>. reminds Mr. Punch of the con-
dition ill ihe boxer, who, atier a stimiiinir r,mn,l and fall, came up
"looking nine ways for Snnd Bishops do not know
much, but must surely have iv 3 S<3OTT, or MATTHEW HKXKY,
'" L>R. i UIIHXK. and miis -covered

that Sunday i.i the first day of the
'"1 "t the S ,!//. Punch will overhaul them, at a com-

petitive e\:.
: hie days.

In the Commons, a Bill for improving the law affecting the settlement
of the poor was opposed, but sent into Committee by 187 to 44. SIR
JOHN VILLIERS SIIEI.LKY, who was cheered, made objections to the

measure, as did others, but the common sense of the House was i he
other way. MR. BAILLIE COCHRANE talked some nonsense against
the Garibaldi fund, and LORD JOHN RUSSELL said, contemptuously,
that it was scarcely necessary for him to make any observations hi

,

reply, but did make a few, and put Cross-bearer BOWYER in a

These conTertitcs ! A long debate about nothing, in which much good
sense was uttered in deprecation of wasting time in talking brought
on Army and Civil Estimates, and a good lot of money was shelled out

nil to about three in the morning, when Members thought they might
as well go home.
Mr. Punch subjoins an extract which the Morning Star gives him.

It illustrates his last week's mention of LORD ROBERT MONTAGU'S
vain attempt to keep a House while he was muddling over the Schleswig-
Holstein question.
" Tho Dogbladet of Copenhagen pays the following tribute to the speech of LORD

ROBERT MnxTAia; in the House of Commons on the 18th instant, in reference to
the Schleawig-IIolatuin question : 'We have never met with so many incorrect
dates, unintelligible misconceptions, and false and absurd deductions as in the
confused mass of nonsense which the noble Lord displayed to the House. The ex-
planation which tho witty Punch put into the mouth of an honest Paterfamilias,

endeavouring to make thu Danish question clear to his youthful heir, thirsting for

information, was very much more accurate, and infinitely more iutelligible."

Of course it is. We pardon our Danish friend for comparing us for

a second to LORD ROBERT MONTAGU. Our friend should hear that

Bobby. Hut we may mention that LORD ROBERT'S attempt, on the

18th, was elevated into respectability by the infusion of party malice.
It is intended, when the House will listen, to try and lix upon LORD
PA.I.MEHSTI IN t he charge of having cut sixteen hairs off the head of the
KIM; civ DENMARK, or done something to somebody's heirs, in order
to please Russia, and of having denied that he had done so. The
business is said to have been done about nine vears ago. Will the
Duiililinlcl lake his daggcr-bladed knife, and give the right party aslight
prod ? Punch will put the pepper into the hole.

FOREWARNED IS DISARMED.

A Coo from a Dove.

OH ! don't be afraid

That the French will invade
This laud without any occasion

;

(Jive them all their own way,
And 1 make bold to say

They will ne'er trouble us with invasion.

Supreme on the seas,

They will do what they please,
And therefore 'tis clear our right course is,

If we would have peace,
To let them increase

Their fleet, and cut down all our forces.

A FEW SCRATCHES OX PAPER.

EVERYTHING in Japan, if we are to believe one fractional part of

what travellers tell us, appears to be made of paper, from a pocket-
handkerchief down to a dog-kennel. The very banks may, for what \i e

know, be built of paper, al many a discount, or bubble-bank is with

If a conflagration once broke out, spreading from house to house, and

running on from one In-dire to another (for we arc informed that tin-

hedges even are cut out of coloured paper, and so wonderfully imitated,

as actually to deceive the Japan sparrows), _and so communicating
gradually from village to village, the mischief might in time extend over

the entire kingdom, which, the sooner it is steeped in a solution of alum,
the better it will be for its safety.

There is but little doubt that the whole place once ignited would
burn ''like a house on lire." H is questionable even whether the

inhabitants would escape, for with so much paper all over the place,

there is no gainsaying whether the Japanese themselves may not al! be

hicn of letters, and if so, they would perish not less easily than the

contents of a wastepaper-basket. It may be from paper entering thus

largely into all departments, that Japan itself has for centuries pasi

remained so stationary.

Fanning the Flame.

ON the Boulevards (according i o MR. KELLER) they have been selling

fans \iiih the live portraits of ; he KMPEROR, the EMPRESS, the PRINCK
IMPERIAL, VICTOR-EMMANUEL, aud GARIBALDI. The omission of one

fancy portrait certainly surprises us in such a place, and that, is, that of

the 'Italian General FAN-TI. This sixth portrait would have appro-

priately completed the series of Portraits de Panti-sies.
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THE DOLEFUL BALLADE
OF

YOUNG BILL OF liAN'KKUI'TVIK, AND \'E CRUEL LORDE8.

'I'm. LBWTOI thej \\alkr in l.ii:< .

Sar d'i t!>r.\ in Westminster Ha',

does the Members o' Parliament
at t lie jaw.

But i)' Lawyer- and MnnlxT- is nane so proud
\- Sill ll'll IIAK1IK VI B

\\ ,
liis anr fai:'

I'.ANK!

" v

ere liicy':!

I nui by III i.n

Tin n awa" and awa' WI u( iliat txmuic BlLt,
its father'-- bairne I trow,

To tlu- 'K.'k o' the uosr and the

i.'rass upou the brow.

Oh, pruudr it ran anil proude. it

As wh' ' [ere I am ;

"

Ike smooth it Mi-pi, and tin- rough it leapt,
Lordes' House till it cam.

Then oot cam ST. LEONARDS f hat cruel 1.

Said, "(,'imic in, my BILL so tine ;

1 husk thy brow, and - :ou',

And trim yon daws o' tli

"My bro-.v is biiskit. my mou' is digLt!
aun trim;

My futlicr, 1 ween, ! me right,
And wha mend* after Him ?"

Thru oot :ili(l rain the LoRDE ClIELMSFORDE,
I'.lark WI.NM, Kvnu.K oot cam he

;

They liae lured the young thinge in, wi' worde
\ud act o' curt i-

They hae ta'en out each a little penknife,
And split him hair by hair;

They hae twined the young (hinge and his life,

Wi' their cuts sac sluvrp and

And oot, at each job, cam the thick, thick bluid,
Aud oot at each cut the thin ;

hae Ineked and Dished, and snipped and slashed,
Nor left whole inch of skin.

They streikt him oot upon the borde,
And dressed him fair ami line,

And laughing said, "(iae nou and greet
That modest father o' tliine."

They hae rowed him in the parchment scroll,
And tied him wi' the tape,

And oast him in at a pigeon-hole,
\V"i' hitter jest and j

avers were read, and wi' wig on head,
1:1; his seat had ta'en,

Tht'ii ilka McmlwT li
:.t,

But Sn; IXICH \K\I lie had nane !

He rolled his gray e>ne rou

Aud he pra>ed i':l not loud
I he ran unto the hordes' ( llt'uv,

(Jin,

" M\ bo'iny young I'.n.t., my ]>rrtty young BlLl,,
1 pra\ t!> A."

"Oh, father search the fourth pigeon-hole,
(lin ye your BILL wad seik."

Si i: RICHARD ran to the fourth pigeon-hole,
And knelt upou his knee,

"
\l \ liunuy youns KILL, an ye lie here,
1 pray thee speik tn me! "

"The Lonles were wondrous eruel, father

Their nils are WOndrOU sair ;

There's Si. [dONARD'a his penknife in my hert,
And \\ ENSI.KI nit. i. 's in my hair.

"
It 'ae'er judge I'-iiin BKAI
No: 1 L^xnill KM' a traile assignee:

lame, gae, harae, my father deir,

I'm MM the HILL
Sae blitln

Then i' 's up and s|>a*
-

And a i.'ri*';

(The rest of tin- MS. is wantiivr. Dilizent srar<-ti is no\r Ix'ins made
for the- e.nidiisioii nt' tin i.id ainongthcMS. :uid

nd Tepysiaii libraries.

It is apparently founded on tlu- same oe.-urn-ncr as the ballad

I lie title of The Jew's DiniQht
the same iueiil unled hi- /',-n/rem's Tale. The
Percy liallad, lii. ia given above, is a fragment.)

PA-

THE POLICE.

: '" ^"'

matter of accoutrement, a

body of fcirmidalile rivals oer
the way. Ti Mtto-
ritics who preside over the

equipment and clothing

.ijtilary 151ues in

land Yard.
The boots of Poh'eown

have long been objects renuMck-

able for their excessive duD-
siness and disproportion. TW-y
are obviously uncomfortable ;

that we see, ultimagh none
but tfcc wearer k)w
where the shoe pincbes. But
the head of the Policemen is

even worse clad than his feet

are, though the demerits of
his hat are less conspicuous
than those of his bighlows.
The objectionable pecu-

liarities of the PoKceman's
liat are chiefly its extreme
hardness and excessive weisjht

,

whieh is greatest at the crown,
so that the tiling is not only
heavy, but top-heavy. It gets,

therefore, instantly knocked off in a row, and leaves unprotected the

head which it was designed to defend. The glazed top attracts the

heat of the sun when that luminary presides over the beat of the

wearer. Thus rendering him hot-headed, it necessarily hinders his

obedience to the standing-order of his corps, which
requires that,

"
a

Constable should on all occasions execute bis duty with good temper
and discretion."

The hat of the Policeman has been compared to a chimney-pot,

wherefrom, however similar to it in shape and weight, it differs in the

important particular of not allowing the heat and exhalations which

ascend into it to escape. In want of elasticity, its resemblance to that

other cylinder is perfect. Hence it effectually resists that expansion of

the Poficeman's cranium which is a condition requisite to accompany
the progressive mental development of nn intelligent officer.

By night, when the path of the Policeman's duty is irradiated by the

silvery moon, or the refulgence of the gas-lamps, the glimmer reflected

by his glazed hat-cover enable > recognise nun at a distance,

and elude the vigilance of their pursuer. The glazed hat thus answers

a purpose which could not be more effectually served by appending a

contrivance to the tail of his coat like the apparatus which Kature nas

attached to that of the rattlesnake.

The necks of Policemen are moreover constringed with hiirh still"

collars and rigid leather stocks, deserving the name of black el

which necessarily cause congestion of the brain. Thia organ of the

mind, thus overgorged with blood, undergoes a baking process within

the head enclosed by the glazed hat. Such stocks might serve for the

punishment of evil-doers, but should he banished from the uniform of

those whose vocation it is to take offenders into custody. The police

force is not too numerous, but it may be truly said to be overstocked.

The stock of the Policeman is no light grievance, and the hat is

s' ill heavier. The Commissioners of Police are respectfully solicited

intake stoek. and hat also, with a view to necessary reform in both

particulars. They will not. surely, after this appeal, continue to expose
thcmsel' tl banter implied in the popular

"n,
" Who's yo\i
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CRUEL !

Young Swell (loq.). "I SAT, THOMPSON, DO YOU THINK I SHALL EVEB HAVE ANT WHISKERS?"

Thompson (after careful exami-nation).
"
WELL, SIR, I REALLY DON'T THINK AS YOU EVER WILL LEASTWAYS NOT TO SPEAK or !

"

Young Swell.
" THAT 's RATHER HARD, FOR MY PAP I MEAN GOVERNOR HAS PLENTY !

"

Thompson (facetiously).
"
YES, SIR, BUT P'R'APS YOU TAKE AFTER YOUR MA !

"
[Total collapse of Y. S.

DAUGHTERS TO SELL.

Song Im a Eatfg of JJasfjion.

DAUGHTERS to sell ! Daughters to sell !

They cost more money than I can tell ;

Their education has been first-rate ;

What wealthy young nobleman wants a mate ?

They sing like nightingales, play as well :

Daughters to sell! Daughters to sell !

Here 's my fine daughters, my daughters, oh !

German, Italian, and French, they know,
Dance like Sylphides for grace and ease

;

Choose out your partner, whichever you please.
Here 's a nice wife for a rich young swell :

Daughters to sell ! Daughters to sell !

Beautiful daughters, dark and fair !

Each a treasure to suit a millionnaire,
Or fit to pair with any duke's heir
At St. George's Church by Hanover Square.
Hoy ! you that in lordly mansions dwell,
Daughters to sell ! Daughters to sell !

Buy my dear daughters ! Who wants a bride,
That can give her a carriage, and horses to ride,
Stand an opera-box for his fancy's queen,
And no end of acres of crinoline.
Ever new furniture, jewels, and plate,
All sorts of servants upon her to wait ;

Visits to Paris, Vienna, and llome,
In short all that she 's been brought up to at home.
Here are girls for your money if out you can shell.

My daughters to sell ! My daughters to sell !

IN THE NAME OF CONSCIENCE, IT IS MOST
WONDERFUL !

HERE is the greatest marvel we have met with in print for a very
long time :

" The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER acknowledges the receipt of bank-notes
to the amount of 80, on account of Income-Tax from * Two Lawyers.'

"

We have always been told what an insurmountable difficulty it was
to get any money out of a Lawyer, but here is not only one, but actually
two Lawyers, voluntarily (and that constitutes the greatest part of the
wonder !) parting with money ! Of course, it wasn't their own. The
fact, however, is so far pleasing (if anything can be pleasing in con-

nection with the law or lawyers), as it now satisfactorily settles beyond
all cavil, the long-disputed point of

"
Whether a lawyer has a conscience

or not?
" We are only afraid that these

" Two Lawyers
"

(who have

only just escaped immortality, the rogues, by not publishing their

names) must have been terribly uneasy in their consciences to have

parted with so large a sum of money as 80 ! They must have had

many sleepless nights before they came to the resolution of parting
with it ! What hideous crime, or crimes, have they jointly committed ?

Cockney Conundrum.

WHAT'S the difference between the late Sultan, ABDUL MEDJID,
and his successor ?

ABDUL MEDJID is ABDUL as was, but the present Sultan is ABDUL
Aziz.

LOST ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE, 10,000. Whoever will

bring only one-tenth of it to the loser, is perfectly welcome to keep the
remainder. Apply to C. D., Whitecross Street, at any time most convenient to the
finder. tf.B. No further reward will be offered.
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GRAY'S ELEGY.

'/a in. Hit: Ritinitu i

if Ihi- Gnujfiiphii'iil Surii'/ii, iii. IIt? presence of

DU C'lIAlLLU's <

WESTMINSTER Clock proclaims the close of da\ :

The Secretary V irone to iret his tea :

Tlir \isitors drop, one In one, a\va\,

And leave the place to silence and to int.

',\ hai mcaOfaa are these that nurl my -L'hl

What V this OollectiOB the apartment holds
'

These ni'le cartoons, where passing liiunan he

The huge, Gorilla his lonir ana unfolds ':

I.' lion these walls thus vaunt iiisly displayed,
\\ \\\ should those ill-si ull'ed skins their places keq>:

Shall shallow CIIAII.U nut- domain in

And into fame, as a discoverer leap !

l these (iorilla tali's tiiat move m;.

On Mi UUAI'S pa-re In thoi

And /oolo-'-ii' !KI\S li\ bun l)e worn
That on^hl, by rights, to trrace another head '-.

f'l.r him no cash .shall new editions earn,
Dcck'd with enirraviuu-s cribbed from ST. HiLAlRE :

\o more shall London Lion-hunters bum
\\ lib this MUXCJIIAVSIIX their repasts to share.

plumes I 'II make this jackdaw yield,

Against his credit deal a sturdy stroke

Drive his o'er-donc Gorilla from the lield,

Puff out his puff- in smoke.

What though an OWEN set store by bis toil,

1 lis credit though a Mini IIISON assurer
His speeimcns I 'll view with sconifid smile,

J 'renounce them known, nor only known, but poor.

Cannibal Fans iii public faith 1 '11 lower.

Who can believe in Ghouls that rob the grave
''

I '11 make him prove where he spent every hour
Nor yet believe him though the proof he gave.

I '11 make a mountain of each molehill fault,
And o'er it scientilic outcry raise :

Visit his slips with merciless assault)
And damn his merits with the faintest praise.

IVlieve who will GoriUas beat their bust,
Till three miles off you hear the pent -up breath :

That Tsehic'_~o -iiibouves in leaf-shelters thrust

Their heads (by WOLFF drawn, not from life, but death.)

.1 can't deny that the Gorilla's made
Too like a mau complai ^pire ;

Although, his cerebellum brain-o'erlaid,
Than highest Ape, makes lowest Nigger higher.

l>ut the Gorilla has been known this age
\\\ specimens on eaeli Museum roll :

Men haxe kept \onng Gorillas in a cage.
And found them docile creatures on the whole.

re has been
i Though doomed Chimpanzee's common name to bear,')

And Kooloo Kambas here in numbers seen,
Have made the /oologic Hardens stare.

With Nyaiv, that for bush-cow contest
Tame as an Aldemey or Ayrshire stood :

Potamochierus aUnfrons, at ivsi

In Regent's Park, with tusks uiitaiut of blood.

I nt 'rest of reading thousand* to com maud
From tields of fact to t'auej's realm to rise,

To rank as \\oiiiiers of;an unknown G

And blaze transligured in Du CHAILLU'S c.i

Their lot forbade, in died alone
Their reputation, but their limbs conlined :

In Kegeiil's- Park as common ei-i ;Wn,
\ nd seen by all, to pay a bob inclined.

Across Du CHAILLTJ'S equatorial life,

Pool brutes, thev hinc not had the luck to stray,
But pent in cages led a drear) life

Where Sunday loungers llirt the hours away.

For me, \\lio up I" all thing-, live
pi dead,

A'.'ain-t lie Cimu.i m\ objections -'

Should jou inqniii

Wherefore mj indignation i

Haply some kind zoologist may
Oft have we known Old (!KA\ his angry horn

Le\el at aiiirht that came across his way,
When roused to sudden spite, or spleen, or sconi.

lining a muck at all within his reach,
The uctims of his wrath he'd loss sky-high;

\nd lake uncommon liberties of speech.
For which he would be sorry by-aud-by.

,-e was his knowledge, and his soul sincere,
lint he had faults of temper to amend

;

the reverse of clear,

His language, often, likely to offend.

" No furl her >eel, the quarrel to disclose,
Which 'gainst Uu CHAILLU bade him raise his rods,

in fight when ( )WI:N, GRAY, and Hi \u:\ close,

'Twixt right or wrong who shall declare the odds ?
"

AN ABSURDITY IN Till- I

OKE of the Magistrates of Marlborough Street tells us that

" A Dog might I'ito any ponon once or twice without there being my remedy
againat the owner."

In cases of hydrophobia, we should think that being bit tea once would
be more than sufficient, and we doubt if even then the,ppor unfortunate

calf, so lacerated, would have much of a remedy against the owner.

ME. TYBWHITT calls it an absurdity in the law, and
" He couldn't tell how It had ita rite, but certain it is that, through some pedantic

rules, it is necessary to show that the dog in such a case was of kuowu ferocious

habits."

Such law we call only worthy of Dogberry. A man is answerable

for any damage done by his servant, by his horse, or his pig, or (to

speak like an Irishman) any other member of his family ;
and why not

then for his dog? Does this legal indulgence extend to all dogs?
How would it affect the DOG TEAR'EM ? Might he bite any one once
or twice without there being any remedy against tlie constituency that

owns him, or would he be excluded from that canine privilege, inas-

much as it would be easy to show that he was a dog of known
ferocious habits." In the meantime, it is very comfortable to know,
especially as the dog-days are fast approaching, that any dog might

!

bite you, or your child (and the naked chubby leg* of children must be
i very tempting to many a hungry dog), and you would not have a leg to

j

stand upon in court, unless you could duly show that there was a big
dental incision in each of them. Perhaps your best chance of relief

would be to appeal to the "Society for the Protection against Cruclu
to Animals." Your claim woula, of course, be under the head of

"Calves."

At it Again, you See !

THE \Viscount is ever apt at an absurdity. A friend of his the

other day was talking of America, and saying that to set the slaves all

free without injuring their owners would be almost an act of magic.

"Magic!" chirped the Wiscount. "Well, I don't see that exactly.

But it might certainly be called an act of negro-mancy !

"

POLITl: LETTERS IS THE POLICE iX>RCli.

ComssiOKBR MAVWX is about to publish his Memoirs. He ha.s

appropriately taken up the well-known French title,
"

l*e Ckromgues
it F(Eil-de-Buf;" modifying it with no small brilliancy, which

reflects the greatest credit on his Ivmieret as a literary character, into
" THE REVELATIONS or A POLICMAX'S BULL'S-EYE."

Church-Rate.

THERE is one Church-Rate we should like to see abolished, and
that is the shilling one is compelled to grre to the Pew-opener on the

Sunday before ron are favoured with a seat. When we think of tin-

many rates we liavc paid in tliis way, our virtuous indignation against
the system, and our horror of the extortion, are such that we canno

help exclaiming,
"
Proh Pew-door !

"

INFALLIBLE Hi i HOT A\ EATIII:II. What is the beat way
: it straight off.
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A SUGGESTION.
How to riuikc the Crystal Palace Concerts pay. Hint to the Directors; Verbum sap. (N.B. The Conductor is Jiir/her up, on a Flying Trapeze.)

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"Ma. PUKCH.

" ' HAVE you heard PATH ?
' ' What do you think of PATH ?

'

These two questions one is asked at every party that one goes to
;

and as operatic ignorance is not always bliss, I am glad I now can
; answer the first in the affirmative. When I hear the second query,
j

I am rather cautious in wording my reply, and am apt to sound my
hearers and ascertain their bias somewhat, lest they misunderstand me.
In speaking of a young: debutante like ADELBJA PATH, one cannot be
too careful in expressing what one thinks of her. If language was
invented to conceal one's real thoughts, in no way is this notion more
easy to be acted on than in venting an opinion on some musical moot

j

point. One may speak in general terms such as convey no special
meaning, and may murmur forth mild adjectives like

'

charming
'

and
'

delightful,' which, now that critics have recourse to such superlative
laudation, may be accepted as amounting to faint damnatory praise.
Or if one wishes more completely to mystify the questioner and keep
secret what one thinks, it is easy to resort to musical slangology, and
talk scientific nonsense about

'

quality of tone,' and
'

breadth of vocal

colouring,' terms which none but connoisseurs affect to comprehend.
After but one hearing who can form a fair opinion of a singer ? and

who will blame me if I hesitate in telling what I think ? Enough to

say that I was pleased, though perhaps not quite so much so as the
newspapers in general had led me to expect. That a mere girl of
eighteen at once should take first, rank among Italian prima donnas,
and be regarded as the equal of LIND, MALIBRAN, and GKISI, was a
tale that might find credence t' other side of the Atlantic, but which
would meet with few believers in our cooler-blooded cliine. Yet our
critics followed suit in singing almost unmixed praises ; and some of
them have poured forth such exuberance of eulogy as makes one fear
they are leaf-taking: from the Transatlantic press. No one who has
heard her, and who has not oltom'sca.rs, can dispute that MA'AMSELLE
FAITHS a wonderfully clever and highly accomplished singer con-
sidering her age > indeed, with this consideration, if one said too highly
accomplished, it woidd not be far from truth. Over-cultivation may be
latal to young voices, just as over-training is destructive to a horse;

and though I would not say that PATH has been over-taught, I think
her voice shows traces of having been too early somewhat over-worked,
Clear and sweet it is, and may grow more full and strong : a girl of

eighteen scarcely has come to her full strength. But it lacks that

tlirilling sympathy and tenderness of tone which is a gift of nature
rather than of art, and I almost doubt if a too early education may not
be destructive of this nature-gift. The joyous cry of MAMBRAN when
waking in the last act in Sonmmbula was certainly not singing, but it

was something better; and however excellent PATH'S style may be
(and I give her special praise for discarding the vibrato, which is now
so fashionable, and I think so foolish), I would willingly lose hearing of
her most finished phrases to catch but one of those outbursting nature-
notes of JENNY LIND, that stirred one's soul within one, and, not

pleasing the ear merely, went straight to the heart.
"
Foreigners are fond of saying that we English have no taste for

music, and the truth of this remark is most abundantly made manifest

by the fact that all this season the Times has daily had two columns of
musical announcements, and the Opera has been open four or five nights
every week. Even this, it seems, has failed to satisfy our wants, and
the Lyceum has been furnished with an operatic company to catch the

overflowings from the house that GYE built. Whatever be its faults,

the rival management is quick in the performance of its promises ; and
taking into thought the scratch way in which it started, I think it

should be posted as the winner of some praise, I saw Martha t'other

evening very creditably played. TITIENS and GIUGLINI were both in

glorious voice, and have rarely pleased me more than in this English,
Irish, Polish, and Italian opera, as it may, I think, be not unfairly called,
for the scene is laid near London, the chief air came from Ireland, the
words are all Italian, and the composer was a Pole.

"
Reflecting upon things in general, the philosopher remarked,

'There's nothin' new, and there's nothin' true
?
and what there is don't

signify.' Now these wise words might now mid echo in our theatres,
for except that the Lyceum has been turned into an Opera-house, and
that a fairish squad of Frenchmen may be seen at the St. James's,
nothing new of consequence has since my last been visible. Without
the aid of splendid scenery and gorgeous settings up, MR. FECHTER
still succeeds in filling the Princess's as fully as was done by his great
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tragic predecessor, who upheld tin- ISrite-li Drama by the force "I the

,i with SiivKsn srr, ippro
1

mind. At thr Baymarkel
' JfewfehM been revived,

with all its fun ami merriment, and. I must add, all us bolts,

such exuberance of drollerj in the
:

<< all meretnciOM

ialf a moment's laugh DigW rorelj well be

md I think it is in some degt |
"I a managerto i reyent

:i-h ilrania bora being found o I

EATABLE BOUQUETS.

I-KI.M II DIPLOMACY i.\ PI.MN

M.Tilo:
sailor ch in rrplj to their imitation requesting Pram

v. itli their

IIII\MT <ii' t

: thi-i document,

pivs,

polite inliiijatiiin
In tin' effect that, they n>

anil smoke it :

" The nr.tre.st danger* whk-li now menace the temporal sovereignty of th Holy
See proceed, it Is true, fr. the occupation ol Home provide* for

the necessities of tho present, thu future remains expoMd to hazard* wLlch wo
Innttwtlv u/iatt to nvftri. "

IK. li as we are

with which

eniiy papers

iiiuualiy pro-
c own

surprise the othei

morning at

bonqnete

. How the ma-
'lieved WC

yet been
. 'and wr

dou't pretend to

but that.

nosegays should he

eaten i- such a no\el

notion, that we in"

10 lose no chance of catching by the button some scientific

,
if we can, a description of the process. At

at, cauliflowers art the only sort of flowers that we have ever

i, and although we have in eastern writings read of feasts of roses,

we Is ict a traveller who has actually partaken of them. We
iost as soon have thought of having a feast of tea-leaves as

1 1 HIT down to Invakfast, lunch, or dine off roses; and as for eating

y, as it seems may now be done, we should about as

dreamt of supping off boiled bandboxes, or of having pickled

goosequills or stewed spectacles for lunch.

iv of course accustomed to see flowers on the dinner-table, but

v. , have never jet regarded them as part of the repast. Now in

I'm mv we shall fancy they are put there to be eaten; and we shall ask,

if we so choose, for a small helping of peoBY,jU8l as we might do for

half a slice of pine. Crocusses and cream will take the place of straw-

nimtli will very likely water for geraniums as it now
ues does for grapes. Now that flowers are found edible, there's

ig what queer tloral dishes one may dine off, queerer even than

theentvi :! salt cucumbers, which are among
of a dinner a la Rmse. A plat of grasspht served ate

take the place of salad; and for something hot and

stinging, as 'a tickler 1o the palate, a dish of devilled nettles maybe
a lieu of curry, after which one will luxuriate in dandelion ice.

aste as they have smell, how gourmands
will dcliirhl when violets come in, and wail with growing u'iMo for the

! Hashed calf's head in future will give place to

: and aldermen who now are satisfied with turtle.

will be heard sinirini: the praises of L'ood sunflower soup. A haunch of

'. will be followed by a hmv : !aldia dinners

hniond will supplant : ieh whitebait, and cold

tripe.

hill? we i'e:\i- is if joun- ladies take to cam in:.

bouquets, then- will be an end to all tgs With which
ircr begs a flower from his fair one, that ut it in his

cm-hole or
press

it to his heart. Instead of doing this he woidd, if

lible, be very much more likely to put it to his month; and

bat he would treasure it forever, lie would si ;

! iii gobbling it all up. Moreover too the

will no longer he suitable for pin aliment : for, now
. swain will shrink from so

declaring his fond feelin-s. lest his i-ifi should be returned to him, and

.aling his own words. And just imagine the .

"Ulh, wlio. after haviirjr carefully composed :

fora of a bouquet, should find his AM.KI.INA mooching
his fond phi-a -he would a bit of bmid and butter,
or a mouthful of dry to

wish to avert."

:

s just a diplomatic way of Hying:
blockheads, the im .-cr which ' POPI

over the City of l;< 'his moiiii

of annexation to the KiiiL-dom of Italy, by the (iovi-rm

well

for the of things
- h;.t vo

to fear bv-and-by is, the dis>olut .

internal causes. The probability is. ti ,
, n.ral subiects < :

Holiness, iin-d of the . which tin ~l''

of religion, will at len;rth b ^gu-

incuts of those who maintain tliat his claims to infallibility, and the

it' of Christendom, arc all bosh,

ritual snp; humbug, ;

>n to his i en i ])oral rule, under a pressure v

daily more difficult to

would ultimately blow up; and this is the cata-

we want to avert if we can, though we are afraid it must happen sooner

ir later. Let your master and jour m'stros know what we say, and

a to be quiet, and not allow their bigotry to induce them to act

like fools."

NOT EXACTLY ROSEWATEK.

A CORIUESPOKDKXT of the Times gives the following directions for

deodorising that substance, which is the principal component of hot-

teds:

"
If thorn who have stable manure will take 4 oz. of sulphuric acid and two

gallons of water, and mil them hi a garden watering-can, with the rose on, then

sprinkle the contents over tho manure every evening (supposing it to be a cartload;

tt will counteract the unpleasant itnell."

The writer then goes on to erplain that the graveolenec of the fer-

tilising compound is destroyed by the sulphuric acid in fixing the

ammonia which that compound contains. Beginners in gardening
should understand that the deodorising process is effected solely by the

sulphuric acid, otherwise they may form a misconception on that point
from being informed that the materials to be made pleasant are to be

sprinkled with the contents of a watering-can which lias the rose on.

The Way to Win Him.

ST Girl fails to catch a lord and master,

Because some other girls are rather faster.

And cv'n a fast man fears to tidcr a wife.

If fast, who '11 be bound fast to him for life.

APPEAL EXTRAORDl N A in .

INDIA now and then gives the highest tribunal of the .British Empire
some strange work to do. The other day, for instance .

' The Judicial Committee of Privy Council sat on Saturday. An Appeal from

Bengal,
' Line AND WISE v. BKJOY KISUEM Doos,' was heard."

What can have been the matter in dispute between'LAMB and Dooe ?

The bone of contention was perhaps one which DIX.S had appropriated,

but it can hardlj be conceived to have belonged to LAMB, though. a

mutton-bone inil'ht have been the Ixme of one of LAMB'S ancestors,

and the property of \\ ISK. An illustrated paper the other day pub-

lished a portrait' of a little dog named "Looty" found in the Summer
Palace at Pckin. Looty is a nice Indian name for a dog; hut let us

hope that it is one not applicable to the BOGS BEJOY and K

'0 NATIONS EMBARRASSED IN DIFFICULTIES. .A

Fn-iich are about to vacate Syria, tho EMPEROB NAMI-ION would feel obliged to

Uny Kingdom, whose affairs are temporarily embarrassed, and stand in need of a

satisfactory settlement, to apply to him immediately, without reserro, as hs is

! extremely anxious to give hii army some fresh octupatwa.
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A SERIOUS DRAWBACK.
Hideous OH Lady of Fashion (with Plain Datighter). "CHARMING BALL AT SIR CHARLES'S LAST NIGHT! EVERYBODY THERE GOOD

ROOMS, >'OT OVERCROWDED CAPITAL SUPPER ! DEAREST BARBARA ENJOYED HERSELF PRODIGIOUSLY ! I DON'T SEE, HOWEVER, HOW I CAN
WELL AVOID ASKING HlS SlSTER AND NlECE TO My BALL, NEXT WEEK, HE IS SO FOND OF THEM

;
AND YET YOU KNOW THAT THEY ARE

PEOPLE WHO DO HOT GO OUT NEARLY AS MUCH AS WE DO, AND ARE fOT AT ALL IN OUE POSITION IN SOCIETY !

"

TRIP OF ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.
THE flash of

electricity that courses along the telegraphic wire occa-

sionally makes a shocking mistake. There are reasons for trusting
that a grave blunder is involved in the subjoined telegrams despatched,
the other day, from the Eternal City :

' No improvement has taken place in the health of the POPE."
Reactionary agents have been sent to Umbria and the Marches."

If the former of the two announcements above quoted stood alone, it

would afford too much reason to apprehend that his Holiness the POM:
riously ill. But it assumes the character of a mistatement when

taken m connection with the latter. Put this and that together, and
you will then see good cause for supposing that to be a blunder. The
information that reactionary agents have been sent to Umbria and the
Marohee is, rather inconsistent than otherwise with the news of the
implied illness ni the I'OFE

; for, if it is true, there is fair ground for

hoping that the Sovereign Pontiff is at least well enough to attend to
uiisiiicss. A1 the same time, the mission of reactionary agents to
foment disturbance in the newly-constituted Kingdom of Italy, is, on
the other hand, a iaet which not only agrees with, but confirms, (he
telegram relative to Flo NOHO, corrected in accordance with reasonable

cture. No improvement has taken place in the ideas of the
M. {Such, no doubt, is what the message would have been it'

rightly transmitted. Let us, therefore, rejoice in concluding that his
Holiness is bodily in good case, and, barring infatuation and obstinacy
lias nothing the matter with him, but is all alive and kicking

HORSE VEAL.

Is the subjoined passage touching a certain one out of a number of

young racehorses, that amusing and instructive sporting writer,"
ARGUS," has probably afforded some cause of misunderstanding to

France :

"But .Broker to Summerside, by Wc<t Australian out of Ellhifiton, is the pern of

j

the lot, and without exception the very finest yearling I ever beheld in my life, and
will make many a poor man's mouth water."

A little further On our author tells us that the Palmyra, colt "will
make as nice an animal as a man would like to look at." We, of

course, understand what is meant by a horse that will make a poor
man's mouth water, and by one that is as nice an animal as a man
would wish to look at. But how will M. DE ST. HILAIRE and the
Societe Hippophagique of Paris construe such language in application
to horseflesh ? Surely they \yill

conclude it to imply t hat. we arc

accustomed to look at horses with eyes like their own, with eyes such
as those wliich, at _the Fat Cattle Show, carnivorous citizens may be
observed contemplating the prize oxen. Perhaps the Parisian Dogsmeat.
Association will he induced, by the information above quoted, to send
an audit over here with a commission to purchase the animals which,
to their apprehension, it will have represented in a savoury character.

The Society of Horscaters will doubtless be willing to pay t ho pi-ice

that may be demanded for the colts which they would want to convert
into equine veal, if they can possibly afford it, which is not certain

;
for

although they may have more money than brains, it does not therefore
follow that they are very rich.

"
A SOUND CONSCIENCE PRODUCES SOUND SLEEP." 3f. F. TllfpCr.
WE arc told that, "as a man makes his bed, so he must lie in it."

.t is so with a bankrupt; for we find that, when his balance-sheet is
not drawn up all straight, there is generally awful lying in it.

" ALL ALIVE, OH !

"
Friendship, it must be confessed, is of a far

j

more cannibalistic turn than Enmity. Men are merely bitten by their

enemies, but they are eaten up by their friends.

AI VRDA v,.July G, i

r taSE!*J2!SS:
t, m the Precinct u r*

hitefnan, in the City of Lo
No. 19, Queen'* Road West, Regent's Parfc, both in the Parish of St. Panoras, in the County of Middlesex,
ondon, and Published by them at No. 8i, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, in the City of London.
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DOWN WITH YOUR STARDUST!

ogthe
splen-

did i

appeared in celebration of

Volume. I

uuiutrodnced, anil h;is been

]ook> . rather, up
to, iis a sort nf intrnd'

K eke knows anything

nnl the lea

laliiiii in statue:

Mill knowledge, that it

is <inc ol' the two observed

I'.v
N

ii England,
iimeiil'Kr

1.'>:>;, and again
;

of .1 \MI s
. 1 I7.'i,

anil that it will b.

on t!
i \pril, I'.M.

about ten o'clock in the

evening. If any astrono-

mer, 01 other person, doubt

this last fact, Mr. /'.

open lo iin oiler of the usual

I'.ritish method ol' settling a dispute, ami : large or

small, in ited at hi-- < Mliee, \<> awail I he event . 1 1 is publisher
nil hand il to the posterit\ of I he w inner on a certitieate

from I lie lineal descenda:,

hereby requests
< ieli.

CIII'.MICM. \o\lKNCl,.\TTKK FOR LADIES.
"

Mil.
,

ing to lind Pictorial Art linked hand in hand with

ml Science; the group (tending, so to speak, in the attitude of

the Three (.'races. This remark is suggested by two paintings which
adorn I he wall-, of the I. l:\liiliition. In each of them

a.delightful representation of a young female, who h;

interesting name of KI..MNK. 1 say inter. mse, as you know,
or <>i. KIM:, i-- the liquid eonsiiiuenl of adipose matter, ana

even student of chemistry in" with interest the idea of that

i such hnely forms as those, above specified.
"

I'll. MM. has been well ehos'eii by a {Treat living poet for the name of

a heroine, lint KI.MM. as I i red not inform you, has a

in order to obtain her

it mutton suel with ether. Shall STKMUM: want a sacred

bard to immortalise her: ('a; une of your young men to do

il, Mr. Punch ? - and, if there is nobody to paint her, at least urn

illicit desire a talented artist of your own to draw her likeness on

wii.nl; and I Inn Si i \ i:i\ i; would be a bounty w il bout paint. Or what
sa\ jou in gh'ing us a Cartoon, whereof the subjects shall be

nd I'll.MM :. or the Two Sisters.' It might perhaps be

i. -marked that Ki. '

i \in\K were the daughters of FxTIMA.
i his perhaps too venturous suggestion from your philosophical

bcr, "AlRPUMP."
"

I'.S. Many pretty names might be enlled from the flowery paths of

Cheuiistrj ; names, like KI.MM: and SIT \\\\ \ i , ending in inc. There
is (ii.MT.nixi-:, for ins, Omnre, and HKHMINI;, which
last would be for a young lady in the habit of using

patchouli."

Railway Transport of Beasts.

IN a letter to the Tinifs, "ViATOTi" eomplains thai, on Ihe London
erbor] b'ailwa\, he was greatly annoyed by the behaviour of

live rulliaus v drunk, were looked up with him in a crowded
third-class carriage. That, of oonni 'he fault of the Company,
which, however, will now, from this time forward, no doubt, take care

that its guards shall not inflict blackguards on respectable people. It

ther Kailuay Compaui, -pie of establishing

linages, or sot -boxes, in which dninkcn passengers shall he

shut up all b\ then e pigs.

DAME BURDEN ON Till; HKLGRAVIAN
miTUT i/n.

I 'VF. got no patience, with I i .11 that talk of in the papers,
is nil siteh tremendions bills at jewellers and linen-drapi

Their mothers is as bad anil wus to bring YIII up with siteh hiu-h ii"t

AVhat man would marry wi\es li'

the:

n for every meal, for breakfast, lunch, and lea, and
dii'i

Siteh
vanity and p 1 eaIN the ennduck of a sinner.

To think of Ira at .

"
kettledrum," and diuin'

your uproars and your ron b the risin-

warning,
s, danrin' to the tune !!'<

What man us likes his naleral sleep v, oubl c\ er think for lo ineiin,

His s<'lf with her as keep sileh hours in place ml proper
slumber P

But what i in't abide is all that Rotten l!ow paradin",
And -which it is, I will maintain, unworthy ol a British

1 wouldn't >.\ i-h. and never did, to see JOIIHL' gals demure a-
'

Mm I will say "Don't talk to me, git out with all them Ixild I:

breakers!"

I'm told they learnt you fust to wear them pork-pic hats so free and

Highly,
A pretty copy to be sin . highty-lighty !

uliieh is which 'tis haul to lell, you're all so forrad and so jaunty,
With crinolines and Malimn ieal and gallivaunt) .

Ah ! there, I know in my young days we never durst a word to mention,
Of siteh things now as and attention,
U hieh I declare I' m shoekeil ;

i ir iinperence is so am
I never thought : ild live In see joung women grow so brazen.

And what can their mammas expect, that makes so sad a lamentation ':

Nobody comin for to woo
;
who would I wonder ? Botheration !

The hussies can't get husbands ! none, it stands to reason, could endure

'cm,
A broomstick or nice rope's end is what I' d take to 'en> to cure 'cm.

\'t i> T- \\ ii\ is an unskilful speculator
on the Turf like a i usp he ur\er has anything to do with the

King but what he has lo paj through the nose for it.

A CRUEL JOKE.

A\"K are glad to see that the Officers of Health and others arc prose-
cuting the country butchers and salesmen for sending putrid
to the M el mpolitan markets. Atarece iedtt the

House,
" ALDEHVAK HALK said he knew there ware a olax of ran<*u In tho country
ho thought Londonera would eat ny kind of mett. and they thought It a pood

joke it they could only succeed In palming off their bad meat upon the London
consumers, and be, therefore, would commit defendant for trial."

We have no doubt that there is a certain class of country butchers

who, in their extreme facet iousness, fancy that anything is good enough
for the stupid Cockneys; but we beg to tell these funny gentlemen
that such

"
a joke

"
may be great sport to them, but it is certain

death to those at whose ;e tilthyjokc is enl. It is all done
in the way of jesting; and we suppose, if they do poison a few

hundreds, that fhev must be excused, for they
"
poison but iu;est."

The old saving of ''\\lial is one man's meat is another man's
|

tiius painfully verified: ll. '!' the country, sent up
in this putrid state, is literally I he

"
i>oison

"
of the Metropoli V, e

noliee that several of these Poisoners of ry have
been punished with severe tin- mnent with hard lalxinr would

be a litter reward for such jocular depravity. IVrhajis t
1

consider threi in jiicking oakum as
"
good a juke

"

as disseminating disease through the medium of meat in a corrupt
state. To perpetrate jo

1

killing a nature, the mind-

malefactors must be almost as corrupt as the wares they deal in. Their

slaughterhouses were u. dod for human beings as well as

The City Magistrates are to bo highly commended for

pting to stop this extension of the butcher's business.

A Very Natural Mistake.

Lnun DUPTEBIN, the Brilish Commissioner in Syria, has been

appointed a kuiirht Commander of the Math. As Sjria is eompre
heiided in the Ottoman Knuiiir, the Mat h v, ilh whose order li

ship has In, ips, IK; erroneously imagined to be

the Turkish Bath.

VOL. M.I.
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This is why Charles, who took his two Fair Cousins to see Blondin on the Hi<jh Hope, did not think it
\>ij

any means a "
Disgusting Exhibition."

MISSED HIS TIP.

ANDERSON, the slave who struck
for freedom, is in London, and was
welcomed, the other day, at a public
meeting, where the righteousness
of his act was affirmed by acclama-
tion. But who, docs the public
think, was chosen as Chairman ?

No other man than the deadly and
declared destroyer of the bug no
other man than the insecticide

HARPER TWELVETREES ! Hut he

missed an opportunity of puffing
one of his wares, and this is

strange. Why did he not dilulc,

upon his Patent Miraculous Wash-
ing Powder, and declare that by a

proper application c if that wonderful
invention, their friend AXDKIISOX
himself, Mack as he was, could
be washed as white as a lily?
"HARPER, thou wert not wonl to

be so dull."

A Legal Mull

AT the last Examination in Chan-

cery Lane, an embryo attorney
came upon the question,

"
\Vhat.

is the Act for Facilitating the

Acknowledgment of Deeds of
Married Women?" He wrote.
"
I have not bestowed much study

on the practice in the Divorce

Court, but I surmise that this act

is intended to enable SIR C.

CRESSWELL to obtain evidence,

more easily." The portrait of

Mil. HOLME frowned upon him,
and he is not to be let loose upon
clients.

WANTED A COURT PENMAN.
ROYAL personages, in answering loyal addresses, of course speak

only that which is set down for them. If they made speeches of their

own, they would be continually committing themselves, unawares, to
this statement and that, and unwittingly treading upon the corns of
various people right and left. At least, to avoid making mistakes
of this sort, they would have to take an amount of trouble in com-
posing their replies so great that' it would veiy much interfere
with their ordinary business, and entirely spoil their pleasure. It is

therefore necessary that Princes should be provided with attendants
having the office to compose, and put into form, the platitudes in which
they are called upon, from time to time, to acknowledge the compli-
ments which are paid to them. But then the platitudes ought to be
expressed in proper terms, such as it may become a Prince to utter

;

that is in language which a decently educated person would naturally
use. Now, is anybody who has been brought up in any school better
than a Commercial Academy, capable of delivering himself in such a
style as that of the subjoined slipslop which the PRINCE OF WALES had
to read in answer to an address presented to him by the Kingstown
Commissioners ?

"Ooutlcmou,-Imost heartily tlniuk you for the gratifying terms in which, on
your own behalf a, i.l th.it of the Inhabitants of Kingstown, you greet mo on my
arrival .it your port, after .1 voyage performed with such case and expedition in the
admirable vessel considerately placed at my disposal by its entcrnrisiuK pro-
prietors."

U hat gent was it that made up this mixture of pompous vulgarisms''
Oral dying" terms. Voyage performed with sucli "ease and expe-

dition. Admirable vessel considerately placed at my disposal by its
cut crpnsuig proprietors." Why these are all the fam'iliar phrases of
puffing t radesmen'e advert isemcnts. The last of the foregoing passages
relative to the Connaudit and flic Steam-Packet Company would lead
one to suppose it to liau been written by somebody in tlie interest of
that concern. It would probably be unjust to a well-informed and sen-
sible man to suggest that its author was the steward of the above-

>- i-l.

His Ki>\al !

'

a also actually made to say :

"During former vuits to Ireland, ud particularly in the course of a tour made

some years ago through the country, I had considerable opportunities of witnessing
the beauty of her scenery.

"

Some clue to the authorship of the preceding instances of haber-

dashers' eloquence may perhaps be found in those characteristic forms
of speech, "considerable" opportunities, and "witnessing" the beauty
of _her scenery. These are the notorious idioms of that sort of peim> a-

lining which is the least worthia penny. The advisers of the PRINCK
OP WALES should cause their own private secretaries to write the

speeches which they give the PRINCE to make, and not employ for that

purpose the undermost reporter engaged on the Court Circular. At
least let the QUEEN'S sou be allowed to speak his Mother's English.
As there is a Poet -laureate, so likewise ought thereto be a Koval

Professor of Prose, whose office, however, shall not he merely honorary,
but shall consist in plainly wording the simple ideas which Royalty
is occasionally called upon to express. Mr. Punch could mention some
young men, who, at a sufficiently high wages, would accept the work.

Old Fogy's Glee.

Oir, the girls that we have seen
All in their time so fab" !

Now some are fat, and some are lean,
So much the worse for wear.

To think I see my early flame
In yonder MRS. GRUNDY !

Once 1 was mad for that old dame !

Sic transit gloria muii'li !

Sabbatarians Snubbed.

IT is delightful to find that the body of fanatics, constituting a

majority of the Royal Dublin Society, who have refused to open their

Botanical (ianlcns to the public on Sunday, have had the vote of 2382,
which they wanted, disallowed by the House of Commons pending their

Sabbatarian exclusion of the people from that place of moral and intel-

lectual recreation. If these bigots or humbugs are consistent, they
must believe that the injunction to "consider the lilies of the field"
is one that ought not to be observed on Sundays.
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GROUNDLESS ALARM.
"Don YOB KNOW, LOVE, I'M BATHER SORRY I GOT THIS HAT, TOR SUPPOSE I SHOULD BB TAKER FOR A "PRKTTY

!

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

JULY 1, MuiitJiiy. BISHOP TAIT, of London, announced, on behalf of

i In- \i;< -iinisiiop OF CANTERBURY and the Church generally, tliat they

would hail a speedy settlement, of the Church llate question, and wonld

deplore any settlement that should leave, a rankling in the minds of

their dissenting brethren. It seems difficult to speak more civilly than

spoke I'K. T.UT, who is a zealous and earnest hierarch, and who might
have been seen on the previous Sunday preaching in the open air to the

li, >,it hen of ( 'o\ cut Garden. LORD BttouoiiAM expressed his conviction

that in the matter of St. Domingo we ought not to place the slightest

eonlidenee in the promises of Spain not to introduce slavery into that

island; mid though the Colonial Secretary begged BROUGHAM not to be
so nnle, Lciiiti STRATFORD KE 1! KIICU nr, ob-cned that Spain takes

everj opportunity of cheat ing.

Toe Commons considered the Four Scats Hill. M n. TOM DimCOMBE
amialilj pointed out the fact that I lie ( !o\ ernmenl had been thoroughly
beaten on this question, and had been forced to abandon the principle
on which the) had declared the Bill to bo based. Defeated in I he attempt
to create a new metropolitan borough, ami mixed up in the defeat on
the attempt to give a I liird Member to Middlesex, they snecumb to the

dictation of the majority, and hand over the extra Member to the \Vc.st

Killing. LOUD FBBJfOT, also, and other Government supporters,
animadverted upon the abandonment of principle. But Mil. DUN-
COMBF.'S attempt to overthrow the Bill was baffled by 20t to 2S. Then
two Scotchmen demanded a .Member for the Scottish Universities, and

SIR JAMES GRAHAM postponed the claim of the London University, and

supported that of the Hiding; and it was finally settled that after the

dissolution of this present Derbyite Parliament, the West Riding of

Yorkshire shall he split into North and South, and that each shall have

its share of \Vapcntakes (which may be something nice to eat for any-

thing Mr. Punch knows), and the two portions shall each have two

Members, and the chief electoral place tor the North shall be Leeds,
and that for the South shall be Pontefract. at which latter p]

celebrated MR. GULLY was returned, and the celebrated MR, SAYF.HS

may be returned if the constituency likes him.

Our friend PAM'S Ministry is getting divers knocks and kicks, and

does not look very strong on its pins just now;,
while the Tories are

shoving together, shoulder to shoulder ;
and if it were not for Foreign

Affairs there might be
"
an ugly rush," and in spite of foreign affairs

something of the kind may not be far off. But that is our friend

PAM'S own business. Mr. Punch is sorry, however, that LORD P. is

not strong enough to carry out his own intentions as to the legal ap-

pointments. He caused it to be proclaimed to the world that he had got

MR. ROUNDELL PALMER for Attorney-General, and that Sin \\ 1 1.1.1 m
ATHERTON was to go up as judge. Now, it appears that the Liberal

parliamentary barristers kicked up such a horrible row about the be-

stowal of the Attorney-Generalship upon MR. PALMER, who was a kind

of Peel-Conservative, and certainly not one of the Liberal part}-, that

PAM was obliged to give k ATIIKKTOS, who is a third-rater,

into the place just \acaled hj Sin HirnuU) BKTIIKU., and ]iut in

PALMER as Solicitor. The which concession arguelh not a conviction

on the part of the Constable that the present Ministerial arrange-

ments are likely to outlast the world. It is said that the PALMER still

wears the Conservative cockle-shell, and comes in "with liberty of

reservation."

Civil Estimates came on, and the Wiscount, who shall be discoro-

netted for the night, as a mark of respect, because he twice talked very

good sense, made some remarks upon the people having to keep up

Hampton Court Palace for members of the aristocracy. An
MB. COWPER with the usual otlicial humbug the infusion of a gram of

t nith in a pint of falsehood :

" Her Maiesty
had given permission for

the widows of distinguished officers to be lodged there." Very nice,

and nothing would be more delightful to Englishmen than to know that

such homes were provided for those who were dear to our heroes. But.
"
There are thnv widows in the Palace, and the rest of the apartments

arc given up to remnants of the aristocracy." The money was voted,

! but the false pretence was smashed. Then it was arranged that the mass

of bronze and undertekery called the Wellington Car should be put

away into a crypt of St. Paul's, where nobody need see it (as MR.
COWPER explained) who did not make special demand to see it.

Upwards of i-'-'.^Hl was voted for the Broniptou Boilers, and very
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propei ly, and nearly 100,000 was given for keeping up Parks and

Palaces'. In the course of this discussion complaints were made of the

new encroachment in Kensington Gardens. Air. Punch personally in-

spected this Hide the other day, and it appears to him that so far from

its being a harmless arrangement, it is a cutting up of one of the most

walks in 1 ho Gardens. It is very hard that people with six

legs caul go a lit tie further oil', and leave the only pretty garden in

London to people with two legs only. Then came the votes for the

ornamentation of the new Houses, and MK. Wiu.r.vM \VILLLVMS spoke

up for a statue to one of the ablest generals, greatest statesmen, anil

wisest rulers that England has ever produced, lie meant OLIVER CROM-
The House received tiiis iust homage to King OLIVER so well

that MR. COWI-EII, who hail said that CROMWELL should not be forgot-

ien. seemed frightened, and explained that he had only meant that the

Protector's name was in the statue-index, and that the question might
come OH hereafter. Whereat there was derision. \\ hen the statue i>

In ! erected, .Mr. Pt'nc/1, as a Protestant, intends to protest against its

Bg inserted between the images of King OLIVER'S predecessor and
. 'i;i,i: ('\\MXI. adduced proof that CHARLES TIH:

I'l'isr v,;is a I'apist, and CHARLES THE SKCOMI'N apostacy was no

secret, and old .Noll would not stand comfort ably bet ween a Popish
I \ranl and ;i I'opish traitor. Let him be set by himself, and when the

llr. I'l'i/i-h will snppl.\ him with an inscription from the

works of .IKKK.HY TAVLOR, who married an unlawful daughter of the
nil \ et did not get much out of his brother-in-law,

i Oil).

Off. Tin' XORMAXBY snub was more effectually adininistered
t lian usual. N . \\ anl s to make a speech about the DUKE OF MODENA one

Mi-ants ilirust out by I laly, and charitably forgotten by everybody
but such people as LORD NORMANBY. BROUGHAM and GKAXVILLE
advised him to hold his tongue, but the old goose persisting, the Lords
cried "order" till he shut up.
A very sensible speech by the BISHOP OF Loxuox. He opposed a

feeble Bill for the Union of Benefice*, and described it as a measure for

enabling any persons who could get 40,000 together to have a Bishop
for their money. \Vhy, if this Bill passed, it would be as much the
fashion for a millioimaire t o have a Bishop of his own as to have a butler.
A rich marchioness would probably have two, taking care that they
should be alike in regard to calves and Calvinism. Our Bishop pro-
ceeded to allude to the Church-llate question, and said, pluckily, that
it ought to be discussed in the Commons, that disagreeable 'things
might be said there, but that they would not rankle unless they con-
tained truth. He did not want any great addition of Bishops, for he
did not approve of the principle of constant interference by authorities.
But he was for making Deans useful, and for other reforms. The
Bishop's speech actually elicited praise from the Gold-Boy, MERCATOII
OVERSTONE, and the Bill was demolished by 68 to 11.
LORD ELLENBOKOUGH, speaking of the necessity of keeping a Reserve

of Naval Officers, declared his conviction that a war was
"
inevitable,"

and that it might come upon us at any moment. When the Elephant
trumpets, the Tiger is usually in ambush but our old elephant has not
been in work of late, and may be a little nervous.
On a Scotch School Bill in the Commons, MR. BOUVERLE told a

goodish story a schoolmaster had a iked allowance, and naturally did
-it more work than he could not avoid, so whenever uewooyscame he used to flog them perpetually, until their parents took them

way, and left him to his gentler occupations. A new writ was moved
lor Durham, SIR WILLIAM ATHEHTON becoming Attorney-General.

<v. By the way, MR. WEGUELIN (who was defeated at South-
ampton by electors who showed their fitness for the franchise by pre-
ierniig that loud-mouthed patriot DIGBY SEYMOUR) came in to-day for

'hampton and is a gain to the House.
LORD PAi.MKiisTON who is famed for Anglican ignorance as to when

hen beaten, did not look blue when the ATHERTON writ was asked,but was prcscnih chaffing VINCENT SCULLY, and amid roars, offering
him, by implication the situation of Lord of the Treasury, vacated by

rwnmal leal BAGWELL. A proposal by LORD ENFIELD to com-
cerlain parsons lor their losses in burial fees by the shutting upabominable graveyards, was lost by 59 to 48.

"
Eor^a

difference one cannot call nil
The Commons perceives, be it said

'iwixt the Enlicld that's rifled to kill

And the Enlield who'd rifle the dead."

What Alii Pon; HKSX-KSSY'S special interest iii Poland may be is
i . I erkaps lie advocates her cause to show that when Liberty

is quite unattainable by a nation, Papists have no objection to clamour
on us behalt, though, when there is a chance of freedom for a people, as

Sicily Tuscany, Naples, and elsewhere, the Koman Catholic orator
My denounces the revolutionist as a wicked and ungrateful

reprobate. But it does not diminish the wrongs of Poland that theya"' pleaded by the friends of tyranny it may be said to increase them.
lo-mdit, 1 oland having been made a peg for a speech by MK. lh:v-
M-.SSY another Irish -cntleman, MB. SCULLY, declared that the case of
Poland was not nearly so bad as that of Ireland. Not a bad hint

SCULLY. Suppose we civilise Ireland by partition between Britannia,

Caledonia, anil Cambria. We have done it this week, and have sent

the DUKE OF CORNWALL for the first, the DUKE op ROTHSAY for the

second, and the PRINCE OP WALES for the third, to take possession,
and receive homage, and the Irish have submitted very graciously.
Sold again, SCULLY. LORD JOHN RUSSELL and LORD PALM
both spoke, not so much in answer to an idle speech, as to express the

feeling of the nation on the Polish partition. The Anointed committed
a crime against which England has ever protested, and though at

present there is no chance of wrenching away the plunder, we may hope
that one day Poland will regain her rights. She erred much, chiefly

through the vices incarnate in her aristocracy and her priesthood, but
both will have been purified by the ordeal, and her punishment has

already exceeded her offence.

Government decide that to interfere with the anchors and cables of

merchant vessels is out of their line, and as these articles, on which the
lives of thousands of brave fellows depend, are to a large extent made
upon the true principles of Trade, namely, as badly as is compatible
with obtaining payment from the purchaser, the QUEEN'S sailors may
rejoice that if worse paid than the merchant-sailors they are better

cared for. The Adair-cxpulsions were brought up once more, but the
House was disgusted with the iteration, and by SS to 23 decided on
hearing no more about it, LORD PALMERSTOX throwing in a hint, that

hit, to the effect that people who, for mere gain, cleared away their

tenantry, were worse than a man who thought, however erroneously,
that he was crushing crime.

Wednesday. Through Committee went the Bill for enabling members
of the Universities, when a Parliamentary election takes place, to send
their votes, in writing, and thus be spared the trouble and expense
of a journey. The majority of University electors are non-resident, and
this arrangement will be very convenient to them. MR. AYRTOX, how-
ever, thought that divers clergymen, who are so busy in their country
parishes that they seldom come into the world that is illuminated by
the presence of Metropolitan Members and the like, would be bene-

ficially stirred up by being compelled to mix, occasionally, in society.
But the Commons thought that the proposed indulgence was just and

considerate, and affirmed the principle ot the Bill by rather large majo-
rities. That frenzied revolutionist and agitator, MR. WALPOLE, moved
the Second Reading of a Bill intended to do away, to a certain extent,
with the nuisance called a Grand Jury, a Bill that has passed the

reckless innovators and destructives in the House of Lords
;
but the

obdurate Conservative, AYHTON, was again in the field with opposition,
and was cruelly ridiculed for his loquacity by SIR G. LEWIS. The
debate was adjourned.

Thursday. The Lords read the Harbours Bill a Second Time. It is,

as Mr. Punch has before mentioned, a very good Bill, and enables
Government to spend 360,000 a year on. Harbours, also doing away
with some passing tolls. LORD NOHMANBY of course, "protested,"
was snubbed by LORD DOJJOUGHMOKE, and went away happy. LORD
CAITHNESS, who has taken a steam-carriage of his own, moved I he
Second Reading of a Bill for permitting locomotives to be used on
common roads. It seemed rather to startle their Lordships, but they
let it go on.

MR. BRAND moved a New Writ for Richmond, for MR. RICH
(HENRY DRUMMOXD'S "pig that squeaked because it C9uld not get at

nourishment "
) has at last vacated his seat, in order, it is supposed, to

let in the new Solicitor-General. No act of MR. RICH'S parliamentary
life and, mind, he has been a useful public servant became him like

the leaving it.

MR. DILLWYN complained that the State was educating too much,
MR. OSBORNE complained that the Volunteers fired too much, MR.
SCULLY complained that the reporters cut down his speeches too much,
MR. S. FITZGERALD complained that Spain was encroaching ou Morocco
too much, and then the House went at the Civil Estimates, on which
everybody complained that we spend too much. There were several
rather good lights the principal one being on those Dublin Gardens,
and in this case it was resolved that if the Gardens were not to be
opened on the Sunday, the managers should not have the public money.
What does DOCTOR WALDEGKAVE say 10 that ? Still, the House showed
a due sense of religion, for it voted 800 for a stained window for Glas-

gow Cathedral, an edifice which 3Jr. Punch states, ex culheilnl, to be
now kept in a way that does honour to the curators, and which shames
those who have charge of divers similar places in this prelatical country.

'Friday, LORD SUAFTESBUKY made an excellent speech in favour

no, not of sending thirty or forty Bishops to India, but actually of

improving that country by secular means, namely, by irrigation.
Government said that they were doing all they could in the hydraulic line.

The Commons were more miscellaneous than amusing. Another
Irish evidence case was brought ou, but the House is growing savage
at being made the tribunal for such squabbling ;

and m spite of the
usual awful words which Irishism uses on all occasions "mean impos-
ture,"

"
fiendish tyranny," and so on, kicked out the business by GO to 15.

Corrupt Wr
akefield wants to elect again, but PEELIDES GLADSTONE,

for Government, considered that the naughty borough ought still to be
locked out, by way of lesson, and so thought the House, by 173 to 123.
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LATEST FROM AFRICA.

HEKK was a Scientific

T ing held one

evening in last

at whicJi .M

1'n.viu.v thought tit

to put

BOEDHl
"ALL our statueswhy should Kings engross

"
in the Houses of Parlia-

ment ? The House of Commons thinks that CKOMWXLL ought to have
one of them because he was a

"
distinguished man." The PKOTECTOH

was something more thai) that ; which, if it alone constituted a title to

. -:atue, would be a sufficient reason for conferring that honour on a

an cud to a sntA many persons named in history. Among these there is one who
on the <ias *t lea*1 as god a rigl.t to be represented in the House of Commons

of his book ivs tb# constituencies which return MR. MAGVIRT, MR. IV.n lhv
BOWTEK. Need we say that we mean Civ v

FAWMS? The effigy of that worthy has never yet been done in

marble or brass : and fashioned in either of those substances, on the

traditionary model, it would form a suitable companion to certain other

images which adorn the Temple of Colli con-

structed of its usual temporary materials, it would do well enough,
and be qui- : li an edifice made of crumbling stone, which

requires continual repair.

by spitting in the

.i gentleman
who questioned them.
Such a way of ar-

guing may

I of Gorillas
but, happily, among,

.ieu it has
-

if M. in
or any

other traveller,
o indulge in

^liould advise

him, as a place which
is nominally conge-
nial, to take up his

residence somewhere
in Spitz-bergen.

A IIAIIYLUBONE MOOM.U.F.
Mi;, i . U in the Daily Mtfnfk a statement, from which

the following is an extract :

" llARTUEBOKE VtSTRY AND LOCAL SELr-GoVERXMSXT. Tile anniversary festival

of the St. Marrlebone representative vestry, to celebrate the principle of tooal self-

government, was held at the Lower Webb Harp, Hendon. The Chair was occupied
by MIL CsTOMBWaBBM FILMER. The cloth being drawn, the Cbairnum proposed
the loyal ami patriotic toastf , which were disposed of with the usual enthuuasrn.
MR. C. FKSKTU, in proposing The Marylebooe Vestry,' coupled with the principle
of local self-government, contended that England, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland
were still waking for, and would not nat satisfied until an extension of the great

of local self-gorernmeut had been obtained. If London, for instance, had
local self-government as it ought to hare that was, a proper municipality the

strong difference of opinion with regard to the hone ride in Kensington Gardens
would not exist, lie concluded by calling upon the vestry of Haryleboue nut to be

frightened out of defending their rights through being run down by Pmck."

It is clear that an orator may be very acceptable to the M:irylebone

lieu, although iiividiousYircuuistauces may have withheld from
that person the privilege of being taught to read. Nor would Mr.
Pmic be hard upon tins poor unfortunate FRKBTH, on account of the

tiou. Perhaps there was no charity-school in the

locality in which FKEKTH was born. But as it appears tli

FERMOT and Mi;. 11 u;\ t \ I.MMS had to join this dinner at the Lower
Welsh Harp, mid to endure the suobbism of influential constituents,
and us both gentlemen eadeaTOund to 1 eguile that period of affliction

by malviuj; spe.-chc-. Vr.Pmict takes it tor granted that either one or
tier had i he courage to say something ot this sort :

lint. Gentlemen, as for our friend MR. FHKKTH'S allusion to Ptutt*. I most say
that accustomed M I am to hear Maryleboue Vestrymen talk as an MI might be

"'

There are several reasons why GUT FAWKZS should have a Parlia-

mentary statue. He would afford a congenial subject to the British

sculptor. If lie were placed in a suitable situation, his lantern, con-

taining a jet of burning gas, would serve to supply legislators retiring
from the scene of their labours with a convenience for lighting their

cigars. Gtrr, moreover, represented in his customary costume, with
its familiar appurtenances, would stand a silent monitor to the House
of Commons, suggesting to Honourable Gentlemen the idea of being
blown up. which is the mildest fate that some of them deserve for

wasting the time and Knowing the business of the nirtvtn by their

stupidloquacity.

OUR MUSICAL POLICE.

MR. PVSCH has been officially authorised to state that the following
is not the proper Programme of the music which was performed in his

Arcadia by the newly started bands of the Police :

1. Overture. " r<Vi Jtast e/JeUMS."
1. Stop (Thief) WalU. By a Member of the Force.

3. Air with variations,
" TiU M omtiy Sesiw*."

4. Pas RedoubW. "Qf,&.*iutU*Bxry<ar." (SLOTS*.)
5. Fantasia on the Rattle, with hobbftgato pedal movement
. Galop. TheBulfseye. (W.vLKrs.)

T. March, alow time : Illustrative of a policeman coming up when wanted.

8. Selection Own the Btgyar'a Owra. followed bv the Tramp chorus, and ending
with n JU*w< MEN*,- and G*. Mb Bay," arranged as a tresaolo

fugned finale.

3. Serenade (to a prbonar), Bm i CM %>< W 3l*mj CO,'
10. Quick step.

" ft U< CnaJc ! TV>l**OiuU.' Ok ettu Urn wiUk EH /"
1L

)
"OMSK wlun my Otot titt Anmuif,
"Clar d* ZiMUs" (i)
Jmr! Ok4mrf"

(5)
" Ou CkWJMIe a/ JesMl /

"

"T*. KUM it

NV
Since Peelers first at PIXL'S command
Arose to end Old Charley's relgn,

Whe* gallant men have tjned the Baal
Now led oy brave Bm RioaaD aUrm I

"

. you out of

assorting your rights 1 Why, FutaTH must be a fool. It was Mr. Pmu*who saved
irdena from the equestrians last year. Do you think that tlxe

ISLE MR. COWPIB, and the rest of his aristocratic friends, would have cared
i for the remonstrances o! all the Uarylebone Vestrymen whomt dropped

a naitch. Bah I It was Mr. f*ck who saved the Garden*. He stood out man-
fully against the Annexation. He told the Bwella that it was too bad. His preter-
natural nttueuoe, and not your blatant botheration, did the thing for you. And

.MI will read his pages, week after week (I don't address myself to poor
FXCKTH. whose power of reading is limited), you will see that he la again exerting
his energies to have the rhododendron walk restored toyour wive and children. Ue
will Mooted, too. but it is more than you deserre that ho should take this trouble
for a sot of muffs who will not even read what he says, or cannot
when tlu-y have read it. Mr. FimcA la your best friend. Ue ridicules your foUies,
puts you 111 tlu> right road, and flogs you like winking when you toy to get out of it

;

.v.i.i Instead of talking or enduring vulgar murrain about him, you ought to be
down on your MaryTebone marrowbones, thanking him for his gracious conde-
soeusiou and assistance. Kick FUKTU out, and paai the bottles."

Mr. .l'uni-ii (Iocs not read anything of tliis kind ill the TVfmieyfj
rejiort, luit it must have been said, i

LEWIS arc gentlemen, and perhaps the Tel<yrapk was pressed for room.

A. CO Ullhll K AUK NK\Ki; 1\> SKI' Vhi "S
or TIU Nelsoi Column; iU motto might
pnatel\ Iv tiMjti"

|on the attention which they paid to the beat of their
Inspector

he
means to say, Conductor and the skill thev showed in following the

truncheon which he waved. Mr. PtuifA would add a hope that m all

their movements harmony may constantly prevail^ and that they may
always be found to act m concert, whether in taking up a chord or in

taking up a thief.

Answer Given to any Question at the Shortest Notice.

MR. BERNAL OSBORNK was anxious to know what the duties were
under t he office reoeatly appointed of

"
Instructor of Military Oookfxy."

It must be, we should say, for the purpose of "cooking the account*;"
or, it may be. to teach the raw recruits how property in cookiag to

make a mess of it ; or, again, it may be with the object of giving those

vcr\ r.ivr recruits a good dressing every time they deserve it. OSBOK.NK,

my little dear, you pay your money (that is, your usual W. for this

week's number), and so you arc at perfect liberty to take your choice.

A HIST TO DR. GRJ.T.

WHKS 'sainst the traveller you halloo,

And his apes, black and brown,
N

;.ly raising a shalloo,

Not patting CUAILLU down.

-

Practice made Pc>
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Suxll (who has received Paw Penn'orth of Coppers in Change).
" HERE ! BY JOVE,

YOU KNOW, LOOK HERE ! Hi ! WHAT THE DKUCE ! I SAY WHAT AM I TO DO WITH
THESE HA'PENCE, YOU KNOW ?

"

EXTRAVAGANCE IN CUPID'S GARDEN.
As down in Cupid's Garden

For pastime I did go,

Considering Fashion's flowers
Which in that garden grow ;

Which in that garden grow.

I see a line young lady,
And unto her did say,"
Bees! t lice engaged to e'er a young Swell ?

Conic tell me now, I pray ;

Come tell me now, I pray ?
"

"
I ben't, engaged to ne'er a young Swell,
I'm sorry to declare;

For I cost so much in Crinoline,
And tin; other things I wear

;

And the other things ! wear."

TREMENDOUS CREATION OF PEERS.
Or n friend, the ,!/'// /',/// H/nr, having abandoned its sera])

of daily untruth about the Lords and the.Paper Duty, now
worries the Upper House in a way which Mr. 1'iiin'h un-

hesitatingly pronounces to be serviceable to himself and
the country. It gives the highest and lowest number of
Lords present on each evening of debate. Rul such statis-

tics should he reliable. Either the hot weather and its

necessary correctives must have acted upon the visual

organs of the Star's Tellers, or the Queen has been amusing
her leisure by an enormous creation of Peers. For oil

Thursday, the 4th, according to the Star, the lowest num-
ber of Peers present was 12, and the, highest SlxHuMinrii
AND EIGHTY-ONE. CAPTAIN Don made up the Roll of
the Lords in February last, and counted only I.V," in all.

Will the H/itr give us the list of new ones the odd :'.->.\

or must Punch prepare it ? Has Our Wisconnt
up

"
among the lot ?

gone

A Curious Biding Habit.

THE REVEREND DR. TYNG, of New York, informs us
that DR. CHEEVER has

"
his neck clothed with thunder."

We are afraid that the Doctor, for a Minister, dresses a
little too "loud."

THE BOURBON MEMORY.
ACCORDING to a popular proverb, experience confers wisdom on a

kind of persons who were naturally born without any. Such a person
apparently is the one who penned the following conclusion of a letter

addressed to the editor of the Union, Parisian journal, and dated from
Rome :

"A legitimate and strong Government supporting itself on representative insti-
tutions is the only one which can render liberty compatible with order, and put an
end to the profound anarchy, and to the excesses of all kinds, which foreign
domination causes to weigh on my country. Accept, Ac.,

"FRANCOIS Da BOURUON, Count do Trapani."

When a HouanON regains the crown which he had lost, he is, it is

said, found to have learned nothing and forgotten nothing. This,
perhaps, is a mistake.- The BOURBONS do learn. The COUNT DK
TRAPANI is a BOURBON who has learned something, lie has learned
that the best of all political systems, especially for Naples, is "a legiti-
mate Mid slrouur u'o\ eminent supporting itself on represent at he insti

tutions." Should his family ever, unhappily, be restored to the throne
from which the son of BOMBA was obliged to bolt, will they preserve
those ideas concerning constitutional government which, if he correctly
expresses their opinions, they entertain at present? Will they re-

member, in prosperity, the convictions on the subject of represents h e

institutions which they have imbibed in adversity ? May their memory
never be put to the test; but if it ever is, their unlucky subjects ill

probably find, not that they have learned nothing and forgotten nothing,
but that they have learned something and forgotten something: nameh,
the perception which has been acquired by the COUNT DE Ti; \r\\i
of the preferableness of government founded on a representative basis
to tyranny.

A Secret out of the Prison-House.

WOMEN, when they get together, talk about themselves, or their
children, their servants, their dresses, their rivals, their conquests
their pleasures; men, when they get together, talk of nothing but
their dear wives !

ECONOMY IN DRESSING.

PRESIDING, the other day, 9ver a Meeting in connection with the
British and Foreign School Society, LORD JOHN RUSSELL, in the course
of a Speech from the Chair, mentioned that, on a certain occasion, he
went with the QUEEN to inspect a School maintained by HER MAJESTY
in Windsor Park,when
" In the girls' school there was an examination with respect to the mode of pre-

paring rice-pudding for dinner. The girls were examined as to the component p:irts
of a rice-pudding, and how they were put together. He owned that the sulijert
was quite now to him. (A laugft.) Ho had no notion that it was so coinplutu an
affair as it seemed to be. (laughter.) But he could well understand that to have n
pood rice-pudding instead of a bad one would be a great comfort to the husband and
father as well as to the wife and children."

It is to be wished that every Establishment for Young Ladies would
I

take a leaf out of the book which, by the above showing, is especially

!

studied at HER MAJESTY'S School' in Windsor Park namely, the
I Cookery Book. If, instead of thinking only how to dress thcmsehes
to the best advantage, girls of the middle and upper classes would turn

I their attention to dressing food in the nicest possible mamier
;

if they
were less studious of dressing for dinner, and would rather devote
themselves to dressing the dinner itself, they would afford much more
satisfaction than they do to their parents and friends, and would liud

much less difficulty than what they now experience in getting husbands,
who would gladly encourage them in dressing according to their

station.

The Road to Ruin !

MAY it please your Holiness, A telegram of MR. RETJTER'S, dated
from Naples, informs me that :

" Six hundred brigands have left Rome for the Neapolitan frontier."

" " I have the honour to be,
Your Holiness's most friendly and faithful Adviser,

Erefer Hall, July, 1S01. PUNCH.
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CABBV. "/;,(./';/,,/, .!/,,, / / ftHl so, jtfum. .Bui if you'llga m-cr to the Sprtml ffeagle, they'll Hook you on tnj erne o' Pick/ants Past Wans, and
you tcon't lose no time get there quicker than I cov'

A HINT TO THE CLERGY.

CI.HTMN Parsons have ln'i'ii making a r(iiii])]aiut that they lose

Burial Fees by reason of ihc closing old churchyards and the opening
new cemeteries. Here is a hardship, no doubt, lull ' >i much
sympathy with those who are sending round the eoffin-ldato for Q col-

lection. Hut, ever humane, Mr. 1'inirli makes ii suggestion to the un-
furl uiKitc priests. Surely Marriage Fees are not only better tilings,

but pleasanler Iliings to take, \\liy do not the clergv tr\ to cMend
this source of incomer Young men licsitatc to marry because young
ladies or, rather, \oung ladies' friends have extravagant notions.

Now Ihe influence otthe I 'arsons M ith the pooh with the Crinolines,
is nroverbial. Vmng and old women listen to the spiritual director.

\\1iy do not the clergy make a grand push in favour of themsclu - ami

of Matrimony F lict them go to work in earnest, seconded as they
will be by all the male laity, man milliners exeepted. Let them publicly
and privately preach to the girls and their mothers that we want \Vivcs.

and not machi lies for making I he lor! lines of tradesmen. Let US hear 01

courses of Sermons to the Nubile. \Voulda brave priest refuse to church
a huge Crinoline, a tremendous blow would be struck at CNtraia'-rane-'

in dress or suppose he sent Kwayaeoaple of lavishly adorned God
mothers, on Ihe obvious ground that no two could be go! into the same
christening pew. If the pet and other Parsons \\ill only work out this

idea. Marriages will be multiplied, and they need sigh iio longer for a

share of the spoil of the (ihoid, the wedy undertaker, (ro in, not for

the Knell, beloved pastors, but for the Wedding Bells.

The Dear Creatures.

\Vm.N a certain Oriental potentate wants to ruin one of his principal

subjects, he makes him a present of a \\hitc Elephant, which the
pool-

man is obliged to keep, and by which, therefore, he is soon linaueially
eaten up. In this country, the fashionable Mamma, who eoutrncs to

inveigle a soft young man into marriage with her expensive daughter,
saddles him with an incumbrauee corresponding exactlv to the \\ hitc
1*1 1 , ... I ... * ^

*. :

PUNY WHIPSTERS THAT ARE AFRAID OF WOMEN !

\\ i. would rather not be at Birmingham at the present moment, for
it seems that the -u hip-makers are all busj striking there. The trade
is in arms against the introduction of women into it. We cannot

approve of this want of gallantry, which dly opjxised to the

manly sentiment (always good for three rounds of applause at the Old

Coburg) about
"
Striking a lovely woman in distress." Perhaps the

a are afraid that the first use the women might turn their whips
to would be to lay them right well across their scllish backs ; and the
cowards would deserve it, too, for thus meanly trying to get the whip-
hand of the weaker sex. The extreme sensibility of the fair partners
of our pains and puddings might probably revolt against lending them-
si h >s as

\yilling instruments to the possible propagation of anything
like suffering on a single living creature-, otherwise, we do uot see why
women should not become as export in the whip-making business as
men ; and we all of ns can bear witness to the success that generally
attends their winning efforts, when the funds of an institution arc

getting low. or a charity is inoperative for the want of larger means,
or any good cause, or suffering creature, needs sustenance with a little

money; for who let us ask, on such benevolent occasions, is so clever,
so happy, and so successful, as a woman in

"
making a whip P

"

Funning at Paris. From our Inmu Camtpondmt.

"Tut: Yankee CI.AY who has been lately fuming against England

clearly
cannot be regarded as a pipe of peace ;

but we as clearly may
consider that his words arc all smoke, although it is quite certain that

i backer."

THE DOGBEKllY OF DKBATK.

QUOTH SCULLT, "I've been written down an ass."
"

\Vell, so you arc, in point of fact," said BASS.

_ f . I'I.AI n i M ss M.MSSI I'M SI^M .--The prosecution of the DITDK
Elephant, iu very speedily reducing him to ruin, and, as it were, eating I'.iioi.i.n:, and its consequent withdrawal, is familiarly alluded to by
him out of house and home. the Minister's intimate frieuds as PERSIGKY'S Im-Broglio.
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THE GOOD SHIP EUROPE'S ROTTEN CABLE.

Tiu: pood ship KHI-I'/K- rides nt anchor,
U upon her Ice ;

Mainsail, topsails, jib, Hid spanker,
Close reeled, ;i> ma\ In-.

llcav'n knows, 'lis no time for running
fnt liet'oiv tile w mil.

Needs both ere\\'s ;uul pilol's cum

Holding-ground to find ;

\Vliile (lie surf the car i- stunnim-,

Ami the shingles grind.

T still the -dmals environ,

U at eh on deck take heed!

MI cable, hemp inul iron

Ne'er was ilirer need !

Ke\olnt ion's rock to larboard,
- its prey;

IVspotism's cliffs, to starboard,
I mil wall-

i he /1,-ifinn, gtwnl ship, harboured,
S:;t'e in freedom's l

;

'I'ell us Pilot, what 's tlie C

I loth the .ship iv

the sintV must he that
'

'I'n abide the strain!

Sirimds, if hempen, twisted tonghly
Links, ii :

Ming, grind:' ,
,

'

lily,

\ - w i

\Vlnle the breakers' roar falls grnllly

Keel' and shoal anim

Quoth the Pilot, with a shiver,
"
Cables ! Heaven fort'eiul

\Ve should trust them, to deliver

l"s from evil end.

On the best bower, see the rotten

Cable chafe and I'raj ,

l''rom Saint I'eter's bark, when ".ottcn,

"l'\vas good stnll', the\

As well trust a thread of coiton

As that rojx' to-day !

"Then Saint I'eter's bark v. as lighter
'1'luui our sliip, 1 tnnv ;

l'\ the stem she lloatcd lighter,

Lighter liy the how .

The SLpoatieh* might rig her

Square or fore-and-aft ;

Unt the good ship /.' -/('.;*

'

Heavier of dr:in

of a dilTereni

Quite tuiother craft!

''Once the Sain: "d venture

With ;\ priestly erew,
Now we cancel each indenture

Xo moret!' s bedizen,
As of old, our ting;

At the fore, and main, and ini/.en.

Hiows another rug,
While Uliie Peter we imprison

111 the foul-clothes bag !

'-. rope here

Europe's stoutest s;

If it be. Heaven help our hope here
In this rock-girt hay !

1 see its strands B-puting
Slowly one In one ;

Everywhere its hemp is starting,

Hutted, rent, undom
Mir trust in 't we are sinari i

\\e run !

Where a p.

i tor the Iwst Ixwer tackle,
Truth is good to know,

Hnl let idlers skulk and cackle

In the hold below.

ttt lads new tack'

i hearts sail faces clear np
With a lusty cheer;

\\ ork, and hope the good ship Europe
Still UKIN stav and s'.-

A CLUH-MAYS lilMKVANCK.

\Yr HIT requested to publish the fellinvie. ulenee which
.iweenii ireutleimm about town mid the Ittsrlil lion, the

;:

(?/:

"I am not a 'determined antagonist
'

of the Income-'!

1 make it a business and a pleasure to get out of the way
of that imposition as much as 1 can. The onU trouble 1 ;;ive the

otiicials charged with its collection is the putting; their ridiculous

documents tlironjrli the slit in the door of my chambers in the Temple.
M\ respectable laundress is charged with the duty of takiuir care tliat

mj mind is not diverted from my letral and other studies In any irri-

liat miiiht he caused by the perusal of those objectionable
is.

"
P>nt it has occurred to me, and as I regard the snhjeet from a

i of impartiality, iin - have a value which the

'h'tis of partisans may lack, that to those who fun make up
their minds to pa> a tax of questionable morality, a cert;:

relief maj; properly be extended, and 1 ":ioii to

it urn.

J belong to 1'iie Clubs, the Areopagus (from which I have the

ng, the \\\>ml)at, the Affable Swells', the Juniorof writing, , ,

Vuitcd -Poker, and tin- Paehulermatous. The subscription i

Clubs, which I need hardly sa\ arc Nin-essapcs of Lite, aino
1

about ol) per annum. And at each Club, during the K:

kea, to which il is not imperative, hut

highly clubbable to subserib.-. I'laciivr ili
:

- outlay at the most inode-

. ".re, I reckon it at t-.">, for 1 do not think 'a club-man justified
in taking more than one chain

deduction Mirauce Premium-
Miiuln other iiaymeuts, from the amount of

to IK- returned to \onr Commissioners, 1 submit that a

Member of London Clubs should, in fairness, he allowed to deduct his

Club-Subscript ion mid '

ikes, which n will admit,

necessary to his London existence.
"For the ,1 at the outset, the quest ion is

diverted, for myself, of all but public interest, and 1 write in the

pures'
"

I hr.ve the honour to he. Sir,"
Your very obedient Sen-ant,

"
The Right Son. W. E. Glad.-' "Oax SI-OKTKK."

I am favoured with your letter of to-day.
''lie.

1
'

jour district has by this time received explicit
'dated to relieve >ou from the unenviable

i ot a defaulting debtor to the Crown of these kingdoms,

and to protect you from again finding yourself in so undesirable a

condition.
"

1 should not be justified in entering upou a discussion of a hypo-
thetical eluiraeter. but as th, x will in future have a lively

and personal interest for you, to sa\ that you will Bad your
l'i\e of Clubs trumped by the Queen, and that the supp<
of drawing a horse tor the IV 'aken into consideration

in presence of the real nece-sity uf drawing a cheque for Mil. TIMMS.
"That no appreciable hardship is inflicted upon you is more e\ idcut

Mil it may be to yourself, but 1 must leave you to discuss that

point with Somerset House. 1 would Only suggest that the withdrawal
of your name from one of the i n would not only enable

j on to meet the demands of t it would le surplus
for the purposes of charity. Hut 1 am n

mending your delaying arrangement with \ln. TIMMS until yo
have convinced yourself of the - of im \icws. as I haw
to think that an official document which will be placed in your hands
within a few hours will iutim:; 's part, that

- of administration will not permit any protracted interval

ir examination of the question.
"
I ha\e the honour

"
Your faithful Servant,

"
(kite Sportff,

" U.

Advice to Opera-Goers.
i; volunteer to take :> nee which you arc

particularly desirous of hearing, fo.
1

, niKi be ',

after it has begun, and want to go home. The observance
w ill by no menu-, he mv, if j,m. wish to be
kind to her, and treat her to an op. . oulj wait till you arn
asked. Then you will find that she will not fall ill at the thcai

she docs, so much the better, as far as your entertainment is concerned ;

for you will have taken her to hear music which you don't car.

and from which you will bf glad to get away.

A i

THE first translation didn't pay. The disappointed pub-
lisher, when asked his opinion of the work, not caring to conceal his

;imed, with the most eoutemptn
and unprofitable !

"
A'icf Yvmirj anwn far Small Tea

An Obvious Observation.

IT cannot bo denied that the exhibition which Mi;. S,

alleged 10 have lately made of himself in the House of Commons iu

complaining of the way in which his tiresome speeches have been

reported, and improved, was very mimscully.
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YES T

Xow, DON'T BE A CROSS OLD PUNCH; WE REALLY WON'T
SPOIL THE BEACTT OF THE GARDEN?.'"

TIIK I'.KLMIUIAN LAMF.NT!

flaicn.")

OH '

Colleen liuv.

: time* IV
IM -

I llulli: !,| ,|(l.

Tin- theatres l;itc an- n|
.

TCI try ami brinu nut -omrihmu- ;

I'-nt rnv mother '"

\- U1C due-, -'-i

Oh! <

TIIK sTUAM) LAMKNT!

(On the tame Ocfusion.)

How that pretty piece was made to draw, <i>

And thai pretty star was made to

Ami a pretty lot of time- um 're ilrcw uM.

Last niirht it inaile t \\o-Hventy-nine!
That \vielvi-il -nurling
He l:ike- jour Id

Cuiilii

Why then transported he would be !

Oil ! Colleen Bawn ! ftc.

Policemen Should Mind their Letters.

"Mn. PI ILK I:\I\N '/. is complim.
and bests to complain that SOUK.- of the newspapers

beCB vvriliiii.' about
'

I'antry Evictions." 6

Sir, it would -eeni to me that this must be. a mistake of

the printers, for I hope and trust it will be a 1<

the force, to which I have the honour of belonging, hear

anything about evictions from the Pantry !

"

[It is Mf. Piuuk'i belief that the above mistake cannot be ac-

counted for otherwise than by charitably supposing that Policeman Z.

was labouring at tbe time under some strange erratic, or ana-tic,

wandering. Purposely, for a small joke, to confound Partry with

Pantry, Mr. Punch calls Paltry.]

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JULY 8. Monday. We must indeed be near the end of the Session,

for the Lords had so little to occupy them that they endured a dis-

cussion on the Education of the People, and a very good debate it was,

"inaugurated" (as the penny-a-liners say of the opening of a new
public-house) by a welTprepared speech from LORD LYTTELTON.
LORDS GRANVILLE and BROUGHAM also spoke, and the DUKE OF
.\F.\UASTLE made a spirited defence of the excellent and elaborate

report of the Education Commissioners, and observed, for the benefit

of the Bishop-Maker, that although the Commissioners had not

into a style not his own, and ME. OSBOKNE civilly intimated to the

House that it would do well to distrust itself, for that it had shown its

great capabilities of blundering over architectural matters ; and then

Jupiter-PAM made a very long speech, much longer than he usually

bestows on a foreign nation, or any such trifle. He declared his undy-

ing and unalterable attachment for Italian architecture, and patted
himself on the head for having sent away MR. SCOTT'S Gothic designs

twice, desiring him to do something Italian, which indeed Jupiter was

good enough to consider had been capitally done. The House is sore

on the Gothic question, for the expense of the New Palace has been

monstrations, and the old gentlemen are always tumbling over one
dem i

.re 'gums
oi iie itisnop-. ur i ugn me uor 1Q

.

no
j

! another and the palace-maids' dust-pans in the "dem'd religious
indulged mgtowuig phrases about religion, they had fully recognised g?? f\, CK^S

>

S passages. These considerations, and Jupiter-
, , hat the nation appreciates the value of other teaching besides

;

? |f^ L Kf^S and his Goths by 188 to'98 ; and our
. ,

.
ppreciates he value of other teacmng besies

fl his G th> b>" 188 to ^' ** our
that which is merely secular, ihe Bishop-Maker made no reply, but , f jg ^ ^ ^ transacted lmder au Italian roof, which the
doubt less thought the more." KI^F^ mty.tftelE^^i "aVl^te co^piimeTt"from

Downstairs, LoBD BliCBO showed that he was not so much occupied England.
16 Wimbledon Hitle Mectinir, at which 3fr. Punch saw him.in After Estimates there was another little battle on the Seats Bill, and
- -s of glorj laud by the way. hurra, JopLiNG ! hurra. Champion lls ,|,,, Government had favoured the selection of Pontefract for a

> England ! your health, our son !), as to be unmindful of other '

pollins-plaee, the House followed up its policy of opposing everything
us ihan those of Kifles. He assailed the designs for the

; the Government do on this question, and by 107 to 94 declared that
new Foreign Office, and contended that what is called Palladian

I Pontefract should not be the place, but that Wakcficld should
because, like Pallas, it ha-, in this case, sprung from the brain ! a curious coincidence bein- that \\akefield is just now hung up i

of Jupiter- 1 AM is not so much to be admired as Gothic, ttrrmviu. for the most owdacious eorruntion.Jupitr
COUITH -hi- \\ imer \\ ;dk at Noon is an excellent thing, not SO his
Summer Ride in Kensington t took the ot her side, of course,
as might he expected from Jupiter'- step-son, and declared that the
style which, under Jupiter's decree, Mit. GILBERT SCOTT had been

obliged to adopt, was truly National. Perhaps he meant that it was

ttrrwem, for the most owdacious corruption.

Tuesday. The Lords discussed the East India Council Bill. LORD
measure, and LORD

n ip""ttle milder. On the other hand, LORD DERBY thought
Parliament was not the bug to govern a vast empire >ke Indi.i.

*like that of the National Gallery, which was not the very highest i

Parliament was not the thing to govc.

praise that could awarded. Mis. LAVAKI,, by way of sh<m -
the question is virtually left to the A\ es minster Hote

In-thatlhistVieiuls the
"
advanced intellects" of Smthwark' have not (hmited), or at least to the great guest who has mopped up s.

destroyed his admiration for antiquity, made a fight for Gothic, and i

the best rooms in this metropolitan improvement.

asserted that of all styles it was the i)cst calculated for the admission D<vnstairs MR. BAILLIE COCHRASE had a'grievance on behalf

Of liirht. One MILTOX has de.-rrilie.l it somewhat differently, but it is
so ' e Reserved t aptams but it did not interest the House enough to

perfectly true that domestic and ecclesiastical Gothic are as different
imlueeau.iethat shoiild transfer their reserve into joviality, and by

'
, m i ... (HI t/i A:^ fW.L'\- otoc oof unfMi Thpii trmm Pu'il r.stimirs.

BARINC,
Hanks?

the lame of another. LOHII JOHN M.VNXKIIS described Mu. > -mday,"' n
; 3XXJJCT, "I should object to further inter-

the First of the Goths, and complained that he should have been driven fr 1 nail unpretending banks do a great

VOL. XLI.
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deal of "If it were not Sunday," said the ll"Mi: SKCRETABY,"
1 should 0]

. enal legislation on such a matter.''' After some
more anti-Sabbatarian debate, Sin fliAXCis in a huff, and with a good
scold at .Ministers for alleged inconsistency, withdrew his Bill. The
House then proceeded to the regular religions duties of the day. MR.
HtJBBAliD urged the necessity of a rational settlement of the Church
If ate question, and withdrew his own Bill as one means to that desirable

end. SIR JOHN TKEI.AWXJ:Y was a little hiirh. but civil, and called on
the < Onservatives to make up their minds on the subject against next

i. That eminent Nonconformist, .Mi;. TOM Drxro.MiiE, was
in his protests against a rate thai troubled his conscience, and

Sin Jon.x PAKI.NGTOX'S trumpet sounded answer to Sin JOHN TI;I.-

I.AWXEY, and the former Baronet informed the latter that the anti-

church rate folks had been smashed e\er since they had declared that

the) desired to bring down not only rate but church, and that this

would continue to be their fate, unless they respected the love of the

people for the ehnrcli of their fathers. Later in the week, MR. CROSS'S
liill was also withdrawn, and now the Churchmen and Dissenters had
better take off their coats, and think as hard as they can how to settle
a question which involves very little money and very much irritation.

Thitffiiuii. NOHMAXJIY duly snubbed, as usual something about
Wliitby. which place it seems the inhabitants wish to convert into a
fashionable wateiin^-plaee. .!//. Puiicli has lately had the privilege of

reading a goad (leal of the written minstrelsy of that neighbourhood
and ot the nautical interest of the coast, and as it nearly all consists of
desperate abuse, ill patois, he suggests that the Wliillii //"//,

. re-editing? before civilisation can make much progress. The
collier-bards are very outspoken, but "there is a form in these things,
Madam, there is a form." As for that old fribble, NORMANBY, lie

would faint into the nearest coal-skuttle before the first verse of one of
these ditties had been finished in his hearing. LORD KEDKSDALE
expressed his wish to have Leicester Square cleared of the Great Globe
and the dead cats, and also that the foreigners should be told to behave
themselves more seemingly, and Loiu> GR-ANVILIJ; promised that the
demand should be attended to.

PALMER took his scat,
So his triumph is complete,
for he told each Zetland thrall
lie was not a Whig at all:

But, on PAM'S express petition,
He had joined the Coalition."

Emulous of the Lords, the Commons got upon Education, discussed

the subject at great length, voted 043,794 for schools, and did some-
thing lor salmon.

/'-'''i'i/. LORE STRATFORD is very anxious that we should begin to
advise the now SVLTAX

; but the Government think that, like the man
in Measure for Meatvre, he should be permitted to continue in his evil
wanes until we know what they are. A Bill for enabling landlords to
borrow money to improve labourers' cottascs did not please their Lord-
ships and it was rejected by 10 to 13. A similar fate attended the
Hook Unions Bill, which proposed to permit the lottery principle.
recognised m Art I'uions to be acted upon by book associations. But
LORD OBEY was so dreadfully afraid that this permission would encou.
ra-e gambling, that he

opposed the measure as did LORD Gin-
no! understand why people should be allowed to subscribe to a

lottery that eon give them only a high-class picture or beautiful
statuelle, and yet not be permitted to iuduhre the nobler ambition of
obtaining a volume of Punch. But the Lords know best, of course.

Mi;. SI.AM-.Y wishes that the public should be alloy. , on the
tenaee in the river front of Somerset House; 1ml All;. CUWPER

'. en anxious to make walks (and rides;, is afraid that the young
ladies will disturb the clerks, and make them put up ha'purihs of

and .other sweetmeats instead of }>enn'ori > D JOHN
i.said thai we had reason to complain of the Belgians for not

carrying ont the new Treat), and he complained accordingly. Some
arising out of a little difficulty we luul with DeMHi&in 1807,

were brought up by MB. MACAT i.n, whose nae exeoeB5iie{#unging
into history fora grievance ;

but really the linc.nmsi ijeur. wuwmmvhere,
<jrJUr..F'unc/i will be justified in bringing forw; for compen-
sation for a serious wrong that was done to one ol' IP

the passing the Heptarchy-Ami Act. ATII
thcnev. .\. -(',., had the opportunity of making- his first speech in that
capacity, and of overthrowing MACAULAY.
Then came the Third .Readme of the Bill for enabling votes to be

sent, when the I'nhcrsitics eject. Oui with strong
apposite**] 1o it. Now, il would lie unkind tov^MtftWHies. who
s about to leave Oxford for a northern coostitammJB*KKry with the

ny for nut painting tlic lladcliffe and the steeple oi' St. Mary's
ilaek, ui Iionour ol' his de]iartuve : but it would have been prettier ill

nm to say something elegant and touching in favour of constituencies
ike his own. However, he did no harm, for the House had intended
o pass the Bill, and this intention was confirmed by LOUD PALMER-
STOX also spcakinir against it. The Government opposed the
sure, and the House of course carried the Third Heading by 165 to 80
najonty against Ministers, 85 : a pleasant finish-up of the'week's work.

THE RIGHT TAP AND THE WRONG.
EOM a Foreign Corre-

spondent we learn that,
environs of Bingen

on the Rhine, the wine
of .1600, which is of very
bad quality, is retailed
under the name of DAL-
WK;K, the unpopular mi-
nister of Hesse, whilst
that of the previous
year's vintage, which is

excellent, is sold bearing
the denomination of GA-
RIBALDI. This might give
our brewers a hint

; those
of them who still continue
to brew good beer, fine
sound old Ale (not bitter)

might find popular favour
under the name of PAL-
MERSTON, whilst that of
DERBY might he applied
to Swipes, although the
noble leader of HER MA-
i; sir's Opposition in the
Lords does not perhaps
think small beer of him-
self. Swipes, however,
is not the smallest beer'.

There is a sort of some-
thing like beer inferior
1(i Swipes. This, the

COWER'S CANON OF TASTE.

WHO could not guess what member of the House of
Commons it was that made, in the discussion on I he plan
of the foreign Office, the speech wherefrom the following
assertion is extracted ?

He undertook to say that for one person who took dalight in a

'"",'

"'' L' i

:

ir 0| lll! ' 1
.

t
..

llfJ9r
' ? !to of Hampshire, termed "Sims "

-e fluid so called bein-scarr-eU moreI." t

jc semblance ot beer. 1! we a-re.e to distinguish Swipes with the'lordlv
'.aps venture, in apolitical sense only, of course to

apply the commoner appellation of Dim to Sims.

Of course everybody, if asked which of our legislators
it was who exposed his ideas of architectural taste, in the
above declaration, would name MR. COWPEII. In a matter
of Art, according to our Chief Commissioner of Wo:
Public Buildings, the criterion of excellence is the opinion
of the multitude. An Italian building is finer than a

Gothic, because, for one who takes delight in the latter,
there are twenty who derive greater pleasure from the
former. By parity of reasoning, the minstrels\ of CHRISTY'S
minstrels might be preferred to TENNYSON'S poems, married
to the music of BEUTHOVEN. MB. COWPER'S argument is

that of a mail naturally devoid of any sense of beauty, and
who is therefore capable of spoiling that of Ken
Gardens by defacing them with a hippodrome. For one
person who delights in a landscape, there arc very likely

twenty who had rather look at a horse, particularly with a

pretty horscbreaker on the back of it.

The same majority of twenty to one would, no donbf,
like to see a gratuitous circus established in Kensing-
ton Gardens, or the Garden of Eden itself. That would
be what M. WALEWSKI calls a "miracle of sedilcship

"

worthy of our British yEdile; who is hereby requested to

note for his future guidance, that in architecture and all

other matters of taste, as in other matters more in a
Minister's way, the majority whose decision is to be

d as law, is a majority supposed to be qualified to
vote.
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RASCALS.

. last

week. in I lie. l,;ilior;i'

nrt of 1'robale, ill the

crucible ul' i he wit in

mill mule,- iii (lie

BBBmotieB

truth v.rn- elicited, liy lh;il

JWv'ocate, from ;

minatin:,' Hum
ttnrmn ,)<

and t!i '.ir tin-

Mfcjeot of experiment, \\hieli.

'ileil ilistnic-

DK. DAVID (!|:

who claimed
under a will v,

Murently out of her

: -lie had pr;ic-

IfonuEonathy aad lly-

the

but call

derivut

Double 111::

;i wicked waste nl' lime : :,;

tiieir iii-

the

y be
r he eve*-

in the Pit
he I t. JtafaBBiankaz. What

say: in sensed for suswstiii^lhat it is

diploma at the Marisi.-hal College, Aberdeen.
Thus far Du. D - fessed liim-s,

'

quack doctor.
: showed that he was so

below that. DK. Duiu !

pose that to obtain his Aberdeen
diploma, he had t ravelled all iiiirht from London, an

'

: ihemornii
would sMiar that, but could not state the distance. It is, of course, obvious that if he had
known the space intervening between London and Aberdeen, he would have taken no such

. IMS oat h. He arrived at Aberdeen at break of day, and stopped at the Hailway Hotel.
Here 1) it. DAVID Gitii'TiTii JONKS "bee dingly pale aud confused" the suspicion

.in his mind that lie had been -ently trotted into deposing to a tissue of impossibilities.
In short, after asserting that he was examined at Aberdeen viva voce and by paper, and swearing
to a few more lies, which it is needless to detail, he was obliged to acknowledge that he had
never been to Aberdeen at all : that at the time when he swore he was there he was really at

('limping-Norton; and that the signature, D. G. JUM:S. appended to his Marischal College
medical papers, relating to the examination which he i to have passed there, was not
bis own, but "mi-ht be" in the handwriting of a certain DR. REEVES ; that he and this

were in the habit of passhur at various colleges for other persons, and that
they

occasionally represented each other. Of course, this last statement was pur: ismuch
as it is obviously impossible that DK. DAVID GRU'KITH JUNKS could have personated anybody
capable of sustaining a medical examination ; but there can be no doubt that he himself was

personated
at Aberdeen by the other fellow, and that ibis cleverer rogue of the two is aecus-

i omed to personate aud procure diplomas for other scoundrels, who, Deing quacks, intend to

pass themselves oil' for medical men.
'

'
:: DAVID I .1 . is i:s, ;ia he calls himself, of course lost his cause, and was condemned

in the costs of i he suit, but, unaccountably, was not ordered into custody, to be indicted for

perjury. His accomplice, styled Du. lii:i:\Ks, whatever may be the real name of that knave,
ls V" :l1 ' :i1 ''-''- 1-s 'lien no law umvr which he is punishable for the mischievous
frauds wiich he appears to subsist by prsctijingP
Be it observed, that the possession of a doctor's diploma by an obscene advertising quack is

i that he has squired it. otherwise than bj an arrangement g a greater, but
d than himself. The lyins puffer of a preb

i he Brad) nt lals of a physician, has very likely obtained them bj fraudulent proxy,
just such another impostor as t lie perjured proprietor of Axtr'amaukaz.

A SAD WOULD, \l\ MASTERS!
WHAT anguish the Mawworms must have felt the other day on reading this among the

other news from Paris :

"The total receipts at all places of public amusement \vci-o. during the last month, 1,635,459 ftancs,or
05, -llti, being ucarly a franc a month per head for the whole population of Paris, men, women, and children."

A franc a month per head is no irrcat sum to think of. individually a] portioned; but. in the
e it reachi stiff amount, allhon^li of co ; which

Mr. Punch is able week 1\ to expend at tile
"

places of amusement" where lie rcerr
young men. Still, sixty thousand pounds or so appears a tidy sue
mere amusement : yet men who work have vital need at times of play and without it

health would suffer, and brain and body be diseased. Hut, say the V

/(J.\(i OX ST. MYITiirVS DAT.

II KM! KIT
This be his appinli-d \

.\f.

If to-d.-ij 'a miu-

By our fathers mr NTU.S told it,

Thej
Whozoever doth not hold ir,

He . i in Jew.

Suit bun 'mou'.'st th

\\ In n nnd;
nourish

Alii

ilon:

\\ !:e:i ail ... a MM
Nat
Th

/urn

r-wrote wi' pen.

rn briurhtrr,

p9 used to look

ers

Swithiin, v, lyiin,

Says unto tin TlfaalU mill Friars,
AVho was then a stuncinu b-. I'M.

"
N.IW you hear my last desires.

In (.'at haulral, if vmi '.I pla/e me,
Tomb not me -when I be tie

In the churchyard, mind, you lavs

"Ees we 'ool," the clargy said.

They, hows'ever, when his sperrit
l,i ft liis body in the lurch,

Swithun's corpse did take and burj^t,
'Gin his orders, in the Church,

Honour thinkuu for to do un,
When their prommus zo they broke,

That they counted reverence to un
Moor nor iniudun what 'a spoke.

But the grave as did contain un
Scarce had hid un vrom their zight,

When, behold, it come on rainun,
Never stoppun day or night !

Six good weeks oi

Pourun hard for all that tiB,
Plainly was token

They had done soawgrierious crime.

Zo a fast mi and a

They set to, their fault to find,
Which they larnt was disobeyun
U hat St. Suithun had enjmed.

Then they took and disinterred un,
And his body did convey

To the churchyard, where they buried un,
And 'a bides to this here day.

From thenceforth for ever arter

On that day if rain alights,
More or less the skies do water

Varty days and vart\ i.

Wherefore now you knows the rascal

Xin:;nu ineaks a feller dn.
Moderate liquor jrraut in sason !

"Hi ih! "says I.

A Perpetual Motion
i one of the Partfa dia.)

To MOVE: for the Rrtunis of all tlie Birth-
da \s of a l.-'dy, who positively declares she is not
a day older than thirty-two.
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ONE NIGHT FROM HOME.
Wife (to Unreasonable Monster).

" IT 's OF NO USE, GEORGE, YOUR SAYING,
' HANG IT, MARIA

;

'

I MUST HAVE SOME PLACE TO ITT
MY THINGS !

"

BLACK AND WHITE.
[" The EMPEROR puts down the Slave-Trade, can-led on on the Coast of Africa by French ageuts under

THAT "
one man's meat 's another's poison,"

The proverb doth declare :

The lean Jack Sprat set longing eyes on,
His wife could not abear.

And thus it is in /wstitutions,
And Cbwstitutions too

What suits the Turks, or French, or Rooshians,
For Britons would not do.

So, if the EMPEROR have sawed
The Gallic rooster's comb

'Tis Liberty begins abroad,
As Charity at home.

No wonder he 's so much disgusted
That freedom-loving mind,

Which ki official ageuts trusted
Tastes like his own to find,

To learn that Africans in batches,
By tyrannous French knaves,

Are fettered and thrust under hatches,
For all the world like slaves !

By such means men may be o'erawed
In Paris, or in Rome,

But Liberty begins abroad,
As Charity at home.

Enthusiast ! He thought the niggers
Thus clapped aboard his ships,

Were Fortune's fav'rites, freed from rigours
Of barracoons and whips,

To make, by bicoloured communion,
The isle to which they nine'

A blessed Black and White Reunion.,
In fact as well as name.

But Frenchmen on such work of fraud

Elsewhere, henceforth, must roam
Xow Liberty bosins abroad,
As Charity at Thome.

the pretext of hiring aud service." Times, July 10.]

To think that Blacks who service proffered,
Free men to masters kind.

Should lind a pair of handcuffs offered

The contract fast to bind !

Should find their liberties surrendered,
Their souls no more their own,

The willing sen-ice that they tendered
To slaves' submission grown !

Something like this, if France applaud
Beneath the Tuil'ries' dome

Why, Liberty begins abroad,
As Charity at home.

How that large' heart of love paternal
Must at the thought have bled,

That spite of his regard fraternal

For men, white, black, or red,
While he conceived himself fulfilling

Humanity's high task,
Poor niggers should 'tween decks be grilling,
Like herrings in a cask !

Such lot may send a trait'rous horde

Cayenne-wards o'er the foam
But. Liberty begins abroad,
As Charitv at home.

And if Ideologue logicians
Presume on asking why

These liberating dispositions
Do not at home apply

Why you make France's fetters stiffer,

While Afric's off you strike,
It is that French and negroes differ

As wide as black and white !

Down, fetish, slaver, force and fraud

Except in France or Home
For Liberty begins abroad,

As Charit v at home !

Sedet, Eternumque Sedebit Infelix Gladstone.
j ,j :iinj uummuuu at i

1 ALMEKSTON, the other night, remarked that there remained clear the total clearance will occupy sc
above live hundred votes to be taken in Supply, aud that his Right are beginning to apply to WILLIAM Gu
ilouourable tnend, the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER, of course movable Poor BILL I

would have to sit until they were disposed of. As the progress has

j

been recently continued at the rate of about one vote per night, it is

).v some time; and funny members
GLADSTONE the title of the Irre-
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C^SAR ET IMPERATOH.
AH, .MASSA NAPOLEON! YOU AL'AYS WAS 1)E FRIEND OB FREEDOM-NOW YOU AM A MAN AND A

BRODER."
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OUR NATIONAL DEFENDERS.

\

i:\ii I'!

ek or two a-_'i> about
some

;

friends III
s

uiouth, on board thr l rniniii.u'

1 M-ntured
ti> re-christen her. Any-
thing in any way rela-

our navy must always be to
M a matin- nf

Mine inttfest, and you will

doubtless therefore I'

scrawl what more I hamto
say.
"I hare a liorrii

memory (as the tax gauMMC
well knows), but I shall uot

soon forget my thv
onboard ship. I'"'/)

think

I'd been gornia

taking ton much wine, wbp},
tine you good ]>!.

at mess in the Ejrcelfi-

do nol tem
with

dainties. And as for zoning tipsy, there is little lean if that. Twice
i the clotli lias been removed itlie lirst glass

being emptied to the only toast' THE QUEEN ! '), and 1 1

jour eotl'ee, and perhaps one glass of sherry-while i brought.
Old Bacchanals may think this a niggardly allowance, but young blood
needs lint little wine to keep up its life-heal, aud young pock
the healthier fur this \vise rule of abstinenoe.

"The simple reason why I long shall rcmeniber that first night was
thai I slept \vith my ears vyit

hin six inches of the deckhand a sentry
with new limits was walking: all night over me. Two inches of deal

plank were all the barrier between my hearing and his heels; and

although I am well used to "Waits and catawaulings, and all the 'voices
of i lie illicit

'

that make it hideous in town, this novel illustration of

the Power of Sound was quite enough to keep me from all hope of

going to sleep. Creak, crunch ! Creak, crunch ! If he had worn a
wooden leg the torment could not have been worse. Creak, crunch !

now coining nearer till his steps crunch through my head, and then

receding gradually until he faces round, and then creak, crunch.' creak,
i nt MM ! ! the torture as before. It is a satisfaction certainly to know
one's sleep is watched, that is to say, supposing that one can get to

sleep. One feels inclined to say all sorts of sentimental things about
the sweet little cherub that walks upon deck to watch over tne life of

poor JACK. But when t hi' sweet little cherub is a heavy-footed sentry
with a pair of creaking boots, one is prone at any risk to wish he were
off duty, or at all events that he had got his boots off.

" However la/,y and luxurious their life may be ashore, there is no
fear of guests getting too much sleep on the Excelsior. At half-past

ire time, or t hree hells, to be nautical, the day's business begins
with a general rouse-out; aud for a stranger to snooze through t he

nsues would lie as easy as to tall asleep when first one
hears Niagara. 1 was on tic poop by seven, and found some future

1 1 ore Lieutenants on ten shillings a day, less

Tax. which (iovcrnnient, before it pays, deducts) hard at it ill

their shirt -sleeves with simile-stick and foil, aud practising their left

i o as good skill as t heir right. The chance of being wounded of
course is ever present to Ihe mind of lighting men, and in

i

with the hi? guns, as well as with the small arms, cure is rightly taken
to provide

M'ast at seven hear it, ye who snore till twelve ! mess things
all washed up. ami men aud boys all fresh and rosy from their

standing at 8 .~>U for inspection on parade; drill from 9 till half-past

10; stand oasj tor live minutes, and then drill again until XT45;
dinner at noon, and pipe up those who like lo smoke (a lilthy habit.

r, bin um xh,i/ilil just sec how clean tlie deck is swabbed up
after ii !) ; drill at 2 bells until 5 bells. I beg your pardon, ('

i from one o'clock until half-past two: stand eas) for live

minutes, and then drill resinned till I'-lo, when all hands k'nock off

work, and, after takinir supper, turn in at 8 bells. These detail

day's routine 1 jotted down on board from my own personal observation,
and this important circumstance I think it right to state: l>r<

making such things public lie a peril to the country, it is right that

should sutler for the fault. Naval otlicers are now forbidden
b\ the Admiralty to contribute any naval knowledge to the pr.

by my confession to save my friends at Sherrysmouth from the
"t having blabbed to me the, secrets I've disclosed.

I'roni these details one may set' that the AJW/A'/I.,' i- luit a ship for

idlers or skulkers. It is in point of fact a float ins public school;

public to all sailors, who are able seamen, and can read and write.
mandcr to the cabin bo\s (who v.ait at mess MI neatly,

although one of them </"/ spill the curry over my dress-coat i

'hand' on board has good hard work cut ou'. for him, and every head
< TV hand. Otic stares at first tn see bin luiriiy-

liMod fellow .s ciphering 1'Ke Upon the

and one stares still more to hear that liigci netrj, perhaps, is I he

study over which tl
' heads are scratched. Jn big gun

work i' is somewhat of a help

nomelry: and so, u- manners nf Kujiland who wish <r pa\,
iug jour !, .

; make
jour minis i: of mathematics now ajid then, or yon will not

I the ship.
.'I times, when .lark Tars fried their watches, and

made eoqMMifeuidwiehes of twenty-pound bank-notes, n

this march of education, a >es that the

(UhstfhBpen in their daj. \\ eli, I don't believe myself men
light Ii IT knowing how to read and write; mid wto

ttenavy. or in any other service, so Ion LI as a man's body is kept in

food strong health, the more brains that he has tike better it will be

""JRjihng well to all our Blue Jaekcb>, as every Briton should,

"1 remain, uuder command,

ASHICWA15LE SQCMBK.

Xdrertisonient, occupying
a conspicuous jlaec in nc of the

principal columns of our fashionable comouipwwy, aJfcre

"DLAOK REAL LACE SQCAKES FROM 16 GUINEAS.

Who would be such an ass a a woman that expected to go
about with a shawl upon her shoulders costing 1C guineas at least?

That a "lace square, by the bye, is a sort of shawl, it may perhaps
be necessary to inform some of our fellow men, who are bachelors, or

who, being married, are not accustomed to scan the items of their

wives' milliners' bills. A duck of a shawl no doubt, the purchaser
whereof plays ducks and drakes with money, from 1C guineas to

what sum docs the price of these things ascend ? What is the highest
hVure of a lace square, if 10 guineas is tke lowest * How much would

j

the entire dress, of which the lace square is only a portion, probably
come to ? The wearer, very likely, take her jewels and all, stands for '

several hundred pounds. What a walking Income-Tax far her husband !

How can such a wife be supported by anybody but a man of boundless

affluence ? She must needs be ruinous to the fool who married her,
unless he is so exceedingly rich a fool as to be blest with wealth in

inverse proportion to brains. We should like to know the total ex-

pense of an establishment and a style of living maintained in conformity
with the real lace square at from 16 guineas. In many a case, doubtless,
there is a rapid transition from the square to the workhouse. It is

well that females have no political rights. If they had any, the lt>

guinea shawl-wearers would exercise in the Legislature an influence on
the national expenditure very different from that which is exerted by
the ten-pound Householders. To what immensity the representatives
of these incarnations of extravagance would swell the estimates !

With a view to defray the expenditure of one such sumptuous
woman, her husband must hnvc to resolve himself into a Comni 1

Ways and Means. What thon'r Why, perhaps he sells the securities

which he is intrusted with, embezzles shares, or defrauds a bank, and

passes, from subjugation to her insatiable vanity, into peual servitude.

DON'T itl-X l-i >K GOLD.

THERE arc Englishmen foolish enough to do the maddest things,

trust that our readers are too sensible to allow themselves tope
carried away by the absurd idea that gold is to be found in Nova Scotia.

We doubt if tlicre is any money in the colony at all, or else they would

have built sometkmg like a decent hotel in Halifax long before this

time. To prove how villanoi nt it is in accommodation ol

that kind, when the PRINCE OP WALES visited the town, poor LORD
MULGRAVE had to turn put of Government House to make room for

\s for his Lordship, he was quite like an outcast in his own
eapiiid. For a whole week he slept on a billiard-table, without any-

covering, and had to put his toes in the pockets to keep them warm.

Philosophy on the Butcher's Block.

PROSPERITY, they say. is much more trying than Adversity. As
with Man, so it is \vith' Meat. In ad\e . it will kee.

for a long time
;
but onlj let there be a long succession of sunshine,

B how quickly it goes to the bad !
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GROSS OUTRAGE.
"
Now, SIB, THINGS is WERY FLAT, you SHALL HAVE THE TWO FOB 'ALF-A-CBOWK.

TIIF.BE!"

THE USUAL INGRATITUDE OF THE WORLD.

LOUD REDESDALE, in the House of Lords, has been
drawing attention to the disgraceful state of Leicester

Square. In answer to him,

" EARL GBANVILLE said that the public were much indebted
to the noble Lord for calling attention to this subject, whidi was
really of som Importance."

Stuff and nonsense! It' the public is indebted to

.-iiiyonc, it is not to LOKD REDESDALE, but to Mr. Punch,
who for years past has been rattling his truncheon

against the rusty railings, in order to draw public atten-

tion to the dirt and rubbish that are collected inside

them. We have been blowing hard upon this subject,
until we have been nearly suffocated Dy the dust we
have raised about our cars. It is not pleasant, for one's

nose even (and the length of our proboscis has often

been a handle for caricaturists to lay playfully hold of)
to come in contact with so much filth, and we can only
sav that anyone now is at liberty to ventilate the same

subject, and to see if he does not soon become sick

of it.

We would send LORD REDESDALE all we have written

on this monster dirt-heap, only we are confident, frOBJ
the able remarks that his Lordship indulged in, that he
has already read every line of it. Only, as the credit is

due to us, so we must claim that it be honourably paid
to us ! If we only had a bottle of champagne for every
public benefit that we have been the instigators or the

authors of, crikey, CLICQUOT ! what a glorious cellar we
should have ! We would open a Drinking Fountain
with it, that should be continually running, being con-

tinually supplied, as it assuredly would be, from the

fresh benefits we should be continually conferring on
the world !

One favour only we ask : if this metropolitan Augean
stable is to be cleansed (and we have practically been
the Hercules to do it), let the same cart carry away
the stable-boys, ostlers, disreputable hangers-on, and

every speck of the offensive human, or other, rubbish,
that has so long been incorporated with it.

A Dialogue.
SCENE Kensington Gardens.

"
\ViiAT a gabble those people on horseback arc

making !

"
said EUGENICS to a fellow student.

"
Yes, my dear friend

;
but you, as a lover of the

poets, should not object to it. Is it not COWPEK'S

(S) Table-Talk?"

THE RIFLE RACES.

HAVING, from the enormous weekly increase to his wealth, a con-
siderable interest in the welfare of the kingdom and in the condition of
our national defences, Mr. Punch of course paid a visit to Wimbledon
last week, for the purpose of examining the progress made in rifle

shooting. The truth that practice makes perfect is nowhere more
evinced than in a course of nfle practice, and Mr. Punch confesses that
he felt no small surprise at the improvement in the shooting since he
last year inspected it. Taking his stand beside the screen where last

year's Champion Shot was shooting, Mr. Punch was pleased to see him
score two "

centres
"

in succession at a 900 yards' range ; and, as a man
of property, was still more charmed to see, that even such good shooting
failed after all to win him the first place. Splendid as the practice of
the Man (of) Ross may be, England doubtlessly ere long will count
among her marksmen some thousands good as he is

; indeed, if rifle

shooting continue to improve at such a rate as it has done, we may
expect men to score

"
centres" in continuous succession for an hour at

a tune, just as certainly as
"
sixes

"
arc tlirown in Box and Cox.

As he listened to the singing of the bullets through the air, Mr.
1'niich could not help hoping that such war-songs would in England be
heard only in peace ; and as he saw how surely the blue flag or the
white (each denoting a fair hit) was waved after each song, he thought
invaders would do wisely to keep well out of hearing, unless they wished
to get an ounce or two of lead put in their ears. If any one had told
him when he issued his first volume twenty years ago, that long before
his fortieth was laid before the Universe he would see a bullscye hit
with tolerable certainty at more than half a muc, Mr. Punch would have
put very little faith in the prediction. But thanks to MINIE, ENFIELD,

WHITWOKTH, HENKY, and some others, the feat is easily accomplish-
able if men will only practise it, and every one who loves his country
of course will. There is no doubt, had the ancient Britons owned such

\\i';i]ms, a black page in our history would never have been written,
for the invasion of England would not have taken place. C.ESAR and
his legions would have quietly

been potted half a mile from shore, and
even the very longest oi their Roman noses would have never cast its

shadow on the British sand.

Haying just glanced round the tent where the prizes were exhibited

(he did not dare to look long at them for fear he might be tempted to

pocket one or two of them, which there were too many poficcmen

looking amiably on to make it safe for him to do), Mr. Punch spent
half an hour in smoking a cigar and seeing the

"
Rifle Derby :

"
which,

but for the two trifling facts that there were no horses and (so to

speak) no people, might somewhat have reminded him of the race

whence it was named. But of all the rifle races, that in which he took

chief interest was the one where Rugby distanced the other public

schools, and which, from the creditable practice that was shown, proved
that proper steps were taken to make our future statesmen as familiar

with Entield's rifle as they are with ENFIELD'S Speaker, and to teach

their young idea how properly to shoot.

Quit

itayed
don't t c__ -

,,

feeling very hungry, and happy in his mind at haying seen so good an

exhibition for his shilling, and more than ever satisfied that as both a

fondholder and father ot a family he was well protected by our national

defenders, and might proceed to lay his head upon his pillow without
the nightmare of Invasion disturbing his night's rest.
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EXERCISE BEFORE DINNER.

(To

All DI.All A.Mll.IlM \N.

attention tin- follow -

ill'.'
,

raetcd I'l-iim

a newspaper report n

lace :

:

-, the conjecture Would si ill fail to

' he enormous expenditure ill stationery, whieli

.'ine Thirty Thousand
LVC to fancy their ink-'

of 1

bank-notes, which they were we!- it ami

put into their in"
: ic per-

qiiiMtcs of the pi

id deal has been said about the 81 iialia ill

the time of ; uie^' which

" The grounds of the Crystal
are now very beau-

the roses and flowcr-bwl
in n st;iU- of jierfeetiou.

aiding tree

'.i iv :.'__.. ,M .vj-.i-.i in !,! Mi

r._- allowed to sport in

the southern baaiu."

AVhcn you arc gniug to

dine wit

or to p: :. bHQUct

'

i take a

holiday in the morning.
and spend it at tin

i will lindthat

an appetite thai

dinner-pill. Theiiispr
of works of art and ol M

of natural history, con-

tinued for a fe\\ I

a sort of exercise that gene-

rally makes people hungry,
e\ en if the zoological spe-
cimens are Stuffed, anil not

calculated for stutl

beholder. But i!

of live turtle sportin
. which is BD lie si-en by no person endowed with the least ima-

gination without surest in- the idea of lumps of green fat floating in a tureen,

it fail of rendering the most dyspeptic of citizens absolutely ravenous. The

Crystal Palace was meant for the cultivation of people's taste : avail ypurself of

i
I vantages which it oilers in that respect; go. contemplate the live t

sporting in their <st your eyes upon them there and then, and your mind,
in anticipation, on the calipash and calipee, in the enjoyment whereof you are

tilled to revel in a few hours. "Abroad in the meadows to see the young Ian

must always conjure up visions of delight enhanced by mint-sauce; but what are

they to the d,
i,

in connection with a squeeze of lemon, which will

at \\ 01 ship's i'iuicy by the gambols of live turtle? Ah! May
good digestion wait <> il Am I not, indeed, your Worship's

icmbrancer,
The Clarendon, July, 1S01.

Ie, if at all,

nulerl'iil. \"ery certainly tin .1 lieen

the only or the n "is enemies with whom the

lacked. Theemployet
novett>e who |, a \e waited Thirty Tli' year must

rity ; an. I

! hat her f. .iild -taml still while

irain upon l continues to be stationery .

Till; SAVIXG OF INDIA.

BY a letter in a Ti/.n-x ( 'it\ article, and which was there acknowledged as received
from "an

experienced
Calent; MI," grumblen at the Government were

delighted with the following:
" W.- ii:iv. :il way lately, except a report to Government by the *

Civil
Fin:in< . the working of the Government Stationery Office. They suggest such i

. i.ms :is will. : s:iviug of some i!0,000 a year, and the Government has
^

i all tlifir recommendations tu li<j t-:iri-ictl out.
'

If these things are done in the green .

tree, what shall IK- < n bo saved in stationery, what can be
'

saved by n proper economy in the whole admiuintntiou of Indin ? Tho report is :i perfect curiosity,
and I fool tempted to send it to 1'iinck. The whole matter would be laughable were it not too
serious to see how money has been wasted."

Thirty Thousand I'miml- u a good round sum to save by squaring the

itionerj
( liliee, and the consinnption of pens, ink, a'nd paper must

be quite prodigious when such a sum as this can lie annually saved in il.

meat clerks in Kiniland have rather a bad name lor wasti
which the public has to pay them; but their fellow-clerks in Iiulia must waste

something else than time, if the statement we have quoted he found to be vera-
cious. It is a usual thing in England for Go\ a sheet of '

when it wants to write a note of half-a-dozen words ; but in India one would fancy
it must the custom to consume at least, a quire of the mi

letter-paper in making out rough drafts of every communication, and one would
think that t

1 written upon vellum made from skin us precious as
have borne the Golden 1'leeee. Kven this, indeed, would

scarce account lor such a waste as Thirty Thousand pounds a-year ; and one niisht

really imagine that the Government clerks in India wrote with not!

pens, and used a ne . each note. If one added that n 'y their

penholders were made of the lincst mother-of-pearl, and inlaid with rubies,

nor
kes.

SI;NSI; . M;XSATIO\.

SOME would have it u age of r1mrfil,
If tke age one ii l>r

Tli.

'Where all 's ill the big]

In life just, as in !

And where, thontrh y
Whci \v you'll be, you' \

InAt iand f fast life and fast laws

"Laws not faster niad.

lion 's tin-

To a head, \

steauirr blow up c

Oral statesman prov
Its impression the

In a paragraph

If a senator gouges a friend

hit he course of a lively debate ;

Or a pleasure-train comes to an end

trying to leap a lock-gate;
If t he great HLKAM DODGE takes the stump,
Or the President makes an oration,

The event able Editors lump
Under one standing head of

"
Sensation."

The lost horrid murder down South,
The last monster mile-panorama ;

Last new sermon, or wash for the mouth,
New acrobat, planet or drama :

All-^all is Sensation so fast,

Piled up by this go-a-head nation,
That by dint of Sensation at last,

There 's nothing
'

Sensation."

And now that across ti<

Worn threadbire "Sensation" we've
Afld the people that lately were frantic,
Blush to think that such madmen they've been;.

Mr. 1' -.it h pain and surprise,
On the part of this common sense nation,

Even- here and there, on tin

This pois'nous exotic
"
Sensation."

When an acrobat vent mvs his neck,
In the feats of the thinir trapeze,

Or some nigger minstrel would d

His wool-wig with extra green bays ;

If a drama can boast of a run,

By dint of a strong situation,

The posters e'en now have begun
To puff the thing up as

"
Sensation."

Mr. PvncTi 'gainst the word and the things
i ild enter:

\ uknir excitement it lirinirs

Mav England ne'e: prove tilting centre.

Ii ym 're got something good, never do

: alking about it

1-. the true wav to mate a "Sensa'
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THE PHOTOGRAPH.

Mary.
" WHY, TUMMAS, IT 's THE VERY MORAL or YEE !

"

Tummas. " PRETTY THING, AIN'T IT ? PITY THE TALLER OF THE UNIFOEM
COMES so BLACK !

"

MRS. ROCHEFOUCAULD'S MAXIMS.
MRS. ROCHEFOUCAULD would like to know why her

maxims should not be read, as well as those of her old
lord and master. All women are not weak-minded; quite
the reverse.

.Mus. R. is quite convinced that the gallantry of Mr.
P/nii-li will induce him to do her justice, by opening- his

brilliant columns to a few of her good things.

The following are by no means her best : ,

We can all bear, with resignation, a rent in the dress
of our very dearest friend.

We should, indeed, be often ashamed of the noble de-
votion and self-sacrifice with which we give ourselves away,
were it always possible for the happy man to know why we
pass into the temple of Hymen.
We are really not answerable for our defects, and they

are to be pardoned ;
but when we see a friend endea-

vouring, by base arts, to hide the maladresses of nature,
we are justified in proclaiming the attempted deceit to

the world.

We are jealous of men whom we love
;
and of women

whom we hate.

Bracelets and ear-rings arc to women what stars and

garters are to men. Women are vain of their persons ;

men of their actions. Yet the men cry
"
Poor weak

woman !

"

It is difficult to announce the birth of love to another
;

but how much more difficult to declare that he is dead !

It requires the most consummate tact to hate politely.

Our laziness often keeps us in the path of duty where
our parents dropped us. But, if the world will cry"
Bravo !" why should we say

" Hush !

"

Generally, when we praise anybody, if we search our

motives, we shall find that we are returning them only a

very small percentage of the admiration they have expressed
for ourselves. If a friend praises our dress and carriage,
we handsomely find that her gloves are not quite so ill-

fitting as they usually are.

Better be despised than ridiculed. Very great criminals

have had exquisite taste in dress.

With MBS. R.'s best compliments to Mr. Punch.

OUR MUSICAL POLICE.

F course everybody
knows(forhath not
Punch proclaimed
the fact?) that the

Police are forming
bauds for musical

performance, as a
means of recrea-

tion in their well-

earned leisure time.

We met a body of

them the other

evening coming
away from prac-

tice, with their in-

struments in their

hands, and our first

impression was
that they'd been

taking up a music

shop, or capturing
some burglars who

had broken into one, and walked oif with the stock. But when the
truth became apparent, we thought how good a thing it was that the
Police should live in harmony, and we reflected that their instruments
would be greatly instrumental towards the keeping of the peace. A
trombone in the hands of a Policeman six feet nigh would be a
formidable weapon in the case of a street row, and' a blow from an
ophicleide, if wielded as a weapon, would be even more effective than
a trenchant truncheon-cut. There is no doubt that a mob would soon
be awed into dispersion if they saw a band of

"
Bobbies

"
marching

down upon them with such arms in their hands, and playing the"
Bogwfs March," or

"
See we Conquering Heroes come !

"

Nor will this be the sole benefit likely to result when our Policemen
as a rule have music in their souls, and by pretty frequent practice have

perfected their taste in it. A love of good music of course will inspire
in due proportion a hatred of the hand-organs, gorilla German bands, and

lamp-blacked Nigger minstrels, who are now so constantly the breakers

of our peace. Welsh harpers from Whiteehapel, and Scotch bagpipers
from Snoreditch, will be taken up at once as musical impostors when
musical detectives are enrolled in the Police

;
and as for all the squeakers

with the hurdy-gurdy and squealers with the fife, they will instantly be
handcuffed for the uttering of false notes. The same stern justice will

be dealt to Paganinis of the pavement, who, if they persist in playing
will soon get into a scrape, and will find their solo stopped by a rapid

pedal movement on the part of the Police ; whilst their performance on.

one string will get them into a line which ends at the Station House.

We can imagine a street organ-grinder flying, terror-stricken, before

a tall Policeman with a trombone at his lips, from which a blast of

vengeance might fittingly be blown ; while the Waits, who make night
hideous with their fiddlings and their flutings, would at once be appre-
hended for the murder of our sleep. A Policeman who has gotten a

good ear and taste for music, of course will have small mercy on all the

bad band-itti by whom the so-called "quiet streets
"

are now especially

infested, and who levy a black-mail on all who are in hearing, and rob

them of their money, or else rob them of their rest.

Clear as Mud.

THE ABBE CRUICE has lately been preferred to the See of Marseilles.

This ecclesiastic, according to the Courrkr de Marseille,
"

is of Irish

descent, and the author of several esteemed works, remarkable for the

qualities of their style and the clearness of their ideas." The clearness

of the ideas contained in the works of BISHOP CRTJICE is perhaps the

strongest possible evidence, next to an authenticated pedigree, of his

Irish descent.

Printed by William Bradbnrr, [ No. 13. rjpp(
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ODE TO PA.M.

\VKI.I., I'M .v

\\'c 'iv not ;tll up to i veruliin::,

ii.v mortal ' a right on.
I'l.'blc /'" /'' I

Ami ;1
\M,

lint nobody 's an admirable Ci:ic:iTON.

:

statesmanship 's yon.
\ mi almost rnal inr in iiiiur,

ct speak wise word- in s
I

id} two, or MIMIC say three,

lilamiug, in

The too prevails of reason.

Hut cluctriiii' vu' "ill set aj art

It is in the domains of Art
And Poetry, elsewhere at home, you wani

Going, like any sheep, a-

( )r erring i

15ir t o be of gorse ami thistles fonder.

Tis very well, ii .se,

To say you pensio- LOSE,
On trust of other peoples' commendation.

Confess you read his doggerel base,
Ami looked upon it us I

Of genius, and of genuine inspiration.

Acknowledge, with a beaming smile,
You don't admire the Gothic style,
Because you have a Cockney's eye for building.

Ami do like garish marble halls

With chubby Cupids on the walls,
All overdone with carving and with gilding.

Admit, from utter want of taste,

you allowed to be defaced

Kensington Gardens, by your understrapper,
With an intrusive horse-parade,

Against the public wishes made
To please the horsey dandies whippersnapper.

CANDOUR.
DOG FANCIER. "

(loiny to India, ,<vY.' Oh, then I couldn't Sell I

o' England, Sir, .\u,fiir. Why, 1 should never See Him Ayin, ten to one and he's a
'a me I"

A Wee Bit o' Siller.

\ Srnsc'iumox is being raised for JOHN ASI>KKSOX,
-lave who struck for freedom and won it. Mr.

Punch recommends the case to the liberality of English

may do so with the appropriate line,

Jons Assouan My Joe.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR 1'fxcir,

"
Ai.Timri;!! my correspondence is professedly dramatic, 1

i |iass uiiuoliceil the fad thai (iiUMA GRISI, the Queen of Lvric
: length about to abdicate the throne she long has filled.

ll>' i -hi lasl liual farewell performances arc over, and her admirers
ha\e but one more ehauee of paying her their court. Wednesday the

ilth (the day when these lines are made public) is fixed for her retiring,
and they who have not taken scuts before they see this notice will have
faint chance pf getting them. A 'bumper at' parting' one can't do

.ill Be, for ii is something to remember to have seen the last

of GRISI.
"
Quando ullam invcnios parom ?

"

When are we to hope to look upon her like i' Where else can we hear
that pure and classic style of vocal declamation, or see sweeping o'er

at stately ipieen-like step r \Vhen again shall we sec
as .\ Hi-mi/ should be seen, or again so deeply sympathise w ith

/ iilnitiiii' and Dimh-umiti? This I could not well help thinking when
taking my last look at her as Dmum .l,i,m, wherein she sang and acted
1 will not s;iy as (inch as she hail exer done, but more tine!

of any other who can do. No, I'm not forgetting TIKTJEXS.
a grand simrer. and still grander as an actress; but in neither,

i" my thinking, is she yet so irrand as (iiiisi.

'/<?, Dun (!ii>riiii,/i was capitally Oast, and indeed the whole
ice was worthy of the leave-taking. To say that COSTA was

s to say that' band and chorus were all that could be wished.
and t ompaniments (\vere there ever such accompaniments? i

:
Mn/AKT would have loved to hear them.. U e ha\e seen

:! I'ef e who remember TAMBUWHI
;
but can any one imagine

a more excellent Masetto? ]{OM OKI's rustic clumsiness all o>:

bumpkins shoidd see, and lay to heart a lesson from his admirable Inc

jilaj
. They may learn how to be humorous without making themselves

ludicrous, and how to keep their drollery from overstepping nature.
" What do I think of PATH now, I \e seen her as Zerhna ? \\

ell,

I frankly own she charmed me more than I expected. Girlish, fresh

and graceful in both her voice and bearing, she sang and acted with

good taste, and neither overdid her part nor played tricks with the

music. There was no smack of the 'infantine phenomenon' per-

ceivable, and (is it that MOZART is more inspiring than BELUXI?)
there seemed more impulse and more spirit in her playing and her

singing than when 1 saw her in SoMUtmbula, I thought she could

exhibit, llow her talents may develope I shall not pretend to pro-

mt 1 fancy her Zerlina will afford me greater pleasure than her

lunatic Lucia or her consumptive Traviata : and I hope, noVLUnt
heard her sing such music as MOZART'S, that she will iuu

of sailing her good taste by singing too much in the siekl

VKKIII school, which brings improvement neither to the smger nor

the listener.

"With the exception of a comedv translated for the Haymarket by
the veteran Mn. \'\.\\< UK. and a skit at the Adelphi on the M

of I'., liriavian Mammas v. Pretty Horsebreakers, there are no dramatic

novelties to bring before your notice : and my comments on tli

liefer until I've 'seen them 1 wonder, do the crities adhere

to this rule' At the latter house the Ikad Heart has once

n brouu'ht to life, as HaifH has been withdrawn for

a few weeks. The withdrawal took place not because the piece had
ceased to draw, but because poor .W>:<-na-Cof>j>alffii reqnired a little

breathing time after his tremendous headers 111 the lake, of which ter-

ritic jumps he has now taken hen- in London two hundred and thirty

, nc :' I
iceount for such - though

VOL. xi.r.
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to my thinking the piece is somewhat clever!;.
< :

'!l.v the Cave

i: contains lint. little that can raise it. above ordinary melodramas. But

playgoers in u'cncral arc a rather sheep-like raee, and blindly follow one another

I fashion leads them. Very certainly, however, 1 rejniee at such success

,. Mr Man, unt, for he well deserves whatever solid proot of popu-

be gets, for no man in liis position has ever tried more earnestly to please

the fickle public. I feel inclined to elap my hands too on the. author's own
lor I am told that he participates i'airly in the profits ;

and this pnn-
(.111: 1 think of benefit to the drama, for when a writer has directly au

in the long-Continued pwninfof a piece, lie will surely spare no pains to

"ONE WHO PAYS."

"P.S. By the bye, MRS. STIRLING, to whom all playgoers owe so much, has

bed of her trinkets many of them birthday gifts and such like memorials.

, at Camden House will be given by some of her admirers

ce the money value of her lo.,s. August (lie third is the day fixed for J'ry

tliinx benefit.
5 '

The Age, of the Camel a:. .

.1 '/"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JULY 15, Monday. Knglish residents in India made, through LORD ELLEX-

tl >

' <>
'

thai ivhenthej tiave to T>8 tried they may
!'sh judges and juries. F.\e. -,'pl one man must desire

..inn being, of course, the architect who has
<d bridge. LORD TALHOT in. MM.AHIDI: adverted to the subject of

Treasure Trove or hidden (inn to say, absiirdh, Malahidden) treasure. Finders
. unfortunate habit of thinking them their own, and of acting

Miat conviction; and if the Crown would oiler rewards for the surrender at

ble
'

rchtei
'

gricaJ relies, his Lordship thought, would be saved
:

t ing-pot. The, difficult; is, that Lords of. Manors and others have
rhioh the Crown might injure. Hut wit hail conceivable respect for vested

j?eg tliai ,lr,n\ TuMiUNs, ESQ., |s(i|, has not much real

buried by ,|<>H.\NM:S in; THMKYXS, I:i5^, and that the land which
i taking the trouble to keep them in her faithful bosom all the inter-

: of right to put them in her cabinet in Great, Russell
tfciCABDE obtained for inquiring into the state of the

"iirls in Ireland, where, this noble Irishman reports, there a re a sreal
I are wanted, and thai the whole lot do less work than iwo

allegation by a cruel and brutal Saxon who longs

to tear away the consecrated ermine from the shoulders of

the Hibernian Themis, but the statement of ULICK DE
BURGH, descendant of the Great Lord of Connanght in

1227. LORD STKATJIKDKX urged the appointment of a
British |ii-ak at Mozambique, in order to help the Portu-

guese to put down the slave-trade, but LORD GRANVILLK
preferred to wait until DR. LIVINGSTONE should have had
time to carry out his operations. And a Committee was

appointed to consider the case of the TURNER and VERXON
pictures.
Ton DUXCOMBE wished to know whether the American

Secessionists arc to be allowed to tar and feather British

subjects. LORD Joiix lit SSEI.L but, under the circum-

,
he must have a new paragraph

EARL LUDLOW, or EARL RUSSELL, tint quocwtque, replied
that he had heard of only one case of the kind, .

e a Britisher was about served right for v.

partizau colours yes, Sir.

Six Irishmen tried to prevent the House from oing into

Supply, ])y raising a long debate on Irish Education, The
answer to all object ions to the present sjstem is, flia-

teaching 800,000 little Irish folk, and as the new Census
shows that there are but S.764,643 people in Ireland, the

per-centaire is exceedingly satisfactory. The (> were

by :!(>. and the English tyrants voted I

for Irish Education. Into the Offence* against the Person

Bill MR. HENLEY discovered that the, ATTOBNEY-GENEH \\.

had introduced a clause which would place any unfortunate

refugee at the mercy of the Police, and would do.

h;il the House so vigorously refused to do, some time

ago, to please our friend tin: Fisher for Frogs. Mil. WAL-
POI.E supported MIL HKXI.EY in denouncing this clause,
and after a little battle, the Government of course, gave

way. It is thought that the great guns of the Administra-

tion had not been aware of the nature of the clause, for they
made only Fort Sumter tiring, with sawdust in their shells,

and surrendered as quickly as I hey could. ATIIEHTOX
must not do this sort of thing without leave', or we shall be

obliged to put the naughty boy in the Judge's comer at

once.

Ti'fuiJny. Lords India.

In the Commons, after a preliminary squabble on the

Invin business, hereafter mentioned, and a refusal by
Government to appoint a Consul at Pcsth, the only
interesting business of this night was the discussion

on the vote of 12,000 for the National Gallery. LORD
HicxKY LENNOX was very urgent upon Government not
to incur any expenses for new galleries. Loni
MKRSIOX praised the plan of CAPTAIN FOWKI:, for im-

proving the Trafalgar Square building, but thought that

what had been done there had been well done, which
indeed it ought to have been, for the job has cost 15,000.
He said that the Academy was quite ready to mo\e out

when requested to do so. MR. LAYARD dwelt upon our

pictorial wealth, and our inability to exhibit, it, and poor
old MK. SPOOXER complained that in the National Portrait

Gallery there was a likeness of NELLGWYXXE. .)/,

only doubts whether the foundress of Ciielse:', ,vho has

surely been harmless Ion:;' enough to permit us to remember

only her good points, ought not to ha\ea statue by the

Thames. Divers strong hints were given that the sooner
the Academy cleared out of Trafalgar Square the ;

.
////';//'/.< thereof, .I//'. I'/i/ir/i hereby pats the heads of the

Ifojal Academicians, and the other distinguished artists

who have publicly protested against the six-legged in-

truders into Kensington Gardens. When the Sacred Grove
is delivered from the galloping Swells, let it, in gratitude
be called the Grove oi Acadcmns, which the Swells will

not be able to spell. On second thought, however, the,

rhododendron walk deserves the name already, (if one

accepted derivation of the title be correct,) for, thanks to

COWPER, it is licmovcd from the People.

Wednesday. If SHERIDAN had written the play of the

Mi,if/i-, there might have been some slight reason for his

descendant's meddling with mines
;
but as lie want,

that excuse for bringing in a Mining Bill which was

generally condemned, and even repudiated by MK. Pu u.,

whose name was on it, we cannot condole with him on tin:

extinction of his legislative Davy's lamp, and tile eon-

L it to Davy's locker. The Bill for enabling people
to give criminal e\idence without swearing made some pro-

p-ress. On the Metropolis Act, Mil. AYB.TOS objected to

the TIIWAITKS Parliament being allowed to alter tile

of streets, so the power is to be limited to the

where several streets are called by the same name. This
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ia simph M absurd , ration that it \\.i- tin- ft land to keep her sword b

trusted to unohristen a couple of which t< ami readj. POWIM emitted bosh m the intci.

fall ill thunder, del.d Sarah-Aim Terraces, wh] ran it not be all

nto linden Sim I, <

' '

!

Buildii

. and a great many of the Members '..

.

thcnische House,
l.onii M\ ,

i a splendid feast in honour of Mi;.

. and M. M ii i! as nCL'otia

Treal i
. Tlir !,: ;

'

.,
M i:. ( JOB

Miss!' ' loudly applauded. Nothing could be proprrer
thanaCih dinner on such n, for tlic'l if in SO Ulip

nvards Italy, and bra;.

Some mewling complaints wle.

behalf of the' K\ i

nl what fitter i

there than Turtles icntion, to the extreme
honour M LORD M

dared to

I,M;P \ ;tli liquids which were all Ihv rti

ilecliouof having remarked to the slMB,

Indian .ItidiMtM
:

't upon the mouths of man) in \\ e-

Hall. Mi;. MiiAiii Gl lulrew the Trades Marks Hill, as

alcration than would itlei.ien

f
"
marking" of another kind. The debate, when i'

comes, will Li i brief extract

from a leading article in the Glasgow \lnfiiiiiyjuurnal, which in alluding
Trade Maik

"
Vary adroitly bait one firm who, \vc su|.|i<'*e. ar. i hange for thou-

I toll, wllk-ll
1 :irk of an anchor u}>on the

i Die package* tied up iu such a
, and gave it ali the appear-

he case against these mcix'hant
int think it necessary to call on

. . ..i-rving mercantile
ahty i. highfttu cutlers cry ut against the

:uak(TB 1'or it..; marks."

The lawyers had an innings, the ArrnKNM-l . .plaining that

upon the 1

Bankruptcy Bill (io\. I deeiiled to
"
di*ai:rcc" with

baa to the appointment of the new Si,>n . audio
make a fight for that creation, ill;. lio\ 11.1. thought the big Judirr was
not wanted. and urircd I hat he would be uncommonly e\]icnsive.

'

01 lu r big-wigs spoke alu-rnalcly, and then the new SOLICITOB-GMTERAX
i with bin first nil ii. in defence of the Judge appoint -

inrnt. Him did CA111NS compliment on his appearance, and seek to

refute in argument, and on division the Government obtained a victory,

having 178 10 l-".l. As the parent of the Bill is now up aloft. ,

hear whcl her his ( lo.pu nee u ill avail to induce the Lords to retract

their decision. L<.i;o l);.i;iu, Mr. Punch perceives, has packed his

shirts and ra/.ors in order to he off to Knowsley, so the most formidable

opponent of the measure will lie out of the way.

J'fiilini. LOUD T.u NTOX gii\c M'r\ sensible counsel upon the subject
of two statues \\ i nieinplaled, or rather winch are not at

present contemplated because the\ are not in existence, In

; to erect in St. ilaigaret's Simare, Parliament Palace, to
Iliii NIL and Snmi \s,,s. ||r !,, ped that care would be taken to
make tin ids worthy of the men and suitable to the locality,

adding a gnevoni doubt whether they would be either.

An interesting Polish debate followed, and all sorts of noble Lords
expressed all sorts of noble sentiments in favour of Poland; but all

agreed thai the very best thii, i do is to lie qnii
the best from the good tecli MrF.Kni; UK |!is-'

perch in abuse
Hill, and a variety of small ob -i some of its

clauses, but PceliJ ii through Con; .of Gal-
i

. ould prcu-ut his indulging
:MCI n 'itii ,i.

wax. assailed b> petitioning li

and virtUODS, and Iliwix something entirely dill'ercnt.

personal matter, there was much solemn cackle.

Pnl then Came a debate of real interest and impm

As usual on a

ill!, f

THE ABDICATION OF THE QUEEN OF SONG.

irdoday, July the :4tli, is f.xiM f.<r MAUAKI OtOff* raUrement (:

"
lmni;ifr" at parting,

though m.

! house to
her h

l-'urjier farcweh the

Of her

one w

inin

Shall we realise fair',.

.'li.

11 we a bumper, and
treasure

The thought tlm; n

inte ;

"Pis meet we who OWi

suchplea.s
To her farewell our pi\

-

devote.

Tliis evening will see our
"

sulking
From the

geuius made In

^Vhi]e our ears i

Ere she fadeth fo:

our sight.
Gone our TaleHline, our Detdemona,

\mi

Gone our Aoriaa f shall w< m a

lint till we a bumper, and tn
The thong!.' e heard her las' note:

who owe her such pie
To her farewell our

j

YANKEE GUF.KKS AM) Tl,

Ai ( '(iiiiixi, to intelliireiire rrreivrd from New York, the telegraphic
irircs between that city and Troy have been burnt. I' is a hard r

to bum wire, except in oxygen gas, and the combustion of i

could scarcely have oc< n in the contlaiM

Troy.
"
Burnt

"
is probably a blunder for

broken." The destruction, however, of the le

th Troy was probably a strati

"bilitv of a w
i ^ _ l_j _ i -

u.' _- -n i i

a high tribute to lUiinx UICASHI.I. but said that if. after his dc.
i hat he would not cede an inch of Italian soil, he should think of irivimr
up Sardinia, he would he one of the Meanest of Kcp:
Hid Italy had distineih declared to the Kiiirlis

was no idea of such cession. \\Y ought to be verj vigilant, and very
i

li, but ought not to I.
, L l'],J.

. d annexation would ill once put an end to the alh
d and France. Our Karl in future also spoke kindly of Spain,

warmly of llah. hopefully of peace, but renewed '"

c dccla-

may
.

either in the Union or down Soeth, to fall short, of HoMEB.

Egging Elm On.

. can you tell me
where : 10

in the l.'ttxt

it is in the

:in:d

BMJ

Don't know, S_ir.
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"WELL! THE BOLDNESS OF SOME PEOPLE !"-A SKETCH ON THE BRIGHTON COAST.

JOHN RUSSELL, EAKL LUDLOW, JOHN,
When we were first acquent,

You would have sconied the haven
On wliich you now are bent.

But times are not more changed, JOHN,
From thirty years ago,

Than from the LORD JOHN once I knew
Will be the EABL LUDLOW.

JOHN RUSSELL, EAIIL LUDLOW, JOHN,
We cried

"
Reform "

together ;

But Reformers now-a-days, JOHN,
Have all clapped on the tether ;

The Big Reform Bill pass'd. .Inn s,

The Small one proved No Go ;

And you can boast a hand in both,
When you arc LAKL LUDLOW.

JOHX 11USSELL, EAIIL LUDLOW.
Am " John Anderson, my Joe."

JOHN RUSSELL, EABL LUDLOW, JOHN,
A gallant course you 've fared,

Spite of letters, now and then, JOHN,
Thai had been better spared.

The British Constitu
, JOHN,

You 've talked out long ago ;

You '11 drop your common places,
I hope, as 'EAKL LUDLOW.

JOHN RUSSELL, EAKL LUDLOW, JOHN,
I can't refrain a groan,

Contrasting your new sphere, JOHN,
With that whore once you shone.

The House of Lords I fear, JOHN,
You Tl find uncommon slow.

And for the Commons, gipsy-like,
You '11 sigh, when EABL LUDLOW.

JOHN RUSSELL, EARL LUDLOW, JOHN,
You'll miss that field of light .

Where each day brought its council,
Its struggle every mglit.

At eight vour business done, JOHN,
Home from the Peers you '1!

p>,
And, like Pat,

"
for want of bat in r,"

You'll mould, my EAKL LUDLOU .

JOHN RUSSELL, EARL LUDLOW, Jmi.v,
I count the glorious names,

Who to put on Peer's ermine
Laid down I heir earlier fames

Of CHATHAM, HOLLAND, PULTENEY
Whose ghosts in warning row.

Within the House of Lords, JOHN.

Wring hands o'er EAKL LUDLOW !

AIDS TO AGRICULTURE.
AT the Leeds Agricultural Society's annual meeting, there is wont to

be exhibited a number of miscellaneous and unclassified inventions,
unconnected, or supposed to be not particularly connected, with agri-
culture. Among these, this year, were included bath*, beer-engines,
and boot-cleaning apparatus. Baths, however, and boot-eleauin
rat u>. arc very desirable adjuncts to a farm. Agricultural proceedings,
such as threshing and haymaking, usually induce states of skin which
render ablution peculiarly necessary, and, after clodhopping over a
chalk or clay soil, anybody would be glad of a boot-cleaning apparatus
at hand, or rather at foot, to remove the five or six pounds of mud
which the clodhopper lias cleaving to his heels. Beer-engines are very
highly requisite, and on a large farm they ought to be powerful engines",
so as to draw brer enough to slake the thirst of a multitude of per-
spiring reapers, who, bathed in moisture, are nevertheless, as they say

in Hampshire, "terreeable dry." But the farm beer-engine ought to

be connected with a cellar of good home-brewed beer, and then it \vill

have the wholesome effect not only of refreshing and invigorating the

labourers, but also of keeping them away from the public-house, and
the jerry-shop, where, beer-engines generally communicate with t he very
worst of swipes, or with bitter ale, the best of which is tolerably good

physic of the tonic kind, and nearly as nice as infusion of gentian ;
but

is rather the sort of stuff to cure the complaint of
"
secdiness," and

"hot coppers," than that of natural thirst, such as carters and plough-
men are frequently attacked with in the course of a day spent in

actively and energetically carrying out the operations of agriculture.

Farm-labourers sometimes ignorantly object to machinery, but the

dullest of clowus has sense enough to approve of the beer-engine.

THE FALSEST OF FALSE UTTEKERS. One who coins lies.
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OUR ROVING

My u; :\i: lY.srii,

CORRESPONDENT.

t say while staying ( Rome, orParii,or Dresden, m-

Munich, j'iii have not failed to oDservethe wonderful
epnfidi

,j with which our fiiir countrywomen triptl .,-mou>

picture cities, making nmmn- in

tUfHAEi dotting down TIIIVN with u II U. pencil, transferring

\1 VMTI.NV to the fh-le: l.llgllpil WO* DJ

with 110 more remorse than il' it were a weddin

.rapidity wilh which thc-c charming critics fiirni acquaint
discuss the merits of the ohl Musters is trnly astonishing. I once

young laily (who eertainh did know how to turn her

excellent account) remark, that she had 'dour' the Capitol between

the liiinrs nl' breakfast and liiueh, adding thai she would lie abL

Ofl ,,fi|ie |:. liy the time we''
dinner

'

I'n- Ma'am,' 1 exclaimed -you know we were m Italy,. ,

;in( | 1 al f possible. in tin-
:

y where

esitting 'j*
\\ hat a muiV is your nun

llerch -pending months in the study of a single

halt' inclined lo throw up my iirofessiou m despair, at, my

this is what I always feel regarding the works of Y\M>YKI-.

and MM Ociinr. in our English Academy. Is iusti

wueil artists':
1

Seeing an Exhibition indeed ! Give

picture in one room lor one, hour and I will try and i

ng aliiiut it. The remarks which

amuse and cannot pOSSlbh oll'eiid the pulilic, lint as I'm- pri

I have carefully examined every ow of the eleven h thirty-

I'nui- works of art exhibited at the K.A., and as for setting!

learned critic- psha ! 1 know the value of my own malt, and am as

:i fellow as von could \

"With this little exordium then 1 enter the Middle Room, and

commenting on the unfortunate bathos which occurs from the

sition iuti of the S/iii-if'x /"///////and Preparing for
. I pass on to MB. (' picture (214), viz. liberating

Prisoners on tlw Ynv,ig lli'if* liiftlnlnii. Tlie VOUMT heir looks sorae-

v.hat fright cued, and but 1m the pretence of his fat her would hardly
lined lo volunteer his o\\ n presents to that rascally red-nosed

:!< who kneels before him. The ingredients of tenderness,

humour, beauty, anil which are mixed together in this

iiu hope that this gentleman will never let his brush

le in short that CALDERON will keep the pot boiling.
" MB. WHAITE exhibits A Ifoffrom the Book of Nature, which is a

modest title, considering the amount of foliage depicted in this land-

as full of truth us of beauty, and the moss-covered

I,, miller il reality as Nature herself could lirhfii them.
"

If ,Mi:. llrv a simple theme this year, it only shows

his capability for treat in? all subjects with equal skill. There is much
1 1 1 admire in his Street Scene in Cairo (231), and many will consider that

,'ker exhibits his powers in a new light.
"
The painting (211) by MR. HUGHES might bear a double interpre-

tation. I am .still uncertain whether the draper's fair customer i:

; or inveigled into her purchase by 'ruinous prices,' anc

concluding a bargain, or being under-

irk. In cither case the moral is a good one, and I

look to it.
"
So ,. id in

p.raisc
of MR. FAED'S work (247) that I

nay well be excused from pausing to describe it. Such subjects never

fail' to rouse an interest in all English hearts, and there was no need to

"No. 343 is a noble portrait of Miss A MM: I'IUVMI'. wl"> must
ndecd be

'

facile princ^ .111111: belle, if I.IM . fnun

his painting. I say it in nil si

k mav tend lo proM
1 alter all

' U hat 's in a name.'

"No. !5M rep

gurgoyle,
while

.tile ido

uoilel. However much nun mav How thnmi.'h the i."

vident that precious little water hits (Missed the lips of the original.

The sculptor himself seems ;i jovial sort of fellow, and, jud'.-

be vigorous blows with which lie scuds In- chisel on the

av tend lo proM
1 alter all

' U hat 's in a name.'

represents a I'Yanr hippinir away at a huge
hile a jolly old toper 'of the pi ,'ider a

idonbtless' lately
tilled with his favour ), as a

lever likely to be
'

eutli
" M ii. l,i si u.'s readme of th

. he is

Story (423) is only

quailed in eui]ihasi- by the ait! louariau himself, who, leaning on the

(lack of his chair with volume, in liis hand, persists in burin;; a young
lady, who it appears U in Iwe with his absent son, and is come to hear

-he can of him.
"

l-'aney what a situation! to be let in for. perhaps,
a

on the pointed an when indulging her mind in

of a domestic circle; to hear of the exploits of the |tla'-k

instead of the latest news from her own verdant hero. Ah ! she would
rather be reading a note of his than in possession of the original copy
of Magna Chart a. The old u'ent leman may as well shut up his book at

.

once for he will surely -ret nothing but black looks in return for his

'black letter.'
" An et celare arlem (as I used to inscribe in my school copy-book)

and there are some works of genius for which all criticism seems re-

dundant. They say Mi:. l''n< ' "nuances are so true to nature

that his audience ' and when I come to MB.
M'CAiurM's landscape (456) the last t bins: I think of is paint. Yonder
are ingenious representations in oil colour spread over canvas and

strained within splendid frames. But here all t nought of gilt mouldings,

pigments, and gesso vanish at once, and I am looking right through the

Academy walls into Jiuriiliain Wood on a .'. "7. It is no fiction,

but the place itself. Sure never was seen more wondrous truth than in

the shadows which fall ucross the foreground from that ancient beech.

The youns fresh sward is -t retched before you. Those were last year's

leaves which crackled under foot. The lambs come bounding down the

slope ; you can almost think you sniff the pure country breeze and u
that is not illusion in Trafalgar Square, my name is not

'

JACK EASEL."

its owner wliilhei ily more wonderful than MH,
which, Under the influence of his mairic touch,

ns down ill the I'.e/rsteiu, Cairo, and introduces us to a blue

breeched, slippered merchant, who, stick or yard-wand (?) in hand, pre-
over his icoods with a grwetul solemnity which does him more

his customers. X"t having yet made
much progress in Oriental Ian I oubtful whether th

l-'.i K/II/II Kliulif refers to the party in question, but that his I'll

err probable, and 1 dare sa\ the little' gamma 'in Cairo an
of the fact and discreetly keel'

:

B reach of this
'

regular Turk.'

truthful little p

oh thai I hope he will aspire to
s ass next \cur. To 'carry Coals lo Newcastle' is proverbially

a mistake, and it serins a pity that an artisl of such abili:
;

ilieiu to ihe

"11 now becomes my painful duty to call your attention to a pun
evidently perpetrated by the Banging Committee, who, not

with recognising M-R. MEADOWS in Idol tf(307), have hnntrthat

aentlemans picture close to iln; of Miss l!>.i i:(nsi. // ,

: little cabinet painlin^. bv Mi:. Eltwooi), in that

s.mple unaffected stvle which he has almost iiK'.de his own. It has

more poetry in it than many works of higher aim.

BEAUX-W)\VS!

AT LEEDS there has been a grand Dog-Show, all in honour of the

Dog-days, we A young lady says that she wishes there was a

Puppy-Show,
1

for the would send her cousin, who she is positive would

win the prize, for she looks upon him as being the greatest puppy in

Id. We are not so sure of this ourselves. At such a compe-
tition, the entries would iiiturally be extremely numerous, and we do

not think there is a circle of young la land who lias not a

puppy of their own, that they would be prepared to back

with the greatest confidence to any amount. We think some such

exhibition would he extremely popular, as well as useful. It should

be open to puppies of all nations, and the prizes would be well worth

bavinir, if every pupjiy
was allowed to enter himself at his own esti-

mation. \Vould the la'dv patn k's mind lakiii.i? it under

-mileil on the scheme, it would be

sure to There is plenty of time to organise it well before

the Exhibition next year.

DRAMATIC M\UTVIU)OM.

AccoBBrSG to a notice in the Time* of the performance of Faiiola at

the Whittingtoii Clubhouse the other niu'ht, the martyrdom of the

primitive Christians was represented on the stage. Faiiola is a play

founded on the tale of the same name, written by CVKIIINVI. U tSEKAN,
,iuciice

jiresided
at the representation of it in its

sed form. The exhibit ion of martyrdom on the stage is a stroke

the red-stocking school, though

scenic execution would probably be applauded by a Surrey or Victoria

audience. The Ultramontane and the Transpont ine drama exhibit a

mu! ii.i 1 affinity. However, we must not perhaps object to the pcrform-
( hrisl'ian martyrdom, or else we shall IM- accused by our aathetw

friends of a want of Catholic t

A Good Beginning.

IT is now known Ijoyond all doubt tl * VAT has re

Our ii. ivvaj* rraii
v'- -"ays that the (Jcrmaiisasn

would certainly be much more cultivated tha

could only be bro i
'tion of all their barrtnvafl.

signed
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THE GUARDS' MONUMENT,
AS IT IS, AND AS IT SHOULD BE.

BRITANNIA is a liberal mistress to all who serve her she is liberal
in money liberal in grat it ude, liberal in honour or at least, if she isn't
it is not her fault. If her

pay might be better, it isn't BRITANNIA who
is to blame, but her stewards, bailiffs, and foremen, who manage the

'y'-
r<^ department. If her gratitude is sometimes grudging, it isn't

[!RITANNIA who grudges it, but the clumsy or pampered menial*
whom she is obliged often to send out with messages and on errands

to those who press their claims at her door. If the tributes of
honour she bestows arc too often ludicrous, pcttv, and disappointing
to the people they arc meant for, it is the fault of I lie contractors
she employs to engage architects and sculptors, and not the old lady's,
who would prefer better workmen, if she knew how and where to
find them.

Unluckily, she wasn't brought up with special regard to accomplish-
ments, and it must be confessed, if her contractors' and master-builders'
taste be often at fault, her own would not be much better were she
left to herself. But the old lady means well.

It isn't always the sculptor's fault cither, when the last new statue
turns out a failure. Ten to one he has been crippled in means, or

over-ruled in his design, or otherwise hindered in the development of
liis idea. But even if the statue be unobjectionable, BRITANNIA is

pretty sure to hear of some blunder in the inscription, which is always
safe to sin either in bathos, bad grammar, brag, or balderdash.

Take the last monument, but one, erected out of BRITANNIA'S
coppers the Guards' Memorial in Waterloo Place. It isn't what it

should be in all points of design, less, however, by MR. BELL'S
fault than that of the Committee which commissioned and over-ruled
him.
But the worst faults of the monument are not those of taste at all.

However good its sculpture, the monument is a standing lie as great
a lie as the Monument. If that column

" Like a tall bully lifts liis head and lies,"

mi Fish Street Hill the Guards' Memorial lifts its tall head and lies in

Waterloo Place. The lie is not MR. BKI.L'S, who was told to celebrate

death in
victory, and has done it, by his figure of Honour crowning the

brave trio Fusiliers, Grenadiers, and Coldst reams with laurel-wreaths.

The inscription, answers to and justifies MR. BELL'S design ; but it is

precisely in the inscription that the lie is to be found.

Thus it runs,
"ALMA,
INKERMAN,
SEBASTOPOL.

TO THE MEMORY OF 2162 OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE
BRIGADE OF GUARDS, WHO FELL DURING THE WAR WITH

RUSSIA, 1854-1855-1856."

Fell, i. e. died in battle or of their wounds died a soldier's death at

the hands of the enemy. But what enemy? Do those who penned
the inscription mean the Russians ? By the list of battles it would
seem so.

But was Russia the enemy, were Alma, lukerman, and Sebastopol
the battles in which 2102 officers and privates of the Guards fell in

those years ? Let us sec the official returns. They tell us that the

total number of the Guards' Brigade killed in the Crimea was

At Alma 37
At Inkerman 1^0
Before Sebastopol 61

And that the total number who died of their wounds was 101

Making, in all, those who died in battle or of wounds . 4-19

What becomes, then, of the remaining 1713 ? Alas ! they fell too, but

in the combat with very different enemies. Their enemies were

FEVER,
DYSENTERY, AND
CHOLERA.

Who slew by the first 370, the second 256, and the third (with Diarrhrea)

839 making the slain in these battles 1471, and leaving 242 for the

skirmishes with such formidable light troops as Frost-bite, Scurvy,
and their tram.

These are enemies who are occasionally lot loose against us at home ;

but in the Crimea they were officered, and manoeuvred, by traitors from

our own camp General Mismanagement, and General Routine. It was

these old villains who misdirected the stores, and crippled 1 he, transport,

and prevented the roads from being made, and shipped the hospital stores

under the shot and shell, and ran riot in the
ijcutari hospitals, and

made the field hospitals scenes of misery and stench and starvation and

putrefaction, and sent out boys' boots and socks and flannels for big

men to wear, and served out green coffee with no mills to grind, and no

fuel to roast it
;
and were at the bottom of a great many other of

those master-strokes of mischief, which set BRITANNIA asking whom she

should hang, and left her very indignant she couldn't find the exact

neck for the noose.

No; the Guards' Monument is a mistake to use the mildest term.

The figures and the inscription should both be altered without delay.

For MR. BELL'S allegorical figure of Honour, with her arms full of

laurel-wreaths, place on the apex of the pyramid a statue^of FLORENCE

NIGHTINGALE, with a bandage in one hand, and a basin of broth in
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Hie
'be

"
FEVER,
DYSENTERY,
CHOLERA."

Anil then the ' '10 frith

nil \\\\\ Cl

soldier in (!:'' <

JI'/V/ ','.

minator

TESTIMONIAL TO THE SWAN OF SOUTHAMPTON.
(K- V. eek flic statue of T)n. WATTS, \vbichhasbeen

\Ycst uc\v L'uhlic Park at Simlh;

ins ministers of divers denominations and the

hip (without a portfolio OPSHAFTKS-

\MS, SO
Smith '(Mid of the divine \V.\TTs.

The inaii-i !>K. UVTIS'S statae took place in a tent or
tabernai From the poi r, it had
been ei

artist \vlni made it. was seen mounted, in true
I. let-, which, del

I lit. U'ni

hour of mornins the re nun, ai

on tl

-ion, cons'- e persons I

to he ae

\\niil House up the ilij,'h Street

HAYDN'S Creation, redi

.'ml llanis Volunteer Bifles, with the on, sppa-
nni effecl from i be ' ;

"t 1'i'in! perhaj s miMimlci-
ost appropriate I" u would ob.

The procession was headed by the llille !'.;<nd, porformin?, as aforc-

rs, and
Ordnaii' >><, t'.illowi

in? Inn:.' :

I lieadle benveen them, earniir.'

I'.ritv v.ilh the (

. the \\:iy. .
. TnM vs

on the other. A'

enish ol

(V ITT.s'.S

'

iwod. Discourses

\t !i

\Iayi
I he Victoria

Ulld 96V

ted with tho Mayor, and at
i'f which took

;,
'

:L'L-C(1 School Cl

which we trust, they will learn some-

'Miiiiff, than OfJ Hull

lic.l iu two hours, which
was (|uick work for an Earl with a Mayor for his host, and affords, to

iicin will ii

Tiie I. -isted in sp.

ere added the ;

Owins
\iiled in

the cat. i 'io caris) I

Ktpcricnced a cousumpt lountiuy to wtlier more than

nmds.
The statue of DR. WATTS is a work of the Comic order. That is

chiefly by reason of its !i . lit- was a little man witik a big head
liline nose, ami : beeostuni'

period, wearing a Ionic govrn nd a fcwK w aids witli the
f preaching, and with the left foot

advanced, apparently no' patt ur the !>ost foot forward; butthis.no
doubt, was his natural attitude. The posture is one which, ii'

not thai ITS, we niiirht call somewhat proggy. The I <

^ieiliaii marble; and iu the three basso-

relievos of the same material, on three sides of the shaft of the pedestal,
he is portrayed, on a smaller scale, in as many different posit i>

the front one he appears surrounded by children with clasped hands,
and his perhaps
acquired late in life. In that faei I )u. WATTS sits

in his study, amid mathematical and astronomical instruments, resting
a foot upon a stool, and sera'

exhibits him seated in th ;-obahly

appeared in composing 'M mil deprive jur:
1 "

Bearing in mind the obligation which tliat question suggests, let ns

lor, MH. l.rr\sof Chilworth, the credit, which is his

due, of having made a statue which, necessarily droll, is yet as orna-

e case admits of, and is really a much better work ef art

than any monument which has been since many a day erected in

London.

A Morning's Reflection.

BY A TKRT YorNO OntTLKHAX WHO HAD BIEX " MAKIKO A N1CHT OF IT.'

THIS truth I've learned, alas! a day too late,

That dissipation makes a dizzy i

IL Y A DE QVOI.

Tin- pape<- SSE CLOTIIDE n
"
every mark ::x)in tlie inhabit

'

for what? \\ as it for having married I'IUXCE XAPOL:

A HOLIDAY TASK FOR SLOW COM

\\~r. doubt -low coaches would cv, i arrive
it any 3i

. the public
its (8)cr
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PROTESTANT SPOONER ON PAINTING.

MR. SPOOLER has earned considerable reputation as
a zealous 1'rotestaiit, but the other night, in Committee
of Supply, he exceeded himself, and MR. NKWDEGATE
too, in that capacity. Or rather he came out in quite
a new Protest ant character. He protested against the
vote of 2,000 for the National Portrait Gallery, on the

ground that top much money was spout upon pictures
ami t he promotion of art, and that the trustees of the
Portrait Gallery did not care what was the moral cha-

racter of the persons whose portraits they admit led.

He likewise urged that they cared not how bad a pic-
ture was

"
so long; as it was a portrait of somebody noto-

rious in our history." This objection is a strange one to

proceed from the mouth of a gentleman, who, on moving
that the vote in question be disallowed, is represented as

having said that -.

"Ho did not propose to divide the Committee on the motion,
but only to protest against the continuance of such torn-foolery."

What Mil. SPOOLER calls torn- foolery is the national

expenditure of money upon pictures and the promotion
of art. His estimate of the value of art appears to be

incompatible with the ability to distinguish a good pic-
ture trom a bad one. The good moral character of a

person is considered by MR. SPOONER as a necessary
condition for the admittance of his likeness into a

portrait gallery. Esteeming right morality to be based

upon true religion, MR. SPOONER would perhaps limit

the exhibition of historical portraits to those of sound
Protestant peonages. Heretofore, protest ants have
been content with protesting against pictures regarded
as objects of worship, but MR. SPOONER goes farther,
and protests against them as objects of acquisition at

the cost of a little money. This extremely ultra-pro-

testantism, is very like the doctrine of Islam, which

(

prohibits pictorial likenesses altogether. The religion
of SPOONER is very like that of M.uinMK'i. and it is

much to be feared that, as to his opinions about art at

least , t he honourable gentleman has turned Turk.

A HINT TO ARCHITECTS OF THE PKESENT DAY.

Yankee-Liners and Penny-a-Liners.

WE receive such extraordinary bombastic statements
from America, respecting the Civil \Var, that we think
a new line of steamers ought to be specially appointed
to bring them over. Instead of CUNAHD'S, wny not
establish for the occasion a fast-going line of Canards ?

THE GORILLAS OF THE PRESS.

WE wonder how many of the readers of the Croydon Chronicle felt

that tingling in their toes which unfailingly'betokens a propensity to

kick, when they came across the following impertinent remarks which
a short time since appeared in that influential paper :

"
It is said that PRINCE ALFRED will travel through Canada by the same route his

brother travelled last year. But that PRINCE ALFRED is a 'jolly good fellow,
'

not nt
all of an envious disposition, how bitterly would he feel the difference of reception
over the same course. But. if my information be correct, PRINCK ALFRED is not the
lad to grizzle and fret his nddle-stringe with envy and chagrin. Rather is he the
lad to 'give his governor the slip,' as ho would express it, and enjoy himself."

Of course we need not say that these are the opinions of
"
our

London Correspondent." No other newswriter would pretend to such
an intimate acquaintance with PRINCE ALFRED as to describe his tastes

and feelings with this familiar freedom. Other penmen, let us hope, if

they possessed such knowledge, would keep it to themselves, and would
know better than to blurt it into public pnnt. At any rate, supposing
that the sentiments of Royalty were thought fit to be divulged, the

disclosure would be made without offensive flippancy, and such assumed

familiarity as can lint brenl contempt.

Haying shown his intimate acquaintance with PRINCE ALFRED by
chronicling a sample of the slang he talks, the writer next proceeds to
dab his pen into the PKIXCK 01 \\ M.KS, doing it of course in the
offhand jaunty manner peculiar to his craft :

"
By the way, his elder brother, heir to the most brilliant throne of ancient or

modern times, also requires a little looking after. Not that he is one whit worse
than most young gentlemen of his age nay, he is more steady ; but you know a
Pnuco ought to be so extremely proper, and so excruciatingly correct, lie ought
not to smoke cigars, but he does : nay, infinitely wurse than this, he ouQht not to
give the slightest encouragement to the vain aspirations of any young lady subject.
But I will not say that he does, but once upon a time, a little bird tells rue
he did.'

Here the writer tells a story that is to say, a lie about vhal he

calls a
"
grand Tcrpsichorcan festival," whereat the Prince wa-

with a "beautiful young lady," who was afterwards discovered to have
written him a note. And it is with stupid and offensive lies like this

certain
" London Correspondents

"
fill their weekly sheets. Really, as a

loyal subject one feels inclined to
askj

is there no protection from these

literary Gorillas who, when hard up lor club scandal, make attack upon
our Princes, and scarcely hold their hands from an attack upon the

throne. To put it in the mildest way, the fellows who poke their noses

into places wliere they have no business deserve to have them tweaked.

TTn Nom de Guerre ?

PRINCE NAPOLEON is one of the distinguished members of the

Bonaparte family. But if he is a Bonaparte, might we not respee'.

rally inquire: "A Q/toi Bon?" From his constant nabits of travelling,

and of always discreetly getting out of the way, when there wa- anj

danger, we think we might venture to say that he was only Son-it,'

partir !

LIGHT, CHEERFUL, COMPLIMENTARY, AND LITERAHY !

AT the review of the Curragh the other day, there were a lai-L-c

number of Irish beauties present, which interesting fact led 11. 1!. 11.

to exclaim, with that happiness and gallantry for which his I'amiK has

long been distinguished, that he was delighted to find the race of

CURRER BELLE(S) was far from extinct !

MEHELY A GEOGRAPHICAL MISTAKE. Evidently, MR.
mistakes Kensington Gardens for Yorkshire, he is so very anxious to

divide it into two Ridings.

Printed by Willium Ilradimrv, of No. 13. Upper Woburn rince, and Frederick Mullett Evuns of No. 19, Queen'n Rond West. Regent's p, rk, both in the Parish of St. Pancra, hi the County of Middlesex,
Printers, at theirOffic.. m Lombard Street, in ttc Precinct of Whilclmrs, in the City of London, and Pulliiheil by them at No. !'>, fleet Street, in the Parish of St. llri le, in the City of London.-
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BRITISH AM) KOKKK.N

BBNEVOLENCB.
A M: I Jit till:

Snobbish ii llos

ild the I'dl'K,

in- I he K\-ki\' the

|-:\-l)i KK. 01 Mum..-, v. OT any oilier

(if th. :.[agues of

Italy, lie forced to seek refuge in

mi, it is
tq

'

the

'if llns cluirilJilile institution will

lie open to tlirni
;

their incunihilii; the bene-
volent. :nl them
should think til, ill pn
them, along wit '

1/iltn \uiiM kKBl and more

appropriate a-\!um, situated, ven
II, lurd hy the

" A la Porte."

Tin: presr
ba every lut as his

ii indig-
nation th.'i:

' gone over hi-- In MS access to

power, and he has already appeared
before the public with not less than
three new II I

The Doctor has been Soutiding tlic Gentleman's Chat in the present Approved Fashion ; i.e., without

ijii'inij Ii tin previous notice.

IRASCIBLE PATIKNT. " Does it Hurt Me t Does that Hurt You !
"

SOME persons reach their fourscore

years and ten without having the

|

smallest idea of let convenances. People
I have been known to eat peas with their

1
knife at ninety.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JULY 22, Monday. Our old friend NORMANBY resolved on an heroic

effort in favour of his friend the EX-!)I:KE op MODEXA. He moved for

some papers in order to give himself the opportunity of delivering a
vcrv Ions; eaekle, which lie supposed to be a speech, and in which he
abused MR. GLADSTONE for having proved the ex-Duke to be a tyrant,
lie read diM ml when lie had to read his own compositions,
he gave them out with flaps of his wings, and plenty of sound, but MR.
GLADSTONE'S replies he mumbled over so that tnev could hardly be
1. ] OT^., -.!>.., A _1 J 1_

*
\ 1 ' 1 *1 T . . I

'

heard.
^
So LORD BROTGBLU^told him, laughingly, whenLpKD GRAX-

idarivinj
ip. The w

Michaelmas better than July. LORD EfiURY made a speech in favour

vii LT.E had done crying
"
Shush, shush

"
and driving the old goose out

of the position he had taken up. The whole affair would have suited

isiou of the
Prayer-book, the BISHOP op LONDON told him that

DO general revision would be tolerated, and LORD WESTMKATH com-
plained that the Church-service is terribly long. One has heard the
same complaint from ladies, who have piteously declared that two hours
in church is "a tony time," but who have on the previous Saturday
night sat out five hours of the opera, and stood another half-hour wait-

ing for the carriage,

Once more we had MR. LKVKK'S ease. Now considering ;

came into Parliament "a Liberal, but pledged to support any Govern-
ment thai promotes the maintenance of (lalwav as a packet's'
(vide CAI-TAIN DOD), this Irishman is scarcely a person in whom a
House of Commons can take any violent interest. However, Members
bore with a long speech in which he contradicted the charge
against him by M H. 1 invix, and then he walked out of the House. The
House decided on not being further bothered with the squabbles of the
two Irishmen, and proceeded further to consider the Lords' amend
ments to the Bankruptcy Bill. 11 riving declared their own views, they
requested (he lawyers to draw up reasons for such views.

Then came a smart debate on the British Museum, and MR. GREGORY
math- an onslaught upon PROFESSOR OWEN, for advoeati
asylum for Natural History. MK. LAYAUD complained of the want of
classification of objects, and, as he is to be a Minister airain, .I/A Punch
is glad to observe that the Member for Nineveh's organs of order are
so krgclv developed. MH. MONCKTON MIMES also condemned the
state of

"
congestion" in which the Museum exists. I'KKI.IDKS thought

VOL. XII.

that nothing but
"
pessimist

"
opinions had been advanced, but owned

that the subject demanded consideration. He bore tribute to the

splendid genius of OWEN, which ought, PEELIDES thought, to have
saved him from such an attack as MR. GREGORY'S. During the recess

Government will think over the business,' and talk to the Trustees.

Tuesday. The Irremoveable Poor Bill, the object of which is to make
the rates uniform in all the parishes of a union, and to make a three

years' residence by a poor man effectual to constitute a
''

settlement,"
instead of making five years necessary, as now, was debated in the

Lords, and carried, on Second Reading, oy a majority of 9.

LORD MAYOR CUBITT resigned his seat for Andover, in order to stand
for the City of London.
LORD JOHN RUSSELL appeared in the House of Commons for the

last time. He was asked three questions, of no great importance, and
his last utterance in the capacity of an M.P. was to state that he had
read in a foreign newspaper (he can read foreign languages) that certain

English gentlemen who had visited the works of the Suez Canal had
been satisfied. But whether they had been satisfied that the thing
could not be done, or with the bitter beer at the various halts of the

omnibus that runs from Cairo to Suez, LORD JOHN did not say. Soon
afterwards he shook hands with a lew friends, including some of the

Opposition, and with the SPEAKER, to whom lie probably said that if

the lat ter were good, they should meet again in an upper sphere (though
we mean to have plenty of work out of MK. DIMSUN before we let

him run to coronet) and then, exit LORD JOHN RUSSELL, soon to be

EARL RUSSELL. In the morning he had taken leave of the City, and

expressed his hope that he should yet be able to do the Stale sen-ice.

Wednesday. The religious character of the day was marked by a
little Church Kate debute, and the subject was shut up for the Session.

dy promising everybody else that they would have a jolly good
fight again next year. Secular matters to-daj vtcre not interesting, but

on the I . lea Bill a good spirit was show n. and something was
done for the further protection of women and children against overtime.

And a new writ was moved for London.

Thursday. The Lords had some more of India, and then went at the

I'niversitv Elections Bill, that for voting by post. The BISHOP OP

did not like it, and thought that at the last minute, v,

elect inn was all but settled, some rural Dean from the wilds of Cum-
berland would come with a couple of hundred votes in his pocket, and
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icrything. This wild Dean maybe a clerical Gorilla, but Mr.

sped I'm llic Bishop, cannot understand why all facill-

Hilil not be triveu to voters, even il' they arc unhappy enough to

the Cumberland lakes instead of by the Serpentine, lais, or Cam.

The Bill prevailed, and was passed later in the week, and as there is no

::,[ the measure Baa innovation, the next Univereitj Election

will lie in the nature of an experiment. \\eilaresaythat the net will

lalile In main a MK.S. PAUSON, whose linslianil will lie able

!u hand her the 10 his journey would have cost, and thereby ameliorate

-armeuts of TOMMY, HAHKY, SAMMY, IGXATIVS, and little

1'ciI.VCAKI'. .

There was a Military debate, and then an Indian debate downstairs,

and then in Supply, MK. OsnORNh fired away at the frescoes in the

New Houses and declared that they were very ugly, and also were

8. Mn.l'nwphH denied both propositions. SIK GKOKOI:

BOTH ren t'unny. lie was angry at the pictorial prese.rva-

tiou of the I'act that CHARLES THE FIRST'S coffin had been insulted

by a Roundhead, because lie. SIR G. was a Cavalier and a Loyal st, an. I

was also angry that there is a picture ot the slaughter ot DAVHI

Ki/./in, becausene did not think that operation was creditable to any-

body concerned. But if our national records are to contain nothing

but' illustrations of virtue, history had better be re-written. Excepl
the Establishment of J'/'v/t, when has there been a grand and unsullied

historical action ? There was a much less respectable cavil raised upon
the item for paying the cost of LORD BROUGHAM'S peerage patent out

of public money- This objection
was not creditable to the clique,

that urged it, and was signally defeated, the House feeling that the

tribute to the Old Schoolmaster was a well deserved one. The House
was Counted Out, about three in the morning, and about time too.

I'riiluti. Mr. Punch thought there would be a row. It was stilted

that ADMIRAL BERKELEY was to be made LORD BERKELEY. The

taJ Gi>.\ \TLEY lost no time in petitioning against such title being

granted to his brother. GRANVILLE answered GK\NTI,I:Y that there

should be uo such Grant. It is said that SIR MAURICE is to be called

Frry.iiAKinxiiE, which is well, because the name will be very pleasant
to G. B. and because it is right to preserve a title that has been borne

by virtue and so forth.

LORD DERBY evidentlv does not like being kept in Town, though
what he stops for, nobody knows. He said that there were 92 Bills to

pass before Prorogation. But as he has not got to pass them, why
does he not finish packing, and go ? GRAXVILI.E thought that the I/ TO-

A POET CLOSE TO THE PBEM1ER,

i PALMERSTOX, I'm glad to see that, though
To clamour you gave up the first Horse- Hide

In Kensington Gardens, now you have the foe

l>j making another in a different part of them, defied.

Such noble daring shows a linn determination

Kot to be put down by liabble agitation.

A set of ba-r anil brutal Smisters

To place their unwashed selves in fragrant opposition
To a great public improvement of the .Mini-i

They may go and be devoted to perdition!
No, no, stand firm and offer an invincible resistance

To the efforts of these uucircuinspect Philistines.

Methinks a Deputation I now see,

A Posse of those blackguards waiting on you,
Illustrious PALMERSTOX, be.-ceehing thee

Away with the Horse Ride to do,
\\ hen- I he 'Nobility and gentry roam at quiet paces,

Displaying a galaxy of lovely faces.

llapt in the vision of an inspired Bard,
I sec you send them to the right about,

(living the hindmost rascal a kick so hard
That you prostrate them altogether in a rout,

Bv which means taken unawares,

They all tumble down-stairs !

( )h, noble PALMERSTOX, you have now restored

That ride, that is another for the same.

So has a host of envious malicious miscreants poured
Their venom on an eminent Poet's fame

Which now 1 hope, defying that rebel ere\v,

You'll give your humble servant back his pension too.

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON AET.

?\OTWITIISTAXDIXG the proverb Vf . the House of Commons. ,
"

. :yr * ^ . . t , j .1 * TT >U1 HJIOl-'ii>uii>u lilt JJH_MI,IU J^c crwoefwwo, Lii^ AJ-WUO^ ui ^uuiniuuo
might stop in Town and attend to legislation; and this HARDWICKE

( hag of lato yerT frcqucnt fv engaged itself in debates on the subject of
thought very hard, as other lolks were going away. LORD JTORTMAX, " "

/ , i-

for once, came out with a sensible remark, and said that it was the

excess of^ talking in the other House that caused delays, and that the

Lords should teach the Commons how to get through work without

chatter.

Then did LORD WESTBUHY make fight, for liis child, the Bankruptcy
Bill, and try to get the Lords to accept the Commons' judgment on the

amendments. His Lordship certainly used apostolical plainness of

speech, and gave his audience to understand that he did not think they

comprehended much about the question. He; wished he could have had

half an hour's quiet talk with LORD DERBY, and would have "laid his

life
"

he would have converted that Earl. A more earnest effort for a

scheme could not have been made, but it was not fated to be successful.

CRANWOKTH, and CHELMSFORD, and "Wi .xsi.j.i I>U,E ("I could not

hear a word of what he said," remarked the Chancellor) all set them
against the Commons, and in the end the principal amendment, that

ihiors the Judge, was adhered to by 80 to 46. On other points
the Lords gave way.

Art. As the Houses of Parliament are to be adorned with statues if

possible, and disfigured with statues if not, and whereas it is inexpe-
dient that these Houses should be disfigured by the statues wherewith

they arc. at any rate to be furnished, and further whereas the disfigure-

ment of the sai'd Houses is extremely likely to be caused by any statue

which they may order to be made, therefore perhaps MR. CowrEit, in

his capacity of' First Commissioner of Works, will cause every such
statue to be brought before the House of Commons, and will move that

the House do go into Committee thereon with a view to p

statue, as it were, into a statute, before allowing it to stand on a

parliamentary basis, or pedestal.
If this plan were adopted, any Honourable Member could, in case he

thought proper, move an amendment on the statue's nose, or any other

feature, or part, of its face or body, which he might deem objectionable
or capable of being improved. The amendment if carried, might be

executed, cither by the artist who produced the statue, or by some

other employed as executioner by the House. The various amendraenta
'

proposed by'the Members of the House on the members and lineaments
MI: K"iiKKT PEEL goes to Ireland as Secretary v//'/'/V;v/w putrem having been adopted, or having fallen to the ground, the

A good deal of money was voted, LORD PALMERSTOX declared that

Franc* was building a great many iron ships, and that other nat ions

were imitating her, and after some smart debating, MR. Disi

urged that we ought not to say that we were building ships in deli

or out of suspicion of France, but that inasmuch as a new era in ship-

building had come, it was necessary for all nations to bring their na\ies

up to the new mark. "U e should not be insulting. This elegant sug-
gestion made \Vnrri: haul out that the Tories clearly expected to come
into office soon, and were trying to make things pleasant. To this

.as no reply made. Ministers are shifting a little uneasily, but
nistable will keep all steady for the present .

A Flat Contradiction.

THE 'Era, which is largely benefited by the aiherl cements of poor
..etors and actresses seeking situations, tries to be

"
severe

"
upon the

''< for the benefit of the Dramatic College, and professes to be most
us for

exponents."
theatrical organ!

"
Funny, is it not ''.

the respectability and advancement of the Drama ami its

How can that be when the l'.,-n considers ITSELF "the best

til* (T1J5 J.1.UIIUVII CMJIG VJK III ItHH.~l.lj ^/l VyOVylllj, tf XV ULlgllV. Ull MU*0 " J

appearance, the statue might, after
all,

be rejected. As the sculptor
hired to make it would have to be paid for his work, the rejection of

statues would be throwing a little money away, but nobody could

object to that, except MR. WILLIAMS.
A statue with the merits of which the House felt itself unable to

deal, or could not agree about them, might always be referred to a

Select Committee, like the business of the nation. In the mean time,

all manner of idle and impertinent questions might he asked of the

Government on the subject of statues and works of art iu general. b\

Irish Member- of the lira/.en Band, and other bores individually per-

verse or crazy, or desirous of obstructing wise legislation. One could

rise to move 'for the production of any correspondence which may have

passed between HKK MAJESTY'S Ministers and the French and ttaiiau

Governments touching the Jaonon. Another might beg team in

'the absence of the noble Lord, the Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

'now in another place, to ask the noble Viscount the First Lord of

the Treasury, whether the Cabinet, iu its communications with any
Forcisn Power, had deemed it necessary to advert to the attitude of

the Ili/iar/ Gladiator. Honourable Gentlemen would thus highly increase

the merriment, and add somewhat to the utility, of those disc,

which, on Friday niu'lit, are their delight, in the Session of the jcar.
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THE PERFORMER AND THE PUBLIC.

KOI

been
; I'M, \NI\I,

lie lias In vn pi.
i.

piece nl' i

'--. Tin 1 -iii-

ui!; mi \v!

I was, ho.
tin-lit iMpi

1

, and
His i-r-

foniiaiuv was
wondrous than

. and
tliotisrli all his 1

rope-dancers ha\

tMK is niilliiii

ill it, alums!

minute tor up\\.

an hour bronirlit us
i slartlim:

novelty to won.

ng a bundled
< Is, he exe-

snmmersaults on
stills and in ficoch
aliols, besides

extraordinary

"Feats with ! he Pole," which so snrr our acrobatic animu-

in our eagerness to :- . and performed
-. illi the Police. Mori'. had Tor us

MI ih performer quite in coinfor ,i it feeling a fear

that he \vould break his

Somewhat to our surprise, seei saw the sueee-s of the performance,
we uo\\ see i' announced tbat it

"
will not be repeated," where;.- of \l. I'.I.ONPIN'S

on the Inch roiie, another dan:.-' rons do/eu is forth-
take pluee. II

see him on the low lope as lo MI- him on the high one, the
LI di.nhtli>- ha\e hi pref.

dj lor we eau'l think M. lii/iMH.s hr i

ml that if !

and i hat the Fall-.

feel In his In.

no linuiaii i ".ho that si

doubt that iiiomeiil \\ould
| .1, while the

public Hock pcrilou- perl', .nuance-, ii eaiino;

111 rope a.-
'

the 1 i

A l.ON'fi \\\\ I'.KIIIM).

iory of

n. \\ATTS. whom tin' HAUL UK SMAITKSHI KV. in an do-

speech, characterised as a
'

I

j.hil
.-

sopher.'' U e iniithi look thrtmzh
\am tor a slalue Mia! !- rrcctcd lo a single p-.> :. ,

p.
.

orphllosop!:

imagine that we Dad no great men but generals and
noble Lord said :

nofnionuni . works of art was idle."

supposed to ad

beautiful capital. works of
I,

like all idle p.

I way, and take up the room of better persons. In faei.

| they are so extremely
"

idle,'' that in our opinion tin 1 sooni ;

I they are taken up, as vagrants, and looked up, the better !

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
"DEAR PiM n.

"
\\\ far the most important theatrical event that has occurred

since my last letter was the Fancy Fair held at the Crystal Palace on

Saturday the 20th, for the In nelii of the funds of the Royal Dramatic

College. After a week of showers, there was '
an entire change in the

programme' of the weather, and the sun was very liberal in pouring
down" his golden beams, ana so adding to the golden contributions of

the day. II. stalls with gold, and gave an added bright ness

to the smiles of i heir fair keepers, who had put on for the occasion
their sunniest of looks. Besides your faithfid 'ONE WHO PAYS,' there

were present nearly foil i
i aid more who paid, and their pa>-

meiiis lo the charity mounted, I am told, to above a thousand p.

"Of course , was there (\ hat is, everybody who is o/w/body)
and among the noteworthy I noticed the in ue ultra-pious

people, who had, 1 could not question, sought admission by mistake.
I rejoiced that curiosity, or some equally strong motive, had restrained

them from departure when they ascertained their error; for they
enjoyed the opportunity of seeing how our players are zealous in good
works, and have in the sacred cause of charity an ever open hand.

"
You, who know my easily impressionable nature, need not be toU

how I sueeuinbed to the allurements of the stall-keepers, and fell an
eas\ \icliiiilolheirmcrccnarywilcs. A sinirlc man, I bousht all sorts

of drawing-room nicknackeries. which no one but a husband would ever
dream of purchasing, and I protest i o\\- 1 feel fatigued with

rtion of dipping my hand so often and so deeply in

It was quite in vain that 1 struggled with my fate. 1 had no sooner
saved my siller from the Sejlla of one stall, than my gold was swallowed

up in the Chanbdis of another. A glance from sunnyfaecd /V,/

fr'offittffton cost me half-a-guinea for sixpi of pipe-light

bidding of her daughter I paid a liveimnnd note for a doll that

squinted horribly. M'ns. MATHKWS made me buy a thirty shilling
book-marker and an embroidered pair of braces, for neither of which
articles have I the slightest use. Miss AMI SKDC;WICK tempted me to
take -i half-erown pincushion, which I shall wear next to my h.

my dying day. .Miss I will not write her name for fear of tin-

Excise sold me without a Her i infamous cigar, for which .-In-

had the modesty to charge but eighteenpence ;
v, bile at M i-- ' )i IVKK'S

t,
or 1 should rather say command, I made myself ridicn

pnrchasina a baby-jumper, and had to pay her half-a-sovcn
it off my hands.

"
Then 1 paid a vi-it and some shillings to the Post-Office, where

more letters were awaiting me. than 1 had room to pocket ; and 1 shied

at old
'

Aunt Sally
'
at such charitable rates as cost me a small fortune

for each pipe of hers I smashed. After that, I gained admittance to
the awful Tent of Mystery, whereof the secret wonders nothing short
of threatened boiling shall force me to disclose : and, as a climax to my
horror, I mad hair stand on end by a sight at dear old Rich-
ardson's (restored for this occasion only, as at Greenwich 1 remember
it), where in the short space of ten minutes I saw a five-act tragedy
(including several love-scenes), a four-sword combat, and a ghost.
Besides these pleasures, MR. TOOLE amused me with his peep-show
(surely he luis served as an apprentice to that art?}, and I heard
delivered a most wonderful acrostic a kind of composition I had fan-

cied long extinct. Except that it expressed some highly charitable

sentiments, the poetry. I think, was scarcely worthy the occasion;
and there soems (special reason to question the last triplet, which, as a

curiosity of literature, I send you :

'

Entreaty cannot fail in inch a nit.
Gratitude clamours, though my tongue be muU,
Kt olim meminian hJa, bcatoi fuit

7

" Who it is that
'

fuit beatus
'
I won't pretend to guess ; and in a

like decree it really passes my conjecture that any one in any wav con-

nected with the stage can have ever been made tiappy by remembering
a

'

kit(i).'
"
In fine, I reached my chambers, somewhile after sunshine had

given place to gas, laden with all sorts of most unbachclor-like articles,

including baby shoes and smelling-bottles, pincushions and hair-nets,

toilet-cloths and anti-macassars, and wax-dolls with winking eyes. But

greatly as the Fancy Fair impoverished my pocket, I feel my memory
enriched with many pleasant recollections ol it ;

the chief of which is

of the carne-tness and zeal wherewith hard-working

players sacrificed their leisure, to aid the noble charity connected with

their name. Let Mawworms growl their worst, people can't be wholly-

bad who lend their hands so willinzly to help so (rood a cause ; and as

t he (jnecn herself is a Patron of the College, it would be a disloyalty to

doubt its real worth.
"ONE wuo I'.ns."

A Hint to Victor-Emmanuel.

. cradle of your house you "ve sold ;

ii you sell your homestead a!

Then next you'll lose all else you hold

And he dished 'mid all men's laughter.
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Gone TO '.i vz A mew 'OMC THTS, CABBT ?

"

"5e7r CM, 'on if it XT,

HarautU Pvlxr. "War re. . :r. FBAMCWOBK TOCBTHEB

>

i tk* Hi/iuf i/f Ommiau and
<' th* p '

Ocz on * time, m KiWi isle,

Where nature neldum deigns a Mule

ip .-.'-re \,i^i\- ',', t. . m :,.-i-'-i/,'j>
"

AodMMcbenfa ieewJfrvtforl
AaittMtletMd*(ornMe,

An i*leawa stout, by dint of
puns,

And Mfe expeoie of eom an

With t*rfo> '.f pert and dry-toiv: wall-,,

;<it of wjuall,

'
. .< '!.! ',! heft *.','j ...

I in hi* proflt-caknilatkiM
He grew tort-legged !;. ;

r hi* t*U and trials,

.i phiah

. V; KTHeo*,
A Atlb-.n-A \iy t|ji-ir dry-nt//n<: V.TCCIW

They bmred tfae non

BOCK AGAIN!

v wall* wen: tall and :

>:'] and bar

i; . :
,. ,

. .--, ..:' ;,<; ,</-.

'. , .,'; I.' .

"
.

',.';
:'

,

He anned for watch and ward

u sod slept and took his mealx,

With a big boll-do? at Ins beeb,

A UmiaerfaiiM in hand,
As in old times of which we 're read,

When ererf man to guard his head

Mwt tnuted in im hand.

Bnt not of //hi neighbours near,

Our canny uleman lived in fear,

Lad I:';-'
:'' :

'
' -'"> -

f>n* dangeron* rogue nest door, h<

M-i'i tpmged each cabbage a* it grew,
.'iat teemed to match.

'Oaint him tin; blnnderbuM

/ull-dog wi,iii unmuzzled;
'Gaiii- /. nT of the yard

:y ^uard
Till e'en this rogue was pox/

be tried art-, of i;u{/rtr

from --iispicion,

vix him
;

Jging,"
But no such tricks t

:.irk and drear,

>:ailjrard, far and near,

'.urdy jslenian shelter Mm?'

Beneath the blankets snor

,'iab at ban . did lurk,
Who settiu? lustily to work

.'; in the dyk<: a ;

- !igh
\'\ an'J hair" re-*-,

And soon lia<J drawn the w

I5ut wary &

Jlomty' wideawak'
i o this ra."'

A falling Mo
And rou.swl, to ^'iard " leaf,

The master of the ground !

Out. from his hut he sprang, unfrocked,
His U:ll-inouthe<J blunderbuss he cook'

l.'n'-hained his bull-n

On hu detective bull's-eye turned,
.And the Ixjund-hreakiri^ knave discerned

Half inside and half o
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The ho
Thr ri. .it intent

nain!

Then, "' the silence making end,

Quoth Homely, "Where I ml. m;
friend y

"

Quot
;

.

"
Mock again!

"

MOB At..

!i kail. \ou see. ami nut Sway's
The plant my little tai

l.est In interpretation rude

People should fancy 1 allude

France

In Kur.i)..- m) Si. Kikla see,
Assume Bardmiu :

Tin- kail a i

Who. llrit;-. r nn liii,, i'

Assun ,ed,
He's going "\f

OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.

"Ml MH,
"
TIIK artist's season is drawing to a dose, for ut least three

mouths in (lie yar his works are before tin: London world. \inlil

H- who complain that nur pro!'.

apooro: shillings, how IBIBJ pounds,
have lieen paid down since the V

opened, 'i they avow the Briti-h public has not at heart.

'Hi art was ne respected, talked about,

iboiil, and belter remunerated, than in the i
U :L-

it three thousand pounds u'iv en the other day i: for a dozen

square >
'

''
'"'

jive thousand ?

of ('mi ml pounds! It is a little fortune. Did the

divine I! \I-NU i, 1 wonder, ever demand siicli a sum: or tin: lordly
ambassador ? It was in truth a noble picture

worthy of aii\ a?o of art. Let us more humble limners, on

Fortune hae B i let us, I

double X and inhale our fragrant Latakia. be proud tliat the nineteenth

century has produced it ay and paid for it too !

"To return imce more to the K. A. Exhibition. MH. S. SoLOMOX
has shown as much skill in painting his picture (493) as hoi

choosing a subject which he can handle with real cut husiasm. His

style is 'i the Ideal and Natural Schools of Art.

Harmonious without stratagem faithful without affectation can I say

"
H'/iii/ i/' i/i' /in7,\ Ma- '"ye lack? is the title given by MR.

ml) of a mediaeval haberdasher displaying his

wares fo T). This system of shop-door touting carried on in

the middle ages is happily discontinued now, except perhaps in the

case of a few 'marls' in the neighbourhood of Leicester Square, where

formerly you could not look for an instant at a window without being
startled by the sudden appearance of a.shopman who popped out upon
you (like a spider which Lad been wait inur for its proy), and solicited

your custom. The denizens of Peepingtom Street should subscribe to

purchase this picture \yhich indicates the antiquity (and consequent

ability) of their line of business.
"

Mi;. SM\: -erves great praise for a very truthful repre-

!;al). His Florentine Sawyers (519,1,

will be ap|ireciated by all who care to re ueh scenes in Tus-

can). The addition of 'tin- dinner hour' to the title is suflie

may be sure v hat oleaginous luid humble feast, and there is

no lack of purple liu's for dessert. Tlie lower sawyer already looks wist-

fully
at the llask of -rood red wine which I hope will not prove too much

for him. As for the
top-sawyer,

he is of course elevated enough already.
/v//\ l-'ii-xl Si

:i/</ <y h.-i'i'i'. b) M K. THOMAS, is aptly placed as
it for Mi;. HOLIDAY'S Dante and Beatrice, and both pictures

liave their admirers. In the latter, I'rtrarch is perhaps a little too

ranee, and indeed seems almost less of a man than
his mistress. Laura i, pretty cnon.'h to justify the supposition that

ins that morning at matins were somewhat
divided in their object. The meeting of Dantf and Beatrice as children

n treatment and good in colour, and it is pleasant to
sec such a llolida) resulting from such labour.

"
Hn:ai' fam II '

> MR. Ili <;IM:S is a carefully wrought
picture in the I'. K. manner. It is a subject after the painter's own

ad if it does not aspire to the high moral-making aim of the

Grand School, is at least full of good descripliv. The principal

figure a labourer who stoops down to ki celleutly

painted, and the vonngest girl a charming little creature. It has been

objected that the material of which her dress (awhile robe) is made, has

not been sufficient k defined, but after all does it mat ler much how the child

itself is clothed, wliile I lie whole picture is invested with such interest ';

"
Tin 7.i of Old I

surely if there be sermons in stones, these Speetou ('lilt's should read
us a homily. The whole scene, from the edge of th. down to

the very depth- of the scene below is as full of trut !i v. The
horizon is placed high up on the cam as certainly, but one likes to see
some subjects from a new point of view. A mid-day effect MVIIIS to

have been given to this landscape which is of course all tile more
'able when one remembers it was paiuU'd by KNII.HT.
A still more :iec of coast paintimrmav be seen in The

Old lAztifil i i by Mu. .N.visit, where imleed imitation is

earned as far as it can lie. Vm s on the beach,

identify the geological lie:ir tin

roar ot ihewav. dashing on the shore. Nor has the

paint' B mere transcript of n ,-

'icr-bcateu

which i in with ti the low swoop of the sea-gull

pray."
llaL 'fauetl aii SCUM-

MI. KI (notations arc not remarkable for accuracy) and ;

the room.
" The Arrest of a Dettrter (5S1) is an incident in which, as treated by

Miss SOLOMQH, one does not know whet tier there a more of fun, or

melancholy. Perhaps a mixture of both is intended. A ]xx>r pn
in the

'

Uiiety-oncth, letitly more taste for the buskin
the b , run away from his regiment U> join a eompa
strolling players ami t he moineni n:s capture
by two comrades. Tho guise in which
tliat he has been t he IIIT i of t he piece.

'

< )h. ll'/mltt, wliat a fulling off

was there!' To think tha 1 minutes since

wore dasked in mock agony should n a pair of

liandcnffs ! Li rain poorColumbine intercedes in vain Mr. Merrvmau
looks glum. The Fates are adverse and the heart has warriors lead him
dow n the steps. \\\,facilis deacenaa ! who shall say, perhaps when lie

remounts to win his laurels, it may be on the scaling ladder !

"
The Bribe (590), b/ MB. STOBEY, is weU painted, but a little mys-

terious in point of subject. The scene is laid in the dungeon of an old

castle, date about the let us say ^castellated period. Through the

half-open door we see a knight disguised as a
friar, apparent! v bribing a

porter to allow him to enter. In the dungeon just behind the door
stands a gentleman in a slashed doublet, evidently only waiting for the

intruder's entrance to let fly at him with an arquebuse, while a young
lady stands by readv to finish him off with a dagger in case of accidents.

In short, as far as tne knight is concerned it wul be a case of
'
knockt tt

praterea nihil.'
'

Quererper tola Querer' is the authority cited by MB.
STOBEY for his text, and a queerer Story than this I hare seldom seen

upon canvas.
" What ! have I arrived at the North Room, with so little time to

explore it! Will that remorseless Hall porter not wait one instant

while I traverse this chamber devoted at once to Architecture and
Miniature little portraits and great designs human bricks and their

argillaceous prototypes? Why am I joking? Do not MIL SCDTT'S

drawings for the proposed Government Offices hang here, reminding me
of what the latter might have been but for PAM'S prejudices and his

stern decree? Adieu DAiziKL, REDGBAVE, THORBURN, RK IIM

\ . A passing grateful glance is all that I have time for now.
* * * * *

'

*

"
See TALFOURD'S portraits smile down kindly as I leave I he room.

Let me walk my chalks as gracefully as he uses his, and draw what
moral I may from the Exhibition as its great doors swing to for the
last time this year, and shut out vour humble Sen-ant.

" JACK EASEL."

Sir F. Kelly's Circular to the Bar.
" A first class pus shall be sent to you."

SIR FITZKOT KELLY n

To have WOOD for the City,

Jingles aloud a well-filled purse
As Chairman of Committee.

"No Radical for London, No !

"

He cries,
" We 're not such asses!

Money will make the MAYOB to go,
So run for first class passes."

A Kay of Talent and Mystery.

m, we read that there is to be shortly a wind-up of the

Raj- Society, inasmuch as it seems t hat t he Kays do not see very clearly

how to raise the wind. In our itnn ever, we always thought
the Royal Academy was the real R-A Society, and, con

innumerable shillinsrs they take cverv year, we should say that the

finances of thai ill .dy were extreme!) "bobbish." Again,
our innocence prompts us further to inquire whether the Photographic

could not put in a claim that would be incapable of dis]

,s;irily be as
.;lc:ir

ts daylight to be considered the

i rue. and original Ka) S
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SPIRITUAL PAUPERISM.

THE guardians of the Durham Union appear
(o think that there ought to be a correspondence
between the spiritual nutriment of paupers and
their material diet. Under this impression it

evidently was that they advertised the other day
for a chaplain, offering the salary of 20 a year.
Their advertisement was answered by a tender
from one JOHN SMART, who turned out to have
been a clergyman's footman, and conceived
that he had learned to exercise the functions of
a parsonfrom his master. He had, he said, "had
a stood deal of private practice, but not public."

i The REV. JOHN SMART, in proposing himself a
candidate for the sacred ollice vacant, made the

very characteristic and incontrovertible remark,"
Tiie salery offerd is indeed very small." Such

would be the natural remark, not only of JOHN
SMART, but also of JOHN THOMAS; and no
doubt MR. SMART spoke the sentiments which

j

he would naturally entertain as a member of the

livery, as well as those which he might be sup-
posed to feel as an aspirant to the cloth.

It is painful to find a respectable man-servant
reduced to apply for employment in the capacity
of a \Vprkhouse chaplain. Cannot an inferior

class
9!' clergymen be ordained on purpose to

administer to paupers a coarser kind of spiritual

I

food ? Deep indeed must be the humiliation

experienced by a footman in exchanging plush
and gold lace for the canonicals of a chaplain,
whose salary is 20 a-year.

"Ah! You last a Sight, Sir, I can tell you, by not being at our Revicio. The Duke is a

Splendid Fellow, Sir, sees everything. There's no Shirking with him, Sir ; and precious Hard
Work we had of it, I can assure you. I actually lost One Stun Thirteen Pounds that day, Sir,

byjmxt!"

FEMALE REPENTANCE. The best penance that
we can do for envying another's bonnet is to
endeavour to surpass it. La Morale en Action

CHILDREN FOR SALE.

A SMALL DAY SCHOOL FOR SALE. Several exchange pupils,
and other advantages. Very suitable for a lady without occupation, a widow,

&c. Apply to MRS. A. B., Ac. Advertisement.

Asp why not ? Everything is sold now-a-days. A Parliamentary
majority a guarantee for honesty a charge of souls a lady's com-

plexion the victory in a horse-race a testimonial to one's virtues a

pedigree from Agincourt a diploma from a university a presentation
at Court a complete set of Punch everything that is, or that the
world thinks valuable, may be had by money, judiciously applied, and
why not a School ?

Without a word of protest, and indeed in the highest good humour,
Mr. Punch would accompany the intending Buyer to see what the

intending Seller of the scholastic article exhibited, in the early stage
of ihe negotiation.

Sharp-visaged old maid, with a little money in the three per cents,
and having nothing to do, and desiring better interest than the Govern-
ment's, has read the advertisement, and docs not see why, if she can
make a good bargain, the thing slwuld not suit her. So calls on
advertiser, who was almost as sharp-visaged as herself, but has been a
little softened by an

9ffer of marriage from the grocer, who wishes her
to retire from educational life so she sells the children." Come in, if you please, M'm, and you can see the children at their
lessons. Sit down here. M'm, and count them, if you like, for I am
above all underhandedness, and would only do the tiling that is just
and right. That young person? That is my niece. She does the

teaching, and being an orphan I allow her that privilege of improving
herself, likewise her meals, and I

superintend and correct, and I should
recommend you the same course, M'm. Boy at the top of the class ?

Quite right, M'm, and he ii as stupid as he looks, but his father is the
tax-collector you understand we have to attend to these little

mailers. Next hoy:- Little LORNER, yes if you want an example at

any time for punishment, he is safe enough his step-father sends him
here and you can use him for errands. Next ? Well, he *'* rather

dirty, but his father exchanges coals against, tuition, and it does not do
to be too particular. The next I would scorn to conceal anything
from you, M'ui, and I am not sure that he is safe pay, his mother goes out
teaching singing, aud owes me a half-quarter, but he is a smart-looking
child, and good to call up when a parent comes with a new pupil. The
next is going away, and a good thing, for he is a dreadfully trouble-
some and vulgar brat, and his parents stipulated that he was never to

be punished ;
but I shall do what is right by you, and give him a prize,

because he has two brothers whom I think may be had. The next is

a valuable boy, he is half an idiot, and is only sent to be out of the

way we never teach him anything, and, as you see, he is sucking hard-
bake in class it is a good example to the others, and teaches them
self-denial you may have him for the next ten years, if you like. The
next is a nice little FelloWj his father is an undertaker, and one of the

jileasantest men in the neighbourhood, I trust you may never know what
it is to have a loss, M'm, but if you should, little EARTHWORM'S father

will do you justice, his schooling is finishing off a bill for the burying
my poor great aunt, but that you will have nothing to do with. The
next is a nephew of my own ; and if we agree, M'm, I dare say we can-

make his continuance mutually agreeable, as he will require education,
and you will be in need of groceries. The next I would advise you to

be attentive to, though he is not a nice child to look at his name is

SNUITTON, and his friends keep the Silver Dragon, and have a good
deal to say in the way of recommendation. He and that little LORNER
had a fight the other day, and SNUFFTON'S mother was much pleased
at my sending home LOHNER with a note desiring his step-father to

cane him. Well, M'm, now if you will walk into the parlour, I shall

be happy to show you my account-book, for I desire nothing but what
is fair and above board. Teach mvself ? Well, no, M'm. The fact is

I am not much fit for teaching, but a few friends thought I could
better myself by opening a school, and MARIA there does the work,
and so under Providence I have prospered, M'm. This way, M'm,
if you please."

And once more, why not ? Anybody can Teach, but that 's not the

question. In a free country, anybody has a right to sell what anybody
has money to buy.

THE POLKA IN NETLEY ABBEY.

WE are at liberty to state that a subscription has been set afoot f9r
the purpose of erecting a Chapel-of-Ease to Netley Abbey. The worship
of Terpsichore wont to be performed by the gents and corresponding

persons of the softer sex amid the venerable ruins of Netley, has been

lelt, by everybody of the slightest pretension to taste and feeling in the

neighbourhood, to be an incongruity with those relics of a defunct
faith. In short, the new Chapel to be erected at Netley is meant for

the snobs of both sexes to dance in, so many of them as are too genteel
to adjourn for their hop lo the neighbouring public-house.
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OUR MUSICAL POLICE.

-.

irming
is for DO

knowiie_' how funnily
I'or it m;ij

If, or how

man when off .|

wit It practising
Mute.

i in Ins bc

if he play jn
>i the coin-

on the

ers will belong to the

police: and every ow
and ;

A 1 or / matiutr. where
"
tmgf eh mou-

rn il-
'

relieve the conversation and perhaps ass:

i known, are a w
doubt that if a sentimental
HIM .ie, he will lose no chance of gaining her :-ii

iposite her area, and awaceMC n ecnoe wim
on t he ophieleide, while the cats in the vicinity

iclancholy strain.

:'h we think likeh to ensne when music becomes
and we trust their constant practice may ulti-

1,1-inu Ihcm ocifeeliou which is

tt those who 11 their namesakes,
we menu tin i baud of the Blues.

MIIS. KOCIIKFOL'CAI U>S MAX IMS.

1 AM not surprised, Mr. Pmteh, that you have afford. I

,,,.-,,'- ,;U ! : ,', : ,-. , mr -
i|.i

:

'

i'i\

iii my collection : now,

A woman :

''

J-'-
'''<

st hmt in the world

Nobody can pay one a compliai-

...n.vls he: n

uoat amiiMfi Li iises vow eetfitni
in

-> herself.

A TO shine the fairest of bar sex :

a mar ricaot soioDg men.

i to forgive a woman wbo has done us an

who has been, prtfcrred to us for a

and

ittitad
- of

"
/>'/t f'ift/i,

-queal in dismal concert w
Such arc some of the re

]ii-iicti.scd by po

on) y matang
e his stasang

We arc ii

and never s p-n.i WIIO :-

Ml

woman womld

Le Follet is a pip from the apple which EYE ate.

A DELICATE INQUIRY OFFICE.

IT is asfonishin- i hat the lady referred to in the following newspaper

paragraph should be a widow :

" NOT PARTIOCIAB AS TO A SHADE. In a Bristol (N. Y.) paper a young widow
rtises that she duslnx to meet with an affectionate and good-tampered

, ho can ofier her a comfortable home. A gentleman of colour not objected

to, from 45 to 50 years of age."

did a laih, reduced to advertise for a second husband, and

the portraits of marriageable persons of both sexes, which might with

ease be clandestinely obtained at the ordinary photographic shops, in

order that anybody wanting a wife or a husband, but knowing no one

that would suit him or her, might step in and look them over, in order

to select the most eligible, with a view to directing further attention to

the original. To conduct ulterior negotiations would be the business

of the keeper, proprietor, and manager of the Office, who might style

himself Matrimonial Agent or Attorney, and Hymeneal Solicitor. If

the idea, thus briefly sketched, of a Private Inquiry Matrimonial

, Agency Office, should be adopted and carried out by some bold spccu-

annonncc her readiness to accept an elderly nigger, ever contrive to
| lator hving by bis wits, and being at his wits' end, its publication will

to look at? Probably, as the
j perhaps have proved the means of making many people happy, and

" '
. _ 1_ J_ "J_fi.l. _r""_:ilm . - .,]...'.. "X I ,,^* Kll _1*_ i

*
.1 c i _1_:_. _ *1, ~ l**^1 *.!., A ** nnlit-i/tn-il f\rt i-lin KmnL* r\f fi

-aid of the Gorilla, very plain. Most likely she

is both plain >ot rich ;
for if she were t he veriest

griffin, pro-
c \\cic well oil', she would have plenty of white suitors com-
iinim itcd. I"! her hand. KUe, why is it written in the Common
book that "A D 'i marry his Grandmother ?"

\ci. as the |ioet sings, "Oh, who doth know the bent of woman's
pulur proverb more generally avers,

''
i

no accounting for - tore il is possible that the young
cthai resided in the neighbourhood

of Sonthwark Bridge, has no objection to a black man, inuy DC not plain.
but richly endowed with jiei s. On such a doubtful

point as this it is not possible lor a mere a<K

reader. The minutest word painting must fail to
j

-inat.ion

with a faithful miniature. An interview between parties who might
very likely In- d with each other at lirst sight, is a i,

unpleasant lo venture ML \lalrimonial aduv -Jiould there-

fore be illustrated, but then the advertisers would obtain more publicity
than they would desire, and would afford great i .cut than they
would liKe to give to their friends ami nice. Under these

cnriiin-i IBS, an cuin prising adventurer miiilit surely make money by
set tin:;- up a Private Inquiry Matrimonial AITCMICJ Office, to whicli

jiersons \\ishiiii; to get married might soul, together wilh all other

requisite pan information, their
|

e whom tin
'

iie Otnee n

ed with a photographic establishment, and then, in tl

duction of these sun-piciiircs I'hu-hus would be invoked in aid of

Hymen.
A correct likeness, with a statemenl nl' )ieeuniary ciri

ickofit,woi -i the most rbal
?

__ _

description. The oliice keeper conld make it his business to procure
' dumbledore.

J/V
1111*1/0 >BM*V JM.v.%rt -tf

--- --
M. ( .

restraiued from taking the fatal plunge an individual on the brink of a

swindle.

An Incident in a Country Town.

A Pro whom, running down the street,

A Butcher hotly did pn
Rushed into what an odd retn

A shop whose keeper was a Jew.
And there this Hog did stick and sta\ :

They conld not get the Pig away.
' How wonderful is Nature's ways !

'''

: hey who saw the touching fact ;

"
The sense as that there pig displays !

No Christian couldn't wiser act."

A Mellifluous Minister.

AMOM, the ministers who, together with the EAKL OF SKAJTESBDM,
attended the WATTS memorial soirte the other evening at Southampton,
andaddresscd the Muting, was the REV. \V. B rtlung. Ihe

hu/.zing we will not say hummmg homage to

I )K. \\"MTS, slmuld have been irrcsistihly im]X>lled to hail the conclusion
.

,

of his discourse by singing in chorus the appropriate lines beginning with

" How doth the little busy bee,"

unless, as we suppose, little is not an epithet applicable to W :

The humble bee is ill fact, a bee of the biggest kind, the

which, in the neighbourhood of Southampton, is called a
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THE MAIL TRAIN.
SWELL. Ha i;

- .'-Ilear ! What 's-your-Xame ! Who I Tune do we A rrive at A bcnlecn >
"

GUAKD (snappishly).
"
7-10."

SWELL (making himself quite at home). "7'10 ? Ha w .' Wdl thai, let me linvc my Bof<, an I Gall Me atIIawQ-iS."

PUNCH'S "MOTHER'S CATECHISM."
Designed for the instruction of the rising generation, and corrected up to

the latest authorities.

Q. My child, come here, and listen to me.
A. I come, dear Mamma, but I do not recognise the pronrietv of

you calling me your child. I belong to the State, to which you arc
responsible for my education.

Q. I admit that my dear and therefore I propose to question youupon some of the branches of knowledge. What Is History ?
./. A mass of dubious traditions coloured by individual prejudices
Q. VV nat, then, is the use of studying it ?

,t we may lie able to contradict, by the aid of one writer anv
statement sought to be forced upon us by another

Q. Give me sonic instances of this contradictory processA. \\ ith pleasure, dearest Mamma.
Q. Have you, then, more than one Mamma? "Dearest" imnlies

comparison.
A. I admit the inaccuracy, for which affection must be mv apologv.OA sufficing one. \\ e v, ,11 now proceed with our lesson. Win-

was WILLIAM THE SECOND called KUFUS?
A. Not as ignorant ly Ivlicvcd from the cohnvr of his hair, which is

n to have been black, nor because in his reign a roof was put on
.. -.,, mmstrr Mall.

Q. How was lie killed ?

A. Not by \\ U.TI..C TTEELL, who was never near the part of the
iorest where the king

Q. Ha* not the story of KKHARD tearing out the lion's lieart Ion"
been exploded .

J

^,,
Yl voperly. l'o im !ar tradition was partially accurate,rut the aimn.tlwas a tiger, which had escaped from a travelling col-

lection, and had devoured a favourite white deer belonging to < n i IN
DEEEKOARIA.

Q. Did JOHN murder his nephew, ARTHUK ?

A. No, they were most affectionately attached, and the king had
sent ARTHUR a basket of nectarines on the day he died, probably from
a fall out of window.

Q. Is the celebrated scene of JOHN signing- the Great Chart a fict it ion s ?
A. Entirely. The copies were sent to his hotel in a tin box, and he

affixed the signatures while being shaved by his valet. Marks of
lather are still found on two of them.

Q. Was the youth of HENRY THE FIFTH as gay as has been described ?
A. On the contrary, he was remarkably holy and austere, and his

nightly visits to the hospitals to relieve the sick, have been perverted
into the revellings described in the volume assigned to SHAKSPEARE.

Q. You say
"
assigned "why

^Because the whole of the plays and poems so long believed to
have been SHAKSPEARE'S were written by LORD SOUTHAMPTON with
the aid of SIR CHRISTOPHER HATTON, and they used as a HUM de plume
the name of an obscure actor.

Q. Did QUEEN ELIZABETH order the execution of the QUEEN OF SCOTS ?
-/. MARY

\yiis
never executed at all ELIZABETH'S love for her

cousin forbad it a show was made to deceive the public and discourage
the disaffected and MARY, under the name of ISABEL FONTAKGES,
Jived for many years afterwards, and died at ROUEN.

Q. Had JAMES THE FIRST an antipathy to the sight of a sword ?

A. No, it is a slander. He was a good swordsman, and wounded
the CHEVALIER ST. GEORGE in a duel, in wliich the king as incog.

Q. What was the meaning of CHARLES THE FIRST'S celebrated
'

Remember ?
"

A. He used no such word. He said
"
December," thereby predict JILL-

the month in whicli CROM\\'I:I,L, like himself, should appear at the place
of execution.

Q. Good child. Will you like to go and play ?

. /. It hank you, dear Mamma, for the expression of your approbation,
but I would, with your sand inn. prefer to devote an hour to the study
of MK. BUCKLE on the Hittory o

P^S ""
SATU.DAV, \

'"""' '" lhc u 'l of lon*m,
Rwf.Pj.-k, l,*h in ,h, P.ri.b of S.P.ncr... in ,he Coumy of Middle.*

and Published by tb t H (<-*-,, F!,.e t Street, in the I'arisb of St. Bride, in the City of Londou.-
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ABOVE BRIDGE BOAT AGROUND OFF CHISWICK.

GALLANT MEMBER OP THE L. R. C.
" Can I put you Ashore, Hfum t

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PAKLIAMENT.

JULY 29M, Monday. LORD DEHBY we should like to hear what his

family said, or looked, at his perseverance in wasting the fine weather in

London when lie might just as well have been off took an opportunity
afforded by the Appropriation of Seats Bill to make some fun of the
.\I misters. He complimented them on this little harmless Reform Bill,
to which he saw no objection, now that the Commons had entirely
altered it into something else than what Government had proposed, and
as soon as further revision should have made it

"
sense" and English,"

he saw no reason for opposing it. But it was not all fun on the part
of the artful descendant of JOAN of Aldithley. There have been ru-

mours that the CONSTABLE is meditating another attempt at a Reform
Ait , and though most people believe that he is just as likely to be medj-
tating a walk on the electric wire that so horribly disfigures the archi-

tecture in the Strand, the Earl thought he would try to get the story
disavowed. So he declared that of ornate he himself had seen the folly
ni' promising Reforms which the country did not ask for, and he hoped
it would be understood that the Government felt themselves equally
exonerated from attempts at Reform. LORD GRANVILI.E made a
safe answer, agreed with LORD DERBY that people should not intro-

duce Bills that they had no chance of carrying, but he would not pledge
himself to finality notions, as he was inclined to occasional extension of
the suffrage in a "Conservative

"
way.

But perhaps the most amusing part of LORD DERBY'S address was
his allusion to the expected advent of LORD JOHN now EARL
RUSSELL. LORD DEHIIY spoke of his old friend's elevation to the Lords.
in t he spirit in which a dweller on Olympus might welcome the arrival
of a new demi-god. Up here, said' his Lordship, in this "quieter,
calmer, and he trusted, purer atmosphere," the nobleman whom we
shall all delight to see, can occupy his peaceful hours in giving the final

improvements to his old Reform Bill. Here

" Where the blest Gods tho genial day prolong,
With feast ambrosial and celestial song,"

here JOHN RUSSELL, having shuffled off his mortal coil, having, like

VOL. XJJ.

Christian seen his burden of House of Commons frailties slide from

his shoulders, to be replaced by the mantle of aristocratic dignity,

would be a sort of beatified spirit, walking in rapture among the gilded

fretwork 9f our Walhalla, and bending kindly and unfathomable eyes

upon the inferior beings over whom he, now far above them, would

continue to watch with affectionate vigilance. We never truly knew
before what was comprised in Elevation to the Peerage.
The blest Gods, though so great, deem nought beneath their care,

and proceeded to deal with Salmon and the Poor, forwarding the Bills

for preventing the improper removal of both.

Let us descend to Earth, and observe that though Government had

three times written to the Ryde Magistrates to know why they had

committed one CARTER for three weeks, for sleeping under a tree, no

answer had been sent. The worthy magnates were busily trying to

find put something else against CARTER that should justify a retro-

spective sentence, and late in the week they wrote to say that he had

frightened two women by jumping into the road near them. SIB G.

LEWIS did not think that' even this horrible crime deserved all the ven-

geance that had been inflicted, and ordered that the ferocious slumberer

and jumper should be released. LORD PALMERSTON said enough on the

Galway business to make it quite clear that a certain pleasant compro-
mise long ago expounded by the keen-sighted Punch, will be earned out

with due decorum. Then came the ever welcome Appropriation Bill,

the ratification of the finance work of the Session. Vulgar and ill-bred

people (and Ladies are the chief offenders in this respect) rise up about

three minutes before the fall of the curtain at play or opera, and insult

the artists and annoy better behaved spectators by moving away, in

order to be early in the scramble for carriages. When the Commons
arrive at the Appropriation Bill, a similar bolt is generally made, but

it is not offensive, because it annoys nobody. However, LORD ROBERT
M"vtAGU wished to linger over this formal Bill, and even opposed if

passing ; but after a short discussion, in which LORD PALMERSTON

administered some parting slashes at
"
independent Members who had

wasted the time of the House hv their interference with the estimates,

the Bill was read a Second Time, and now we see the end of the

Session.

British subjects abroad will be able to make Wills with some chance
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of their proving valid, a fact which may be interesting to the thousands

who arc now letting their moustaches grow, and arc practising French

eouveisation with their unoffending little girls. Paterfamilias at

Boulogne mav now say. without utter fatuity,
"
Garsotig, je new faire

men man /V/</,/r, apporttt-mot <, you know vue lawyer une

That Naval Reserve question came up igBOL The object of the

(iiAcriunent is to give tin- country, in case of a war. the benefit of the

t of the oll'iivr* of i hr Merchant Service. There was, of course,
- c opposition in the alleged interest of the QUEEN'S service, but the

1 1., use felt that the planned gain was too great to be thrown away for

,e of pleasing anybody.

lny. Soon after four o'clock, an organ outside the House of

Lords stnick up " Coming:"' and in a few minutes

vi \MBKKLEY. of Ao.Wley, in the County of Gloucester, and

-alia, in the enmity of Meath, and E.VRI, KUSSELL, of Kingston-

U, in the County of Dorset, entered llie House. fie was mtro-

'. K \!ii, GRANMLLE and the EARL OF BlliAPFORD. He was duly

walked "round the House, pausing at different points, like a soul going

through the .

"
Rcifming gradual for his final height,
And purging off some dross at every sphere."

and having taken Ins Oaths, lie became one of the Celestials. By a

curious comcideuc' k that had just struck four marked the

close of the contest that filled up his abandoned seat for the City with

M u. WESTERN WOOD, who had defeated the LORD MAYOR by ">/ I
,"

10 5211. By anothci- curious coincidence, on the day that saw
Jims RUSSELL a peer, we read that a now DUKE OP BUCKINGHAM
had succeeded to the title previously borne by the only personage who

permanent mark upon LORD JOHK'S Reform Act, having inserted

the Chandra clause.

Keither Lords nor Commons were inclined to sit. The Nether
House heard a short speech from the CONSTABLE about Hungary, the

points whereof were that he was vigilantly watching events, that he
should consider it a great misfortune if the Austrian empire was dis-

membered, that he hoped for the best, and meant to be as strictly

neutral in the Austrian as in the American quarrel. MK. HENXESSY,
for want of anything better to do, tried to procure aside-wind repeal of

the Ecclesiastical Titles Act. Certain of the Papists will not see that

it is not because the Act is not enforced that England is a bit more
inclined to recognise the ridiculous insolence that made it politic, but
that having given a very strong hint, she can afford to let blatant

ecclesiastics ticket themselves with any foolish title they like. The

attempt to repeal the Act was instantly put down by a majority of 69
to !. another hint that may as well be tak.cn. It was backed up on
another evening by LOED PALMERSTON'S express declaration, that he
had no idea of repealing the Act, and also that he should know what to
do if any special case arose.

It was revealed to the world, by the mouth of MR.
COWFER, that the Government intend to act upon the Report of the
Thames Embankment Commissioners. These gentlemen mean to make
a roadway of one hundred feet wide from Westminster to the Temple,
and then to carry a somewhat narrower viaduct to Blackfriars Undue
(of course the splendid new one which MK. PAGE is going to build),
and theu a new street^

is to be opened to the Mansion House. And
ue\i \riir, if the life of the Government should be spared, MR. COWPEB
will propose a Bill for entrusting to Ma. TIIWAITES and his Parliament

L of carrying out this scheme. Mr. Punch proposes to wait an,l

see what becomes of the Administration, before entering in

details of their programme for the 1SG2 Session.

The Commons, rather than lose the Bankruptcy Bill altogether,
assent to the Lords' mutilations. This Bill passes, and next \

as soon as delicacy will permit, LORD WESTBURY will signify to the
Peers that the time has come when an opportunity offers itself for the
correction of an ignorant blunder, which he feels sure their Lordships
must deplore, and for the creation of a Chief Judge.
Having passed a Bill for letting Volunteers go toll-free through

pikes, the House rose, and the Government went to eat Whitebait at

. ich. The Police have made no unfavourable report to Mr.
i hough as EARL RUSSELL had to wet his coronet, some extra

joviality might have been expected.

Thursday. The Celestials did routine business, La Seine le vent being
said over several tons of parchment.
The Nether House rose before Six, the oiilv noticeable matter being

a speech from the CONSTABLE, justifying the building of our war-ships,
and ridiculing the idea of a compact with other countries for the

general reduction of armaments, les, MR. C. BENTINCK wants those
ridiculous iron cages taken off the Monument and the York Column.
MR. COWTEK said that they were great disfigurements. He mentioned
that the trustees of the York Column had put up then- cage because a
musician had jumped off the Monument., a reason wliich, considering

.teter of a great deal of the music of the day, may not seem

extraordinarily strong.
For a reason which may be ascertained by enclosing a st;

envelope, and a 10 note, to 85, Fleet Street, Mr. Pimck knocks /'/vA'/A
Parliament into the middle of next week.

HURRAH FOR A PRINCIPLE.

HEKE there's a Will
there's a Way, and
where there 's a
Deed there's a AVay
to turn it to ac-

count. The second
limb of this propo-
sition has just been

brought under Mr.
.I'i'ni-li'x notice, and
the LORD MAYOR'S,
through the eccen-

tricity of a limb of

the law. Prelimi-

nary justice has

been ob
on House

nil ler the following
circumstances :

" JAMF.S CORNWALL and JuDiii DAVIS were brought before the LORD MAYOR on Saturday, the
former charged with stealing a quantity of title-deeds, the property of a solicitor, and the latter
with receiving the san.i: well knowing them to have been stulen."

MASTER CORNWALL is, or we presume was, a clerk in the office of a solicitor.

irs of age. Mu. JUDAH DAVIS is, possibly, a Hebrew,
and, certainly, a member of that invaluable association for the encouragement of

1

i ling connection. To JUDAII, MASTER CORNWALL
takes loads of .parchments, to which he helps himself out of the office of MR.
WILKINSON his master, and it seems that about 500 title-deeds are missing.

u purchases these valuable articles by the pound, but, being compelled by the
tyr;-/ of I he country to make an entry of the, names of persons who

11 property to him, writes down i :ments as bought of "Mil. HARRI-
SON/' a name that sounds, of course, so likq "CORNWALL" that a mistake was
easy. JUUAII states that, he speedily parted with the parchment, but

"Said hedidn.it ki .- of it was, for he had sold them t" a mnn wii..
urn. He tl.ui, d,n told tli:i-

for the purpose of recovering the deeds, he said that he would not
answer any more questions, for he was not going to criminate himself
for anybody.

"

"
Criminate himself." What can have put such an idea

into the innocent mind of a Marine-Store-Keeper. Surely
the purity of his soul must have been tarnished by associa-

tion with evil little boys, who have sought to tempt him
to err. False and cruel little boys, perhaps, like MASTER
COIWWALL,
" Who was standing by during the conversation, and said that what

DAVIS had said about the parchment was not true. lie would tell

how it was. About three weeks back ho took 'some old law books
to DAVIS to sell, and he asked him if he was nut in a lawyer's office ;

and on his replying that he was, he asked him if he could get some
old parchment deeds. He said he thought he could, and DAVIS said
if he took him some he would give him a capital price for them four-

pence a pound. He accordingly took some deeds to him, and h<: mily
gave him threepence instead of fourpeace, as he had promised, and
on another occasion he had only given him twopence, and never
tenpencc, as entered iii the book."

This is very sad, and it is indeed most unjust that a

respectable tradesman should have to hear such things said

of him, without rebuke from the bench of justice. The
LORD MAYOR must have been too much shocked at such

depravity and ingratitude on the part of the boy to ex-

press his own feelings at all events his Lordship is not

reported to have uttered any indignation. He re.;

the unfeeling lad, and for fear lest the warm and benevolent
heart of MR. JUDAH DAVIS should be so softened as I o in-

duce him to abstain from appearing on a future day, and

aiding in the next examination into the actions of the evil

hoy, the LORD MAYOR actually remanded JUDAH DAVIS

himself, who, for his unsuspecting kindness and generous

liberality to a young Christian in need, is treated as a

culprit, 'and had to find two sureties in 50 each, besides

bcimr himself bound in a 100 penalty against disap-
pearance. The Mayor acted as he thought best, but it is

hard, hard measure to deal out to an innocent Marine-
- Keeper.

But the story, so far as it concerns JUDAH and the l;oy, is
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Crinoline ''. Cleanlines!, that \\a^ hen- tin trial, and it does not
lit. \Vilh ^'irls whose heads

were full of lierliu W(il and crochet cotton, and who. like the others,
called

" M
to be miss-taken for young ladies, and crinoline would help to consum-
mate this wish. It is true that pocket -handkerchiefs are much more
needful articles than fashionable p. but then they <

Nourished in cvrrybodv's f-ice, and as
" Ml88 SMITH " had not

to indulge in iKjth the luxuries, she gave up cleanliness and comfort for

and tilth.

'lalilcpulilir at another consideration. It

i Attempted, mum times, l>.\ i
.11 themselves Reformers.

Mish a (inn-nil I: Heeds. If all deeds \\ ere i

c titlr to p i In- put into i

Lnbidden kindness of all tin- Man ngliuia,

and brats might plunder their i 'nonl plunging their D

clients into peril (if ruin, or of ruinous

testimony to ownership. r>ut the at tome- :'al o\cr
I he eniiiili

iefcalcd the plan fur :i I id will continue to del.

Mifli new-fangled device. The eounlry gentlemen and dtlu-rs w!

title-deeds in liie hands of their lawyers niu-l n limit to

v. Let them, however, know what theiV

Any evil hoy wh" o lie in an imitate

id there arc many kind

thank Providence, who are rendv to imitate . I nun IHvis. Ai

lioy wliu nl where the key- of t'

a;c kept, land what will

i.l., and CM-II if !

take quit:

deeds from a hox, lint hj substituting a

itli a di-ed "i
1

two, he mai, lonir protract a close

jinn. At any rate he iraj ma] nl. and when
an cstai.

out how sound was the discretion and how pure (he phibiui Im-i

Interest that -

ueial Ui-L'istry. I of .Irn.vii DAMS
pp\ influence lout,' after M

from th- LOD that BO .d let this

I e a eomfiii-l to the kindly old JUDAII, under the nmiuyite
to which his soft heart and unsuspicious innocence have exposed tlmt

worthy man.

SERVANTS AND THEIR SCHOOLING.
IT is not Ion? since .!//. 7V///7/ called ait cut ion to the t'.

servants are becoming sadly scare,

of this dctieie
;

to the want of propi
might l>. d in the course of household

e. The knowledge of good cookery no more comes bj
than the knowlcdgi phy; and it is quite as much an essential

to a girl in humble life to learn how to make a shirt and boil a

or potato, as to know where is Kamlschatka. or what's '

(irceee. The use of the telescope ma\ be all very well, but theuaeof
the rolling-pin, where servants are the students, is certainly far

and however advantageous Arts and Sciences may be to them, what
the\ ehielly I plain needlework and cooking. If

the\ be t audit to red and write, and properly to keep accounts, they
will know as much, or more, than very many of their masters: anil

11 make their homes far happjer by quick and tidy hands, than
s which ha\e been stuffed with knowledge that is ust

them.
I n this age of mental progress and development of intellect, opinions

ihese may be sneered at and abused, as being behind the time,

and Toryish ind retrogressive. But that, with all our hragginir about
national advancement and education of the masses, our poor children

i imperfect sort of schooling, there is ample
hand to furnish proof. I, el any reader wilh a taste for wading

'

a blue book, spend an hour or two in hunting for the Jlinutc-
Couucil of (iovernment Kdueation, and he will find a clergyman

I :

" For want < : ; for pirls, three out of four of the girls in my district
are sent ;

-y have no religions instruction, no
ning: they aru humoured in every sort of conceit, are

rallc'l
' Miss fMiTH' and ' Miss BROWN,' and go into service at fourteen or fifteen,

skiiY.l in cro'-lu't ;iml worsted work, but unable to darn ft 1" .t a frock,
bflrtlug household work, ami lon^iii^ to IxMnillu. While this is

e hn-:iti"ii. no \vnmlcr that people cry out that education is mining our servants, and
doing nioix- harm than K" >

No wonder, indeed ! and 3/X Punch conceives that nobody possessed
of anj brains would take into his kitchen a girl who had learned nothing
Inn M oi-st ed work ami crochet, and whom, when at school, her mistress
had called

"
Miss." This

"
hating household work," and

"
Im..

be milliners.'' is productive of more social evil every year: and .I/,.

Tinich holds thai a father who allows his girls to get such n<

into their heads, is clearly culpable for all the I q brinir

forth.

Furtlier evidence of moment is furnished in these Min
following will show :

" At a school attended by girls who will for the moat part go
- \TM

ireely one had a pocket-ta vhU there w A Nrw Journal is announced, to ! Wenndcr-
, at aAS feature in 'it will ., :!ed The

hamlki i

"
L'N SUJET N01R."

WE
reatj

that the new system of ventilation, patented by MB. COOKE,"
consists in a fine adaptation of wire-gauze to open windows,

the air is allowed to steal gently in and out, while violent draughts, and

Minies to ventilation, the blacks, are carefully excluded." The
latter qualification should recommend it for universal use in America.

By
"
carefitlly excluding the blacks," it would be the very instrument

for ventilating the i|ucstion of slavery, and moreover would help to allay
that feverish warmth of feeling that is at present raging between the

North and the South. I'.y the way, we see in the above description
that the blacks are denounced as "enemies to ventilation." True
emmzli, many a courageous fellow has fallen a victim to the Lynch
Law, by espousing the cause of "the blacks," and so, we sumc

experienced, from losing his lite, the very greatest diffieultv in breathing.

If Mis. COOKZ'S patent will remedy this stoppage in the continuous

supply of air, we must say that itwill not only effect wonders with a

iss of persons who cannot op muths on the question of

without immediately getting black in the face, but will, also,

contribute largely to the cause of civilisation by tending materially to

the prolongation of life.

The Bight Man in the Bight Place.

THE Lour) M\YOR should not be surprise..'
of his

rival. As a builder, he ousrht to have known that ift the nature ot

thin-'sit could not well be otherwise. Where would
'

to find

pray, but at the head of the poll?
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NOW WE DARE SAY YOU WONDER WHAT THE DEUCE THIS MEAN'S. THE FACT IS, THAT SMITH
AND TOMKINS HAVE GOT A PLACE IN SCOTLAND THIS YEAB, AND THEY ARE DOING ALL THEY
POSSIBLY CAN TO ACCUSTOM THEMSELVES TO DIZZY MOUNTAIN HEIGHTS, AND TO GET THEIR
FACES AHD LEGS THE PHOFK.B TONE FOR THE NOHTH.

RATIONAL MONUMENTS.
THERE is perhaps no donation that a wise man grudges so much as that of a guinea or more

towards a monument to the memory of anybody ;
that monument being a statue. If the person

for whom the testimonial is intended was your personal friend, you experience, besides the

annoyance of having to pay money for no good, the dissatisfaction of seeing some one who was
dear to you perennially caricatured in brass or marble. One would not, "however, mind sub-
scribing as much as one could afford to the erection of such a testimonial to a departed friend as
that which is indicated in the subjoined newspaper paragraph :

" WINCHESTER COLLEGE. A Committee, consisting of VISCOUNT EVERSLEY, VICE-CHANCELLOR SIR W. PAGE
WOOD, SIR WII.LUM HEATHS .TE, Bart., M.P., SIR J. W. AWDRY, Bart., MR. SCLATER BOOTH, M.P., and other gen-
tlemen, have reported upon the best form of testimonial to be raised to the memory of the late Wardens of
Winchester College. They recommend the restoration of the tower of the College to be called "The Tower of the
Two Warden!.' "

We cannot make a statue amongst us, do
what we will

; but we can contrive to raise a

tower, or even ail entire building, of inoffen-

sive
apjiearaiiee. Bearing

this peculiarity of
national genius in mind, let us consult it in

erecting all the monuments which our grati-
tude may award to deservers. Has the hero
whom we would honour with a statue, if

we could make one, fought liis country's
battles? build him a barrack, or a fort,

and
rail it after him. Has lie been an eminent
divine ? erect a church to his memory. A
great judge in civil or criminal law? assign
him a new assize-court or gaol. Let the name
of an engineer be perpetuated by a railwaj
i en i linns or abridge, and that of an illustrious

physician or surgeon by a hospital, or connect
it with a cemetery. Tnus honour to the dead
is combined with advantage to the living,

and, as in the case of the Tower of the Two
Wardens, two birds are killed with one stone.

BETWEEN ANDOVER AND LONDON.
Oh ! little do you know
LORD MAYOR CUBITT'S grief and woe

;

He sold his old coat off his back in finer trim
to go.

But the new clothes wouldn't fit,

In such wise that he might sit
;

He has lost a lot of money and displayed a

lack of wit.

And there goes my LORD MAYOR,
U'ith his Lordship's shoulders bare,

Without a seat to sit upon except his Civic
Chair.

Since Andover 's resigned,
And London proved unkind,

The LORD MAYOR now has nothing to fall

back upon behind.

Dejected in his mien ;

He feels the unforeseen
111 consequence of an attempt to sit two stools

between.

He makes, by substance thrown

Away for shadow, known
The lesson that a man should be contented

with his own.

So now then let us sing

Long live the City King ;

And may experience to Ms youth increase of

wisdom bring !

A Woman to be Envied.

THE wife of a poor Curate writes sigh-

ingly as follows : "I see that the SULTAN is

always appearing in public with
_
a new Hatt.

I wonder if the SULTANA exercises the same

privilege, and can come gut as often as she

likes with a new Bonnet ?
"

ADVICE THAT NEVER WILL BE FOLLOWED !

A WOMAN should never marry. Previous

to marriage, she is an Angel ; whereas after

marriage, she is nothing more than a Woman !

One who admires Women far too generally
ever to give a seljish preference to One.

CLERICAL ERRORS.

IT is said that the Clerks at the Foreign
Office are at present tolerably good, and up
to the mark. We all know that in LORD
MALMESBUBY'S time they were scarcely

pass-able.

STYLE ! What every coxcomb fancies he
has attached to his gait.
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A LORD MARE'S NEST!
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ART IN PARLIAMENT.
"
Art tit celare arlem

"
is au old proverb, and ISiu (i. Uowi,

eminent Royalist, Cavalier, ami tirst trombone of tin.- POPE'S Brass

of opinion that the b .Vrt
"

of I

of J'aiiianiciil would be to apply
to it it good coat of win

Sis. G. Bowi i of Midi remarkabJj strong sense liis opinions

on questions of public .1 id com-

prehEnsiYe, his views of u'ovennneir :,, civil and ecclesiastical

jiolicy,
ii HIS ;iuil lish that one naturally

lisiciis with L'l-eat raped to what he lias to say 011 Art as employed in

the House of Coin:

SIR G. Bow v Bit thinks that the idea of promoting the i'me Arts by
spending the public moB I,

and pictures, is quite
fallacious mid he proves it with tli !' logic whioh peculiarly

-sou for the conclusion In- )ii! is, that

iiortrait-pamtinsr was the !>> cj most
A no portrait-painter equal to

L. \Ve were nut

aware before i forai > or BIB IHOIUI wen- piid out of the

public purse, but we are glad to live and learn at the feet of such a

Gamaliel as SIR G. BOWTBS.
1 ',!), loots his flight at the, frescoes. Poor frescoes! It

was said they were coming off the walls it would be well if they did.

iu the remains of

CMA.KI.I. BST by a Roundhead soldier, thus giving .

offence to Sill GLUUI.I; HOWYEII "us a Royalist and Cavalier."

arc new characters for this versatile civilian. U

ing him in the chain mail and red-crossed

surcoat of a Knight of St. John ; and now for a while we may picture
him to ourselves in the Vainlyki ml falling collar of the

Caroline age. Why should not Sui GEOIK,I: oiler himself to the House
as a model for the central figure of a scries of historical designs to

take the place of tl: :

b.v ihe l

c ine Art Commissioners ?

nnwith BUWYER as an Ancient Briton, .in his woad and
tatoo-mark-.

" Wild iu woods tUo noble savage ran."

Then we might have Bowvtu as a Saxon captive in the Roman slave-

market,
"
nan Aiujlvs sed Angtlus" with St. Augustine in raptures

combined innocence and beauty ;
then HOWTEK, as a Crusader,

in his habit of i he Order of St. John, drawing the teeth of an unbe-

lieving Jew, till he comes down with his unhallowed dust for the good
of Mother Church Militant

;
then BOWTE.U as at once Papal Legate

and Royalist , upholding JOHN against his rebellious Barons at llunny-
medc ; then BowYER as an ecclesiastical lawyer, by the Smithiicld

faggots, sniffing a roasting heretic, temp. Marias Sanguimlenta ;

then BdWZXB as a Jesuit Seminarist, giviuz a dagger, with his blessing,
to a Romanist conspirator, in the days of good Qtnuss BESS; then
Hi >\\ i IK as a pillar of the Old Faith, settling the details of his coup
d'etat with the much maligned GUY FAWKKS; then BOWYI
Cavalier in love-li i >aud falling over his buff coat,

backing up that blessed martyr Cn.utu:s in his seizure of the Five

i's; then HOWVKI; as a pious Page at Whitehall, earn
historical warming-pan into the bed-room of MABY OF MOD;

the hand of JAMKS THE SECOND which has just flung the Great
Thames; then IjovvYEtt as a faithful adherent

of CIIAUI.KS EOWAIID, in lull retreat from Derby, or grinning through
a hempen collar at Tyburn ; and lastly, BOWYER kissing Pio Noxo's
toe, and invested with the Order of the Spur in the Vatican !

Here would indeed be a ser led to rejoice the heart of any
Royalist and Cavalier, though it would unluckily exhibit SIB GEOBGE
invariably on the side which a base ami brutal Nineteenth Century
insists ou calling that of darkness, tyranny, and superstition. But SlK

GEORGE, besides his general ab \rtis ill the House of Commons,
condescends to particulars, lie is SCUTC, for instance, on The Baptism
of King EtMberi, because the Kin.-' is naked, except his crown, and
kneels by a font, "ill which he could no more be immersed than in a

teacup." It is unlucky that Mi;. l)u i; in both points the nakedness
of the King and the sinalluess of I he font should have
nearest available authority, and .should have shown us Ethel/jert under

baptism, as t he MSS. of nearly t he same date show AGILULT, King ol

the Lombards, in the same act.

SIR. G. recommends the Government "to put a stop to an expendi
hire which produces results which aive foreigner.-, a very low idea of the
standard ot Art in England." Perhaps Sin GEORGE does in

eienlly consider that if foreigners go for their "standards" to Par
liament, they may be liable to undervalue other things besides our Art

Suppose, for'instance, they were to fall upon Si i

andards of English sense and Parliamentary wisdom?
I !ut nothing in Sin d. l

: uvch becomes him like the

closing of ii. He tells us that
"
he places great reliance on t!

Lord at the head of the Governmeni. in .anil,,-* ../' tafttf" V.

long been accustomed to deplore LOUD I'AI.MKKSTOX'S unhappy ben'

n Art, but we have never vet seen so conspicuous a condemnation of
t as this reliance of SIR GEOKI.I. |!'iv\ i M<\. 8 orry ho
was not "present at the recent debate on the si\lc of the Foreign
Dffice, to show that thei '^t. w Italian question on which he

., ilh the Noble Lord." I..

late, and reflect what it is to have Slit GEOI ,u agree
with him !

But I'. ily new light that last set up
,o guide the House aright in < brilliant

-or Hi us ML.
leat, light, and bright n wit had

\
H. lie

was lambent, corru ing. How his light nin

play about the devoted heads of ihe poor painters, wlio hail laid their

profane hands ou the walls within which Osnoiixi; deigns to enlighten
and convulse the world! Think of MACI.ISK, or DlCE, or HxKBZBT.
ii' \\ MIS, in the h -mere mice in the paws of a lion !

Only it seems hardly worth while of l
!

i b of the woods to
: s uigantir strength on sin , -e was LqHU

ahmder called up to a d think
if the t ij job of his.

from the broken arch of London Bridge. But :vscoes would
bave all faded fron /Cealandcr's

c falling off already" Cunlelia was defaced, and Lear was
almost invisible."

The I, >oling migi
had it been told a: ihe timi fact* were untrue that

Cordelia's beauty was as fresh, and Li'ar'i age as venerable, as when
Mn. HLUDKKT lir^

i the brilliant 1'.

But he got more of his own peculiar chaste and refined fun uir

very admissin is true that Cordelia and Ltar were all

right, but "Siaa
bably fall

>siii)UM: !.

could be as

nose from tli

Mr. Pinifk wouh

a rap . and would pro-
r
\\\ remind MB.

nany a Member might envy
his own "Ayes" and" Noes ''

Hansard as Cordelufs eyes or Regan's
ts' Corridor.

brilliant orators, and cruel critics ,

that art, like oratory, is not learnt in a day that it requires a long
course of experiments before you can hit the way either to ornament
the walls, or amuse the groundlings, of Parliament. But, comparing
Art and Oratory, we should be sorrv indeed to pronounce the Art that

adorns the walls of the House of Commons as low in its way as much
of the eloquence that is considered sufficient to enlighten and amuse the
Members of that House ; and we would in conclusion remind Honour-
able and facetious Members who may be inclined to applaud or imitate
OSHOKNE and BOWYEII, that

"
it is an ill bird that dirties its own

nest." It will be a fair day for England when she can feel as proud of

the work done and the speeches spoken within the walls of Parliament
as of the works painted upon those walls, with all their deficiencies ; and
we must protest equally against being committed to the histories of
SIB GEORGE BOWYEK, and the (esthetics of MR. BEKXAL OSBOBNE.

A LADY'S KIDDLE.
" DEAB MR. Pi-xcn,

"
Brompton Square."

(iuvciors knows I am in no temper to be amusing, but
here is a riddle which vayihame a BRUTE, I mean of course, a hiaband.

" What is the difference between me ami Lour PALM.ERSTOX ?
"
Why. last Wednesday he was at a delightful Whitebait Dinner at

Greenwich, and I wasn't.
"
Let a wretch's conscience and my old bonnet say why.

"
Yours truly,

" AN OPPKESSED WIFE."

CAUTION TO EXPLOSIVE PEOPLE.

BY the Gunpowder A.ct, wliicli couies into operation on the 31st of

August, it is enacted that :

" No person Bhll throw, out, or flro any iuib, serpent, rocket, or other fire-

works, in or Into any tuoroughlkro, or public place, under the penalty of fiTe pounds
for every ofluuco."

If the above Act, which seems to be a death-blow aimed at the repu-
tation of GUIDO FAUX, is strictly enforced, we look upon Mil. BERN AL

u, for it stands to reason that no fortune can

stand against a perpetual series of fines, if he has to pay

squib h. of Commons, or clscwher.

only pub Mit. OsBOBHZ may be ruined, still

i put to the "offence" he is so frequently guilty of ;

for we conclude that, when he is no longer able to pay for his amuae-

nient, the lion. Member for Liskeard will be locked up.
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DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

HER PONCHE, I SUP
pose now that th
Government have hat

their Whitebait Dinner
the season may be we!

nigh accounted to b

over, and MR. GYE '.

think shows wisdom in

closing Covent Garden
before his senatorial sup
porters have all left him
To the man who has beer

jaded by six months o
London life, a partridge
has far more attractions

than a PATH
; and were

GRISI to return for an
other final farewell, sht
would stand but little

chance of competing
with the grouse. Having
no rival worth thinking
of, and keeping open
house for four or five

nights every week, MR
GYE must have this year
put money in liis purse
and since he spares n(

pains for the pleasing o:

the public, as one o:

them I certainly can'!

grudge him his success."
Next to Normrfs

leave-taking, the debut
of La Sonnambulct has
been the feature of the

season, and her perform-
ance bids fair aural pro-
mise for the next. Will
she ever equal GRISI
is a question I hear

asked, but which for my
own part I should never

earn ot putting, fahe is of a far too delicate physique to play in what is termed grand opera
'

with
suitable effect

; and although her voice and figure have by no means reached maturity, one can't fancy
hey will ever attain to GRISI growth. I only hope she won't be spoilt by the overpraise she gets, and
that she will not strain her voice and vulgarise her style by singing too much of the trashy Traviata
school of music. They say GRISI'S voice is worn, and so no doubt it is, for has she not been usin- it
tor more than thirty seasons ? I only hope if I hear PATH take her final farewell in 1891, her voice
may soxmd as sweetly as did GRISI'S t' other day, when twelve thousand came to Sydenham to be
present at her leave-taking.

Of course one can't please everybody, and I think I hear old GROWLER grumbling at my impudence
in writing about the opera seeing that my letters are professedly dramatic. Well, the opera is not the
drama it is true, and sticklers for mere words may therefore find some fault with me. But surely

ii has been great both as an actress and a singer, and indeed to my mind the very finest acting is not
D be seen upon the operatic stage. To take part in an opera requires not less a musical than

a dramatic course of study, and if not the highest it is clearly the most difficult form of footlight art. A
ma donna has not merely t9 learn the words and study the fit bearing of a part, but she must likewise

Aa> to
,
hea the music of it, and in the full swing and torrent of her passion must mind her sharpsand flats her pianos and her fortes, and never be a beat behindhand with a note.

i this age of fast farces and degenerate burlesques, it is but seldom that one gets the sight of a
new comedy : and although that at the Haymarket is not, strictly speaking,

" new ""(albeit the playbillso di rtj, there is certainly some novelty in seeing a translation from the French done in five acts.
ic piece is neatly written, and cleansed from aught unsavoury there may be in the original ; and as the

live acts only occupy two hours and a quarter, one surely cannot well complain that they are tedious.
in. CHARLES MATHEWS and his wife make up most becomingly in the costume of the period of LouisTHE FIFTEENTH

; and this ancient date is marked by My Wand My Lady having married
'

for conve-
a thing which m high life one knows has long since been extinct. MR. BUCKSTONE has a part

is not very funny but is not at all coarse
; and for the absence of the latter quality I can willinglylook over any absence of the former. I feel inclined, moreover, to give a word of praise to MR. ANDREWS,Irom New York, who plays a monkeyish French valet with much excellent grimacing, and yet without

an.v attempt to make too much of a small part.
"At the Princess's, MR. HAMLET otherwise known as M. FECHTER-still continues to attract.
lien I looked m the other evening there was scarcely a stall vacant. Some people may doubt if it be

: to say so, but his is a performance which bears seeing bit by bit, and I think that one enjoys it all
e more for doing so. Well-nigh every line has its appropriate look or gesture, and very many of the

nntrLf
6 S C

ri
e "Uym

trte that On
?

S a
},
tcn

.

tlo nPe
,

d & fresh to appreciate them properly As a
contrast, a while since, there appeared on the 'off' nights a Transatlantic lady, who v\s.yed Bamlind as
no one but a Yankee-ess could play her. Certain of the critics objected to her dress, as being far less

SHAKSPEARE than for a burlesque But I think her costume suited her conception of the
;

for in calling women wimmun,' and saying 'linnimunts
'

for lineaments, she clearly showed
she was burlesquing the part that SHAKSPEAKE wrote. w T>UNE W HO _L AYS.

A PIPER WORTH PAYING.

FROM a Cork newspaper, Mr. Punch
has the pleasure of extracting a portion
of a Report which has filled him with
a variety of sensations too numerous
to mention. It may not be known to
Saxons that the beautiful city of Cork
(and it is that, and as for the girls,

HONORA, excuse this wild tlirob,
and be still, be still, thou fluttering
heart but this isweaknesses governed
in some way by a Mayor and a Council.
The other day there was a meeting of
this august body to administer what
is termed the

"
Improvement Depart-

ment." Gentlemen who are fortunate

enough, through their conjugal relation,
to be aware of what, milliners used to

mean by an improvement, will per-

ceive, shortly, how appropriate is the
name of the Cork Committee of Public

Safety.
The Mayor presided, and various

topics came under the notice of this

Cork Parliament. A gentleman named
SHEEHAN, perhaps an Englishman from
his name, and from the icy calmness
with which he discussed the subjects
of debate, first relieved himself ot his

impatience at not seeing in its place a
certain statue ordered on the previous

Friday, and then proceeded :

" MR. SHEEHAN referred to a letter which
he had read at the Department at the pre-
vious meeting, purporting to have been
written to him by a clergyman of the city,

Begging his influence to better the position
of the poor curates, and have some bye-law
enacted against the wearing of Crinoline, as
*he writer had only 60 a-year, and his

daughter was putting him to enormous ex-
pense by her indulgence in the present in-

lated style of dress. Now, continued MR.
SHEEHAN, I see that gentleman says he didn't
write that letter, but I 'm sorry he didn't,
or it's a very sensible and logical letter.

(Laughter.} It's a shame, sir, I say, to have
poor curates treated as they are. (Order,
order.) I say it's a shame, sir, and I '11 give
notice of motion about it. To have only

a-year, and to have their daughters beg-
faring them with their hoops. (Order, order.)"

The mutinous cry was followed up
>y somebody one SCOTT, and these
Scots have no imagination complain-
ng that the subject was not connected
ivith the business that ought to be in

land, that of a Pipe Committee. MB.
SCOTT is possibly single, and does not
:now that piping has a good deal to
o with certain articles of costume.
?ut MR. SHEEHAN squashed him at

he shortest notice :

"MR. SHEEHAN (excitedly'). It has, SCOTT.

say it is most inhuman for women to be
ouig through the streets with large hoops
11 out this way round them, so that people
an't pass. (Laughter.)"

Then a MR. EXHAM endeavoured
o put down the energetic MR. SIIKE-

FAN, but the exhemplary EXHAM had
o chance. In answer to his sugges-
ion that such matters were not for the

)epartment of Pipes, responded

MR. SHEEHAN (warmly). I say they are,
ir. I say they are. (Order, order.) It is most
nnatural for those ladies to be going through
le streets with such things on. (Oh, oh,

rder, order, and laughter.) I know it. Sir.

know it. I have eight daughters myself
wearing hoops, so I 'm more connected with
lem than they. (Laughter and uproar.)

Eight daughters ! If those young
adies inherit their father's straight-

orwardness, earnestness of purpose,
nd good sense, Mr. Punch deeply re-

pots that he has not eight sons of
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marriageable atie, lor ill those two cases lir \vuiilil present tlic eight

men with sixteen tickets, eL-ht return, and einlu

Gl ihrin oil' liy this niiilit's mil \\itli orders b i-k witli

each di' the ciftht MUSES Sm
'

cz-PmccH, or not to

'i:ick ill all.

There were sonic furl I

stop the oratory of

Mr. /'. ble (.'umicriioii, but he had said his say, and the

Council, which nia\ hi mlily proceeded to

dance I" itfl own I'ipes. .\lorc power In jour respectable elbow, MB.
Sin. i. n \s, (uiil here 'a luck to you, Sir, and to the young ladies, and its

proud Cork ouir hi to lie ol' h.v Councillor.

A ROD IN PICKLE.

.ri.i iu the House of

Commons, the House

having gone into Commit-
tee n|>on the Statute Law
Kcvisiou Bill, Mil. Hzs-
KESSY, according to the

d that

as th le,d to

law-, he thought the I

might
well be included among

1.1 V.

of til

look rat!

iian a

: vupoil

erussder,

n; G. BOWYEB asked whe-
ther any one could point out
\\lmt prurticaleft'ect the Ecclesi-

astical Titles Act had had.

(//ear, htar.) If an act which
had never had, and never would
have any force, was not an obso-
lete Act, he did not know what
was ouo."

It is ii' ;ifficlt to point out to Sin (IKHIMIK KoWYEB what

practical elleet has resulted from the Ecclesiastical Titles Act. The
prestige, to quote a word from the vocabulary of humbug, of the POPE
and his .1, was shaken by the enactment of that measure.

Many people were prevented from turning papists, who, had it not

passed, would have thought it had been defeated by supernatural power,
but who .i-cw ing faith in the POPE when they saw him beaten

by the British Public. The progress of the Indian revolution was
probably much accelerated liy, and tli ere is reason to suppose that the

emancipation of Italy has been in no small measure owing to, the

spectacle of the sclt'-styled successor of St. I 'eter opposed and baffled

pie of England.
If no practical effect had been likely to be produced by the Ecclesi-

astical Titles Aft, why did Honourable Gentlemen of SIB GEOKGE
BOWYEK'S persuasion so violently endeavour to arrest its progress in

the House of Commons? Why did the l'on;'s lirass Band trumpet
nd why, as M it. 1 1 KS s i:ssi

,
or any other one

of them, ndirht say in a national form of speech, do they still keep
harping on to 'ing?

The' K i w ill doubtless be a dead letter, so long
us Unman Catholic I'.ishops confine themselves to minding their theo-

logical business. I em endeavour, like some of their foreign
brethren, to foment sedition, and then, if they cease to be contci.

and become dangerous. Sn: GteOHfiE \'<\\ i'i it will probably find that
the Act which he consul. . will have quite force enough for
the purpose which it was meant to

, GOYON AM) Di; MKKODE.
a U.ag of Ettcrster Squaw.

Ah! ' news whccch 'ave occur joost now
MOKSIGNOB. rtl MiaoDB wi e \uiirow.

deny,
Surrender ot'Zou:

IB Nl ERODE,
-'lees eiprascd, va-

" \u be blowed;
to yon :

lour mast rhog, von omlioir, and Mm (loo !

"

Ze (IKXKFIU. (iuio.x, to hear /.is had language
Spoke of N.u'oi.Kox, flew into \ou great rage ;

Aha !

"
he cry,

"
/.e coat protects you what you wears,

Else I wode give you two great boxes on ze i

oil' your priestly robbs wliic.h keeps your shoulders warm,
And 1 of General will change /e uniform

D jour honncur I 'avc inflicted stain,
1 may you render satisfaction on ze plain."

M>t\ .UK replied,
"
You'll uif excuse;

Ze '

" To me it plain appears zat you are von iwltron.

/.' i, v i .our ears vat causes you no pain,

main,

Conceive zat you arrest ze kick 1 make just so !

"

MUXSK.NOK in. M : /.ereupou n
tail betwei-i

/e soldier of hin. hy,
And seat him down to eat von plate of omble pie.

"
Extravagant he wu, certainly ; over-

bearing he may have been ; bat be was.
at all evenU, In praperity brave and
generous, with all his fculta."

ADVICK TO Tilt l.NTKMPKRATE.

IF you _vrill
"drink b

'

let it be then like the gold fish,
whose entire globe contains nothing but /,-.

DONE IX A I

Two negro newspapers arc now published, one in New York, and
the other in Boston. Of course, they are printed in black letter?

THE OXE OiitK.vT Tinxc THAT i, mis SESSION. Passing
LOHD Join; into the House of Lo

MAY DIFFERENCE OF OPINION NEVER ALTER
COLLABORATION.

OUR excellent contemporary the Daily Telegraph, published on the

ultimate day of July a biography of a Duke just deceased, and also an

eloquent leading article on the same individual. Desiring to complete
our judgment of the character of the departed, we could wish to know
which of the articles, published simultaneously, is to be accepted as

truthful. For, lo!,

Leading Anicli.
" His life was pre-eminently a mean,

shabby, and shuffling one. He muddled
away his milliuos as though they had
been the rents of a coalshed.
Had there been anything noteworthy,
anything really estimable in his character,
he would not have been suffered to sink
so entirely into decadence."

As the Cabman remarked to the ladies ami gentleman in 7'

when all gave him contradictor}' orders as to the door at which he was
to stop, All 1 say is, settle vieh it is."

But if collaborateurs differ, contemporaries differ almost as widely.
The Tekgrapk observes:

" The town rang with indignation when he not only overpowered his son and heir

into cutting off the entail of the estates, and robbing him and his seed for ever fer

the parent's folly and the creditors' greed, but absolutely prosecuted him for perjury
before a ixmrt ot justice, when he denied having signed a certain deed, which, like a
hundred others, was given him in all haste to subscribe to, not to examine. The
host of eminent witnesses who were proud to accompany LORD OHANDOS into court

LORD BBOUOHAM, the PROVOST or Eros, *c. IK. was sufficient proof of the son's

character, and the father's character was made evident to all men by the fact that

his son stood at the bar on such a base charge that son whom the father's creditors

so trusted that they made him receiver of the estates, a post which enabled him to

Uve comfortably even luxuriously had he not out of his income supported the

man who prosecuted him I
"

The Morning Chronicle says :

" Warm-hearted and hospitable in former days, and honest and just in the honr

of difficulty, tlie lato Duko wilunfjly allowed bi estates to be sequestered, so that

UTS might l jioid in fua In this eflort he was honourably seconded by
son, the MARQUIS or CBANDOB, as our readers are aware. Tne present

Duke, remarkable for his business habits, must, ere long, be m possess!

Income calculated to support his dukedom. As opinions opposite to these facts

have been very generally entertained, it is only Dair to the memory o( tho late Duko
that this statement should go abroad."

Asrain "f the excellent Pickwickian

cabman, ght to have no erasures

in our Golden Book.
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END OF THE SESSION.
Mr. Bull.

" So THE WORKMEN ARE OUT AT LAST ! PLENTY OF SHAVINGS, MR. PAM, BUT MIGHTY LITTLE WORK, I 'M AFRAID."

A SHORT WAY WITH SECULAEISTS.
WE congratulate the partisans of absolute squirearchy on the verdict

of that enlightened Devonshire Special Jury, which, at the last Exeter
Assizes, in the case BRADLAUGH v. EDWARDS, awarded the Plaintiff,
who sued the Defendant for assault and false imprisonment, the lowest
amount of damages which they could legally give him. The assault
consisted in a seizure of the necktie, and a pressure of knuckles into
the throat, by Policemen acting under the orders of the Defendant,
their superintendent. The imprisonment included five hours in an
underground cell, without fire or light, in the month of March, and
lasted from Sunday till Monday morning. It was, therefore, an injury
for which a British Jury, more jealous of the liberty of the subject thaii
zealous for the authority of justices, would have ordinarily given heavy
damages. The Devonshire Jury gave MR. BRADLAUGH one farthing.
I he fact was, that BRADLAUGH was not only one of those fellows

who ought to be put down, but he was one of those fellows who ought
e
r
pn

t m w'tnoilt any ceremony or standing upon niceties of law.
llns follow BRADLAUGH, who calls himself "Iconoclast," is a secular
lecturer. He was collared and walked off to the station-house by the
direction of Mil. EDWARDS, the Plaintiff, out of a field which he was
about to deliver a secularistical lecture in, and which he had hired for
that purpose. MR. EDWARDS had previously, instructed by the Magis-
trates, prevented him from lecturing in Devonport Park, a place in
which he had no business but what the authorities chose to grant him.
1 hey could not legally exclude him from the field which he had hired.

'rj
1
- -n

oer> MK' EDWA DS> strained the law a point for them, anil
cud it illegally, at the small cost of one farthing, and legal expenses,
wl"Ch he will not, of course, have personally to defray.

Ihe lecture which MR. BRADLAUGH meant to deliver, had he been
jcrmitted, would, there is every reason to believe, have formed an
exposition of opinions much the same as those put forward in i'.m/i/x

id liecm. On that heterodox work Convocation could only venture
that there were grounds for proceeding to synodical judgment.

availed itself of an excuse to shrink from pronouncing judgment
ihe timidity which Convocation thus displaved must have

een very painful to the enemies of free theological discussion. Pro-
tionaUy cheering to that intelligent party must be the boldness of a

Magistracy and Constabulary who rash in where Divines fear to tread,
and take an

"
Iconoclast

"
into custody ; and they doubtless feel equally

reassured by the healthy spirit of dogmatism which must have actuated
a Jury that virtually sanctioned them in doing so. MR. EDWARDS'S
Policemen caught MR. BKADLAUGH by his tie, and dug then- knuckles
into his neck. MR. BRADLAUGH is a layman, and his tic may be a
black one, or a bird's-eye for aught we know. Is there no Constable,

likewise, ready to seize hold of the white tie of any or everv clerical
writ er \\\ Essays and Reviews ? Cannot the REV. ROWLAND WILLIAMS,
D.D., Vice-Principal and Professor of Hebrew, St. David's College,
Lampeter, Vicar ot Broad Chalke, Wilts, be collared like MR. BRAD-
LAUGH, by the Police, and conveyed summarily to Quod, at the charge
of one farthing only, instead of costing the BISHOP OF SALISBURY
a mint of money for his prosecution, and perhaps getting off after
all?

Hurrah for the orthodox reaction which perhaps is commencing ! It
is by no means enough that every man shall be responsible to a court
of law for the expression of his theological opinions. Pellows who go
about lecturing, and inculcating views the assertion of which may or

may not be unlawful and punishable, must have their mouths stopped
at once. This object is to be effected by the Policeman with his

grasp 011 the lecturer's "choker." Thus, and not by a tedious and
expensive trial, to say nothing of argument, should the preachers of
unoelief be silenced : as they are at Devonport, and might have been at

Naples in the time of BOMBA. The Magistrates becoming judges of

controversy, and the Policemen enforcing their decrees, the office of

justice of the peace will become a holy office indeed, and the constabu-

lary will rise into familiars of a British Inquisition. This consumma-
tion most devoutly to be wished, will at least result from the prevalence
of that superiority to vulgar solicitude for freedom of discussion which,
in the ease of BRADLAUGH v. EDWARDS, was signalised by a Devonsliire

special jury.

A Man of High Family.

IT is not generally known that M. BLONDIN is connected with one of
the most illustrious families of the English Peerage. The great funam-
bulist is confidently asserted to be a scion of the House of Somerset.

het OOtJTi Turns' 'H F,
ppCT Wob

.
ll"1

.,
pl"M' lu"1 Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 19. Queen'. Rod West, Regent's Park, both In the Parish of St. Pancr.s, in the County of Middlesex

it "MM".
Lomt"rd Street ' '" "" Precinct of Whitefmr,, i.. the City of London, and Put>lihed by them t No. 85, Fleet Street, i the Parish of St. Bride, in the City of London.-
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THE CIVIL WAR IN AMERICA.
"
ME. PUNCH, SIB,

"
Charleston, July 26, 1861.

"
I HAVE proposition to make. Your valuable journal, world

wide reputation, great influence ought to have, like other papers,
Special Correspondent at Seat of War. I am the man. In short, War
Correspondent by nature. If you accept my offer I will telegraph my
Inters to St. Johns, N.B., whence they will be forwarded to you via
strainer thus you will obtain details ahead of all rivals. Of course
in sending communications over the wires, I must be as concise as

possible, In save lime and expense, which may produce a certain twitch-
iness dt' style, in this however you may not object. Accompanying
letter specimen of my style :

" Am now in Charleston, very centre of Sccessionism. Was told in
North I (herald be able to get neither lodging nor food in this city;
How absurdly things are exaggerated at distance. Found little or no
difficult] in securing fair portion of billiard table on which I sleep quite
comfortably; a little inconvenient in the morning, to be sure, when

iimcnee pool, for although, they have no right to play at my end
before 7 o'clock, still it is almost impossible to prevent balls flying
BOOri occasionally, (icntleman, this morning made winning hazard off
baek ol my head, but they would not let it count, which I was not
sorry for on whole, stroke unintentional I know, but billiard balls

hard, and human nature weak, particularly about lower part back of
head. As for food live on clover, or something confoundedly like it,

call it gumbo, ha\e it three times a-day. Yesterday dined" off split

chicken, looked like arms of Austria broiled. For breakfast they serve
us species of vulcanised paneake, known I think (mind, only think, so
if mistaken do not set me down as another Mu. Aiinnw ROOT, of Times
correspondence notoriety), known I think, as corn-dodgers, or flap-jack.One elastic substance served up with treacle, so as to resemble blister,
is I kiww called Buckwheat cake.

"
To-day witnessed one of institutions of country in its most

striking aspect. Public Bar Room at Free Lunch time. Most

Drinking-galoona of any eminence, spread lunch table from 11 to 1

o'clock, every one who chooses comes in, eats as much as he likes, and
pays nothing. About 12 o'clock dropt into

'

Gem,' great crowd people
there, eating, drinking, smoking, talking. Large table set out, boiled
beef, oyster soup, gumbo, driecf fish, cheese, crackers, and bread. Gen-
tlemanly barkeeper mixing drinks in highly artistic manner, pouring
liquid from one tumbler to another in parabolic curve over nis head.

General hum of conversation, in which the words
'

Secession,'
'

South-

ern Confederation.'
' No how you can fix it,'

'

that long, slab-sided,

nigger-stealing son of a gun, ABE LINCOLN.'
\
No sirree boss !

' most

frequently heard. Shuffling of feet, clinking of ice in huge pitchers, &c.

Works of Art adorn walls female figures in high style of undress

most patronised. Spittoons as large as bushel baskets generously dis-

tributed over marble floor, easy chairs in all directions gentlemen

sitting;
on shoulder-blades. Accompanying drawing faithful repre-

sentation of scene.
"
Charleston picturesque old city quite classic ground has a ruin

somewhere powder-mill blown up several years ago. People of

Charleston talk about their antiquities one house eighty years old.

Several fine hotels, two or three excellent churches, and very nice

arsenal. Voluminous market place, well supplied with okra, squash,

pumpkins, peanuts, pop corn, yams, squirrels, robins, clams, &c.

Mutton and beef not very abundant, South Carolina having seceded

from butcher's meat. City Hall a neat little edifice. Post Office

somewhere in church. There is good deal of sea, and bay, and water

of one kind and another round about, with several forts in it and on it,

Good esplanade, called White Point Garden walks macadamised with

peppermint lozenges, or sea-shells, don't know wlu'ch, anyway beautiful

effect.
"

State of Society, generally, very much disorganised. Bodies armed
men patrol streets aU night. Everyone armed to teeth, if they have

teeth ; very often have not in this country, in which case, armed to

upper lip or organ of philoprogenitiveness. Have been arrested live

times, brought Defore vigilance committee, suspicious character, who
Uas I

- where did 1 come from? &c. &c. Stated was personal friend

of Mi-. I'l'i/i-h, Special Correspondent. All right, let off immediately.
Mr. I'linr/i L'rcatly respected hen-, next to GENERAL \V VSUI.M.

"
Attended grand caucus last night great demonstration. Princi-

pal speaker burst all buttons off shirt front, said if Northern

would only contract to earn the mails as usual, and supply them with

ice. poultry, hav. and firearms, South Carolina would never su:

rather perish ! Patriot's grave better far than something: else patriot's

c\er> i him: better than i-ventliinu' else, nothing like patriots, in fact

CUTV man not patriot ought to have his head punched (or words to

that effect). Agreeably surprised at dignity and decorum with which

meeting was conducted only one fight, and that attended with no
fatal results wounded man walked down street next day, expected to

TOT.. XLI.
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iveo\ er. Southerners certainly very gentlemanly men, should feel more
at ease in their society if they didn't cany quite so many bowie knives

about, don't see how they manage it. I only wear two, one up my back,

other down leg of pants, and small revolver in breast pocket, still find

it inconvenient in sitting down, feel as if I had received ticket to

( >rthopedie Institution, and been very thoroughly treated.
"

llowcvcr, I hope to avoid any unpleasant feeling by carefully con-

forming to customs of country, am conforming continually, consequence

is, am becoming very popular great number of distinguished persons

already call me JIM drink with every one ;
this morning took two

'-tone walls' and a 'General Jackson' before breakfast. After

lircakfa-4 met JUDGE KING, invited me to 'smile,' and we smiled; pre-

sently joined by DEACON _M \snx, smiled again (in this land you can

smile and smile, and not be a villain), result was, 1 drank three
'

brandy
cocktails,' two 'gin slings,' one

'

buttered rum,' and a
'

moral suasion'

by lunch time; obliged to do it in order to maintain social position,
i'ind am getting very popular; met GOVERNOR PICKENS to-day, offered

me post of ,1 udge of Supreme Court>
' when things got lixcd up a bit

;

'

informed him 1 knew nothing of law: replied it was of 'no conse-

quence,'
'

had I common sensa?' I thought I had
;
he considered that

quite sufficient, I was 'just the man they wanted.'

"Negroes less prevalent than I anticipated, not very industrious

elass of people, seem to occupy themselves chiefly sitting on barrels,

corroding large ears of boiled corn, exhibiting rows of teeth that look i

iike ke\s uf piano. Dreadful fall in niggers recently (will rise by-and-
by, I suspect).

'

Xiurirers aint worth half what they wos,' general
sentiment. Headwaiterat hotel weeping bitterly at breakfast, inquired

j

cause; told me he had suffered severe
pecuniary loss, three month--

Mirth fifteen hundred dollars, now would not sell for more
t hail seven hundred. Free niggers go about streets trying to sell them-

es in order to realise before civil war breaks out. My opinion is, !

there will be no secession for long. North will cut off supply of ice,
rners will have none to make mint juleps, whole South in a

stale of Ancient Mariner, have to cave in, and there will be an end
of this estrapedc. Once more Eagle will soar above prostrate body
of defeated anarchy. Lion will lie down with lamb, everything O.K.*

"
Talking of customs of country. 1 wish yon would publish.

irait of COLONEL MKOXZE, gentlemanly proprietor of
l'a\iliou Hotel. Also portraits of JIM SNOOK K.XBACK, geutleieaiih

barkeeper, and Ms. KELLY, gentlemanly porter of hotel. These little

nl ions quite usual, I assure you, custom of country. Hope vin
will not allow yourself to be influenced by any absurd preconceived
prejudices against puffing, if so it will seriously embarrass private

arrangements of
"
Yours

'
"
GORILLA."

[We bare received 1376 applications from gentlemen residing in America, each
applicant offering to become our War Correspondent. We will see about it ; but at
the tame time it is doubtful whether we shall want any War Correspondent until
there is a war. Ed. Punch,]

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

A STORM of 10 notes set in with unprecedented severity immediately
iiponti. .ice of Mr. Punch's intimation that (lie reason win he

ort his Parliamentary narrative last week might be learned by
such enclosures. It would be manifestly unjust to his eor-

!ents did he publicly reveal a secret which they were invited to

purchase ;
but for the satisfaction of posterity lie has prepared a memo-

randum of the facts, and has deposited it in the Record Office, where i:

may be inspected any day bet ween 10 and I after the 1st January, !

The Index word is
"
Weyze-Goose."

including days of the Session offered little that deserves immor-
talisation. The LORD CHANCELLOR took an opportunity of informing
the Lords that the Bankruptcy Bill, with all its mutilations, would lie

' service to the commercial world, and that he had no doubt the
Chief Judge clause would be introduced! in the next Session. LOKD

d that he did not think that the Spaniards meant to
i.ermanent possession of Tetnan, but.that he believed they were

a screw to get, money out of the Aloors. lie also

Irongly upon the atrocities of the brigands of

hoped that "those wretches would shortly meet with their

punishment
"

nutwilli-, at I hey were sent out from "the
eitj of Koine." LORD SHAFTKSM:KY' finished his work for the

is which incline Pmirh.often to forgive him
tor Ins spiritual tyranny over Lnun 1' u.wr.KsToN in the bifihop-raaking
department. I! an address for inquiry into the eonditi.,

ildren who are employed in a variety of trades that do not come
existing- restrictions. 'And when it is known that in

infants of four and live years old arc worked
reive and fourteen hours a day, it will he ihou'irhl that it is ;

amst the greed of parents and of ei

Ihe dalway bnsnic in brought forward, and LORD PAI.MER-

* 0. K. in the American language, stands for "all correct," or ".orl korrcct."

STON thought that much was to be said in favour of giving the Company
another chance. He has made the discovery that Galway is, geogra-
phically, the most central port in the West of

[inland,
and so forth.

The Government is unpopular in the green isle, and if a dissolution
should now take place, the Tories would grab a good many seats. But
the Prince's visit, to be followed by one from the QUEEN, and the
announcement that the claims of Galway will be favourably regarded,
may do something for the Administration, and the CONSTABLE (who by
the way is shortly to be presented with his staff upon the Heights) is

wide awake to the exigencies of the crisis. To another and more im-

portant exigency he also proposes to show himself equal. The States
whose forces sustained on tne Eighth Sunday after Trinit v, last past,
the most remarkable defeat that has been inflicted on soldiers since
America was discovered, have devised a curious administrative plan.
They declare blockades of ports, but propose to levy customs by means
of ships that arc to sail out and intercept customers. This is a bit of

bold ingenuity, but LORD PALMERSTON is blind to its cleverness,
declares it preposterous, and will not permit English vessels to recog-
nise the absurdity. We may hear mare of this difference of opinion
between a Premier and a President.

There lias not been much else worth note, and the Commons, like
Ihe audience in other theatres, were played out with a stupid farce.

Ma. SCULLY had began a speech on the wrongs of Ireland, when ho
was shut up by the Black Rod, on

TtK'xilfiii, .liif/t/x/ Crfti, PRINCE ALFRED'S birthday, when PIIINI K

ALFRED'S Mamma sent the following message-, which was <leli\

in the silver tones of the new LORD CHANCELLOR:

31 Y LORDS AND GENTLE .;

The Session done,
You have your QUEEN'S free leave to cut and run :

For services, from all degrees and ranks.
Your Sovereign tenders \ou her heartiest thanks.

TV'ith foreign powers she's on good terms, just now,
And trusts there'll be no European row.

Italia ha-, elected to unite

I

'

nder KING VICTOR'S sway. May all go right !

In Yankeedom is raised the battle-cry :

\Ve mean to put no linger in thai (lie.

Wers have quashed that horrid Syrian riot,
H ithdrawn their troops, and liojio for peace and .

India 'a improving hugely, and expresses
Hope to be lifted from financial messes.

BELOVED COMMONS,
Thankfully is noted

The willingness with which t he Tin was voted.

MY LORDS AND GENTLEMEN,
The QUEEN reveres

The noble spirit of the Yoluutee

Gladly she wills the, measure thai allots

The forfeit seats of two mosl wicked s]>ofs.

.,
she wills the Bill (my Mill) (hatdeals

Justice where now the Kankrupt JIarpy steals.

And gladly welcomes (not before its time)
( 'imsolidation of the Law of Crime.

Henceforth, the Indian with well-tutored mind
e his Sovereign in the East, he '11 lind.

You've treated properly, the QUEEN is sure,

Buimin; and Sea Toils; and the Settled Poor.

Nor can She pass unmarked the striking fact

That you have passed a decent Drainage Act.

Pleased, she beholds throughout her wide domain
Order, couteutment, i ice reign.

Now to your Counties. l)o your duties tin

(Tin' ,S>'-// i'(,iidif/l,-(l iriili /.'/' vttialpn

Then Ihe gre-il f'/'ur/i, with quiet smile, drew out his golden pen,
.lolled these diamond paragraphs, admired of gods and men;
Then called unto PEELIDES,

"
llo, VVn.i/ , ho!

Bring me a quart, of claret, man, I lie wine I hon vauntest so."

The wine was brought by GLADSTONE, and the cup was held by PAM,
And the new Earl, JOHN KTSSELL, begged permission to stand Sam,
\\ hieh Punch, the evcr-ali'able, ua\e JOHNNY leave to do,
And bade Silt KorNDELi, PALMER show his science with the Screw.
Out blobbed the cork, out gurgled fast the wine so fresh and cool," Who loves not woman, wine, ami son;:,'' saith LITHEK, "is a fool."

This quoted Pmtrk, then heaving up the goblet, with a wink,
( Ota beaded bubbles winking, ton, upon the purpled brink),
'

I'd drink,'' he cried, "to Woman, and I'd sing to her beside,

.iking 1 am bet I er occupied.'
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I'll,.,, |J id" hi- .Imr-hkr head, tin' proud i

! tin- wine uhicli like a mom- ired,

i lie nil the ^oblct lie reared loftily 'in high,

,ed had mined it- lioltom to the I -ky.

Vons remained, which / l
'

r lil
.
v

Kim,-., of MH. Vufi

|'|, rl i w i|j, :n 11! thai filled their hearts with

lid he.
-

llei,

i'i.\i;i;v IN Tin: KITCIIKN.

\Vi; i

servants ha\ 'MHI in the wurlil,

I, when th.

chiim-b- ; >ccn n pnpfl
at a ilay-M ! mobile

v>. iuici w :

hut-. This

I'or line iln ' mil ill-

. her sa\ i>

on Sunday shawls and bonnets what would well nigll fur-

nish her a cultaire wlicn she married,
' ;ifloril

Instead of

tlHinglii :erin:r Iheir I 1>

linelj fa

'.,[ aneu

iiance (if '

pt tiy iiiisogynic

rs w-|io arc unjwllam enough
> tin

1 fair sex.

cynics, is an imitative animal, awl if a

i;e mania, and makes herself ridi-

niloiis b\ t,'i\ing it full \ent. ll.-nini: neiiln-i- uistenor
i out of the

v* pins In ;

walk 1- "ut of a Si: daw in peacock's plumage, or

Of r Fashion, B
ves : and n9\v-a-d
It to submit tO

pity, neve,

that we have not a national cost nine for our dome
we have for our Qi I.I.N'S

'

:

- of the

Slate. Our pivil.i chil would lool

prettier in Baitame attire, than they do now in mock

millinery and Brummagem glass brooches, and cheap cotton

imitations of costly foreign silks.

PLAY.
\Vt. women live for each other that is, for the love of

in of each other.

AN ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENTS.
SOME years ago, English notions of expediency induced the ant horities

of London to execute a certain Scottish gentleman of title. Since that

nions ha\e been a good cli i, and the individuiil in

ipiestio. only ill his o\vn eonnlry, but,

in thai erity of (! ul him to death. There the

i in favour of

(be deer his place in history being assigned him. He was a

very brave, rather f ml occasini, iul n-tarder of the

proees'. a which has fused Scut land and England into
:

.ich now leailt- the \Vorld. lluv, in Scots
ml more oimht to be dune, and 'Ived <in ere

memorial tower to the peixniauv in questiiiu. '['his is their ali

: the island. .I/,-. /',",/< miu-iil not

at all, but from his having reeched a

land, a few of a taunting e!

but not amusing enough to be reprinted, while the lari;e inai''

on him as a Urilher S. i'^ into this absurdity." "\
cannot exactly walk ini, me it is not yet built, and for the

reason above-mentioned, he oaeB noi intend inw.dk intnthe artiiieers.

lie prcfer.s to let justice he done in the matter b\ Seotsmen I In

Ho! doomstei
'

He answers his correspondents from the Land of Cakes by ihc

following paragraph*. They are written in Edinburgh, and pu
in Inve. n as the sentiment-. <!

Lowlands, and of the Capital of the Highlands:

" Stands Scotland wlicro it did? Hs it been raited on the winra of patriotic
enthusiasm liigli intt- the , .10 tlie scvi.nth heaven, or has it merely

il the cftnrtS "1 ;l fc\V bll^
loot's ]';l'''"i' Sl '

''

Tsi'llii:' 1
.' i> liK'iv Mii-)ii-i>l;iL; tlrtii th

'

i.iinnnont, lor I h;t\, . n r lie:ir,l of.iitybiKiy who
approves of it. except, of cuurs", DR. UOOEKS. Evcrybudy si-cms to laugh at and

tl e ull'.iir, \ rt :x hirgo sura of money has Leeu scraped toffether, and the
wonder is not that the ;mn>nnt is smalt, for even so poor anat -

''Ii'li, l.ut

that so much should IKIVC beeu screwed together by a few ea^t-r enthusiasts, who
have as much right 1 red representatives of the nation as the throe

Tooluy Street tailors. It h:is always been a marvel to me that the good sellso of the
people has not arisen to strangle in its Mrth this most ridiculous ot '

'Ihere seems to be no one tul. idea, tile

ite, the proceedings throughout, all seem equally unhappy. The ide seems on all

bands admitted to be a useless mistake, and the localisation of the idea Is perhaps
the greatest part of the mistake. To bo national, the monument (if monument
there must be) should have been grander in conception, and conducted by niuru

influential hands by a body which really would nave represented the Scottish

nation, aad not only the Stirling portion of it."

lu another artiel unshrinking writer alludes to il

numial of the la;. t stone. He speaks of "that

piece of tomfoolery, the Wallace monument,"
"
Begun amidst all the petty festive demonstrations of country masonic lodge*

.id free gardeners. This gigantic mistake and utlu commemoration is much
more likely to cause the lion to turn pale that all the sneers of the Tuna, i^^^l
denouncer of humbug, whose signature of 'UANDULPH' is well kown to rearteraof
the HeoUman as a sure tuken of something at once racy, picturesque, and sensible,

suggests that the Wallace Monument should be immediately followed by
to the memory of NOAH on Mount Ararat, and of NEBUCHADNEZZAR on the irrigated
meadows near this city 1 Those personages he couceives to stand in need of com-
memoration as much as WALLACE,"

And the Scotsman, as even southern readers need hardly be informed,
is the Kdinbiirgh journal which expresses Scottish opinion in the most

reliable manner. Mr. r<tn<-h may therefore concluii he has

completely answered his Con secondly, his

i ful rcjily by a quotation from a great English poet :

" Te Powers wha mak' mankind your care,

And dish them out their bill of fare,AM Scotland tiuntt no ttinttixg van."

In Omne Volubilis.

Mi: Sci LLY, amidst cries of Oh, Oh !

' was then proceeding to draw attention

.ndition of Ireland when he was interrupted by the blaek-rod.

Aug. 0.

\Vn\T ! you irn/'M have the last word, my SCTI.LY,

Till CLIFF. .ppcd your
\Vii ' 'I' i IT,

the rod warn'1 -birch," "stead of "black."

\Vn\T Tin >U BATTLE o)' ' LI>
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A NICE GAME FOR TWO OR MORE.
" FIXING HER EYES ox HIS, AND PLACING HER PRETTY LITTLE FOOT ON THE BALL, SHE SAID,

'

Now, THEN, I AM GOING TO CROQUET
you !

' AND CROQUET'D HE WAS COMPLETELY." (From Rose to Emily. )

YANKEE DOODLE went to war,
On his little pony,

What did he go fighting for,

Everlasting gouey !

\ ankee Doodle was a chap
Who bragged and swore tarnation,

He stuck a feather in his cap,
And called it Federation.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Yankee Doodle, he went forth

To conquer the Seceders,
All the journals of the North,
In most ferocious leaders,

Breathing slaughter, fire, and smoke,
Especially the latter,

His rage and fury to provoke,
And vanity to flatter.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Yankee Doodle, having floored,
His separated brothers,

He reckoned, his victorious sword
\Vcnild turn against us others.

Secession first, he would put down
Wholly and for ever;

And afterwards, from Britain's crown,
He Canada would sever.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

England offering neutral sauce
To goose as well as gander,

V\ as what made Yankee Doodle cross,And did inflame his dander.

THE BUN FROM MANASSAS JUNCTION.
As though with choler drunk, he fumed,
And threatened vengeance martial,

Because Old England had presumed
To steer a course impartial.

Yankee Doodle, &e.

Yankee Doodle bore in mind,
\Vhen warfare England harassed,

How he, unfriendly and unkind,
Beset her, and embarrassed:

He put himself in England's place,
And thought this injured nation

Must view his trouble with a base
Vindictive exultation.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

\Vc for North and South alike

Entertain affection
;

These for negro Slavery strike :

Those for forced Protection.

Yankee Doodle is the Pot
;

Southerner the Kettle :

Equal morally, if not
Men of equal mettle.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Yankee Doodle, near Bull's Run,
Met his adversary;

First he thought the fight he 'd won :

Fact proved quite contrary.
Panic-struck he fled, with speed
Of lightning glib with unction

Of slippery grease, in full stampede,
From famed Manassas Junction.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

As he bolted, no ways slow,

t

Yankee Doodle holloaed
'' We are whipped !

"
and fled, although

No pursuer followed.

Sword and gun right slick he threw
Both away together,

In his cap, to public view,

Showing the white feather.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Y'ankee Doodle, Doodle, Do,
Whither are you flying," A cocked-hat we 've been licked into,
And knocked to Hades," crying ?

W ell, to Canada, Sir-ree,
Now that, by Secession,

I am driven up a tree,
To seize that there possession.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

Yankee Doodle, be content.
You 've had a lenient whipping;

Court not further punishment
By enterprise of stripping

Those neighbours, whom if you assail,

They "11 surely whip you hollow ;

Moreover, when you ve turned your tail,

Won't hesitate to follow.

Yankee Doodle, &c.

THE FIRST THING THAT MEETS THE EYES
OF A TRAVELLER ON HIS RETURN HOME The
sight of a Bill.
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Till'. QBMERALISSIMO OF THE RUSSIAN FMKCES.

Tin. subjoined alarming piece of intelligence is contained in

from ( 'on-taiitinoplc:

"
I may mention, however, tlt whilst QRKKRAI. IGXATIF.KF is thus diplomatising

on tho liosphorua, letters from J:\sny n-|M.rt tliiL bin cclloaKuo inarms, UKXKRAL
GKAUII, has moved as for down as Hkulau^a, on tin: Truth, with au efficient force of

12,000 men, comprising infantry, cavalry, and artillery."

Of all tlic (iencrals in I he Russian service, the most redoubtable is

(.1 M I: M. l.i; M:I: Hi :-. ii-n the oldest. I 'r.TKH Til K ( i I! K A 1
,
when

lie made hi* celebrated will, appointed ( i I. sen M, (iiiMii:

It was really I -vho directed the operations ul'tlic Ifussian

ariny which crossed the J'riuli seven n md began (lie war
which ended in the Crimea. This distinguished veteran was highly

regarded by tKe KMTKKOK NICHOLAS, who never took any political or

military step without consulting ' >i;\im. It is true that

ALEXANDER TIIK > :ed to be Ji pacific sovereign, but

knowing wluit are the traditions of Knssian ]>licy, we cannot but

regard with considerable :i|ipreliension a ml on the I'riith

wiiieh is directed li\ GrarBKAJ} GXJJO, WOMB IM i-- -> ii"ii\ moils with

annexation, and the sei/i lory, ;uid everything else 111

able to lay hold of.

sterner order with these Museum Snobs. Why should their selfishness

make their better- 'Me v

> l'\vi/./l, Mr. Punch taketh counsel of the Coiu and Medal
Department, and lo and behold the result !

A MEDAL FOR THE MUSEUM.
" SPEECH is Silver, but Silence is Golden." Students, not being

as a general rule much acquainted with the precious metals, may
not feel the full force of this Oriental saying. Yet doth Mr. Punch
recommend his friend Mil. I'ANM/./.I to have the line engraven, in

extremely legible characters, upon the tables of the grand Reading
I'jivilion in the Mii-eum. Let it lie written upon the screen which
si 'UTS the reader IVom liis opposite neighbour, let the words be --o

placed thai they shall perpetually Strike the Kyi; of a talker, thereby
doing what, his neighbour, persecuted liy chatter, desires to do in

another manner, studied in the Alexandrian school that of AlEC

Our Reading Pavilion is a great thing, and a comfort to the literary

soul, and more dear unto it than Young Memnon, or the Splitting
Giraffe, or the Fossil Man, or the Stone Tortoise, or even the Four

The room is a room wherein Mr. Punch
"hath a delight to sit," for it is "an open room, and good for

winter," and also for summer. And the lady-readers, now that they I

keep t hemselves to the Qaarlter Crinoline, and bring not their bright

glances to disturb stern research, are an ornament to the rotunda, and
in? of the atmosphere thereof. Many more things could Mr.
mlite in honour of that delectable abyss of lore, and of him who

boldly and nobly seized the Quadrangle, reversed the problem, Circled
(! Simare. and fort i lied the Quadrilateral against all attempts to take
it for mummies, dried lish, moonstones, south-sea island clubs, coal-

lumps, crocodiles, tertiary strata, and other instructive matters, beside
which tired and listless children are dragged, and drag their weary
little I'ect. and would gladly babble d'ur n ii

ii tields if they were not afraid

of having their ears noxed. But it is not now that Mr. Punch hath to

speak in praise ; save by implieat ion, which indeed is the delicatest form
of praise, though t

'

ailing of the present age knoweth it not.

But b\ M. Cad i, nis, O I'\M//.I, we must take order with these
chatter;: -esthat inl'est.our temple of study. The complaints

ijf them are grievous.
'//. r>',irli. sitting in one nl' yonreasy chairs with the noiseless castors,

hath, perhaps, a do/.en books e. s before him, and he is

them all and comparing the M it h another,
and noting whether a difference in testimony is material or trivial, and
whether it occur in an early or a late edition, and heeding whet :

taking the testimony of a thoughtful recorder, or only of some slovenly
and slavish compiler, booksellers' hack, and he !

wide awake, lest in making up judgment he mislead the millions who
rely on his acumen ami candour.

Then comet b an inconsiderate Snob (any inconsiderate n,:

and sitting down, or lounging near one's next neighbour beginneth to
Cackle. Either he doth it with some impudent londness. as much as to

say, "1 shall speak if 1 like." or with some sncjiking whispering,
which implicth a knowledge of guilt, but

more irritating,
n P\\I//I. than the louder talk, and usually

much Inimer. And the neighbour, at first vexed, growctii
interested, and then an anrn - on, and the paper cutter is

used to enforce points, and slaopelh the books, and the unilereurrent of

jabber rnsheth o\erwhelmin^lv over one's ears, sweep^ aw.
recollections and delicate points, and linally washes one up to tin-

central table, to reclaim one's tickets in a venomon- iind.

How shall we stop these chattering creatures r Will the inscription
us -uggcsted, do for the purpose? No. lie fears not.

or why do they disregard, () l'AM//,r, thy gentlemanly hint that
"Silence is essential in a place dc\oted to Study.'' We must take

\.SILENCE GENT

There ! as QUARLES says :

"~ta not this type well cut, in eTery part
Filled with rich cunning, and with Zeuxlan art?

'

There is a typical yet truthful presentment of the case. There be

the donkeys, that is to say gentlemen, who disturb our Reading Pavilion,
and there is Mr. Punch affablv inviting them to desist. Now, dear

I'AXI/./I, perpend. Have the above stricken as a medal you have our

unsonght, unnought leave to do so or have it graven in any con

way you will. Let it be called "Punch's Bad ^Slark." Attach thereto

a nbbon, whicli should be, considering the subject, of the colour of the

ribbon of the order of the Thistle. Supply specimens to the courteous

and intelligent gentlemen who attend on us, and do such good service

in the Reading Room. And bo it an instruction to them one whicli

tliev, imbued with the student spirit will gladly follow out to notice a

Jabberer, or to hear complaint of iiirn. And let one of them come
id such Jabberer, ana over his ass's ears pass the ribbon, and in

strictest silence (that the hint, be clearer) invest him with the above
order and if he be already in orders, for some of the notorious dis-

turbers of the room are, or seem, parsons, let him be known as the

Vicar of Bray.
One word more. Small wit gibeth at Woman's talk, and would carp

at the Spheres for making kindred mn- nail wit hear it. But
such wit would utter falsehood as well as folly did it aim at the Ladies
of the Museum. Mr. Punch watches them narrowly, always indeed

tindiug it hard to turn away his immortal eyes from such sights,

and he hereby maketh it known t' ither talk, nor permit talk.

And, bless 'em, if they did, would he scold ? No, but he would have a

r of HARPOCRA.TES, carved in whitest ivory, and he would smilingly

md neiitly pressing that ivory upon her eoraJ
lip,_

t present the ornament to her for a brooch, and a memorial of

his love.

No, it is masculine Chatterers and Jabberers whom Mr. PIUK& desires

to put down. And mark you, ASTOXIO, if the Medal will not do it, Mr.

PiuteA mav waste an hour in making some more easily recognisable
: the criminals, lie hm.'lis now, but let them beware of his

"waked wrath."

Definition.

BT AX ASTTMATIUHOSIAUST.

Wl!ATis"aCln
It is a weapon of defence carried by male Gorillas to keep away the

White Women.
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THE SONG OF THE TALKATIVE MEMBER.;'
Am." / never data Kothing at all."

OH; dear, how the Newspapers scold,
And us poor M.P.'s how they blame :

Every Session we 're sure to be told
We do nothing but talk ! 'I is a shame.

Instead of our sticking to work,
They complain that, whatever befall,

Aught save making long speeches we shirk,
And do next to nothing at all !

If some Member a measure brings in
Which a boon to the public would prove,We make a vast clatter and din,
But to pass it how slowly we move !

If a ticklish affair of the State
For prompt legislation should call,

We get up a party debate,
And we do next to nothing at all !

You 'd think that our conscience would stay
Us from wasting the national time,

And that when we have notliing to sayWe should hold idle gabble a crime
;

But all conscience we overboard throw,
And, heedless of duty its call,

We keep our tongues e'er on the go,And we do next to nothing at afl !

WAGGONER. " Here be your Sari,Mcaster."

YOUNG HOPETUL. " Thank' ce, iny lad
; if I 'da penny in my pocket, I'd give it you."

A. Case of Real Distress.

KIND Reader, drop a tear of pity for
poor, injured DR.

GRAY ! You remember his late squabble with M. Du
CIIAILLU, and how he clearly came off second best hi the

dispute. Well, now the Government have actually bought
one of the Gorillas; and, in his post at the Museum,
Da. GRAY will have the charge of it, and thus wiE always

,

have before his eyes a souvenir of his defeat. Poor DR.
1 GRAY ! he may well look rather black at it. We have
rarely known an instance of more barbarous brutality. It

really is as cruel as knocking a man down, and expecting
him to treasure a fragment of the stick.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH,

" THE other evening, having a half hour or so to kill before
going to a party I did not care to go too early to, I looked in at the
pleasant little Gallery of Illustration. To judge by what I saw of it,
the new entertainment goes more briskly than ever, and they who
have not seen it should not lose the chance of doing so before the
season ends. I know of no pkce where a pleasant laugh mav be

enjoyed more surely whenever you drop in, or where the lover of tight
music may hear it done in better taste. With three such excellent
performers as MR. AND MRS. GERMAN REED and MR. PARRY, music
cannot fail to be attractive at the Gallery, and if I may pick out a fault
in the present entertainment, it is that full advantage is not taken of
this fact. Any entertainer can make fun of a smashed bandbox or the
opping of a tea-tray (which stale stage ways of laugh-moving I think

the British Playgoer would gladly see abolished) ;
but no others that I

know of are so musically gifted, and they who recollect the voice of
dainty Ariel would gladly hear it less in dialogue and more in solid
song.

'The Princess's closed last week after a season of success achieved
by MONSIEUR HAMLET, who, I hear it whispered, has for some while
since been studying to appear as MONSIEUR OTHELLO after the recess.
Whether the praise which he has gained while wearing his light hair
will be extended to him after he has gone and blacked his face, is more
than my prophetic soul can take upon itself to state. But he is far too
good an actor to act a good part badly, and though the dark role maynot suit him quite so fitly as the light one, we may be sure that his
wUl be an intellectual performance, and that he will play the Moor with
carelul thought and taste. Doleful people may bewail the declining of
the drama, and declare there's no love left for aught but farces and
burlesques ; but I think it shows good sense is extant still hi Englandthat a single play of SHAKSPEARE'S has served to cram a theatre for
one and seventy nights, and this without the aid of either splendid
scenery, or attested-by-authorities correctness of costume.

At the Olympic MR. ROBSON has revived Plot and Passion, and is

flighting people nightly by his careful personation of the wily spy

Lesmarez. Did he take the hint from
' ONE WHO PAYS ?

'
I wonder

for a few weeks since I spoke of this as one of his best characters, and
one that shows what he can do with a part wlu'ch in less able hands
might have but slight effect. I think that his dramatic power is better
shown in parts like this, than in his wilder freaks of acting in fast high-
pressure burlesque.

" OXE WHO PAYS."

CHANCERY IS THE BEST MOTHER FOR LEGAL ORPHANS.
OF seventy-five lawyers who died in 1858, the Registrar-General tells

us that
"
fifteen died without making their wills." We are positive

that this was not neglect, or arising from any cowardly fear lest the
execution of the act should hasten their exit from this world, or from
any other mean cause

; but simply sprang from the benevolent desire
to avoid litigation by nobly refusing to get a brother confederate to
draw up their will, and still more nobly refusing to draw it up them-
selves. Their experience evidently taught them, that it was safer to
leave their property to chance than leaving it in the hands of the
lawyers. We should like, as a great consolation, to know how much
of the

property of those fifteen lawyers who died intestate was
eventually swallowed up by the Law. The Law is a savage Saturn,
and frequently devours its own children.

A White Fib.

ANTI-PRESIDENT JEFF. DAVIS, in his last Message to the Secession
Congress, asserts that the Confederate States took up arms in defence
of their liberties. JEFF. DAVIS takes great liberties with language.
The fact is, that they rebelled in defence of their slaveries. ANTI-PRE-
SIDENT DAVIS appears to be a man who really would not hesitate to
swear that black is white.

THE FATE OF POLITICAL REFORM. Like all reforms, it is put oft
till to-morrow. 1
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THE GAME OF CROSSING THE RHINE.

N Wednesday i

in, -lit of I'ontouiiier

lery, under the inspection of

-. per-
I the amii-

n,' a bridire

of In. liver.
'

It was as frood as a play.

Our informant, the /

Paris Correspon

"A number of

persons who wore invited to

witncm the operation were ao-

soats on a

tage erected for the occasion.

boat*, and nunjured 240 yard*

minutes with a ra-

Uled."

FOUR INSCRIPTIONS FOR A MONUMENT,
I Virginia.

'>' tlie

1

FIT

NT.)

full,

U'h

SECOND F

(BY A TAN rR.)

to hi- thr simmer siil.'. Ill

-lit, hut pli

liliini- !

'

, .uul Ills inrrry men of the lith

I'onlonni'Ts llii-i-H a bridge of boats over the water I'nnn StrMBDl

KeM only for h

of showinjthe . mldbedpne
ided ,-ill Ilii

!

;:ivi'il with lite u 1 -

\ isitors :

"As < irldze was completed, OEMKRAIJI SEVELIKCHS and BAROKLLA,

by BARON WBILKR, Com the fort

ilayful spirit as that in which they
:

" The I f.irmed a lino, and presented arms as the French Generals

icir suite passed."

The ]i
i of arms on the part, of the Baden troops was evi-

,1,-niK intended to intimate thai il" 1

:-
took the mock invasion of their

I If course they pi
--ir anus at their

facetious feint of

IWC.VIT, that theyiin-aiit tosiirnify

ited they would

,|,,-;i of invasion would be one

play with I'nives \\ho were likely to resist an actual

on of hriilirinu- "-I uith iron-plated

iiuu'of French troops possible on the

.iirs would lie likely toper-
id they, however, think proper to indulge in such a

frolic, 1.1 probably receive an intimation that we. in pur insular-

dnlii. iimliTst.iinl jokes of that kind. No doubt, ii

would be received with all martial honours; but those

iii the first instance. A

iic) would present arms to
'

,'','"'
i off. The

aving
bi-eu aCCOmpli

' --nbed:

"ThAbridfNof boot*wu left optn to the pabti '.:ilf an hour, and the
ich soldiers of all arms. Though the

:vd."

It is to be appni any sort ihrown, how jocu-
larly soever, across the Clianncl, would not remain open a minute

in the lirii

li'lhc small town of Dover \ rs of

ins, ii would be our limit or our misfortune that I
-t all

of them been disarmed. A< rhape, properly so .mid
-.-the artillery, \v!

would tro oil', would QI . our
-,\ ith all I heir mirth, and all their irood natniv

b,- eqnall) ;: mlerslaiid and n ' piece of
|

fun on our pan u ihe rehearsal of a h<

ml in quar
when acted even on a small scale, unplea the ajiprr

I.
( )ur L-allani allies would create the less alarm in Kurope

it'tliev would be content to pmctise pontooniiigoii riveia ol" tlieir own,
and not pla> at erossini;- the Khine.

.

I. .I..'. \TiiAX, here own in eimfu-i

\Viih
'

|0

;

ie said Miuiassrs June 1

re was too :

(BT A tJ. 8. 8KNSATION BEPOBTKR.)

ronntry 111

POURTH I

(BY A YANKEE SOTIOS-SCONOEB.)

Our H-.iuiKs's Yankei- Lurk lieu. 'icld,

L'S Vanki-.

NOT A B.VD COMMISSION.

TIIKRE must l>c one person who has good reason to rejoice in the

.11 Parliamentary *

KLLOR, who, we are informed oy the papers, recen

time he prorogues Parliament and the same sum for opcnm? the

Houses,
"
by Commission." The above are not bad fees though we

cannot help fancying that many persons might be found who would

undertake to do the same sort of thing much more cheaply, ror

instance, we are positive that our old friend JOHN COOPER would be

happy to go through the performance on any occasion for a ten-pound

note- and more than that, he would add considerably to the elteet by

rounding the periods in the graceful inflated way peculiar only to prac-

\Ve will Ix; bound th >peceh would

be read in such a style as it ha- 1 tore ! What

IB know about elocution ? Besides, only look

economy of the tiling. Supposing, now, that JOHS COOPER was

engaged to open and close Parliament at the rate of 10 for each cere-

mony, there would be a clear gain to the nation of 9SO a-year.

Moreover, we would guarantee that, as often as pamtully necessary,

ould not mind composing a graceful apology for the absence of

HKH MA.IKSTI, and that he would not charge an .

His many years' practice of appearing at the footh

apon his heart, and entreating
n
the indulgence of his kyind fr

would recommend him of all others for this particular duty. We will

willingly bet one year's entire income, if there is any Rothschild rich

MI huge as! ,f the admired renres

,d the QrKi-N's, Speech, he would

draw a much larger House than the LORD CIIANC KLLOR.

In addition, it is our opinion that tht be some difwrenc

us for the two dilTen

At present t here ; wo
,

wW^B
cannot help condemning as a most disgraceful disproporw
would willingly pay the LnRlil no vanatom
for closing Parliament, but then on the other hand we would begnd
liim the i

for openin'j;
it.

_
In

, whether Ii liimselt to pay us for the lattereerw

uld not be fined too heavily tor it.

A Disclaimer.

I x a rapil al article on Character
"

in the new number of

,-tort is made, with the

translate this 'Do v" w:,:it to argue, you beg?

.I/-- Punek begs to sr,v iha'
' '

.

1

^"

perhaps be

A TEOUIII.ED C ^
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RECOLLECTION OF A JOLLY OLD PATERFAMILIAS WE SAW THE OTHER DAY, WITH SOME AIR-BALLOONS
FOR THE CHICKS.

STEAM WANTED AT THE ADMIEALTY.

THE French have eleven iron-cased frigates afloat or iu commission,
and no less than seventeen building; and yet the only iron vessel

belonging to this country will not be at sea before October. The
Admiralty is not only slow m giving its orders, but equally slow in

executing them. They have just asked from certain firms for tenders
for three more iron ships ;

and yet (says the Times),
"
the Admiralty

has not now any information with reference to iron ships which they
had not at the least as fully this time last year." In the same day's

paper from which the above extract is taken, there is a report of MR.
ST. AMANT, the well-known Chess-player, who has succeeded in fixing
a maximum of time for the moves in Chess. A gigantic sand-glass,
which is made to measure the space of two hours, is placed by the side
of each antagonist. While the sand is running through, the player is

bound to make twenty-four moves. We are informed that the trial of
this limit has been most satisfactory.

Why should not the experiment that has proved so successful with
the Chess-board be tried also with the Board of Admiralty ? We should
like the maximum of time to be fixed for all their moves. At present
they are so dilatory, that the patience of the lookcrs-ou is well nigh
exhausted. Their rival, who no sooner concerts a new move than Tic

boldly executes it. is quietly winning the game right under their
nautical noses. Where lie has got seventeen pieces on his sea-bpard,
we have scarcely got one. Some limit ought to be fixed. Let it be
two, three, fonr years, if you like, only let it be strictly adhered to ; or,

upon the first violation of the rule, let the present slow unequal players
withdraw from the board. It is deplorable to sec the French beating
us with their scientific play, and outstripping us in every new invention
by the speed and dexterity of all their movements.

A Fast Race.

THE Yankees have long been extremely fond of boasting that they
are by far the most go-a-head of nations

;
and after hearing how they

;
went a-head in running from Bull's Run, we cannot well dispute there

I

being some ground for their boast.

SLEEPERS THAT ARE SURE TO PUT THEIR BOOTS
OUTSIDE.

IN a trial that was heard at Wells, it came out on evidence that

there "were 500 out of 1000 farmers in Somersetshire who went lo

sleep on horseback." We have heard of sleep-walkers, but sleep-

riding is quite a new habit. We should have thought, too, that this

strange custom of sleeping would have been more prevalent in Beds
than in Somersetshire. We should be sorry to practise it ourselves,
lest we should eventually fall (and the fall might not be a very agree-
able one) the victim to a nightmare. We always thought that, there

was not less difficulty experienced in catching a Somersetshire farmer

asleep than there proverbially is with a weasel. Perhaps it is on
account of his being so uncommonly wide awake during the day that

he cannot afford to wait until bedtime before he closes his sleepy eyes.
Let us hope, for their own safety, that whilst they are in the saddle

they contrive to sleep fast. Since these Somersetshire farmers are so

fond of sleeping on horseback, we wonder they do not engage four
posters at once.

The Eun upon Washington.
THE defeat of the Federalist forces at Bull's Run will, it is said, lead

to a change of the name of the rivulet so heretofore denominated.

Those who are apt to boast that they whipped BULL have now been

whipped themserves. BULL'S Run that was, therefore, we understand,
is henceforth to be called JONATHAN'S Run.

Protection for Passengers.

THE Duke of York's Column and the Monument on Fish Street Hill

are disfigured by cages surrounding their summits, and put there to

prevent anybody from jumping off them. It is a pity that want of

space hinders the. object in view from being as effectually secured by
the erection of railings around the bases of the monuments, sufficiently

extensive to keep people from being tumbled upon by any fool who

happened to throw himself over.
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THE RIGHTS OF LABOUR.
AUNT. " Will ii. ,;! li.vr Child, >juu must bcfutiyv > //// your GtiKlcn I'm
WILLY. "

Oli, A nut, jihase, I should like lo lun-c sonic SEEK 1
"

ivjuld ym lite to do now !
"

THE CEICKETER'S LOSS AND CAIN.

To MR. ALDERMAN GUTCH.

MY DEAR ALDI.KMAN,
THE following paragraph appeared in the Pott on Tuesday

last week :

THE WEATHIH. Yesterday the thermometer registered in the streets of the
Hctropolll 110 Kuhr in tho sun, or 86 Reaumur, or from 95' to 97" Fahr. Ic
tlio Bhiide, a hcnt almost unprecedented in this country; whilst at the RoyalHumane Society's receiving-house, Hyde Pitrk, and other similarly exposed situa-

u instrument at noonday recorded 119' Fahr.''

In the same paper, Sir, on the same day, was published a report of a
cricket-match between the

"
Fourteen of Kent and All England" which

had come off ou the day before at Canterbury. It began with the
remark that

"
This day was everything favourable for cricket, the sun

shining brilliantly," which was followed by a description of the play
that look place under that same brilliant sun.' According to this

Utonuhmg narrative, after some hours of violent exercise :

" The batmen now made runs quickly, and they remained in till the dinner-bell
rang, when GOODHEW had marked 35, and MB. KELSON al. The ground, which was
rather thinly attended at first, now became thronged. After the reiuut MR. KL-
eos and GOODHKW resumed the batting, UAVWARD and GRUNDY bowling."

What did Miss, (im-xnvsay? What does your worship say to the idea
of not only playing at cricket at ktemperature of nineteen degrees abort
blood-heat, but also of going aud

sitting
down to dinner, eating ami

drinking with a cricketer's appetite, and then getting up again and
playing on a lull stomach

;
a stomach MI full us such all appeiite must

have rendered it '; Surely. Sir, one would think that apoplexy mil-
i umera, and

coty-de-ioleil
in fact mere moonshine. Bless your soul,

Sir! fancy yourself, in the glare of a sun almost hot enotigh to broil a
.-teak, running backwards and forwards and jolting up the contents of
an interior distended wit h fluids and soh'ds, ingested under compulsion
01 ravenous hunger and raging thirst. The bare imagination of such
unseasonable exercise must affect you with vertigo. Your brain,
doubtless, reels to think of it.

The great evaporation which, during a game of cricket at ll'.i'

Fahr.. must go on from the skin, no doubt considerably relieves

the player from sensations both of heat aud fulness. But whereas
cricketers perspire so copiously as thcv do, how can it be that they are

so fat as they generally are ? That their obesity is a fact is demon-
strated by most of the photographs of their chief celebrities which are

exhibited in the shop windows. If you want to fatten a pig you not

only stuff him, but keep 1dm still. Your own corpulence is likewise

owing as well to sedentary habits as to excessive alimentation. But
the cricketer violates one of the conditions of which the combination is

generally requisite to constitute an abdominal convexity. He takes

tremendous exercise attended with immense depletion. The oidy sup-

position by which his bulk can be accounted for is, that much of

substance as he loses, still more does he take in. Then \m\\- much that

must be ! If you and your brethren would forswear bodily inaction,

and addict yourselves to cricket, you would probably consume <

more than you do, and the customary 250 tureens of real turtle would

uot perhaps half suffice for the dinner on Lord Mayor's Day. Would
it not, then, be advisable to establish a Lord Mayor's Ground to si

as a Lord's Ground for the City, so that the Aldermen and Common
Councilmcn, and the rest of the Civic dignitaries might go and play

cricket there, thus earning an appet itc tlie result of which will be the

still further aggrandisement of your already immense corporation ?

I have the honour to be, my dear Alderman, your worship s ever

welcome and willing g\i' -ntirtti

P.S. Excellent sauce as cricket seems to be, it has the great advan-

tage of not conducing to gout like some other condiments, whilst,

dered as a stomachic, it is more efficacious, as well as more

salutary than any
"
Alderman's Mixture."

"RouxABOCT PAPERS" THAT AM MOST ACCEPTABLE AT THIS TIME
. ^ ! AR. Circular X"

VOL. XLI.
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DIVERSIONS OF DRILL.

CANDID COMRADE. "I tell you wJiat I've been thinking, Baffles. It would be a cental

thing to be as Stout as you are in the event of an Invasion."

BCFFLES, who does not appear to see it, asks
"
Why '!

"

CANDID COMRADE. " -Because no Regulation liaijoaet could yo through rou."

WOMAN !

Lines written more in Sorrow than in Anger.

OH, cease at Woman's pride to preach,
A truce to Press and mangle,

Say not the star she sighs to reach

Does from a Marquis dangle.
_

Who deems that Operas may win
The heart, which Worldlings harden,

Must own, like fruit, it ripens in

A Box at Covent Garden.

It may be her ambition dwells

In some cold Settlement,
Where Truth lies, not in holy wells,

But in dividends and rent.

It may be subtle serpents lurk

Around her at her dear age,

Whispering softly,
"
Study BtTRKE

On the sublime old Peerage !

"

If from her hook escape an Earl,
She hangs her pensive head,

As if poor, disappointed girl !

The vital Spark had iled.

Belgravia ! mark her deep despair,
She speaks in accents tender,

"
My mother bids me bind my Heir,

And I must not offend her."

"Am I not a Mason and a Brother?"

ACCORDING to the Herald's American Correspondent,
tills question seems to have been asked, to small pur-

pose, on the race-course of Bull's Run. A Master

Mason, floored, made "the sigu of distress," but a

brother with a bayonet declined to recognise the intima-

tion, and incontinently dismissed the other "from
labour to repose." Probably this would not have

happened under the Presidentship of "the judicious

Tyler." Brother Punch would like to know whether the

immunities of the Order of the Gridiron extend to civil

broils ?

FffiXUM HABKT IN COBMTI.

THE grand Italian Exhibition about to be held at

Florence, will comprise, it is officially stated, a show
of Cattle from all parts of the Peninsula. Mr. Punch
wonders whether it will contain a specimen of a mon-

strosity, happily about to become extinct the Papal
Bull?

TEAREM'S LAST.

DOG TEAREM has once or twice of late been barking in such a key
that his voice has been mistaken for that of a turnspit, or some yet ;

more ignoble animal of the canine species. TEAHEM has now and then
\

been seen very busy with his tongue, apparently licking strange boots.

-..
, however, TEAIIEM has dogfulLy asserted Ins breed. On the

invasion of the ARCHDUKE FERDINAND-MAXIMILIAN'S late visit to
|

Southampton, Mil. KOEBCCK, at the Victoria Assembly llooins, is

reported to have spoken the following words with reference to the

EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA:

"
I honour that great monarch who, from his high mountain, has seen that there

are things below him worthy of regard, and who h:is made the people the pavtiri-

pants of his power. I believe the English people thuroughly and entirely ap
the value of what the EMPEROK OF AUSTHIA lias been doing. It has been ^iu.vi;i^

slowly upon them, and I think that the people of Kngl;md at thi^ hour helium- th 'y

understand what he is doing. He h:is not attempted to make one party superior to

another
;
he has not attempted to make one part of his great dominions superior to

another; but he has attempted to give all alike a constitutional government."

Now, at first sight, or hearing, this specimen of TEAREM'S bark,
would convey the erroneous impression that TEA HEM, instead of being
a staunch rough terrier, was a parlour spaniel. JSut, on consideration,
it will be seen that in opening his mouth to pronounce the above quoted
panegyric, TBABSM not only barked, but also bit, and that seu'ivh.
TEAREM'S eulogy of that "great inouarch" to whom he alluded was,
in fact, a piece of biting satire. TEAREM knows under whose rule

Vcnetia groans, and under the scourges of whose hangmen ladies have
bled. TEAREM is fully aware of the circumstances under which the

sovereign whom he ironically slavered, granted a constitutional govern-

ment to his subjects ; the circumstances of a thorough defeat just suf-

fered, and the imminent disruption
of his empire. TEAEEM, attached to

his own bone, knew what to tliink of that prince who is trying to take

away the Diet 6t' others. TEAREM knew also that he was speaking to

the people of Southampton, whose ears once, whin AXDHEWS was

Mayor, within the memory of boy, resounded with each other's accla-

mations of KOSSUTH, whom they were the first to welcome to the shores

of England. They, he was sure, would understand the hyperbole of his

mock sycophantic bark, and well enough perceive that TEAREM was

only pretending to be LICKEM, and was really vindicating his breed and

name by tearing 'em to pieces.

Homage to the Scotch Rifles.

BY A SPITEFUL COMPEIITOR.

IT seems that the Scots

Turn out much better shots

At long distance, than most of the Englishmen are :

But this we all knew
That a Scotchman could do

Make a small piece of metal go awfully far.

SOYEZ SAGE AXD ONIONS.
"
Ir the Tories come in," says the Journal des Debuts,

" we shall

certainly see a NoBHAJtBY at the Board of Ministers." At it, dear M.
DES DE'BATS ? No, no. On it, you mean, and this will happen whether

the Tories come in or not, and the date will be Michaelmas.
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FOR THE MILLION.

nit great lilncss (as
\en emi-

n en I Iv a seient i lie-

been by an

p him

i and appe.
i -lions

whicl

.-'iiuidMit

i':

' Let a smooth tne r
.root poet, ft 4T 4

hick, be wile

and the ground made
about it. The obae

provided with a pioon ol

chalk, will embrace the
tree with bis clasped
hands at full arm's length,
the head and body being
held erect. At the appear-
ance of a Meteor, the body
will be swung about until

the bole of the tree or post
intersects upon the hea-
vens the central point of

the Meteor's path, and
without, deranging

body or eye, he will chalk
ut the centre of the tree's

face a small t'mure (i), and
note at once opposite to a

ffiin^ar number in a book
or form of registry the

hour of an imn^inary clock-dial, towards which the Meteor might be judged to have shot from the centre out-

wards, 12 o'clock being imagined at the to;> of the post."

If it do no ol her good, obedience to these orders will at least afford good exercise, and as

this will be tak< n in the evening after dinner, doubtless many scientific digestions will be

helped b\ it. U e can coneeiu- a port ly star-gazer clasping a tree "at full arm's length," and
at full stomach's distance also, and swinging about his body ever\ ; s a meteor, until

t he bole of the t* u. As fat bidding him do this
"
without deranging

body or eye," one might as reasonably expect him not to whisk about his coat tails, or to

crumple his eraval .

' nt not alone of dress and body, but of mind would be likely
to ensue to apt to practise the agile feats required
of him, and an imaginary clock-dial," besides taking out his

pocket-book to register the hour, ami chalking a small 'figure "at the centre of the tree's

What the In be, we \c:\\c him to conjecture, and also how he will per-
form i he \ I of him, \\hile all the time embracing the tree with his

clasped hand- those we liave recorded the only tasks expected of him, for

" To tliis note ho will add the time by a common pocket watch, with the letter (m) meteor, if the star be
attendcil hyat-iil: but ir the stiir lie tailless, the letters (a) or (f) according as the motion of the star is judged
slow or !.i '. In the case of ttio appearances (tu). brief notes of the star's aspect maybe recorded; but in

.-o of tailless stars, the letters <3 >-, to denote descending magnitudes of them (like a Lyre, the stars

SK, the 5 stars of the Dolphin, Ac. for atandards,) and n 6 c. to den. .te

11 and under, will, with nceurato records of the times of observation, suffice

icus will be repeated with all tho successive meteors, -2,

3, 4, that appear within the Imur ol observation."

After th ill these direct inns, which are so vastly clear and lucid that a
word of i

;

would be needless and impertinent, the meteoric nightwatch is to be
conelmled thus :

" A ' horizon circle
'

sl-nulil now be drawn about the .-'em. where it is ctit by the horizon line of the observer;
ntida 'smith line- e:. -t. il vertically to this u|ion the south lace of the trunk, by clasping the stem as in
a met. Son, mul atoning* m be seen. '] ho distance ol the

i .ing the tree, is to be measured
with a tiipe, and likewise the circiini'r : self, while to the al :nbers iu the book,

i i fight above the Horiron Circle
' and '

Distant e tastwar i

h-lme 1

of every figure chalked upon the stem of the :

Explicit as the orders we have quoted may appear, th. rthelcss by no means BO
complete as\\e i-mil,! \\ish: lor no meiitinn is made of v do in case *
nieteor :

I them, nor is il said if bo

dijf up the trei
13

\\hieh they made their observe loagt to
-.ml their notes. There is enot -lion- how people who arc

blesl \\ith seientitie minds may enjoy an e , eu-iiin-'s reeieatioii.

linen pole in the middle of their

risk of lakinu' eiild. TlieiT is likewise the further risk of their n

policeman, who mi^ht he upon his rounds and inspeeP:
the time when their noeiiirnal star-ijra/.iiiij taL Sueh aei-i-1

iide and after a pood dinner, when tl

douhlr . most distinct.

U.\i:s OXTHK AMI-IJICAX

i nviable that man'-

got
On -tr\

Ih ,

kJUf both

Th an afford

nle 1) (lepi

.mid lay by
J-'or helpless age, or leave their \.

An

d a certain sum,

should be

k. forme,

f that sura of money, now,
I h:ul the luck to own,

;illow

To lemirt me with a Loan.
Though sue should .

]>er cent.

lee, I

With Railway Stoek I M rest content,
Or with Consols at three.

Because her word is not her bond ;

Her promise is pie-crust
A sort of which I am not fond :

Her pledge fools only trust.

Who Ml lend her cash, does she suppose,
To carry on the War ?

Too broadly stamped her paper shows
Repudiation's K !

AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY.
THE address of the Hungarian representatives

to the EUTEKOB or AUSTRIA is a protest against
upt to make them exchange

1 rt for participation in the Reichsrath.
mst be sanguine to expect

that a nation retaining the name of Hungary
should consent to exchange its substantial Diet
for an airy substitute. Hungry dogs will eat

dirty puddings, and hungry men may sell their

birthright for a mess of potage ;
but hunger is

i at would naturally induce Hungary to

retain and hold fast her birthright of a constitu-

tional I

A Card for Pam.

THE Lord Warden is affectionately entreated

to recollect that he is in some iort a Church-

Warden, and must not entirely delegate his

us to an avowed Sidesman, like LORD S.

When the Harden ha- iose a bishop,
let us for once have a hicrareh who succeeds to

somethinz of the knowledge of Languages pos-

jy t he first bishops. The successors to

should not be Aixistle-Spoons. It

-:nl at the Musn
,>s tetnong Greek are requested not to

fried**."

A JOKE PICKED IT NEAR ST. GEORGE'S.

\Vp \T isthc difference between the Bridegroom
ilinirand tin- I'othoy at a 'Tul.:

Why, the one is in a Hy-mtnca!, and the other,
.u see, is in a low-menial position.
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DABBLING.

Master Jack (to very refined Governess, wlw has suddenly appeared).
"
OH, Miss FINNIKIN, DO COME IN ; IT 's so AWFULLY JOLLY !

"

THE ROMAN BRIGAND TO HIS RECRUIT.

Am" Gentle Zitella."

DESPERATE fellow,
To Naples away !

Rome's Pastorello

Offers thee pay.

Pray dp not linger too long on the road
;

Light is advancing and Freedom 's abroad.

Desperate fellow, &c.

Desperate fellow,
Strike without fear ;

Rome's Pastorello
Charters thee here.

Hence ! to thy speed benediction add wings !

'Tis Pio NONO himself who now sings !

Desperate fellow, &c.

CURIOSITIES OF LITERATURE.

CALL a spade a spade ; but, according to a contemporary review, the

author of a book about Rome, intitled Roman Candles, calls a strait

waistcoat a
"
waistcoat that is not crooked." Surely this gentleman

should be put into a strait waistcoat himself. He would then learn
that a strait waistcoat is no straight er than any other waistcoat, and
unless content with calling a strait waistcoat a strait waistcoat, would
perhaps describe it as a waistcoat that is not wide, but narrow. To
the "high priests or cardinals" the same writer applies the name of"
flamina." He may intend a very subtle joke at the expense of the

high priests, one that an extremely venturous ancient Roman wag
might perhaps be conceived to have taken the liberty of cracking on a

clergy such as that of CYBELE. Possibly he may be aware that flamen
a puff of wind, and flamen a high priest, are noun -substantives of
different genders. If so he is one of those persons whose Latin scholar-

ship is greater than their knowledge of English.

NO JOKE.

Caution to Hotel-Keepers and Others.

WE have received information to-day that a shabby, plausible

vagabond is touring about under the assumed name of one of our
artist contributors, and victimising divers Hotel Proprietors. A\ c

trust the following letter may check his proceedings :

"
SIR,

" White Hart Hotel, trans, Augiat 12.
" On last Monday a gentleman came to the above Hotel, took luncheon,

and entered into conversation with other gentlemen, casually stating that he was
the artist for Punch. He afterwards took a Sketch of the County

Hall, which he showed to some visitors, and said in a fortnight it would appeal-
in print. He then ordered dinner for two at half-past six on the following day,
and said he should want a bed. Being Race time, I could not accommodate him
witli the latter, but on Tuesday I provided the Dinner. He ordered Fried Soles,
Cutlets and Ham, and a Sweet Omelette : he came to his time alone, his friend not

having arrived, and sitting in the Coffee-room, made himself very familiar, and
was evidently an educated man ; in fact, three or four gentlemen known to me
came into the Bar, and asked who he was, he was such a clever fellow. I told

them ,
from Punch. Some Champagne was had, he having to pay for

oue bottle. We were very busy the last day of the Races, so MR. slipped
off, and we have not seen him since. He had on Monday Pale Ale and Biscuits,

change for sixpence (the sixpence he told the Barmaid to charge in his bill) ;
on

Tuesday, Sherry and Bitters, Dinner and Champagne. I must confess I felt sus-

picious, his boots being very bad, and his general appearance not quite up to the

mark. A plaid cap and round Irock were his principal attire ; but as I have fre-

quently visitors of rank who are not particular in dress, and genius is often

eccentric, I did not pay so much attention to his appearance, seeing he had nice

white hands, and that he could sketch and talk well. I have since heard from a
ME. R ,

of London, that the real is a quiet gentlemanly man, very
different from this talking, boasting fellow. I thought I had better let you know, as

others might bo taken in who would be proud to entertain any of the Punch
staff, and it is too bad for such a rascal to go through the country with 's

Card.
"I am. Sir, your obedient Servant, ELLEN STENNISG."

"P.S. Ho offered MR. , of , 5 10. for an Antique Gold Ring
just found on the Field of the Battle of Lewes, taking ME. E.'s name and address
in his Pocket-Book. MB. B. would not part with it."

"
LADIES' LIGHT DBESSES." From the frequency with which it

takes fire, we should say that Crinoline was entitled to be called, par
excellence,

" The Lady's Light Dress."
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A CHALLENGE.

\lii. Pi sen's cxeellent joke about MR. GIADSTOSB aud tiie Irre-

veable Poor Bill reminds us
"

Ha! There is ;iu audacity which becomes sublimity, ;md it occurs

to Mr. Punch that it has been reached by the individual who, after a

variety of similar Sells, has dared to venture upon an allusion to Mr.

It, as bait for a trap- -as the means of leading the public iuto the

perusal of an Advertisement of a

No, you don' I.

You are a smart man, offspring of BKXJ.VMIN, aud manufacturer of

what you call ihr best and most perfect
Sold again, Mil. B.

But, really, when you introduce the clarum et venerabile noaifn of Mr.
Ptatftt into your advertisements, um ought to do it more respectfully .

Mr. Punch'* "e\ei -llrnt
"
joke! II<n\ dare >ou iiaii ii-ularise ? Which

of his jokes is not eseelleut ': \nd, moreover, be never jokes at all.

Hespmetii
:i between layers of sugared irony,

but if you think that when in his wildest mood he flings a jest you
liau nothing hut a jest, you are in a state which demands his com-

passion. You swallow a moral iu every jujube, and if it does not do

you good, you are past physic, and had better think about deciding

Nevertheless, as there is some ingenuity about your Sells, and once

or twice they have made .I//'. 1'i'm-h smile, s you with

suggestions. Did you ever hear of VIRGIL? He was a Latin poet.

He wrote some verses. Somebody else elaimed.thcm, and was rewarded

by an Illustrious Patron. VIKGIL, incensed, wrote the beginnings of

four lines, thus:
" Sic vos non vobis
Sic vos uon vobis
Sic vos Don vobia

vos non vobis
"

These o I he Liberal Patron, who requested the Impostor to

finish them. 1 kicked. Here are four

beginnings of Pulfs for you. Let us see whether you can finish them.
If you cannot, and moreover cannot do it with neatness, we retract the
condonation of your offence, and purpose upon the earliest occasion, to

inflict such a irrrilie east Ration as never mind.
Now "

take olf your coat, and roll up your sleeve," and try at tin's.

"ALFRED TENNYSON has exquisitely commemorated the enchantment by which
Merlin was rendered powerless through arts which himself had taught to the wily
Vivien. Some day, perhaps, the Laureate will embalm the beautiful moral in the
Story of Thomat trie Khymer, who was carried to Fairy Land, and remained them for

a time which he supposed to be serai hours, but which was in reality seven years.
As the great magician of our own time, Mr. Punch, observes, THOMAS must have
slept on one of those banks on which the wild time grows. But ."

And at this,

" ONE OF THE BEST American storied is that of the boy who was always being
scolded by his father, and who, being roughly ordered to go out and fetch a log for
the fire, wont away altogether. Returning, a full-grown and powerful man, to visit
his parents, he recollected the circumstances under which he had left his home. Ha
heaved up a huge piece of timber that was lying near, opened the farm-house door,
and beheld his father and mother in their old corners. 'I've brought the wood,
father,' he said. The calm pureut looked at him for a moment, and replied,

'
Well,

you 're been a darned long time about it, and now put it down, and eat your
supper.' Now ."

And at this,

"
ACTION, action, action, was the Greek orator's rule for a young speaker who

desired to produce an effect on his audience. According to historians, some of the
orators of ancient days carried thin rule to such excess as to walk up and down
while they spoke, and a speaker of this kind was taunt! ngly asked by the Athenian
tfr. PuncA,

' How many miles have you declaimed to-day 1
' One "

And lastly, at this :

" 8m Q. C. LEWIS, the now Secretary for War, has ruthlessly demolished many of
the fictions of antiquity. Wo know not whether he places any faith in the charming
story of the

friendship
of Damnn and Pylkuu, but we should be sorry to lose our

own belief in that delightful tale. Prom our youth we have enjoyed the noble
devotion of the young Greek who offered himself hostage for his friend, and who,when the time appointed arrived, but not the friend, wont calmly forth to die for
him. The last moments ; the youth kneeling for the blow ; tho shout of the crowd ;

the horseman spurring madly on ; tho spring of Damon upon tho scaffold, the
repentance of the tyrant aro things we would not willingly lot die. Still, if SIR
OEORQE "

Now, Sir, VIRGIL has written. Finish, or you are an Impostor, and
by the Nine Gods, shall be told so.

A Home Question.
Ix the return of

"
Home-made Spirits

"
lately i-sued by the Govern-

ment, we can (iud no mention made of the spirits which last summer
were "summoned from the vasty deep

"
by shallow-pated spirit-rap

aud which, as MR. UOMK the medium was generally present to B

the manufacture of the spiritual intercourse, rnaj t'airlv be iueluded in

,
the list of HuMK-made spirits. It ma\ be that thes'e Spirits were 1.

ot the return, b h;i\r never fairly come up to proper,proof.

HO\V TIIKJ.1.

Tun;
'

lit him the

\\K.\T SALKKl.Nfi.

who lived at the West-

For the girl wh ,wn.
For men must pa\ 01 women il!

And their dress is expensive, and manj to k<

And their Motheis an: always wo-o-ning.

Three L'.-n: Irmen louiiL-ed a' their elub-'

And they lhoui;lit of : went down;
They tlioii-.'jit

of their banker-- and thought t
1

And of bills that came rolling in "ragged and brown."
Hut men must pay or women will I

Though debts be pressing still Mothers are deep,
And keep up a constant wo-o-ning.

Three gentlemen lay in

The last s,
,, down

And the women are weeping and ringing their bells,
.'. ho will lie-.

For men must pay or women will weep,
And the sooner yon do it ill.

And good bye md her wo-o-nings.

SAVAGES IN SUFFOLK.

our nerves

are in good order and

you want a new

sation, let me recom-

trip to Jjowest <

the Easter
Railway,whn.

are going
1 off from a

review, or Suffolk

Yachtsmen are re-

turning home from
a regatta. The
changes are that in

the one case blank
will be

out of the
of your

carriage, and that in

the other the pro-

gress of your train

will be marked by a
continual discharge
of squibs and sky-
rockets. This at

least has been my personal experience on two occasions lately when
travelling to Lowestoft, and I think it shows how finely bracing
is its air that, after being shattered by the first of the attacks, my
nerves were in tbree days set up enough to bear the second. Unluckily
I cannot say so much quite for my wife

;
for she, poor soul ! has not

my iron constitution, and she was therefore so affected by the rifle

fusillade that she has gone to bed each night with cotton in her ears,

lest she should be awakened by her dreams of railway fighting.
"I am aware that in imputing the faintest tinge of fault to our

gallant Volunteers, I may be mistaken for an idiot who thinks ill of the

movement, aud is glad of the least chance to throw cold water and con-

tempt on it. But on the contrary, en mane, I much admire the Volun-

teers, and, seeing that they save us from much military outlay, as a

taxpayer I trust thev will increase and flourish. It is precisely to this

ena that I think such silly freaks as firing rifles on a railroad ought to

be exposed for public condemnation, and if I had my way the delin-

quents should forthwith be drummed out of the ranks. Surely, after a

review, every cartridge pouch should be examined by the sergeants, to

see that all the rounds served out have been expended, and, if not, to

see the surplus received back into Store. And surely Volunteers should

sadly into disrepute. Lvept ...

is in England but :DWU: and it is too bad that the

Volunteers should sink in public estimation, because a few Gorillas

please to act after the mauner of si i Guy Faux day, and to

blaze away their powder for no other earthly purpose than kicking

up a row.
" With regard to firing rockets out of first class carnage windows
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_. Veaks ampl, ..
_._

r __ . , .

held a share in the Eastern Counties Railway ; bv which investment, I have heard, enormous
wealth may he amassed. But it' 1 were a shareholder I should certainly take care to inquire
at (he next meeting what effect the sparks from fireworks hud on lirst class carriage-linings,
and what per-centage of the public would like a squib-and-crackcr carriage attached to every
train. ] have no wish to deprive people of sensible amusements, and if the sports 1 have
described are held to come within that category, I think that they who like them should
have full leave to enjoy them. But there arc proper times for all things, and one person's
recreation must not be another's nuisance. So if a man can't travel half-a-dozen miles by
railway without banging off a rifle, or blazing off a sky-rocket, I think he ought to hire It

special train for his amusement and not be privileged to shatter the weak nerves of the public
by it.

"
I remain, Punch, Yours obediently,

" AN ENEMY TO GORILLAS."

CAUTION
O SMOKING

SCENE.-SOMEWHEKE IN THE WILDS OF SUFFOLK.
GALLANT VOLUNTEER. "I hope you don't object to Gunpowder Smoke, Sir. I've got four

marc Bla-nk Cartridges."

AIRS. ROCHEFOUCAULD'S MAXIMS.
BEARDLESS youths are most prone to arro-

gance and self-sufficiency. As they grow older
their whiskers cover a great deal of their cheek.

Men should never choose a flirt for a wife,
he she fair as Venus. The sagacious housewife
avoids the fruit that has its bloom oil'.

It is difficult to hide one's vanity; but it is
more difficult still to wear it gracefully.

Refinement covers a multitude of improprieties.

Some women blush to prove that they have a
little modesty left.

When a female friend asks your advice about
a lover, say that he is not worthy of her, and
counsel her to reject him. She will vastly relish
the compliment you pay her, and the lover may
fall to your lot into the bargain.

Tears are a woman's best and most convincing
reasons.

A looking-glass never pays compliments, but
it enables us to win them.

We are "very happy to sec" people whom
we detest, and "

very much obliged
"

to persons
whose favours are nuisances. We return thanks
for the kind inquiries of acquaintance who have
not the least interest in us, and whom we rather
dislike than otherwise.

A woman will tell a secret to you,
"
because

you 're different"but to nobody else.

We trample upon our fallen sisters to show
the world how firm of foot we are ourselves.

Time is our bitterest enemy. He makes us
wear caps.

Children arc milestones that tell the world the
distance a woman has travelled from her youth.

How to Improve one's Writing.

WE beg to announce (for we have a reason
for it) that there is a new novel published, called
Under the Spell. We believe (and this is our
reason for making the gratuitous announcement,
for which the publishers, if they have any gene-
rosity in their minds or tills, ought to pay us
the full value of an advertisement) that it is the
secret production of one of LOUD MALHESBURY'S
pet clerks, who wrote it with the laudable view
of improving himself hi his orthography previous
to going up to pass his examination.

DIXIT, ET IN MENSAM .

THE SCENE IS A PIC-NIC, AND ME. JOSEPH DE CLAPHAM VENTURES TO
THINK THAT HIS FIANCEE, THE LOVELY BELORAVINIA, IS A LITTLE
TOO FAST.

Now don't look so glum and so sanctified, please,
For folks mm/lie ilfaut, Sir, are always at ease :

How dare you suggest that my talk is too free ?

Must I shut up my eyes when I ride in the Park ;

Or pray would you like me to ride after dark ?
If not, MR. PRIM, I shall say what I sec,
// n'estjamais de mal c/t bun compagnie.

What harm am I speaking, you stupid Old Nurse?
I m sure Papa's newspaper tells us much worse,
He's a clergyman, too, are you stricter than he?
II n'estjamau ilc mal eii ban compagnie.

I know who it was, and I said so, that 's all
;

I said who went round to her hox from his stall,

Pray
what is your next prohibition to be ';

II n'estjamais de mal en ban compagnie.
"
My grandmother would not" O, would not, indeed ?

Just read HORACE WALPOLE Yes, Sir, I do read.

Besides, what 's my grandmother's buckram to me ?

11 n'est jamais de mal en, ban compagnie.

"
I said it before that old roue, LORD GADDE :

"

That 's a story, he 'd gone ; and what harm if I had ?

lie has known me for years from a baby of three.
11 n'est jamais de mal en ton compagnie.

You go to your Club (and this makes me so wild,)
There you smoke and you slander man, woman, and child

;

But 1 'm not to know there 's such people as she
II n'estjamais de mal en ban compagnie.

It 's all your own fault : the Academy, Sir,
You whispered to PHILIP,

"
No, no, it 's not her,

SIR EDWIN would hardly
"

I heard, mon ami ;
II n'est jamais de mal en, bon compagnie.

Well there, I 'm quite sorry ; now, stop looking haughty,
Or must I kneel down on my knees and say

"
naught y ':

: '

There ! Get me a peach, and I wish you 'd agree
// n'est iamais de mal en ban compagnie.

To PERSONS or FLOATING CAPITAL. Cannot the Thames Embank-
ment be somehow managed by the investment of money as a specu-
lation in the proposed Bank of the Thames ?
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SERENADE BY MUSICAL POLICEMAN.

(ACCOMI-AXIKU nv HIMSELF ON

Am "Ikh rleni allaJlMitrtt."
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A LECTURE ON MNEMONICS.

THERE is an invention called Mnemonics. It is intended to muddle
miller pretext of assisting it. A person who cannot

remember Hirer liurnres, sa\ ( it2, is told to think oi the
"
Sikhs," and

their great
"
foriitu"de in the last war. Mr. Punch has not much

for this invention, aud rather less for anybody who requires it.

If a person gives proper and undivided attention to a statement, he can
remember it. Nobody forgets anything in which he is really interested.

He only wants
"
waking up," just like his friend who pretends not to

hear you the lirst time you speak, and always makes you repeat your
question. Notice him iu the presence of his superior, or of somebody
whom he wants to serve him. He can. hear fast enough then. Memory
can

" wake up
"

in similar fashion. One's wife often forgets what one
lias told her abend the National Debt, but does she ever forget the day
forliAJJY SUSAN'S party
The other night Mr. Punch was unluckily in company with one of

is of Mnemonics, who wished, naturally, to distinguish
himselt'under the eyes of the Immortal. Affable in manner as colossal
in intellect, Mr. Punch assented to an experiment. The following
conversation ensued:

Professor. Will yon favour me with a subject, Mr. Punch?
Mr. PIIHI-II. Take the Census. There is a pretty young lady beside

you {Pretty Young Lady smiles and blushes), make her remember the
EnglL and Irish returns, and the total.

Pri' !

'"'//. ( ) dear, 1 am sure I never shall.

Mr. Punch. Well, my love, let him t iy.

Profe.mn-. But I don't know the numbers myself.
Mr. J '"./(/-. \I,,re shame for you. Q a card. (ll

r
rite.) There !

1 have writ 1 en them down for yon. Now sro a-he:ul.

Profiv*"i-. \\\ dear \nniiir lady

If'-
P ' She is Our dear young lady; so don't
umr art of memory by forgetting youraclf.

I beg pardon.
Mr. Punch. Go on, then.

Professor. Miss g | w ill first endeavour to fix the English
Census in your memory. I shall take the liberty of omitting fractions.
Mr. Punch. If you do, 1 shall take the. liberty of punching your head.

of your shuffling. Come. In England aud Wales," ti

Twciiu Millions, and MX) \ one t honsaiid, seven hundred and twenty
:'.u- persons. Shall jou reinemlier that, m\ darlin-j?

lli.t Darling. O dear, no, not if I were to try for a

Mr. Punch, (io it, Professor.

Professor. In the lirst place. Miss, we want Twenty. That is a Two,
aud an Ought. Now, the liirnrc 2 is something like the \\ ritten letter ;/

f_ Tt -1 - _ 1 !!_ 1 , ,',
Mr. /'//,//. As much like a hen as you're like a cock. Bu

hear, Ijennj penny.
I'ri'/r'x.tii,: Like an . And a nousht is like an O. Well, now we must

make a word, which is "no." Will aber that, young lady ?

i hi be rude to say. only with lm
1 know who wnuld be described, and 1 don'i

ini|xilite. Suppose we say li/nd. J'ut all

'." Now, how many people are t

think. N stands for nought, a

one, ! i hat's right.

915 people inEngland and Wales. No, that can't 1.

are more than a thousand in our little town near Koiga .'pose

;here are 915 milh

Mr. Punch. Potaluriu le saluto, Prof.

Professor. Home wasn't built in a d;.\. I/--. /'

Mr. Punch. Who said it wa> v ou go cutting off to Rome
ljut finish your teaching, or own that it 's no go.

Professor. With proper attention, my system could be mastered in a

few we .

Mr. Punch, I '11 teach her the numbers in a few minutes. My love,
liow old are you ?

Young Lady. Twenty, dear.

Mr. Punch. Then think of your own age for the millions.

Young Lady. To be sure, I shall never forget that. But when I 'm

twenty-one ?

Mr. Punch. Then there will be twenty-one millions.

Young Lady. Delightful ! But the little numbers. I shall never

remember those.

Mr. Punch. Six one seven two five,

Dick "s won heaven's blue hive.

The sounds will remind yon. Think of DICK, because it's the short

for RICHARD, who 0, 1 know all about it. Did DICK never tell you
that vour eyes were heavenly blue very neglectful of DICK, if he didn't,

iat he hoped he had won their favour?

YoxngLady. For shame what a tease you are.

Mr. Punch. Come, there 's
"
DICK 's won heaven's blue," and as for

the hive, a pretty poet said that a pretty lady's lips looked as if a bee

had stung it newly. Did DICK ever teu you that a bee had come out

of a hive and stung vour lip?

Young Lady. No, he never did.

I//-. Punch. Did he ever tell you anything about your lips ':

Young I/tdy. Never mind. But I stall always remember that. J am
20, and let me see, DICK'S six, won one, heaven's seven, blue two,
hive live. There are 20 millions, and 01725 people.
Mr. Punch. Hurrah, hurrah, hooray ! e* alout the room.

Professor. Ah, but that 's quackery.
Mr. Punch. You 're another.

Professor. Am 1 ':

Mr. Punch. Yes, you are.

Profeitor. Am I ? take t !

Mr. Punch. And you take that ! [Exeunt, fighting like good one*.

Gradual Justice for the Roman States.

Br a letter from the Eternal City we are informed that
"

trial by

jury is to be gradually introduced into the ex-papal provinces." Such a
famine of justice II;LS,' under the papal government, prevailed in those

starved for the want of that moral

necessary, are unable to take too much of it at once, and have to be fed

with a lit lli i

.-'JLATIOV I'un Cc K\i

IT is all very well to talk of the line lioui

French metropol " high, and the living so dear,

,eet to be named with <



MAJOR ALOEKSHOT BETUUXIXG FROM PARADE, FLATTERS HIMSELF THAT HIS RAT-TAILED CHARGER is MUCH ADMIRED SINCE THE SADDLER
HAS SUPPLIED HIM WITH A "NEW TAIL !

ALLEGED SUICIDE OF THE POPE.

THE truthful PAUL CULLEN, titular Archbishop of Dublin, in a

pastoral as romantic as usual, lately addressed to his flock of simple
Arcadians, pronounces the subjoined panegyric on

" Our beloved Holy
Father, Pius THE NINTH:"

"
Though violently assailed by the enemies of God and religion, he steers with a

firm hand the bark of Peter. Whilst other princes and statesmen present a lament-
able picture of weakness or perfidy, and are tossed about like fragile reeds, he
upholds the principle of eternal justice and the rights of the Church and of society
with undaunted courage, at the tame time edifying the world by his meekness, his

humility, his fortitude, and a'.l the other virtues which adorn Christ's vicar on earth.
Wh.it a happiness that God has given to his Church so holy a pontiff to guide and
direct her in these troubled times !

"

We are informed that the principle of eternal justice, and the rights
of the Church and Society, have been upheld by the POPE with un-
daunted courage, whilst at the same time he has edified the world by
his meekness and humility, in ordering FATHER, GIACOMO, COUNT
CAVOUR'S Confessor, into the custody of the Inquisition. FATHER

.
GIACOMO went to Home at the POPE'S summons, to give his Holiness
sonic account of CAVOUR'S last moments, and the Court of Rome is

x'iil to have commit led him for examination by the Holy Office, either

t
because he refused to acknowledge that he had improperly given
COUNT CA.YOUB absolution without having first obtained from him a
retractation of his political opinions, or because he declined to break
the seal of confession. The Papal Court is also reported to have
deprived FATHER GIACOMO, now liberated, of his benefice. If these

|

statements are true, they are additional confirmations, if any addition.-!
confirmation were needed, of the truth as it is in CIU.EX.

But, surely, they can hardly be truer than the marvels related in the
ft. or in the autobiography of Baron Mu>ir//,/,i ,/.

They are too bad to be true. The POPE, indeed, exemplified his idea of
'lie principle of eternal

justice by refusing to surrender MORTARA the
kidnapped little Jew. But then his Holiness confounded his notion of
eternal justice with his conception of the rights of the Church. His
spiritual personality commanded his temporal personality to retain the
christened Israelite.

tcmpor; ..

But in placing FATHER GIACOMO under arrest,

particularly if for refusing to divulge the secrets of the Confessional,
the temporal half of the Sovereign Pontiff would have urged his

spiritual moiety to the conimission of sacrilege and persecution against
a faithful priest. It is difficult to suppose him capable of making a
Father Confessor a Confessor to the Tribunal of Penance. Such an act
would be suicidal. The temporal ruler would out the spiritual ruler's

throat. No one doubts that Pio NONO believes in the Church which
he governs, and by the profanation and injustice of which he is accused,
he would, in doing for himself and his supremacy, have effectually
knocked that Church on the head.

Besides, FATHER GIACOMO is the subject of VICTOR-EMMANUEL.
His detention would have been a casus belli. Is it possible that the

1

EMPEKOR or THE FRENCH would protect the POPE in such an out- :

rage as that upon the King and nation of Italy, and the Komau Catholic
j

Church itself to boot ? No, no. What DR. CULLEN savs must gene-
]

rally be reversed in order to be believed, but let us nope that the !

character which, in the above quotation from his pastoral, is ascribed
to his Holiness, is not quite to be understood in so completely opposite
a sense as it ought to be if the POPE has really arraigned FATHER
GIACOMO, and punished him for giving absolution to a dying penitent,
or refusing to split upon his shrift. Had he been guilty of such con-
duet as that, NAPOLEON would tell GOYON to remove the bayonets
on which (with St. Peter's cushion intervening) the Holy Father jV

now hoisted
;
and the consequence would be ridiculous and painful.

A Warning.
" MR. J. ARTHUR ROEBUCK is engaged upon a political history of his own

country." Literary Gossip.

So much the better. But he must not appropriate the title of LADY
CALCOTT'S charming book. He is not to call his work Little Arthur's

Enijland.

NOTE ON A RECENT PHILIPPIC.

AViiv is BERNAL OSBORNE like a fishmonger ?

Because, when out of plaice, lie naturally resorts to Billingsgate.

J
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V' *?' "i
'""" Woburn riare, "ld >'rederii-k Mullen Ens, of Xn. 19, Queen'. Ro

aSwi"^MtSlMl '' '" rccinct of Whilefnars, i.i the City of London, and PuUi-
ood West, Regent's Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancras. in the County of Middlesex
-ned by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, in the City of London.-
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THE CONSTABLE OF DOVER.
"THERE'S YOUR STAFF, PAM. You KNOW THE PARTY YOU'RE TO KEEP YOUR EYE o."

PAM UPON THE HEIGHTS.

(After ALFRED TENNYSON.)

NOT old, stood PAM upon the Heights,
The Commons roaring at his feet,

And Beadledom, with antique rites,
Did him the homage meet.

Punch, in his place, did much rejoice,
Not for the title then assigned,

But glad to hear the brave old boy's
Name shouted on the wind.

Admiring much his British pluck,
His rrihK tunu'iic, his

cheery jest,
His nrvcv downnw mi his lucK,
But hoping for the best.

His hate of humbug, saving such
As should to humbugs still be flung,

His speeches, void of artist-touch,
Yet suiting English tongue.

His deeper hatred for the gang,
Who, prating of some Right Divine,

Doom freedom's friends to starve, or hang,
Or in foul dungeons pine.

Cheer for the Constable ! Our foes

Find him the nightmare of their dreams ;

"We, the wise Englishman, who knows
The Falsehood of Extremes.

ROEBUCK'S ORATORY. We should say that lately there has been a
trifle too much of what the Yankees would call

"
the spread eagle

"

about it.

TOL. XLI.

SANITARY JUSTICE TO SCOTLAND.

IN an abridgment of the Registrar General's Report about the popu-
lation of Scotland, the health of that part of Great Britain is described

as having been generally good during the past quarter. The diseases

named as having been most prevalent are scarlatina, diphtheria, and in

some places, typhus. Among them vulgar prejudice will learn with

astonishment there is not enumerated one case of simply cutaneous

disease, that is to say, of cutaneous disease which is merely local and

unaccompanied by constitutional symptoms. Scarlatina is an eruption ;

but scarlatina is also a zymotic affection ; and none of its symptoms exhibit

any resemblance to a pecub'ar kind of apparent performance on a stringed

instrument, which may be described as playing without music. There
is at least no evidence to warrant the conclusion that the malady meta-

phorically represented as expressing itself in a series of violin move-
ments executed in dumb show is endemic in the Lowlands, or that the

Highlanders have any particular occasion, on account of relief afforded

to superficial irritation, to invoke blessings on the mcnwry of an
ancestor of his GRACE THE DUKE OF ARGYLL. Our Scottish fellow-

subjects have been too commonly accused of labouring under a general

necessity of employing sulphureous friction. English provincial bigotry
itself must admit that the accusation is at least not proven.

1'AKALLEL FEET OF ARMS.

THE PKIV KON has been visiting the historical battle

grounds of Fairfax and Munassas. Considering the alacrity that the

Prince has frequently displayed in leaving scenes of danger, he must

have been profoundly moved on the spot ; so much so that we can

imau'mr his hciiiL' tempted to parody the well-known speech attributed

to rhc COMTK D'.VKTOIS, wiVn lie returned to France and saying

pathetically to the distinguished Yankees collected around mm, Met

amis, il n'v a rifit df change in. Vo** ifacez parmi rout qitun
Amcricain de plus." If PLOT-PLOT had only been at Bull's Run, we
will warrant he would have been the very first to distinguish himself

we mean, in the same direction that others distinguished themselves.
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GEN-TLEMAN. " What's thefare, Cabman?"
CABBY. "

Yy, Sir, the fare 's TICO Bob ; so suppose, tm say Ifatf-a-
Crown /"another Cabin/ would have charged you Three Sob.

"

relative to the
some of our

DR. PUSEY ON THE TUBE.
THE subjoined extract from

"
Sporting Intelligence

"

run for the Trial Stakes at Oxford races will edify
readers :

" As soon as the flag dropped, King of the Forest instantly went to the front, with
Overtim lying at his girths ; Gamdlet, Commander, and Dr. Pusey side by side a few
lengths behind. As they came up to the distance the weight began to tell upon the
King, who fell back into the third place, Overtoil and Commands- both passing him.
Opposite t he stand Commander was leading, and he came through and won easily bytwo leugths; half a length behind Oaerton came dauntlet, the same separating
Gauntlet from Kivg of tAe Forest; Dr. Pusey was last.".

It will be seen by the foregoing statement that DR. PUSEY occupied
the position of the winner in a donkey race. There is something re-
markable in this fact

; especially as having occurred at Oxford liaces.

Many people will be surprised to learn that DR. PUSEY, on the trial as
above decided, proved to have no followers in Oxford. DR. PUSEY,
too, has always been considered as decidedly a fast goer. Yet the odds
were against DR. PUSEY

;
a very small party backing him, and grave

doubts being entertained whether the Doctor would run for stakes,
never having yet gone quite so far as Hlr/lijti/rf, ridden by PRIEST, lie
has probably let in a few of the yokels. The Puseyites are of course
rather down in the mouth about the defeat of their favourite, who had
better be wrapped up, along with themselves, in those old horseeloil,.,
which they have revived m most of their stables. The defeat of Du.

i SKY at Oxlord need not prevent him from running for the Derby,when perhaps we shall see what he can do against SFURGEON.

The Height of a Warm Imagination.
THROWING open the windows-lying gracefully at full length on the

sola (haying previously put a plate of shrimps on the table before von)and totaling to the gentle trickling of the watering-cart as it mcea
slowly up and down the street; with the happy combination of so manv
luxuries, it becomes as easy as lying on the beach, and throwing pebble's
into the sea, to

taney
that one is doing the dolee far niente at the sea-sideWe beg of the reader, who has anything of a tropical imagination to

put on only a suitable costume, and to try it just for a couple of hours.

THE PURSUIT OF JOKING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

THE Painters inside the house and the Paviors hammering away
violently out.side ! The two senses of smell and hearing being attacked,
beyond all po^cr of stoppage, outrageously at the same time.

word, it is enough to make a BRIGHT swear !

THK GREATEST OF THE "GREAT UNPAID." The National Debt.

A SPARROW MARKET NEAR SOUTHAMPTON.
A PETITION has been presented to the French Corps L^gislatif for

the protection of sparrows and other small birds, with a view to the
benefit of agriculture, on the ground that they do infinitely more
good by destroying insects, than mischief in eating com. Ou this

point there would be some difficulty of convincing the British Farmer,
and particularly, we should think, that type of him represented by the
gentleman whose name figures in the subjoined newspaper paragraph:
" A PALPABLE STRF.TCH or THK LAW. Yesterday, before ADMIRAL WIOSTON and

MR. J. H. FORBES, magistrates pitting at the Southampton County Bench, GEORGE
GARRATT, a boy living in H-nindwell, Southampton, was fined Zs. Qd., without costs
for stealing four ears of wheat, the property of MR. LONOMAV, of Hill Farm. The
boy picked the ears of wheat in a pathway, and was caught by the prosecutor, and
given into custody, remaining so for forty-eight hours, the prosecutor insisting on
pressing the charge."

A gentleman capable of causing a boy to be imprisoned for forty-eight
hours for stealing four ears of wheat picked up in a pathway and after-
wards of pressing such a charge of theft against the juvenile prisoner,
must be much fonder of his wheat than he is of his species. He would,
therefore, naturally be disposed to show no mercy to the feathered

tribes, which certainly do consume a considerable "quantity of wheat,
even if they exterminate a more considerable quantity of insects. Their
estimated destruction of insects would be quite overlooked by a gentle-
man infuriated by the visible consumption of his wheat. The boys in
the neighbourhood of Hill Farm, instead of stealing MR. LONGMAN'S
wheat, and getting imprisoned and fined for picking a few ears of it,

might make a good thing out of that gentleman's animosity against
depredators on his cereal produce. They should devote themselves to

killing sparrows, save all the heads of as many sparrows as they can
catch, and take them to MR. LONGMAN. Of course MR. LONGMAN
will give more than half-a-crown for the head of every sparrow, because
the bird will have stolen very much more than the four ears of com
which were picked by MASTER GEORGE GARRATT.

STINGO FOR SUMMER.
WE

'_

have been
enjoying

some delightful summer weather, and the
thirst it has induced has by no means been unpleasant, at any rate to
men who have a fondness for cool drinks, and have been careful not to
heat themselves by taking too much stimulant. Just the sort of niild

and harmless beverage to revel in is the beer whereof a sample, being
chemically tested, is discovered to contain :

Alcohol
Extractive
Acetic acid

Water .

. 5'000

. 3'SS5

. '030

. 91-085

100-000

This stingo is pronounced by a competent examiner (whose report
lias lately reached us, in common, doubtless, with a number of the beer-

bibbing community) to be
"
the richest in alcohol for its price

"
that

ie has tested: and he adds he feels "persuaded that it is a genuine
irticle." We are happy to append to this chemical certificate our
belief that such a beer must be most thoroughly innocuous, provided that
the aqua it contains be really pura, of which, seeing that it is by far

the principal component, we think there should be given some satis-

fying proof. Grog made in the proportion of five parts of spirit to

ninety-one of water, would not harm the tenderest infant, if the water
were but proved to be a

"
genuine article

;

"
but if the water were

impure, we question very much if that amount of alcohol would be suf-

ficiently an antidote to what the water might contain. Were we at all

concerned in the sale of the strong beer to which we have drawn
notice, we should lose no time in issuing a medical certificate, attesting
to (lie aqueous purity of the drink; for however great his love for unin-

toxicating beverages, surely nobody would like to drink a pailful of
Thames water with but a teaspoonfnl of spirit to avert the chance of
illness.

Truly Catholic.

AT Boulogne, at present, the Priests are incessantly offering up
prayers

"
for the Conversion of the English Sovereign." HER MAJESTY

will not object to her Protestant subjects being very "agreeable" to
such conversion, while the exchange is, as now, 25/ra<w, 30 centimes.

LATEST NEWS FROM THE SEA-SIDE.

RAMSGATE this year is so ovcrflowingly crowded, that on Friday last
the following inscription was written in large letters on a board", and
posted up on the beach in front of tiie bntlmur-machines :- "SEA FULL
NOT EVEN STANDING-ROOM FOR A BAKY ! ! !

"
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LATEST FROM RAMSGATE.
S Kl)\VIX lounged (HI Illf

pier i |',,r his

dinner, after swallowii

or lii^

breakfact, i

funny, dearest, and SO

diaphragm.
for I

told is

Thus bioai . duty
ihe wife

d for a bri'

to i hi- -> ., .

from the freshci.

that bleu- thci-c, \\l i;
-

'

say, love, win the
-I island of Cr\ ;

r mar-

KDHIN. thus appealed to.

.fd hi- nose

iskcrs, hii:

his wits sharpened l>\

ot those pn forced
hat the

. answer to lier riddle was that
MI! .she referred to was full of ( , ving his blank looks, she added in

eoin|>assioti, "Now, dearest, don't be stupid, can't joe
"

h
'

in, and prom
'

Single he'.

l-'eelmg it expected of il to laugh, but alas! he could do little more than
gel up a fain Wherenpon ins daring eli'ort ti

his risib -king
"
\Ylw is the most dageroui young lady in a ball- room

"
ami

adding in the same brealh,
"
\Vh\,

>. KUWIN tried his host to look as though he understood her
; but,

struggle as he in Wit I'm- it, the giggle would not come, until, pat I in:.' with her tiny hand his

sorely pii/,/.lcd brow, said A M.I UNA, "you are sadly dull, dear love, this morning. Can't
you divide that Christian name, and call it a loose-cinder .'"

A LAY ON A LADDER
.. i- it true

1 : that you

\onr re, 11 i

Gettia

balances au Ass.

To coax what cash he can t'r-

whilst you show the ladder-feat,
hor treat

To I
1

And I lieu > on 'II crown her eager 1;

"
Sardinia and down goes t :

de
na. will be fil in-'.

On ladder to lie poi-rd by down.
A Donkev ! who will own

\o\ iind Niec.

And now will break up Europe's peace.

lie is not such an Ass as that,
He will not be so gross a flat

As such a heavy price to pay
For what a war will take away,
And who can tell ? perhaps restore

To POPE and Kaiser as before.

A SAMPLE or SCOTCH CHAFF.

TUB Seoteh, or Scottish, people [will some linguist please tell US
which adjective is right ) have not tin: reputation of being vastly witty,
but they have the reputation of being iond of money, and when they
possess it, of being loth to throw away so mneh as a bawbee. l!nt

thai the i to the national rule is shown, we think,
iu some

it, which a correspondent cuts for

us from a north CO! paper:

WANTED, by a Volunteer Rifle Corps, in the immediate neighbour-
of Glasgow, a TARGET for Ball Practice. Must b vary strong, particu-

larly in t.ho centre, as i Target lias had the bull's eye completely blown
out. from the incessant hitting to which it has been subjected. Will bo glad to

with any of the Gla^'ow Companies, whose Targets are generally in a
rvation at the bull's eye.

Address "
Bull's Rim," Herald <

To please the frugal mind of an ordinary Scotchman, a joke, to be
cnjojcd, must lie at the expense of some one other than himself. But

ha\e a Scotchman ineurriim- the expense of inserting an adver-
tisement, that lie may thereby gain insertion into print of his small jest.
\\lial incites him to poke fun at the (- olunteers we have
neither means nor wish to ascertain : and a- \\c do not share his feeling
i I ,1 1 11 1 . !. L' .1 t_ 1 * jl

practice
make-- men perfect, the ol'leuer they keep tijing to blow their

bull's-eye out, the more likely are they to succeed in time in i!

Perhaps I he advertiser's ehat'l' may stir I hem lo fresh effor!

there will be little reason to complain of it. Still we scarce think that

our Riflemen enhance their rcpntalkm by making butts of one another

through the. columns of a newspaper, and putting into print small jokes
which hardly seem deserving ol it. In their military capacity b.

not pens, are the steel weapons they should stick to; and the only
"leaded" matter they should care to meddle with ought to come not
from the type-founder, but the regulation bullet-maker.

UJGAL METU'IM

]T is to be feared thai the law of domicile will tie-. iactorily

Settled, because it involves the perplexing question of Free Will.

THE COMPLAINT OF CHRISTOPHER SLY.

AT one of the late meetings of the Social Science Association at

Dublin, DR. P. W. MACRESY, of Waterford, who is evidently a water-

drinker, read a paper on the subject of Dipsomania, the new social

scientific name -winch has been applied to the passion for intoxicating
drink. It is a compliment to the morality, if not to the intelligence, of

the Pumps who spout observations on Dipsomania, to say that

not know what they are talking about. Dipsomania, of course they

know_ very well, means a mania consisting in uncontrollable thirst
; but

thev imagine that habitual thii use of habitual drunkenness.

Mytheyare unacquainted with the nL'gcr's celebrated distinc-

tion between drinkee for drunkce and drinkee for dry." Drinkoc for

drunkee is what they denominate \ a; whereas that word is

only properly applicable to inordinate drinkee for dry. Dipsomania is

one thing, tipsy-mania another thing ;
and the latter is what they mean

by the former. It is gratifying, however, to find any philosophers so

innocent of all knowledge of the nature of intoxication as those must
be who expatiate on Dipsomania. Philosophers are too commonly dis-

posed to meditate behind a pipe, over a glass of grog, and under those

circumstances to acquire by practical experience, a profounder
acquaintance with the philosophy of drunkenness than with any other.

Disinterested Advice to Ladies of a Literary Turn.

11 marry an author. He is sure at some time or other to put
you in his books, and the consequence is, you will come out, like Uiose

rare botanical .specimens similarly preserved,
as flat, and as dead as

ictiou of colour will there be left in yon '. There will

only be the withered outline, by which you will be able to trace your
original beaut j.

In fact, a wife to an author is only so much book-muslin to enable

him to dress up his characters with. To clothe others, the wretch does

not scruple to cut up his own wife. We Urrmit of the llay*arket.

A HOPEFUL SENIOR.
" EH ? by Jove, >

' "
Such was the exclamation of a

sanguine old buck, \vlio, before his toilet mirror 1 by the aid

of a don -s, one black hair among his white whi-
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A TIT-BIT.

Omnibus Driver (in the distance).
" HOLLOA JOE, NOW you 'VE GOT TOUR DUCK, I 'LL SEND YOU THE PEAS !

"

CHRONICLING SMALL BEEK.

"REVERED PUNCH," As a loyal British subject I feel of course deep interest in

the movements of our Sovereign, and read with great attention all the
details of her doings which the newspapers supply. The more minute
are their descriptions the better I am pleased, and the incidents which
some minds may regard as conunonplace, I consider of the utmost
importance to be known, and think should stand recorded in the annals
of the Court. You may conceive, then, with what pleasure I read in a

description of the QUEEN'S journey to Ireland, that the Royal train
reached Leamington punctual to its time, and, an interval of twenty
minutes being suffered for refreshment,

" On arriving at the Station, HKR MAJESTY and the PRINCE CONSORT stepped out
of the Royal Carriage, and proceeded to the room which had been elegantly furnished
for them."

"There, now, is not that, Sir, intensely interesting? 'HER MA-
JESTY and the PRINCE CONSORT stepped out of the Royal carriage.'

Surely every loyal heart must flutter with emotion on being made
acquainted with so wonderful a fact. Doubtless, some people may say
that if the Royal travellers wished to take refreshment, they could not

get out of their carriage in any other way, and therefore that the act,
as the French say, va sum dire, and need not have been noted. But to
men of loyal minds, how short-sighted this view ! By the statement I
have quoted posterity will know that HER MAJESTY went into the
Station for her lunch, and did not have it handed to her through the

carriage window ; an assertion which might otherwise be made in future

histories, and which there might be no one living able to dispute."
I could wish, Sir, that this manner of reporting regal movements

were more generally followed than, unhappily, it is. Details the most
trivial would for me possess deep interest, and I feel sure that many
other people arc of tne same mind. I would fain, for instance, know
what HER MAJESTY partook of when she stopped for lunch, and
whether the PRINCE CONSORT. ate as heartily as usual, and relished
what he ate. Such details might to some readers seem slightly unim-

portant, and others might object that the private acts of Royalty should

never be made public, and that at meal-time no reporter should be
suffered to take notes. But I am naturally, myself, of an inquiring
disposition, and when I want to know a thing, I don't care much to
ask if such knowledge be proper, or how it is obtained. In this I

simply show the independence of mv character, and what some folks

may denounce as snobbish curiosity I look upon as loyalty, and pride
myself therein.

"I am, Sir, a devourer of newspapers, and therefore an admirer
of the

"PENNY-A-LINE."

"P.S. They say that the PRINCE CONSORT used to suffer from
sea-sickness. Do you know if he be similarly afflicted now, and what
preventive measures he usually adopts ?

"

WHATEVER YOU DO, CROW!
THE French Cock, says the proverb, 's so glorious,

Reverses but make the bird prouder ;

He crows mighty loud when victorious,
When vanquished, he only crows louder.

Yankee Eagles French Cocks now outstripping,
In assurance from flight and from blunder won

;

Xcver doodle doo'd over a
"
whipping,"

Half so loud as they doodle-doo under one.

Exceptio Probat Regulam,
MR. HARVEY LEWIS, in a recent speech to his Constituents, com

plained of "the extraordinary and unjust antipathy on the part o(

provincial Members to do anything for the improvement of the Metro-

polis." As a rule, MR. LEWIS'S charge is just, but not at this moment,
when the provincials have so greatly improved the Metropolis by
taking themselves out of it.
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A SOP TO CERBERUS.

On! Tearem! \\ licre 's the set of teeth

\ mi were so fond of showing.
VYitli -.nap and snarl from out their sheath,
At everybody going ?

And where 's the growl to all about
Distributed impartially,

For situ by t hat keen scent nosed out,
( )r morally or martially P

Thin Tearem ? Of the flashing eye,
The branding linger broiled,

* Till even I 'AM was fain to fly,

And (tKAHAM felt bedevilled !

This Tearem ? Of all despots dread,
I M all oppressors terror

;

Whose wniili on Late of wrong was fed,

Nor mercy knew for error !

Tearem. whom constant to his post,
Nor dodge nor feint could

puzzle
:

The one true wateh-dog (such his boast)
\" l.'iti'l could coax or mu/.ade!

Tearem, who whosoe'er might trip,
U as never known to blunder !

The plyer of the flaying whip,
The wielder of the thunder !

Are these his teeth an Austrian crust

That harmless mouth and mumble?
Is t his hit tail that in the dust,

Wags to a Kaiser humble P

Can a Iler/.oginn's hand bid drop
That bristling crest tremendous ?

Or hath a Sen MARBURG found a sop
To choke that maw stupendous ?

What is the art that thus hath tamed

Dog Tearem's nature savage
To praise, caress, brought tongue that blamed,
And fangs but formed to ravage P

'Twould be to wrong th' old Dog, I feel,

To hint that crusts or paunches
Were used to make him come to heel,
Or sit up on his haunches.

But though such tit-bits he would drop,
And gallantly forswear 'em,

Kor Cerberus there was a sop,
And so there is for Tearem !

The sop of Cerberus was made
Of wine and oil and honey ;

Of Tearem's sop, I am afraid,
Th' ingredients cost less money.

The old dog, though as steel he 's staunch,
( >f vanity so great is,

\dcmn his throat, you 've but to launch
Of butter quantum satis.

I'.iittcr more butter cram away
Down that insatiate hollow !

You cannot give so much, they say,
As Tearem 's game to swallow !

But when the unctuous dose is down,
And happily dipe

To smiles it smoothes his wrinkled frown,

Lays low his bristles crested.

His bark a whine of welcome grows,
His tail onee stiff as poker

In languid volume earthward flows,
I '.i liter is such a soaker!

And thus on all the Tearem tribe

This sentence we must utter :

"
fifty Viennas could not bribe,
But one's enough to bull IT !

*

EUTHANASIA ACCORDING TO LAW.
W>- fkish sentimentality which -s to

entertain the powerful ti iir^-.i i (1 .support II

Capital puui.ihni' .'-<} so weak and eflV'miiate thai.

even bear to hear mentioned those very particulars and details <>l

!XecutioA the statement t,f which i-. necessary to its own case. Tii.

'ore we do not hesitate to distrust tin rs that we
may chance to have, by quoting from the Tim^t the subjoined conclusion
of an account of the Lite hanging at Detby :

" Tun mlnntM dapaed after th* bolt warn drawn before Ufa wu extinct."

Hanging is the cheapest of British punishments, except whipping, and
it is the most effectual security that we can take against a criminal.
This is much to say in favour of hanging, and it is a powerful r>

why all offenders, who are too bad to In.- only whipped, should be
banged. Till convicts can be made to py for their keep, without

competing with free labourer*, hanging wifl, on economical groun I-,,

remain highly preferable
to penal serviti ly for murderers, but

for afl other felons, thieves, and
rogues,

whose li'. .tible

with public safet., irt. Mawkish vniinnmtality would have
nobody hanged ;

and in this desire mawkish sentimentality is logical :

austere sentimentality is inconsistent in not demanding the execution of

every offender whose death would be an example, and whose life is not
worth preserving.

It is, however, simply as capital punishment, and not as a peculiar
mode of inflicting that punishment, that hanging would be preferred by
a social economist to any secondary penalty. The object of striking
terror into the minds of the dangerous and troublesome dhvucn would
be better effected by burning alive, or breaking on the wheel. Mawkish
sentiment, however, has succeeded in abolishing the infliction of death
by torture

;
that is to say by torture intentionally contrived. It is

impossible to hang a criminal without hurting him somewhat
; but, in

hanging him. the end in view is only to kill him, and in killing him, to
hurt him as tittle as possible.
Now sometimes, when a criminal is hanged, as the reporters tell us,

the drop falls, and in a moment the unhappy man ceases to exist. In
the instance above cited, the sufferer was ten minutes in dying. If,
when the drop falls, the malefactor is fortunate enough to get his neck
broken, he dies at once. Otherwise he is slowly strangled. Hanging
thus may be attended with torture or it may not ; therefore it is an
unequal punishment. Accordingly in France where equality, if not

liberty, reigns everywhere, even on the scaffold itself, the guillotine is

substituted for the gallows. Now, the gallows is not the tree of
British Liberty, that Britons should cling to it, when some other con-
trivance might be made to answer the same purpose, and likewise act
on the British principle of fair play. A steam Decapitator, for instance,

might serve to meet the combined views of austere sentimentality ana
evenhanded justice, and would not be un-English, bnt would constitute
one more verification of the common saying that the French originate
inventions, but we improve upon them.

SEVERE TRIAL OF TEMPER IN HOT WEATHER.
DRAMATIS PERSON*

A Cuountc OLD GEKTLEMAM. A COOL Yooiro PABTT.

8c*i : A Richmond Railway Carriage.
Tim : About li noon.

Ckderic Old G^Unuut (poMtinf, fmffi*e, pmpiri*t). Hot, Sir, tre-

mendously hot.

Cool Toting Party. It it warm.
C. 0. 0. Warm, Sir ! I call it blazing hot. Why the glass is 93 in

the Shade!
C. Y. P. Really ! is that much ?

C. 0. 0. Much, Sir ! Immense !

C. Y. P. Well, then, the glass is perfectly right.
C. 0. 6. Right, Sir ! I don't understand you, Sir. What do you

mean by saying it is right, Sir ?

C. Y. P. I mean that the glass is quite right to be as much in the
Shade as it can in this warm weather.

[CHOLERIC OLD GENTLBMAX

Sentence on a Bridge.

THE Chain of evidence having been complete against Hungerford
Bridge not a link having been found wanting sentence of transpor-
tation has been passed upon it. It is to be transported to Clifton, and
there to be hung in chains.

A PBINTER'S DEVIL'S l)isro\ KKT. CANUTE was the author to

whom we are indebted for the first use of the term
"
See Back."
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THE ARTIST'S BRIDE.
FATHER (reading letter from lately married daughter in London).

"
Ami, clear Father, if you could send us any old iconi-out smock-frocks,

or corduroys and ankle-loots Mother could get themfrom thefarm-men for a trifle, it does not matter how shabby they are they would be very useful
to my dear Edward "

MOTHER (with a shriek).
"
Mercy onus! my poor child ! There, Sam, I told you how it would bet" (Faints. )

Sut it turned outfrom the sequel, that dear E. only vxtnted these garments to paint from, for his great picture of the
"
Statute Fair" that was

the chefd'auvre of the Season, and for which he got, say 4000 pounds, exclusive of Copyright.

THE GENUINE AKT OF CRAMMING.
THE subject of one of the papers read during the session of the

National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, was "
The

Influence of the Food on the Intellect," whereon DR. H. KENNEDY
lectured a hygienic audience. The influence produced by food on the
intellect would chiefly depend, we should think, on the fact to be stated
whether the food in question is food for the mind or food for the body.
Metaphysics, mathematics, natural and moral philosophy, history,

biography, voyages, travels, novels, romances, p9etry, and Punch,
especially Punch, are all varieties of mental food which may each have
their peculiar and important influence on the intellect

;
but the food con-

templated by DR. KENNEDY seems to have been that which nourishes the
brain in common with the rest of the body, and consists of various animal
and vegetable substances popularly comprehended under thename of grub.
There is a psychological condition, corresponding to a supposed con-

sistence of head, characteristic of certain persons who are commonly
called pudding-headed. Others are described as leather-headed for an

analogous reason. Perhaps these states pf mind result from some par-
ticular kind of diet tending to induce as it were a coriaceous toughness
or a doughy'softness of understanding. The brain contains phosphorus,
and so do many kinds of food ; the phosphorus in the brain may be
concerned in the'evolution of luminous ideas and it may be desirable
for those whose intellects are dull to put themselves on a diet con-

taining an extra quantity of phosphorus in order to obtain intellectual

brightness. Some jokers perhaps eat, and more ought to eat, a great
deal of phosphorus. If there be anything eatable that will nourish the

intellect, how does it taste ?
"
Fat paunches," we are told by SHAKS-

PEARE,
"
have lean pates," an observation extensively but by no means

universally true,
"
and dainty bits," adds the divine WILLIAMS,

"
make

rich the ribs but banker out the wits." On the other hand DK. JOHN-

SON said,
"
Sir, the man who will not take care of his belly will hardly

take care of anything else." JOHNSON'S large intellect appears to have
derived its nourishment from a great variety and enormous amount of

savoury viands, in odd combination, some of them, as for instance,

plum-pudding and lobster-sauce. Great geniuses are often consumptive
like DR. JOHNSON. Wits are generally epicures ;

the aptitude to say

good things appears connected with the habit of eating them. What
clever fellows your Worships would be if green fat ran to intellect as

much as it does to paunch, and over indulgence in eating and drinking
were always associated with mental gluttony

If the intellect generally can be invigorated by peculiar diet, its

several faculties may be capable of improvement each on a course of

some particular article of food. In that case it would be a good specu-
lation to set up an intellectual eating-house, or mental restaurant, near
a college, in order that the students might cultivate particular branches
of knowledge on the dishes suitable to each. This would be a great

improvement on the system of eating terms in a vague and indiscrimi-

nate way, as prescribed at the Universities.
"
Classical salmi, Sir. Mathematical stew. Chop and logic sauce,

Sir, very nice. Hebrew calves' liver and bacon. Sanskrit curry.
Historical aitch-bone of beef, Sir, Just up. Philosophical saddle-of-

mutton, good cut, Sir. Chemical fondu. Metaphysical vol-au-vent.

Pot-pourri of music. Veal jokelets, Sir, and muce-piquante"
_ Such,

perhaps, would be the waiter's recital of the bill of fare provided at

dining rooms established for the nutrition and refreshment of the intel-

lectual powers, and then, perhaps, you would hear him shout down a

voice-pipe,
"
Cook, two simple arithmetic mutton down together !

"

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE. It is now settled beyond all doubt
that MR. THOMAS SAYERS is not going to Spa this year.
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THE COOLNESS OF DR. CULLEN.
on nil l)n. Ci I.I.KN has t'allei

t'olll of L'llfl) I '.KOI

for having, in hi.-, place a-

.lent of the Social Sci

in, dared n

nient. The Pastoral whicl

operation o;

\ M, also con
tains I he wonderful

uhjoined

U the same time the oflor

Mthful won tar then

ipplauso of the Catholic

'-. .mil Ireland was admitted
;it to hare been

M :m.i -..irein .-t UBOO| t!..

t4nif th'.t rallied round the
of tho Roman

It.ily crowned
ru of our island,

and proved that the honour and
ho Chair of St. IVtr

are interwoven with the dearest

affcctlona of our Cutholic people."

The Priest who has to

read a Pastoral of DR.
the pulpit,

might, at the conclusion of

his task, do well to caution

mbled faithful thai what they had just heard was to go no farther.

mist anybody octauk of an' Irish Roman Catholic Chapel, or

any rational and commonly informed person in one, think of the above-

<inotcd hns; ahout ihc IHMWCSS of the PniT.'s Irish auxiliaries on the
li ah DH CULLEN perhaps means to say that MAJOR

O'KKII.LY thrashed Ci Itidardo. The 'POPE'S Irish

went to Italy on a fool's errand, and crowned all the former
ellorls of Ireland in the cause which they fought for with a fool's cap.
They returned with holes in their garments, which were not made by
bullets o iheir ears and elsewhere, arid few
wounds that were n llealiites and the bites of other insects.

Some people arc said to lie more lii-li t hail the lri>h themselves. In
like manner the etVrontcr, of |)i:.d I.I.KS is brazen to a degree above
the impudcnr ihc Brass Baud.

NOVELTY IN NEEDLEWORK.
WK have hcanl no end of tales about the wonderful precocity of the

rising general ion, bin i he instance of it noted in the following adver-
tisemeni. is pcrlians of all the marvels that have reached us the most
marvellous :

WANTED, a clean, respectable GIRL, to NURSE a BABY, who can
fill up her time in plain sewing. A country girl preferred. Apply, &c.

A P.ahy
"
vbi ' can till up her time in plain sewing

"
must be a most

surprisincr infantine phenomenon. The lady in the song, we are told,

could solve n problem in Krrun before she could speak ; but for a girl
to ply her needle \\

'

; ie ,,t' babyhood, appears to us a feat by
no means less astonishing. We wonder, can this baby sempstress
thread a needle for her work, and cut her cotton properly ? The first

named of t hese p: >i lie a little difficult, and as much as she
IBM*: for when the;, till their needle, women generally, we

notice, biti- the t hread to male it pass; and how a baby can do this is

somewhat of a pu//.le to us.

15nt, however this may lie, a baby who can sew must be a treasure to
its parents, for babies mostly heirin squalling when not otherwise en-

ind their employments for the most part are limited to acts of

taking nut rimcnt and sleep. Xow, sewing is the quietest of quiet occu-

pations, and it must lie a great blessing when a baoy kindly takes to it.

As lor the infant that has been the cause of these remarks, we hope
this baby sewer will reap the full advantage of her earlv education, and
be always competent to lake that stitch in time which is proverbially
the means of saving needle-ess labour.

He-ward for Early Hours.

WE say to Young Ladies : "As you prize your beauty, as you value

your future
prospects, go to bed early. Look at Cinderella ! Whenever

she went to a ball, she was l.-dden by her good godmamma to leave off

pireiscl\ at Twelve. And what was her reward ? Why, she married a
Prince !

SINECURES F<)|;

K is nothing at all singular in the following ai

the contrary, enough of such to ui:ike the number plural arc every week

put in the Record, and other organs of the Church :

CHURCH rill.FKKMKM Kill! H\

MR,
BLANI EXTPBESENTA

THIN ' of Bnooiewell. There are un duUea of

to be performed, and the Living may be i.fId with any other Preferment

globe. The income u -'U a year tixul.

from which tln-rc rc : whatever. The dutie* of toe Pariah

are iKirforiMi-d i.y .1 K.-,. I. m Vicar, who receive* the vicarial Ttthea. Age of preeent

Hector, 71. Price very low. Intcreiit would be allowed tUl ponnMtMI.

in this announcement. The cure

of souls has long be saleable a
- also. Sineeui

idays as common as si

pay wit-. ITU 'iv piai-ti-

is in the Church
'

auctioneers have pulpits by tin

er from their pulpit, and plural' 'l''>rd to

offered

T notice.

. pewoMl tothef' -essor of tin-

next presentation to the reetoi

eall attention to the sa

offended by our fre- following addr.-s.

which in offering the
|

-her ing or sjx-ak, and
enliven it, if li 'i whicl:

1 is commonly ]

AIR" Tkl PlrfKt Cure."

Now, gents, draw near, and lend an ear,

I've something snn-j in offer,

All play and pay ; now start me. pray,
Come, what 's the priee Mill '11 |.i

\Vho '11 buy, buy, buy ? To a rci"

The next chance can ensure:

Don't fear le-t you'll have work
For ure.

Refrain. A cure, a < cure!

Of this yon may be I D

\u ca\<, shoe \ou 11 -tc|. into,

A perfect Sinecure !

" A thousand pounds
" " And fifty "Zounds !

You really must bid quicker :

" One hundred " "
two

" No work to do,
'Tis all done by the Vicar.

"
Four hundred '"' "

Five" Come, look alive,

It 's worth your while, be sure ;"
Sii"^thank you" Eight "short time you '11 wait

For this snug Sinecure.

Refrain. A cure, a cure, a Sinecure !

Such slow bids can't be sure :

To all I cry, come buy, buy, buy,
A perfect Sinecure !

THE PRESENT STATE OF LONDON.
THE streets of London are all up, and the blinds all down. We

publish the above information for the benefit of the ladies who are

at the sea-side, and to tell them, much as we may sigh over their

absence, that there is nothing immediate or pressing to call them
lack to town, and they are fully at liberty to tell then- husbands so. -It

is as well when that importuning admonition does come, that the dear

creatures should be prepared with an answer that should be an effectual

stopper for some weeks to future importunities. We can assure them
that there is not a single person of note left in town, with the exception
of the obliging successor of MR. MATTHEW MARSHALL, who is com-

>elled to remain behind to sign the billions of bank-notes requisite for

remittances. \Ve had an interview with him only the day before Tester-

it to us was of the most satisfactory nature. We trust that his

sed as it is to autograph work, lias by this time ceased aching.

An Atmospheric Fact

MBAT will not keep in this hot weather, not even in a lodging-house.

fhoush we h u: meat safe over night, and were pleased to

hink it was so full of hope, and looked so promising for the morrow's

dinner, yet the nexi > would be found to have gone, and

gone too beyond all hope of iccovery. Meat never goes so quickly as

at the sen-side. In taot, it goes infinitely quicker than it comes.

Husbands, who are fond of hot dinners, should go to a marine lodging-

house, for they will never see there hy any chance a bit of cold meat

for weeks and week
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PORTRAIT OF A CERTAIN STUDENT WHO IS READING SO HARD AT THE SEA-SIDE.

MINE HOST'S REJOINDER.

"Sra,

'

Plantageaet Arms Hotel,"
Diddleton.

"
BEING myself and my wife connected with the hupper classes,

having been Butler in the family of a Marquis until such times as I

took this Hotel, in conjunction with MRS. GRIPER, which I am proud
to say was lady's maid to a Duchess (also a Countess), I will not

bemean myself by Answering Penny Publications, in which I am given
to understand there is now many complaints upon the subject of

charges at Respectable Hotels ; but as my waiters tell me that some
Gents, who should know better, introduce such subjex in conversation,
I write these few lines to ask you this question."

Where do these Snobbs line that complains of our charges ?"
I am not myself nor MRS. G., much acquainted with the lower

orders, but I am informed by some of my waiters that they know
Parties as write to the Penny press, after they have sneaked out of a

Hotel, and made a Gabble at the door, to get away without giving any-
thing to the Servants.

_I am given to understand that these Sneaks,
when they are at home, live in a way quite inconsistent with their bluster-

ings. I should like to know which of them and their females ever see,
much more sit down in, such rooms as mine, except when let out for their

Holiday. I am told that when they are showed into my bed-rooms,
where everythink is fit for the reception of the real Aristoxy, they stare
about as if they were out of their spear, which I make no doubt
they are. They touch my Marble wash-stands to find out if it is real

marble, which shows what they must be accustomed to, viz., Painted
Deel from theTottnam Ct. Road. As for dressing-rooms, that frightens
them, and they think they are going to be

Separated for ever, instead
of living like ladies and gentlemen. As for a Toilet pale, they look at
it like a progidy, and one gent wispered his Wife it were a Spitoon, as

many Forreners perhaps came to our Hotel. They complain of charge
for Boots, but it is Boots wich ought to complain that his brushes has
to go upon such shoes as come here in the autum some, if you will

believe me, Soled and eeled ! Do you think such Folk have Napkins at

dinner in their own houses, or Finger-Glasses, or Silver forks ?

Electuary-silver I should say, sir, if anything better than 3 prongs.
But try them with Asparrowgrass, sir, that is the test. Our QUEEN,

sir, and the real Aristoxy uses her fingers, but these Snobbs look afeard

of the thing, and then Giggles, and take forks, and make some Low
joke about looking like Tallow Candles. Then go away and write to a

Penny Paper, printing their Bills, (which a party tells me is a Libel,
and might be proceeded against,) but such Ignorance is beneath

content, and let the World know that the Snob has once in his life

time stopped in a Decent Hotel. By placing the above Remarks in

your own Imitable Way, for I do not profess to be much of an Author,
nor dont want to it, judging by Speciments, no offence to you. MK.
PUNCH, who are a gentleman, I shall be much obliged and so will i he-

Trade, and what I say is, let those who dont like the Manners and
Customs of respectable hotels stay at home or go to Slap-bangs, of

which I am given to understand there are enuff in hevery Town for all

the Snobbs that comes out for a Lark.
"
I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

"BuMPsmis GRIPER."

"P.S. One of them had the Impudence to ask my waiter for a

Pipe ! Being properly Rebuked, went into the Town and Sneeked in

with a Penny Pipe up his sleeve, and locked his Door and smoaked.

Perhaps he will write that Fact to his Penny Paper."

One Who Obstinately -will Not Leave Town.

THIS is the general time for taking holidays. We are all the move
astonished, therefore, that the POPE does not think of taking his

Conge. We are positive that not a soul would object to it, and, even

supposing that he never came back again, we do not think that any one
would be churlish enough to find fault with him. We do not know of

a single person to whom change of air would do so much good as to Pio

NONO, and it is time that the obstinate old gentleman was made, for

his own good, to take it.

HYLAX IN LIJIINE LATRAT.

A FOOL in France has just hanged himself because he has lost his

faithful dog. We shudder to think what may become of the EMPEROR
OF AUSTRIA, if anybody should run away with Tearem.
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How Two FRIENDS OF OUBS WHO CA^'T BEAU BEIXO LOOKED OVER WHILE THEY ABE SKETCHING, CIBCCMVEHTED THE IMPEBTIXEXT

CUBIOSITY OF THE VULGAR.

THE PARISIAN MASS MARKET.

SOME curious revelations of the tricks of the Mass Trade in Paris,
li;i\c just t raiispired on I lie trial of a priest named VIDAL for frauds

committed by him in that traffic. N9t long ago, one of the oldest sacer-

dotal linns in Paris, earn in;: on business at a certain church, was found
contracted to say, on behalf of the soids of parties deceased,

',i KM) Masses, for which the money had been paid ; but the reve-

rend emit rat-tors had Tailed to meet their engagements. It appeared
that respectable houses and individuals concerned in this branch of

commerce, were \ery generalK iii the habit of taking more orders for

the release of souls IVoni Purgatory than they were able to execute.

This discovery led to an arrangement between the Massmongers and

"ikscllcrs, whereby the latter undertook to act as middlemen
lietween two classes ul' the 1'ormcr; the

priests,
on the one hand, who

had taken orders to say greater numbers ot Masses than they were able,

and, on the other, those who were short of orders for Masses. The
are taken by the priests, at one franc per Mass ; and it often

happens that one priest has accepted commissions to perform many
thousands of Masses at that, rate

; bargains which he is unable to fulfil.

The bookseller takes t he Masses off the hands of the inoombered priests,
ami allots them to substitutes of the class out of engagement!. He pays
the priests whose surplus Masses he buys, in books, and renu;

those whom he employs to say them in the same kind, pocketing the
dill', ivnec in value, which, on an average, amounts to above 50 per
cent.

M. I.'ABBE VIDAL had mixed himself up with transactions of this

kind, having adjoined the book-trade to the ecclesiastical and Mass-
nion_rer> line. Both as Massmonger and bibliopole, however, he com-
mitted the untradesman-Iike mistake of falsifying his aooonnts. In

order to save his books, he enlarged the Mass-returns. According to
t I.e dinette des Tribunaux:
" Ho bad taken 30,000, and had only performed 6,639. He put for one priest who

said 60, 860 ; for another who said 35, 335, and so on. He was condemned to three
years' imprisonment, 500 f. fine, and five years' suspension."

The REV. PERE VIDAL appears to have practised an operation in

arithmetic precisely the converse of that which his evangelical studies

may possibly have informed him, was perpetrated by a certain Unjust
<.rd.

On a review of the facts above stated, it will be obvious that the

Mass market in Paris is in a state of depression. The tendency of

Masses is decidedly downward. It is not enough to say that Masses

are flat, however applicable tliat epithet may be to their purchasers.
One franc per Mass is a very low quotation; and by thefi.

account we see that Masses are done oy the substitute priests at less

than that.

When we consider what the Massmongers profess to sell, we cannot

but admire the moderation of their prices, which we should have

expected to be just thirty times as high.

In our point of view, of course, Masses are dear at a franc, and

would be dear at a farthing. We, here in England, consider that to be

capable of exchanging even the smallest sum For such articles, anybody
must have more money than brains. In consequence of the foregoing

disclosures, Masses must become quite a drug in the Parisian market

a drug whose only buyers will be the poorer class of simpletons, who

constitute the bulk of customers for all quack medicines.

A Short Memory.
" ' And ns for England,' said M. CKEMIEDX, pleading for hi brother-Israelite, II.

Mints, 'who can count upon hert'" .Daily TiUynph.

SAYS Hebrew CREMIEUX,"
I should like to know who

Can count upon England
"

and Punch answers lou !

U hen L. N., in a pout,
Kicked Republicans out,

You could count and discount upon Angle-hind, Jew.

SOMZTHIXG FOR A RATST DAY.

THE New Post Office Savings Banks Act is to come into operation

on the ICth of September. We do not know, however, whether

just itied in calling it an Act; for to our fancy it partakes much more of

the nature of a saving clause.

TOL. XLI.
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MARTYRDOM SUPER MARE.
T the easternmost.extremity of

England, dear Punch, there

is a pleasant little wateimg-

place. which I shall christen

iSaudbath. The town is reach-

able (in time) by the Eastern
Counties Railway, whose

'

ex-

press
'

trains only stop live

times in forty miles, and are

rarely more than halt'-an-honr

late in their arrival. Well, to

Sandbsth I have come, by the

advice of my physician, to

recruit after a season of un-

usual severity in the way of

'drums' and i!''ji'iii/i'f-i, City
feeds and flower-shows, pic-
nics and public meetings, and

evenings with Gorillas. In
most respects, I own, no spot
coidd suit my purpose better.

The air is of a mglily appetis-

ing quality.
I breakfast daily

on fried fish, hot rolls, and
and bacon, with perhaps

a slice of beefsteak pie by way
of finish

;
I 've a hearty lunch

of bread and cheese and
bottled stout at noon; and

what I eat for dinner is too monstrous to be mentioned. In addition to these dainties, I

enjoy the further luxury of dressing as I please, and can lounge about all day in a wide-

awake arid slippers. My wife and daughters too are not required to change their clothes

eleven times a day, as I believe is de rigueur at some more fashionable bathing-places.

Moreover, Sandbath is at present quite innocent of Cockneys, and one can stroll out without

having to exchange bows with one's greengrocer, or getting filthy penny 'Pickwicks' puffed
into one's face by boys in porkpie hats.

"
The place, however, has its drawbacks, other than the loss of time and temper in arriving

at it. For instance, why am I not suffered to sleep after six A.M., nor take my after-dinner

snooze without disturbance ? So surely as I settle in my easy chair, so surely a cornopean
strikes up opposite my window, or a band of

strolling glee-singers carol forth
'
Hail smiling

Morn !
'

as being a most fitting melody for uight-faD. This is bad enough, but to be woke

at six o'clock when one with ease could sleep
till nine, makes one feel still more vindictive

to one's species. For don't think that insectal

earnivora disturb one. So far as I can learn

there's not a B flat in the place, and I believe if

one were 'viewed' the inhabitants would rise

en mane to compass its destruction. No, what
wakes me every morning at the hour ] have.

named, is the shouting ot 'Fresh so-oles !

'

an I

'

Here 's yar fine blo-o-oaters !

'

by gangs of Sten-

tors, men and boys, who keep parading by my
windows without ceasing until breakfast. Now,
what advantage there can be in this truly
'

crying
'

nuisance I confess that it quite passes
my conception to perceive. Surely evi

knows that if one wants fresh fisli at the sea-

side,
the only way to get it is to send to London

for it. And is it likely any visitor would buy of

any sidesman who put him daily to the torture I

faintly have described? In the autumn a

fagged Londoner wants all the rest that lie

can get and if the natives of a watering-plaee
would find their fortunes prosper, they would
do wisely to secure their guests against annoy-
ance by keeping up in bathing-lime a band of

stalwart beadles, who should drive all bloater-

bcllowers and street-squeakers from the town.
"
I remain, Punch, yours in agony (for there 's

another organ playing),

" One wholias unfortunately,
" A MUSICAL EAR."

Letter 'Perfect.

IT has always been mentioned in favour of

America, that she speaks the same noble lan-

guage that we do though, of course, with a

slight nasal difference. There is certainly part
of our alphabet that she is getting vulgarly
intimate with and that is, looking at her enor-

mous loans at 7 per cent, the three letters,

though she has often repudiated them : 1. 0. U.

BOMBINA THE BOLD.

ACCORDING to the Turin Correspondent, of the Times, the EX-QUEEN
op NAPLES is astonishing the natives and other inhabitants of the

Eternal City by frequently going about Rome in man's attire. He
says that

" With her lord's privileged nether garments, she affects also manly swagger and
bluster. She 'smokes like a sailor and swears like a trooper,' as if that looked

pretty or sounded graceful.
"

Among the comic songs of the last generation, there was one which
commenced as follows :

" MR. SIMPKINS lived at Leeds,
And he had a wife beside,

Who, as she wore the breeches,
Would often wish to ride."

Probably the fair SOPHIA, who is the better half, not of another LORD
BATEMAN, but, of the second FUAXCIS, would also, as she swears b'ke a

trooper, so
"
often wish to ride," namely, in the same military manner

as that practised by dragoons. FRANCIS, late of Naples, is to be con

gratulated on the similarity between his matrimonial relations, and
those of the respectable SIMPKINS, formerly of Leeds. Would he were
so honest a man !

The ex-royal SOPHIA, by the same account, has a will of her own,
which manifests itself by the undermentioned indications :

"
High words and angry sarcasms are heard from the Quirinal's windows. Plaies

e shied at Royal heads, and fly into the streets to the great scandal of the Swiss
ard at the Palace gates."

unfortunate as to upset SOPHIA, would stand a good chance of having

something more dangerous than even a bottle let fly at his head. In
continuation of the above extract we are told that :

gambolling, did the unwary tabby luxuriate in the sense of blessed existence, when
the Queen took aim and fired, and the poor thinff leaped up in the :tir, hit through
her head, and dropped down like lead into a basin of water beneath."

The cat which SOPHIA is said to have shot is alleged to have be-

longed to a SIGNORA BERTAZZOLI, CARDINAL ANTONELLI'S sister-

and consequently or at least subsequently to the act of felicide of

which her ex-Majestv is accused, she has, we are iiiformedj been almost
cut by the Roman ladies. Let us hope that the accusation is untrue.

SOPHIA may perhaps be masculine in her tastes, and also in her habits,
even as much so as MRS. SIMPKINS of Leeds was. One of her photo-

graphs represents her as bearing, in the face, a very strong likeness to

the late LOLA MONTES. We should not be much astonished to find

that she really does dress like MRS. SIMPKINS, smoke, and swear, and

swagger, and throw plates. But we trust she did not shoot the cat.
"
Hawks," says the Scotch proverb, "winna pick out hawks' cen."

There is apparently too much of the cat in the composition of the

heroine of Gae'ta to make it likely that she would have deliberately
slain such a fellow-creature. A female nature, capable of so savage a

I deed, would be one which would be properly described as canine.

are

guard

Should Louis NAPOLEON allow Rome to join the Italian union, and
certain refugees take shelter in the safest place for them, heads of pas-
sengers will probably be cut open by plates descending from a window
of one of the hotefs in Leicester Square. Ultimately, perhaps, SIR
CRESSWKLL will be invoked to pronounce a judicial separation between
a pair of illustrious exiles. Their companion in banishment, the POPE,
would sanction a divorce which would not bberate the parties a macula.
His Holiness would see the necessity of a divorce a mensd, in a case

wherein the lady throws plates at table, and perhaps bottles.

It appears, however, that anybody who might be so rash or so

What the Tories Say.

LORD PAM has all our confidence,
His Subs have less than half;

In fact, we like the Constable,
But don't admire his Staff.

THE ONLY THING THE AMERICANS HAVE GAINED AS YET BY THEIR
CIVIL WAR. The Income-Tax ! and we wish them joy of it !
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INFIRMARIES FOR DRUNKARDS.
mistake in

tin' word Dipsomania,
the error is confined to

ro lirst syllables.

There is no mistake about
the mania. Tipsi
is a fact deplorably com-

An nnf"!

C ill' the tip-} ela-s

ierday jnnnied out

nl' window. An inquest
was held upon his re-

>ir fragments. The
part of the

of that inquiry
ed as a wurii-

'uie:

" Deceased had never ex-

pressed his in'

inittiiik'

oaafttat
watch over him. owing to

MM being addicted '

peranco. A gentleman re-

lative expressed his regret, and also that of the other relatives, that, notwith-

standing their endeavours to obtain restraint l>y moans of a lunatic asylm
::u1 irt unnto deceased, and thus to preserve big life, they were unable so to do in

i.ce of beiiiK unable to prodm'o a medical certificate. The deputy-coroner
said it \vas to be regretted th:tt tht iv were no means in this country otherwise
than by a medical en <Ucing persons suffering from the effects of ex-
cessive intemperance under restraint. He believed tliat if ready appliance and
consent were given in many cases of tltlirium treintnt, life would be saved. The
jury concurred in the remarks of the coroner, and without further comment
returned a verdict of Suicide under temporary insanity.'

"

Belir is a privileged delirium, and a precious privilege it

lias : the privilege of exempt ion from the possibility of being put under
restrain!. The ennsequenee is often, as above recorded,

"
Suicide

under temporary ins.uiily.'
1

I Iniuanity must admit that the suicide of
a sot, even, ouu'ht. if possible, to be prevented; and, besides, a sot

transported with'/-
'

large in that condition,

may destroy other people's lives as v\ell as Ills own. Some tipsy

maniac, one of these days, will throw himself from a second-floor front,

and tumble on a passing Member of Parliament's head
; perhaps a head

entitled to be surmounted with a coronet or a mitre. Then at length
will perhaps be added to the Statute Book an Act for the safe Custody
and Care of IVrsons affected with Delirium Tremens. If any Noble
Lord or Hon. Gentleman will charge himself with the introduction of a
measure for this purpose, let him insert in it a clause for the establish-

ment of Sots' Hospitals, under the more polite denomination, if neces-

sary, of Asylums for the Insanely Intemperate, to which institutions

ererj Magistrate shall be empowered to consign anybody who may be

brought before him in a state of delirium trement.

PUNISH THE PUBLIC.

THKRE woidd be no Thieves, says a dubious proverb, if there were
no Receivers. Be this as it may, there is no doubt that there would be

lievcs if there were fewer Tempters. It, occurs to Mr. Punch,
who is even at this season of idleness busily watching the World,
and generally keeping it in order that a great many of the robberies

by Postmen might be prevented, if we began at the other end, and
placed less temptation in the way of those who ought to deliver our
letters safely.

Walking through 1'aris, the other day, Mr. Punch paused before a
Letter l!o\, iind read soim 1 liing to the following effect. He does not

pledge himself to the verbal lidelih of hi as he did not copy
the inscription, for two reasons; lirst, because he had no pencil, ami
secondly, because it was much too hot to be standing in the sun for the

goodoi anybody. But in liis exquisite memory was instantaneously
photographed the purport of an Imperial and Imperious notice on the
part of the French Post Office, and the purport of such notice was
this:

" AVIS." Any ptrson vho rfiall put into a Utter any article of value, at jewellery or the lite,
or arty cheque, note, bin, dividend warrant, coupon, bank tute. or pitct of money, it liable
to a Penally varyingfrom Five to five Hundred FraiKi."

What do you say to that, SIR ROWLAND ': Why not ;isk your noble
friend and chief, the P. M. General, to get you :in Act of Parliament
authorising you to issue such a notification as this ? Let the Public be

instead of the Postman. Punish the Public, and not tbe
miserable prir. Let it be understood that the only security for valu-
able

property
should be in registration, and that instead of inviting

complaints that money and other articles wruitonK ;id been
lost, the loser should be "invited" to pay a lieavy line for such

exposure. Treat hi sometimes (but not half

wares in the
\\ e -hall ha'.e t

' Hlhv DRWecutions, when t!

to be placed in the dock is the Tempter. 'Ihink

Till; M.I'.-- SKI'TKMIJKIl SO.Vi.

Am" I'm Ajbal."

up! I 'in a-dril't ! U'h
S'i I 'm free from lun_' speeches,
I have pulled thro,.

Till th
!

. .V.

on when all rat i

'd air?

M.I',

Till the pavements were up. anil the window-lilmds down;
I have seen all the bores on their bobbies astride :

Irish Members, for ouee. in one lobby di\idc;

i Arms;
And Koi.iit ( K expat in;

h wonder^ have palled upo:
And I 'm thankful to feel I am

Ha! Ha! Ha! &c.

watched the cool Whips, moving slyly about,
To make it all snug for a cozy Count Out,
When some proser of lifty-bore-power got bis night,
And rose strong in papers, in wind, and in fight.
1 have seen the obedient retreat of the pack
Prom the benches before him, and those at his back,
Till the limit was reached, and the fatal demand

"count," freed the House a glad holiday band !

it joy was still chequered ; we knew that the chain
We tlung off the next morning would rivet again,
But note every morn as it ri-cth for me,
But confirms the glad news tliat I 'in free I am free !

Ha! Ha! Ha! &c.

Long vacations may brighten the lawyer's di

Cockney shopmen their sniff of the briny may prize ;

Old Paterfamilias may rub off his cares

In the pleasures of Margate;, the calm of Broadstairs ;

The stout Alpine Club-man, more lives than a cat

May risk on the ice of Mont Blanc or Zermatt ;

The Yachtsman may boast of his craft, and his pride
In cmisings on Solent, and landings at Rvdc ;

But of all to whom August brings liberty back,
There *s none like the overwork'd Parliament hack.

None can relish a roll out of harness like me
When, the Session once up, I am free, I am free !

Ha! Ha! Haf&c.

SPORT FOR DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNERS.

THE attention of foreign noblemen visiting this country, and fond of

the chace, is directed to the subjoined announcement, dated from the

Moors :

" GREENOCK. Notwithstanding the bad weather and the wildnos* of the birds,

the grouse-shooting in this neighbourhood hta been much batter than wasexi*ctc<i.

They are not yet packed, and some of the young birds sit well and afford excellent

sport."

There, M. le Baron, and M. le Comte there is a chance for you !

Some of the young birds sit well, and, therefore, they afford excellent

sport. Of course they do ;
that is a logical consequence, Moasieur, if

you are a good shot, and, whilst they sit so well, fire at them with

snch precision that they never get up and fly away.

Utilising a Nuisance.

MOUNT VESUVIVS is show-in',' signs of an eruption. In eruptive
'throw in," as they say, a black dose.

CIALDINI should try a large
"
exhibition

"
of Neapobtan pnests. Even

if they did the mountain no good, the count ry would be all the

better for the injection. We would give a trifle to hear their Ik

Prcfundu.

Unfeline Conduct.

A PAIXFVL rumour got into circulation the other day at Na
the effect that the ex-Queen had committed suicide. The inn

was, hov for, by the more ;

me of our contemporaries) that her

Majesty had shot a eat 'hat was a favourite with some priests.
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AFTER SUPPER-STRANGE ADMISSION !

Mr. S.
" MAY I HAVE THE PLEASURE OF WALTZING WITH YOU, Miss JOXES ?

"

Miss J. "I WOULD WITH PLEASURE, BUT UXFORTUSATELY I'jr QUITE FULL.'"

A GROSS CASE OF DOG-STEALING.
" ME. PUNCH,

" Bond Street, Sept. 1861.
"NOTWITHSTANDING the expense and pains which I have

been at to procure for the masters of dogs protection from the hands
of those vagabonds who are constantly lurking about with the intent to

inveigle or snatch away from us our faithful four-footed servants, all

England and I may say Europe has just witnessed as gross a case of

Dog-stealing. I will undertake to say, as ever was heard of.
'

That well-known gentleman, MR. JOHN BULL, was once blessed
with an equally well-known Dog, of the rough Terrier species a Dog
invaluable of his kind, for giving the alarm whenever there w;is any-
thing wrong in the house, and barking furiously at all suspicious
strangers."

This Dog has now belonged to MR. BULL for many years and his

fidelity was unquestioned until lately, when he was seen i'awumg in an
extraordinary manner upon an ill-looking foreigner named EsAjfi ra-

JOSEPH KAISER who belongs to the Spread Eagle. Some say that this
fellow contrived to deceive the animal by putting on a pair of top-
boots resembling MR. BULL'S, which the old Dog, whose nose is not so

good as it used to be, began forthwith to lick, not knowing the difference."
I believe however, the truth to be that the Dog had been coaxed

over by the fascinations of some member of the Swell Mob, with whom
the fellow is associated, who has patted him on the head, and taken
him up at table, which lie had an opportunity of doing a little while
ago, when the dog is known to have visited the Spread Eagle.

'

I have positive information that the fellow in questionVas seen the
other day making off with a little Dog, whose description corresponds
exactly to that of MR. BULL'S Terrier, under his arm. Should any of
your readers catch sight 9f this party, wlwm they cannot mistake, they
are requested to stop him, and make him deliver up the Dog to be
restored to the owner. There will be no difficulty in identifying the
animal : a Sheffield Terrier, and answers to the name of Tearem.

"lam, &c.,
"TiiE BISHOP OF BOND STREET."

SPLENDID NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
THE American Correspondent of the Standard states, we know not

how truly, that her Majesty MRS. LINCOLN is doing much to make KING
ABRAHAM unpopular. Her conduct is described as that of an unedu-
cated female without good sense, who has been unluckily elevated into
a sphere for which she cannot fit herself. Tliis may or may not be,
but when the writer in question, in designing to clench the nail, adds,"
In fact MRS. LINCOLN is making a Judy of herself," we beg to

scrunch that Correspondent under the heel of our thickest cricketing
shoe, and he is hereby scrunched accordingly. Making a Judy of her-

self, indeed ! What nobler aspiration, what more beautiful ambition
could iill the bosom of created woman ? To lit herself to be a Bride
for Punch, should A/,racl, or SIR C. C., vary existing arrangements,
or should Punch think favourably of Mormomsm ! The Correspondent
of the Standard has unwittingly bestowed on MRS. L. the highest praise
which pen can set doiyn, and if it be true that a lady of such a nature
is the Queen-regnant in the Union, the North is indeed to be congratu-
lated. We hope to hear more of her Judyising proclivities.

SOLDIERS OF THE CROSS KEYS.

THE Popolo d'ltalia thus concludes an account of atrocities perpe-
trated by the Neapolitan brigands :

" At Vicsti and Vico the scenes of pillage and blood defy description. The popu-
lace and brigands*, not satisfied with sacrificing twelve of the principal families of

Viesti, roasted a Liberal alive and ate him."

Doing, possibly, some little injustice to a brute which, in spite of its

teeth, is said to be a carnivorous feeder, the KING OF NAPLES and his

ally the POPE, might say that the cannibals now engaged in a crusade
on their account in Southern Italy, are carrying on a Gorilla warfare.

" A PROOF BEFORE LETTERS." A Postage-Stamp.
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THE TWO VOICES.

(.it heard by JONES of the Treasury about Vacation Time.)

\ sin. i. MM.-ill eoioe laid unto me,"
Wilt thou not take of liberty

'I'lif si\ weeks tli.-it I hey L'iw

Tin ii in tin- still small voice I

"What use is a \ae;itiuii, Heil.

Krr chin can with u beard In

To whieh the voice did urge i

"To-day I saw young Hi

In cab with luggage piled high.

"
Vacation-longings rent the veil

Of his old husk : from head to tail

lie blazed a huather-t weeded male.

"
lie look the northern night-unil through,

Shot grouse, Malkeil deer, drank mountain-

dew;
Nor thought upon the kites he flew."

I said,
" Of fellows about town,

Nature moulds some as with a frown
;

She smiled when she created BKUWS.
"
She gave him brass

;
to shake the bones,

Tool four-in-hand across the stones
;

'Tis quite another thing with JONES."

Thereto the silent voice replied,
'II nmility that veileth pride !

Look through the office : if is wide.

"Thau Bums \ 'i is (ruth that I rehearse-
In Treasury, as in Universe,
Are many better, many worse."

" U'ill waiting make thee more inclined
To stir? Next month thou mayst not

find

Weather so suited to thy mind."

Then did my answer clearer fall,

"One English month of sun and squall
Is like another, after all."

To which he answered, scoffingly," Good JONES, suppose I grant it thee.
Who '11 care what thy six weeks may be ?

"

I would ha\e said,
"
Thou e;mst not k:

Hut, as it iii-ohahh was SO,
1 let the observation go.

' he voice said unto me,
" Thou art as bored :LS lx>red can be ;

'Twcre best to cut the Treasury.
"
Thy salary scarce thyself can keep :

a year to creep !

now in debt thou art chili-deep !

'

,

"
I may have an advance ;

1!' I resign, I lose the chance,
And for another berth may dance.

"A Private Secretary's place
I may pick up." But he,

"
To LT

Thy name of JOXES ? A likely case !

"

"
I should be glad to go," said I,"
But how to raise the wind, whei

My wings shall gain the force to lly

" Think not of that," the voice replied."
Thy fellow-clerks, on every side,

Still 'for each other's bills provide.

"
Acceptances they 've asked of thee ;

Now, in thy turn, essay and see

If they acceptors will not be."

I said,
"
Of paper I am sick ;

The three months will come round so quick
No ; rather strive to stretch my tick.

" But where is there that I can go ?

Each English watering-place I know
;

Many are snobbish all are slow."

"
Baden," the voice replied,

"
is near.

Roulette thy leisure hours might cheer
And thy expenses help to clear."

" Or it might clean me out," I said," Down to that last rouleau of lead,

Clapped in a pistol to the head."

"
The Bernese Oberland sublime,"

The voice replied,
"
that is the clime

Where now 'tis fashionable to climb."

t,

"
I know the fact, bict

'

Has
His motto's,

'

I

iles not count in? risk-- to -kin,
ll"!el bills long, and .11,

i not stir I 've n<

I ceased, a

Benumbed by tha

-uddeu on t

A second voiec, that at mine ear

Soft whisj 11 'CT;

Enjoy the leave, and have ii"

Like I'ATTI'S voice, whene'er she i

. iu a braee of shakes,
Ami even Knows to

" Bram .'" wakes,

seemed the whisper at my side.
" U hat is't thou kuowcst, sw>

I cried :

"A hidden hope," the voice replied.

"There 's your old Uncle he that made
His fortune ill the India trade

May hop the twig or that old maid,

"Your Auui (iiiiMiifh-fiN, may go hence;
Long she has kept you in suspense,
But you 're her heir, if words have sense.

" Or there 's that nice girl, with a clear

Two thousand Three per Cents, a-year,
Now looking for a husband here."

Then forth into Whitehall I went
And with the West-ward tide I blent,
And wondered at my discontent !

I wondered while I paced along,
The very snobs that swelled the throng
Seemed nappy as the day was long.

I wondered why I had made choice

To commune with the gloomy voice,
Rather than that which said,

"
Rejoice !

"

THE LADY AND THE VOLUNTEERS.
"DEAR Silt,

"
hlingto*."

1 HEAII that a large shopkeeper in the City has ordered his

young men either to get out of his shop, or to give up their Volunteer-

ing. Quite right, too Mr. Punch, and I say, as a lady, that I praise
him for his spirit and his good sense. I am heartily glad of it. Since
the young men in the shops have taken to Volunteering, I have observed
a marked change in their manners, and that change for the worse.

rtainly, and I do not know that I can exactly recol-
lect any downright want of respect to me (I should soon have walked
out of any shop if I had seen that), but I have noticed that when they
have produced everything that I have asked for, and mentioned it's

price, and all about it, they seem to think that no more is required
from them. One may take it, or leave it. There is much less eager-
ness in please, much less attempt to guide your judgment and persuade
you that it is the very thing you want, much less ot what I call ilproper
attention, but what my husband (who is prejudiced) calls fawning and

servility,
but which, if one is a lady and has money in one

has a right to expect from the lowerorders. Shoppii nopping,
if it is merely asking for what you want, buying it, and going away, and
we like to be canvassed for our favours, as you do for your votes. I
do not approve of stuck-up young men, and I hope that \mi will stand

by
this person, who has set a proper example. One of tnese days we

shall have the young men declining to sell ribbons and flannels, and
declaring that it is work for girls. I should like to see myself in a
shop with pert minxes waiting on me. Please to support this shop-
keeper, Mr. Punch, and believe me,

"Yours sincerely, HONOKIA DAWDLETON."
"
P.S. I suppose the Early Closing and the Volunteer business go

together. I choose to shop in the evening, when it is cool and pleasant,

and when I have my husband (and his purse) with me. Besides, how
can you buy colours, for evening wear, by daylight ? It is preposterous.
And how are poor servant-girls to manage ? Ask any servant-girl if her
sentiments are not the same as mine. And yet yon call yourself a friend
of the people !

"

THE EGG AND THE YOKE.

(ooinitTKHjri.)

" The EMPEROR or THE FRENCH, on the repreeenUUon of in agricultural com.
mission, will shortly unction an edict prohibiting the destruction of Small Birds or
their eggs." French Paptr.

" THE Eagle suffers Little Birds to sing,
Nor is not careful what they mean thereby.

Knowing that with the shadow of his wing
He could at once abridge their minstrelsy."

Divinest WILLIAMS ! in fine frenzy's hour
Did'st sec an Eagle (through prophetic lens)

Protect the feathered warblers, but devour
The Little Birds who make of feathers pens?

A FRENCH JOURNALIST.

Regular Brigands.

ANOTHER Fra Diovolo, we are informed by accounts from Naples,
has turned actual friar, and founded a new Order of Monks iu the

interest of Rome, under the name of the Anthropophagites. The con-

vent fare consists chiefly of roast Liberal; the Liberal generally having
been roasted alive. The brothers are allowed to indulge in this luxury

every day of the week but Friday ; when of course they are forbidden

to eat animal food.
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" To destroy Moths, well pepper the edges of the carpets," &c., &c.

Maria Juts adopted tlte above receipt. Thii rtprtsmtt the arrival of her

Augustus, and un'utiojuite m<

ME. JOHN BULL TO THE UNITED STATES.

OX BEING INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE AMERICAN LOAN.

DID you ever imagine me lending you money ?

Well, of all Yankee notions that 's far the most funny ;

Lend you money ! for what when the loan you have gotten ?

Why to throw it away in withholding my cotton !

Fortune favours the brave, and your courage I own,
Notwithstanding Bull's Run : but rare fortune alone
Can afford you success in this maddest of wars.
You 've no visible chance to regain your lost stars.

You '11 spend all you borrow; in powder and ball,
And then have to show for it nothing at all.

What dividends, pray, are you like to declare

On the debt you '11 have sunk and blown into the air ?

Why, you know that you 'd not stand the slightest taxation
That you could get rid of by Repudiation,
Though of value received in the fullest fruition,

Not paying for that which has gone to perdition.

The cost of your war you expect to defray
By an Income-Tax, do you, and that who will pay ?

So keen and so smart in all matters of pelf,
To think of a Yankee assessing himself !

I know I am rather a sordid old screw,

Lending money I care not what for or whom to,
So the party is solvent, but that is, with JOHX,
A point indispensable sine quci non.

But, hang it, though cash I may lend to the deuce, .

If secure of investment, regardless of use,
When the object is evil, and hopeless the gain,
I should be, if I so misemployed it, insane.

Last of all, to abuse me, malign, and decry,
And threaten to whip and to rob by-and-by,
Is not quite the right way, not the language and tone,
To get out of me an American Loan.

GEMS FROM THE EMERALD ISLE.

WE wonder, is HER MAJESTY a reader of the newspapers ? If she

be, how mightily she must have been amused by the accounts which
have appeared of her visit to KiEarney, and of other of her doings in

the Emerald Isle. The Special Correspondents who have followed her
about have, we think, been more than usually profuse in then- descrip-

tions, and have furnished such minute details of her demeanour that

one wonders how on eartli they could have been obtained. After nar-

rating how the Town Commissioners of Mallow went through the usual
bore-ish custom of

"
presenting a loyal address of welcome," one of

the writers in describing the reception at Killariicy, says :

" The QUEEN seemed greatly impressed, and highly plea-od with the enthusiasm
of the people. When tlie cortfye got down amongst them she bowed repeatedly, to
tho right and left, to them with a marked and gracious manner, aud frequently
smiled, with evident gratification,.at tho eagerness with which tho peasantry, men
and women, rushed around the carriage to see and cheer. The cortege passed tho

grand entrance of Killarney House, ami went down tho picturesque road towards
lioss Island, when they entered Killarney demesne by the keeper's gate, under a

triumphal arch. At Presgat Valiug, the drive in this beautiful demesne, the Ken-
mare tenantry, with their families, were congregated. They presented a most
comfortable appearance, and were loud in their acclamations. In about three-quarters
of an hour the QUEEN arrived at the terrace in front of KilUmey Ilmise, where she
was received, amid great splendour aud the loud cheers of a highly respectable

assemblage, by LORD CASTLEROSSE aud his Lady. -The QUEEN was most friendly in

her manner, and also very animated."

As described by this historian, this Royal Scene appears to have
been witnessed on the stage, there is so strong an odour of the foot-

lights in the text. The groups of happy peasantry, the bowings and
the smilings, and the chorus of loud cheers, all are just what one

remembers in half-a-hundrcd operas that one with ease could name.
In what consisted the

"
great splendour," amid which the reception of

HER MAJESTY took place, it is left to every reader's fancy to conceive ;

but one can imagine how a playbill would have gloated on the
"
gorgeous appointments

"
of the scene, aud described the

"
blaze of

brilliancy" with which it would conclude.

In a scarcely less theatrical and quite as fanciful a vein, another

writer in describing the visit to the Curragh Camp, observes :

"Beyond one or two Irish peasants who happened to be passing, there was hardly
a single spectator in the plain. Yet the sight was a suggestive one, though neither

very grand or very striking as a spectacle. Apparently it was only three mounted
gentlemen looking on at regimental drill. Even the country people present did not
know that tho PRINCE CONSORT was one of these three, or that the fair young officer

with black crape on his arm at the rear of tho regimerjt, who was so quick in

obeying COLONEL PERCY'S stentorian orders, and who stood at such rigid attention

among tho privates of his company till the word '
Officers at ease

'

gave him and
others time to rest and wipe their brows, was the PRINCE OF WALES, the futara

King of England. Yet there he was, shoulder to shoulder with Privates SMITH aud
BROWN, aud looking after his company with as much care aud eager activity as all

the rest of the captains. He looked, as he always does in his uniform, remarkably
well, perhaps a little browner, and certainly more robust and formed in figure,

even, than he did on that eventful morning when he landed from the Hero, aud won
the hearts of all the ladies of Halifax by standing under the arch at the dockyard
while his photograph was taken."

The ladies of Halifax must be
peculiarly susceptible

if all their hearts

were won by the process here described. Of course we understand
their admiration of our Prince, of whom as Englishmen of course we are

naturally proud. But standing under an arch while one's photograph
is taken seems to us a most uulikely way of winning female l^earts.

Men seldom look more ludicrous than when they are
"
placed in

position
"

by photographers, and most Adonises would find it a most

dangerous experiment to let the lady of their love behold them in their

pose. It speaks volumes for the prince that he could win so many
hearts while standing in (no doubt) a ridiculous position: though
whether his conquests were due more to his princedom than his person,
is a question which the ladies of Halifax may answer, but on which we
mean to keep our own conviction to ourselves.

But of all the snobbish bits of Special Correspondence with which
the British public has recently been favoured, we incline to think the

following should rank in the first place :

"HER MAJESTY spent a most agreeable day, and she appeared all through to be

greatly delighted. The QUEEN and PRINCE ALBERT repeatedly expressed their

unqualified admiration of the scenery. His Royal Highness said many portions
were sublime."

Indeed ! did he really ! Now, how on earth, Mister Special, did you
manage to learn that P You surely don't mean us to fancy that you
stood beside his elbow, and heard with your own ears the words you
put into his mouth. Penny newspaper reporters have not usually the

privilege of entree to the Court, yet unless you were received within

the Royal circle you could not possibly have heard the observation you
report. As the 'QUEEN aud the PRINCE CONSORT are not bereft of

eyes, of course they would admire the charming scenery of Killarney,
and no doubt their admiration would at times find verbal vent. Cela va
sans dire to my ordinary reader, and where then is the good of snob-

bishly affecting to have heard the Royal words, and to nave seen the

Royal rapture in the Royal face ? It is by such practices the Press is

lowered in repute, and people think it is the work of a vulgarian to

write for it.
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ARE MOURNERS TRAVELLERS?
HIS question the l:iw

lalelv hiid in entertain, of

with reference to tll<;

Public-House
i)iii'

which connect* ilM'li

all tin

from '

law iliiln't

know what l'i say. I M

the Sliakspcarian quotation
:'l we heard of the

bourne I'roni which no travcl-

O -

'-W\'' V Gk I/A"""
'I. Id I he

V, ~B&\ l^W Wl
ilrr on his

wantcd lipiilc.
"
Sorrow is

dry," was also urged, but the

law was dry too, an

dined to listen to sentiment.

Mit. ('ANXIV.'S pun about
"

his beer with an ', and liis

bier with an i," was admired,
iot held to be precisely

ddinga
'

is an equivalent phrase
among the vulgar for taking

ill glass of spirits was
mentioned, onjy to procure

ustant kicking of the

vulgarian witness out of
i a similar fate as

justly befel a kindn
who mumbled something about keeping spirits up by pouring spirits down. Finally
it was decided, in that humorous manner peculiar to ihe law, that though a
mourner, as such, had no more right to drink than the most cheerful person in the

world, ye I as Magua ( 'h.irta did not enact that an mi', liould not be over-

taken in li(|uor, there was a presnmpt ion in 1'avour of allowing it to those whom
he escorted, and a publican who had refreshed a funeral parly was found not guilty
of illegal hospitality, a decision in conformity with the precedent that couples
Mutes and Liquids.

A IJKAV1. lilMlop.

Tin: French have been m;,, glotifi-

i monument i ion of

\Vn.i.i

that they would repeat
'

body in France, with a simil.

"i, in our
i

.: proved
nly pa-

ol' one i' iiamelj, l'i

. had he read the news, w:,

ilnew himself into a vessel, and

handed, and attended only by a

chaplaii. at Calais on

Protestants, proclaimed Ihe Thirt\

temporal supremacy of QUEEN VICTORIA, and having con-

: on the same da\, and with I he same audacitv

ell.

The French were thunderstruck at this double coup of

n Bishop, and so far i

him, fh ; him ever)' facility for ss, and
I the reucli of the

ich champions to

ir Chiireh, Franec may stick up a.,

hiinns as she can pay for, and Da. ULLATUORNK
ach at mui as he likes in the cathedrals

which she ciui't, or won't pay for.

A Slight Omission.

THH Victors of Bull's Run and Sprin-lidd have a cer-

tain right to blow their own trumpets, considering the

awful swagger of the North previously to the engagements ;

but \v! BAL lli.u KEGAXD, in a proclamation,

profanely informs Slave-floggers that
"
unborn generations

shall arise and call them Blessed," we must be allowed to

doubt the value of the prophecy, unless the proverbially

inaccurate journalists of America have omitted a word.

Did he write "Blessed Rascals"?

A WORD WITH THE VOLUNTEERS.

THE universe well knows how immensely Mr. Punch admires the

Volunteers. Hath he not from their first starting advanced them his

support, and so shielded them from the ridicule which might have
\

otherwise been hurled at them? Hath he not in fact made the move-
ment what it is, the glory of this island and the terror of the Continent
(iuidcil by I he promptings of his "sagacious instinct" (to which LORD
PALMKHSTON so pointedly referred the other day, in his speech on

llation as Warden of the Cinque Ports), Mr. Punch saw from the

first t bat by the growth of Volunteers there would be saved the cost of

increase of the Army; so his feelings as a tax- payer inclined him to

repaid them with considerable favour, and to lose no chance to pat
U i he back.

Mr.J'iinrli is free in mvn that on the whole his pets have shown
ihemseKes deserving of his pat n main . and that their prowess in sharp-
shooting proves them worthily descended from their ancestors of old,
who were so admirably skilled in drawing the long bow, and when they
.shot an arrow, irave the eiienn they aimed at : 'hancc of life.

The dreary drudgery of drill is far more patiently submitted to than by

many_a pipe-clayed prophet was averreo would be the case; and if a'l

A- a ramrod MM been shot away, such accidents have chanced
with the best regulated and one must not blame the Volnn-
iecrs alone for having suffered the

lint there are many minor matters connected with the movement for

which I he hand of a reformer might lilly be invoked, and this hand
i it h a pen in it) Mr. Punch would fain stretch out. For in-

the Volunteers have any music in their souls, why do they let their

bands perform such pitiable tunes as nine corps put of ten
apjic

tented to step out to, but which have nothing in them inspiring to a

soldier, and indeed seem only written for the small boys in the itre

Surely quite enough of martial musie has been written to save the need
of playing nigger melodies to march to, and there surely is as much

inspiring to a Rifleman in such a tune for instance as the "British
Grenadiers" as in the silly "Perfect Cure," or the sillier "Sally Come
Up." Yet for once that one ma\ hear I lie former march performed,
one hears a hundred bra\ ings of I he latter stupid tunes : and one feels

tempted to suggest that as the bands appear so fond of playing nigger-
1

songs, they ought to black their faces to make the thing complete.

Another nuisance to be quashed is the trick that some corps have of

returning from a march in the middle of the night, and of making the

night hideous with the blaring of brass bands, thereby awaking sober

people out of their first sleep. How many sick persons have suffered

from this cause, the doctors might perhaps supply statistics to point
out ; but it really is too bad that a whole town should be disturbed,

because Private BBOWX or BDGGIXS is getting rather tired, and wants

the stimulus of music to spur him on the march.

There are other faults and follies whereof Mr. Punch has heard, which

all true Volunteers should lend their help to crush, as they tend to

bring the movement into disrepute. For instance why some Riflemen

can't walk out in their uniform without lighting a short
pipe,

is a mys-

tery which time as yet has failed to solve ; nor is it a wait plainer to

non -military minds why some Volunteers should hold themselves quite

free to smoke on railways without asking for permission, and to puff
their smoke in the face of fellow-travellers without thinking it possible

that it may not be liked.

These are some of the things done by the fast men of the movement,
who seem to emulate the Yankees in going a-head of due propriety and

out-naming good taste. But Mr. PmuM feels sure that our fastest

Volunteers will never emulate that
"
unfortunate rapidity of move-

ment "
by which the Yaukee Volunteers were distinguished at Bull's

Run. _____________

A Trifle from the 0. 0. C.

IT seems that remarkably queer indiwiddle

\Vhom Cockneys describe as the KARON DE Vu>;>

Has turned out unable a jury to diddle :

Thev thought his excuses wore mere faddle-fiddle.

Ana offered a simple reply to his riddle ;

So BARON DK VIDIL 's shut up in the middle

Of life, by a verdict of
"
Treated his kid ill."

THE BOAD TO RU1X.
" Tho Federals, after the Springfield defeat, hare fallen buck upou RoU."

THIS really looks like going to smash. At least, we all know where

an English Manager is going, when he falls back ui>on Pizarro.



UBBANE PASSENGER. (Morning Express). "Like to sec the Mornimj Pap,-,-, Sir
'
"

SwELL (Gov - cliTk
>-

"* til,.,*!,-,*-;,- / ,,* t ,,,/ /v , ,;. faMM Jua.

c ,,, iittj lo do v;hcn j gol lo ihe Office f

GHOSTS WITH A GRIEVANCE.
A CASE has just occurred^

on which Mr. Punchwould like the opinion
ot his iriend, CARDINAL WISEMAN, or some other doctor in Catholic
theology A French priest, the ABBE VIDAL (not VIDIL) has been
found guilty of divers acts which the tribunal of the Seine has been
prolane enough to describe as swindling, and the holy man has been
sentenced to three years' imprisonment, and a fine of 20 He had
been into what is called the Mass Business, that is to say he had
accepted commissions to say, or procure to be said, Masses, for the

peneiit
ol the souls ol various persons. His charge was not high for

he demanded only Tenpenee per Mass, and he received 33,194. commis-
sions at this reasonable rate. Had he executed these commissions he
would have discharged his duty to the satisfaction, we presume, of'the
living and of the dead But the ABBE VIDAL did nothing of the kindHe procured only 6,634 Masses, and pocketed the rest of the monev to
an amount exceeding 1,000. Consequently there arc 26,560 Muses
wanting.
Now it appears to Mr. Punch, that unless the Church interferes, this
,e ot things is excessively hard upon the parties who are in the

quarter described by DANTE in the middle portion of the divine poemAnd Mr. P. wishes to know how their rights are to be maintained"
1 heir surviving friends paid for the Masses, and may be dead themselves

may have no mor francs to spare, or may choose to believe that
among the 6 631 persons who were taken fare of, their relatives came

wT f ?"
d

's.semsA and credulous when credulity saves money.\Hatis the >s,t,oii of the 26,560, or, (as probably many persons took
.1 quantity oi an article to be had so

cheaply) of those who were entitled
'

r f

maSS
l ^S

.

5es ? In?PnsoninS the Abbe is an act of
justice, not one of religious service

^\ dcdarc ^e dcfunct I)artics mMfA
P$ WCre paid f" r

'
l)u( not s" itl Tllis

a
\
ld f mer y> but likc most acts of Justice

,

th
?
"fet^ of the priests. They have a

the Abbe s sentence, and he should be obli-ed to attend daily in the
gaol chapel and clear off the arrears, under the eye of a gendarmeIhe unworthmess ot thei minister we know makes no difference iu the
eftcacy of the rite Unless something of this sort is done, the cheated
detuncthavearightto complain loudly, and they hereby recciu- I//

tincli s special licence to haunt the ARCHBISHOP OF I'AJUS from XII
to I every night until further notice.

to the

would be an act of JU
and of mercy, it would
irocf /1 i.I,. I 4 . J.1. _ ,vest rrl riM.t L +1 /! ,

"cnl OI luc Prlests. iey nave a
igl.t m the mitigated-sulphur department, and would claim to

i,

'

Fit! i
}C

i iTt 1)a>
'

t^m-taking the Masses at tradc-
Jther this should be done, or hard labour should he added to

THE LONDON BARRICADES.
WHY are an honest man's acceptances like the streets of London?

Because they arc always taken up, of course. Anybody coul.i
a stupid riddle like that. But a more difficult riddle is How are
an honest man s acceptances to be taken up, if his clerk has to make a
circuit, of nine miles to get from Piccadilly to Lombard Street ?
Or. /'I'/icA really thinks that, in the present state of things, in-
the Ao Orders' which he has heard of as a label .,11 a neglected bill,
the statement should be "No Thormtatfaffe," and that this should be
held as a plea at law. It is too bad that the Gas Companies should
nun at once our roads and our credit, and sell us abominably dear and
liad gas into the bargain. We should like to consult SEK.H\\I
(JAS-LEIGH as to whether one could not bring an ad i,,n a-ain-i the
( outlines, send them a writ and tell 'em to put thai iu tin i-

Five Louis NAPOLEON ! There is no possibility of taking up ///* new
streets, and he is entitled to be regarded as a .Double Wonder of the
World, being at once a Sphynx and a Colossus of Roads.

A Capital Change.
THE Germans have a manner peculiar to themselves, wishing doubt-

lessly to be extremely Freuchy, of giving Paris the pronunciation of
We do not disapprove of the affectation

; on the contrary, \vc
think it very characteristic of the place, having always looked 'upon
Paris as the capital, par excellence, of Idleness. We do not think a
Frenchman, even, would object to hearing the chief town of his
affections called

" La Villc de fanue."
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SHARP LITTLE EOT. "OKI I say, Pal I know something, I do."

PAPA (encouragingly).
"

Well, Charley, what is it?"

SIIARP LITTLE BOY. " Ahl I know why Cousin Tom < ''I aria vwn't cat Onion Sauce/ But I won't Ull^cauac Cousin Tom'lllick met"

M. BLONDIN'S BUMPS.
IN one of our cheap contemporaries has appeared a letter on the

phrenological ami physiological characteristics of M. IJi.nMiix, by a

gentleman whose signature is r'uKDKiurK r>i!it)GES, "Author of Phre-

nology made I'raeiie.d," a compact little manual of that science,

embellished with instruetive illustrations. Premising a statement of

i lie way in whieli lie procured an introduction to the subject of his

M ii. BIUDGKS Iclls us that :

i>r\ is atTal'lr :ui,l a mutany of thatstuck-up self-iin]v>rt:uK'o
11 to pul'lir in- D, \\ lim I r\ plained to him the object of my visit, hf at

li-c a phrenological imd physiological oxamiuatiou of his head

\\ e are sorry to find that, according to the experience of MR.
r.uiiK.T.s, a common ehara< -leristie of public men is stuck-up self-

importance. \Ve rejuiee in learning thai \l. KI.HMUS is an exception
to the rule. Only we should like to know the compass within which
,\ln. BRIDGES speaks in alluding to the pnhlie men whom he ranks
with a i'amons rone-dancer. \\arriors, statesmen, divines, artists.

authors, actors, and eminent acrobats, are they generally alike distin-

guished by stuck-up self-importanee, and by h:r. -y must have,
according to phrenology, a large organ l)u. GAIJ,

Supposed that this oriran was eonneeled, ill animals, witll :

mount aloft. Borne other, perhaps, performs a similar function in tin-

brain of M. BLONDIN.
The following is the account given by MB. BRIDGES of M. BLOXDIVS

phrenological peculiarities :

i matin cf his la-ail iiiilicatrs a well-balanced brain. The organs of con-
I'cntiMtiv . nrss, conatructivenesa, ronii>ativrii<;>s, imi:

i

'

mtinuMi. -s ;m'i ll Y MiarkL-'i. Thin culn-

:'uctinn, ami calm juj^in
unity of action of the TRriou :u and general sy>ivin. \1

i -us laUmr niKk-r tin' imjnx'.ssicii that Hi :ini Iho rLin-an.- <IaliKerous ;

BO I!M \ an, l.ui nut t^ liiin. He is :w much at holuo upou the rope as the squirrel
:aiiibols from live to live."

The organisation above specified woidd do pretty well for a SIR

VOL. XLI. ]

ISAAC NEWTON, one would think, as well as for a BLONDIX.
"
Cautious-

ness and the reflective organs
"
would have been expected by few to be

found
"
highly marked" in the head of a man accustomed to dance on

a tight-rope 150 feet high. The natural suggestions of those organs
must, in such a case, be prodigiously modified by the force of

"
com-

bativeuess" and the conscious ability of "constructivencss,"
and

"
weight," to enable a cautious roan on so narrow a footing, at

such an altitude, to reflect on his situation without shuddering, and,

consequently, tumbling off his perch. How about
"
hope

"
and

"
lirm-

The former of these organs might be conjectured to be necessary
to inspire a person practising M. BLOX PIN'S vocation with confidence in

the probability of not breaking his neck, and the latter to assist in

maintaining the steadiness which alone could avert that accident.

As things which are equal to the same are equal to each other, and as

the wondrous LEOTAKD'S performances very nearly resemble those of

the astonishi' r,
their phrenological developments ought to

be exceedingly similar. The portraits, however, of LEOTAKD exhibit a

type of head which can hardly be much like BLOXDIX'S, for it is quite

the reverse of that exhibited by the bust of SOCKA i

Mu. BRIDGES says, 110 doubt truly, that BLONPIN is as much at

home upon the rope as the squirrel is in its gambols from ii

squirrel is an admirable acrobat ;
so is the monkey. Anti-phrcno-

| logists may object that neither the squirrel nor the monkey arc endowed

with the cerebral ih of M. BLONHIS. To this objection,

howeu-r, .Mu. HiMimr.s may fairly answer that, as it takes a wise

man to make a fool, so also it asks a philosopher to emulate a

jackanapes.
The announcement th MUS has a well-balanced brain, will

gentleman's brain must be at all

,'rrmel> well balanced to preMrve its baunee on the tight-rope.

It', in that situation, i: were unlbrtnnatelv u. !-. its lialanee, M.
HLOMUX would inevitalilj hav<- a irirat tall, and then all the horses,

and all the men. of HerMod Gracious M \.H.STV would tx; as fruit-

nptini: his reeonstitunon. as the stud and the

retainers of a fonner Sovereign were in the endeavour to effect that ot

111 Jll'TY L)l Ml'TV.
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PASSENGER. "
Well, you say you 've put all my Luggage safe, what are you waiting

for i / thought you were forbidden to take Money f
"

POBTEB. " So we is, Sir. We never
'
takes

'

it it 's a
'

given to us!'"

SPECIMEN OF LYING.

TIIEHE is a g9od story of a French soldier, who was near

his officer at a siege, when the head of the bitter was taken

off by a cannon-ball. Friends of the officer came up, and

the brave soldier said,
"
Yes, gentlemen, he had only time

to say to me,
' Take my purse and my watch, and he was

dead!'
" But the story will not stand alone iu its good-

ness, since the last news from America. The unfortunate

GENERAL LYON, according to the Special Correspondent of

one of the New York papers,
" was shot straight through

the head. I asked him whether he was hurt. He said,
'

I think not much,' and those were his last words."

Lions are tenacious of life, and Yankees are credulous of

lies, but this will hardly do. And it is "top bad" that a

brave soldier, killed in service, should furnish the subject

of a ridiculous paragraph to a lying penuy-a-lincr. We
don't wonder that the New York Herald, though itself

3Ie/u/a.r in. Efcelsis, is begging the authorities to put the

press down.

A' THE PAVEMENT 'S UP AGAIN.

BY SANDEBS M' PUNCH.

TUXE Familiar

A' the pavement 's up again ;

A' the pavement 's up again ;

What for I dinna ken ;

A' the pavement 's up again !

Rooit, tooit, tooit, tooit,

A' the pavement 's up again !

Strandie blockit, nae 'bus through it,

Muckle stanes the way to n>

. Granite frae the mountain-glen,
Aff a' the busses feu'.

Ho the siller Cocknies spcn' '.

A' the pavement 's up ;

Da capo sc/unfine.

A Bit of Muscular Christianity.

SOME one was saying that developing the muscles tended
to increase firmness of body as well as character, when one
of the pupils of Guy Livi/ipsfotie said,

"
True, you must go

amongst the Mussuhnen, if you want to see a firm(-m)an."

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH,

" WHAT with BLONDIN and BEETHOVEN, flower-shows a:ul

FECHTEK, dejeuners and dances, rowing-bouts and races, Gog-and-

Magog banquets and lectures on Gorillas, conversaziones and Crystal
Palace concerts, pic-nics and new pictures, Art meetings and

'

Aunt

Sally
'

meets, there has been this year in London no lack of entertain-

ment, and a man may well i'ecl lilase whose sole business in the season

is merely to amuse himself. As for the poor critics whose task it is to

chronicle the various amusements, one may imagine their relief when
this high-pressure time is past, and how thankful they must feel when
there is

'

nobody in town '
to go to any theatre, and therefore to be told

which theatres to go to, After nine months of hard work in seeing all

the plays produced, and for national information commenting thereon,
how gladly must a critic retire to some calm spot, where great trage-
dians are unknown, and the small beer of the Stage is by no chance
ever broached. And how pleasant must it be to him, as he sets forth

in August, to think that till November he is quite safe from a summons
to report on a new piece, and that he may teel quite easy in his con-

science, however far he may be lured away from town.

"My thoughts took some sucli idle flight as this the other day, while

my hands were, with the laboured indolence of Englishmen, employed,
till the Times came, in pitching stones into the sea, or building saud-

Sebastopols to amuse my youngest sou. And when the Timesdiacomc,
I could scarce believe my spectacles when I saw announced, 'Next
Saturday, a new and never-acted Comedy !

' A new comedy now, in

the first week of September ! Oh, there must be some mistake !

'

Next
Saturday,' no doubt, has been misprinted for

'

Next Christmas.' So I

bought a score of papers, in the hope t9 prove the fact. But no, in all

of them 'Next Saturday' stared me in the face ; and as I had never
before heard of a new comedy in autumn, I resolved, if it were only for
the novelty of the thing, to come to town

'
for one night only,', and to

sec one.
"
The Soft Sex (' Les Femmes Fortes' as it was called in Paris) is by

no means, to my thinking, a condemnable production, or translation

were perhaps a more befitting word, although by some mischance its

first night was threatened to be its last. But authors grow too wise

to be biassed by first nights, for they know that people easily are led

I by the
'

Noes,' and blindly echo one another, like a pack of geese, when
1

they begin to liiss. Still,' if managers are so lazy as to let new plays be

played with hardly a rehearsal, they cannot wonder if an audience ex-

press its disapproval, and make itself as disagreeable as it can. The

plot is not the most connected, and has several excrescences ;
but there

is enough of story to save the play from dragging, and several of the

scenes nave quite enough of novelty to keep one's interest well awake.

The dialogue is brisk, if it be not brilliant; and the sprinkle 9f stage
law which is scattered through the piece will amuse those junior legal

spiders who have come back from their holiday, and, while their

seniors enjoy themselves, are left to mind the web.
"
There, is nothing vastly novel in the characters, may be, but they

are most of them amusing and serve quite well enough for the couple of

hours' acquaintance with them one enjoys. One certainly would not

like to pass much longer than that time m so hot-watery an establish-

ment as that of Boilover Hall, where the ladies try to show the supre-

macy of their sex by walking down to dinner independent of the gentle-

men, to whom the privilege is yielded of playing the piano, and pooling
out the tea. Good specimens are given of several of the species of

weak strong-minded women by whom the world was threatened some

fewvearsago; from the oratrcss who gabbled about Woman's Rights
and Mission, to the doctress who hud mastered all t he art s and sciences,

but was no more fit to be the mistress of a household than she was to

be the mistress of a heart. Moreover there is no stage lover iu the

eomedy; and this, considering that such character arc at the Hay-
market invariably handed up to MR. HOWE (a very useful actor, but

seen to more advantage as John. Ironbrace, the blacksmith, than in more
tender parts) I think that there are many will agree is no great loss.

The only bit of love-making is knocked off in five minutes just when no-

body expects it
;
and as it takes place between MR. and ,\1 u.v M.VTHEWS,

the former of whom is a wild, whittling, harumscarum Calit'omiaii, who
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I linen clii -

ar !i'-s sentimcut.il than it i-, irroti

I i,, i
!

,

, nrl!i a
|i

IV llastii!'"-. v. ill i|llitr rclia) B

ul' London in the months of llautumn live

in the. Jk'aM, it is to them that 1 would ]

"()M.; win i Pus."

A SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC QUESTION
TH I

1, both on
awl ill

till- most select

of Society,
that no CM

f liiuks of

hi- Tailor.

iir-r it for granted

custom :;

men (and

icing in the

how can we
n auy-

ihinu- tn li:

t rary r } we want
to know how it is,

Tailors e

proverbially never

paid, that so many
of them succeed
in making their

fortunes? Seem-

ingly, they get rich

upon nothing, and
we would will-

ingly give them
one half of every-

thing we make, if

they would only

impart the secret

to us. There is evidently more in a gentleman's pocket than we, who
unfortunately never make clothes, or have them sent to us to be

repaired, are aware of.

POTS IN BROADCLOTH AND KETTLES IN PLUSH.

l'i;\cir has not failed to utter himself on the great Master and
ion, as on all other questions of the day. It is long since,

and SertantyaUsnif he lashed the
udeiice, that occasionally clothed itself m plush and pow-

der, and the awful arrogance that, flounces up and down the area-steps,
le\ies blackmail on the tradesmen, cultivates clandestine relations with
the purchasers of kitchen-stuff, and finally discharges itself in avalanches

use upon unfortunate .Mis-uses.

But Mf. Punch, if unmerciful is impartial. His blows fall with
Rhadamanthine equity on high and low alike. He can no mpn
t he sull'i TITS under his scourge bv this equal distribution of his favours,
than the drummer could when, ai'ter doing his best to lay the cat evenjy
about the offender

1
! back. In- 'plain,

"
Hit high or low,

there's no
pleasing you." But no doubt the drnmmer himself expe-

rienced i pleasure from the thought that the whipcord
had lit'i-n laid on with strict, distributive justice. And so does Mr.

He HOLTS fair, because he likes it, and not in any hope to meet
the vie\\

So now that the fade of liu- T/,,if.i letter-writers sets st ron? against
poor Plush, and Ihe sleet of Paterfamilias'* scorn drives bitterly into
the Housekeeper's room, let .t//-. Punch remind the lufferenunder their

.' t\ rants, whom they pay and feed In rule over them, that this

(|iiesliou, like cM'i-> ol her. has two sides to it : that, ill this matter, a-
in others, there is no ell'ect without a e:iu--c. ;.ud no ctl'ect that does not

mie a cause in its turn. Mr.Pmtci is free to confess that Servants
. too often. MMMM nuisances. The\ are apt to be insolent and

o\crbe:iri'i :'tid scornful; forgetful that Plush, like Property,
well as its rights; wasteful of their masters' sub-

careless of their employers' comforts; content with the most
superncda] eye-service; wolves in appetite-, peacocks m attire :

: and jackdaws in pilfering. Who, like Punch, has touched
these household pesis on the raw ?

l!u' the Mast. TV and Missnsses have t heir rears too, though it is not so
easv to touch then, with pen or pencil. The plain Kuirlish of the matter
is that Servanta are U a class, what Masters and .Mi ve made

, :.- . .

Ui I '.-Ii-r -
.

liining-

Bock, so one rogne
in livery will :

white choker, cana
i heir noses at cold m.

'.ed
uji

to sou everyday,
and til.

bonj it. Think of tin |,osi'

ncli daiK (h

c offering iii the ~-

^aint i

on Us knees to, two good hours daily, in t he costly

And yon. Most \XTAGXF.T, who stand
aghast at the insolence i '

'

Can't
yoagvess where tke got that trick of eanyioc hn- nose

yon suppose her perquisi; .,-c's cast-off gowns
and laws that sue can wear these without cat i second-hand
way, the ailment s of the original propric
as the Sevres of s< i*. savage wl
asswmes to be its \Vorc.

isa't the rose 'ived too near to the i
. a faint

reflection of its superfine scent and aristocratic colour.
to know that sneering is as contagious as small-pox, aad that scorn-
fulness and self-love can no more be kept to oneself than scald-head.

Instead of discharging their vials of wrath against the Servants'

Hall, suppose people set to work diligently to disinfect their dining
and drawing-rooms ? How, I ask, is .1 KAMES to respect the dignitv of

labour, when my LORD I -, behind whose chariot he clings
with his twin

colossus, shaking awfully as to calves, glories in being
t he la/.iest of human beings ? When young CIBBKKWIUOHT is groaning
over the crumpled roseleaf which that abandoned housemaid ha
his mattress, has he any right to lift his eyebrows because young CIB-
BERWEIGHTS own man is indignant at being put into a bed without
curtains?

Do you suppose those glorious armies of flunkeys which manoeuvre
round dinner-tables can be trained to stop their ears, as easily as they
can to keep down their grins and guffaws that they don't hear and

ponder
what the people whose plates they are changing praise and

believe in, and laugh at, and are interested about. Remember that
Master and Missus think nothing of being seen en itthabil!

butler or the housekeeper. As man and woman too is an imitative
animal can we wonder that the face should be occasionally mimicked
instead of the mask the real Master or Missus instead of the company
one P Remember too that Mr. Butler or Mrs. Housekeeper is bound to

you by no legal tie but wages. If there is to be any other bond between
up-stairs and down, it must be one of Master's or .\l issus's making.
The sum and substance of the matter, in Mr. Punch's notion, comes

to this : Tell me what the Masters are, and I will give a shrewd guess
at the Servants. Show me a picture of the Drawing-Room, and I wfll
find you a faithful reflection of it in the Servants' Hall mutatit mta*dit,
of course, but with the balance of light and shade very, very much the
same. When luxuriousness, show, parade, pretentiqn, selfishness,

worldliness, and veneer, in all fashions, ride above-stairs, what right
have we to expect that frugality, simplicity, diligence, humility, faith-

fulness, and
"
the genuine article," should be the staple commodities of

the area-level ?

SHEFFIELD'S POLITICAL J. A. R.

WE copy the following from the Sheffield speech of MR. ROEBUCK,
as it is reported in the Morning Star :

" There was a thing (Pmtk) much bandied about that day, in which the EvrntoR
i A In represented as having run away with the dog

' Tearam ;

' but had he
run away with the dogt was not he here (;..o<r) and what had the Evmom
or AUSTRIA done to make him carry him away T

"

MR. ROEBUCK is pleased to call Mr. Pnitch
"
a thing." The retort

is scarcely so powerful as we should have expected, and, moreover, we
believe

"
a thing" is generally a term of sarcasm used by women when

in a rage. We are not angry, only disappointed. We wfll not

lie, In short, to please our JOHX ARTHUR, whom in
former^ days

we
have greatly admired, we will consent to be called

"
a thing ;

"
and if.

in return, we are asked what is our opinion of MR. ROEBUCK, we will

be perfectly content to say
"
No-thing."

American Unity.

r. has published a long and grandiose letter to an i

nobleman OH American affairs. It is dated before "the rapid move-
of I'mil's Run, and the lady obsen I 'ie North rose like

one man." "Would she kindly mention what man, and also why he ran

away like one woman.
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REAL ENJOYMENT.

Charley (who is wet through for tJie ninth time}.
"
OH, MA ! WE'VE BEEN so JOLLY ! WE'VE

BEEN FlLLINO ONE ANOTHER'S HAIR WITH SAND, AND MAKING BOATS OF OUR BOOTS, AND
HAVING SUCH FUN !

"

NAPOLEON TO NONO.
On. the Eve of the Removal of the French Army

from Rome.

HOLY Father, ere we part,

Take, oil ! take my words to heart
;

And if they disturb thy rest.

Think them uttered for the best.

Hear my counsel ere I go :

Shut up shop, Pio NONO !

By thy Saints, whose pictures wink
AVhile thou art on destruction's brink :

By thy priests, who in their sleeve

Deride thee, though they feign to grieve :

By thy
"
friends

"
I bid thee go,

Shut up shop, Pio NONO !

By thy brigands uncontmed,
Raisers of the papal wind :

By the hate their deeds have sown
For thce, and for thy rotten throne :

By thy foes I bid thee go,
Shut up shop, Pio Noxo !

By thy want of common sense,

.By t hy lack of Peter's pence ;

By the cropper thou wilt come
When French support is ordered home,
Away thy temporal power throw :

Shut np shop, Pio NONO !

Holy Father, when I 'm gone,

Fly to England quick, alone :

Hire a cosy lodging there,
A three-pair back in Leicester Square :

There at thine ease thy 'bacca blow,
And die in peace, Pio NONO !

WHAT way will the Pneumatic B,ailway go ?

Why of course, through Hollo(w)way.

BOYS PLAYING AT BLOODSHED.

ONE would think that a battle-field was a playground, and that a

battle was somewhat of the nature of a game at football, judging from
the sportive manner in which the horrors of war are generally narrated

by the gentlemen who witness them. For instance, in describing the

battle of Springfield, a correspondent of the Missouri Democrat thus

writes :

" The enemy came fresh and deceived our men hy bearing a Union flag, causing
them to believe SIGEL was about making a junction with our forces. Discovering
the ruse just in time, our gallant boys rushed upon the enemy, who, with four
cannon belching forth loxid mouthed thunder, were on the point of having their
efforts crowned with success, and again drove them with great loss down the slope
on the south side of the hill."

"Our gallant boys rushed upon the enemy." Why "boys"? Is

reciprocal slaughter and_ mutilation child's-play ? Do martial com-
batants thrust bayonets into one another's stomachs, and shoot each
other through the chest with rifle bullets, knoc_k

off their adversaries'

heads and limbs and get their own knocked off with cannon-balls, and

exchange bombshells by which, on either side, they arc ripped up and
torn to pieces, for fun ?

_

Are bleeding gashes, crushed limbs, scattered
brains merely the diverting incidents of a juvenile pastime ? If so, well
and good ;

if not, why "boys ?
"

_
When a collision occurs in a tunnel, or when an engine runs off the

line, and, two or three carriages being hurled down an embankment,
some ten or twenty passengers are consequently smashed to death, and
three or four times as many are dismembered and lacerated, do we call

the victims and sufferers
"
boys

"
and

"
girls ?

"
If not. why not, so

long as it is usual to describe as "boys
"

adult men engaged in inflicting
and receiving injuries which arc precisely similar if not more horrible.

Is there, amongst the mass of people, a gregarious kind of tacit

understanding that warfare and its occurrences shall be ordinarily
mentioned, related, and alluded to, in a vein of merriment, a light semi-

jocular stvle, characterised by that S9rt of playful fondness for com-
patriot-belligerents which is evinced in calling them "boys?" Is it

generally felt that such levity of expression in narratives of military

only a plucky puerile game., certainly suggests quite a cheerful view of

an employment which consists in the interchange of diabolical outrages.

It does not appear to be thought expedient to call a man who goes to

the stake, or the block, for his creed or his country, a
"
boy." Phy-

sicians who risk their lives in combating a pestilence, are not deemed
suitable persons to be denominated "boys." An army-surgeon who

coolly operates under fire, and thus shows more courage than anybody
else 'in the regiment, is the last person in it that anybody wrould think

of styling a
"
boy." It is therefore not necessary to the exertion of

bravery that men should be cheered on to run into the cannon's mouth
with the thoughtless impetuosity inspiring the sort of hero who is

commonly called a
"
boy," but might with much greater propriety be

called a fool.

Anybody endowed with both bravery and brains must object as much
to being termed a "boy" as Coriolanvi did. Juvenile boxers, at

Eton and elsewhere, may well enough be applauded as
"
brave boys ;

"

but in the word
"
boy" applied to a grown soldier, and in all the rest

of the sprightly cant which disguises war's realities, there lurks a very

despicable and disgusting humbug.

ITALIAN THEATRICALS.

Until further notice,

THE BRIGAND.
To be followed by

THE VOLUNTEERS,
To Conclude with

FINISH HIM OFF!
Vivat Victor Emmanuel /] [Priests in Arms not permitted.

VERY THOUGHTFUL IN HIM.

A QUACK pamphleteer, trading on recent accidents, announces
" The

Coming Fire." It will come towards the end of October we suppose,

(at least cold evenings generally do) and then his pamphlet will also

come in handy enough. He is a philanthropist, but let his paper be

well dried, as there is not a greater bore than trying to light wood with

damp pages.
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INHOSPITALITY TO PUNCH.
A-SI,,\ATI.I.Y indignant.

.

,w than in anger,
we cut tin; subjoined para-

graph out of a newspaper :

" PrX' II ASI) Jl l.V A I

,r i ,f H Punch
tn, I .huh e t.ii,li>ht

tier olc

permfct-
till the

!iu:h hu
iu c;ike fur

[I leave
. .il city with

luttku himself to

,'Utack, Ruii
Borne such spirited placoa, where
the people hid mue to appreciate,
,in, i menus to eacourage uatiro

"

We are sorrv for the had
taste of tlir Oxford public,
exhibited in their insensibility
to the attractions of the

Drama, that is to say, that

Drama which is the chief of

all Dramas, and which the

niiliusiastic adorer of
(lie divine WILLIAMS himself must acknowledge to be Al. Our
tagfg we hereby vent on the head of the unintelligent Magistrate
sarcastically above described as the Right Worshipful the Mayor,
who can have no more right to be worshipped than an old image. Any
well-constituted image, indeed, would have displayed more sympathy
with Punch and Judy than the lin .as evinced by the worse
than wooden civic justice who limited their performance to one day
only. Nobody can be regarded as a man of worship who has himself
no veneration for Mtobuahed institutions, among which one of the
most generally esteemed and acknowledged is Punch and Judy's
Show.
The MAYOR or OXFORD must henceforth figure in our street drama

along with the Churchwarden, the Constable, Jack Ketch, and the
other adversaries whom Punch demolishes previous to his final triumph
over the enemy of Man.

CROWNEE'S QUEST QUERIES.
SOME of those who are honoured by being our contemporaries have

been making some rather severe remarks upon the sort of questioning
in which divers Attorneys (begging the world's pardon for using sucn
a word during holidays when peace and happiness should prevail)
indulge themselves, and earn their pav, before a Coroners Jury. Our
eontemporaries allege that some of these persons ask questions of a
ridiculous character, and are c\idently bent upon getting a reputation
for keenness and perseverance, rather than upon eliciting truth. Mr.

//.who defends the Attorneys upon all occasions, is grieved to
read such charges, and declares them to be wholly unfounded. If

Attorneys go on in the following kind of way, for instance, it is arro-

gance in the non-professional mind to suppose that the legal mind has
not some subtle intent, and to doubt that it is plunging headlong into
t lie well at the bottom of which Truth is known to fie.

OWLEV SHUNTER examined. Is a pointsman. Is twenty-nine years
of age. Was born in Hertfordshire.

M,\ Hi/i'iyiik: \\hy do you wear a velveteen coat?
H'i/iit'ss. To keep me warm, Sir.

Mr. S. I appeal to the Court against t! of this hireling.
Coroner. Well, I don't see the insolence. Would you have him s

he wears it to keep himself cold?
Mr. S. If you, Sir, take part with a recalcitrant witness, you shall

hear of it iu the Queen's Bench.
Coroner. Go ou, MK. So.ru, i

Mr. S. I will not be dictated to, Sir, in the conduct of my case.
.Mi-, ll'i-iijylis. Nobody dictates to my friend, and if they did, I don't

suppose he could write Irom dictation.

Mi-.Sauigglet. Hold your tongue. Witness, you said that you were
bom in Hertfordshire. Now be careful. How do you know that ?

WttntK. Mother alwajs told me so, Sir.

Mi-. S. We don't want to know what >our mother told you. If she
had told you your duty yuu woidd not have been here. Why v. ,

boni iu Hertfordshire ?

infHI'S*. I really don't know, Sir.

say

Mr. S. I dare say not. It is of a piece with the rest of your igno-
rance. Now, your business is to attend to railway :

ll'iii/f.t.i. Can't say, Sir. lie WIT . man nor you and I.

Mr. .S viiurself, Sir, if you |

What is a point ?

Mr. Wriggles. Do you expect tliis man to be able to give you a defi-
nition out of EUCLID ?

Mr. ,V. I expect vim to b, able to hold your tongue.
. Is it a pint,

Mr. .V. Call ii vulgar tongue, if you like.

Witness. Well, Nr, a pint's half a in:

Mi-.S. 1 ask that thiswitn unmitted.
Coroner. He docs not understand you.
Mi'. S. Hi' will not, knowing how to plcxse ii

Mr. Wriggles. Th ilmt my
friend is vindictive because he failed to obt;iiu i from thosi;
he would insult.

Coroner. The time of the jury, to say nothing of my own, ought not
to be wasted in personalities. Go on.

Mr. S. Pointsman, do you think that a railway train ought to travel

ninety miles an hour P

Witness. Rather you was hi her than me. Sir.

Mi\ -V. 1 don't want your pn . 1 want your evidence.
Witness. Never heard of such travelling, Sir.

Mr. S. I don't care what you hare heard, 1 tell you. Answer the
question.

Witness. I "d be sorry to be in her, Sir.

Mr. S. Keep your sorrows to yourself, Sir. Would you travel at
such a pace ?

Witness. Not without I were obliged. Sir.

Mr. S. VVhat do you mean by "without." How dare you use such
language in a Court of Justice P (Bitterly.) I beg pardon, a Court of

Inquiry.
Coroner. He means "

unless." You hare your answer, MK. SQPIGOLES.
Mr. S. I will stand here until Christinas, Sir, but 1 will have my

answer from the witness's own lips. However, I will recur to this

point. Witness, have you a family ?

Witness. No, Sir.

Mr. S. Do you wish to have a family ?

Witness. Well that 's as it may be. A family is sometimes a blessing,
and sometimes I've heard it 's quite the reverse like, but we must take
what 's sent us, the good with the bad, I expect.
Mr. S. This fencing with the question is perfectly offensive. I ask

you whctheryou wish for a family ?

Witness. Well, I'll put it to you. Sir whether
Mr. S. You '11 do nothing of the kind. Sir. Answer the question.
Witness. Twenty-two shillings a-week. Sir, ain't much.
Mr. S. That is matter of opinion. When I was a clerk
Coroner. Deeply interestiiig as your autobiography would be in a

two-shilling railway volume, lls. SOUIOOLES, may I suggest that at
this stage of the inquiry we might advantageously postpone it. Go on.
Mr. S. You shall hear of this in the Queen's icnch, Sir. Witness,

do you sleep well at night ?

Witness. I am told so, Sir.

Mr. S. I tell you once more, don't tell me what you are told. Do
you sleep well at nights ?

Witness. Depends on what I 've had for supper, Sir.

Mr. S. More equivocation. Now I don't ask that question without
a reason.

Mr.
Wriggles.

I 'm glad to hear that.

Mr. S. Keep your insolent imputations to yourself. If this man does
not sleep well at night, he must be drowsy iii t he day-time, and if I can
fix him with that peculiarity, I think I shall make you laugh ou the

wrong side of your mouth.
Mr. Wriggles. My mouth has no wrong side, but my friend may find

that my tongue has a rough side.

Coroner. Gentlemen, tfmfus/iigit. Go on.
Mr. S- Pointsman, what is your opinion as to gauges ?

Witness. Well, Sir, if they are ripe, I like 'em, but they have been,
scarce this year, likewise

plums.
Mr. S. The hopeless imbecility of this witness speaks volumes for the

wisdom of those who employ him.
Mr. Wriggles. My friend has spoken several volumes since we began,

but I shall say nothing about their wisdom.
Coroner. Gent Icincn, go on.

Mr. S. I shall, at the present stage, ask this witness only one other
i, but he is not to DC spirited out of the way, as I shall want

him again.

ll'ifaess. I never touch spirits, Sir.

Mr. S. O, I dare say. 1 wouldn't be a glass of rum in your way.
Now, MK. TEMPERANCE, answer this. What is the average gradient
of the sleepers on vour lii 'iu' cradles, and allowing metals for

rolling-stock ? Take your time, and be careful, Sir.

At tliis point the inquiry was adjourned, for the.twenty-third time.
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YACHTING MAN. "
Well. I always said you were a plucky fciloiv, Splinter; hit really,

now, I did not give you credit

SPLINTER (not displeased).
" How do you iman ?

"

YACHTING MAK. "
Why, with your Spars to put out in such a Gale o' Wind as this."

ANCIENT AND MODERN QUACKS.

THE Builder says that among the relics of the ancient

Romans who inhabited TJricouium, lately dug up at

Wroxeter, is included
"
an advertising medium of one

of their quack doctors." According to our constructive

contemporary :

" There is a stamp bearing a Latin inscription to the follow-

ing effect :

' Tho Dialibauum of TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS, the phy-
sician, for all complaints of the eyes, to be used with egg."

The likeness between ancient and modern quackery,
evidenced

by_
the foregoing specimen of an antique

Roman puff, is striking. A hard name, which, stand-

ing alone, might be supposed to have been C9ined in

the mint of a British patent-medicine-monger, is given
to the specific advertised. It is alleged to be a remedy
for all complaints of the eyes, without exception. The
proprietor styles himself "the physician," exactly, no
doubt, as our worthy friend GRIFFITHS JOXES, now in

trouble on the charge of having forged a will, dubbed
himself doctor, and as other impostors, unfortunately
at large, also pretend to a medical degree, which, it

they have any such tiling, was bought at a disreputable
German University. Then the quack calls nimself

TLBERIUS CLAUDIUS. He was of course as much a
member of the family of the CLAUBII as the fellow

whose vile puffs pollute so many of our contempo-
raries, especially the country papers, is connected with
that which is the oldest in the English Peerage. As of

old,
so now, Quack is Quack and Rogue is Rogue,

seli-brandcd with the same indications of infamy alt

the world over.

A Gratis Suggestion.

MR. PUNCH wonders why in these imitative days
nobody has taken a hint from the queer title of one
remarkable book,

"
Why Paul Ferroll killed his Wife'"

Could not a good Adelphi farce be founded on the

inquiry
"
Why Paul Bedford killed his Pig"

A REFORMER WHERE LEAST EXPECTED.

MIGHT we inquire what has become of the Financial

Reform Association ? The only surviving member of it

seems to be the SULTAN, for he is apparently the only

person of the present day who is going in seriously

for financial reforms.

PATIENCE is a female virtue, nowhere so conspicuous
as at the dressing-table.

BOSH PROM THE BALTIC.

IT is said that the King of Sweden, CHARLES THE FIFTEENTH, has
been induced by our Elected friend the Pamphleteer of Paris to enter

into an alliance, offensive and defensive, with France. That the King's
late visit to the Pamphleteer had this object, and that in order to make
things look serene, KING CHARLES ran over to London, and received

the cold shoulder from our Court, which was up to the dodge. That
LORD PALMERSTON, being somehow compelled to attend a dinner at

the Swedish ambassador's, at which Rex was present, was
"
icy," and

actually cut the King, who was very nearly pitching into the Constable.

Now, it is permitted to the world to believe as much, or as little as it

likes, of the details of this history, but Mr. Punch is happy to state that

EARL RUSSELL, in order to ^provide a counterpoise against the new
alliance, and to secure an equivalent friend for England, has concluded
an affiance offensive and defensive, with his Majesty KING H. P. W.
FUM. the King of the Cannibal Islands, who has solemnly promised to

eat all the Swedish prisoners we may take in the war, provided we send
a sound Swedish turnip with each individual, as the King is particular
about his vegetables. Ha ! ha ! Sweden turn against, us, Northmen !

we '11 have better evidence before we believe that, and in the meantime
we say ha! ha! once more, and pledge "a Brage-Bcaker to the
Swedes."

Anecdote Quite Fresh from Vienna.

(Per the Trieste and Gahcay line, tho), is to be.)

A COURTIER was decrying MR. ROEBUCK in the presence of the
EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA, when the latter indignantly rebuked him by
saying,

" No no if you love me, love my dog."

OMINOUS !

" WE have heard (we cannot say what truth is in the rumour) that a

hunt was made last week in the palace of the Vatican, which ended in

the finding of not one single rat ! The hunt was followed high and

low, from the cellars to the garrets, but not one creature of the species
in quest could be discovered. It was, however, ascertained, by ques-

tioning the neighbours, that large numbers of the animals had been

recently observed hurrying out of holes at the bottom of the building ;.

and as most of the emigrants had brought their children with them, it

was surmised that they had no intention of return.
"
There is a proverb about rats being said to leave a falling house ;

but whether this saying be verified in the case which we have men-

tioned, we at present wait the opportunity to learn." Special Corre-

spondent of
"
Le Canard," French Paper.

All the Difference, by Gum !

SCENE A most elegant shop in Piccadilly.

A Vulgar Customer (evidently). No no no these are not the kind

of envelopes. I tell you I want some adhesive ones.

Aristocratic Shopman (tenderly chiding him). You must excuse me.
Sir. It is an article we do not keep it is so very seldom called for.

(/ a tone of the gentlest correction?) Our customers, Sir, never use-

anything but wax ! [Politely shows him to the door.

PROPER PRECAUTION. "The Federal Army is to be uniformed in

blue." So says the last mail. It is a step in the right direction, as

blue does not run.
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FROM OUR SENSITIVE CONTRIBUTOR.

_
;

EAR Mil. I'l
Ij

hurt

what !

/ that

and ink in

:d that !

:

ere course of novel-

reading here may ha 1

.

ilcrcd i than
u-nal io th.

but 1 am

of shrimps (sat'i

vour letter, it would have

I admit that the Bank-
note was eri-;i ai.d

some, but, to ad'

gunge of one of the authors

are helping me to kill a

fortnight or so,
'

little do the

haughty aristocrats compre-
hend our

ihink to 91

wounded feelings in

shower of Bank-paper.' You
are at liberty to try the ex-

periment, nowcver, Mr.

PuacA, for sufferance is the

badge of all our tribe.
"

Sir, there are pens and ink in France, and literary composition may be transmitted

the Judge s; barrister who began with,
'

My unfortunate client
" But I have come here for my health, and I am not in the least inclined to destroy the

good effect which the tough meat, ungenerous wines, and liquid odours of France arc pro-

ducing on my frame. I shall not send
'

literary composition,' and what in the world has

made you so precious fine can't call it 'copy'.'' 1 know that London, just now, is

ation,' you stuck-up old Bloater !

"
Sir, you '11 have no copy. And, Sir, if you want to know why, I will tell you. Because

I h, a-. And, as you may wish for details, here in a diluted
page

from

iiary,
scribbled while I finish my last cigar, and, in a state of ultra-rf<ssi6iE?, all but

: Paradisaical (there 's a long word for you, Bloater) cool for my spring-uiattrass :

"Up at eight. As I am growing a moustache, I save the time I used to waste in shaving.
Look out m the \\indo\v, and wonder when it will be high-water. Abuse those tinkling
bells round the hones' necks. What a fool that lover is in Siu.K8VE.utG who says he is

to breakfast ai nine, earlier or 1: > there is a young lady with a handsome fo

ng at my hotel, and I try to encounter her as she also goes down to breakfast. She is

S7.

"From nine Letters to be read, including heartless ones hinting at

literary composition. l!y the way, I foolishly got a notion, one day, that my letters at

iiul might i ant; so wrote to a friend to look over
-id send me what 1 ought to see. He was away, and sent hi* friend, who didn't like-

to open anything, ; .1 all, not paying the postage. I had nine francs to fork out,
.-'llll this \\: :

"
1. A parson's perforated card, for

'

only one shilling' for a new church at Grimesbury-
iodgeleigh.

"8. { Circulars from rival candidates for the office of Director of the Fireside and
"

I. I Circumnio .ee, iu wliich I am assured.
5. /

"6. List of new stations of the Commissionaires of London.
"7. BLOHBIXS'S 'bill delivered' hopes 1 will settle before I leave town. Sorry to liavc

_

i ion to take the chair at a lecture on Geology before the Tiddlcywiuks Literary
N-ientilie Instil ut ion."
9. A piece of cloth, as a pattern for trousers, which the sender will make to measure for

17*. !'"/., c;ish.

||

10. 1, Miery. (Th > and ink iu Fran.
'

11. Scolding note from never mind. 1 Jid promise to call. But I will scud her a

newspaper fro depends on the amount of good i shown

'i> in; scolder

imnurn.
:-> uotc, though nine francs is

11 cut my water oil" il 1

8*. 6</. by a day long past.

i foolish

fidget, and not leaving
You say this is a digression. Who

b) twelve, lounge about, an. i

- are the cigars of the
' for a

change. I'.x the

me over a lot. You unal know someb

ca-air pla;.

. finally

the sea. Then there 's a lot of li

turn, and losing it while you are

with an ac fou seldom get
back before one, and then you want half an hour
to wash the salt out of your hair, and

presentable. No. 37 don't like the short hair of

the day, which is a pity, for drying one's wig is a
bore.

, and a cigar, and a walk, bring one on

in, and then there is a good deal to

perhaps a drive, or going to change
or to be in the way di: ujr, and

s in an hon
are a penny, and consequent 1 are not

halt-a-crowu. Or the ladies want to look

into the churches, which are cool and pUnotnt

places enough. Or, if the day is too warm for

Englishwomen to go shopping (and warn.

the day that stops mat) oue lounges up
to MH. SH;XKT'S, or down to M it. CMKKKYDBOP'S,
to grab at the English newspapers, as t

brought in from the boat how precious stupid

your papers are, by the way, just now. If it

were not for the tires and the accidents, and the

murders, I d9n't believe you could get a paper
made up, wliich shows what sort of people must
be left in toxvn, journalising. Tliis brings us on
until it is turn; for dinner, or at least to dress,
and by the way again, my Bloater, would you
when you send the cigars, put in a set

. rather handsome, you undi

but 1 leave them to your taste ? I think No. 8/

-..cilery, and my studs are not

very stumiing ? i)ou't forget this. Well, dinner
n in another

half hour or so the ladies hwre contrived to put
on their hats, and we go on the JM r. This is a

narrow wooden strip, thai nearly reaches to the
i indeed, and there

dogni-, and thcv all ifill

another here

women (you know
jthcr) rush at

- there are, and look at those who
look at thrin, is the only fun, for an unfortunate

male, except to laugh at a vocal wretch who
howls French songs to a guitar, and sends round

five minutes. After this, one gets
t lie 'hotel, and a quiet weed, or a little

. finishes off the day.
"There. Now 1 hope you are ashai

vour baseness in asking for
'

literary composition.'

what you like with this letter, but

you '11 get nothing else, for ever so long, from
" YOUR SENSITIVE CONTKISCTOJU"

Not so Wise as he Seems.

ng, unwisely,
i \IT. W e rather thought

well 01 r.lemau, but now
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A RUSE.
This is the Serene Parly we (Cliarlotte ami I) made out of a Sofa Pillow and ffearth-broom, Ji-e.,

whose olM/uiti/<
apathy

to d I ,-s the first day of our trip to Sprayni

(we taking u little > vih ik), thai tlwy shied Prospect Place for (he rest of our month.

A Dog with Two Tales.

MR. ROEBUCK has shown himself very properly proud of Mr. Punch's notice of him in a
Cartoon, but asked in a Sheffield speech

" how the EJIPKKOK OF AUSTRIA could be said to
have run away with Tearem, when lie, Tearem, was there, before his friends." We have
heard more brilliant epigrams, in the way of retort but it is no disgrace to a bigger man than
JOHN AKTHUK to

_

be utterly crushed and quelled by au avalanche from the hand of Punch.
Perhaps it was a big stone to throw at a little dog, but' he was making such a blessed noise
that we took the first that came to hand, lie '11 be quiet enough, now.

" THE BALM OF COLUMBIA." lias no one the generosity to send over to America a
bottle of this celebrated mixture ? for we are sure that Columbia, after her recent reverses,
must need a Balm of some sort to heal her wounded feelings.

POET CLOSE KAGETH AGAIN.
AND so you thought, my noble Swells,
You 'd done with POET CLOSE

;

But he 's not done, my haughty ones,
So brown as you suppose.

The Poet's fire, as you shall see,
Needs but a little

stir,
And up it burns, in glorious scorn
Of your extinguisher.

If mean LOED PAM has used me ill,

My lingers I will snap
At all the rancid rancorousness
Of that effete old chap.

Unless he cuts my fingers off

They still can wield the pen,
And make my name admired and loved'

By all deserving men.

What care I for his jaunty laugh,
While I possess the smile

Of one as good again by half,

My noble LOUD CARLISLE.

He^is
a Poet like myself,

That 's more than PAM can say,
And very pleasing verse has wrote

In his fastidious way.

1 'd rather have such men as him
To praise my honest rhymes,

Than talking statesmen (?) like old PAM,
(Though lauded in the Times).

Then there 's the noble LONSDALE toe-,
Who is a real Earl,

And tells the world that he has found
In POET CLOSE a pearl.

They sign their testimonials free,
And praise my native worth,

And say I am a glory to
The country of my birth.

And if they have not read my works,
'Twas nobler to have signed ;

A nobleman ought not to have
A mean suspicious mind.

I've had my paltry hundred pounds,
(To stop the same was hard)

And where the flag of England flies

I 'm known as England's Bard.

Nailed like a carrion crow, 'tis said,
I stick, but fools may rail,

No matter, for I 've had my tin

Paid down upon that nail.

JOHN CLOSE.

An Awkward Selection.

A NEW journal is announced under the title

of The Queen. The godfathers were bunglers,
and the name is against the success of the

publication, A little harmless cheating the
Government (especially in the matter of recti-

fying Income-Tax) may be overlooked, but who,
save a disloyal wretch, would think of taking in

the Queen ?

Removing from Over the Way.

MESSRS. DERBY, DIZZIE & Co. respectfully
announce to their friends and the public, that they

are in negotiation for the Kcfonu bu.-iiu'ss so lung con-
ducted by the late JOHN RI/SSKU, A: Co.. and that early
in the season they hope to Itc able to offer a variety of
novelties hitherto unattainable except upon unrca>on:il'l<t

terms. Further particulars will lie announced. Several

good/Touts wanted.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. IS, Upper Woburn Place, anil Fredrick Mullen ETan, of No. 19, Queen's Road West. Heeent's 'Park, both in the Parish or St. Pancr. in the County of MidiUnei,
Printers, at their Otllcf m Lombard Street, in the Preciact of Wlutefriars, in the City of London, anu Published by them at -\'o. 85, fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Uride, in the City of London.-
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"CORRECT 'CARD' OF THE REGATTA, SIR?'

MRS. ROC I IK I'D I CHILD'S -MAXIMS.

\\ "Mix's feelings are more intense than those of men-
(it a ball or ut liunic.

A w< -HUH, bin 1 'inc.

The female' mind is ton poetical to be lamely met!

Who would marry a woman who punctuated her love-

Cupid is blind to everything sa\e jiiu-mo;.

In society comnlimcn us, which the lenders

'1 with hea\y im

l'rai-e a wuman's t:iMe, and you may attack her sense
with impunity.

eandiil friend has never an\lhin-' pleasant to say
to you. ll< : i if his pel MI tue, by wounding you

If you want to know a woman's true character, linger
after the iri.i -one, and listen to what she Las to

say about them.

man wins an old man by listening to him; and a

young man by talking to him.

Enjoy to-day, for to-morrow the first grey hair may come.

Hymen is only Cupid iu curl papers.

\\nmen confess little faults, that their candour may cover

great ones.

There arc no reasons which explain love ; but a thousand
wlu'ch explain marriage.

Age is venerable in man and would be in woman
if she ever became old.

When a woman vows that sue never flirts the ujlirliag.

Maternal Advice.

A DAUGHTER is almost always right when she endeavours
to imitate her mother ;

but we do not think the mother is

equally right, w-hen, at a certain period of life, she tries all

she can to imitate her daughter.

OUR ROVING CORRESPONDENT.
" MY DEAR PUNCH,

"
DURING the great autumnal exodus from town, while port-

manteaus are being packed, passports vitfd, and beards grown, your
'

Roving Correspondent
'

is reminded of an expedition in which he was
engaged, and wlu'ch some weeks ago he began to describe in these

pages. It was, if you remember, while on the snores of the Mediter-

ranean, that my narrative was interrupted by the stern duties of a
I .mule >u season. Be pleased therefore to suppose me returned to

Porto-Franco, and in the company of MR. RICHARD DEWBERRY, late
of Triii. Coll. Cam., my comrade of voyage, as our cicerone (who
thinks he is up in all the English idioms) insists on calling him.

" As the weather was still very warm, and walking before sunset
almost impossible, DICK, whose devotion to the fair sex interfered
sailh with that, proper attention and enthusiasm with wliich the monu-
ments of antiquity should be studied, MASTER DICK I sav used
t'mmcntly at the close of the day to drag me forcibly into the Piazza.
under pretence of looking at the Foutana Veccliia by moonlight ; but
in reality to show me how many of our countrywomen he knew, as they
paced up and down in company with their heavy 1'apas or solemn
whiskered brothers, enjoying the strains of military music by the light
of a thousand brilliant lam] is.

until he made such an nss of liimsell at O
was quartered. The match is broken oil' now, and serve him risrh't too ;

it. is much too good for him. The old fellow hobbling just behind him
is the MARQUIS OK DUYCOH.V: he conies abroad for his gout. That's
liis wife in the hat anil feathers. LADY DRYCORX, d'ye see? and the
young fella she's talking to is his Lordship's Secretary, and they do
say that Why, hillo ! there's GRINDLEY, of Corpus, what the (loose
is he doing here. I should like to know? and who is that with him?

QutiMie cosa fredda, don't you know,' shouted MR. DICK, in' his best

Tuscan.
' Nun c"efritla, S'gnor,' said the waiter in hurried intervals, as

he rushed about,
'

queiC vn ca/eii (rota frittatanella trattoria.

S'onor.'
' Oh dam !

'
remarked MR. DEWBERRY,

'

Ice-^-fflace you know.
'

Yessare, verriwell, cosa desidera, Ifgnor f Gelati di CHrone, vanilla,

marrenaa, grose'Me, fragole, lamponi, arancia..limone, crema ?' said the
waiter in one breath, and then rushed off without waiting for au
answer.
" '

Always the way here, Sir,' said a stout gentleman, sitting near,
'confound the fellows! Been here three nights running, and haven't

been able to get an ice yet, nor see the Galignani once. Actually three

nights running,' continued the stout man, looking round for sympathy." '

Violent exercise, eh ? three nights' running too much for his

wciirht,' whispered DICK to me.
1 '

I beg your pardon. Did you speak, Sir ?
'
asked our fat friend.

' '

I say I agree with you, it "s shameful, Sir,' said DICK, with great
gravity."

By the time we had finished our ices, which we obtained after

waiting about three quarters of an hour, the music had ceased, and we
rose, having made a resolution (for the ninth time since lauding) to

keep good tours, and retired to our respective beds.****
" '

Flirting about the Piazza with pretty girls is all very well,' said

I, one morning to MR. DEWBEHKY,
'

lint as Paterfamilias will naturally

expect you to nave done something while you are away, I advise you to

j

make notes of what you see, or keep a journal.'
" ' A journal ! Oh, bosh !

'

politely answers MASTER DICK, (who has

a great horror of occupying his time to no profit) 'what on earth is the

good of a journal ': Every muff keeps a journal. I wish you could

have read S< KiBBLETOx's. He went up the Kliine in "the long" last

year. Forty-five reams, Sir, of closely-written foolscap, wit h t he history
of every insignilieant little village he entered, population, so and so",

statistics, staple commodities, situation, height above the level of the

sea, latitude and longitude, average of mortality among the inhabitants,
the deuce knows what, to say nothing of a description of every dinner

he eat. and a register of the civility of the landlord at each inn. He
offered it to thirteen pubh'shers in si nd was much disgusted
to find it declined. No.' added DICK,

'

I shan't keep a journal. I

mean to go in for the Italian grammar, and work like a brick.'

VOL. XLI.
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" And sure enough I found him one evening closeted with SIGXOR

I'ISELLI, the \vcll-known Professor of the English tongue at Porto

Franco. AVhat progress maMer and pupil made was ahvays a profound
mystery to me. I heard a great deal about the difficulty of the irregular

rbs, and of the vast import amr of preserving tlie distinction between

the stile Signorile' and the 'stile Ainit-heeo/e,' but happening to

knock at DICK'S door one morning before he was up, when the room

smell very strongly of Latakia, and noticing an empty bottle labelled

/'>/<., OoffMf' m the table, I naturally inferred thai the irregularity

was not confined to the verbs, and that in consequence of their devotion

to the
'

stile .iiiiii-hrrnl,^ their studies on the previous night had not

been very profound. Indeed DICK has since admitted to me that he

found the Professor a very jolly don, and that he had assisted him in

framing 1 lie plot of
'

Ltfyliaiel Soreiatort' a drama lately produced
with thrilling effect at tlie Tealro Ducalc, in 1'oito Franco, and founded,
it must be confessed, upon an old English ballad once popular iu

Covent Garden.

"On the same floor which we inhabited,
Moxsir.vu and MADAME

RODEUR had hired apartments, and were living together with their son,

an ingenuous vouth iresh from the Quartier Latin, and their amiable

and accomplished daughter, of whose skill in performing on the piano
ishc had planted it on acoustic principles against the door which joined
our rooms) I was constantly reminded.

"
They had sent us an enamelled and elaborately nourished card

bearing their name, and DICK, who iicuT loses an opportunity of

exhibiting his proficiency in the French language, insisted that we
should return their call, which wo did, and thus made their acquaint-
ance. M. RODEUR is proprietor of the well-known establishments,
Le Cygne noir at Cherbourg, and L'Aigle Blanc at Havre, and in

that capacity is admirably fitted to resist the
_
impositions in which he

regrets to find his brother hotel-keepers too often indulge.
'

f'ous con-

n-re:, M'sieur,' he would say on occasion when he had to wait for his

dinner, or his boots were neglected,' if thees ad coom to appen at de

"jir, my chef should be chasse dirrrrrect.' (Here I may remark
in a parenthesis that having spine experience of the

'

Service
'
at the

last-mentioned hostelry, my inference is that the post of chef must

change hands every day)."
M. RODEUR Jilt finds ample occupation for his time during the

vacation, by consuming tobacco in a chaste pipe of his own design, and

teaching his good-natured sister to accompany him on the piano in the

admired ballad of the
'

Chateau de Framuoisy,' 'Messrs, les I'.t /iili</,//x,'

and other national and interesting songs. As for Madame I don't

envy the man who is shut up in the coupe of a diligence with her

as was once mv fate. The brilliancy ot that lady's conversation is

hardly equalled by its length, and the manner in which she discusses her
lunch is scarcely calculated to increase an appetite for your own.

Surely there never were such indefatigable sight-seers. They are

ahvays up at sunrise as I never failed to hear when poor JEANETTE
is finely rated if the breakfast is not ready.

' Oh Dieu .'' the unhappy
bonne cried to me in confidence one day,

'

ga Mc^iMc affreusement !
'

They never forgive themselves or pay their cicerone if a single church
is left unvisited, or one picture unseen. The hackney coachmen at

Porto Franco know them well, and must be very hard up for a fare,
before they consent to be hired by their party.

'

Dopo domane,' the

impudent dogs say with a back-handed shake of three fingers, when
MADAME RODEUR begins to bargain or

'

Bel' forestiere, per Sacco !
'

as MONSIEUR JULES offers them half their fare.
" RODEUR awe began life as an artist, and sketches extensively in a

vigorous and dotty style peculiar to himself :

' Un effetcmicher de soleil

Marseilles'
'

Denxgaminsen. comba/ili/i/x In rue I'lorence,'
' Un morceau

du Colysee Rom,' 'Teted'unanca Capri,' 'Soeeiuf<rnH.TiiitorelaFenise
l

'

'
Vielle de Cologne' &c.

; &c., &c., are among the subjects treated by his

graceful pencil. The time, the place, the object to be drawn, makes
not the slightest difference to the enthusiastic amateur. He was once

put under arrest for persisting to sketch the POPE during Mass at the

Sistine Chapel, and nearly got his head broken for running about

pencil in band- after a pretty looking Contadina whose costume lie

thought would be a valuable addition to his album.
"
They always dined at 2 p. M., and my only wonder is that after such

a tremendous repast t hey were enabled to renew their exertions until
i he next morning. The amount of solid food which they consumed
daily would surprise those who still retain the notion once rife in our
17__ji* i- . ji .i p. ____ />_ . i i- i>

the appearance of several courses combined in one for tlie sake of
'< :

eyity. Old KODEUR overwhelmed me with apologies for the con-

fusion, and took cure to let me know in the course of conversation that
iheir I.H'HIII/I at Havre was of a totally different character, inasmuch as

:"d oil' Sevres and the IIIO.M cosily plate with fifteen glasses
a-head for the different kinds of wine.

"
Poor M'am'sclle Poor NATHALIE ! I fear she led a hard life

bothered by her i ulded daily by Madame, and
nearly plagued to death by i;

"
They were always active fb -till night: sketching, prac-

tising on the piano, sight-seeing, _ picture-hunting, scolding, pi;.

bargaining, botanising, and bothering each other, until they returned to

astonish their country neighbours with the details of their foreign tour.

Heigho ! much good may it do them ! AnfS9oir,met emit. Receive,

Madame, the assurance of my high consideration, and believe me, dear

Pwtai, "
Yours faithfully, " JACK EASEL."

" BLONDIN OVER THE FOUNTAINS."-^,<;<.

BLOXDIX over the Fountains,
BLO.XDIX over tlie Cord;

BLONDER draws all kinds of Snobs,

Lounger, and lout, and Lord ;

And BLONDIN'S fame slioidd make us proud,
It should on Punch's word.

A PRIZE HOGG.

A HEARTLESS swindler, named FARRELL HOGG, now (luckily for

confiding landladies and the
like)

in the clutches of old FATHER AMU.
seems to have reached the acme and Septinius of heartlessness by
one representation which lie is stated to have made. He ;

deluded a victim by alleging that he, HOGG, was the Musical Critic of

the Record newspaper. The Record! The journal that never in its

existence could tolerate harmony that lives by the promotion of dis-

cord among men that would lass the Music of the Spheres unless

conducted by LORD SHATTESBUHY. HOGG is worthy of tnc name he is

about to exchange for a number. We never heard of a more brutal

. TITUS, who set up a hog's image to insult the Jews did a

lighter crime.

Astronomical Insects.

AT one of the late Meet ings of the British Association, a philosopher
read a paper

"
Oil Geometrical Nets in Spae.

lecture on the habits of Spiders, of which insects a \vi 11-knowr

, iimcd to make geometric nets in any convenient space 1

twigs or in palings. Are the geometrical nets which exist in absolute

space constructed by any spiders which exist there, and arc those

spiders as big as the Scorpion in the Zodiac ?

IXV1TA MI.V

IdiklUli UXIUO ilJt ClUa U1 . T I JltlU O L' !./_> nviiiw i ,* ij.* f^\j\j\j . i i v A^UJ.

that the next European problem will be,
" How to take Greece out of

maps," and that the receipt will be suggested by that !'<

the Pamphleteer of the Tuilories.
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IMPERIAL BULL-FIGHTINQ.
tc WiW

"
(Slot*.

\\'ll

.lullN I'.'

U'.'iiTin.ir. In Ins mvn will, on ph.

lint lli:il thon.-.h loath lo (|n. i

ritle,

old (lilt fell..

He still keeps it his I.

For those; who speaking peace, hide the hare bnnd,

Cni', ^liatn.

Mi
I'.nt 1'i'ui-h is

proud
to say "ditto to l'\\i -

\\h i~es.

U'e like Cm:\ u.ii K, >cl, p* MK IIKI,

(,';ill him
;

"

T'other Chevalier \\e don't like so well

France's own crouned <"/'"''/'/ i/'J,i,/,-

( )f /////; we own to have our si

Hilt sure In- xln.i'l:! lie the 1

With such a tasle for BillUi-

'i li\e at liiarrity, \vil

At least ifi- learn from tliis exciting sport
i \Vhicli, unlike him, we only know from reading),

Hulls, if fools enough to pull up short

rath-wounded, soon lie bleeding.

The eloak \\ll'eh euol Kl. /. \T(I* is on* -

Conceals a s\u>rd: 'mid cheers of the hehol

.Hull hlunilers at the floak, the sword i

\nd-llash! the blade's hill-;!.

,ImiN HIM, may lie excused, if from his brothers
At liiarrit/ slaughtered, for Imperial pastime,

lie !;. among others
The jii-xl t ime Bulls so blunder is the lasl ti.

lioulders.

El Imperador waves in graceful show
The cloak that hides the sword but BULL grown chary

Of 1 1 X however fair they show,"W sharp horns, and eye-sight wary.
* The favourite matador at the Biarritz bull-9ght< this yer.

PITY FOR POOR SMOKERS.
MI of Mr. P/i.nf/i !i:is been called to a recent pol

:

in which T, summoned before .Mu. DAYMAN, at
v

iied ln.v. and costs for peiMsiini; iu smoking in a railway
: could not pay the money; had to embrace the

ivs' imprisonment ;
and actually underwent a

seclusion of thirty hours, when he v
.1, the line having been

p:iid tor him In :i bmevolenl mrrrhani-priM v and smoker.
Now. if this man persisted in smoking when he was told to leave off,

the Magistrate could ha\e had nothing to do but to line him; particu-

larly if, ae of the otfencc. he was sober. I'.ut whereas a 40*.
fine is no mailer to a smoking swv ,1 days' imprisonment is

what a \yorkiu? man miitht well d :ard lines.

Snink 'iiimon pr.ietiee we irrant the s'lost of
.loirs Till' l''iiisi i nuisance. Ii may \ e\ the
British SOLOMON ; .r ladies, w i

acrrce with I he nose of Its. ]fn,yni>, in /

./, in the iiu-

pressiou that tobacco is a fragrant and odoriferous herb.

Therefore Uailwaj Coinpatiica are hcrcliy j implored to
establish sniokitiir enrri.iires in every traiu, and fur

cularly the third, which is occupied by the poorer and less comfortable
rendered much more uncomfortable than i hey need be

.nomy, and having more occasion than any 'other ineuibers of

ecp their senses in the forgctfnlucss which is induced by
nicotine. _

CRITICISM ON A CRITIC.
"
Le mil bonheur sur la Terre, test

/ Mer." So quotes our friend, .ln.r.s-,1 \MS. X'noard the

Folkestone boat, and in ihe intervals of bawling for a basin, our other
friend, I'IITMPKIX Ql M.MV. was heard to

iirowj'that
the Kirn,

hue of epigram led him to write the most inf- anious nons

IIKUE'S YOUR Fl.Xi; TL'UMI'S!
A I'm in. story is relate,! by I

Monday Lut
week a "poor shabbily <

. f; v unv

.1. \| -

Mi:. I )vv. wi'. h h ijnIIBBJ

V"-'*,
( '

her chili

i one \\hol,

ol .Insticcs' justice ; when :

The tw,. timii], .-r wore produoad, anil wore my mull Tho

liehl .,].

d that

. the MogMntM derired her to pay the fine and ooU
a her return from hop-picking, which nhe rehentenUy fmnaieeil to

The poor Magistrates, called upon in thr discharge of their duty to

adjudicate on eases such as the above-quoted one, are very much to be

pitied. Of course they have no pom
on the ground of t he maxim,

" De minimi* no* enrol lex" transl;
the ben, iiintry gentleman, prosecutor in the case, '"I

takes no account of diminutive turnip-." In the |.|.
, thcv

prisoner unless to
commit her instead; which perhaps they miirht as well have done,

committing her child along with her as an accomplice. For, in prison,
mother and child would both have IKVII well fed ; necessarilv if their
sentence included hard labour: wbi.

a doubt, was the reason why, from a I.

add hard labour to the imprisonment which they awarded
her in default of payment. The only wonder is. that I lie 'f,

creature did not e 1'erhaps her pride objected
' hicf.

\Ve now turn to another and more plcasins view of the case, the

aspect which it presents in an agricultural point of view. How valuable
must be the turnips grown by \h; If. TASSELL to have made r
that gentleman's while to prosecute a labouring r taking two

of them to eat ! This, just now, is the newspaper season for

enormous turnips, among which those of MR. TASSELL above incut ioncd
miirhi lie classed, but for the fact that they were, on the contrary, vcr\
small. But that circumstance only heightens the idea of their value

suggested by the prosecution of a
"
poor shabbily dressed widow "

for

stealing them. They must be worth at least as much as good West
Indian pine-apples, which sell in the streets of London at

"
a stiillini:

a-piecc and a
penny

a-slice." Their price, so little dei>cndent on their

size, must be due to their flavour, which is no doubt delicious.

Among the produce exhibited next Christmas at the Fat Cattle Show
a prominent place will surely be occupied by MR. TASSELL'S remarkable

turnips.

ARMS AND THE MAN.

Du CHAILLU tells how the Gorilla

With a rifle he shot in the i

Where a rifle-ball's certain to kill a

Man or monkey, as must be confest.

But GRAY, that unwearied attacker

Of Du CHAILLC, GORILLA, and Co.,
- the man-monkey's wounds in the hack arc,

And the weapon employed the long-bow.

Bather Down in the Mouth.

\\ i
s

, ii, :: ; ., i ! i

a;i advertising Dentist offers to "stop teeth at a

shilling The force o -s can scarcely go much lower.

a class of purchasers
-

necessary to offer a thin: mtly to avail themselves
of it. l,ct one of those peripatetic London Bridge merchants, whose

mur round bis neck, offer them a sovereign for

. and they will i . i at it. The above remedy, how-

ever, is so unusually cheap and proportionately nasty, that we should

hat it most almost be "too JUliiff" at the price.

XOX-IMT

THERK is a talk of the Salt Lake joi
i onfederatos. We

think the Mormon Capital is wrong. L^t it secede, if it will; but it is

not fair to join cither part;. .

ntly prove that it
:

n, equally on both side-.
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THE LAST ACT OF THE ITALIAN DRAMA.
VICTOR. "SHALL \VE 'RING UP' FOR THE LAST ACT? THE AUDIENCE ARE GETTING VERY IMPATIENT."

Louis. "NOT JUST YET-THEY MUST WAIT TILL I'M READY."
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
EAK 1 \&TYB

< II.

body knows
that at tin 1

ni Lon-

pletebr
i of inhabit-

ingyen
and me. aini

two millions more
<,!' miserable beings.
who have either had
our holiday or can

i chance of

getting (.lie, there is

really at this writing
in town.

Eavrngmadeadozai
-s calls the

uthcr day, in the

. with whom
I eoidd cli

lange of sighs,
i sauni

my chili to seek the

solace of sonic beer;
when judge of my

astonishment at seem? on the dusty threshold (servants never clean

the doorsteps now there's 'nobody in town') the fresh impress
sole of a fashionable boot. I ' >t Robinson Crusoe

looked ,'iscd than I did, nor felt more pleased to meet
Miiii /'//'/// than was I tii lli.uisu 1:1.1., whom when
London is inhabited I usually avoid. 'Bay Jove, old chap,' said

he, 'Ah 'in jolly triad you're here. Ah 'in
just cutting up from

to have a wattle at the birds, lint Norfolk you know is

somewhere on the K;isiern Counties Wailwoad, and so of course

I't, get down there in a day.' So we agreed to dine together,
and go somewhere in the e\ cuing, though where that somewhere
was to be, I protest I knew uo more than the big bell of St.

Paul's. 1 read the list of
plays,

but my young friend thought them

'slow,' and my mention of The Soft Sex, and of Ma. FALCONER'S
Woman, d in bis rating to Cremorne. But not

feeling inclined for 'IV after swallowing three

and a copious
; moreover feeling somewhat uneasy

in my mind lest 1 might see a female rope-walker put her life in peril

for the pleasure of a nob, 1 proposed by way of compromise the Covent
(iarelcu Concerts; where, I artfully suggested, if you find the music
bores you, it is not defended to get out of

your
seat and walk about as

freely a- M do at Ci This argument succeeding, we
called a cao and went, HEAVISW 1:1.1. retiring first to put on a white

choker, for though lie felt convinced t hat i here was
'

nobody in town,"
he owned al:; hi stumble upon somebody, 'and
aw you know, one feels so aw kw ard w hen one isn't dwessed.

" As it chanced to be a \V KIH.I! night, the house was very full, and
the lustre of the choker was dimmed by a back seat. Nor was the

programme perhaps guilt- to t he taste of my young friend, although to

Miy inainrer ears each piece in t lie first part was an exquisite delight.
MR. MEI.I.<I\ been long ago well proved,
and the skill which he displays as a conductor of good music they who
recollect his u will not readily forget. It is true

has not. the moustache of MMNMIM i: ,1 1 u.ir.x, nor boasteth he
a shirt-front so ineil'abl. .hat lie lacks in presence he
makes up for in performance : and they who think the work of a
musical conductor should rather b< ilie ear than please the

eye, will auT full praise to Mn. MELLON, and in

thinking him at Coveiil i right man in the right place. Au)
one \vli9

in IS Ion must be lookcii

on by Us inmates as a public benefactor; and 1 am sure )!

MELLON by his well-condueted enterprise is deserving of unusual Sep-
tembrian success.

"
1
stayed through half the second part on lh:\\ isw F.LL'S account,

and heard enough of dauce music to set my toes a-t w it ehiug until thej
went to sleep; and then we both i an Klysium hard by,
where we revelled in a

'

de\il
'

and a pot of pleasant drink, while some
which were most harmoniously sung, drowned the less

melodious clatter of the knives and forks and plates. Of course, the
Master of the Snuffbox, graciously presented Ins 'dear boys' with ;

pinch, and told us how lie might long sin. - fortune if he
had but opened doors to crinoline . >ats. Whether any who
have gone to other Music Rooms in town, where the casino element is

.1 to intrude, have thought r -usion is a course to be

omineuded, and have resulved then fore in future to stick to 'Paddy
Jreeii,' this is a moot point which.: ar.'iic, but which
f men .

'

re plentiful than 'her ussump-
ion is needed to ii ' USE WHO PATS."

KITEFLYING AT SKA.

THEUK are many people iu the world who are adepts at flying
.')m bring tl danger,

whereas paragraph refers, are tlown
'or the sole object of getting persons out of it :

1

i .-..'.- ,

- .,...-,: :

t"i ' hv,tv:: \ ..! : . .;! - .a- f : .: .

., u>d the one made fact to

- :..-. :

trials had refere

with the line f:

towed over the fnterveninff distal

water and through thu Mirf, in |.cr

of moving an arm to ossiat himself

: Portsmouth from the launch
tost the elScumcy of

ial '. r._ 1. . N >i.i I

* of the kite. MM i

ta and the otharat the bottom.

luppoalnf that tba surf break*
mi the oaso in the wreolt of the

. ; ... !.:..!,. -I nofalt :

:::,
.

',. hi. I, r '..-.,-

he lute, being bald on, lirih_->

the people on ahon the lino

i TeainL a boatswain's eradlo

If again, on tba other hand,
. -I '

.. : : ,

'

other object to be uvol The
.....; -

,;

rcn the uoccasity
-e

"

There is nothing at all fimn. is in this narrative, and the

question may be asked, How came it, then, in Punch ' But as Punch
has Christian readers, a plan for saving life must have somewhat of

interest for them ;
and they may rely upon its being worth their know-

ledge, or it would not liave gained a prize, in acknowledgment of its

merit, from the Shipwrecked Fishermen's Benevolent Society, which
Punch is pleased to learu has really been the case. There are some
fools in the world who think that Punch's mission only is to joke, and
that he ought to keep his pen from matters that are serious. Well, to

say good things is good, but to do them is far better ; and the man who
by his wits has perfected a project for saving a few lives, is much more
to be envied than the man whose wits have helped him to make a

million jokes. Punch is ever pleased to give insertion to good things,

and as LIEUT. NA&ES'S plan for saving shipwrecked life is one of the

best things that Punch for months has heard of, he feels of course

nt pleasure in helping its publicity, and, as the equinoctial gales arj

ring nigh at hand, in assisting by so doing to avert their ill effects.

DELICACY AND GENEROSITY CHARMINGLY COMBINED.

THE following, which we copy out of a Dublin paper, is far too good
to be lost :

THE Gentleman who took a 1'ocket-Book from the person of an indi-

viduol at Kintjatown on WKI>VK<H\V i:\ KNIN'G lart, is requested to raturn,

through Ou Pat, the Papon and Document* which it contained, with the exception
of thu 'Jii which ho may retain, tut a reward for the dexterity he exhibited on the

occasion. The Individual fceln grateful to the Gentleman for having left him hU
Watch and Chain. Addrau "

, Kinsley's Hotel, Church tone.1 '

\Ve wonder the advertiser didn't ask the
"
Gentleman" to dinner,

in order that they might have the opportunity of talking the little

matter over a cool bottle of champagne. AVe really believe that thieves

(we beg pardon, gentlemen) would be a better-bred set of people if

they were always treated with civility equal to the above. There is

nothing like appealing to a person's gentlemanly feelings. If we only
took to thieves (we meant to say, gentlemen) in the same natural war
that they take to us, we arc sure that we should meet ou a much
friendlier footing, and be able to exchange civilities that would be pro-

bably agreeable on both sides. Only think what a deal of stolen

property would be returned ! You would appeal to the thiers sense

of honour so strongly, that he would ultimately give up thieving as a

losing concern.

Prudent Precaution, However.

THE Pamphleteer is stated to be advising the Finns to agitate for a

re-anne\ i inland to Sweden. What can Sweden want tins for i

not to help her to swim away from the floating batteries of

Toulo'n, or any other possible friendly visitors from 1 ranee. The

Honitmr is re with a disavowal

AMERICAN DIU.NK is REQUEST. Wanted a Sherry Cobler, to mend
the Union.
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The only Man of Rank in Town, "and he don't see why he sJimi.ldu't jinc the Missus at

Margate, for any business there 's a doiri."

PRECEDENCE OF MAYORS.
WE read in the Hampshire Independent that

there have beeii proceedings in the Law Courts
for the purpose of affirming the Precedence of

Country Mayors over certain other existences.

It may be news to most of HEK MAJESTY'S
subjects that her Courts occupy themselves with
such matters, and that the old law doctrine de
uniuMis has been so flagrantly disregarded. But
to prevent such a loss of time and dignity for

the future, it will suffice for Mr. Punch to pub-
lish the Table of Precedeuce as now settled :

Horses,
Mayors,
Asses,
The Biped Creation.

A Dangerous Practice.

THE young gentleman who took an overdose
of conceit has experienced no ill effects from it.

On the contrary, he says he never felt better in

all his life. It is very strange, for decidedly
the dose was strong enough for any six pet

parsons. Still, we should not advise this young
gentleman to repeat the dose too often, or else

his friends will be distressed some day by having
to resort to some very cruel experiments for the

purpose of taking the conceit out of him. The
cure, let ns tell him, is often a trying and very
distressing one. We know of one poor young
man who had to be sent on the Stock Exchange
before he was completely cured.

FIT ORATOKY TO BE ADDRESSED 10 POLI-
TICAL HUMBUGS. PAM-boozle.

NO REFORM OF THE INCOME-TAX!
"
ME. PUNCH," UNFORTUNATELY the Report of the Select Committee on

the Income-Tax has not quite settled the absurd question which has
been raised by fools concerning the unnecessary readjustment of the
most just of taxes. At one of the late gatherings of the British Asso-
ciation, the practicability and requisiteness of that impossible and
undesirable process were asserted by many speakers who ought to have
known better. Your readers will be disgusted to find DR. FARR
endorsing thepreposterous demand of the commercial and professional
classes for differential taxation. The subjoined tissue of extravagant
proposals advanced by MR. D. CHADWICK, will probably provoke their

mirth as well as then; contempt. MR. CHADWICK, according to the

report of the proceedings, agreed with DR. FARR in the insane per-

all the annoyances, injustice, and misery complained of,' and he had
also the incredible folly to say that

'

those who paid the tax should have
the appointment of assessors.' And then :

" He proposed, first, to make the tux at one uniform rate on the capitalised
value of all incomes ; secondly, to classify the various sources of incomes according
to their general average market value ; thirdly, to assess the tax by a rate on such
capitalised value, instead of the present mode uf assessing it on the annual
income ; fourthly, to apply, as far as practicable, the principle of the Government
legacy duty tables to all fixed incomes

; fifthly, that the tax should be applied to all
incomes above 50 a-year, and stopped by the employers out of the wayus .aid
salaries of all persons in their service."

"All the ineptitudes projected in the above extract from the out-
rageous prolusion of MR. CHADWICK, are based on the negation of the
self-evident truths, thus expressed by a contemporary philosopher,
that income is income, whatever its source, its tenure, or its duration,
and that a tax on incomes ought to be assessed irrespectively of the
supposed private circumstances of the individuals or classes b'y whom
they are received.' These 'elementary troths' have been repeatedly
demonstrated by the simple method of boldly stating them. There is

nothmg like it.

"It is not at all inexpedient to make the preceding axioms 'the
subject of habitual controversy,' because the more they are contro-
verted the more undeniable they will appear to anybody who lias the
perception to see them, being blest with a tolerable understanding and
a permanent income. The 'fact, that a precarious income is less
valuable than a perpetuity of the same nominal amount,' must be
acknowledged to be

'

undoubted.' Indeed, one might almost go so far

as to say that there can be no reasonable doubt about it. But that

only proves that the earner of a precarious income cannot afford to pay
as much Income-Tax as the receiver of a perpetual one. The question

is, not what he can afford, but how much he can be made to pay ; because
the less he pays, the more must be exacted from others who are better
off than himself, but not more willing to contribute to the revenue."

The supposition, entertained DV half-educated and half-witted

persons, subsisting by the exercise of their small abilities, that preca-
rious incomes ought to be less heavily taxed than those which are

permanent, rests on the ridiculous postulate, too generally conceded,
that people ought to be taxed in proportion to their means. This

fallacy is unhappily somewhat countenanced by the existing exemption
from Income-Tax of incomes under 100. Yet, as the owner of free-

hold or funded property bringing in 99 19*. llfrf. pays nothing
whatever, whereas the earner of 100 pays fid. in the pound ;

even here
in some measure is recognised the righteous principle of disproportionate
assessment.

" The system of levying Income-Tax on capitalised incomes, as

advocated by DR. FARR and Mil. CHADWICK, would substitute a

property-tax for an Income-Tax. Of course all persons would then be
taxed according to their means

;
which would be a dreadfully

'

mis-
chievous error.' Insufficient means constitute a good reason why a

poor man should not live at the same rate as a rich one. but they are

no reason whatever why he should not be just as highly taxed. This,

consideration opens up a view to one method of equalising the Income-
Tax which would be reasonable enough ; that of levying on all incomes
the same absolute amount

;
or an amount so nearly the same as a sum

that shall not exceed the income itself. If, indeed, the rule of propor-
tion to means is to be observed at all, let the proportion be inverse,
and precarious incomes be the most heavily taxed. For

'

a precarious
income pays only a precarious tax, and a life income only a life tax,
while hereditary and perpetual incomes yield an ever recurring per-
ivnl;i-Tr, to the State.' Accordingly, impose the higher tax on pre-
carious and terminable incomes, that you may make the most of the

precarious Income-Tax payer before he dies or is ruined. When his

means of subsistence fail liim, and the Income-Tax having deprived
him of all that he could have saved, he is being sold up, with the work-
house or starvation staring him and Ins family in the face, you may
console him by telling him that his Income-Tax has ceased with his

income, and mock his misery : which will be good fun.
"
Perhaps the Income-Tax is not so bitterly execrated as it is said to

be. Evasion under Schedule D. is confessedly uncommon. It may be
practised here and there by an unscrupulous fellow who says to himself,

Really this tax is too absurd an imposition. Of course 1 ought not to

cheat the Government, but then neither ought I to cheat myself; and
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ier ii I-- in .

' oiler I'll '

;i public swindle.' 'hew doubtless arc th < on this

. There incomes

which ill souir instance-, n I

ly
returned under

lie D. These :uv tin- incomes of thieves and pickpockets; who,
however, when tin :<nn-st courses, no

doulil ivinil all their unpaid [nCODQ I.LOK OP T1IE

IAI ii
1.1,11

IK under tlir

"Mli. D. Cn M'WIi K believes llial 't d uniform

would produce 90,00(1000 per annum.'
1

tionatc tax of one halfpenny in the pound I

'on h, -hall' ut' liM-al equality and justice,
'

which different

things 1'roni justice ami i>i|iiality as linden ti M! by the greasy vulgar.
"
I ani, Mr. Pi'iich, vour i

'

'-nt,
" CRASSUS."

THREE BOAV.S TO A ST1UXU.

Tin: subjoined advertisement copied l.uiu the Glaxywe Herald, is

rather more amusing ihan intelligible:

MATRIMONY.
Three Young Gentlemen, wishing to commence busi-

ness in t;l ~ivaa0 to moot with . Yniuuj Lady, posftosaed of goo^
mper, fUMift few Inn T'. M itrimm .

will hiivc IKT clinic* of the throo (iuutlemcu. Address "
Trio,"

On behalf of numerous lovely beings who 1<

request to procure them
, we should like to know

whether the three young ircnilcnicii v,ln> wish In i

and who advertise for a wife amongst them, intend trading as partners,
or whether the, partnership contemplated is to lie si imouial,
between the \ounu' lady and the jnuii-' gentle!. Sect out

of the "Trio." !>. "inniiTcial 01 domestic reasons, desire to

have a wife in the linn, or is their advertisement a speculation hi which

they have joined by dubbin- i he means of paying for its

insertion, in order :
< if i hem the chance of getting a wife with

a little nn nicy
*

\\ may be adopted, it will too probably
be the opinion of any young lady possessing a few hundred pounds,
who may read the above announcement, that she had much better keep
her portion in her pocket than invest it in any engagement with "Trio,
or with one of the Triad, inasmuch as iii such a transaction the odds

against her would be three to one. Two to one, however, is the sign or

symbol of "Trio," and this consideration may suggest the surmise
thai tin business which "Trio" propose to commence may be that of

the minor species of money-merchant who is popularly represented as

stand!', his customers in the endearing relation of Uncle.

\\ e i annul quit this subject without remarking that fancy depicts the

Three Young (ientlemen of Glasgow competing for the choice to be
exercised by the Young Lady on the detur pulchriori principle, by
dancing before her simultaneously to a fast tune on the bagpipe.

1'KAST OF ST. SEPULCHHE.

Ax appetite is the usual reward of bodily exertion, but is not gene-
rally supposed to result from \ercises. Devotion, however,
though it may nol e\eiie Protestant, hunger, would, by the subjoined
announcement, cut out of the l.ir, -, ool Daily Post, appear to have the
effect of making Catholics

"
peckish :

'FHE CATHOLIC CEMKTKUY CHURCH, FORD, will be Opened
*- on Bl Illevon u'cluck. High Mass

ir, with full 01

!. liisliMj,. Collections will be iiuide. \<hni i'.n t<> the Groiuid, W. ;

i - will be provided on the
Around. A tniin leaves tin i lhillsaty'5.

The inlimation i !

! i:nents will be provided on the ground,"
to have referred lo an important pan of til tents for

the intended ceremony. It is , :u the other adver-
tisement following, extracted from the same paper:

pONSECRATION OF THE CEMETERY CHURCH AT FORD,^ by tl
. the "th

BARRETT, "f the Lumliiu llct

I n iiu will start frmii Kxi-h:ai^c St.iti.ni, Livvri/uul, for Scilforth, at
:';i.m. iili'l l.'Jil p.m.

Really, t lie consecration of : ( 'hurch seems to be quite a jolly
all'air in the estimation of some of our C'alliolic friends. Is :

suggest that there seems something grim in these sepulchral festivities

aliout fasting weal] ascribe to Catholics, but few will be
d to find that their ideas of 8 feast are so peculiar. Apic-nicin

repast. The liurial-grouiid liad not as

1: otherwise tombstones might have served for tables.

What was the musical Accompaniment to fhes-.

i, followed by The Roatt ttetfof <>
:

.itu as the loiiui funeral

liiik-<-il iin-tit-'' were the only form of animal \<i\ COtttOmi i,

occasion, by the faithful.

HAEVEST AT WHOAM AND ABROAD.

\ E had a good harvest, my neighbours,
Considerun a med ha' bin wus

;

Zo now let us rest vrom our labours,
And matters in general discuss.

I mnurds wi" drink full and mate full,

We sets here our long pipes behind,
'.is self grateful,

lie uii_'iit to be
'

prison'd and fined.

Vie. 've had a long spell o" fine weather,
In state and in sason as well ;

At pace and in quiet together,
Like cattle and ship we do dwell.

Whereas, for the zake o" comparun,
When round us we takes a survey,

We looks upon Christians a tearun
Ache other like beastes o' prey.

Sad work them there Yankees be makun :

The hogsheads o' blood they must shed !

And fellers our own languidge spakuii,
Wlu-rcin they med better ha' read !

And "taint only inaimun and killuii,

I may say, their kinsfolk and friends ;

But they flings away every shillun

In. powder and shot as they spends.

There 's Austria too in disquiet ;

The Emperire like to be wrecked :

They 've took away Hungary's 1 )

Aid what can sitch tyrants expect ?

Then Venus, as hates 'em like pison,
Till they be stuck fast in a mess,

Bides only her time for arisuu

Straightways GABIBAWLDY cries
"
Sess !

"

In Naples the thieves and banditty,
In winch is j'oung KOMBALOO'S hope,

Robs, murders, and bums without pity,
Turned loose on the land by the POPE.

And the POPE in his slippers is shaknn,
For fear lest the French should goo whoam,

And lave un to save his old bacon.

By takun French leaf too from Rhoam.

The whirlwind abroad they be reapun,
Cause why 'twas the wind as they sow'd ;

ts be sprung np and sweepun,
In course them they sweeps must be blow'd.

So, not for to prache a long sannou,
Let 's mind what we puts into ground.

Success then, I '11 now say, to farmun,
Wi' th here 's to 'ee all round.

ONLY A LETTER. GENERAL FORET is toeommau Division

of the Army of 1'ati '.insthe probable oconp^tinni thu
1

eh 'army on the i

ind places Hi
'

ral sliould chang
name by Imp f irth GENEU.U, Foray.
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HOW TO MAKE A WATERING-PLACE PLEASANT TO VISITORS, PARTICULARLY INVALIDS.

Time, o'30 A.M. (.1 Hint to the Powers that !
-//,.)

FUN AT EAST BEEXT.

ANNUALLY, for the last four years about this time, at East Brent,
Somersetshire, a harvest home, got up by the vicar, the famous ARCH-
DEACON DENISOX, has been celebrated with much festivity. This year
the East Brent Harvest Home is reported to have been particularly
festive. A Bishop made a joke ! THE RIGHT REV. THE LORD BISHOP
OF BATH AXD WELLS (BARON AUCKLAND), after dinner, in answering
to the toast of the Bishop and Clergy, took occasion to say :

Bravo ! Lord Bishop :

By all means let the Venerable and jolly ARCHDEACON DEXISON
forget his clerical character, if necessary, in order to shoot foreign
invaders. We only hope that lie will never forget his cluirae:
minister of the Church of England in affecting that of a Roman (

priest. May Ms lighting, as a volunteer of the Church militant ever
remain limited to the iield of theological polemics. If, however, he
should ever be called upon to wield the rifle instead of the pen, and,
instead of combating clerical opponents, to do battle with invading
foreigners, we trust that he will prove himself .a hero of the Church
triumphant; and that his comrade in glory will be the reverend artil-

leryman whose name appears in the paragraph hereinunder quoted :

"The Rsv. T Hi .;
., chaplain of the oldest volunteer regiment, the Hon. Artil-

i'.my, also responded. In case of an invasion, he expressed his intention
of carrying his black cassock sido by side with the red coat, and sharing the victory
or defeat.Your at tempt at a pun

Thai you made upon "run,"
Was uncommon good fun,
Therefore Punch owes you one.

Two words of dili'eivnf meanings and the same sound in the same
sentence according to thai definition of a mm, the Bishop's was per-
fect. Certainly it quite achieved the end of all punning; which is

and ever was io create amusement and to set the table in a roar. Maywe never make a Worse. It is the fashion to affect contempt for puns'
Ihe poor conundrums of the time want countenance; so again, Bravo
Bishop ! It was a former Bisnor or J.I.VTII AXD WELLS who sang :

"
I need no roast Imt a imt-M-ovrn toast
To keep mo I'roin tl

I am BO wr:q>)'i il. and til r v'nly Lipped
lu j"lly ^,'ood ale and old.''

And when he was in that state no doubt he made puns.
The Veil. Chairman himself also came out if not exactly as a regular

jo/cr, yet m a considerably jocose style. Having proposed the health
ot the V oluntcers

"He added that he had never much fear ot invasion, ',nt if hostile Frenchmen
should l,e inclined to f.r-er his ci.;.r ictcr as a minister of A NEW SOVEREIGN FOR THE UNITED STATES. Martial Law, Vice

nurch of England, and do his best i shoot them."
, King Mob, put under restraint.

The victory of course, brave HUGO, and reverend as brave. We
shall have the pleasure of hailing you victor, and then of course your
name will go down to posterity as the British VICTOR HUGO. We-
can't help saying so. Quits to the BISHOP OP BATH AND WELLS !

Among the company present we did not notice the name of the
Ki:v. MR. DITCHER. Everybody recollects the case of DITCHER .

DENISON. If the plaintiff and defendant in that renowned ecclesiast iea).

suit have not a Iready shaken hands, perhaps they will fraternise before
this time twelvemonth, and then, at the next East Brent Harvest
Home,

DENISON to DITCHER
\Vill quad' a friendly pitcher,
And DITCHER unto DENISHX
Likewise drink health and beuison.

Burying all unkindncss in the bowl, and so sinking their differences (as
the BISHOP OF BATH AND WELLS would say) over the beer.
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OLD PARTY. "
Realty, Sir, / am the Manager oj the Line,, Sir / must injorm you that if you

ij> ^nii'/.iili/, i/nii ii'i// li:\liil-i/ I'm-/*/ >7( //'/,"(., Klf."

FAST ETONIAN. "
Well, old Boy, I must have my Smoke; so you may as well take your Forty

A LIGHT-FINGERED
WANTED.

THE brothcrh war un which ti,

have entered. will Mill lie wll'lll.V Hll]

helletieent eti'eets, ;ii leas! it' r 'llutltU

the following accounts :

having -

ih'l h:is :

furtln-r, i

Pttuacola Ol'ttrftr.
" tin f -;t!d to be com*

't

If the latter of these two be a veritable state.

inent, \ve really think lie

condoled with than the> congratulated
for the quarrel thai lias sprung "I 1 between them
and the Smith. It' this rezimcnl be "cOmpOted
ill' all the New York thieves," it follow, that

New York is clear of their society, ami the rid-

dance of such rubbish must be so great a bh ^-inir,

that it must prevent the war from being thought
an utter curse. Let any one, in Lend
has just lost his repeater, or had his pnrse

stolen, containing something more than trash,
think what a comfort it would be to all its rob-

bable inhabitants if all the thieves of London
were to form a Zouave regiment, and, leaving
town and all their usual avocations, were to

amuse themselves with filching one another's

clothes. Let our pickpockets and pilferers, of

every sort and kind, steal out of our
with all possible dispatch, and we will willingly
subscribe to furnish them with clothes, so that

they need not steal each other's when they want
to come out smart.

PROFESSOR OWEN ON RELICS.
" MK. PUNCH,

"
I N a literary notice of a new book, entitled Alpine Byways,

allusion is made to a circumstance which should be related to the
lit rmiontanes a heretic would perhaps say to the Ultramarines. \\ e

are informed that

" At the irm on the Kiffcl tho author met PROFESSOR OWEX, who pave an amusing
uco.mit HJ' liis visit to <'nloL'.iif, ami his examination of the vast collection of the

I) bonw "i tli.- 1 1,111111 Virgins, there religiously preserved in the Church of
Si. L'rsul.i. The I'rt'fessor annouiHrd the i-ollection to consist of the remains of
various description* of cixaturns, umimgst which horses and asses, cats and dogs,
bail imiiKTmis representatives."

"
Everybody, of course, knows that the relics which have been for ages

preserved at Cologne by the piety of an enlightened clergy, as the bones
of 11 .000 Virgins, arc really the osseous remains of that number of

British maidens,
'

all bound from Cornwall to be married in Armorica,
carried by tempests up the Rhine to the city of Cologne, and there

martyred by an army of Huns under Attila.' How is it that bones,
which Catholic tradition has attributed to the human subject, are found
by PROFESSOR OWEN to have been derived from the lower animals ?

"A little while ago, a very profound theologian, animadverting, under
the signature of COGITANS, in the Tat/lei, on Essays and Reviews, sug-
gested, in order to account for certain geological facts which, according
to infallible donna, ought not to be, that, during the formation of the

world, the fossil remains of the ichthyosaurus, megatherium, and such
like extinct animals, may possibly have been transported hither from
some other planet, and interpolated aniong the strata constituting our
earth's crust, by the devil. According to this conjecture, when the
crust of the earth was fashioned, the Author of Evil had a finger in the

pie. He pxit these fraudulent fossils into it, and the geologists who, on
those fallacious evidences, assign to the globe a higher antiquity than
what the Chin eh allows, may be supposed to have been deceived ami
misled into that heresy by a scientific imposture, the work of diabolical

agency.
"If we adopt the foregoing theory, which obviously commends itself

to common sense, we can have little difficulty in concluding that the

horses', asses', cats', and dogs' bones discovered, on examination by
PROFESSOR OWEN, to constitute the collection ot relics exhibited to
him as those of the Cologne Virgins, were just so many surreptitious
osteological specimens, with which the devil baited his trap to catch a

philosopher.
"
The only

what

course, durst not touch those holy relics with his own paws ; it is,

therefore, to be concluded that he instigated somebody to put them out
of the way."

ST. URSULA'S Church contains her tomb. If that were opened, I
should not be at all surprised if it proved to enclose the skeleton of a
small she-bear. In the same sacred edifice the heads of the Three Magi
arc also exhibited. They, too, might have been replaced with the

crania of quadrupeds. Had PROFESSOR Ours examined them, and
discovered that

tliey were, in reality, the skulls of so many jackasses,
that revelation would have not at all astonished, but, on the contrary,
would have highly cdilied, and confirmed the faith of your enthusiastic

reader,
"BOA CONSTRICTOR."

"
P.S. When the relics of a Saint are

'

translated,' do not suppose
that his head, necessarily undergoes the metamorphosis which was

operated on that of Bully Jiotlom.

he only conceivable objection to this hypothesis lies in the question,
could have become of the genuine Virgins' bones ? The devil, of

AN IRISH BULL FROM FRANCE.

ONE of the annoyances of being in high station is, that public YV^~
is certain to be taken of vour bodily infirmities, and signs of failing

youth. Thus, speaking of the EMPEROR, says a letter from Chalons :

He looks older and stouter than be did to Italy, and seems to have some diffi-

culty in walking. All this does not appear when he is on horseback, but is very
visible on foot."

Indeed, that if extraordinary ! "We have rarely read a statement

more painstaking in minuteness, and where greater care was taken to

prevent a misconception of the nicely-wordea truth. By saying that

the EMPEROR'S
"

difficulty in walking
"

is not at all observable
' when

he is on horseback," the writer leaves small d9ubt that Ireland is his

birthplace, and that he is skilful in breeding Irish bulls. But when he

idds, that the Imperial impediment in walking is readily perceptible

when he is on foot, we must admire the bold redundancy of speech
which leaves no chance of misconceiving the intention of the text.

By the way, the EMPEROR is rather fond of bull-fights, and has

recently, at Biarritz, enjoyed the treat of seeing some. As a far less

-'e pastime, we advise him to get up a course of Insh bull-fights,

and to in\ ite men in his presence to contend m bloodless strife not in

killing, but concocting the cleverest Irish bull. It our friendly hint be

taken, and, as the EMPEROR loves Punch, we have little doubt it will,

we certainly would back the correspondent we have quoted to compete
nst all coiners in breeding Irish oulls.

VOL. XLI.
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A London Preventive Scn\<:- Mini tukiinj /</- '/' the Season.

HOW TO SINK ONE'S NAME.

SHOULD GABIBALDI ever accept the command
of the Federal troops, we propose Una, out of

respect to his former achievements, lie should

modestly sink his own name or, rather, change
it, to prevent its sinking ;

1>: smie time,
we suggest that he should adopt one that would
still show that he was of Italian extraction. For
tliis purpose, we do not think he could do he

than assume the illustrious cognomen, th:r

immortalised in the nation;

Doodle, of MACCAKONI. Thus, not only would
he carefully avoid being confounded with the

Americans, but he would also flatter the dearest

prejudices of the brave troops ho was com-

manding. We cannot help thinking thai
" LlEUTENANT-GENERAL MACCAKOXI.

"
(

maiulcr-iu-Chicf of all the 1'cdend
would sound extremely gi-and.

Union is not Alweys Strength.

WE read that BXATHPFACHEB is said to have
cheered ii|i WILLIAM TELL with the following
words :

"
SSerfcimten niertm mid) tic Sctjiuacl'cu

mjic!)tig" which means, who knows
is well aware, thu;

"
l!y onion lie weak

even become strong." We would whisper These
sensible words of STAUFFACIIEK into the ears

of the Americans, if at the present moment they
were not a little deaf to reason

;
for in &

is not the 'reverse now prevailing ? There we
see in process of being proved, "By Union the

strong even become weak."

EFFERVESCENCE IN THE STEEETS.

_
WE don't know if it be because we 've had our holiday, and therefore

view with jealousy all those whom we see jolly, but to our mind the

ABSENCE OF BODY INVOLVES ABSENCE OF TEES.

COMMISSIONER GOULBUKN alluded, at the Bankruptcy Court last

,,^.. ,..,,. j^,.,,ju.v ,,n ^uuuo ..iiu.i. ,,n ooo juii.i, uuu iu um muni me Wednesday, to the common practice of solicitors sending their clerks to

street boys appear unusually boisterous, anil more than commonly that Court. He said :

exuberant in their overflow of spirits. Perhaps it is they think that
us t here 's

"
nobody in town," they are entitled to use London exactly

as they like, and to look upon themselves as in fact its only occupants.
However this may be, they turn the pavements into playgrounds
without fear of the police, and peg their tops upon our corns and run
then- races round our legs, without the least show of timidity at t he

sight of our clenched flst, or our clutched umbrella. Then they dance
their demon dances in the middle of the street, for now the hansoms
are laid up there's not much dread of being driven over; and they
carry on their converse in a louder tone than ever, and keep bellowing
to each other alternate question and reply until they get at least the
length of Regent Street apart. Another 'favourite trick they have of

stopping some old gentleman, and meekly asking him the time ; and
when after great exertion he has tugged his valuable watch out of his
fob and

pautingly informed them the exact hour of the day, instead of

reverently thanking him, they run off to their comrade, crying, "Look
'ee 'ere, JIM, 'ere 's the Ossguards Clock a-walkins !

"

But in> at nightfall that the boys get most rampageous. Then they
hide behind stn-ei comers and rush out on nervous people, shrieking
"hi !

"
so shrilly that it makes one's blood run cold. Or they congre-

gate in clusters on some kerbstone or clean doorstep, and give alfresco
concerts of the newest nigger music, with the loudest hullaballoo that
they can howl by way of chorus. And finally just when vou've tumbled
nit ii bed, and li.nej that there's nothing but the eats which can disturb
urn, some horrible small (lend (who perhaps lias supped oil' greasy
pudding, and is Buffering therefrom) stands under the lamp-post just

opposite your window, and takes out his Newgate H'uMff or his Old
l '"' 1' /'''

'', aud sings most melancholy solos in the most minor
ot keys.

Whether toy i,t' ihc street boy- ol' the coppers they get
flung them in the season, and when it ends invest them I:

buying : of so powerful a brewing that it <re| s into their
heads, is a point for social science to disci ncr if it likes, ),) vhich we
must own oureelTea unable to clear up. J!ut it is certain that in

autumn there is much more effervescence about them than k usual;
marvellous! are they in their movements thai ii ren

rarely happens that the flzx is taken out of them by the cull' of the
policeman or the beadle's dreaded boot.

THE (, i'Kcu. Pluraev.

. Do not barristers frequently accept large fees, and yet
themselves in Court ? Do they ever return their fees:'

' The act did not allow him to he;ir solicitors' clerks, nor would
must put a stop to the custom referred to. For the l'utu:v. the fee ul' ever

attending only by his clerk would be disallowed on taxation."

The Commissioner is very hard upon solicitors who are absent, and

very justly so. The punishment is, that no fee is to be allowed on such

peccant occasions. We do not find fault with the punishment ;
on the

contrary, we think it sins only on the side of mildness. However, we
should like to see a similar punishment meted out to all defaulters of a

similar stamp,
never present 1

We never heard of any such wonderful fee-nomenon ; nor is it very easy
to make a barrister do so, inasmuch as a barrister, lie a physician.
never sends in a bill, but is paid, as a crossing-sweeper is for hi-

work, then and there upon the spot. Consequently, fliere being no

bill, there might be some slight difficulty in taxing it. However, we
would summon him publicly before the Court, and apply some kind of

legal stomach-pump until such time as he disgorged what he had dis-

honestly swallowed. We should like to know, if a process, something
like the one we have proposed, is fee-sihle ? The same sharp sauce, we
think, should be ladled out alike to the legal goose as the Chancery
gander ; t hat is to say, if yon can call solicitors and barristers

"
geese

"

when they studiously make it their practice of preying upon them.

Pretty goslings ! We should not like to be the client to fall in their

way when any one of them returns from the Long Vacation
' What

appetites they will have, to be sure, after fasting so long !

Cruel Imposition.

THE Prussians carry on their government in Poscn (so says the

Z%MI correspondent) by means of despotism, corruption, fraud, and
"
obscurantism." So bad is the Government, that the country should be

called, if merely to characterise the Prussians' base conduct, not Posen,
but imposcn'.

'UNABLE HE3IAKK.

His L-D-SH-P THE E-RL OF D BY meeting the RIGHT HOK
BEXJ ix D-SH-ELI, M.P. for Bucks, remarked,
(lays are getting in." "So are not we, my
GllAM-L-K OF THE ExCII-Q-K.

ked.
"

Di/./.v, my boy, the

,y Lord," replied the EX.-
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NOT THE DIFFERENCE OF A HAIR BETWEEN THEM.

I'ioil,

IB DWKX, ill from thai par
the

delivered on the inter- he mi:rl

, him by all ni<
i

an>, n ,-. ish to

How.
i superior.

monkey : ami tint is liis wh
hue h

by M'
s;u'd .

" Th
white

It must be a comfort

f
,
to which In it-other

v many
,c older

is only

'
to man
if he is >

.

.

would

with the br.

no lookiuz-

an old Imek
of a chimpanzee examin

his lirst. grey I

Lucky .

petualbca

^uv-w^w,,:
the unconscious and

lirmity with him. The

on that head.

\\ e - simi-

larity of tendency may
'y ano-

ther proof how <'

the two
allied. In fact we cam
vouch for the fact our-

young monkey-
nad gn y hair at a very

early age, and the elleet

is not agreeable, when the hair (and young monkeys have a trick that way) is parted
An old monkey with grey hair is, howe\er, a very unpleasant-looking

objec; I know him also In his empty < inch is not only very
ueh dillieult to understand. It is quitea language

" a chimp.

a man

A Character Worthy of the City.

\\"K * rvM.vx
is

''

TV. in they
bias? U'e ha\e bottle

men, but a rtainly

surpasses everythi , did in the

bibulous line. If this lie true, not only is capacious
M ii. TV. iiialilied to nl', but
we will venture to predict that he has got all the
material in him sonic day to lie Lord Major. Of course.
when he wishes to bo elected an Aldermen, of all

Wards he will naturally irivc his countenance to Port-
soken.

THE FLKKTIXC FASHION.
" MB. PUNCH,

A CiiiTiru, notice of Mil. CHARLES MATIIBWS'S new comedy
: your contemporaries, contains- what I may call a remarkable

v, viz. :

" In the :i]i)>.iinti!K'nt <.f this cnmody thoro is, aa regards costume, an <

nths arc supposed to

.ind acts, moat of tho charactara como out iu tlio

.o dresaes aa in the t

"
The office of the Drama is

'

to hold (lie mirror np to nature,' and
hove criticism takes it for granted that the mirror

held up to exist m'f society would of course not reflect people at the end
of six months iii the same dresses as those which they had on in the

beginning." T h i
-

i ss of which is too undeniable,
forms a strikn MI an on the extravagance of the period.

dy who is accustomed to the labour of endeavouring to

Cri licrwisc than in but I oiling a waistcoat ov'er an
ever expanding circumference, no intrinsic absurdity would be apparent
in the representation of a person in other than opulent ti

!.: for the second time in the self-same custume as that in which
lie hail lirst appeared for six \rars previously. 1 do not remember
when 1 li.'iiir!it the mat in which I am now writing ; but I know it was

i haii that.
"

I'a-hion, howeuT, rei[nires articles of dress to be discarded long,

rerj i (1 'hey are half worn out. Many men even want a

liini: oftcniT iliau once in six months, and the llui

itablishmeata expect their plush to lie replaced :us tVeqn
the trees require a renewal of their inexpensive liveries. Tin

for unnecessary novelty in t, v is ihc source of the most
anxious apprehension to every Paterfamilias not in unlimited circuin-

stances, who niust be continually considering what self-denial

anjliow practise, what cujojm 11 order to tinil the

money which his wife and daughters obliire him to lay out iu innu-

iare yards of muslin, silks, and satins.
" A hat will last a careful proprietor a _'rcat while without looking

ally if now and then new lined. Bonnets, no doubt,
wear, if not so loiiir a- h .

: three or four

years, lint, as if materials were not fugacious enough, fashions change

before fabrics decay. No wonder that young men to marry,
and thereby commit themselves to a life spent in devoting their energies,
abilities, and industry to providing the wherewithal to support the

consumption of drapery. The effect of female dress is thus doubtless in

a great measure the opposite of that for which it was designed. It-
;

would certainly have a repellent effect on one young man, if youth v,

a period of life which had yet to be completed by your careful reader,
who will own he is perhaps not without some justice, but with a too

exclusive regard to his exterior, which is not fashionable, sometimes

disrespectfully denominated,_ " As OLD GUY."-
A FINE FALL IN OCTOBER.

THERE 's a good time nearly come, boys. Read the brave news which

appeared the other day in the Times:

" PRICK or BEER. The leading brewers of Burton hao fanned C5renlar to their

ciuitomere. informing them that on and after the lit of October the price of ale wfll

be reduced 6*. per barrel,
' the prospects of the harvest happily enabling them 'to

make the reduction.'
"

This time of the year is popularly, but poetically, denominated the

Fall. The leaves now begin to fall, heavy dews fall in the mornings,
there is more or less rainfall about the tune of the equinoctial gales,

and, what is rather unusual at this season, thougli always seasonable, a

fall has lately occurred in t he rate of discount at the Bank. Partridges

now fall in considerable numbers, and showers of shooting-stars are

.1 to fall about November; but the fall of beer announced for

. teing a fall of drink, will be looked forward to with

more general interest than the fall of any meteor.

TO BE PARTED WITH for the veriest trifle, a LONG ESTA-
lil.tsi , ,leep-toncd quality. The adverttoer can highly

.< Iwn in hb poMOMion DOW for tho faurt three yer, and

-,ight, fora single minute. The only mothrafpr
mi-tin* with

.> practicing with them. Six

ngcx "-ill lw thrown in. a" a dovonir, with the abot

nd a month's trial allowed torn approval. Letters
: -y., care of the Secretory of the 1
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A GROUND SWELL.

Parly (who doesn't suffer).
" BRACING ! AIN'T IT, JACK ? I ALWAYS THINK THAT THE BEAUTY OP SAILING is, YOU GET AIR AND MOTION

WITHOUT FATIGUE. DON'T YOU THINK so. EH?" [Circumstances over which he has, no control prevent Jackfrom speaking Ms mind.

YANKEE DOODLES,
Oh, you noodles !

"Why prolong tins idle strife,

Costing treasure

Without measure,
Waste of money and of life ?

You will never
More for ever,

North and South, together, pull;
Kadi from other

Rent, as BROTHER
JONATHAN irom old JOHN BULL.

TO POT AND KETTLE.

When war 's ended,
For expended

Wealth, you'll nothing have to show
But Taxation ;

Sad temptation
To repudiate what you owe.

All your cotton

Will get rotten,
As your brave who fall in vain

;

You '11 have wrack'd your
Manufacture,

No advantage to obtain.

Doubt there none is

But mere money 's

That for which you've gone to war ;

And in using
Up, you're losing

Just what you are fighting for.

Never murder
Was absurder

Than this bloodshed, which denotes

Stupid bad men,
Fools and madmen,

Cutting one another's throats.

The German Fleet.

WE understand that the Germans are taking the most active and
energetic measures to increase their fleet. It is reported on the very
best authority (not less than that of MESSES. SEARLE, the great boat-

builders, of Lambeth) that a four-oared cutter will be launched in a

very few days. We have not as yet heard whether it is the intention
of the Court of St. James and the Tuileries to demand of the Prussian
Government any explanation of this extraordinary measure.

AN AGRICULTURAL PURSUIT. Racing after a Pig with a greasy tail.

Return to Town.

Colleen Bawn has returned to Town for the season, after haviuar

visited various watering-places, where it has been taking several
"
tremendous headers." The Colleen may be seen every night at the

Adelphi Theatre, greatly improved in health and strength. The bathing;

has evidently done it a deal of good. All letters and applications for

an interview to be addressed to the Box-Keeper.

NAME FOR A NEW STRONG AMERICAN DRINK. The Union-
Smasher.
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THE SPINSTER'S READY RECKONER.

SAotoiitff at an. Ant'

. U'-'J far one year unlij .

Toslart \\itli-lirst :i pair of I'onies

At eighty guineas, cheap u.u '11 ov.

As el.

V ever charming Oonntai
!iiirh-l>ml horse.-., carriage

r'nr hundred guh'i
Wonli

tlmr hun
A ]ici

i ill
1 which none dread,

drawing-rooms,
hundred (.this includes perfume*) ;

llnnnels ,

of con i "ifty;

iiciid a iiiiiulh at Matlock Bath,
A hundred pounds need wake 110 wrath ;

A mouth ai V. is or Baden-Baden,
Won't bend, as Cockneys say, a

"
fardcn ;

"

Another month or so at Paris

I'Api II.'.KIUS,
U'ho kirps iii\ keys MI si out and ruddy
Economy 1 'd I *6 her stmlj.

rm country s.

illusion ami marine retreat,
"i grieve >

So 1 1 1 u AKLES I leave them.

Subscript ion.s pew runts fancy fairs,
I'ir-uics huus to please the Bears,
(lifts tn poor dames in rustic hovels,
I'Vrs for cditintr my novels,
Patronage I'm 'i.-'wning merit,
Crochet -needles pins ami ^erret,
Portrait by CARMINE, R. A.,
Presents on Papa's birthday ;

All these my private purse would pay.

For CIIAHLKS his pleasures dress and snuff,

Twcntj 1 guess would lie enough,

knick-knacks p'rhaps I have omitted,
If so, the balance ten will hit it.

300

300

50

100

t nor
pta HI
1 1 inal . )

(Left to MBS.
IIAUEIS.)

(Left to

and

J Mamma.)

Private
Pom )

(For

(The ln
Balance)

Q. K. 1). Errors excepted B1389

THE STATE OF THE HOLY SEE.

THE Holy See is getting in a sadly troubled state, and the Holy
Father Pivs must he setting Holy See sick. Tossed about as he has

ml with everything around him so tempestuous and threatening,
one wonder* I he old gentleman does not seek some quiet haven, where
he could pass his lew remaining days in comfort and in peace. It is

clear he can have neither while he keeps where he now is; and, indeed,
things look .so stunny that there is a great likelihood of his fortunes

u- recked.
The nnh course iif safety would be for him to fling his old tiara over-

board, and thus relieve ami lighten his nearly sinking .ship. If the
oiilil throw away his temporal possessions, a hundred hands

would instantly be stretched forth to his nelp, and he would quickly be
enabled to steer into smooth water, and rust in safety from the storms
which now disturb the Holy See.

Heart and Head.

AMONG tavern-waiters a ready-reckoner is termed a "good chalk
head." Curtain liuanciers assert that the justice of an Income-Tax,
incident as heavily on precarious as on perpetual incomes, is demon-
strable by simple arithmetic. This demonstration seems to require a

good chalk head. The .same ciphering salt's sneer at t he plea for con-
sideration urged in behalf of the earners of precarious inc..

"sentimental. in these gentlemen the chalk head appears to be
associated with a heart of stone.

ABVICE TO MATCII-MAKIXI; MAMMAS. The tirst and only thing

requisite is simply, as MRS. GLASS very v. isi ly says,
"
first catch your

Heir."

AX IGNORAMUS UN Y1IL INI O.MK-T.YX.

'Mu. Prx.ii,
"THAT shallow and inexperienced financier, .Mu. \\ :

was one of those impostors or idiots who advocate the inquisition of

discriminating rates upon different >

'iblished a memorandum written by him, am.
'iincnii on behalf of that inju.sl.

perhaps would like to know how piodig .rd and despicably
arguments

x that,
'

the origin of the !

lautity of argumentative !'"

to quote, he goes on

trite that a
M.. i

of the In. -
. which has suggested t) I would tx> to

!
. .' . II.' : r- ...

.
- '

i i' .' .'.;',.. .Ml '
.

.
v.

wuuld bo an noiirty iMMriblc the nine an the tax cuUocUxl from cuntanvi and
t" taxing ex{ of incomu U,

to. At prooent, out of i,5S!(,000, there in collected at
the wiiuvcs, with.int any rctuni U'in>; r(ililvU fnun the taX|yer, and w:'

tabtBt inqutaltion into hta affairs, no leu than 4,u.

ooueeted from laoomM for which return* are required. If tho name ratonui and
inquiniUou were required for the whole that are fur the 1,&SO,000, it oild ut i -
.maintained for a day, or U it were it could only be under Mich las ragulaUom that

',
' .... .1 ;.. m .

"

"
The following hackneyed truism is assigned by Ms. WILKON as a

plea for the proposed iniquity of cliarging diflcrent incomes at different

rates :

' A person with 1,000 n-year, in the ahapo of a perpetual annuity from rent* ot
land <>r liuKluii'U in the Hindu, is in a condition to spend tho whole o/ it without
impairing his prospects for the future, while a person dorlruitt 1,000 u year from a
trade or profession has to provide generally against uue contingency in the tanner
case, and two contingencies in the latter case."

"
It has been argued, with profound wisdom, by the cleverest writers

the Income-Tax is unequal now, all incomes
will

adjust themselves to it in time. Mark the utterly inconclusive
:

"Tho obvious answer is, that if they are adjusted now by a discriminating
cliarye. wo do nt, nin'c that whirh time would ccniu|>lixli jvurs hence, and that fees
and salaries would reiualu as they ore, in iiroi>ortiou to other incomes."

"This is simplv an inapposite quotation of the vulgar proverbial
' No time like the present.'

sequent!?, MR. WILSON ridiculously attempts 19 demonstrate
that the self-adjustment of the Income-Tax, on physicians' fees, for

example, could never take place. To make out this denial of an
acknowledged certainty, he enters into irrelevant arithmetical calcu-
lations. MR. WILSON knew nothing of figures."

I do not attempt, Mr. Punch, to refute any of the fallacies above
quoted. They have, I think, most of them appeared in your columns
before, published by you of course as jokes, laughable by reason of their

self-evident absurdity. But they will be received by your readers, if

not as new jokes, yet as much higher jokes than they previously seemed
to be, now that they appear as the serious propositions of Ma. WILSON,
whose reputation as a financier is as great as it is unmerited.

"
Let me, however, direct your attention, and that of your readers,

to one perilous indiscretion which occurs among Ma. WILSON'S imbe-
cilities. Your circulation lies altogether among the high e

which we both belong, therefore I do not hesitate to notice that mis-
take in this place, whence, of course, it will go no farther will not, for

example, get into the penny papers. I allude to the most injudicious

exposition of the fact that the inquisition of the Income-'lax is an

annoyance which affects a portion only of those who pay it t

temptible wretches whose incomes are derived from trades and pro-
fessions. This information must necessarily aggravate their hatred of

Schedule D. Alit. \Vu.sox has the imprudence to add the declaration

of his belief, that if the same inquisition were extended to the higher
classes of Income-Tax payers, such as our noble selves and our readers,

who are all independent gentlemen and ladies, it could not be main-

tamed for a day. Of course it could not ; but to tell the people so,

how sure a way to excite their brutal indignation against an impost at

whose partial operation they are already howling quite loudly enough
to disturb the serenity of the better orders represented by

"
Your humble Sen-ant, CRASSUS."

Amusements in Borne.

Uomans Irn-e Martod a new game, called Amity Kelly. It con-

a figure, considerably blackened, ot a well-known C

whose name somewhat i
: - in sound to the above. The fun

pon the players pitching into the figure as liar 1

.linal eomeain forspend hard blows, but no one has succeeded,'
his pipe (int. However, it affords infinite sport to

the Romans, and is, aliowthc:-, averj fair substitute for the English
Vv.
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OLD GIRL. " / sliould like Thick Braids in front, and Curls and a Loop at tlic lack!
'

NEWDEGATE IN A NEW CHARACTER.

A THOUSAND thanks will be given to anybody who,

shall succeed in explaining the annexed passage from
a discourse at the late meeting of the Sparkenhoe
Farmers' Club, reported as having been delivered by
MR. NEWUEGATE :

" When so many complaints were made of long ^jiooi'lies in

the House of Commons, had it ncv(-r ovrurred tn tlio.su \vh. hc:inl

or read them that these complaints might be attributaMe t<> tin

fact that during these discussions n ^\v incus \veru dev
;uid that this \vas thought by some a \vaste of capital which
might be turned to more profitable account ? (JItar, /<</.)

"

In what sense the development of ideas during dis-

cussions iu the House of Commons can be regarded as

a waste of capital, MR. NEWDEGATE can perhaps explain,

but, it may be feared, is much more likely not to have
the least idea of the meaning of his own statement to

that effect. Breath is wasted in the long speeches
to which the Hon. gentleman alluded

;
so is the patience

of the House and the public, and so is valuable time.

If new ideas were developed, they might be capital, or

might be worthless ; but, instead of new ideas, those

long-winded orations for which MR. NKWDEGATE
apologises contain, for the most part, nothing but old

truisms, and, in greater proportion, old fallacies, old

platitudes, and venerable jokes. The above quotation
from MR. NEWDKGATE'S speech suggests a resemblance
between him and J-uliel, which we never expected to

discover. Respecting that heroine, Romeo remarks :

" She speaks, yet she says nothing,"

which is precisely what the above-quoted remarks of

the Hon. Member for North Warwickshire appear to

amount to.

The American Editor's Lament.

A CONSCIENTIOUS American Editor (there is about
one left) thus pathetically says :

"
The symbol of the

Union, I have always been told, was Stars and Stripes ;

but as far as my painful experience goes, it 's Tar and
Feathers."

ONE WHO READS THE "TIMES " CAREFULLY AS THEY
Go. Would you call a Steward who passes his time

perpetually on board a steampacket the inhabitant of

any place? Why, yes, I should call liim a
"
Ilabitam

in Sicco!"

THAT'S THE WAY THE MONEY GOES.

WHO is it that pouches the fees of the House of Commons ? He
must have vastly pretty pickings, judging by this statement, which we
copy from the Times:
" HIGH FEES IN HIGH PLACES. The House of Commons has published its

*

Standing Orders,' corrected to the close of the Session. The table of fees would
surprise persons unacquainted with Parliamentary business. The rate varies ac-

cording to the sum intended to be laid out upon the undertaking to be sanctioned.
If a town determine on a great public improvement, on which a million and a half
of money is to be laid out, the first step is to deposit a petition for leave to bring in
a Bill before the House ; but the House cannot sec the petition unless there is a
50 note in it. On the first reading of the Bill, on the second reading, on the report

from the select committee on the Bill, and, even after approval by the select com-
mittee, on the third reading, too, down to the time when the House has tu i>art
with the Bill, it can see no merit in it unless on each of these steps 150 be paid
licfore the Bill is put to the vote. These are parts of the price which

' the powers
that be '

charge for an Act of Parliament."

Everybody now, we arc told, is out of town, or we should certainly
ask somebody where all this money goes. Is there some oilicial venose
office is a sinecure, except the pleasant labour of pocketing these fees ? :

or do they constitute a fund to pay the gas and water rates, and other
j

incidental expenses of the House ? If the latter be the case, which we
would fain believe it is, we should tliink the House must have a tidv
sum iu hand, and might devote the yearly surplus, after clearing all

expenses, to paying off a large proporfen of the National Debt. Or
the House might vote supplies out of its fee-fund to pay the nation's

Income-Tax, or to pension Mr. Punch. Either of these steps, and
especially the latter, would certainly be received with approbation by
the public ; for, besides the gratification of seeing Virtue so rewarded",
the public would be greatly the gainers by a grant, conferring annually
the surplus fees on Mr. Punch. If that gentleman were thus pecu-
niarily interested in the number of

"
great public improvements

"
to be

made, human nature would, of course, impel him to do all within his

power to assist them, and to offer his suggestion where best they might

take
for

e place. The consequence would be, that petitions would pour iu

lor all such necessary works as clearing away Holywell Street, throwing
open all the bridges, widening Cheapside, and de-sewerisiu the Thames

;

and, as Mr. Punch would have a pecuniary interest in each stage of tlie

Acts, of course he would not rest till he had seen them safely passed.

Something More than a Mere Flea-Bite.

WE read that the Leech monopoly at Tangier s was sold four years

ago for not less than 14,000. We should say that the above was the

largest amount ever received by a nation under the head of
"
Blood-

money." The profits, too, most probably will be Cent, per Cent., or,
as a Frenchman would say, Sang pour Saiig !

SPORTS AND PASTIMES OF THE AMERICANS.

IT seems to be a favourite pursuit of the Americans to get hold of a

poor Editor, who has the courage to differ with them, and to tar and
feather him. If asked what kind of a nation America was, we should

feel inclined, after hearing of the above blackguard propensity, to

exclaim "Tar-nation !

"

Golden Sands in Time's Hour Glass.

A STRONG-MINDED Lady (a very light
"
blue ") was asked what an

"Educational Minute" was like? when she replied, "I have not the

smallest notion, my dear, but I conjecture that every 'Hour of

Progress
' must be composed of nothing but Educational Minutes."

A POEM ON PORTLAND.
"

I SAY, BILL, for a Breakwater wot's the occasion?
"

"
Why, you stoopid, to roll back the tide of iuwasion?"
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*
OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

.CM, As an

hinaii. 1 nurture

pluck, and I ni'

Alu.FAi.co.
credit for his i

To write a

ly in thi

admiring age i-

of the possession of no

ordinary daring : and to

play the piece with all

its large
small i

of the Mid''

their ears tired by it,

shows eon--

'lot.
"
There is clearly an

in the play; and ;

the langu;.

,ke. M B.

mars one's

the story,

happi!;. d andp;.
fully

"
carefully

Perhaps
thought,
gifted w

author

ou'-i. 'ion to the rule; and he there

o eopion.-.ly loquacious that they might represent the faili

his -

i-iers so eopion.-.ly loquacious that they might represent

Indeed, at die / 'Hie appeared so lotn to leave off talking, au so many

pretty linal : peeehes were' delivered, that it seemed as though there was

struggle
i ..... to who should h' itaryof saying the last word.

lini, noti , rbosity,.Woman is decidedly a comedy worth seeing,

if onl ' it really a a comedy, and not, as most are

merely a long farce. Kxeept that its main hinge is taken from a law court, the

story is original and the interest well kept up : indeed, I am bound to say that,

despite the/lengthy dialogue, t lie audience I sat among were ready all throughout

with their laughter or their tears, and scarce any left their seats until the curtain

had lii-eii dropped. A good proof this, I think, that there is good stuff in the piece,

and that we may look for better work from MB. ftubGOHB than he yet has done.

Our Oi
nell ail'oru i.laul thai

of blightim? it with <->U ^i I cull

, liy judicious treatment, \<>

" U
course

iy fairly n

osl that ladylike i, greatly to

li friends to

\itli unpret'

peechea th;

their spete
: ""

1,1 to !). !
atteni

ilvraj

and in his lits ol ah-

,1 in his

.ly.read a se

ID plays

rates his wo r -t hest raordmary hea-

is has an eye which i
:md

i he makes - id with such opi

igtnai he si

MM an , though her Irish brogue is somewhat
<. in birth.

-
While I write, the Adclphi actors are assembling, and

Wore e public t he dauntless Jlilet-nt-CoppaUe*

I two more of his tremendous headers,' which,

r's bathing season, must cer-

tainly have proved the most profitable dips.
How long

longer the Colleen will be allowed to run, it is not for me

to prophesy, but for playgoers to decide. It was about

this time last year that it was first produced ; and can you

name the critic who was sage enough to iirophesy how

l uuld be the triumph of this successful piece ?

"
O.X-E wuo PAYS."

|M
1 mi

\vhii

ANECDOTES FEOM PAEIS.

By our Travelling Collector.

i.

Tin fascinating Miss * * *
*, being taken to the Hippodrome,

inquired the iiieaiiinir of the incessant cry, by the riders. Houpla!
She was informed that it merely meant

" Come up." This young lady

of the few \\lio never forget anything, not even themselves.

Next dav, the fill,- <!> chambre at the hotel
* * was at least as much

surprised as delighted at hearing a sweet voice, from an upper landing,

cry,
"

Ji'l houp la !
"

II.

ALoxjuiN artist passing the shop of M. HAUTOBUK, Rue de Rivoli,

Publisher of Engravings, remarked that you would naturally go there

for High 'Art.

III.

Tun same unfortunate Cockney, having heard t hat horse-llesh is eaten

-i I'arisian hotel he utmost horror when, looking over

:. \ BKJUB'8, I"- came to the Ann famvres. He says that a

saddle of mutton is the nearest approach he can bear to equestrian
viands.

a.

IN all the Roman Catholic churches are now put up trunks inscribed

/ l> ,
" r <lf. S.Pierre." But, as everybod- HROWX

saj s t hat we are all dcnicrs of St. Peter. Observe the joke
'

denier,"
one who denies.

V.

to

worms , = ___, .

;
, I do not know about that

;
but I think men who sit dangling

a line in a muddy ri\ IT all da\ . are neese in the eyes of worms."
''

Ha,
Ita, not bad,'' sai'd his English friend.

VI.

LArgent fait Peur is the title of a new Parisian piece. Seeing the

name on a bill, JOXKS remarked,
" Ah ! don't it ? When I saw my first

white hair 1 thought I should a-dropped."
" Who cares r

"
said his

friend ROBINSON.

LE TAMBOUR MAJEUR OF EURO.

THE firemen of Bordeaux have a brass band which having lately won

the prize in a brass band competition at Dax, marched to Biarritz to

solace the EMPEROE with a serenade. Lor is N A.POLEOX, with a natural

sympathy for brass, and men so skilful in blowing their own trumpets,

graciously rewarded the performers with 300 francs. The money, we

are told has been devoted to the purchase of a big drum, bearing tli

Imperial cipher. Nothing could have been more happily imagined.

the first place the EMPEROR has t he best right to be .

the sapeurs pompiers, as the model fireman of the world

of the word. His admirers say he extinguishes

Ores. Hisassailai - 'in. Besides, a grotteetuMe

is the very place for the display of t
'

al cipher; ft

ition of Nome and the annexation of ^avi\v be not prone**

with a vengeance, there is no meaning in langi'

Secession.
BV CJBAR.

WHAT fun dis here Sumeessiou

iibery m'swcr, POMI-EV ! las, Sar!

.M issar sumccde from UNCLE SAM:

M you and UK- snmcede from Massar.

: n-]"
10

.,( Santent, for it seems that the Shareholders

are doomed to blubber.
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CAD. "
No, Mum, we don't go so fur as the Cemetery; but I'll 'ail (ha fast 'Earsefor you, Mum, that we meets dmmi the Road."

MR. SPURGEON AND THE POPE.
IP greatness has its privileges, it also has its penalties. When a

man has by his talents made a name in the world, be sure his name will

soon be mentioned in all manner of advertisements, and applied to all

conceivable articles of trade. Thus both WELLINGTON ana BLUCHER
gave a title to a boot, and we have seen the Joinville tie, and the Ches-
terfield top- coat. A million things at least have been christened after

Punch, from penny boxes of cigar-lights to the elegant Poncho wrapper
now falleii in disuse. So if the REV. MB. SPUKGEON feel aggrieved
that men of trade for purposes of lucre have made free with his name,
he at least may feel consoled that he is suffering in good company, such
as he need not feel ashamed to find himself amongst. How his name
lias been made use of, the following will show :

fTHE MAGIC SPURGEON. (Copyright). A Magical life-like Por-
-l trait of the most popular orator of the day. Whi-n jilm-L-d on ttrait

gracefully, defying detection,
.

bent free by return for 18 stamps.

the floor dances

The perfect likeness of this portrait to the popular original must
convincingly be shown, we fancy, in its graceful dancing. We have
heard of winking pictures, but never before this of a dancing portrait ;

and how befitting is the attribute in the case of MB. SPURGEON will be
readily perceived. Our readers doubtless well remember how severe
was MB. BrUBGEON in his strictures upon dancing, when he took it as
his text a season or two since : and how he said that the sole way in
which it should be tolerated was for the girls to dance in one room and
the gentlemen in another.

It must then make this portrait extremely like to life to make it capable
of dancing in a graceful manner, as the talented original, no doubt,
himself can do. A performer who is skilful in Terpsichorean feats

appears to best advantage when seen in a pus seal
; and this no doubt

was the true reason why MR. SPUBGEON owned his preference for

dancing independently of any female aid.

This solved, there is, however, another point that puzzles us. Why
the epithet of

"
magic

"
be applied to MR. SFURGEOX, we should be

perplexed to say. We have never heard it hinted that he practises the
black art indeed the only way in which we can connect it with his

name is by coupling the fact of his having the art of preaching, witb
the fact that when he preaches he puts on a black coat.

Considering the success of the Papal winking pictures, we may well

conceive the likelihood of MB. SPUBGEON'S making use of his gracefully

dancing portrait, as an attraction to his tabernacle when his audience

falls off. A great success for instance might on week-days be obtained

by his performing a pas seal after his portrait had done dancing, and,
when they both had taken breath, winding up by way of finish with a

double Spurgeon hornpipe or some other pas de deux. Or why should
not MB. SPURGEON send his compliments to the POPE, and challenge
his old Holiness to a trial of the merits of their respective magic
works, the oue his winking-picture and the other his dancing portrait.
Not having ourselves seen either of these marvels, we may retrain from

stating which we think best does its work. But in one respect we
certainly must give the palm to MR. SPURGEON'S, at least if the

advertisement we quoted be believed
;
for in that statement it is said

that the trick
"

defies detection," and that is more than can be urged
about the winking of the picture, which any one can see with half a

glance is all my eye.

A Jewel of a Minister.

THE POPE was bragging about Charity being the brightest jewel of

the Papal Crown, when GENERAL GOYON said lie could inform His

Immaculate Highness which was the worst jewel in his crown. Being
challenged for a reply, the moral-slappcr of faces coughed out most

derisively. "'Em, MERODE" (Emerauae),

Peace and War.

Wr
E are at war, if our forces are not,

Though they shoot nobody, we pay the shot
;

When shall the battle of armaments cease,

Taxes be lightened, and England at peace ?

SPORTING INTELLIGENCE. The only consolation the victims of the

St. Leger can find for the success of Caller On, is that betting men,
like their betters, are all herring mortals.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Hare, and Frederick Mullet! Brunt, of No. 19, Queen'i Road Welt. Regeot'i Park, both in the Pamh of St. l'.ncra. in the County of Middleier,
rrlnten, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the 1'recmctol Whilefriari, in the C'ltyof London, and Publithed by them t No. .

Fleet Street, in the Pariili of St. Bride, in the Citjrof London.-
CATCRDAT, September ?s, 1S61.
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MR. PFEWIT (goaded into reckless action by the impetuous MRS. P.).
" I I I shall report you to your Master, Conductor, for not putting

'

the comer "

CONDUCTOR. "Lor' bless yer 'art, Sir, it ain't my Master as I'm a/card on I 1 'HI like yov^-it's my MISSUS/"

HOW TO TEACH RELIGION.

Tin. way to blond religious with secular instruction is beautifully

exemplified iu_
tin-

following
extract from the evidence of (':

(liiiiTinis a little boy about eleven years of age, given at the Bishop's
Castle County Court, Salop, a few days since, m an action brought by
hi- father against HENRY COWARD, master of the Bishop's Castle
National School, for having violently assaulted and beaten him, the
saul CHARLES GRIFFITHS:

i. s.'h..lar,.t tin- \atioiml School iii liishop's Castle, of which the defendant
tar. ''M Hi' 1 -Itli of May I:ist, when at. pr.iyors, I spoke to ft boy named

it as I saw tin; master looking at mo I desisted. I did not speak to him
\ftiT prayers, myself and two cither boys were directed to stay in school.
r than uked wno ipoko t prayers? I said I had; ho then told mo to

h"M .ml my hand, au'l I di.l s<>, an. I houi ;t with his cane. Ho told me
t. .li. !. lit out aL,

raiii
; I .-. implied, but drew it bock when he struck me. Ho then

ran. tit hold of mo by tho nock, and throw me bftokwudfl across hia knee and beat
in.- amiss tin- l.a.-k with his ram;. When the defendant loosed me 1 Kill down
insen.sihlo. On recovering myself I saw the master was at his desk, and ho
t.-l.l ni.. to 'be off,' I then crawled along by tho wall t. the .1, .r, and wont into the
playground. 1 nearly fell .[own from c \haiist inn while getting up the stops, when
two lioys earne. and heli>ed me up and assisted me hume."

Tin's gentle chastisement produced only a number of great wheals
attending all round this naughty, good-for-nothing boy's shoulders, and
down his back to his thighs ; for perhaps it did not also occasion the
entire paralysis of his lower extremities, which, according to tl

mony of MR. H. BROOKS, surgeon, supervened upon it, and might have
biTii caused by a violent wrench of the back.
The Judge, although legally obliged to give judgment for the plain-

UB, with 90 damages, said the defendant "was perfect ly justified in

punishing the lad." Justified ? what a very weak word ! M it. COWARD
i- \ery highly to be commended for caning the wicked little boy,
CHARLES GRIFFITHS as he did; thus justly punishing the horrible

impiety of which thai ungodly urchin had been guilty in whispering to
a schoolfellow during prayers. What if he had broken the profane
varlet's back ? MASTER GRIFFITHS would have remained a caution to
other juvenile sinners. The cane is the instrument wherewithal to

VOL. XLI. p

awaken the devotional sentiment which, in the youthful mind, !> (no

apt to slumber, and is too seldom aroused by the gentle and winning
voice in which a national schoolmaster generally reads prayers.
Wheals which cover the shoulders, back and thighs of a little boy; arc
outward and visible marks, whercunto correspond inward and spiritual

impressions, which hitter are never effaced. Religion is thus conn
with childhood's earliest and tenderest associations, and in after vcars
is esteemed accordingly. Bodily wheals conduce to the soul's welfare.

"
Spare the rod and spoil the child

"
is a saying to be received and

enforced in its natural and literal sense, whatever the heretical authors
of Essays and Revitics (who ought to be burnt) may say to the contrary.
What is true of the rod holds equally good of the cane, especially con-

sidered as the means of correcting the inattention of children to their

religious duties, or at least of compiling them to exhibit a sanctified

exterior. The child will be spoiled if the cane is spared ;
but the

unsparing use of the cane will spoil no child otherwise and more

seriously than by paralysing its lower limbs, for example, or perhaps
killing it.

The foregoing remarks may embolden Cowards to persevere in beating;

religion into little children, without regard to legal consequences.

A Lucky Saint.

SAINT JAXUARTOS has turned Victor-Einanuelito, and has boiledjust
as neatly as if BOMBA were king, vice VICTOR. The POPE is awfully

donated, having hoped better things of St. Pomatum, and says that if

the latter had not been indiscreetly placed, in past ages, ont of reaeh of

Popes, he, 1'irs. would send him where he should boil for at least a
hundred years. St. Punch congratulates St. Januarius on his good luck.

MORE THEATRICAL SEWS.

Ml Darfian, the "Indigo Plav" that has created such sensation in

India, is beinff prepared tor the London stage. Overtures have been

made to Mit. TAIL BEDFORD to sustain his original part of Blue-Stein.
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her, "Why art thou stickiu' there ':

"

[, "To get just a breath o' fresh air."

"
)!' '/, Under Wit!I.' i', I don't know who you take your temper

from. I am sure you don't take after your Mother I
"

YOUNG HOPEFUL. "My Mother/ A Man does not take after his

Mother a Man ta '> Father 1
"

SEVERE, IF ATOT SAVAGE.

"Mr DEAE MB. PUNCH,
"

Convolvulus Cottage, Friday.
" As I know you are a gentleman, although you are sadly rude

sometimes, Sir, in your remarks about the ladies, I am sure you will

agree with me that such advertisements as this, which I cut out of a

newspaper a day or two ago, are so extremely low and vulgar and

offensive to good taste, that any editor of sense should know better

than to print them :

WANTED, by a Single Gentleman (a smoker), and not remarkably
fond of very small children, FURNISHED APARTMENTS, with Piano, near

Streatham, Balham, or New Wandsworth Railway Stations. Forward full parti-

culars or none at all. If also a Gentleman wishing similar accommodation and the

society of a fellow rather inclined to be jolly under the privations ofunrequited love,

he may hear of a kindred spirit by addressing a line to X. Y. Z.

"I dare say, Sir, this Monster thinks himself a blighted being,

because the lady of his love wiD not listen to his wooing. And he very

likely wonders why it is she will not hear him. As if any girl would
venture to wed a cruel wretch who was not fond of children! \\ liy,

who knows but such a husband might turn out a perfect Herod, anil

twist his baby's head oS the first time that he got hold of it. I 'm sure

my fingers tingle while I think what he might do, and I can hardly
hold my pen still, I should so like to stick it into him.

" As for his absurdity in
saying he intends to lead a

'

jolly
1

life, not-

withstanding all the agonies of unrequited love, was there ever anything
more pitiably

ludicrous? It is very fine attempting to make light of

his rejection, but depend on it he deeply feels his disappointment ;
and

if any
'

fellow
'

joins him in the hope of merry compauv, I '11 bet a pair
of gloves that he '11 be soon glad to be quit of it. Jolly, indeed ! and
with the memory of his snub I feel quite sure it was a snub still

fresh upon^ him. Nonsense. Don't tell me. I know how brother

CHARLEY looked when HOSA JENKINS wouldn't have him. X. Y. Z. will

be heard nightly sadly pounding his piano with the dolefullest of tunes,
while all the cats in the vicinity squeal outside by way of chorus. And
serve him right, / say. Eor what right have men to marry, if they
don't like babies ? Answer me that, dear Mr. Punch, or else set it as a

puzzle to your bachelor contributors.
"
Yours, in a great hurry, for I hear my Pel inquiring for me,

"
BETSALIXDA BROWN."

"
I'.S. The '

gentleman "s a
'

smoker,' is he ? I hope he '11 find his

rliimnfjix snidkc, all the winter through; and as he wants to live in

lo(/ffiffs, I have no doubt that he will."

A WARNING TO SERVANT MAIDS.

A CERTAIN young woman in service did dwell ;

The place Wolverhampton, a true tale to tell.

She was standing, one Sunday, her master's door :

When lo ! and behold a young workman came by.

He seemed a respectable sort of young man,
Going after his beer.jjs he carried a can.

He said unto her.

She answered

So after some talking and chaffing about,
She invited him in whilst her master was out.

How many there is as will open the door

To them as they never set eyes on before !

Down they went to the kitchen together straL

And he for himself had got so much to say,

That, to his persuasion inclining her car,

She filled up his can with her master's own beer.

Thereafter he kissed her, which she did return ;

And he swore what was his'n should also be !

Whereupon he prevailed of her desk to get h

Containing two pound half a severing in gold.

He asked her to lend it
;
she answered him,

" No !

"

To which he remarked,
" You '11 be forced to do so."

Then her money he boned and her salts-bottlr

Which having accomplished, he bade her adieu.

Upon the next Tuesday she met him again,

And axed him to give back her property in vain.

He told her 'twas spent ;
she would see it no more :

No doubt he'd served others the same way before.

So thinking it wisest to make a clean breast,

On her master's return the girl went and confessed :

He, missing his German pipe, found, to his grief, _

The same had been likewise purloined by the thief.

Him, being detected, they had up in Court,
Of her, as a witness, the lawyers made sport :

As she was required to appear 'gainst the rogue
With whom she was foolish enough to collogue.

Now all you young women whose masters is out,
Don't let in the first young man hanging about,
Eor fear it should bring you to shame and disgrace,
And lose you your money, and likewise your place.

Civilisation in Spain.

BY a telegram from Spain we get the interesting intelligence that

" The annual bull-fights have commenced. The concourse of people v

great. Seventy persons have been wounded in the aruua."

What fun ! How much better the fun would have been though, if a

a bull or two had leapt out of the arena in among the seats, and

wounded as many, or more, of the spectators !

E NOM D'ux CHIEN," MR. K-EB-CK, alias The Dog Tear'em.

THE "NIL DAMAN" BORE.

"WHAT a deal of fuss has been created in connection with that

Bengalee play, the Nil Darpan ! Leaving the Darpan out of the

question, and'lpokmg only at the Nil, which appears to De all that there

is to look at in the case, we are inclined to think that the Indian

Government, in treating it as a matter of such monstrous importance,
las made a very great coil about nothing.

The London Playground for Boys and Fountains.

(A Sabbath Colloquy in Trafalgar S;Ka.)

Inquiring Stranger. I say, Policeman, how is it the fountains are not

playing to-da.\ '".

Stern Policeman. All playing, Sir, is strictly forbidden here on a

Sunday.

POLES WITHOUT HOPS.

M. DE MOJJTALEMBERT, in his pamphlet, entitled A Nation in

Mm'ni!
iii/, says that the I'oles, in order to demonstrate their abhorrence

of Russian rule, have left off dancing. He admires a gallant people's
renunciation of a popular pleasure in ceasing to dance

;
but does he

call this taking any steps towards achieving their independence ?
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FRIENDS AT THE SWAN.
TIIKI.I

dismal calalo.-uc with

a (lip idcnt

(under a
'

thai

inspiring I/;

not v.

.-lone.

\Vr need
, tli:\t this gcn-

\vlia' that

v. il h

Fox's ;ancc

ml his igno-
rance of BAI.'

cm ire. The line pic-
ture by MAI -.M

representing an Eng-
lish monarch with :i

I'I.NX in his hand be-

long, lie has nod
In the National Gal-

lery ; and one of the
I m in-

\ariably spells
"

cilvania," under a

pleasing delusion that

its principal manu-
facture is MOKDAX'S
ever-pointed.

Returning to Othello's troop there can be no question that it was composed of those florid-

visn^eil. case-hardened diners-out who conic like swallows, so depart. He had no Friends

properli so called. It is true that the General's courtship (according to his own assertion,

solemnly made in a court of justice) was similar to what may be seen under the doric portico
of some silent meeting-house. Deidemona herself, when she, with sweet simplicity, did

"seriously incline," might have easily passed for a young May Quakeress. Though by nature

choleric, the General was kept in such a perpetual ferment with his aide-de-camp getting into

night-brawil and breaking his rest by ringing his bell, thai we cannot wonder ifhe son
devout h the institution of a T'eace Society. But of his numerous acquaintance,
who were iiualilicd for members f Roderigo, if nominated, would certainly have been black-
balled. : Hums treatment of his purse (pronouncing it trash) was scarcely

ut with the feelings of a Friend. Whether Cassias tender concern for his reputation
wa- more in harmony with such emotions, is just one of those nice points on which we are
too di:' I opinion.

.Modern, u compared with ancient, Quakerism is far less straightlaced. Its habits do not
is they once did, with our juvenile notions of mathematical propriety. More latitude
i\en lo one thing less to another. What Beaver has lost, Crinoline has gained.

A vast expansion of ideas has already taken place in the Body though much too much
behind. We cannot 190 highh those

salutary reforms which Time has

iudiee, and given to Fashion. MKS. OPIE on being consulted by a young
married to the proper mode of dressing hair, assured her there was only one
orthodox way, and > FKY it. No proud and petulant young Lady, on a visit to a
quiet circle at Stanford Hill, \\her panics her dove-like cousins to Meeting, is now
proToked im from my Friends." We are glad also to i

that the amicable id of the plague of Flies. The Omnibus like the
levels all distinctions. An old Friend now shoulders a Cabinet-Maker with

saws on the elevated knife-hoard. Cab is I : t he Oaks-day two
young Friends, both fair and gentle, though of opposite Sexes, were seen "doing the
Hansom" OUT Clapham Common. It may he iiuestioned whether this v, :is a step in the

ireetion. 1'rohahly they were Ktlmologi.-ts if so, they took the most natural course
for investigating the various liaccs of .Men.

Our dear I'rirmK however, are still encumbered with manv Inch-backed and narrow
chair--, and we would willingly lend 0111 assistance should tl i or their
removal. Their thoughts run too exelnsiu'h along the Commi !. and llieir

speculations require winnowing from Co; The Mtiae, like I fond Molher, has
often shed BO

'

ok at her 1

^ hat gladness then will illume her gentle eves when In our
'

that Justice is about to lie rendered to the superior penmanship of he:

simpler phrase, r'riciiils
- Count n men, and LOUTS of the Hard Co- ; aising with a

golden lever a J/w/r,,, B! How I'.x-asus w ill nei-h ! What comic dances
Pan will perform, and when, at the shining portals of Olympus, .Mercury mak
proclamation, with what energy will Apollo strike the lyre !

_

The public declaration on which our statement is based, we here reprint by pcrmiNipB.
'

Flushed with that legal eloquence which lends such an ineffable charm to !>/.

ln-ol\ency, this important document \villheread.wearemorally i :hcr with dumb

in the
form o!

own.

1\ Tin. MATII i: ot UII.IUM BHADF1
hereto

rd with l'i i

'h been propo-,',1 an I airr. ed

a Monument in token of their u-neratioi:

of \Var\\ick. (ii n' :

I

ice furthermore to learn, is commended
by our Helmed > I'nme \!

patronage of genius hath neu T

judiciously conlint

marble honours Imp i

f -Mind, wh iwanled
i'aul'.-i and the Ji\ . ieh their

.L'ravem) to i
' <

shake a spear <

and awaken Terror in place of
ll'iw man. Sincerely lament -

natioual debt batfc been so long

unliquidated, we now hold cmt OV bands and
solicit sympathy a*d subscriptions towards its

immediate duckary, trusting that all Friends

throughout the MTcre wfll, ike oursi

move! by a warm spirit of gratxtade towards that
'

Sweet WILLIAM ' who hath bequeathed to us a

legacy of 1'la) -things, which contain nothing
injurious, and which, unlike ordniary Toys, even
our children's children will not be tempted to

destroy.

Subscriptions already announced, 1000.

. d.

MARK LASE . . . . 50
GRACE GooDtxocoH . . . 500
ABEL SWEETMAN . . .500
MERCY LAMDSWOOL . ..500
DAVID DuncrooT . . .500
T. POTT 050
CHARITY DOVECOTE . . .500
T. TOTAL 026
PATIEUT SILEXTSIOH . . .110
JONATHAN LOHGSTRIDE . . . _'"

HESTER SWANSDOWN . . .500
KLKANAH BOTTOMLET . ..500
SUSANNAH SHUTTLE . . .026
SOLOMON PLUM . . ..500
HANNAH BUMBLEBEE . .006
A FRIEND IN NKED . ..010
RUTH HOMEBRED . . . 10

SIMON PURE 500
COLLECTED BY BLAND SMILES . 1 OJ
SUNDRY SMALL DONATIONS . . 10

Mal-npftire'* Jfotaf, OBADIAH Pi'xcn,

Siff* qf (he S*a. Hon. See.

OF CRIME.

Feheaent Wife. CAPTAru POKTT.B VALE indeed

1 'vc no patience witli you, CHAKLES 1 don't

know what 1 wouldn't do to him. Exposing a

poor dear little child he ought to be 0, every

punishment is too good for him.

at Husband. May be so, my love, but the

otl'encc is not rate. Who made little CLARA
stand on the table and say

"
Twinkle, twinkle,

. w," to a whole dinner-party, on Tuesday f

[WiFE triet to tpeak, tut can only fnJ vordt

to say that Ikert it no tue M mealnug lo

amj/My tchu tan talk to uUolieal/f.

Hard upon Lord Malmesbuiy.

IT is stated, oificially, tha

IVrsic rule at the Foreign all our

diplomatic dispatches sh
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POLITE ATTENTION.
Lady.

" OH NONSENSE, CHILD. THERE MUST BE SOME MISTAKE !

"

Boy. "No, 'M. PLEASE, 'M, TWO YOUNG GENTS SAID IT LOOKED LIKE RAIN, AND I WAS TO FETCH YOU HOME IN THIS 'ERE CHEER!'

BISHOP HAMLET'S ADVICE TO THE PARSONS.

Enter BISHOP and certain Parsons.

Bishop. Preach the sermon, I pray you, as I pronounced it to you
fluently on the tongue ;

but if you mouth it, as many of your parsons
do, I had as lief the begging impostor spoke your discourse. Nor do
not thump the cushion too much your fist thus : but use all gently ;

for in the very torrent, tempest, and (as I may say) the whirlwind of

xi'iil, you must acquire and beget a temperance, that may give it

smoothness. O, it offends me to the soul to see a robustious whisker-
cheeked fellow tear an exhortation to tatters, to very rags, to split the
cars of t lie sanctified, who, for the most part are capable of nothing but

inexplicable grimace and rant. 1 could have such a fellow whipped for

o'erdoing Chadbund; it out-mawworms Maaworm ; pray you avoid it.

\st Parson. I warrant your lordship.
Bishop. Be not too cold, neither, but let your own discretion be your

tutor : suit the emphasis to the word and" the word to the emphasis,
with this special observance, that you o'crstep not the dignity of the
pulpit, for anything so overdone is from the purpose of preach! us,
whose end, both at the first, and now, was, and is, to hold as 't were
the mirror up to conscience

;
to show piety her own figure, profane-

ness her own image, and the very soul and spirit of a man his form and
pressure. Now, this overdone, or come tardy off, though it make the

witlings laugh, cannot but make the sober grieve; the censure of
the which one, must in your allowance o'erweigh a whole temple of
others. O, there be parsons, that I have heard preach, and known
others praise, and that highly, not to speak it profanely, that, having
neither the accent of Christians, nor the delivery of Christians, scholars,
nor gentlemen, have so moaned and bellowed, that I have thought some
of Little Bethel's clergymen had trained them, and not trained them
well, they imitated Stiygins so abominably.

\st Parson. 1 hope we have reformed that indifferently with us, my
lord.

Bishop. O, reform it altogether. And let those that aim at being

pathetic preachers speak no other than articulate sounds
;
for there bo

of them, that will themselves groan, to set on some quantity of maudlin
hearers to groan too ; though, in the meantime, some necessary question
of the text be then to be considered ; that 's villanous, and shows a

most pitiful hypocrisy in the snob that uses it. Go, keep you steady.

[Exeunt Parsons.

PUrrS FOR THE POLICE.

IN humble emulation of his brethren of the penny-a-line profession,
who nobly omit 110 opportunity of puffing the Police, especially when
the latter have done the very least in the world to deserve such laudation,
Mr. Punch has resolved to open his columns from time to time to the

reception of paragraphs in glorification of The Force. By way of a

beginning, he is happy to record his testimony to the skill, coolness,
and energy of INSPECTOR O'PAQUE (of the Digamma Division), as dis-

played under the following trying circumstances. A gentleman of the

name of SMITH was
walking^ up Holboru Hill on Saturdav last, when

he felt a tug at his coat, and the next moment perceived his handker-

chief, a valuable cambric one, hemmed, for which he had given eleven-

pence only
last autumn, in the grasp of a diminutive pickpocket. He

collared trie boy, and INSPECTOR O'PAQUE at that moment coming up,
the gentleman gave the thief in charge. The worthy Inspector,

who
combines some of the genius of the first NAPOLEON with no small

share of the imperturbability of the third, apparently took uot the

slightest notice, but, at the right moment, and when the least delay
would have enabled the watchful delinquent to escape, seized the latter

by the neck. There were several persons about, and though many of

them were of the lower class, and may possibly in their minds have
entertained an intention of rescuing the criminal, the dauntless Inspector
never quailed, but, calling to two constables behind him, delivered the

lad into their charge, and walked on without another syllable. This is

only one of a hundred instances in which the ViDOCQ-like tact of IN-

SPECTOR O'PAQUE has enabled him to arrest a most determined and

dangerous offender.
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'-

CLERICAL ELOCUTION LESSON.
BISHOP PUNCH. "NOW, SIR, LET ME HEAR YOU PUBLISH BANNS OF M A 15 HI AGE."

SWELL CANDIDATE FOR ORDERS.
" I-AW-PUBL'SH BANNTH OF MAW1DGE 'TWEEN \\ KiilNALD WOBERTH,

BATCHLA, AND "

BISHOP.
"
STOP, SIR, STOP. THAT WILL NEVER DO FOR US. YOU HAD BETTER TAKE ORDERb-IN

THE COMMERCIAL LINE."
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TERRIFIC EXPLOSION AT THE BROMPTON BOILERS.

Jiy our Own Peany-a-Uuifr.

two o'clock, on Friday
the persons in the

I '.oilers were
. i of a

i. Hasten-

ing to the spot, we were for-

ngh to procure the

following p
wliich

.11. It ap-

, a highly rcspc

been visiting the Boilers in

company with M
iintv, aiid incoming out had

been incautious enough to

let drop a hint that the lady

might as well return to

Islington by an omnibus

instead of a cab. MRS.
M i KKBURY, who is of a

highly inflammable character,

took fire, and instantly blew

up, and indeed continued blowing up MR. MEJSKBCKY wit h consiJcrable

violence. It was thought at one time that he had been knocked into

the middle of next week, but this alarm proved to be unfounded, and

prompt assistance being at hand in the shape of a mother-in-law, who

hurried up witk a cab of her own hiring, and for which she nobly

declared she would die sooner than allow a Brute to pay, MRS. M 1:1 K

BURY was sot out with no other loss than that of a temper which she

can well afford to spare. Thc accident
, however, should be a warning

to husbands not to drop anything likely to cause an explosion, and Mlt.

II itv's nerves have been so shocked that, by the advice of a

(young) medical friend, lie has gone out of town without leaving his

address.

OUE DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR Pi M it.

" THERE is a story of a swell, who being advised to go and

see a play at Sadler's Wells, exclaimed 'Aw Sadlaw's Wells, wheaw's

that ? aw pwecious long way. isn't it ? s'pose that one will have to

change one's horses on the woaa P
'

"
I am not a swel .ud I know that

jSadler's
Wells is access-

ible
"

that

there very seldom, and why I'don't go oftener I 'm sure I cannot say.

Every time I come away I make a linn resolve to go again within a

month ; but somehow this intention always goes to fill a gap in the

infernal |iav ement. Notwithstanding all our fancied craving for variety,

1 think we Londoners are sadly apt to get into a groove, and not to

move far out of the ways we once have chosen. How many a man
there is who to save a couple of minutes when he was late for office,

used to take what he conceived was a short cut through a court
;
and

now his time is all his own, and he has little work to occupy it, he takes

n: short cut by force of his old habit, and gets a pegtop on his

toe or a tipcat in his eye, as a reminder that his legs are not so agile as

they were, nor his sight so clear and watchful.

|fv The Second part of SH A ksri, v i; i :'s A ///../ ll,;i,-y (lie Fourth was the

plav I went to sec on my late Islington excursion. It was played for a few

nights at thc same house some seven vears since, but I believe with

that exception it has not been .-ecu in London for well nigh half a cen-

tury. Yet the play as iu>w presented seems actable enough, and one
wonders at the verdict which long ago pronounced it to be only readable.

The comic scenes predominate through the first four acts, and are full

of pleasant humour both in action ana in speech; while the scene in the

fifth act with the old King and his sons is ivph Aching pathos
and nobly written lines, and h; ing incident of the stealing of

'Wii. 1 think few more telling pictures have been seen upon the

stage t han 1 he coufrc mting of young HARRY with his dying father : who
first upbraids, then listens, then pardons and embraces, and retires to

die content. This scene MR. PHELPS acted with his son, and both sus-

tained their parts as well as any actors living could have repr
'iid neither mouthed nor mumbled the words they h

1 hail never seen the latter gentleman before, and was glad to notice in

him a careful level utterance, and > to rant.
"
But admirably well as the pathetic parts were rendered, the comic

scenes of course weie the main feature of the plfcc. MB. PHELPS
played Jitfticc Slialluir, as well as the old King, and thus gave us a good

Eroof
of his quick versatility, for two characters more opposite than the

justice and the calm maje. tic sufferer it. were ditlieult to

conceive. The trembling nervous hands and teebi voiec,
it signs of his -enility and of hi.s shallow pate: and while In:

prattled on with garrulous con I the freak- of I

one felt how many X/iiil/<nrs still are extant in

they are of Ixiriug you with thc wild deeds which, by Jove, Sir,

when they were boys."
Toi me a great charm in the plays that I have seen at S

Wells is, that they are always evenly well cast. There is no '

hinng farthing dips to stand ab

heighten the effulgence of some bright particular 'Star,' whose bril-

liancy is deemed to be enough to till thc konse. < hi the contrary, thc

minor parts arc carefully attended to, and no unnatural excrescence

spoils the general effect. Seeing the large space that he covers on
the stage, Sir Jok Faittaff can be hardly called a minor par
really \1 it filled it verj well, though one couples tin- fat

knight with more unctuoasness of voice. His wife, too.

Quietly much as one could wish
;

for of coarse one can't read

SPEARE without forming to one's self one's own conception of a part ;

and MB.' SEYTON raved and ranted and swaggaed o'er the stage with

better taste than Antirtt Pittot generally does.
"
The

spirit
of Sugytm lias been *mmmmA to many a seacf,

and when it comes to town again I should certainly advise it

Sadler's Wells. If ghosts hare memories and feelings, and are sensitive

in mind, it would do the ghost of BBABHUBB wuiderable good to

note ho ABE'S plays are telished by that audience, and how
reverently it listens to eacn one of SHAKSPEAKE'S words.

'

Attention !

'

is the order until the curtain drops, and not a sneeze or snuffle grates

upon the ear, indeed (except when mov ed to laughter or applause) the

house is all so silent you might hear a playbill drop. A good proof this

I think that good plays still are cared for. if they are but acted evenly,
and mounted not with gorgeous splendour, but simple natural good
taste. " ONE WHO PATS."

M'CLELLAN'S WAR SONG.

AMONG recent news from America is a report of a
"
maiden speech

"

delivered by GENERAL M'CLELLAJJ to the Pennsylvanian troops. This

oration may be said to have been both witty and poetical. It was
remarkable for brevity "the soul of wit;" and that its form was, in

chief part, at least, that of poetry, the perusal of it will convince any
reader who has a reasonable ear for versification. It commenced
with :

"Soldiers!"

to which single word of simple prose succeeded the following lines :

4 ' We have had our lut retreat.

We have MOD our but defeat.
You stand by me and I will stand by you."

Here the Muse of GEXERAL M'CLELLAX seems to have inspired him
to relinquish rhyme, and to conclude his exhortation in blank verse ,

thus.
" And henceforth victory will crown our effort!."

GENERAL H'CLELLAX seems to be a regular "warrior-bard," Hike

the
"
minstrel-boy

" who "
to the war had gone," except that he appears

to have no harp, whether
"
wild

"
or tame, slung either

"
behind him,"

or in front of nun. Thc wilducss of his measure is, however, some-

what analogous to that of the musical instrument with which the

juvenile Irish poet and hero went into action. Thc antipathy to shivery

displayed by that youthful patriot may turn out to constitute another

point of resemblance between him ana thc American General : who will

Scrhaps,

when his conquering army shall have planted the .flag
of

Veedom upon Southern soil, celebrate the emancipation of his sable

fellow-citizens by singing its triumphant achievement in a negro

melody, accompanying liimself on thc banjo.

A Shrewd Guess.

A CLEVER Yankee, alluding to the well-known line,
"
the glass of

fashion and the mould of form," makes a
"
guess

"
that the GLASS ii!

question must have been the Lady who wrote a celebrated cookery-book

under that name. The
" mould * he explains by saying it must mean

an ice. or iellv, or pudding, or blancmange, or any other kind of

"mould" you like all of which goes far iu his opinion to prove

very clever fellow SHAKSPEARE was. Not only did he know even ; lung

that went before him, and a great deal more, but he could also

anticipate coming events !

A SIGHT AT THE SEA-SIDE.

THE PiKV. M. Sri TTKKS walking on the beach, and preaching to

ni his mouth a/oDlMuMHi
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BLOOD WILL CARRY ANYTHING AT LEAST SO MlSS FEATHERWEIGHT
THINKS !

NEWSPAPER DISTRESS MEETING.
THE present unexampled failure of the News Crops is producing a

most disastrous effect upon the journals, and unless something shortly

happens, we do not go too far in saying that they will be reduced to the

extremity of coming out with nothing but instructive and irreproach-
able matter in them. The oldest sub-editor has never known such a

dearth, and there has been a strong feeling in the newspaper offices

that some steps should be taken to meet the crisis. A preliminary

meeting of sub-editors has indeed been held upon the suoject; and
though Mr. Punch is never in any danger of suffering in the way in

which his contemrwraries are afflicted, his warm and brotherly regard
for them induces him to give publicity to the proceedings, in order that
the public may know how exceedingly hard is the task to supply it

just now with the exciting reading which it requires.
The gathering was held in the reporters' room in the office of the

Morning Flambeau. The Meeting sat about, where it could, and t lie

veteran MR. SHEARS was unanimously called to the chair. He laugh-
ingly responded that the Meeting might be hanged, and sat upon Iris

big table, swinging his legs in the most affable manner, and intimating
that if anybody wanted to speak he might do so without any charge;
meantime, he himself would have some pale ale.

MK. CLIPPER said they all knew too much about meetings to go into

any gammon of that kind; but if any gentleman would be obliging
enough to tell him how to make up a paper, he would willingly stand
that gentleman any refreshment he liked to put a name to, up to the
amount of fourpence. Did they realise the fact that this last week they
had actually printed the speeches at five agricultural dinners? (Sensation'.)
MR. SLASH said that it was too true, and would add, in further proof

of their condition, that he had that morning given out a report of an
address by MR. SPURGEON about the Gorilla.

MR. CLIPPER said that that was not so bad, and he would be glad of
a pull of it for his own paper.
MR. SLASH said of course he should have it. But what was to be

done ? Last week he had great hopes, for a fellow came in with a grave
statement that BLONDIN had had a tumble, and was done for

;
and he

had actually given out BLONDIN'S memoir, and written to a leader-

writer, requesting a column of
spicy

remarks upon the barbarity of such
exhibitions

;
but it was a sell, a vulgar sell, now running about. You

say to a fellow, "BLOXDIN'S killed," and when he has done being
astonished, you say,

"
Yes. he 's skilled on the rope." (Indignation.)

.Mit. WARY said that they had tried to do him in the same unprin-
cipled manner ;

but he had turned their dodge into a paragraph stated
the rumour, and added a contradiction. (" Of course") But tins was
small game. They really ought to have something on a large scale.

He was not going to bind himself or others by what he was going to

say, but suppose that a man could be found who for a certain con-

sideration would blow up Tilbury Fort, did those present think that

those whom they represented would help to make up a purse ?

MR. SCORER said that that was talking business. Would the

explosion demolish Gravcscnd ?

MR. WARY said it would smash Gravesend to pieces. He had ascer-

tained the quantity of powder.
MR. SLASH saw no objection, and the money would lie no obicct

;
but

he thought that they would rather be playing into the hands of the

illustrated papers than into their own. Views of the explosion, views

of Gravesend in ruins, the air full of shrimps and excisemen, and all

that, would make the fortune of the picture-fellows ; but he thought
that the dailies would get little out of it. However, it was worth

thinking over. Meantime he would suggest the consideration whether

some plot, or large conspiracy, or dreadful attempt of some kind, could

not be bought as cheaply, and the details be all grist to the mill.

MR. CISSORS took the same view. But it must be something large.

What did they say to getting up an Austrian plot to carry off LORD
JOHN RUSSELL ?

MR. SCORER thought a French plot would be better, as the letters

would be more easy to translate. But he feared that this would create

no great interest. There were thousands of people who thought LORD
RUSSELL was the same as the Special Correspondent iu America, and

the women didn't care about him, and it should be a regular sensation

business for them. Could an American vessel in Liverpool a Southern

vessel make a dash at a school, and carry all the children away to be

sold for slaves that would rouse the mothers a bit, especially if

three or four young ones were dropped into the Mersey in their night-

gowns. (Applause?)
MR. WARY said that he should, unluckily, have to discredit that,

because his paper went in for the South. Could a fellow be got to

advertise that on a given day he would jump off the top of St. Paul's.

MR. CISSORS. But he must do it.

MR. WARY. Of course he must do it I am supposing him to be a

man of character and honour, to be deucedly well paid, too.

MR. SCORER said that there was business there. The man must
write to the Dean and Chapter for leave they would take no notice,

and there was an opening for a severe article on haughty hierarchical

corporations then there would be betting as to whether the whole

thing was a sell he must hide himself in the vaults hear the service

for the last time come up too soon and frighten an intelligent verger
into a fit all good, and a biography of the verger must be had. Seen

on the top gallery, at early dawn, waving a black flag horror of the

metropolis Dean and Chapter awake at last, and send a policeman
but the door nailed up, and no getting at him. Frantic Volunteers at

DAMN'S offer to shoot him to prevent frightful spectacle, and send off

to SIR GEORGE GREY for leave. The fellow dances, and reads out of a

book, which he throws down vigilant Serjeant X 1999 gets it only a

Whole Duty ofMan, but we '11 reprint it, as part of the story. Disappears,
and the metropolis is indignant by the way, this might be done for

two or three days, if he takes up sandwiches and a flask of brandy, but

on the third day, while the big clock strikes twelve Come, there 's

plenty of graphic business there.

MR. CISSORS. But he must do it.

MR. SCORER. Don't I keep saying so? And then there '11 be the inquest,
and a thousand letters urging that St. Paul's should be taken down, or

wired over, or something, and it may be the question whether we should

not advise the indictment of the Dean and Chapter as accessories it

seems to me that there is good stuff there, if you can find the man.
MR. CISSORS. But he must do it.

MR. WARY. Certainly he must. Well, that's a suggestion, and if

the meeting sees anything in it, I may say that there '11 be no difficulty

with us. Anybody else anything to propose ?

MR. PRUNER supposed it would be no good setting fire to Bucking-
ham Palace.

MR. SLASH thought not there had been so many fires lately.

MR. SCORER wondered whether anything could be done in the way
of a gas explosion.
MR. WARY said that the gas was so abominably bad now-a-days that

nobody would believe it could go off.

MR. SNIPPER said that poison stories always told he was for some-

thing in that way. Would anybody put ipecacuanha into all the drink-

ing fountains P

MR. CISSORS had a good mind to prophesy an earthquake. He would

get strong letters from scientific men, who '11 say anything, if you can

only ask them to contradict other scientific mcii, and one could work

away on the theme until nobody could sleep in their beds.

This suggestion was loudly applauded, and the Meeting resolved,

first, that MR. CISSORS was a brick ; secondly, that the subject should

be taken up and worked
; thirdly, that they would have pale ale ; and

fourthly, that the Chairman should pay for it. So, unless something
better turns up, the public may shortly expect to hear that strange

underground noises, accountable for on no ordinary solution, have been
heard in DevonshireVnd Norfolk, and that intense heat is observable in

the Midland mines. It 's coming !
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GREEN GO THE LASSES, O!
ITK\ have we lir;inl of

COUn nt-by
Crinoline, but <

line is not the only
i- of danger in a

lady's dress. A'
pidmt who

writes to a coi.

y, and ap,
his name will) the
allix of.\[.D.," gives
some rather startling

"us for bel;

so. After statin}; I liut

l lie fashionable mauM
tint, and Magenta,
"will not stand the

test ofartificial ;

he proceeds next to

remark that

" Tho only colour, per-
haps, which remains
fixed under all kinds of

light
if what U known as

-.Teen.' This
, which i pleas-

ingly bright in the day,
is made of arsenic, and
prcsei-Tee its freshness
and beauty under all

trials of artificial lij,'lit.

Now, as Paterfamilias

probably knows, if ho
looks into his wife's no

her mJffinor, there is a new light stuff called tarlatino, which has recently come
'W. A lady in proper fiwhion, with a good green tarlatano dress, is surrounded

'

tarlatani], and this 93
i

; .irlatane contains, as a chemical fact,
ii i r two of such young ladies 'hi verdure

- ir dress, every toss of it in a quadrille, this

in poisonous dust, and that this dust is the fruitful source of headache, red-

kin, ml];umn:tti"n uf thu .stomach, consumptive cough, &c."

\\ ii li i his know
]((]_(

in his mind, we think a man would be as green as the dress

of his fair part HIT, it' he cither waltzed or polked with a lady in SCHEELE'S green.
In fact, girls in these green dresses ought to be marked 'DANGEROUS !

"
or to

have "BEWARB i

'

embroidered in red letters

their backs. Win-never for the future we
a ball-room, we shall liKik oil each en-en lady

'.v Liirrcziu linri/in,\\ ho would subtly be the death
we joined licr in I hi- ii

Nor less luirtful than those which clothe

the body ; for, proceeds M.D.
" We are occaHionnlly meeting ladles attacked with eryalpelatous

symptoms, indigestion, eouKh now distinctly tnoealno to hoad-
ffnjsini (mrtnlnmg green arsenical artificial flowers. A careful
chemical analysis of one of these wreaths gives exactly as much
aid MO! '-in ' i" ", ' " ':' m I

1,400!

Long experience has taught us that it is quite useless

to preach air.-me-t i lie fashions, for ladies have deaf ears
for all complaints upon : IT how
dangerous or how oglj are t heir dresses, _SO long as they are

Me, ladies will persist in wearing them. So our

only chance of making them give up this poisonous green,
is by warning tint male sex of the danger they incur DT it,

and recommending gentlemen to keep themselves aloof

from any girl they meet with in a verdant dress or wreath.
When i c-s neglected, if not absolutely

shunned, ladies will of course set all their wits to work to

ascertain t In i notwithstanding the delight they

may feel in being dressed in the fashionable colour, we
will wafer the delight of being flirted with and waltzed
with will qnieklv prove the strooger. Off will go the

and on will . STVS, and the only
"
redness

of skin" which will be shown by the young lady will be

the blush upon her cheek when she hears the question

popped. ____________

Important Notice.

IT is wished by the Government that the whole of the

ugly old copper coinage should now be withdrawn from
circulation. Mr. Punch, ever anxious to assist the adminis-

tration of the country, hereby announces that he has taken

up the iron cover of the hole in the pavement over his coal

cellar, and any person is at perfect liberty to shoot down
any amount of the said coinage, and to walk away without

any question being asked.

AMBITION AMONG THE ALDEKMh.V
THE question

" Who is to be Lord Mayor ?
"

appears this year
to have created extraordinary excitement in the

City.
There seems to

have prevailed a supposition that the Monarch of the Mansion House,
whoever he mi^ht be, would stand a good chance of being made a

baronet, and the prospect of getting what may be called a barren

l.oiiour, occasioned mi unusual competition for the Lord Mayoralty
amidst the aldennanic body. ,ng on this generous rivalry in

which the chivalry of Guild!; iy engaged, a Correspond-
ent of the ( in the subjoined passage, asserts a high idea of

an abstract Lord Mayor :

"The LORD MAYOR must IK- a man of dignity, wealth, and intelligence of
rinii.

'

and our Civic contemporary adds :

"He inu*t. in f;ict, l>c, ;iccordiug U the Hibernian description,
* a gentleman

him.'
"

as O'LK.vin said; whence i lie self-assertion, "Every inch a king!"
was put li\ Sn \Ksrr MIH into the mouth of Lear, after O'LuAHY.

But\\lial has Sn AKSN \ni: to do with the dignity of Lord Mayor?
Why. when he has occasion to deal with it, iis in Richard III. he
exhibits it in a light quite the reverse of that wherein it is represented
in the (

hn-d^ Mayor has the deportment of a
civil old beadle : his manners are ludicrous, his intelligence is that of
a goose. The only discrct ion he shows is such as what appears in the
better part of valour. I nt this picture of the Lord
is from that which is delineated in the City Prc, and from the nutty
which, at least in modern times, has ever been conspicuously manifest
at the Mansion House, and whereof the most signal characteristics
have alwajs been universally acknowledged to be, a singularly d ;

bearing, remarkable intelligence, peculiarly graceful manners, and the
nicest discretion.

Toi Que Je n'Aime pas.

AT ALFRED MKU.HN'S Com performance
ot a selection from uur friend Young RAPID ob-

looking at the bill, "Ah! thai ehunis exactly represents the In

my case. Le Vin. ]/?s lidlrs. Le Jew."

NEW MONKS WANTED.

MONKS and monkery are at such a premium now that it seems
members of the English Church are desirous to go into the monastic
line. An announcement appears by which young men. English Pro-

testants, who may feel a vocation" for a conventual life, arc invited

to address themselves to a certain Brother Ignatius. They are warned,
however, that they will have to promise three things, Obedience,

Poverty, and Celibacy. Mr. Ptuick nan no particular vocation
"

to

interfere with the doings of idiots, but as regards the third vow, he

heartily approves it in the case of anybody who may think of applying
to Brother Ig. Fancy a sensible girl ever being asked in marriage by

any one who had been helpless enough to prattle of a monastic life in

these days ! At the risk of bigamy, trigamy, el omne quod exit in igarxy,

Mr. Punch would sooner marry her himself than allow her to become
the bride of such a Nass. But, after all, perhaps Brother Ignatius is

only one of the ingenious gentlemen who nave a neat way of getting

postage stamps without applying to the vendors thereof, in which case

we heartily wish him all success monks of 1861 are fair game.

A Kick in the Right Direction.

WHAT is Italy t9 do with his old Holiness the POPE ': Surely she

has had enough of him I" . She will have no peace and quiet

so long as he remains with her. Now that quarter day has conic, she

had better rid her house of him. The bad company he keeps is

quite enough of an excuse for getting rid of him. We think the Boot
of Italy could not well be put to any better use than in kicking out

his Holiness POPE Pi

THE NATION THAT TUKNS OUT MOST NEG.U .

11 Y the recent Census we are informed that in Paris there are no less

than 23,000 persons who get their living from Photography and the

photographic process. An old fogey, who has never been able to get
over his stupid prejudices against the French, upon being told of the

diovi- fact, exclaimed in a tone of the greatest triumph, 'Egad, it's

just like 'OB I 1 -.<'- French fellows were the cleverest

, the world hi matingfacet."
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ACCOMMODATING!
STERN PARENT. " Too Faifor a Pane, you thuik, Sir ? Urn t You see, Sir, if so be you could wait a week or so, we could redooee Mm wcry easy."

A GOOD SORT OP FELLOW.
" DEAR MR. PUNCH,

" ME and Lucy Lockit, who is staying on a visit with me
(bygones being quite bygones) read this in a newspaper on Thursday
last, and cannot help, b9th of us can't, sending it to you." A fellow calling himself MAOHEATH was before ME. COMBE for
some paltry crimes :

" MR. COMBE told him he was a disgrace to the name he had selected. Captain
Machialh was a celebrated highwayman, but he always paid his tavern hills. Ho
was a good sort of a fellow, and did not go sneaking about bilking hotel-keepers

ung boots. As a caution to him for the future, he should sentence him to
three months' hard labour at Waudsworth."

"
Lucy and me wish to sinnify to this worthy Magistrate that we

quite agree with him, and that the way he spoke up for the Captain did
credit to Ins head and heart. Macheath has his frailties, as which of us
has not, but what 's that when your heart 's in the right place ? High-
way robbery, bkamy, subordination (wo think it's called) of perjury,
training gangs ol thieves, and all that, is very wrong no doubt, but we
quite agree with MB/COMBE thai one may do all that and more, and
yet be a good sort of fellow.' So in Lucy's name and mine (for we
are above all low jealousies now), we thank MR. COMBE, and will thank
yon, Mr. Puiidi, to tell him so. The Captain is out on a little business,
being now on the Stock Kxcliaimr, or would join us iu compliments."

Yours, very affectionately,
"
Belgravia."

"
POLLY MACHEATH (nee PEACIIAM)."

Military Journals are Requested to Copy this Contradiction.

WE arc authorised by an intimate friend and sincere admirer of the
EARL OF CAXDIJUX to give the most positive contradiction to the
rumour that, failing GARIBALDI, the command of the Federal forces
was to be offered to his noble Lordship. The Earl cannot imagine why
they connected him with Bull's Run.

"UNDER WHICH MAYOR, BEZONIAN ; SPEAK OR DIE ?
"

WRITING slightly before the event of the struggle for the Mayoralty
in the Exhibition year, but wishing to stand excessively well with the
LORD MAYOR for that year, Mr. Punch begs to state, and he finds that
he is but repeating the sentiments of most of his contemporaries, that
while he cannot conceive how there can be the slightest doubt as to the

propriety of re-electing CUBITT, who is &c., &c., &e., he is utterly
at a loss to perceive a single valid argument for not electing SIR, H.
MtJGGERIDGE, who is &C. &C. &C.

P.S. Since writing the above, he observes that has
been chosen. Of course. It would have been au insnlt to the City to
have done otherwise. He heartily and cordially rejoices.

P.P.S. The blank shall be filled up when he really knows the fact.

ABOLITION OF THE PAPER DUTY.

NOTICE.
In consequence of the Abolition of the Paper Duty,

MR. PUNCH
Hereby gives Notice that he will

REDUCE
Any person wLo offends him to as much impalpable powder as will He upon

ONE FARTHING,
And relieve his friends of one bore

TOR THE FUTURE.
Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Place, and Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 19, Q-ieen's Road West, Regent's Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the County of Mi Idleaex,

heir Offlcnri I,ombard Street, in the Prcctact of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by them at No. 83, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, in the City of Ix>idon..

SATUBDAI, October 5, 1SC1.
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OLD GEST. " Do you know what a Lie is, Sir t
"

LITTLE Bor. "
Oh, dmi't I, jest ; I tells lots of

SPIRITUAL BOXIANA.
WITH serious interest we see adu rliscj a

NEW KKI.IGIOUS PUBLICATION, '1,1. Monthly. No. 1,
. theCETRlHTI \Y-<

.

The Bread-Basket of a Christian our contemporary
ill correct u

that PHI of linn, ladies, in au'iioiiiieal
language,

ii.-imril the
|

or pit of the stomach. 'Ihe
1

ruly fanciful

title to :

i nl' museii' .uilj- as cultivated

lical principle.^ and the Noble Art
i hat new religion-, publication

will appear to IK- confirmed liy the de- : i oue of
the articles in the tab ;tents as,

"
Your I'.abe,

How Will Von Train It ':

" We look for future announce.
of eiiifjin^' papers under ids, as "The

(loud Fi-ht." "I.! IJottlc-

holder," "The Faithful ,e!" "Bel

1'p to i ,"
"
An- VIM \il lii'.'hi :

"
and

The title of any sucer heal is sure to IK' imi-

tated; then-fore, if tli> </>' should

be found to answer, its appearance no doubt will soon be
followed by that of the CArulian't Potato-Trap.
The proprietors of that evidently pious and as evidently

pugilistic periodical so happily named the Chriitiait's

Jiread-Btutel, should send a liberal lot of copies of it to

MR. THOMAS SAVERS, in order that the ex-Champion, as

a Teacher, may distribute them among his juvenile dis-

ciples. The Cnrutian'i Bread-BaiM may be conjectured

to contain the sort of spiritual grub that is just the thing
to suit the digestion of any serious youth who may be

engaged in profiling by MR. SAYEKS'S lessons ; particularly
with a view to the prize of his peculiar calling.

" Le Commencement de la Faim."

THE appearance of Moss. DUPIX as a Protectionist is

certainly very curious. Free Trade in England was a

question of cheap bread, and Protection was ultimately

compelled to yield to it. In spite of all the opposition, it

may be the same with Protection in France, u the lower

classes once began in anger to raise the cry of DC-F(A)IN."

A NATIONAL DEFENDER.
"
I SAY, Punch, old chap, I wish you'd just pitch into that

'
G. U..'

who has been writing to the Times, and saving that we English don t

know how lo dress, and that when we go abroad we wear our seediest

elm lies, anil walk about ill rusty wideawakes and unpolished boots.

What if we do, I'd like to know ? Just as if a freeborn Briton hadn't

a clear right to dress exactly as he pleased, and do precisely what he

liked, wherever lie might be. So long as 1 can pay my shot, I reckon
1 shall always be welcome on the Continent

;
and as for Frenchmen

lurniug up their noses at my 'blackguardly' appearance, as
'

G. U.'

says they do, 1 can only say that I should like to catch them at it, but
1 never did so yet, and don't expect to do. They are precious glad to

see me, in whatever togs 1 come to them; and though behind my back,
majlie. I hey call me 'one grand beast," they are always vastly civil to

my face, and take good care not to laugh at me wliile I'm within

hearing."
If this

'

(i. 1".' lie believed, nur barristers and doctors, and college

chaps, and merchant princes annually
'

disguise
'

themselves as cab-

drivers and 'bus cads, and disgust t heir swell Trench friends by walking
with them without gloves, and staring at shop-windows like a lot of

country bumpkins, and deporting themselves irnirnilly less
like_

edu-
cated gentlemen than uncivilised Gorillas. 'Vulgar-looking objects,"
'

G. U.' has the cheek to call us, and says that at the theatres our

'disregard of decency' is really still more glaring than in the public
sin rt>. And then, by way of contrast, he tells us that when French-
men come to London, there is nothing vulgar or shabby in their

appearance, and they pay us the respect of
'

dressing even better than

they do at home.' Well, judging by the specimens I 've seen near

Leicester Square, there must be precious scarecrows somewhere about

J'aris, if worse clothes are there in wearing than those which we see

here.

"Thefactis, Jtfr. Punch, I believe that Mister '(i. lYs '

real name
is ,///

; and as, I think, he drives a cab, he has a fondness for all

foreigners, for they know nothing about distances, and are generally

chargeable at half-a-crown a mile. So he gives them this soft soap in

the hope of tempting more of them to London, where he will no doubt

be always glad to see them, and take them to as many sights and places
as he can. But as for foreign-going Britons being Biassed by his

blarney, pray don't let him lay that flattering unction to his soul.

When on a tour an Englishman always does his best to make himself

at home, and to enjoy himself as much as it is possible to do. There is

no mistaking his insular deportment ; and, though some may think it

insolent, that's a matter of opinion, and JOHN BULL on a tour don't

care a jot what people think of him. Some perhaps may stare to see

him stalk along in the middle of the streets, and stare up at the houses

as though they all belonged to him, and he were come over to inspect

his property.
Others again may wonder at his walking about a church

while service is proceeding, and looking at the pictures as though they
were a show, and uttering his comments in audible stage whispers,

much to the annoyance of those who are at prayers. But all these

little eccentricities foreigners forgive us. because we have long purses:

and don't mind dipping into them. And so long as they are pleased

and proud to see us, I don't sec why a
'

G. U .' needs to crack his

whip at us
;
and if it comes to talking of

'

vulgar-looking objects,' why

UIHtU MIU11 Jlf^i . J-lllr* A U at*3 ****** OUVJk *\7j *u. IJMVV. -"

and Jehus in creation; as sure as my name (p'rhaps you may have

heard it?) is " JOHN SMITH."

The Costume of Travelling Englishmen.

POOR JOHN BULL mustn't be blamed, or ridiculed, if he does look a

little shabby and eccentric on the Boulevards and elsewhere, as it IS

very well known that an Englishman always puts on his bad habits the

moment he goes abroad.

XOT THE SLIGHTEST MATERIAL FOB "A LEADER."

WHY is the Kixr, OF NAPLES like a leading-article writer at this

particular period of the year
Because he must feel himself dreadfully at a loss for subjects.

VOL.XLL,
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"TOO TRUE!"
In the above disgraceful garb (actually Light Tweed, Mauve Flannel Shirt, No Waist-

coat, and a White Billycock Hat 1) 0. U. ineets his Friend Jack Loostring walking on
a blazing summer day in the Boulevards, Paris. Can we wonder that he discards
Jack Oiere andfor ever, and relieves his anguish of mind in a Letter to the

" Times "i

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.

WE doubt if the following is likely to be found, under
the head of

"
Fashionable Intelligence," in the Morning

Post: "On Thursday last, FRANCES ANNE, Dowager
Marchioness of Londonderry, gave her annual diner cham-

petre at Carnlough, in Ireland. Invitations were sent out
to the number of300, and full as many must have attended.
VVe are sorry we can give none of the gentlemen's names,
as they were mostly colliers, and all of them, moreover,
were her Ladyship's tenants, and as such we doubt if they
would be interesting, much less known to any of our fair

readers. They were mostly distinguished by extreme

1/lainness of attire
;
whilst a plentiful absence of gloves as

well as jewellery, only relieved occasionally by a gaudy
waistcoat, in the very worst taste, generally prevailed. We
must admit, however, that clean shirts predominated, and
from the brightness of their happy faces, no one would
have suspected what was their usual calling. The company
sat down to table at the primitive hour of two o'clock

;
but

in spite of that, every one seemed to make a capital dinner.

The repast was plain and substantial, and what it may
have wanted in quality, was certainly made up in quantity.

However, as it was of a nature that ME. GUNTER would
not have prided himself in having sent, out, we must be

pardoned laying before our readers the particulars of the
carte. As soon as dinner was over we were going to say,
as soon as the table-cloth was removed, only there was no
table-cloth used on the occasion her Ladyship delivered
a speech, so very different to anything we are in the habit

of printing, that we are sure we shall be excused occupy-
ing our columns with a word of it. It was curiously free

from compliments, or any elegant lournure of well-bred

persiflage, or any of those nicely-worded drawing-room
fadaises, that mean nothing, and yet are so acceptable
to the educated ear. On the contrary, it was only to be

commended for its gentle wisdom and unaffected tone of

kindly admonition and earnest exhortation. However, it

seemed to go to the hearts of the guests, who gave vent to
their excited feelings by cheering, of course, in the noisiest

manner possible. As soon as they wen; tired of eating and

drinking, the company went home in tlieir respective carts

and wheelbarrows. The only beverage handed was beer."
The above may appear a highly improper entertainment

for a lady in the MARCHIONESS OF LONDONDERRY'S station
of life to lend herself to, but we c< n'ess if the

"
fashionable

Intelligence" of our fastidious contemporary were oftencr

filled with such reports, we should take much greater

pleasure in reading them.

REGIMENTAL ASSASSINS.

IT is a most lamentable necessity in the nature of things that armies
must be in considerable part composed of men of moral worth and i

1 1 1 e I
-

ligenee. What a pity it is that brains which are capable of reason, and
a heart animated with human feeling, should be under the obligation of

becoming liable to be blown out and torn to pieces by creatures who are
beasts in every respect but that of possessing two hands, and h;i\in

weapons in them ! War seems to be a sort of work that should, by
nghL constitute the severest kind of hard labour to which criminals
could possibly be condemned. It is essentially a painful and disgust in-

prisoners are gibbeted, they will be the right men in the right places,
if the tight noose of a halter is the right pface for the neck of any man.
In battle, a man's lower jaw is sometimes shot aw.iy without killing

him, and, thus hideously maimed, he drags on a ghastly existence for

many years of misery. Should this accident happen to any English or

Irish mercenary, occupied in the commission of wilful murder on behall

of either the North or the South, who will pity him ? A "
gallant lad,"

a
"
dashing boy," exercising his venal or gratuitous "gallantry" and

"
dash

"
in unwarranted bloodshed, would meet with a merited rebuke

in a crack of the chops which would leave him permanently chop-fallen.
If we could but safely constitute the British army out of such

nnploymenCwherein nobody can des'eTve to belnTOived'buYthS worst ma'f
ials as the fellows who are now murdering the Americans and one

of felons. Military service, in short, ought to be penal servitude The :
luotl

;

cr under
J
e Stars and Stripes and the Palmetto I' lag respectively,

how nappy we should be ! We should not be then as we arc now, com-

pelled to throw away valuable lives in resisting the aggression of any
surrounding savages who may be hounded upon us by the hope of

plunder on the lust of glory.

forces of a nation should consist of its rasealry and it s nillianry. These
considerations only enhance the regard which all who feel the force of
them must entertain for the heroes whom a sense of duty compels to
brave death, and even mutilation, in defence of their country. They
are the confessors and martyrs of patriotism.
There are. no doubt, numerous unconvicted British scoundrels who

would be glad to fight for pay and plunder, and the gratification of
their innate ferocity ;

and these take to
fighting as a trade, engaging as

volunteers in a quarrel which they have no business with. The Special
Correspondent of the Times, in a letter from Washington, makes the
following allusion to villains of this description :

"
They must know, also, that they act in opposition to the I./ : , nation

in accept i

1 1 either side. There are, however, a number <.f Kn^lmh sub-
jects eni. an <>n both sides, and the Irish may be counted by im
its proper sense) ill both armies."

In anv rational view these English and Irish bravos militant, whether
Federal or Confederate side, deserve to be hanged as much us

anybody can. They kill for hire or for amusement, and if such killing
is not murder, what is ? It dill'ers only from common murder in brin-
much more deliberate. If all of these blackguards who may bo taken

THE FALL OE THE APPLE.

THE Manchester folks are buying up all the apples, so that we are

threatened with a cider famine. It seems

" That the
Mancheste^calico-dyers

and printers have discovered that apple juices
supply a desideratum lung wanted in making fast colours for their printed cottons."

This is not the first time in the history of the world that the apple
has been the fruit of mischief or discord, or that a quest ion of momentous

gravity has turned upon its fall. However, we are very sorry, for apple
juices are good for something more than what is duly stated in the

above paragraph ;
for do they not in warm weather supply, also, a

"
do-eiuer-atum

"
in quenching a pedestrian's thirst? Since they are

to be used for the future only for printing, we suppose we shall find

their taste and quality principally displayed in Gros-de-Nupples !
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A NEW COURT CIRCULAR WANTED.
\i ii,

"
I \\ IMI to call your

notice tn ;i lid-ran want,
which 1 think it u

duty as a loyal Krilish siib-

ha\ing iiu-

doul

in! to with-
out loss of time m

bald
ililica-

tion, llii

should surely !>< i

like iny-

.-es, and how a recent morning had been wiled away
liy them, 1 lind it said with brutal brc\iu that

"Th. i r exercise."

1 know
vnlirar passion, and many
people think or at least

pretend to think

although the
chronicle tl its of HK.K MAJESIT when
has no riiilit to iii(|iiirc into her doings when in

]

of any Other private hid) in the land. Sime indeed all

nl siiobbi.Mn il one In a lo know how Koyalty em])loys itself in its 1

id drinks like humanii al, and walk
9 and lalks in the usual human way. lint I thin is laudable

ana loyal; and 1 am not to be deterred from endeavouring to grmttfy it bj
and snarls about 'impertinent raul-Pryism,' or hints fa hunting royal
persons, and waichin- all their movements, as though they were some newly-dis-
covered species of wild i

NUM. hungrj ae I an fen >p I can pick up about the movements
of the Court, only see with what scant diet the Court Circular would starve me :

"Tli , IRT, accompanied by PRINCESS ALICE and PRINCE Louis of Hcno>
went nut driving ywtarday Bftvnoon, Md w:ilkod home through the Balmoral woods."

F'RINI -KSH L.ICISK r<Ktc .,ut :itti-mli>d l,y I.,u>v Cm n
' I'KIN i I'K i SCE LEOPOLD, attended by BABONWmuumxmand MAJOB ELPHIX-

STONK, drove to Loch Buli.
"

Tlit'i ,
:

, the Royal dinner-party."
'

A\ hat bald and meagre details! How utterly unsatisfying to -one who like
Id wish to know so much more than is here recorded. Not one word is

said as to howlli:i; M UI.STY and family were dressed, and whether they looked
w ell i in tohi able spirits. Yet to loyal subjects surely such particulars
arc interesting. Perhaps it were unreasonable to expect that a reporter should be
eonsi.-. Mire up the tit-bits of the Royal conversation. But I
own 1 should immensely relish such a record, and would" subscribe to any paper
that would undertake to furnish it. IIow delightful it would be to know the sweet

Is not 1 1
, uiow

what t
1 dtlrcn did ir ro\;d

r loyal
i. I am most complete!) ill the dark n.

.lUIlll tW.I whole jears of I he

''/, and can lind no si-rap of s' itM
what this

'

usual out-door i
:

way ii

dn the

ill a pa-,

h. lillt wlletlu-l the 1'lllM 1.

n did really play at marbles on the n.-

whether lie am ,n of a

whipping-top or the trundling of a . a winch
ilc. Nor can I determine if

i .entlemau in Wailing,
he was in >

!>ull or two at cricket, or a run
or a turn at prisoner's base. 'I

lie royal dinner-table now. and must then-

loyal Children, and the
is in her fourteenth year, and M no

o juvenile a> si,

. Iii. ITKICK is still bless her ! in

I can picture her <|iiite prettily at her
out-door exercise

'

of walking out as nurse-maid with
i hough whether dolly is of wood or

is blue eyes, black, or brown, and whether she
be able to wink those visual organ*, 1 regret that I can do
no more than give a feeble guess, and dolls are now so
various that my guess, there is great reason to fear, would

prove a wrong one.
"
Such particulars as these the Court Circular should

furnish, to satisfy minds loyally inquiring like my own.
And now that .a new newspaper is started every .week, I
trust if the Court Circular neglects to do its work, a new
one will be set up forthwith in opposition. Promising
my support to so promising a spec,

"
I remain, Sir, yours obediently,

"A LovB or SMALL BEER."
" Paul Pry Place, Tuetday."

heir leisure, and enjoy the opportunity of loitering as
il. The uninteresting ( '<"// < trtultr >ays not a word on this point, and makes

its statement in the most prosaic stupid manner, as though such a thing as love-

making were quite unknown at, Court. But any one with eyes can see quite clearly
what took place, and it is cruel to deny us the delight of such full details as n

have been supplied." On another day my loyal curiosity is baulked by the bald bits of intelligence
that

"Tm- ' HESSE went out deer-stalking." " Uuner-narty included a number of Kraud people and the Ladies and Gcutle-
mcn in V.

"
\\hal did the I'HINU: COXSOHT kill? That is the first question that I palpi-

fate to know: AVas his Royal Bighne -t'ul in his stalking, and when he

got a chance, did he make a decent shot? As our country is becoming now a land
of practised riflemen, every one must feel an interest in the prowess of the Prince,
and must be glad to know that lie is a sure marksman in a deer forest, and

a^stag when aimed at by him will be venison in a crack.

dinner. \\ as there
anything extraordinary in the

'

Ladi. a in

Wafting
1

hciniv present? One would think the phrase
'

iii \Vaitinir'

they attended upon Royalty at meal-time, and discharged the duties which are usual
to waiterdom. such as changing plates and dishes, and brin^inir fresh clean I,

and forks. But if this be so, why was their presence IpeCI i

'

and arc
we lo imagine that when they arc not mentioned, other waiters do their work, and
they are having

'

a day out?'
"
O! all the mortify in;; scraps and atoms of Court news, the following however is.

1 think, the most disheartening. After a few meagre words alien! the eldci

SPECIMEN OF AN AUSTRIAN TELEGRAM.
ONE morning last week an Austrian telegram announced

the Fact that, on board an English vessel, the Austriau
Government had seized Seventy Boxes, containing 3000

rifles, intended, of course to be used b\ tho>c who object
to the paternal arrangements of the House of Hapsbur..'.
The same evening the Austrian telegram

corrected by an accurate statement of the case, whicli was
that ( )uc Box, containing some rifles, had been placed on
board an English vessel, by a mistake which was at once
detected and rectified.

\\ e earnestly hope that at the coming International

Exhibition, Austria will contribute to the Philosopliical
Instrument department a specimen of the wonderful mul-

tiplying spectacles furnished to her otiicials. There will

be nothing else so miraculous unless Ma. SAITOKL WELLEB
should contribute his hypothetical ten million magnifying

microscope of hextra power.

Negroes in Africa and in Europe.
" THE Negro (says a writer in the Cornhilt) invents

nothing, originates Bothing, improves nothing." The same
can pretty nearly be said of the Bourbon, with this addition

that your Bourbon learns not him,'. In I'aet, it may be said

with justice, and we wish to offend no black man with the

comparison, that the Bourbons are the Negroes of Europe.

BE JUST, IP YOU WON'T BE GENERA

IT is not fair for us to laugh at the poor Yankees. If they
: I their BulK' liun, pray haven't \ve, also, every \ear

our ('owe-' Kciratta '-
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THE LAST DAY AT THE SEA-SIDE.-PACKING UP.

Maid (to Paterfamilias).
"
PLEASE, SIR, Missus SAT TOU 'RE TO COME IN, AND SIT ON THE BOXES ; BECAUSE WE CAN'T GET "EM TO,

AND THET WANTS TO BE CORDED."

GLORIOUS TRIUMPH IN THE CITY ! ! !

As Mr. Punch last week announced must inevitably be the case, the

Liven- has chosen MR. CUBITT by a splendidly preponderating majority.

As Mr. Putsch also remarked, it would have been an insult to the City
to doubt the result. As Mr. Punch further remarked, he congratulates
the City on its noble conduct. There can be no kind of hesitation in

affirming that not only is CUBITT the proper man did we say man, we
mean nobleman for 'the office of LORD MAYOR during the year when

foreigners from all parts will crowd our metropolis, and expect to

behold in the person of our Chief Magistrate a compendium of all that

in private is kind, and all that in public ennoblingly towers, for Mansion
House banquets expressly designed, like the strength of the shaft with

the capital [s
flowers. The veteran champion of the City 's rights ;

the

gallant politician who resigned the inglorious safety of Andover to

light the perilous battle of the Constitution against the fiends of revo-

lution whose rage found vent in the frantic accents of the terrible

WOOD
;
the hero who, though defeated, quailed not, but instantly gave

more dinners here was the man nobleman, we mean for the City,
and right proud and glad we are that the City knew its man and chose

him. May CUBITT, twice Consul, have a glorious and prosperous
second reign, and when the bright sword of Royalty shall fall upon his

metropolitan shoulders, the steel should be wreathed with roses, like

the blade of HARMODIUS, and homage be paid at ouce to the brave
st a! csnian and the worthy host. Who 's MUGGEIUDGE ? MUGGERIDGE
be blowed ! Bali! bee! bo! bull! MUGGERIDGE, indeed ! London
for CUBITT, and CUBITT for London !

Such are Mr. Punch's sentiments, from which he has never swerved
a hair's-breadtli, and to which he adheres with the tenacity of one who
stands upon principle. It is at the same time due to himself to say
that, like his contemporaries, he had been prepared for any contingency
that might occur, and that lie had the following paragraph ready in

type, and had the Livery taken a different view of the case, these

remarks would, mutatis mutandis, have taken the place of the above

glowing eulogium.

As Mr. Punch announced last week must inevitably be the case, the

Livery has chosen SIR HENRY MUGGERIDGE by a splendidly prepon-

derating majority. The City has vindicated its title to be regarded as

the asylum of justice, fearlessness, and incorruptibility. MUGGERIDGE is

Mayor-Elect, and a glorious triumph has been achieved. Who, we
indignantly ask, were his opponents ? The Conservatives, who boast

that it is their pride stare super mas antiqitas, and now indeed do stare

at the old streets in speechless dismay. These were the champions of

order and vested rights, and these men sought to thrust away the lawful

claimant of the City throne, and by a coup d'etat of unequalled ferocity,

to reseat a sovereign whose lease had expired. MUGGERIDGE is vic-

torious, and faction and epicureanism sneak into unutterable nothing-
ness. What was the base, and indeed baseless assumption upon which

they rested their case ? They urged that MR. CUBITT had upheld the

social honours of the City, and they dared to imply that MUGGERIDGE
might be less generous and open-handed. Why, did they not know
that this noble Corn-Factor is a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,
creat ed bv no less a personage than the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH him-

self ? Was lie the Chevalier likely to tarnish the lustre of his order,

the star of the brave wlwse light hath shed such glory o'er the quick
and dead ? His very name is suggestive of hospitality MUG, MUGGER,
.M KRIDGE are words redolent of the rich atmosphere of the loving-

cup, the spiced wine in which a Mayor wishes happiness to the world

in general, and the Aldermen in particular. We have no language to

express our contempt for the happily innocuous but not the less malevo-

lent attempt to push him from his stool, and it is with sensations of a

character too elaborate for analysis, and too recondite for utterance,

that we join in the exulting shout,
" London for MUGGERIDGE, and

MUGGEEIDGE for London
\'^

And now we hope that we have made it all right in both quarters,
and will only request that the LORD MAYOR will recollect that we have
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THAMES AND HIS TRIBUTARY.
FATHER THAMES.

"
1'LESS YOU, MY TIIWAITES! BLESS YOU! IF THEY HAD \V\ITED mil YOUR 'INITIATIVE,'

I SHOULD HAYF. NOTHING TO FKAK."
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always stood by him, and led him from victory to victory, and that in

1862-3, SIK ihxiii Mi t.nt itiniiK will not fail to bear in mind that

no considerations of personal interest prevented our upholding him in

his gallant struggle, cheering him during its progress, and consoling
him for its result.

As for SIR PETI Well, lie would Imve made a very good
Consul indeed, and if i had placed the saddle on the right

Mayor, he should have had as splendid it paragraph as cither of the

above. As it is, he knows \\ i found, and that if we like

one tiling better Ilian another, it is lirst-rate Madeira.

HAPSBURG'S GREATNESS IN VENICE.

MY DEAR TEAKBM,!!
No doubt you will rejoice to hear how highly the constitutional

government of Iliat in -li,
\ui- friend, the EMPEROR or

ArsTiiu, is iiLikinu itself ferreted in Venetia. You will remember
that a little while ago the Austrian authorities at Venice arrcs'

fined several of those persons who had the presumption to attend a

requiem celebrated on the occasion of the death oi COUNT CAVOUR.

Requiem, indeed ! No rest or peace to the wicked ! Well, the long-

suffering Austrian rulers did not exact the dues at the time from their

ill conditioned subjects, and they liberated several of those perverse
offenders. This forbearance has not been appreciated as it deserved to

be
;
the ungrateful Venetians have made no sign, not any the least demon-

stration hi acknowledgment of your great and glorious friend. What
in the consequence? That, my Tearera, we are told by the Paris cor-

respondent of the Post, according to whom :

"

' ' At the beginning of this month, however, the '

Colpovoli
' were called before the

the fines or go to the prison oJ St. Severe for

eight days. . . . Many Venetian* paid tho Sne, but others preferred
pneonnient. There were ladies who did not hesitate to submit to imprisonment
rather than to

i

< religious ceremony in a r r

most Catholic :UL<I \|.- i-h- KPI{. Among these was SIONOBA
GAKONANI. Tin 1 1 if oho preferred imprisonment to

the fine, 'She would b c.ngst the donnt di mat o/fare, and would be only
allowed tho ordinary prion f,l '

This lady had tho pluck to accept such an alter-

native, and sunViv I hrrih'M <U\V irn .iivoration with such company. The COUN-
TESS LABIA and tho HIGNOKA MKKOSUI aru M her ladies who are In prison for the
same offence."

These, my dear Tearem, are only a few of the obstinate ladies whom
the energetic Austrian police has imprisoned because of their refusal to

pay fines for having attended a mass for the repose of a soul which was
hostile to the dominion of the Hapsburgs in Italy. There are many
more of them expiating their audacity in prison. In thus punishing
these rebels in crinoline, the admirable police of Austria has evinced
sound policy, not only administ i alive but also financial. Let us hope
it wiU succeed. FRANCIS-JOSEPH, though a royal gentleman, such as

the Kaiser of a police like that of Venice oujjht to De, is nevertheless
a gentleman in difficult ies. The finances of his Empire, you know, are

in a very bad way. . therefore, under his constitutional rule,
due from delinquents guilty of having attended an objectionable mass,
were of course an object to a magnanimous but needy prince. Hence
we see the wisdom exercised by his police in endeavouring to extract

those penalties from the offenders who owed them by every possible

means, even by imprisoning respectable ladies along with donne di mat
affare. They could not have taken a more judicious course, could they ?

unless indeed they had whipped the forfeited florins out of the Italian

traitresses, aft er tin manner of gallant HAYNAU of famous memory,
whom you should love

; for, inasmuch as his scourge lacerated the backs
nf the fair sex, he too was a Tearem in his way; and he tore "em in the
interest of Austria. Congratulating you on the conciliatory, liberal,

and enlightened government of your constitutional and imperial friend
as instanced at Venice,

To JOHN AB.THUR TKARKM, Esq. Believe me, &c.

Boots at the Spread Eagle.

A SENSIBLE FASHION.

TIIK attention of Paterfamilias is invited to the subjoined piece of
valuable information, for which he has to thank Ije Follet :

" Tho vogue for '/.<. net, there is an co
reason which proves . : favour. For in.xtance, skirts that would other-
wise be rejected have :i vury good effect when ;uvomi:inied by the coquette vest
Zouave, and an elegant chemisette."

The skirts that would, if worn otherwise than in conjunction with
the coquette vest Zouave, be rejected, may be presumed to be skirts

which want a little washing but will not stand being washed. It is

melancholy to every reflecting mind, except that of a linen-draper or

milliner, to think how many skirts are rejected under those circum-

stances, and have to be replaced by unfortunate husbands and fathers

of limited and precarious means, which are in a great measure confis-

cated by the Income-Tax. Any fashion which will have
'

making female apparel no farther ami last longer than it would else, is

highly to be commended. What the coquette vest Zouave means, never
mind. A coquette, as we have before had occasion to observe, is,

[ircording to JOHNSON, a gay airy girl who endeavours to n'

uette vest Zouave may be a gay airy
vest constructed for the

same purjx>sc. Say that the niqnetty Vest Zouave is, in plain I.

a IlirtuiL'-iacki-t. Me it , so long as it occasions t he preserva-
tion of skirts that would otherwise be rejected, it is a boon and a

blessing to Paterfamilias. Let him cast an eye <m the wardrobe of

Materfamilias and the girls, and if, by the help of strong spectacles, he

can manage to make oui that Unit skirts are in any danger of n
from slight discoloration, or on any the like pretence, let him gen*
treat them all round to the < eve, combining elegance

part with economy on hi.s own, an redit, at the same

time, for good taste and good-nature.

MR. SPURGEON'S ADVICE TO BACHELORS.

ON Tuesday night last week, at the Newington Monster-Tabernacle,
MR. SPURGEON delivered a Lecture on that popular monster the

Gorilla. From a report of the celebrated preachers observations, the

subjoined extract may conduce to the edification of our readers :

" The worst Gorillas were bachelor Gorilla*. (JatigkUr. ) He hoped he addresw.1
none of that class. (OnUwiurf Lavg/itrr.) From this subject MIL SFCBOIOM digressed
to the softening influence of female society, and said that the best thing every
bachelor could do was to take under his sheltering wing one who could give him
more than he could give her. (Lauykter >"

Why laughter ? What was there to laugh at in this last remark of

Mu. Sri KC.KON'S ? There are those who laugh at what they don't

understand, and such alone surely are they who could have found

aught laughable in MR. SpUBOS'a advice to bachelors. They did

not, of course, apprehend any latent fun in the figure of the bachelor's

"sheltering wing." It is not to be supposed that they understood

Mi;. SIM I:C.KON as insinuating that the bachelor who married was a

bird as it were; namely, a goose. And where was the joke in denning
the wife that a bachelor had better take as one who could give him

more than he could give herP In a matrimonial altercation, indeed,

there arc plenty of ladies who arc capable of retorting with interest on

their husbands, and giving them as good as they bring and be

that sense of the phrase; but of course these are not such as MB.
BOM would recommend. Somewivesif,

heirs, they have come under hi.s definition, cannot ha

his approval. The fellow who is so fortunate as to contract matrimony
with a party able to give him more than he can gi\e her. can only

rationally be conceived to be one who marries a woman of property so

ling his own as to pay her expenses and leave bin

thing en si ml of marriage, though a most felicitous transao-

a grave affair of business, and no laughing matter to any serious

-uch as that which should actuate everybody who sits under
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ME. SPUEGEON. The thoughtful bachelor would sigh instead of laughing on being advised

to "take under his sheltering wing one who could give him more than he could give her."

Where, oh where, is so valuable a woman to be found ? Can SPUEGEOX tell, or is the reply
to come from Echo ?

MEDICAL MANSLAUGHTER.
EVEEY now and then, especially in the dull

season, a paragrapli appears headed
"
Accidental

Poisoning," or
"
Medicine given by Mistake :

"

on reading which, we learn in nine times out of

(en, that the servant in attendance has given the
sick patient a dose from the wrong bottle, and,
through carelessness or else imperfect ability to

read, has administered some liniment instead of
some cough mixture, and has not until too late

discovered the mistake. Now, there is an Act
of Parliament which enjoins that what is poi-
sonous shall be labelled

"
POISON "

which is a
short word and easy to be read. But surgeons
very often, and chemists not the less so, instead
of marking lotion bottles with the label

"
Poison,"

are rather apt to use line language and to stick

upon their phials the inscription For External

application only," a phrase intelligible doubtless
to nine persons out of ten, but which is likely by
the tenth either not to bo spelled through, or not

rightly to be understood. Long words are very
well for educated minds, but for intellects half

cultured short ones are far better; and where
life and death may hang upon the use of them,
surely it were better to use even vulgar phrases
which would be intelligible, than terms more
elegantly chosen, which possibly would not.

Many a half-schooled servant, who might not know
the meaning of "external application," would
understand the coarser caution

" NOT TO BE TOOK
INSIDE," while for persons more illiterate who
might entertain some doubt about the rightly spelt
word "

Poison," a label printed
"
PISON

"
would

be much more likely to be quickly understood.

LOCOMOTIVE LOVE. Buss-ing.

A LABOTTRER HOT WORTHY OF HIS HIRE.

ALWAYS foremost in the cause of freedom, Mr. Punch raises his loud
protest against the arbitrary and tyrannical conduct of the Government,
and specially of SIR GEOEGE GEEY, Home Secretary, in reference to
the pension of ME. FIELD. To pander to the prejudices of the mass is

mtirely unworthy of the statesman who should rule and guide it, and
SIR GEOEGE GEEY has taken an opportunity of showing that he shares
ihe feelings of the English, and of inflicting a blow upon one of the
representatives of the spy-system. ME. FIELD has been a policeman

I has earned a retiring pension of 120 per annum. ME. FIELD has
up an office for himself, and proffers his experience as a Detective

*> anybody who desires to find out anything, and can pay the required
:ees. Mr. Punch has read statements in the papers, and has also
received special information, which lead him to believe that the private
spy-system is carried on with considerable zeal and ingenuity by ME
J<IELD and other professors of the noble art. Why they are to be dis-

couraged, Jfr. Punch does not know. If a wife suspects that her
husband s allegation, on going out, that he has business to attend to, is
not quite correct, why is she to be debarred from the pleasure of hiring
a spy, who shall follow the husband, note what time he arrives at his
omce, and what tune he leaves it, whether he has improved his dress,and whether he goes down to Greenwich or Blackwall, and with whom,
so that the wife may confront him with the proofs of his duplicity, and
demand to be sent to her mamma ? Or. on the other hand, if a husband
magines that all his wife's interviews during the' day are not narrated
to him why should he not bring home a detective, who, under the
guise of a tradesman s messenger, with some article for MES. SLYBOOTS'S
uspection, may become acquainted with her face, and may track her
from the milliner's to the grocer's, and thence to her friend Mils
WILEY s and thence to Kensington Gardens, and thence to the biscuit
shop, and thence home, and may furnish the husband with all this
ntormation? The Home Secretary docs not appear to respect the
prolessors of detective science, and simply because ME. FIELD lias

placed
some headingto his letters which may lead foreigners to believe that

the Government has something to do with the system, the ex-detective's
pension has been stopped. He clamours, and well he may. Most En^lish-
men do not like spies, and use hard and contemptuous words about them

t j i-

s
>'stem a vile one> and ar

.

e inclined to kick anybody who
iound listening at a keyhole, tampering with a letter, or boring a holen the wall of a room. They even prefer to be deceived, to usiii"- that

and ol means of detecting deceit. But this is a coarse, insular way of
ookiug at the matter, and we regret that those who have learned in
rancc, or elsewhere, to avail themselves of the advance of ingenuity

and the subtleties of the spy-system, receive an implied slap in the face bv
this discouragement to ME. FIELD. SIK GEORGE GREY should get rid
of his English notions and habits of thought, and be more cosmopolitan.
How the French officials must smile at his fastidiousness ! There arc
no such prejudices in France, where the man who

plays
dominoes with

you, or the lady who waltzes with you, or the tailor who measures you,
or the affable stranger who smokes a cigar beside you in the Gardens,
may turn an honest napoleon by learning your business for the benefit
of somebody else whom it may concern, yvhy is England to lag behind
the rest of Europe in the cultivation of Fine Arts ? When Parliament

meets, does SIE GEORGE think that he can successfully meet the

question why FIELD'S pension has been stopped, with the bureaucratic

reply that his circulars threw suspicion on the Government, or the
insular statement that he was disinclined to show favour to an agent of
a system which the people regard as

meaiij treacherous, and un-English.
MR. FIELD evidently thinks that these will be no answers at all.

DARING ACT OF PERAMBULATOESHIP.

WE are ac9ustomcd to complain of servants, and to declare that they
are careless, inattentive, thoughtless, destructive for the mere pleasure
of destruction, and we don't know what else. Now we boldly maintain
the

contrary.
One fact will suffice. We have just been witnessing a

nursery-girl (she could not have been more than thirteen) wheel a
perambulator, with two children in it, iluicn the steps by the Duke of
York's Column ! It 's a fact. Bump bump went the slender vehicle,
as it descended each

stepj
and thump thump went our poor heart

as we watched the gradual descent of the vehicle. We expected an
accident every minute. We rushed forward to offer our assistance,
but there .was not the slightest occasion for human help. With won-
derful nerve she guided the frail machine. Nothing could have
exceeded her wonderful self-possession but her consummate skill ! At

|

last and those thumping five minutes were to us more than an age of

! stifling suspense she accomplished the daring act, and it was done as

coolly as you would eat an ice. And most miraculous not a single

baby was spilt ! We would not have tried that perilous feat no, not
for all the wills and plate-chests in COUTTS'S cellar. Yet we have heard
ladies peevishly declare that servants do not take sufficient care of
their children !

NIGGER PEOVEEB. Massa Debil, him not so lilly white as him be

painted.
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DESCRIPTION OF AN AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

AVINI, to atte

riillunil Dinnei

amptnn, I.OJMI l.i

i to have said:

"
I regret that hartnf nan

thi* i

pro*-

ing w
wo como t*'

the same stale jokes the
name antiquated imageries
ill.- -in." worn oul .1

.
inn nt

(Law,

We would not dispute
hi-- Lordship's judKinrul for

the world. Hi- evidently
knows what an agricul-
tural meeting' is

; hut,

kiniwing as much as be

does, we wonder how he

has the courag>
into one. I-
"
stale jokes :-" I

take an; nleMnre

arguments?" Ha-
special need to clothe hi<

thoughts with
"
antiquated

;ries

taste in

truths to the poor
agriculturists, throwing

them into their very fares, ,-il'ter having partaken of their dinner, we would make
the agricultural Port answerable for that rather than his Lordship.

It was scarcely kind of l,oiu> LYVEDEN to say in the next breath

" There is nothing to toll ynu tlmt the breed of orators is improving. (Renruxd lavghler.)"

And this, too, after F,.\m. SIMM KR, and LOBD BURGHLEY. and the Hox. Mil.

Yn.ur.iis had been speaking, lie might have spared their feelings, or have kept

his thoughts to himself. This open criticism is not justifl

.rd.

Lt'iui l,iv. ild propose a pi ar for

the "- iiltural nice-

probably iniulil improve "the In-

would win it ':
\Vinild

M..VI vi. rr, or MvNNKK^, or N ^ \-, or u !,<.
- We would

agricultural porti- is to say, ill.

|>arl of it I, hut .tin-
1

- himself

for tht

EQUIVOCATION.
embellishes the inside

-

ncnt

hack n Omnibus :

Co.
ntic HU-k

will.

k" for sale miuht

-irenulh with rouL'hness," our Southern
l'.l:L.-k would b

''tail for iu-dour vv

it a dollar, would aston

k that tie nigger was going dog-

A Triple Hatfal of Coppers.

Tin: newspaper paragraph subjoined will afford an

answer to the question,
"
Why is the I

1

- ''tmkf

" PETER'S PENCE. The total amount of
'

Peter's Penoo' paid into

the papal treasury up to the present data, is said to be i,as,000.
'

I loliuess has a great many subscribers. This is the

resemblance between Punch and the POM. The difference

is that Punch't subscribers take Puneh in, whereas the

POPE'S subscribers are taken in by the POPE.

A QUIVER FULL OF CHILDREN.

SOME time ago, Mr. Punch announced the appearance of a new

periodical, to be called the Quiver. It has appeared, and is stated by
its conductors to be successful, lis apparent objects are highly praise

worthy, and Mr. Punch would be sorry to indite a word in discourage-
ment of any effort to do good. But it occurs to him that a household

conducted on > recommended in the number of the Quiver
now Kin;,' before him might be not to put too fine a point upon it

slightly dull.

An exceedingly self-satisfied Parent, complimented by a friend upon
the conversational fluency and accuracy of Parent's children, takes

credit to himself for having cultivated those gifts in his offspring by
sundry rules and regulations. In the tirst place it is sternly ordained

that in the Fluent Family no child shall ever talk Nonsense. If he or

she have nothing sensible to say, he or she must hold his or her little

tongue.
All thin:;-- considered, Mr. Punch is not quite sure that this pro-

hibititm is calculated to make home particularly happy. One MRS.
BUOWNIM; has theories upon the subject of child-nonsense, theories

which would shock the judicious Parent in the Quiver; for the
lady (but

what do women know about education?) censures it is in a lovely

passage in / not the wisdom to talk non-
sense with children. J !

ut, passing from this, and we dare say that

when out of Sleni Parent's heariiiL,', I'luent Children indemnify them-
selves for their prcmaturcd sagacity, .I//'. Punch invites attention to the

mode in which Stern Parent supplies Fluent Child with pabulum for

wise talk.

At the beginning of each month, Parent writes a long list of
"
sub-

jects
"
upon slips of paper, and places these in a "vase. We believe

a common jug, or a flower pot with the hole corked up, or even a

bat will answer the purpose, but
"
vase

"
is more elegant, and you can

jret a stunning vase, all scroll and red and gilt, in the Lowther Arcade,
for one and eiirlitpenee. Well, every mornins some one of the children

draws out a slip. He or she pro. word. At dinner, after

mouths have been wiped, serviettes put into rings, and grace said, each
child is expected to come out with something wise in reference to this

theme.
Parent gives a specimen of the result, in a case where the subject

drawn out had been the live
1

->ie, "Truth." Mr.

Punch is sadly afraid that had he had the misfortune to be one of the

guests upon the occasion, he should have been obliged to remember a

pressing engagement, in order to escape from the poor dear little pedants
who were made to torture their thoughts into the semblance of aphor
isms and epigrams. Or. perhaps, he would have tried to provide them

with something lighter, by slipping some new subjects into the vase.

For, the laboured and stilted nonsenseyes, nonsense strictly forbidden

in fun, breaks out in earnest which Self-sufficient Parent sets down as

the talk of Fluent Children, would, had it really been uttered, have

moved Mr. Punch's gentle soul to compassion. He will not quote it,

though, for it is not kindred with his own nonsense, but this is the sort

of thing which is to make Fluent Children :

Polly. The word which has to-day been withdrawn from our vase,

dear parents, is Patience. As I am to speak first, let me remark that

this is a quality apt to be recommended by those who do not always

evince the possession of any remarkable share of it.

Jacky. It is a very desirable quality, because it enables us to endure

misfortunes with fortitude.

Louita. It is like a lamp, because because because it throws a soft

light upon our sorrows.

Stern Male Parent. You may add, LOUISA, because it requires to be

supplied with the oil of charity.

Stem Female Parent. Let me also add that LOUISA'S simile might be

improved by introducing the word
"
camphine," for patience shows a

very pure spirit.

Stern Male Parent. Admirable, dear Mamma. Proceed, HARBT.

Harry.
"
Patience, should, like a polished razor keen,

Wound wit h a touch that 's hardly felt or seen.

No, I mean Satire, but I got the wrong quotation into my head.

Stem Parent. As a forfeit for your inadvertence, HARRY, repeat to us

the Erst hundred lines from Paradite loti. "With due accent and

emphasis. . .

Hurry.
" Of man's first disobedience eating fruit, &c., &c.

There, will anybody like to join the Fluent Children at their improving

or a Bailie at Cross Questions and Crooked Answers

Happy may be the man who has his Quiver full of such child -

Mr Punch, who adores and is adored by children generally, confesses

that he would not be very happy with the children of the Quiver.
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THE APPLES OF VANITY.
O VANITY ! thy lust of dress

Is as the hunger of a dog,
No beast exceeds thy vast excess ;

No glutton, alderman, or hog.
Horseleech more suction doth not crave :

Thou art insatiate as the grave.

What bounds thy ravage can contain ?

Our orchards must their fruit produce,
That Manchester may better stain

Thy cotton trappings with their juice :

So we shall have no apples left,
And of our cider be bereft.

Thou idiot Vice, whose mean delight
Lies in the thought of being seen,

In gay habiliments beclight,
Distended by thy Crinoline :

What is there thou wouidst not devour,
Just in thy hat to stick a flower ':

Ah ! couldst thou, from the very grape,
Squeeze out a novel purple dye

To colour thy confounded crape
So as to catch the public eye,

Thou 'dst spoil the true Burgundian vine

Itself, and rob us of our wine.

Humiliating Spectacle.

THE following remark was made by a Swell inspecting
through his eye-glass a very small infant exhibited to him
at the instance of its father, by its nurse,

" Welcome
!
little Stwangeaw ! Babv, singulaw qucechaw Of cawse,
A was once a baby myself. Ought to make a fella hum hie

! the ideaw of having evaw been sa match like a puppy !

"

Small Cousin. "Do YOU KNOW, ALICE, IT JUST OCCURS TO ME, THAT THE GUARD
TIIISKS WE ARE A RUNAWAY COUPLE !

"

AFFECTIONS OF SALMON.

THE Fishery Commissioners of Ireland report a
"
decline

of Salmon." This is very sad. The decline of Salmon must
be lamented by those who rejoice in their consumption.

A PUZZLE FOR A CABMAN-
THE Minutes of Education lately put before the public have received

from some people some moments of attention
;
and certainly the writer

of the following advertisement would be none the worse for giving half-

an-hour to any minutes that should point out how the English language
| might be learnt :

FOUR POUNDS REWARD. LOST, a valuable TURQUOISE and
GOLD BROOCH, on Thursday night, 26th. If the cabman who took two

ladies, in evening dress, from the comer of Wellington Street, Strand, to 3, Upper
Baker Street, N. W., will return the same, or any person who may have found it in
the cab, shall be gladly paid the reward offered if brought to the address given.

The puzzles here presented are really quite as numerous as those
littered in our nursery, and to our mind they are scarcely less difficult

to solve. Whether the cabman is requested to
"
return the same

" two
ladies, or their

"
evening dress," or "Wellington Street, Strand," or"

Upper Baker Street, N.W., or
"
any person who may have found it

in the cab," we are utterly unable definitely to decide. And what the
it
"

refers to is alike incomprehensible, as is the nominative which is

wanting to the
"
shall be gladly paid." Which is the

"
address given

"

is another doubtful point, seeing that the corner of Wellington Street
is mentioned as well as No. 3, Upper Baker Street, N.W. ;

and what
is to be brought

"
there seems a problem not less difficult, and one

that we have certainly no leisure now to solve.
If ladies who lose things word their advertisements thus loosely, they

cannot W9nder much at not recovering the articles they lose. However
conscientious a cabman may be, he cannot be expected to waste an
afternoon in endeavouring to get through such a maze as we have
quoted- and the chances are, that after sundry scratches of his
nuzzled pate, he will pitch the Times aside, and have another pot of
beer.

The Uses of Prosperity.
PROSPERITY has its

"
sweet uses

"
as well as adversity, for no sooner

oes a man come into a little property than he instantly learns the
number of his friends: whereas, if he remained poor, the chances are
that he would have died in perfect ignorance of the fact.

WHAT ? AT IT AGAIN ? YOU !

RUSSIA, enchanted at the politeness of MR. SEWARD, has found heart
to begin interfering in a quarter where it might be thought she had
received some little discouragement the other day. She has actually
taken upon herself to apprise the Sublime Porte that she disapproves
of its treatment of the Montenegrins, and intends to send vessels to
enforce her views. What does Europe think of that ? Russia !

" While yet her cicatrix looks raw and red
After the English sword."

We should much like to see the original reply, as jotted down by the
new Sultan. We wonder whether this is anything like it -.

" Son of a burnt fortress,
" Your missive has been laid at onr feet, and if your own have recovered

from the bastinado so well laid on by our late brother's friends, you had butter come
here and humbly ask leave to devour the letter, on your knees', in our presence. By
the sonl of the Prophet, but some people's effrontery is marvellous. Are the blasted
docks of Seba-stopol rebuilt, and are all 3

four ships fished up from the bottom of the
sea and re-fitted ? Send by return of post the head of the slave who penned the
letter, and say what you will stand if we promise not to show it to the small-footed
but large-minded BULWER.

"
Seraglio Point. "

Agreez, &c."

On the whole, Fund humbly suggests that the Autograph of all the
Russians had better attend to the manumission of his own negroes, and
leave the Montenegroes to mind their own business. OMAR PASHA
might like nothing better than giving the same hint in livelier colours.

A Salt-Water Sketch.

(Taken on the Sands.)

TUB Visitors of Ramsgate are divided by the respectable residents-

into two classes :

"
Those who go to. bathe, and those who go to see

them bathe."

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

A FAST young Undergraduate explained to his slow "coach," that

the reason he was reading up a Guide to the Turf was for instruction in.

Ethnology, or the knowledge of Races.
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"NONE 0' YOUR LARKS."

GIGANTIC NAVVY. "
Let 'a walk beliccen ycr, Gents; fulks 'II think you 're took up

a Deserter."

Till', FALL OF TIIK LKAF;
OH, IsYIA A

I S\T iipmi a timber M
1'ic-i.ic a woodland all

Autumnal brecy.es brisk an.i

('ami' brushing down the \;dlcy.

I [all' strip]
. linu' branri

'I beu nd red;
Ami tawny swarms adown ihr ^liule

. trundled, skipped, and fluttered.

They fluttered, trnndl l"\v,

myriads 1>1

i lull the drifts did dee

Think you upon the scene 1 no

Mere wimd-noles tame In Ixirrow,

Collecting metaphors much D

sorrow ';

NII! When 1 heard tin: branches sigh,
And saw i

; \cs caper.
J thought of our short Bag Supply

p for Papa

In dearth of our material raw,

By GLADSTONE clean font'-

Our home-flown substitute is straw

A staple frail and rotten.

Straw's brittle fibre splits and tears ;

Cheap prints employ but bate us :

I'n sides, the gritty silex wears
Our mashing nppar..

1

Litter and literature contest

To keep the straw mart merry,

1'itting the stable interest

Against the stationery.

While leaves which, left to rot, are lost

In fumes of noxious vapour,
Would surely minimise in cost

Material raw for paper.
A PAPER MAKEK.

REPENTANCE RATHER TOO LATE.

SnuorxED is an extract from a paragraph which may be considered

singular, as having appeared in the Times:

OF AOKI> COCPI.FS i s WoRKHorsEa At a meeting of the Guardians
,iih liniiiii. [ li. CARTER, chairman, MR. HASSETT, ono
>hvirh k'n:inli:tns, c :initteo bcappointed to consider and

n-jH.rt^i 'ling married couples in the work-
:li i 'i wbom :m- nvc-r T'H years of age, to live with each other, as the 23rd
the \< i H

>p. 109, declares it to be Illegal to
i ' nipcl siK'h Diarrieil jKTHons to live apart'"

The Thaes, whence the foregoing statement is taken, is, it is necessary
'o stale, simply the /'//... or as the Yankees say, the London Times.
\\ is really and truly I lie Tn,m of I'rinl ins-House Square. Had such a

piece of news occurred to ns in an Irish Ti,m:i, we might have noticed
it as the record of a truly Irish fact. That fact, related as having
occurred at Ballybog or linllylilmuler, miu'ht have been cited as charac-
teristic of its locality. Hut, here, in England, the (irccmvich and Wool-
wich Guardians, in quorum assembled, are moved, in the twenty-fourth
year of HKK M \.II:STY'S reign, to consider and report what arrangements
can be made for abolishing a praet ire which was declared ilh

Act of the lOfh and 1Kb. Surely this heats llaiiagher, or shutting the
stable-door after the steed has been stolen, or trying a man after his

execution, or anything preposterous that can be well imagined. U I

(he penal!) attached to the illegal regulation which the guardians of the

Greenwich Union, thus late in the day, met to talk about discontinuini; ':

Should they not at the same time. ha\e been invited to consider what
steps to take in order to avoid the legal consequences which they had
incurred by persisting for a long series of years in a course of illegal

inhumanity f What \\-ould lie thought of a gang of fraudulent dis-

tillers holding a public assembly to determine what arrangement
adopt in order, for the future., to pay the Excise duty ; the clandestine

production of spirits having been declared illicit by the statute in such
eise made and provided some time ago? But it is one thing to sin

against the Excise Laws, and another to sin against the Poor Law,
when the sin against the latter is committed on the side of barbarity.

PUNCH'S PULPIT LOZENGES.

CLERGYMEN, and students preparing" to take orders, are earnestly
advised to make a trial of these lozenges, which arc highly efficacious in

making clear the voice, and rendering the utterance articulate and
distinct. They are also warranted to cure that painful stammering
and lingual hesitation with which so many nervous preachers arc

afflicted : and to impart a level, smooth, and glib pronunciation to those
whose elocution was neglected in their childhood, or whose tongues
have long been tied by some impediment of speech. Another of their

benefits u, that they assist in strengthening the voice, and so enab,'

weak-lunged clergymen to make themselves distinctly heard where

previously their preaching was so utterly inaudible that it could do
little good. They act too as preventives of that dropping of the voice

towards the close of a long sentence, to which so many parsons arc so

painfully addicted
;
while at the same time they tend gradually to cure

such oral failings as all'eeted inability to roll the letter I!.

SL: 1'itnrh has at his side a peck or two of Testimonials, which

thoroughly attest the truth of the above assertions, and which, as

nobody oi'course can be doubtful of his statements, he will not insult

himself by putting into print. HeWed only add, that if one trial won't

prove the facts which have been mentioned, the purchaser will be at

perfect liberty to make another ; and a third, and even fourth or fifth

will be allowed to all who put sufficient money in their purse.

Letters with a Tremendous Postage on Them.

"\Vn see that there is a Continental paper published called the Corre-
>'

ffiillycr. We d'i not kno what the paper is like we have
never seen a copy of it, not even in a Sub I'.Jitor's room but we should

when aii Italian gentleman \\rites to a lady to say that she may
: leMers bark for a ccr' iy ti.IK.IO, that a demand of

that exact nig nature takes very much the form of 3 CorreqxMdaHCt

VOL. XLI.
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SURROUNDING SAVAGES.
MONG sundry current

items of intelligence,
t he two subjoined are

significant instances
of the retrogression of

civilisationontheCou-
tiucnt. Accounts from
abroad state that :

" COLONEL BOROWITZK A,

the Austrian Consul, hav-

ing shuwii disrespect to
the PRINCE of SERVIA at

:, the wh.jle body of

ii ..tnrcrs have
drawn lots in order to
decide which of their
mimlwr should challenge

isul to a duel."

The servility of

I lu .so Servian officers

in thus drawing lots

to determine which of

them should sacrifice

himself or another
man to his master's

affronted dignity, is

about on a par with
the self-devotion of

the sable aborigines
of Dahomey to their

d i n gy sovereign. The
';in slave on

whom the lot in this

idiotic and sanguinary
.sortilege chanced to

fall, was served rightly
if he incurred the fate

1 hat was experienced
by the other fool un-

dermentioned :

" Duels seem to be increasing in Germany. The Zeit of Frankfort states that a hostile encounter has

just been fought near that city between MAJOR VON DER TANK, Chamberlain to the KING OF BAVARIA, and
;m Austrian officer, whose name is not given. The Major was shot in the abdomen, and soon after expired."

If the former of these two fools, like the latter, did get shot in the abdomen, and died

soon after, he got less than lie might have had, and less, indeed, than he deserved. He might

have n r-sived a wound in the abdomen, which
would not have been quite such a coup tie grace
as that of which he "soon after expired." He
might have had his nose shot off, and have
remained till death a ridiculous caution to duel-

lists. His knee might have been smashed by
the bullet of his adversary, and, his leg having
been amputated, he might have had to hobble

through life uneheered by the sympathetic honour
and the liberal pension which are (sometimes)
paid to the warrior maimed in battle. He might,
and in a land less tolerant of murder would, have
been banned.
But what if Servians challenge Austrians, and

German and German tight duels, and one German
shoots another in the stomach ? Let the hog eat

the dog, or the dog eat the hog ! What matters

either event to the British public at large ? and
is not the shortest possible comment on the one
or the other a mere oore to the upper and fasti-

dious classes ? Arc we not guilty of virtuous

indignation in even intimating any kind of ob-

jection to the practice of duelling? Not Guilty
Civilisation may recede here as elsewhere

who knows how soon ? The
"
code of honour

"

may be revived. Any one of us wise men may
be liable to be shot or stabbed by a blockhead
and bully, once more, as in time past, permitted
by society to demand his honour or his life. I >is-

approbation of duelling, based on a ground so

purely selfish as this, is not to be sneered at.

Avaricious Greed for Office.

SIK HEXKY MIT;<;KIUDGE was couli
'

asked what was his private opinion of the Lord

Mayor allowing himself to be put up a second

time for election, when the baulked l!;iruiiei

answered somewhat snappishly, "Oh! it's just
like, his Cubittity !

"

THE HEIGHT OF EGOTISM. SPTOGEON lec-

turing on the Gorilla.

THE NEW TEMPLE FOUNTAIN.

an Emagtnarg Conbtrsation.

JOHNSON. BOSWELL.

Boswell (as they walk in the Temple Gardens). Are you aware, Dii-

JOHNSON, that our worthy Benchers have been beautifying the Fountain

yonder ?

Jn/iiixon. Sir, the statement was yesterday made to me by some
frivolous person, who, like yourself, loves to impart small news. Let
us verify it, however.

Boswell (when they have reached the fountain) . Well, I don't think it

is so bad.

Juliii!ion. Finish your sentence, Sir. Valueless as may be your senti-

ments, let them be clothed in decent garb. Finish your sentence.
Boswell. I thought 1 had done so, Sir.

Johnson. You can have given no thought to the subject, Sir, or you
would not make svich an assertion. You said that you did not think this

hydraulic edification so bad. Explain your adverb.
"
So

"
may imply in

like manner, in such a degree, in such a manner, in the same manner,
1 lievefore, provided that, thus, in noting comparison.

Bosicell. Might I venture to submit
Johnson. You will submit upon all occasions, Sir, as becomes your

ignorance. But, ha ! ha ! don't look downcast. Yon are assured of
t he friendliness of my regards even when mv diction seems incompa-
tible with esteem. Enough of this. 'What do you mean by so had '1

Boswell. Forgive me it I venture to contend, even against my vene-
rated friend DR. JOHNSON, that colloquially I am justified in using the
adverb implying comparison, without the corresponding word as, to
render the degree definite.

.liili,ixi:,i. Nay, Sir, if you are gravely defending your folly, I have
dime. Sociality may extend indulgence to mirth, but morality prohibit.-,
the toleration of effrontery.

'II. 1 spoke unguardedly, Sir. Perhaps, in my own mind, I
supplied the comparison, and meant that this fountain, as now adorned,
is not so bad as I had expected to find it.

Johnson. That, Sir, is at once a lucid and a fair expression of opinion.
Hiix/i-rll. Your approbation. Sir, makes me happy indeed. (Wipes

his eyes.) Yet I don't know, Sir, that I entirely approve the alteration.

The old long single stream, to which we had been for years accustomed,
is now bedizened, and the nymph of the fountain can hardly recognise
her haunt.

.Inlnmon. A pleasant classical phrase. Yet, remember, if she be a

woman, that she must rejoice in any addition of finery.
linxirell. Most true, Sir. Your knowledge of human nature is mar-

vellous.

Johnson. I confess that I share your prejudice. Yet those nude boys
sustaining the shell whence the water rises, to fall back upon the two

basins, with a sound which has aptly been compared to the penta-
meter

" In the pentameter aye falling in melody back."

you observe the scanning, Sir I say that those unclad children, the

shell, the basins, and the general effect are not unpleasing, though there

is an utter absence of originality in the design, and no remarkable

elegance in the execution.

Boswell, It looks like an importation from the New Road.
Jii/hison. The New Road, Sir, is now called by another name, and,

moreover, I am unaware that the atmosphere o( St. Marvlebone is more
unfavourable to art than that of any other vicinity. Clear your mind
of cant,, Sir.

/iiix/rr/l. Y'ou are unjust, Sir. I meant to imply that the work before

us resembled not so much that of the sculptor, engaged to illustrate a

certain idea for a certain purpose, as that of the tradesman who keeps
so much stone in stock, for sale to any person who may wish to erect

tomb, memorial, tribute, or landmark.
Johnson. Yon have defended yourself ably and boldly, Sir, and you

have fairly characterised the abomination before us. In proof of my
satisfaction, I will go with you, if you please, to the Mitre, and you
shall stand treat for a bottle of port wine.

Boswell. Most gladlv, Sir. (Aside. I dare not tell the great SAMUEL
JOHNSON that I should prefer his standing Sam.) Let us go, Sir.

. And, like Horace, pour a libation in honour of the fountain.

(Exeunt.
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EXTRACT FROM MR. PUNCH'S DIARY.

I of walking >! Hi'

I

jvern? Hi K M

"
Duily TcUy

K. IV.Nrir, ever vigilant,
and jealous of the

honour of his
v

reiiru and friend,

lighted upon the

above remarks in a

very smart leading
article in the Daily

Telegra]ih one day
last week . 1 1

ens to set the writer

right, quiimprimum.

sity for him to help
fancjiiig that our

I Court is

dill'erent from other

Courts ; but who-
ever "gave" him to

oind that a

Koyal dinner-party
in England, under
certain circum-
stances, is a

affair, made him a
1

of a value-

less character. But
the result does de-

pend upon circum-
those circumstances are the presence and affability of a

"iie-t with a somewhat marked nose, and no clumsy expansion or

ungainly elevation of ligure. In a word, when Punch is present, no
di\ init\ is absent.

He has not troubled his gracious Mistrcs- and Friend with au electric

message to ask leave to make this revelation, but ventures at once to

gi\c such an idea of a Royal dinner-party, when he is there, u will

dispel the uncomfortable surmises of Ins friend of the Telegraph. He
refers to his own private Diary for an entry respecting one of his late

visits at the Palace, a diary, by the waj, wliich will be published
one of these days, with effects wliich it is almost too awful to con-

template:

Thursday. PAM with me all the afternoon, making jokes
and asking :

' :ehed a speech for him on the
* * * *

ip

He told me MHI, e \en good things about J. 11., and his funny I'reneh,
and how, aakiag what

'

rwr;Vvv/r,' over a door at the Louvre, meant,
and being told

'

Porter," said it was very thoughtful of the authorities

porter there for I he students, so as to save them the trouble of
lunuiii' iient . 1' \M wanted to write something for this

week's number, but 1 would not displace anything to make room for
art as he is. (.101:1.1 I, i;\ns came in, and we I hire played at

leap-frog for half ao hour, when l.iuis stopped the game to explain
the athletic sports of the Ancient Creek-, and was very profound on

01 live exercises. He al-o vll', -ivl i ., do a review of
GLADSTOM.'S Homeric book for us, promising, needlessly, to cut it up
uncommon : but as he did not think he could do it in less than thirty

columns, 1 didn't M ii. Dressed, andto the Palace to dinner.
The Q. was looking exceedingly well, and was full of kindn

at ion of inc. as usual. P. M. seemed l>orcd
;

1 suspect a llishop
bad been bothering him. The children enchant ed to

Large party to meel some King or other: hewa.si.i. me, but
I did not catch his name, and forgot 10 ask, but hi

and willing to oblige. I'AM sat next m him, and at intervals 1 heard
M \si i u PAM giving him pleasant little hints that he must dismiss In-

Cabinet, or would be iu a mess that fellow PAH'S coolness is incon-
ceivable. 1 told them a few things out of the next Number, and of
course there was a roar; but I will not do this again when the Hisnoi'
OF Oxi'OKD is at table, for I know he passes t hem oil' tot he Arch
U his own; and though he is an excellent fellow, this is not right.MI gave a capital iniX-nion of BUCKBTONK, supposing him to
1 i delivering a lecture on Oolites before a scientific association.
JIIIINM R.USSBLL tried a joke about

'

primitive trap,' but it was not

very neat, and PAM told him so: but JOHNNY had his revenge after-

waids with a hit at the Constable about Cupid-ity, only nobody under-
stood it. LOUD IjiiAFTKsuritY was very emphatic about the cxtra-

ordinary merits and graces of boil, uiich is a dish i

of early in tl I thai he \nmlu
i that a good old

Aunt bad told him of it, mi wliiei.

rather more happily than civilly ;

"I,. 1

it oil oyster

1 capped the line, looking at .IIIIISM Ki s-i I.L

I 11 II.IYU a |rty at the Bedford Head."

dl,' he said, very goo .,
, 'and tin

^i 't in the right plaee, that

settle whether the beards v, taken oil', and were dn
1 Nun thai thinks that the Kngli.-h

he Roman
ising and decreasing wit h

rttciint. What a lueamy
'

dinner, I sang them a few impromptu SOUL'-, -omc of them
er and happy, and they shriei, of the rh> *

e.g. " Aud thero hits u ii . moan* a Jew ia,

is'h be bun a IUIIK UOM, I allude 1'

and 1 made a capital one on the F. M
"

( )nr Prince is a Marshal, but nerer can my
The ugly word No, so he '

not MAUMI

-.mi whi.-h I do not remember to have seen equalled. 'O, can' I

ing was a delightful mi .

ami win I I lit our cigars on the step, 1 was astonished

to see that it was twelve o'clock. However, Mullum temput Remiut. Got

splendid diamond pin, icspwtful message,
i, but ma.; iduni to

puff one of these days. Slep- Palace wine
never doe- me any harm, and yet 1 must have drunk eight or nine

liottle-, \\nli ; the maraschino, which 1 always drink out ol

a silver pint-pot."

Now, what does our friend of the leltgrafk think of Palatial

dreariness ?

EXOTIC SLANG.

THOSE Continental telegrams will be the death of us. One of them,
sent from Paris a few days since, having announced that numerous
arrivals of grain from Liverpool had been reported at Miirseilles,

appended to that statement the following remark :

" Thene arrival* allow us to hope that the alimentary crtii.i i* about to enter a

subftiding phase."
" Down again to 3rf. even money," is the English expression of the

state of tilings expressed in the foregoing jargon as the
"
subsiding

phase" about to be entered by the "alim.

jargon the word "complications" is one of frequent occurrence.

Interpellations" is another. Is it too much of an
"
interpellation"

to ask whether the worst conceivable "complication" is not that

which is formed by phraseology like that above quoted ?

IMPORTANT TO OLD LAI'

U r are no doubt indebted to our cxecll' n of railway

management for the appearance of the subjoined notification in the

Times:

A CCIDENTS are ALWAYS OCCURRING. The WORLD INSU-
fl li.VNX'K COMPANY insures compensation In case of death or dliaMllty from

accidouta.

Considering, however, all that is involved in the i<i

Insurance, we should like to know whether or no the M orld insurance

Company is a speculation which has been got up by any of the popular
\\ nters on prophecy who, in works which appear to command a large

sale, are continually announcing the final conflagration of the Globe.

Is DR. CAMMING, whose eye to the main chance is as sharp as his

apocalyptic second sight, a shareholder in the World Insurance

Company ':

A Female Fanatic for Music.

\\'K have succeeded at last in solving a life-Ion:: enigma. Afti

of patient invest unit ion, we- I
rewarded in finding out tin-

true mot uly to part Witt her Piano, and buy
a mantrle with it. \Ve ivjoiei !y in discovennj

was only done from au excess of devotion to her

niHit be the bet'lei enabled for the future to turn all her energies an.!

thon-ht- exclusively to her II AMU i. '. \\-\TkisCorreiipnndfnt haxmtt',,

'lieu pages, 6*t may addre* vs privately
from Tatmaxta,

or wht, " taken himitelf off to.]
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RELAXATION.

SCENE Smoking Room. Country House. 2'30 A.M.

Country Friend (to Johnson, who Juts had a long tramp of it in the rain after wild

birds).
"
WELL, GOOD NIGHT, OLD FELLOW ! IF YOU WON'T HAVE ANOTHER WEED.

REMEMBER ! CUB-HUNTING IN THE MORNING, HALF-PAST FIVE. DON'T BE LATE !

"

THE GERMAN FLEET.

(To a, Little Fatherland Lubber.)

AND did the little German cry
I want to have a Fleet ?

A Navy in his little eye ?

Oh, what a grand conceit !

Well ;
if he 'II promise to be good,

His wish he shall enjoy ;

See here 's a ship cut out of wood :

A proper German toy.

The prettiest fleet that e'er was seen
Shall he at his command

;

This is the type of that marine
That best fits Fat herland.

'Twill crown his aspirations fond,
And realise his dream ;

'Twill. crest Die waves of every pond :

And ride each rippling stream.

But then his Fatherland's extent
His Navy must confine,

And his ambition must ho pent
Within its bounding line.

To covet Schleswig he must cease,
Holstein no more desire

;

And not disturb his neighbours peace,
To play at sword and fire.

To man his ships there needs no crew
Of highly seasoned tars

;

That 's well where Neptune's sous arc few ;

He wants but sons of Mars,
In Fatherland to hold his own,
And keep the foeman's feet

From off that stream whose banks alone
Demand a German I'lcd .

False Report.

WE are authorised to contradict a rumour which is

current that the piece called Mischief Making, now in play
at the Olympic, was originally written by his Holiness the

POPE, and that its title bears allusion to the part which lie

is playing in the drama of Italian Freedom, just brought
out.

HEY FOR DISHABILLE !

" MR. PUNCH,
" AN eminent Metropolitan tailor advertises a morning

costume 'For Gentlemen,' described as 'a Negligee Milled Tweed

Suit, consisting of a Cape, Jacket, Vest, and Trousers, the charge being
Two Guineas.' This, I suppose, is the sort of dress in which, worn on

the boulevards at Paris, and on other pavements in foreign parts where

dandies most do congregate, our countrymen are wont to astonish the

French and the rest ofthe Continental natives, and afford them hannli.- >

amusement, to the disgust of other less independent and more sensitive

Englishmen.
"For my part, Sir, I do not by any means concur with those thin-

skinned Britons who have lately been complaining of the plain but

picturesque attire which generally distinguishes our tourists abroad,

lu my opinion, the customary and characteristic garb of the English
traveller combines elegance with economy in the most desirable pro-

portions; the ratio of economy considerably preponderating over that

of elegance. Comfort, durability, and cheapness are the primary recom-

mendations of clothes all over the world. Appearance is a secondary,
or a tertiary, or a still minor consideration. Young men arc now

adopting very rational habits, that is to say, habiliments. In so doing

they ought to be encouraged. When I was a young buck, or at least

the contemporary of young bucks, my associates were very commonly
accustomed to run up tailors' bills, which their fathers had to pay. To be

sure, I never did sucn a thing myself, and perhaps I am rewarded for it

now, when I contemplate with satisfaction the inexpensive rig of my own
boys, who are a credit, and not a debt, to their affectionate governor.

"There is little difference, I believe, between the do'mestic costume
of our young fellows and that in which they use to exhibit themselves

to grinning foreigners. Not quite so in respect to girls. Battered
hats and amorphous Crinolines are mere accidents of travel. They are

phenomena whose causation depends on laws whereof the
operation

is

determined by the dimensions of trunks and bandboxes. They never

appear on the other side of the Channel, any more than on this, other-

wise than altogether against the inclination of the wearers. My sons

I have no occasion to complain of on the ground of their excess of

apparel. I wish I could say as much for my daughters. I should be

very glad if they would be a little less particular about the shape of the

hats and Crinolines wherein they are wont to court public admiration

at home, and would accordingly be.content to wear those, and all other

articles of clothing, about ten times longer than they do at present.
"
In conclusion, let me observe that the state of the human, skin is

of much more importance than the hue and texture of any fabric which

may invest it. Our Continental neighbours, at a hotel or a lodging-

house, as a rule, allow you about as much water for the purpose of

washing yourself as what just suffices for cleaning your teeth. This is

Christian conduct of them, no doubt. I believe they do as they would
be done by. They may ridicule the cut and the tints of a Briton's

raiment
;
but how about what underlies that rough exterior, on the one

hand, and their own elegant externals, on the other ? What is the colour

of our respective skins ? Will they institute comparisons ? On whose
side will the langh be then ? Well, perhaps on theirs -still.

_
They will

deride us absurd Englishmen for neglecting our dress, which is seen,

whilst we carefully wash and cleanse the surface of our bodies, which, on
the Boulevards and other fashionable places, is not seen. Never mind.

Lot those laugh that win. A penny saved is a penny got; and milled

Tweed suits, at two guineas, if they will only do duty a sufficient length
of time, are the clothes for the money of PATERFAMILIAS."

A Fleet that Doesn't Make much Way.

landlubber. And where is this German Fleet I read so much about ?

Seafaring Cove. Off Good Hope, Sir
;
and there it has been sticking,

to my knowledge, Sir, for years past, and you may take my word for it,

Sir, it will never get much further than that.

[The LANDLUBBER is perfectly contented with the bonafide-ness of

his nautical friend's information.
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THE GERMAN FLEET.
M. PUN-CII (TO SMALL GERMAN). "THERE'S A SHIP FOR YOU, MY LITTLE MAX-XOW CTT AY, AY, AND DON'T

GET IN A MESS."
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A FAITHFUL SPIRIT

THAT CAN MVKK IIIMSKLr' (iENEHAI.I.V I>l i

11. i, I Mr to make them-
srKrs '_'cIli'ralU

from

rapping have now got
tu drawing and

ing. They can

portraits too, without

having seen the

original. This is most

marvellous, but then

> thing is possible
in the Spiritual world.

There seems to be no
limit to their accom-

plishments.. \Ve sup-
He shall have

spirits ne.xt who will

cut our hair, and
MI! call us early in

the morning, and cook
ourbreakfasts,and run

errands, and answer
our correspondence fi ir

us.

In fact,'why not keep
a Spirit-of-all-work in

the house; one who
should combine the

respective offices of maid, cook, valet, coinmixxionnaire, boots, and se-

cretary ': It would be i' ilile, would get over Ithe perpetual
domestics, and would effect a material saving in wages

in the course of the year. ( >, what an economy in board

alone (hero would be ! for one of the most remarkable things is, that

these Spirits do not require anything to cat or drink.. There is no agree-
ment required for tea or sugar, or so much beer per diem. They live

on air ; even London air doesn't seem to disagree with them.

Another advantage is, that they would execute their work without
the smallest noise. They do not slam doors, or tramp heavily up and
down the stairs, or chat over the area-railings with the housemaids of

next door. They have, al-o, a great respect for property ! You never
hear of a Spirit breaking anything, unless it may be a nervous person's

repose.
"
Breakages" in a respectable establishment, where a good,

stout, active Spirit was kept, would be unknown. The poor
"
cat

"

would be no longer calumniated by having all the broken things put
upon its broad innocent back. The work would be done noiselessly,

breathlessly, without your being oven aware that any one was moving
about the house. The vexed question of

"
Followers

" would be
K put to rest. The only difficulty that we can foresee would

be in satisfying oneself as to Its character. It might be a delicate

question to ask the Spirit where had been
"

its last place," and how
long it had been there !

J

But touching the drawing and painting. Here is a proof of the

Spirits' newly-developed artistic power, which we take^rom the Sep-
tember number of the Spiritual Magazine. It is so exquisitely rich,

that we are sure the reader, who loves a bit.of fun, will not quarrel
with us for taking it I'M extenso:

" In iha'Sanntr of LifiA','"! .February 2, I road a communication In regard to

spirit painting, hy J. IV F\vr.TTE, ESQ., of Oswogo, N. Y. Being very anxious to get
"iy spirit mother, and having had a communication from her to tht

cfect that ri>e wovldsitfor MR. K. on the -J.itli of Kebni.-iry, I simply wroto to MR. F..

stilting that I \vinhed to have the ihirtniit of ur, r, ;mtl that she would
sit f..t- him mi th.' .lay above-named. Some three weeks ago I tterfrom
Mi: KAYKm:. stating that he received, on tho it:

. tho portrait of a lady,
giving ft iles, Tipti"ii "i

'

il. I imiiK'.ii iti ly .sent for it, and have it now in my posses-
sion My surprise can tho box, 1 recognised in it

a true v 'true ami i
'

.'illur.
' Now MI in Germany,

and died ;

:

r taken in her lifetime,
and her attire was entirely iliffcrcnt from any fashion in this country MB, FAY-
ETTK knew Il"1 i I" my :L't"lii'limi']it UK! delight, the painting
exhibits not only the true an.l IM'I-I,

fashion of her
"
Any i 'lie \\ '

i see it at any time 1 v

"SI. Limit, Mo., April, 1" " CHRISTIAS FiscneACH."

Granting the above to be true and we should be sorry to doubt it

for fear of raising all the Spiritualists, like a s\\ ami of gnats, about our
ears there is an end to portrait.paiutiug. Who will patronise what
we may call flesh-brushes, when you can have a painting from a

Spirit K.A. without the trouble of sitting? Photography, too, will

be summarily knocked on the head. We wonder that the Council of

the National 1'ortrait Gallery does not patronise this new branch of the
arts.

_
Through this spiritual agency they could have

"
true and per-

fect likenesses
"

of all our great men, instead of buying dubious copies ;

and, moreover, the
"
particular fashion

"
of each one's dress would be

stamped upon tin

t ^n-at pity that J. B. Fm.rrt ~i .. does
not live in London, or else we would instantly give him an order to

execute us portraits of all our ancestors up to tin- tim>- <
!' AIUM

eiilar fashion of the dress
"

of each pa:
i indisputal

I ill
'

Spirii of Humbi. "jiiritualisin
'

wonder what will lie thy next little caper

OUk DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

"
TIIK annual emigration

Ig back its travelling inhabitants. The West
in a gre.v i lie blind- are down iu all i;

streets and squares. S 1 1
. ance to be in town seem

rather more than commonly atllieled with ennui. Solitn

conjure up blue devils, and a Swell adrift in Ijondnn i

falls an easy victim to the, a/ure liends. < ,'ni i

llow, I last week walked along it, ami
maids. Not a horse wits visible as far as eye could reach, and the aok
thin;: to remind one of the glorie- of the place was the presence
Swells sitting languidly on chairs, and pitching stones at a sh
stuck upright in the path. Perchance a thought of old

'

Aunt Sally
'

had inspired them to this sport, and they were thinking of th

they had gram I in the past seasi lusements they
had revelled in thereat. 1 did not hear them speak, but one can >

conceive the conversation that were likely with t

London in October juiced slow, and considered it a hawid baw having
to remain in it. Poor fish out of water ! Of course 'twere

talking of theatres to them. I never saw a Swell appear amused by any
acting, and excepting when he has to go as escort in the season, I

doubt if any box-keeper ever gets a sixpence from him.
"
But the West End is not solely inhabited by Swells, for there arc

wise men from the East who have taken up their quarters there. And
they and Central Londoners have mostly winged their homeward flight,

and, after some six weeks of a quiet sea-side life, a few hours at a
theatre seem unusually tempting to them. The only question is, where
had they better go ? and if they expect to be guided by the newspapers,
I fear their expectations will be difficult to realise. Casting my eye
down a column of the Times, I see it stated that one play has

'

nightly
been received with tumultuous applause,' and another has 'achieved

an unprecedented triumph,' while a third has been
'

pronounced by the

entire public press
'

to oe the cleverest production ever witnessed on
the stage. Where all is so superlative, it is difficult of coarse to guess
which is the best

;
and Paterfamilias must often throw his lime* down

in despair, and decide where he shall go by means of a toss-up." What effect these puff advertisements may have on minds in

general,
I am not gifted with sufficient mental insight to conjecture.

To me they arc deterrent rather than attractive, for puffery in any
shape is hateful in my eyes. For this reason, may be, I went last week
to the Olympic, whicn is about the only theatre whence no puff ever

emanates. Its advertisements state simply what is to be played, and
what actors arc to play it ; and the managers abstain from blowing their

own trumpets, thinking very wisely that such blasts are little

to, and still less applauded." To go to the Olympic and not see MR. ROBSOX seems like going to

the Lord Mayor's and not seeing any turtle. But MR. ROBSOH is,

unfortunately, far too ill to act ; and MR. Exnr.x is obliged to do the

best he can without him. When the main prop of a house is suddenly
withdrawn, it is not an easy matter at once to find a substitute,

and the system of architecture tiud makes a house dependent on one
main prop may be open to criticism. MH. EMDKX has, however, suc-

ceeded very fairly in his improvised attempt, rind deserves that due
success should succeed to his exertions. The new Jack of all Tradet

is a pleasant little piece, and its hero, the travelling tinker who's
made gentleman, is exceedingly we|l played by MR. H. NEVILLE,
whose name is new to London, but will soon, I think, be popular. He
has a pleasant voice and bearing, acts

freshly,
and with force, and when

pathetic keeps his pathos within reasonable bounds. It 1

not. Mil. NKVILLK is an actor of some promise, and if he exerts himself

will prove of value to the stage. Light Comedians just now an

plentiful as partridges, ami any one who shows a sign of acting like a

gentleman is to be welcomed and encouraged to act his very I

" ONE WHO PATS."

A Deep Investment.

A XF.WM .
i"- an elalxirate account of

U'ondcrfu' > -thmus
mis thin^ fur us would h" t of the

turn up which Muss. DK LKSSEPS has been sinking there.
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DUBIOUS ECHO AT THE SHOREL1TCH STATION.

Traveller.
" PORTER ! PORTER !

"

Echo.
" DON'T YOU WISH you MAY GET HIM ?

"

A CURIOUS MIXTURE.

IN the news from Spain, we read in Thursday's
as follows :

" The Queen had ordered the PRINCESS DONA CONCEP-
TION, whose illness had been announced, to be treated

arronlin^ to the homoeopathic system. Not fewer than
ss Christian names were conferred on the son uf the
Infante DON SEBASTIEN, in his recent buptiMii."

This flood, (his drenching of names comes cu-

riously after the mention of homoeopathy. It is

clear, at all events, that Royal children m Spain
are not baptised hoinccopathically. Poor bttle

sou of the LSI-ANTE SEBASTIEN ! it will be a sad
tax on his juvenile memory, every time he lias to

be trotted through his catechism, for him to recite

all liis eighty-eight names! Spanish parents,

apparently, look upon a child much in the same

way 1 hat a lawyer looks upon a bill thev calculate

the chances of its being honoured according to the

names it has at its back.

Another Attack on the Gorilla.

A NATURALIST was explaining to a Frenchman
the actions of the Gorilla, but felt an embar-

rassing difficulty, inasmuch as his supply of

French was not only limited, but anything but

perfect. Wishing to explain that the savage,

previous to rushing into action, was in the

habit of striking his big chest, he said,
"
Fous

coinprenez, mongsoo, le savage betefrappe son grosse
caisse" "Ah! oui, parfaitement, he is one drum-

mare," interrupted the polite Frenchman. But
he was evidently puzzled to understand where the

beast got his drum. And t his is the way that

Natural History is written !

ME. PUNCH ON SOME POPULAR DELUSIONS,
TOUCHING TRAVELLERS BRITISH AND FOREIGN.

MR. PUNCH has lately profited by the rare leisure of the dead season
to take a trip across the Channel Pshaw ! why should he disguise the

flattering fact, that he has been attending incog, the round of Royal
festivities, which have lately been exciting the curiosity of the Gobe-

mouches, and the speculations of "our own Correspondent."
Of course when Mr. Punch receives an invitation from one of his

brother Sovereigns lie doesn't think it necessary to blow his roo-too-it

over the communication. He knows it is meant in a friendly way
private and confidential in fact

j
and so he packs up his crown and

sceptre the famous income and baton, which may some day figure in
a cabinet of our national museum like the relics of a FRITZ or a
NAPOLEON at the Tuileries or Sans-Souci whistles Toby to heel, hugs
Judy, embraces the baby, leaves Shallabala in charge and drops in at

Potsdam, or Carlsruhe, Brussels or Ostend, Compiegne, Biarritz, or
even at Plombieres, unannounced and unattended but never unwel-
come.

Diplomatists and Duchesses ask seriously who is the little grey man
in the great coat with the odd protuberance before and behind, and the

overshadowing cocked-hat, from under which little is visible but the

gleam of a lightning eye, and the tip of a commanding Roman nose, who
rides so well forward with the principal group at the reviews, who is

the life and soul of the princely pic-nics snA. parties de plaisir, and who
is in at the deal li at all the stately stag.hunts ? How little they suspect
that these modest habiliments conceal the great Potentate of Public
Opinion whose counsels are more free than welcome alike at the
Tuileries and Carlottenburg, at Peterhof, and Aranjuez, but whom
neither Louis nor LEOPOLD, nor FREDERICK-WILLIAM, ALEXANDER,
FRANCISJOSEPH, nor ISABELLA, ever dream of saying

"
Not at home "

to, when he chooses to knock at their Imperial or Royal doors.
But Mr. Punch's present purpose is not to discuss Royal gossip, or to
reveal Imperial confidences. He rather wishes to confine himself to
certain points touching matters continental, of more interest to subjects
than to princes and especially to certain points of comparison between
his own dearly-beloved fellow-countrymen, and their nearest foreign
neighbours, in France and Germany.
De re rrxlniriii in the first place. The Times abuses JOHN BULL, and

Madame son Jtyouse, for going about on their travels got up as Guys
for shocking foreign prejudices, and showing their contempt for

foreign opinion, by sporting eccentric shooting-coats, flaming flannel

slurts, reckless wide-awakes, and worse still on the ladies' part, by the

general shabbiness and ugliness of their travelling toilettes, and head

gear.

Now, making every allowance for the desperate necessities of news-

paper writers in the dead season
;
and admitting that British travellers

male and female include specimens both of the Guy and the Gorilla,
Mr. Punch must put in his protest against any such wholesale indict-

ment as this of his compatriots en voyage. On the contrary he is pre-

pared to maintain, after surveying mankind from Calais to Calatatimi

dining with comprehensive knife and fork from Parisian Tables

d'hote to German Rimd-tafeln bounding on the light fantastic toe

from the cancans and lligol-bouchades of Champs-Elysees dancing-rooms,
to the waltzes and schottishes of Kursaal ball-rooms squaring all circles,

from those which surround the marble-topped tripods of the Boulevards,
to those that crowd and elbow each other about the green-covered and

green-girt tables at Homburg, Spa, or either Baden familiar with all

levels of nature and man, from the flats of Belgium to the Alps of

Switzerland, that, as a rule, the wearer of the best travelling suit (for

stuff, cut, and condition together), the cleanest shirt, the least raga-
muffin or ridiculous hat, the soundest and shapeliest foot-covering, is a

Briton.

Englishmen turn neater and sweeter out of a railway carriage after a

night's rattle, restlessness and frowst than any other people ; they arc

more presentable, more like gentlemen, after an Alpine scramble among
glacier and moraine, crevasse and couloir ; they present better brushed

hair, and cleaner hands and faces and whiter linen at the Table d'hote

under difficulties, and fall into less profound abysses of misery and

degradation in sea-going steamers, than the natives of any other country.

I, Punch, am speaking now of the men. For the ladies bless them !

I am compelled to admit thev don't understand dress as an art so well

as their French sisters. Millinery and dress-making have their home
and head-quarters in France, just as cooking has

;
and for the same

reason because the inferiority of the raw material makes the elaborate

and well-studied dressing of it a matter of sheer necessity.
Where Heaven sends us meat (according to the proverb) we may

put up with cooks of Old Nick's providing, and yet not starve ; but the

people for whom Old Nick seems to have purveyed the meat, must,
perforce, seek a solace and compensation in heaven-born cookery.

But, apart from their national shortcoming in the art of dress, I
maintain that Englishwomen, on their travels, deserve as much good
said of them as Englishmen. Bless their fresh faces, and smooth hair,

and clean cuffs and collars ! In these particulars, what French or

German woman can hold the candle to 'em ? I declare, the other day,
at Nuremberg, when fairly worn down and depressed by the ugliness
and unattractiveness of the womankind of Vatcrland, I thought 1
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should have hnu'L'cd a couple nt' sweci, Knglish
maidens wlio descended, liki' .'i hurst of sunlight, into (lie low

smoke-;-" < h," under I IK: convoy of an

imposing Mamma, ami a worthy Paterfamilias much ground down and

gravelled In I
, ..I languages together.

I -.limit that the plain lint ish female looks plain on her travels, and
Hut 1 maintain she is not

are making what they think will be r>msidrml a great spec<
'<

how vastly in this w:iy Crinoline would help them,
\rltlllT llri-ll we dwell II])H11 I llf ubvious ilnprov.

Crinoline would be to llic :i|i|- mu-el, siip|>o-i:

they , a it. Instead of hanging limp md
loose as though it we. /own, when well

maybe dowdy, lint, 1 maintain she is not a whit dowdier, and L'eiierally -tuck out with whalebone ribs and steel, would si' so a.s to add some
not, half so disgusting, as her plain sister of I

1

'

ranee or (ieriiiany, unless what of true dignity to the figure, and wonM 'I bearing
where French coquetry has in disguising the defects of the

'

when -lumsy slom i of skulk in

meat by the d res niish. houirh half frightened to be seen, which too
i '

.. i . , , i.:. I-'. ...
' * '

'
i

Considering what thi \ he part of the fui-ei-.-n female,
of concealment and pains, of

pins and pull's, the tails ami tresses, the wad-lime and wire, the milliners'

liills, ami the transport, of the lui/trri" >/ til, //,. who will

the Urilish matron, with all her iiidillerni" irtry and its

triumphs, is not the prel'eralil. of the two, whether for home'

or travelling use;' lint, this I will maintain, that analtra
woman li of her atli u

ii any of her Continental rivals. She has a quality
of puritv ami I'reshne--- alionl her which seems to repel all soil, whether

he oil ill the duck's tail-itland 'drives off the
water drops from his pluma and her

me merit-- ol and purity in

com|, i those of h

This then is the tirst proposition 1 am prepared, to maintain against all

comers: that Kinjlixli traveller*, , are, at a rule, the bett-

.//v*W i-orld.

My next pro]iosition is like unto it. \i/,.: (hat the English abroad are
'In- ii,'xt-,,iniiii, /,'! /,,/

. nnlat Aoaif thf. httt-mannered dealeri with

/, In liefmmd in thf cirrlr nf ririlised nation*.

CRINOLINE FOR COUNSEL.
ou that the

lawyers
ujoying their

in, and have

nothing else to stu-

dy but to study
their own comfort.
we trust they will

employ a portion
of their leisure in

considering what a
comfort Crinoline
would be to them,
if they only had the

courage publicly to

wear it. Every
term one hears com-

plaints of
"
those

nasty stuffygowns
"

in which, as fashions
eo at present, every
barrister enrobes
himself

; and so

many learned legs
"it entangled in

their slumping scarecrow robes, Counsel when in Crinoline woul.t

conscious of their altered looks, ami would walk along erect, with t

swagger an- .w oil' how well their srowns were
A man would take a

'

robe and
ihe instant he left Court, would mote likely
had no occasion, simply for the reason

he looked so vastly well in it.

'hem '

would of of the new f

for any novelty in dress is always charming in their eyes, and it is so
ii they can ;ii it. Hut, when (Vi

robe i re will he i a husband anil

his w his whale-

bone, and steel rib of his steel. Delightful little meetings will be
1

ly convened for n dear Cii , Crinoline
comes home, or dear A.I;<JITSTI s\ man-milliner has promised to attend,
to see how many yards must be let into his gown so as to make it

sit. Indeed we should not be surprised to hear fond MBS.
BKIKPLESS say at breakfast to her lord, before hurrying him to the

'buSj "Dear, do come' with me sliopning in your Crinoline to <

you 've really no idea how extrtm/ 1

!," \\\ it !

"

This thought must in Use I: < make fashion.-*

fashion we suggest. If we show that it will nproMnLof
the ladies, we need surely say no more as a plea for its adoption ; for

the gallantry of lawyers is as well known as their learning, and they
would even shave their whiskers off to win a woman's smile, if it were
woman's wish to see them with shorn cheeks.

ge
their folds in trip-

ping down from

PLAIN WORDS FOR PLAIN PEOPLE.
" MUSTER PUNCH, onerd Sir, ope as you '1 escuse the libaty I 'm

taken but Me and JIMMY LEATHERS we reads yer peaypcr reglar at

the Cat and Bagpipes, and last weak among the tisemcnts we come
acrost the follerin which we wants you to esplain:

TTOPLEMUROMA. W. C. begs to call the attention of all who hve
I-L the care of horses to his HopLKMUBOlfA. for the improvement and growth of
hones' foot, to cure and prevent brittle and ahclly feet, rand crock*, needy toen,
diseased frogs, Ac.

Now me and JIMMT we has each on us the care of Osses which
some on em at times is libel to bad oofs, and a Nition deal o' trubhle 1

can tell you as they causes of us which we 'd both be precious thankful

I

f r * par ^ any Stuff as ud cure M hout and hout, aoa Master e 'd noti*JTij l_i.i ii-'irjiiT -w

I""1" a Button what he paid for it, But what I ses to Jnotv, JIM, says
' ^ can't abear them furrin lookin names which if a artiele be giniwine
why call it somethin Onderstandable, and then one knows there ain't no
Gammon, Cos this ere Opplemcwremer, 1 daresay it 'a all right, but
then says I why who *s to know it. Maybe you Sir as a schobrd cau
find out what it mean, but JIM and me and sich we aint well Eddicated
cnaPs - ""I so-lou see we likos I' 1 '1'" words and gets kinder skeered o'

'
'

chambers or in trot-
rumm

-v onos "'hich we knows what's wot in Ossnesh, but as for '

ting nr> to court"
murelnas w '>>' they air so much (ircek to us, and master E 's so cranky.

that the cl
^ dusnt play no 'speriments, espeshly now the Untin Seasing is at and

a "cropper" an- every day incurred, with the chances of the eraekiu- of i
v

,
e>vc got ony nineteen Osses at prev t stabuls. So I ope as

some learned pan. \,the toss o? bww is too uTcontem. MBTBRW.C."'
plate, we will not pain our readers by calculating what are now the

i accident, everj time a counsel puts on his stuff or silk.
Sulliee it that th.> would of course be iniieh decreased, were
Crinoline adopted to distend the legal robes, and prevent their tiirhtly

twining round legs. It may be urged indeed that Crin
in itself a cause of danger, and that many lady-wearers have been
tripped-up and maimed by it. But such mi-l nl\ happenedwhen its amplitude has been in marked excess of what is 'needed for

keeping one's go round one's legs; and though
weak-minded women may like to risk their limbs for the sake of such
cMihcra,, ce sure strong-headed I Id never ill

doing so, and would confine within safe bounds their crinolineal

aesplaiiation of the mcanin of his ( )ple &c. which
fine wuds wont butter

parsnips,
and call a spade a spade and you won't

sell not no more on em by eiJlin it a sl.uvel.

"
Yours to komand,

"JoE S.VAFFLS.
" Bid gmm to th onrable GBOROE Ie.nri.iEH. KXQI IRK, which i>np

you may are met Us di.wu nt Murkit Arbrcr."

"Lend us your Cotton."

read that the
"
Cotton Loan already amounts to 1,000,000

bales," and that it is per v for the acceptance of the Confe-
"

. .derate Government. \Ve never heard of a "Cotton Loan" before.
\\ e need not, enlarge on the advantages of Crinoline, to male wearers ' and confess that we have very

- - as to the existence of i

at least, and when worn wit Inn due limits. How it would tend to keep .such an article. ||ow Cuit.m Tree, and who kn
j coo - u- th not l>c some new kind of

"
plant ?' -..we only

, sii.ee this
"
Cotton Loan''meiit, must cr i to the dullest of

perceptions; nor can it one wish in connectnm with it. and that is,
- clear that, Crinoline would give a certain air ol greatness which seemingly bo:ists of a million bales, that it would, out of the lot.

THJltlV rif Sim* f*tnnt*f\a nn-rwr 1 ...>,..., t ,. 1 ,1 >- !,.,.!- \\"^. ,-. t'* ____ 1 ...... *f l:..l . 1

'

* 1. _. 1. ___
... -

nain of our Cieeros now lamentably lack. \Ve often hear of little tind on itiol ones that Would hare the effect of binding
Barristers swelling with importance, and trying to liKik big, when they 1

Amen the peaee.
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WIT AT A DISADVANTAGE.
"

Well, Jackson, you are. always lierefor being drunk, so I shallJIM you fin shilling?."" Not got a penny, your Worshup."
" Not a penny, Sir /

"

" I got only coppers,' Hot Coppers,' your Worshup." [He was most promptly and most properly locked up.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN LOYALTY.
BY Telegram from Compiegne, when the KING or PRUSSIA arrived

there the other evening, and was met by the EMPEROR or THE FRENCH
at the terminus, MR. REUTER received the important information
ensuing :

" Their Majesties proceeded from the terminus to the Palace in an open carriagewithout any escort, the people shouting,by the way,
'

Long live the King ! Long
live the Emperor I

'"

Those people who follow at the wheels and heels of Royalty, shouting,
are doubtlessly incorrectly described as

"
the

"
people. They are only

some of the people, surely. The class of persons accustomed to express
their feelings by shouting must be a peculiar one. A psychological
inquirer would like to exist a few minutes in the consciousness of an
individual capable of waving his hat and bawling under the emotion
excited in his mind by the sight of a prince. Were this practicable, a
philosopher might so be enabled to understand the feelings of the
gentlemen whose figures, brandishing hats, occupy the foregrounds of

prints in the illustrated papers, representing a Royal party on a railway
platform, or Royalty engaged m laying the first stone of an institution.
In this country the cries and gestures of these demonstrative persons
arise, no doubt, from genuine enthusiasm. In some other countries can
it be possible that applause is sometimes arranged, and hired ?

Rumoured Perversion.

THE Ami de Religion announces that the COUNT DE CHAMBORD is

about to undertake a voyage to Constantinople. This is probably not
to be taken as a piece of religious intelligence. In going to Constan-
tinople, the COUNT BE CHAMBORD will not turn Turk, any more than
the PRINCE OF WALES would (whatever the Record might say) neces-

sarily turn Papist if he were to go over to Rome.

A MONUMENTAL QUESTION.
WE believe it is a regulation at the National Portrait Gallery, t hat a

certain number of years must have elapsed after death before the

portrait of a rec9gnised genius, or hero, can be received. It' this

species of quarantine is requisite with a portrait, why not also with a
statue ? We think it is doubly necessary with the latter, inasmuch as

it is far easier to remove a picture than it is a statue. When once a
twelve-foot monument of granite and metal has been planted in a

public thoroughfare, it becomes a very difficult operation indeed to dig
it up again. Some such regulation, like that in force at the National
Portrait Gallery, is, in our opinion, absolutely wanted with regard to
our statues, or else London promises to become in a very few years

nothing better than a caricature collection of the very weakest brawn
mediocrities. Why, you would see almost greater evidence of talent

and worth in any stone-mason's yard in the New Road !

As for ourselves, we are perfectly disinterested in the matter. We
should like to see any wild enthusiast daring to propose a statue to us !

However, our career has been of that purity and celebrity, that we feel

sure a grateful posterity would never allow so gross an insult to be paid
to our beloved memory.

NOTICE FOE A GENERAL MOURNING.

Great ('Inn/I/,/, -Iain's Office.

IN consequence of the demise of his Imperial Majesty. HIEN FUNG,
Emperor ot China, all persons who have charge of the tea-pot are

invited to show their feelings by putting a DECENT BLACK tea

into the said pot. and a decent quantity of it, until further notice from
those who have hitherto had to complain of an opposite line of conduct.

(Signed) PUNCH D'ERESBY.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. IS, tipper Woburn Place. *nd Frederick Mullett Evani, of No. 19, Q-ieen's Road West, Recent'* Park, both in the Parish of St. Pancrns, in the County of Middlesex,
Fruiter*, at theirOfficf in bombard Street, in tte Precinct of Whitffriars, in the City of Ln1on, and Published by them at No. 3^ Meet Street, in the Parish of S:. Bride, in the City of Londoo.
SAI 11 BOAT, October 1'j, l
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PAINFUL ASH HCMII.IATI.V; CONTRAST TO TUB DISADVANTAGE OF OUR POOR LITTLE ENGLISH

TRAVELLER, OF COURSE.

] \TKNT roT\KH.>.

W M.KIM.
nii-ii should do with our wife, we
saw announced in a shop window
that tl,

of
"

I'atcnl (iraviU Seleeiul !'/

tatoes." Tin- iiDtinii of |H.-

bi-iui; chosen for tlicir gravity
struck usassofunnvthat we almost

<ir own, and we began t

t'ani-y L'l-ecnL-roeeis in.

purauM u peck of

account of tlicir solemnity.
bundle
sedate. A smill.r

as acontni-t mi^ht he offered, md
ulillowcr would

i
i

tempting novelty to palate tired

of gra\ i with
- beans. '1'lic idea, too, of a

patent being granted for p..-

pu/./.led us a-- mi

nt' them for gravity, anil we more
than half resolved to go into tin-

t-hop and ask lor information how
the grant had been achieved. I'.nt

we make it a strict rule i

open a shop-door when our wife i-

with us, for fear our doing so be
forthwith cited as a precedent for

her doing the same. So we remain
still in the dark alxiut tin

tented potatoes.

A TIIII.K'S CMNMI TIOS. Acon-
lirmed young Thief is convinced

that "prison isn't 'ealthy.'' He
attributes this to the "cutting
'air

"
that prevails tlicre.

THE ALLOCUTION ACCOUNTED FOR.

ACCORDING to the Paris correspondent of a daily contemporary :

"
|i.s]ti-lios from Hume say that the POPE and CARDINAL ANTONKI.U have taken

tn ill-inking i-lutnisiKiii', ami .-iliusing tho whole world under tic influence of that

pleasant beverage."

At first sight this announcement had the suspicious appearance of a

hoax, expressly intended to take in Flinch but fie is a young man from
the country, and you don't get over him ! The POPE'S last allocution,

however, can leau; no doubt on the mind of anybody that it is perfectly
true. The imaginary atrocities which his Holiness asserts to have been

perpetrated by the Piedmont cse Government, and the abusive epithets
which he heaps on the fancied authors of those outrages, are strongly
indicative of the ell'ccl of champagne, if not brandy

Having blackguarded tin- ministers of VICTOR-EMMANUEL with a

violence which must have been vinous or alcoholic, the Holy Father

goes on to vituperate, in the same strain, certain persons in the States

nt' Mexico. 1 01- committing just the same enonuilies, "setting," !

Holiness, "an example never hel'urc seen." Why, by his own showing,
it. had brni set by Kii'vsni.i and his colleagues. Tins is the oblivion of

either dotage or drunki-nncss ; I here is too much reason to fear, of the

hitler.

The I'OI-K may keep in his cabinet or cliest-of-drawcrs a whole lot of

abusive allocutions handed drmn to him by his predecessors, and may
have picked that one which he delivered the other day out of a pigeon-
hole. It is full of stock phrases" dens of robbers,''

"
schools of false

doctrine-." "offspring of darkness," "pernicious and abominable

writings.'' \c.. turning u|> h'ke
"

idera call" and
"
conao*at omne

nemus,'' in a schoolboy's \erses. If it was merely a traditional allocu-

tion, we can only conclude thai the 1'ni-K was too tipsy to adapt it with

any verisimilitude to existing facts; intoxicated insomuch as to make
i of it coutradie! the oilier.

How could the Poi'K, if lie had been anything like sober, talk about
the "testimonies of real affection, of unflinching fidelity, of devoted

submission and generous liberality," lavished upon him by the Roman

people?
It is lucky for him that "Poxins I'M.VTK" has not taken

him at his word, anil left him to the protection of his devoted Romans.

Of course the Holy Father delivered his allocution in Latin of

which we have not the text. \Ve only know that it began with
'liilex Fratres," which we can imagine him to have turned into

something like Ver'rabsh Frarrah, if the consistory in which In-

delivered it was preceded by a symposium with ANTOXELLI
;
who at

one of these champagne touts will probably go thrusting his head out of

window, and singing through his nose, the following notification to the

City and the Globe, all and sundry, whomsoever it may concern, that is

to say everybody :

Impletur tint Campagni Papa, ebrivt ett lepide, et sibi elegit nomett

Clicquotut sfcundui ;

or, to translate the Latin into idiomatic and appropriately accented

English.
"
Pope 'sh gosh 'sh shkiuful o' Ch'mpagnc, 'sh jollydruuk, an'

'sh 'shided to call 'sh shelf by sh' name o" CLICQUOT SHECOND."
We will not believe the POPE'S allocution to liave been a tissue of

deliberate inventions. We will suppose that he spoke it in his ales and
his angers and metheglins, his wraths and cholcrs and champagnes.

LETTER TO A LADY.

DEAR LADY PALMED 85, Fltet Street,

THAT 's a very sensible womanlike letter of yours. Madam>
thanking your colliers for being pleased that they lave found coals on

your property. You cannot attend the proposed dinner, for LORD
PALMJSKSTON" is really busy, and you've got some friends coming to

stay with you, but you are very
much obliged. You write as straight-

forwardly and frankly as your husband, and put ;is little nonsense into

your notes 1 am very glad that your colliers have found coals for von,

and 1 liope you'll burn them through many a happy Christmas, and so

I tell you, and I wish that the women would take a leaf out of your
Letter-writer.

Yonr respectful but affectionate friend,

VISCOUNTESS PALMEKSTOX. IVxcir.

P.S. Xot a word of French in your letter, bad or good,

you, "EMILY PALMERSTHN."
Thank

" The Diet of Worms."

BAD accounts of the Silk-worms in France again this year ! These
fair spinsters have been going on very badly for several years past,
and we think it is high time now that they thought of turning over a

new leaf.

VOL. XLI.
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BRICKLAYERS AND BEESWING.

ONOI 1:1. i) i'l M H, Of course you saw
f

that newspaper report the other 6

how some bricklayers broke into a bin of

fine old port, and swilled it down as

freely as though it bad been swipes, one

of the 'idly- mixing it with tea!

Don't you think this a sad proof of the

want of education among the working
classes, and should not proper steps be
1 akeu to prevent us far as possible the

chance of its recurrence ? The bare idea

of
'

twenty port
'

being swallowed down like porter is a dreadful

thought for men of meditative minds. One would at least be glad to

know that such good stuffs were rightly relished, though one might
not get the luck of tasting it oneself. I would suggest then that

a wine class be started in our day-schools, whereby the palates of our

poor might receive in some degree a vinous education, that in the case

of any windfalls or more correctly wine-falls they might know how
to smack their lips over a good bottle, and to drink it with that reve-

rence which surely is its due. To swill down port or claret put of a

pint pot appears to educated tastes a highly barbarous proceeding ; yet
there are doubtless thousands of our feflow countrymen who would not

hesitate to do so if they only got the chance. Let us then endeavour to

enlighten their crass ignorance, and to teach them how good wine
should properly be sipped. To drink a glass of wine so as to extract

the highest possible enjoyment from it, and not to let a whiff of the

bouquet escape unrelished, is one of the fine arts that requires great

cultivation, and only constant practice will enable one to master it. Of
course we can't expect our boors and bricklayers to do so, but we may
at least improve their understandings so far as to prevent their mixing

nrt
with tea. Such acts are a disgrace to a civilised community, and

or one shall not feel satisfied until they have ceased.
"
If any suggestion be thought feasible, I shall be happy to subscribe

a few dozens from my cellar, to be used by way of practice in the class

first set on foot. And if you in your benevolence will act as the

receiver of similar donations, L have very little doubt they will be

speedily poured in.
' ;

1 remain, Sir, yours respectfully,"
PlULOrORTUS (In

V We have not the least objection to practise our benevolence iu

the way desired, and any one who sends us a few dozens of old port
pend that we shall see that they are turned to good account.

PUNCH.

A Bush of Royalty.

AMIDST the mob of nionarchs that have lately been favouring Louis
NAPOLEON with their society, we think there is one King whom of all

others the EMPEKOK would be the most delighted to see in France this
nil eei-laiuly his presence would lie I lie most welcomed by the

manufacturing classes in this country and that is, KING COTTON, from
America.

DIFFEUENC E OF TASTES. In taking a new house, the first t

of the woman is where shall the piano be put? Of the man, winch
shall be the smoking-room ?

HOW TO PUNISH SOLDIERS.

THE cat o' nine tails clearly has as many lives as tails, or it would
i have died from the attacks which nave been made on it. Page
age, and volume after volume, hath Punch scathed it with his

sarcasm and seared it with his scorn, and tried in every way to exhaust

its vital breath. It still drags on, however, a lingering existence, and,

though not so strong in favour as it was, it is by no means yet entirely
bereft of lively vigour. This the following scrap of military intelligence
will show :

' On Monday the men of the 9th depot battalion were msembled on early parade
in Colchcstrr Camp, to witness the infliction of the sentence of a court-martial upon
lYivat" .1. HEARDON, of the 6th depot, who had been found guilty ot drunkenness
and striking a non-commissioned officer. The prisoner, who is an old soldier, having
l<e.-n in the service upwards of 30 years, had Ix-eii frequently convicted of military
ofTriiri.^, and was now sentenced to receive 50 lashes and undergo 84 days' imprison-
ment. He received his punishment without saying a word, and was afterwards
marched to the hospital, whence he will be removed to a military prison to

T]H- remainder of his sentence so so recovered from the effects of the

flogging."

This soldier, we arc told, had been "frequently convicted," and no
doubt had nearly as frequently been flogged. One infers this from his

silent reception of his punishment, which shows that, like the eels to

skinning, he was tolerably well used to it. His back, doubtl-

been toughened by the whippings it had borne; unlike a bit of beef,
which is made tender by much Beating. Xow, the object of all punish-
ment is to deter and to amend

;
but what good in either way has

(logging ever done to so back-hardened an offender? Where, then, is

i lie use of brutally persisting iu it, seeing that no benefit appears to be

derived from it?

Again, to put in prison for more than eighty days a soldier who is

being supported by the country, seems to us, as taxpayers, a -waste of

bread and gruel, Ot whatever other viands he may I here be furnished

with. Drunkenness is bad, and striking officers, in point of discipline,

is worse: but for neither of these offences, nor for both of them

together, would we imprison an old soldier for four and eighty days.

If, as in this case, he had frequently offended, there would be no more

good in confining than in flogging him; and the best, as well as

-t, thing that could be done with him would be to brand him in

the books as useless and incorrigible, and at once dismiss him from the

service he disgraced. Surely, were it known that on a third or fourth

offence a soldier would be thus kicked out of his employment, there

would be far fewer old offenders in the ranks : and there would be a

saving both of whipcord and of victuals, were this punishment imposed
instead of flogging and imprisoning offenders who are proved to be
defiant of them both. In the name then of economy, as well as of

humanity, we ask that some such step as we suggest be taken to free

the Brifish Army from blackguards who disgrace it, and whom the cat

or the black-hole are proved incapable to cure.

A DOMESTIC CALAMITY.

LAST Sunday, a Fire was discovered in the drawing-room grate of

MR. N. PECKER, a large baby -linen manufacturer, in the neighbour-
hood of Lamb's Conduit Street. Instantly the Fire was discovered, the

alarm was given by one of the servants, when many minutes did not

ebipse before the Fire was effectually put out by MHS. N. PECKER, who,
in the most indignant terms, declared she would not have :i Fire in

any house of hers at this early period of the year. Who was going to

polish the steel bars ? she was audibly heard to express her earnest

desire to know. We understand there was no damage done, beyond a

ha'porth of wood being consumed ; but there is no knowing what might
rn the consequences, as there was a large scuttle brimful of

coals, not more than a couple of yards' distance from where the Fire

first broke out. The origin of the accident is not known, but it is

strongly suspected that MR. N. PECKER was the incendiary himself, as

he was heard only a few minutes before to declare that
''
he wished the

bla/.rs lie could get warm." The matter, however, has since been
hushed up. It is most fortunate the fire ended where il did, as, from
the inquiries we have since made, we do not think MR. N. PEI
in a position to display the smallest possible amount of assurance, or

insurance, either
;
and in the absence of that, the house might ,

i

familiarly, have been made considerably "too hot to hold him."

A Thwack for Thwaites.

Q. Of what niaterial, should you say, the
"
Board of Works" was

composed?
A. Why, judging from its works, certainly not a great deal.

"
E'EN MIGHTY PAM." Pope.

"
TIIK Government is a Constable," says the wise SYDNEY SMITH.

The CONSTABLE is our Government, says the equally wise Punch.
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THE RESPECT PAID TO PROPERTY.

Is a -tali-lie-, 1 p:>|,<< U'C read that
"

Tower, (iivniv, i.

visited, in thi 'car, l>\ nearly H i \\ ill

any line prejudiced Ton. of the L-nod old harping
f till- lower (Ti-ses. "i lll.

r
i' IIS With

Hi as Id tin' exact ainiiiuit 'I within

iod I iv those :;,IM),n< i,,.,,,,

rt| or tree, or

.-.liriili, or II" of those

A TRULY K\OI!M()I S M ISA.Y

i.illdwiiisr statement is made by Mrsic rs inii

nid then- IT In- luul:

100wU bare

a brief and elo-pent expre-i

i

have written "vcr; ;:-:itiou i-
> drew.

that of (In- pr,
'

tinucs:

i hU Untiak ;

MWMB* nru '

. .;-:..!,

i in

.'-(I with hoops at.

is ill tin- old liinrs ot' 1

SO It

rllli- of Ta

Hall :

I'ALNTINd THE LILY.

U i ta iimc hack a Frenchwoman made her appear-
iirt, who described herself

It is a source of congratulation '

not a profitable one, for it would have grieved us exoes-

eonntenanees
lo any process tliat tcni'i-d to make them ."mi

that C'oiilinental ladies frc-picntK are. Enamel may il<i very
well for t ho I'. < hut then Kn^H-h bea
enter into competition with painted (Queens of Hearts; for they are

winning cnon;-li of themselves without resorting to anj such -superficial
liisinnth, or arsenic, or any similar poisonous ingredient.

1 would I ,

chip, and we
ions doulil lady's nose, that was in that (lav.

dit.ion, wonld stand onl lo the hest ad\ai.

d|T, in the v
iiy, hy lli,

honncts. Then, think of the vul.'ar remarks that would infallilily lie

made, l-'ancy a heav y di mirwith the most laiiLruitl co
h he were expatiating pecimen of damaged en

"
\ 6B,

-In 1 OH e of Nainic's liuot liils of porcelain, lint what
a pity she is eliipi

Specimens of a North-American Examination.

Sctoolmatttt. \Vhat do \ou call tl

Patriotic /'"//'/. \ branob of Ti'

Sckoolnatter, Hiis it any rooi !

I'll/fin//,-
/'///,//, Slai

Sckooiuttibr. \\

ion.

[The I'rni. in
fnilli'ii n,i Hi- h >>. aid pretented witk a h,

ips. \\ hat a i inn we

. which not
< the worn.

who pay for their un-
of apparel, which .

s u>, and pushes thei,, n^ils.

tn liell, dr ratlu

-olutc Kreuelt

ul)sur(lity has iuajMscd on the

GLORIOUS GALAXY OF TALK XT.

BOTH I'liiNi ION and TOM TIIVMII have been stopping at

that majfllificent lintel, the Si. hay. In Montreal, at the same
time. Both wen- tremendous favourites; iufact.it would be difficult

to say which of the two stood the higher in the public estimation. If

it were to In : by kiMM, slmnld di-cid.'-lly .> that the

General was more popular with the ladies. Hy a private arrang
so as not to clash, toe Prince and the Gcnenil received on differeni

nights. It was reported that the General had challenged the l'i

give a series of representations, a la NAPOM- MITK. in cos-

tume, and everything complete, hut we can only say that, -it all event-
the challenge, il otfcrcd, was never accept ei I

; and we think the I'rinee

dis]ila\ed nuiisually "rood taste in dcelin:-

THE ANGELIC DOCTUli

OIK friend and contributor, DR. CruxiNc., lias delivered a lecture

at Maiiehester on the old siilije.-l. lit hat Ivii? n ill see tin-

world out, in some wav, and will, the cud of all chronol

I and if we exist, it will be in an onchronological period. . \Ve li

1

least idea what this sort of living will be, or whether it will hurt much
;

but one tiling is quite certain, namely, tint if there is no more ti

in talking intolerable nonse-

Further, DR. CUMJI> vs
that, whatever change may

wrought in us, he, for one, docs not desire to be an angel. DR. C
for shame, fflr

'

\|o 1. m .

|i
-i

;,
is a mark of bad breeding.

it you did not know that you are an anirel already ! Ask th-

your (lock. r! Flap yer wings, ye ould deludcr, and

stop that sort of thing!

A Vicious Court Circular.

'['H
i: 7V,,K.>- -aid a very rude thins, we hope unconsciously, in a leading

article (in the interview between the KIM. OF I'm ssiAandthc KNPEKUK
OF Tin li said th reigns "had got into a

who knows everything, knows that the

s one df i Hut pimple who don't kimw ererrthing
.Member what MIIMIU.VI said, when an oratorical opponent

announced that he should now shut up tf. MlBABl M in a

circle.
" Wha' -

Is the honourable member goin;: to cmbrae>

1'id the (" "



Master G. (fRilla.
" DEAW ! How SHOCKING ! THERE 's ANOTHER GOOD FELLAH DONE FOR !

"

Cmtsins.
" WHY WHAT HAS HAPPENED, Gus ?

"

Gits. "HAPPENED! \VHT CHARLEY BAGSHOT Gon'E MARRIED!"

THE CHANT OF COMPIEGNE.

(With a Fashionable Burden.}

THERE 's a downy cove at the Tuilcries,
But at Potsdam 's as downy a one :

And Louis is not more anxious to do,
Thau WILLIAM not to be done.

As the Baden Conference proved a sell,

Let 's try what Compi&gne will do :

With dinner and dance, -with pic-uie and play,
The German must come to !

So we'll sugar the web, and we '11 butter the

web,
But the fly only says, savs he,"
I 'm a young man from the country,
But you don't come over me !

"

"
I '11 give you a lift upon the Throne
Of united Germanic :

An Army upon the Eider.

And a Fleet upon the Spree :

I '11 give you Schleswig, as appanage
DCS Deutschen Vaterland.

And all I ask of vou in exchange,
Is a strip of 1{ henish sand !

"

So he sugared the web, and he buttered the

web.
But the fly only sajd,

said he,"
1 'in a young man from the country,
But you don't come over me !

"

"
I '11 set your foot upon the neck
Of Austrian and Dane ;

Make England's self to disavow
Her own MACDONALD fain.

Who calls a Prussian blockhead
As traitor I '11 indict :

Vote your police intelligent,
Your railway-guards polite."

So he sugared the web, and he buttered the

web,
But the fly only said, said lie,

"
I 'm a young man from the country,
But you don't come over me !

"

" The wolf's intentions may be kind
Towards his fleecy friends,

When how they may shake off the bore

Of dogs he recommends.
But Prussia's debt to France is scored

In red-ruled lines too plain :

And we don't wish to do the work
Of Leipsic o'er again .

So sugar the web, and butter the web,
The fly only says, says he," '

I 'm a young man from the country,
But you don't come over me !

'

"
Your hon'rable intentions all

With gratitude I hail :

But promises to pay are not
Quite payments on the nail.

If frontiers must be rectified,
And treaties overhauled,

Suppose we dropped our tete-a-tele,
And had a Congress called ?

But as things st and between us two !

All I say is, d' ye see," '

I'm a young man from the country,
But you can't come over me !

'

"
\iyou have frontiers to round,
/ 've frontiers to maintain :

Without my loss I don't quite see

How I can help your gain.

My German wits they may be dull,
And yours are sharp, I know

;

But if upon one rope we pull,
I fear you might let go :

Then head o'er heels when I was hurled,
No more my song would be,

' '
I 'in a young man from the country,
But you can't come over me !

' "

The Eoyal Exchange.

MONARCHS are generally known more from
their military, than their civil qualities. This

may be one of the reasons why every one has

laughed at the notion of the KING OF PRUSSIA
visiting the EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH merely
to "exchange civilities." It is seemingly
something so very new for monarehs to be
civil to one another, that when they do, no
one gives them credit for it. Nothing will

disabuse politicians of their deeply-rooted con-

viction that a King's visiting-book and the

Civil List are not totally different things.
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A MODEL MISCELLANY.

Til \i admirable Roundabout I'apcr, tin-

on!} . for r of its many mi itcrlaming

cllany, and . lilb-hour between on:

your dinner and getting it. .Not the least of its attractio

summary of the news of the current day. And not the least of the

attractions of that summary is tlu: mode in wl>

oe is relieved, sand EL! information. Vm read of
i ravels of a Duke, and ncxi olil of the tlight of a duck.

Following the announcement that Mu. K^i i Scarborough

hope we are right, and beg his pardon , if we err as to

of such magnitii I that the show of terriers in Holborn was
niobt interesting

\\ e h ,in that a gr< .1 celebrities have gone
into re to at I eiul an agricultural meeting, and then v.

appi i rgc (locks : been noticed crossing the

'inlics. Other things worth knowing are thus i>

among I hings which may not he so well worth knowing, and the

binai ids to be a great improve-
on the ordinary dull slringoi -.and would

immortalise the invention
'

. specimen, from recolicctiou:

Mu. HI:\I,KV has been n a visit with the noble owner of

liattleaxe Castle, but Is expected to return t o his own residence in the

course of live or six da< k at most.

The inhabitants of some of the houses in the Regent's Park have been
of late disturbed by incessant growling of un unusual description. It

has been ascerti ; tine old bear in tin!

Zoological (iardcns, who i t the whine of a
I'reucn poodle recently introduced. Mr Mirror.

LORD ROBKIIT MUNI i-n pheasant-shooting for the last

week in the neighbourhood of Cliichcsi

"'I'hebcst na\." sajs line in ingabore is the

ig out of the room in the middle of one of bis melancholy disquisi-
tions.''

MK. DISKAKU, who is in the enjoyment of excellent health and spirits,
has been making a short tour in \Vales, but is expected at Hughenden
Manor on Thursday next .

"
It is strange to obseue the unwilling jet complete obedience which

R Certain daw of animal is compelled to jiehlto the superior intelligence
of a creature of a higher order. Reluctantly, but .submissively, animals
of a bucolic character follow the guidance of a vigilant sheep-dog, and
ivcvuc his prompt punishment of their errors with displeased murmurs,
but without attempt at resistance. Farmers' Chronicle and

'

Nt.

I'.vt.v -i inspected the Yeomanry of the

Bnmblepuppy district, and pronounced a warm eulugium upon their

soldierly bearing, mid the absence of any tumbling off horses, even at
the sudden discharge of lire-arms.

i for the apprehension that appears
"Uild not be an adequate supply of butter,

tins autumn, in the rural districts. Mart Ijane Kjcprea.
LORD Hi SSEI.L, -stlc banquet, at once returned to

town, and attended t he Cabinet Council ou Wednesday last.

considered generally true, that a reasonable quantity ol

man, but it b\ no means follows that a
box is full h, , ant down." Carlyle.

l,oiiii Di \\\x.\ has h.
stershire, and

'en iii harv mpt nous I cnns of the contest in America.
He said, "1 he most childish and suicidal foil} was going on on the other
side of the Atlantic, between the horrible trade of slavery on the one
hand and blackguard cowardice ou thu other."

The report of that admirable institution the \s\luiu for Idiots has
just hem issued, and it is gratify its 'resources are pros-

cxccilcnl arrangements of the architect,
'hire is slill ation ready for am iinfortn. layneeu
shelter.

A Natural Acquaintance.

IN (IKOIU.K llKiiiirur (Hi .,-M to be a good
authority) we meet with the following lines :

"
1' they
Find i

We do not know what herbs they can be I hat lind acquaintance with
the human body, unless they arc Simplea f I oucliing, and
Haltering, we arc sure '

INCREDIBLE HUME I

TDK following statement with regard to the prisoner COCAS, who
was hanged the other day at the Old Bailey, protesting his innoc
to the last, occurs in the Tdntt.

A Piioi-iiKi:} Nnr-vKKi DiKKKi i. ror ]M i.ni.Mf M ! MK. BOWIKK
- there are as many good Topes in the

came out of it.

i.KKVIKST UTKKAIO NK\\> KVKK 1IKARD.
" LORD An KI AM., the Kishup of Bath and Well*, It preparing for the

i

a IV.im the EORX |pere.*

'I' n is news is so astounding thai .Wr. Punch has uo remark to make
said to be in the possession of an ancient German

family a picture illustrating the great importance of that family in

early times. NO.MI comes out of the Ark with the only article worth
his personal attention, a box leHcivd

"
Papers of the House of I:

LKXBflu,." J5ut the Kdcn papers beat evcrvthin^'. Mr. Ptinri

nothing to say, except that the litshop is a lucky Editor. Will he give
ADAM'S autograph?

A WOl l,l)-l!i; ALTO DA I

d' Spiritualism is highly indebted to tip

BARCELONA. That exemplary prelate. i|, r oili.r ,| ,.

order three hundi< iuding vai.

subject
o|'.sj,.i

!

|,j (!. ],;
of a boo

part of thi of his episcopal city w Mined
to death.

nsautudafewtlL*
the pomp belittiug so awful a solemnity. A pn
bonfire

;
his reverence \i

r. A public notary .-,

:.ose of legally and formal!}

rvril in their destruction .

cannot 1 to the perusal, and in

on, of similar product i

they vc i with storms of hisses, and hoil
the Inquisition !

"
It is HIM- clear that in UMIM^ spiritualist:

'" he fl OF lUuciLo.NA has done wimewhat, MM! per-
haps no . unpopular
the popularity of Spiritualism
The riu'ht reverend prelate might hare adopted the less hapm plan

. <nd can uied with all the
honours of exorcism. No doubt the prii

^prinkled
;.' fuel to the lire that consumed them, and exp 1

h he believed to be the agents that operate
in Spirit ualism.

The Misiior OK IfuKHLOKA is eridently th i i the right
place, and there at the right time. Two 01 ago he
might iblication-s

on spiritual phenomena, and have caused the ;

necromancers and sorcerers, to be reduced to ashes along with
latter. That would not be so pleasant for Spirit

symbolical and typical martyrdom of being burnt in print. As it is,
i

the Bishop can burn nobody along with forbidden books except himself,
in burning, as it were, his own fingers.

" The body was removed after being (impended the usual time An applicationWM afterward* made for penulmton to take a cant of the head and face, but, acting
on the advice of MR. OHWM, the prtaon .urjrtxm, that in hi* opinion men a pro-
ceeding wai anDnn.iM.ry for any purpow of Kience, the Shorifls declined to aawnt
to it."

The reporter of the foregoing must have made a mistake.

surgeon, surely, could have expressed the opinion attributed to
MK (iiiisux. There are few people who do not think that then
something in phrenology. It is a matter of notorious fact that
heads of criminals exhibit in general a peculiar conformation, b
dwarfed in front and at top, and enlarged below and behind. 1

obviously a inicstion of some ^cieniilie importance whether or no this
coincidence between t\pc of head and character implies connect
Such may not be the case. Phrenology may be not even so much as

partially true, but all stulT and nonsense. Hut whether
iiumbng or not is a question only to be determined bv such pro-
ceedings as taking casts of the heads of malefactors and others
such a proceeding as that which Mu. GIIISI,N i> represented.
doubt erroneously, as declaring to be unnecessary for any purpose of i

science. Such a declaration would become a shuffling bishop, desii

of stilling theological investigation but is quite unworthy of

enlightened surgeon, the minister and interpreter of Nature and truth!
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THE SCHOOL TOR SOLDIERS.

TO TWO PRINCES.

EXILES of exalted statiou,

Go, aud iu the cannon's month,
Seek the bubble reputation

In the war of North and South.

If, above mere murderous fooling,
Some advantage you pursue,

Go aud get a martial schooling
In a strife that 's nought to you.

Qualify yourselves as leaders,

Ready for a future day ;

Practising upon Seceders :

Game as fair as birds to slay.

Conscience sleeping, late to waken,
Licensed cut-throats, learn your I rade :

If you 're hanged should you be taken,
Two examples will be made.

You '11 rejoice to fall with glory ;

Smile in dying, red with sin ?

Bravos tell a diifereut story
When in pangs of death they grin.

Heaving groans of desperation,
Crushed by shot or torn with shell

;

All their hope annihilation ;

Weigh the other prospect well !

EXCITED JUVENILE. "
Oh, Uncle clear, do dance with me it's only a Galop I"

Some Persons are Never Satisfied.

A Poou simpleton was complaining of a large .sum of

money that he had lost through a friend, when the com-

panion, into whose sympathetic cars he was pouring his

griefs, inquired if he still retained his friend
\ Upon being

answered in the affirmative, the philosophic advice was,
"
Then, be content, my dear fellow ; you can't expect to

have both your money and your friend."

MR. PUNCH ON SOME POPULAR DELUSIONS.

TOUCHING TRAVELLERS BRITISH AND FOREIGN.

MB. PUNCH asserted last week and is prepared most honestly
and earnestly to maintain, that English travellers of both sexes are, as

a class, the best dressed travellers to be met with ; but lie anticipates

more cavil and question of his second thesis, that the English are, as a

rule, the best mannered travellers, and treaters of travellers, at least

in comparison with our nearest Continental neighbours, French, Bel-

gians, and Germans. Italians and Orientals are both, inherently and

instinctively, polite.
Such is the conviction which has forced itself upon Mr. Pum-li in

the course of a cosmopolitan experience. There are two things which,
on his landing from the Channel steamer, he invariably hails at Dover
with intense thankfulness and satisfaction; the first draught of malt
from the pewter, and the first quarter of an houi of an English railway.

People may complain, and with reason, of the recklessness of our

railway management. No doubt we do start trains too quickly on
each other's Tieels; no doubt the pace is occasionally too fast for

signalling or signal reading, and the liorrors of a smash, when it does

come, are terrific; but Mr. Punch, all things weighed, would
rather risk a smash on an English line, than crawl in sorrowful,
or savage safety on a Belgian, German, or French one

;
and this, not

fur the advantage in speed only, or mainly, but because of the ineffable

superiority of our English railway system iu every point that affects the

traveller's comfort. And fir^t and foremost (which brings us to the

point of this Essay) because of the comparative good breeding of

f'Jiu'lish travellers and railway officials of all classes.

You arc fresh from the chafe, say, of one of those wearisome wander-

ings to and fro in a network of Belgian lines, in which you have been
hustled from carriage to carriage on a damp morning (perhaps after a

night 9f railway travelling) once every half hour, on an average, between
McclJin and Lille, with perpetually recurring halts of ten minutes, but
no stoppage long enough for a meal

;
or you are still bleeding under

the ecofchement inflicted upon you in one of those unconscionable

Imffets (I need not name names) between Paris and Calais or Bou-
logne, where you have been made to pay a franc for a pear, or a franc

and a half for a roll and a basin of warm water with a greasy scum on the

surface, called a lotiillo/i.

But, in the best of cases, even if your journey has been unharassed

by shifting of carriages, broken by rationally-arranged halts for food,

unaggravated by any peculiarly impudent demand upon your purse, you
come ashore, labouring under a lively sense of the social and personal

inferiority which it seems the object of Continental railway manage-
ment to impress upon you. You have been

"
chivied," first of aD, through

the bureau for the registering of your baggage. This may be the less

infliction to a large class of Continental travellers, as
they

can exist for

long periods on an infinitesimal allowance of shirts, socks, aud under-

firments
generally. Mr. Punch once knew a German professor of

uropean reputation, who made a three mouths' round of English

country-houses with a little bag, not larger than a lady's railway reticule,

pour tout bagage, and there was no reliable record of his having run up a

washing bill the whole time. But PATERFAMILIAS can't carry MKS. P.

and his two daughters about the world on a carpet-bag. The family have

a prejudice in favour of clean linen and plenty of it
;
and the ladies, for all

the Times may say of them are not quite above feminine considerations

in the matter of bonnets and crinolines. Well, take that registering of

baggage to begin with. Can there be a greater aud idler nuisance ?

Folks talk of the security and comfort of the thing ! As if there was

not just as much security ensured by the blue or pink ticket which an

active porter claps on your portmanteaus in two seconds on a Britisli

platform, by help of paste-tin and pound-brush (I wish, by the way, they

weren't quite so liberal of their paste at London Bridge and Paddington)
as in all flu; Continental apparatus of Bureaux des Jjayaffestlie

delay, and the long raugc of inaccessible counters, and the extortionate

port ers, and the hustling, bustling, shoving passengers, and weighers, and

uniformed oflicials shut into wire-safes, who contemptuously take your

money and push you out a receipt; a
"
scheine

"
as they call the document

in Germany, and many a shine 1 have known raised about those trouble-

some slips of limp paper, which will keep crumpling themselves into im-

possible corners of your pockets, or getting into the folds of letters, or

hiding themselves in unknown compartments of your porte-monnaie, as

if they preferred any refuge to the hands of a foreign railway official

and I am not surprised at it. What rational man or woman ever

needed more security than is given by our simple and unceremonious

ready, but not rough, Euglisli system of receiving, ticketing, and dis-

posing of luggage ? And as to trouble ;
as to the difficulty spared, or

caused, to nervous old gentlemen, or unprotected females, by the two

systems respectively: I maintain that the struggle, and bustle, and

worry, and waste of time over the luggage, at the beginning and end of

a railway journey is as fifty abroad, aud as five at home ;
aud I appeal for

confirmation of my proportions to every traveller, young or old, male

i or female, strong or weak, cool or fidgety, who knows both systems.
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Then. peel from the baggage-bureau, run the

gauntlet of a crowd of cra\ ing purlers, 01 cud nolc

that the lailway |iorler, I lie man paid as we'll a. ul clothed

by lli. .known on the Continei D will

cam anjthin.' i n pul his burden

down, for lake up. and so on) comes t he penning up
in the wait under the' surveillance of more hanghtj men in

uniform, who guard !
i id scowl on you, and

your tickets c\crj tir then, win i

arc opened, coin i ush, in w li kelhc liiiulmu-t is as

much tlie rule aa it VM in i

'

Men- a-iei, the two ' .lilincntal OHC of

wan ' m which
|

'

ponded-up," as Un-

sanitary engineers sa\, for a longer ot shinier pc-nod i' .4 be-

at Ih

Such other pei" high and mighty adm maj think

)iropc-r to impci-

single doonvaj
: 'I iirncock in a uniform and glazed cap

where jon dine down to thi jonrown
'

but catch the trs Jcct, pas on to the platform, e-

jour scat, de-posit yonr wra] ,'ae whipped into van or

or compressed, and all in two minutes,
with' me' of the administration, or being

ml hj the presence of a uniform.

I say, Again and again, thai the one sjstcm shows an nller absence-

of that resmrt for the; traveller w hie! -, of the other;
in which all is cah-nlalni on the thcorj I hat the travelle-r is a Self-

, intelligent, respon-ihle he-iu?. Abroad, you are treated as

iarci-1
;
iu England you feel you are a human

M-nger with eyes, hands, and a liead of your own.
All this is not dij directly to our very subject,

itive good-breeding of our ir.uellcrs abroad and at home. For,

hiimanil} is polite in proportion as it is politely dealt with. If it be

'rue-, as the laureate Sings, that

;& . .
;

*' Gi '

'

in gentle moielit,"

it is equallv irne>, that those only gi\e back gentleness who are

ge-ntlj handled by the powers and people about them. It is impossible
tot a French or German traveller, who is habitually made to feel that

i he- feet of I In
1 uniformed Jack in Office, who orders

him in and out of the Bureau des bayapex and the- waiting-room orders
him into i he- carriage into his place in the carriage orders him put of
it orders him in fact from beginning to end of his journey it is im-

possible, I say, for this oppressed and uniform-ridden foreigner, not to

wipe off on
you

or me some- of the insolence which has been showered
on him. H'lien ( 'n/i/iiiit Absulit/e kicks /'</</ down-stairs, Fag revenges
himself by kicking the senllery-boy.

Tin-re may be other reasons, but Mr. Punch knows none in his belief

so operative as i his, to account for the fact (for fact it is) that your
railway traveller on a French, Belgian or German line is apt

to In selfish and sulky, always ready to steal a inarch upon men and to

be impei t incut to women; that his voice is loud and harsh, his bearing

"'' nidi-, I'i
. . -

viands set out, and bis general comportment and behaviour at nis meals,

ma njww i*? AVIUU anil 11411011. 1110 |/|_<*|11|^

,
his way of getting in and out of the

bullet -i able, his way of digging into the
1 comportment and behaviour at his meals,

.he fact., which is equally beyond dispute, that the
of most Kugli.-h irau'llers is tin- mosl p.'iiect contrast to this

;

them as a rule
deferential, soft o( voice,

i- to women, ready to concede to men, and if sometimes stiff

and s'
,.ie, braggart, brutal, or bullying.

Not hiii": need be Bwd of the contrast between ihe oilie-ials with whom
the traveller ' into e-ouiaci abroad and at home, because this
must be- patent lo every person who has ever travelled by a Continental
and an English line.

It goes sei far, that w hen .)//-. /'"//< lands m Dover he feels as if he
sed from a lion and rudeness, to a

MOZART.

announe
which bears the title

following :

'

It mi" ToAun/ Cantine dts

Toper. TnuuicrlU at

\\ .

lortin

eriptiou and varial

d

w.
priv-

ic accompaniment" to

h he

has had the aafcoty togarble,
and that he has dared "to
lead olF hist ranM-ript ion with

the opening bar of La ci

(By uttered in the

MM
is iri;

bass, whilst "the phrase of this solitary bai

by way of introduction to '// MO Tesoro,' the

away in unmeaning and unoriginal embellishment - sort of

a man is this M. DE Vos ? Not a nice one, if that is all true which

the greatest man that ever lived, except oui

him that hath no music in his soul. For such a fellow has n

in his soul. His music, such as he has, lies in his mere acoustic faculty

of perception, and not in his soul at all ; ami it is vcrj don

a creature capable of adulterating and diluting MOZABT, being a brute,

has any soul whatever.
A musician of genius will take

eeptions of that genius about it.

common tune, and weave the con-

A DE Vos seizes upon the thought of

a great composer, distorts it, disfigures it, and disguises it with his own

unmeaning quavers and senseless crotchets. O, MOZA.KI ! O, lit.ti

v ! Thus does conceited irreverence and musical stupidity make
s of you! Sic Vos de vobit ! produces strains which are not

iiD\i.\

mellifluous.

THE FORTUNE OF DRILL.

FOOLS are not to be trusted with firearms. The statement of this

truism is justified by the fact, recorded in the fine*, that, at a Volun-

teer drill which took place on Tuesday last week in Wolverhampton,
Staffordshire Battalion being inspected by MAJOB Dici, the

Government Inspector for the district, under the eye of LORD
HATIIKIITOX, Lord-Lieutenant of the county, as the men were engaged
in file-firing, PHIVATB KA;AI.I.Y, of tin-

in the right hand. The wound is suppi

realm of imlepcndi i;ood breeding. It is a positive
pleasure to him to ask a queslion of a. railway ijnard, or a service of a
railway porter. He knows he will :

answer, in a soft voice,
orthercau.\ help > and willing arm. 1'eople may say that
the i xpeeiai ion of a "lip" lies at the bottom of both. Mr. Punch can
only say he linds the foreigner, in and out of uniform, (mite !is ready for

the "tip," but that it. does not produce in his case the equivalent in

civililj o, s,

the present.

ill Company, was shot

,TC been occasioned by
one of tnose unfortunate persons to' w iiini above quoted

applies, and who was his rear-rank man. MR. BAOAI.LY was obliged,

to have his fourth finger amputated, and to lose a portion of the back

of the hand, poor fellow ! It is feared that his third finger will also be

nij,'h the clumsiness or carelessness of his rear-raiiik man, who is

not to be I rusted with lireanns.

.x ill occur in the best regulated corps; but in any corps
at all well lint at the last

(ttalion, as the Tima further

,-. This Battalion,

nt, by !
; on of tho-

1 to shoot their comrades' hands off

these military muffs into an awkward

_ instead ol rifles in tie

And with tliis avowal of his faith, he pulls

"

up" for l

'

m '

s to an cnei

hands and ej cs b\ t he shot of comrades to wfcom snch weapons ought
not to be confided.

drill o

s, a man's eye wa;

therefore, v.

and eves out, and the fo

A Joke Shrouded in Mystery.

onewas mentioning in the Smoking-room of the Tit) Club, that
(ii.Ansi. ed. that he was going over to France for a few
days' rebixati , [

suppose,"
said Slk H. Mi I.I.KHIDOE, "he'll

KO lo Si. llonicr?" Now, whether this accident was purch innocent.
or purposely intended, none but the Honourable Member himself can
tell. Let us, however, give SIR HKNKV the benefit of the doubt. It
is more generous to suppose that he never intended it as a joke.

Our Hanwell Telegram.

IT is now proved, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that the poor

fellow, who s affections on the Lady in the Lobster, is

crack-

'

L'KNDKNTK Lira." A Chaml*
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AGILE HIBERNIAN. "An illigynt Cotch, ycr Honourr !
"

PUNCH ON THE PYRAMID.

EGYPT is getting into pecuniary difficulties, and the extraordinary
rise of the Nile has only plunged her into more hot water. France,
who holds that the Emperor that would refuse to stretch forth his hand
to assist a virtuous nation in distress, is unworthy the name of Annex-
ander the Great, is stated to be about to proffer succour to the Pacha.
Louis NAPOLEON speaks handsomely ; and, indeed, as the humbler
classes phrase it, no one can speak Pharaoh to Egypt. Still, let Egypt
look out she may have to pay for his friendship. France does not
want a river for a frontier, there can be no doubt of that, because she
lias expressly told Prussia as much. The Egyptians may safely sing,"
They shall not have the Nile

;

" and if they have not got music to the

words, we happen to know that the executors of an old band-master

j

who served in a certain little affair in 1798, can furnish the Pacha with
an appropriate melody. But suppose it should occur to the Tuileries

that, in order to complete the symmetry of France, she wants the
! Slopes of the Pyramids ! Let not Egypt neglect the significant warning
that has placed the Sphynx near them as a hint. The Luxor
Obelisk already adorns the Place de la Concorde. Are forty sentries to

look down from the Pyramid of Cheops upon the Bois de Boulogne ?

At present the Elected has only races there, and Arabia gives him but
his Arab steed, which nearly wins, not quite, with less of bottom
than of speed, and seldom found all right. But somebody, deceased,
said something about renewing in France the marvels of Egypt ; ana
we could wish not only for the marvellous, but the Andrew Marvellous,
that is to

say, the Honest, in the policy of the deceased's respected
relative. Again, we tell Egypt (whose ophthalmia, in more senses than

one, is remarkable) to mind her eye, and not read her hieroglyphics by
the light of Parisian gas.

A Heroine that Wants Holding Back.

THE Bavarian compatrioles of the Amazonian EX-QUEEN or NAPLES
delight hi calling her

"
Die Heldinn con Gaita." So painfully skittisli

and cruelly painful in many of her antics is this much-bepuffed and
over-puffing Heroine, that we do think it would be all the better for her
if she were a b'ttle Held-in(n).

GERMAN NAVAL INTELLIGENCE.

WE have every reason to believe that the German authorities are

fully alive to the exigencies of the present crisis, and to the necessity
of at once furnishing to Germany a fleet adequate to her wants. For

seyeral days past it has been observed that unusual activity has pre-
vailed in the two celebrated toy-shops in Holborn and Fleet Street, and
several foreigners of remarkable appearance have been seen looking in

at the windows of those establishments. The proprietors, of course,

deny that any extraordinary operations are going on, nut this diplomatic
reserve can deceive no one who is acquainted with the tortuous policy

practised and required by the German mind. It can hardly be for

nothing that no fewer than five mortars, each capable of carrying a

swan-shot, and valued at 3*. 6V/. have disappeared from MR. HAMLYN'S
stores, and when we couple this with the declaration at Hamburg that

gun-boats are a German necessity, we leave the deduction to EARL
RUSSELL and. the British nation. It will not be borne that after the

noble effort of a heavily taxed people like ours to prepare a fleet for our

protection, the sinister ambition of Germany shall lie allowed to cover
the sea with ships that may menace the independence of Europe. We
do not accuse our Minister of being blind to circumstances, indeed we
have reason to know that a young representative of the house of

RUSSELL has had a recent interview with one, if not both of the eminent

toy-makers in question, and it is rumoured that there was taken away
in the carriage something which might, without offending German or

alarming English susceptibility, allow the Foreign Minister to form hi*

own judgment of the naval strength of Germany. All we say is, that

vigilance is especially demanded where hostile preparations assume a

scale of studied infinitesimalitv.

IN I MBRELLA IN THE HAND IS WORTH A NUMBER IN THE STAND.

WE see there is advertised a
"
Rotary Umbrella." This may he

useful in the event of losing one's paraplnie', for there may be a circum-

bendibus chance then of its coming round again to its original owner.

A MOMENTOUS QUESTION. The Educational Minute.

Printed by William Bradourr. of !So. 13. Upper Woburn flaee. ud Frederick Mullen En, of No. 19, Queen's Road Wet. Regent's Park, both in the Pariah of St. Pancras, In the County of Middlesex.
Frntert. at their Office in Lombard Street, in the 1'recinM ol WUitefriari, iu the City of London, and Published by them at No. So Fleet street, in the Parish of St. Bride, m the City of London.-
SATURDAT, October :r,, ISM.
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THE PERFECT CURE.

AS PERFORMED AT MR. SP-RG-ON's NEW CANTERBURY HALL.

THE RIVALS IN THE ROPE-WALK.

THE adjective tender is generally regarded as inapplicable to the

person and profession of the Finisher of the Law, but tender the uoun

substantive, in the subjoined extract from a Glasgow newspaper, ap-

pears in connection with two gentlemen of that unpopular if useful

calling :

" TII* CONDEMNED CONVICT FRAZEH. No word has yet come from the HOME
\ as (., tin' late "I KIIAHF.II, tin' man who was convicted at the last Circuit

Court of tlie murder <>f M'KKSNKY, l.y stalil.in;.'. In the meantime, the authorities,
we believe, h.ivo had tw.i .Ljiplio;i1iiis tn>m JH-rsnns an\i"iis to carry into effect the

I'.i^.'il on him WM. CALCRAFT, of London, and THOMAS ASKKKN, Maltby,
Yorkshire. The former states that he will perform the duty at his usual fee of

twenty K^iim-Ms, exclusive of travelling and other expenses, including first-class
nv ; w)nK- ASKKRN offers to do it at about half the sum, and"third-class

railway fare. ASKKRN, lifsides the recommendation of cheapness, seems to be a
better educated man than CALCRAFT, and sends several respectable references."

The writer of the foregoing paragraph describes CALCRAFT and
ASKKRX ;is "anxious" to carry out the sentence passed on I

\Vhatwas the nature of their anxiety to hang that man:' llothey
practise their profession con amore and rejoice in executing malet'aet < .rs :

are they accustomed to finish the law as it were with a will? Or is tin-

object of their anxiety merely the pecuniary consideration to be earned

by patting a man to death? are they anxious for a job simply as a

pig-butcher is, with a sole view to the t'ee ? The fee of a hangman is a
sum which may be regarded with reasonable anxiety. It exceeds that
of a physician ;

is twenty times as great by the tariff of CALCRAFT, the

regular practitioner. The conduct of ASKERN in trying to undersell
the old JACK KKTCH by offering to take half his hire, and to accept
third class railway fare, will no doubt be stigmatised, by hangmen in

general, as unprofessional and undignified. -By the public, however,
the recommendation of cheapness ou the part ot an executioner will lie

regarded as a very great one ;
for the principal argument in favour of

capital punishment is iliat it is the cheapest way of disposing of a fellow

who is good for nothing.
In what consists the alleged snperioriti of ASM-.HV on

i lion ': J.u K K i ' unable to rr.-id a line, but

of put tint? one about u throat very clcverK for all that, Wh.it \iasthc

nature of Ml:. ASKUC- Perhaps the} were
testimonials of his moral and religious charactc r, and civil and attentive

deportment, obtained from clcru'.Miicn and others, and .

his professional skill, from medical men. A dcci-nt wrll-beha>

adroit hangman, hav ini; the rceomn.
I,

is ccrtainl}

preferable to a brutal and clumsy one, even for tin- county rate
;

As the oflice ot'.lM K K in u is, at the lowest rate, one of c
able, emolument, and education is now put forward as a qualification
for it, perhaps it will soon be rendered the. prize of competitive exam-
ination as a department of the ( 'n il Si i

Readers who may sympathise with tin-
"
anxiety" of MESSRS. CAL-

CRATT and ASKERN to throttle Fn \t.y.\i, \> ill pcrhaus be sorry to learn
that tho-c artists wen- cruelly disappointed by the fact that tin- convict

whom they desired for a victim, was provokingly reprieved.

KING COTTON'S REMONSTRANCE.
NEORO MILODT-" Pun- OU Ktd."

OH. I once was free as air, I could travel anywhere,
To my Manchester well welcomed I could go :

Now 1 'm bound by a blockade, and in prison I am laid,

Tho' I ruin those who keep me there, I know.
Burden. Then lay down the rifle and the bow-

-ie knife : and take up the shovel and the hoe :

Cease your fratricidal war, and let King Cotton go once more
To the countries where King Cotton ought to go.

By the Navy of the North I am kept from going forth,
And to smuggle me all efforts are in vain :

While the sages of the South hope by Europe's cotton drouth
Intervention in their favour they may gain.

Burden. Oh, lay down the rifle, &c.

To North then and to South I appeal by Punch his mouth,
To cease fighting and to set Xing Cotton free ;

Blood and treasure both may waste that can never be replaced,
But they '11 ne'er be brought together, save by me.

Burden. So lay down the rifle and the bow-
-ie knife : and take up the shovel and the hoe :

Cease your fratricidal war, and let King Cotton go once more
To the countries where King Cotton waits to go.

"THIS IS NO MINE AIN HOUSE."

THE French Swells have hit upon an invention in the carte de viritt

line, intended to prevent imitation by the masses. The lucky possessor
or lessee of a country seat, has a view of it photographed on his cards,
and uses no inscription whatever. The portrait system has become

low, for everybody has a face, or what by a stretch of courtesy may be

called one. But few people, comparatively, have country scats. So
here is an invention for the exclusives. We shall probably tee it

adopted in England. EATON HALL will call upon CASTLE HOWAAD,
and HOLLAND HOUSE leaves a card with PEMBROKE LODGE. Tlie plan,

however, will necessitate the binding np a huge series of Country
Houses with one's

" Where Is It ?
"

for it will be awkward to make
mistakes, and fancy that the photograph on your hall-table is BHOAJ>-

I.AX MS, when it is HUGIIEXDEN MANOR, or vice versa, when you are in

hopes of being invited to the counsels of your Sovereign by the party

leader, and equally awkward to go flourishing about a picture of what
used to be called DENMAN PRIORY, and showing it to your friends as

proof of a visit from KNOWSLEY or CHATSWORTH. There will be no
mistakes about Mr. Pvnck'i cards ; first, because he never leaves any :

and secondly, because the immortal window in Fleet Street is as well

known as the front of the house at Stratford-upon-Avon : but he recom-

mends to his Swell friends, if they intend to adopt the
plan,

a course of

careful study of what MR. DISRAELI in PopanUla cleverly calls the

sciences of Architecture and Parkitccture.

"0 No, we Never Mention it."

II IVIXR, probably, mislaid his almanack, and seeing nothing around

him to indicate that' he was in a Christian country, the Timr*' Special

Correspondent in America inadvertently went out shooting on a

Sunday. He was instantly pounced upon and fined. Had he remem-

bered the day, the indiscretion would have been almost Quixotically

gallant, for anything connected with guns on a Sunday must be so very
sore a subject 'in the North since Bull's Run.

VOL. XII.
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A CLERGY RELIEF ACT.

E . are at h'bcrty to state

that, early next Session, a

Bill will be brought into

Parliament with a view to

enable Clergymen, desi- :

rous of ceasing to be

clerks, to divest them-
:

selves of the clerical cha-

racter. There are many
j

reverend gentlemen who
'

wish to renounce their

nominal title to reverence.
'

They find that they can'

no longer believe all that

is comprehended in the
'

Thirty -nine Articles and
so forth

;
but they believe

some of it. Accordingly :

they would, if they could, i

withdraw from the minis-

try of the Established
Church without seceding
from its pale. Like MR.
MACNAUGHT, they would
be glad to exchange their

position for that of a pro-

per place and an honest

calling. But, once a par-
son always a parson. Tlie

Siestly
character is inde-

jle, and it is legally in-

consistent with many if

not most other vocations.

If a clergyman resigns his

preferment, he has nardly

any other means of getting a living. By the proposed measure for the relief of

conscientious clergymen, an ex-parson will be allowed to enter the Army, or any
other department of HER MAJESTY'S Service, to go to the Bar forensic, or keep a

public-house ;
in short, to do anything that he likes, and is able, to earn subsistence

m a lawful way. A clause will, of course, be introduced to prevent any scandalous

or eccentric person from retaining and abusing an ecclesiastical title after having

doffed the canonicals: as, for instance, by blazoning his

shop-front with the name of the REV. UIDYMUS VEALE,
D.D., S.T.P., Butcher.

Another advantage of the Abandonment of Orders Bill,

should it become law, is the relief that it will afford to the

naked and hungry clergymen, for whom, with their families,

the REV. Mil. JEKVIS and the Clerical Aid Society, are

thankful to receive old clothes, and perhaps broken

victuals. The contemplated enactment will enable them to

become errandmen (unnecessarily called comouttiotuiairea),

drive a cab, accept
the situation of gamekeeper, butler, or

any other suitable to their circumstances and incli-

nations.

Above all, an enactment, empowering clergymen to

exchange the clerical profession tor any secular employ-

ment, will leave all who in any respect disagree with the

formularies of the Church no excuse for continuing to eat

her bread. Accordingly, no doubt we shall soon see not

only those whose theology is too broad for the prescribed
limits unfrocking themselves, but shall also behold a speedy
exodus from orders effected by all those partisans of High
Church and Low Church whose views are at all higher or

lower than that intermediate standard from which they
differ just half as widely as they differ from each other.

When they have all relinquished their benolices it will lie

time enough to consider the question What shall we do

for parsons ?

CRIMINAL BORES.

A BILL is in preparation, and will be introduced into

the House of Commons early next session, having for its

object the due and effectual punishment of miscreants who

Eut
bad corks into ink-bottles, and attach weak and flimsy

ook-loops to boots. Owing to these abominable pnu t ices,

people are continually splashing themselves with ink, and,
m trying to pull their boots on, pulling the loops of them

off, to their great annoyance, and provocation to the use of

strong language. In these days of "mawkish sentimen-

tality," it will perhaps be impracticable to render the

offences in question capital ;
but the highest secondary

punishment willj by the proposed measure, be provided
for the brutal offenders.

" MAY DIFFERENCE OF OPINION," ETC.

SAITH the Opinion Ncttionale, upon the comparative facilities

afforded by Paris and London to the masses of their population, when
the latter desire recreation in the fresh air :

ana tuat tne rich or aristocratic alone nave access to tnern, lor they are tnimvateo
exclusively ior thorn. When these gardens are kept for the happy and privilege.]
few there is much loss of health, morality, and recreation to the people. The squareHuun io 01 neuiui, morauty, ana recreation to me people, me square

I's Inn Fields, six times larger than your Square du Temple, is tre.--h,

,
and deserted. The rich, however, disdain it; and the poor can only Im-k

i if them are engraved." Opinion, A'atimale,

Now, in the spirit of these remarks, so far as they, advocate the

opening as many gardens as possible to the people of London, Mr.
Punch cordially concurs. But when the Opinion comes to details, its

opinion is like a good many other's opinions, namelv, based on igno-

I

ranee. There is nothing in Paris to equal, cither in beauty or extent.
the series of parks which are open to our people, and any one who
should compare even the Bois de Boulogne (upon whose grass no
"deh'ghted child" can walk without a stern order from some sentinel

!

to take its little feet and "transports" off the sacred sward) with the
glorious glades of Kensington, would simply talk folly. And as to the
mother mending the trousers of the family in the gardens of the
Parisian people, Mr. Punch would be sorry to destroy so pretty a

picture ;
but trousers arid the necessary appliances mean a bundle, and

il is not many days since Mr. Punch, in the Rue de Rivoli, beheld a

decent mechanic, with a bundle which he might- have been going to
take to the mother of his family, enter the garden at one of 1 he ir-ites

in the street aforesaid. At that mechanic instantly darted a furious
sent iuel, with the spring of a tiger, and actually lowered his bayonet , :is ii

to enforce the angry order with which he sent the man flying back

into the street. The allusion to the Square du Temple is lucky
because it reminds Mr. Punch that during the pleasant afternoons of

the year, the gardens of liis Temple, though private property, are

thrown open to the children of the metropolis. The squares generally
are simply the private gardens of the houses around, which houses
have no other gardens attached to them, and therefore the compen-
sation is given in the area, and it would be as reasonable to ask any
dweller in a smug villa to throw his garden gate open, as to claim the

squares for others than the house-owners. But with all submission to

pur French critic (and if tin's is the EMPEROR, who is praising his own
improvements, which are too grand to need praising, he knows that lie

is writing bosh) London has large and noble provision for the recrea-

tion of her masses, and we will back the Five Parks of our people

against anything Paris can show in that way. In most show-things
she beats us hollow

;
but we not only do not know that we are beatenm

parks, but know that we are not. As to the potato-peelings which we
fling at the heads of Lords, that is an affair of our own

; perhaps the

Lords like it, at all events they never mention it. The freedom of the

press is a sore subject with a Parisian, and it would be ungenerous to

answer this charge. But we must assert and asseverate that, all things

considered, and in contradiction to the Opinion, we are Free, and that

Magna Charta is not repealed even by the denial of permission to the

public to walk among dead cats ana sallow lawyers in Lincoln's Inn
Fields. The only park in which the Master of the French surpasses
us is a Park of Artillery, and t hat is a park which we don't want to see

opened for the people or on them.

The Best English is Spoken in Scotland!

WE mean boldly to declare that, in many instances (we will not go
so far as to say, all) the Scotch speak better English than the con-

ceited English themselves do. For instance, they pronounce widow

"weedow;" and it is clear, on the very face of it, that "wesdow,"
with a delicate emphasis on the

"
weed," must be correct.

Tin: PERFECTION or N FKIVLEVOKK. It is quite a prize pattern, if

a lady can
" hem "

a refusal without there being a single cross-stitch

in it.
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A SWEET THING IN BONNETS.

ii K new fashion-

D shape
(if hoimets i

a considerable

tip of the

I the
nf lii'lic

at present

by a dahlia, or

other or-

nament, wlii.-li.

at a little dis-

tance, looks like

Mier's pom-
pon in the wrong
place. The last

new bonnet, like

all other beauti

ful inventions of
he kind, comes,

i IHSK THIS HODI UF of course from
Krince \Vmili

BUT IT IS REALLY Km: SI I

;ot be advis-

able to fill the room which it leaves for decoration with the Imperial
unless patriotic loyalty should pn I , al Arms, elegantly

emblazoned. Dahlias, to be sun-, are seasonable just now; Init if

ts should lust till in \i >jiriii;.
r
, the vacancy

now filled bv I he dahlia miijhl lie occupied by ;i bird's nest, with

in it, open to the spectator, which would attract great admiration.

-
pleased, provided always that no coarse-

.iscd to win a lauirh, and of iliis
1

:

;}icr parts arc fairly til

eomiiiriit, except ih; i ,s too
lo my thinking, for the piece. ( )ne i|i

I

bear in co . his booi-

te, \li:. U !'. vs has i.

with his \\ people in Mow
.skilfully a Kri-nch dramatist can make much of a lilth

fully and neatly he will work up a si

Patiei at Movck
iliiimlaiit pi oof. r'limsy as tlie>

actiir.': which is relished the more highly as one sees by what slight

ned, and what care is the:

to bring out every point. No one on our stage i* so well skilled as

Mi;. \\ 11. LR in the -nmoili and polish*

require ;
and Londoners who c 'ime to nin over lo Paris, and

if they did, may see

James's somewhat of md somewhat of" tin French care
to the details of the se

glad to lind KHASK MATTHEWS and his wife before these

footlights ;
out I was sorry that so small a scope was given for their

acting as that trashiest of I'aiccs (to my thinking) Dour on Both Side*.

\ don't ask for probability, so long as there be fun; but in this
\>-.

I fancy, then or other, and it surprises me how people
are persuaded into laughing at it, seeing that they mostly have tome
brains in their heads

" OKI WHO PAYS."

OUR DHA.MATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH,"

I RELIEVE there are existing a clairvoyant class of critics

who can describe a performance without having attended it. Were I

gifted with this faculty I should fill my present letter with an account
of Mi;. FECHTER'S a9ting as OtMlo, detailing most minutely the chief

points in his conception, and carefully narrating how he worked it out.
lint as I have not yet seen him in the part, and have not the gift of
critical clairvovanee, I must postpone for the present an account of his1

performance, and content myself with thinking that, from all that I can
hear, then- is very little need of my hurrying to witness it. Whether
it will have as long a run as Hamlet, while, the public are so fickle, it is

not easy to predict: but so great was MR. FECHTER'S success in his
first effort, that curiosity alone will cram the theatre till Christmas, and
doubtless admiration will long after fill the house."

Folks who say the taste for SHAKSPEARE has died out have abun-
dant proof just now of the truth of that assertion. Before these words
are public tour theatres in town will be devoted to his works. M K. (I.

V. BROOKE has journeyed all the way from the Antipodes expressly to

plav SM vksn-: via. for ii while at Drury Lane; MR. Boom is acting
K/ii/liu-/,-and King Richard at the Havmarket

;
Mi;. FECUTER with

Otlii'llii is erainmiiifr t he Princess's
;
ana last, and not the least, in my

poor estimation, \l at Sadler's Wells has appeared again as

Jlottom, and they who have not seen him are advised hereby to go. On
i lo I like it best of his Shakspcarian conceptions, and rank it far

above all other actings of the character that I have evei

mingled 'cnieneu and obhueneMofttn* very prince of clowns, his dense
doll-brained stupidity and important self-conceit, are admirably shown
by Mi;. PIIEI.PS'S rendering: while the languor that pervades him in
his love-scenes with Titmii/i fitly carry out the notion of his being in a
dream. I think his exit on awaking, when his ass's head has been
removed, is one of the best bits of comic by-play ever acted. He goes
oil' t hoiifdit fully and slo\\ in the air for his long ears and nose,
which he cannot eomprclirml quite how he can have lost. With his
dull dazed sense of something unusual having happened, he needs some
evidence to help him to reflect upon the matter: and having in his

menwry a dim glimmer of the past, he is puz/lcd that no tangible
remains of it arc left to him.

"I looked in at the I'nneess's a night or two, and found a fullish

audience enjoying the new comedy, and laughing in away that must
have tatufled tin 1

author, whose innocent pursuit of tlirtiii;; under dif-

ficulties was the chief cause of the merriment which I was forced to
share. Lau.uhiug is infectious, as everybody knows ; and one eau't sit

.id gloomy in critical solemnity when even, face about one is

grinning like a irarirojlo. Playing full of obvious absurdi-
ties, and a good deal of the fun in it is overdone and forci

growlers might object that live-act farces are not comedies, although il

seems the fashion now to give them that fine name. But eti;

PLAYING AT CABDS.

WE are told by Le Sport, which is a kind of French Belt* lift,
minus of course, the prize-fights, that a new sort of visiting-card has

j

just been introduced by a sporting celebrity. Its distinguish
feature is the total absence of name and address such inform.

being considered vulgar, or out of place, on a visiting-card. However,
these unnecessary details are replaced by a photograph of the owners
rural residence. Tims, a gentleman in France is known not by his

standing in society, but by the scat lie possesses in the country. This

ion may be very convenient for gentlemen who possess country
scats, but we know several poor French noblemen, who are compelled
by their impoverished incomes to live an trouteme and even an

quatrieme. What plan are these lofty illustrations of la kmtif noblette

to adopt ? Are they to give a photograph of the storey of the house in

which they lodge ? Or would a portrait of some ancestral old arm-

chair, in which the nobleman's father and forefathers sat, be accepted
as a competent substitute for a seat ? It is difficult to say what in

these cases card-cases would be looked upon as
"
the correct card."

Moreover, we strongly question the good taste of this new form of

pasteboard politeness. We must say we should not care much about

being upon visiting terms with a nobleman, who, at every visit,

studiously made it a point of showing us the outside of Ins door.

Then lam, the fashion is not so very new; for we have known

sporting celebrities in this country even, who have found it eitremelv

convenient at times to conceal both their name and address. In men
instances, however, the view of the rural abode has generally been
withheld from prudence, or, it may be, an excusable pride, otherwise

it might not improbably have revealed a striking resemblance to a large

establishment knpwu on the other side of the water as the Queen's

Bench, the hospitality of which is such that visitors, who liave gone
there merely for a visit of a few days, have often been found, even

against their own will, to stop much longer than ever they intended.

THE REVERSE OF RIGHT.

AT the Roval Banquet given by the Kixo and Qcnis OF PRUSSIA
on the strength of their coronation, certain pages bedizened with scarlet

and silver. w;iited behind the chairs of the principal guests handing
them the dishes; and, towards the close of the entertainment, we are

further informed :

-
They also placed on their huts, and banded owr to than on whom they were hi

attendance gold medals of the moot exquisite workmanattp, barton on UM one rtde

the heads of the King and Queen, and on the referee the royal anna of Pruwia, with
t to Suum Cutqv*.

''

The r was just the fit place for a maxim of

which the principle, whereon the kingdom of Prussia lias been consti-

tuted, is quite the contrary. Alie**m C*iq*e, HOII. - under-

stood, is i he Prussian lc--< -nd riithlK construed. That is what Smtm

Caique means in a srcncnd sense, with particular reference to the

annexation of Schlcswiir and llolstein.
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MASTER AND MAN.-A PRETTY STATE OF THINGS!
Master (to Swell Groom). "Os, SNAFFLES, I WISH TO SHOW THB NEW HOBSK TO THIS GENTLEMAN AND WE SHALL RIDE IN THE

AFTERNOON."

Swell Groom. " VERY SORRY, SIR, BUT THE OSSES ARE LOCKED ui> FOB THE PRESENT, SIR ! AND WHAT OSSES WAS YOU GOING TO
RIDE THIS AFTERNOON? I SHOULDN'T LIKE TO 'AYE HIIXE OUT is THE DAMP !

"

KING COTTON BOUND; OR, THE NEW PROMETHEUS.

FAR across Atlantic waters
Groans in chains a Giant King ;

Like to him, whom Ocean's daughters
Wail around in mournful ring,

In the grand old Grecian strains

Of PR.OMETHEUS in his chains !

Needs but Fancy's pencil pliant
Both to paint till both agree ;

For King Cotton is a giant,
As PROMETHEUS claimed to be.

Each gave blessings unto men,
Each dishonour reaped again.

From the gods to sons of clay
If PROMETHEUS brought the llame,

Who King Cotton can gainsay,
Should lie equal honour claim ?

Fire and life to millions giving,
That, without him, had no living.

And if they are one in blessing,
So in suffering they are one

;

Both, their captive state confessing,
Freeze in frost and scorch in sun :

That, upon his mountain chain,

This, upon his parching plain.

Nor the wild bird's self is wanting
Either giant's torment, sore

If PROMETHEUS writhed, while panting
Heart and lungs the vulture tore,

So Columbia's eagle fierce,

Doth King Cotton's vitals pierce.

On those wings so widely sweeping
In its poise the bird to keep,

See, if you can see for weeping,
"North" and "South" are branded deep-

On the beak all reeking red,
On the talons blood-bespread !

But 'tis not so much the anguish
Of the wound that rends his side,

Makes this fettered giant languish.
As the thought how once, in pride,

That great eagle took its stand,

Gently on his giant hand !

How to it the meat he 'd carry
In its mew to feed secure ;

How he 'd fling it on the quarry,
How recall it to the lure,

Make it stoop, to his caresses,
Hooded neck and jingling jesses. ,

And another thought is pressing,
Like hot iron on his brain

Millions that would fain be blessing,
Ban, e'en now, King Cotton's name.

Oh, that here those hands arc bound,
Which should scatter wealth around !

'' Not this Eagle's screaming smothers
That sad sound across the sea

Wailing babes and weeping mothers,
Wailing, weeping, wanting me.

Hands th;.t I would fain employ,
Hearts that I would lill with joy !

"
I must writhe a giant fettered,
While those millions peak and pine ;

By my wealth their lot unbcttered,
And their suffering worse than mine.

For they know that I wonld fain

Help their need, were 't not my chain !

" But / know not where to turn me
For relief from bonds and woe

;

Frosts may pinch and suns may burn me,
But for rescue none I know,

Save the millions I have fed.

Should they rise for lack of bread

"
Saying,

' We will brook no longer,
That King Cotton bound should bo :

Be his gaolers strong, we 're stronger,
In our hunger over sea

More for want, than love, uprisen,
We are come to break his prison !

'

" Welcome even such releasing,
Fain my work I 'd be about :

Soon would want and wail be ceasing,
Wore King Cotton once let- out

Though all torn and faint and bleeding,
Millions still I 've strength for feeding.
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KING COTTON BOUND;
Or, The Modern Prometheus.
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"
Foolish Eagle cease your rending

yMii-rlt >DU would iin

Know you not the strength uding,
Still , use lor you?

Twas King Col ire,

i'cd you fut and sleeked you fair.

1 1 uli I n ic longer bound, and wasting
Life will leave my giant frame

;

Other Kings o'er sea are hasting,
Oil my throne to make their claim :

hat seat good bye
^m have lost far more than 1."

PAPAL PEEPSHOWS.
n K yearly exodus of

Englishmen is

nearly over, but there

are doubtless,
some few who have
not had their holiday,
and who may feel the
usual glorious uncer-

tainty as to where to

go. If they have any
fondness for seeing
curiosities, perhaps
the following will

tempt them to go
and pay a visit to the

Church of Notre
Dame in Aix-la-Cha-

pelle:
" The great relics,

which ore only shown
ovary seven years, are

the robe of the Virgin ;

the swaddling clothes of

our SYiour ; the linen,
still marked .with blood,
In which John the Bap-
tist, after being behead-

ed, was wrapped up ; and
the sheet which was
used at the descent from
the cross. The small

relics are shown every day in the year to stronger* who may apply 'or *"** Pur~

JJOSe. Among these objects are the leathern girdle worn by our Saviour, the two
which are joined together, and sealed with the seal of Constantino ; a piece

of the tnie cross
;
a part of the sacred winding- sheet ; the linen waist-belt of the

..in ; sumo of her hair; a link of the chain of Ht. 1'etur; the right arm and
thread oi CHARI.K.MAUXK ; the bones of several saints

;
the marble throne on which

CHAKLEMAUNK was seated in his tomb,;and which was used at the coronation of the

Kini>erors."

\Ve iliiuk i HIM interesting relics might easily be made immensely
more attractive, if the favoured priests who have the privilege of

showing them would adopt the style of language of proprietors j>f

peepshows, and magnifv with most ingenious mendacity the marvels of

the objects they would bring to public view. With a very b'ttle

stretching of our clastic fancy, we can imagine a fat priest, puffing

sadly from short wind, luring on a lot of sight-seers ;by some such

spcecli as this :

"Hoy! hoy! look here! look here! be in'timc! (fftupj
be in time !

Here you'll sec the sacred shoes of Saint Barcfootus, in which he
made his famous pilgrimage to Jericho, walking all the way from Rome
by way of the Korth Pole (ffa*p), where, as an act of penance, he
stood upon the ice until his toes were frostbitten and his beard became
snow-white. You pcrceire the shoes have scarce a scratch upon then-

soles (pant), and really may be said to be almost as good as new.
Some neretlcs have said (quot confundcre debtmus) that in verity the

good sainl IICVIT wore them iu his life, and indeed tliai they were made
expressly for i his peepshow four centuries and fifty years after liis

decease. Hut the truth is, Saint Barefootus, being of a highly eco-

nomic disposition, used, when he went a pilgrimage, to put his shoes
into his pocket, and only wore them on his feet to keep the rats from

nibbling them when lie retired to rest (gasp). The next relic I shall

show you is the tooth of Saint Tiedouloureux, who fell a'martvr (to

neuralgia) A.U. 1466. Ol>-er\c the length of fang, and the magnitude
of i-a\ity, and think what fearful pangs the holy martyr mn
suH'ered, when he underwent the torture of having his tooth out.

Another interesting relic is the sacred woollen comforter which
Saint Qiiiusius made use of when he had a bad sore throat (font).
The genuineness of the article is evidenced by its condition, for it has
not lu en washed since the decease of its good wearer, and any one who
puts it with due reverence to his nose will perceive abundant proof
thai Saint Quinsius departed in the true odour of sanctity. Look a

little lower down and rather to ymr rk-lit. and urn will see the gig
umbrella ol the hermit S

i holy man resided in a
hole UIKJII Mout Hlanc, ami subsisted for a century upon seaweed and
raw shrimps '

.'/</'.) 1'lie knowledge ol i Inch is abundantly
well proved l>\ tin diary hi- k- . the l.kuik By-led
and a fragment ol ' ds), ban caused a

'T">it of geology ;
:

with impious
lable at so : B the level of the sc.i

"! cat !,' nine tails which was used by
Saint 1'l.iL'ellaiit in his private set- -nearly
ninety \eai^

, you will observe the tainted instrument is

none the worse for wear; where.,- the knout that bangs betide it.

which was kept by the good si ,1 of pilgrims, is reduced
i- well nigh to a stump. From this difference of

condition certain heretics have argued that the saint whip|-
at to him harder than himself; but shallow reasoning like this

11 pass on to the next inter-

Fragment of the cover to the
lius for six weeks lay concealed,
fEngland for commit tingsuudry
According to the chronicles, he

was fed in his retirement by a mouse that used to creep in through the

buughole of the waterbutt, and bring him every morning a slice of

beefsteak pudding and half a pint of beer. Not having any exercise,
the holy sail, I on this nutritious diet, that when the mouse
informed him his pursuers were all gone, he had to burst the waterbutt
before he could get out." (Gtirgle, gatp, and grmt ; and ken, tke

tkovman being breatklms, another laket hi* place).

it is quite needless to refute, and

estiiig relic (gatp). 'I

when pursued by t

ncccstarv act

A FREE AND EASY FRAULE1N.
TITE Konigsberg correspondent of the Timet relates an interesting

circumstance which diversified the royal tomfoolery just enacted there.

A lot of young ladies dressed in white (like the bridemaids in Der

Freiidiiiiz) had to receive the King amd Queen at the Brandenburg
Gate on the Monday previous to the coronation day. Two of them
were to make short speeches of welcome to the King and Queen
respectively; two others to present their Majesties with copies of

verses, composed for the occasion. We might imagine that these

appropriately-attired
damsels danced up to the Royal pair, waving

garlands ana singing,
"
See, see, we bring fresh flowers or' Autumn,

to wit, dahlias, chrysanthemums, and China-asters, but on the contrary
these girls appear to have acted the silly part which was assigned to

them with real grace, and natural dignity ; and no nonsense. We are

informed that :

" The damsel who addressed the Queen Is the daughter of one ol the burgo-
masters. She Is reported to have executed her task (rather trying to provincial

nerves) with much grace, and the Queen, whan she concluded, held out her hand.
Instead of kismjig it, the fair K5ni|rberger gave it a hoarty ahiike. Her Majesty

is

said to have been much amused, and to have made the remark, that the good people
of Konigsberg seemed to be quite on a ft"iiUnf

footing with Royalty."

We hope that the report which ascribes so extremely vulgar a remark
to the QUEEN or PRUSSIA is unfounded. The observation which her

Prussian Majesty is accused of making is just such a one as a foolish

woman of low origin, whom a still more foolish king had stupidly

married, would naturally have made. A burgomasters daughter of

ordinary breeding would have been a queen to a queen capable of so

snobbish a saying.
"
Quite on a familiar footing with Royalty !

" The
exclamation is just t hat which would proceed from the lips of an Abigail
or a scullion elevated to a throne. Quite on a familiar footing with

Royalty Ahem !

"
It is obvious that Ahem !

" must necettarilv have

been added to the speech above alleged to have been uttered by the

tEX OF PRUSSIA, but which probably proceeded from the mouth
one of her least ladylike servants.

No doubt the QUEEN OF PRUSSIA was only too happy in feeling the

heartiness with which her hand was shaken by the burgomaster's brave

daughter, and was not at all amazed, but very much gratified, to find

Royalty, with the good people of Konigsberg, on so popular a footing

as that' indicated by a hearty shake of the hand.

If we were assured that her Majesty really did say that the good

people of Konigsberg seemed to be quite on a familiar footing with

Royalty," we should take refuge in the supposition that she said so

in loke, since by laying a due emphasis on Ktmig in Komgsbcrg,
ana the same on Royalty, she might have made a sort of a pun.

The Bale Bepale of the Union.

ONE of the favourite eleetion cries with the present President's par-

tisans was to call him, with true democratic familiarity, "a rail split-

ter." His admirers, especially those amongst the enlightened Hiber-

niau class, may carry the familiarity still further now, if they like, for

r it, and confer on him the proud title of
'*
The

rale splitter of the Union."
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A PARADOX.
CLARA (newly married). "Now, Bob, if I run throiu/h the Gold, I gain double,

don't If"

INFALLIBILITY IN ERROR.
THE Holy Father, urged by ANTON ELLI,
Condemned to death the guiltless LOCATELLI ;

So he, beheaded by the POPE'S behest,
Died for the crime CASTKUCCI has confessed.

How came Infallibility to make
So gross and melancholy a mistake ?

Pretend to govern in St. Peter's stead!
Who was it that cut off the wrong man's head ?

OL ! but, infallible in faith alone,
When speaking from his spiritual throne,
His Holiness may blunder as to fact,
And so decree a sanguinary act.

Then, such a Prince how needful to restrain
Within his metaphysical domain ;

Unerring Judge of mysteries unseen,
But apt to misapply the guillotine !

Allow him still to exercise the keys,
And excommunicate his enemies !

But have no more command of axe and rope.
How long will France guard scaffolds for the POPE ?

ABSURD ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS.

FOE, several days past, there has beeii in the Times the

following advertisement:

WILL MISSING : ONE THOUSAND POUNDS, &c.

The association of ideas is sometimes very absurd. We
know it is wrong, and highly ridiculous so much so, that

the people in the house must think we are mad but each

time we see the above advertisement, we cannot possibly
refrain from launcliing vociferously iuto the song of

''
Oft

Willie, we have missed you." We do wish some one would
make haste, and find both the Will and the way of claiming
those Thousand Pounds.

AN " AREA " PENSEE.
"
I wonder what Cookey lias

;ot for supper ?
" A Policeman, who is the victim of a

A BUNCH OF FRESH-GATHERED ADVERTISEMENTS.
WE select the following out of a recent number of the Daily Tele-

graph as a very fair sample of one day's reading of advertisements :

WANTED, the USE of a DEVIL, with rather fine teeth and rapid
revolution. Address, A.B., &c.

Is the above an advertisement from the corps known as the "Devil's
Own ':

" As he is expected to go through
"
rapid revolutions." it would

look like it. We are puzzled to know what the
"
rather fine teeth

"

are wanted for, unless it is to bite the cartridges. For ourselves, we
would rather not be the dentist who was called in to examine the teeth
of a

"
Devil." We might tremble, lest it should be our last bite in

this world.

Amongst the current wants of the day, here is another one still more
curious :

WANTED, in a large town, thirty miles from London, a good
CLIOKER, accustomed to a first-class bespoke trade, and a good fitter. Apply

at, &c.

What is
"
a good Clicker ?

"
Is it a Town Ctoek ? or, since it is

required to be
"
a good fitter." is it a Tailor that is expected to give"

tick ';

"
Really, there should be a key published with these advertise-

ments. Also, in the name of Fortune, and its wheel, what can
"
a

good bespoke trade
" mean ?

Here is one, however, that is a little more intelligible :

ELIZA
COLE WANTS A HOUSEMAID'S PLACE. / prefer public

to private. Address for ELIZA COLE, <tc.

The bad grammar of the above makes the meaning beautifully simple,
though the preference, expressed by ELIZA, is decidedly not to be
admired. The prominence, too, that ELIZA COLE gives to her name is

amusing, just as if she were a celebrated character of great notoriety,
like those world-known acrobats, and orb-admired Athletes, who
advertise every week for fresh engagements.

Talking
of acrobats, here is a gentleman who has seemingly great

powers of expansion :

TO WHOLESALE GROCERS and Others. A Commercial Traveller,
covering the South and West of England every three months, can TAKE a

COMMISSION. Address, &c.

This Commercial Traveller does not inform us how he professes to
"
cover

"
extensive parts of England. He must be a great flat, on a

scale much larger than
"

flats
"

generally run, if he can do it, or if he

expects us either to believe that lie can do it. If Beds is one of the

Counties, we suppose his means of covering it would be with a counter-

pane ? We should like HERKING, or GRANT, or some sporting artist,

to draw us a picture of a Commercial Traveller
"
going to cover."

Here is the last. The advertiser this time is not an india-rubber

contortionist, but apparently an equestrian :

GROOM, Single Handed; ride or drive a BROUGHAM. Single; age
26 years. Good character.

You see he professes to
"
ride

"
a Brougham. We thought it was

witches alone who claimed this aerial monopoly. Not less than a hun-

dred years ago this
"
single-handed

" Groom would have been carried

to the stake for making boldly this profane confession that he could
"
ride a Brougham," and offering himself thus publicly for any one to

hire him. With his powers of witchcraft, he might have presumed to

answer the advertisement of the gentleman above, who is in such painful
want of a "Devil."
Next to a volume of DR. CUMMING'S, or a copy of the Fottedc Nuz,

or the leaders of the Morning Advertiser, vie do not know of anything so

puzzling, so mysterious, or so amusing, for a couple of hours, as a good
sheet ol advertisements.

Poetic Tarns in Cottonopolis.

A MANCHESTER poet has commenced a new epic, which begins
well. It opens with an invocation to the Muses, bursting forth with

these words :

"
Ye iemi-nines."
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COMFORT FOR GUMMING.

*/

S the worthy Doc-

tor prophesied
that tin- world

was coniiiu' to

nl, we knew
that we should

live to

:ietnie.

Of course,

i hided

to the world, he

meant tin-

in Lei'-

Square which us

doomed, if oici

an ujrly building
deserved lii-in,'

Tin-

id and tin-

Globe are pre-

Ihiiijj', and if DR.

not received suf-

rf apprecia-
tion from the

pulih'c on ac-

count 'ill' the- prediction which, we are bound to state, is as tn.

most of his predictions he can draw consolation from the reflection

that no one is a prophet in his own country. Look at Old MOORE !

A WORD TO THE MARQUIS OF NOKMANTBY.

_M\ N'nr.i.i: \<n m ,

IN UMII- wonderful vindication of the much injured UUKE OF

MODLNA, the ex-instrument of Austria in governing one of the sepa-

rate states of a now united Italy, you contemptuously describe LORD
PALMERSTON as

"
a pleasant old gentleman, who tries facetious frauds

on foreign powers." You should not ridicule anybody for being an old

gentleman. You mav be old yourself some dav, as old as LORD PAL-
\ himself, :uul ridiculous in addition to being old ; which LOUD

PALMEUSTON is not. LOUD PALMERSTON has not renounced his liberal

principles in his old age, LORD PALJJEBSTON has not become the

mouthpiece and the champion of the POPE aud BOMBA, and the satraps
\aiscr. Is LORD PALMEKSTON "a pleasant old gen-

t leman ?
"

Suppose you are an unpleasant old gentleman ?

I ! 1 . >iu> PALMEKSTON were placed upon a shelf in the Upper House
alongside of your lordship, he would not, as a statesman, whose
mcmon yon niiiM revere, said, "turn his back upon himself," and, in

his dotage, undertake the office, which, in another place, is discharged
: GEORGE BOWYEK.

iinlK recommending your juvenile lordship to put the fore-

going considerations in your pipe and smoke them, I have the honour

jour lordship's most obedient servant, and the confidential

i of your lordship's youth,

OKKilXAL POEM.s i
', )i; MiKMA.N MINDS.

i. was a large pou

. iv;inls and forward* \villi spl:i>h ami witli MUml,
Or in coulident majesty sailed round aud rouud.

Swans
till, and now waving

She thought, of all things, she should like to < I

This silly fat chicken was Gcriiun by Ijirtli,

i us meant to live quietly clucking on earth,

Au.l her Imsiiirs, \vas only a joke :

Just sometimes to wash when too grimy with smoke.

But the chick felt ambition distending her crop,
And she thought it as easy to swim as to hop,

Though the Swans gave her warning with friendliest shout,
" You silly fat chicken, mind what you're about."

"
My feet, wings, and feathers, for -.<i see,

Are as good as the Swans' are for swimming," say* SIM>,

And though I 'in fat aud feeble, and they 're strong of lnnl>,

Is that any reason why I should not swim ?

"
Why should not I try then, as well as those bird*,

It's nothing but jealousy dictates their wor

And I know I shall do it with grace ami with

For a bird that can Think can do just what she will."

Then in this poor ignorant animal flew,

But soon found her friends the Swans' cautions were i i

She splashed, and she dashed, and she turned herself round,

And heartily wished herself safe on the ground.

But now 'twas too late to begin to repent,

The harder she struggled the deeper she went ;

And at last when each effort did nothing but fail,

A good-natured Swan pnllcd her out by the tail.

Then the S vans I perceived began loudly to laugh,

Till the poor little German wiis mad at their chaff,

But its moral, my dears, we all understand ;

And all fat little Germans will stick upon land.

I'AI.MEUSTON
"

tries facetious frauds on foreign powers," does he?
That is lietler, however, than trying dull fictions on the House of

.

ENCOURAGE NATIVE TALENT.

\\ in:v ('.ii- I:\.IISISR was hanged for murdering LOUD \\'iu,i AM Rcs-
ion of the assassin was celebrated in an affecting copy of

i which wound up with an appeal to the nobility, recommending
f iem to bestow their patronage exclusively on native valet ry, and

" No longer foreigners employ,
W}iirh 'uitry niiglit enjoy.

1*

A similar exhortation might be adilresse.l to young ladies, who are

prone, as in the terrible example of poor Miss .IDIIS^IMNK, exhibited

in tin -trial of SIGNOR COLLUCCI, to lavish their affections and their

on a leering foreign scoundrel, who despises the former, but

entertains the LTeatest possible regard and respect for the latter

A NEW SANITARY TAX.

A TA.X on Crinolines ! Not 9nly would it be highly popular (amount
the gentlemen, at least), but it would also be immensely profitable.

As every woman in the country now wears one of those ridiculous

hen-coops, the proceeds to a vulgar fraction could easily be ascertained.

We would not have children even exempted, since they have been

admitted by their foolish parents into this vicious circle of fashion,

much less servants. Should Ma. GLADSTONE avail himself, with his

usual good sense, of the clever fiscal and sanitary notion we hereby
make him a present of, we shall be perfectly content to receive, and we
are sure a grateful nation would only be too happr toaward it, a

douceur of not more than 5 per cent, commission on the gross amount

levied. Our highest reward, however, will be in the proud con-

viction that Mr. Punch, in this, as in all other instances, will have

proved himself the Ladies' Best Friend, if he has done anything that is

likely to induce them to return to their former graceful habits.

Another Challenge to Blondin.

\\"K are by (our own) auti liled to announce that, after

M. BLONDDTS last performance at the Cnstal
1'ulace,

Mr. Punch will

cross the transept in mid-air, and, as he walks along, will ROLL vv THE
Roi'E AFTER HIM. (BLONDIN, beat that!)

Policies that are Doably Hazardous.

AMONGST the questions that are required to be answered in an

insurance-paper, we believe the following is for the future to be

inserted in those that have to be filled np by ladies insuring their

lives, viz. : "Do yon wear a Crinoline?" In the event of the

answer being in the affirmative, the highest rate of premium will be

charged. This regulation has been rendered necessary in consequence
of the numerous fatal accidents that have occurred in consequence of

that dangerous fashion. In fact,
it is stated that several of the safest

offices have come to the resolution of not taking any such lives upon
any terms whatever, and all policies are to be declared null and void

when it can be proved that the death resulted from fire, or a broken IP?,

oraeomi>ounil fracture, or any other form of accident resulting from the

fact of wearing Crinoline.

THE ORLEANS FILIBUSTERS.

A QUESTION very commonly asked is, What object hare tin- DCKF,

UK ( IHHTHKS and the COUNT or l'\ius in view, eiili-tin? tin-

le (if tin- North ic.'ainst the South? Perhaps the con.j'

New Orleans.
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JEMIMER HANN 'S -LAST SWEET THING IN HEAD-DRESSES !

THE ORLEANS BOY.
THE Orleans Boy to the War is gone ;

In the ruck of rout you 'II find him :

A Southern foe him urging on,
With a bayonet-point behind him." Land of Snobs," cried the Warrior scarred
In the rear, "the world won't praise us :

We have had to deal with BEAUIIEGARD,
And this is how he pays us."

The Warrior fell
; but he wasn't slain,

For he rose, and then knocked under,
And he vowed he never would fight again ;

For he found he had made a blunder.
And said,

" No longer sully me,
Thou cause of greedy knavery,

With blood that 's shed lest Trade go free,

'

And not to abolish Slavery !

The Fangs of Absence.

THE French say with great truth,
"
The Ab-

sent are always in the wrong ;

"
and more espe-

cially are they, when they forget to send you a

Money-Order to console one for their absence.
A Poor PENELOPE of a wife, abandoned by her
wretch of an ULYSSES at the Seaside.

ADVICE TO BACKBITERS.

THE Hunchback does not see his ovvn hunch,
but he sees clearly the hunch of another hunch-
back.

_
Therefore, it is as well to know what

there is at our own back, before we venture to

laugh behind the backs of others.

AMENDS TO AMERICA.

MR. PUNCH is very anxious to conciliate his American friends,
North and South. They have expressed some irritation at the

language of a portion of our press in reference to certain rowdyism
and ruffianism which prevail in the States, but of which we should
never have known anything, let JONATHAN recollect, but for his own
press. We, however, wish to make everything pleasant, and we take
an opportunity of appeasing our Transatlantic cousins by making a
sacrifice to their offended feelings. It is true that the sacrifice is of

little value, but between friends it is the intention of a donor, and not
the worth of the article, that stamps a present with a price. We have

heard, and have been compelled to believe, that there are a great many
writers in America who use their pens in an unworthy fashion, indulging
in personal details and in vulgar vituperation. America must allow
that this is so. But, on the other hand, such writers are not exclu-

sively American. Mr. Punch's attention has just been called to an
article in a paper called the Liverpool Albion. The article is from the

pen of the London Correspondent of that journal, and is headed
'

Metropolitan Gossip." Mr. Punch will extract from the mess no
more than is sufficient to make the single sentence which he proposes
to append comprehensible by Americans, and by Englishmen also. He
would apologise for so defiling three inches of his paper, but a foul
kite's wings arc pulled open when he is nailed over the poultry-house
door.

The Liverpool Albion's London Correspondent has this to say touch-

ing a number of gentlemen, of whom it is impossible that he should
know anything personally, unless he has been engaged as an extra
waiter at some public dinner at which they may have attended.

"
Returning to our Mayor, and such a mare's nest as the Mansion House now is

might make a hippopotamus laugh ; for he not the hippopotamus, but the other
gentleman isn't the size of a Manx pigmy, though from the name, CUBITT, you
might anticipate prodigious perpendicularity, <1 In Goliath. Perhaps he has it in

laterality, and is stupendous sideways? No. Well, then in protuberantiality,
carrying a capon-lined corporation in advance of the head works ; enteirie, in the
engineering, not in the obstcteric [Sic] significance of that technical term ? No. As
our usual luck would have it, whenever there is special reason for presenting a parti-
cularly imposing ptrtotwel to the foreigner, we are sure to offer some preposterous
burlesque on all the traditions of that British physique immemorially famed for

grace of lineament, and symmetry of limb, and impressivcness of stature, and
general corporeal attributes proper to the cross of the prize breeds of the human
race, as our Normandic-Celtico-Saxonic-Anglofied mixture is. Yet what must they
think of us at Vienna, from LORD JOHN, followed by LKVER and ROEBUCK ? What at
Pekin, from ELGIN

;
at Petersburg, from WODKHOUSE

;
at Paris, from COWLEY ; at

Constantinople, from HENRY BULWKR; at Washington, fromLvoxs? the very spots
of all others on this earth where our '

porcelain of the human clay,'
'

glasses of
fashion and moulds of form,' should be shown off to edify the stranger with adnii-

ration, instead of astonishing the natives with the reverse. CUBITT is a caricature
on a Lord Mayor, for he looks as if he were always dining with HUMPHREY. The
other HUMPHREY, not the Duke, but the Alderman, could, without much incon-
venience, clap CUBITT in his pocket, or stow him away in his digester, where much

tougher pabulum frequently finds a place, and seemingly of not less bulk, to judge
by certain abdominable [Sic] indications about that capacious wharfinger. CUBITT
is a Hop-o'-my-Thumb, with weazel eyes, pinky complexion, and enormous spec-
tacles ; and stared at indeed will he be by spectators from abroad during the
forthcoming influx."

The single sentence which J\fr. Punch begs to add, in humble humi-
liation, is this he does not believe that America, with all her resources
in the ribald department, can produce a more vulgar or more stupid
blackguard than the London Correspondent of the Liverpool Albion.

Neighbours Getting over their Distance to one Another.

THE South-Eastem Railway Company have placed a new boat, the

Victoria., on the Boulogne and Folkestone line, and which accom-

plishes the distance in an hour and twenty-seven minutes. We
rejoice at this, as we do at any event that brings France and England
nearer to one another. It' steam succeeds in making the two countries
closer friends, it will be classed as the greatest of the triumphs that have

already been recorded in its favour. The kettle, in the vapour of which

young , WATT prophetically saw the first steamer, will thus turn out
the most powerful pacificator the world has ever known. For this, and
other considerations, the Peace Society could not do better than adopt
the kettle as its crest taking, at the same time, as its motto,

"
Its

Empire is Peace" for the song it is always singing (a
"
Song without

Words "
as tuneful as any that MENDELSSOHN ever wrote) is the peace

that should take the precedence of every other that of the domestic
hearth.

i Little Disappointment.

UNDER the head of Law Intelligence it is reported that,, on Thursday
last week, the monthly County Court of the Sheriffs of London and
Middlesex was held according to appointment ;

when
" MR. MOUNTAIN, the Crier of the Court, opened the proceedings with ' O yea,

O yea,' and called upon all persons to appear. No appearance was made."

The Mountain appears to have brought forth a mouse.

CAUTION TO WOOLGATItEEERS.

To those English steamers, who are attempting to run the blockade

of South America, we beg to repeat the Spanish proverb : Take care,

iu going in search of wool, that you do not return home Ueeced.

GLORIOUS TITLE FOR A NEW HALFPENNY NEWSPAPER." A Ha'
1

-

portli of all Sorts."

Printed ky William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Wohuro Place, and Frederick Mullen Evn. nf \o. 19 Queen's Road Weat, Rent't Park, both la the Parish of St. Pancras, in the C'tuiuyof Miildletei.
Priotcri. at their Office tn Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, U the City ol L*al .a. Rnu Published by then at No. 85. Fleet Street, in the Parish wf S:. Biiile, in the City of London,
IATVBDAT, November 2, JG1.
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HUMILITY.

OLD FEMALE. " Want to paint me in a picter, Sir } Laick a mercy me, Sir t Well, Sir,

you hiow best, Sir. Surely I
"

PRECIOUS PROSELYTES.

THE subjoined passage occurs in certain
"
Correspondence respecting

the Spiritual
Condition of Convicts m the Hants County Prison, between tne Visiting Justices
and the REV. J. COLLIXGHIDGE," quoted by the Tablet. MR. CoLLrKGRim
must he premised, lias been complaining that the Common Prayer Book is left in

the cells of Roman Catholic prisoners :

" Why should :i book which thus speaks of what Catholics deem most sacred, be thrust upon
a Cnthnlic ? My )> ><'i- pri.- in 1 i ishmon and soldiers, and as such are the most
likely t.' tool deeply, and rcsunt koonly the Krk-vam-M complained of. As Irishmen they are fully

that in any of tho gaols of their own country, none of these hardships would lie inflicted

n]->ni ;
;

"How very strange, if true, it is that, MR. COLLIXGRTDGE'S "poor prisoners"
should be so

"
fully aware," as he describes them to be, of the nature of the spiritual

arrange), lents existing in the gaols of Ireland. Experience alone could have
rendered uneducated and ignorant men so intimately acquainted with the economy
of prison interim-.-.. At this rate, tlioy must he very old and inveterate, if not

incorrigible, offenders. The religious influences which have heretofore been brought
to bear upon them can have availed but little, and there may be reason to question
whether it would not be almost desirable to try upon such very confirmed
criminals the experiment, how great a hardship soever, of even putting the Prayer
Book in their way. Popery having tailed to reclaim these Roman Catholic rogues,
is there not some excuse to be made for endeavouring to get them, uncompclled,
to undergo a Protestant reformation ?

THE COMING MAX. We read that "the old Palace at Avignon is being

sumptuously renovated by order of the EMPEROR." This looks promi.-ing. It

holds out the hope that the POPE has at last received notice to quit. Surrounded
with papistical ruins, he would himself be the most interesting historical ruin of
the lot.

Tin; IM;I.\( i: AT Tin; I;AK.

IN tin- Strand is a elimination.

an,

use in mid-earei"

\\ hile tVuiii box ami foot-board (leering
( 'hatV keeps gath'ring as it goes !

When I a--k the cause of stoppage,
"1'is the 1'iiiM'i: or \\ iLM I 'in told,

Whd to-day assumes the wrapp;.
( )!' .ira's fold.

I'tier i ,-v'll make him,
Then within the liar invite,

Then ii|x>n the I'eneh they '11 take lum,
All per laltuni as is right.

's no royal road to learning,"
'Tis a proverb false as -

by men, in emy spuming
'.nnd their

;

Lo, this :' uce to learning
On tl I we see

Ne'er was rna-l so full of turning
As 1 1 i'l-ars to be.

First, as we have seen, due Nor'rards,
It'M Modern Athens tends:

Then. ,-ts' roads lead for'rards,
Sudden due S.,nth it Ix-mls.

ist follow it to Cambridge,
liopcs repose to know,

After having crossed the same bridge,
O'er which subject asses go.

No this royal road no mercy
Shows a prince in course of cram :

Round it wjiips him. cicry-versy,
To the Isis from tne Cam.

Ask him not if mathcmatic,
Or if classic he his choice,

liy this royal road erratic

He must trudge, without a voice.

Off it whisks him to the Curragh,
Camp experience to gain :

Then to nuike confusion thorough,
Back to civil life again

And as goal of civil study.
Fortress of Chicane and Jaw ;

Lo, the Princely boots are muddy
On the royal road to Law !

Hapless Prince ! An age of cramming
Owns its martyr-tvpc in thee :

Never brain-pan had such ramming
Since first brain-pans rammed could be.

How it keeps its charge from spilling,

Bursting up, or running o'er,
\\ In i shall say ? Was horse so willing
Ever spurred so hard before ?

Say not then, that unto learning
There is not a royal road :

Let us thank the stars discerning
If that path tee have not trode.

Happy he. what e'er his calling,
Who of callings has but one :

And so 'scapes the verdict galling"
Jack-of-all-tradcs, Lord of none !

"

Specimen of Hebdomadal Boh.

TIIF. Welsh attorneys have got it into their heads that

their Prince, beins now a barrister, is bound to take their

briefs, and scarcely a d but a lawyer from the

Principality, with a new blue bag, is stopped by the sentinels

at Windsor, in his insane at 'ind out.H.R.H.'s

clerk. The PRINT K is very good-natured, and has given
: hat none of the poor fellows shall be harsh!;.

but that eaeli shall lie presented with a glass of rtcrv, and

i to the railway, but they get very noisy, and splut-

ter uncouth remonst ranees, to the immense amusement of

i lids of Honour. Court Journal.
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A WOMAN NEVER GROWS OLD.

RANTING the returns of

Births and Deaths, &c.,
for the \ear IVJ'J that

wore published a few
\ieekh aico to be cor-

rect, it seems that iifty-

MX women attained what
DR. FARR calls (and
v.Itat \vc cannot help

considering rather_ a
Farr - fetched opim'pu)"
the natural lifetime

of a hundred years."

Taking 100 as the pro-
i erminus of life,

there are very lew hu-

man beings we are

afraid, who ever ivaeh

their journey's end. It

would seem as though
there were as many ac-

cidents on one's jour-

ney through life as

there arc unfortunately
on a railway ! Most
travellers break down

halfway, or rarely arrive at the station they were anxious to reach.

For instance, according to the Registrar's return, only twenty-five
men attained a hundred years twenty-five men against fifty-six women,
who ^accomplished the same distance. There, you see the women
beat the men in everything ! They even beat us in living longer.
Not only will they have the last word, but they insist, also, upon
having the last minute ! The wonder is that they allow themselves
to be beaten by Death even. We can understand with a woman, who
says resolutely

"
I WILL not die," how very difficult it must be for

Pallida Mors to get the better of her obstinacy ! Of course, not one of

those fifty-six female centenarians were married ;
for if we are to believe

the police reports that chronicle the doings of low life, it would seem
i that, where marriage is concerned, it is the husband who beats the

! wife. Therefore, when we said that woman beats man in everything,

j

we intended one little exception, and that was wife-beating. But we
:

are wrong, perhaps, in alluding to such contemptible creatures, who,
far from ranking equal to Man, degrade themselves to a lower level

even than that of the Brute.

The two oldest persons in the Registrar's returns for 1859 are

women one in Monmouthshire, and one in South Wales, each of

whom reached the patriarchal age of 110. You see how the Welsh
obstinacy asserted itself characteristically up to the very last. You
may be sure that each good old soul had made up her mind not to die a

day before she was five-score years and ten no, not even if she

perished in the attempt !

We wonder if the above ladies were in tlie habit of proudly confessing
their ages, or as ladies sometimes will, resortedto the arithmetical practice
of making a liberal subtraction from the sum total ? In answer to the

inquiries of curious strangers, did they truthfully say, "Well, next

year, if it please Heaven I live long enough, I shall be exactly 111 ;

"

or, did they evasively answer (supposing there is any evasion to such a

question) 'Well, Sir, I am getting old, and my memory, you see,

begins to fail me a wee bit, but I am afraid that next birthday I shall be
as much as forty-two it may be, forty-three, or, perhaps, only forty-
one. At my tune of life, Sir, what is the difference of one year ?

" We
have not endeavoured to give the above answers in the choice Cambrian
tongue, inasmuch as we happen to be rejoicingly ignorant of that pre-
Adamite language ;

but supposing that woman's little weakness on the

point of age strengthened instead of growing feebler the longer she

grew (and old age has the reverse effect on a mental weakness than it

has on a physical one), the answers, we fancy, would not fall very far
short of the second form we have complaisantly conjectured above.
We call forty-two a very fair confession for a lady who has been con-
victed by the Registrar-General to be not more than 110.

1 1 owever, we have said more t ban enough to prove that, on the head
of longevity, Woman is fairly the master of Man. If Old PARR had
Jivnl iu these days, we should have witnessed the sorrowful sight of
Old MKS. PARR weeping over his premature grave.

Great Fall of Blacks.

Kivr. O/lfH- i-cgularly, just now, and there
will soon be a sixth, Mi;. (,'IIAIII.KS K KA\ hu\ing oidcivd the largest pot
of black' is. l!\v AND MARTIN supply, and having announced
that he

THE IMPERIAL THIMBLEEIG;
OR, "UNDER WHICH HAT IS THE ROMAN PEA?"

THEKE 's a thimblerigger has his stand
In the stately Tuileries,

And never did rig, on a scale so big,
Draw such a cpmpanie

As watch the twist of that nimble wrist,
'

As it works the Roman pea !

His board is a map of the fair estate
That MATILDA gave the POPE,

In days afar when the triple tiar

With crowns en masse could cope ;

When St. Peter's boat had water to float,
And was taut in ribs and rope.

Cross-keys and a sword are the legs of the board,
And iu place of the thimbles three,

'Neath which, in a vulgar rig, the flats

Look out for the little pea,
There 's a little cocked hat, and a Cardinal's hat,
And a Bersaglier's kepi.

The little cocked hat it stands for France ;

The Cardinal's hat for Rome ;

The kepi stands for Italy,
Who'd square home affairs at home :

But there's the French Cock on the Capitol's rock,
And who's to cut his Comb?

" Now noble sportsmen, make your game.
Look sharp, and the trick is done ;

Now here, now there, all 's on the square,
The odds are two to one.

One, two. and three goes the little pea,
Who '11 bet to which hat it 's run ?

"

" Hold hard ! 'tis under the scarlet tile
"

Says a tonsured flat,
"
I '11 swear !

"
"
Done, Sir, with you !

" and the flat looks blue,
For never a pea is there !

"
The Hat !

" ! '

the Keni !

"
lift either and see-

But, lo, the board is bare !

And so goes on the little game,
While the Roman pea doth spin,

From hat to hat, till what to be at,
The flats to doubt begin

And 'tis pretty clear, of all that are here,
But one is meant to win.

Back which you choose, you 're as safe to lose

As a duck to swim to land
;

But there 's one bet, which if you can get,
In with you I 'd like to stand ;

That wherever it be, the little pea
Is well in the rigger's hand !

POINTING A CANNON WITH A MORAL PURPOSE. m
IF Cannons must tire, we do not see why their shot should not be

made to tell upon something. There can be no object in shooting so

much money into the, sea, when the same expenditure would demolish
a nuisance that cries aloud for removal. We propose, therefore, that

when the next experiments are tried with the Armstrong guns, they
should be brought to bear upon that ugly block of buildings that stand

as much in the way of moral as of human progress, and which act the

part of a blockade in the most crowded part of the Strand. We allude

to that vile haunt of impurity and infidelity known as Holywell Street.

If SIR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG can succeed in removing that filthy

impediment to the free circulation of fresh air and pure thought, we
will be ready to declare against all his detractors that his guns are the

very best guns that ever were invented.

The Retort Courteous.

Ax Actor who remembers that "Othello" rhymes to "bellow,"
and behaves accordingly, is preaching lustily through that play at

Drui-y Lane; and his manager, with an amiable sneer at a rival, an-

nounces that the Tragedy is given "from the text of SHAKSPEARE."
A i n ),1 way from the Text, no doubt, which may be the reason why
the performance resembles a bad Sermon.
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AN EXTENSIVE SEIZURE OF TOBACCO.

T,\ST Wl'ck f ,,[ t| lr

most fashionable '

circum-
stances. On Thursday, about half-past < \s

r (\\hilsl llir inipiin i- pending We I

villg tllf II

lir fancied she could iii , . h(. r rctim
I in he those H' Tobacco ! T!

hiily. under similar cii. did not
:ii-d the door, when ill.

smell, i hmciit, lid

'

hing daiinlcil, -hr thn-\v

over lier shoulders I lie DI

in (lie dark, imagining, with a quickness of truthful d

which is (he highest proof ol' her

five the oll'eiiiler timely notice of her approach.
lij I lie bi

entirely to (lie instinct of ].: an, which .

guide she cm:' ,1 lo lead her in the iniiN;

surrounding darkn

I.TWJinp
there is lint little

!i;ul noi prudentlj leant aL'ainst lhe\\al'l I'm- tcmporan snpl>ort, during
which bi too fortune eded in i-f

her hr.

Her sinking energies, so
perfectly

unused to the sev( r. trial to
wliich thej \\eiv In in- 1 iwcver, that there was no

lie lost
; so, darting forward again with as much caution as her

growing ten her to exerei-e. she stood opp>-
door, from which she fell eonliilent the

scousl.\ . It was a r, ,r right-hand
corner of the third landing h. : hi less

timed,, us to nan. iad turned the
brass h; ,w the culprit no time or

opportn bie rushed (3 <. ih. middle of the room,
l;ited with what nerve she had left the awful spectacle

heluie her!

The si;- hi that D I eyes almost made her ladyship
repent her impetuous rashness. There, was her youngest boy it lad

barely eight jears of age busily employed in lied, smoking a short

pipe ! The j mi ntr monster's head was scarcely visible on the pillow, SO
closely was it surrounded by (lie thick clouds of smoke he had, with an
energy \\orthy of a belli riniiually int< nt upon blowing.

.'.ship has since stated that the ell'eet of that startling revelation

upon her v\as such, ihat she thought she should In:

Jlimf /lien and there with horror !

To throw open the windows to snatch the pipe out of the young:
culprit's mouth, and to fling it into the streets, heedless of the conse-

i|ii< nccs, was only the work of an instant !

Without Listening to her better feelings, lier ladyship next proceeded
nister to her offending oll'spring a most tremendous box on the

cars, that certainly hail the effect of awakening him to a sense of his

degrading position. In this she persevered with the best i ile.et, until
the boy e\ ailed all further chastisement by disappearing under :

clothes, and, with an obstinacy hardly credible in one of his tender

years, p. r-ist ing ill remaining there !

instituted in the room, and in the various
were found t he following articles: One packet of Bristol Bird's

Kye, 6 !! 'nts unknown!, \ ounces of Cavendish, Jib
oked i. -,' Mceiscluuins (one as fresh as chalk
chestnut colour), half a dozen Clav Pipes, of

dilliTent lengths, 1ml most Ij small, and several haiidsfull of Cigarettes.
In a bandbox were found secreted inside an old hat, as many as 32
penny Cuba*.
The whole of the above had evidently been smuggled into the

establishment, and. being contraband article.-. iflycon-
bip.

The enniiseaiion h: a created a great excitement in the juvenile circles
of Belgi

"V, thus op ted of smuggling, remains under the ens-
I nurse. He is miller close ennlincnicn!

servants have recei\ed strict orders to watch the sin ,

keep an eye OB the ma-gate, in the event of an esc:..

The joung smuggler was asked if he had anything himself.

Mid, after being duly cautioned that what lie d'id :-ay won
1

ain.l him at the trial, he simply obscn'ed,
"
he didn't i

It is feared that the trial cannot .'need for some time, as
^!t; ANTHONY llnai I.FS I)I.I;HKTT is at present out of town. The
penalties, it is surmised, will lie extremely severe, as there
current amongst the prisoner's companions, that Sn: AN \

invincible dislike for tobacco, is a Brutus in his household
no offender against the domestic laws escapes without pin
moreover is a staunch advocate for the salutary effects of corporeal
punishment.

. I. AIM Ih

\\ e would be sorry to prcjud-c 1 1, rose
; but we think it is

high time that a icnible example were made
li\ s from the injurious practice of smol,

rilDTncijAl'IIV.

DK. TuoMsd.N, the >., ,-, stated to be an
expert photographer. L<iidi

'

.idd that h:-,

l.vsl en

that all his views arc Positives.

AUSTRIAN JUSTICE.

ACCORDING to a letter from Vienna :

" M. PHOTOBEVKRA has requested the EHPEROR to relieve him definitively from
the functions of Minister of Justice, inrr, owing to the precarious state of hi* eyes,
he hog been advised by his physician to desist from all itttentioa to biwinew."

Of course the EMPEROB OP ACSTHIA will accept M. PBOTOBEVERA'S
resignation of the Ministry of Justice, tendered on a ground so insu-

perable as that of the precarious state of his eyes. What if M. I'BO-

TOBEVERA were to lose his sight P The eyes of Justice, as personified
in painting anil sculpture, are closed with a bandage, and in ever}' land

of liberty Justice is proverbially blind; hut in other lands she has to'

look to her scales ; and blind Justice is inadmissible in Austria.

Rich Humbug-.
THERE is always su< h a fuss made about the

"
reserve

"
at the Bank.

We wonder how the. Old Lady of Threadneedle Street has the face to

talk about her
"
reserve," when she knows she is perpetually "making

advances," and even takes the greatest possible interest in so doing.

QUIZ BST HOMO.

THE POPE'S Legate has addressed Loris NAPOLEON in a Latin

The speech begins with bad Latin. But is this a faul

subtle epigram ? 1' him a message of friend-

ship. Could it be better expressed than in a False Concord?

AN AnvEUTisKXEXT. A certain Kmineut Tragedian, of

-. to his letters negociat in:,' engage-
Stamping."
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MOST FLATTERING!
Miss Stout.

" You SEE, DEAR, I THOUGHT TOUK Swiss DRESS so PRETTY, THAT I HAVE MADE ONE
EXACTLY LIKE IT. AVHY WE SHALL BE TAKEN FOR SlSTERS !

"

A GERMAN LESSON.

THEIR Majesties, the KING and

QUEEN of PRUSSIA, on a late aus-

picious occasion, gave a grand ball

m the Picture Gallery and White
Hall in the Royal Palace. We
should not deem it necessary to

transcribe this piece of not very
momentous intelligence for its

own sake. It is, however, coupled
with a statement to the effect, that

the ball began at nine o'clock,

according to a custom which at

the Prussian Court is punctually
adhered to. This custom is one
which deserves to be honoured in

the observance, instead of being,
as in this country, generally disho-

noured in the breach. Herein the

Majesty of Prussia sets an example,
which if our aristocracy would imi-

tate, they would confer a great boon
on the middling classes, who, under
an inevitable necessity ol aping
their superiors, are obliged to give

evening parties which commence
at unseasonable hours, and arc not

over until three and four o'clock in

the morning ;
whereas a consider-

able portion of the guests have to

be at their business by ten. Thus,
instead of combining business with

pleasure, they combine business

with pain headache, drowsiness,

and lassitude to the detriment of

their affairs, whilst the same habits

of dissipation which impair their

intellectual faculties, ruin the

complexions of their wives and

daughters.

ALBUM PERSECUTORS. MAH-
TIN FARQUHAR COXGREVE ROCHE-
FOUCAULD ARCHIBALD TUPPER
complains bitterly that the ladies

are always pestering him for his
"
Authorgraph !

"

AN APPEAL TO THE NORTH.

JONATHAN, niy ciphering friend,
If your war its course must run,

Till it reach a distant end,
What will that be, when all 's done ?

At the best, Confederation
If you finally subdue,

Is the South, a conquered nation,
To be held and ruled by you ?

Poles the Czar has got to ride,
Restiff Poles, and hard of mouth,

Yon 'd be troubled with a wide
Poland, in the vanquished South,

FRAN cis-JOSEPH holds Veuetia,
Daily waiting to rebel.

You, to keep down all
"
Secessia,"

Hardly will contrive as well.

Think what you are fighting for.

MORRILL Traffic to maintain ?

That the object of your war f

If you get it, will you gain ?

What you'll lose, though victory winning,
In the case of peace delayed,

Will be that, whose end's beginning,
All the Southern Cotton Trade.

If your lot should be defeat,
Which is no unlikely fate,

Then, the sooner you are beat,
All the better ; conquered late,

For expense of troops and shipping
All that you can look to get,

Will be an eventual whipping, .

And an everlasting debt.

CRIMINAL CRYSTALLISATION.

MR. PUNCH is very glad, of course, that a Dublin jury convicted the

rascal cab-man CURHAN for the assault on Miss JOLLY, and also that

JUSTICE O'BRIEN gave him as heavy a sentence as the law allows. But
Mr. Punch would like to ask the Morning News, a Dublin newspaper
whence the following paragraph is taken, what \yas the exact character

of the change wrought in the prisoner when his punishment was an-

nounced ? The News says :

" The prisoner during the passing of the sentence never moved a muscle, biit ;i-

soon as the learned Judge announced the term of imprisonment, his face blanched,
and he seemed to be rather hardened-stricken by the punishment awarded."

The phenomenon would seem to be a new one. We have heard of

folks being struck all of a heap, and we c:m poetically conceive that

when a Judge comes heavily down on a prisoner, he is reduced to a

jelly, and Hie sentence in the CURRAN-JOLLY case might have made the

man Currant-Jelly. But how he became rather hardened-stricken we
cannot quite comprehend. He never moved a muscle, though the

Judge told him that in other days he would have had a hoister ;
and

altogether he seems to be a queer kind of scoundrel, and very well out of

the way for a couple of years. When the News has nothing else to do,

perhaps it will explain the hardened-stricken business, and we solemnly

promise not to open the paper containing the explanation.

THE METAMORPHOSIS OF CRINOLINE. Hoops, when worn by ladies,

have the effect of turning them into butts.
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THE PRINCES IN THE TEMPLE.

ning, 'S\.sl October, 1SC1. The Cerent

II. It. ii. THE 1'liixci: oi
1 WALKS iiit" a Il<in-iff--r uml hatcher,

and of inaaguratinij Mi;. <'<"V, has been per-

/,/'/, // C/ii'ffli Im.-. i.
'

Mr- Dejeuner hat been

liiNCE op WALES, with the slightest i/aion, loola at

I'KIM i l'i M n, and /tees emergefrom the Middle Temple

,
andproceed towards Ike Fountain, which it sparkling in the

red electric light.

'man (henceforth immortal), This Garden is open to ladies only

gentlemen
[At thit moment the blue ribbon of one Prince and the red note of the

otherflash upon the eyes of the speaker, and he faints into the

arms of MH. ANDERSON, Q. 0., the excellent Matter Treasurer
Tin- Princes eater the fountain Garden, and all the world keeps

net.

J'. tt'. Well, how did you like in\ speech?
P.P. Capital, anil 1 eouldh't ha\e spoken it better myself. The

iii, 1 suppose?
1'. W. With my assisi

P. P. Ambulator ! But it did credit to the writer and the speaker,
and have

you got a cigar ?

P. W. Kather ! I brought these over myself; but you know them
they are the same I sent you, old fellow.

[They fre up, and the electric light is no longer an object of interest

to the spectators.

P. P. And now, my dear EDWARD, you are a barrister; and tell me,
my dear EDWARD, do you mean to practise ? Because if so, consider

yourself generally and specially retained for me.
P. }r

r
. And 1 suppose, when I call in Fleet Street, you '11 give me a
ierr"

P. P. Good ! 1 see, you need not have said that you were imper
fcctly acquainted with the nolilr science pursued h

P. /A". 1 '11 tell you one thing these fellows are a great improvement
upon the soil of folks that oue generally has about one on occasions
ol this kind. BROUGHAM, WESTBURY, the BISHOP, CRESSWELL.
COCKUUHS, I'OLLUCK, and so on powerful cast, as you theatrical

parties sav.

P. P. Yes, Sir.

P. Jl'. Don't ! I'm always being told not to do that at Windsor,
for fear it should come out when somebody 's there.

P. P. But when the Americans come, isn't it etiquette at Court to

speak to guests iu their own language?
P. II". 1 made that suggestion, but it was pronounced futile: so I

keep the twang to make the ladies laugh when they shouldn't. By the

way,
BEATRICE is making you no end of 4 pen-wiper for your birthday ;

and 1 wasn't to tell you, but of course I do, that you may have time to
an impromptu acknowledgment.

P. P. Est.il ton, ce cher Etlouard 1

P. W. I wonder what they think we 're talking about ?

P. P. Oh, elegant. Of course I am saying to you that I am sure an
occasion like that which has brought you hither to-day must be fraught
with the most interesting associations historical, social, and prospec-
tive

;
and that from an educated and highly cultivated mind, uke your

own, the impressions which have been produced will germinate that 's
1 word, germinaii

P. W. Impressions can't germinate.
P. P. You know a irnod deal, my dear EDWARD, but you don't know

that words can do anything iu the hands of people who don't under-
stand 'em.

P. W. Then I suppose I am replying in a becoming manner, that

you 'are ijiiite right, my dear Punch ; and that beneath the festivities
and hospitalities of this noble inn there rests a deep significance, which
elevates the mere splendour of my reception into an illustration of the
vitality of the mighty nation which bother these weeds ! They are

excellent, but the ash don't hold and there it goes all over one's
ribbon.

P. P. I will bring you some to-morrow which JEFF. DAVIS has sent

me, with a polite request that I will recognise Slaveownia, and get
PAM to break the bloclcade.

P. //'. Will you, that 's a brick.

P. P. Break the blockade?
P. W. (l<tityhing.) No, no, but bring the rL
P. P. }Vill a duck swim: Beaidea, I want to see your papa, i

wish to impress upon him that the Brompton Koad approach must be

improved before the Show
; and if he will take it up, I don't mean the

road, but the plan, 1 think he and I ini^ht ftct it done.
/'. II . Come and dine to-morrow. Ther. r of India installa-

tion in the afternoon, and LOUD Cum: would take it as a compliment.
How well he. looks J u id they cheered him Uke that. Say
you'll come, and I'll tell th,

P. P. Don't let there be any extra trouble on my account.

i' I' .'IK. Well, I -upi^e i should go
in again now, and thank kindness.

/' /' lived among 'em a good deal,
:md 1 know how precious glad they are of a good excuse for doing an

out dinner like this. It was up to the mark, th

/'. //'. t'ou're an old what you arc, and now you
know all alxjut it. Come in, one must IK polite. To-morrow, at three,
sharp.
P. P. Come OB, D) learned friend.

i ,-'iic away their cigars, and are again all smiles, bovs,
and elegant speeches.

CIM1. M'KVR'L M.V.

MR. EUTROPIUS M. .1 .'eided u|xm abandoning the use of
paper collars, and upon j linen all-round.
BLOKE is slowly recovering the use of his gloves, his re-i^u
volunteer duty, and his approaching marriage much conducing
relapse into tidiness. MB. ISSACHAR POTTS has settled accounts with
his laundress, by going oat of town. M H. W r.iunsK WOMBAT lias aban-
doned his short pipe, iu accordance with the representations of his
wife that he looks like a cad with it. MR. SAMUEL FurPER has cx-

E'aincd
to his family that he wrote to them regularly, but that all his

tters were stolen by the convicted postman I'ULLEX, so all is forgiven.
MR. SWEET SMYLEK has gone into training under PBOFESSOR A. REED,
and makes no secret of his belief that there are as good men
land asjAlACE. MB. BAHSAIUS BLYTII is open to an offer from any of
the young ladies at Bullion Villa, but will not give up the bull-terrier.
MR. SALOMON P. Wipe has lost the stopping out of his wise tooth,
and will be on the invalid list until it is replaced. MIL EBEHEZEB

us detinitely cut off his moustaches, as it is quite clear to his
aunt that they will not come. M K. XAMBY BLAXDY BANDY has bought
himself a pair of stunning leggings for the muddy months. MR.
STICKLING GLEWPOTT has bought himself a season-ticket for the Para-

j

dise Gardens, Battenea. MR, MINUS A. RAPP, from circumstances
;

over which he has no control, will abstain from wearing a watch any
longer. MR. OWTJST HOWLEY has had his second best trousers re-

seated, and Ma. MADAGASCAR BROWN has finally placed his black eye
in the hands of his medical attendant. Civil Service Gazette.

A NEW STAND-POINT OF GEOGRAPHY.
AT the monthly meeting of the Town Council of Margate, we find

reported in the Thanet Adoertissr (a wonderful newspaper price only
three-halfpence) that

" MR. CAVKI.F.R movcil th.it n deputation should be appointed to wait on Sim
OIOBOK OUCY to represent to him in full how Margate utoo.1."

They had better also take with them a bag of boiled shrimps, as a

rate stood. If he has any doubts, we refer him to the reports of the
Town Council, and he will there be able to see that Margate stan ds a

great deal of nonsense.

A NEW COMPLAINT.
A NOVEL complaint has been brought before the notice of a Police

Magistrate. It is known by the name and we are indebted to MR.
HUMPHREYS for the information of "kleptomania." Its .symptoms
are described as consisting

"
in a strange and inexplicable desire to take

what does not belong to you." We fancy we have heard the same thing
ict'ore called

"
thieving," but there is a great difference between the

;wo offences. A low, vulgar person is a
"
thief;

" a person in genteel
circumstances is a "kleptomaniac." The first takes vot isn't his 'n

"

'or the purpose of helping himself
; the second commits the like offence.

t is true, but then it is because the poor creature cannot help hin>

[t is malgri Itti. The fingers move convulsively, as though they n
with an immoral itch to] seize hold of the property of oil-

You must no more blame him than yon wonld a patient, who was

abouriug under the effects < he is not responsible
'or his movements. Sieh ;m

unhappy
sufferer deserves pity rr

han censure; he should be nursed and pette.l, and noi be condemn
or put to any harsh punishment. lie should be carried away in a

doctor's carriage, and not in the prison van. It is sad to think I

many persons iu the oU re hung for stealing, whilst they v.

nerely labouring under a temporary attack of "kleptomania" ! It is

ether all our thieves' prisons ought not to be

changed into ''\\<>~ the reception of kl< , ." We
vonder what

'

great thief-taker would have said to this new
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fashionable complaint ? How would he like to have been called a kleptomaniac-

catcher? Russia, Prussia, and Austria did not steal Poland. That nation was

divided by those powers whilst they were labouring under a violent convulsion

of
"
kleptomania," which fully accounts for their

"
strange and inexplicable desire

to take what did not belong to them." The same thing with Nice and Savoy.

Louis NAPOLEON is only a poor pitiable kleptomaniac ;
and as much might

consistently be said of JACK SHEPPARD, or any other historical appropriator of

the property of others. All allusions to thieving and stealing must, henceforth, be

adapted, so as to meet the exigencies of this new mental infirmity.

\\

A DISTRESSING CASE OF "KLEPTOMANIA."

The unfortunate sufferer was promptly attended ly Doctors X 1 and Z 2, and removed
at once to the Hospital, and steps are now being takenfor his recovery.

THE CATCHPENNY PRESS.

GOOD Wine needs no bush, nor any kind of poster ; still

less does it, in order to sell, require fellows to go about the

street, and shout
"
Yah-hah !

"
meaning cheap claret and

champagne. What is true of wine is also true of the press,
that is to say, the newspaper press, even the penny por-
tion of it

;
for that, though selling dirt-cheap, is not all of

it mere rubbish, which is expensive at a penny, and would
not be cheap at any price. The respectable penny papers
command a sale simply by the reputation they have ac-

quired, anil the legitimate help of bill-boards of their con-

tents, exhibited at the doors of the news-shops. Their

despicable contemporaries, however, offered at the same
price, and worth less than nothing, except for their material,

which, too thin to be of much use, is simply spoiled by the

print and woodcuts impressed upon it, can only be forced
into a small circulation, amongst the lowest readers, by
being hawked about the streets like dogs' meat. The noise
made by itinerant newsmongers iu crying

"
Yah-hah !

"

and uttering similar yells indicative of their several com-
modities make morning noon and night hideous, and Sun-

day morning especially intolerable, in what used to be the

quiet streets and squares of London. The shouts and
shrieks that proclaim

"
Sprats !

"
and

"
Mackerel !

"
may

be regarded as necessary nuisances. Mackerel and sprats
are esculent, and spoil by keeping. There can be no ne-

cessity, however, for crying tood for the mind which is

good to eat. still less can there be any for splitting the ears

of householders by crying what is utterly bad, namely,
penny papers of the baser sort, albeit on the plea, which

certainly cannot be denied, that, like sprats and mackerel,
they are perishable commodities.

A GRAND DRESS REHEARSAL.
IT is a pretty dress rehearsal, when a young lady takes

a visitor up to her bed-room, and begins showing her all

the beautiful new dresses she has lately been buying. She
should try them all on, one after the other, before the look-

ing-glass, and press her dear friend, in the most persuasive
manner, to give her opinion upon each. The performance
is all the more effective, when the visitor happens to be in

an inferior position of society, so that the pieces, which are

brought forward for her flattering notice, are so nicely

arranged as to be above the reach of her pocket. How-
ever, the best time without comparison for a Grand Dress
Rehearsal is when a young lady is going to a QUEEN'S
Drawing Room. ' Too many young friends cannot be
invited to witness the eclat of so delightful a performance,

taking care of course to avoid any inconvenience from

overcrowding, and even upon so rare an occasion ser-

vants have been known to be kindly admitted to witness

the grand finale.

OUR SUPERIORS IN EVERYTHING.
THE growing popularity of the new teaspoon bpnnet among our

countrymen, supervening on that of crinoline, is additional homage to

the exquisite) taste of France. The French certainly do excel us in

everything. We are never tired of seeing this unquestionable truth

tacitly conceded, or of hearing it loudly proclaimed. In every respect
we are inferior to the French, and so are all the other nations of Europe.
Not only docs France surpass England in street architecture, statuettes,

fancy furniture, military organisation, millinery, cookery, and dancing.
The French are our superiors in all the higher lines of thought,
science, and philosophy. We have no great dramatist and universal

genius, nor grand epic poet, to compare witli their least eminent

authors, no archphilosopher, no famous astronomer, no chemical inves-

tigator, no anatomical and physiological discoverer, no mechanician,
that deserves to be named in the same breath with certain Frenchmen
of the same description. It was a Frenchman that prescribed the
laws of scientific inquiry, another that disclosed the principle of gra-
vitation, another that demonstrated the circulation of the blood,
another that invented the steam-engine, another that discovered the
metallic bases of the alkalis. We owe locomotives and railways to
France. The whole railway system is, in fact, a French idea.

As to music, painting, sculpture, and all the higher departments of

art, not only do the I'rench beat us all to nothing, but they also beat
the Italians and Germans, to whose sublimest poetical geniuses, and
profoundest writers, moreover, a great many of their own are immea-
iiirably superior.
To say that the Army and Navy of France are, the latter as well as

the former, incomparably greater, better disciplined, and more efficient,

than our land and sea forces, is to concede far less than the truth.

Then- excellence is, not only'absolute, but relative, they are stronger and
better than ours in proportion to their size

;
one Frenchman is a match

for three Englishmen ; and our conflicts with .the French, both in the

field and on the ocean, have been, on our part, an almost uniform series

of reverses. We never were the victors in anything like a fair and

equal fight.

Finally, it has been reserved for the French to do what we have never

yet been able to accomplish; to "teach the nations how to live" under
a constitutional government, and to enjoy personal liberty, and the

freedom of the press and of speech, compatibly with order.

The foregoing acknowledgments are due to a glorious but modest

nation, and will, it is hoped, afford those ignorant Britons who would
like to know in what particulars the French so vastly excel us as they

'

are alleged to do, the desired information.

One of the Worst Aspects of the American War.

SINCE the great scarcity of Cotton, the Parisian milliners have been

charging fifty, and seventy, and as much as eighty-two per cent, extra

for padding. If the scarcity should still continue, it will be frightful to

contemplate upon the thousands and thousands of French beauties that

will be pinched by the want of it during the coming winter.

LAST LINE TKOM THE FRENCH KORAN.

THERE is but one NAPOLEON, and the Moniteur is his prophet.
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A NOBLE DONKEY.
interest \v;i> eseite.l.

mien! (if i he Timet, in

his description of the Cattle.

Show that was attw!-

I Ahibition

by an ass. He says :

"
I atood long gazing on a ctell

icb woro written tho wottU
'

Anno, purotaxjui.' (iff, ij

with your hata to
illutri"Us winn < iw tt

aristocracy."

have hut lit tic doubt
tint this noble Donkey corn-

greatest admira-

on account of his

illustrious descent. Of
course, he got the prize or

at least, he was rewarded,
let us hope, with the Order
of the Thistle ? Crowds irere

unquestionably bending the
knee in slavish homage to

this pur sang animal, who
had probably come down in

a straight line from the Ark.
We have seen (lie like adoration paid in this country to donkevs, whose
only rccomiiieinlat ion was their pure blood and their long descent
donkevs. who prided themselves ou the fact of their years stretchag
further back than any other donkey'-*.

PENNY EDITING.

xcellent rule,
"
hear both sides," Las apt hitherto been thought

to extend to both sides of one newspaper. It is usually supposed that
there is some sort of unanimity among the contributors to a journal.
Hut it was reserved for our respected contemporary the Morning

to illustrate the principles of Freedom in all their purity,
lu that free-trade paprr no haughty editor has 'a veto, no smartjeader-
writer a pn- riiiiiiiM humble penny-a-liuer is allowed to con-
tnniirt, point blank, the utterances of his supposed chiefs. In theStar
of Friday the 1st November, there is an article on the PRINCE OF
WALES in the Temple, and there is also a vivid account of the cere-
monials. These compositions face each other in the opening of the
Star they shall, in part, do so here, in testimony of Mr. PKHC&** ad-

ory of Editing.

HKPORT.
*' Tho day was altogether a memorable

one in tho history of tho Templo. The
admission of royalty among its mombora ;

tho auspicious opening of its new library
by one who will at some future, and it U
to bo hoped far distant, period Iw king of
these realms ; tho crowd of beauty and
nobility uf blood and intellect which waa
gathered together to take part in the
ceremony, all will leave an improna
upn the annals of the Society, which

AHTi
' Ot course it is incoinp.itiblo with tho

of grown is: :uon to
uoden horses

Ih U.rkoililolln. Hutas thelong-

one of

*, and go through

in with lht.-ir

.

>' law

iif (nil.

'

lint- fully mil-' , i ility of

i-ut i-iti * *

And tli'

tlit'ir pretty \

end a marry gamewhiob HH.M bw

kTwiobjr, vtuivti

agea will not obliterate. In speaking of
ut after it is over, it U difficult b>
Ahich was of the most interest

and i?n of the
library, nr the investiture of tin ;

ih the privileges and dig
nitios of a boiK-her uf the Temple. It IB

>st encouraging signs of the
tinioH that a member ol our reigning
ttovai !'( Lilly should be found coming

are giv, ,,< more
. and it may be, more dignified

i the liberties
of tin 1

]*, .'(il.- .UK! tli.-ir sovereign rights."

The Secret of the American Blockade.

PRIDE stiff, senseless, uubrndincr, intolerable, ruinous Pride is at
the bottom Of it. They'll not rot ton to our atiollu'r atnl they'll B6Q
each other jolly well It.-

t, before they'll allow either the one
other to cotton to an\:

.<;<;KUI:KS FUUM Tin; M\\

Tin. Ni: theatrics ;md more perplexing to

ry \vrrk \vr M ncnts of actors being wanted to

iine, its fli
, ami n-\rr

paaoes without * other wanting *>omr our else or
othrr to

*'
combine utility witfi the lr . -ss," which really

like asking him to undertake thr . dog.
As a samp: !i//.los, only look at this :

TOHK

WANTI
. immediately, a FIKST \VA!.KI\<J dKNTLKllAK,

. imilen- Al*o. UIOfTLB-
rmponnibla btwlnow. n

man I'lintonxiroo.

"York Circuit
"

! So an actor goes on circuit like a barrister. Well,
they have also this in common, nain y both wear wigs. But
why are "walking" gentlemen so often in request? \V>- ni-\cr heard
of walking matches done upon the stage, and where can be the need
tben of engaging walking people ? Again, too, will this walking gen-
tleman have to wear a pinafore, u-1 1 It is mys-
teriously said that he will have to play a

'

portion of IIL: and

juveniles," but how he can enact a portion of a j
i . uses our

conception ;ruess. Moreox - arc, likr

the comedy, in lie light (and the sentence which
forbids this supposition), the walking ifontlcman will have to put him.
self in training, to decrease his ponderosity to the weight of a light

i le, whatever th.r

As a contr.fi to this levity, we find in the same column of dramatic

liowing:

THP..VTRK ROYAI I

WANTED, immedntely, a good HEAVY MA^' ; onotlut imdantan.l.,
.InunatlcFtooM. Aim, good Ol.li M

We wonder how much docs the management require this
"
heavy

Man" to weigh. Would sixteen stone suffice, or must he not be under
- And what age must the

"
old man" have attained to i

eligible ? We presume that on emergency seventy would do, though
ss a III preference would be ceded to a hundred. But tnen what

testimonials must he furnish of his goodness P Of course nobody would
wish to hire a bad old man, but different minds put vastly different

values on morality, and what is vice in one man's eye is almost virtue

in another.

We really think more details should be furnished on these points, if

only to prevent unnecessary writing : for the man who is the cause of
a man's writing needless letters is a monster who deserves to be nearly
drowned in ink, after being stabbed almost to death with magnum-
bonums.

There i* a Revolution Always of Some Kind in Paris.

PAKIS is still essentially the City of Barricades. There is only this

small difference : formerly the barricades were erected by men with the

help of stones ; nowadays they are erected by women in the shape of

Crinolines. The EMPEROR has succeeded in putting down the former

by calling in tbe aid of M'ADAM. Is there no M'Evr whose crushing
assistance he could invoke, to enable him to put down '.the latter?

Perhaps there never was any revolution in the Fashions that was
carried by means of so many barricades as that of the Crinoline and
I he worst is, t bat though the revolution has been successfully ac<

plished,
the barricades still continue, in all their force, and arc felt to

be dreadfully in the way of progress, as there arc few persons, whose

temper, or dress, is not materially raffled in the awkward attempts they
make to get over them.

Gladstone's Advice, and Punch's.

TIIK way for a sensible man to br
of the savings' bank plan,

Is to take to the post-shop the fewest of letters,

And utmost of shillings he can.

W. E. r.LADSTOXE.

TICK .f UTERAII

<:- ! I :i 'ii'i! 's have been throw ( 'it vnjB^H
MS book, that we think he caonM^H

it in. -nt he has received from the hands of his

enemies, than change his name to M. i

A LIKENESS TAKER. A Prize-lighter.

THE ROYAI. GAME O? BRAG.

.. when he
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'

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT.
Our Volunteers in Devon are not likely to continue carpet-knights, as the annexed extract from their published regulations will show.

(i

Every Volunteer must provide for his own personal comfort, subject to the
conditions already specified as to baggage, and to such other Regulations as may 1 n:

laid down for the good order of the camp. But the attention of Volunteers is

directed to the following points : a. A complete change of woollen clothing, in-

cluding two flannel shirts, woollen drawers, and socks, and a woollen cap. b. Two
blankets, no sheets, c. A camp bedstead, or a bedtick, sacking, canvass bag, or

wrapper to be stuffed with straw. The straw will be supplied gratis at the camp.
d. Towel and soap. e. Needles and thread, strong pina, a piece of cord or a strap,

f.
A plate, mug, knife, fork, and spoon.

" In addition to the above articles for each individual, there should be for each
tent or mess : g. A tarpauling, winnowing sheet, or other waterproof cloth to

spread under the bedding, h. A pail or bucket to hold a supply of water ; if the
t"p will serve as a basin, all the better, i. Chic or two saucepans, with the long
iron handle taken off, and a semicircular wire handle sul-stituted.

./'.
A baking tin

or fryingpan (handle removable), k. A net to hold rations of meat or vegetables.
I. A hatchet or bill-hook, -m. A spade. . A Ianthorn.

"N.li. The articles marked ft, i, j, should, if possible, be packed one inside
another."

SAMUEL THE SAINT-SEES.
r WE rejoice to see the BISHOP or OXFORD on his legs again, for lie

has been laid up, and he is a famous orator. In a speech highly calcu-
lated to sustain his reputation for eloquence, made at York, 011 behalf
of the county blind-school, occurs the very remarkable passage sub-
joined. "Let every man," said the Bishop, "think how to liimself

through the eye had come the sense of beauty" and so forth :

" Let him think what it was never once to have looked upon the innocent bright-
ness of an infant's countenance ; what it was never once to have seen the radiance
and glory which mantled around the features of the Holy Saints."

(<
The foregoing passage is very fine but rather obscure. What it is

to have looked upon the innocent brightness of an infant's counten-
ance," most people know. Brightness is a quality commonly ascribed
to smiles. We all of us, who enjoy the use ot our

eyes, have seen many
a baby with a clean shiny face, just washed, smiling with an expression
of the purest innocence, the process of ablution being over; although, a
few moments before, during that process, it had been crying frightfully,
and making the most vicious faces. But how many of us have seen"
the radiance and

glory
which mantle around the laces of the Holy

Saints?" Pictures of the luminous appearance, which the Bishop thus
alludes to are familiar enough to (he generality of people: but the
phenomenon itself is one that we never, heretofore,knew anybodywho had
witnessed, or thought that he had, or even said that he 'had. liiMinr

WILBERFORCE, however, who mentions it as a matter of ordinary observa-
tion to all but the blind, is of course constantly in the habit of seeing it

under favourable conditions himself, and thinks that it is seen as well
by mankind at large. But he is evidently, by special faculty, a seer of

saints ; and he seems to see so many as to make it appear that they arc

more numerous now-a-days than they are generally supposed. The
phosphorescence with which the old painters usually represent the
heads of holy prelates as surrounded, may be an emanation of what
BARON REICHENBACH calls the Odic or Odylic light, perceptible only
to certain persons, whom he terms

"
sensitives." Perhaps the BISHOP

OF OXFORD is a sensitive, and thus accustomed to behold the radiance
and glory mantling around the features of the Holy Saints

;
that is to

say, when lie sees them in the dark, for then only are the odylic rays
visible. When, therefore, the Bishop, going to bed at night, puts his

candle out, and is consequently, according
to the solution of the popular

riddle, where MOSES (the .tailor) was, under the same circumstances, let

us cherish the supposition that he beholds the reflection of a brilliant

halo whensoever he casts his eyes on the looking-glass.

Theatrical Intelligence.

OUR Irish Correspondent writes to say that PATH has been per-

forming Martha, in Dublin. The opera, he informs us, has been a great
success. The singer identified herself from beginning to end most

closely with the character, so much so, that her warm-hearted admirers

declare that the name of the opera should for the future be altered from
Martha to PATTY.

KIC'K HIM HARD, HE SHOULD HAVE NO FRIENDS.

A CoBRESi'OXDENT wants to know whether it be because the winter
is approaching that BLOXDIN for the time has given up his Summer-sets ?

Mated by William Bradbury, of No. 1.1 Upper Woburn Flue. and Frederick Mullen Eni. of No. 19, Queen'i Road Weit, Kegnfi Park, both in the Parish of St. i ancrai, in the county ot MldiUeMfc
mtert. t their once in Lombard Street, in the J'reciact of WhlteMan, in ibe City of London, and Publi.hed by them at No. 85, Fleet Street, ID the Patiih of St. Bride, in the City of London.-
ATUBDAT, >ovem her 9,1861,
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"A FRIEND IN NEED," ETC.

JOSES (inebriated good-hearted fellow, but will break out at times).
"
Coin'

ou'cCinncr par'y 'st fell's where 'tis, Oldfcllar', sh' - - shtriifsh me'sh highlpro'ble
sh'want Sail b'fore morro'mor'in."

PLAN FOR RELIEVING THE BISHOPS.

THE real Archbishop and head of the English Church, DR. LusniNGTOS.has
given his decision in the matter in which his subaltern, the BISHOP OP \Vix-

CHESTKK, demanded his interference; a clergyman named HEATH being the

delinquent. ARCHBISHOP PUNCH is, of course, not going to stamp on theological
corns, and evades remark upon the case itself, beyond the observation that ARCH-
iMsiioi- LrsHiNGTON seems to regard bustling BISHOP BURNET as the Fountain of

Anglican Theology, a view which will much delight the Patristics and others. But
a more practical consideration occurs to the Fleet Street Archbishop. His most
reverend and right reverend Brethren in lawn complain that they are over-worked

or rather, for there is a slight distinction between the phrases that there is

too much which they ought to do. ARCHBISHOP PUNCH therefore proposes to save
them a great deal of trouble. Why not remit candidates for orders at once to head-

quarters? Why not send them up direct to AKCHBISHOP LUSHINGTON? Let a

parson do his worst, it is to the Lubington tribunal that he must come at last,
his diocesan lias little or no power over him. Send him to ARCHBISHOP LUSHIM.-
TON, in the first instance, to be put through his theological paces, and duly trained
for his race. Then, it' he bolts out of the course, it will be ARCHBISHOP 1

INGTON'S business to deal with his own pupil. ARCHBISHOP PUNCH respectfully
invites Convocation to consider this proposition, which has come strongly upon
his mind since his perusal of the HEATH case, ana his discovery that the real head
of the English Church is the excellent and venerable ARCHBISHOP LCSHINGTON.

QUITE A DIFFERENT ARTICLE. The Xetc York Herald says that the arms of
one of the Bull's Hun regiments "shone so brightly that you would fancy tiny
were electroplated." Possibly. It would need a bolder imagination to fancy that
the bearers were Britannia metal.

THE SOXG OF TIIE YOU \CJI-: II SON.

I Win i.n gladly marry,
('(mid I I.:. , find

A girl of

Inexpensively inclined:
One who for more

].

Will not weekly ;

And will even love her liu-

Better than her dress.

Who will share his fortune.
Nor eiimplain nf hi-, .

And without a pair of ]x>:.

Will manage to CXIM.
Who in I. r August
To be seen won't lie afraid.

And can linish oil' her toil'

Without a ladj's maid.

Who '11 not think a mile of walking
A cause for Ik'ht or |

And even on emergency
Will travel liy a 'lius.

Who '11 mend a shirt or stocking,
i pie or pu :

And will not want a di

If her little tin

A wife who'll not look sulky
If rarte blanehf she he de:

With her milliner anil jeweller,
And tifty shops beside.

Who'll not lie in bed for breakfast,
Nor of cruelty complain

If she lunch without hot jelly,

And dine without champagne.

'ticy fairs and flower-shows
Who will not sigh to go,

will deem a quiet evening
With her HENRY "dreadful slow."

Who can live without French novels,

^
And without an opera stall,

Nor will want three parties nightly,
And twice a-week a ball.

Who can go out on a visit

Nor want six new gowns a day,
And won't turn her lovely nose up
At a sixpenny bouquet.

Who '11 walk out with her husband
If he can't afford a horse,

Nor will deem a year old bonnet
A fit ground for a divorce.

Who will be content with Margate,
When taken to the sea,

Nor will think her HENRY vulgar
If he order shrimps for tea.

Find me such a charmer,
With health and temper good,

And then ask me if 1 'd marry ?

I should rather think I would '.

Dumb Dog Tearem.

WHOSE dog is Tearem ? That Tearem alone can tell ; but

he is silent. The Hungarian Constitution is abolished; Hun-

gary is placed under something like martial law ;
but not a

bark nor even a whine from Tearem. CanTearem be muzzled?

Is Tearem the dog of JOHN Be LI, or FRAN< IS-JOSEPH'S dog ?

Tearem represents himself as a house-dog ;
but what sort of

a house-dog is he ? Surely not a Hapsburg-ilonse Dog ?

MONSIEUR MOSOPS.

la Presse considers that
"
France must continue to

keep an eye on Dappes.'' If she is only to keep one eye
on it. her motto had better be, from VIRGIL, Erpietm
Itapibxs Cyclopt.

SNORING. The Voices of the Night.

VOL. XLI.
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CORRESPONDENT.
WING to MONSIEUR
FXCBTEB, dear
.ranch, there is quite
a shower of blacks

just now upon the

stage, enougli really

to remind one of the

shower of Ethiopians
wherewith our thea-

tres were deluged
some few years ago,
and whereof some

sprinklings are seen
still in the streets.

In the week \\ herein

] write there KM in

London three Olhel-

los engaged in black-

ing their faces to

appear before the

public; and although
that fact may seem
to savour of mono-

tony, there is no lack

ofvarietyin the parts
as they are played.
For the benefit of

playgoers of a dozen
centuries hence, to

whom Punch will doubtless be the only journal extant of the pre-
sent period, 1 may mention that the trio to whom I have referred

are M. FECHTER at the Princess's, MR. BBOOKB at Drury Lane,
and MK. PIIKLPS at Sadler's Wells. Of these, the first and second

are as opposite in style as two actors well can be
;
the one full of

intellectual polish and refinement, while the other relies mainly upon
physical exertion, and wins the good will of the gallery by his vehe-

mence of voice. MR. PHELPS'S careful reading is, I take it, pretty

as Richelieu a night or two ago, and I own that I was not reminded of

MACIIKADY, who was the last actor I saw playing the part. MK. BOOTH
is young, and by study may improve : but folks will scarcely go to see

him merely for the reason that they went to see his father.
"

It is odd to see what shifts the managers are put to by the dearth

of tragic actors, and the new-born taste for tragedy. At JJrury Lane
';<>XBY has to do himself a violence and appear as Roderigo,

while the walking gentlemen who take the other characters are very
little better than a set of walking sticks. At the Haymarket. however,
a whole company of comedians have on a sudden to assume the bearing
of tragedians, and I need not say how ludicrous are the inevitable re-

sults. Merely from the bare association of ideas, the metamorphoses
effected are enough to make one smile : for when little MK. CLAKKE stalks

on with tragic strut, one cannot well help thinking of him as a comic

waiter, so strongly is that image of him stamped on your mind's eye. It

must surprise your country readers to learu that tragedy is finding a home
here in the Haymarket, where they have often given vent to such bois-

terous guffaws ;
and I fancy when the Cattle Show attracts them there

next month they will look for Mu. BucKSlOHB to play the part of
'

while MR. COMPTON acts theA'zw/, and MR. ROGERS plays the

Ghost the libretto of the tragedy explaining that this
'

shadow,' since

his late retirement from the cares oi kingly state, has led a very cosy
comfortable life, and has thereby not unnaturally grown a little stout.

" ONE WHO PAYS."

PREFERMENT FOR EXCHANQE. A RECTORY,
situated within sight of the Sea, in an exceedingly picturesque

much the juste milieu between the two; and I suspect most English

playgoers, who reverence the text, will on the whole acknowledge his

reading to be the best. 1 should like in certain scenes to see him
rather more impulsive, as befits the 'fiery' Moor; and at times he

somewhat mumbles in his utterance, through an over-straining of

emotional effect. But his conception on the whole is excellently ren-

dered, and fully shows that he appreciates the poetry of SHAKSPEARE,
and the grandeur of the part. Not being sentimental, his pathos is

most touching in its natural simplicity ;
instance specially the farewell

to his soldier's occupation, and the low voice and quivering lip with

which he sobs the answer
'

not a jot not a jot :

'

and in the outbreaks

of Ins jealousy he gives the fullest utterance to the passion of the text,

without stooping to the vulgar rage and rant and roar, which the 'great
actor' MR. BROOKE now vents in what the playbills call his 'grand
impersonation.'
"In fine, having last night seen him vastly to his disadvantage, (for

MR. PHELPS, I am bound to say, is wretchedly supported encum-
bered would indeed be a far more fitting word,) I think that his Othello is

decidedly worth seeing: and they who rail so scornfully at much-
abused ''tradition' may learn from MR. PHELPS that

'

tradition
'

has its

beauties, as well as its defects, and that to violate it needlessly is not
a proof of taste.

"
I must just add, however, that the Sadler's Wells logo is by no

means to be cited as a sample of tradition, or to be commended for liis

boldness of departure from it. The actor rather seems to view it as a

semi-comic character : and in this light pit and gallery most cheerfully

accept it, and give him roars of laughter, and thunders of applause.

Kow, though tradition far too much insists on fiendish scowls and

sneers, and such a devilish deportment as no one could assume and yet
be thought an

'

honest
'

man, still the words lago speaks, as set down
in the text, could not in any truth to nature proceed from such a person
as the Sadler's Wells lai/u presumes himself to be. I lay stress on this

fact, because in general MK. PH'ELPS is careful in his cast: and as he

is the only good tragic actor left us (M. FECUTER is not British-born,
and therefore does not count) one wishes, for our credit's sake, to see
him well supported, and so put upon his mettle, and acting quite his

best.
"
M. FxCHTEB still continues to cram the house in Oxford Street :

and whatever be his failings (I shall write about them shortly, and
shall have to write at greater length, I think, of his good points) it

must at any rate be owned, that he has helpea to bring down many a

dusty SHAKSPEARE from its shelf, and has revived the taste for some-

thing better than burlesque. Besides the shower of Olhellos to which
I have referred, the play of liichard 111. has been presented to the

public, and actually the little theatre in the Haymarket has seen the

tragic buskin on its BucKSTONE-trodden boards. I saw King liichard
\
be our washing-day.

CLERICAL DESTITUTION.

THERE are snug things in the Church. Only look at this :

^

pHURCHVJ desirably . - -
, ....

County; house, roomy and good ; glebe, 8-2 acres of first-iate land. Income, well

Slid,

nvcr 10il a VIMI-. Population L'LV N'n Meeting "r Public House in the ]>
'

i in EXCHANGE! the NEXT PRESENTATION to a Rural Rectory, subject
to a life <if not less than seventy. Income must not be less, nor population greater.

Ago of applicant must not be less than forty. South or West of England preferred.

Variety is charming : Aoida, novitatis est gens humana, as the Eton
Latin grammar classically phrases it. Else one well might wonder that

a parson in possession of so snug a berth as this should feel any wish

to change it for one that might prove less so. For in the
"
rural rec-

tory" ot which he is in search there might very likely be a pothouse or

a meeting-house, while in his present sea-side paradise it seems that he
lias neither of these nuisances to harass him. Considering this, we are

surprised that he will swop for the same income as that which he now
has : for surely the relief to a well-constituted mind of knowing that

no drinking or dissenting folk live near one is worth what in thelaw is

called "consideration money," and should as much enhance the value

of a clerical preferment as the absence of street-organs would the value

of a house. Moreover the advertiser clearly loves an easy life, or he

would not be so careful to guard himself against a larger population.
Over four hundred a year to cure a couple of hundred souls, as things

now go, we think, is pretty decent pay : and with a
"
good and roomy

house" in extremely pretty country, one might manage one would

fancy to live tolerably comfortable, even though one had to preach a

sermon once a week, and once a month or so go through the labour of

christening.

STATISTICS FOR THE NURSERY.

(From the Moui/eur Fixicole.)

FAIR Brussels takes the lead in beer,
Proud Stockholm loves her brandy,

Madrid is great in chocolate,
1 )ear to each Spanish grandee.

Vile absinthe keeps gay Paris pert,
The Turk for coffee craves,

Strong wines fill up the Britons' cup,
Who never will be slaves.

But you look here, my little man,
Be wiser than the bunch :

Through all your life pursue one plan,
And always stick to PUNCH.

Nothing Like Lather.

A FASHIONABLE Soap-monger incessantly exposes and advertises
" Bar Soiij)." We dare say that it is very good ;

but whence the

name ? Has the Bar so many dirty hands that it must have a special

soap invented for it ? Or is it an invention to enable the Bar the better

to soap over juries ? Or is it for washing what Lady Macbeth calls a
"

filthy Witness "? We request an explanation, accompanied by a few

hundred pounds of the article against Friday next, which happens to
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NURSLINGS OF THE WAVES.

(IN Monday last week commenced the winter session <>!

sity of Edinburgh, when an eloquent introdn "iidiing

Bounce in general was delivered bv Principal Sin iMn.
Unfortunately the addrcss*of the Ii irned Principal was, owing to the

construction of tlic hall in <i
. u-ry imp

I lie reporter tel! i of tin' audience.

Yes, tlr !' tin- accomplished lecturer'.-.

sentence', lieuan thus. "Considei MH but as llie nursery of

the whale ami its congeners." Tin . imper-

fectly heard liy in; bended,
and some literal ami MI. lid student* presenl naturally understood Sin

|>A\[|i i;i;i vi 'ed the

of the whale and the oo

I!\TIIIXG FOR BEDLAM I'!

WE were surprised beyond measure on Wednesday morning last at

finding in the Times the following intelligence :

" The bathing season in Hydo Park has now terminated."

This st.irtling information was conveyed in a short paragraph relat-

ing to the Koyal !

' uid setting forth, with other highly

interesting details, that

" The number of bather* in the Surivntim', from the commencement of the year
to the Snl in.sl >.:i43 in the evenings.

* *

The number of :it tempted - >f whom five, were rescued, and the

remainder wore nut discovered in time to be saved."

If we remember rightly, "the Serpentine was frozen over at the

commencement of the year," ami tin: temperature was somewhere iu

the neighbourhood of /.em: while on the evening of the third instant

there was a hard ErOBt, and we should at either
j

eriod alx)ut 8S soon
have thought of blowing out our brains as of bathing in the Serpentine.
Tastes ilill'er, it is true, hut if we ever were caught bathing when the

glass was down to freezing point, we think whoever dragged us put
would be quite justified m faneyins wr were attempting suicide.

Clearly a Society which calls itself
" Humane" should do all within its

power to prevent half-witted persons from taking insane headers when
the snow is on the ground, and thereby catching in all likelihood cold,

ague, cramp, neuralgia, sore-throat, bronchitis, asthma, lumbago, cough,
and rheumatism, ami half-a-doxen other highly disagreeable ailments.

proceeding from the chills whieh human llesh is heir to.

Implacable Jonathan.

IT is impossible to please the \ inkers. Thej are uoi sal islied with

OUT leavingthem to themselves, and they also complain that we will

not stand a loan. No wonder that we do not e>

not likely we shall, so long as they continue to keep us out of cotton.

A LAMENT FOR OLD GUY.

"I.Ii 1111,11 AND I)HV TIUK Hl.l I

Oil. ... the time's gnu
When we rejoiced in i

With lantern (lark in lingers stark,

with
squids and noise,

And beL'L'iir.' box held

'I know the hour mr,
lint where 's n

'ill parades the i.

a an clhow-cliair,
waves and wans its tawdry ngf,

And danirling limbs in air.

(iiinpowdcr treason still (loth lend
A licence to the cry,

That tills the air in street a:

Hut where 's mine ane

lummy thus paraded round
Is not our uncir'

Who> :!, fill.

And NKWUKUATK also.

"1'is now the I'nrh with tinsel cope,
And triple crown set hL-h,

A lii
i, just now I 've seen

Hut where 's mine ancient i

I- it that history has lost

urag,
That hatred hut ,,f I'

Hath overboard been tlnii^ :

tli qucnchod the zeal

eh blazed iu times gone, by,
Till in mine ite I musi ni<

Where i mine ancient

Or is 't the ribaldry which jests
With all things, graye or not,

The sense doth dim of guilt in him
Who plann'd Gunpowder 1'lot y

Is it since Punch so oft hath blown
The Parliament sky high,

Ulan Imm his throne,
And gone mine ancie

Vile Innovation nothing spares
Of all my childhood knew :

The wisdom of our ancestors
In all things we undo :

E'en P*ncA, with alien characters,
Unknown in days gone by,

I" hind his mask must blush to ask
Where is mine ancient (iiiy

But if November has to mourn
One desecrated day,

Degenerate boys, new-fangled Guys,
And old hates past away,

mirth is there, with its Lord Mayor,
Who ill his stale goes by;

So long as he installed shall be,
We 'vc still one ancient Guy.

While still in mangy mortar-cap
The sword-bearer shall ride,

While still in close-curled wigs the grooms

While still shall pass the man in brass,

all boys' cries

For all we'\e h,st, we jet may boast,
We. 've teu'ral ancient Guys !

Unpleasant Symptoms.

WK arc very unhappy about the lii-hop. Maker. We are sadly afraid

that the Noble Earl is L'in_' <.\cr to the dumb of Koine. He has

been m. "'# "</ Rffieict, and has assured

his working-class audience tl 10 feel,

and not to try tounder-t 1:1 1. This is sad, from the l'i i VFTES-

:i priest tell his ii

'

,'i none

of the Earl's own liicrarchs c;ill u; iop-Maker, and feel his

U e repeat we arc very uucasy.
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FIRST DAY OF THE SEASON.

Aunt Sally (wJio is very particular).
"
WELL, DEAR, DID YOU HAVE A NICE RIDE?"

Diana (wlw is particular too, but jolly).
" OH ! DELICIOUS AUNTY; AND DO YOU KNOW, WE FELL IN WITH THE HOUNDS FOUND A Fox

AT MERRY'S GOHSE, BUN HIM WITHOUT A CHECK FOR TWENTY MINUTES up TO FBIAR'S PLANTATION BOTHERED us A LITTLE THERE, BUT
WE HIT HIM OFF AGAIN, AND AWAY WE WEST AS HARD AS WE COULD SPLIT, OVER SIMMONS' ENCLOSURES INTO BROADFIELD PARK KIGHT

THROUGH OLD LADY GOLLOP'S GARDEN YOU NEVER SAW SUCH A SIGHT DIDN'T STOP THERE, BUT STEAMED AWAY DOWN FRESHWATER VALE,
AND KILLED HIM IN THE OPEN, CLOSE TO DOLLMAN'S HEATH AN HOUR AND TEN MINUTES BY MY LITTLE WATCH, AND CHARLEY BANGCROFT
SAYS I WENT LIKE A BlBD, AND I 'VE ASKED HIM IN TO LUNCH, AND I DON '1 KNOW WHAT J

S BECOME OF POLES AND THE COACH HOUSE !

"

HOW WE 'LL BREAK THE BLOCKADE.
COUSIN JONATHAN, listen, and don't make a row,
Nor fancy you '11 see the B. Lion afraid,

We beg to inform you we 've taken a vow
On the earliest occasion to Break your Blockade.

We '11 do it, old hoss, we '11 have cotton, yes, Sir,

Though your lying old Herald may splutter and rave,
If we don't, say the Lion aforesaid 's a cur,
And bid MRS. BKITAXNJA stop ruling the wave.

Would you like to know how, Sir ? Then don't be an ass,

Ground rifle, old Loss, leave that bowie alone :

A quarrel wants two, and in spite of your sarce
We won't be the Party to shy the first stone.

But we '11 break your blockade, Cousin JONATHAN, yet,
Yes. darn our old stockings, C. J., but we will.

And the cotton we '11 have, and to work we will set

Every Lancashire hand, every Manchester mill.

We 're recruiting to do it we '11 make no mistakes
;

There 's a place they call India, just over the way ;

There we 're raising a force which, Jerusalem, snakes !

Will clean catawompus your cruisers, C. J.

And we won't have our eggs in one basket, dear boy,
There 's a place called Brazil, which you know 's real jam,

The order 's gone out. and the word's to employ
All hands that cau help vis to wop Uncle Sam.

More power to our elbow, have ever you heard,
Of Venezuela ? come, answer us. du

;
(

There, Cousin, we hear from a nice little bird,

That a nice little rod Ls in pickle for you. ]

Ex nihilo nihil, but that won't be said

Of a certain rich valley that nurses the Nile :

We 're recruiting there, too, hoss, so hang down your head
As if you 'd no end of a brick in your tile.

You immortal old gqney ! you reckon to lick

The web-footed Lion that swims every sea !

We rather imagine he knows of a trick

That will turn on your backs both yourself and Legree,

You needn't be nervous, up war flag shall flaunt,
Nor powder nor steel will we trouble for aid,

But we '11 have all the cotton our mill-people want
;

And so and so only wo '11 Break the Blockade.

He is the Government.

POLITICAL scribes whose education (as not unfrequently happens
with the best public instructors') has been slightly neglected, often

appear in doubt whether the word "
Government

"
is singular or plural.

Some of 'em dodge the difficulty by writing that
"
Government has

resolved to put forth their energy," &c. so as to merge their dilemma

j

in affectedly hasty writing. But whatever difficulty may occur in

ordinary times, there can be none now. Nobody will say that LOKD
i
PALHERSTON is plural.
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CABBY. "Hansom, Captain!"
CAPTAIN. "Haw, Yaas; fancy so, rath-art

"

GARIBALDI'S HEADPIECE.
THE certainty that GARIBALDI has a head upon his shonlders is no doubt extremely

vexatious to the Continental- Absolutists, and perhaps even to some of their British
friends, who would like to decapitate him. Anything by which they are forcibly re-

minded of that incontrovertible fact must exceedingly annoy them, and therefore we
have much pleasure in drawing their attention to a statement contained in the
Monarchic Nazionak, which not only evidences the existence of ahead on the shoulders
of GARIBALDI, but also proves that it has been put on the right way. The Ex-KiNG
or NAPLES, the ex-Dukes of the Italian States, the EMPEROR OP AUSTRIA, the POPE,
and the MARQUIS or NORMANBY, will be enraged to hear that -.

" GENERAL TUBR has announced to the Central Committee, in the name of GARIBALDI, that it

is the firm intention of the latter not to provoke any movement in favour of Rome and Venice ; and
that his sole wish is that every means may be employed to promote the armament of the nation."

The Roman pear, according to our friend Louis NAPOLEON, is not ripe yet ; when
it shall have attained to maturity it will fall of itself. The soundness of this Napo-
leonic idea may be questioned, for that of the pear itself is disputable, appearances
strongly indicating that the Roman pear is not only ripe but rotten. However, there

hangs the pear, for the present, on the tree which enlightened France, by Imeans of
GENERAL GOYON and ten thousand bayonets, prevents its natural proprietors from
shaking. Hut a day must come when the sleepy old pear will falfat last. In the
meanwhile the fruit-bud that might produce a fresh pear is liable to be nipped, and at
least has no claim to be permitted to expand. The Sovereign Pontiff pear, still pendent,
hangs by prescription, but any future specimen of that fruit which the gardeners
of the Sacred College may think of growing in its place, they will attempt to develope
against the will of their masters the Italian people. They will be justly entitled to
cultivate a pontifical pear for themselves, but they will have no right to impose a pear
corresponding to a King Pippin on the nation of which they are not the representa-
tives. Enlightened Prance is under no obligation to protect any future pear, and will
of course immediately retire from the orchard, and leave the pear-tree in the rightful
possession of Italy ; if of an armed Italy, then of an Italy that will hold the tree

fast against all comers. By that time, the Venetian,

pear also will probably be ripe for plucking. This opera-
tion may require an amount of force which Italian men
will be enabled to wield by taking, and only by taking,
GARIBALDI'S judicious advice, keeping quiet, billing their

time, and in the meanwhile employing every means
"
to

promote the armament of the nation."

THE TRIUMPHS OF OWEN.
BY THE MUSE OF THE MUSEUM.

(Slightly altered from GRAY.)

OWEN'S praise demands my song,
OWEN wise and OWEN strong,
But in spite of OWEN stout,
All the beasts must toddle

put.

Out with weazles, ferrets, skunks,
Elephants, come, pack your trunks
You no longer dwell with us,

Yawning hippopotamus.

Dusty, straddling, split giraffe,
You have stayed too long by half,
Go and take some nice fresh air

With that grim-eyed Polar bear.

"
Fish, fish, fish," your Duty calls

Somewhere else than in these walls,

Flounders, you must go, that 's flat,

With the salmon and the sprat.

Cloud of birds, ascend and fly,

Migrate to some kinder sky :

Perky, shiny; glittering things,
Leave the wing that holds your wings.

Fossil Man, you too must pack,
Take your slab, Sir, on your back,
Or, if you 'd prefer a ride,
Mount the Mammoth by your side.

Eggs, be blowed, if you 'd not break,
You your eggsit now must make ;

Yes, your yolk must turn to legs,

Yes, as sure as eggs is eggs.

All those myriad butterflies,
Pins and all, must please to rise,

We can use in other ways
Miles of camphor-scented trays.

Diamonds black, and diamonds bright,
Henceforth charm suburban sight,

Follow beasts and birds and bones,
All you tons of labelled stones.

From that yellowish liquor take

Every coil, you spotted snake,"
Bonny beetles in a row,"

Stir your stumps, for you must go.

Mother Nature, beat retreat,

Out, M'm, from Great Russell Street !

Here, in future, folks shall scan

Nothing but the works of Man,

Yet look glad, for OWEN stands

Moulding GLADSTONE to his hands ;

Soon you '11 have a Palace new,
Worthy OWEN, us, and you.

Spite Carried to its Utmost Malignity.

AN ingenious friend of oura says he has discovered

the secret of Nessus' Shirt. He says it was a shirt

with all the buttons off. It was sent to Hercules pur-
posely to annoy him, and the effect was, that every time
lie put it on, the absence of the buttons used to put
Hercules into such a burning rage, that ultimately it

was the death of him !
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WAR-SONG FOR THE WITLERS.
still more awkwardly constructed

;
fur when he tell.-, us that he

"
teaches

. (lie rules

.y the whose
] msnrc-, an I this is\. uis his

/'ndou* pf'-

'nys tit the*

d dinner. written, so long as what
taken \1 1; di.M-

,/tfmi- ,

wi; .ml when -,i careless s

ing tyranny wu as that which we li

denounced in Ian- thai the
,r, or thai he i>

'

ijuafff which mail <><n his iud so lets them be concocted by his shoe-boy
kaoe stir, his cook.

water of every
listener.- CHANGE !' )U I'KTKil'S PEN

(
), froth your beer

in your bubbly
can.

My blatant

thering Publi-

can.

une to lose.

For your vested
L'o'lse

Stem GLADDY will

cook, as he dou-

bly can.

Yes, froth your beer in your bubbly can,
My ungrammatioal Publican,

For GLADSTONE 's prayed
To open the Trade,

And tax the Traffic, my Publican.

So, froth your beer in vour bubbly can,
My frothy, wrathy Publican.

lie tyrant st

With menacing In

Like a fierce Timour, or a Kublai Khan.
So froth your beer in your bubbly can, &c.

ARMY PREPARATION.
THE assertion has been made that British officers are sometimes

sadly ignorant of English, and can hardly write six words without bad
grammar or bad spelling in them. Whether this be their own fault, or
the fault of their schoolmasters, it would be no easy matter to deter-
mine ; but that their teachers are occasionally careless] in their lan-

guage, a glance at the Times newspaper will very often show. Here
For instance is a sample which we extract at random from a score of
such advertisements, which daily are addressed to future Wellingtons
ami Napiers. whose education for the army is at present incompi

1)UKPARATION for the Army, Woolwich, and Sandhurst. A married
'

ty's Royal Artillery, whose pupils have Invariably
passed their exainin e ' s as members of his
family. FOUR YOUN I:N, t.. prepare for their respective destinations,

'

and, [>y a sclent -.ider thorn efficient officers and eligible
tall appointments. Inferences of the highest respectability and most

xldroBS It. A., 4c.

It
"

11 A." has a dictionary, and will take the trouble to reler to it,

lie will discover that "prepare" has the letters
"

v. a." put with it,

implying (he knows doubtless) that it is an active verb. Being such '

it requires an accusative case after it, and therefore the word
"
them I

on-lit to be supplied. Whether among his testimonials
"
R. A." have

,

one to testify his knowledge of good English, is a matter for the parents
of his pupils to inquire; but if grammar be embraced in his "seientilie

K, notwitii i- (in

which '

v to swallow, and the lacerations win
' small

Pence, 'and the state which those

ynary coppers
enable 1 1'or example, h

ordiiiif to intelligence received fnin.

ilinc- with ;

extra in..' military honours were rendered him by four companies
al Zouaves and half a battery of artillery, and :

"
Bight cardinal*, three French generals, numbers of ministers, prelates, nvm 1",

colonels orgendaRnes and Zouaves, and other ecclesiastical and lay guesta, had the
with his BaUness, and of listening after the repast, to a hymn In

-. to each of whom the Pun subsequently
gave a silver medal, with his own i>rtruit on ona side, and that ofthe Vnraix MART
on the other."

The honour which his Holiness did himself in issuing a medal thus

stamped indicates a feature whirh pictures of Roman Pontiffs represent

,

most of them as largelv endowed with cheek. He can afford some
iiion by mi lianged into silver. 11

i badly off. Com K he does lead a happy life after all.

Far from not knowing where to lay his head or to find a meal, his

Holiness seems to enjoy himself pretty much after the fashion of the

LORD MAYOR of London, with the occasional addition of having a

hymn sung in his honour by two hundred choristers, wherein IV
has the advantage of Cr HITT.

It may here be remarked that there exists a certain analogy between
the Civic Monarch and the Sovereign Pontiff. Both are elective sove-

reigns : but the LORD MAYOR is elected by the Livery, who represent
the City of London, whereas the POPE is chosen by the Cardinals, who
represent only the Romish Priesthood. Moreover toe Pore not only
rules Rome, but claims to rule the

adjoining
states now part of the

kingdom of Italy. The LORD MAYOR, however, confines his ambition

i

within the limits of the City, and does not also pretend to reign over
the metropolitan counties.

Undoubtedly the resemblance between the POPE and the LORD MAYOR
is infinitely closer 'than "another which has been suggested. CARDINAL
HKDIXI.

Archbishop of Viterbo and Toscanella. recently invested with
red wideawake and stockings, in a

pastoral
letter addressed to his

]

diocesans on the institution amongst them of a Pious Confraternity of

the obolui of St. Peter, or society for the circumvection of the Tnple
Hat, after highly commending the devotion which loads the hat with

,
the obolus, proceeds to institute that other comparison. In the words
of our informant :

' Hi- Knimuticegoeson to compare these gifts to the offerings of the wise men of

the But to our Redeemer,
' whose example is so well followed by hto Vicar on

I earth.
1 and winds up by inviting his (lock to follow likewise the faithful star,.

'

which, represented by the pious association, invites them like the Magi, to P>sos
their tribute at the feet of the persecuted Man-God (at fi*ii dd ptntfiulatt Oo-

SE.^.^^
required of men appointed on Mr. Punch's stall'.

From the same day's Timfs we take another sample of bad language,
in which these military teachers far too frequently indulge :

ARMY EXAMINATIONS. A Clergyman, M.A., RECEIVES and
rUKPAICKS CANDIDA t: Service,

lately he hus pulsed many at lirst trial; several after a few weeks' preparation
He takes only a few, and teachos all ti Mmself, tlms insuring their

Late beginners and those backward in study ra|'i.lty and efficiently
advanced. References t. ' n- rs, Ac.

done no more than help them to be passed. Ills next sentence is even

The banquet which the II ijoyed at the monasterv of St.

Paul certainly appears rather to find a parallel in the festival of the

Ninth of November than that of any other memorable day. The like-

i the essential particular of being no conjurors, inasmuch as they
must necessar to a class of persons who are proverbially said

to lie expeditious in parting with their money.

Sarcasm.

IK the CornkUl Magazine is an article called A WeeJc'i Impriionmeni
in Sark. A. Scotch friend writes to us to say that he can sympathise
with the writer, for his own laundress has stolen all his night-gowns.

HINT TO A PBAC-Lovm NKIOBBOUJU France's

he FOULD, but Kmilau J will not.

financier may
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AN ORDER WE HOPE TO SEE ISSUED FROM SCOTLAND YARD.

"THE POLICE HAVE STRICT ORDERS TO BONNET, PUT IN A SACK, AND LOCK UP
ALL UBCHINS WHO DISTURB THE PEACE OF THE METROPOLIS BY SCREAMING OUT

LAND.'
"

MINIMISED MUSIC.

NOT in any way connected with LORD BACON'S Novum
Oraanon. a new organ has been patented bearing the new
title of the

" Minima Organ." Among other good qualities,
it is said to have "great compass," notwithstanding its

small size, and such 'power of expression" and "sweet-
ness of tone," as must subdue ana mollify the sourest of
the critics. Moreover, it is very

"
delicately voiced," and

although intended chiefly, of course, to please the ear, it

is not devoid of ocular attractions
;
for like a gent in a

police-court, it has an "elegant exterior," and nobody
who makes its acquaintance can deny that there certainly
is something of the Swell about it. Its chief excellence,
however, is its marked economy of space as well as cost,

and the saving it effects will doubtless highly recommend
it to people with small parlours and purses made to
match.

This much we have learnt from a description of the organ
which the Times and Morning Post, and several other organs
of opinion, have supplied. All that we would add is, that
if what is said be true, we trust that the street organists
will soon be furnished with these organs, instead of the
old cracked-voiced squeaking instruments of torture where-
with they have been hitherto permitted to torment us.

To victims like ourselves, who unhappily are gifted with a

good ear for good music (and therefore suffer aural martyr-
dom, of course, when hearing bad), it would be a great reh'ef

were street organs invested with a
"
sweetness of tone," in

lieu of the shrill harshness wherewith they now afflict us
;

and if they were made more "delicately voiced," we should
be less apt to consider them a nuisance. We wish then
that some affluent and charitable people would get up a

society to furnish these new organs to the grinders in the

streets, and give them some instruction so to play upon
the

"
Minima," that they may extract a minimum of noise

from it. Of street organs we may say that the less they 're

heard the better: and for such purpose the "Minima"
seems evidently fit, as of all organs its name implies that
it must be the least. We are ever willing to encourage
good inventions

;
and as these small organs must be suited

for small parties, we grant hereby our gracious permission
to their maker to forward us a dozen as a present to our
little ones, who, not being like the Minimas at all

"
deli-

cately voiced," would doubtless shriek and shout their

shrillest at the sight of such nice playthings, i.e., things
whereon to play.

t OUR FEMALE IRONSIDES.

CRINOLINE is now assuming proportions which can only be correctly
described as Cyclopean. It has taken a position as an article of hard-
ware on a gigantic scale. What it has come to will be terrifically
obvious from the subjoined advertisement, cut out of the Sheffield In-
ffnn0*ir/j>4tf ,

WANTED, a Cold CRINOLINE ROLLER, to work six pairs of Rolls.
'
"

None but first-rate Workmen and steady men will be engaged. Apply to W.
H. BROWN & Co., Albion Iron and Steel Works.

Sheffield is the only place where the manufacture of Crinoline is

possible, now that the forges of Etna have ceased working. When
Vulcan forged the bolts of Jove, he little dreamt of being called upon
to forge the petticoats of Venus. As the husband of that goddess, he
would have objected to her

wearing steel petticoats, and in his capacity
of blacksmith would at least have declined to make them. Wanted, at

an Iron and Steel Works,
"
a Cold Crinoline Roller." What monstrous

engine is that which the Cold Crinoline Roller has to manage ;
of

how many horse-power to work six pairs of Rolls ? One, evidently,
whose tremendous powers can only be trusted in the hands of a
first-rate workman and a steady man. Fancy the iron clang attend-
ant on the obstinate resistance offered by the cold hard Crinoline to the
forcible operation of rolling. In its previous hot stage, glowing red on
the stithy, Crinoline must present a sight of appalling splendour. Ho !

ho ! how the sparks must flash and fly from the ruddy ribs of steel
nnder the thumps of the contemporary TUBAL-CAIN, or more probably,
the strokes of the NASMYTH steam-hammer !

We have now botli steel-clad men of war and steel-clad women, and
the same powerful machinery as that required for plating a vessel seems
necessary to case the female sex iu mail. Our steam rams walk the

waters, or ought to do so by this time- and perhaps we shall soon
have steam ewes, so to speak, walking the thoroughfares in armour,
and running the unfortunate passengers down. The maidens of England
will be so strongly fortified that they will be susceptible of no impres-

sion from any force under that of an ARMSTRONG gun. They are already
coining it a good deal too strong in their steel casings, and carrying
more metal than what a reasonable man would willingly take in tow.
The rolls of cold Crinoline with wliich they encircle themselves are an

eyesore and an inconvenience against which it is much 1 o be wished
that an application to the MASTER OF THE ROLLS could procure an

injunction.

WILL YOU BUY ME THEN AS NOW ?

(The Indian Cotton Question.)

You have told me that you want me, and of course the' truth you
speak,

For your looms half time are working, and your cotton you 've to

seek.
No "American" obtaining, under that severe blockade

By the Northern States established, which suspends the Southern
trade.

But if North and South should happen ever to conclude their row
Ere the ruin of their commerce, wul you buy me then as now ?

Somewhat lower price that other article may then combine
With a quality superior in a small degree to mine.

Money having been invested in the labour and the land

Needful for my cultivation, with a view to your demand,
Can I trust that you'll continue faithful to your present vow ?

Better market once more open, will you buy me then as now ?

Logical and Theological.

THE Mormons, through MR. BRIGHAM YOUNG, have sent in their

adhesion to the North. Of course. The leading doctrine of Mormonism
is Union without Affection.

Printed ky William Bradbury, of No. IS. Cnner Wobnra Place, and Fredrick Mullett Eiam, of No. 19, Qneen'i Road Writ, R -rent'i Park, both In the Pamk. of St. Pantraj. in the County of Middle>,
Pnntrrt at tbeir Office In Lombard Street, in tke Precinct of Whitffriaro, in the City of Loo l, and i'ubliihed by them >t No. So, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, in the City of Uooilon.
SATURDAY, November 10. 1S61.
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ST. DISRAELI TO THE RESCUE.
() the accomplished Author of

the Inf'-rn

Irion in Hfacen, ana
other theological work.-.

(need we name, Mu.

\EI,I), has been
delivering, before the
BlSHl

all norts of Archil
cell on Church

M liters. It was an ex-

tremely clever and ell'.v.

performmi'
the lay orator walked
into the Etsays and J{f-

viftci with a far more
smash ;

Mr. Punek\\sa a c.

forth by an> of t

rical assailants of the

book, the I'.isiio]

included. This
|

the speech is so

that Mr. Punch
from circuni

which he has no i-.

is
infre(|iiently |

ted the stii

applauding Mu. |)i>

HAKI.lt illl'lilM- tO illl-

mortalise a few of his

sentences. After de-

claring his belii

the principal Authors

-,,.,. of the Essays I

easements with Society inconsistent with what was recommended in the bookjfa
drlii ate way of saying, that people who took the Church's honours and pay had no
right to discredit In -r doctrines), MR. DISRAELI gave a little sketch of German
theology. This, formerly Mysticism, became, he said, Critical, and was maintained
by the Rationalists :

" But whoro is Rationalism, and where aro nationalist* now? They have ceased to exist-
they have been erased from tho Intellectual tablets ol living opinion. Another school of

optical theologians arose in Germany, and with profound learning and Inexorable logic
they proved that rationalism was irrational-<(oA(n-)-and they substituted for tho rational

scheme of the interprvt
Mythical lynUi
mythical theologians triumphantly demonatr>

has Itself become a myth. (Outn ./ fcvpattr I The must eminent
and most distinguished v.,urio>.,f that sebool have anUmed their

euorgiaii and devoted their powers tn a new and all-in

lopemeut ofGi i i,'.w raging li

and which, in deference to the spirit ol prngrees, which Is the ( l.r.
teristlc, a we are lold, of the nineteenth ceutury, and
ends In a recurrence to ancient Idea* <clua% <uut laupAirr) - t

system consists in a most able revival ol pagan pantheism. (Clutn.)
Now, that i a literally true skeU-h of the various pha>.s through
which tbu most intellectual o|>lnion ol Oermnny during the last

century lias passed, (llntr, Vnr. ) I aak you. In the Church to be
alarmed by such overreaching and capricious speculations as these I

(*r) and Is society to be disturbed by a volume which is after all

but a secondhand medlsy of these discordant, m >naMent. and setf-

deetroying theories? No religious] creed was ever destroyed by a phi-

losophical theory. Pl.il"..j.hles destroy themselves. Encvsi.s was
at least as ^nt a man, I apprehend, an llmci, >-vi it wax
CCBUS that subverted ths Olympian religion."

. Puuek has nothing but prai.-j for h:

means so sure th \ do well

^HH|^Vl& is a very good tiling in luit his coun-

rgy to stand shoulder to Shoulder, and take
.alters out of the hands of 1 not be

nt, in days when it is reaUy only a question
of

"
worth while" \ shall r<wr

i vocation, or not. And upon
UH-)I submits that if tin;

Chureh should take the (rroun : author
of Tancrr<i

t
and go in for tin I 1 its integrity and

-MI foresees great
trouble in his

archicpiscopate
lie counsel of Mu.

DISRAELI will
exactly

do what he said the Societies he was

addressing did it will
" Fonp a hole

"
in which

hole the Church will find itself. However, we will talk over
this matter with him when we meet at 1'hilippi ;

meantime
we compliment him on his brilliant speech, and fear he has
too much brains to fight decorously tho battle of Bosh.

THE REAL RTTLEK OP FRANCE. By an Extraordinary
Gazette published in the ifonitevr of NoTemher 141 h," M. FOULD has been nominated Minister of Finance, in

place of NAPOLEON THE THIRD resigned."

SABBATARIAN ESPIONAGE.
Ox Monday last week, according to a police report at Hammersmith,
" MBH. B t he landlady of tho Cannon public-house, Queen Street,

Hammersmith, waa summoned before MR. DAYMAN to answer the complaint of the
I'ulio -. fur having her house open on Sunday morning, tho 3rd Inst, before one
o'cliK-k."

This charge was supported by the solitary evidence of a spy :

" Tho only witness iu this caso was Police Constable WOODBRIDOI of tho J Division,
a plain clothes niiicor i.f Nottin- Hill. On the Sunday in question he was employed
especially in tho district of Hammersmith tu watch tlie public-houses."

Police-Constable WOODBMDGE swore that

" Ho saw thirteen men in tho parlour or tap-room and ten men at the bar. This
\\-olvo o'clock. Tho door i>i>cnc'l in consequence of a knock

frinii tli.- outside, inn! In' attempted to pass In, but was prevented. Though he
stuteI that In- v i (

- ana showed his card, he was pushed out. Ho swore
tint In- .--u. v L-< '!. 'i in ^ and bis head uuddc the door, and that in the
struggle he \v:i~ al'k- 1" ri.init tin- i irtour and t the bar. Ho also saw
i ni:ui 'Irhikin^ fnnu a pi't full of beer."

All these allegations Police-Constable WOODBMDOB deposed; and
on his solemn oath

" Ho further ctated that ho remained outside until one o'clock, and that ho saw
'tit 'f a private house in Ship Lane, a thoroughfare

running "n tho siih 1 nt'thf public-houso."

Police-Constable WOODBKIDOE having made the above statements
under the obligation acknowledged by kissing the Book, was then
cross-examined by MR. MARTIN, and
" Admit tod tliat Mu. AtiN'oi.n, *>n tlio K'r-"ind that he did not belieTO the evidence,

i .1 similar o "st another licensed victuullor in Hammenmith
uli Saturday

"

In contradiction of every word which the spy, Police-Constable
\\ (MinnRiDGE had sworn, three wiinr-M vere called.

..re were only three persons in the house at the time referred
to, n.iin, .Iy, Mns STAHIU-CK, tlic iH'tnian, who was placing his cans in the bar, and a
inau \vhu had returned a ladder he had Ix>rrowed. They also proved that there i

VOL. XLL

no outlet at the back, as the yard was surrounded by the walls of i .

and that there were no windows or doom through which any man could leave.

was denied that the constable showed bis canL^

Moreover
"
Inspector HARE said that be visited tho house, accompanied by a constable, a

quarter of an hour before, and that ho found no men there.

Under these circumstances it was evident that Police-Constable

WOODBRIDGK had sworn to things which he had either dreamt or

invented, and
" MB. DAYMAN said It waa an extraordinary case, and dismissed the summons."

Of course t.ie summons was dismissed and perhaps an inquiry
now pending to ascertain whether Police-Constable and spy WOOD-
BRIDGE is a dreamer of dreams, or a deponent of things which are not.

Under favour of the Magistrate, this was not altogether a \<

ordinary case, tiv WOODBRIDGE'S own showing a similar case had

occurred on Saturday. Policemen in plain clothes appear to be not

uncommonly employed to watch public-houses .1 It is not

unusual for them to inform against publicans for keeping open house at

unlawful hours. Nonii.. casionally happen that an intelligent

stipendiary Magistrate like Mu. DAI MAN as contradistinguished from

an unpaid old Sabbatarian blockhead of a Country Justice, dismisses the

information, doubting the informant's evidence.

By many a County quorum of 'squires and parsons, aim by many a

theocracy of municipal Mamcormt on a borough l>ench, every word

that a police spy and informer had the audacity to swear against

pubb'can accused of a breach of the Sunday laws, would be believed in

the face of any number of witnesses. Mas. STABBDCK, our hostess of

the Can 'joice in hanging out that warlike sign under the

aal legality in free Hammersmith.
mil the Home Office that policemen dis-

guised in plain clothes sueak about as spies commissioned to catch out

publicans in infringing a sectarian Act of Parliament, and for that

purpose thei. .'ipt them to infringe it by
doors. AVill the Government a moment longer encourage the fellows

to bear false witness against their neighbours on trumped-up charges

of profaning the so-called Sabbath day ?
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MIRACULOUS MUSIC.
" LORD SiiArrESBimv, while speaking at a meeting

at Birmingham, the other night, became so indispose
that he was obliged to resume his seat. A few verse
of a hymn having bt-en sum?, the noble chairma

sufficiently recovered to l>o able to proceed with hi

address."

IT is very uncharitable, that is to say, vcr;

like the Record, not to have told us what tin

hymn was that was instantly efficient in re

storing the health of a British Nobleman. I

illicit be beneficial to others besides the ex
cellent LORD SHAFTESBURY (who will be th

last person to be offended at Mr, Punch'

asking him to join in a laugh at the Record)
and the words and music should be made
known. That is to say, they should, unles

the remedy were like that composed by Don
Quixote in the tin bottle, and which did thi

knight good, but made the squire Sancho si

awfully ill, that he became convinced tha

aristocratic medicines did not suit plebeians
If the Record did not think this the case, w<

decidedly ought to have been told all abpu!
the niagic hymn. We have heard bcautifu

music at Birmingham, but never anything to

equal this.

THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC LOOKING-GLASS.

"Ain't it a jolly sell, MR. O'TooLE '> but il<in't tell Ma when she comes down, 'caitse she said I u-asn't
show it YOU on ami cuxount 1

"
to show

(N. 15. Anybody failing to see the point, is referred to the now widely-circulated
"
Portrait of the

Gorilla/' to be obtained at the nearest Photographers.)

Concise, if Not Correct.

AN Englishman, who thought he knew
everything, as many Englishmen do. was en

deavouring to prove that the French language
was capable of expressing a great deal more in

a few words than the English could in several,
and as a convincing example he brought for-

ward the following instance :

" You see, if ]

wanted to state that I had lost my war-horse
in battle, all I should have to say would be

simply,
' Man checal est horse-de-combat!

"

A BILL ACCEPTOR. A Dead Wall.

TALES OF MY GRANDMOTHER.

AKAH, my dear, I know of a

chimney (though stopping at

present in a lodging-house,
it is one of very high ascent)
that is so extremely well

brought up that, though it

has been an inveterate, and,
we may say, an incurable

k
smoker all its life, yet no
sooner does it see a lady enter
the room, than it says in a
voice as sweet as a tea-

kettle's,
'

I hope my smoke
isn't disagreeable to you,
Ma'rm'r" And, if ihe lady
says 'as how it is,' and be-

gins coughing to prove it

so then the chimney, with-
out waiting to be blown up,
or hauled over the coals, or

put out, as all smokers in the
presence of ladies certainly
deserve being done unto,
docs not give another blessed

puff, but goes out instantly
of its own accord ! There,
you wouldn't believe it, but

,
1 tell you it 's a fact."

Observation (made by SARAH, an Elderly Lady}.
"
Yes, my dear and

liere s many a young gentleman of the present day, who might follow
sample ot that excellent chimney with the very best advantage !"

[Isft Speaking,

.ANOTHER SECESSIONIST. Should the POPE at last resolve upon
neldmg up his temporal powcr.it will obviously be an act of Papal
ee-ccssiou.

THE SPENDTHRIFT BROUGHT TO HIS SENSES.

Louis NAPOLEON, Emperor of the French,
So now your Majesty must needs retrench.
I said that you were going on too fast,
And such extravagance could never last.

If sovereigns would achieve grand works of peace,
Their armaments of war they ought to cease

;

Great cities to rebuild it will not do,
If you keep up great fleets and armies too.

Big vessels, cased in adamantine mail,
And armed with rifle-cannon, cost entail.
So do fine streets, which may, froni end to end,
Be swept with cannon, my Imperial friend.

You've let your cask at tap and buugholi: run
;

Of those two outlets you must now stop one.
You've burnt your candle, wasting too much fat,
At either end must blow out this or that.

And then you 've put me to a vast expense,
Obliging me to arm in self-defence

;

Gladly would I some building, too, have done ;

But I could not afford it, so did none.

This penal Income-Tax, whose pinch I rue,
1 pay my Government, but owe to you,
"Whilst your own folks endure still greater woes,
In every manner paying through the nose.

Come, now, your threatening preparations stop ;

Take stock
;
let either of us mind his shop ;

Try, not which most can spend, but which can get :

Adopting thrift, we may be happy yet.

THE LARGEST COTTON MILL IN THE WORLD. The fight at present
going on between North and South in America.
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CHEERFUL SUGGESTION.

YOTOO HOPKLKSS (who is always putting his foot in it). "By the bye, Aunty, dear, I ntppotc you'll take an Accidental Death Ticket.

Make it for a 1,000, and give it to me, at I do SO want some ready Money !

SPARTAN DISCIPLINE AT WOOLWICH.

THE following remarks on the pending investigation respecting the

discipline and management of the Military Academy at Woolwich, wore

delivered at the Pigtail Club, by old MR. SOWERBY, on Ins legs wide

apart, with his back to the fire, and his coat-tails brought forward,

lunging over his wrists :

"
I wish somebody would interfere and put

a stop to this, eh? this unnecessary unnecessary and ridiculous-

Woolwich Inquiry. A set of meddlesome, officious, mischievous, con-

temptible milksops ! I mean the blockheads, the the boobies the

numskulls, who originated the subject. A hubbub, a fuss, an agitation,

a controversy a much ado about nothing ! What the devil the

devil! what do they complain of; what would they have? llierc

is a deuce of a draught from that window ; I feel it as I am standing

here.
"
I say, what is it that those idle, talkative, inquisitive, humanitarian

humbugs want? To ruin the Army, Sir. At least, that is what they

would do if they had their way. What ? They would like a Military

College, to be conducted on the system of a what ? a Seminar? for

Vomit; Ladies
;
the Cadets to dine principally on chicken, and breakfast

upon chocolal-au-lait, and thin bread-and-butter. Those arc tin-

arrangements which, I imagine, they propose to introduce at \Vool-

wich. Curtains to the Cadets' beds, Sir eh ? and what ? the beds

warmed for the Young Gentlemen on frosty nights. Ahem ! Ugh-

ugh-ugh ! Can't get rid of this confounded cough, Sir.

"Eh? what? by JOVE, Sir, when I was a young man there was

none of this nonsense. Lads at School or College had to rough it. Ate
their meals off wooden trenchers, bread and scrape and skyblue for

breakfast, rank beef and fat mutton for dinner, or scrap pie anil stick-

jawwould have made no mouths at cat's-meat a Bchoolb

a young fellow going into the Army, ought to have the stomach of a

Aorse. That curry how it keeps rising !

" No time to what ? devote to personal cleanliness ? In my opinion
1 here 's a great deal too much nicety about washing now-a-days not lung

but soap and water soap, soap, soap and water. A soldier ought to

accustom himself to dirt and discomfort. Can't clean tlieir teeth of a

morning? And why should they? No soldier ought ever to carry a

tooth-brush. No need to clean their teeth at all. Want tooth-powder

next, I suppose tooth-powder! Use tooth-powder <v,ough in biting

a cartridge. Hair, cropped close, requires little brushing. \Vhatwitli

washing hands and face and paring nails and cutting corns and all

that sort of thing-a cadet in these times is likely to be bred up a per-

fectSybarite. Eh? a twitch of rheumatism in the hand '.that

rascal of mine forgot to air the newspaper.
"
No, Sir the proper school the proper sort of school for all young

men especially military men is one of which 1 once met with a de-

scription, quoted, somewhere, from one of the works for the day most

of which are only fit for what shall I say ? to light the tire. .1-

an account of a school at a place in Yorkshire a school kept I think

if I recollect rightly but my memory is so treacherous kept by a

MR. TUACK or WHACK what ? TIIACKFOKU or AViucKrottD S^UEERS.
Now that, 1 say Sir, that is the proper school for boys or young
men and that school was conducted on the same principles of Spartan

t o.'_ t? i J! I_l! J U A..~ ...1, inl. till in HIT linVA talurnira

been
that

The Pope' Keeper.

A REGULAR back-boned Jonx BULL, who object h occu-

pations generally, and particularly to those of tli'' French Ai

he wishes the name of the commanding General at Borne wen

or QO(Y)-OS, and that there were a speedy chance of the name vbeing

carried out literally by liis leaving the POPE by himself to light his own
;'he above wish might, we fancy, ! unproved upon

by quietly and emphatically saying to the illustrious
Papil pn.

"'General, Go-vox-dcr!" pointing BgniflouUl m the direction of
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CURIOUS PERSONS TO MEET.

SOME 'of the ornaments
that were distributed

;
about

the Guildhall on the occa-

sion of the Lord Mayor's
dinner, struck us as being
somewhat out of good taste.

\Vu might have expected
them at an Egyptian feast.

whichwas generally presided
over by a grim skeleton, but
we must say they were a
little de trap at a festivity,

where everything was sup-

posed to have the holiday
look of good nature and
good cheer. .For instance,
there were assembled to-

gether a statue of Melan-

choly as well as a bust of

the Mournful Girl; and as

though that was not enough,
there was also liberally
thro'.ruin (for the purpose,
we suppose, of keeping
them in countenance

;
or it

may have been the effect

produced by their depress-
ing society)

a bust of the

Weeping Girl ! This was a
little too much of the lachrymose order. Whilst they were about it, why
didn't they have a couple of mutes at the door ? It was a sombre com-
pliment to the principal guest of the evening. It must have been about
the first time that PALMERSTON and Melancholy ever met together under
the same roof, though as for that his Lordship must have been equally
surprised to have found in his presence a Mournful Girl, much less one
(proh pudor .')

who was Weeping ! Of course, such was the effect of
his riant society, that Melancholy was found, long before the evening
was over, to have been turned into mirth of the most uproarious
description; whilst of the two sorrow-stricken girls, the one, who
bad been njnivrning, was unquestionably discov"-ed with the broadest
ol broad grins, and the other, who had lately been left weeping, was
with as little doubt detected in the act of crying her eyes out with
pleasure. Such is the charm of n popular manner !

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAR PUNCH,"

I AM sure the British Playgoer, grumbler though he be,
can't complain that there are wanting endeavours to amuse him.
With the exception of HER MAJESTY'S, every theatre we have in
London is now open : the little one in Dean Street being added to the

number, under the direction of whatever be the Servian for
'
Miss'

ALBINA DI RHONA. This sprightly piquant dancer has succeeded to
the throne where once Miss KELLY held her court, and the boards
long-trodden only by aspiring amateurs now throb < beneath the buskins
of the regular professionals. Atar Gull, her opening piece, has no
great nominal attraction : and, to judge by what one hears, the plot is

not much more attractive than the title. So I shall let the Gull fly
off before I pay my visit : and then 1 hope to see Miss RTONA'S spark-
ling eyes, and lissome twinkling legs, without having to sit through a
prelude of bad melo-drama, for which she would be wise to substitute
good farce.

"
These two last words remind me to notice MK.'ROBSON'S return to

the Olympic : improved, I hope sincerely for a permanence, in health.

Absurdly farcical and funny, A Legal Impediment just fits him with
one of those quaint bits of low-Hie character, of which his Wandering
Minstrel was his first, and best example. In these parts MB. ROBSON
is utterly unrivalled, indeed in other hands they would quite fail of
their effect. Men with bilious minds may call his acting mere buffoon-

ery, but I'll defy them to help laughing at his ever-varying oddities ;

and with all his aped vulgarity, he is never coarse. It really puzzles
one to fancy how he keeps his countenance while

'

making up
'
his

face : and yet one feels convinced he must have practised with a look-
ing-glass, in studying those stolid, blank and puzzled looks, those
gleams of sly. dry humour, and those wondrous cunning winks. A good
laugh, we all know, is a good tiling for the digestion -. and any one
who has a spare hour after dinner, and wants to exercise the muscles
that are used in cachinnation, had better go and join the nightly roar at
ME. ROBSON, which is now excited by his character of Si-hush.

The PYNE and HARBISON regime has recommenced at Covent
Garden, and deserves to be supported if only for the reason that We

play-goers of England here can take our seat at ease, Without ever

being bullied by a box-keeper for fees. A great comfort this, and one that
should be general : but Managers are highly conservative of nuisances,
and common sense as yet is confined in the above point to this house
and the Adelphi. Miss PYNE'S clear charming voice is an additional

attraction, and I hope she will not weaken it by her over-work. Buy
Bias six nights a week was enough to kill a GRISI. I can't say it sur-

prised me when this opera was withdrawn. Although well mounted
and well sung there was great heaviness about it, partly owing to the

sombre nature of the plot. I doubt if making operas out -of plays be a
wise course, at any rate for English composers to adopt. Our actors

as a rule act better than our singers : and when one has seen M.
FECIITER in a part, one can't help somewhat missing his pregnant
point and polish, however well the character be played by his suc-

cessor.
"
Stage Managers have had enough to do the last few days : for, in-

eluding Sadler's Wells and the
' New Royalty

'
in Dean Street, at no

less than six theatres have new pieces been produced, and when the

Octoroon is out a seventh may be counted. The power of ubiquity is

not one of my possessions : and, as I never speak except from personal

inspection, I must confine myself at present to one of the half dozen.

In the shape of a queer piece called Our American Cousin, I am glad
to say that Comedy has come back to her old home, and one can once

again enjoy a hearty laugh at the Haymarket. In the place of MR.
BOOTH, wtio has taken his Sir Giles for an airing in the country (why
stage slang says

'
the provinces,' I never yet could learn), MR. BUCK-

STONE has engaged another actor from America, who is a vastly more

original and more amusing personage. The play which introduces him
is put together hastily, and needs no special comment : but they who
wish to see a new type of a Swell, quite different from any that the

stage before has showed them, should go and have a laugh at MR.
SOTHERN'S Lord Dundreary. A double-eyeglassed dandy, with dyed whis-

kers, which he paws and throws over his shoulder, who does not drawl
liis words, but speaks them somewhat through his nose, and with a stutter

and a lisp, may not seem a very novel or attractive sort of character,

but, as MR. SOTHERN plays it, really it is both. For quaint and quiet

humour, nothing can excel his vacuous solemnity, and the empty-
headed stare wherewith he ponders on what puzzles him : while his

misery when interrupted in a sneeze, although a bit of
'

gag,' is really

very droll. Of course nobody in life has ever seen a Lord Dundreary,
thinking every one a lunatic except his brainless self

; yet his attitudes

are natural, and his humour new and fresh : while, despite of all his

funny
and fantastic caricaturing, there is a something true to nature in

his almost every touch. Oar American Cousin has but little else attrac-

tive in it : but playgoers 1 fancy will flock to Lord Dundreary, if but
to hear him read the letter from his

'

lunatic brother
'

SAM, which the

evening I attended was given with such grave humour that the pitites

cried 'Encore !

'

ONE WHO pAys

FASHION FOR THE FIRESIDE.

TO MRS. J.

I GIVE thee this fireproof dress, my love.

Wearing all that attire,
It gives me the greatest distress, my love,

To see thee go near the fire.

Shouldst thou tread upon a match, and were thy drapery to catch,
Thou 'dst be burnt alive ;

And the loss of such a wife, whom I love better than my life,

I could ne'er survive.

That muslin expanse is untrustable,

Anywhere near a light ;

'But this one is incombustible,
So that it won't ignite.

And thy Crinoline may swell beyond the biggest Miuster-bell ;

Yet secure thou 'It be,
In a dress that can't inflame, from a death that I may name,

Premature Suttee.

JONES.

Another Yankee Drink" American Bounce."

THIS is so tremendously strong, that we never knew any one yet who
could stop in the same room with it. Let him resist as he will, it is

sure eventually to drive him away in disgust from the place. This
drink is so nauseous and sickly that it has been found; to disagree with
all foreigners, but Englishmen especially.

In fact, it is so revolting
that it is our belief the present rebellion is in a strong measure

owing to its mischievous tendencies. None but a Yankee can possibly
stand it for a minute. All American liquorings invariably wind up
with "Bounce."
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THE WILFUL BOY.

JONATHAN. "I WILL FIGHT I WILL HAVE A NATIONAL DEBT LIKE OTHER PEOPLE "
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THE LATEST IMPROVEMENT IN PARIS-RETRENCHMENT.

STEWARD (TO GENTLEMAN- is DIFFICULTIES). "I SHOULD RECnMMKND GETTING HID OF SOME OP THE GUNS, SIR,

AND LETTING BRICKS AND MORTAR ALONE FOR THE PRESENT !

"
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ADVERTISING SCAMPS.
F we credit the old madri-

gal, a certain Sw;m when
1 l lie world

in general that

" Muro gocso than swaus
I' i livo, more fool* than
wise :"

and the truth of this

assertion the reports in
our police-court.i seem
daily to coulirm. Hardly

< passes without

recording now some Hat
has bceu quite cleaned
out by some sharpen;
and it is curious to note
thiti in nine cases out of

tea the same stale dodge
has been pursued. The
Flat being accosted by a

Stranger in the street,
who asks him what the
time is, or which the way
to \\ oulwich, and then

suddenly reflecting that

he feels somewhat athirst,

proposes to the Flat to

have a drop of beer, and,
Flat consenting, off they walk to a public Stranger knows, where a brace of

other Strangers immediately drop in and challenge Stranger No. 1 to a friendly
irame of skii t Irs, asking Flat to act as umpire and hold the stakes. If Flat agrees,
of course he soon gets tempted into pky, and equally of course he is immediately
cleaned out, and not seldom is persuaded to pawn his watch and chain, or to go
Imiiic in iiis lodgings for a fresh supply of cash, one of the Strangers very kindly

volunteering to go with him. But it' the Fkt tights shy, having haply heard of

skittles andthe perils thai : a imd them, then Stranger No. 2 bets Strangers 1 and
3 that he can lift a heavier weight, or show a smarter snuff-box than either of

those gentlemen, and Flat gets tempted to a wager that he can beat the winner,
which of course he does, and equally of course this leads on to more betting as

well as to more beer, and Flat gets fuddled and confused, and thinks the drink

must'have been drugged ; lor when he
"
comes to." it is evening, and the Strangers

are all gone, and so, he tinds, is everything of value he had with him. Such

sharping tricks as these are as stale as last month's muffins, and one wonders
how such donkeys can be found as are still duped by them. Indeed, we really

can scarce pump up any pity for these asses ; for if they read the newspaper (and
who now-a-days does not P) they must know what is coming when they get into

such company, and it is their own fault if they are fools enough to stay in it.

But another kind of sharping is now pretty largely practised, to which police

attention has not so much been drawn, and we may therefore do some service by

helping to expose it. Headed in big type
" How TO GET A GEMTBEL LIVING/'

or "A FORTUNE FOR FIVE SHILLINGS, or "Do TOO WANT TO KBALISB A
THOIS\\D POUNDS A YEAJI?" advertisements are constantly inserted in the

papers, benevolently offering those boons to any "party" who applies (by letter

only, with six stamps for a
reply)

at an under-named address. Occupation being

promised to persons of both sexes, it is not surprising that poor ladies are

entrapped into sending the six stamps : in return tor which they sometimes are

favoured with a letter, stating that the advertiser requires ten shillings more, either

as a fee for entering their names, or as a "security for the first employment
sent." This latter phrase appeared in a letter which was read the other day in a

police-court, in which the "lucrative engagement" that was offered by the adver-

tiser was revealed to be three hours of needlework per day for a
"
large commercial

house" (no name given) in Berlin. By this genteel occupation the advertiser

stated that upwards of a hundred ladies in his employ realised as much as forty

shillings in a week, a prospect surely quite sufficient to induce a genteel needle-

WIIIIKIH to scud off the ten slu'Uings
"
by stamps or post-office order, and await the

"articles" which were to be seut. After waiting, say, a week or so, and hearing
nothiiur further, she might think it worth her while to call at the address to

which her stamps had been directed, and then th chances are that she will make
some such diflCOi en as was made in the police case to which we have referred :

" The Hpi'lh'ant said that he had lieen to the address given and found it to be a small tobacco-
nist's shop. All ilu> prison wlm keeps the shop could toll of MR. GBAJUM warn, that he called
at her .sh"p some days ago, purchased half an ounce of tobacco, and requested her to take in some
letters for him addressed there, she agreed to do so, but they came in such quantities that
she became alarmed and refusal t !<<< -i\r anymore. MR. GRAHAM she described as a shably-
looklng young man, who smoked i .-!,.,u pipe, and walked about in the neighbourhood of her
shp, waiting siu-h letters as came, ami then took possession of them. The applicant thought
tin -h..lr aifjur a gross attempt to swindle, and his object in coming before the Court was that
it might be exposed in such a way as to prevent indu-strious and deserving persons from being
imp.is, .I ,.11 hy a worthlrss impost.'!-. The1

press had doue much to protect the public in such
vasrs, an.l ii its representative present would kindly notice the matter, he had no doubt tt
would have the desired effect."

To expose a sneaking humbug, and to smash a swindling scamp, is a duty to

society that Punch will never shrink from: and if
"
MJL GaiJLUt" will.ob'lige

him with his photograph, it shall be copied in these page*
as the portrait of a scoundrel who lives bv telling lies, and
ehentiiiK honest people who are in want of work. The fact
that Mn. GRAHAM," and rascals of his breed, aim mainly
to impose upon poor weak and struggling women, who
would eke out a small income by their own honest hand-
work, adds a number of degrees to , rath of
Mr. Pimch

; and as he is at times of an irritable tempera-
ment, the chances are, that if he catches any

"
shabby

looking gent coming out of a tobacconist's with a short
pipe and lots of letters, he will pounce upon the "party"
as an advertising swindler, and will kick him all the way
to the most distant of police-courts, and there leave him
to be dealt with as the law directs.

FORTY MILLIONS OF DEFICIT 1 ! !

i Millions of Deficit !

Iterator nod efficit !

Arc you struck dumb, Franco, or deaf is it P

FOKTY MILLIONS or DWICIT !

Of glory you 've quaxtui* t^fficit,
But that is not quite enough, is it?
To balance a fact so tough, is it

As FOKTY MILLIONS or DEFICIT?

In a real Turk's Paradise (Kef, is it f)
Quod tutus Precordto rtfat,
By the gulf, with heart never heavy sh,
And sing FOBTT MILLIONS or Dcricn !

At Compiegne crown'd kings in bevy sit :

e is there to pay tax : who levies it P

Gulf, indeed ! this trumpery crevice, it

Is but FOBTY MILLIONS or DEFICIT !

For my Uncle a fig ! let his nev*y sit :

Light soldier will keep down heavy cit

And let 's see if FOULD can't give us it

This FOBTY MILLION* or DEFICIT !

Let France, with her Bourse bladders rrevtt sit,

While her Emperor dances and levees it,

O'erbuilds, o'erarmys, o'ernavys it,

To FOKTY MILLIONS OF DEFICIT !

A PIECE OF ADVICE.

AT the last theatrical representation given before the
EMPEROR at Compiegne, we notice that tic title of one of
the pieces was L'Argent fait fern. If the arpait it

wanting, of course, it does frighten one, and a deficit of

100,000,000 francs, which is as much as France for the
moment acknowledges to, is more than enough to make
the boldest quake with fear. This may be the kind otpt*r
that has caused the present French financial crisis, and
necessitated the appointment of M. FOCLD as Minister of

the Finances. If the above vaudeville was accidentally

selected, it was at all events a piece of advice very oppor-
tunely given. Let us hope that M. FOULD'S success, as

the French Chancellor of the Exchequer, empty as the
latter at present may be, may soon have the happy effect of

one species of fear being promptly succeeded^by another
of a more cheerful character, viz. : the one elicited in

MADAME DE GIRARDIN'S beautiful little piece of La Joia
fait Pevr. That joy, when it does come, may make France
more careful for the future as to the way in which she

spends her money. Where is the fun, or
profit,

of building
fine houses (and Paris will soon be a capital of nearly all

tine houses) if there is nothing but empty cupboards in

them?

Debilitas in Profundis.

A "Cm article" says.
"
Vague rumours have been hi circulation the last two dajs of

another dilli. with the tallow market.''

A dreadful idiot writes to us that these are wicked

rumours, and have simply arisen from the remark of an
eminent City man at Brighton last week, that BRILL'S bath
is so thronged that there is no getting a dip. We are

really ashamed to print such rubbish.
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SCENE-COMMEKCIAL BOOM.

INCIPIENT COMMERCIAL TO CRUSTY OLD TRAVELLER. " You're always in the Position, I s

Last tune I had the pleasure of seeing you, Mauve was the pi'cvailing Colour, and your Nose u-as

Mauve. Now Magenta is all the go, and it 's changed to Magenta."

MEN AND BEES.

WORKING Bees, in Summer's heat,
Making honey, stock their hives,

So that they have food to eat

When the wintry cold arrives.

15y their toil the store was got,
Of it they partake their due ;

Out of work with them is not,
Therefore, out of victuals too.

Working Men, employed, can earn

Little more than bread and cheese ;

In a hoard they've no concern.
Like the happier Working Bees.

All t hat they produce, beside

What their present hunger craves,
Goes for others to provide ;

None, except the Master saves.

Now the winter is at hand,
Bees and men may work no more,

Bees can sustenance command ;

MIMI can only help implore.

M.'istors, you will live at case

On the fruits of labour then ;

They are shared by Working Bees ;

Give a share to Working Men.

"The Line of Beauty."

Tire Line that can boast of the fewest ac-

cidents, the lowest fares, and the largest
dividends ;

and which, moreover, has a car-

riage where smoking is allowed as well as one

in which ladies can go, if they choose. Such
a Line, we beg leave to say, is, par excellence,

the
"
Line of Beauty ;" only look as we will

over the railway map of England, where are

we to find it r

1

MANIACS AND THEIR MONEY.
THERE are people in the world who have either so much money that

they don't know what to do with it, or else are so silly that they fool

away large sums without [doing good to anybody, not even to them-
selves. One of either of these sorts appears to be the person whose
initials are subjoined, his modesty preventing the insertion of his

name :

THE Commissioners for the Reduction of the National Debt AC-
KNOWLEDGE the RECEIPT, from A. P. O., of BANK of ENGLAND NOTES

for &!00, to be applied in reduction of the National Debt.

Of course the Nation ought to feel enormously obliged to any one
who helps it in paying off its debts

;
but what appreciable good to any

single human being the payment of these notes for 200 will do, is a

problem that would pose the calculation of a COCKER, and bewilder
even a BABBAGE in endeavouring to solve. Had A. P, O. selected some
deserving person (say, for instance, Mr. Punch), and sent him the 200.

some good would have been done, and Mr.Punch, would have been proud
to hand down to posterity the Christian names and Surname for which
those initials stand. Let this delicate hint be taken in cases of this

sort ; and, when people are distressed with a pecuniary plethora, let them
send the surplus which afflicts them to the Punch Office, and so earn the

lasting gratitude of at least one individual, instead of benefiting nobody,
and being laughed at more than thanked.

The same course might be followed with quite obvious advantage by
persons who send Conscience-money into the Exchequer ;

and who,
if they would only forward it to Fleet Street, would not, as they
now do, bring the nation to disgrace. As it is, the CHANCELLOR must
publicly acknowledge the receipt of what they send : and as the term

_
Conscience-money

"
implies a previous course of cheating for which

it may atone, these acknowledgments are proofs of what great rogues
there are among us, whereas that fact might be kept secret if their"
Conscience

" sums went privately to Mr. Punch's purse.
Mr. Punch of course is much too pure a patriot to dream of benefit-

ing himself at the expense of his loved country : and he would have
split his gold pen sooner than suggest what he has done, if he fancied
the Nation woidd in any whit be iniured

by it. But the few hundreds
a-year which are flung into the Exchequer by these conscience-smitten
reprobates do no good to the country that is worthy to be named :

whereas Mr. Punch would find them vastly handy, if only to defray

the cost of his cigars, and it is difficult to say how much the Nation

would be gainer if his thought-giving tobacco were of limitless

expense. .

ARITHMETIC AMONGST THE ADVERTISEMENTS.

WE see a book is advertised under the title of The Valley of a

Hundred Fires. We think it is ridiculous to give the British Public

such unnecessary information. Since every advertisement reader

knows that it is possible, at the nearest tallow-chandler's, or grocer's,

to procure
" POUR FIRES FOE ONE PENNY," any one, we imagine

(even one of LOUD MALMESBURY'S much calumniated clerks) would

be able to tell us off-hand, without the use of pen, pencil, chalk,

or slate-pencil, what was the
"
Valley

"
of a hundred Fires ? We

grant that the English are not in the habit of
"
calculating

"
so much

as the Yankees, still we maintain that there is not a single Ex-

Chancellor of the Exchequer who could "not readily go through the

above simple sum. Have MESSRS. HURST AND BLACKETT gone into

the coal-trade that they think it requisite to test the knowledge of

house-holders on the price of Wall's-ends in the above problematical
manner?

Quite a New Character.!

FOB, the future Louis NAPOLEON is determined that the sword shall

be used for no other purpose than that of cutting down the finances.

The appointment of M. FOULD is one proof of this determination, and a

still stronger one is, that he has kindly consented to be the President of

the Liverpool Financial Reform Association. In that capacity, his first

move will be a proposition for the total disarmament of the British Army
and Navy.

A MOST DIFFICULT OPERATION.

(And an exceedingly problematical one.)

GIVEN : MR. ROEBUCK'S Temper.
REQUIRED : To make "

a Perfect Cure
"

of it.

GREAT THINGS COMPARED WITH SMALL. Why is the great French
Nation like a little London street-boy who has been chaSed by a

policeman, and succeeded in making his escape.j ,
The reason is obvious

France has outrun the constable.
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Enter MARY the Housemaid with the Morning Letters.

OLD LADY (who haa seen the '

delivery
'

through the blinds).
" Bui there was a book or a "paper, Mary, I thought I saw

MAIIY. "
Only this 'ere Mum, which it's for me, Mum, the

' 'Lustrated Penny Weekly Sell Assembly,' Mum, as I takes in myself reg'lor,"

THE POLICEMAN'S PROGRESS.
NOTWITHSTANDING the contempt which is likely to be incurred by

the quotation of a t rite maxim, we will venture to observe that the

proper study of mankind is man. We will further remark, that if the

study of man is one which is proper for mankind in general, there are

cort.-iin particular classes of men by whom it is, or may be, cultivated

with an especial propriety. Among these are all the divisions of the

Police ;
for man is a subject that in the discharge of their duty they

have continual occasion for taking up. Therefore we recognise a

peculiar fitness of things in the attention wliich, at Chatham, according
to the i 'iiMiinsr extract from a report of Naval and Military Intelligence,

a number of those protectors of the public have been lately devoting to

a knowledge of that organisation which they are so often called upon
to colhir :

" A siTirs "f very intei-eMmi; :m<l exeeudingly able* lectures have been delivered

h tho meintw'i-s lit'the Hetropolitu -I. 'in^ -luty in Chatham Dockyard.
l-idiiu; lecture i if the series was 'On the Physiology of Man' and was illus-

trated i>v numerous sketches and diagrams, and the whole of them have been

iiy Mu I.IK imKLoat the reading-room which is provided In the yard for

the accomni'xlatii'n (if the force."

From what follows we arc led to infer that the learned lecturer is no

professed anatomist, but an uncommonly intelligent officer of the corps
which formed liis audience, who has aeqnired a knowledge of anatomy
and various other sciences \o the end of instructing his comrades

in blue :

" In the physiology of man tho lecturer appeared to have made himself thoroughly
eonvei >:int with hifl fubjeot, and in ;i very clear manner described the beautiful

framework of bones, muscles, and tendons, which are the organs of looomotlanj
the brain and nervnus system, tho lungs, the heart, bloodvessels, ain! k]

for the circulation of the vital tluiils thrmiyh the lx>dy, an<l the teeth, tie

and digestive organs ; he also described the continual waste and renewal of every
portion of tho frame."

The knowledge of all the particulars above- enumerated will afford

the policeman, whilst upon his beat, abundant food tor contemplation,
a perpetual repast which he will lie enabled to enjoy without any descent

into areas, and breach of discipline. In pacing to and fro on the pave-

ment, lie will be enabled to reflect on that portion of the beautiful

framework of bones, muscles, and tendons wherein are comprised the

particular organs of that locomotion which he is engaged in practising.

Catching a pickpocket in the act of theft, his view will not be limited to

the spectacle of a little ragamuffin twitching the comer of a passenger's
protruding handkerchief

;
his mind's eye will discern the mechanism of

the arm, wrist, palm, fingers ;
the bones, and the flexors and extensors,

and little delicate fidicinal muscles, working by means of finely ramified

nerves deriving their influence from a brain wonderfully organised, but

perhaps too protuberant in the regions assigned by phrenology to

sccretiveness and acquisitiveness. He will take the offender into

custody also with an intelligent consciousness of the organic machinery

which, in so doing, he puts m force together with the law. Should the

delinquent give him a run, he will, when the chace is over, have an

opportunity, as he fetches breath, of pondering the action of the lungs,

heart, and blood vessels: and when off duty, and employing his teeth

on the plateful provided for him by the hand of affection, he will be in

a position to meditate on the functions of the stomach and the rest of

the digestive organs. We rejoice to learn that

" The educational movement is well supported by the tnemben of the force, and

is earnestly promoted by tho superintendent, Ma. RiCHADgo."

Hitherto the Policeman has confined his attention to the arrest of

evil-doers, but he has now begun to apprehend the facts of science

No longer content with clutcliing rioters and rogues, and members of

the swell mob, he is endeavouring to grasp ideas: he not only com-

mands progress in the thoroughfares, but exemplifies it m the! walks of

intellect
;
and his motto as well as his injunction is, MoveOn !

to imperil

Fat on Butter.

" An Irish paper draws attention to tho remarkable

beginning to reach Livcn>, Manchester. c., in such large

tho Irish trade in that commodity.'

AM. we can say i-, that the article in quest ion does not come wrapped

iu American newspapers.
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"THE FLOWER-BESPANGLED TURF."

URF-MEN with bouquets. French
turf men. What do they do
with bouquets ? We read

in the French papers that at

the late races at Marseilles,
MADEMOISELLE ISABELLE,
bouquetiere to the Jockey
Club, netted fifteen hundred
francs. What were the flowers

for ? Do the betting men
wear 'em ? Many of our own
members of that fraternity arc

in uncommonly bad odour, but
we never heard of their trying
to counteract it by sticking
bunches of roses and violets

in their bosoms. Or, do the
French gentlemen pitch bou-

quets to tile winning horse, or

his jockey P That is an elegant
and quite Olympic idea, but
we fancy that FORDHAM or

GKIMSHAW would grin in a

very remarkable manner if the
swells on the Grand Stand

began to shy flowers at cither, when the number of the Derby winner
had gone up. The only reference to the goddess of flowers that we ever
heard at Epsom was, when it was said that some unlucky betting
party had had a regular Floorer, and we own that we have heard this
far more seldom than the equivalent remark, that such a party had
come down no end of a cropper. We are in no sense ridiculing the

elegant practices of the patrons of Le Sport, on the contrary, we should
lie pleased to see LORD DERBY, MR. .MERRY, and SIR JOSEPH HAWLEY,
walking down the course, arm in arm, with three great bouquets for

shirt-pins, and we commend the subject to the attention of the Floral
Hall.

AN OLD FABLE NEWLY APPLIED.

(^Dedicated to the Bench of Bishops, and the RIGHT HON. B. DISRAELI,

M.P.)

ONCE on a time, when, jEsop has shown clearly.
All beasts could talk, that now go dumbly stalking,

(And not the monkeys, owls, and asses merely,
Who still enjoy the privilege of talking)

The Man, who somehow even then contrived
To do his quadruped acquaintance brown,

Footsore from a long baking tramp arrived
At a green lawn, to which a wood ran down.

Quoth he, "Pedestrian exercise, they say,
Is mighty wholesome, but on such a day,
O 'er a hard road, and in tight shoes, beside.
Shanks' na<r is the worst beast a man can ride.

If I could only make a shift,

Somehow, to get a lift,
I shouldn't be at all particular

Aboxvt the points of what I had below me ;

So that it could preserve its perpendicular,
And bear my weight. I 'd mount ought you could show me !

"

As thus lie pondered, bounding from the wood,
At gaze a Stag there stood

Eying the Man, ev'n as the Man eyed Iti/ii.
' No you won't do," quoth he, "you've legs too slim,A haunch more fit for roasting than for riding ;

Besides those horns of his are vile inventions,
And e'en if I could ride, I couldn't catch him."

The while he pondered, still the Stag did watch him
With his large eye I know not it confiding

In his own fleetness, or the. Man's intentions
When sudden, with a shake of his wide horn,
And stamp, half rage, half scorn,
He flung his antlered head up in disdain
As who 'd say

"
Hang it there 's that bore again !"

The Man turned round, and saw, pawing and prancing
But rather more retreating than advancing
An unbroke Colt, well up to fourteen stone,
To whom, with half a glance 'twas just as clear,

Bridle and saddle were things all unknown,
As that he had no liking for red deer.

The Man approached, and with a well-bred bow
Preferred the Colt "good-day."

Adding aside, "Just my weight, I should say"
Assured him, he with safety might draw near,

The Colt, retreating, answered with a nciyh."
I see," observed the Man,

"
the Stag annoys you ;

'

"K an annoying brute. What with his airs,

Those long thin legs like a four-footed stork

Those horns, on which, if angry, lie can poise you
As bumpkins poise a truss upon a fork."

The Colt took up the tale" Yes, and his smell,
His droppings, I can't come near where he feeds,

Poisoning pasture-grounds and poaching meads,
Insulting us, and injuring, as well.

Could I but catch liim, I'd pay off his scorns ;

I have the speed, but, then, those horrid horns !"
"
That for his horns," quoth Homo,

"
horns, indeed !

I'd soon cut them, if I had but the speed.
I'll tell you what, we both abhor the brute,

Suppose we both combine in his pursuit ?

You have the speed of limb I lack,
So just let me get up upon your back

;

Your speed, my skill together, soon will do 't.

How say you ?
" The confiding Steed

Straight to the joint-stock partnership agreed :

"
Get up at once."

"
But softly," quoth the Man,"

I don't see how 1 can,
Without a something to climb up and hold by :

I think that something 's laid here in the fold by."
So from a stall near, while the groom was napping,

He stole a set of trapping." How fine I shall look ?
"

quoth Sir Colt, and sidled

With pride, as he was saddled, girthed, and bridled.

'Twas done, the Man was mounted in a crack,
His heels well down, his body well thrown back,
A light, firm hand upon the Pelham bit

The Colt might do his worst the Man could sit.

They dashed towards the Stag with view -halloo,

The Stag turned tail, and fled as Stags will do.

The Colt triumphant neighed, and whinnied loud," Look at the sneak ! for all his horns, he 's cowed.
We 've put to flight, now let us catch and slay.""
No," quoth the Man,

"
my road lies 'totlier way."" Your road ?

"
exclaimed the sore astonished Colt,"

Yes," quoth the Man,
"
'twixt horse and rider, know

The rider settles what 's the road to go.
Woe to the horse, if he try buck or bolt."

"
Get off !

"
cried Colt,

"
If you would not be thrown.

I let you on my back, to catch the Deer !

"
"
That was, when you 'd a will, Colt, of your own

;

Now girthed and bitted, know your will is here .'"

Sharply he drove the spur into his side,

With iron hand the Pelham bit applied,
The Colt discovered, all too late, alas,

He had been taken in but not to grass !

And loath to own how simply he 'd been hummed,
Whinnied, winced, kicked, was punished and succumbed.

MORAL.

My Brother overseers, for what is Bishop
But Overseer, and who o'crsees like Punch ?

My fable for your eating as I dish up,
For your dessert the nut of it I'll crunch.

When to old Mother Church's stout upholders,
A statesman sly points out some foe tremendous,

And asks Dame Church to take him on her shoulders,
That he may deal the foe a stroke stupendous,

Think of the Horse who let the Man bestride him,
To hunt the Stag lie thought, \ivAfound it was to ride him.

The Truth is sure to Come out at Last.

WE read that two of the American States alone can muster not

less than 4,000,000 pigs. This lets us into the secret at once of

where the Yankees get their tremendous quantity of gammon. They
seem to possess inexhaustible supplies more than sufficient to supply
the whole world with, and yet leave a handsome balance for home
consumption.

THE "
VOL A L'AMEHICAINE."

THERE is a clever trick, known amongst French police-officers, under
the above name. The only

"
Vol u I'Americaine

"
that we know of is

ANNEXATION, and, we must say, the French have taken to it with such

quick-fingered cleverness that they are well qualified to give the

Yankees themselves a lesson or two in the Kleptomaniac art of
"
ap-

propriating that which does not properly belong to you."
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HISTORY-THE ANCIENT BRITONS.

Emily (reads).
" IN THE SUMMER THEY WERE NAKED, AND WBTHAD OF CLOTHES

THEY PCT PAINT UPON THEIR BODIES. THEY WERE FOND OF A FINE BLUM COLOUR,
WHICH THEY MADE OF A PLANT CALLED WOAD, WHICH THEY FOUND IN Turin

WOODS. THEY SQUEEZED OUT THE JUICE OF TH WOAD, ARD THE* STAINED

THEMSELVES ALL OVER WITH IT, SO THAT IN SUMMER TH1Y LOOKED AS IF THY
WERE DRESSED IN TIGHT BLUE CLOTHES."

Arthur. "AND DID THEY WALK IN THE PARK AND oo TO CHURCH so?"

PAU.M, I'K.UiKIM, PRECAMUR.
OH di l'i U.KIM,

ivc any one inea^rim,
To think uf the row joti may (M u^ in now,
liy your conduct, inopportune I'IAI.HIM!

/.Y/v// (in the sea

ill niL-ht liurn, ('U'IAIS l'i

i :( casual w

unlucky she met' c\i i u\ I'I.M.KIM!

I'nt when in Southampton you fn-r, irrim,

The prBoaera you 're caught, CAJ HIM,
\\ e arc plaeed ill a ti\, to pnmomiee if your tricks

hero's, or pirate's, oil PEAGKIM !

lt':i pirate we hold CUT UN 1')\<;RIM.

The Confederate will be prim ;

A nd attain, ifwe don't, the United States won't
Ik- disposed to take iiiir view of PSAGBJM.

Tims iilnrd betwixt two fires by PEAGBIM,
I//-. I'unch is afflicted with nieagrini :

lie would fain be impartial in any court-martial

That
'

held on the ttalus of PEAGBIM,

A lieutenant's commission holds PEAGRIM,
But that won't on the wall stick the flea, grim.

Though lieutenant he be, that 's no warrant at sea

Giving powers of capture to PEAGRIM.

Yet as pirate we can't give up PEAGRIIC,
At t he yard-arm straight ran up to be, grim :

Which ADAMS, I fear, will declare 'tis quite clear,

Is the right sort of treatment for PEAGRIM.

Yet to make catut belli of PEAGRIH
Loose the war-dogs, by land and by sea, grim ;

For a man with that name ! On the annals of fame
To inscribe, not BRITANNIA, but PEAGBIM !

Then let 's all pray for peace spite of PEAGRIM :

May war-fears pass off like a meagrim ;

Ana by hook or by crook may we live to rebuke
Those who feel apprehensions from PEAGBIM !

A Well-Wisher.

THERE is a man in Pennsylvania who has the power of

divining the existence of an oil-spring merely by toe smell.

' He is said to possess this penetrating faculty from having
a very strongly-developed oil-ftutory nerve.

THE PLAINT OF THE CLUB-MEN.

"DEAR PUNCH, "Saturday." THAT was a very sensible article in the Globe upon the hard-

ships which this new Bankruptcy 'Act (I thought it was my LORD
WESTBCRY'S, but I see by the American papers that it was passed by
MR. EDWIN JAMES) will inflict upon swells and decent fellows, if some
stringent steps are not taken for their protection." Take the subject up, old fellow.

" Where the shoe pinches is here. Of course every decent fellow is a

member of some club, the Gorillas that ain't may take care of them-
selves.

"By the rules of clubs, any fellow who becomes a Bankrupt or an

Insolvent, thereby ceases to be a member. Now, it's a monstrous

injustice, and indeed I may say no cud of a bore to be shut out of your
set merely because some extortionate beggar of a money-lender, or cove
in trade insists on putting the screw on at a time when it s highly
inconvenient.

"
Under thisAct of LORD WESTBDKY'S, or EDWIN JAMES'S, I am eriven

to understand that Insolvents are done away with, but that any fellow

may be made a Bankrupt in the twinkling of an affidavit. If he forgets
to attend to the attorneys, or is a little mops and brooms when he gets
the writ and lights his cigar with it, and thinks no more about it, or if

a thief of a creditor will not see things in a right point of view, or if

one cuts away to Norway or Naples, you may be stuck into the court.

and the new thing that 's just started the Gazette of Bankruptcy will

inform your friends that you can't come to the club any more.
" Now this sort of thing won't do, old boy, and it 's a case of defence,

not defiance, to see how we can floor our oppressors. As to being a

bankrupt, that's rather a credit and renown in the City, I am told, and

I should care no more for bcinz called a bankrupt than I should care

for being called a bloater. But I have no idea of being tyrannically

wiped out of my clubs.

You must give your mind to the protection of us Swells, who are

uncommon good friends to you, and besides sitting and standing as your

models, are very affable about you. and often say, quite loud, that such

and such a thing in Punch ain't half bad.
"
I should propose that the clubs simply rcsind reshinned how do

you spell it? I mean repeal the rule,
and then no harm will be done.

If a fellow has really put his foot in it in an ungentlemanly manner, the

Committee can hint to him to be scarce, but if it's only a question of

money-lenders and tradesmen, it will then make no difference.
"
That is simply a measure of self-defence, but I should go a step

further, and let the clubs pass a law to the effect that if any creditor

whatsoever takes the outrageous liberty of bankrupting a fellow without

giving him say a clear year's notice, or more if you like, the club

pledges itself to punish that malignant oppressor by borrowing no more

money of him, ifhe 's a usurer, or, if he 's a tradesman, by never deal-

ing again at his shop, and giving notice to all the other clubs of his

oflensive and cowardly conduct.

"But you will suggest, I dare say, many better ways for protecting

us against tyranny, and we '11 leave our case in your hands, old cock.

Stand by your order, for you are no end of a SweU yourself, and would

be good-looking if you wasn't so uncommon ugly.
" Ever yours faithfully,

"The Albany."
" LIONEL RATTLZCASH."

THE FORCE OP CONTRADICTION CAN NO FURTHER GO. To make
a Will is the Wont of every prudent man.

VOL. XLI.
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PKIZE WANTS.
THE Society of Arts has been dislributiiia; its prizes and

medals for certain discoveries and inventions. We wish
it would not consider it beneath its high consideration to

offer prizes, or some specific inducements, for the following

improvements, or creations, inasmuch as they are sadly
needed by the public at large :

A gold medal for any architect who would buiM walls

of sufficient thickness to prevent one hearing the Caudle

Lectures, or jarring music, of one's neiuhlmurs.

A bronze medal tor a detonating or noise-making envelope
ih;ii wniiM loodlf give the alarm the moment an inquisitive,

Paul-prying postman ventured to pursue his invest igat inns

inside in order to test whether the contents were valuable

or not.

A pri/c of 15 to any stage-manager who would devise

an uniform system of waits between the acts at all the

theatres.

A Silver Medal for a superior self-acting door-mat, that

would, either by living up in the oll'ender's face, or knock-

ing his shins, or tripping him up, l'<.
t, strangers,

begging-letter impostors, Polish conn s, broken-
down tiailesinen in paper caps with boxes of pens and

sealing-wax, tax-gatherers,'ana rate collectors, and visitors

in gen. 'nil whether troublesome, unwelcome, or otherwise,
to wipe their muddy boots immediately before they ad-

vanced us much as two feet even up the passage.A Gold Medal for an improved harmonic latch-key, snch
as every tune the husband used it would not give the

sleeping wife in bed a violent turn.

GFNTLEMAH. " Ohl Ccnult" :<>,', I <>><> ffi-nttl I litre made a mistake : can you change
me into a '

Post Office
'

at Highbury ?
"

CONDUCTOR. "Lor bless you, yes, Sir,' vc 'II change you into a' Post Office,' or ve'll

change you into a '

Hangel
'

if you Irishes it."

A Turn the Wrong Way.

WE read that the turnstiles, or tourniquets, that did duty
in excluding the profane vulgar from desecrating the

sanctity of the parquet at the Bourse, are to be abolished.

We thought that Louis NAPOLEON wanted every centime

of taxation to enable him to tide over the deficit. It strikes

us that, instead of taking the tourniquet off, he ought rather

to have put the screw on.

A TICKLISH EXPENSE. Of all extravagances, perhaps
the habit of snuff-taking is the worst, as one cannot help

paying for it through the nose.

GALLANT CHARGE UPON THE ENEMY'S VAN.
A MERITORIOUS attempt was raade, the other day, by MR. DEPUTY

LOTT, to deal with the van nuisance. He justly remarked that the

Juggernaut Vans which thunder about the towns, not only block up
legitimate traffic, but often cause and always threaten peril to life and
limb. The civic council listened to him favourably, but, as usual, a

Nuisance found its defenders. Two wise men rose up in behalf of the
Van ruffians and declared that the Vans testified to the inere.is' >!'

business, and that everybody in business ought to have all facilities

for carrying it on. The flagrant absurdity of such a defence was so
clear that the Council laughed out at the apologists. Admit the pro-
position that everybody m business ought to have every facility for

exercising it. How many hundred thousand people of business are

daily hindered by the Vans employed by a lew persons. It mny fairly
be assumed that everybody who is in the City is there on business, for

nobpdv would think of going into the City for pleasure. Arc all these

myriads to be stopped, incensed, impeded, insulted, frightened, nm
over and generally outraged, in order that a small minority who employ
the Vans may profit? "It is not meet the Council hear a riot," says
the excellent Evans, in the Mn-rti in/;-*, but the Council will hear a

riot, and a pretty loud one, led by Punch the Liberator, if something
be not speedily done to exorcise the Van Demons.

DIFFICULTIES FOR DR. GUMMING.
THE eye of many a reader will have been caught by the subjoined

advertisement, which is appearing in almost all the papers :

THINGS HARD TO BE UNDERSTOOD.
J- CUMMING. Publishing monthly.

New Work. By DR.

Things hard to be understood. What are they, according to DR.
CiMMiNc'r Docs the reverend Doctor whose accuracy of quotation
is not unimpeachable mean, by things hard to be understood, Latin
and Greek ?

A STARRY CHAIN OF MAGIC.

THE Stars and the Stripes are rather in a muddle in the Untied

States, but the Stars themselves seem to be in high repute, if Mr.
Punch may accept the fact on the evidence of a whole string of adver-

tisements which he cuts from the latest number of the Neic York

Herald, and Unmitigated JAar. It would appear that the vaunted edu-
cation of the States, where MR. BRIGHT declares people to be far more
advanced in the intellectual race than the benighted English, does not

prevent ladies and gentlemen from very assiduous cultivation of a
science which in England we have long branded by the rude name of

Imposture, and have abandoned to idiotic servant-girls and the like.

The Herald heads the list, in a business-like manner, with the word
"ASTROLOGY," just as if the announcements were as legitimate as

those of
"
Books," or

" Want Places," and thus starts off:

ABONA FIDE ASTROLOGIST. MADAME WILSON tells the object
of your visit, gives nta ,'i,- charms and good luck for lift; free of charge ; tells

all the events of life, present and future. Consultations un husii > and
. .iirtships, travelling, .tc. This is the most wonderful a-strolo^ist of the age. Give

I

her a call, you will nut regret it. No. 1811, Allen Street, near Staulon, over the

I
bakery. Please pull tho boll and walk right up-stairs. Charge, for ladies and
gentlemen, 50 cents.

It 'will be observed that MADAME WILSON invites both gentlemen
and ladies, and charges the same price for each class of patients. The
next Madame will have nothing to do with masculine inquiries, but
then she lets off the ladies at half price :

ASTONISHING. MADAME MORROW, Seventh Daughter, has a, gift
LA of foresight; tells how soon and often you will marry, ami all yon wish to

know, even your very thoughts, or no pay : luekv charms fi-eo
;
her equal is not to

be found; her magic image is now ill lull operation. 184, Ludlow Street, below
Houston. Price '}:> cents. Gentlemen not admitted.

What her "magic imago" may be one cannot say, but at a guess
one may be permitted to recal the hideous contrivances which the

lowest class of so-called dentists hang at their doors, and by which a

pair of well-furnished jaws slowly opens aud shuts all day, to the diver-
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sion and hindrance ni butcher buys. Doubtless the imaiM' is very

awful, and we hope that M\n . .wwill behave bet tert.o her

3 it up than tin- Yankee who exhibited the I'erpetual

Motion, mid thin ran aw ay without iiajimr the man who turned the

'iiother :

A CLAIRVOYANT WHO HAS NO EQUAL. Ladies who are ick,
in tniuHr.

re i !" tuoct imgl i itrid cases of H

\\ e do not iee any refereni -. in this case,

airvoyauce to the cure of rheumatism is a i

worthy v 011111; AI.K-I ie:i. I'erh MII.TA ,

.and hair Aslroloj,'ic:illy, when I'-crcnice's Hair is

in Trine occult opposition and project inn with ming locks so

n-ent Comet. The next lady, M
is simplj business-like :

/
'

1 \ M: \ < >'i ',

'

i i' MRS. SKYIIOUR'S MeeSol Booms are removed to

I

V< mi, \v,.t IT-., ntl l. corner of Hirth Avmruo, unit.nice on fifteenth

!
Srrc. a sk-kneas, businesa, abcaM tteda, *c., and satisfaction

guaranteed

it absent friends are vanity of a kind which absent

have, like Sm PITER, left tfceir characters behind them,
v anxious to hear. Me&Mi rooms are a new inven-

tion, ni would like to know more, bat M we' perceived in a

n-eciit caBneRMl paragraph from New Yoik tkat "Houses are a

most conclude t! i RATES and VITRUVITJS have
lit: inexplicable paiiner- now comes :

('OKA A. SI-MAN. IM'I I'l-.N i >1- XT CLA ll:\ < YANT. Media
n.1

', day and evening ; the science the unfolds mu eatl-
:il! it i,- iinnccosKary to give iUustratioasof thcu^tuuiniingreeuh*. flb*

eonfhnu i. >n .Street.

The fair and otl'-hand CORA is not only independent of all other

f an American gentleman called LINDLEY M
fear her spirits arc not of: i order. 1'crhaps it was

cue of them who personated the very individual we have nan -

being asked whether he reallj was LINDLEY MtRUAY, replied, "Guess
admits In >tli ladies and gentlemen, but

perhaps finds 1M the stars are more reluciarrt to talk ot male than of

i'cina li events the men are charged extra :

MADAME RAY, 260, Seventh Avenue, near Twenty-seventh Street"

rises all who visit her. The .sick, Ir. ubled and unlucky *hnM test her

powra. She tells your very thoughts, lucky numbers, losses. Ladies -j cents,

gentlemen .n conts.

" One that hath had losses, go to," says flofl>trry,M proof that he is not

an ass, but a most respectable man. Still, in spite of his authority, we
cannot help thinking that a man who will give half a dollar to be told

of his losses is what Dogberry was called. But that is matter of taste,

some people feel pleased to recount their illnesses and troubles, and

MADAMK lin's clients are ouitc a Cave of Adullam lot, the sick,

troubled, and unlucky. We don't care about MADAME RAY.

MR. COLCHESTER, Business, Medical, and Test Medium, can be con-

sulted at his rooms, 371, Fourth (Street. Hours from 9 A.M. till I) P.M.

What is H Test Medium? Before the Test and Corporation Acts

pealed in Knirland, a Test Medium was the profane medium

through which an exciseman or a tide-waiter had to pass into office, by
conloniiini; to the most solemn rite of the Church. We have now no

meaning for the phrase in this country, and cannot understand what
this Colchester is. Pass on to a much more flourishing offiche:

READ THIS. A Phrenologist and Astrologist that beats the world'
and JAOOO reward for any one who can equal Miss WELLINGTON, who Is

m km iwladged to be the only lady lu this eity who truthfully gives information con-

cerning losses, luwMi> ;lis.-nt friend*. Invc, courtship, marriage, health,
:HT drunken ami unfaithful husbands. Miss W. is the

only {ITS' 'iiii h.-u* the genuine Roman and Arabian talismans lor love,

(,'oo'd luck, and (Ul business affairs, and are guarantees for life. Delay not to consult

tlii< naturally gifted and beautiful young lady. Lucky numbers given. Highly
I can be seen at her residence, 101, Sixth Avenue.

That is something like. Conquest sits upon her plume-crowned
helm, and her very mime is a for victory Siiss WELLING-
TON, a naturally -il'tcd aud beautiful \onir,' lady. She reclaims drunken
and unfaithful husbands. Arc there such monsters in MH. BHH.IIT'S

patent America? Surely they must be Knzlish travellers, Irish immi-

grants, or German colonists. Never mind, she can deal with every

nation, has she not Ixitli Roman and Arabian talismans and city

rct'erences? No wonder she beats the world, and defies it to lay down
1,000 and show her equal. \Ve should hereby invite her to send over

our lucky number, if we did not already know that it is No. 10*1 1, and

will next week be No. 1065. But greater is behind. The world is

beaten by \V 1:1.1.iM,n 'X, but I'.YICIN is it s greatest wonder; and here

is the last and most glorious name on the list :

rPHE GREATEST WONDER IN THE WORLD is the yoi;
:

f.,plUlM il M\I>AMI: H.KoN, fnirn Paris, who can be consulteil with tho

strictest confiden nail . .idng love, courtship, business, and

--.., r
- .:..-...-..: .: . i. T

'

heart's ideal, nod brfnir. together th> loot eepemted. LadiM
."cntlenien M ccuU. Boddent. i. ibuve Twentieth

\ i ma-, a il, and from Paris, can do as mucli ui

M \H\MI. U r.u.iv il hardly say ihr ., Paris)
and (me thin-.' more. She will

by tliir party win it by unu
Ideal, who nimy probably have nci'hcr riu'ht nr dcsn. to tak

liberty. This is a MUU utrofogttt, aad we arc sorry to tee
v win i is a I

to In
i

The lady may well be caDed i

deei.lri.i

the wi. Stati-s, a much prouder
distinction, a- ; will n^rue, and a.s t!

can mi further go, we now cummer ucatlou

to the at' cut ion of oar respected friend, JOHN

PROTECTION AGAINST LADIES.

Is nothing to be done for the protection of the Judges ? Are the

real silk gowns to be perniittcd to worry the bench ad liMum ? ilr.

Punch's sympathies were painfully roused by reading the law reports

the other morning, when it appeared that on the same day no fewer

than three ladies appeared in person in one of our Superior Courts, and

successively opened upon the unfortunate Judge who was sitting. One

lady didn't exactly know what she wanted, another wanted something

wluch the. Judge thought she might have, if he only knew exactly what

it was, while the third, the eternal Mus. COBBETT, knew
;
perfectly wel

!iu wanted, and also that she could not have it. and being informed

of the latter fact, retired, "loading the Court and jury with abuse.

Now the Judges can hold their own, tolerably well, gainrt the jwence
of the Bar, but the licence of crinoline is a new feature m male life,

and one against which the Justices should be provided. The ennme

has no chance against the domestic cat. We ihmk that at all erents

all Female I- iiould be sent to tight it out with MR-JusTO

CRESBWELL, who understands t he playful ways of the ladies better than

the other Judges are bound to do.

A Sporting Offer.

WILL anybody bet a red cent that when we receive the indignation

about the bnrnins of the llarrry HircA by ti.e Southern

Mcaiucr the Xashctllt, the Yankees will not be found to have dis-

Milation in ' j captain bore the

nally disgraced yes, Sir?
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THE CARTE DE VISITE.

Gent (in Plwtographk Studio).
" A LOOK 'ERE, YOU KNOW, MISTER, I DON'T WAN-T MY CART PUBLISHED, YOU KNOW, BUT IF ANY NICE

GAL, OR LADY OF RANK SHOULD WANT A COPY, WHY YOU CAN SELL IT HER, YOU KNOW !

"

LOUIS NAPOLEON DOES PENANCE IN A BALANCE-SHEET.

Ix balance-sheet thus penitential,

Citlpa mea !

I recant my fibs financial

Culpa mea !

In each hand a lighted taper,
That the world may read the paper
Wherein FOULD explodes in vapour

All my budgets circumstantial
it

Deep I 've dipped in Prance's pockets
Culpa mea !

Flown my kites, as high as rockets

Culpa mea !

With my outlay unrequiting
Frighting Europe, if not fignting,
At ijoth ends my candles lighting,

Till they flicker in their sockets

Culpa mea !

Not a market, but I 've rigged it

Culpa mea !

Cayenned those who told or twigged it

Culpa mea !

Heaped on sharpers pay and pensions,

Forged to favour my intentions

Taradiddle, and inventions

'Cause I liked Savoy I prigged it,

Culpa mea !

Fleets and armies I 've been raising

Culpa mea !

At the cost FOULD 's now appraising
Culpa mea !

Fired French thirst for gloire and plunder,
Tastes that can't be kept asunder,

Sowed the whirlwind and the thunder,

Europe 's embers stirred to blazing

Culpa mea !

I 've bid Nature's laws defiance,

Culpa mea !

On my star in blind reliance
;

Culpa mea !

Sovereigns and their subjects fretting,
Faith in treaties clean upsetting,
Till none knew which worse was getting,

My attack, or my alliance

Culpa mea !

In finance I've been relying

Culpa mea !

On Bourse bubbles and kite-flying

Culpa mea !

I have mocked free institutions,

Nursed each germ of revolutions,
Rivalled Papal allocutions

In the grossness of my lying

Culpa mea !

Each cause on the back I 've patted

Culpa mea !

From each cause in turn I "vc ratted

Culpa mea !

Italy I 've helped and thwarted ;

BoHBALDTO snubbed and courted
;

Tripped the POPE and then supported,
Tricking e'en the triple-hatted !

Calling KAISEU FRANZ my brother,
Culpa mea !

Groans of Venice I 've helped smother,

Culpa mea !

Poles to mischief then exciting,

Setting Franz and Magyar fighting,
I have kissed one cheek, while smiting
With a treacherous hand the other

Culpa mea !

Now that I 've made this confession

I surrender at discretion

Culpa mea !

I '11 ne'er ope another credit,

Ne'er another pamphlet edit ;

There ! in Europe's face I've said it,

Let me hope 'twill make impression

Culpa mea !

That her purse-strings she'll be loosing

Culpa mea .'

For our needs a loan producing
Culpa mea !

Power of Purse, in frank surrender,
To my Parliament I '11 tender.

They 'twixt me will serve-as lender

And the rogues that I 'in reducing

Culpa mea !

And if still my word there 's doubt of

Culpa mea !

I '11 retrenchment try a bout of

Culpa mea !

Give the Eagle's claws a clipping,
Dock my soldiers and my shipping
Think no more the world of whipping,

Till this horrid mess I'm out of Cutpamea !
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PENANCE IN A BALANCE-SHEET!
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THE BALLAD OF MARY NEWELL.
,S, , /', fog Rftmrti.

ow. list ye, fair ladies, "a tale

1 ill'tcll,

'Tis about a nviid servant, one
\1 M.I NKW-ELL,

Who contri-vcd IP

rob and to sell :

pit tliis a 'cute funning

ister he lived near the

\li.-ill Bridge Hoad,
In the (ianlcn- Ylcpt, Bess-

borough lay his a 1

II name it was BARKER, the

truth I do tell.

And the name of his servant

was MART NEW-ELL.

Now one morning her Missus
unto her did say,

"MART NBWBLL, we're

going this night to the

Hay,
So be sure vou keep in-doors,

and see that all 's well,"

"Oh, yes I'll be sure, Mum,"
says MART NBW-ELL.

The evening it came, and the evening it passed,
For alas ! pleasant evenings for ever won't last :

II nine to supper they went, and they rang the door-bell,
And they knocked at the knocker for MART NEW-ELL.

They rang and they knocked, and'they knocked and they rang,
Till 'the streets they re-echoed with thump and with clang, .

At length Ma. BARKER, exhausted, said,
"
Well,

Something surely has happened to MARY. NBW-ELL."

MR. ALLEN, his neighbour, disturbed by the din,

Cried,
" A back window 's open, I '11 try and get in :

"

So he entered, alack ! and what language can tell |

The sight that he saw there, O MART NEW-ELL !

In the passage a pail full of liquid there stood,
The liquid was red, and it look-ed like BLOOD '

And a poker lay broken, with hair on 't, to tell

II nv_some one had MURDERED poor MART NEW-ELL !

The house had been ransacked rooms turned inside out
1

1 avers open plate packed up clothes scattered about :

But 'twas strange that, no trace could be found of the el-

-csrant form of the mum M \ta NEW-ELL.

The police being ealled, an inspector there came,
1 1 i> division was B, and eke HUJIPHUETS his name :

He jiKt Miill'e,! HII and down stairs, then said he,
"

I smell

A rat in this business, Miss MART NEW-BLL."

Int'or nation receiving, to Yarmouth he goes,
A place famed for bloaters, with hard and soft roes,~'
There in boots, coat, and breeches he sees a young Swell
>>mv who would have dreamed 'twas Miss M \nv NEW-BLL?

This young Swell, whom' he managed so neatly to nab,
1 .' it s of luggage to Shoreditch had brought in a cab ;

There had snnked a cigar, hoping so to dispel
All idea of her being fair MARY NEW-ELI,.

She had cut her hair short, she had cropped every curl,
She had dressed in man's clothes, had tins artful young girl :

She had dined, smoked, and chatted like any young Swell
Was not tlu's a bold brazen minx, MARY NEW-ELL ?

Back to London at once by the rail she was brought,
And appeared 'tore the Beak at the \VcstminsterCourt,
To him MH. BARKER his story did tell ;

Ah ! she hung her head down then, did MART NEW-ELL.

The charge being heard, says the Beak, "I shall send
This IP g .inn. in) tricksy voting friend:

"

So off in the V, little celt

In the House of Detention went MARY \ v

Now you servants be warned, and at home mind you stay
cryour missuses go to tin

,

Or you haply may share the sad fate that befell

That "eccentric
'

young person, Miss M MIY NKW-F.LL.

AMKK1' [ONS ON KM, I.Mi NE\V>I'AI'I <

From tli- \nr York /fmif,f ,md Liar.

Th- Tint''*, i

the I nion.

The Daily Natt. The avowed organ of Toryis
control of LORD SHATBMBUKl and the canting

The Pott. A public-house paper, advocating rowdyim
but with some gleams ol .vs as to the beauty
democracy, which, however, it advocates only from the vilest in >

The Herald. Frantically radical in words, but secretly sold to
Sl'UROBOS AND Co.
The Chronic!*. A high-priced paper, which exists by fawning upon

I dowagers of Mnyfair.
Thf Advertiser. A cheap organ, supported solelv by the ar

and the Clubs, for the dissemination ot"I II UN

GitANT, son of LORD GLEKUG, a fierce and" truculent aristo.

The Star. MR. DISRAELI'S private property, and used by him to
attack freedom generally and Americans in particni

Thf Telegrofk, The ranting malignant organ of aristocratic Dissent
and Piirititnism.

Brll'< .ports, a paper that would call everybody
to Church as the only duty or pleasure in the world.

The Prat. Bead only by the lower classes, and a violent but hypo-
ontkal tdVoosAe ->i ski 'i.uli.

The Dupatoh. Another aristocratic organ, which publishes lying maps,
in which ever? attempt is made to show the United States a* an ioMg-

' territory.

Punch. A publication so foul and degrade.] that it is never admitted
few respectable households that still exist in the rotten old

island.

MILITARY MURDER AND SUICIDE.

In order to put a stop to the shooting of officers by private soldiers
it has been recommended, in every case of such murder, to hold a
drum-head court-martial, and hang the

.
murderer on the spot. An

excellent plan if it would answer
; but perhaps it would be found only

to increase the crime which it was intended to put a stop to. The life

of common soldiers appears very generally to be rendered so miserable
as to make them tired of it ; and the prospect of being hanged at once
for shooting their officers would perhaps be only an additional teorjnt-
tion to them to shoot their officers.

There may be some reason in the policy of making soldiers tired of
life with a view to encourage them to risk it on occasion with alacrity ;

but this policy is pushed too far when it urges men not only to expose
themselves to being shot, but also to incur the certainty of being
hanged. Officers fight bravely enough without the inducement of

misery to impel them to court death and commit virtual suicide ; but

then, to be sure, officers are generally actuated by a faith and inspired
with a hope of which a private can have no idea, and regard death as

merely the entrance to a higher life.

However before the drum-head court-martial, and the summary
gallows are resorted to, it may be advisable to try the better treatment
of the men in the ranks, whom it will be difficult to render, by the

greatest kindness, too comfortable to be willing to fight and fall. If
the more humane expedient should fail, then perhaps it may be advisable
to try the less.

A ROYAL ENGRAVING BY DOO.

THF. Ex-Koto OF NAPLES in answer to a deputation who went

through the solemn mockery of presenting him with a sword, which
is about as useful to him as a razor-strop would be to a baby, said

with most facetious gravity :

' The QrEEN and I ahull preserve eternally engnmd on our twwt* the BOM* O/
you all."

How they are to be engraved, we cannot tell, unless it is by the pro-
cess of lithography.

NimnrATinN- EXTRAORDINARY. A Very curious fact, illustrative as

it is of the parti: <f the season is the discovery which has

recently been made, of a Martinet's nest at Woolwich.

THE L\ST INSI-I.T TO AMERICA. EDWIJC JAKES becomes an

i
American Citizen.
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A DOOCID ARISTOCRAT.

A BKIGHT YIEW OF REFORM.
THE advice given by MB. BRIGHT to the Trades' Unions

to combine with the view of forcing on the Legislature a
reform consisting in the reduction of the qualification to

vote for Members of Parliament, is as seasonable as it is

judicious. Mills are working half-time, and unemployed
operatives have leisure to consider the question of parlia-

mentary reform with dispassionate thought. The relations
of workmen in the building trade to their masters are pre-
cisely such as to render the rest of the community particu-
larly anxious just now that they should acquire preponderat-
ing political power.
What will be the good of Reform ? is a question that

may be asked by many working men wiio are entitled to a
vote because they have been industrious and frugal enough
to afford to be ten-pound householders? The answer is,

that a lleform which will lower the elective franchise to
such a degree as to cause the House of Commons to be
elected by the numerical majority, will constitute a Legis-
lature and a Government representing the intelligence, and
knowledge, and justice of the country. Taxation will then
be adjusted on a sound basis; all duties on tobacco, and
other articles of popular consumption will be repealed,
and the national revenue will be raised by taxes impar-
tially distributed between landholders and fundholders,
and other persons possessed of any description of capital,
or deriving an income from any other source than the
labour of tneir hands. The rate of wages will also be fixed

by law
; and no workman will be allowed to take an unfair

advantage of his comrades by exerting his superior abili-

ties so as to earn more than they can, and elevate himself
above their condition of life into that of a bloated aristocrat.

A Sensible Exchange.
"
WHY, my dear MBS. SMITH, what ever have you done

with your Piano ?"
"On! MB. SMITH insisted upon my disposing of it,

and buying instead a Sewing Machine for each of the girls.

He says they would be much more useful, and would
make much less noise."

THE NICE-LOOKING YOUNG MAN WITH HIS BACK TO THE FIBE-PLACE. "It's all A COBBECTION OP THE PKESS. The Moniteur has

very well to talk of a Man's Manners, or his 'A rt, or his Hedwxdion I What I say is : sJioiv i been so full of financial matters lately that its title of the
me his 'A nds and Feet and I 'II precious soon tell you whether he's a Gentleman or not.

"
1 Moniteur should be altered to the Moitey-teur.

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
" DEAB PUNCH,"

IT may be that I own a sad depravity of taste, but there are

few things on the stage I more enjoy than a good [melodrama. But
then it must be one of the old bfood-and-thunder sort, with lots of

death-struggles, and mysteries, and murders to slow music in it. Your
modern French abominations I detest and scorn, and shall rejoice to

see them exorcised from our stage. The refinement of slow poison
may be in accordance with the spirit of the age, and there doubtless is

some interest to the scientific mind in watcliing the performer through
the working of the drug, and noticing the symptoms of his gradual
decay. But to me such scenes as these are most unpleasantly revolting,
and as I'm not a doctor they serve only to disgust me. When A
wishes to kill B, whether for vengeance or for gold, I very much prefer
to see A beat or blow,B's brains out, than slay him by half inches with
homoeopathic doses, which produce the most distressing facial effects,
whereof the ghastliness increases until the curtain drops. A bullet

through the body, or a bludgeon-stroke behind-back, are quite manly
ways of murdering compared with poisoned puddings, and doctored
doctor's stuff. There is action in the one case, and perhaps a good
grim death-grapple ;

while in the other there is nothing but contortions,
that make you think of the pangs which you may suffer when having
your next tooth out.

" With these thoughts in my mind (I can quote
'

h<ec vohem animo,'
if you wish me to be classical) I made the other night atrans-Thamesian
expedition to see a 'great sensation drama' at the Surrey Theatre

;

where, according to the play-bills,
'

thousands nightly throng to wit-
ness

'
the powerful situations and stupendous stage effects. The

evening I attended was the drama's sixty-first, and that ite run is not
yet over was attested pretty clearly by the crammed state of the pit;
whose eight hundred upturned faces, swaying to and fro with varying
emotion, were to my mind quite worth journeying across the Thames
to see. The piece is by its author called the Idiot of (he Mountain,

which they who love alliteration will agree with me in altering to the
Idiot of the '111. There are, only three men killed, and although there
is a thunderstorm there's no terrific combat: so the incidents of

interest are comparatively mild. But, in accordance with the fashion,
there's a great 'Sensafon Scene/ which is very clearly the chief

magnet of attraction, and is very much too complicated for me briefly
to describe. It is called 'The Smuggler's Nest Overhanging the

Abyss,' the nest being a small hut perched six feet from the stage, and
built with three walls only, that the audience may see into it. A plank,
lifted by a pulley, bridges over the abyss, on the other bank of which
there grows an over-hanging fir-tree, whose boughs reach very nearly
to the window of the hut. To these ingredients, in the background
add a moon with flitting clouds, a flash or two of lightning, some slow

music, and a thunderbolt, which shatters the old fir-tree as the heroine

is crossing it, and crash ! she tumbles headlong into the abyss. Vicious

Villain and Bold Smuggler, whom she wished to overhear, leave the

hut by torchlight, and then with her back hair down, up she climbs

unhurt not a speck on her gay petticoat and creeps into the hut.

Re-enters the Bold Smuggler, and proposes instant marriage she

spin-mis him shrieks out
'

Help !

'

and (of course)
' Unhand me,

Villain ! 'enters Idiot takes a header slap down into the abyss
climbs up other side, and dashes into hut knocks down the Bold

Smuggler rescues heroine Tableau.
"
Here, it will be seen, is thrilling action and excitement, enough

to make the heads wave in the agitated pit; and when in the last

scene the Vicious Villain is discovered in the costume of a black-

smith (from his previous attire I had quite fancied him a Count),

and, being desperate, endeavours to sledge-hammer the Bold

Smuggler, and then to silence the Brave Heroine with a knife

drawn from his back, and, foiled in both these efforts, and being
accused of murder, robbery, and half-a-score of crimes, including
that of stealing somebody whom he has passed off as his son,

when, as a climax, Vicious Villain stabs the Idiot in the ribs, and
then is shot stone-dead by him while trying to escape, the Pit waved
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more and more in its intense enjoyment, and the whistling of the

(iiillrry betrayed ,< like delight."
iin i e lull,- space to dwell, such for

MM' workinu- of ' Villain's eyes, whose whiles
made ghastly contrail in his < m>d cheeks. Hut thr

than it is instructive
;

for it throws a flood of light

upon the social life of France (where. jmL'in:.' by the names mWely>
us In he laid), and reveals some highly curious <

of that country, which met with has r

i the Surrey 1 was not at all aware that

the foreman of a jury, sitting on a case of murder, was allowed
a walk while the irial was proceeding, and so rain time to

bargain with the danirhtcr of the prisoner to bring her father in
'

Not
(iuilly,' on condition of her promising to marry the said juryman, who
is (her 1 whom (of course) she deeply hates.

'

\Mis I OOnKaOUS that ill Krai H blacksmith went about Oil

working days in full evening costume (dress coat, waistcoat, and hlaek
. clean shirt and white choker, a camellia in hb bull

and patent leather boots i, and that, beinu' so attired, he miirh'

lady's drawing-room an uninvited guest, and carry OB dark plots with
peasant girls ami pedlars, who have the privilege of making llie same

douse their own, and of coming in and out by the front way or
tin- l>a"k, and holding assignation tse.

"
Partly on account of these queer continental customs, one finds

the intiieaeies of the- plot irrow terriblv
\>-

roceecls.

Indeed 1 have to thank done tor their good
acting and good mounting of the piece, but for giving me a brain-

bewildering entertainment which afford.*

deepest thought, \\henever 1 waul practice for my powers of con-

jecture, I shall turn my mind to t he Idiot of the Mountain, and make an
effort to unravel its impenetzable plot. Who the Idiot is himself, 1

can only feebly guess ;
and why the Vicious Villain stabs him, (except

tn make a Tableau) I have not the least idea. But mysteries of course
are essential to a melodrama, and to me it's the more interesting where
they are only half cleared up. The author thereby learn the audience
a theme for meditation)

;
and in pieces where an idiot forms the central

figure, it seems quite proper that one's mind should be left somewhat
in a maze.

'

Read week I shall have to speak about the Pteptf Day.
" Osz WHO PATS."

prize-money, will be raised by the official notification above alluded to

is very credit parted. Probably
the ma ' K-S are now in their graves, whither

was accelerated by the he

cv be considered
to wake the dead in these days of easy

v MM bourne no traveller used to return,
but whence many come back again for a short trip, now that table-ways

vorld and the other. The Spin
Mice Ghost, whose apparition was the means

Between the

nd of December, look out for ran* on tables,

nl* chests of drawers, from tie

is, at

wronfed

]

of
rectifying an

he sec

ant clicks, and pigeon-boll

1

can make spirits

'any rate, a spirit in

'claim 1 1

tiie defaulters ,- knuckles.

COPIES FOR PHYSICIAN-.

A LETTEB in the Timrt, from a general practitioner's assistant, which

appeared the other day, complains of the badness of the. handwriting in

which physicians are generally accustomed to compos
tions. Now as the difference between 3 and 5 in point of dose would
in many cases be the difference between a remedy and a poison, because
a blot, or aberration of the pen might easily cause the former figure, a

drachm, to be mistaken for the latter, an ounce, it is obvious that

there is much reason in the Assistant's complaint. Physicians, there-

are recommended to return to those studies of penmanship which

j
they used to cultivate in early youth ;

and here are some copy-book
which they might employ themselves in writing out, so to speak,

, for practice :

DEBT TO THE DEPARTED BRAVE.

a& seldom, as.

OPE told a flattering tale when the

flattery of that tale turned out, like

most other flattery, to be flam.

The tale of which Hope is the

hearer only is too often likewise as fallacious as it is flattering. Let us

linst hope, that the news announced in the subjoined paragraph
taken from the Army and Navy Gazette is not too good to be true

in th sense wherein our gallant contemporary understands the an-

nouncement :

\x I'UIZK MOXEV The spirits of the expectants of Indian PrUe Mnnev
; .11 that BO applications for Delhi,

viv.-.l ;iftor the !t proximo. We trust,

lichhas o kmg prevailed with reference

in \v terminate."

There cannot be the slightest difficulty in
believing

that no' applica-
tions for the Indian pri/e-money, now so long due. wliich may be made
after the first of next month, will be received. The question is

whether any such applications, albeit made on or before that day, will

erer be complied with, or meet with the least attention? This it

doubtful question indeed, and expe. 'ie prediction, that,
a ft c-r those applications shall have been duly made and received, some
fresh excuse will be found for prolonging that delay in the distribution

of the funds claimed to the persons who arc entitled to them, which the

.,i:etfr justly terms discreditable.

That the spirits of many.' if not most of the expectants of Indian

Ls. coreLy.

ate. deLeterjjau&.

the. tanaite.

the
fiul&e..

i& hereditary..

is. iuifitafe.&&ian.aL.

xt&y. l& umndetful.

hnu/ffec ia a

uielL enaiiffA aLvnr.

jftedicine cemaitez aLsiacLea.

jatur.e alone aire&. ^^

By carefully copying out the foregoing maxims, and others of a

similar nature, physicians will anyhow improve their handwriting, and
(

it least avoid killing anybody by making a clerical erroi in a

medical prescription.

THE OPPRESSED AT HOME.

MR. YASCET, one of the two Southern Commissioners acting in

England, at the late dinner of the I i' Company, in n*er to

a complimentary toast made a speech in which there was a good deal

to admire
j amongst other thin-rs the subjoined quotation, applied to

the American Republic :

"ThotandofthefTM,
And the home of tlu oppreoed.

"

The Confederate Republic, MR. YAVCET'S Republic, as well as the
'

Republic, may be, or at all events once more become, the

land of the free. The for r is a home of

and the oppressed are the hNek-
;
wh

in, and who-u fugitive slave-laws have prevented from finding

one anywhere
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AMBITIOUS PABENT,
"

Well, yes Sir, I uxint to insure him for a Thousand Poimd against AccidfMal Death, Sir as I'm thinking of'Prcnticiny
him to Blmulin!

"
(Need we add, the "proposal" is declined.)

ULTRAMONTANE ART TREASURES.
AMONG the various branches of industry to be represented at the

Great Exhibition of 1862, a very prominent position will be occupied
by the interesting, but, in this land of insular prejudice, too long and
too generally despised and derided art of Priestcraft. So, at least,
there appears good reason to conclude from the subjoined paragraph,
which has gone the round of the papers :

" THE POPE AND THE EXHIBITION OF 1862. His Holiness the POPE has conde-
scended to order his Government to take part in the London Exposition of 18t>2.

For this purpose a commission will assist the Minister of Commerce and the Minis-
ter of Public Works in selecting the objects destined for the Exposition ; and further,
a pontifical commissioner will be sent to London, for the special purpose of taking
charge of the said objects. The expense of carriage and of insurance will be
defrayed by the Pontifical Government. Three thousand feet of space have been
set apart by the English commissioners for the exhibitors."

It is expected that the objects selected by the Papal Ministers,
assisted by a commission composed of Princes of the Church, Mon-
signori, and other ecclesiastics, will comprise the following specimens
of sacerdotal ingenuity ; The Winking Image of llimiiu, The Holy
Coat of Treyes. The Heads of the Three Kings and the Bones of the

11,000 Virgins of Cologne, which will be included in the Sacrosanct

Osteological and Anatomical Department. The Holy Father would
have caused the blood of St. Januarius to be added to this part of the

collection, but for circumstances over which he has no control, and
which lacerate his paternal heart. The Bambino of Rome. The Casa
Santa of Loretto, provided the same means as those by which it was
conveyed to its present site from Galilee can be employed to transfer
it to Brompton. The Apparition of La Salette, as originally got up.
An Extensive Assortment of Consecrated Wafers that bled when
pricked by Jews, and on other occasions ;

with Affidavits attesting
the Facts. Several Images, Paintings, and Statues, which rolled their

Eyes, wept, and perspired, at Rome, at Ancona, in the Marches, and
elsewhere hi the Roman States, during the greater part of the Year
1790. Sundry Bottles filled with the Tears and Exudations of those

Holy Effigies. The Depositions of Nine-hundred-and-sixty-two Eye-
Witnesses, judicially interrogated, affirmative of the Reality of the
Phenomena and Genuineness of the Articles in Question. Machinery

anciently employed by the Holy Office for the Confutation of Heretics,

consisting of Racks, Thumbscrews, and other Instruments applied iu

performing Acts of Faith. A Fac-Simile of the Original Chair of St.

Peter, bearing the Mahometan Inscription, in the Cufic Character,
which demonstrates the Authenticity ot the Relic.

Nothing less than the wholesale conversion of England, Evangelical
Alliance, LORD PALMERSTON, Punch, and all, is expected from the

opportunity of contemplating the_ edifying objects whereof the above-
named are a few out of many, which will be afforded next year to the
British Public by the liberality of the Holy Father.

A REAL " SMACK ON THE KISSER."
Sell's Life passim.

POOR JOHN C. HEENAN seems destined to be unlucky. Neither
Mars nor Venus is, evidently, the star of his fortunes. A lady, with
the pretty name of Ada, claims in the first place to be his wife, and in

the second pkce, to be released from matrimonial obligations. No
man is a hero to his valet de chambre, and it has been said that no man,
is a hero to his wife. In J. C. H.'s case the malicious observation would
seem to be true. This is a sad facer for the American Champion, and
worse than the salutation by the left hand of ME. THOMAS SAYERS.
The least the , fighting world can do is to take the belt out of the

avuncular clutch, and send _it over for HEENAN'S consolation under
what the editor of the Life says is an 'arcler hit than a brave man ought
to receive.

Not a Bad Bull.

THE following announcement is copied from a poster :

" LYCEUM THEATRE.
To-night and every other Evening,
New and original Drama, entitled,

PEEP O' DAY; OB, SAVOURNEEN DEELISU."

An Irish piece, of course. What could be more thoroughly Irish

than the peep o' day every evening ?

Printed by Williim Br.dbury. of No. 11, Upper Woburn Place, nd Frederick Mullett Ernt,
Printer*, lit their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WhitefrUri, in the City of I

SATVRDAT, noTcmbcr 30. 1*01.

, of No. 19, Queen t Rod We, decent'! I'M". "th In the Prih of St. Paneru, In the County of Middlemen.
of L4on, nod Puhluhed y them at No. 85. Fleet Strtet, in the Parish of St. Bride, io the Oily of London.
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AN UNLIKELY OCCURRENCE.
COSTER. " Go) You, should see how he can go when he's PULL OF CORX /'

OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

"I CONFESSED in my last letter that I relished a good melo-

drama, one of the old cut-throat blood-and-thunder school, full of

mysteries and murders, and terrific broad-sword combats, and with a

tremolo accompaniment of slow music all throughout. A glance at

PARK his 'FAVOURITE CHARACTERS,' so dear to me in boyhood,
recalls to my fond memory many a hot and happy evening, spent in

sitting: through a play whereof no mind might grasp the plot, and in

\vatrliins? Female Virtue in ringlets and short petticoats pursued by
Vice in broad black belt and big brimmed yellow boots. Mow sadly
have I sighed to see the suffering heroine ejected from her home
through some foul insinuation of the villain of the piece; and how
gladly have 1 cheered her when at some momentous crisis of her fate

she has pulled a pair of pistols from her
fur-topped ancle-boots, and has

held one right and left at her cowardly assailants, crossing her arms

usually to take the surer aim !

"Alas ! one rarely gets the chance now of seeing plays
like these,

and if one did I doubt if one would quite so much enjoy them. At any
rate our managers appear to fancy that the public have entirely lost

their taste for this old-fashioned kind of melodrama, and that to please
their palate nowadays a murder must be served up with the spice of

splendid scenery and novel stage effects. Simply shooting down a

victim, or killing him or her with a dagger in the ribs, or a l)ludgeon-
blow behind-back, is considered much too mild and unromantic a pro-
ceeding : and now to be attractive, the murder must be done m a

picturesque locality, where the loveliness of nature increases one's

intensity of horror at the crime. Hence we have
'

Sensation Scenes,"
as they are termed, and on their attraction mainly rests the fortune of

the piece.
"MR. FALCONER'S Peep o'Day, at which I went the other night to have

a peep, is in one sense no exception to this new dramatic rule. The
murder scene is certainly the most effective hit, and 1 liked it all the

better because after all no murder is actually done, the ruffian beiti;:

killed with his own uplifted weapon, while Lis intended victim, the

heroine, escapes. I have rarely known a scene more thrillingly worked

up, or brought more neatly to a climax than this of the Old Quarry ;

and it would not much surprise me if it prove
almost as taking as

the Cave scene in the Colleen, to which although no plagiary, it may
in some degree be regarded as a parallel. Your country readers who

!
are shortly coming for the Cattle Show, may be attracted if I tell them

that, in place of MB. BOCCICAULT'S far-famed
'

tremendous header,'

there is a twenty-feet descent by the Rescuer of Innocence, who comes

down upon the Ruffian from the top brink of the quarry by means of a

conveniently bending mountain ash. Perhaps their top-boots may still

more be tempted to the theatre, if I add that, when the scene opens,
. . . m.'.11*r f '

propriate tune, the One Hone Shay.* Enters Heroine over bridge,

her red cloak gleaming brightly in the Budc Light moonshine comes

down craggy path where the ivy leaves hang glittering in the moon-

beams of said Bude, contrasting picturesquely with the darkness down
beneath Heroine calls for brother, by forged lelter from whom she

has been lured to the Dark Valley (Hioemict Foil Dhuiv)-hc not com-

ing, she gets frightened sees grave starts and shrieks more agitato

fiddling of the cheerful One Hone Shag. Enters Ruffian over bridge-
Heroine hides he sentimentally throws flowers into grave, and hints

he don't much like the job-strikes a match for pipe: by iU light dis-

covers Heroine and chivies her round Quarry being slow upon his

!

pins, to make sure of his victim he then cuts up craggy path, and cuts

off her escape by cutting down the bridge crash ! game of hide-and-

seek to tune of One Horse Shay, disguised by fiddles snaking as tliouph

they had the ague Heroine caught at last and trembles in his clutch-

enters Rescuer at the 'flies' takes tree-mendons header bonnets

Ruffian, who falls as does the act-drop :

pleased
audience cries

|: r;ij vo !' calls them all before the curtain Heroine smothered with

bouquets smiling Ruffian bows his thanks to the applausive gods
and pit.
" Here surely is a scene that will attract the rural mind ; and still

further to delight it, there 's an Irish country fair, called Pattern by

A fcct. MB. COSDCCTOE, though you hTe done your bent to hide It
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the Pats with a raal ould Irish jig, and a
shillelagh^ faction fight. This

scene too is got up quite
'

regardless of expense ;' for, instead of having
some half-score oi feeble supernumeraries, who with stingy managers
would pass off for a mob, MR. FALCONER crowds his stage with pretty

near a hundred, all drilled to make the greatest shindy that they can.

MR. FALCONER has moreover had good sense cnougji to use the scissors

to his dialogue, and though another suip or two might well be had in

the lirst act, I lie drama docs not drag now, as it did when first pro-

duced, and the audience are not detained till nearly twelve o'clock.

1 may add (hat Mu. FALCONER plays a virtuous Irish vagabond with a

good deal of quiet humour, while MKS. BOWERS (from America) very

tastefully avoids all ranting as the Heroine, and in the Murder Scene

is much to be commended for her natural way of acting, and her

frightened tone of voice. MK. SELBY as the Ruffian is picturesque in

his make-up, and docs his murderous business in a most impressive

manner; but his voice is hardly deep enough to suit so base a villain,

and one sighs as one remembers the sepulchral hollow tones of that

lamented prince of deep-dyed ruffians, 0. SMITH.
"
Having had enough of melodrama for the present, I mean before

my next to have a look at M. FECHTER; who, having outlived lug

roaring rival, MR. BROOKE, is still cramming the Princess's three

evenings every week. QNE WHO PAYS."

THE LIBERTY OF UNLICENSED HAWKING.

ET us venture to say that there

are numbers of poor indus-

trious persons whose humble
claims to be allowed to make
a little noise in the world,
ought not to be disregarded.
These are the venders of

muffins, and other itinerant

merchants, who are forbidden
to advertise their commo-
dities by shouting and bawl-

ing, by ringing bells, blowing
horns, and employing the like

sonorous means of attracting
attention.

A deputation of news-
venders waited the other day
on SIK RICHARD MAYNE to

invoke the suppression, by
means of the Police, of those
nice little boys who go about

crying the cheap papers
the little angels of the Catch-

penny Press. The news-
venders said they were in-

jured in their trade, they, who were tax-payers, by this unlicensed

street-hawking. The Chief Commissioner of Police could not help it

did not seem to see that the news..criers came within the purview of
the statute relative to hawking without falcons.

_
Now it is most important that the little street cherubs that con-

tinually do cry penny newspapers should be encouraged in crying them
continually. "Now then, Illustrated, off that !" exclaimed a conduc-
tor, in our hearing, to one of them who got on the step of an omnibus
and thrust in over the door a bundle of prints, screaming,

"
Illustrated

News, One Penny." A country gentleman, had there been one in the

omnibus, might have bought one of those things in the belief that he
was buying the Illustrated London News. It is advantageous to the

public, and good for enterprise, that mistakes of this kind should be
made ; therefore, the newsvenders' application to SIR RICHARD MAYNE
was quite inadmissible

;
and if there is any doubt that he was right in

refusing it, let an Act be passed, expressly authorising the newsboys
to shout and jell.

But then let there be equality as well as liberty, and let all manner
of persons be alike entitled to create any disturbance they please in the
M ri it s, and without a licence, to notify their respective wares. Food for
the body is as much entitled to be publicly proclaimed as food for the

mind, and a muffin-bell is not much more unpleasant than a shrill harsh
voice with a cockney twang. Since penny papers, exempt from duty,
are permitted to be announced with clamour, let bakers, pedlar*.

costennqngers, dustmen, sweeps, and othets, be all equally enfranchised
and admitted to the enjoyment of Free Trade, in being suffered to ring
bells, strike gongs, beat drums, blow trumpets, and occasion any kind
of din whatsoever by which they may think fit to recommend their
articles for sale.

REVERSE or FORTUNE. The Borough of Finsbury which, at every
election, has hitheitobeen worth 15,000 to the publicans and other prin-
cipal voters, has on the occasion of its last vacancy been going a-begging.

STEIKING A DOCKET.
"My DEAR PUNCH,

" HAVE you such a book in your entertaining library as an
Encyclopedia Britannica ? If so, please to refer to

'

DOCKETS,' and
inform me precisely what they are. I am so puzzled, you can't imagine,
and it is so dreadful in these days of what do thev call it intellectual

progress, for a woman, even though she can plead minority if indicted
for ignorance, not to know how such a popular pastime as 'docket

'

is

played, and how to strike it elegantly, and with effect.
" You see I take it for granted that it is a game of some kind. And

yet 1 have my misgivings, and I'll tell you how they arose.
"
My Uncle's Aunt, Miss KAKEBRED, who speaks seven languages,

and is deep in analytical chemistry many years ago you may re-

member, perhapSj
the lire at the Royal Exchange it was then met a

commercial gentleman at the ruins, to which prompted by scientific

curiosity, she paid a visit of inspection. Well, i suppose they compared
notes. At all events he was imprudent enough to send her a few pro-
missory ones, and upon them she subsequently based an action for
breach of promise and recovered five hundred pounds damages. I said

recovered, because I believe that is the technical term usual in such
cases, but, in fact, Miss K. has never recovered either her spirits or
her damages, for the commercial gentleman ran off to Boulogne and

opened an Estaminet, where my cousin, COKE LITTLETON, and some of
his friends of the Bar, have played billiards frequently.
"
About two months ago, however, Miss KAKEBRED ascertained

(hat the perjured one had returned to England, and had set up in
business as a Mining Agent, dealing extensively in California!! and
Peruvian shares. This I accidentally overheard for Miss K. is not
at all communicative but when my cousin COKE LITTLETON, who has
a very pretty Sessions-House practice, calls upon us, Miss K. generally
seizes the opportunity to consult him upon certain legal points, which
must be very sharp, I fancy, from the pain which they give her. I am
not fond of listening, but as there was only a thin partition between us,
I could not help hearing her ask COKE whether she was not in a

position to
'

strike a docket ?
' He

replied,
I suspect affirmatively, but

enjoined caution, and suggested failure, tor Miss K. in a masculine

tone, which reminded me of Grandmamma's imitation of MRS. SIDDONS
in Lady Macbeth, replied, AVe fail ! and announced her fixed determi-
nation to 'strike,' on which COKE adopting the eloquent apostrophe
of Punch to the. builders (tide No. 1030), exclaimed 'Strike! but hear

e.'

"
Pray, pardon this intrusion on your valuable space, and believe me

" Your constant Reader,
" FANNY B. WILDERD."

"
P.S. Is not

'

docket' or
'

docquet
'

merely the old-fashioned name
for

'

croquet,' and in striking, do you not employ a sort of crutch ?
"

A ROWLAND FOR AN OLIVER.

UNDER the head of Essays and Reviews, a contemporary publishes
the subjoined statement relative to the BISHOP OF SALISBURY and
B, WILLIAMS:
" When notice was first given to DR. WILLIAMS that proceedings would be taken

.against him, the bishop wrote to him to request that he \vuld ;ilfnrd him facilities

for disposing, without difficulty, of all preliminary technicalities, so that the
whole question might be fought on its merits."

With all proper respect for the BISHOP OF SALISBURY, everybody
who reads what is above related will feel compelled to ask that right
reverend prelate whether he really believed that he saw any green in

DR. WILLIAMS'S eye? The idea of writing, as prosecutor, to a

defendant, requesting him to be so kind as to give a handle for an

indictment, is truly clerical in its simplicity, though it may not be

deemed worthy of a very dignified, to say nothing of a very reverend,
divine. It is a regular parson's trick, and one that nobody but a

parson would think of playing, except a pantaloon in a pantomime,
attempting to practise a similar artifice on the innocence of the clown.

If DR. WILLIAMS would but make his friend SARTJM the present of a

stand-point, that clerical ARCHIMEDES could easily move the earth so

as to bring down the Court of Arches about the ears of the Essayist

and Reviewer. But no ; the spot of verdure on the iris of DR.
WILLIAMS exists only in the episcopal imagination ;

and accordingly :

" To the letter in which this request was contained, DR. WILLIAMS replied, not

by sending any admissions, but simply the name of MK. Du TJois, his proctor."

DR. ROWLAND WILLIAMS, Vicar of Broad Chalke. Wilts, and Pro-
fessor of Hebrew, St. David's College, Lampeter, look you, is a xvcasul

that your Lordship shall not catch asleep. But that you are W. K.

SAKUM, and not O. SAIIUM, it might be said that Da. WILLIAMS has

given you a Rowland for an Oliver.
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A DINNER FOR A DUKE.

HE DCKZ or CAM i

having signified his gra-
cious willingness to dine

the Arlilh

oilicers

of course resoh

give him a good dinner,
in the faith I hat he in-

herited his noble father's

well known relish for

of this aim, the ducal

tastes were very care-

fully consulted ; and

though the Timrx informs

ply that
"
a ban-

quet was prepared on an

appropriate scale," that

rnt gives small

notion of what was really
done.

By details which have

reached us through a cu-

linary channel, fathomed

by IB active officer of

the police, we may state

that the mfn, as origi-

nally framed, included

erwor delicacy in or out
of season, and was on sueli a seal, of luxury, as would have made LUCULLCS smack
his classic lips to think of, and the shade of old VITELLIUS lone to dine once more
on earth. Hut before the day arrived it was luckily remembered that the Duke had

lately signified his approbation of the mess of the Military Academy, and had said

that the cadets had nothing to complain of in of boiled mutton, hard

-, and sour swipes. It was naturally supposed therefore that his Royal
Highness had undergone some change in his dietary tastes, and would better like a

dinner served with Spartanlike simplicity than a banquet on the model of the

epicures of Rome. Tliis notion was accordingly confided to the cook, and how
skilfully that artist contrived to carry it out may be seen by a perusal of the

following

BILL OF FARE.

SOUPS.

Potage de pierre.
Bouillon de mputon simple.

Potage de belicr aux turnip-tops.
Soupe noire a la Spartiate.

risn.

Hareng saur, bouilli.

Sprats fris.

Three boiled gudgeon : one smelt.

ENTREBS.

Queues do mouton sautees a la sauce Crime'e.

Fricandeau de chipe-squine moisi de bouts de cigane.

Bouilli de mputon suranue a la euir de semellc.
Haricots maigrcs a IVau de Tami-e u<,n lilt

'veet-breads hachis a la boublc-et-skouic.

- de cars et d'onkms.

NTS.

ton d'ordonnanae < Tons.
Junk sahS Piece de !;

\IES.

Pommcs-dc terre """"i"4ft
Tabourets * I bouillis en papill .

a la Commandaii
I'nm de munition nss.
CailloiLx eV< i

Chat (ncuf queues) frit.

SWEETS.

Hard dumpling a la rustau

hole) pudii .dctte i|iii-fume.
( 'unlit ure a la flanquc/.-y-leur dea coups.
Squab pie soufflec.

Rolcv-poley pouding a la rustication.

Omelette faite sans ceufs, frite avec pelurcs de potnme-
de-terre.

Chestcrrc bouche-ton-nez.

Double Dutch u la tue-les-mooches-a-quiuze-pM.

Penny buns (stale).

Pomroes dures au nature!.

A pint of nuts.

WINES.

Bteie-de-gingembre erentee.
Eau de la Tamise non-sucree.

Swipes d'Angleterre aux stomach-aches.
Th6 de birch-broom maigrc.

The decorations of the room and the appointments of the

table were in keeping with the tempting nature of the

viands, for we understand the banquet was served on a
deal table uncovered by a cloth, and lighted by tallow candles

in tin "regulation" sticks. Knives and two-pronged
forks were furnished for the guests who were too fine to

to feed an nature! with their fingers, but to no one was
extended the effeminate and foppish luxury of a napkin,
nor was any one permitted all throughout the dinner to

ask for a clean plate. In fact, the rough-and-tumble way
in which everything was done was strictly in accoi dance
with the Spartan code of discipline which seems to be in

vogue now at the Woolwich Cadet-School ; where it appears
to oc considered that lads grow rich in knowledge by Bring
on poor diet, and are made good soldiers through having a

bad cook. After dinner
" No smoking allowed"

A FIRE-EATER FEEDING HIMSELF.

A BBOKI I hue ago, according to the Morniiiq Pott, the officers of a

lished cavalry regiment combined in inviting one of their com-
rades to leave the corps, because, having been insulted by a certain

person, he minlled to call that person out. One day last week our
fashionable contemporary, whose columns are of course duly studied by
those gallant officers, published part of a letter from Warsaw, which

particularly merits their attention and that of all other valiant

men who wish to revive the chivalrous practice of duelling. It contains

an edifying account of the death of GENERAL <

.VEIG, whence
duellists whom cire: forbid to tight may learn how- nevertheless

to give each other all the satisfaction which offended diirnity ean desire,

(ireat G r.N/wKiG had imprisoned some Poles in the

eitadel nt Warsaw. Soon afterwards an insurrection was expected. It'

it broke out, too many prisoners in the eitadel might prove troublesome.

Accordingly some of the imprisoned Poles were released by the' rom-
inander of the fortress with the sanction of COUNT LAMHEKT

;
and :

"
OnlK'arin^- tldi-. (Ji-vruii. GEBOTKNZWEIO wont in a rtato'of great irri'

C.iivr I i him with having i him :i

omMnl. \
, t it" \v.-iv pn Int-'l im'vit V

:i^ .iln^lilr DMej ;
t.-s .it th;tt Illi'IlliMlt ini^'ht

i:vcniiig, ftud th:it \>
' U 1 \vhkli il *h>-uli:

let fell on cr\ \y\\m: ami he firod three time?- wit!

head, the last time influ'tin^ ;i mortal w.nnui,"

The difficulty which bold GENERAL GEBSTENZWEIG met with in

trying to blow out his own brains is very suggestive of the strength
and thickness of that skull which nature had provided to contain and
defend them. He found it a hard matter to satisfy COUNT LAMBERT.
The Count would doubtless have experienced as much trouble in givinc

himself satisfaction if the fall of the die had placed him under the

necessity of indemnifvin? his honour by destroying his own life

honour is so extremely thin skinned that it should DC excessively thick-

skulled.

The solo system of duelling, however, above instanced, is certainly

the most rational that could be adopted in this .country where an

ordinary duel, if it is not a farce, is a capital crime. The v
would not be liable to be hanged, or forced to fly the country. Ridicule

would not be brought on the grand custom
"

of single combat by one

antagonists firing in the air, or contenting himself with
"
winging

"
the other. One of the two would be obliged to shoot him-

self dead, though it should take him a dozen shots to batter a hole in

his cranium. He might before committing/Mo de e, makeover all his

property to his family, which would prevent its forfeiture to the Crown.
His mind, in as far as he lias any, has of course been made up to

"jump the life to come," and a man may as well take that leap in a

simple act of suicide, as in exposing himself to be killed in an attempt
to murder.

"TnE WEIGH OF THE WORLD." The Pound Sterling.
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WHAT OUR VOLUNTEERS OUGHT NOT TO DO.

THEY OUGHT NOT, FOB ONE THING, TO STAGGER THROUGH QUIET STREETS, DRUMMING AND TRUMPETING LIKE SAVAGES, AT MIDNIGHT.

THIS, TO THE PARTICULAR CORPS IT CONCERNS, AND WHICH MADE NIGHT so VERY HIDEOUS ON WEDNESDAY THE 27iH TJLT.

A WARNING TO JONATHAN;
OR, "DOTH HE WAG HIS TAIL?"

JONATHAN, JONATHAN, 'ware of the Lion :

He 's patient, he 's placable, slow to take fire :

There are tricks which in safety a puppy might try on,
But from dogs of his own size they waken his ire.

With your bounce and your bunkum you 've pelted him often,
Good humoured he laughed as the missiles flew by,

Hard words you 've employed, which he ne'er bid you soften,
As knowing your tallest of talk all my eye.

When you blustered he still was content with pooh-poohing,
When you flared up he just let the shavings burn out :

He knew you were fonder of talking than doing,
And Lions for trifles don't put themselves out.

But beware how you tempt even leonine patience,
Or presume the old strength has forsaken his paw :

He 's proud to admit you and he are relations,
But even relations may take too much law.

If there .'s one thing he values, 'tis right of asylum ;

Safe who rests 'neath the guard of the Lion must be :

In that shelter the hard-hunted fugitive whilome,
Must be able to sleep the deep sleep of the free.

Then think twice, and think well, ere from guard of the Lion
Those who seek his protection you try to withdraw :

Though STOWELL and WHEATON and KENT you rely on,
There are points on which Lions won't listen to jaw.

Remember in time the old tale of the showman,
Who his head in the mouth of the Lion would sheath,

Till with lengthened impunity, bold as a Roman,
He seemed to forget that the Lion had teeth.

But the time came at last, when all risks madly scorning,
He went just too far down that road rough and red,

When, with only one wag of his tail for a warning,
Snap went Leo's jaws, and off went BABNUM'sliead !

A CULINARY WONDER WANTED.

OH, these advertising people ! What Dogherrys they are ! How
constantly one finds them writing themselves down, to a level which is

well nigh asinine in its stupidity ! As a sample, look at this :

WANTED,
a COOK, in a small family, from 26 to 36 years of age.

Must be clean, active, pood-tempered, obli^iiijj, an early riser, and of the
Church of England. Wages 1C, with beer. Apply, &c.

Now, the advertiser surely docs not mean to tell us that his family is

from 26 to 36 years old, for in that case the word "small" would be

clearly misapplied to it, unless indeed its members all of them were
dwarfs. Yet, from his clumsy wording, this is how the sentence must

properly be read
; and when people address servants they cannot speak

too plainly, nor expect to have bad English corrected into good.
With regard to the fine qualities required in this cook, there is really

such a string of them that no one but a petticoated Crichlon could

possess them, and any one who said she did would be almost wanting
modesty to make the bold avowal. For instance, as for looking for

good temper in a cook, one would about as soon expect to see good
taste in a gorilla, or good nature in a pig. A cook, whose cheeks are

always being reddened by the fire, becomes of course hot-tempered

merely from the heat ; and if she be hired
"
with beer

"
at indiscretion,

we doubt if all her church-going will keep her temper cool.

No. 45 OUTDONE. The impudent conduct of CAPTAIN WILKS in

boarding the Trent is such a violation of all international propriety,
that the cry is now,

" WILKS and unpardonable liberty."
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LOOK OUT FOR SQUALLS.
JACK BULL. "YOU DO WHAT'S RIGHT, MY SON, OR I'LL BLOW YOU OUT OF THE WATER."
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EDWIN'S RESURGAM.

See the Artielf nfthe New York Times on MB. EDWIS JAMES.

A LEGAL star, in mid career,

Dropped sudden into deepest dark
. I AMES seen liere,

No more was Knw IN JAMES'S clerk.

\Ve deemed both sunk in starless night,
As ;

iijis
a scuttled bark,

\Vliui in upstrnggling into light,

The hand of EDWIN JAMES'S clerk !

W ho else could write the paragraph
That ha.s excited such remark

Or blow our Enwix's trumpet half

tio well us EDWIN JAMES'S clerk?

\Vlio knew each brief, who knew each fee,

Knew all that "a patent, all that's dark,
About that famous Ex-Q. C.

Unless 'twas Kiiuis JAMES'S clerk?

The outer world had never known
One lialf hi- nil'! lit and in- mark

U hat Bills hepassed, what verdicts won,
Except for EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

\Vc thought E. J. beneath a cloud
At once unsavoury and dark

;

Not so he soared above the crowd,
Too pure says EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

\Vitli Bankruptcy for last resort
\Vc deemed him prey of legal shark;

It was the Bill and not the Court
He passed, says EDWIS JAMES'S clerk.

By vulgar arts we deemed he climbed,
With brazeu face and blatant bark ;

No 'twas by eloquence sublimed
He rose, says EDWIS JAMES'S clerk.

We thought the Bar was democrat ;

No in the shadow cold and dark
Of aristocracy he sat,

Yet won, says EDWIS JAMES'S clerk.

AVc thought he could not linger here,
For reasons needless to remark ;

'Twas but to bless another sphere
He went, says EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

We thought that other men had fames,
Others in cases made their mark ;

But no 'twas JAMES and only JAMES
Did all, says EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

The New York Bar, we thought, such guest
Had met with faces cold and dark;

But lo ! they strain him to their breast

With joy, say* EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

Too gratified that Bar should be,
\Vhen England bids such men embark,

To seek new triumphs over sea.

And so thinks EDWIN JAMES 8 clerk.

Soon may the dollars' tinkling toll.

etcr than soug of thrush or lark,

Kcjoice the c\es ami glad the soul,
Of EDWIN and of EDWIN'S clerk.

Blow fair Favoniau sales, and far

Speed senile Knu i\'s new-launched bark
Aim good lock to the New York Mar,
Good luck to EDWIN JAMES'S clerk.

A Threatened Improvement.
AN agitation has been commenced iu the Marylebone Vestry for

getting a sub-wayto be made across Hyde I 'ark connecting Paddington
andBavBwater with Brompton and South Kensington. If this sub-

way means a tunneL and MK. D'liTANGKR and his colleagues will pay
for it, well and good. A tunnel would be simply a bore- but a fatal

mistake would be committed in making a cut through the Lungs of
London.

Mli -HSCULAPIUS PUNCH (A ALLM VHVKOl'ATllY.

I HAW. often lict -n solicited to five my opinion of Allinytyroputhy, not

by Hospital Students alone, !mt by those mure /.ealous advocates of
medical reform who will accept of uo half-and-half uiea.-

nicmliers of our p . iiile otlu-i-

tenaciously to their old I :iing with sanguii.
so aptly symbolical of vrmg but little of

Allmyeyeopathy, 1

with IIIOM

whose reticence it would take voluin '. IUJ:K,H may
shake empires by a nod, an

nations, winch w in an eclipse. A
physician is not a diplomatist, ami eloquence was not given to w for

a napkin. TALLETKAND doubtless had peculiar thoughts, but 1 solemnly
affirm that we have not

'

cal.

It is idle to throw physic t' nub animals whose u:

medicine, judging from their a rgans, appear to be whine and
bark. 1 must, however, candidly own, that the practice of physic is as
much like a game of speculation as a gann we can never
foresee what will be the turn-up. '1 .ction too between
solid and liquid draughts in playing with one you are kufftd for not

taking a man, while with the ot her you may be huffed for losing him.
We are warned by en ' our trust in mix-

tures. Nervous patients often shudder on cntcrim; a medicated arsenal,
to see the pharmaceutical forces drawn up in battle array, while their

olfactory nerves remind them liovv rank a many a phial. You might
fancy that an iron-clod Warrior could scarcely resist a battery of

boluses, but the constitution of man is almost impregnable, and has
been known to survive charges more terrible than those of Waterloo.

AUniyeyeopathv combines two opposite modes of treatment, being
at once active and expectant. It acts direct ly on the diaphragm from
whence its influence radiates to all the risible muscles. The modiu

operamii is simple, easy, and pleasant as fibbing (I use that term in its

Pickwickian, not its pugilistic, sense). The practitioner when called

in, first ascertains that his patient is strong enough to bear a tickle.

Assured of this, he exhibits Punch' > ied essence, of which lie

always carries enough in his recollection, to kill ten ordinary jokers.
The effect is electrical. Tim ..rlli will effect a cure, unless
the depression is u: A sporting barrister, revived after

taking that amount, notwithstanding he had suffered most acutely from
the Oaks. The same dose sufficed to rally an honourable Member who
lost his seat, after a violent struggle, and fell heavily in public estima-
tion. A poetical baronet was restored to consciousness by similar

means after a shocking effusion of verse, and when he had been fright-

fully cut up by a Cherokee reviewer. A commodore's widow at Bar-
badocs. who was attacked by a curious affection during a fete ckampetre.
where her partner was a remarkably slim naval lieutenant an <^rm*i
young orator, who met with a painful accident by throwing himself on the
chair at a Debating Society, and an embarrassed Rifleman, who, in the
contest for the Ladies' Challenge Cup, was himself hit in the centre before
he had even made an outer, by the brilliant orbs of a patronising Peeress

all these valetudinarians were completely restored by the concentra

essence, and their sense of the absurdity is now as perfect as possible.
There is nothing novel in

'

:thy. Medical men have from
the time of Hippocrates Been accustomed to prescribe Placebos, but
never until now with uniform success. Placebos used to be composed
of flour, now they are made with fun. To secure perfect exhilara^n,
however, the concentrated essence must be pure, and taken with

regularity, for much depends upon that. Fa cornea has succeeded to

the business of rii medicatra Matvnt, or, perhaps,
mrditatri.

lawfully united to cornea, and has consequently changed her name.
UK. JOHN BROWN assures us that he has employed the essence in

his practice for many years, and with most pleasurable resit

No infirmary should be for one moment without the essence, and bene-

volent persons might do great good by purchasing a large quantity
for administration to those who arc too low-spirited to take it in them-

selves at their own residence , general practitioner should

carry it about with him, if possible, in his glance.

AHEAD OF THE BRITISHERS.

OCR readers will derive a melancholy satisfaction from the following
statements contained in a letter which" the American Correspondent of

the Post writes to that journal from Boston :

1 The Contractors continue to cheat marvellously. . . . To-day the Colonel
ordered an inspection of ome hard broad, or army crackers, to be made, which
resulted in condemning 46 barrels out of M. The Colonel is bound that his men
shall i,,.t be swindled out of their jiwt and appropriate fodder by any of tbeee
'cussed sharks.' . . . The crackers wo eat are stamped

'
18W,' and the boys

sty they have seen several marked

The foregoing information must IK; consolatory to the British public,
as showing that our own Army Provision Contractors are not the

greatest rogues in the world.
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NO PLEASING SOME PEOPLE.

CRUSTY DRIVER (to a remark by his Fare).
" Not fresh I Why they jibs a goin' up

'ill and kicks a gain' dcnrni, I ain't a goin' to gallop 'em to death on the fowl, 'taint

likely ; there 's no plcasin' you."

NOTICE TO THE NORTH.
YANKEES beware ! we are averse,
But not afraid to fight.

War we account the direst curse
On man that can alight ;

And we will do whate'er we may
To keep that worst of plagues away.

Insults we 've borne, and more can bear
To idle acts confined,

Or words, for which no more we care
Than for the noisome wind

Polluted by your skunk, which blows

Beyond the sphere of England's nose.

But. by insufferable deeds,

Throwing substantial mud,
So urge us not that we must needs
Embrace the work of blood ;

Which we abhor
; compelled to smite,

Shall therefore do with all our might.

For Peace we fight as we forbear
To keep it, patience strain ;

To conquer it no efforts spare ;

And conquer to retain :

As, if to war you make us go,

By Jove, we 'll try to let you know !

WE HATE BRAGGING.
THEEE is something, after all, in being an Englishman.

MR. JOHN BULL can now go to France, to Belgium, Hol-
land (and Denmark and Sweden will very shortly follow)
without being called upon to produce his passport. There
is no countryman in the world who can make a similar

boast. It is true we ^ay a heavy Income-Tax, but then we
have the option of going to other countries, and no impedi-
ments are thrown in our way. We avail ourselves ot the

privilege pretty often, but then it is always with renewed
pleasure that we come back to the old country again. Eng-
land is the freest country in the world the freest to come
to, the freest to go from, and the freest to live in ;

and
the worst we wish other countries is for them to be as free

as we are. We hate bragging, and that is the reason we
never brag. The sun in shining does not brag about it, nor
do we ; we simply are the greatest people in the world
because we cannot help it.

IMOGENE'S APOLOGY.
DEAR Cousins ! No doubt yon 're astonished and nettled

To find little I. in a small village settled.

That one who at sixteen evinced some ambition,
At twenty, without any signs of contrition.
Should let Hymen kindle his conjugal torch
At the red lamp, which shines at a medical porch,
Is so strange, but from love into lunacy proper,
If a girl's bent on rushing no Atlas can stop her.

How could I decline the soft hand of LORD POPPY ?

You ask (Oh ! my error be sure not to copy),
Whose face like his mind was a beautiful blank,
Who '"pwided" himself on his "wings" and his "wank,"
For his tongue's ineffectual but elegant twitches

Converts, as by magic, his wealth into
"
witches."

Well then ! if I must be arraign'd on my trial

All the spirit he had might be put in a phial,
And gifted with little more life than a mummy,
I called in the doctor, and rang out the dummy.
That little I.'s now link'd to mortar and pestle
Is true

;
but her thoughts there do lovingly nestle,

Though dealing in scruples, she's free to confess,
She dotes on the title of M. R. C. S.

A title which does not illumine the pages
Of dreadful DEBEETT, who records ladies' ages !

Which parents consult, when their child feels a dart,
To prescribe with success for complaints of the heart.
Ere long on our brass-plate I trust will appear
"DR. BROWN," as to Scotland we travel next year,
Where honours which some cultivate with much toil

By degrees, are enriching that erudite soil.

Such is my apology : but if you still

Mourn for me as one that is dead read my Will :

"
I give and bequeath to my Cousins so dear

The chain which I ought to have hung round a Peer."
And those who lament little I.'s degradation
May from that bequest sip a sweet consolation.

TITULAR REFINEMENTS.

PUNCH, whose pride it is to call a spade a spade, has often been

pained to find how few imitate his manly candour. Streets now change
their names like those who dwell in them, with a view to better their

condition, and sense is often sacrificed to style. When from a
"
Grub "

sacred to hungry Bards and pinched Reviewers emerged a MILTON,
down Punch's check rolled silver tears not that he loved euphony less,

but that he loved old friendships better. Funerals, because mourning
can be mimicked for a consideration, are licensed to be performed.
Boots and shoes in days of yore were occasionally cobbled, now repairs
are always neatly executed. Girls of spirit never marry, but may
sometimes condescend to compose a tableau vivant and so they are

led to the hymeneal altar. A Member would be ashamed to rat, but
he recognises the moral beauty of concession and saves his blushes.

There was one title, however, which by reason of its antiquity, if nothing

more, we deemed secure from the refining process, but we are mistaken.

Travelling lately from Oxford in a first class, witli some Anglican

Divines, Punch was gently roused from his reverie by hearing a white

cravat who had made some allusion to the Scarlet Lady, hastily beg

pardon, and colouring deeply, correct himself he meant to say the

Lady of the Lake. What a sacrifice of truth to tenderness !

The Member for Carlisle and Commerce.

MR. POTTER, who was returned for Carlisle by a majority of one, is

not the youngest member in the House of Commons, although he has-

barely attained his majority.
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JUDICIAL JOKES ON COPYRIGHT.
mi all the common
saying, "pave as a

judge, the judicial
mind is prom- to joke,
even from l lie !

dulce ett deaipere in

loco though still the

jokes of judges are

generally qualified
with a certain gra-

vity. \Ve find MB.
JUSTICE BKAMWKI.L
reported as having
lately delivered at

the Juridical Society,
some observations
which were evidently
intended to be jocu-
lar. A Paper having
been read on the

patent laws :

" In the course of the
dkdDMlOB - all

'

'\' .'.,

DAROX DKAMWCI.I. said

people had got into the
habit of thinking that
men bad a right of pro-
perty hi what they either
invented or wrote. But
no such right existed,

.. . . and it wa entirely a
matter of generosity that they were secured the emoluments arising from it for a
certain number of yt in wrote a book and published it, and another
bought a com- of it. l: o| prevent that man from lending it to a
third, and if the purchaser had a right to lend it to be read, ho had alsothe right
of copying it and of giving the copylo others to be road by them."

What fun ! If a man hire a horse from a livery stable-keeper, he
may be at liberty to li;ud the horse to a third, for he is the purchaser of
the usufruct of the horse, and, we suppose, has a right to sub-let that.
JNo doubt he has also a perfect right to take a copy of the horse, and to

give or sell the copy to others to be ridden by them, provided he pro-
cures the copy by going into the horse-market and honestly buying one.
He has a right to be a horse-dealer, as he has to be a bookseller, on
those terms. That is what JUDGE BKAJTWELL meant to suggest, in a
facetious way of putting it. Horse-stealing is highly punishable be-
cause horses are easily stolen

; mental property can be stolen still more
easily : literary piracy deserves proportionate punishment. This is what
BARON BRAMWELL'S jocosity amounts to.
MB. JUSTICE BKAMWELL pleasantly affected to approve of Mr.

BUCHANAN'S celebrated declaration as to international copyright, that
the Americans would be very foolish to agree to any such thing, as

they would then have to pay for that which they now obtained for

nothing." The learned judge (with an appropriate wink, of course)
said, referring to the ex-President of the ex-United States ;

" He mis much laughed at, but he uttered what was perfectly correct, for ft wan
i ii]irv that the public should got out of authors anil inventors the most

>t the smallest possible price."

isly, the Judge meant to lay down the law, that if the public
\vant anything good in the liue either of literature or inventive art.

-rln to do that Mhieh i-. ; he least they can do, and pay a good
price for it. His words above quoted are only a lively narapiirase of
the maxim which declares that the labourer is worthy ot his hire. If
we did not take the foregoing remarks of MR. JUSTICE BRAXWELL
to have been spoken in jest, but understood them literally, we should
consider that t hey expressed notions of the difference between mtum and

*Ti J^ ' 1
' '"stead of being avowed by an ornament of the Bench,

could be conceivably entertained only by an occupant, or a candidate
for the occupancy, of the opposite part of an Assize-Court.

PRETTY POISON-WREATHS.
AN inquest was held the other dav by MB. BBENT on the body of a

young woman who poisoned hei-M-lf by arsenic; and the jury returned
a.verdict which sei forth ihat the deceased had died "accidentally from

aortal disease in her stomach and other organs, occasioned
iti of copper used in her employment." Her employment was

thai ot maaufactTLring artilieial flower-leaves, the flower-stems being"
with verdure clad

"
liy means of that poison. It was proved by medical

testimony that she had been ill from the same cause four times within
the last eighteen months. Under such circumstances as these, death
is evidently al'.iut as accidental as it is when resulting from a railway
collision occasioned by arrangements known to be faulty.
One of the jurors remarked, that the use of arsenite of copper in

artificial flower-making was prohibited in France, as
injurious

to the
health of the work] -e any restriction of that sort ou our
n-ttive inaiinf ;>atible with
British freedom. Something, >wards abolishing the .

mcut ol 'i epanng decorations for beauty might be done by
humane bnl I consequences the

subject party, whom they may
happen : d whose heads or bon: to IK- adorned
with gn difficult to c

what to say; but dress is

should despise and spooney, you must take

care to treat the pr oaken in the

way of business, rong or

serious language, I you think it jolly

is,
and ili. >ps, be

inspired with some disgust at the idea of wearing a wreath impregnated
with arseuite of copper.

LOY1> 1011 LUNATICS.

THE Bedlamitish h .vvadays is published in the way of >

ballad literature is redly of so senseless and lunatic a character that one
would think the scribe* who write it were not clothed in their right
mind, but were one and all invested with strait waistcoats. Any stuff

that has a metre, and > rhymes, no matter how devoid of

reason it may be, is deemed worthy to be dubbed a sentimental ballad ;

and we are sure the samples following, if only set to music by some

popular composer, and sung at a few concerts by some of 9ur first

singers, would soon be warbled in our drawing-rooms and whistled in

our streets :

I.

Gaily the Tiger-cat toned his guitar,
i iiading the magpie with feathers and tar;

Sweetly he sneezed at her. sourly he sighed,"
Lady bird, lady bird, wilt be my bride ?

"

She for the Elephant sadly had pined,
Ate but an ox, and then vowed she had dined ;

Carried his photograph close to her heart,

Wrapped up in lobsters, bank notes, and plum tart.

At midnight the rivals they met in the whale,
And fought by the light of the grasshopper's tail ;

The Elephant stood on his trunk to take breath,
And the Tiger-cat cosily hugged him to death.

Then with a cabbage-stalk boldly he wrote,"
Come, love, and tread on the tail of my coat ;

See thy own Crocodile whistling for thec."

He groaned gave a gurgle a cold corse was he !

n.

Lively, lovely ISAUXE,
Dancing o'er the moon so green,
Freckled is thy snow-black hair.

Sparkling through the spangled air.

While their harps the dolphms play,

Lo ! thou skiuim'st the milky whey :

U'ilt then be the mackerel's Queen:
Lively, lovely ISA.UHE.

Blighted, plighted ISALTKZ !

nful croak the cats serene ;

1 1 owl the gold-fish, mew the frogs,
> the shrimps, and purr the dogs.

All thy pets with rapture say,"
( >ur lady will l>c wed to-day."

But canst thou love a fish so gr<

Blighted, plighted bAIOD.

m.
Twinkle, twinkle, littl.

lion- thy nose is out of curl !

Up above thy chin so high,

Like a lamp-post in the sky.

When the verdant sun is gone,
And the stars their hair have done,
\Ve will hire a lawyer's dray.

And gallop o'er the sea so gay.

Then we '11 feast on codling chops,

Feagreen prawns, and lollipops ;

Hunl the skipper, catch the croup,
And till < >- up.
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A BAD CASE OF THROWING STONES.

Mr, Bull. "Now MIND You, SIB NO SHUFFLING AN AMPLE APOLOGY OB I PUT THE MATTER INTO THE HANDS OF MY LAWYERS,
MESSRS. WHITWORTH AND ARMSTRONG."

THE GKEAT ECLIPSE.

A GENTLEMAN well known in diplomatic circles, who recently visited

Florence, has sent us a graphic description of this phenomenon. He
writes,

"
Accompanied by my friend CIELEBS, I reached Bcllevue at six

on Friday evening. My friend was quite in love with Florence, and I
must confess that more soft and beautiful hair

(!)
could scarcely be

imagined or desired. A few minutes after our arrival, as we stood in

the Conservatory looking out upon Florence fairest of Italy's daugh-
ters ! a shrill cry arrested our attention, and presently a portly female
entered with a very diminutive infant, wrapped in ermine, reposing on
her arms. This we subsequently learnt was the celebrated tout-les-mois

Nourrice, MADAME SARYGAMP, formerly of the Hopital de St. Thomas
a Londres. The effect was remarkable. Florence was cast completely
into the shade, and CCELEBS also, was affected by a sensible gloom. It
was a great Eclipse ! The beauty of Florence was lost as it were
behind a cloud, and her wealth, for which Princes had sighed, 'and

poets twanged their mercenary lyres, had become a by-word and a jest.
On returning to our Hotel, my friend immediately went to bed, and
clasping my hand, in a voice broken with emotion, he intimated that if

his precious life was spared, lie should turn friar, and enter La Trappe.
Strange ! that a rational being, who had so recently escaped from one
trap should evince such a frantic desire to get into another.

P.S. I should have mentioned that FLORENCE is the only daughter
of COUNT BERGAMOTTE, and was, till the great eclipse occurred, pre-
sumptive heiress to his immense estates. She was just seventeen
sweet seventeen when her little brother was born. The Count, on
beholding the eclipse, raised his eyes and hands with grateful rapture,
exclaiming,

" E meglio tardi che mai."

MR. CASSELL'S TELEGRAM." The young Teetotaller, who, in an
unwary moment, allowed himself to be intoxicated with a lady's
charms, has since drowned himself in the bowl."

A JOURNEY IN SEARCH OF A PAIR OF GLOVES.

"is several of our extensive warehouses, where they sell everything
from a doyley down to a door-mat, it takes you a rare long time some-

times to get to the end of your destination. For instance, we went into

one the other day not far from Oxford-street. Our frozen digits stood

in need of a warmer pair of what the Germans figuratively call
"
hand

shoes."
"

Sir, would you be kind enough," said the shopman most

civilly in reply to our request, "to take the first turning on your right,

then walking through the Shawl-room, which is well worth your inspec-

tion, you will come to the Ladies' Paletot and Pelisse Department,
which you will leave on your left, and bear straight on for the Boa and
Muff Depot,"
Here the poor shopman paused to take breath.
"
After that, Sir," he continued,

"
you will come to a long passage,

of which you must take no notice, as it is only a branch of our Mourn-

ing and General Grief Department, but as you pass the Widows'
Private Consulting-room, you will see before you a light iron circular

staircase, which you must ascend, but avoiding the Babies' Bib, Bassi-

nette, and Berceaunette Show-room on the second landing, about half-

way clown the projecting gallery, you will notice a handsome mahogany
counter, which is a Cane, Parasol, Parapluie, and Sun-blind Stall, and

there, Sir, if you will give yourselt the trouble to inquire, any one will

direct you the nearest way to the Salon des Gants."

But we begged to be excused, for it struck us vividly that we might

go to Paris and buy our gloves in less time. Instead, therefore, of

undertaking that long journey, without having as much as kissed our

dear wife, or taken leave even of the blessed children, we quietly went
into the first hosier's

(a
small sentry-box of.' a shop compared to the

handsome palace we had just left), and promptly got what we wanted.

TOAST FOR THOROUGH CONSERVATIVES. Simony in the Chureh,
and Purchase in the Army.

Printed bjr William Bradlmrj, of No. 13. Upper Wobura Place, and Frederick Mttllett ETUI, of Nn. 19, Qneen't Bead West, Kret'i Park, both In the Pariah of St. i ancraa, in the county of Mrddleaet.
Pnntera. at their Office ID Lombard Street, la Ibe Precinct of Whitefriara.iu the City of Loadou. and Published by them at Nc.Ki. Fleet Street. In the Famh af St. Bride, in toe City j: London.
6iTODAi, December 7, 1861,
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NATURE WILL OUT AT LAST.

Well-intentioned, but Incautious Stable-Boy (in temporary disguise), to the restive and plunging blanc-mange.
"

Wo-ho, Acre/ Wo-o-oolf

MUSIC WITHOUT NOISE.

A GREAT Musician, as everybody knows, composed certain
"
Songs

without Words." but MENDELSSOHN, in producing those apparently

impossible works, accomplished a difficulty less arduous than that

which has been surmounted by the inventor of an instrument advertised

by MR. Ciuri'ELL of Regent Street, as
;

AZEMAR'S SILENT PRACTICE DRUM."

The handbill, headed as above, informs us that :

" For the p'" lice, the silent Drum possesses alt tin aJtxmtaffa of a
real <>nt ; it offers the same resistance and rebound to the sticks, and admits of an

equal decree of force and action in lieuting, unaccompanied, however, by the
noise which precludes tho possibility of a drum being practised in-doors.'-

\Ve would say that not only does the Silent Drum possess all the

advantages of a real one for purposes of practice, but is also free from
all the Quadrant agea of a drum which, when beaten, makrs a noise.

A solo on the drum is a musical performance to which few persons
would like to listen under any circumstances ; but when executed as a

>f practice, especially iiMtoors, it must be extremely far fiom
ible to anybody within hearing.

\Vell, but some one will say, what istheusc of a Silent Drum? Might
not the drummer, for purposes of practice, as well beat the air ? This

question is provided with an answer in the subjoined statement :

" The degree of correctness in the beating is accurately ascertained by a slight
sound, as well as by the vibration on the hv, to which the Silent Drum is stripped ;

this position of the drum on tho log also corrects the fault, common to i

of allowing the sticks to drop towards the ri^'ht The small ciiviimt'ereneo of this

instrument compels tiie drummer to ooDouitrate tha blows, and ' ts rna ensures
> being kept at the pro]n-r height. The Silent Drum is very jHtrtable, six

ot them occupying less space than one ordinary side drum."

The fact that the small circumference of the instrument compels the

drummer to concentrate his blows, will be apparent from the follow-

ing :

"DlRKe-noNs now TO rsE THE Sli.rxT I>BrM. Strap it on the left let', a IHtlo
alive the knee, tho iron tongue i inside of the same; when

standing, the left leg must rest on some slight elevation ; when sitting, the left leg

to be boot under, and the right one stretched out, with the right side of the drum
resting on it."

When sitting, at least, the drummer, if he missed the drum, would

very likely hit the leg against wliirh it would rest, and give himself an

unpleasant whack on the knee, which would forcibly remind him of the

necessity of concentration in aiming his drumstick at its mark.

MR. THOMAS CAIU.YLE, in many of his humorous writings, takes

frequent occasion to impress upon his readers the great value of

the Silences. Among the Silences there are few more valuable,

especially for purposes of practice, than the Silent Drum. M. AZKMAR
would confer a great boon upon society, and particularly the studious

part of it, if he could contrive to invent some other Silences of the

musical kind. A silent piano in the next house would be a real

blessing to many a person whose auditory nerves are sensitive: so

would a silent flute, a silent fiddle, or a silent cornppeon. Let
M. AZKMAR consult Jin. BARRAGE, who made the calculatin:; machine,
and abhors si : let them lay their heads together, and try if,

between them, they cannot invent a silent grinding-organ, a silent

brass band, and a silent bagpipe ; to the use of which itinerant

Italians, (iormans, pseudo-Scotchmen, and other creators of public

discord, should be restricted by Act of Parliament.

A Monarch is Never so Blind as When he Won't See.

M. DE VISCKE, the distinguished Prussian orator, and liberal-hearted

politician, whose eloquent denunciations of wrong generally thrilled

throughout Europe, is about to retire, to the extreme regret of all Ins

admirers, from public life. It may be that he is disgusted with the

conduct of the King, and his pompous feudal revivals, imil absurd

ravings about Divine Right. With one 10 short-sighted as WILI.UV TII i:

i FIRST, the Prussian GLADSTONE may feel that his presence, so '

1

on most occasions, is no longer necessary, inasmuch as he cannot possibly

do anv good. Probably, he excuses his retirement by saying :

" A nod

to a blind King is as good as a \ r
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GOOD NEWS FOR THE NAVY.

ACK 's ALIVE appears
to be the tune just now
in Portsmouth, and
our other naval ports.
And that Jack may be

kept lively, the Ad-

miralty very clearly
seems to wish. Else

we should not see such
an announcement in

the Era as that which
we subjoin :

WANTED,
for the

Royal Navv, :i few
BANDSMEN that can Play

I and String Instru-

ment Also, a few FID-
HI .1 ;i;s, that can Play

RMla and Horn-

pipes. Apply, <fcc.

In our joy to find

that Jack is to be fur-

nished aboard ship
with some more music
to enliven him, we
have little wish to

quarrel with the word-

ing 'of this notice : or

we certainly might say that
"
a brass and string instrument

"
is a thing \ve never

heard of, and the nearest approach to it that we can call to miud is a wretched
old tin fiddle with its strings all out of tune, which was played by a blind beggar
who used to haunt our neighbourhood, and weekly did his utmost to drive us

into Bedlam. But jigs, reels, and hornpipes, played on any sort of instrument,
from a trombone to a Jew's harp,

are certain to have life in them, and to impart
that liveliness to any pair of legs attached to any body that hath the ears to

listen. So as men always work the better when cheerful in their minds, we rejoice
to see this increase to the music of the Navy, and we are not disposed to fear

that any fiddler in the fleet will have to give up Rule Britannia, and, at an enemy's

command, take to playing Yankee Doodle.

reservation. Or perhaps the arcana of masonry include

a clairvoyance which enables a lodge of Freemasons to

see through any candidate for admission to their order,
and discern a disciple of IGNATIUS LYOLA from a respect-
able man.

A VOICE FROM WASHINGTON.
From our Special

A MYSTERY BEYOND PRIESTCRAFT.

Is a "pastoral" relative to the Feast of the Immaculate Conception just pub"
lished, DK. CULLEN, the great Irish theologian and astronomer, takes occasion to

denounce the Freemasons. He avers that :

"
ROBESPIERRE, DASTON, MARAT, CARRIER, and other monsters in the shape of men, who

inundated France with the blood of hundreds of thousands . . who delighted in ruin and

devastation, were all adepts of m.^onir !

Suppose they were, which is doubtful because DR. CULLEN asserts it, what then?
The Brotherhood of Freemasons is a fraternity

of demons, of course, according to

the logic of CULLEN
; and if every institution is to be judged of by members who

disgrace it, what does DB. CULLEN, by parity of reasoning, make out of the

unity which calls him Archbishop of Dublin ?

DR. CULLEN'S ideas of Freemasonry seem to be rather hazy. He proceeds to

say:

Wi; Yankees ain't given to brag,
JoUN BULL, we expect, has no notion

Of going to war
;
but his flag

If he does, we shall sweep from the ocean.

And when the old vagabond lies

In a state of teetotal prostration,
Old Ireland in glory will rise,

Independence to win as a nation.

Our breadstuff* from England kept b;vek,

The sequel must be destitution.

Her famishing millions, in lack
_

Of food, will force on revolution.

i;iA will have to retire;

Aristocracy, friends of Saoesskan,

Will be hurled down, ami trod in the mi

No more for to practise oppression.

Rebellion we '11 bring to an
The slaves 'mon-jst our heroes dividing,

Or arms to the niggers we '11 leu 1,

To -give their darned masters a hiding.
"Work up all our cotton at home,
Let not one more bale be exported,

Have the world at our feet, like old Rome.

By the kings of the airth as was courted.

Want money ? I reckon not we
;

A national debt we '11 create,

Twice as heavy as yourn, whieh will be,

For SAMSONS like we air, no weight.
On Government bonds we shall borrow

Any money in Europe with ease.

Why London and Paris, to-morrow
Will lend us as much as we please.

Foreign goods we shall purchase with paper,
Which let foreign usurers hold

;

The British may swagger aud vapour,
At, home whilst we keep all our gold.

As BELMONT to SEWARD has written,

Any stock may in Europe be
"
placed,"

And the chance, if the ROTHSCHILDS ain't bitten,

Will be by the BARINGS embraced.

We 've twice afore whipped all creation,

We 've now got to whip it again.
"We air a remarkable nation

Of modest, but resolute men.
JOHN BULL, then, allow us to kick you,
And don't go resenting the act,

Or into a cocked hat. we '11 lick you,

Yes, Sir-ree, you old boss, that 's a fact.

"The great leaders of the revolutionary movements MAZZINI, KOSSUTH, and GARIBALDI
are looked up to as the ch i rs of secret soeie ties or masonic lodges. Who call describe
the evils thev have inflicted or are acluallv inflicting un the world? 8ee lu>w they as.sail the holy

' Church."

But we do not see how they assail the holy Catholic Church, or the Roman
Catholic Church, which is what DR. CULLEN means, but is another thing. They
seem to us to be for letting the Roman Catholic Church alone, to manage its

affairs in its own way, only without the assistance of the secular arm and the aid

of bayonets. They that is, both the three liberal leaders whom Di:. CCI.I.KN

names, and also the "secret soeielies or masonic lodges," which he speaks of as

identical. Does he really not kno-.v that though a masonic lodge is a secret

society, a secret society is not necessarily a masonic lodge, or does he only pretend
to confound the one with the other, and to represent Freemasons as inflicting

evils, when he well knows that they have conferred great benefits on the world,
and whom, even in Ireland, can he expect to mystify by all that fatuous bosh?
From the Irish intelligence, whence the foregoing extracts from DK. CULLEN'S

nonsense about Freemasonry arc derived, it appears that:

'

Many Irish Roman Catholics, despite the denunciations of Dn. Cuu.i:x und his pric:-!s, still

i . They will not permit the inquisitive glance of the pricsth 1, however,
to penetrate its secrets (nut even in the r mtoMJonaQ, and hence the hatred they exhibit towards

iety."

The Jesuits are not so clever as they are generally supposed. They, at least,

ought to be in possession of the masonic secret, if that is to be discovered through NAVAL PROMOTION. The gallant Commander of. the

initiation into the masonic mysteries, aud an affidavit of secrecy made with a mental
'

Trent Mail Packet to be Past Captain.

A Joke Never Comes Too Late.

WE wonder that it had never occurred to us before we,
who generally think of everything, and always at the very

right moment that the Cabinet Council, which was con-

vened after the arrival of the news of the Yankee outrage
on the British flag, might appropriately be called "TiiE
COUNCIL OF TRENT."

PUNCH'S MONEY ARTICLE.

UNLESS the armaments of France are considerably re-

!

duced, we would not advise our readers to subscribe to the

loan about to be proposed by the now French Minister of

! Finance. It will be the old story over again of
"
Tlie

FOULD and his money soon parted."
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PEDALIAN v. MENTAL SUPERIORITY.
IN those gor d old s!o\ ,.s when if you Men-

it took > i Man's unbitioi

UP tO, h n -Hi
,l(.|i(

i s \lfVL
I'oets, PhilOSOphei

, glancing sk>v,
unctuous pole of Fame. A queer i.

- th, however,
to ha\e taken place uf heels OUT head, in.M.

Celebrity is now attainedjMrmMM. ami
in wondering admiration, not on a lofty brow, 'but

in public feeling must be met by corresponding changes in our
public Institution*. Oxford and < ; ill soon I

\\nli i: iheir curriculum, and to n . < in nedotraoum
'ler of eoui-sc. 'I he (

within an hour, ma mself plui'! 'eninan-

ship will natural!'. a running hand, and if popular

that he who runs may
will pass through II

ill be called upon by his bn utuenta
to lurnish a running aceouii-

In private life we m
l9otine. Fortunes probably !i the vroirj

tipu! but pleasures being of a cm
.-,

if a bull surprises a
pic-nic party, just fancy what .1 run there will be on the bnnks.
exhausted testator ma.\ complacently look forward to the limewhrn his
will shall be law, feeling how comfortable then will be his leg at ease.
Whether our wan-anted Manchester prints will
current movement, and betray a fugitive disposition in t;

ve an
colours of old England will stand ; -y clim<
of the heroes who clasping them have died.

[ON.

'"l ; '. 'glish is m great danger uf bring (rf-rmancutly
ebased b\ a vile word which has latelj be. u introduced into .

ile." This base WOfd Wai '

..and

' it i

wiltT

altiele.s !

I better th,.
JIJ-, I

is to Deny, so is i

be n '.

11 niHi,

on, a:

(Ml statement ui

ud, Ti

the

11,1. ,

ed, that the

prore worthy

WB arc happy to read that :

" The KHimoB or ArorniA hu contributed the mm of 101 florin* to tho funds
of the NaU'.ual Lilo-U.it I>u.titutk>l."

It i-- true that ; institution is a world-wide chari-
in distress have a claim on its generous exertions. Tuc life-

boat, before issuin \, does not pause to inquire
iggle no less valiantly to

Rusaian, or an Austrian, aa that of an Englishman.
Mtill we are most grateful to both the EMFDUV
iRrA fu

,
no less than tin-

by subscribing to its funds. May
France, Sweden, I countries, that send out ships to

lie perils of the seas, soon follow their meritorious example !

duty they owe to the principles of universal charity. As for
l''iivx( is-JosKi'ii, we are so pleased with his recognition of 'the Insti-
tution's services, that, should the wreck of the Austrian Empire ever
take place, we cannot do better than wish that one of these very life-

boats may be
happily

close at hand to save him, and carry him to some
haven of refuge half as secure and comfortable as England !

MRS. DUKIM;N ox THI: AMERICAN DIFFICULTY.

"THEM there, nasty good-for-nothing Yankees!" cried old

AMERICAN SI'TIUT MEK(

THE work advertised as below would, we should think, it' anybody
were wise enough to take it in, return the obligation :

."THE HERALD OF PROGRESS.
"ANDBLW JACKSON DAVIS, EDITOR.

" A CoMm'twIitHii .(..urn: 1 ' lovoted to the discovery of Tnith, and its

:ip!'li.atii.ii t" riij^ii-ni .mil spiritual Progrex. Specimen* acnt free.

"Address, A. J. DAVIS & Co., 274, Ci.nol Street, New York."

MR. ANDREW JACKSON DAMS is a Medium who used to be called
the Ploughkeepsie Seer, and to lecture on Cosmogony and Theology.
whilst asleep in mesmeric trances, lie has now, it appears, connected
himself with a

"
Co.

;

"
and we suppose that A. J. DAVIS and Co. are

carrying on business as importers of revelations and spiritual articles
in general from the other world. For importers read impostors, is a
suggestion which may occur to some of our readers. To cocktail,
mint

-julep, shcrry-coblcr, timber-doodle, and such like American
drinks, there is no reasonable objection; but is it possible that the
Yankees can swallow such stuff as that which is sold at A. J. DAVIS
and Co.'s Spirit !St.

A HEAVY FREIGHT.

Miss I : M 1 1 1 1 \ itiin.LL is organising a plan for the
"
Emigration of

Educated Women." For ourselves, we would sooner send away the
uneducated women, and keep those who were educated in the country.We have, not one too many. If, however, by the term "educated" is

meant
"
Strong-minded," we will give our most cordial assent and

hearty co-operation, to a scheme, at once so useful and beneficent, and
one that cannot fail to be for the benefit of all parties, as well as a great
relief to Kuulan I. \\ e. would advised he Gnat Eastern being chartered

immediately for this purpose, and we do not. mind giving a large sub-

scription in aid of it, providing the vessel sail- , period.

However, we pity the poor colony that receives the intellectual cargo !

The only chance of its escaping this blue-stocking visitation is, that the

Strong-minded Women may quarrel amongst themselves on the voyage
out, pi which there is the most natural probability; so that when the

heavily-freighted ship touches the shore, there may not be one of them
alive, and nothing but their false back-hair, or magazine tales, left -.

-~- -?

behind them. By 'all means, let so int. resting au experiment be aimed a
.

nd Treacle twice a week. The Cadets will not be expected to bring

out, and to the greatest possible number tnelr own towels, as for the future there is to b= an inexhaustible

supply of towelling on the premises, to be dealt out m the most
liberal manner, as occasion rcq-

"
Worrits me to that degree, it makes my life almost a burden.

Boaid our mail and seize our passengers, the ribbles ! Goodness
gracious !

Like their impercnce to be sure ; 'tis that what makes 'em so owdacious-

What neat now I wonder, Captain?" Answer CAPTAIN SKIPPER
made,"

Well Ma'am, our next move, I fancy, will be breaking their blockade."
"Blockhead! Ah!" exclaimed the lady. "Truer word was never

spoken.
Drat the blockheads all, says I ; may every head on 'em be broken !

"

M1LITAKV 1NTELLIC.1.

are

THE \Voolwieh Academy is alxiut to change its name to the Miu-
po-THX-Bors

1

Ilu.i., since t] as been found infinitely
e in consonance will n fare and Draconian discipline that

rigorously crammed down ih iiinent is, we are

ral, who has

:id, to undrr-
rrt Smtrri. Hv

i a regular
'

kuout-ana-

also informed, in t re.it v with a well-know,,
ned ill Siberia, HM had some lilt].-

take the responsible duties of the military

those, who best know him, he is described as

kiiouter." Part of the new regimen to be introduced will bo Er.

Advice rn the New Coinage to Cadgers.
"U HKX you beg do not say, as yon still continue doin.s,

"
Gentleman !

ar ycr srot ar a copper.'' Leave oil' saung "copper." There are
no coppers now. You should ask for a

"
broi

AN ESCAPE FROM THE Fix. The obvious way out of the American
dillieuli ' with his companions at liberty fort hwiih,
and to make MK. \! e-Mason.
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FOR-RAD-FOR-RAD-AWAY !

Mr. Wuzxl (who (lie last time he weighed ifis Xiif/^n Stone, a Sack of Ouano, and a Barrowful of Bricka).
" FOR-RAD AWAY ! On, YES !

THAT'S ALL VERY WELL BUT HOT WITH THE COUNTRY (?) AS HEAVY AS THIS !

"

WAITING FOB AN ANSWEE.

BRITANNIA waits an answer. Sad and stern,

Her weapons ready, but unsheathed they lie :

In her deep eye, suppressed, the lightnings burn,
Still the war-signal waits her word to fly.

Wrong has been done that flag whose stainless folds

Have carried freedom wheresoe'er they flew :

She knows sharp words fit slaves and shrewish scolds,

She but bids those who can, that wrong undo !

She has been patient : will be patient still.

Who more than she knows war, its curse and woe ?

Harsh words, scant courtesy, loud-mouthed ill-will

She meets, as rocks meet ocean's fretful flow.

All war she knows drags horrors in its train,

Whate'er the foes, the cause for which they stand ;

But worst of all the war, that leaves the stain

Of brother's blood upon a brother's hand.

The war that brings two mighty powers in shock,

Powers, 'tween whom fair commerce shared her crown :

By kinship knit, and interest's golden lock,

One blood, one speech, one past, of old renown.

All this she feels, and therefore, sad of cheer,

She waits an answer from across the sea :

Yet hath her sadness no alloy of fear,

No thought to count the cost, what it may be.

Dishonour hath no equipoise in gold,

No equipoise in blood, in loss, hi pain :

Till they whom force has ta'eu from 'neath the fold

Of her proud flag, stand 'neath its fold, again.

She waits in arms
;
and in her cause is safe ;

Not fearing war, yet hoping peace the end,

Nor heeding those her mood who 'd check or chafe
;

THE RIGHT SHE SEEKS : THE RIGHT GOD WILL DEFEND !

MEMORANDUM FOR MANAGERS.
"ME. PUNCH, You would do the playgoing public some service if

you would request the managers of theatres to supply playbills, which,
not those who run, but those who sit, can read. I am not a very old

fogy, and I can read your print easily enough without spectacles; but
to read a playbill bought in a theatre, with any comfort, I want a bull's-

eye held close to it, and the light turned on. The type is not only'

wretchedly small, but also miserably pale, and must to many in the

audience be quite invisible. This is a great discouragement to that

class of playgoers which includes your humble servant, and others who
have charge of children that they might occasionally take to the

play.
''

The present form of playbill is the extreme which has been run into

from its opposite, which the boxkeepers used to sell at one shilling,

calling it bill of the 'ouse, or
'pusebill.

That was a nasty flimsy
double sheet of something like tissue-paper, printed in great black

letters, with ink that came off in the hands of the holder, and dis-

coloured white kid gloves. In that particular, however, its disadvantage
did not signify much to me, as I ahyays wore, and still wear, black
cloth

; and, in my opinion, that old bill which anyhow was legible,
is

preferable to the new one, which has only the negative merit of not being
dirty, and is no manner of use to "

PATERFAMILIAS
"
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WAITING FOR AN ANSWER.
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.

EAR PUNCH,"
1 HATE been to see Othello

in the lion

This may at tirst hearing
a little odd, but of

your o

a prince who lived in

mark, an
i Her in Coventry Street,

a, who sank Ins turtuuc

nising of the 1':.

iifrdhudnowillinfMH
1 should have Ixjen so-

>mpellc<l to pay t

At almost <

i lor tiiese six weecs.

I m
i llaailft I

HMi .|m-MluUS, M '" "

1 a.lmir.iiih rendered. delicate bye-play *nHch
ie there used with such effect i-- of part snek as

Tlic brave ami lien Moor. -tdbolar, is not the

man to mark his varyinir emotions by the ahrugKJQs; of a shoulder, or

;he curling of a lip. .\lom>\< i man of intellect but action;

.mil the subtleties employed In M. FECHTEain the part are scarcely

natural to the nature which lie would represent.

"I think too that his Fi .antics of uttera

more harshly on m.\ i^h.n I i 'other nL'

when I heard him in the summi in Hamlet is frequently

colloquial, and here the t'orei -. more readily disguised than

in the impassioned language oi' <nii,H,,, who, throughout the play almost

is speaking under the influence of either rage or grief. The undulating
cadence which M. FECHTEK uses grows somewhat wearying to unac-

customed ears : and his habit of prolonging the sound of certain

vowels has all the bad effect of an affected kind of drawling, and often

quite destroys the proper rhythm of a line. If M. FECHTER would

remember that our English 'a' and
'

o
'
are rightly diphthongs to the

Fivncli, and that no one but & swell now dreams of drawling out his

words, 1 think he mi-lit do much to improve his faulty speech, and

thereby immensely add to the attractions his performances undoubtedly

possess. As it is, all Sn \KsrKAnr.-lovcrs must feel pained to hear his

poetry robbed of half its beauties by mis-pronunciation, which not the

finest acting can make them shut then- ears to, or be willing to condone.

Mi:. I'M i .1 ex, though apt at times to be heavy and monotonous, yet

speaks poetry with t'eelinu'. and always gives a proper accent to nis

words
;
and when, in Othello, he bids a sad farewell to his soldier's occu-

pation, one's soid is stirred by listening to the fine melodious lines.

M. FK.CHTEK speaks them they quite fail of their effect, and one

is_rather glad than sorry when the speech is done.
"
In other points than those of mere articulation, I consider Mu.

PiiELi's's the best rendering of the character, whatever be the praise

(and ii is great) I give the other, liis Othello is more dignified and

stately in his bearing, more manly iu his pathos, more fearful in his

wrath. M. FECHTER'S is too sentimental for a soldier, too pettish in

his ircsiures when his jealousy is wakened, and too placid, cool, and

logical for the fiery-blooded Moor, lie first listens to logo more with

curious wonder than with an iioii; and when reason, as he

thinks, has been shown lam for suspicion, he tails to give due force to

his torture at the blow. His delivery of the words
'

not a jot not a'

jot,' e\; ii is. did not seem to me so touching as that of ilit.

PiiKi.rs; who sobs them forthwith
painful difficulty, while he rtniggles

hard to hide the ainmy he feels. Then in the scenes that follow, M.
FECHTEK vents his passion moie in gesture than in voice, and though
his gestures, 1 admit, are graceful and expressive, still sueh .

i hands, however well directed, becomes a little tiresome at

least to English eyes.j"
But it is in the fifth act that I urn most disposed to quarrel with

his reading. True, he has had the -to listen to adv..

no longer drags his wile across the he smothers her. Still

the saiothering is too muohoonm Wp**0 to please me, and seeii

more a
'

murder
'

than it is a
'

sacrifice." I prefer the old adherence to

the
'

.\e Mi'dea
'

principle, of doing the dark deed behind curtain at the

back. The murder in Ala-cbeth is all the more etl'ective beOMl

not seen, and I think the classic rule applies a-

.-.lin-t such an al:

demand's inoulh the lo\elj
'

\\ illow
'

son.
,,r-lii.!,.

ill terror of the scene, and gives an air of

ost <' \l. Fl

11 if i.

e lirs

man, but he is

so to

: IS

kif
are
--.

<::

I

e with which he

ul sagacity
'

what

id, that I find less to praise

-, but this is by no means what
its arc so n

arcely any need in me to point
md sense and intelligence is so

:ii.- 1 b;. my (jreat ramnM l'"i'

i.'/'-j h IB I'.. I hO i. ''"' :! "

I v,l -
. mu-'i env... t

is in the tender passag.
iviia' delie.re i i i lie inn-'-

only fjrietly

remember the

his face when he

start of love when
into coldness when

be sees that it i- : t lie one of which he is in quest. Nor can 1 fail to '

recollect the second scene in the fourth act, where, as he sits with
j

Saahmona at his feet, her face between his hands. In' endeavours for a

his fell jealousy, and speaks with touching mourufulncss

and tenderness of love.
" Nor is it merely as an actor that he commands my praise. The

play, as now produced, is instinct with liis intelligence, and (with the

exceptions I have noticed) there is evidence of careful thought and

taste in every scene. The senators no longer sit in solemn semi-circle

of immovable red bai/", with their eyes all fixed on vacancy as though

they were all waiting to have their beards shared off; nor do logo and

the others follow the old rule of always standing; at the footlights to

deliver their et speeches, and never opening their lips until the atti-

tudes prescribed by old traditions have been struck. By liaving exits

at the back, and chain to sit upon, and posts to lean against when

talking, the scenes are nicely varied, and the action made more natural

and less heavily n 'han in our tragedies, I fear, too often is

the case. Without making the appointments the chief magnet to

attract, M. I lie minutest detail, and with

his manager's assistance has
'

revived
'

a play of SHAKSPEA.RE in a

very lifelike way. 1 think lie feels the public have no right to be

satisfied with scenery alone, nor with the exhibition of one good actor

only, supported by mere slicks. He has therefore done his best, as I

believe, to drill the forces entrusted to his hands ;
and although there

still is room for much improvement, on the whole there is no doubt he

has achieved ft marked success. By turning his thoughts thus to other

narts besides liis own (how MR. RYDER has oeen tamed by him 'tiswon-
' "' -'

system;'

lest it

p sec '.)
lie has aimed a deadly blow at the oc

>tars
'

too to see a spark of inti

may eclipse a single gleam of their own light. M. I u HTER shows,

however, that the small parts may be strengthened and the stage

business well cared for, without diminishing tl ''the central

figure ; and while 1 am sanguine in ray holies that he 'U do more, in the

drama's name 1 thank himfor the good work he has d

"O.xt WHO I'A

A Papal Bull.

AN Irish paper, rabidly addicted to Papacy as many Irish papers

are, states that
" CAPTA i battery will leave Bristol by special

train tufa-day moi h.."
It may be presumed that this

is intended as a hii. .
who are busy arrange

materials for the forthcoming merry season. Such a sentence as

above would eertainlv make an agr ige for the Clown 8 worn-

out interrogatory, II

I.TV. To do as she would be done by.
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ENCOURAGEMENT.
ADJUTANT. " Fall in; and let me see a little of that 'Superior Intelligence' we hear so much about."

MODEL OF THE DISUNITED STATES.

AMONG the objects of interest which America, whether we are to have

peace or war with the Yankees, is to contribute to the Exhibition of

1862, will be a Model of the Model Republic. It has been made to

take to pieces, so as to exhibit not only the joinings of the several

THEY MANAGE THESE THINGS BETTER IN PRANCE.

WHAT 's this ?

In the Motiiteur we read that the Chinese Indemnity for the Frencli

victims of Chinese brutality, or their families, having been converted

into French money, and expenses deducted, the remainder has been

States, and the separation between the North and the South, but also distributed in certain proportions duly set out in the Report of the

the split which may at any time divide the West also from the Ministers of War and Foreign Affairs.

Federation. Was it a little bird that sung in Mr. Punch's ear that the Indemnity

Tile Model of the Model Republic will be marked with black over i

for% English victims of Chinese cruelty had long ago been paid into

the parts of it corresponding to th9se territories,
in which the Domestic the .Trcasury-but that no farthing of that money had yet reached a

Institution is maintained. The Irish clement will be indicated by spots
of mingled green and blood-red, and the German by patches of dirty

whity-brown. In the Model will be comprised plans ot the Senate and
Congress, with a fight going on on the floor of both. The action
of a Caucus and the working of the Ballot will be displaced, together
with a specimen of a bogus Legislature. Fac-similes of Hard Shells,
Soft Shells, Hunkers, Barn Burners, and other statesmen of the

principal political denominations will also be included.

The Battle of Bull's Run will be faithfully rendered, even to the
cocked hat, into which the fugitives from that memorable engagement
said they were licked.

Among the many interesting features of the model will be accurate

representations of Spiritual Circles, Tables for Spirit Rapping, and

Spirits under the Tables, painting pictures of flowers and other objects
in a few seconds ; cigars and spittoons being provided for the use of
the Medium, the Spectators, and the Spirits.

The American Bar will also be shown, together with MR. EDWIN
JAMES, as he appeared when he was called to it : and all manner of

genuine American drinks will be at hand, that any of those who are

viewing the Model of the Model Republic with a suitable disposition,

may liquor.

THE Two GREAT WOXDETJS OF 1S61. DISRAELI holding forth on
the Church ! and BRIGHT on Education ! !

victim, or the family of a victim ?

I am afraid the little bird sung to that tune, and that he repeats his

song ;
and moreover, that he adds to it a burden to this tune :

" The Indemnity is with the Delhi prize money ;

The bees of our hives when they 've made, taste the honey :

But not so the bees of our Army and Navy
Their share is the bones, moins the meat and the gravy."

Oh, why isn't Mr. Punch's little bird in the House of Commons ? If
he had only 6,000 to spare, wouldn't he perch in Fiusbury, and ask

{he sweet voices of that pure constituency to utter themselves through
his little bill.

Unfortunately the Finsbury Electors would rather present their little

bill to their candidate, than see him oifer his to them. So Mr. Punch's

little bird will have to whistle for a seat till something offers at a

lower figure than Finsbury.

North and South.

IT seems the Northerners have hopes, by blockade of the ports, to

starve the South into subjection. But we think it will be long ere the

Secessionists are forced to cry out
"
Fcedus !

" which in that case might
be translated

"
Feed us :

" and we shall about as soon expect to see

them entering the workhouse as re-entering the Union.
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JOHN BRIGHT.
AIR "//. JVxM."

Yi'< 'BI a conical man, .!< ..IIT,

You're a comical man, Jons KI.H.IIT;
When tlir

You still ttirn In tlit; Irl'l,

U'hen your countrymen turn to the right Jons Bun, IIT

When your com ignt.

Von deprecate war, .Inns liiuian, JOHN l',i;

You deprecate wiir, JOHN r.i:i<;ni;
Hill \\ ho doesn't ilti so ':

XDIII tin: lii;'li ID the low

\\ r 're none of us 9got. JOHN BiUGHT
We're none of us an -lit.

"ve good word-- I >ii, Jons Bi.'H.n i, .Ions BRIGHT,
You 've good words for tlir North, JOHN Bin

\\ lieu tin 1 law the\ o'er-ride.

In their \vralli ami their pride.
You lill.l I bl( <|lllle, .lollX BllH, IIT

You find that it 's reasons

YIIH would liavc us br ucutml, .(DUN Bun. in, Jolts Bi;i

You would liavr us br neutral, .lulls Uun.llT;
Yel abuse us ;is slack

To lt North on the back
But in neutrals would that be polite, Jons BRIGHT F

In neutrals would that be |>olitc ?

The States you've still praised, JOHN BHK.IIT, JOHN BRIGHT,
The Static you 've still praised, JOHN BiiH.iir;

Their sull'ragi
1 for all

And taxation so small,
That your envy it seemed to excite, Jons BRIGHT

Your euv> il .-.ecmed to BXI

\Vhat 's now to admire there, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT:
What 's now tn admire ti . BRIGHT?

Is 'I llieir t'ealhrrs auJ

Or their horror of \v

Or their i-andh- at bmli ends alight, JOHN BlllOHT?
Their candle at both ends alight ?

heir bull'tins or bullets, Jonx BIC I BRIGHT?
Is't their bull'tius or bullets, .loiix BRIGHT?

Or their bunkum and

Or the starr'd and striped" (lag,

That at Bull's Hun still sir-wed in first (light. JOHN BRIGHT y

That at Bull's Hun still showed in lirst flight ?

Is 't their freedom of speech, JOHN Bum IIT, JOHN Biiuaii ':

Is 't their freedom of speech, JOHN BRIGHT,
When I he fael is quite clear,

If you talk' here,

Yon would ride on a rail smoulder-neigh!, .Ions BRIGHT
You would ride on a rail shoulder-height ?

You still cry "out on war," JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN
You still cry "out on war," JOHN BRIGHT ;

H ell, \\ar is a curse
;

l>ui there 's one thing that 's worse,
Thai 's dishonour, of which you make light, JOHN BRIGHT

I Hshonour, of which you make light.

l,a\v of nations you sneer at, .Ions BRIGHT, JOHN Bitii;ni.

Law of nations you surei at. Jons BRIGHT;
II that law bad you call,

Wuuld y 'ii have none at all,

Or ihe two Yankee laws, Mob and Might. JoiIS BaiGUT
The two Yankee laws. Mob and .Might r

But we don't urge on war, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT,
We don't urge on war, Jons BiaoiiT;

La-.v by force lias been floored,
We 'd but see law restored ;

Sure that p Idn't kindle vonr spite, .loiix BHIMIT
Sure tliat pra; er sliniddn't kindle your spite.

We've a (|,ILT we are proud of, Jonv KHIUIIT. JOHN BRIGHT,
\\'e 've a Ha:: we arc pruiid of, Jo. IX BRIGHT .

AH beneath it ar.

On the land or the

And that flair nevei stooped to a slight, JoiIX BRIGHT
That flag never stooped to a slight.

Tiled :

:IGIIT,
Till :

U j.l.uli L
: \
-

favourite n 1 1 gilt.

Slill t! ii\ I'.uii.iiT, Junx
,
Jons l'.i:i

And that war is (food war,
When il ior,

t

heart, in your s|xvch's de~,

niiii, Jonx Bun. IIT,

IO11T,
\\'h" 'i p-hounl,
A Fic'iii !i

With a hit t .IT

With a hit fnjin the shoulder ou:.

. BIUGHT),
IT),

he.
-

I love pea.

-nil thou'ds'

again"
Sun- the name n: I'.KIGHT

is Buii.liT.

Wh' .- you thunder. Jonx BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT,
When 'gainst lighting you thunder, JOHN iiuu.uT ;

( )ne t'.i'K ail .iliir.-,

MI strong,
i r heart and your soul h JOHN BRIGHT
heart and your soul 1

Turn vole ; at lire. .Ions BKII.IIT, Jonx BRIGHT,
Jonx BlUGHT:

will cut and thrust,
It' pummel you must,

tBJB-our foes, for your countrymen slight, Jons BRIGHT ?

Why our foes for your countrymen slight?

Uljp some tight for the Yankees, Jonx BHIGIIT, Jons BHIGIIT,
mHDSome fight for 1 1 . JOHN BaiQUT ;

To their wroii'jr if they atana,
i't our demand.

And.declare CATTAIN V lie right. JOHS BaiGUT
If they vote CAPTAIS Wujta in the right.

A Great Bore in an Omnibus.

AT this we'

frequen
1

then their kuei

lirtv Mason of the Tear, me

euormou ip a lotof mud in the street?,

and necessarily wipes it off upon I heir trousers. It is high time that

omnibuses should be made tour ti. 'id as they are now, in

.-.ut appirel of t lie female passengers maybe
ut with the comfort and cleanliness of the others, who may be

unwilling to ride outside to oblige a lady, or unable to do so even with

the v ; nee.

A RECEIPT BA-Mi; 1,1.1 \(, LADIES' FACES.

: COMTK, of well-known gallantry in the fashionable circles

of both capitals, s .. toe beat enamel for a lady's face is

a delicate compliment, one that baa an artistic touch of truth, or poetry,
in it. Tnr application, he

says,
most svcccssfullv raises a beautiful

roseate blush nature's own colour- which no artificial composition, or

the vulgar baud of imitation, can possibly approach,
or surpass. More-

over, it does no injury to the complexion, but on the contrary rather

improves it. Of course, the compliment must be laid on with a light

hand for instance, the hand of a true-born gentleman ;
for if any black-

guard, or ee gut vom apptle: SNOB, should venture to attempt it, he is

sure to do it so clumsily avec iatf UUe ga*cheri that the failure be-

comes, not only ludicrous, but most painful. In such a case, the roseate

blush instantly turns to crimson indignation. To make an unpoetic
eomnarison. it is all the difference, he says, between a rose-leaf and

pickled cabbage. Our gallant Comte, who lias evidently studied in the

best schools of Fashion, is pained to confess, however, that this charming

experiment, which rarely fails on the cheeks of fair dfmoiifllet, meets
but seldom with gratifying success, when tried on the sallow tei*t of

ladies who hare passed a certain age. The conclusion he comes to on
this latter point is, we must admit, for one of his refined taste, slightly

tinged with harshness :

"
Vellum (he says), to be illuminated properly,

requires the strongest colours."
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A GREAT TIME FOR IRELAND!
WE copy the following paragraph from an article in the Nation Irish newspaper, written in

anticipation of a war between this country and America :

"Yes, then will the forces of England find in their front such desperate men as crushed their ranks at Fontenoy
to the cry of ' Remember Limerick. '

Yes, the men crowbarred out of their homes in Ireland ; the men oppressed,
insulted, scoffed at, and, wherever they went, pursued by English slander, scorn, and hate those men will be in
the van of the fight, and then will woe come to England ! And what of Ireland in this great time t What will
Irishmen do when comes this supreme opportunity, the like of which can only come once in many ages ? We can
tell what they may do, what they will he able to do, if they act well their part as brave men, they can, most
certainly, establish the independence of Ireland."

And here is a portrait of the Author,

R. G-0'ElLLA, THE YOUNG IRELAND PARTY, EXULTING OVER THE INSULT TO THE BRITISH
FLAQ. SHOULDN'T HE BE EXTINGUISHED AT ONCE ?

JUSTICE IN A SCOTCH HEEL.

ENGLISH law jargon is bad enough, but Scotch law jargon beats it all to nothing.
Who, on the other side the Tweed, can make head or tail of the YELVERTON business now

in the Scotch Court of Session before one of the Ordinaries ; and what is an Ordinary to

begin with ? He must be an extraordinary, if he can understand the proceedings of his own
Court.

There is a
"
Suit of Declaration

"
at the instance of MRS. TERESA LONGWORTH or YELVER-

TON ; and an action of
" Freedom or putting to silence," on the part of MAJOII YELVERTON.

We should have fancied this gentleman, if he was ever to be put to silence, must have been
put to silence by the revelations of the Dublin trial. Can anybody tell us who is to be made
to declare what, or who is to be put to silence, and why and when and how ? Will nobody put
the proceedings into intelligible English for us ?

_
We should be glad to pay for the explanation

at our usual handsome rate of one pound per line
;
but we doubt if the man exists who can

decipher the legal hieroglyphics of Scotcli procedure. All we can see is, that there is a Suit
which affects two poor ladies vitally, and that it has been dragging its slow course along for

years, in forms that bewilder the memory, and in language that defies the understan ding.

Everybody has seen a reel in a bottle. This case seems a Scotch reel in a bottle of smoke, fii

A FINSBURY VOTER'S LAMENT.

To Mr. Punch.

"Sni," DEEPLY as I sympathise with Bel-

gravian Mothers, I cannot but feel that there
are woes more deserving of public commisera-
tion than those of which they so eloquently
complain. I have, Sir, at my command seven
able and aspiring orators. They have all

sown their radical oats, and are anxious to

settle down as Representative Men, if they
can form a suitable political alliance, but un-

happily the balance at their bankers does not
exceed 2,800 each. They assure me that an
union with the daughter of the late General
Reform (Lady Finsbury) would ensure their

unqualified happiness for years (barring Mini-
sterial accidents). Borne down, however, by
a painful recollection of their monetary un-

worthiness, they dare not so much as look
the gorgeous widow in the face. She, Sir,
who has not girlish gaiety to plead in her

defence, meantime coquettes with a group of

timid and adoring admirers in a manner that
makes my blood tingle now smiling on one,
now beckoning to another now shaking her
fan at a third anon sighing with well simu-
lated affection for a fourth. Sir, as an old and
consistent Reformer, I ask is there no cure
for this crying grievance ? Is political as well
as nuptial felicity to be bound up in a ban-
ker's book ? Are the amiable three per cents
to be consulted before our sense of legislative

responsibility? Is the balance of power
insignificant compared with the power of the

pence ? Is access to the House barred by
gold and silver sticks in waiting, and is the
best seat reserved for the man who carries

an air-cushion, and can raise the wind to fill

it ? These, Sir, are solemn questions, and I

earnestly commend them to your considera-
tion

as_
our Country's Guide, Philosopher,

and Friend. Let me, Sir, in conclusion, re-

mind you that old Sarum, for her iniquities,
was cast into Schedule A

;
and though I

should regret to see Lady F. with her pecu-
liar fascinations similarly treated, I do not
hesitate to say that her seclusion would in-

adequately atone for the poignant sufferings
of those who love her I fear not wisely but
too well.

"
I am, Sir, &c.,

" VINDEX SCRUTATOR."
"
P.S. PLUTUS dangling his purse may

boast of his conquests : but he will find that

BRITANNIA is not to be trifled with if she
is put on her metal."

Indignation Always Takes a Selfish

Turn.

THERE is an old gentleman of our acquaint-
ance who, though repeatedly told that the

name of the Commander of the San Jacinto

is WILKS, will insist upon calling him
WHELKS. Accordingly, he will go on rav-

ing in this manner for hours together :

" No wonder, Sir, that such a piratical son of

a gun should be popular with the New York

mob, for if you notice, Sir, the populace
alwavs had a low taste for WHELKS ! For my-
self, 1 don't care for such things. For one pin,

Sir, I would take his head off in a minute."

THE SMALLEST MAN IN AMERICA.

WE see there is a GENERAL WOOL in the

American army. If measured by the illimi-

table bravado of the Yankee troops, the

General cannot be much more than a dwarf

that is to say, if we are to place any reliance

on the truth of the old saying :

"
Great cry,

little WOOL."
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muld tin- I'rinccs die?

U'illi red spur ilci-p in maddening charger's (lank,

l.i :idiiii; Ilir rush that clea\<^ tl . rank,

And shouting some time-famous battle

Knding a pleasure day,

Joy's painted goblet fully drained, ami out,

While wearied vassals coldh siaud about,

And cou new homage which they long to pay?

So have llie Princes died.

Nobler and happier far the fate that falls

On Him who 'mid yon aged Ciistle walls,

Hears, as he goes, the plash of Thames's tide.

Gallant, hi~h-natured, brave,

O, had his lot been cast in warrior days,

No nobler knight had won the minstrel's praise,

Than he, for whom the half-reared banners wave.

Or, graced with gentler powers,

The song, the pencil, and the lyre his own,

Deigned he to live fair pleasure's thrall alone,

None had more lightly sped the laughing hours.

and noble,

Bis, who ,| but vest 1 1

111^, nuns no mure, hi.*, round whose sacred

The death-mute jKigrs and the heralds wait.

It was too soon to die.

unit his years by triumphs won,

By wise, and bold, and Christian duties done.

It were no brief eventless history.

This was his princely tliousht :

With all his varied wi-dnm to repay

Our trust and love, whieli on that Bridal Day
The Daughter of the Isles for dowry brought.

For that he loved our QrEEx,

And, for her sake, the people of her love,

Few and far distant names shall rank above

His own, where England's cherished names arc seen.

Could there be closer tie

Twixt us, who, sorrowing, own a nation's debt

And Her, oar own dear Lady, who as yet

Must meet her sudden woe with tearless eye :

When with a kind relief

Those eyes rain tears, O might this thought employ !

Him whom she loved we loved. We shared her joy,

And will not be denied to share her grief.

THE IRISH YAHOOS.

A GRAND Meeting of Yahoos was held yesterday at the Pope's Head,
for the purpose of expressing jov and exultation at the prospect of the

war which England is thought likely to be involved in with America.

The Chair was taken bv the O'DosooHTAHOO, one of the principal

representatives of the Yahoos in Parliament.

The O'DoNooiiYAHOO, on rising, was received with much grinning,

gibbering, chattering, and other demonstrations of applause. When
the noise had subsided, he began raving, and continued for nearly an

hour,
r
pouring forth torrents of foul but almost inarticulate abuse of

t he Saxon, as he was understood, as well as his sputtering and slavering
enabled him to be, to style the object of his malignant invective,

meaning England and the English. His discourse terminated with a

succession of shrieks and veils resembling those of a hyaena impatient
for his carrion, and he sat down foaming at the mouth. The conclusion

of the honourable Yahoo's address was hailed with frantic howling and

peals of convulsive laughter, like that of a multitude of violent idiots.

( (rations in a similar tone and spirit, full of sound and fury, were

delivered by MR. O'HANGOVTANI;, MR. G. O'RiLLA, MH. FITZCALIBAS,
and other eminent Yahoos, who gloated on the calamities which they

anticipated for England, and expressed, as far as they were intelligible,

the most truculent animosity to the British Sovereign and people.
MK O'K vNnouTANG created an immense sensation bv brandishing a

dafrircr, to indicate how he would like to serve the alien oppressor,
in which performance he nearly cut his own throat, to the great
diversion of the assembly.

After giving' several rounds of hurroos for the POPE and CAPTAIN

WILKS, and of shouts and yells for LORD PALMERSTOJJ and JOHN

BULL, the concourse of Yahoos separated gnashing their teeth, and

retired to their dens, whooping, shrieking, and uttering the most blood-

thirsty execrations. Going home, many of them, in the freu/y of their

malice, threw themselves down in the dirt and rolled in it like dogs,

yelping, whining, and howling, after the manner of the lower orders of

the canine species, to which the Yahoo is nearly allied, being a creature

between the mongrel and the baboon.

WHAT TITK UNITED STATES PARTICULARLY WAST JVST NOW. A
Short Cut to the Pacific.

SOMETHING LIKE MANNERS.
Air Irishman, in the old days of Protestant Ascendency, was TUB

over by a bishop's carriage, ana merely inquired, in a humble manner,
as he sat rubbing himself,

" What 's that for. We feared that his

docile race had become extinct, but the following advertisement,
which JUr. Punch cuts from a provincial newspaper, shows that there

arc still persons who know how to behave respectfully under aggra-

vating circumstances :

GENTLEMAN
RUN OVER 'IN CLAYTON SQUARE. H the

Lftdloa who were In the Carriage when It wu driven over in old Gentleman In

square, on Monday lait, between the noun of Twelve and One,.dcein to

know how he U, .they are invited to tend to No. 34, Seymour. Street

Nothing can be more
polite

than this old gentleman, and his delicate

way of informing the ladies of his address savours of the manners of

the old school. We do not no we will not do such wrong to human
nature as to suppose that he inserts the advertisement under toe

advice of some tiendlike attorney, who has failed to find out the

address of the ladies, and hopes to catch them this way with a view

to legal damages. No. we repudiate the thought. The affair lis a

bit of the manners of the high-bred school of other days. There was
to be a splendid

masked ball, at the court of the excellent Louis XIV.,
and all the world worth mentioning was wrapped up in the costumes,

and dying for the splendid fete. A young Count, from Provence,
was to be one of the most brilliant of the maskers. Three hours before

the fete, comes to him, dustily, a servant from the provincial chateau,

and informs him that his Lordship's father is deceased. You are a

vulgar fellow, r'l; v\. onV blandly replies the young nobleman, and

I you judge the nobility by the standard of the caurnUe. My father i

too mucn of a gentleman to die at such a moment. Come to me ui the

morning." The old gentleman of Clayton Square must surely be a

]

descendant of the high-bred young Count. AV e hope he wasn t much
hurt.

English and American Bulls.

AN English Bull's run calls aloud to beware

Of his horns, ever prompt to assail,

But a Yankee Bull s Run is another affair ;

And creates most alarm by his tail.

TOL. XLI.
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PATIENCE AND PREPARATION.
" LET us be calm," say you, JOHN BRIGHT ?

Oil yes, we wilt be calm
;

But that we may not have to fight,
We'll show that we can arm.

By meek submission to a blow
You make a bully brave ;

But if a ready fist you show,
Your pardon he will crave.

Yes, life is precious, useful gold,
Nor idly to be lost ;

But if we would our honour hold,
We must not count the cost.

We seek no quarrel : but, if war
Be foully on us thrust,

Unnerved it shall not lirnl us, nor
U'ith sword made blunt by rust.

We wait their answer calmly, but
With hand upon the liilt :

If tlvey the gate of peace would shut,
Be theirs alone the guilt.

GREAT WESTERN, 3 A.M.
' '

Why the deuce do you always TA wit when you look at me, Sir, Hay ?
"

"
Why the deuce do you always LOOK at me, Sir, when I'm YAW HAW 7/.1 IF.Y/.V

The Fellow for Finsbury.
THE Electors of Finsbury have not as yet

found a Liberal candidate to their mind. The
sort of Liberal that the free and independent
electors of that incorruptible borough would
like to get hold of, is one that would be will-

ing to stand a contested election, and spend

6,000.

A CAUTION TO SINNERS. According to a

popular saying, the Evil One looks over LIN-

COLN. Yes, and lie seems also to have his eye
on SEWARD

ENLARGING THE AREA OF A POLICEMAN'S
DUTIES.

A DEPUTATION of Berkshire Magistrates waited on SIR GEORGE
GREY last Thursday for the purpose of obtaining information respect-

ing the views of Government on the question of agricultural statistics.

The general feeling of the meeting was opposed to the Police being
employed to collect the latter. MR. WALTER, M.P., said :

"
If the Police were only to be employed to deliver the notices and to collect them

when filled up. some persons asked why should not that be done through the Post-
office or the overseers. People suspected some mystery when the agency of the
Police was used. "

We can easily imagine what the "mystery
1

," in the minds of most

persons would be. It would take the form (if nothing worse) of an

inquisitorial inquiry into the provisional government of the establish-

ment. No Englishman's castle would ever be safe. It would be
liable at all times to an invasion from the Police the part of the
Castle that would command liis best attention being, of course,

"
the

keep."
In fact, if a gentleman were to find a Policeman in his kitchen, and

the latter were to excuse himself by saying, "Please, Sir, I've called to
collect agricultural statistics," we do not see what the master of (.he

house could say against it, even though the debris of the enjoyed love-
feaM were still lying on the table to protest against the truth of his

story. The above handy excuse will be as good as a 'latch-key to a
Policeman to let himself in to a country gentleman's house as often
as he pleases. The reports he \vill make afterwards will be most
amusing of their kind. They will be as pleasant as the reports of

squills that boys scatter amongst each other for their amusement. We
can imagine a party of these large blue-coat boys bounding with
pleasure over the, explosion of one. How they would laugh, and jump,
and no through a "perfect euro" of delight !

\\Y can conceive the report taking some such form as the following :

"This 'ere is to testify that I have been to SQUIRE BUO.VDAC KI.'S farm,and
these are the agricultural statistics that I have been able to collect
t here. He keeps three servants, of which one is a Cook. She is about
I y oil \ -live, ami has two chins, besides a strawberry mark on her right
harm. The beer is uncommon good. There are hot joints twice a
week. The housemaid has the making of the toast. The best day for

calling is Sunday, as they mostly always has company up-stnirs. 'The
lady's made wears false hare. Cheese only good for Welsh rabids.
Missus locks up tea and sugar, pickles and spirits. Family goes to bed

at eleven. Beware of the big dog in the yard let lose always at the

same time. Cooks wages is ten fbs. a-year, and a bottle of gin on
Christmas day with missusses' hold close. Examined the larder, and
this is what I found inn side. Breast of wheel, very low. Dish of cold

potatics, 10 and a bit. Likewise of melted butter with parsley. Small
nuckel of am, in very bad cut. Side of baking. 2 Ropes of unniongg,
\ loaf of bread, 1 plate of salt butter, 3 red earrings, and box of onn-

j

Chovy paste. The family also keeps a gig, a cat, a 8 day clock, a pony,
I a boy in the stable, a parrot, a pig, and a peramblehater. They dines
1 at four o'clock broken scraps only on the Saturday. They washes at

home, lakes the plate basket up to bed with them, ill-treats the servants,
never pays until their maid to pay, and goes to church twice on the

, Sunday."
We have slightly altered the above report, so as to make it commonly

intelligible, for the Police arc not always distinguished men of letters.

However, it says quite enough, we contend, to prove the expediency
of keeping Commissioner MAYNE'S busy corps of blue-bottles out of

our larders and households. A Policeman is a wolf that every English-
man should straggle to keep from his door.

The Police were instituted to apprehend persons and not facts. Only
let this prowling agricultural commission be established in their favour,
and we shall soon be requiring a companion to M. MICIIELET'S ful-

'

urinating book of "Priests, Women, and Families," to be written in

order to denounce the paul-prying evil; and a not inappropriate
I title for such a counterblast against the encroachments ot Scotland

Yard would be
"
POLICEMEN, SERVANTS, AND FAMILIES." We Aor.'t

want the Peeler to perform in England the character the Pietre is

supposed to fill in France.

High Church and Low Language.
LATELY has been published the fourth edition of a work entitled

Criiii Ken, by the author of Marian May, with a New Chapter, A
Word to Churchmen. It is to be feared that Crispin. Ken, is more likely

to suggest a new phrase to eostermongers.
"
Ken," in the language of

the lower orders, is an abode, and "Crispin" everybody knows to be a

name for a shoemaker. Ciispin Ken is a title which will most likely be

borrowed by vulgar persons from a genteel Church novel, and appro-

priated to a cobbler's stall.

A CONTRAST. English character personified is JOHN BULL.
of America is embodied in JONATHAN BULLY.

That
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PROFESSOR SAVERS AT OXFORD.

sorry to see

it, the other
. when the

! Mil.

tilt I

authorities took
occasion to forbid

the undc

attending
that instp'i

1

'innient.

DC-

wc have
reason to sup- 1

hibitiqn would

little SparrillU'.

calcui

part tu the colle-

gians some no-
tion of the art of

sclf-defcuce, and .stimulate many of them to apply themselves to its

acquisition. The cultivation of that noble art is not incompatible with

the study of the lib ''Uts would not beat Latin anil

(ireek niit of each other's fcnOWledge-boieS, nor is il ed that

they would proceed to punch tlic Heads of House*. Such eonse.|ueneo
will be apprehended by no one who uiidi logic of a Mill.

Some of the < Ixl'onl students will have, one of these da\s, to stand up
for the, Thirty-Nine Articles, and othei important stakes. Some
divines arc heavy; lint, heavyweights or light weights, they will be

it; worse 'for knowing the use of their hands; and besides, in

learning to box they would be schooled in fighting with temper: a

point too much neglected in theological education.

\\e i cm el to sic that in the edict prohibiting the resort of the young
Oxonians to Mu. Sn i u'a.e*tablishment, that gentleman was described

as "a person i aied S.u i ,t;s." What would be thought of any one

who should talk of a person named PUSEY ? The Anglican champion
is a celebrated cleru'.Mnan ;

but his renown is not greater than that of i

the Champion of England; and the antagonist of EUSRAX deserves to

be spoken of with respect, as Mi:. SAYKIIS, or MR. THOMAS SAYERSJJ
or if "Mi<. SAM i.s'Mie accounted as absurd as "Mfi. CJSSAR," then

i end gentlemen, as they say JULIUS C.SAR, so_with becoming
consideration, speak of TOM SAYEBS.

p<.rU. They bare been the mot promoter* uf the rlllJ..n. and as fact aa they are
i

:,o of them. It will kc,
nukes their criiuc the greater. Then will U a gnat ,

. .

The amiable
"
.MANHATTAN "

has grim notions of a joke. What
<\ peeling may be easily inferred from the

\

that follows :

w .1 VAXCCV has written to female .fri..mt who k*s tbo ear at the Praddmt.
latter, and .. what terms Ihe I-raddant

...vi-niiiMiut wbu will bold speed,
-..tea Marhal that hangs him. You can rort a~

that harbours criminals tu glre them up l*>ai> 1'Ai.nruTuM will h
of dliYoriui;u|. YANCST aud MAHOS, fl they do uot escape I

A SMASH FOR A SENSATIWIST.
AN 'amiable and truth-loving correspondent of the Standard, -who

dates his letters from New York and si;;ns himself
"
MANHATTAN," has

i in:: such a rose coloured description of America, that onesighs
to think that one has not the great happiness of living there. Among
other things to tempt one to emigrate as soon as one can get the chance,
is i his attractive hint as to the power of the President, which "MAN-
HATTAN

"
may of course be trusted in divulging: ;

" Those prisoners committed to the great prisons will dio In them. It rests

entirely with :ho I'usulrnt whether thoy oro ever brought to trial or not. If he
l,.r the public interest that such traitors as MABO.X and SUURI.I.

f.T life, he can have It so. This will be the fate probably of
- The successors of LINCOLN will probably take the

; u, .1 v -KS.IN, when I'lvsLilont, kept a man, who had annoyed
liini, in i>ri>.pu fur eight years, by merely ordering the district attorney not to bring
him ti> trial."

\Vc hope a copy of the paper which contains this precious statement
will be sent to (!I:M.UAL JACKSON as soon as may be possible, for we
cannot but believe that it will be a bit of news to him to hear of the

nice contluct of which lie is accused. Were we disposed to view
" M A\-

H v IT \.s
"

a.- olhctwisc than one who is a stranger to veracity,

lift our eyes in wonder that the head of a republic so free and fond of

liberty as that of the United or rather Untied-States should be in-

vested with a power over people who "
annoy him

"
as complete as any

tli spot c\cr wielded with the bowstring, the knout, or the Hastile.

With a boastful word or two about the kidnapping of Mi -

MASON aud SLIDELL, and delicately stating that it
_ quickly took the

starch out of them," and that "when they CUM in, light of the fort

that was to be their future prison and probable tomb, the chin of

MASOJ dropped and the knees of both L-a\e waj," the amiable

"MANHATTAN "
i;i\c's us soi,, in aboiit our Con-

suls, which LORD PALHEKSTOJJ will doubtless be thankful for and

profit by :

" The English Govurnuicnt ought t.) remove nil its Consuls from the s

I-!,:;.-' . I, U

I,l t..v ire ,,fdcliTeril

Of course we need not say that we bcl. ,-ry syllable of Ihi.i

is strictly true. In con: ritrwemas
learned, through a source quite as reliable, tna

by the I
.

,' ,.

'xpectoratcd twin- with a markc<i
aud after lit|uoring up a .'

all, and a Corp-
mcrrily the middle of the room, and sang a pUtltnnt
little song with this agreeable refrain :

"
E uiniilo E tocrt toil I; Ijjaiulg ! oho ! oho !

n a met black door,

ttlttl) a small tup Boor,

SBrjat jog to bt untrj ganttu !

"

While one is almut it, one may as well be fully circumstantial in one's
lies ; and we feel v irprised that the amiable

" M \.\ n .

should <;ive such bare and meagre details of the facts (!) which hi

lint what we wonder at still more is that such ribald, lyi..
those which he indites should be inserted in large type in an

journal, and that, inspkc of them, that journal should continue to
old.

THE AMERICAN DILEMMA.
YOUK pasaion and arrogance, JONATHAN, bridle,
And let me know what you call MASON and SLIDELL.
Are they rebels ? What right, if you take tliat position,
Had you, boarding the Trent, to demand extradition ':

Had MITCHELL aud MEAGIIEK been SLIDELL and MASON,
U c you, and you we, would you think no disgrace ou
Your flag had been cast, its protection from under
If we those two traitors had taken, I wonder ?

Belligerents call you the men you laid hand on.

And the charge of high treason against them abandon?
Were we fighting the .French, then you'd have no objection
To our seizing French envoys beneath your protection.

Moreover, as prisoners of war if yon take them.
And therefore their country's ambassadors make them,
You put yourselves then into this situation ;

You arc first to acknowledge the Confederation.

THE POPE'S BRITISH GOVERNMENT.
THE British Public is requested to take notice that MR. LAIKP,

Derbyite, has been returned for Birkenbead, in preference to the

Liberal candidate MR. BRASSET ; by what influence will appear from
the subjoined paragraphs of election intelligence:

"
Notwithstanding the most arduous effort! on the part of the IJbcr.il party, they

were unable to rucorer the lost ground, and the poll closed, giring MB. LAIEO a

majority of S18.
" There wa oondderabte excitement, owing to the religion* element befog largely

introduced, the Roman Catholics of Birinmhead, with the Her. CA>
their head, actively supporting the Tory candidate, MB. LAIRD, and his return Is

undoubtedly attributable to the course taken by this section of the electors."

Elsewhere it is stated that :

eaded by CAJKW CHAT-" At the polling a body of two hundred Roman Oatho

V\\, wrrv ..-Vnt.iT i-.ll'iv I'ir..ii--i 111 'Ip'-Tt / M I * .

Intended as a rebuke to tie supporters of Her Majesty's aUniatsn,
irsuc.1 in regard to Italy, and u a proof of practical cuncur-

4tioim of the Hwiitirs or Oujuxs and PoicTiua, and oUnr
supporters of the temporal power of the Pun."

:i;. LVIRD owes his election to voters who send him to the

House of Commons in the hone that he will support (he government of

the POPE and oppose that of LORD PAULERSTOS. The government of

LORD DK.UHY and that of his HMIIM-SS arc much the same thin'.;

Og to the papistsof Hirkenhead. Let this be rcmemben
a vacancy oeeins elsewhere, by electors who value the liberty i

and the honour ami interest of England.
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BOOKING A CUSTOMER.
Messrs. Cults mid Longstkk, who have suffered much from the difficulty attending the Identification of "Clients" on their r<i urn from a

lengthened Tour, resort to the accompanying Device. Whilst the Captain is being measured by the Foreman, the Junior Partmr adjusts the Camera

far his Photograph.

A GOD-SPEED TO THE CANADA-BOUND.

GOD speed you, Guards and Rifles, Line-regiments and Artillery,

Punch flings his old shoe after you, and drains his glass of Sillery,

And here 's his toast, "May boiled and roast, and drink and clothes and

firing,

Ne'er fail your pluck, and here 's good luck, stout arms and legs

untiring."

The St. Lawrence has its sleet and fogs, its ice-wind keen and frore ;

On sea there 's storm before you, and frost upon the shore
;

In the long, long march, through pine and larch, along the trampled

snow,
With the icy breath of a sleepy death about you as you go.

But JOHN BULL clothes your bellies and your backs with food and

furs,
And iu your own brave veins the blood of manhood cheerly stirs

;

So if there's pith in meat and drink, and manly hearts beside,
All safe you '11 land, and to arms you '11 stand, where rolls St. Law-

rence
"

ide.

And the blessing of your countrymen, and countrywomen too,
Will cling and close about you, as hearty blessings do,

Surpassing warmth of food and fire, from heart to heart they'll run-
Ana England's wide and watchful arms will clasp her every son.

There are beardless chins among you, there arc heads all grizzly-grey,
There are lads of tender nurture, and rough slips that none would stay :

There 's gentle blood and simple, there 's nobleman and clown,
Por suffering and for danger by common duty bonne.

The fopliug Guardsman flings his crust of foppery away,
And sets to work as lightly as e'er he set to play :

From club, boudoir, and drawing-room, and hunting-field, he 's there,
To face the lot that others face, and fare as others fare.

And some leave wives and children, sweet-hearts, and parents dear,
Warm hearths for icy darkness, full cups for sorry cheer :

From the general to the private, not one among them all.

But blithely makes his sacrifice, be it great or be it small.

And shall we grudge them a comfort, that purse of ours can pay,
A God-speed and a greeting, as they sail upon their way ?

Blow fair, ye winds
;
be merciful, grim winter, to our brave,

May our blessing serve to strengthen, our prayer have power to save !

COMMERCIAL SLANG.

IN a trade report, dated from Melbourne, we find the following extra-

ordinary entry :

"BASS'S ale dull."

The statement, made in the face of the known fact that BASS'S ale is

brisk, cannot but be considered most unscrupulous. According to

commercial intelligence from Foochow, also,
" Tea

"
is

"
active

"
and

Congou is likewise represented as "active" by advices from Shanghai.
What is the activity of tea ? Is it similar to that of physic ? Tea used

to be denounced as a slow poison by some people : for slow the wags
sometimes wrote sloe. If tea is stained for the British market with

mineral colouring matter, it may well be poisonous ; perhaps intensely

so, operating not slowly but with great rapidity. Do the latest accounts

from China suggest no fear that the tea which they describe as active

may be an active poison ?

Notes on the Cattle Show.

In Class 4, that of Devon Cows, a prize of 5 was awarded to ME.
E. POPE. How came his Holiness not to win a prize for a Bull ?

The pigs were said to be marked by admirable
Breeding.

On this

occasion, then, they negatived the old saying :

" What can you expect
from a hog but a grunt ?

"
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OUR DRAMATIC CORRESPONDENT.
EAK IVXCII,

"
1 HAVE to

thank Miss PTKE.
MR. HALFE, and
MH. II utiusos fora

;
leasant even-

ing with The Puri-
tan' i Dauff/i'

night when I at-

tended was the first

one of the Cattle

Show, but I cannot
audience pre-

sented any symp-

original and vet easily intelligible (a merit which most operas of late

have been without i, tin- new work has the novelty of a lover wl.

bass ; and one might well incline to wish the precedent were followed,
if one were always certain of a voice like MH. SAJTTLET'S in parts
wherein a

'

tender tenor
'

usually is heard.
" What is going on at the Strand and Hi Si '

and elsewhere, I may have occasion to speak

id Olv

all these theatres have been profiting by t >w, but
if their takings equalled those as 1 an
old familiar Oolltf* Baton notification of IMMKD
displayed throughout the week, in consequence of r
it scenis a 'hull' to call it so] of that immortal drama.
MRS. BOUCICAULT have had a hard
and Octoroon together, but one really can't much pity them
recollects the pay they have been ea < would almost
the laboii;-. ..l' Hen rm-.

ie way, I must just add that in her historv of the

told. Ill'-

- '

1 I '
*-Mv, WOrf, 1 UlUatj Jli.^l

toms of a marked f'lin ,,'f the stage ou.
bucolic character, i

wit (l Ule wisS.
There were neither loads of ;

beefy faces nor thick
, been re -writ ten,

top boots m the pit,
>

siolx Poor Ml(
nor did the audience ^ to mu ,

in general betray a niorrj aim and fa
rural origin by ap- jettcr ^ the jv*
plan ling in wrong altering his wort
places, and so put-

ting the actors 9ut.
The rustic mind,
I fancy, receives

much more enjoy-
ment from the song-

sters 01 the supper-room than the singers of the Opera, and the

Wondrous LEOTARD is far more likely to attract it than the melodies
of BALFE and the scenery of CALCOTT.
"Not being (thank goodness!) a musical critic, and in consequence

ity to lose. Without quite

ing the opinion of one writer, that the name of BALFE stands first of all

English composers, whether of the past or of the present time. I

always take a' pleasure in listening toS music, and hFs^^even more than usually pleasant to me. If I am wrong in ranking it

as his best composition (not even excepting the ever-green Bohemian

Girl), I would ascribe my error to the care of MR. MELLON in getting

that, in obedient
essed through 'hourly' waggon-

of the (Mono* has
;

brought to a felicitous conclu-

risc a tickle public, dcstr
I drop a taw M I remember his

pangs he most have suffered in

aud tiis wish to give our playgoers
ice that he ha* towed to their

-
licide is always an ui pleasant

shall go and see the Octotoo* with

vastly greater willingness, now that a marriage peal is sul

cup of poison, and by a few strokes of the goose-quill the fair heroine
is saved from the task of Mgfckiy suffering a very painful death.

" Osi TTHO PATS."

opinion that thrj
and immoral act t

PIIOTOQRiPillC CARICATURES AT ROME.

IN a letter fro* Rome it stated that

" Th official Journal of nstorday contain* a* edict boa, the Cardln
ie wfll be allow

liable to the "i" regulation."

A maternal government imposes this restriction on the personal
,

.

up the opera, and the generally efficient way in which it is performed, liberty of its subjects, because some of them abuse the photographic

They who recollect how English Opera was treated in the days of MR. aft-.
Provision for the punishment of offenders in that kind, one would

BUNN, should go to Covent Garden and hear MB. MELLON'S orchestra,
*h

1

lnk
.'l.

wo
!i
ld

ii

Suffi^J
t
5 ?"* ft* 5*L*** '""X

oorre^1 I

!i

hM
.

beei1

tolerably well provided for by the arrangements thus specified :

" The producers And distributors of Indecent photographic plate* are to low their

instruments, to be nued 100 dollars, and to be nont to the galley* (or a rear ; the
same penalty to bo inflicted on the model* who may hare acrrod (or such produc -

and notice with what taste the accompaniments are played. Another

thing, too, they may notice is. that now-a-days some pains are taken
with librettos, and that the ballads MB. BALFE has now to set to music
are not such Bedlamitish bosh as they were in the old time, when
'

hollow hearts
' were nightly said to

'

wear a mask," though how on
earth they did so nobody could guess. Despite inanely stupid words,
and though the street-organs have done their worst to make me hate

it, I still retain a lingering love for the Bohemiene aforesaid
;
but for

the freshness of its melodies, the Daughter of the Puritan is quite

worthy to he named with it, and they have the further charm of not

being quite so whistleable, so that our butcher-boys, one hopes, will

not so easily get hold of them. Clever critics may object that the

melodies, though pretty, are all cast in the same mould, and may exer-

eise their memories by humming a chance phrase and recalling a twin-

brother in some other Halfeian work ; hut tor myself, I am quite satis-

fied with simply listening to the music in my unenlightened way. and
not attempting to determine whether MH. HALFE repeats himself fas

most writers have done), or hi what precise degree he falls short of tn

composers of the continental schools.
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well drilled t hat one might almost shut one's eves, aud think that Apollo P,
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\'.
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advantage in a part exact ly suited to her, and her extremely graceful

'

gestures are a study which our choristers would do well to try and

imitate, instead of singing as they mostly do with arms stuck to

their sides like the dolls in a Noah's-ark. MR. HARRISON moreover,
as the rakish Earl of Rochetter, played a rollicking drunken part in a

manner that surprised, not less than it pleased me. His song in praise
of puneh all punch-lovers should hear. The minor key redeems it from
all shade of vulgarity ; and indeed his acting, no less i Inn his singing,, ,

is so free from any coarseness, while yet so droll and funny, that many
a 'comic' actor might well receive a lesson from it. As for MB.
JSA.XTI.EY, the prettiest air in all the opera is put into his mouth, and
he sings it with such taste (as he does all his other music) that, much
as I hale, detest, and e\eeiate '

'

.' '. I really was not sorry when the

pitites re demanded it. Besides having the merit of a plot which is

Serve them right. But what cause has the Roman public to thank
the papal Government for giving it the benefit of an improvement on
LORD CAMPBELL'S Act ? We further read that

11
It 1* stated that this edict ... was absolutely called for by the recent-

clandestine publication of some very scandalous photographic representation* in

which the heads of the Port, CARDIHAL ANTOXCLU, the QCEKX or Nru*l, and
other persona of high rink, wen placed on the )ndlo> of other indiridualu In such a
skilful manner as to deceire any spectator, and with snob a dianoard not only to

delicacy, but also to decency, a* fully Justine* the meauros adopted by the Cardinal
Vicar.

Would his Eminence have interfered with the licentious photo-

graphers if they had placed the heads of GARIBALDI, VICTOR-EJOCANUBL.
the K \II-EROR OF THE FRENCH, LORD PALMERSTOS, JOHN BULL, and
Mr. Puneh, in the same vile relations as those in which they put tin-

upper storeys of ANTONELLI, the QUEEN OF NAPLES, and his Holiness,

,

r the photographs so composed as exhibiting a grievous dis-

regard to decency as well as to delicacy ? It is no donbt sacrilege m
well as high treason at Rome anyhow to take off the head of the

Chureh. What a wonder the Sun lends himself to such aa enormity !

Cannot Pius excommunicate PIKKBUS F

A Queer Sort of Cow.

GARDENER" in the Time* wanting a place, advert ises that he
would

" Not object to a cow if single-handed." Who would ? Who
would object to a cow with two hands, for the matter of th.r

deed two hands would be better than one for a cow to have, and such

a cow, instead of being at all objectionable, would be far preferable to

any other
;

if her hands enabled her owner to dispense with a milkman.
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BOOKING
OFFICE.

RESULT OF THE CATTLE SHOW.

FARMER SLIMBODY TO FARMER FULLBODY. "
Well, I 'in dead agin' High Feedin'.

What 's the me of a Great Fat Bride that 's half Tailor ?
"

A DISH OF LAVA.

WE are disappointed with Vesuvius. We had hoped better things from that old

and respectable, if rather
fiery; party, than that at a moment like this he should be

so excited by the state of affairs in Italy as to lend himself to the general perturba-
tion. But he has burst out into a furious eruption, and is frightening away the

people, and swallowing up villages, just as the Dragon of Wantley used to dp. It

is inconsiderate, and what is worse, it is self-humiliating. We would apologise for

the old mountain, but hardly know what t9 say. Does he recollect the days when

SPARTACUS, with a baud of slaves and gladiators, took possession of his fastnesses ?

and does he think the Italian brigands of our day unworthy to fill the place of men
who fought for freedom ? Does he remember that in 472 he sent his ashes as far

as Constantinople, according to the historians, and does he want to give the SULTAX
ABDUL-AZIZ a "hint that he will have to put other ashes on his head if he does not

mind what he is about ? We are not in the old crater's confidence, and cannot

say ;
but unless he can give a very good reason for his inflammatory conduct, we

do not think that he is behaving well to Italy. He has destroyed that unlucky
Torre del Greco exactly twi'nty-five times, and there is a monotony, arguing aridity
of intellect, about his proceedings. We scorn to hint to him that there are several

quacks in England who advertise remedies against all eruptions, and that we should
have no objection to throw such remedies, and the advertisers, into his chasms,
though such is our feeling. His years and history entitle him to reverence Shake-

specially speaking,

"
Respect for thy great place, and let the Mountain

Be sometime honoured for his burning throne.

But if Vesvius, alias Vesevus, alias Vesuvius, has any good feeling in his inwards,
he will be quiet for the present. We suspect the old rebel does not like good
sovereigns : his first break-out was under TITUS, the Delight of Mankind, and his

last is under VICTOR-EMMANUEL, who may not be perfect
but is far and away the best king Italy has had for many a

century. We fear the Mountain has .'the revolutionary
tendencies of its Trench namesake.

SAVING THE OCTOKOON.
TJi'ON the couch she lies so pale

'Tis but a graceful swoon;
What ? Poison ? nay 'tis sure a tale,
He 'II never thus our hearts assail,
And kill the Octoroon !

Say, BOUCICAULT, that she survives !

Grant us this public boon
;

If cats are blessed with nine-fold lives,
Give two to her, this pearl of wives,
Don't kill the Octoroon .'

There still is time : that negress might
By the uncertain moon,

A phial give, which though to sight
The same, would op'rate different quite,

Xor kill the Octoroon. ?

McClosky fall'n by Indian blow,

(Or to fall very soon)
Cannot appear to bid her go,
Then why that fact not let her know,
And save the Octoroon. .

True Peyton has another flame,

Is somewhat of a spoon ;

But give him up, Miss Wliat's-your-name,
You must admit 'twould be a shame
To kill the Octoroon.

So say I, and the public
voice

Sings to the self-same tune,
It 's not as if you had no choice

_

Why break the hearts you can rejoice ?

Why kill the Octoroon ?

Don't tell us that the thing must be,

You 're far too 'cute a 'coon ;

To be so reg'lar up a tree,

You can't find a catastrophe
That saves the Octoroon.

Of law supreme, fate, and such rot,

Preach on from this to June
;

I say necessity or not

Poor Zoe must not go to pot
Don't kill the Octoroon !

What if your logic comes to grief,

When thus your play you prune ?

I still insist on the relief,

Both to my nerves and handkerchief
Don't kill the Octoroon !

"Untruth to manners I 'II admit,

Though clear as sun at noon
;"

Anything else we 'II stand or sit,

Bat this," cry boxes, gallery, pit,"
Don't kill the Octoroon"

The author heard ; lie rubbed his chin ;"
They 'II call me a poltroon.

But, if her death the houses thin,

Perhaps 'tis time I should begin
To save the Octoroon.

"
Tragic necessity, good-bye
And manners change your tune

;

The public voice I'll ratify

My pretty Zoe shall not die

I'll save the Octoroon."

'Tis said : 'tis done
;
and now the play

Goes blithe as songs of June :

Miss What's-her-name's put out o" way,
Zoe weds George. Hip ! hip ! Hooray

'

We 've saved the Octoroon !
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LOVE AND ARSI-Mc.
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THE NEW PAGE HONESTLY ACCOUNTS FOR HIS HONESTY.
" 7 am glad to jm-ccire, IHxy, that you are a good boy, and do not make free with the Almonds

and Raisins."

//nhiionds and Jiaimngs, Mum t No, ifurn, not if I knova it I

Mum, they did I They 'd Counted 'em, they 'ad I"
Why they caught me onac,

A !'

Comp.i

ny in ma/

opportimit i aim we
!,<ii widely MI; fur if he relics

lip|K-d Wllll lullr. II;LS -

If that will kill aii eiile on the cliff, will Hit

I'.MIKK was mistaken. ( i 1 dead,

The stout kn burnished eMme,
and pant: nut for t:ir\ liut prize pigs. The

reMof M 1 . ttifl rxacU
that homage suit and service which were charac-

udal times. Tin- knight had his

squire, win) attended him to the battle-field

carried his shirltl round as the moon fought,

fell, and with his failing vision proudly saw his

patron
< 'li laurels. So the imperious
has her trusty flower-maker, who oaring

stained the deadly leaves which render conquest

certain, draws her last breath of poison-dust as

BELINDA, the invincible, smiles on the captive

ug at her l>

Does the parallel halt here? Oh! no. The

grateful knight, in honour of his squire, placed
an humble tablet to his memory. In like

manner we read with feelings of serious satis-

!-. n that a cenotaph is being raised at Drip-

ping Well or Moonlight Glen, to commemorate
the devotion of the flower-maker.

'

tion and design are striking. In
sick girl, bending over a green wreath,
the green wreath, arc these touching
lines

Kliedied
For COXVTAKCB, Low Mid Beauty.

THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION.

MR. PUNCH lias great pleasure in announcing, in the most officious

manner, that the directors of the International Exhibition have not for-

gotten the possibility of the absence of Voluntary Contributions from

i lie Northern States of America. The subject nas been taken into

grave consideration, nnd negotiations have been entered into with the

Lords of the Admiralty and the Commander-in-Chief, in order to the

adoption of means for supplying this deficiency, should it unfortunately

occur. Without entering into details, (as the whole arrangement may
be rendered unnecessary by the arrival of MESSRS. MASON and SLIDELL
about the 2Sth December) Mr. Punch begs to say, that in the event of

the Federals declining to send contributions to the Exhibition, the space
now appropriated to such articles will be supplied through the exertions

of gentlemen connected with our naval and military service, and that

among the Involuntary Contributions from the North will be the

following articles :

1. The Folk of Niagara (American portion) bv the kind permission
of the Canadian authorities, and to be returned when done with.

2. The American Saffh.Tht interesting animal will be provided with

a larec supply of its natural food, namely, Bunkum, to be obtained from

the offices of the New York newspapers.
3. Several bottles of Hail of Columbia.

4. Curious assortment of flMHN/on which patriotic oratory has been

delivered for some years, \vith the happy consequences now before the

world.

5. Several Platforms, forming a further portion of the Stump
machinery.

6. The White House name of "LINCOLN
"

on the brass-plate.

7. The coat in which MR. JAMES GORTON BENNETT, editor of the

New York Herald, was whipped by EI.KAZAR P. GROWKY.
8. The coat in which MR. JAKES GORDON BENNETT, editor of the

New York Herald, was cowhided by PHINEAS X. BLAZER.
9. The coat in which MR. JAMES GORDON BENNETT, editor of the

New York Herald, was thrashed bv KBKSK/H; V. \Vnni PLE.

10. A collection of nineteen whips with which MR. JAMES GORDON
1

'

N \ i IT, editor of t lie A>- York Herald, was at various times flogged

by nineteen slandered eiti/ens.

11. The boots with which MR. JAMKS GORDON BENNETT, editor of

the Nev> York HeraM, wa^ kicked by K.I'XMIXONDAS J. BUFFER.

12. Six pairs of highlows, and five pairs of shoe*, with which elMfa
other slandered citizens have at various times annotated the editorial

labours of Ma. JAKES GORDON BENNETT, editor of the am Tort

11,T,I'll.

13. Remains of the brandy-smash iu which Mi. SBWABD pledged
himself to insult England on the earliest opportunity, and the glasses

from which his sixteen previous brandy-smash)* had been imbibed by
that statesman.

14. float of the Southern Confederacy, captured by the Annies of the

North. (Promised conditionally only, in the event of such flags being

discoverable.)
15. The Declaration of Independence. To be reverently preserved,

and returned to the North when a statesman, worthy to fill the place

of GEORGE WASHINGTON, shall demand it.

16. Specimens of Jtrtualf* Snaket^ Ruptaibtl S'lartn, Rtyular

QpoM**u. and other curiosities of American natural history.

17. A ffhoy. It will be interesting to compare this animal with his

superior, but a member of the same genus, the Gorilla.

18. Specimens of American Editorial Writings. (Disinfecting fluid

will be found in the same case, and labelled
" Common Sense. )

19 Secret Treaty for the Partition of E*glad between the EMTEBOE
or RUSSIA, MR. SEWARD, nnd the KINC; OP THE CANNIBAL ISLANDS.

20. Mr. Brigham Young, the latest ally of the North, and model of

his Seraglio.
21. The original Book of Mormon as about the only original work

which America has produced since Knickerbocker
1' Baton.

22. Specimens of American Ape*, and Naiitralued Iriikmen, stuffed.

A Safe Delivery and a Wise Deliverance from War.

WITHIN the last few weeks there has been a General Gaol Delivery

in England. We should like to see the same thing take place in

America. For instance, if the Washington Government would only

open the door of the prison in which MBSSRS MASON and SLTDELL

are confined, and set them free, what a fearful difficulty would be

overcome ! War may be said to hinge on the portal of that very prison-

door. It is a kind of modern Temple of Janus, expressing Peace or

War, either as it is opened, or closed. Let us hope that the fnendshm

of two such great nations as England and America will never be buned

in those odious "Tombs !"
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A PERFECT CURE.
OUR CABBY. "'Slonishing to me there ain't inore Accidents along o' these 'ere Foiiii>r/!,i<.

Flask of Old Tom or what not about yer, and yer can't come to no luu-ni."
Always carry a

THE MAIDEN ELECTION.
A NEW Constituency may be ex-

cused a little excitement at the
first exercise of its privilege; and
if Birkenhead did make a riot, it

chose a respectable man, and shall
not be called the borough of Bro-
kcnhead. Nothing was broken at

MR. LAIRD'S return, except some
promises and the peace, and alto-

gether the maiden election has

passed off creditably. Now, MR.
LAIRD must distinguish himself in

Parliament, and not be a King
Log, as we have a young man from
Scotland quite ready with a parody
on

"
Loggie the Laird," which we

assure MR. L. we had much rather
not use.

WHAT A RHYME!

WHEN Yule logs are roasting,
And Englishmen toasting,

One toast will be drunk univar-

sally:"
May excitable Italy

Behave herself prettdy,
And luck to bold BARON Ri-

CASOLI."

Unlearned Figs.

A SCIENTIFIC agriculturist, dur-

ing the Cattle Show, was met in

the street, exhibiting an aspect
of deep dejection. On being
asked what was the matter with

him, he replied that his pigs had
been plucked.

A QUESTIONABLE READING.

THE following item of fasliionable intelligence may suggest a doubt
to some of our country readers, and others who are not duly aware who
is who :

" EDWARDS'S HOTEL. Arrivals : MB. THURLOW WEED and Miss WEED, from
Paris."

It may be readily apprehended that the WEED family is as ancient as

any that ever flourished on a landed estate, or in Spring Gardens, or

any other aristocratic territory.
'

The planta genista belonged to this

family indeed the PLANTAGENETS were originally Weeds. There is

no difficulty in numbering the WEEDS among the flowers of fashion,
and including them within the higher classes and orders. But when a

certain fashionable peculiarity of speech is considered, the way in which

many members of the aristocracy are accustomed to pronounce a certain

consonant, some doubt will arise whether WEED, in the above announce-

ment, really means WEED, or another surname. May not EDWARDS'S
waiter, it will be surmised, have booked the name of WEED as he heard it

uttered, without taking the precaution to look and see how it was spelt
on the trunks of the guests newly arrived ? Had he made that inspec-

tion, might he not have discovered that the initial letter of the name
given him orally by the footman perhaps as beginning with W, was
really R ? Why, no, rustic and uninformed friends. The WEEDS, we
believe, have grown among an Upper Tea Thousand that can at least

pronounce their own names.

MR. THURLOW WEED, in sort is a Weed imported from America, of

decidedly Northern produce. He is not a rank Yankee Weed, but, on
the contrary, quite a mild one

; mild, however, as this WEED is, he is

not too mild for us to smoke him.

Good Advice.

COLUMBIA'S stars said to Columbia's stripes,
"Eleven of us out Secession wipes."

Columbia's stripes said to Columbia's stars," To put 'em in again, don't call on Mars :

No Union's possible, where he shows face,
Our stripes he '11 double, not our stars replace."

JACK TRUNNION ON THE AMERICAN DIFFICULTY.

"MY DEAR OLD PUNCH, i ave jest cum ashore arfter a 3 years crews
and bin hovorhawlin 1 of them penny goose papers Wich reminds Me
of a Die-all as i wunce bort of a Jarmau klockmaker in Humbug Wich
had neither Mane-spring nor reglater. Well in this 4s?. goose paper
i sees a hartikl kaul'd the

'

Merican Difficulty.' It may Be a merican
but i ber 'spectfuly 2 say that there never wass sich a word In the Dick
Shun hairy of a english Sailor as that Land luberly ski blue milk and
water I a dificulty and i d'woutly ope and bleeve has there never Will
be wile hold Ingland as got A shot in Her locker, and i beg hallso

spectfuly 2 say That iff the penny goose editer Who my old arnt

betsey (bless Her iis) woodnt ave aloud 2 Wipe Her specktakels shows
his Face Aboord of fl. M. S.

'

Flip
' me and mi mates ave Sworn on

hour baccy Box's, that We'll Shane im as we old It harnt rite nor prop-
per that A indiwidyal Should show sich airs wen he sees the Beerd of

the british Lyon pull'd by a tarnashim yanky and kauls It a Dificulty !

".TACK TRUNNION, a. B.

"H.M.S. Flip."
"
N.B. if captin winkles and is Merry men will Honor H. M. S.

'

Flip
'

With awiset we shall Feel no Dificulty in Din our lit'l acouut with him.

But i don't ann tis a pate he wil axept This hinwitaslmm seeiii Unit the

hods in his Favor so far has numbers goes Wood be rayther Less than
102-1." '

J. R."

The Fate of Peacemakers in America.

WERE PEASE in Yankeeland. is he aware
How he would, probably, be treated there ?

His plans and preachments as peacemaker foiled,

PEASE would be tarred and feather'd nay p'raps

TWO GOOD REASONS.

THE ever-green PAIMERSTON, of Dover, has challenged the Indian

DEERFOOT to a foot-race. The Indian shirks the challenge : first, because

he is afraid of being beaten by the light-hearted and active Premier ;

and secondly, because DEERFOOT is very fond of money, and if he won,
would be outrunning the Constable.

Printed by William Brailbnrr, of No. 13, Upper Wobun !Mee, and Frederick Mullet! Ern, of No. 19, Queen'a Road Welt, Kegent'i f rk. both la the Parlih of St. Fucru, HI the C iimty of Midflte.-v

Prtntert. t their Offlre in Lombard Street, li the Precinct of WbJtefriari, in the City of London, and Pntliihed by them at He. 85. Fleet Street. I. the Parilk f St. Bride, in the Cttrof London.-
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OUR ARTIST WAS ON THE SPOT.

.MH. I'l \firs APOLO

:u cu/jxi Mvitra ! Coi
fur Kin -bur)

'

\\'c ilnl it it was
our fault, ami we frankly and hum-

bly confess it. We neglect.

duly. We
shut him out, shut him up, and
eou'd i, o thii time with

ucrapli. And wr didn't

write that paragraph. \Vc admit
our larhfi, we avow mir guilt. But
be not hard upon us.

1'Kjk a In tic niter his own

the truth must In- told '

Cox. \\ e

nicnt. SiiciiKiitp is gone, and
VMS Las tin

. i- Mieh wry small game.
\\ . wanted Cox, and there is an

the matter. Please, if,

and kind world, please to forgive
us that we let him in for Finsbury.
\Ve'll make it up to you one way
or another. The great AruLEics
himself had a similar need, and see

how cleverly he treated the sub-

ject.

Come, it is Christmas time, and
we must insist on being forgiven.
You don't know what fun t!

in Cox ? Come, shake hands, and
absolve us. That is right, hooray,
Id's liquor!

The Best Chiistmaa Box.

THE Despatch-Box, which
js

ex-

pected to arrive from America a
little after Christmas, will turn out
to be without comparison the very
best Christmas Box this year, if it

is found to contain an honourable
submission to England's demands,
and a hearty profession of peace
and good will, as becoming the

season, from JONATHAN towards
his old friend Juux BULL.

A SORRY CHRISTMAS.
I COHE again your hoary King !

My crown of ivy green and beaded holly,

My wonted crown behold I bring,

My wonted Christmas-Carol sing,

Wooing to joy e'en blackest melancholy ;

I lift my wassail-cup
With spiced drink mantling up
But ah, my crown looks sere,

My Carols grate upon the ear,

My wassail-healths sound wantonness and folly.

A blight lies on the iron earth,

A dark cloud hides the lowering heaven :

'Tis not the thought of winter dearth,
Huddled beside a tireless hearth,

Hushing its thin brood till the bread is given :

To woes and wants like these

I can bring ready ease,
With good-will and good-cheer
Can warm and raise the dying year.

But this is gloom not all my mirth can leaven.

" PEACE UPON EARTH, GOOD WILL TO MAN,"
My charter who among you but remembers ?

I that should bless, how shall 1 ban P

1 that the fires of love should fan,

How shall I stir to flame hate's smouldering embers ?

How dvc with deeper red

The holly round my head,
How change my carol sweet
To war-cry, for my throat unmeet,

How bid war's horror wed with drear December's ?

" PEACE UPON EAJLTH, GOOD WILL TO ALL,"
And if good will to all. what to our brother?

Oh, may the lifted weapons fall,

And Peace's gentle calf

Pierce through the trumpets that her pleading smother

May better thoughts ensue,
Wrong-doers wrongs undo.
Till breaks the war-cloud dun,
And bursts God's blessed winter sun,

To show two hands, disarm'd, clasping each other.

The Prussian Crown and Cushion.

TUB Krevz Ze'ttung reports a speech made the other day by the KING
OF PBUSSIA, in which his MAJESTY sfcid: "My basis wifl, however, be
the same, and will be inviolable. I have received my crown from the

altar." What has KING WILLIAM'S receipt of his crown from the

altar to do with the inviolability of his basis ? What relation does his

basis bear to his crown ? Is not the one the direct opposite to the

other F If the KING op PRUSSIA puts his crown upon his basis, what,
we should like to know, docs he put his hat upon?

Lincoln'* Brag.

Atlafttd frm HattM.

Lineal*. We've got three million.

Joan Bull. Geese, villain ?

Lincoln. Soldiers, Sir .'

fAVE YOU SEEN BLONDIN ? Well we rally don't much cane
L whether you hare or not. The quutiou of the day In which we fed matt

interert 1* flaw yv* fonluutd ftLtuKi Almextut t and uttlew you cnn mj '

\tm,

Puny," we hereby authorise your wife to pull your wnlaken wU (or you.

YOU XLI. P B
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IN STATU PUPILLARI."

APTAIN F vi-

siting an aristocra-

tic boarding-school
in Paris, where a

young lady, accord-

ing to public report,
had lost an eye,
writes :

"
I have the happi-

ness to state that I

found all the scholars

perfectly sound of eye,
and not one wanting at
roll-call."

It is something
new,though scarcely

according to the

usages of French

gallantry, to speak
of young ladies, as
one would of a team
of horses ; but it is

nevertheless grati-

fying to find that,
after a diligent in-

spection of a French

seminary, an eye-
witness could covenant' every pupil sound

; and it is, moreover, satisfactory to
know that the dear little creatures all answered to the

"
roll-call." We were

well aware that a bell is always run? at meal-times in large schools, but it is a
matter of surprise to us to learn that there is a special call for French

"
rolls."

A REMINDER TO THE POPE.
DEAR Pius,

THE Bashan Week being now over, and all the
Fat Farmers who stuck in the bogs about Baker Street
being remitted to their native mud, we are ready to receive
the Bulls your HOLINESS has promised for the Exhibition
at Brompton. Come with them, if you like, for though
only a gentle Shepherd, you have shown that you know
the use of the goad. Come over Westminster Bridge, and
don't let the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster do you
into stopping at St. George's in the way (you'll see his

place, it is close to Bedlam), but drive on straight. We'll
put you up comfortably at the Mitre, the Kings and Keys,
or where you like. Come along you '11 not find us nearly
so black as we are painted by that humbug, ANTONELLI.
You '11 be popular here in a week, and you never will be
so in .Rome. Come. Sibinms papdliter. But, anyhow,
send the Bulls.

Ever your HOLINESS'S
Devoted Servant,

St. Nicholas's Day.

VI VENT PEG REQUIRED by those who purchase
1 Punch's Almanack, for so fine a spirit of wit is there infused in

all its jokes that exposure to the air will never make them flat,
and no stopper is reqiiired to prevent them from evaporating. Its
contents are all well warranted to keep in any climate, and may be
safely recommended not merely for home use, but for general expor-
tation. As they form a very strengthening and wholesome mental
diet, no family or single person ought to be without them.

STRANGE TRANSFORMATION IN THE AMERICAN CABINET.
LINCOLN is looking Sea-ward.

"WHERE IS LORD STANLEY QUARTERED, DO
YOU KNOW?"-jKdUmi/.

SUBSISTED BY RECENT DISCUSSIONS, AND VERT SLIGHTLY ALTERED
rROM MB. WILLIAM COWPER, OF OLNEY.

BETWEEN Noes and Ayes a strange contest arose,
LORD STANLEY had set them unhappily wrong;

The point in dispute was, as all the world knows,
I'o which that young nobleman ought to belong.

The Press was the
lawyer, and argued the cause

With a great deal of skill uud elaborate learning,
While Chief Baron PUNCH sat to balance the laws,
So lamed for his talent in nicely discerning.

"
In behalf of the Noes it will quickly be clear,

it r4
n('

-vour Lordship," he said,
"

will undoubtedly find,
1'hat a STANLEY must be a Conservative peer
And if radical, held to be out of his mind."

'

Then, holding a pedigree up to the Court,"
To doubt it were treating his eminent Dad ill.A son of PRINCE RUPERT, my Lord is. in short,A true Cavalier, in the senate or saddle."

Again, would your Lordship a moment suppose,
('Tis a case that has happened, and may be again),

If his falher should trip up his Government foes,He must surely have him for an aide de-camp then P

On the whole it appears, and my argument shows
With a reasoning that won't make your Lordship look grim,

lhat LORD STANLEY was ccitaiidy made for the Noes,And the JNoes were as plainly intended for him.

Then, shifting his side, as a lawyer knows how,He p. adecl *gaui in behalf ot the Ayes,
That LORD STANLEY was not of the Past, but the Now,
And for cant and conventional humbug too wise.

Then his Judgeship decreed, in a grave solemn tone,
Decisive and clear, without one If or But,

That whenever the Noes set that nobleman on
To speak Tory, DISRAELI'S mouth should be shut.

.4. MINUTE BORE. What a deal of fuss has been made about the
Education Minute. The discussion of the arrangements proposed in
this one minute appears to have uselessly occupied a great deal of time.

A LOOSENESS IN A GOVERNMENT OFFICE.

IN the annual report of the Postmaster-General, issued two or three
weeks ago, we read that

" The carelessness of the public in posting letters is best shown by the fact that
no less than 50,000 postage stamps were found loose in letter boxes and mail-bass."

It is very well to put the above down to the "carelessness of the

public." It may be owing to the carelessness of the Post-Office. A
short time ago, the authorities of St Martin's-le-Grand were so sparing
of their gum, that it was as difficult to find a postage stamp stick to its

letters as one of LORD MALMESBURY'S clerks. Like deserters, they
displayed a too willing alacrity in running away from their posts. Ad-
mirably as the Post-Office is conducted in most of its branches, we
must say that it was in the above respect anything but what an actor
would call

"
lel.ter-perlect," in its delivery. Whose gain we should like

to know was the treasure-trove of those 50,000 stamps? We conclude

they became the perquisite of the Post-Office; so that they had an
actual gain in a want of adhesiveness to their proper duties. They bene-
fited by their

"
carelessness

"
to the extent of 208 6s. 8d.

;
and if

these 50,000 stamps were sold again, and fell off again, as such a slippery
article undoubtedly would, they would realise the same profit every
time they repeated the transaction. It is not turning

"
an honest

penny
"

to sell an article that will not fulfill the promise with which it

has been backed. The dodge may be exceedingly clever, and may
succeed in increasing the sale of stamps to a very large extent, but we
decidedly should prefer in such matters from Government a little less

gumption and a little more gum.

DISSENTRIFUGAL FORCE.
" The general body of Protestant Dissenting Ministers of the three denomina-

tions, met at the Congregational Library, Blomfield Street, to take into consider-
ation the present relations of this country with the United States of America RBV.
PROFESSOR HOPPUS, D.D., in the chair. Resolutions were unanimously adopted
deprecating war with America. "

You holy HOPPTJS,
You shall not stop us,

But what odd fish your friends must b !

They hate a Bishop,
Yet send a wish up,

For tyranny in every Sea.

A Modern Greek Chorus.

A TELEGRAM from Constantinople lately announced that :

" The Turkish lira has riln from 200 to 270 piastres."

Private letters afford us the additional information that all the Greek

stockjobbers at Galata were singing
"
Lira la !

"
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HIGH ART ON A LOW ROPE. MEN AND MONKEYS.

F.RILY the pleasure-

seeking public is most
st rangely inconsis-

tent. To see the

Octoroon pretend to

die upon the stage
is too much for its

tender heart and
tear-tilled eyes to

witness: hut to

M. Hi.oNDiN risk liis

life iu grim n

brings no sort of

sickening qualm, or

compassionating fear

to it. At least, if it

feel fright at all, the

very terror is attrac-

tive; and the more

danger there is, the

more the public
flocks to see it. Take
away the chance of

neck-breaking, and
who would stir a

foot to see a man

walk on a high rope P It is the peril that so pleases the tender-hearted

public It is the chance of witnessing a real act of suicide that makes

it nock in crowds, like Spaniards to a Lull-tight : while it turns away

its eyes in veU-obotad horror at the simulated death before the

footlights of the Octoroon.

To see M. BLONDIN appear on his high rope, the Crystal Palace

each day gathered about twenty thousand people : whereas a daily

average of not above three thousand have oeen attracted lately to

see him on his low rope, which latter, if judged simply by its acrobatic

merits, ought to prove by far the more attractive exhibition. As daue-

ing, rightly practised, is more elegant than walking, so M. BLONDIN'!

tight-rope danoing is superior and more worth seeing than his tight-rope

walking albeit in this hist there is the charming chance of seeing nun

fall off and break his neck. Though at a lower elevation, the tormer is

by far the higher style of art : and by descending to within six. or eight

feet of the floor, M. BLONDIN has much raised himself m Mr. Punch *

;tion.

Let not people rashly think themselves qtute qualified to answer the

world-wide-posted question, "Have you teen Stondtn?' by the fact

that they have seen him simply on the high rope. BLONDIN on the

high rope and BLONDIN on the low, are. except in never failing m w

is undertaken, scarcely to be recognised as being the same performer.

BLONDIN eight feet from the ground performs such feats ot skill and

slrength as at two hundred feet above it of course he would not dare t<

do. Using the rope either as a spring-board, floor or sofa, as his fancy

seems to take him, he hops, skips, dances, jumps, turns summersaults

in tabots, in fetters, or on stilts, and over rows of lighted candles with-

out whisking ever a wick out, lies flat upon his back as snug as in a

hammock, bounds up high into the air and swings his legs Irom side to

side as though they were but tied to him, plays the fiddle or the drum,

now firm upon one leg as if a model for a statue, next jumping up and

down as though in training for the Cure, appearing all the while as

much at home and at his ease as if he had m lact been born upon the

rope, and had lived all his life on it. BLONDIN is in fact as much at

ease upon the tight-rope as would a Gorilla be in doing the trapeze, at

there is a poetry of motion in his movements that one would scare*

expect to see in so prosaic a performance as dancing on the tight-

rope usually is.

A hundred years ago the art of rope-dancing ranked higher among
the arts aud sciences than it happens to do now, and, being better

patronised, was doutnlss better cultivated Performers then, may be

did just the feats that BLONDIN does: but they who are not cente

narians will hardly rerolleet a performer who has equalled him. Punch

abstained In. in iiraisini; BLONDIN for his skill on the high rope, tor

Punch had no wish to tempi people to the chance of seeing suicide

But now that I'.LONDIN is performing without danger to ins neck

Punch would recommend all sight-seers forthwith to go and see him.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIOUS WHISKERS? If BO, go at once

and purchase Punch't Almanack : wherein, among tan thousand useful biU o

information, you will meet with no directions how to mnko

The merry brown hairs come leaping,

Leaping out, you will sea ;

Till the girts cry, prettily peeping.
"Wli.it bountiful whisk* has he I"

simply beams* Pwc* is very muA too wie to wMtc hi time in writing tha

which uobody but simpletons would read.

IT M. DcCni
see why he show

far mon
their n

not Irs'

U

i * \ ; we

t up

!! US,

which
y is a
n, he

nt the
in '-.

r no littlr i -'ople who a

-land thai

all known > > have done i

hankers) as nineh as well was pos- many a dev<
'( of In- aunt holds bis Mad walks at larg

as though cannibalisni li '<< be regarded as <

Again, tak.

il. DO CUAILLU el ^covering.
aid one, and, as the art of wig-making in ape-lai
uihls I, i hatch to keep his head warm, and

wind from whistling in his ears. And do not many men
ii(l know well how to feather them '! The practice is as usual here aa

with the Nshiego-Mlxmves, and the industry and skill with wh
achieved are every whit as wondrous with the men n-

As another very marked of tln-irs,

s bein? pretty often up a tree, in fact, as passim: u> r a full

lalf of their existence. But this is not a habit special
to the

creation. Our poor friend MR. HABDUPPE has for years been "up a

ree," to quote his own confession ;
and the chances are. we

rom our knowledge of his character, that he will end his days in that

irtahle pov
we tind iii Central England and in civilised sr^iety precisely

the

same habits and (eeentrie ways of living as those which have been

noted in the wilds of Central Africa. In fact, the customs of Gorilla

jiMi'l mid parts thereto adjacent, although in haste we call them savage,

irntal, mm inhuman, not merely have existence, but are actually ap-

i, when pursued in onr (so called) more civilised community.
hink it a neat dodge to live on one's relations, and when a rich

nan'dies the first thing his friends ask is how will he "cut up?"
rs occur almost daily here among us of people being hunted

Sown and eaten up by fellow men, vho pursue with cruel eagerness all

he helpless victims who may chance to cross their path. Indeed, much
is we may boast of our superior intelligence, customs the most canni-

>nlie prevail still in this country: and many who are looked upon as

Educated Englishmen, behave themselves in no way better than Gorillas.

AGITATED TAILOR (to foreign-looking gentlemanV^-you'" rmOuir l-Umy

in Ou arm. S-nr, 4-i-fttrf I'll d-dJa my t-b-bat to fit you!

WETTING OS TUB WALL OP CONGRESS.

THEM as dares to misbehare,

V.-n they 're whopped, '11 have to "cave.
1

YOU BRUISE YOUR OATS YET, AND HAVEYOU CCT
\ , if rou think that* questions nBBmMnt, oort want yo<

K ~~ v ?
r eta> bo prepared to answer fur your nenUgepce. Ha! Hal
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UNEXPECTED BLISS.

Swell (drusinyf.
" HURRAH ! ! Br JOVE, THERE 's A BUTTON AT THE BACK or

MY SHIRT ! ! !

"

CALUMNY ON CRACK CORPS.
THE feelings of every man who wishes to respect Ms species, and is accustomed

to ride in London omnibuses, must often have been outraged by a certain coloured
print which is stuck up inside most of those vehicles on the part facing the door.
This picture represents two degraded beings of opposite sexes, fashionably attired,
the hair and whiskers of the man half grey, half black, and the tresses of the other
black on one side and red on the other. Both the gent and his counter-part are
represented with a countenance in which a ridiculous ruefulness combines with a
disgusting love of approbation. The title of this work of art, printed in large type,
is .No more Gray Han-

;

"
and the two snobs, male aud female, whose portraits

illustrate that inscription, are supposed to have resorted to staining their hair, and
to have allowed their likenesses to be taken when that process was half done, in
order to exhibit the contrast between its results on the one side, and the state of
nature on the other. They look very much as if they had been paid to sit, and felt
rather ashamed of themselves in so doing.
What then will be the sentiments with which the elect of the British Army will

read the following, picked out of a column of other advertisements of cosmetics ?

CAUNDERS' GUARDS' HAIR DYE is the cheapest and best ; has no smell, and" erfectly bo 1"8". d intantly changes red or grey hair to the most natural brown or

The Guards' Hair Dye ! What next ? The Guards' Kalydor, perhaps, or the
Uuards Milk ot lloses, or the Guards' Enamel. In the meantime an officer of
the Goldstream or Coldcream will have to do omnibus-duty pictorially for the
wretch who now figures as the exemplification of

" No more Gray Han-." The
print which is now simply disgusting will become libellous when it exhibits an
oihcer and a gentleman disgracing himself by colouring his hair. We know well
that our gallant Guardsmen have no notion of dying, unless either from natural
causes, or for their country, and their Punch.

.
A I MAR TUCK TOR JONATHAN. If the Yankees invade Canada, they will get

into a scrape with the Governor, LORD MONCK. This MONCK, we hope will
show them that he belongs to one of the Flagellant orders by giving them a
sound whipping.

THE TWO MESSENGERS.
COLUMBIA.

I HAVE a message must cross the sea,
But I doubt what message it shall be :

And be it Peace, or be it War,
A fitting post I would choose therefor.
So say, you bonny birds of mine.
Around which neck shall I tie the twine ?

THE EAGLE.

Round mine, round mine, my mistress sweet,
My wings arc broad and my flight is fleet :

And I have a beak to rend the prev,
And talons for all my course would stay :

And I can swoop over land and sea-
Then "

War," and your message send by me .'

THE DOVE.

Hound mine, mistress sweet, round mine :

I 'm swift as arrow, and true as line :

Nor talons sharp, nor beak have I,

But a soft swe::t voice and a pleading eye ;

And none will harm me, on land or sea
Then "

Peace," and send your message by me.

THE EAGLE.

The Lion stands in act to spring,
Her glove BRITANNIA lifts to fling :

A haughty claim asks haught reply,
He half has conquered, who dares*defy :

With the Lion the Eagle should parly hold-
Then give me the message, brief and bold.

THE DOVE.

The dugs of the Lioness suckled thee,
When h'rst thou earnest over sea.

Better 1 ween than BRITANNIA'S glove,
Is the hand of BRITANNIA, clasped in love.
'Twixt Dove and Lion calm speech may be
Then the message of Peace send thou by me !

THE EAGLE.

Thou hast boasted and blustered and talked of fig-

Hast set a bold face in lieu of right :

If breath thou bate, or back thou draw,
Or instead of battle offer law,
Oh, scornful the Lion's laugh will be-
Then the message of War send thou by me !

THE DOVE.

If thou hast boasted, boast no moie :

If war thou hast challenged, repent it sore :

The devil's wickedest whisper to man
Is.

"
Let wrong end, since wrong began."

Oh, glad the Lion's great heart will be,
If a message of Peace thou send by me.

And still in doubt doth COLUMBIA stand,
A bird and an answer on either hand ;

For War, the Eagle with eyes a-glow ;

Eor Peace, the Dove, with her plumes of snow.
But Peace or War should the message be,
'Twill find them ready across the sea.

Conspicuous by its Absence.

THE American organ, the Morning Star, alone of all

;he London journals, appeared on the sixteenth without the

signs of respect usual when a national affliction occurs. It

was subsequently shamed into a shambling kind of apology.
But why not have told the truth; namely, that it had been
so industriously smearing the English Hag, and cleaning
MR. SEWARD'S dirty shoes, that it had no blacking to

spare for decorous observances ?

DAILWAY TRAVELLERS! INSURE YOURSELVES
J-V a lot of hearty laughs by buying PuncKt Mmanact. The beat

-ravftlling companion ever yet produced. Kill* blue devils and black

care, that often sits behind the engine-driver as well as the stage
coachman. Makes the longest journey short, and enables one to

indorgo a travel even by the Eastern Counties Railway without
osing one's temper.
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COLUMBIA'S FIX.

COLUMBIA. "WHICH ANSWER SHALL I SEND?"
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High Church and Low Language, 246
the Clergy (AX 21

Horrid Murder of Mozart, 171
: Hone Veal, 10
House of Commons on Art (TheX 44
How Three Fishers went Saleriug. 79
How to Punish Soldiers, 164

How to Teach Religion, 133
How we 'II Break the Blockade, 196
Hurrah fora Principle, 64

loNORAMfs on the Income-Tax (An), 129

l..gy, 232

Kl.tiEg, 115
.1 Thuui lciig(l'bc), 184

Important to Old Ladies, 155

Improper Expression (An), .37
Incident in a Country Town

lible Humbug, 169

Mlity In Error, 180
isries for Drunkards, 95

nhof pitality to Punch, 109
"In Statu Pupillari," 256
In the name of Conscience, 4
Irish Bull from France (AnX 123
Irish Yahoos (TbeX 246
Italian Theatrical., Ii6
JACK Trunnion on the American Diffi-

cult}-. -_s

John Bright, 243
John Kussell, Kan Ludlow, 36

Journey In Search of a Pair of Gloves (AX
i

Judicial Jokes on Copyright, tit
Justice in a Hootch Real, 144.

KIMJ Cotton Bound, 176

King Cotton's Remonstrance, 171

Kiteflying at Sea, 119
LasouKaa not Worthy of his Hire (AX ISO

Lady and the Volunteers (TheX *
Lament for old Guy (AX 1M
I..:.-'. I , 1:1. .. i.<

Latest from Ramsgate, 85

Lay on a Udder (A), 86
Lecture on Mnemonics. 81
Le Tambour Majeur of Europe, 131
Letter t<> a Lady, 163
L'HoU 1 dee Trols Empereurs (A), 1M
Liberty of Uullcenaod Hawklof (TbeX
Light-lingered Unfade WanUd (AX ISO
l.iues on tbe American Ixan. 75
Loudou Barrioadee (TbeX lot
London Lea a Long Way Behind , it
Looeeuees in a Oovernment Ornoe, tM
Luuis Na|Kileu dsa Penance, III
Love and Arsenic, Z53

Love-Sougs lor Uinallm, 231
M'Cui L'S War 8on, lit
Maiden Kleetion (The), zM
Mamace and their Money, JI2

Martyrdom Super Mara, M
Marylebone Mooncalf (AX 19
Mathematics for Practical Men, 1*9

May Difference of Opinion never Alter
Collaboration, 61

"
May Difference ol Opinion," *c , 17

M. nkmdtn's llunipe, 103
Medal for the Museum (AX **
Medical Manslauxhtw, ISO
Mellifluous Minister (AX 51
Memorandum for Msawccn, 238
Men and Bees, ill
Men and Munkeya. tS7
Meteors for tb. Million. 76

Military Intelligenee, lit
Militai v Murder and Suicide. SSI
Mine Host's IU jornokr, >S
Miulmised Music, SOS
Miraculous Musw, SIM
Model Misoellany (AX 169
Model of the Disunited Mates, I4J
Monumental Quettkm (A), lei
M. P. 'a Sepieiuber Hung (TbeX M
Mr. John Ml to tM United States, 160
Mrs. Durden OB tbe) American DdsVwKy,m
Mr. Spurgenn and the Pope, US
Mr. Spurgeon'a Advice lo Bachelors. lt
Mr Puucb on Home Popular flatiielnm.
10, 170, *c.

Mr. Punch's Apoeoiy, 1S5
Mrs. Rocheabaoamla^ Maxima, SS, SI, SO
Music without Nolee. tM
Mystery beyond Prteetoraft (AX tN
NATOUOII to Mono, lot
National Defender (AX 141
New Complaint (AX 1W
New Court Circular Wanted (AX 145

Newdegate In a New i haracter. 139
New Mouks Wanted, 141

New Sanitary Tax (AX 111

Newipaper Distress Meeting, 140
Mew Stand-Point of Geography (AX 189
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New Temple Fountain (The), 154
Noble Donkey (A), 191
No Joke, 70
No Reform of the Income-Tax. 120
Not a Bad Bull, 244
Not ft Bad Commission, 71
Not Exactly Rosewater, 9
Notice for a General Mourning, 162
Notice to the North, 232
Not the Difference of a Hair between
them, 125

Novelty In Needlework, 91

Nurslings of the Waves, 195
ODE to Pam, 33
Old Fable newly Applied (An), 214

Oppressed at Home (The), 223

Original Poems for German Minds, 181
Orleans Boy (The), 182
Our Dramatic Correspondent, 8, 83,45, &c.
Our Female Ironsides, 202
Our Musical Police, 19, 32, 51
Our National Defenders, 29
Our Roving Correspondent, 39, 49, 4c.
Our Superiors in Everything, 190
PACEM, Peagrim, Precamur, 215

Painting the Lily, 165
Pam upon the Heights, 83

Papal Peepshows, 179
Parallel Feat of Arms, 83
Parallels of Crime, 135
Parisian Mass Market (The), 3
Patent Potatoes, 163
Patience and Preparation, 246
Pedalian v. Mental Superiority, 237

Penny Editing, J91
Performer aud the Public (The). 45

Photographic Caricatures at Rome, 251
Piece of Advice (A), 211

Piper worth Paying (A), 60

Pity for Poor Smokers I 115

Pity the Police, 8
Plaint of the Club-Men. 215
Plain Words for Plain People, 161
Plan for Relieving the Bishops, 198
Playing at Cards. 1' 5
Policemen Should Mind their Letters, 23
Poet Close Rageth again, 112
Poet Close to the Premier (A), 44

Pointing a Cannon with a Moral Purpose.
184

Policeman's Progress (The). 213

Pope's British Government (The), 247
Pots in Broadcloth and Kettles in Plush,

105
Precedence of Mayors, 1 20
Precious Proselytes, 183
Present State of London (The), 91

Pretty Poison-Wreaths, 233
Prince at the Bar (The). 183
Princes in the Temple (The), 189
Prize Wants, 216
Professor Owen on Relics, 123
Professor Bayers at Oxford, 247
Protection against Ladies, 217
Protestant Spooner on Painting. 42
Prussian Crown and Cushion, 255

'

Puffs for the Police, 136
Punch on the Pyramid, 172
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 1, 13, 23,

84, &c.
Punch's " Mother's Catechism," 62
Punch's Pulpit Lozenges, 163
Punish the Public, 95

Puny Whipsters afraid of Women, 21
QUESTIONABLE Reading (A), 254
Quiver full of Children (A), 161
RAILWAY Tariff (A), 116
Rather down in the Mouth, 115
Rational Monuments, 56
Real " Smack on the Kisser" (A), 224
Receipt for Enamelling Ladies' Faces, 243

Regimental Assassins, 144
Reminder to the Pope (A), 256
Repentance Rather too Late, 153
Representative Rascals, 25

Respect Paid to Property (The), 165
Beturn to Town, 128
Reverse of Right (The), 176
Rifle Races (The), SO

Right Man in the Right Place (The), 55
Right Tap and the Wrong (The), 24
Rivals in the Rope-Walk (Th), 173
Rod in Pickle (A), 61
Roman Brigand to his Recruit (The), 76
Rowland for an Oliver (An), 226

Royal Exchange (The), 166
Run from Manasses Junction (The), 66
SABBATARIAN Espionage, 203
Sad World, my Masters ! (A), 25
Sample of Scotch Chaff (A), 85
Samuel the Saiat-Seer, 192

Sanitary Justice to Scotland, 83
Savages in Suffolk, 79

Saving of India (The), 31
Saving the Octoroon, 252
School for Soldiers (The), 170
Sense v. Sensation, 81

Sensible Fashion (A), 149
Serenade by Musical Policeman, 81
Servants and their Schooling, 66

Severe, if not Savage, 134
Severe Trial ofTemperiu Hot Weather, 89
Sheffield's Political J. A. R., 105
Short Memory (A), 93
Short Way with Secularist* (A), 62
Sinecures for Sale, 91

Sir ^Ssculapius Punch on Allmyeyeopa-
thy, 231

Sir P. Kelly's Circular to the Bar, 49

Slight Omission (A), 101
Smash for a Sensationist (A), 247
Social Scientific Question (A), 105
Soldiers of the Cross Keys, 96

Something for a Rainy Day, 93

Something like Manners, 245

Songof the Talkative Member (The), 70

Song of the Younger Son (The), 193

Sop to Cerberus (A), 89

Sorry Christmas (A), 255

Sparrow Market near Southampton (A),
84

Spartan Discipline at Woolwich, 205

Specimen of an Austrian Telegram, 145

Specimen of Lying, 104

Spendthrift brought to his Senses, 204
Spiritual Boxiana, 143

Spiritual Pauperism, 50
Splendid News from Washington, 96
Spinster's Ready Reckoner (The), 129
S|>ort for Distinguished Foreigners, 95

Sports and Pastimes of the Americans, 130

Staggerers from the Sta^e, 191

Sfcirry Chain of Magic (A), 216
State of the Holy See (The), 129
Statistics for the Nursery, 194
St. Disraeli to the Rescue, 203
Steam Wanted at the Admiralty, 72
Stingo for Summer, 84

Striking a Docket, 226
St. Stephen's Sculpture-Gallery, 1!)

Surrounding Savages, 154
Sweet Thing in Bonnets (A), 175
TALES of my Grandmother, 204
Tearem's Last, 74
Terrific Explosion at the Brompton Boil-

ers, 139
Testimonial to the Swan of Southampton,

That 's the Way the Money goes, 130
They Manage these things better in

France. 242
" This is no Mine Ain House," 173
Three Bows to a String. 121
Titular Refinements, 232
To Pot and Kettle, 126
Trifle from the C. C. C. (A), 101

Trip of Electric Telegraph, 10

Triple Hatful of Coppers(A), 151

Triumphs of Owen (The), 200
Truly Enormous Nuisance (A), 165
Two Messengers (The), 258
Two Voices (The), 99
ULTRAMONTANE Art Treasures, 224
"Under which Mayor, Bezonian," 142" Un Sujet Noir," 65
Usual Ingratitude of the World (The), 30

VERY fine Frenzy (A), 199
Vicious Court Circular (A), 165
Voice from Washington (A). 286
WAITING for an Answer, 238
Wanted a Court Penman, 12

Warning to Jonathan (A), 228

Warning to Servant Maids (A), 134

War-Song for the Witlers, 201
We Hate Bragging, 232
What? At it Again ? You ! 152
Whatever you do, Crow 1 80
Where is Lord Stanley Quartered ? 256
Will you Buy mo Then as Now ? 202
Woman ! 74
Woman never Grows old, 1S4
Word to the Marquis of Normanby (A),

181
Word with the Volunteers (A), 101
Would-be Auto da 6 (A), 169
ZONO on St. Swithun's Day, 25

LARGE ESGRAVINOS:

ABOVE that Sort of Thing, 47
Cfesar et Imperator, 27
Clerical Elocution Lesson, 137
Columbia's Fix. 259
Cover Side at Compicjiio (The), 167
"Doth not a Meeting like this make
Amends," 87

Family Quarrel (A), 127
Gonu-ine Othello (The), 187
German Fleet (The), 157
Gross Case of Dog-Stealing at Sheffield,
97

How they Went to Take Canada, 67
King Cotton Bound, 177
Last Actof the Italian Drama(The), 117
Latest Improvement in Paris (The), 209

Likely Story (A). 2-19

Look Out For Squalls, 229
Lord Mare's Nest (A), 67

Naughty Jonathan, 5
Notice to Quit, 107
Over the Way, 197
Penance in a Balance Sheet ! 219
Real Italian Brigand Chief (The), 77

Retiring into Private Life, 37
Thames imd his Tributary. 147
Waiting for an Answer, 239

Ways and Means, 16 and 17
Wilful Boy (The), 208

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :

ABOVE Bridge Boat Aground, 53
Accommodating ! 142
After Supper Strange Admission, 96
"An llligynt Cotch, yer Houourr 1

"

172
Artist's Bride (The), 90
Bad Case of Throwing Stones (A), 23*

Booking a Customer, 248
Brown and Tomkins Preparing for

Scottish Mountain Heights, 515

Cabby and Captain, 200

Cabby and Stout Lady, 21

Candour, 33
Carte do Visito (The), 218
Charles and his Fair Cousins, 12
Cheerful Suggestion, 205
Confirmed Bachelor, 166
Constable of Dover (The), 83
" Correct ' Card '

of the Regatta, Sir ?
"

113

Cruel, 4

Curious Echo at the Shorcditch Station,
160

Dabbling, 70

Distressing Case of ' '

Kleptomania,"
190

Diversions of Drill, 74
Doctor and Irascible Patient, 43
Doocid Aristocrat (A), 222
" Do you Know what a Lie is ?

" 143

Encouragement, 242
End of the Session, 62
Fair Equestrian and Punch, 23

First Day of the Season, 196
For-rad For-rad Away ! 238
"Friend in Need," &c., 193
Great Western, 3 A.M., 246
Gross Outrage, 30
Groundless Alarm, 13
Ground Swell (A), 126
Hint to Architects of the Present Day

(A). 42

History The Ancient Britons, 215

Humility, 183
"

I '11 'ail the First 'Earse for you,
Mum," 132

" It 'a only a Galop, Uncle I

"
170

Lady on Horse-back, 140
Last Day at the Sea-Side (The). 146
Last Sweet Thing in Head-dresses, 182
" Like to see the Morning Paper, Kir?"

182
London Preventive Service Man, 124
Mil Train (The), 52

Major Aldershot Returning from Pa-

rade, 82
Most Flattering, 186
Mr. G.O'Hilla, the young Ireland Party,

244
Mr. Peewit and Conductor, 133
Nature will Out, 235
New Photographic Looking Glass, 204
New Page Accounts for his Honesty

(The), i'63

Nice Game for Two or More (A), 60
" None o' your Larks," 153
No Pleasing some People. 232
Nurse and Young Hopeful, 134
Old Gentleman and Conductor, 216
Old Girl and Hairdresser, 130
Old Lady and Mary, 213
Old Party and Fast Etonian, 123
One Night from Home, 26

Only Man of Rank in Town (The), 120
Order we hope to see Issued (An), 202
Our Artist was on the Spot, 255
Our Splendid Review, 50
Painful and Humiliating Contrast, 163
Paradox (A), 180

Passenger and Porter, 104
Paterfamilias with Air Balloons for the

Chicks, 72
Perfect Cure (A), 254
Perfect Cure (The), 173

Photograph (The), 32
Pleasant Watering Place (A), 122
Polite Attention, 136
Practice makes Perfect, 192

Pretty State of Things (A), 176
Denl Knjoyment, 106

Recipe to Destroy Moths, 100

Relaxation, 166
Result of the Cattle Show, 252

Rights of Labour (The), 73
Ruse (A), 112
Sarcastic Peeler and Cabby, 46
Scene at Saudbath, 116
Scene in a Commercial Room, 512

Scene in an Insurance Office, 224

Scene in a H:iilway Carriage (A), 152
Scene in the Wilds of Suffolk, 80

Serious Drawback (A), 10

Bharp Little Boy's Remarks at Table,103
Sketching on Stilts, 93
Sketch on the Brighton Coast (A), 36

Student Studying at the Sea-Side, 92

Suggestion (A), 8

Swell and the Ha'pence, 20
Tit-Bit (A), 86
"Too True I" 144

Trying to get Forty Winks, 41

Unexpected Bliss, 258

Unlikely Occurrence (An), 225

Waggoner and Young Hopeful, 70

What our Volunteers ought Not to Do,
228

"What's the Faro, Cabman?" 84
Wit at a Disadvantage, 162

Yachting Man in a Gale, 110
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